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MEMOIR OF THE LATE STEPHEN VAN RENSSELAER,
AS TIIE FRIEND AND PATRON OF AGRICULTURE.

In offering to the public v/bat it is hoped may
constitute a large portion of a diversified and

suitable Library for American Farmers—
in which it is proposed not only to illustrate

the science and to encourage the literature of

their pursuit, but to journalize such practical

results of associated and individual exertions

as may at once denote and further the progress

of Agricultural improvement—would it not be

strange if 'we did not attempt to pay particular

respect, as we go along, to the memory and ser-

vices of those who have been called beyond

that bomnie whence no traveler returns ?—men
who, though now beyond the reach of flatter}-

or favor, devoted, when among us, their time

and fortunes to the promotion of that great con-

cern, of which Washington himself hath said

—

" I know of no pursuit in which more real and
' important service can be rendered to any coun-

' try than by improving its agriculture—its

' breed of useful animals, and other branches of

' a husbandman's care."

In consideration that our design, though in-

tended for all who take an interest in i-ural af-

fairs, has its fulcrum, or resting-point, here in

New-York, there would seem to be a natural

propriety in turning to do justice to him, among

the first, who, though born in this city, em-

W'aced with his munificence the welfare of the

whole agi'icultural community.

What General Van Rensselaer did for the

farming interest, was not confined to particular

acts—such as the importation of improved ani-

mals, and donations for public exhibitions of ru-

ral industry, judicious and liberal as these wore.

His contributions were made in a spirit of

broader philanthropy. He caused, as we shall

see, Institutions to be founded, and Sciences to

(49)....sio. 1

be taught, that men might be, intellectually, bet-

ter fitted to get along in tins world as we find it,

enjoying the^greatest of all earthly blessings

—

self-respect, and the sense of personal independ-

ence. In thus going at once to the root of all

social improvement, to lay its foundation where
alone it can be laid, to last, in the moral cul-

ture OF THE RISING GENERATIONS, the PatroOU

took the lead of his own age, and helped to form

ours—ours, in which it is getting to be univer-

sally admitted that our political institutions, the

condition of society, in fact all the circumstances

of our country, demand a radical change in our

educational systems. These must be generally

more industrial than they are in their plan and

character. The great, almost the entire mass of

every generation is doomed to labor daily at

some industrial occupation for a livelihood.

—

There is no security that the children, even in

the first generation, of those who are in com-

parative affluence, shall not be brought, by un-

fortunate speculations, by the unavoidable ac-

cidents of trade, by prodigality-, nay by our or-

ganic law.s for the descent and distribution of

property, to earn their bread by the sweat of

tlieir own brows. God himself hath kindly or-

dained that so it should be. Far from labor be-

ing a curse, if we take laboring-men as a class,

they enjoy as such the greatest share of happi-

ness, ^vith the least alloy, if the labor be not im-

moderate, and its avails made certain.

From all his plans and actions, it is obvious

that the Patroon had profoundly reflected on

the defects in our systems of instruction, and

thoughtfully scanned the spirit of our institu-

tions ; and having thus discerned the true wants

of society, he was not the man to w-ithhold his

personal attention, or his bounty, where a great
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social good was to be achieved
;
yet was there

no ostentation in his benoficence. He acted

truly as if he would not let his left hand know

what his right hand did.

No ! no ! his hand was opened—yet no Bound

Of trumpet wont before—though rich and free,

His bounties oil, like streama beneath the ground.

Unseen, poured treasures sparkling to the sea."

In founding, at his own expense, the "Van

Rensselaer Institute," at Troy, of which we
shall presently have occasion to speak more

particularly, he evidently anticipated and acted

on the convictions of an ahle writer, of very re-

cent date, whom we must take leave to quote,

even at the risk of prolonging this notice unrea-

Bouably; and that, not more to illustrate the

forecast of the great friend of agricultural im-

provement, who is the subject of these remarks,

than because, under no auspices more appro-

priate than under his name, could any observa-

tions be introduced to elucidate a subject which,

though every day gainmg in popularity, can in

no wise be exaggerated in respect of its impor-

tance. Let us invoke, for this quotation, the

particular regard of all opttlent men who ought,

and of benevolent men who rfo, exercise an in-

fluence in devising and forwarding plans for

educational improvement.
" The education necessary for industrial pur-

suits is very generally underrated in this coun-

try, and from thix cavse alone springs a great

deal of our want of industrial knowledge. Our
ignorance is so great that we are even incapa-

ble of estimating its extent. If a boy is to be

sent to a. prqfrfxioit. great care is taken with his

education. " Literature and Science present

themselves to him hand in hand. A reputatioii,

the best passport to professional success, may, it

is said, be founded on school and college cha-

racter, and liis ambition is excited by the social

and political eminences which professional men
may attain. But if he is going to trade or agri-

culture, education, it is thought, would be thrown
awaj' on him. If he can read and write and cy-

pher, it is supposed to be enough. Should an

ambitious parent desire to give his son a good
education, altliough he is to be in trade, he puts

him through college. He devotes the best years

of his youth to reading Grecian poetry and Latin

plays • to learning by rote the dialectics of the

middle ages, and principles of abstract meta-

physics ; and awakens, after the solemnity of

getting his degree, to find that he is to obtain

his living by principles and pur.=uits to whicli

his education has had no reference whatsoever.

He finds that the safety of his property may de-

pend on the navigation of a sea, of which he
never heard wliil.st laboring for months to un-

derstand the geography of the Odyssey ; that

the mode of growth, or the chemical composition

of a plant, of whose exi.stence neither Greek nor

Roman knew, may be the means of gaining or

of losing fortune, and of it he has been left in ig-

norance ; that his daily connnercial intercourse

is \vith men and nations, of whose languages

and whose customs he is totally ignorant, ^vhilst

he has spent his youth in h^aming how he should

have spoken had he lived three thousand years

aco.
' It is very well for those, who, independent

in fortune, and devoted rather to ease than en-

terprise, wish to dream llirough an existence

which offers to them but roses they did not

plant, to seek in the literature of past ages, an
elegant and innocent occupation. Indeed, to all

classes the literature of present and of former
times, of our own and of foreign countries, pre-

sents a relief from the weary continuity of ac-

tion, which industrial progress requires. To the

man of business, there can be no enjoyment
greater than to transport himself from the anxie-

ties of the desk or factory, to communion with
the be.st lessons, ^vhich human intelligence has
handed down, or to obtain, within a few volumes,
the records of the greatest deeds, the noblest

struggles, and the holiest thoughts which have
been allowed to man. But this is not his busi-

ness. This knowledge is not that by which he
is to live, and the first object of one dependent
on his own exertions must he to employ them,

to educate his faculties specially with regard to

their future use in the development and the im-
provement of every part of whatsoever line of

tjusiness he embarks in.

" The idea of there being no direct connexion
between trade and education, has derived sup-

port, with many persons, from the examples of

individuals, highly educated, failing entirely

when they engaged in trade or agriculture,

^vhilst other men, of no educaiton whatsoever,
ha.ve been brilliantly succes.sful in industry.

—

This argument is, however, when analysed,

strong on the other side. What is called educa-

tion by those persons, is not so, it is, on the con-

trary, \\orse than no education \\hatsoever. If a
man knows Greek and Latin, if he can expound
all the niceties ofmetaphysics, -what does it avail

him \\hen he proceeds to spinning cotton, or to

smelting iron
;
quite the reverse. His habits

and modes of thought are at every moment
shocked by the rough clashing of the realities

on which his fate depends. His mind, accus-

tomed to discussions, v\hich, vshethcr right or

wrong, leave life as it has been before, becomes
appalled at the stern calculations of a problem,

in which his liberty, his home, his fortune is

involved. The man is not able for his position,

and he fails ; but he fails not because he was an
educated man, but because he was not educated
for his trade."

For a fuller memoir, embracing a history of

his family, his education, and his public life and

services, to other institutions and pursuits, the

reader is referred to an " able and interesting
"

obituary discourse, as it was most justly charae-

teri.sed when pronounced, by Hon. D. D. Bar-

N.iRD, at a meeting and by request, of the

"Albany Institute," of which, at its first

organization. General Van Rensselaer, then in

Congress at Washington, was unanimously

elected President, and so remained until his

death.

For this discourse, to which we refer, most

conveniently, for facts with which his contempo-

raries only may now be quite familiar, we are

indebted to Doctor T. Romeyn Beck, who was

deputed, in his character as Chairman of tlie

Committee of An-angcment, to solicit a copy,

and who from personal relations to the deceased,

might well be designated as tVie organ for any

oihce, tliat might best imply their reciprocal
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coufidence and esteem, and his own heartfelt

participation at the common grief for the loss of

one, who was opulent without pride, and wise

without pretension. Of his very last moments,

the estimable and accomplished author of the

discourse, remarks : "He departed this life, on

Saturday, the twenty-sixth day of January last.

[1839.] It was at four o'clock in the afternoon,

of a day which had dawned upon him with as

fair a promise of closing on him, in life, as any

perhaps which he had seen for the last two

years, that, in a small cabinet of his ample man-

sion, which infirmities had made his chief asy-

lum and sanctuary, for many months, sitting in

his chair, with just warning enough of serious

change previously, to alarm the fears of anxious

and trembling hearts around him, the venerable

man bowed his head and died." Recent inci-

dental circumstances enable us to add, in proof

of his well-founded self-possession at the last

moment, that, on experiencing an extraordinaiy

euffocating sensation, premonitory of immediate

dissolution, he calmly obsei-ved—" My son. can

this be death ?" And ho^v truly might he, if

any man could, have added—" Oh, death !

where is thy sting ? Oh, grave ! where is thy

victory?"

The Pati-oon was bom in the City of New-
York, on the first day of November, 1764. His

father was Stephen Van Rensselaer, proprietor

of Rensselaerwyck, a manor of 48 miles by 24

in extent. His mother was Catherine, daughter

of Philip Livingston, of the family of that name,

to which belonged the Livingston Manor. Mr.

L. was one of the signers of the Declaration of

Independence. The Patroon's first school in-

structor was John Waters, when the profession

of Instractor was regarded, as it really is when
well sustained, one of the highest honor and

usefulness. He was next sent to school at Eliz-

abcthtown, N. J. ; but the troublous times of the

Revolution coming on, he wns driven thence to

Kingston, where he obtained the first elements

of a classical education, under Mr. John Addi-

son, a shrewd, well-educated Scotchman, who
afterward became a man of consideration in the

State. In 1779 he was placed in the family of

Doct. Samuel Smith, under the instniction of

him and his father-in-law, the celebrated Doct.

W itherspoon. President of Princeton College
;

but " Princeton was still too near the seat of

War ; and the next year it was thought advisa-

ble to move the collegian to the University at

Cambridge, then, as now, a distinguished and
leading .school of the higher kind in the United

States. There, in 178-2, in the nineteenth year

of his age, with respectable attainments in the

classical and other learning of the time, he took

his first degree in letters as a Bachelor of Arts."

A few days since, we were favored with a sight

of his Thesis, written on this occasion, and vet
(.51)

preserved with filial reverence by his son and

successor, who occupies the old Manor House,

^vhich he has tastefully enlarged without alter-

ing ; observing all its pious exercises of family

worship, and keeping up its ancient and elegant

hospitality, in the midst of a charming family

circle, with apparently nothing wanting to fill

up the measure of virtue and of happiness. A
well-stored library, shaded walks, and a garden

adorned with every flower, and redolent of

every sweet. What more can mortal man in

this life desire or de.serve ?

Before he was twenty, General Van Rens-

selaer was man-ied to the third daughter of Gen.

Philip Schuyler, and thus became connected

"by relationship (and one, as it proved, of great

confidence and affection) with another of those

extraordinary men whose names so cro/.d and

illumine the pagesof our Revolutionaiy history."

Though we shall therein extend this notice

beyond the limits we had prescribed, it being

our purpose only to embrace such incidents as

might serve to present an outline view of his

life, and that a^pccially as it teas devoted to the

promotion of Agriculture, we cannot forbear, in

the hope of^he good it may do, to copy what is

so well said by the more able and ample obitu-

arj' notice before us.

" It was in the spring of 1787, when he was
short of twenty-three years of age, in the vigor

of manhood, just on the threshold of mature life,

which sparkled brightly before him—with large

possessions and wealth enough to lay the world
under contribution for whatever it can aftbrd to

pamper appetite and pa.ssion, and supply tlie

means of wanton and luxurious indulgence ;
it

was then, and under such circumstances, that he
deliberately chose, by a formal profession of reli-

gious faith, and a personal vow of religious obedi-

ence according to the doctrines and discipline, of

the Christian Church, as adopted by the Dutch
Reformers, to pledge him.self to a life of tempe-

rance, simplicity, tiiith and purity. How well

he kept his vow is known to all who had occa-

sion to observe him ; and how eminently he wts
blcs.sed in keeping it, was seen in all thase

quarters where, 1 think, the Christian is wont
to look for the prominc of the life thrit now is—
in the calm and (piiet of a peaceful existence,

in domestic rohilioiis of the most tender, hamio-
nious and beautiful character, and in a resigned,

appropriate, and happy death."

If we are led away from the line of obser-

vation ^vithin wliich wc had intended to confine

ourselves upon his character an a Farmer and

the friend of Farmers, something must be al-

lowed to our admiration of the man, and, may
we not add, to our feelings as a friend ?—To re-

turn within that line:—In 1802, Mr. Van Rens-

selaer married his second wife, Conielia, daugh-

ter of William Patterson, a di.stinguished citizen

of New-Jersey, by whom he had nine children,

who still " afford the mo.st satisfactory- proof, that

the example, instruction, and influence of Pa-

rents have been worthy of aU approbation."
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It should have been sooner mentioned, were

it only in justice to his mother, that th.c Patroon

was but five years old when he lost his Father,

leaviog the tender portion of his minority under

her vigilant guardianship—long enough, says

Mr. Barnard, "to receive those deep impressions

of the value of religious faith, and the beauty

of holy things, ^vhich were finally \vrought finn-

ly into the texture of his character.'' How of-

ten, let us add, on the boy at the Mother's knee,

t8 fenn and pressure given to the character,

the man ! Prom her's. as from an angel's

tougae, some consei-vative precept is addressed to

his unformed mind, and sinking deep into his care-

less and sensitive heart, though the dear Mother

may then be called away,—though orphanage,

and poverty, and cniel neglect may unite to ef-

face the holy impression, there it remains to for-

tify £uid to guide him—to support him in adver-

sity and (under a higher power) to deliver him

bom evil. Hence has it been that the wisest

8xid tlie best men have with gratitude ascribed

to Maternal care all that manhood has >von for

them, of honorable and virtuous renown. How
responsible then is the Mother's office ! How
full of tnie glory, when well perfonned !

—

Is tliat glory awarded by the world as often

and as distinctly, as \\hen earned by the

other sex ?—let that other sex and the world

aaswer

!

In 1810, a commission was instituted to ex-

plore a route for a Western Canal, which laid

the foundation of the great sy.stem of internal

iifcprfivements in this State. Goverkeur Mor-

ris, Mr. "Van Re.vsselaer, and Governor

Clinton—enough to render the enterprise il-

lustiious, were of the commission. Acconi-

.paEied by the Sur^-eyor, they per.sonally ex-

plored the route of the present Canal, from the

Hadsoa to Lake Erie; traveling chiefly on

horseback, and " not always without serious dif-

ficulty and nmch deprivation, from the unculti-

vated state of the country." " Sometimes they

made' trie heavens their canopy and shelter for

tlie riig'hL"—^1'hcir report, written by Govemeur
Morris, was made in 1811, and the subject of this

isemoir, being then in the Legislature, by his ex-

ertions and in.fluence materially contributed to

,-k6 B'Access. '''rhis magnificent project, intcrrupt-

eQ "by the war, was resumed in 1816, when a

memorial of great a.bility from the pen of Clin-

ton, was presented, fcllowed by a Report from

the Commissioners, the Patroon being at their

head; and in April of that year, the Legislature

auliiorised the commeiiccment of the great en-

terprise, to wliich, from its first conception to its

completion, he gave all the benefit of hi.s per-

sonal attention, and all tlie weight of his charac-

ter. From that period to his death, he was a

laember of tlie Board, and its President for near-

ly fifteen years—from April, 1824, "when the

name of his friend, the great Clinton, waa struck

fi-om the roll of Commissioners."

In estimating fhe value of works of internal

improvement, and awarding the honors due to

the genius that conceives and the perseverance

that can-ies them through, we are too apt to con-

fine our consideration to their instnimentality in

the creation of national wealth.—True, it must

be admitted, their value in that light dcsei'ves to

be highly rated in proportion as they convey the

raw materials ibr manufactures to appropriate

localities, and create wealth b}- opening a mar-

ket to the productions of otherwise dormant but

rich mines of lime, of coal, of iron, and to the

productions of agricultural regions theretofore

inaccessible ; but such works deserve encourage-

ment j'et more as the promoters of kno^wledge,

and civilization. Whei-e men live in the gorges

of mountains, or in the solitude of frontier set-

tlements, ^\•ilhout facility of communication \vith

their fellow men, their minds become contracted,

and sloth and ignorance and prejudice take the

place of intelligence, sociality and civilization.

An enlightened French Minister, in speaking of

the cost of manufacturing iron in France, as af-

fectuig rail roads, said ,
" The question of the

' price of u-on !—it is the question of roads, the

' question of communications, of intercourse be-

' t%\'een man and man—of the oBliteration of

' prejudices—of the production of mutual amity,

'of morality and civilization."

But we must not here indulge in reflections

which might so easily be amplified and illus-

ti'ated, and which have been only thus far ex-

pressed in the way of demand for more enduring

honor and gi'atitude to these, who, in projecting

the great ^vork that has connected the Hudson

with the Western empire, have not merely added

to the agricultural and commercial wealth and

population of the counti'y. They have achieved

the highest aim of the Legislator—the crowning

glory of the Philanthropist ; for they have quick-

ened the intercourse, improved the minds, refined

the morals, and promoted the harmony/ and

union of the Am cricaii people.

In March, 1819, Mr. "V^an Rensselaer was
elected by the Legislature a Regent of the Uni-

versity, and was Chancellor of it when he died

—having been elected to that station on the death

of the venerable Simeon De Witt in 1835.

In the same year, 1819, an act was passed, by

his influence and tliat of other patriots united,

" FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT AND IMPROVKMENT

OF Agriculture." County Societies were to

be formed ; and the Presidents of these, or Dele-

gates, should the Societies choo.sc to elect them,

wore to fonn a central Board of Agricul-

ture. This law, with the Board it created, ex-

pired by its own limitation; but, sajs the "dis-

course" from which our facts are gatliered, "It

lasted long enough to demonstrate the inappre-
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ciable C'alue of legislative aid and encourage-

ment to the agricultural interest ; and raised to

I itself an cr.during and noble monument, by the

publication of three vei-y valuable volumes and

memoii's."

In these volumes will be found papers which

pret^ent complete views of the geological and

agricultural features of Albany and Rensselaer

Counties, made by scientific gentlemen, exclu-

sively at the expense of the Patroon, the Presi-

dent of the Board. It is believed they were the

first attempts made in this countrj% says the me-

moir, "to collect and arrange geological facts

with a direct view to the improvement of Agri-

culture." Having caused these sur\-eys to be

published at his o-woi cost, and gratuitously dis-

tributed, he next turned his attention to a more

extended survey, which was accordingly car-

ried the entire length of the State, on the line of

the Erie Canal.

All these munificent enterprises, so much in

advance of the times, appear to have been but

preliminary to yet more extensive contributions

to the science of Geology. Thus it was that, in

18'i3, Professor Eaton, in a manner that enrols

his name high in the ranks of men of science,

completed his grand survey, extending from

Lake Erie to Boston, about 550 miles, em-

bracing a belt of fifty miles wide. In 1824, a

publication was made containing llie results of

these surveys, with illustrative maps. "Atten-

tion was strongly attracted, both in this country

and in Europe, to the very creditable and faith-

ful labors of Profes.sor Eaton, prosecuted under

the direction of kis munificent patron ; and this

example it was, unque.stionably, which has led

at la.st to the adoption, in several of the States,

(and this among the number,) of plans for ex-

ploring their temtories at the public expense,

in search of scientific facts, and of the mineral

riches, and other substances of economical value,

to be found upon or beneath the surface of their

respective portions of the earth."

If, in the sketch so far presented of General

Van Rensselaer's contributions to the general

stock of agricultural knowledge, it should be

thought that undue importance has been at-

tached to his forecast, and his liberal expendi-

tures for geological surveys, and analyses of the

various soils and substances they developed, it

must be because the importance of Geology

itself to practical Agriculture is underrated.

—

Those, as we apprehend there are too many,

who do not see at once their intimate and essen-

tial connection, may be advised to remember

that though, of the elements existing iu animaLs

and plant.s, the four which are supplied by the

atmosphere and water constitute by far the

largest proportion ;
yet all the remaining ele-

ments, in much greater number, are equally in-

dispensable to a healthy existence of plant.s, and

must be derived from the soil on ichick they

are cultivated.

The general interest of the subject, as well aa

the obligation to illu.strate the merit vs'e claim

for the deceased, on account of the several and

extensive geological surveys made at his in-

stance and expense, will justify us in taking

space for, and calling the attention of the practi-

cal reader to, the following extract from a wri-

ter already referred to, from which our own im-

pressions, better expressed by himself, have

been in part derived :

—

" The objects of the philosophical agricultur-

ist, as well as the most eflectual means of ad-

vancing husbandry, consist in

—

" 1st. Studying the composition of the smls ;

" 2nd. Studying the action of plants upon it

"The soil is formed by the decomposition of
the minerals of ^vhich the crust of the globe con-
sists. The water which flows over the surface

is absorbed into the pores and fissures of the
rocks; and in winter, on freezing, it expands
with such irresistible force as to crumble dov\Tj

even the materials of the densest and hardest
stone. The pulveralent or gravelly material so

aftbrded, is can-ied do\\-n by rains or floods to

the lower grounds, and, spreading over the
more level country, forms the cultivatable seil.

Independent of the mechanical action of water,
the constitution of numerous rocks is such as to

cause their gradual decomposition by its chem-
ical action, as in the case of felspai- and other
minerals ; and, by the direct action of the atmo-
sphere, all rocks which contain protoxide of iron

very rapidly decompose and crumble down.
" Such being the origin of the soil, its consti-

tution ^vill be easily understood to depend on
that of the rock from which it has been formed

;

and as on this constitution its fertilitj', or its

power of supplying plants with the materials

they require for their growth, mainly depends,
it will be seen that the agricultural capabilities

of a country are immediately connected witb
and dependent on its geological character. A
district, of which the rock is simple iu its con-

stitution, cannot furnish a fertile soil. A pure
quartz rock, or a pure limestone, could oiJy
funiish, fi-om its soil, to plants, lime or silica

;

and they should hence languish for want of

other equally important elements. The edges
of a geological district, where various rocks are

in contact, will, therefore, always be more fer-

tile as to soil than its interior ; and the more nu-
merous are the rocks in its neighborhood, and
the greater the diversity of their mineral charac-

ter, the more complex will be the soil furnished

by their decomposition, and by its power of
furnishing the elements of growth to different

kinds of plants, the greater will be the rsinge

and energy of its fertility."

With increasing years, seems to have in-

creased his constant v.'ish to be sowing the

seeds of knowledge and humanity. Thus it

was, that, having now^ attained his three-

score of years, the Patroon employed Pro-

fessor Eaton again to traverse the State, pre-

pared now, witli apparatus and specimens, to

deliver, in all the principal towns and villages,

familiar lectures on Chemi.stry, Natural Philoso-

phy, and various branches of Natural History.
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The encoura^ug results of this experiment

stimulated him finally to establish a school, of

which, as he declared, his principal object •was

to • qualify teachers for instructing the sons and

daughters of Mechanics, iu the application of

Experimental Chemistry, Philosophy and Na-

txiral History, to Agi-iculture, Domestic Econo-

my, and the Arts and Manufactures."

This school, established at Troy, was incor-

porated in 15-26, under the name of the " Rens-
selaer Institute." "It may be described,"

says Mr. Barnard, " as a school for thorough and
complete instruction, in the circle of the natural

sciences, applicable, in any way, to the econo-

my or business of life iu all its civil depart-

ments—not however including those usually de-

nominated professional. The peculiaritj- in the

mode of instruction, originally introduced, has
been adhered to : and the distinguishing and
eminent advantage gained by this peculiarity of

method has been, not onh' that the students

them-selves have been thoroughly taught, and
are ready, at all times, professionally or other-

wise, to make a practical and highly useful ap-

plication of their knowledge, for their own
benefit or the benefit of others, but that, whether
such is their occupation and bu.siness, or not,

they go out to the world as an army of Teach-
ers, so familiar with the various subjects of their

knowledge, and so fitted and accustomed, from
long habit, to impart it, that thej- become invol-

untarily the school-masters and instructors of

every circle into which they enter. They are

lights and luminaries to the prevalent darkness
tliat may surround them, gentle and mild, but
radiant and steady, in whatever orbit tliey may
chance to move.

" It is impossible to compute, or perhaps to

give any rational conjecture, about the amount
of good which has already been effected through
this munificent and skilfnlly-devi.scd charity

—

much more impossible is it to compass, in

thought, the benefits \vhich coming generations

must reap from that system and plan of Educa-
tion, of which the example was first set, and
tlie eminent utility satisfactorily tested, in the

Rensselaer Institute. Schools have been set up
on the Rensselaer method, in various and distant

parts of our country ; and it has been .stated to

me as a fact, from calculations actually made,
that the Institute has itself furnished to the com-
munity, more experimental Teachers and Pro-

fessors, State Geologists, Principal and Assis-

tant Engineers on Public AVork.'*, and practical

Chemists and Naturalists, than have been fur-

nished, in the same time, by all the Colleges iu

the Union. If the half of this statement be
true, the result, in thi.'s single particular, is a
proud one for the memory of the Patron through,

whose almost unknown munificence it has been
effected."

^he friendship with which we w^ere honored

by the venerated subject of these details, ena-

bles us to state, with distinctness of recollection

founded on personal agency in the tran.saction,

an instance of liberality and public spirit, that

ought not to be omitted in a memoir which

seeks not to dvv'cll on his numerous public, and

yet more numerous private charities, but to refer

only to his munificence in the cauae of Ameri-

can hufhondry, and of education which con-

tributes to the prosperity of every interest and

the growth of every virtue.

As far back as 1822—vigilant iu all things

transpiring for the rural promotion ofeconomy

—

he had noted the meliorations which had been

effected in the points and properties of cattle,

in England, by the efforts o the Collingses and

others in establishing the breed of " Improved

Shorthorns," distinguished, as it was said, for

mello^^•ness of handling, propensity to feed at

an early age, and great aptitude to take on fat.

He called on the writer of these remarks (then

conducting the old "American Farmer,") as

was his v^'ont in passing through Baltimore, to

and fro, betw'een Albany and Washington,

to converse on his favorite topic ; and, giving

him a carte blanche, requested him, by whom
Champion, Shepherdess and White Rose had

been then recently imported for his friend, and

kindred spirit in munificence, Robert OHver, of

Baltimore, to order for him a Bull and two Heif-

ers, from the same highly respectable breeder,

the late Charles Champion, of Blythe. In

making this importation, it -was not from any

personal conviction of the superiority of this

race over our native breeds, for which he had

enjoyed no adequate opportunities, much less

was it with any view to personal gain, being

willing, he said, to risk whatever they might

cost for the public good that might result from

disseminating, such excellent qualities as they

laight be found to possess. A Bull and tw-o

Heifers, Wa.shington, Conquest and Pan.sy were
accordingly imported, at a cost, in England, of

SlOoO. Of the first, Mr. Champion obsei-ved in

his letter to Mr. Skinner, '• I do not hesitate to

say that "V\"ashington possesses more valuable

points, substance, and desirable qualities of flesh,

with as light bone and off'al, as any bull I ever

saw, and I feel great plea.sure that I have such

an animal to send to a gentleman you estimate

so highly, as General Van Rensselaer."

Again we pray the reader not to blame us for

the length of this Memoir. Let that rather be

ascribed to the long catalogue of good deeds

which illustrated and adorned the life of him
whom we have attempted to hold up as the un-

tiring patron of the concern which it is the great

purpose of the "Farjiers' Library" to pro-

mote. An unvarnished chronicle of all his acts

of public and private munificence, as far as, with-

out any wish of his, they came to tlie knowledge
of the world, would fill a volume.

True it may be said, in view of the Patroon's

immense pos.session.s, "of those to -whom much
is given, much will be expected,"—but no ca-

viling can rob him of the merit of having met
this fair requirement. Let us only hope that

his example may be followed by those whom
chance or industry may have blessed with su-

perfluous fortime ; for as none can take that



with them to the grave, how else can all that is

superfluous be better bestowed than in augment-

ing the means of social comfort and the stock of

useful knowledge ?

Though, under the circumstances alluded

to in the commencement of these remarks,

our first regards seemed to be due to him, we
shall not fail in respect to other eminent de-

parted worthies, whose memory deserves to be

cherished by every friend of Agriculture. All

of whom we can get suitable memoirs, shall

have their places of honor in the Farmers' Li-

brary ; for who, however it may be contrarj'

to the mistaken public sj-mpathies and perverted

legislation of tlie day,—who, let us ask, reallj'

so much deserve public approval, and the ho-

mage of posterity, as those who in their own
walks set examples of industrj-, and by their

munificent exertions and expenditures have

taught us to make honest industry most efficient

and available ? As compeers in the advance-

ment of the cause which it •will hereafter be our

duty, as it has ever been our pleasure to advo-

cate—for be it once more observed that it is only

m that career of common service for a common
good that we presume to hold them up, as the

feeblest hand, in the want of a stronger, may
hold a lamp to the footsteps of the inquiring

wayfarer. With their sentiments as pohticiaus

and Statesmen, however variant these may have

been, we have no concern. Detested be the

prejudice that would lead us to value them tlie

less as men, or as husbandmen, for any honest dif-

ference of opinion between them as Statesmen

;

and here, once for all, be it proclaimed, that if,

on any occasion, either from obscuritj' of ex-

pression on our part, or obliquity of the reader's

vision, we may appear to indicate any part\--

political bias, or to use the pages of this Journal

to propagate poUtical or religious dogmas, or to

foment sectioual antipatliies, we repudiate be-

fore hand an imputation as odious as it would

be mijnst Finally, in place of having unwar-

rantably prolonged this memoir on the services

rendered by the Patroon to the two great asso-

ciated interests of Agricultdre and of Edu-

CATioN, -we are but too conscious of having

fallen short of what was due alike to his sagacity

and his munificence—yet must here close it,

\\-ith the fervent ejaculation of a pious friend

\vho knew him well

—

" Yep, he was greatly good, and nobly wise

—

The Christian, Patriot, Gentleman and Sage.

Go learn of him, wherein true wisdom lies.

Study his life—and may the haUowed page
Thy zeal inspire, and all thy powers awake
Like him to live—like him at last to die

;

And then, when death life's golden cord shall break,

Like him, to find a better life on high."

DEEP PLOWING.

ONE EXPERIMENT TO ASCERTAIN ITS EFFECTS.

With some Remai-ks on the Writings of Thomas Moore, of Montgomery County, Maryland, and John

Tavlob, of Caroline, Virginia.

One of the earliest incidents, %vithin our re-

collection, ^vhich sen"ed to impress upon our

minds the scope which practical Agricultiwe

oft'ered for the exerci.se of the mind, was the

reasoning contained in a pamphlet written by

Thomas Moore—and if we could get a likeness

of him, we would have him engraved for the

Farmers' Library, and with it publi.sh a me-

moir of what he did for the improvement of

Southern or Middle States Agriculture, even

though it might serve to preserve, besides his

likeness, nothing more than the pamphlet before

mentioned. All we remember of him is that he

belonged to the Society of Friends, who, pro-

verbially, make good Farmers ; that he was of

Montgomery County, Maryland, ^vhere some of

tlie best Farmers, of that same fi-iendly per.sua-

sion, nov^' reside, to illui?trate the beauties of

good management and unostentatious hospitali-

tj' ; that he had a turn for Engineering ; and

that we under-stood Mr. Jefi'erson was always

glad of an opportunity to converse with liim on

Agriculture.

It was the habit of the Editor's father to de-

vour ever*- thing he could get hold of on Agri-

culture—of which, however, scarcely any thing

ever offered, except an occasional pamphlet, or

newspaper essay. Of the former, few ever

prompted more reflection, or more efBcicntly

promoted great improvement, than this httle

pamphlet on deep plowing—entitled, as \vell

as v^e can remember, (for ^ve were very small

when made to read it " out," as it was called,)

"The Great Error of American Agricul-

ture ExrosED."

It was about that time, too, that the celebrated

essays of " Arator," from the pen of the cele-

brated "John Taylor of Caroline," ap-

peared in, first, we think, a Georgetown, (D. C)

paper. These served to give an impulse to

Southern Agriculture, resembling in some mea-

sure the influence of a great storm when it



comes to agitate the bosom of the peacefnl

Ocean.

On concludmg, for the reasons given in the

Memoir of Gen. Van Rensselaer, that it would

be even more imperatively just than politic to

record in the Fanner's Library what we could

yet recover of tlie benefactions of departed

friends to American Agi-iculture, our first

thought and endeavor was to get a portrait and

appropriate notice of the Author of Arator.

Although so far disappointed, we do not yet

despair of some success.

We are aware, as to deep plowing, that

some regard is to be had in tlie first instance to

the depth of the top soil. Early opportunity

will be taken to present the subject in all its as-

pects, as it has been exolained and illustrated

by Johnson and others in Europe and in Amer-

ica. Our pui-pose for the moment is only to

give the following, the perusal of which sug-

gested the foregoing hasty remarks :

—

Account of an Experiment in Deep Plowing.

BY EEV. JOHN JAFFKAT, DUNBAK, EAST LOTHIAN.

[Premium, Five Sovereigns.]

The experiment was made upon a small field,

•which is sixty-five feet above the level of the

sea. The soil is sandy, resting upon a subsoil

of sand and gravel of great depth, and so thor-

oughly drained by the declivity of the surround-

ing lands, that want of moisture is its natural

defect. There is but little dilference between
the soil and the stratum on which it rests beyond
what culture and manure have made ; but, from

sinking of gravel, treading of horses, and pres-

sm-e of the plow, year after year, and age after

age, the subsoil had become crusted, hard, and
beaten as a road. In short, from shallow plow-
ing, there was but little depth of cultivated

earth; and, as on all such soils in dry seasons,

the crop was scorched and scanty.

With a view to render this field fruitful in

any season, it v^as subsoiled with the Dean.ston

plow, eighteen inches deep, and sown with
wheat for crop 1837. The great vigor and lux-

uriance of the crop attracted general notice
;

and it must have yielded an extraordinary in-

crease, if it had not been lodged by wind and
rain shortly after the ear appeared. Therefore
it gave only tkirty-eight bushels of grain per
acre, but three tons of stra\v, which proved its

great strength. To this crop, one of potatoes

and two of vv'heat succeeded ; but it is the cul-

ture of this field for crop 1841, and the result,

which chiefly constitute this report.

It was all equally dressed with seaware ; and
four acres of the same quality and description

were measured and staked off: Two of these

acres were plo^ved twelve inches deep -with

two horses, and two of them eighteen inches

deep, with four horses. These two portions in

all other respects were cultivated and managed
exactly alike. They were planted with pota-

toes of the Don species in the last week of April,

eight inches deep, twelve inches asunder, and
in drills thirty inches wide, running at right an-

gli's to the furrows of the experimental plow-

in?. The potatoes were planted deeper than

usual, therefore the shoots were longer in com-

ing through the ground ; but, when tliey did

(•56)

appear, it was witli great strength and regular-

ity. They expanded their broad deep-green
leaves, and grew vigorously, in the dry sandy
soil, in a very severe and long-contmued drouth.

It was soon evident that the deepest plowed
portion had the advantage ; the stems and
branches of its plants were stronger, and they

first covered the ground.

The potatoes were lifted in the last w^eek
of October, when it was found that the land

plowed twelve inches deep produced fifty-seven

bolls per acre, and the land plowed eighteen
inches deep produced sixty-nine bolls per acre,

being a difference of twelve bolls per imperial

acre, of four cwt. to the boll.

It is a condition annexed to the premium of-

fered by the Highland and Agricultural Society

for experiments in deep plowing, that one-half

of the land used " shall be cultivated in the or-

dinary way." By evidence before the Agricul-

tural Committee m 183(3, the depth of plowing
in this country is from six to nine inches. If that

depth had been taken for the lowest extreme in

this experiment, the difference in the production

of the two portions, it is believed, would have
been greater ; but as this field had been plowed
twelve inches deep for years, its ordinary depth
was adhered to, and the difference is certainly

sufficient to estabUsh the advantage of deep
plowing.
As to the quality, it is excellent for the season

from both portions of the land, and in that re-

spect there is no difference. The potatoes from
the deep tillage were larger, more of one size,

had fewer small ones, and not so many of a
green color as those from the other division.

The quantity on the deep tillage is eighty-

seven bolls per Scots acre, which is a good crop
for any year ; and it will readily be granted that

it is far above the average of the district this

year, many fields not producing half a crop.

—

A superiority so striking must, therefore, be
ascribed to deep culture, being on bolii portions
deeper than ordinary, which furnished moisture
in a verj' dry and scorching season to a sandy
soil, and raised its produce above that of richer

lands. But though this is a great crop for the

season, it must have been still greater if the field

had been less exposed, as it has no shelter ; and
three days of very \'iolent wind in the first week
of August broke down the plants, which, from
their great luxuriance, were then very tender,

and checked their growth.
The practical conclusions to be dra^wni from

this experiment are

—

First, That deep plowing increases the pro-

duce.
Next, Thpt, as both portions of the land used

in the experiment %vere opened up eighteen
inches deep by the subsoil plow for crop 1837,

the full benefit of that operation is not obtained
till the earth so loosened is again plowed up.
And the reason is evident ; for it is then only
that the soil is deepened, by an addition from
the subsoil with which it is intermixed, and ren-

dered more fruitful.

LasfJi/, If deep plowing increases the pro-
duce, it increases also the supply of vegetable
manure ; and a greater portion of manure, added
to improved culture, must produce a progres-
sive increase of fertility and of produce.

This experiment was begun on the glebe of
Dunbar for the amusement of the reporter, and
before he knew that any premium ujion the
subject was offered by the Highland and Agri-
cultural Society.



BRITISH AGRICULTURAL DISSERTATIONS

APPLICABLE TO AMERICAN HUSBANDRY.

An impression exists, which, considering its

nature and effects, may, perhaps, in the worst

sense of the word be denominated a prejudice

;

to wit : that owing to diversity of circumstances,

such as difference of climates, forms of govern-

ment, the price and the rental of land, and the

relations between the employer and the em-

ployed, in the two countries ; little or nothing

can be found in English books, or discovered in

English agricultural practice or implements,

which is applicable to American Husbandry',

and therefore that little or nothing from that

quarter is worthy of being read and patronised

by American Farmers.

Acting under a very different impression, vre

shall draw very largely from English and Eu-

ropean works, for what we hope will prove

both entertaining and useful to the patrons of

the Farmers' Library ; but of this, of course,

they must be the judges.

We should not, however, deem it expedient to

do so, without exercising very great caution, if

ours were an imitative people, like the Chinese
;

but we shall feel that more freedom may be

used, and less apprehension felt, of injury, from

any oversight of ours, in consideration of the

fact that Americans, thanks to the freedom

of their government, are of all people the least

given to mere imitation. No people exercise

more freely all the powers of mental investiga-

tion into the reasons for what is proposed out of

the common track, and the qualities ofnew things

offered for their adoption. It is in that convic-

tion that we shall present frequently, to the con-

sideration of our readers, essays and drawings

and descriptions of machinery, which have com-

manded high premiums, in England and Scot-

land particularly—first subjecting them to criti-

cal examination, as to their adaptation to our soil,

circumstances and cour.se of cropping ; but after

all, not much fearing but that the generality of

American readers will examine for themselves,

with capacity to detect, as we before said, any

mistake of ours. Sometimes it will happen that

we must give something that is obviously inap-

propriate, for the sake of valuable suggestions,

with which such inapplicable matter may be

mixed up or connected. But here—and em-

phatically, we would have it distinctly under-

stood, that we shall pass by nothing which may
come in our way that American science or ex-

(57).... sir,. 1"

perience can suggest or have tested, which ap-

pears to be new and worthy of record and dis-

semination. On the contrary, such suggestions

and such experience will always have pre-

ference over other matter. But we confess to

place no very high estimate upon mere state-

ments of facts and results, unaccompanied with
reasons and an accurate statement of all atten-

dant circumstances. We prefer in all cases

what is inductive to what is merely empirical.

Mistaken or not, in thus drawing fi-eely and
often fi-om the fountains and stores of European
science and experience, we shall at least have
the satisfaction to know that in this we shall be
standing somewhat aside from the path of fel-

low laborers whose judgment we have been
accustomed to respect, and whose way we liave

no right, much less any inclination or power, to

obstroct.

Imperfect as may be our view of the real

wants of American agriculturists, it seems to

us that much, amounting to repetition if not re-

pletion, has been said of the practical details

and the measured results of experiments in the

cultivation of particular crops, the weight to

which beasts may be pampered, and cf the trial

of various implements, with, or without a view
to premiums.

We have been told, and usefully told, it is

readily admitted, that A, from a specified quan-

tity and kind of corn or wheat, planted or

sowed in a particular manner, has gathered a

certain large quantity of grain per acre—and
that B has fatted and slaughtered a bullock,

sheep, or hog, of his favorite breed, that at a cer-

tain age attained such and such an extraordi-

nary weight.

Now^ all this is very useful in its way, and

commendable, as it shows how much can be ac-

complished, in the way of heavy crops ; while

as to animals, it demonstrates the difference of

breed
;
proving that some are endowed with

aptitude to take on fat at an early age ; wliile

others are of slower growth. That the fonner

may be the better for rich pastures and the

butcher, while the latter may be preferable for

the dairy-, for scanty herbage, and finally for the

table. All these facts maj- be again, as they have

been repeatedly demonstrated ; but to our com-

prehension of the true wants of agriculture, in

the existinij condition and circumstances of that
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great pursuit in this country ; there needs now
to be more said otits philosophy—of the^mtei-

ples which control and explain its results.

" Hang up Pliilosophy,

Unless Philosophy ciin make a Juliet."

Well, if Agricultural Philosophy can't make

a Juliet, it can make a much more useful per-

sonage—for it can instruct the thrifty house-wife

how to manage her Dairy, in such manner as to

obtain the greatest quantity of butter, and so

to prepare it that it will keep the longest time.

All this we hope to show her, if she will keep,

on her own bunch, the key of her hu.sband's

" Farmers' Library." That same Philosophy,

which is but another word for knowledge, will

teach her too—with the aid of Mr. Wilder
and Mr. Teschemaker, of Boston—how best

to manage her choicest fruiis and flowers. And
after all, no man, no huslandman, can prosper

against the will of the house-w^ife—for as old

father Tasser quaintly saj'S

:

*• Take weapon away, of what force is a man

!

Take husnil'e fi-om husband, and what is he than ?

As lovers tiesireth together to dwell,

So husbandry lovcth good huswil'ery well

;

Though hu.'^bandry eeemeth to bring in the gains,

Yet hu.swUtry labors seem equal in pains.

Some respite to husbands the weather may send,

But huswives' afl'airs have never an, end I
"

Heaven bless them, who would not turn aside

to do them a good turn ? But

It is this rationale of the Fanner's pursuit,

the uhy it is thus and so, that will reveal to him

how he may best circumvent the certainly ex-

hausting effects of contiimed demands upon his

land, operating in fearful comcidence with dear

labor and low prices, and it is in a great meas-

ure from foreign publications that we hope to

supply bun with these necessary' lights. Why.
even in England, one of the very last writers on

the utilitj- of a more extended application of

chemical analysis to Agriculture, says that this

art has there of late years assumed an entirely

new character ! Most chemists, he adds, " have

turned their attention to it, and now farmers are

content to listen to the suggestions of scientific

men, in explaining that which before was thought

a mystery."

It is not, by any means, that we have not

among us the men of learning prepared to in-

struct the young fanner in all the natural science

connected with his occupation, but who has a

right to expect such men to come before they

are called? In England, says the writer already

referred to, the Royal Agricultural Society, pa-

tronised by the Government, have been the chief

instruments in effecting the wonderful reforma-

tion which agriculture is undergoing. That So-

ciety have " authorized the delivery of lectures

hymen of great talent (Doctor Daubeny, Profes-

sor Playfair, &c.,) which lectures have been at-

tended by great bodies offormers ; rewards

have been given, and are still held out by this

Society, for original papers on manures and

other subjects, requiring a knowledge of Chem-

istry on the part of the writer,"—and these are

the papers, among others, that will be transferred

from foreign journals to the pages of this, the

American "Farmers' Library." Who doubts

that with e(}ual, or with any moderate encour-

agement we might have lectures and papers

equally valuable, from our " Agricultural

Association " in New-York ; the " Virginia

State Agricultural Society," and others

existing and that would come into existence un-

der genial influences, as naturally as

" The snow drop marks the Spring's approach."

Let but the demand for agricultural science

be created and the supply will follow^ to meet

it as surely in this as in mechanical and other

pursuits. But the other day, in execution of

an act of Congress, some Post-Office letter .scales

were demanded, and in a few weeks more than

80 competitors presented themselves, each with

his own cunning contrivance, to show how un-

paralleled in the world, is the uutrammeled in-

genuity of our countrymen when stimulated by

the hope of adequate recompense. But when
will our government imitate the example of

what is good even in despotisms, and offer high

rewards for agricultural improvement ? Is it

for the agricultural refonncr that our Republi-

can government provides the glittering badge

of power and distinction—the high pay, and

the life salary ? Is it for the plodding discover-

er in the peaceful arts, men who beggar their

families and destroy their health in civil service,

that it provides magnificent quarters for the ro-

bust, and ho.spitals for the sick ? In the absence

Uien of all government encouragement let coun-

tenance be given to individual exertions, and

societies be formed to spread light on the field

of Husbandry. It demands delights and flour-

ishes in the light of science as much as in the

light of the sun ; and we are not altogether de-

ficient in men capable of reflecting it. It is the

taste—the conviction of the necessity, that is

needed. Only advertise the plaj-, fiU the house,

and lift the curtain, and our lives upon it we
shall not be long before we have the actors com-

ing on the stage. Here we have our Mercan-

tile and Mechanical, our Medical and Law Insti-

tutes, with their immense Librarie.s, stored with

appropriate instniction on every imaginable

branch or problem connected with mechanical

philosophy, with commercial pursuits and the

sciences of medicine and la^v, and why should

the Farmer alone be without his Library and
his Literature? The Fanner, whose occupa-

tion, when understood and follovs'ed as any

man should wish his son to understand and fol-

low^ it, demands some acquaintance with Bota-

nj'—the culture of trees, with mineralogy—with

chemi.stry, with entomology or the knowledge



of insects and all the branches of Natural His-

tory—unless indeed they are content to remain,

and have their sons remain mere ignoble imita-

tive clod-hoppers. Once more we repeat that it

is the taste that is wanting. Be it then our

pleasing duty, ^^ith a feeble hand but willing

heart, to assist many and more able fellow-labo-

rers in begetting such a taste ; and bow^ can that

be better done than by laying hold of the best

means within our reach, among which we re-

gard these philosophical disquisitions, sucli as

we find, already to our hand, in these foreign

weekly, monthly, and quarterly Agricultural

Journals. Disquisitions illustrated and support-

ed for the most part, by all the details of actual

experiments, and all the analogical circum-

stances necessary to intelligible and fair com-

parison and deduction? Is there any reason

vi-hy -we, who cater for the agricultural, should

be less alert, than he who panders to the gastro-

nomical appetite? Which is most useful, to

pamper the cravings of him whose hunger is

for knowledge ; or to go abroad for dainties and

fishioDS to humor the caprices of the glutton or

the fop ?

Such at least are our vie\vs of some of the

wants of American agriculture, at this time

;

and of our duty and our means to supply them.

Whether, -wdiat -we shall offer, of articles thus

imported, deserves to be encouraged, until an

improving taste .shall hold out encouragement

sufiRcient to insure their domestic production, is

a question for our readers to decide. Our lib-

eral publishers tell us to go ahead and make a

fair experiment. If it fail it shall not be for

want of industry, and of heartfelt anxiety for

the prosperity of the interest to which we hope

to devote the residue of a life spent, -we assured-

ly may say, in no feeling of indiiference to the

honor and welfare of American Agriculture.

Having thus explained how we hope to benefit

the cause of American Hu.sbandry, by the pub-

lication of the best essays from abroad, for many
of w^hich, written by men of the bighe.st repu-

tation, large premiums are paid, ^vo proceed

now, with pleasure, to show our preference for

domestic production when of superior quality,

by giving place to one which obtained the pre-

mium from the New-York State Agricultural

Society which ought, of itself, to be sufficient to

give it the stamp of excellence—but which over

the signatui'e it beans, would sufficiently com-

mend itself to our attention and its author to our

thanks.

ON FARM MANAGEMENT.
Prize Es.say—By J. J. Thomas.

The great importance of performing in the

best manner, the different operations of agricul-

ture, is obvious to every intelligent mind, for on
this depends the success of farming. But a good
performance of single operations merel}-, does

not constitute the best farmer. The perfection
of the art, consi-sts not only in doing everything
well, individually, but in" a proper adjustmen"t
and systematic an-angement of all the jiarts, so
that they shall be done, not only in the best man-
ner and at the right time, but with the most ef-
fective and economical expenditure of labor and
m.oney. Every thing must move on with clock-
work regularity, without interference, even at
the most busy sea.sons of the year.
As this subject includes the whole routine of

fanning, in a collected view, as well as in its

separate details, a treatise upon it might be made
to fill volumes; but this being necessarily con-
fined to a few pages, a general outline, with
some remarks on its more essential parts, can
only be given.

Capital.—The first requisite in all undertak-
ings of magnitude, is to " count the cost." The
man who commences a building, which to fini.sh

would cost ten thousand dollars, with a capital
of only five thousand, is as certainly rained, as
many fanners are, who, without coun*^ing the
cost, commence on a scale to which their limited
means are wholly inadequate. One of the
greatest mistakes which young farmers make in
this country, in their anxious wish for large pos-
sessions, is, not only in purchasing more land
than they can pay for, but in the actual expen-
diture of all their means, without leaving any
even to beghi the great work of farming. Hence,
the farm continues for a long series of years
poorly projfided with stock, with implements,
with manure, and with the necessary labor.

—

From this heavy drawback on the profits of his
land, the fanner is kept long in debt ; the bur-
then of which not only di.sheartens him, but pre-
vents that enterprise and energy which are es-

sential to success. This is one fruitful rea.son

why American agriculture is in many places in

so low a state. A close observer, in traveling
through the country, is thus enabled often to de-
cide fi'om the appearances of the buildings and
premises of each occupant, whether he is in or
out of debt.

In England—M-here the enormous taxes of

different kinds, imperiously compel the cultiva-

tor to fimn well, or not fann at all—the indispen-
sable neces.sity of a heavy capital to begin with,
is fully understood. The man who merely rents

a farm there must possess as much to stock it

and commence operations, as the man who l>vys

and pays for a farm of equal size in the best
parts of western New-York. The result is, that

he is enabled to do every thing in the best man-
ner ; he is not compelled to bring his goods pre-
maturely to market, to supply his pressing
wants ; and by having ready money always at

command, he can [jerform every operation at

the very best season for product and economy,
and make purchases, when necessary, at the

most advantageous rate. The English farmer is

thus able to pay an amount of ta.x, often more
than the whole product of fanns of equal extent
in this country.
The importance of possessing the means of

doing every thing at exactly the right season,

cannot be too highly appreciated. One or two
illustrations may set this in a clearer light. Two
farmers had each a crop of nita-bagas, of an
acre each. The first, by hoeing his crop early,

while the \veeds\vere only an inch high, accom-
plished the task with two days work, and the

young plants then pre%v vigorously and yielded

a heavy return. The second, being prevented
by a deficiency of help, had to defer his hoeing
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one week, and then three days more, by rainy

weather, making ten days in all. During tliis

time, tlie weeds had sprung up six to ten inches

high, BO as to require, instead of two days, no
less than six days to hoe thom ; and so much
was the growth of the crop checked at this early

stage, that the owner had 150 bushels less on his

acre, than the fiuTner who took time by the fore-

lock. Another instance occurred with an intel-

ligent farmer of this State, who raised two fields

of oats on land of similar quality. One field

was sown very early and well put in, and yield-

ed a good ]irofit. The other was delayed twelve

days, and then hun-ied ; and although the crop

was within two-thirds of the amount of the

former, yet that difference was just the clear

profit of the first crop ; so that with the latter,

the amount yielded only paid the expenses.

Admitting that tlie farm is already purchased

and paid for, it becomes an object to know what
else is needed, and at what cost, before cultiva-

teon is commenced. If the buildings and fences

are what they should be, which is not often the

case, little immediate outlay will be needed for

them. But if not, then an estimate must be made
of the intended improvements and the necessary

sum allotted for them. These being all in order,

the following items, requiring an expenditure of

capital, will be required on a good farm of 100

acres of improved land, that being not far fi-om

the size of a large majority in this State. The
estimate will of course vary considerably with
circumstances, prices, &c.

1. Live Stock.

The amount will vary with the fertility and
products of the land, its quality, and situation

with regard to market. The following will ap-

proximate the average on good farms, taken at

the spring of the year, or commencement of

work:

3horses, at $80 $240

1 yoke oxen 75

8 milch cows, at $15 120

10 steers, heifers and calves 70

20 pisrs, at $3 60

150 sheep, at S2 300

Poultry, say 5

Total.

2. Implements.

2 plows, fitted for work $
1 small plow, do
1 cultivator, best kind
1 drill barrow
1 roller

1 harrovi'

1 fanning mill

1 straw cutter

1 root slicer ,

1 farm wagon, with hay rack, &c.,
1 oxcart
1 hor.se-cart

1 double fann-hamess
1 hor.sc-cart harness

1 root-steamer, or boiler

1 shovel and one spade
3 stcel-plale hoes
2 dung forks

3 hay forks

2 hand rakes

1 revolving horse-rake

2 grain cradles

2 Kcythes

20 00

6 00
7 00

5 00
5 00

10 00
20 00

15 00
8 00

70 00

50 00
45 00
30 00

18 00

20 00

2 50

2 25
2 25

3 00
25

8 00

8 00
4 00

1 w^heelbarrow 4 00

1 pointed shovel 1 25
1 grain shovel, or scoop-shovel 1 25

1 pick 1 50

1 mall and wedges 2 50

2 axes 4 00

1 hammer 50

1 wood-saw 1 50

1 tuniip-hook 75

1 hay-knife 3 00

2 apple-ladders, (for gathering,) 1 50

2 large baskets 1 25

2 hand baskets 50

1 tape-line, (for laying off land,) 2 00

2 sheep-shears 2 00

1 grindstone 3 00
1 steelyard, large, and one small 2 00

1 stable-lantern 50

1 cuiTycomb, one brush 75
1 half-bushel measure 1 00

20 grain-bags 8 00

1 ox-chain 3 00

1 crowbar 2 00

1 sled and fixtures 30 00

Total $437 00

Other articles might be included, as subsoil

plow, sowing machine, &c. A thrashing ma-
chine is not named, as it is better to employ
itinerant thrashers, and save capital. To the pre-

ceding amount ought to be added one-tenth the

expense of fencing the farm, as fences need re-

newing at least once in ten years. E very farmer
should also be supplied with a small set of car-

penter's tools, which would cost about twelve
dollars, for repairing implements in rainy
^veather, and other useful purposes. This set

should include saw, hammer, augers, planes,

adz, mallet, chisels, square, breast-bits, <Scc., and
by the convenience and economy afi'orded,

would soon repay their cost.

3. Seeds.

2^ bush, clover seed, for 10 acres $15 00

2 " com, " 6 " 1 00

30 " potatoes, " 2 " 7 00

3 lbs. ruta baga seed, " 1 " 1 50

2 " field beet " " ^ " 1 00

2 " carrot " " ^ " 1 00

30 bu.sh. seed wheat, "20 " 30 00
10 " oats, " 5 " 2 50

10 " barley, " 5 " 4 00

Total $d3 00

4. Labor.

Supposing the owner to labor with his owti
hands, as every owner should, so far as is con-

sistent with a general superintendence of all

parts, which would probably amount to one-half

the time,—he would need besides through the

season two men and one boy, and in the winter
one man ; during haying and hai'\-est he ^^ould
require two additional hands. The men, board-
ing themselves, could be had for fifteen dollars

per month in summer, and twelve in winter ; if

boarded, the cost of their meals would make up
the deficiency in wages to the same amount.

—

The expenditure needed then, would be,

2 hired men 8 months. 15 per mouth... $240 00
1 •' boy " 6 " ... 48 00
Day labor in harvest 32 00

Total $320 00
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5. Maintenance of Animals.

Cattle and sliccp would need hay till fresh

pasture, and horses hay, and also a good supply

of oats till after harvest. All would be benefited

by a liberal feeding of roots, including swine.

The amount of all these supplies needed, would
be about

7 tons of hay $42 00

200 bushels of oats 50 00

400 " roots 50 00

Total $142 00

recapitulation.

Live stock $870 00

Implements 437 00

Seeds 63 00

Labor 320 00

Maintenance of Animals 142 00

Total $1,832 00

The amount of capital needed the first year, in

Btocking and conducting satisfactorily the opera-

tions of one hundred acres of improved laud,

several items being doubtless omitted.

If this is a larger sum than the young famier

can command, let him purchase only fifty acres,

and reserve the rest of the purchase money
which would be needed for the 100 acre.s. to

commence with on the smaller farm ; and he
will scarcely fail to make more, than on a larger,

with every part subjected to an imperfect hur-

rying, and irregular management. He may cal-

culate perha.ps on the returns of his crops in au-

tumn, at least to pay his hands. But he must
remember that the first year of fanning is at-

tended with many expenses -sv'hich do not usually

occur aftenvards ; which his crops may not re-

pay, besides supporting his family and paying
his mechanic's and merchant's bills. The first

year must always be regarded with uncertainty

;

and it is better to come out at tlie end, on a mod-
erately sized farm, well tilled, and in fine order,

with money in pocket, than on a larger one, in

debt ; and hired hands, a class of men not to be
disappointed and who ought not to be, waiting
for their pay. There are a far greater number
of farmers embarras.sed and crippled by placing

their estimates of expenses too low. than of those

who swing clear and float freely by a full pre-

vious counting of cost.

Size of Farms.—After what has just been
said, the cultivator will perceive in part the ad-

vantages of moderately sized i'arms for men in

moderate circumstances. The great disadvan-
tage of a superficial, skimming culture, is obvi-

ous with a moment's attention. Take the com
crop as an illustration. There are a great many
farmers to my certain knowledge, whose yearly
product per acre does not exceed an average of
twenty-five bushels. There are other farmers
whom I also well know, vv'ho obtain generally
not less than sixty bu.shels per acre, and often

eighty to ninet3--five. Now ob.serve the differ-

ence in the profits of each. The first gets 250
bushels from ten acres. In doing this, he has to

plow ten acres, han-ow ten acres, mark out ten
acres, find seed for ten acres, plant, cultivate,

hoe, and cut up ten acres, be.sides paying the in-

terest on ten acres, worth fi'om three to five hun-
dred dollars. The other farmer gets 250 bush-
els fi-om four acres at the farthest; and ho only
plo^vB, plants, cultivates, and hoes, to obtain the

eame amount, four acres, which from tlicir fine
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tilth and fi-eedom from grass and w^eeds, is much
easier done, even for an equal surface. The
same reasoning applies throughout the farm.

—

Be sure then, to cultivate no more than can be
done in the best manner, -whether it bo ten, fifty,

or five hundred acres. A friend who owned a
four hundred acre fanu, told me that lie made
less than his next neighbor, who had only seven-

ty-five. Let the man who applies a certain

amount of labor every year to his farm, reduce
its dimensions until that labor accomplishes
everything in the very best manner. He will

doubtless find that the amount of land will thus

become much smaller than he suppo.sed, more so

than most would be willing to reduce it -, but on

the other hand, the nctt proceeds from it will

augment to a greater degree than perhaps could

possibly be believed.

But let me not be misunderstood. Large
farms are by no means to bo objected to, pro-

vided the ov\aier has capital enough to cultivate

every part as well as some of our best small

ones are cultivated.

As an example of what may be obtaiufccl from

a small piece of land, the following products of

fifty acres are given, and are not more than I

have known repeatedly to be taken from good
land b}' several thorough farmers :

10 acres vpheat, 35 bush, per acre, at $1.00, $350
5 " com, 90 " "

.40, 180

2 " potatoes, 300 " "
.20, 120

1 " ruta-bagaa, 800 " " .10, 60

6 " wint. apples, 250 " "
.25, 375

6 " hay^ 2i-ton3 " 6.00 90

10 " pasture, vcorth 60

5 " barley, 40 bush. " .40 80
5 " oats, 50 " " .20 50

Total products of fifty acres of very fine land, $1,385

This aggi'egate yield is not greater than that

obtained by some who might be named from a

similar quantity of laud. Good lajid could be

brought to that state of fertility very easily at a

total cost of one hundred dollars per acre, and

then it would be incomparably cheaper than

many large poor farms at nothing ; for while the

fifty "acres could be tilled for three hundred and
eighty-five dollars, leaving one thousand dollars

nett profits, large poor ianns hardly pay the

work spent upon them. One proprietor of such

a farm declared—" It takes me and my hired

man all summer at hard work to get enough to

pay him only."

Laying OUT Farms.—This department is very

much neglected. The proper dispo-sition of the

diiFerent fields, for the sake of economy in fenc-

ing, for convenience of access, and for a full

command of pasture and protection of crops at

all time.s, has received comparatively little at-

tention from our agricultural writers and from

fanners.

Many suppose that this business is very

quickly disposed of; that a very few minutes,

or hours at most, ^^•ill enable a man to plan the

an-angement of his fields about right. But this

is a great eiTor. Even when a fann is of the

simplest form, on a flat uniform piece of ground,

many things are to be borne in mind in laying it

out. " In tile first place, we all know that the

fencing of a moderately sized fann costs many
"hundred dollars. It is very desirable to do it

well, and use at the same time as little material

as possible. To do this much will depend on

the shajic of the fields. A certain length of

fence will enclose more land in the fonn of a

.fffuare, than in any other practicable shape.

Hence fields should approach this form as nearly



as possible. Again, the disposition of lanes is

a matter of consequence, so as to avoid unne-
cessary length and fencing-, and occupy the
least quantity of ground.
But these rules may be materially affected

by other considerations. For instsmce, it is very
desirable that land of similar quality may be in
the same enclosure. Some may be naturally
too wet for any thing but meadow or pasture

;

some may be much lighter, and susceptible of
plowing, while others are not; some may be
naturally sterile, and need unusual manuring,
with green crops. All these should, as far as
practicable, be included each in its own sepa-
rate boundary. The situation of surface-drains,
forming the boundaries of fields, may influence

tlieir shape ; facilities for irrigation may have
an essential bearing ; convenience for watering
cattle is not to be forgotten. Where, in addi-
tion to all these considerations, the laud is liilly,

still more care and thought is required iu the

subdivision, which may possibly require years
of experience ; but where fixed fences are once
made, it is hard to remove them ; hence a pre-
vious thorough examination should be made.
A farm road, much used for heavy loads, should
be made hard and firm, and cannot be easily

altered ; it should consequently be exactly in

the right place, and be drj', level and short

—

the shape of adjoining fields even conforming
to these requisitions ; but a I'oad little used
should not interfere with the outlines of fields.

A Bpecimen of laying out a farm is given in
the preceding plan. It is of the very simplest
kii d, or a right-angled parallelogram, on nearly
Im el land—a form that often occurs. It lies on
O! e side of a public road, which is lined with
1. rest trees. The middle enclosure on the road
contains the dwelling, the bam, and other out-
bui'dings. It is planted with trees for shade,
ornament, and domestic enjoyment—not set " all

in a row," but in the graceful or picturesque
style which distinguishes a beautiful natural
landscape. On one side are the fiiiit, kitchen,
and flower gardens—the lot containing them
beijig oblong, to separate certain portions of the
fi-uit garden for pips—the sovereign remedy
for the curculio ; the orchard may "occupy the
lot adjoining. The remain ier of the fann is

divided into fields nearly square, each being
entered from the lane by a good gate. The.se
fields may be increased or les.sened in size with-
out altering the position of the lane. They
should always be sufficiently numerous to admit
a good rotation, and to separate at all times the
pasture from the tillage land.

In laying otjt a fanu with a very uneven sur-
face, or irregular .«hapc. it would be best to draw,
first, a plan adapted to smooth ground, as the one
just given

; .ind then var>- the size and shape of
the fields, the distance of the lane from the cen-
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tro, its straightness, &c., aceording to the cir-

cumstances of the case.

Fences.—The kind of fence used, and the
material for its construction, must depend on
circumstances and localities. A good fence is

always to be preferred to an imperfect one
;

though it cost more, it will more than save that

co.st, and three times the amount in vexation be-

sides, by keeping cattle, colts, and pigs out of
fields of grain. A thriving farmer, ^vhose whole
land, except a small part with stone -wall, is en-

closed by common rail fence, with upright cedar
stakes and connecting caps at the top. finds tliat

it needs renewing once in six years. He ac-

cordinsrly divides his whole amount of fences

into six parts, one of vv'hich is built new every
year. All is thus kept systematically in good
repair. Stone walls, if .set a foot below the

surface to prevent tumbling by frost, are the

most durable fence. Hedges have not been suf-

ficiently tried. The English hawthorn is not
well adapted to our hotter and drier climate

;

and thouch sometimes doing well for a time, is

not to be depended on. The bucktho™ in New-
England, and the Nev.'castle and Washington
thorns in Pennsylvania and Dcla%\"are, have suc-

ceeded finely.

G.4TES.—Every field on the fiirm should be
entered by a good selfshutting and selffastening
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gate. A proper iiiclinatiou in hanging- will se-

cure the fonuer requisite, and a good latch,

properly cou-structod, the latter. Each field

should be numbered, and the number painted

on tJie gate-post. Let the fanner who has bars

iusteadof gates, make a trial of their compara-

tive convenience, by taking them out and
replacing them without stopping, as often as he

does in one year on his farm, say about six hun-

dred times, and he cannot fail to be satisfied

which is the cheapest for use.

Buildings.—These should be as near the

centre of the farm as other cou.siderations will

admit. All the hay, grain, and straw, being

conveyed from the fields to the barn, and most

of it back aeain in manure, the distance of draw-

ing should be as short as possible. This will,

also, save much traveling of men and of cattle,

to and from the diflerent parts of the fanu. The
buildings should not, however, be too remote

from the pubhc road ; and a good, drj', healthy

epot should be chosen. The dwelling should be
comfortable but not large—or it should, rather,

be adapted to the extent of the lands. A large,

costly house, ^vith small farm and other build-

ings," is a bad indication of manaaroment. Tlie

censure of the old Roman should be avoided,

who, having a small piece of land, built his

house so large that he had less occasion to plow
than to sweep.
The barn and out-buildings should be of ample

extent. The bam should have space for hay,

gi-ain, and straw. It is a matter of great con-

venience to have the stra^v for littering stables,

housed, and close at hand, and not out of doors,

under a foot of sno^v. There should be plenty

of stables and sheds for all domestic animals.

This provision %vill not only save one-third of

the fodder, but stock will thrive much better.

Cows will give much more milk—sheep will

yield more and better wool—and all will pass
through the ^vinter more safely. The wood-
hou.se near, or attached to the dwelling, should

never be forgotten, so long as comfort in build-

ing fires, and economy in the use of ftiel, are of

any importance.

A .small, cheap, moveable hor.se-power should
belong to evei-\' establishment, to be u.sed in

<'hunnng, sawing wood, dri\-ing washing ma-
chine, turning grindstone, cutting straw^, and
sUcing roots.

There should be a large root cellar under the
bam, into which the cart may be dumped from
the outside. One great objection to the culture
of ruta-bagas and beets, in this country,—the
difficulty of winter keeping,—would then vanish.

Both bam and hou.se cellars should be well
coated on the bottom and side.s, with \vater-'lime-

mortar ; which is a very cheap and eSectual
^vay to exclude both \vater and rats.

Choice of Implements.—Of these which
are much used, the vciy best only should be
procured. This ^^•ill be attended -svith a gain
every way. The \\-ork will be easier done and
it will be better done. A laborer who, by the

use of a good hoe for one month, can do one
quarter more each daj% saves, in the whole time,

an entire week's labor.

Choice of Anim.vls.—The best of all kinds
should be selected, even if costing something
more than others. Not " fanci/ " animals, but
those good for u,se and profit. Cows should be
productive of milk, and of a form adapted for

beef; oxen, hardy, and fa.st-working ; sheep,
kept fine by never selling the best ; swine, not
the iarscc.it merely, but those fattening best on
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least food. A Berkshire, at 200 pounds, fat-

tened on 10 bu.shels com, is bettor than a " laud
pike" of 300 fattened on 50 bushels.
Having now taken some notice of the neces-

sary items for commencing famimg, it remains
to glance a little at

SOILS AND their MA.N.4.GEMEST.

Soils are of various kinds, as heavy and light,

wet and dry, fertile and sterile. They all" re-
quire different management, in a greater or less
degree.

HeaN-y soils arc often stronger and more pro-
ductive than light; but they require more labor
for pulverization and tillage. They caimot be
plowed -when very wet, nor so -well when very
dry. Although containing greater or less por-
tions of clay, they may be distingushed, as a class,

from lighter soils, by the cloddy suriace the fields

present after plowing in dry weather ; by their

cracking in drouth; and by their adhesiveness
after rains.

Sandy and gravelly loams, also conta'n clay,

but in smaller quantity ; so that they do not pre-
sent the cloddiness and adhesiveness of heavy
soils. Though possessing generally less strength
than clay soils, they are liir more easily tilled,

and may be worked without difficulty in wet
weather ; they do not crack or bake iii drouths.
Indian com, ruta-baga.s, and .some other crops,
succeed be.'it upon them. Sandy soils arc very
easily tilled, but are generally not strong enough.
When ma^f rich, they are fine for some succu-
lent crop*
Peaty soils are generally light and free, con-

taining large quantities of decayed vegetable
matter. They are made by draining low and
swampy grounds. They are fine for Indian
com, broom com, barley, potatoes, and turnips.
They are great ab.sorbei-s, and great radiators of
heat ; hence they become wami in sunshine,
and cold on clear nights. For this reason they
are peculiarly liable to frosts. Crops planted
upon them must, con.sequently, be put in late

—

after spring frosts arc over. Corn should be of
early varieties, that it may not only be planted
late, but ripen early.

Each of these kinds of soil may be variously
improved. Most of hea\y soils are much im-
proved by draining ; open drains to carrj- off' the
surface water, and covered drains', that -^shich
settles beneath. An acquaintance covered a
low, \vet, clayey field witli a net work of un-
derdrains, and from a production of almost
nothing but gi-asa, it yielded the first year forty
bushels of wheat per acre—enough to pay the
expense ; and admitted of much easier tillage
aftenvards. Heavy soils are also made Ughter
and freer by m;muring ; by plowing under coat-
ings of straw, rotten chips, and swamp muck

;

and in some rare case.s, by carting on sand

—

.though this is usually too expensive for practice.
Sub.soil plowing is very beneficial, both in wet
soa.sons and in drouth ; the deep, loose bed of
earth it makes, receiving the -water in heavy
rains, and throwing it otf to the .soil above, when
needed. But a frequent repetition of the opera-
tion is needed, as the subsoil gradually settle6

again.

Sandy soils are improved by manuring, by the
application of lime, and by frequently turning in

green crops. Leached a.shes have been found
highly beneficial in many places. Where the
subsoil is clayey, which is often the case, and
especially if marly clay—great advantage is de-

rived from shoveling it up and spreading it on



the surface. A neighbor had twenty bushels of
wheat per acre on laud thus treated, wliile the
rest of the field yielded only five.

Manures.—These are first among the first of
requisites in successful fanu manaa^emcnt. They
are the strong' moving power in agricultural

operations. They are as the great steam engine
which drives the vessel onward. Good and
clean cultivation is, indeed, all-important ; but it

w^ill avail little without a fertile soil ; and this

fertility must be created, or kept up, by a co-

pious application of manures. For these contri-

bute directly, or assist indirectly, to the supply
of nearly all the nourishment which plants re-

ceive ; it is these, which, produced chiefly fi-om

the decay of dead vegetable and animal matter,

combine most powerfully to give new life and
vigor ; and thus the apparently putrid mass, is

the very material which is converted into the

most beautiful ibrms of natui-e ; and plants and
brilliant flowers spring up from the decay of old

forms, and thus a continued succession of de-

etraction ami renovation is earned on through
an iTnlimited scries of ages.

Manures possess diifcrent degrees of power,
partly from their inherent richness, and partly

from the rapidity with which they thro\v off

their fertilizing mgredients, in assisting the

growth of plants. These are given oiF by solu-

tion in water, and in the form of gas ; the one
as liquid manure, which, running down, is ab-

sorbed bj' the fine roots ; and the other as air,

escaping mostly into the atmosphere, and lost.

The great art, then, of saving and manufactur-
ing manure, consists in I'etaining and applying
to the best advantage, these .soluble and gaseous
portions. Probably more than oneluilf of all

the materials \vhich exist in the country, are

lost, totally lost, by not attending to the drainage
of stables and fanu yards. This could be re-

tained bj' a copious application of straw ; by
littering with saw-dust, \vhere saw-mills are

near ; and more especially by the frequent coat-

ing of yards and stables with dried peat and
swamp muck, of which many parts of our State

furnish inexhaustible supplies. I say dried peat

or muck, because if it is already saturated with
water, of ^vhich it will often take in five-sixths

of its own '.veight, it cannot absorb the liquid

portions of the manure. But if it will absorb
five-sixths in water, it will, when dried, absorb
five-sixths in liquid manure, and both together

form a very enriching material. The practice of
many fanners, shov^-s how little they are aware
of the hundreds they are every year losing by
suffering this most valuable of their farm pro-

ducts to escape. Indeed, there are not a few
who carefully, and very ingeniously, as they
suppose, place their bams and cattle yards in

such a manner on the sides of hills, that all the

drainage from them may pass off out of the

way into the neighboring streams ; and some
one mentions a farmer, who, with preeminent
shrewdness, built his hog pen directly across a
stream, that he might at once get the cleanings
•washed away, and prevent their accumulation.

He of course .succeeded in big wish ; but he
might, with almost equal propriety, have built

his granary across the stream, so as to shovel

the wheat into the water when it increased on
his hands.

The loss of manure by the escnpc of gas is

often very groat. The proof of this was finely

exhibiteil by Humphrey Davy, in an expen-
meiit. performed by filling a large retort from a

heap of fermenting manure, placing the beak
(G4)

among the roots of some grass. Nothing but
vapor left the vessel, yet in a few days the gra.ss

exhibited greater luxuriance round "the beak of
the retort than any of the sun-ounding portions.
Hence the superiority of unfermented manure

—

the rich portions arc not yet lost. And hence,
too, the importance of preventing this loss by an
immediate application and plowing into the soil,

and also by mixing it in composts with muck,
peat, swamp mud, and even common earth in a
dry state,—and of preventing its escape from
stables and yards, by a daily strewing with dried
peat, lime or plaster.

The superiority of unfennented manure has
just been mentioned, which is by many doubted.
But the very facts on which these doubts rest,

only prove its efficacy. For, they say, " I have
always found fresh manure to be attended with
little eifect the first year, while it yet remains
fi-esh; but aftenvards, when fermentation and
decay had taken place, the benefit was great
and striking." But here is the proof at baud,
that not until the rich, soluble and gaseous parts
had well penetrated and been absorbed by the
soil, ^va8 their powerful and invigorating influ-

ence exerted upon the growing plants. Fresh
manure is generally in a state not readily mixed
with soils ; it is thrown into large lumps over
the surface, some of which are plowed in and
others not, but none of them prove of immediate
use to the crops. But on the other hand, fer-

mented manure, from its ready pulverization,
admits of an easy admixture. Let fresh manure
be thoroughly ground down and worked into

the soil by repeated harrovvings, and two or
three plowings, and its influence will be like

magic.
Swamp muck has often been spoken of as

manure. But those who expect great and strik-

ing results from its application, will be disap-

pointed, as the writer has been. Even with
ashes, it is much less po\verful than stable ma-
nure, not only because it possesses less inherent
richness, but because it has less soluble parts,

and consequently imparts its .strength more
slowly to growing plants. But this quality only
makes it the more enduring. By decoction in

water, vegetable mold loses a small portion of

its weight by solution ; but if the remaining in-

soluble portion is exposed to air and moisture a
few months, another part may be again dissolv-

ed. Thus, peat, muck and all decayed vegeta-
ble fibre, becomes a slow but lasting source of
nourishment to plants.

But it i.s, when shoveled out and dried, to be
mixed with fanu-yard manure, as a recipient for

its evanescent parts, that peat or muck becomes
preeminently valuable. Some parts of the State

abound ^vith inexhaustible supplies in almost
every neighborhood ; many land o\vuers have
from twenty to a hundred thousand cubic yai'ds

on their farms, lying untouched, while half-

starved crops are growing in the adjacent fields.

There are whole counties so well supplied with
it, that if judiciously applied, it would doubtless

double their aggregate products.

All neat farming, all profitable farming, and
all satisfactory farming, must be attended with
a careful saving of manures. The people of

Flanders have long been distinguished for the

neatness and excellence of their fanns, which
they have studied to make like gardens. The
care with which they collect all refuse materials

which may be converted into manure and in-

crease their composts, is one of the chief rea-

sons of the cleanliness of their towns and rcsi-
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dences. And were this subject fully appreciated

and attended with a corresponding practice

generally, it would doubtless soon increase by
millions the agricultural products of the State.

But there is another subject of scarcely less

magnitude. This is a systematic

Rotation of Crops.—If manuring is the

steam engine which propels the vessel, rotation

is the rudder which iT-inde.i it iu its progress.

—

Unlike manuring, rotation does not increase the

labor of culture ; it only directs the labor in the

most effective manner, by the exercise of judg-
ment and thought.

The limits of this paper do not admit of many
remarks on the principles of rotation. The fol-

lowing courses, however, have been found
among some of the best adapted to our State

:

I. .1st year—Com and roots -well manured;
2d 1/ear—Wheat, sown with clover seed,

15 lbs. per acre
;

3d year—Clover, one or more years, ac-

cording to fertility and amount
of manure at hand.

n..lst year—Corn and roots, with all the ma-
nure

;

2d year—Barley and peas
;

3d year—Wheat, sown with clover;

4th year— Clover, one or more years.

III.. 1st year—Com and roots, with all the ma-
nure

;

2d year—B arley

;

3d year—Wheat, sown with clover;

4th year—Pasture

;

5th year—Meadow

;

6th year—Fallow;
7th year—Wheat

;

8th yeai-—Oats, sown with clover;

9th j-ea?--—Pasture, or meadow.

The number of fields must correspond \vitVi the

number of the changes in each course ; the tirst

needing three fields to carry it out, the second
four, the third nine. As each field contains a
crop each, in the several successive stages of the

course, the whole number of fields collectively

comprise the entire series of crops every year.

Thus in tlie la.^t above given, there are two fields

of wheat growing at once, three of meadow
and pasture, one of corn and roots, one of bar-

ley, one of oats, and one in summer fallovs'.

Operations in the order of Time.—The
vital consequence of doing everj' thing at the
right season, is known to every good farmer.

—

To prevent confusion and embarrassment, and
keep all things clearly and plainly before the

fanner at the right tune, he should have a small

book to carry in his pocket, having every item
of work for each week, or each half month, laid

down before his eyes. This can be done to the

be.'^t advantage to suit every particular locality

and diifercnce of climate, by marking each suc-

cessive week in the season at the top of its res-

pective page. Then as each operation several-

ly f ilxnr.s, let him place it under its proper head-
ing ; or. if out of season, let him place it back
at the right time. Any proposed improvements
can be noted down on the right page. Inter-

esting experiments are often suggested in the

course of reading or observation, but forgotten

when the time comes to try them. By record-

ing them in such a book under the right -week,
they are brought at once before the mind. Such
an arrangement as this will prevent a great deal
of tlie confusion and vexation too often attendant
on multifarious cares, and assist very essentially
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in conducting all the farm work with clock-work
regularity and sati.sfaction.

In reviewing the various items which arc
most immediately essential to good farm man-
agement, some of the most obvious will be

—

capital enough to buy the farm and to stock it

well ; to select a size compatible wilh these re-

quisites ; to lay it out in the best manner ; to pro-
vide it well with fences, gates, and buildings

;

to select the best animals and the best imple-
ments to be had reasonably ; to bring the soil

into good condition, by draining, manuring, and
good culture ; to have every part under a good
rotation of crops ; and every operation an-anged,
so as all to bo conducted systematically, without
cla.shing and confusion. An attention to all

these points would place agriculture on a very
different footing from its present condition in

many places and with most farmers. The
business then, instead of being repulsive, as it

so frequently is. to our young men, would be at-

tended \vith real enjoynieut and pleasure
But in all improvements, in all enterprise!?, tlio

gi-eat truth must not be forgotten, that success
is not to be expected without diligence and in-

dustry. We must sow in spring, and cultivate

well in summer, if we would reap an abundant
harve.st m autumn. When we see joung farm-
ers commence in life without a strict attention to

business, which they neglect for mere pleasure,

well may we in imagination see future crops
lost by careless tillage—broken fences, unhinged
gates, and fields filled with weeds—tools de-

stroyed by hsfcdlessness. property wasted by
recklessness, and disorder and confusion triumph-

ant ; and unpaid debts, duns, and executions,

already hanging over the premises. But, on the

other hand, to see cheerfiil-faced, ready-handed
industry, directed by reason and intelligence,

and order, energy, and economy, guiding the

operations of the fann—with smooth, clean

fields, and neat trim fences—rich, verdant pas-

tures, and fine cattle enjoying them, and broad
waving meadows and golden harvests, and
w^aste and extravagance driven into exile, we
need not fear the success of such a farmer

—

debts cannot stare him in the face, nor duns en-

ter his threshold.

It is such enterprise as this, that must place

our country on a substantial basis. Agriculture

in a highly improved state, must be the means,

which next to the righteousness which truly ex-

alts a nation, will contribute to its enduring pros-

perity. All trades and commerce depend on
this great art as their Ibundation. The cultiva-

tion of the soil and of plants was the earliest oc-

cupation of man ; it has in all ages been his

chief means of subsistence ; it still continues to

furnish employment to the great majority of the

human race. It is truly the great art of peace,

as during wars and commotions it has languished

and declined, but risen again in strength and
vigor when men have lived at peace with each

other—it has th.en flourished and spread, con-

verted the wilderness into life and beautj% and
refreshed and adorned nature with embelli.shed

culture. For its calm and tranquil pleasures

—

for its peaceful and healthful laboris—away fi-om

the fi-etful and feverish life of crowded cities,

—

" in the free air and beneath the bright sun of

heaven,"—many, who have spent the mpining

and noon of their lives in the anxious cares of

commercial life, have long sighed for a scene

of peace and quietude for the evening of their

days.
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THE EIGHTEE^'TH ANNUAL FAIR OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

We learn with great pleasure that the Insti-

tute is already eng^aged in making preparations

for the Fair in October next Its exertions have

been unremitting in the endeavor to give to

these Annual assemblages of the improved

productions of Agriculture and the Mechanic

Arts, every attraction that their high national

importance demands. The remarkable ingenu-

ity and ceaseless action of our People gains from

year to year with wonderful rapidity. May we
not then fairly anticipate a higher treat from

the next Fair than we have ever had before ?

The Institute, unaided and unsustained except

by its ov^Ti energy, had a number of visitors at

its last Fair, said to be one-half as great as that

of the great Fair of Paris, which is held but

once in Jive years—and to vs-hich the French

Government lends its powerfiil aid, by causing

the whole kingdom to be examined by com-

missioners, for the selection of the most interest-

ing articles for the exhibition, and paying the

expenses of their transportation to Paris.

The number of citizens who visited the last

Fair of the Institute, was about ttco hundred

and fffy thousand, while Pari.s contains about

three times the population of New-York.

Niblo's Garden is engaged for the central ex-

hibition. Fields for the plov^ing and spading

matches will be selected, as convenient as pos-

sible, for all classes of citizen visitors.

The Cattie Show will be held on the Fifth-

avenue at Twenty-third and. Twenty-fourth

streets ; a spot affording space and convenience

for the exhibition and for the visitors. Arrange-

ments are in progress for premiums upon a

much larger scale, for high-bred cattle—for fat

bullocks—for working oxen—milch cows—for

sheep of the best blood—for fat mutton, i:c.

—

and for horses for draft, race, &;c., which it is

to be hoped wiU insure an exhibition worthy of

the American Institute.

This opportunity for buyers and sellers of fine

stock of every sort, should not be overlooked by

them. Those who -wish to find out v^-itliout

trouble, all collected together, specimens of the

best home-made articles of every kind—wiU

have the advantage of seeing them on one spot

at the Fair. Inventors will be anxious to ex-

amine the results of genius applied to various

productions since the last Fair, and to show to

thousands their own improved works.

(66)

The Institute will give larger premiums than

heretofore to a given number of the most new
and useful inventions and improvements. Dur-

ing the last year, the Institute has distributed

large numbers of new and valuable seeds—and

on the condition of receiving a part of their pro-

duce for the purpose of fiirther distribution

—

and some of their products for the Agricultural

and Horticxiltural Exhibition. This will be a

guarantee for a grand display.

It is desired to afford every encouragement to

the ftill exertion of that capacity for invention

and improvement which has already enabled

our Countiy to compete with all the world in

.such matters.

One American has, by his genius, increased

twenty-fold the Cotton crop of the planting

States. Another is remembered bj- the won-

derful success of Steam Kavigation, destined to

revolutionize the Commerce of the Avorld.

—

These efforts of the Institute to increase the in-

dustry and cherish the genius of our country-

men, oaght to stimulate the good feeling, the

national pride of every great man ^^"ho loves his

country, to lend his aid in carrying into the ful-

lest execution the noble object in view ; and an

example is already before us in the exertions of

the Sovereigns and Nobles of Europe, which

surely cannot be lost upon this Republic. The

ambition to stirpass them in aU the arts wiiich

give happiness to mankind should be found

strong and enduring.

In the noble competition now existing

throughout the civihzed world, to foster arts,

which it behoves RepubUcs. above all govern-

ments, to cherish and protect, .\jnerica must

not allow herself to be outdone.

The diird National Convention of Farmers

and Gardeners and Silk Culturists is contem-

plated to meet during the Fair.

The Home Department for Agriculture so

eamestiy pressed by General Wa-shington, at

the last session of Congress tmder his Adminis-

tration, will again be a subject of the most se-

rious consideration by tlie Convention—and

every effort wiU be made to awaken die atten-

tion of the Nation to that subject, and also

special attention vitU be paid to the culture of

SUk, to enable us xs soon as practicable to realize

the benefit of another great National Agricul-

tural staple
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FALL PLOWING:
UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES TO BE RECOMMENDED.

OS THE ILL EFFECTS OF PLOWIXG LA.VD WHEN WET.

There are few- points of Husbandry, about

which Farmers differ more in practice, than

about Fall Plowing-; and this diflFerence, like

most others, occurs from want of reflection on

the principles that should govern the particular

case—or rather, ^ve might say, from want of

knowledge of the principles, or reasons involved

in every agricultural problem. You shall some-

times see a farmer turning liis " glebe " at everj-

odd time he can catch of open weather, in Fall

aud Winter ; while another, his next neighbor,

does not strike a fuiTow ; and yet both may be

right, for both may have been taught by expe-

rience that his sj-stem is the better one of the

t^^o. But were they to exchange estates, they

would, too probably, each carry his practice

along with him, because his action had been the

result of habit rather than of investigation ; and

so they would proceed until, after some years

of costly experiment, each would Snd that, in

chajigiug his land he .should have changed hab-

its also. The truth is, that v^hether land should be

plowed up in autumn and exposed for the me-

lioration to the winter's frost, or whether leftim-

disturbed under whatever coating it may be

wearing, depends on various circumstances,

and especially on the natural texture and com-

position of the soil. These circumstances are

so weU explained in the following Essay, that

we have concluded to preserve it in the Journal

of Agriculture. The reader vrill find in it, also,

observations that caimot be too well remem-
bered, iu reprobation ofone of tlie grossest blun-

ders tliat a Farmer can commit—that of ploir-

in°^ kis land irheii icet. We have long been so

well satisfied, from personal observation as well

as by the common-sense view of the case, of the

verj- pernicious eftect of stirring land when \^-ct.

not only on the sxiccecding crop, but on tlie land

itself—effects from which it sometimes does not

entirely recover for years—thatwe take the first

occasion, in a sense of duty, to impress it upon

the reader, by tlie follo^\ing forcible remarks on

it in connexion ^vith winter plowing. The ra-

tionale, in both cases, is here made apparent

:

HOW TO AFFORD THE NECESS.ARY SITPLY
OF AIR TO THE ROOTS OF PLANTS.

BY MR. J. MAINE, BROMPTON.
The breaking up, or turning tlie surface of

cultivated laud, either by tlie plosv, spade, or

(67)

I

hoe, for the reception of seeds or plants, is a
I
process so universally practiced and indispensa-

I

ble for the well-being of the crops intended to
be raised thereon, that it may be deemed m-
credible that such a common and simjile affair
should not be universally understood. And yet
it cannot be denied that many and frequent mis-
takes are committed in this matter, and diesc
must proceed either from indolence or/ ignor-
ance.

As the surface of the earth is the natural .sta-

tion for the generality of plants, and where thev
obtain the necessary elemental food requisite for
their development and maturation, certain con-
ditions of the said surface are absolutely neces-
sary-. Humiditj'. heat, and air, in due" propor-
tions, are indispensable, both to the fibrous roots
which are extended in the eartli and to the head
which is expanded in the air. There is more
danger, however, from an excess of moisfore
than from die extremes of eitlier heat or air

;

because, when the soil is saturated v\ itli water,
the access of the genial air and its gaseous pro-
perties is excluded, and tlie delicate fibres, im-
prisoned and choked, it may be said for w-ant
of breath, must, in such a case, ueces-sarily lan-

CTiish. That a porous .'oil is requisite for the
free growtli of everj^ plant is an axiom m culti-

vation, and on this axiom aU our operations of
plowing, trenching, diggins, &;c., are founded

;

and, that no excess of water should at any time
remain to chill, sodden, and consolidate the sta-

ple, draining in all its branches and modifica-
tions is had recourse to.

Soils are vai-iou.-? in quality-, and particularly
in texture and consistency. The success of
crops appears to depend as much on the texture
of the laud as upon any other propeity. For,
where air aud rain can peiTneate freely, a con-
stant supply of both aqueous and gaseous nour-
ishment is afforded, independently altogetlier of
the richness of the soil, whether natural or arti-

ficial. While, on the other hand, if the soil be
I compact, baked hard by drouth, iu consequence
of its having been previously labored or stirred

when too wet no plant can possibly flourish.

The conclusion, therefore, is. that the soil for any
kind of crop should never be imper\-ious to air

from being .saturated with water, nor impervi-
ous to both air and water from its dn,- adhesive-
ness.

Sandy soils, upon a gravelly or chalky sub-
soil, are never hable to be drenclied withwater
but only for a very short time after lieavy rain,

or sudden tiiaw when snow is on the ground.
All the water absorbed by such a soil sinks
deep into Uie subsoil, aud tar below the roots of
corn or any agricultural plant on the surface.

Such a soil needs neitlier drainmg nor subsoil

plowing. Neither does it ever require to be
exposed to the frosts of winter, or any kind of
treatment by implementfl to produce ameliora-
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tion. It is almost always in such an open fria-

ble state that it may be plowed and sovm at any
season, without risk of being plowed and har-

rowed into the condition of mud. or of being-

poached into the state of mortar by tlie horses'

feet

In some countries there are large tracts of

such land, and on these farmers are generally

fortunate men. The culture is easy, and exe-

cuted at a moderate expense. The crops of

turnips are heavy ; and if besides tlie ordinary-

supplies of dung and tail-dress, the farmers can

manage to give their fields a liberal coat of marl

or reducible clay everj- eighth or tenth year,

the heart and fertility of the staple is maintained
«nimpaired for ages.

In such descriptionsof land, however, it often

at some former time ; tliither I opened a Btone-

filled drain below the plo\\'share, from the low^-

est dip of the hollow ; and. ^vhen the water had
accumulated, it ran towards the old chalk-pit

;

but totally disappeared long before arriving at

the place, and thus was a valuable field laid dry.

Another arable field contained a pond, which
very often overflowed its boundaries. Lo\ver
grotmd was at the distance of half-a-mile ; and
the expense of forming so Ions a drain pre-

vented all attempts to get rid of the nnnoyauce.
I advised die tenant to dig a deep drain from
the pond up into a high bank ot gravel, into

which tlie water oozed away immediately ; and
ever after carried oiF all excess. By this sim-

ple expedient a large piece of excellent land
was reclaimed and brought into a regular course

happens that beds of clay lie alternately with ' of culture at a very trifling expense
those of sand at ditFerent depths beneath the i It is by such means that land, naturally fria-

surface. These beds of clay, if the general sur-
|
ble and loose in texture, may be relieved of su-

face of the farm or field lies' sloping, crop out at ,
perabundant water, and give admittance to the

diflPerent distances below each other and above . necessary supplies of air at all times. I have

each the stirface staple wiU be either occasion-
:
already obsen-ed that sandy soils require no ex

ally or constantly wet If a pasture, rushes

will appear accompanied b}" the worst grasses.

posure for the purpose of reducing adhesive-

ness either by tlie action of frost or machinerj-

;

and herbage produced that will certainly rot and yet we often see such land carefaUy fal-

sheep, especially if introduced from drier pa.«

turage. If tlie land be arable, the crops raised

thereon vrUl be unequal ; on the wet places, the

com -will be either too rank and inferior, or fail

altogether. In such cases, efficient underground
drainage is the remedy to get rid of the super-

fluous moisture, either by gendy-faUing diago-

nal or direct channels. The proper direction of

the drains depends on the depth, extent and
inclinarion of the beds of clay, and it is well to

have a professional man to stake them out un-

less the tenant has a sufficient knowledge of

geology himself. It is surprising to those who
know but little of the nature of the various

strata of the earth's surface, how easy it is in

some cases to get rid of surface water. For in-

stance, if there be wet and drj' places on the

same field, the owner may be assured that a bed
of clay, or other kind of earth impervious to

•water, lies beneath the wet; and a porous sub-

soil beneath the dry places. A drain of suffi-

cient depth opened (and filled nearly to the sur-

face with stones or loose gravel) from the wet
to the dr\' places, will certainly render the

whole dr\ . In my own practice, and acring on

this principle, I have been in many ca-ses verj-

enccessful in laving arable fields dry. Two
ca&es 1 laay mention as examples :—A field of

feie-i\aa acres, of a fine loam, suitable for vv-heat,

lowed up in the autumn, and even laid in ridges,

to receive the advantages supposed to be im-

parted to it by the contact of frostj" air. That
such an idea, namely, that arable land is bene-
fited by exposure to frosty air, has been long
entertained, is evident from what has been
WTitten on the subject by old authors. Even
our amiable poet, Thomson, in one of the flights

of his pregnant imagination, says

—

"The frost-roncocted glebe
Draws in abundant vegetable souL
And gathers vigor for the coming year."

—

Xfinter.

Showing that the notion was held by philoso-

phers as well as ctdtivaiors ; and, at the present
time, there are many among the latter who mis-

take the disrupting, ameliorating efiects of frost

on tenacious soils for its enriching property,

which they imagine is communicated to aU
soils. But this is a mistake ; the less light sandy
soils are exposed to the sun and air, the less

are they exhausted of their humid riches. Their
best qualities are as liable to be washed away
by winter rains as dissipated by the summer
sun ; and. therefore, they cannot be too close

and level during winter if it is intended that

they should be cropped in the .spring.

I have often noticed the mismanagement of a
field of liiiht .soil by the foUowdng culture :—It

was fallowed, cleaned, dunged, plowed, and

'^eans, or indeed any other crop, had a hollow
j
sown with tankard turnips about the middle ot

near one of the ends, which was everj- winfejr
|

June. The crop was abundant and a flock of

filled widi water, and ruinous to wheat or grass,
|
full-mouthed vvethers was put on in the end of

very frequendy to the extent of bet^veen two
j
September. ^Vithin a month, the turnips were

and three acres. This I resolved to drain. A
neighboring farmer predicted that the attempt

would be a failure ; because his father, when
tenant sunk a shaft to the depth of above seven-

ty feet, in the lowest dip of the hollow, and

filled it with stones, expecting that diis would

form a .s irallow for all the rain and melted snow
retained by the hollow. But this expectation

was not realized ; the water first filled the pit

and dien flowed over the land as before. The
cause was ea.sily comprehended : the pit d;d

not reach to die chalk-rock, nor did it pierce

through any porous stratum; its loamy sides

and bottomwerc perfectly water-tight, so that

little or none could escape.

My plan was different I saw marks in an

adjacent field of where chalk had been drawn

eaten off, and the field was plowed into single

'bout ridges to lie for the winter. In April, the

ridges were p.owed and harrowed down, and
barley and seeds were .sov.n. Both rose well

;

but throughout the summer growth, die ridges

vs-ere as visible in the crop as they were after

the plow, the centres of the ridsres bearing the

finest and strongest plants of the crop. And
the reason was obvious : the centres of the

ridges came up fre.sh. moist and mellow, while
the inter\-als were filled with the bleached dry
crests of the ridges, which, though more pul-

verized, were much less fertile and stimulating

than the fresher portions of the surface. Hence
it was quite evident that if the whole field had
been permitted to lie undisturbed till the spring,

the crop would have risen more equally and
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much more vigoroxisly. I have seen fields of

similar soil sowti widi oats after wheal—a bad
custom certainly, and as badly executed—-the

wheat-stubble being plowed in October, and the

oats sowTi and harrowed in February', ^vhereas,

had the wheat-stubble been onlj- scutHed otf and
harrowed to bring: np a crop of seed weeds,
and so rested rlU Februarj- or March, and then
plowed and so^\"n, the crop of oats \s'ould have
been much more abundant both in straw and
corn than by the former method.
Here it is necessary- to observe that, as I set

out -with showina: how absolutely necessarj' an
open porous soil is to all vegetation, and no
measures being recommended in the above
statements for that purpose, but rather the con-

trary, it is to be remembered that I have been
treating of sandy land, %vhich is at all times, ex-

cept when too wet, sufficiently porous for the
'

reception of air. But in other descriptions of
soil, such as that -w^hose particles are minute and
have a tendency to adhere closelj' together,

either by gravitating subsidence or by a flo^v of

rain water—in such a case, every practicable

means must be taken to alter and break this

solidifying nature of the staple, in order to admit
a free range of air and the gases it contains.

There are many intermediate descriptions of
soil between sand and clay, and all of these,

according as they approach to the one extreme
or the other, require a peculiar management.
But the grand object is to ^vork the soil in such
a manner tliat it shall always be pervious to air,

rain, and all atmospheric influences. And this

result is obtained by the timely application of
the implements rather than by the efficiency of
the implements themselves. The soil is some-
times in a fit state to be worked, and very often

is not Under such circumstances the judgment
of the cultivator must be exercised. The con-

dition of tlie land depends very much on the

season and character of the weather : and on
this account seed-time cannot always be com-
menced at the times which would be most con-
venient to the farmer. In such a case, he must
^vait until the land is in risht order to be stirred

;

and tliat state is. t\-hen it is neither too wet nor
too dry. I am alluding to land which has either
been thoroughly drained or which needs no
draining, and is only affected by the season.
\\hetlier very wet or very dn.-." But as the
exact time cannot always be hit upon, it is bet-
ter that the arable sm-face be rather too drj- than
too wet when moved. Because, if too dry. it

may be reduced to the necessary fineness bv <

labor, and wUI then be in the best" possible state
'

fi.r the reception of seeds ; the interstices be-
|

tweeu tlie particles of the soil beias filled with
I

air. amid ^vhicll the imbedded seeds germinate
in the greatest vigor. But if the soil be too wet
when moved, and especially by the pressing or
pushing action of tlie plovi-, it acquires, from die
excess of water, a state of fluidity like mortar,
and settles do%vn again so compactly, that no
seed laid tlierein can be developed in a healthy
condition, in consequence of the want of air.

That the contact of air to the roots of plant"?

was always considered necessary, is e\-ideut
from old \\Titinss : but the fact has never been
so generally noticed and acted upon as it is now.
The first and most strikin? instance confinnatorv
of die opinion was the fact of large full-irro^\•n

ornamental forest trees having been killed by
their roots being too deeply covered up with
earth when levelling lawns: and planters
and gardeners have been Ions aware of

the injurious efiects of planting as well as
sowing too deep. The same individuals for-

merly fancied that their prepared compo.sts, for

exotic or favorite flowering plants, could not be
too finely sifted for their recepuon, whether in
pots, or in the open ground. But slovenly or
careless management in these particulars show-
ed that too much nicety of execution was not at

all necessarj-. Sifting the composts %vas given
np, and composts made up chiefly of nodules of
turf, broken stone, brick rubbish, &c. are sub-
stituted with evident success ; and the cause is

obvious—\shen the compost is sifted, it becomes
a solid mass, especially after it is \vatered, and
repulsive of all atmospheric influences, whereas
among the loose materials, a considerable body
of air reposes, and in this the more active fibres

extend themselves much more luxuriandy than
they do in compact soil.

The gardeners improved practice is only an-

other proof ho^v much a porous soil and pres-

ence of air are necessarj- to d:e roots of plants

;

and yet we often see the most luxuriant vegeta
tion produced by .soils which are apparenily
very close in texture ; viz. alluvial soils and
fertile clays. Both these descriptions of soil

being composed of the finest atoms, become
exceedinglj- close and compact if nndisrurbed ;

but ^'lien plowed, or other\^*ise moved period-
ically, the stirred portion attracts as much of the
qualities of ihe air as sufiices for the following
crop. It is rainer remarkable that, while oak
thrives best on a clayey subsoil, it does not seem
to afiect rich alm\-iai land ; and diis I imagine to

be entirely owing to its closeness of texture pre-
ventiug all access of air to the place of the roots.

Aquatic plants which five entirely submerged,
although defended from external air. receive as
much as tliey need from the surrounding water,
which always contains a notable measure, be-

sides nutritive bodies in solution, which form the

pabulum of plants, whether aquatic or lerrestriaL

Another tribe of plants are attached to earth,

but so shghdy, that their s^-stem of roots is

nothing compared %%-ith the bulky heads sus-

tained : and as these plants are mosUy found on
rocks, or on the driest tracts of countrj-, it is

evident that the greatest portion of their nutri-

ment is drawn from the atmosphere. Anothe:
tribe of curious and beautiful flowering plants

is called Epiphjtes; [or paiasitical plants,

the Misletoe :] because they attach themselves
to the stems and branches of trees, not to sustain

themselves by extracting flieir juices, but to be
supported in die deep shade and most air of
thick tropical woods. Some of these are called

air plants, and gro\v as ^vell in a basket with-

out eardi. suspended in a \vami. damp, shady
place, as if they -were in their native habitat.

Thus we see that air is particularly neces.sary

to plants, and as much so to the roots as to the

head and foliage ; and it is this fact as already

observed, that justifies all the means of cultiva-

tion Nvhich ^ve have recourse to with a view of

rendering the staple more loose, and conse-

quently more permeable to all atmospheric

influences.

There is one circumstance, however, which
deser\-es to be noticed along %vitli diese general

remarks : it is this—that all seeds require to be

closely embedded in the soil, that is. they should

be in close contact with the mould ah round :

and, that diis should be completely secured,

some seeds require to be laid in heary. as wheat
for instance. Now \ve have only to consider

that as the sou has been previously prepared.
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ble slate, a considerable volume of air is incor-

porated therewith, and that this air, according to

its temperature and the moisture of the soil,

facilitates the germination of the seed, and con-

tinues to assist the development of the plant.

To obtain this close embedding of the seed, it is

the practice to tread it in—a practice which is

found of service to wheat, peas, beans, and
almost all small seeds ; but wliich would be of

no avail without the previous disruption and
aeration of the soil.

All these matters premised, it only remains to

conclude with a general declaration that, in all

our practices and means employed for the ame-
lioration of the land, every thing that can be
added or taken away, every operation perfonn-
ed, and evciy implement used in the culture,

should all have for their ultimate object either

directly or indirectly, the breaking up of the

compact and impervious surface, so that copious
and constant supplies of air may be freely ad-

mitted to the i-oots of the plants.

ON THE VALUE AND PROGRESS OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE.

The dignity of Agriculture was rightly vindi-

cated by the younger Wadsworth, when de

claring that •' there is no pursuit in which so

' many of the laws of nature must be consulted and

'understood, as in the cultivation of the earth."

The New-York State Agricultural Society, hon-

ored itself when honoring him with its Presi-

dency; and we knownot hovs^we can better pro-

mote its noble objects more eflFectually than by

disseminating the sentiments which have influ-

enced that gentleman in devoting his energies

and the influence of his example to the agrono-

mic interests of his countrymen. The import-

ance of associated effort, as well as the value of

intellectual investigation and scientific research,

were properly enforced in his Addresses on the

subject of Agricultural Improvement ; and we
fi'eely occupy the requisite space with extracts

fixjm one of tliose productions, with the fervent

wish that the interest which has been mani-

fested by Mr. Wadsworth of Genesee, Mr. Lenox

of this city, and Mr. Colt of Paterson, and other

men of fortune, who might be named, may he

more extensively emulated—men whose wealth

and influence enable them to exemplify and

sustain the claims of Agriculture upon the at-

tention of the rich even more than the poor,

upon the millionaire and the scholar even more

tlian upon the Farmer of more limited means.

The paramount want of the landed interest

in this country, is capital. Thousands have too

much land, who are restricted in every means

necessary for its improvement. Of what value

will be all the .science and all the improved la-

bor-sa^'ing implements and improved domestic

animals, if the means cannot be found for their

introduction and practical application.

What Farmer of moderate circumstances, for

example, can send to Peru for the Apachian

Sheep, which every consideration founded on

a knowledge of its qualities leads us to believe

ought (n be imported and tested in our country ?

Is it not then obviously, in direct proportion to

their fortune, that opulent men, inspired with a

noble ambition, can entitle themsi^lves to the
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benedictions of their country. If there be any

trath in signs, even the political horoscope is

full of them to show that the day is at hand

when men are to find present popularity, as

well as true glory, in promoting the arts of

peace—in equalizing the comforts and augment-

ing the happiness of their fellow men. For
us and our House, we shall ever stand ready

to exalt the names of men \vho with the means,

unite the taste and the noble feeling to put their

hands to and say, God speed the plow. But our

own feelings would cany us away—let us back

to our theme.

For all classes of society there is certainly in-

struction and consolation in the following pas-

sages on the application of Science to Agricul-

ture :
" The application of science," said Mr.

Wadsworth, "the most profound which has

' yet been attained by the far reachmg eflbrts of

' the human mmd, to all the products of our in-

' dustry—to the soil, the crop, the annual—has
' been reserved for the age in which we live. It

' is not claiming too much to say, that more pro-

' gress has been made in this direction within the

' last twenty years than in any previous century.

' Our own countrymen, it is gratifying to per-

' ceive, are securing their share of this abundant
' har\-est. Our chemists and geologists will not,

' we may be sure, rest contented as industrious

' gleaners after the Davys, Liebigs and Jolms-

' tons of other countries, but will push forward

' into the ample domains, which even those

' acute discoverer.s have not peneti'ated.

" From the origin of our race almost to the

present time, the path of the hu.sbaudman has
been clouded in darkness and doubt. From the

sowing of the seed to the gathering of the har-

vest, mystery attended every step. The first

link in the great chain of cause and eft'ect was
hidden in uncertainty. The precepts of tradi-

tion, the result of a multitude of experiments,
were founded mostly in wisdom ; but they were
as inexplicable as they were sound. Not so

now. The scientific analysis of soils, of ma-
nures, and of vegetable products, explains not

only the ^\orkings of nature and the practices of

art, but opens an inexhaustible field of new
combinations and novel results. * » - -



" If other nations, in the vigor of maturity,

with more k-isurc and more means than we
posso,-;s, have outstripped us in tlie race of plii-

losopliical discovery, let it be our boast, that we
have spread these discoveries loider, and made
them at once available by making them part of

the current knowledge of the nation. Let it be
our tirst aim to diffuse knowledge—where the

constitution has rightly given power—to the

whole people.
" It is not the sole object of onr Society to re-

ward those who bring to our Fairs the finest

animals, or to remunerate those who, with skill

and industry, raise the best crops. These are

but the means, and part of the means, by which
it is hoped to achieve higher and wider ends.

"We w^ish. hy association, by comparison of

ideas, and by a generous emulation, to diffuse

among ourselves, and the mass of the agricultu-

ral community, the results of experience, the
lights of science, and the productions of art.

" Of the incalculable power, for good and
evil, of association and combi^ied effort, the

present age abounds in illustrations. That this

great element of man's power has often been
wielded to trample upon the equal rights, the

peace and happiness of society, cannot be
denied. Of the many instances in which, with
w^idelj' different and higher aims, it has effected

the noisiest achievements, I shall only refer to

one. With what language can we describe,
with what powers of calculation estimate, the
wide-spread good accomplished, the deep mis-

ery warded off, by temperance associations ?

—

What individual, wielding even a despot's scep-

tre—what government, monarchical or demo-
cratic—what law—what armed force, could
have achieved the great results brought about
in our day, within our own observation, by
those efloits ? With this signal illustration be-
fore US, we cannot lack confidence in any
efforts wisely directed to a good end. With
motives which cannot be impeached, with ob-
jects which can no where be condemned, ask-

ing no special privileges, requiring no exclu-
sive immunities, seeking only to elevate and
render more effective that labor from which
man is destined never to be exempt, we may
surely here, if any where, call to our aid the
great power of association and combination.—
With this element of .strength we wish to awa-
ken the public mind to a sense of the import-
ance of our avocation, and to dispel whatever
may be left of that ancient prejudice, that the
tiller of the soil is the drudge of the human race.

" It is strange that it should have been over-
looked, even in the darkest days of despotism
and ignorance and superstition, that he who
sows the seed and reaps the harvest, works not
only with the plow and with the hoe and with
the scythe, but that he wields, far beyond the
labori^r in any other branch of industry or art,

the elements of powers and nature. There is

certainly 710 pursuit in which so many of the
laws of nature must be consulted and under-
stood, as in the cultivation of the earth. Every
change of the season, every change even of the
winds, evoiy fall of rain, must affect sumo of
the manifold operations of the fanner. In tlie

improvement of our various domestic animals,
some of the mo.st abstruse principles of physi-
ology must he consulted.
"Is it to be supposed that men thus called

upon to study, or to observe the laws of nature,
and labor in conjunction with its power.s, require
less of the light of the highest science, than the
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merchant or manvfacturer ? Or is it to be be-
lieved, that men who go weekly, almo.-st daily,

to ditl'crent occupation.s, changing with the al-

most unceasing changes of the sea.sons, and
who.se business is to bring to maturity such a
multiphcity of products, exercise less the high-
est intellectual faculties of man, than the laborer

who, day after day, and year after, follows the

unchimging manipulations of art ?

" Happily for the interests of the farmer, the

histoiy of our country abounds in evidence that

this gi'eat misconception of the nature and ten-

dency of agricultural labor no longer exists."

" It is not alone in the brilliant results of sci-

entific investigation, nor in the fertility of the

soil, nor in the general salubrity of the climate,

that the American fanner finds the ground of his

briglitest anticipations for the future. There are

other and higher elements in the conipo.sition of

his fate. The government which watches over
him is the government of his choice—a govern-

ment m whicli the permanent interests of the

great mass of the people are secured by placing

the power in their own hands. Under such in-

stitutions the pendulum of public ju.stice may
sometimes vibrate between dangerous extremes,
but it must eventually repose where justice and
the interests of the many, require that it should

rest. Such are the hopes of the fanners of our
countiy. It is not to be denied that their inter-

ests have been sometimes neglected, and their

rights sacrificed to the sinister aspirations of

classes more f^orably situated for political com-
binations ; but if there is any foundation for our
faith, that a free government is the fountain of

equal justice, these aberrations must be correct-

ed in the slow but certain progress of truth and
right.

" I trust that American agriculture will illus-

trate and confirm the striking remark of the au-

thor of the ' Esprit des Lois,' a writer, the most
philosophical and liberal of his time, ' that it is

not those countries which possess the greatest

fertility, which are the best cultivated, but those

which have secured the most liberty.' I find

this suggestion, so flattering to our hopes, elo-

quently commented upon by a late distinguished

agriculturist of our country, in an address \\'hich

he delivered before the Agricultural Society of

Pennsylvania ; and I gladly avail myself of this

opportunity to pay to his memory a tribute of

respect, which is due, in a more eminent de-

gree, to but one other name in the history of

American farmers and patriots. With many
other improvements in agriculture, Judge Peters

was emphatically the author of the plaster and
clover culture. The time which your patience

will allow me to occupy on this occasion, will

not permit me to recount the many expin-iments,

at once ingenious and philosophical, with which
he demon.strated the wonderful efBc^icy of plas-

ter, nor the efforts, e(iually jiersevering and phi-

lanthropic, with which he labored to introduce

into general practice, this great fertilizer. He
succeeded. None but those well acquainted

with the course of husbandry in our wheat-

growing districts, can estimate how much of the

eighty-four millions amiually produced in our

country, is owing to the introduction of plaster

and clover. The benefits of this improvement
are to be counted by annual millions ; and I call

it up to your attention, not only to pay the debt

of gratitude due to its distinguished author, but

as an incentive to those who, with the better in-

sl^ruments of a more advanced science, liave the
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pame field of practical improvement before them.
It is happily the nature of human knowledge
that the more it achieves, the larger is the Jield
of' ackimemcnt. As the outer circle of inven-
tion and discovery is pushed farther and farther
from the centre, the more numerous and of a
higher order are tlie objects which present them-
selves to the investigation of those whose lofty

ambition it is to add something to the mass of
human attainment.

" The Society has endeavored to contribute
something to this onward movement by offering
prizes for essays upon the application of science
to agriculture. I trast that the result will vindi-

cate the wisdom of this policy, and lead to its

continuance.
" In this country, -with ju.st laws, justly admin-

istered, where the popular voice can promptly
coiTCct every oppressive enactment ; where,
with common schools and an uutrammeled press,

knowledge circulates as fi-eely almost, as the air

w-e breathe, it would be surprising, and not less

discreditable than surprising, if agricultural im-
provement did not keep pace with the progress
of the country in every ofher respect. For one,
I have no fears on this point. I believe that our
progress, with or ^vithout Agricultural Societies

—though gi'eatly accelerated by tliem—is to be
decided and rapid. I am not, however, unaware,
nOr should we ever lose sight of the fact, that

agriculture, like learning, has had its dark ages.

It has risen to great peri'ection. receded, and
rested for centuries without any apparent im-
provement. The history of the world abounds
with evidence that the cultivation of the earth

was at an early daj- can-ied to a high pomt.
" In China, it is well known that tor uncounted

centuries a degree of .skill has been exhibited in

the preparation and application of chemical and
vegetable manures, that is not, even now, equaled
in any part of Christendom. A recent popular
writer counts it as not the least valuable result

which may How from the Opium War, as it is

properly designated, and which it is to be hoped
for the honor of humimity, is now terminated,

that by opening a more general communication
Avith that extraordinary people, we may learn

something of their agricultural skill. The Clii-

nese are not the only people beyond the pale of

Christianity and modern civilization, who have
attained a remarkable degree of skill in certain

branches of husbandrj-. The aborigines of

South America and Mexico practised irrigation

upon a scale, and with a periectiou of detail,

not surpassed in any modem improvements.

—

The Spaniards, superior to them in the art of

^var. oveixame them in battle, but have not
equaled them in skilful and industrious tillage.

" Throughout all those immense regions of
Briti.sh India, where the indomitable persever-

ance and courage of the Anglo-Saxons have
subjected millions to the control of thousands,
the conqueror has learned more tlian he has been
able to impart ef practical wi-sdom directed to

the cultivation of the soil. A high cultivation,

accompanied by the use of irrigation and min-
eral and vegetable applications, has there can-led

the productive powers of the earth to a point

never yet attained in those parts of the globe
claiming to be more enlightened.

" In ancient Egypt the results were, if possi-

ble, more extraordinary. There, not only agri-

cultural productions, but the imperishable monu-
ments of art, surpass even the comprehension of

modern science.

" Coming down to the early days of Chris-
tian era, we find the Roman writers abounding
in sound precepts and suggestions, which even
now might be adopted with advantage. Nearly
the whole of Van-o might be read with profit

by our modem farmers. Tme, it is often tinged
with a superstition now hat^pily discarded, and
relates to a state of society and govei-nment,
widely differing from our free institutions.

" But in all that relates to tillage, to the pre-
paration and application of manures, his sug-
gestions accord witli the views of our best mod-
ern practical fanners. In the classification of
mineral and vegetable manures, such as lime,
marl, and many varieties of compost, he gives
to each the relative value which has been affixed
by the most profound chemical analysis.

" If it is somewhat discouraging to look back
and find oui-selves but little in advance of the
remotest times, in many depaitments of our pro-
fession, we may at least, congratulate ourselves
that we live in an age when agriculture is in
the ascendant. It is no longer given up to serfs

and slaves, as the fitting occupation of the most
ignorant portions of the community. It now
takes its rank among the honorable and ele-

vating pursuits of industry. To follow the
plow and tend the flock, is no longer, here at

least, the mark of ignorance and servitude, as
under a false and despotic system it w^as, and in

some parts of the globe still is. In this we
stand upon ground which the ancients never
attained. It is the great achievement of modem
times. The rights of man and the dignity of la-

bor are vindicated—the one follo\vs from the
other. Agricultural improvement, then, rests

upon a foundation on which it never stood be-
fore. It is sustained by free institutions ; it is

the result of laws, wise, becau,se liberal. The
eufi-anchi.sement of the many, the elevation of
the masses, must go hand in hand with tlie in-

telligent, industrious, and prosperous cultivation

of the earth.
" If agriculture owes much to the benign in-

fluence of free institutions, liberty owes not less

to agriculture. Where do we look for the calm
discretion, the disinterested patriotism, \vhich
must su.staiu a representative government, but
to the great community of cultivators of the
earth ? Even those most skeptical as to the fit-

ness of man lor self-government, admit that if

the experiment ever succeeds, it will be in a
nation of fanners. The experiment, thank
Heaven, has succeeded ; it has succeeded in a
nation of fanners ; and while we must not be
guilty of the illiberality of doubting that the

gi'eat manufacturing nations of other continents

may be fitted to administer the high duties of
freemen, it becomes us to cherish a profession

which, more than any other, prepares man to

receive the highest blessuig ot his race in this

world—a free government. We must cherish

it by industry, by virtue, by intellectual cultiva-

tion ; by connectmg it\vith science and the arts,

and with evei"y thing which can elevate and
adom it. If we do our duty by ourselves and
our children, agriculture will never again, it is

to be hoped, know the dai'k ages in which for

so many centuries it slept with liberty and learn-

ing. Let us do our duty in the responsible sta-

tion and happy era in which Providence has
cast our destiny, and I trust the day is far, far

distant, \vhen we shall cea.se to be a natioJi of

farmers and a nation of freemen."
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A SCENE

—

In a Tent of Agricultural Editors.

A GREAT Exhibition of the pvoducts of American
A^icultural, ManutUcturins; and Mechanical indus-

ti-y, being held, as is supposed, at Washington, D.

C, under the auspices of the National Institute,
on which Congi'ess, after long protracted and
shameful delay, had bestowed the Smithsonian
Fund—the Editors of the Agi-icultural papers have
assembled in the tent appropriated for their use,

exchangins friendly greetings, when he of the
" Farmers' Librahv," and founder of the old

American Fanner, enters, and. being to many of

them unknown, thus makes his respectful saluta-

tions:

Friends and Brothers : When a man enters

a room unbidden, and, it may be unknown to

most of the company, claiming fellowship, and

a seat among tliem, commoa courtesy should

prompt him to say, with a certain character in

tlie farce, " Hope I don't intrude 7" He who
now addresses you, however, has the advantage

of knowing at least as many of the present com-

pany as may suffice to iutroduce him to the rest.

When he retired from the corps Editorial,

some years since, he could have identified near-

ly all who belonged to it. The kindest sort of

personal intercourse, or a no less kind inter-

change of good will by friendly coiTespondence,

had passed—the remembrance of which, he flat-

tors himself, may make the renewal of that in-

tercourse now, mutually and without exception,

agreeable. But, on looking around the room,

he cannot but ask himself how it is that, while

he left the plow only for a short spell, and even

during that time running a furroAV, occasionally,

for some old fellow-laborer, that, coming back

now to regular work, he finds so many new

faces in the same field ? most of them, he thinks,

looking smarter and more alert—doing their

work in a leetle better style than when he first

broke new gi'ound in the old American. Farmer.

Dare he flatter himself that these weekly streams

and monthly floods, that are pouring their salu-

brious waters far and wide to imgate and fruc-

tify the land, are but so many issues from the

old fountain, opened by him on the 2d of April,

1819 ? Are your journals but the produce of

that old parent stem, \vhich have sprung up, as

the seeds of plants of the class syngenesia, fur-

nished with a plume, are, by that admirable

mechanism, disseminated far from their parent

stem ? or, are they, rather, vigorous shoots, of

spontaneous growth—such as genial skies and

showers always bring up in the wake of culti-

vation, to succeed the coarser herbage of Na-

ture ? At all events, their appearance is a proof

that the ^vants of Agriculture demanded them.

Friends ! 1 rejoice to find mvscll once more in
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such honest company. To each and all I would

fain extend the hand of fellowship ; and why
not a hearty greeting for the whole corps Edi-

torial

—

" To you, Tom Brown ! and to you, John Brown ! "'

as the social song runs ? Have not all an equal

interest iu the prosperity and good narje of our

common country ? Are we not all seeking to

awaken and to gratify a love of knowledge, and

with it charity and union T Here are advo-

cates from all quarters to guard every Agricul-

tural interest and staple, as it is right there

should be.

" Nor yet vrill every soil, vnth equal stores
Repay the tiller's labor ; or attend
His wiU, obsequious, whether to produce
The olive or the laurel."

There stands friend Breck, from "down
East," the noble old Bay State, to tell us, in the

New-Englandt Farmer, all about the disease in

potatoes ; and there, again, are brotliers Nortli

and Phillips, of the " South-Westem Farmer,"

leaning on their cotton plant, and talking learn-

edly of gossipium ; while Botts, fuD of zeal and

intelligence, stands midway, ready with his to-

bacco-stalk to demolish all the hurnhugs that

may come flying along in quick succession, like

so many ignes fatni, to delude the honest

" Southern planter." Ah ! and there, too, is the

vigorous driver of my old team—the Editor of

the American Farmer ! Well, I am too glad

to see him still upon his legs, and, though he is

dressed off in a new suit, he won't give the

"cold shoulder" to an old fellow-laborer. He
can vouch that in tlie many years that we
\vrought iu the vineyard which we planted, and

that he has since brought into more perfect

bearing, not a line, nor a word, ever escaped

us, in expres.sion of party feeling or the provo-

cation of ill-blood. Let us all, then, I say—old

soldiers and young recruits—unite to keep off

tlie rust with which Time, like the worm that

gnaws at the root, night and day, would weaken
the chain of friendship. The vv'orld is wide

enough for all, even though we were not .stretch-

ing our anas to grab at once the Cape of Labra-

dor and the Halls of the Montezumas. And,

moreover, let us remember what we are taught

on the highest authority—"Brethren! the time is

short." Let mc, then, close this address to brther

Editors, of whatever interest or party, by ask-

ing onefavor. If you would welcome him to put

his feeble sickle in the common field, will you

please copy this, or otherwi.se proclaim tliat
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Skinner—we won't say in his old age—(let that

w^ord become "obsolete"]—has rejoined the

Editorial phalanx, and set down now, with no

other employment, to make liis bread by assist-

ing to teach others, in " The Farmers' Li-

brary." how to make theirs.

The Farmers' Librarj' and Monthly Journal of

American Agriculture will have no sort of con-

nection, near or remote—direct or continsrent,

with any political object or paper. In Agricul-

ture there is no party politics. Tlie publication

will consist of at least 100 pages a month, to be

made up of standard works on practical Agri-
culture, and all sorts of treatises which it may
be becoming and useful for a cultivated Fanner
and his family to read, either for solid instruc-

tion or elegant amusement in any way connect-
ed w^ith his condition and pursuits in life.

Tlie engravings, lithographs, paper, type, &c.
all to be of first quality—making two volumes
per annum, of at least 1,200 passes, all for $.5 a
year. Address J. S. SKINNER,

Editor of the Farmers' Library,
Tribune Buildincrs, New-York.

THE POETRY OF RURAL LIFE.

It is to be hoped that few or none of the read-

ers of the 'Farmers' Library" entertain tlie no-

tion that an Agricultural publication should be

utterly banned against the Muses—exclusively

confined to the mere dry statistics of Farming

industry. Horses, com and oxen—pigs, poultry

and potatoes—are all valuable in their way ; and

we \\'ill go as far as any one to encourage un-

provement, so as to realize the greatest propor-

tionate value from tlie investment of labor and

capital. But we are far from thinking that po-

etical associations are incompatible with rural

pursuits ; and, indeed, ^ve fancy that much ser-

vice may be rendered by irradiating country

life with the charms of Song. The spirit that

led to the introduction of Music in our Common
Schools animates us in the belief that similar

benefits may result fi-om the better culture of

the imagination, (as well as the soil) among

the Farming community. Indeed, we fancy-

that we cannot better promote a preference

for rural pursuits, and thus aid in benefit-

ting the Agricultural interest, than by appeal-

ing to the taste, as vsell as the intellect, through

occasional quotations from the -wTitings of poets

who "looked through Nature up to Nature's

God."

Who that is familiar with the poetry of Bry-

ant can ever enjoy the .solemn grandeur of our

forests without realizing some of the ennobling

sentiments whicli breathe through such poems

as that commencing with these lines
;

" The Groves were God's first temples. Ere Man
learned

To hew the shaft, and lay the architrave,

And spread the roof above them—ere he flamed
The lofty vault to gather and roll back
The sound of anthems ; in the darkling wood,

Amid the cool and silence, he knelt down,

And otVercd to the Mightiest solemn thanks

And supplication."

Our purpose is not to sermonize at the pres-

ent time, but rather to invoke the attention of
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our city friends towards tlie attractions present-

ed for recreation in the country during this

"merrie month of June."' And how can we
enforce our object more agreeably than by quo-

ting, from the Dublin University Magazine, some
stanzas written by the late Mrs. Gray ?

" Go forth into the country.
From a world of care and gnile

;

Go foith to the untainted air,

And the sunshine's open smile.

It shall clear thy clouded brow

—

It shall loose tiie v\-ordly coil

That binds thy heart too closely up,
Thou man of care and toil

!

" Go forth into the country.
Where gladsome sights and sounds

Make the heart's pulses thrill and leap
With tresher, quicker bounds.

They shall wake fresh life within
Tlie mind's enchanted bower

;

Go, student of the midnight lamp,
And try their magic power !

" Go forth into the countrj-.

With its songs of hajipy birds,

Its fertile vales, its erassy hills,

Alive with flocks and herds.
Against the powers of .sadness

Is its magic all arrayed

—

Go forth, and dream no idle dreams,
Oh, visionarj- maid !

" Go forth into the countrj-.

^Vliere the nut's rich clu.sters grow,
Wliere the strawberrj- nestles 'mid tlie furze,
And the hollyberries glow.

Each season hath its treasures.

Like thee, all free and wild

—

Who would keep thee from the countiy,
Thou happy, artless cliild ?

" Go forth into the countiy !

It hath many a solemn grove.
And many an altar on its liills,

Sacred to peace and love.

And whilst with grateful fervor
Thine eyes its glories scan,

Wor.sliip the God who made it al),

Oh ! holy Christian man !

"



CLAIMS OF AGRICULTURE UPON THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY.

To Merchants, Mannfacturers and others on the Calamities of Trade

:

The vicissitudes attendant on trade have es-

sentially aided in enforcing the claims and ad-

vantages of Agi'iculture upon the attention of

the business community generally—upon the

Manufactiirer, Mechanic, Merchant and "pro-

fessional man," as weU as upon the " natural

boni" Farmer himself

Singular as it maj- seem to the unreflcctmg,

the statistics of our cities and towns will prove

that the operations of the trading world are sub-

jected to more than lottery-like uncertainty, for

whereas, in lotteries there may be not " two

blanks to a prize," tlicre is a still larger propor-

tion of disaster resulting to persons whose for-

tunes are embarked in trade.

The histoi';^- of the trading community, in al-

most any given district, conclusively proves the

startling fact that full three-quai'ters (aye, even

a larger portion) of merchants and manufactur-

ers are driven from their stores with shattered

fortunes and mind depressed ; aggravated by
the reflection that : " prosperity they had neglect-

ed to make suitable provision of agricultural

property and knowledge, which would have

proved a comfortable homestead, at least, for

theiv declining years—thus guarding their fami-

lies from being thrown upon the cold charity of

the world, or from having recourse for a wretch-

ed and precarious livelihood to some revolting

employment.

Though Farming holds out no decoying hopes

of large fortunes to be speedily realised, it fur-

nishes, if pursued with economy and industrj',

in the first place a certain shelter, with un-

failing means of comfort and independence to

those who apply their intellect as well as dili-

gence in cultivating the soil ; and in what branch

of industry can intellect be more advantageously

employed for promoting individual happiness

and national welfare ?

Far be it from our thoughts, in any wise to

undervalue the importance of mercantile and

manufacturing pursuits ; too highly do we es-

teem them, as promoters of civilization and in-

dispensable purchasers and consumers ofthe sur-

plus fruits of Agricultural industry itself The
Merchant and the Manufacturer, when just and

liberal, as well as intelligent and enterprising,

may be classed among the noblest of our race
;

for doubly honored should they be, who, daily

beset with the multitudinous allurements of the I

I' 5)
'

world, and exposed to its most unexpected and
trying vncissitudes, yet, in spite of all these, pur-

sue the course of honor triumphantly through

life. But surely a reasonable degree of atten-

tion to Agriculture and Horticulture—attention

in storing the mind with valuable information

on the theoi-y and practice of arts which lie at

the bottom of all earthly pursuits. Surely, surely

such attention cannot injuriously interfere v.-itli

assiduous devotion to commercial and other in-

dustrial pursuits, but, on the contrary, afford, by
diversity, that occasional recreation which gives

power to prosecute them more vigorously.

The history of the whole trading community

speaks volumes ofadmonition on the importance

of making for your families, in days of prosper-

ous advent^fre, some certain, substantial tcrra-

Jirina provision, however small, for your fami-

lies. Even amid the turmoil with which we
are surrounded in these large cities, the follow-

ing startling assertions, made recently in public

discourse by a distinguished citizen of New-
England, will scarcely fail to force their way to

the anxious attention of every prudent business

man. We respectfully wi,sh it to be borne in

mind, that it will be one of the leading objects of

the Farmers' Library, to aid in attracting the

attention of such men toward the pleasures and

advantages of raral pursuits, and to inculcate on

all such the propriety of securing (while for-

tmie enables them honestly to secure,) a com-

fortable little fann, however small, for " die

family," where the trader, unfortunate in busi-

ness, as a large portion of them sooner or later

become, may spend the evening of his life, with

the comforting reflection that, while he could

justly do it, he had the prudence and intelli-

gence to provide a homestead, beyond the reach

of fraud or accident at home, or the disa.sters of

the sea. For such men, as well as for those who.se

only business now is Agriculture, we design

the "Farmers' Library," and flatter ourselves

that we may look to the trading community, to

the prosperous Manufacturer and the fortunate

Mechanic, for such a share of patronage as will

indicate that the comforts and amusements of

Agriculture and Horticulture are duly appre-

ciated in the intervals of business ; and that they

agree with us in the opinion, that nothing can

be more expedient than to provide a snvgfarm

as a retreat for wives and children, when driven
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from die city by enfeebled health, declining bu-

Biness, or, otherwise, total bankruptcy—until

circumstances lead him to occupy it himself, it

may aflbrd an honorable field of industry and

intellectual employment for a son, who might

otherwise be wasting his Ufe and energies in

town ; or may be rented at a saving interest to

a good tenant. To either of xhese, the Farm-

ers' Library, and Monthly Journal ofAgriatl-

ture, might be tnmed over, to excite in the one

a fondness for agricultural science and literature,

and so practically instruct the tenant as to se-

cure certain improvement of his property and

easy payment of his rent

Let those who have not carefully reflected on

these matters, now maturely consider the state-

ments, made by Gen. Dearborn, in a Lecture

delivered before the Massachusetts Agricultural

Society. While contrasting Agricultural and

Mercantile pur.suits he remarked that men should

instil into their sons a love of Agriculture. He
declared that he would prefer a cottage in the

countn,-, witli five acres of gi-ound, to the most

splendid palace that could be erected in the city,

if he mast depend upon the success of mer-

chandize to support it. He then went on to-say,

" that ha\'ing been some fifteen years in the Cus-

tom-house, in Boston, he was surprised to find,

at the close of his term, an entire new set of men

doing business there. This induced him to look

into the subject, and he ascertamed, after much

time and research, that ninety-seven out of every

hundred who obtained their livehhoodbybujnng

and selling, /<2(7ei or died insolvent He then

submitted his calculation to an old merchant of

great experience, who confirmed it in every

particular.

" The statement made by General Dearborn,

appeared to me so startling, so appalling," says

an intelligent obser/er, '• that I was induced to

examine it with much care, and I regret to say

I found it true. I then called upon a friend

of mine, a great antiquarian, a gentleman

alwavs refen-ed to in all matters relating to the

citj- of Boston, and he told me that in the year

1800, he took a memorandum of every person

on Long Wharf, and that in 1840 (which is as

long as a merchant continues bu.sine.ss) only five

in one hundred remained. They had all in

that time eitlier failed or died destitute of pro-

pem-. I then went to a verj- intelligent di-

rector of the Union Bank (a very strons: bank);

he told me tliat the bank commenced business

in 1798, diat there was then but one other bank
in Boston, die Mas.sachusetts Bank, and that

the bank was so overrun with business, that

the clerks and officers were obliged to work
nndl twelve o'clock at night, and all Sundays

;

that they had occasion to look back a year or

two ago, and they found that of the one thou-

sand accounts which were open with them in

starting, only six remained ; they had in die

forty years either all failed or died destitute of
property. Houses who.se paper passed vi-ith-

out a question had all gone down in that time.

Bankruptcy, said he, is like death, and almost

certain ;' they fall sinsrle and alone, and are

(:c)

thus forgotten, hut there is no escape from it,

and he is a fortunate man who fails young.
Another friend told me that he had occasion to

look dirough the Probate Office a few years
since, and he was sui-prised to find that over
ninety per cent, of all the estates settled there,

were insolvent. And widiiu a few days, I

have gone back to the incorporation of our
banks in Boston. I have a list of the directors

since they started. This is, however, a very
unfair way of testing the rule, for bank direct-

ors are the most .substantial men in the commu-
nit}'. In the old bank, over one-third had
failed in forty years, and in die new bank a
much larger proportion. I am sorry to present
to you so gloomy a picture, and I ti-ust you will

instil into your sons, as Gen. Dearborn recom-
mends, a love of agriculture, for, in mercantile
pursuits, they wUl fail to a dead certaiut}"."

Are the business men of New-York, Phila-

delphia, Baltimore, ^Vashington, Richmond,

Charleston, Savannah, New-Orleans, Louisville

Cincinnati, St. Louis, moi-e prudent, sagacious,

or successfU than those of Boston ? And
whedier they are or not, the foregoing exti-aor-

diuary facts indicate the propriety with which

we invoke the business community, to bestow

more attention upon Agriculture, for recreation

in the season of a prosperitj-, and for sure refuge

in adversity.

The Farmers' Library and Monthly Journal

of Agiiculture—(consisting each number of not

less than 100 pages)—of which the first number

is here-svith presented to the public, was estab-

lished partly with a view to supplying Mer-

chants and Manufacturers, as well as Farmers,

with every species of infomiation connected

with the culture and management of Faniis and

Gardens—and under a proper sense of the liber-

ality with which well-meant enterprises of this

sort are sustained by all enlightened communi-

ties, -we confidently anticipate a reasonable share

of that patronage, which will enable us to ex-

tend our usefulness in the broad field upon

^vhich we have entered.

Gigantic German Green.—There was srrow-

ing, in 18-12, in the garden of Mr. John Murray,
Ea.ster Newport, Fife, a plant of Gennan greens
of extraordinary dimensions. It was planted
about four years ago, in die ordinary ^vay, in a
corner of a plot, and, at the time above specified,

had attained to the following size :—it covered
an oblong piece of ground twenty-seven feet

in circumference. It sent forth seven main
branches, which supported other si.x;ty-one

branches, five of which bore seed in 1 ?42. and
in September of that year the entire plant was
in a healthy growing condition.

Feet. Inches.

The 1st branch bore 11 stems, each 9 9 in length.

2d '



GUANO.
There seems to be a sort of crisis, if we may

so call it, in the fate of this substance—whether

it shall or shall not continue to be an article of

commerce, and of practical use in American

Husbandly. We shall submit, impartially, the

testimony for and against it, leaving the reader

to say on which side it preponderates. To us it

seems, at present, to be decidedly pro-guano.—
But we feel it to be our dutj- to premise, that

neither from indolence, which leads us to snap

at whatever saves us trouble, nor from want of

due caution, should any farmer allow himself to

be drawn into a neglect of tlie materials to he

found on his own premises for manufacturing

manure—and yet we must declare that such

neglect is committed to a degree that is full of

reproach and discredit, more especially to

Southern Agricultm-ists. On this point, how-

ever, as on many other points of Husbandrj',

great reformation has taken place, and is going

on, over that region of country—for even the

dullest comprehension begins to perceive, that

renewed applications of manure to cultivated

fields is as indispensable (and on precisely the

same principle) as daily food is necessary to a

cow that is daily milked ! and that in both

cases the product will correspond with the

quantity, and yet more with the quality of the

food.

On this subject of the qualitj- of food, as con-

nected with the strength and value of tlie ma-
nure—believing that it cannot be too often or

too forcibly impressed on the mind of the Far-

mer—we stop, in going along, to copy a striking

passage, applicable to the general subject and
connected with the one in hand :

—

" The quality of animal dung materially de-
pends upon the nature of the food habitually
used. The richer and more nutritious it is, the
greater will be the fertilizing properties of the
emanations. Hence the dung of the race-horse
is more valuable than that of the drudge released
from the cart and kept upon low fare. For the
very same rea.«on the excrementitious deposits
of birds, feeding upon fish or flesh, aflbrd a
stronger manure than parrots, for example, be-
cause the latter live only on grain and ben-ies.
Maize, during a great part of the year, is almost
exclusively their food, and the ravages commit-
ted by them on the fields planted with it are
extensive. Their dung, consequently, approxi-
mates more to that of the racehorse. If we
could find out the excrementitious leavings of
any other bird or quadruped, containing more
ammoniacal compounds than Guano, and of
which the supply is equal, then only should we
possess an equivalent. This appears to be im-

practicable although it is a fact, analytically as-
certained, that die dung of the boa'-con.strictor

contains more ammonia than that of any other
animal hitherto experimented upon."

The history of the introduction of Guano iutc

the United States is worthy of being noted, to

show the slowness with which new things are

admitted into general use among Farmers ; at

the same time that its present popularity evinces

the activity of agricultural inquiry, and the ne-

cessaiy and powerful force of the press in push-

ing, against everj' obstacle, a know'-ledge ot the

value of things, of which the existence would
not otherwise be known. The extent and tlie

manner in which that force was exercised dur-

ing the last year, to spread a knowledge of the

then recent importations and the value of Guano,

is to no one better kno^\•n than to us. The gen-

tleman who contributed more than all others

unitea to its distribution and trial, is, we may
as well say, Mr. George Law, of Baltimore, of

whom it is but proper to add, that his exertions

were purely and altogether disinterested.

Mr. Law- has done for Guano what Judge Pe-

ters did for Plaster of Paris. The same hesi-

tation was e^-inced about the use of bone ma-

nure. \Vhen Mr. Hornby erected his establish-

ment for grinding bones in this city about nine

years since, he was under tlie necessity of ma-

king a gratuitous distribution of tliat material.

—

Farmers consented, with suspicious hesitation,

to apply them—but the next year he sold 8,000

bushels, and thence the demand rapidly in-

creased, recommended by its portability and its

power, and bones that sold at first at five cents

a bushel, went up to thirty ! Yet there are

thousands of Fanners in the United States who
never even yet have seen or read of bone dnst

as a manure. And these are the very anti-in-

quirj-, anti-reading gentlemen who would per-

suade us that there is nothing to he learned

from books, as there was " no good could come

out of Nazareth." To return.—This extraor-

dinary substance, which has, within the last

eighteen months, attracted so much notice in

this countrj-—eliciting publications on its uses

and qualities, until some of the most intelligent

inqnirres after, and difiusers of Agricultural

knowledge are heard, at the very word Guano,

to exclaim—" Enough—tlie verj- smell of it is

enough

!

'Give me an ounce of civet good apothecary, to

sweeten my imagination.' "

This substance, we repeat, which is general-
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ly supposed to have been only last year import-

ed into the United States, was received—two

barrels of it—and distributed from the office of

the old American Fai-mer as far back as the

Spring o/" 1825—just tweut}- yeai's ago ! It was
on that occasion tliat the Editor of this, the

" Fanners' Library," by whom these two bar-

rels were distributed, published an account of

its use and value in Peru, together with a full

analysis of it by two eminent French chemists,

Fourcroy and Vaugelin, who were supplied

with specimens for that purpose by Bonplase

and Humboldt ; Humboldt, by the bye, sug-

gested the question, whether Guano might not

be considered as the product of the revolutions

of the earth, and to be classed with the forma-

tions of coal and fossil earth. Hence Guide

Ricci proposed to give it a place in our miner-

alogical systems, under tlie name of Ammouique
Uratee, (Urate of Ammonia,) or at at least to

consider it as a natural product ; and we know
that, however well it may be considered settled

that these immense deposits consist of the dung
of sea-birds, tliere are captains of ships who
have visited them, who yet feel strongly per-

suaded that Guano is a natural substance, thrown

up by some extraordiuaiy convulsion or quake

of tlie earth. Be tliat as it may, we refer, for

the present, to the sixth volume of the American

Farmer for the substance of all that has been

since published as to the mere vse of it in Pent
—tliough we shall give a higlily interesting

'•Memoir ox Guano—Its History and Uses
IX Peru : By \Villiam ^VALTOx," as soon as

we can find room for it ; and venture to say, that

though he may now think the threat of it a rank

offence, it will be read by none with more gusto

than by a certain esteemed friend and colla

borafeur, just referred to as being already sur-

feited. " Xoiis verrons."

That memoir on Guano, too, is one of those

foreign essays, with which we shall test and,

as we believe, gratify the taste of our readers

for the literature, as well as the details of Agri-

culture. But to return to tlie use of Guano in

the United States. As far back as, and we be-

lieve coeval with, the importation already spoken
of. Commodore Stewart sent a quantity of it to

Col. Monroe, then President of the United States,

of v,-hich we have no report At that time, and
to the end of his patriotic life, we had tlie honor
to enjoy the confidence and friendship of Col.

Monroe, and we are by no means certain tliat

the two barrels which came into our hands were
not handed over by him for distribution. At all

events, it was given to tlie late Robert Smith,

President of the Marj-land State Agi-icultural

Society-, and to Govenior Lloyd, then the most
extensive and among the most enterprising and
intelligent Fanners in the Union. He reported

that the effects of it as applied to Indian com

was remarkably favorable ; but no measures

were taken to procure any fartlcr supply, and

almost witli the smell was exhaled the remem-

brance of Guano, until some four or five years

since it was tried in Great Britain, on the small

scale of a few bags. The demand has gone on

increasing, with more diffused obscn-ations of

its properties, until, as the reader may perceive,

were it only on reading the following from

the Ne^v-York Express of this morning, the

Agricultural community is all alive about it.

—

By the bye, without confining the observation

to Guano, how much quicker the English

Farmer is to " snuff oppression in every tainted

breeze," than his brother Jonathan ! How long

would English Farmers submit to a tax such as

is levied here, on bird's dimg, as a non-enu-

merated aiticle in the Tariff?—a tax ^vhich, as

will be seen by Mr. Bartlett's letter, threatens

to put an entire stop to the importation of the

article. The impon duty in England is nothing,

or next to nothmg ; and if our next Congress

should not be engrossed by that spirit which

has been aptly called the madness of the many
for the benefit of the few, the duty will be re-

pealed in this coimtry.

"The Guaxo Trade excites great attention in

Liverpool. At a meeting of merchants on the

19tli of May, a letter dated the day previously
and ^vritten by Lord Stanley, stated ' that the

charge in question for taking Guano fi'om Malaga
Islands was originally enforced by the authori-

ties at the Cape, on the ground tliat the Guano
di.scovered in the bay was die property of the

Cro^^^l, and to remove all doubts ou the subject

he said an ordinance had been enacted by the

Legislature of tlie Colony, under v.hich the li-

cense fee had been demanded ; but in deciding
upon tlie coufii-matiou of tliat ordinance. Her
^lajesty's Government would not fail to bestow
then' best attention upon die objections made to

the imposition of the charge.' It was men-
tioned incidentally at this meeting tliat upwards
of i.50,000 was involved in Liverpool alone,

upon the solution of this question, and that there

are several houses interested to the amount of

X'.2,U0O and £5,000. Eventually a deputation

was appointed to proceed to London to wait
upon Lord Stanley, with the view of impress-

ing his Lordship with the absolute necessity of

aboli.sliing the license fees, if the ti-ade is to go on.

"A representation %vas made to the Colonial

Secretary to the effect that the Guano at Ichaboe
being exhausted, vessels in the trade now pro-

ceed to Saldanha Bay, but diej" were not al-

lowed to take a\s'ay the manure without a license

from the audiorities at the Cape of Good Hope,
for which they were required to pay at the rate

of i;Os. per registered ton of the vessel. This

imposition, it was alleged, amoimted to upwards
of 20 per cent, upon the .selling price of the ar-

ticle in this country, and, in consequence of its

being of an inferior quality, the importers were
not able to realize the costs; therefore, as a
means of relief, they desired the abolition of the

license monej'."

The aggregate of all that we have seen goes

to show (and we had as well mention it here as

elsewhere) that die cUmate of England is better
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adapted to develop the agency of Guano than is

the climate of the United States. In Peru, the

aboriginal savages, as white men, in the asceuJ-

ant, are prone to call all people whom they con-

quer and plunder, had built up gi-cat canals and

works for irrigation, and had cai-ried Agricul-

ture and Horticulture to a high degree of im-

provement. Hence it was that there, though

the cUmate is much more arid than ours. Guano

was considered indispensable to the subsistence

of the Peruvian population ; for there they had

tlie means to irrigate the crops whenever the

Guano was applied. In England, on the other

hand, the humidity of the atmosphere and their

exemption, geuersUy, from drouths, supply the

place of inigation ; while in this countrj' we
enjoj' not the means of irrigation, and are at the

same time exposed to temble drouths. And
this, it is obvious, is one of the causes which this

year has operated most inauspiciously for the

use of Guano, begetting danger that what has

been the result of the most extraordinai-j^ drouth

almost ever known at that season of the year,

when it should have been acting, maj- be as-

cribed to inertness or inherent -svorthlessness

in the article itself, causing it to be totally con-

demned and rejected ; for we cannot claim more

than other nations that sedatcuess of chai-acter

which should restrain nations as well as indi-

viduals fi-om limning suddenly from one ex-

treme to the other.

With these preliminary observations, we pro-

ceed to submit the most recent notices and com-

munications which have fallen under our notice

—not having time or space, were it otherwise

expedient, to turn to the foreign magazines,

which are full of experiments to ascertain the

value of Guano in itself and as compared in

every form of use, and result, with other ma-

nures. And fir.st, from the June number of the

Southern Planter, published at Richmond,

Virginia :

" Guano.—I wish to state the following facts

for the benefit of the Agricultural community :

' This Spring I purchased of Messi-s. Williams
and Haxall a lot of Guano, v^-hich I applied as
follows : I mixed Pla.ster with Guano at the

rate of two measures to one, and applied of the
mbtturc ten bu.shels to the acre on wheat. This
was during the drouth. I afterwards repeated
the application twice during a rain ujion the
game laud, and up to this day I have not per-

ceived the least beneficial effect from it. I al.'JO

soaked some of my seed oats in brine and roUed
them in Guano, without being able to perceive
that it produced any effect at all. I aX^o mixed
it and applied it to com in the hill, after the
manner recommended by Mr. Petticola.s, in the
Planter, with a like result. In .short, I feel con-
strained to say, that in my ca.se the money and
labor expended on Guano, have been entirely
thrown away. John Mackenzie."

We stop here to transcribe fi-om the Ameri
can Fanner, vol. 6, pa?e 316, 1S24, what might

(79)

perhaps better have come in previously. The

extract is a translation from " A Voyage to

South America, hy Don Antonio dc Ullva,"

vol. 2, page 99. He says :

" This manure, used in the fields, sowed with
Maize, and with proper watering, is found

greatly to fertilise tlie soil, a little of it being

put close to the stem and then watered. It is

also in use in fields of other grain, except Wheat
and Barley, and consequently prodigious quan-

tities of it ai-e used yearly."

In corroboration of the above statement, Mr.

Bennet, near Brooklyn, a very industrious and

mtelligent farmer, told us yesterday that with

potatoes and some other crops this year it had

destroyed the seed, but he believed it was be-

cause he had used an over dose.

We next call up finend Tatum, of the Farmers'

Cabmet, as truthful a man as lives, and very dis-

creet withal

:

" In walking one day last week, over the

farm of Samuel S. Richie, which lies some
eight miles from this city, and a mile east of the

Gennantown road, we were highly gratified

with its general ajipearance, and with tlie proofs

over eveiy part of it of the close attention and^

good management of the owner. His lot of

wheat—five acres—^was really splendid, and the

best we have seen this spring, unless it may be
rivalled by William R. Tatums field of fifteen

acres, at Woodbury. N. J. The lot had wheat
in it last season, and produced a miserable crop.

All parts of it were manured last fall, either

with Poudrctte, Guano. Charcoal from the sugar

refiners, refuse from the glue factoiy, or with

Salt. These applications are now on their re-

spective portions, doing credit to themselves, to

the evident satisfaction of the farmer. He men-
tioned a little anecdote, which shows at any rate

that there is virtue in Guano. W hile he was
applying some this Spring on another part of his

farm, one of his neighbors came along and rid-

iculed the idea of looking for a compensating

return for such an expenditure. After he left

him. he took a very small quantity—saj- half a

pint—into the middle of his neighbor's oat field,

which was near by, and strewed it round, i^ as

to make on the gi-ound, m large size, the initials

S S R, of his own name. The editor accompa-
nied him to the spot, and there were the let-

ters in bold relief shown by the rank growth
and dark color of the oats, as plainly and dis-

tinctly as they appear on this page."

EFFECT OF GUANO, AS NOW EXmRITF.D IN
MARYL.^ND, ON WHEAT AND OATS.

Sandy Spking, Montgomerv Co.. Md., J

5tl! Month let, 1845. )

Eateemed Friend:—I have to report that

my Guano experiments increase in interest as

they advance to fruition. The first experiment
on "an acre of wheat, is likely to surpass even

my most .sanguine expectations. It is the most

luxuriant growth I ever saw, to be so unifonn

and even in height, and regularity mi the ground.

The average height is from five "to six feet, with

heads quite in proportion. About two and one-

half bu.shels was sown to the acre, but I am
now satisfied another bushel might have been

added, and the yield been in proportion greater.

Not less than fifty persons have examined it

;

of these a large proportion were from Mary-

laud, and some fi-om the District, and Western
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Virginia, and all pronounced it the finest and
largest thoy have seen.

" One swallow docs not make a summer,"
neither should a single experiment in Agricul-
ture, whether adverse or otherwise, decide the
matter definitely ; but in no instance yet, has
the Guano failed with me, to produce the most
marked and decided advantage.
A strip through my oat field, of about forty

feet wide, was sown with Guano at the rate of
two hundred pounds per acre, and the adjoin-

ing land, (side by .side,) with sixteen bushels of
ground bones. All sowed alike, as near as

could be, and at the same time ; the part with
Guano is now about twice as luxuriant as the

other, and the color a much darker green.

I have used the Guano extensively on my
com, but the crop, (as is nearly all in this vicin-

ity ; some, I understand, have determined to

mark off and replant the crop,) has been so in-

jured, I may almo.st say destroyed, by the bud
worm, that little eftect is seen from the Guano.
The appearance of the corn crop is not now
near so good, as it was three Meeks since. In
addition to the bud wonu, most of the com
planted in low situations was killed by a hard
frost, which occurred the night before last ; not
" bit by the frost," merely, but killed outright.

Please ascertain of friend S. K. George, and
infonn me whether he, or friend Bartlett, can
promise with certainty another supply of the

pure Peruvian Guano, from the Chincha Islands,

in time for our wheat crop ; say by 1st Septem-
ber. I am sure the present crop will twice
overpay me for its use, and I moan " to try it

again," without the fonnality of " picking the

flint."

In haste, I reinain respectfully thy fi-iend,

(Signed) EDWARD STABLER.

(From Hon. James A. Pearce, Senator, U. S.)

CirESTERTOwN, June 12, 1845.

Geobge Law, Esq.—
Dear Sir:—The Guano which I purchased

through you, in March last, has been applied to

grass, wheat, oats and com, in proportions va-

rybig from 120 to 300 lbs. per acre. I have sup-

posed that you might be desirous to know with
what effect, and therefore send you a brief

statement. My first experiment with wheat
was made in March, just after the heavj^ rains,

and was followed by a long and severe drouth.

120 lbs. Guano, mixed with 80 lbs. plaster and 2

bushels coal a.shes, w^as sown broadcast on one
acre of wheat, the soil being the poorest and
most silicious on my farm. The wheat has

been somewhat improved, but the result is not

striking.

The second trial was with oats. The ground
having been previously plowed, 360 lbs. Guano,
mixed as before, was sown on 1| acres, and
immediately ban-owed. Four days after the

oats were sown, and harrowed in. The soil

•was generally an exhau.sted loam, one corner

of the piece being a clayey hill side, with some
gravel, and no otherwi.se improved than by a
liming of 60 to 70 bu.shels to the acre last year.

The oats are now better on the adjacent land,

which v\'as heavily manured last year for com.
On the 20th of April I sowed 120 lbs. Guano,

mixed as before, on 2-.jths of an acre of growing
wheat—the .'^il naturally a good loam, but ex-

hausted by long tillage. The wheat here is

greatly improved—its color soon became much
darker—the straw longer—it branched more, and

the heads are nearly twice as large as those of
the same kind of wheat on adjoining land, which
was heavily ashed two years ago.

The young clover, too, is much finer on the
guanoed piece than elsewhere.
My corn vtas guanoed on the 26th May, and

as yet no efiect is perceived, nor is any expect-
ed until we shall have a rain, for which we are
suffering greatly.

So far, I am much pleased with the Guano,
and am disposed to make larger use of it this

Fall. Can you tell me whether any further im-
portations into Baltimore may be expected this

summer.
Verj' respectfully, your ob't. serv't,

(Signed) J. A. PEARCE.
I have said nothing of my orchard grass, or

clover, tovi'hich the Guanowas apphed, because
all the land was guanoed, and no comparison
could therefore be made ; but I am satisfied

that the Guano was of great service, as the crop
was decidedly better than last year's.

Petersburg, June 13, 184.5.

Mr. George Law—
Ml/ dear Sir: Our friend Mr. Pleasants has

shown me your letter making enquiries as to

the re.«ults of 07ir application of Guano. This
has been the most remarkable j'ear and the
most unfavorable for the success of that manure
which.could have occurred. During a part of
the months of March and April, we had a
di'outh of six weeks, in which time the earth
was never wet, and accompanied with cold
north winds and frequent frosts. At this time
we are suffering with a drouth of five weeks, a
part of the time very cold, but now oppressively
warm. On the 2.5th ultimo we had a frost which
cut down all my field peas, (which had been
resowed several times,) potato tops, and a good
deal of com. Under these circumstances you
can see that GuAno in the general way could
not do much. The effect on tobacco plants,

which were kept watered, has been astoni.sh-

ing, and a\fo on cabbage plants and other gar-
den vegetables which were not permitted to get
too dry. I applied it on a piece of meadow
last August at the rate of 200 lbs. to the acre
and the effect during the whole Fall was very
striking, and is still a fine growth, but the use
of it this Spring on grass has not been so satis-

factorj', owing, no doubt, to the season. I used
it in the same quantity early in May to the red-

top or herds grass combined, with two bushels
of plaster ; in the course of two or three days
it rained and for several w^eeks the guanoed por-

tion far outstripped that on the adjoining lands.

As tlie present drouth continued, however, it

has fallen back and I can novs' see no difference

between them.
With regard to the use of Guano on wheat I

will state that the 23d October last I applied it

just as the wheat was faii'ly out of the ground
to three respective portions of sand, all joining,

so that I could compare them—one with Guano
alone, at the rate of 200 lbs. per acre—one con-

taining 2J bu.shels of plaster with the same
quantity of Guano, and one with a like quantity

of Guano and 2| bushels of dripped ashes.

—

The whole of these lots gave a decided im-

provement over the contiguous wheat without
there being any decided difference between the

respective portions themselves ; as the Sjiring

drouth came on, however, the benefit of appli-

cation gradually subsided as far as the eye could
detect it. I made another application in April



which produced a green and vigorous growth
to be seen at a considerable distance ; this too

appeared to lose its effect in a mcasui'e as the

dry weather set in and as the wheat ripened.

I think, however, there is some difference in its

favor—I have cut it to-day and shall try and as-

certain its comparative gain and will then
write you the result.

I am veiy soiry to find that nearly all my
young clover has died out under llie hot dry
Bun of the last l^vo ^veoks, but I think it is much
worse where the Guano was applied. As far

as my experiments have gone I consider Guano
a mo.st powerful stimulant and fertilizer, under
certain circumstances. If there should be show-
ers of rain or the land ke])t moist in any way it

is valuable, otherwise it may even do injuiy. I

have not yet used any to my com, hat shall do
so and let yovi know the result. Mr. Stabler'

s

experiment has been a very favorable one.

Was the drouth as severe with him as it was
generally through the country 1

Yours, tmly. (Signed.) W. I. DUPUY.

Petersbueg, Va. 13th June, 1845.

Esteemed Friend: Since I had the pleasure
of receiving thy favor of tlie 7th, which reached
me two days ago, I have visited some of my
neighbors to ascertain as far as possible what
had been the effect of Guano on their crops.

The character of the sea.son has been more un-
usual than any we have had, perhaps since 1816.

What with the frost hi the first instance, and then
the drouth, (which yet continues,) vegetation
is exeedingly feeble ; and neither Guano nor
any other manure could have its full effect.

Such seasons, however, are perhaps less disas-

trous on wheat than any other ci'op. I can re-

collect that 1816 was a great wheat year ; and I

have heard the old people often say that in 1806,
when there was no rain from early in April till

the middle of September, and when the ears of
wheat hardly emerged trom the boot, there v\-as

a bountiful crop. The harvest in this neigh-
borhood is now about being completed, and the
crop appears to be a fair one. As far as we can
judge at present, the Guano has pi-oduced a
marked effect in every case, where it has been
applied, but one. This being one of Dr. Du-
puy's experiments, he will communicate it to
thee, as he is also writing by the .same mail with
this. His other experiment, considermg the
lateness of the season when the Guano was laid
on, may be regarded as very favorable. The
experiments of Robert Strachan, which I have
mentioned in former letters, are altogether satis-

factory to him. Some time .since he expressed
the opinion that the increa.sed crop would pay
for the Guano three times; and ho informed
me yesterday he had yet no reason to change
his views in regard to it. His crop liad been
just harvested, and put up in hand-stacks on the
land ; and as far as could be judged from ap-
pearances he will not be disappointed in the
estimate he formed. On oats, there is a very
beautiful experiment on the fann adjoining me.
Indeed, I have seen no kind of crop on which
the Guano acts more energetically than on that
of oats. I confess, liowever, I have seen noth-
ing that can be at all compared with the won-
deiful cflect upon Ed. Stablcr's wheat, as
described in his letter to thee ; for the copy of
which I feel much obliged. 1 had heard of it

indirectly some time since ; and a few weeks
ago there was a letter from E. S. to J. S. Skin-
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ner, publi.shed in the Agricultural department
of the Albion. I cannot account for the extra-
ordinary growth, but by supposing that there
had been plenty of moisture. It will be highly
interesting to ascertain the product, though I
cannot agree that it would have been propor-
tionably increased, if he had used 3| instead of
2^ bu.shels of seed. If it had been thicker the
ears must have been smaller. My experiments
have been very diversified, and on almost every
kind of vegetable usually cultivated in market
gardens, and'though in some few cas(;s of rather
recent application, the effect has been incon-
siderable, owing to the peculiarity of the season,
yet altogether I have reason to be highly grati-

fied. On Irish potatoes nothing couhi act bet-

ter. Applied side by side witli the best manure,
at the rate of 300lb.s. of Guano and more than
100 cai-tloads of manure to the acre, the gu-
anoed potatoes came up soonei' and much better,

and grew oft' more rapidly. The difference was
very great for a long time, though it is less obvious
now, the manure retaining moisture during the
drouth. I shall ascertain shortly what will be
the comparative product : as yet we have oidy
dug the guanoed, which are veiy fine, and tiie

yield very abundant. In addition to the Irish

])otatoes, I have tried the Gu^no extensively on
the sweet potatoes. It is too early yet for it to

manifest itself decidedly, but the vines are of
good color, though small. For raising all kinds
of plants for transplanting, such as cabbage,
celery, tomatoes, tobacco. &c. it is superior to

any otljfer manure. The beds require less pick-
ing, which is a tedious operation. I prefer to

apply it frequently in the form of a weak solution

;

but with seed of strong growing plants, such as
cabbages, radishes, and the like. I pi-epare

the beds by sowing the Guano broadcast, at the
rate of 300 pounds to the acre, then chop it in,

and afterwards rake in the seed. In that quan-
tity I have not found it to impair the genniuating
powers of the seeds. I have succeeded worse
with melons than any thing else ; though with
cymlius on a somewliat moist piece of ground,
it has acted finely. The melon vines, however,
are improving ; and when the rain comes I

hope they will make good progress. In a nur-

sery of young peach and apple trees, the effect

has been as decided as on any other growth
wliatever. The ground on which they grew, is

very thin, and from the pale, sickly color which
most of tliem exhibited last summer, I appre-
hended they would not come to much. But,
since the ai)plication of Guano, the color has
changed to a dark, rich green ; and the young
shoots have put out with great vigor. On cab-
bages I have not yet tried it, 2ny early crop
having been manured in the Fall and Winter;
but I have a good deal of land ])repared ready
tor being set out with plants for Fall and Win-
ter cabbages, as soon as there comes a sea.son.

On early planted com, on moist laud, the Gu-
ano shows itself very well, but not witli late

planted on high land. In fine, considering the

character of the season, the results are in almost
every waj' satisfactory, and my confidence in

its virtues is undiminished. Nevertheless, I

liear some people cry out against it, and repre-

sent it as valueless.

In the last Southern Planter, there is a com-
munication from a gentleman who .states that he
has made various trials, and in every instance

there was no perceptible effect. He does not

state from whom the Guano was obtained. [On
reference to his article, I find I am mistaken
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he obtained it fi'om Williams &. Haxall, though
I don't know of what cargo.] But in the face of
such a cloud of witnesses, I am at a loss to per-
ceive how any intellic^ent man can risk his repu-
tation by publishing it as worthless. That there
will sometimes be failures, may very readily

happen. 1 have experienced them myself; and
I have sometimes found the best manure to lie in

the gromid entirely inert, without being able to

account for it. Colman, in his last number, ac-

knowledges there have been failures in Eng-
land : the only wonder is that with a new and
powerful article the failures have not been more
immerous, from injudicious applications,—die

testimony in its favor could not v/ell be stronger.

In a previous letter thou made sorne inquiry
as to the best time for applying Guano to corn.

In one of the discussions of our Agricultural

Societj', I submitted the inquii-y, in the hope that

some member might be able to give a satisfac-

tory answer, by refering to the action of other
manures. One of our best farmers stated that

he had frequently applied well decomposed
manure to corn, ^^ hen it was in the shoot ; and
even in silk and tassel, the etlcct had always
been to iucre;i.se the size of the ear without ad-

ding to the growth of the stalks. He added that

he had been surprised at the prompt action of

manure applied so late. Without any experi-
ence on the subject, my opinion is that there

should be two applications to com : one at the

time of planting or weeding, enough to give the

young plants a start, but not to force them too

much ; and the other about the time of shooting,

or a little before, according to convenience.
His is the Peruvian mode, and it is not likely

that Ave can adopt a better. I have heard of
several persons who have condemned the use
of Guano on tobacco beds. To show how easy
it is to raise tobacco plants in a manner entirely

different from the old way, I will give the ex-
periment I made. A tobacconist in Petersburg
having some veiy rare tobacco seed, requested
me to sow them for him. On the 1st of May, I

.^elected a piece of old but rather moist ground,
reduced it to line tilth, but neither manured nor
burned it. Having previously prepared the

seeds by sprouting them, I sowed them on the

bed, and in a few dayj? they began to come up.

I did nothing but apply a weak solution of Gu-
ano about twice a week, and keep the bed
clean ; and by the end of May there were some
plants large enough to set. I have never seen
a more nourishing patch.

As the season advances I shall be verj" happy
to conmiunicate with thee, and exchange such
information as v^'c may acquire.

I am mo.«t tiailv thy friend.

(.SiuTied) 'T.S.PLEASANTS.
To George Lavs', Baltimore.

[Communicated to the Fanner and Mechanic for pub-
lication,]

Amkbican Institute, >

New-York Farmers' Club, June 17, 1845. 3

Col. Edward Clark in the Chair.

So much of the minutes of the last meeting
was read as related to tlie question of Culture of
Corn.
Mr. Meigs read the following letter from

William B. Oddic, Esq., of Rockland:

Rockland, June 9, 1845.

n. JIeigs, Esq., Sec'y

:

Dear Sir: I have ueed Guano in a liquid state to

steep ."eed in, juid find it fur before any prejwriition

of Ealt-petre, ammonia, &c. Kor com there is no
thing belter. I planted a newpiece of ground, plowed
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it for the first time this Spring, and dropped the
seed, after allowing it to soak two days in the above
mixture, and found that it came \\\) four or five days
before cora planted at the same time withoiu Gu::no
bemg used. The color of the leaf is a deep irrcen ;md
the slocks stotit, and, notwithstanding frost and
drouth, grows rapidly. I used one pint of Guano to
four gallons of blood-warm water, immersing the
grains, after straining well. You would be astonish-
ed to see what an admirable emetic it is for the
crows—they have visited the field once, but requiring
no more medicine they have since kept aloof—the
best scare-crow extant. I believe that Guano, used
as above, hn.s the temporary effect of giving the plant
a fine impulse, when, as its roots di.-lend, they have
the good old fashioned stable, cow or hay manure to
sustain them. Yours, respectfully,

WM. B. ODDIE.
On the question of its permanency fan im-

portant point) we took occa.sion, in the delivery

of a discourse in September last, at Wilming-
ton, Delaware, to remark

:

" It may be fair to presume, however, from
the promptness and energy of its action, and the
very moderate quantity usually applied, that it

will not be so enduring as a heavy dressing of
puti-esceut manure."

But against that apprehension we find in Mr.

Colman's last Report he says:

" It has been questioned v.-liether its effects

will be permanent. I can only answer, that I

have seen its obviously beneficial effects three

years after its application, upon grass. How^
much longer it.s efficacy maj- be expected to

continue, experience only can determine."

The cases of application this j'ear have been
sufficiently numerous and variant, and the ef-

fects, it is to be hoped, noted with sufficient ex-

aatness to .settle the question beyond all dispute

at what price it may be expedient to use it.

Any manure of a portable nature and condensed

efficacy, must be very valuable as applicable to

tobacco and other plant beds, where the embryo,

as it were, of large field crops are to take their

first growth within a very small space. Might

not planters of tobacco contrive always to have

plants by watering their beds with a solution of

Guano, or of the sweepings of pigeon and

poultrs' houses ? But nothing can be done out

of the common track without some personal en-

ergy and perseverance. The half very often

consists ill beginning to do a thing.

Walnuts.—I beg (.says Juglans) to call the

attention of the public to the advantages of

planting those ornamental and productive trees,

the -wood being very valuable. With regard to

culture, .sow the nuts in beds, which should be
kept free from weeds, and at the end of three

}-ears plant finally 160 trees to tlie acre. Wal-
nuts will grow in the poore.«t soil, and mixed
with the forest trees fonn good belt.«. &c. In

the tenth year they will begin to bear, and tak-

ing the average produce per tree at only one
bushel, the value of which is 10s., they will give

i'80 per annum for the acre ; deduct Gd. per

buishel for picking, and £'i a year for the land,

and it will leave i'54 of clear profit. The ex-

pen.se of planting, fir.=t co.^t of seed, and every

expense included, will be about £2 per acre.

[Englisli paper.
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SOUTH-DOWN SHEEP.

SOUTH-DOWN SHEEP FORM AND QUALITIES.

We shall endoavor to preseut to the patrons

of " The Fanners' Library and Monthly Jour-

nal of Agriculture," the true forms and proper-

ties of the various species of Domestic Animals

—not with an air of exaggeration as a fancy

sketch of the perfection to which they might be

brought, hut as a genuine picture of the best,

such as skill and care have actually made them,

in countries where they are supposed to have

attained their highest degree of improvement.

—

The object is, that the farmer may have before

him a standard of attainable excellence, up to

which eveiy man of proper pride will endeavor

to bring his own ; for as little can be hoped for

fi'om a farmer -svithout pride, as li'om a soldier

without ambition, or a housewife without clean-

liness or diligence.

The selection, for the first number, of portraits

of South-Do\%Ti Sheep, was not to indicate any

partiality for that over other breeds ; it was
rather a matter of chance. All other breeds,

which may be regarded as \vell adapted to the

peculiar circumstances of any considerable dis-

trict of our country, will, in turn, be in like

manner illustrated, and their properties impar-

tially described.

The portraitures given in this number are

found in an English work of authority and

great research on ^Vool, Woolens and Sheep,

\\here they are given to represent tln-ee South-

Down Wethers of Mr. Grantham, exhibited at

the Show at the Smithticld Club hi 1835.

In the work before us, it is stated that the

average dead v«-cight of the South-Down Weth-
er varies fi-ora 8 to 1 1 stones ; but Mr. Grantham
exhibited a pen of three in the Show of the

Smithfield Club, in 183-5, one of them weighing
20 stone 3 lbs., a second 20 stone 6 lbs., and a

tliird 21 stone.

From the same work we take, as cliaracteris-

tic of this breed of Sheep, as follows:

—

" The next is the hill .sheep, adapted to more
elevated situations and shorter feed in the natu-
ral and permanent pastures ; able also to tra^•el

without detriment a considerable distance to the
fold and to the Downs. Tiiere can be no hcfJ-

tation in fixing onl.hc ^ou/h-Dow nasthc model
here.

" The following is the substance of the de-
scription of this sheep by Mr. Ellman, wh.o, if

he may not be con.sidered like Mr. Bakewell
with regard to tlie Leicester, as founder of the
breed, yet contributed more than any other man
to its present iniprovemont and value.

" The head small and hornless ; the face
speckled or grey, and neither too long nor too
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short. The lips thin, and the space between
the nose and eyes narrow. Tlie under iaw, or
chap, fine and thin ; tiie ears tolerably wide,
and well covered with wool, and the torchead
also, and the whole space betv/ecn the ears well
protected by it, as a defence from the fly.

" The eye full and bright, but not prominent.
The orbits of the eye—the eye-cap, or bone-
not too projecting, tliat it may not tbnn a fatal
obstacle to lambing.
"The neck of a medium length, thin towards

the liead, but cnlaiging towards the shoulders,
where it should be broad and high, and straight
in its whole course above and below. The
breast should be wide, deep, and projectin°- for-
wards between the fore legs, indicating a'good
constitution, and a disposition to thrive. Cor-
responding with this, the shoulders should be
ou a level with the back, and not too wide
above

;
they should bow outwards from the top

to the breast, indicating a springing rib beneath,
and leaving room for it.

'• The ribs coming out horizontally from tlie
spiiie,j8,nd cxtenduig far backward, and the last
nb {trojectiiig more than the others ; the back
flat from the .shoulders to tlie setting on of the
tail

;
the loin broad and tiat, the rump long and

broad, and the tail set ou high and neariy' on a
hue with the spine. The hips wide, the space
between them and the last rib ou either side as
narrow as possible, and the ribs eeuerally pre-
senting a circular form like a baiTel.

• The belly is straight as the baclc.
•' The legs neither too long nor too short. The

fore legs straight from the breast to the foot ; not
bending inwards at tlie knee, and standing fur
apart both before and behind, the hocks having
a direction rather outward, and the twst, or the
meeting of the thighs behind, being particularly
full

;
the bones fine, yet having no appearance

of weakness, and of a speckled or dark color.
" The belly v.^ell defended with wool, comin"

down before and behind to the knee and to tlie
hock

;
the wool short, close, curled, and line, and

free fiom spiry projecting fibres."

Of Mr. ^Vebb g sheep, referred to by Mr. Ste-
venson, and of the very ram ho brought home
with liiin, and which, unfortunately, it seems he
has lost, -wo find the following notice by Mr.
Allen in the Agi-iculturist, vol. 1, page 104,
founded on personal knowledge and obsei-va-
tion :

—

"To give an ideaof the weight of Mr. Webb's
annuals, the buck selected for Mr. Eotch, though
only six montlis old, weighed 152 lbs. on the
scales; Bishop Mead's, eighteen months old,
248 Ib.s., and Mr. Steven.son's. ."auioage 2."i4 ibs.'
while a wether, exhibited at Cambridge oil
Chri.stmas-day, 1840, weighed, dre.ssed wnh the
head on, 200 lbs., aside fi-om yielding 28 lbs. of
rough tallow. The average weight of his weth-
ers, however, at eighteen to t\\-entj- montlis old
IS but about 30 to 3.5 lbs. per quarter. Tiie bucks
shear from 9 to 11 lbs., and the average sheai-ii
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of the whole flock is 6 lbs. 15 oz., and of a qual-

ity of wool that we tliought better in the gen-
erality of South-Downs. The fleece ia close

and compact, and we should think would resist

rain, sleet and snow, nearly as well as the best

merinos."

Being a-ware that two of our mo-st eminent

citizens—Mr. Webster in the North, and Mr.

Stevenson in the South—^had both selected

Sheep of this breed to bring home to America,

we were naturally, as it will be admitted, curi-

ous to know what coincidence of views had

prompted tlie choice of the same breed for re-

gions of countiy so essentially different in most

of the circamstances likely to influence a choice

of stock Sheep. Accordingly application was
respectfully made to both, in the confidence that

they would be alike ready to state, as we knew
they had been alike disposed to take note of

Vr'hatever they could discover in the Agricul-

ture of England that could benefit the landed

interest of their ov^-n country. This explanation

is given to show how it is that we have been so

fortunate as to draw from Mr. Stevenson the

very interesting letter wliich follows, quite

.} enough in itself to justify our anticipations

i and to evince bis deep anxietj- for the redemp-

tion of the Agincultural prospects of his no-

ble State. We will only add that, lively as

is our sense of obligation for the prompt-

ness -with which be has answered to the call we
ventured to make upon him, we hope to be often

subjected to the same impressions. Mr. Web-
ster's engagements here in causes of great im-

portance, left liim no leisure to descant on topics

more congenial to his natui-al temper ; but when
he shall, in July, get quietly seated under bis

umbrageous elms at Marshfield, we shall hope

to have some kind friend there " takin' notes

"

of his observations on English Agriculture, as

adopted and not adapted to the United States.

—

IVe shall see.

Correspondence with Honi A. Stevenson.

Office of the Farmers' Library, >

New-Yokk, 6th May, 1845. >

Dear Sir :—I persuade myself that in the

subject of this you will fiad some excuse for the

demand it is designed to make on your known

partiality for Agriculture, as well as on your

personal kindness. Circumstances beyond my
control have driven me here to reside, where, I

am sure you will be pleased to learn, I have

found agreeable emploj-ment for all my time

and anxiety, in tlie editorial management of a

journal to be devoted impartially and exclusive-

ly to Agricaltnre. The design and plan of it is

explained more particularly in the accompany-

ing paper. It would not become me to ask

your patronage of it, at least not until you can

better judge of its merits by a sight of the first

number ; nor, indeed, at any lime should I deem

(84)

your patronage in any shape so acceptable and

auspicious as in that of communications, such as

your observation and experience so well qualify

you to make. The most particular objects of

this, however, are to bespeak an indulgent re-

ception of the first number, and the favor of let-

ting me know as to your South-Downs enough

to constitute historical memoranda of the partic-

ular race fi-om ^vhich they sprung, and the par-

ticular considerations which led you to the se-

lection of that breed.

There are, I am aware, verj- strong attractions

for sheep husbandry in Virginia. Will you per-

mit me to inquire what you regard as the most

formidable obstacles to its extension in that and

more Southern States—especially in the vast

extent of their more hilly and congenial districts,

as such districts are knov.-n to be.

I made an earnest effort, before I left Wash-
ington, to get for the " Farmers' Liurary " a

portrait and memoir of that eminent promoter of

Southern Agriculture, Col. John Taylor, of Caro-

line. Witli every courteous disposition on tne

part of his son, Mr. W. P. Taylor, to meet my
\v ishes, they have been grievously disappointed.

It was not that anythmg was necessaiy to revive

my recollection of, or to augment mj- sensibility

to, the value of his ser\-ices ; but Iv.as desirous,

by the renumeration of them now, to hold him

up in a stronger light to the rising generations,

as one of the greatest benefactors of the land—
one of whom it may be said, as it may not of

all good writers on Agriculture, that his zeal

was not ahead of his practice—one who, in a

\vord, stimulated men to think ; without which

no signal improvement is to be achieved in one

art more than another.

I still cherish the hope of getting what may
approach -svhat I sought in reference to the au-

thor of Arator. Mr. Madison, too, of course

will have a place in the Library as the President

of the Albemarle Agricultural Societj-, and au-

thor of one of the best (if not the best} addresses

from any friend of the cause.

I cannot forbear the opportunity io express

my humble gratification at tlie formation of yon r

State Society for the promotion of the Agricul-

ture of your State. It will come in for a full

share of attention in the periodical I am engaged

to conduct. With science and experience as

you have in the head, and such activity and in-

telligence in the members, of your Association,

its ends must be accomplished. There is radi-

cal evil somewhere : it is time to probe it, bold-

ly and fearlessly, and to look for the cure.

I pray yon pardon me for ti-onbling you with

a more extended exposition of my undertaking

than I had intended.

The first number will appear on the first of

July, and will contain Portraits of South-Down
Wcdiers, taken from Bischoff's work on Sheep
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and Wool aiid Woolen Manufactures ; and

these portraits it is desirable to accompany with

remarks on the peculiar qualities which adapt

them, under certain circumstances, to the use of i

American Fanners.

Wiih gi-eat respect and esteem, i

I remain, Sir,'your obedient servant,
|

J. S. SKINNER,
To Hon. Andrew Stevenson,

Vice President Viiginia Agricultural Society.

The Retreat, near Riclunond, June 16. 184.5.

Mif dfar Sir: On returning home, after an

absence of some ^veeks, I found your kind let-

ter, with the accompanying- Prospectus, for the

new Journal of Agriculture which you are

about to edit. This Avas tlie first intimation I

had received upon the subject, and I beg you

to believe, that I was as much gratified at re-

ceiving your letter, as I shall be instructed and

edified by your Journal, to \vhich I most gladly

become a subscriber, and now enclose in ad-

vance the first year's subscription.

Whilst, you do no more than justice in re-

garding me as the warm and devoted friend of

Agricultvire, you greatly overrate my ability to

render to it that aid ^vhich I should be happy
to afford, and \vhich many of my friends are

pleased to anticipate. The trutli is, I have

neither the information, or time, to enable me
to add much to be common stock of agricultural

knowledge, and you must, therefore, set me
do^\^l for Httle else than one of j"our constant

readers ; an occasional correspondent and con-

tributor to your Journal ; and one of its fast and

devoted patrons. This is all that I have it in

my power to promise, and so far I am \viUing

to stand eommitted. I rejoice, my dear sir, to

see you once more in the field " giving note of

preparation," not, however, for battle or slaugh-

ter, but as ihe friend and champion of the arts

of Peace. The lam-el which entwines the He-
ro's brow is bathed in blood and wet with the

tears of the widow and orphan, but die cine

^^-leath of the Husbandman is green with his

o^\^l woods unstained with gore, and unmixed
with c>-press. Go on. then, and devote your

talents and labors to objects so worth}- of them,

and by which you \vill confer benefit as \vell as

honor upon our common countrj-. In tliis good

work God speed you success.

Of the importance of Agriculture, in a physi-

cal moral, or political point of view, I need saj-

littlc to you. If, with the wisest, the richest,

and the most po\verful nation, AgiTcultural pur-

suits have ever been esteemed the most honor-

able, as well as the most useful employments of

man. how much more should this be the case in

a countrj' like ours, where the Institutions, Gov-

ernment and People depend so essentially upon
their successful operation. Indeed, Providence

seems to have decided for us tlie great question

of preference, so Ions ac-itated bv pohtical

economists. We are, and must continue, if we
expect to remain free and prosperous, emphat5-

cally an Agricultural People. And does not

self-interest, as well as patriotism, combine to

stimulate us to the improvement of our systems

of husbandry ? What nation has ever existed

celebrated for its advancement in civilization

and the arts, in which the marked encourage-

ment of Agriculture has not been admitted ?

And yet, what country on earth so deeply in-

terested in its success, has shewn less attention

to it than our own ? The spirit of improve-

ment has not only been suSered to languish, but

its essential and vital interests, have been shame-

fully neglected. Who can witness, my dear

sir, without deep mortification, the sU-eam of

emigration fi'om the whole of our Atlantic bor-

der to the Western portions of our Union?

How many persons do we daily see eeULng

their farms at low prices and relinquishing their

buth-places and friends to settle in the rich val-

hes of tlie West, from a supposed inability to

support themselves on theii* poor and exhausted

lands. Is not this the result of gi-oss misman-

agement and a continued perseverance in the

old and WTetched system of cultivation '.' How
long rfe Ave to be doomed to this state of things ?

And are we never to profit fixjm the experi-

ence of otlier nations ? W hilst in Great Britain

7iine-tentks of the lands are leased to tenants

who pay from 30 to 60 shillings sterling per

acre, and find every thing for husbandn,-, they

can even on these terms gro-w rich ; yet we, (at

least at tlie Soutli.) %vithout tithes or heaAy taxa-

tion, and with numerous laborers, can barely

make out to support ourselves from the pro-

ducts of our estates. I have seeii it stated very

recently, on the autliority of some eminent Brit-

ish stati.«t, that to supplj' the United Kingdom
of Great Britain Avith the article of wheat alone,

Avould take tlie employment of the -whole Brit-

ish Na-*^- ; and to bring all their Agricultural

Products, as now^ enjoyed, %vould take the na-vy

of the whole -^^-orld. To ascertain this, it -would

only be necessai-y to take the average con-

sumption of each inhabitant, and multiply the

annual amount bj" the Avhole number of the

population. England, as you know, has been
called a garden spot, and such it justly may be

regarded, -when with a teiritorj- not larger than

that of New-York or Virginia, it can support a

population nearly equal to Uiat of tlie whole

United States. It is alone by skill and industry

that they resist the danger of excessive popula-

tion pressing upon the means of subsistence,

and thus enable them to supply an increasing

population, not only\vith the same but a much
better description of food from tlie same dis-

tricts of country. Now, to -what is all this to be

attributed, but to superior productiveness oc-

casioned by superior cultiva-tion, and the addi-
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tional fact, tliat they cultivate no more land ihan
they can manure and improve. It was, I think,

the late Lord Leicester [Mr. Coke] who once
said that the great and prevailing- error in Eng-
lish Agriculture was what he called over-plow-

ing, and ha\'ing more land under tillage than

the quantity of manure \^•ould justify. This, I

thmk, is one of the gi-eat evils in our system of

cultivation. If. ou the conti-ary, we were to

limit our tillage to our supply of manure, what
aji increase of old and exhausted fields should

we witness ? and yet I am convinced that our

planters and farmers would be in much better

and more prosperous circumstances. Our rule,

however, seems to be, that having so many la-

borers we must necessarily cultivate a gi-eat

deal of land, whetlier it be rich or poor. This

is one of the en-ors of our Agriculturists, and it

tJierefore becomes important to convince them
tliat means exist by which their poor lands may
be fertilized and rendered profitable at much less

expense, and by which their lauded property,

as well as the comforts of life, might be greatly

increased ; and that these means are in their

own power. This is, doubtless, a subject which
wiU command attention and engage your vigor-

ous pen. I flatter myself also with the hope
that your Journal will not fail to notice another

important matter connected with the Agricul-

tural mterests of the Middle and Southern States.

I mean the iatemal communication of the coun-

try and the transportation of our Agricultural

Products. Our produce, until it reaches the

market of exportation, does not change its cha-

racter of interest. It is still the planters, and
only becomes an article of commerce when it

touches the hand of the merchant. The trans-

portation, therefore, to market, is as intimately

connected with its value as any proce.ss of its

previous preparation, and the planter and far-

mer have, therefore, a deep iuterest in the im-

provement of the internal navigation of the

country. To accomplish this, we sliall require

not only the aid of the press but the continued

and enlightened influence of the whole Agri-

cultural commmiitj-. Indeed it should be borne

in mind tliat in governments founded upon re-

publican principles, national enterprises, to be

6ucces.sful, require the support of general senti-

ment and feeling. Public opinion must there-

fore lead while government follows, to organ-

ize the means of earning into effect the popu-

lar will. It will need, also, the enlarged views

and enlightened policy of our State Govern-

ments.

You ask me in your letter for some account of

my South-Down Sheep, imported three years

ago, and the reasons -which led to their selec-

tion. 1 regret to say that I have been unfortu-

nate -with the lot. I had the misfortune to lose

the buck and one of tlie three ewes soon after

their arrival in the United States. I attribuled

the loss to the voyage. The result has been
tliat I have now only the half breed. Concur-
ring in the general opinion that the breed of

Sheep, to be reared, ought to be selected ac-

cording to the nature of the pastures and the

artificial means of suppl_\-ing food, I gave the

preference to the South-Downs, over all the

other breeds, for this section of country.

In selecting a mountain breed, for instance,

for rearing in low arable land, the advantage

would be lost of producing a larger and a finer

class of animals ; and so, on the other hand, if a

lo%v-land breed is carried to a mountain region,

an evil of a different kind is committed, much
more hurtful ; for a fine stock would be ruined

if placed in a situation where it could not be

maintained. The South-Down I found adapted to

most situations in the midland parts of England.

Besides their beauty and fullness of form and

propfinsitj' to fatten, tliey had patience of occa-

sional short keep and an endurance of hard stock-

ing, equal if not superior to any other sort, with

an earl}' maturity scarcely inferior to the best of

the New Leicesiers, and ^vith flesh of an equally

fine grain and flavor. They were, moreover,

better suited to an extensive range of light soils,

and to our naturaljaud permanent pastures. An-
other reason, too, was their good and abundant

wool, and their supposed hardiness and good

health. These were the reasons of my prefer-

ence for the South-Do%vns. I was particularly

anxious in selecting to get a fuie male sheep

—

I did this upon the ground that, as respects both

cattle and sheep, the opinion was general and

doubtless coiTeci, that m most cases the quali-

ties of the male parent predominate in the off-

spring, and the more indifferent and the worse

bred the female was tlie more this would be the

case when she ^^•as put to a well bred buck. I

procured the ram and ewes from the folds of Mr.

Jonas \Vebb, of Cambridgeshire, who, I think,

is justlj' esteemed one of the most eminent

breeders in England. He obtained at the Show-

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

at Liverpool, in 1841, three of the highest pre-

miums for his South-Downs, over all the compet-

itors of the United Kingdom. Virginia has many
advantages for breeding sheep, not surpassed in

the United States. The middle part of tlie State,

and especially the whole range of the South-

West Mountains and Blue Ridge, afford tlie

gi-eatest facilities for fine sheep-walks. HiUs

covered with fine herbage, extensive enclo-

sures, abundance of running water, and well

sheltered by trees against the heat and sun of

summer. But tlie prejudice which the late Col.

John Taj lor, ol Caroline, (who, by the bye, did

more for Agriculture than anj' man in America,)

had against sheep, has been the means of ren-

dering this description of stock unpopular in
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many parts of the Southern country. You will

remember that some years ago he expressed the

opmiou, " that thcij consumed morefood, in pro-

portion to their size than any other stock ; that

they were more liable to disease and death, and
that they could never be made a projitable stock

throughout the extent of the warm, dry climate

of the United States, tcithont banishing tillage

from vast tracts of country." Now, without

examining in extent this opinion, I think I may
venture to say that this denunciation of tiiis

peaceful and valuable race of animals (from

which we draw so many of the comforts and

luxuries of life) is not concurred in by any large

portion of American Agriculturists ; and that if

this distinguished patriot and statesman had
lived at this day, he would have clianged this

opinion. But I must cry you mercy, and for-

bear. I have spun out this letter to an unrea-

sonable length, and can only promise not to tax

you in this way again. Under your auspices,

and that of your distinguished and scientific co-

laborers. Agriculture, 1 trust, will soon rear her

head and recover her vigor ; and whilst Com-
merce plows the wave. Agriculture will laugh

on the land, and Peace requite us at liome.

Very ti-uly and cordially, believe me, my dear Sir,

Your friend and ob't serv't.

A. STEVENSON.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Library.

SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE.
To the President and Directors of the " Virginia State Agricultural Society."

It was w^ith no slight degree of pleasure that

I received the pamphlet containing the " Con-

stitution and Proceedings of the Convention for

the Formation of a State Agricultural Society,"

at Richmond, on the xJOth of Januai'y last.

This pamphlet, with the names it contains and

objects set forth so clearly and forcibly, revives

pleasing, sacred recollections of friends whose

countenance to me has ever been -warm from the

heart. The name of Virginia itself recalls to

mind many of the most illustrious ornaments of

our history. The State which, with many other

illustrious men, lias produced a Washington, a

Henry, a Marshall, a Jefferson, a Madi.son and a

Monroe, may well claim a place among the

most exalted communities of the earth. It must,

therefore, be a source of sincere pleasure to

every patriot, to learn that a spirit has manifest-

ed it.«elf among the descendants of these great

men to meet their obligation of honor—to call

into action the abundant intellectual and physi-

cal resources of the 7ioble and variegated dis-

trict of this Union embraced within the limits

of Virginia.

Let us pass, then, at once from the retrospect

of what we can all feel, but which language is

too poor to express, to cast a glance over the ac-

tual condition of a region so rich in all the natu-

ral elements of growth and prosperity. In my
humble labors to advance the various industrial

interests of our common country—beginning

with the old American Farmer, in 1819—the

generous public of your State have given me so

many proofs of kindness and confidence, as to

embolden me to offer to them this statistical re-

trospect, in some respects painful, but indolent
(fi7)

acquiescence in them only can make the results

humiliating. Gratitude to your citizens, as well

as my position here, as the conductor of a work
designed to form, in the course of its publication,

a Library for American Farmers, conspire to

enforce upon me the duty of frankness in what-

ever I shall from time to time venture to say, as

I shall often say what occurs to me as best cal-

culated to redeem the agricultural condition of

the old tide-water States South of New-York.

—

The suggestions which may be made respecting

Virginia, her resources and means of recupera-

tion, will be applicable in a great measure to all

the rest ; let that bo borne in mind as we pro-

ceed. The needful discrimination may be safe-

ly left to all intelligent and reflecting readers.

A high sense of moral and political right pro-

duced the Declaration of Independence. The
sentiments, then a passion, though abated in

their intensity, yet burn, and we hope ever will,

in tlie American breast
;
yet their influence had

produced different effects in different States.

from local causes.

Virginia, from her commanding position, su-

perior force, and the great intellectual elevation

of her leading men, was naturally led to the ex-

amination of great State questions, and to over-

look her material domestic interests. It was, of

course, a consequence, that the policy of the

State would become such as to render undue
devotion and employment of mind and time to

party politics. In a society so eminent as is

that of Virginia for mental improvement and

power, the discussion of any subject which
should arrest general attentiim and strongly en-

list the feelings, would naturally engross U>o



much of the time and ^vithdl•aw the energies of

tlie greatest minds from personal application to

interests which cannot be neglected with impu-

nity. That most vital interests have been neg-

lected ill your State, is matter which cannot be

denied, however much regretted ; but when we
direct attention to the causes of that neglect, we
cannot but express high respect for the gener-

ous feelings of the people. That Virginia has

not advanced, in either population or wealth, in

proportion to other States of tlie Union pos-

sessed originally of less natural advantages,

must be admitted ; and devoted as has been the

heart and hand of him who addresses those

whose friendship he warmly cherishes, they

cannot take amiss his advice to look their actual

and comparative situation Jirmly in the face.

The formation of your Society, we may hope,

as I before said, is the fore.shadowing event of a

most salutai-j- change, a counter-revolution

which may restore Virginia to the rank in the

confederacy which is due to her from relative

extent of tenitory, and more particularly from

relative position.

If her soil has been exhausted by improvi-

dence, the materials are at hand to restore it

—

of this truth you have been most ably advised

by your distinguished President—but in that

respect slie does not suffer by comparison as

much as is generally supposed. In tlie last

volume of the Ne^v-York State Agricultural So-

ciety, you will see it stated by its zealous and

efficient Secretary, Mr. O'Reilly, on authoritj-

not questioned or questionable, that such had

been tlie depreciation of the wheat crops, ow-

ing to exhaustion of the soil, con-sequent on ill-

judged farming, that the product of wheat lands

between Seneca Lake and Niagara River has

not, for the last three or four years, exceeded the

low average of eleven or twelve bushels per acre !

Indeed, he had authority for declaring that in

reference to a single county (Seneca) possessing

unsurpassed natural capacity for producing

wheat, the average j-ield is uo\v not over ten

bushels per acre, on lands which twenty years

ago freely yielded twenty." Is the wheat crop

better, asked Mr. O'R., any where in Western
New-York tlian in Seneca ? Thus, Farmers of

Virginia, you see that other States have been

running the same career of improvident cultiva-

tion that you have, and with like results, " al-

ways taking out of the meal-tub, and never put-

ting in, will soon come to the bottom," is a

simple illustration by a wise man that any fool

may understand ; but while your generous na-

ture vk'ill forbid your deriving any consolation

from the knowledge that others have been

in their agricultural practices as incautious

as yourselves, it behooves me to draw your

attention, as I shall in some early future

number of the Farmers' Library with some

minuteness, to what is now doing in New-York
to arrest the progress of agricultural exhaus-

tion, t3 enable her to hold on her course of

rapid growth in all that gives population,

wealth, power and political predominance to

States. To return, now, to Virginia.

The most valuable of her unbounded resources

remain ; for there are yet her spacious baj's, fine

navigable rivers, her inexhaustible beds of iron,

coal, and beds of shells and marl, her internal

lakes of salt water, her forests and diversity of

soil, and central position on the Atlantic coast,

with more than ordinary temptation and facili-

ties for internal improvements. But, as we be-

fore said, there are other States than Virginia in-

terested in the views we shall present, for such a

member, bearing so large a share in the national

mass, cannot advance or recede wdthout aflect-

ing the whole body politic. In one connexion

her interests and fate are identified with all

whose staples are the same and produced by

the same species of labor.

The subjoined tabular data will serve to show
the wide field of enterprise presented by Vir-

ginia, not only to her own citizens, but to emi-

grants who pass by Uie advantages there of-

fered, to seek far less certain comfort and fortune

in the central or more distant section of the Con-

tinent. With some intermingling and identity

along the lines of separation, Virginia is divided

into three natural divisions : the Eastern or al-

luvial, the Central or mountainous, and Western

or Ohio section.

Time and space do not allo^v tis to compile

and present (as it might better answer the pur-

pose in hand, to do) the population of each

County, of each Division at the several periods;

but taking, first, the alluvial or "Lower Vir-

ginia," embracing thirty Counties, and it will be

found that they contained a population in 1810

of-^58,246 ; in 1820, 260,524 ; and in 1840, a popu-

lation of 273,240—being an increase of only

14.994 in a period of thirty years.

Here, then, we have a section of Virginia,

comprising an area of 8,875 square miles, of the

most anciently inhabited part of the State, on

which the population is distributed at the rate of

veiy little more than 30 to tlie square mile, and

on which the ratio of increase was only 1.05

—

one and one-fifdi per cent.

—

inforty years.

It would be difficult, if not unpossible, to find

another equal surface of the earth—so abund-

antly supplied with navigable bays and tide-

water rivers. Here, too, opens, in many re-

spects, the finest bay of the American coast,

from Cape Honi to Labrador. It would be in

vain to ascribe this phenomenon in human popu-

lation to any defect of the soil, or insalubrity of

the climate. In an early volume of the Ameri-

can Farmer, it was .sllo^vn that in a certain area

of a tide-water eastern shore County of Mary-
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land. (Talbot,) was to be found the greatest ag-

gregate age in a like extent of equal popula-

tion, probably, in all the Union. It would be

hazarding nothing to assert, that with its soil

and facilities of navigation, the surface of these

alluvial Counties would not (with a skillful exer-

cise of human industry and talent acting on its

resources) bo cro'wded in conveniently, with a

five Ibid greater number, or, with 1,300,000 in-

habitants !

To blink these views would be about as wise

as the whistling of the boy to keep off ghosts as

he rides along, unexpectedly benighted, by an

old country church-yard.

Let us now take up the Counties which con-

stitute strictly Middle Virginia—embracing 36

Counties. Of these the population, in 1818, was
UlJAl ; in 1820, 486,555 ; and in 1840, 510,930.

Comparing the population of these Counties,

as it stood in 1810, with that of 1840, and also

with that of the intermediate year 1820, we see

how slow was the increase even where there

was any, and in some of the Counties there ap-

jiears to have been an actual decrease between

1820 and 1840 ! It is true that in some cases

these diminutions have arisen from division of

Counties, but the general results, however, are

in no serious manner affected. The ratio of in-

crease during the same period of 30 years from

1810 to 1840, vt'as here, again, but 1.14 per cent,

and, what is yet more significant of decay, (for

in such cases, with your neighbors pressing for-

ward, to stand still is to go backward,) the ra-

tio of increase during the last period of 20 years

from 1820 to 1840. was only 1.05, corresponding

with that in Lower Virginia in the period of 30

years from 1819 to 1840.

Assuming the population in the aggregate of

these diirty-six Counties in J.Iiddle Virginia, on

an area of 24,300 square miles, to amount now,

in 1845, to 534,600, and the distributive popula-

tion would thou be only Ucenty-two to the

square mile !

The area of England has been variously es-

timated at from 50 to 57,960 square miles, and

its population, according to the census of 1831,

was 13,894,569, and in 1841, according to the

latest authority within convenient reach at this

moment, was estimated at 16,000,000. Sup-

posing England and Wales, then, to have a

population at this time, of 16,500,000, as we may,

and the square miles to be 55,000, and we have

a population of 300 to tlu3 square mile—with

about one-fourth part of the soil estimated yet

to be uncultivated. AU Europe, with a popu-

lation of at least 250,000,000 on a surface of

33,000,000 square miles, su.stains about 75 to the

square mile. These comparative views are

given to show^ the vast capabilities of Virginia

;

but how do the navigable rivers of England
compare with those of Virginia ? Take into \new

the entire extent of Europe;»nd there is no risk

in estimating Middle Virginia as capable of

sustaining a more dense population than now
exists in Europe, surface compared with surface

;

but even with 75 to the square mile, and an ag-

gregate arises of 1,822,000.

Take, now, the 52 remaining Counties, com-
posing Western Virginia, and they present an

aggregate population in 1840 of 432,855. The
progi'essive population of these Counties could

not be given, because in tlie period from the

first census down to 1840, such have been the

extensive changes of old Counties and the crea-

tion of new ones, as to preclude any analysis.

West Virginia comprises an area of 28,000

square miles, which, divided by 52 counties,

gives to each a surface, within a very small

fraction of 500 square miles, and her distributive

population is 15 to tlie mile.

SUMMARY OF ALL VIRGINIA,
DIVIDED ONLY INTO EAST AND WEST ACCORDING TO

THE CENSUS OF 1840.

Area in Pop. in

Sections. Whites. Colored, sq.m. sq.m.
Eaft and Jlid. Va. 369,398 437,544 33,175 30
West Va. 371,.570 61,285 28,000 15

749,968 498,829

1,239,797

61,175 a»..20Total,

Total population.

The very unequal distribution of the colored

race, on the two great sections of Virginia,

must strike every one whose attention is turned

to the subject. The verj^ thin general popula-

tion is, again, a far more serious matter. We
have already shown, over the State, that every

individual counts against thirty acres of land,

very nearly. To cure any evil it is necessary

to look it fearlessly in the face. As Burns says,

" O vrad some Power the gifue gie us,

To see oursels as ithers see us."

The subjoined tabular view ought to cany its

lesson in solemn admonition to more States than

Virginia:

The States which border on Virginia are

—

Area
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and that almost excftisively in Baltimore, and in

that portion of the State resembling Western
Virginia, where her accumulations have also

occurred. Her tide water country, taking 8 or

9 counties on the Eastern Shore, has actually

retrograded in the last thirtj' j-ears.

The elements here presented carrj- their evi-

dence and conclusions so clearly with them, that

comment is unnecessary. If we add the ex-

tent and population of Virginia to the foregoing,

we have a connected area so near that we maj'

assume it at 282,000 square miles, on which, in

1840, there was found an aggregate population

of 7,314,986—or only 25 to the squai-e mile. The

land surface of the earth would be examined in

vain to find another superior region, in all that

nature presents for cultivation and use, to the

human head and hand. We may at once assert

that lliree-fold of the existing population of the

whole United States might be placed on the

space befoi-e us, and, under v^ise policy, enjoy

more physical, moral, and intellectual advan-

tages, than it is possible to realize over a surface

so vast in proportion to either the present, or,

we fear, future population within any short pe-

riod.

In this great space Virginia comprises the cen-

tral position, and in many respects the gi'eatest

concentration of natural advantages, and without

any exception presents the mo.st propitious na-

tural field for immigrants that exists on the face

of the earth. What is it, then, that keeps them

at a distance, and drains your own people a\vay

fi-om the graves of their parents and their own
birthplaces ? The extreme cheapness of rich

Government lands, generously surrendered by
yourselves, (and a small portion of the pro-

ceeds of ^vhich you now so magnanimously re-

ject,) and the facilities for rapid and cheap

transportation to those lands, bj" works con-

structed by the enterprize and unaided resources

of the people of New-York, act as resistless

drains of immigrants to the West. But, except

that her harbor is somewhat nearer and more

accessible, -what advantages has New-York en-

Joj-ed over Virginia, as to inherent resources, and

in her relations to the We.«t and South-AVest '.'

and how has .she contrived so to outstrip Vir-

ginia in public works, in education, in growth,

and in power over the destinies of the Roj)ub-

lic ? Has she, let us repeat, more, or deeper, or

farther reaching baj-s or rivers ? or richer muies

of coal and iron ? or lime or marl ? or more copi-

ons springs of salt water ? or higher falls or

greater volumes of water po-wer ? If New-York
ha.« the Hudson, with its head-spring near the

Lakes, have not you the James river, extending

yet nearer to the Kenawha, with its bosom al-

ways open to receive the products of your indus-

try, while the Hudson is hcrmetrically scaled for

months? Look along your eastern boundary,
I'ii'JI

and fi-om nie margin of the Chesapeake, trace up

to their sources all the noble rivers that rise in

the heart of j'our agricultural population, like so

many natural canals sweeping along thousands

of miles of fertile shores, and compare all these

with the con>paratively narrow and iron bound

shores of the Hudson ! Where, then, let us re-

peat, is to be found the reason that you, the most

favored portion of this continent except, per-

haps, Maryland, stand still in mid gi-owth, like a

lightning blasted tree of the forest, while North-

ern States are going ahead in all that constitutes

vi-ealth and po\\'er, with a rapidity unparalleled

in the annals of human popidatlon. Is it that

these people act while j'ou talk 1 At the instant

that we are Avriting, a man, employed for nothing

else but to disti'ibute them, throws on the table

within our reach, the following printed paper.

Read it, we pray you—even it will serve to

thro^v some light on the sort of people, and the

progress with which you have to contend.

Notice to Emigrants.—The subscribers having
been appointed Aeents for forwarding Emigrants by
Railroad from Albany to Buti'alo and intermediate
places, are enabled to send them, dining the Sum-
mer, from Nevr-York to Iltica for $2,0G ; to SjTacuse,
$2,92 ; to Auburn, $3,36 ; to Rochester, $4,61 ; to Buf-
falo, .$5,50. Children from 2 to 12 years old half
price ; under two ycaj-s free ; and all Baggage from
Albany on the Railroad is entirely free.

It is evident that it comes much cheaper to the
Emisrrant to travel by railroad than by canal, he
reaching Eutlalo per steamboat from New-York, and
railroad from Albany in 42 houi's ; whereas, it takes
per canal trom 9 to 10 days. The following calcula-
tion shows the result, viz :

Passage to Buffalo per Raihoad $5 50
Luggage from New-York to ^Ubany, 100 lbs.

free, balance for 100 lbs 18
Luggage from Albany to Butfalo tree.

Living for 42 hours, say 75

Total per Railroad $6 43
Passage to Butfalo per Canal, say 2 00
Luggaee to Butfalo, 50 lbs. free, balance for

100 lbs 55
Loss of time at least 9 days, worth to the la-

borer, say 50 cents per day 4 50
Living for 10 days, 50 cents per day 5 00

12 05
Deduct fare per Railroad 6 43

The traveler per Railroad saves $5 C2
They also forward passensers to Portsmouth, Cin-

cinnati, and other j)laces in Ohio, Pittsbtirgh, Louis-
ville and St. Louis, at the lowest rates. Alf informa-
tion as to different routes given ffrntis, and tickets to

be had only at the Albany and Butfalo Railroad Of-
fice, .59 Cortlandt-strect. Wolf & Rickebs.

Here, then, you behold, before a ship aiTivcs

at the wharf, as they are doing every day,

with hundreds of immigrants, she is boarded and
every passenger made to know that in forty-two

hours he and his 100 pounds of baggage may be

set down 450 miles on his icai/ to the Vv'est for
SG,43, including meals ! while, suppose him to

be at Washington, on his way to the West, it

would cost him $2,50 to get along the first 38

miles, or one-eleventh part of the distance from
New-York to Bufi'alo! It was not then, too

soon, when, in fonning your Societj-, in Januarj-
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last, j'ou called your Convention of " the first

Statesmen of Virginia, the most distixiguislied

Fanners of the State," together, as forcibly

stated by Mr. Minor, "to engender a general

and univcr.sal spirit of improvement, and to

bring its influence to bear not only on the pecu-

liar interests of the Fanners, but on all the great

and vital interests of the Commonwealth." May

tlie result be, in the words of the strong Ad-

dress elicited on that occasion, " the coiTCCtion

of defective sy.stems of husbandly, the intro-

duction of improved breeds of cattle and of the

best and cheapest implements of Agriculture,

and the general diifusion of valuable, interest-

ing and profitable inforviation, where ignor-

ance, indifference or obstinacy now retard the

progress of improvement."

On looking back at what we have \sTitten,

we find it will be necessary to postpone to die

next number the reflections suggested by aview

of the case as already set forth ; and if we were

sure that tlic able men who have taken it in

hand would not look back, we would not dare

suggest remedies in the presence of physicians

so much more eminent and skillful. As it is, -we

shall continue in the next number of The Farm-

ers' Library an oxpositionof such views ashave

occurred to ns, but we shall do it with a stronger

feeling of justification, and hope of escaping all

charge of presumption, by throwing what we
have to say in the form of a letter in reply to one

just received from Mr. Affleck, an agriculturist

of the first order of intelligence and public spirit,

in Mississippi, who gives us the glad tidings

that tliere, too, " thefirst important step has been

taken." In the meantime, we will only pre-

mise further, that we apprehend the reme-

dies proposed do not go to the root of the dis-

ease—that they vvill prove palliatives rather than

cures. It is not, as it seems to u.s, improved

breeds of animals, or improved implements, that

Virginia needs. The existence and the where-

abouts of both of these are knovini, and he who
has means can have no difficulty in procuring

thc-m. The disease lies much deeper. But yve

have already appropriated more space than we
could liave done with propriety, were it not, as

before intimated, that whatever observations ap-

ply to the industrial resources of Virginia, are

in a great measure applicable to all the grain

growing States South and West of the Dela-

ware.

Thus far had we written with a running pen,

when tlie po.<t-boy lays on our table a lettt^r, from

which we at once make an extract, illustrative

of all we have said about the advantages which

Virginia offers to immigrants. These lands are

in a county already settled and eminently

healthy, -with every .social comfort within reach

and die means of independent living so abund-

ant on the spot, as scarcely to leave an excuse

to any reasonable man for any outlay except for

tea and coffee. Sugar, it is presumed, may be

extracted from the maple on the spot ; and from

personal observation many years ago, we can

pronounce it no exaggeration to call it a land

literally flowing in milk and hortiy. The

letter is from a gentleman at Fredericksburg,

of the highest respectability :

" Fbedericksbuhg, (Va.) June 18, 1845.

" Dear Sir : I own a veiy considerable quan-

tity of land in the Western counties of Virgi-

nia, much selected %vith an eye to advantages

that I thought the systems of iutemal improve-

ments (.slowly in progress in Virginia) would
make desirable, as well for its locality as for its

capacity to produce grain and grass. I have sev-

eral small tracts united, making about 9,000 to

10,000 acres in the county of Fayette, about half

way between Charleston, the county seat of

I
Kanawha county, and Lewisburg, the countj'

seat of Greenbrier county. The great improve-

ment connecting the Ohio river and Richmond,
Va., paisses through this land by a turnpike

But another mode of improvement is contem-

plated, but whedier it will be effected time will

prove. I have about 10,000 acres in the county

of Lewi.s, Va.. throueh which the turnpike fi-om

Staunton to Parkersburg. on the Ohio, passes.

These lands are very fertile and heavily tim-

bered with oaks, poplar, beech^ sugar-tree, elm
and hickorj'.

•' I shofeld be glad to procure substantial oc-

cupants on these lands, and would give a long

credit, widi one-fourth part of the purchase mo
ney paid in hand—and for the residue, say from

one to ten years time. This land will be in

price, from from one dollar andfifty cents to

four dollars per acre.
" I have other good lands, perhaps richer than

die foregoing, in small detached tracts, from 150

to 1000 acre.«—rolling, rich land, finely watered
and remarkably healthy."

The extract is made merely to show one of

the thousand opportunides that exist for eligible

settlement in the Old Dominion. But besides

natural advantages, much depends, in such

cases, on the policy of the Stales that offer

them.

!

But below we give another letter, just at

hand

:

O.V THE COMMO.N' SCHOOL SYSTEM OF KEW-YORK.

We lose no time in giving the following very

obliging letter, from the enhghtened and efficient

Deputy Superintendent of the Common Schools

of New-York. We entirely concur in his views

as to the expediency and practicability of mak-

ing these schools die blessed instnimcnts of

raising Agriculture to its just predominance in

the list of intellectual pur.suits. Nor do we at

all despair of seeing such counsels a-s his ulti-

mately per^'ading the whole region of country

South of the Delaware, to which these remarks

are more particularly directed.

Until opportunity offers for a fuller resumi of

the valuable documents accompanj-ing Mr. Ran-

dall's letter, we can only take room now to state,
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in order to show the progress the system is

making, that in 1815, the number of children in

the State between the ages oifive and sixteen

years, residing in the School Districts, was

176,449, and the number tlien taught in said

Districts was 140,106 ; while iu 1843 the num-

ber in tlie Districts between those ages was

677,995, and the number taught was 657,782.

—

The aggregate amount of the funds applicable

to the support of Common Schools and District

Libraries, for the year ending 31st of December

last, [i7icluding reveuue from U. S. Deposite

fund !) was

—

Apportioned from the State $275,000 00

Equal amount raised by Supenasors 275,000 00

Sums voluntaiily raised by vote of towns 18,000 00

Sums raisiul in cities under special laws. 200.000 00

Local funds 18,000 00

Total $786,000 00

The great beauty of this exposition is, that all

this is done by these Northern men cheerfully

and punctually, under an organization embrac-

ing, in the words of Mr. Randall, " tlie entire

ten-itoi-y of the State, and cemented togetlier by

the active and constant cooperation of our fel-

low-citizens generally, without distinction of

party or sect."

Secbetary's Office,
^

Depastment of Comjion Schools, >

Albany, June 23, 1845. )

Mr. J. S. Skinner:

Dear Sir : I have the honor to transmit here-

with, for your acceptance, a copy of the last

Annual Report from this Department, together

with a concise exposition and historj- ofour Com-
mon School system, prepared by myself, and pla-

ced, under the directions of the Legislature, in

each of our School District Libraries. An exam-
ination of the.se documents will enable you to

obtain a good general idea of the ju-ominent fea-

tures of our system of public instniction, its ca-

pabilities and results.

It has occurred to me that an organization so

extensive and efficient—embracing the entire

territory of our State, and cemented together by
the active and constant cooperation of our fel-

low-citizens generally, without distinction of

party or sect—might afford a most valuable me-
dium for the collection and diffusion of Agricul-

tural Science. Emanating from the Principals

and Professors of our State Nonnal School, this

indi.spensable branch of modern education

might, as it seems to me. find its way through

the teachers there annually educated and .sent

forth, to the several County Associations of

teachers, and by them be carried into each of

the eleven thousand School Districts of our

State, to fertilize, in good time, as well the soil

as the mind. My views upon this subject have
been given, somewhat at length, in two com-
munications addressed to a Committee of the

State Agricultural Society, of which Hon. .John

Greig was Chainnan, in reply to a Circular re-

ceived from the late Recording Secretary ; and
will be found in the volume of the Transactions

of the Society for the present year, recently

published. They have elicited con.siderablc op-

position from practical farmers as well as prac-

tical educationists, upon the gi-ound not only

(92

that our elementary schools are not sufficiently

advanced to admit of the introduction of Agri-

cultural Science a.s a specific branch of study,

but that Agricultural Science itself is still in its

infancy, and therefore not entitled as yet to take

rank with those standard branches -which are

required to be taught in our in.stitutions of

learning. These objections, it will readily be
perceived, even if their validity be conceded to

tlie fullest extent that can be claimed for them,

are of a temporary character ; and in proposi-

tions and discussions of this nature, I think we
should regard the future even more than the pre-

sent. Through the agencies no^v developing
themselves in evei"y section of the State, we may
reasonably, in my judgment, indulge tlie hope
that a few years will place our Connnon Schools
on veiy high ground as nurseries of the mind
and the heart ; and will enable them to dispense
broad-cast over our entire population, the seeds
of sound knowledge and lasting improvement;
nor, judging of the probable future from the

past, need we labor under any apprehensions
that the progress of Agricultural Science, in all

its departments, will keep pace with the ad-

vancement of the age in other respects. With
every disposition, therefore, to concede to the

greater practical knowledge and more enlarged
experience of those who view this subject dif-

ferently, I cannot regard the suggestion that this

important branch of a finished education shoidd
be introduced into our Common Schools as either

vi.sionary or impracticable. My o\v'n earnest con-

viotion is that it should be so introduced : that eve-

ry teacher should be capable of teaching its ele-

mentary principles ; that text-books on the va-

rious subjects connected with these principles,

adapted to the comprehension of the learner,

should be prepared and used ; and that well-

written treati.ses and essays on these subjects

should find a prominent place in everj- District

Library. In this way, I am satisfied, great and
lasting good may be accomplished ; and I ^vould
respectfully invoke your earnest and efficient

cooperation in the extension and enfoix-ement
of these views, should they be so fortunate as to

meet with your approbation. Should a favora-

ble opportunity present itself, in the course of
your undertaking, it will afford me the utmost
pleasure to discuss this whole subject, in a
friendly and familiar spirit, w^ith those who
view it through a less enthusiastic certainly, and
perhaps a more practical, medium than myself.

With gi'eat respect, your obedient servant,

SAMUEL S. RANDALL,
Deputy Superintendent Common ScJtools.

Nothing is more satisfactory than the demand
for the means of draining land, as evinced by
the constant eftbrts which are making to provide
tile-machines which shall manufacture them
cheaply and well. We have to direct the at-

tention of our readers to an advertisement in

last ^veek's number, which states that a machine
capable of delivering 800 feet per hour of tiles

3^ inches by 3^ is on exhibition at No. 14 South-
street, Manchester-square, London, ^vhere any
one interested in draining land may attend and
judge of its ffiecacy. Mes.-^rs. B. Denton and
ChaiTiock, who are connected with it, are well
known by their useful writings on the subject
of drainage. [English paper.
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SILK PLANT FROM TRIPOLL

For the Silk Plant, which has been litho-

^aphed for this number ^ve are indebted to the

Secretary of the National Institute, so called

—

we say so called, for although truly broad and

National in spirit and objects, we are not aware

that it has yet been adopted, by the wise men
who g^ard the interests and chai-acter of the

Republic, and who ought to be the first to see

that its true welfare and glory can in no way be

80 well secured as by manifesting in the spirit

of their laws a love of justice and a readiness

to promote the permanent growth of the arts

and sciences.

Even the fund so munificently bestowed by a

stranger in a foreign land, in a moment of en-

thusiastic admiration of our government, to

found an Institution at Washington, for the dif-

fusion of useful knowledge, if not impro^'ident-

ly squandered, is at least withheld, as if to sho\v

to the world that we are wanting either in sense

or honesty to appropriate it. How could that be

better appropriated than by bestowing it on the

National Institute, with a condition requiring

the use of it for the promotion and diifusion of

the Science of Agriculture, in something like

the proportion that that interest bears to all

others in the country.

The Meteorological Table which accompanied

the drawing and description of the " Silk-Plant,"

w^as sent back to Secretary Markoe, so that we
cannot institute an exact comparison between
the climate of Tripoli and the Southern States,

but w^e doubt not the plant \vould flourish in the

South if conviction of its adaptation to practical

purposes should invite its cultivation. But the

wish to encourage the Institute, in making the

Fanners' Library the depository of whatever

may be deemed an useful addition to the stock

of American Agricultural knowledge or pro-

ducts, is sufBcient inducement to give place to

any of its communications, in a manner best cal-

culated to evince our sense of duty as a mem-
ber of the Institute and our individual anxiety

to Bee it achieve its laudable and exalted pur-

poses.

We have a few seed for distribution.

The Plate of the plant, for convenience, has

been reduced to verj- little more than half of its

natural size.

U. S. Consulate, ?

TRipoLt, 28th December, 1844. 3

To Franxis ^L^nKOF, Jr. Esq.
Cor. Sec. of the National Institute, TTaskington.

Sir : I herewith transmit to the Institute a
small specimen of " vegetable silk," raised from

(93)

a few seed that I received from Luccc (Italy,)

which origmally came from Syria.

Without any instraction or knowledge of this

plant, I sowed the seeds in pots in the month of

March last. lu May and June they obtained the

heighth of six to eight inches, ^vheu I trans-

planted them into my garden, about eight inch-

es apart, much too near as my experience
proves. In the months of August and Septem-
ber they \vcre in flower, and the pods com-
menced opening in October, the plants' being
from six to eight feet high, and though ^ve have
had the thermometer frequently as low as 4l>°

Fahrenheit, and the apricot and pomegranate
trees, with the vine, have all shed their leaves,

yet there remain several pods, on the " Silk

plant" which are still perfectlj- gi-een and show
no signs of suffering or cold. This, ^vith some
other proofs of the plant being hardy, induces
me to believe and hope that it might be suc-

ce.ssfully cultivated in all our cotton gTO\ving
States, and should it become a staple com-
modity, no doubt tlie inventive genius of our
coimtn-men would soon discover the means of
spiuningik without tlie aid of the cotton fibre,

which I am told thej' use in Syria to assist the

spinning—their knowledge of the art not ex-
tending beyond the primitive distaff. The only
infuiTuation that I have acquired of this plant,

further than recounted above, is from the mouth
of one of the "propaganda" established here,

^vho has seen it growing in Syria, where he
tells me it flourishes, and that " the cultiva-

tion of a small field gives support to a family ;"

that in the second and third years it is extreme-
ly productive. The plants grow to the height

of ten to fifteen feet, and are generally sepa-

rated from eight to ten feet from each other.

I also foi-ward yon by this occasion the small

quantity of seed of the plant which the limited

number I have raised enables me to spare,

with the hope of sending a greater quantity

next year should the climate of our Southern
States prove favorable to its culture, or should

it be even otherwise interesting.

I beg you will distribute these .seeds amongst
those gentlemen from our " i ottou growing
States." -who will take an interest in making an
experiment of the cultivation. Permit me to

mention two gentlemen to whom I would be
pleased to have presented a small portion : Hon.
Richard Donnel, of Newbern, N. C, and Hon.
D. Le>-y, M. C, from Florida.

Fearing to trust to my botanical knowledge
in giving a satisfacton' description of the plant,

I send a preserved specimen of a small bi'anch

of the plant, w ith the pods or cocoon attached,

and also a rough sketch on paper of the same,

which may serve in the event of the specimen
itself not being properly preserved.

I also enclose a summary- of Meterological ob-

seri-ations, made here, for the year ending Jul}-

1, 1844, the details of which, t have regularly

forwarded to the Surgeon General of the Army.

Very respectfully, Sir, your most ob't. serv't.

D. SMITH M-CAULEY.
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Culture of Silk in South Carolina.

Davis's Mills, Barnwell District, S. C. May 1, 1S45.

Sir : The prospects ofSilk in this section ofthe

country ai'e poor indeed. The long waiin spell

through February and part of March, brought
out vegetation rapidly—tlie Silk Worms hatched

out early and were prosperous until the cold

weather set in, destroying in many places the

peaches and many other fniits, cutting down the

coni many blades high, and killing much of it

—entirely destroying much of the forward

wneat—killing the Mulberry leaves of every

description. Of course most of the Silk Worms
were lost. I saved a few tliousands by cutting

the tender twigs, stripping oti' the bark and
giving both the twig and bark for food. The
drouth setting in about the fourth week in March,
continued until last week, when we had a light

.shower. So vegetation has been kept back very

much. This week Ave have fine refreshing

showers, and all around seems to smile in

beauty. The few cocoons made seem firm and
of good quality. Very little disease has been
among the W orms this season here. I think on
average five to the thousand have not taken dis-

ease. I expect at some future time to state my
method of raising them. I intend sending to

the Institute what raay remain after saving a

supply of eggs, principally to convince the citi-

zens that it is ill their power to raise them to

advantage, by aid of the old and young mem-
bers of the family, who now raise hardly any
thing. When once they see that something
can be obtained for their labor, hundreds, I

think, in this section of country, will readily

come into raising Silk, to their own comfort, and
the general benenfit of their country.

Very respectfully, your ob't. ser%-'t.

(Signed) NEEDHAM DAVIS.
Directed to the American Institute.

Woolen Manufactures and Wool.—Re-
turns upon this subject vrere issued on Saturday,

by order of the House of Commons (on motions
of Mr. Mastermau and Mr. Aldam). It thence

appears that the declared value of the British

woolen manufactures exported from the United
Kingdom in 1844 was *i.'68,204,S3e, of which
i;2,444,789 worth was expiorted to tlie United
States of Am,erica. During the same year fio,-

079,.")24lb.«. of sheep and lambs' wool, foreign

and colonial, were imported into the United
Kingdon, of which 1,924,836 lbs. were re-ex-

ported from the United Kingdom, diiefly to

Belgium. Of British sheep and lambs' wool,

8,947,G19 Ib^. were exported to foreign countries;

and 8,271,006 lbs. of British woolen and worsted
yam, including yarn of wool or worsted mixed
with other materials. There were also imported
into the United Kingdom 035,357 lbs. (of which
47,848 lbs. were re-exported) of aljiaca and
llama wool; and 1,290,771 lbs. of mohair, or

goats' wool, of which 97, .529 lbs. were re-

exported. English paper.

An ExTTtAORDiNARr Prolific Pig.—Our
respected townsman, Mr. Charles Minshull. of
Highgate, has a sow^ which has produced him
61 pigs in one year, viz : on the 13th of Mav,
1844.21; .5th of November, 18; 1st of Mav.
1H45, 22 :—total. 61. Of this viduuble breed MV.
Minshull has brawn of the November litter.

[Birmingham Advertiser.
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Wonderful Engine.—It is alleged that a
wonderful engine, called the air-engine, has
lately been constructed by Professor Reinagle,
^^'ho is .securing patents in every civilized coun-
try of the earth. The power, which is self-pro-

duced in the engine, is obtained from condensed
au', which, though easily manageable, begets an
immense force, the present engine, which stands

on a sjjace not exceeding two feet square, hav-

ing a power equal to five hundred and sixty-

eight horses. For pumping water out of mines
it is gravely proposed to use a 10,000 or 20,000

horse-power in order to do the work promptlj^
It is stated that, with the present small engine,

two hundi'ed and twenty tons can be propelled
at the rate of twenty-five to th.irty miles per
hour. The description of the action of the ma-
chine is very vague, but it is said that several

very eminent and scientific men have examined
it and expressed their astonishment. Professor

Faradaj-, having seen the drawing and heard
the theory and practice of this invention ex-
plained, complimented tlie inventor by declar-

ing, tliat he had discovered perpetual motion of

the most temfic description.

Nutritious Food.—A verj' interesting re-

port on the comparative nutritive jjroperties of

food was lately presented to the French Minis-

ter of the Interior by Messrs. Percy and Vau-
quelin, two members Of the Institute. The
result of their experiments is as follows : la
bread, every hundred pounds' Aveight are found
to contain 80 lbs. of nutritious matter ; butcher
meat, averaging the various sorts, contains only
31 lbs. in 100 lbs. ; French beans, 2.5 Ib.s.

;
peas,

23 lbs. ; lentiles, 94 lbs. ;
greens and turnips,

which are the most aqueous of all vegetables
u.sed for domestic purpo.ses, fumisli only 8 lbs. of

solid nutritious substance in 100 lbs. ; carrots 14

lbs. ; and what is very remarkable, as being in

opposition to the acknowledged theoiy, 100 lbs.

of potatoes only yield 35 lbs. of substance valua-

ble as nutritious. According to this estimate, 1

lb. of good bread is equal to 2J or 3 lbs. of best

potatoes; and 75 lbs. of bread, and 30 lbs. of

butcher meat are equal to 300 lbs. of potatoes.

Or, again, 1 lb. of rice or of broad beans is equal
to 3 lbs of potatoes ; while 1 lb. of potatoes is

equal to 4 lbs. of cabbage, and to 3 lbs. ofturnips.
This calculation is considered perfectly con-ect,

and may be useful to families where the best
mode of supporting nature should bo adopted
at the least expense.

[Chambers's Edinburgh JoumaL

New Grape,—We have tasted a bottle of
delicious Champagne Wine made from a vine
which Mr. Lester, U. S. Consul at Genoa has
just brought with him from Italy. A quantity
of the.se vines vvas sold, by Wm. H. Franklin
& Son, 15 Broad street, on 1st of July. We
are informed that thest^ vines were taken from
Savoy and Piedmont, //oot under the snow, and
conseciuently will endure the cold winters of
our climate, and vi-e believe the}- are the first

Italian vines ever introduced into the U. States,
which could be cultivated in the open field. The
wine is the richest and most delicious Cham-
pagne we have ever drank. We are informed
by American gentlemen who have eaten the
grape at Mr. Lester's house at Genoa that they
found none so delicious in any other part of Eu-
rope. We understand there are several varieties.

[Evening Mirror.
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A NEW VEGETABLE AND NEW GRASSES
RECOMMENDED TO BE IMPORTED.

It is the crowning glory of Commerce that

her ofllco is to niaiutaiii throughout the world an

equilibrium of kr.pwledge, to transfer whatever

is peculiar and valuable in one climate or coun-

ti-y, to be cultivated and enjoyed in every other,

where Nature can he persuaded by Art to en-

tertain and support it ; or where this may not

be done ijrofitably, then it is her province to in-

terchange whatever might bear transportation,

hut refuses to be acclimated. Thus has Com-

merce been justly denominated the handmaid

of civilization—and who so barbarous as not to

do her homage in that beautiful character ?

Viewed in this light, it is easy to see how the

Merchant may become the benefactor of the

Farmer when appealed to in his behalf, to intro-

duce from abroad new vegetables, plants, ani-

mals, machines and materials for the jiromotion

of American Husbandry. No^v, for example,

if our brief residence did not forbid it, we would

call upon some generous New-York Merchant-

Fanner or friend of Fanners, ofwhom doubtless

there are many, to import a ne'w Grass, much
spoken of in late English papers, that no tune

might be lost in securing the benefit of it, if

adapted to our climate. And here it is \vorthy

of remark, that \vhile in manufacturing and

other arts the delay of a few^ weeks in the im-

portation of any new contrivance or discovery-

involves the lo.'ss of only that much time, it is far

different with Agriculture and Horticulture.

The delay of a week or two may involve the

loss of a season, and with it the entire year.

We have ourselves had occasion to feel the

force of this, in the commencing niimbcr of the

Farmers' Library; for while we have on hand

a mass of matter which seems calculated to

throw much light on the preparation of the land

and other points connected with the culture of

Tin'uijjs and Potatoes, two most important pro-

ducts of Agriculture, we have entered upon
our duties just a few ^veeks too late to present

any thing now available on <7iese subjects. Wo
must therefore reserve for a more appropriate

opportunity much of what wc hope may prove

useful if not new on these points But as to the

Grass that has lately been mentioned with

strong commendation and interest, in the Eng-
lish journals, and which wc hope to see im-

ported by some gentlemen having facilities to

do it.

We find the follov.-ing notice in the January

number of ''The Journal of Agriculture and

Transactions of the Highland Agricultural So-

cietj' ofScotland." Who knows but tliat before

many years ^^e may see all the marshes along

the sea-beach, from Marshfield to the sea-shores

ofNorth Carolina, green with luxuriant crops of

the Tussac and Teteue Grasses ?

TUSSAC GRASS OF THE FALKLAND ISLANDS.
BY KEV. JAMES DUNCA.V^ M. W S.

So much has of late been said respecting this

grass, and such high expectations haxe been
formed of it proving a valualile acquisition if

introducc;d and propagated hi this counti-y, that

a brief description of its appearance and pro-
perties can .scarcely fail, we think, to be accept-
able to the readers of this journal. Although
not brought prominently into notice till the
recent voyage of discovery in the antarctic

regions, under the superintendence of Captain
Ross, it has been long known to botanisis, and
is alludefe to by most of the navigators who
have touched at the islands which form its prin-

cipal locality since tlie days of Cook. Its

botanical characters, however, do not seem to

have been closely examined, nor rightly under-
stood, until investigated by Sir W. J. Hooker,
who has given an account of it, accompanied
with a colored representation, in a pamphlet
entitled "Notes on the Botanj' of the Antarctic
Voyage." Neither docs it seem to have occur-
red to those who first noticed this grass that it

was calculated to flourish on the shores of
northern Europe, the circumstance which now
claims for it such a degree of attention.

It is called the Tussac grass from its habit of
growth, the roots becoming densely matted to-

gether, tmd the lower parts of the stalks fonning
a large tuft or tussac. These basal or colum-
nar portions, formed by the close approximation
of the stems or cuhns, often rise to. a consider-

able height—from four to six feet ; the long
tapering leaves then diverge from them, and
hang down all aroand, often in a very graceful

curve, like the falling waters of a jet d'can.

These masses are insulated, generally a few feet

apart, and the leaves, meeting above, foi'm a
kind of arched roof, beneath which the ground
is generally quite bare of vegetation. A tussac
ground thus forms a ct.nipletc labyrinth, and a
man may walk among its green arcades com-
pletely concealed from view. Naj-, a house
may be foniied of it in a very short time : the
inclined stems, when fastened together, may be
made to serve as a roof, while the dry leaves
about the root make a tolerably good bed. Bou-
gainville states that he often in this way obtained
shelter for him.'-clf during his wanderings. This,

however, refers to the plant in its most luxuriant
state of growth : it is often so low as .scarcely to

afford adequate shelter to the flocks of penguins
vi'hich resort to it for the puiijose of building
their nests and rearing their young.
By the earlier naturalists who examined this
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grass, it was tliought to be a fescue, and -we ac-

cordingl}' have it referred to under the names of
F(Utiica JlalcUata and Festuca cccxpilosa.

Forster notices under the name of Dactylix
CiEspitosa, and tliat appellation is nov\' retained,

as a careful examination of its charncler leaves
no doubt that it belongs to the genus Dactyl/x.
It has thus a generic relationship to a well-
known grass in this country, the Dactylis glo-

merata, or cock's foot— [or orchard grass]—

a

strong, coarse grass, insulated tufts of which may
be seen growing by the side of every hedgerow
and field. The tussac is perennial ; the root

consists of a dense mass of tortuous fibres. The
stems, which spring from the little hillock fomi-

ed by the roots, are numerous, erect, branched
or divided only at the base, from three to four

feet long, smooth, and compressed. The leaves
are numerous, the lovs'er ones very long, not
unfrequently from five to seven feet, about an
inch broad at the base, and gradually tapering

to a point ; from above the middle they are

curved do\\nvvards, or even pendent; the stem-
leaves become gi-adually shorter upwards, and
are of a pale glaucous or sea-green color ; the

other leaves are pale yellow. The panicle is a
span long or upwards, verj^ dense, forming a
somewhat interrupted spike, nearly \.\\o inches
broad, compressed and obtuse ; the branches
short and erect ; the rachis angled. " Spikelet
composed of three or four florets, of a pale
yello'v\'-green color. The calycine glumes are

lanceolate, acuminate, longer than the spike of
flowers, slightly keeled, shortly ciliated on the

back, three and a-half lines long, the margins a

little involute, and, as well as the apex, mem-
branous and transparent, the superior one a lit'le

longer than the other, three-nerved, the nerves
ciliated. The lower glnme or palea of the

corolla is ovate, concave, compressed, and
sharply keeled; bluntly trifid at the apex, five-

nen'ed. Stamens three. Anthers pale yellow.
Ovai-y neai'ly ovate and glabrous. Fniit elong-

ate-ovate, or almost cylindrical, slightly trigo-

nous, of a pale yello^v color, and smooth."*
It will at once appear, from the length and

breadth of the leaves, the dimensions of the
culms, and the profusion in which both these

are produced, what an immense quantity ofherb-
age this plant is calculated to afford. Both the

leaves and stems abound in saccharine matter,

and form a most nutritious food. The inner
portion of the stem, for a little %vay above the

root, is soft, crisp, ^vell-flavored. somewhat re-

sembling the kernel of a nut, and is often eaten
by the inhabitants of the Falkland islands. The
young shoots also are boiled and eaten like a.s-

paragus. This tends to show the wholesome
nature of the whole plant as an esculent ; but
it is as affording pasturage for cattle that the
tussac is to be chiefly valued. The Falkland
islands have long been known to be inhabited
by many wild cattle and troops of horses, and
these are principally supported by this grass,

which they prefer to every other kind of food.

Not only these, but every herbivorous animal
in these regions not only devours the tussac

with avidity, but is affinued to fatten on it in a
short time. This predilection is shown for it

both in a green .state and when dried, insomuch
that co'ws and horses often eat the thatch from
the roofs of the hou.';es ^vllen it happens, as it

often does, to be composed of tussac grass.

* Ilooker. " Notes on the Botany of the Antarctic

Voy.ige," p. .50.
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" During several long ride.s," says Lieut. E. C.
Moody, " nito the country, I have always found
the tussac flourishing most vigorously in B]X)ts

exposed to the sea, and on .soil unfit for any
other plant, viz. the rankes'l peat-bog. black or
red. It is singular to observe the beaten foot-

paths of the wild cattle and horses, marked like

a foot-track acro.ss fields in England ; extending
for miles over ban'en moor-land, and alwajs
terminating in some point or peninsula covered
with this favorite fodder; amid which one is

almost certain to moet\vith solitary old bulls, or,

perhaps, a herd of cattle—verj- likely a tixjop

of wild horses, just trotting ofl' as they scent the
coming stranger from afar. I have not tried

how it would be relished if made into hay, but
cattle will eat the dry thatch oft' tlie roof of a
house in Winter; their preference to tussac
gi'ass being so gi-eat that they scent it a consid-

erable distance, and use every eftbrt to get at

it. Some bundles, which had been .stacked in

the yard at the back of Government House,
were quickly detected, and the cattle from the

village made, every night, repeated attempts to

reach them, which occasioned great trouble to

the sentry upon duly." It is the opinion of those

who have visited the Falkland islands, that, if

proper attention were paid to the jj'ropagation

of the tussac grass, and if it were prevented
from being entirely eaten do\vn in those places

where it now abounds, it would, of itself, with-

out aid from the other indigenous vegetation,

not only yield abundant pasttirage to all tlie

cattle no^v existing there, but would support as

many as there is ever likely to be a demand for

in that quarter of the globe.

The islands just mentioned may be said to

form the metropolis of this interestmg plant,

and, as far as yet known, its geographical range
is comprehended within the 50^ and 60° S. lati-

tude. Forster found it in New-Year's Island,

Statcn Land. Commcrson cites the Straits of
Magelhaens as one of its localities ; and Dr.

Hooker sa^w it on HeiTuite Lsland, Cape Horn.
It has also been noticed in considerable quan-

tity in some of tlie smaller of the Aukland group
of islands.

It is generally found growing near the shore,

and flourishes best where tlie saHne spr^y dash-

es over it. Indeed, exposure to the sea-breeze,

and the peculiar influences which emanate from
the ocean, are conditions which seem essential

to its pro.sperity. It is then only tliat it reaches

its most stately proportions, and assumes that

exuberant and im|)osing form, which have led

one author to speak of it as the " splendid tussac

grass, the gold and gloty of the Falklands."

—

As it recedes from the ocean, it becomes
dwarfed and sickly, as if out of its kindred and
appropriate element, in this respect resembling

our own native Arundn arcnnria, Trtticvm
jnnreiim, ami certain other gramineous plants.

As with these akso, and a considerable number
of other species, the glaucous color of the tussac

grass may I'.e regarded as indicating it to be a

littoral plant; for it would seem as if many of

the plants growing near the soa caught their

hues, as they are known to actiuire certain other

of their properties, from the element in their vi-

cinity. It is probable that the saline matter the

plant derives from the spray and sea-breezes,

C'ontributes not a little to render it so palatable

to cattle. The ground on which the tu.^sac grass

flourishes best is a wet peaty soil, often vei-y

bleak and poor, and scarcely capable of sustain-

ing any other kind of herbage.



It seems to be the almost unanimona opinion

of those who have examined this plant in its na-

tive localities, that it would succeed in certain

situations in our o-svn countrj". A writer in the
" Guernsey Star " newspaper, who appears fa-

miliar with the subject, expresses his hope tliat

the " splendid tussac grass will 3-et make the

fortune of Orkney and the owners of Irish peat-

bogs." The Governor of the Falkland Islands,

Lieutenant R. C. Moody, is of opinion that " the

wild West Coast of Ireland would exactly suit

tliis grass." Mr. Lyall, of the discovery ship
" Terror,"—than whom no one has more zeal-

ously investigated the botany of these regions—
in a communication to the writer of this notice,

says :
" 1 should think that sheltered spots, near

the beach, on some of the smaller of our West-
em islands, are the situations in which the tus-

sac grass is most likely to succeed." Sir W. J.

Hooker says :
• The nature of the soil and cli-

mate producing this grass gives every reason to

believe that the shores of a vast extent of Eng-
land, Scotland and Ireland would suit it equally

well ; more especially the Western coasts of

the two latter countries."

In tliese circumstances, public curiosity could

scarcely fail to be excited, and some degree of

interest to be attached to the attempts made to

introduce the grass into Britain. No living

plants ever reached this country. Dr. Hooker
did, indeed, dispatch .some young plants in cases,

but they perished during the voyage. The
seeds have been found to germinate freely in

the Governor's garden in the Falkland I.slands,

and it was thought there was every probability

that they would likewise do so when transport-

ed to this country. The first attempt to rear the

plant from seed in Britain was made by Sir ^V.
J. Hooker, in Kew Gardens, but he entirely

failed. Last Winter, a package of seed, care-

fully collected and preserved by himself, was
presouted to the writer of this notice by Mr.
Lyall, of the " Terror." It was duly sown last

April in a garden in the village of Denholm,
Ro.xburghshire, and carefullj- attended to ; but
although the seeds seemed liealthy, and in good
condition, not one germinated. Seeds collected

at the same time, and by the same individual,

were sown in Kew Gardens, but the result was
the same. The Higlilaud and Agricultural So-
ciety of Scotland latel}- purchased two lbs. of
seed, which had been sent to the Colonial Of-

fice. It has been intru.sted to the care of Mr.
Lawson, the society's seedsman, and, if it fail to

grow, it will be from no want of attention or
skillful treatment. It was lately stated in the

newspapers that Dr. Murray, of Hull, had suc-

ceeded in raising .several plants from seed given
to him by Sir W. J. Hooker, and his success
^vas ascribed to his having steeped the seed in

some chemical solution previous to sowing it.

It is not ea.sy to see any reason why the Tus-
sac Grass sliould not succeed, at least to a cer-

tain extent, in this country. The climate, soil,

and most other conditions, are not so different

from those it meets with in its native regions as

to be likely to fonn insuperable obstacles. It

should be remembered, also, that the grasses in

general have a veiy wide geographical range

;

some of them, in fact, such as the Poa annua,
perhaps approach nearer to true cosmopolites
than any other distinctly flowering plants. The
high utility of this tribe of plants in affording

food to animals, might lead us beforehand to

imasrine that they would be widely distributed,

readily propagated, and possess tlie power of
'(97) 4

accommodating themselves with facihty to a
change of circumstances. This we accordingly
find to be the ca.se in a singular degree, and it

aflbrds a fair presumption of success in any at-

tempt to bring a grass from one country for the
purpose of being cultivated in another. In the
present instance, one of the circuni-stances which
indicates most strikingly that the influences un-
der which the Tussac flourishes in a Southern
latitude are not remarkably difl'erent from those
to which it would be subjected in a Northern
one, is the fact that, on the verj^ same grounds
where it prospers is to be found a variety of
plants ^^•hich also grow naturally in Britain.

—

Among the.se are the common grasses, Lolium
percnnc, Aira Jlexuona, and a species of
Triticum, probably T. jmicenm. If these

grasses thrive in the Falkland Islands under the

same conditions as the Tussac, it may be fairly

inferred that the latter would not refuse to grow
in Britain, where they find all that is necessary
for their prosperity. Among the other British

plants growing in tlie Falkland Islands may be
mentioned Apium grai'eolens, Cerastium vul-

^atum, Ahinc media, Senecio vulgaris, Veron-
ica serpi/Uifolia, and Ruviex acetosella. In
fact, the general aspect of the vegetation is es-

sentially European, and in not a few respects
resembles that of Great Britain. We shall

probably, however, be disappointed if we ex-
pect the Tussac to reach its utmost state of lux-

uriance in this couutn,-, and to tbrm those huge
and almost arborescent masses of herbage, an
assemblage of which resembles a thickset
copsev^ood, or a miniature forest ; but even in a
dwarfed and impertect condition, it could not
fail to be an important addition to our native

grasses, and ^vould still greatly exceed the

dimensions even of the most stately of them.
"When cultivated in the Falkland Islands, it

is recommended either .that the seed should be
sown in patches, just below the surface

of the earth, and at distances of about two feet

apart, or that it should be di'illed in rows, like

tuniip.s. Treated in the latter way, it was found
to spring up strongly from the seed. It must,

however, be taken into consideration, as re-

marked Ijy Sir W. J. Hooker, that, in order that

it may thrive in this countrj-, the plant must so

far change its habits of the Southern hemisphere
as to forget that our Winter is its Summer, and
vice versa.

The merits of the above grass have probably
been the cause of another similar production of

the Falkland Islands having been in a great

measure overlooked, although its qualities seem
to be such as to entitle it to attention. This is

a kind of fescue grass, the Festuca alopecurtis

of D'Urville, and the Aritndo alopccurmt of

Gaudichaud. In a report transmitted to Lord
Stanley, it is spoken of in the following terms:

" Another, grass, however, and of more ex-

tensive distribution than the Tussac, scarcely

yields to it in nutritious qualities. It covers

every peat-hog with a dense and rich clothing

of preen in Summer, and a pale-yello\v good hay
during the \Vinter season. This, hay, though

formed by nature without the operation of mow-
ing and drj-ing, keeps tliose cattle which Iiave

not access to the Tussac in excellent condition,

as was proved by the beef with which our

hunting parties supplied, for four months, the

discovery ships. No bog, however rank, seems

too bad for this plant to luxriate upon, and, as

was observed during a sui-veying excursion

which had been made to Port William, although



the soil on the quartz districts was voi-y iiiipro-

lific in man}' good grasses which Hourish on the

slate-clay, and was, generally speaking, of the

-worst description, still this fescue-gi-ass did not

appear to be aft'ected by the difterence, nor did

the cattle fail to eat down large tracts of such

pasturage.
" The numerous troops of horses, too, on the

flanks of the Wickham heights, can procure

httle other fodder; while those of Mount Lowe
and Mount Vernet must depend upon it entirely.

Should the Tussac disappear from any part of

the Falklands, where stall-fed cattle are kept, it

might be desirable to treat this fescue-grass as

hay in England ; by wliich process its nutritious

qualities would, doubtless, be much better se-

cured to the animals during winter than by suf-

fering the leaves gradually to wither, and not

gathering them tiUnature has evaporated all the

juices. For sheep it might also answer well,

when converted into liay. though it seems likely

that tlie wet nature of this grass, together with

the damp situation where it grows, would pre-

vent these creatures thriving upon it, if restrict-

ed to such diet ; and, at all events, newly im-

ported flocks should not be suddenly removed
ft-om dry food to what is of so very succulent

a nature."

KOHL RABI—IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.
Sir : Everything which in ihe slightest de-

gree tends to the improvement of Agriculture

is, in the jiresent day, of so much importance
that I need not apologize to you for troubling

you with a few lines on a .subject so interesting

to the cultivators of the soil. The deficiency of

the Tuniip and Sv^-ede crop, in consequence of

the extraordinary drouth of the last Summer,
and the innumerable destructive insects, fly,

grub. &c,, produced by the dry and wann
weather, has been a lamentable bloAv to the

fanners of this country, and should lead agricul-

turists to endeavor either to eradicate those ene-

mies to their hopes, or to introduce a root etiually

valuable with the tuniip while it is less obnox-
ious to the attacks of those vermin. The Kohl
Rabi appears likely to supply this desideratum

;

and I wish, by giving you an account of my ex
perience of it, to induce the fanners of this

country to tiy it on a larger scale. If we can
obtain a root (if I may u.se the Iri.shism of call-

ing that a root which grows above ground) pro-

ducing an amount of food—l.st, equal in bulk to

the largest crop of Swedish turnips; 2d, of

equal or more nutritive qualities; 3d, not ob-

noxious to the attacks of grab or fly ; 4th, bet-

ter adapted for keeping through the Winter;
5th, capable of being planted at any season of

the year; 6th, enduring the fro.st of our Winter
—we shall have obtained one of the most
useful and valuable plants which the Giver of
all good has bestowed upon men. I may be
considered too sanguine if I attribute all the.se

qualities to the Kohl Rabi, but I feel convinced
that it deser^'es the greatest part if not all the
praise which I ascribe to it. I obtained a small
quantity of seed in Germany last year, and in

the month of March I sowed (thickly) a patch in

a sunny bed in my kitchen garden ; the ])lants

soon came up as thickly as possible, much re-

sembling young broccoli j'l^'^t-''- The di-y

weather .set in, and I despaired of being able to

plant them out in the ground which I liad pre-
pared for them. After vv'aiting several weeks,
and fearing that the plants liad become alnio.st

too old to transplant, I ventured to do so, lest the
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season should go by. I made a good, strong

comjiost with cow-dung and water from a muddy
pond, and another sort of diluted pigs' urine,

and in planting each plant (about eighteen inches

apart) 1 made a good puddle about the roots

;

in less than a week the plants held up their

heads and began to grow vigorou.sly. In Octo-

ber I- gathered in mj' crop, and the result is

as follows :—On a plot of gi-ound, as nearly

as I can reckon, containing 18 perche^ or lug,

I had 27 kipe baskets full, vveighing on the aver-

age 80 lbs. each, or, deducting .'5 lbs. for the

basket, 7.5 lbs. each ; thus I had 2,02.5 lbs. on this

small piece of ground, besides four or five hun-

dred weight of mangel-wurzel and selfset po-

tatoes. This, however, was the produce of the

driest season in the memory of man. I have no
doubt that more than double the amount might
be expected in any other season. Several of

the bulbs weighed six or seven pounds. 1 pur-

pose sending a fev^ as .specimens to the Glou-

cestershire Agricultural Show. I so^ved some
more seed on chance, without any manure, in a
soil rather impoverished, in the month of June,
having waited in vahi for rain. The plants

came up but did not thrive. During the la.st

month, after I had dug a field of potatoes in a
good soil, I tran.^ferred these sickly plants to the

late potato patch, where they have taken root,

and are growing surprisingl3' : I pui-jiose letting

them stand the Winter, and have little doubt dial

they vsill endure the frost and .snow.

Any agriculturist who v^ould like to see them
grow ing, and •will apply to mj- bailiff, at Herap-
sted, is perfectly welcome to inspect the grow-
ing crop. The bulb partakes of a mixed cha-

racter, something between the inside of a cab-

bage stock and a Swedish turnip. When young
they are an excellent and delicious table veget.

able. I am, Sii-, yours obediently
SAMUEL LYSONS.

Hempstcd Court, near Gloucester, Nov. 11.

N. B.—The seed should always be so^vn in a
bed, and transplanted ; it giows more rapidly,

and would secure it from the attack of the fly, if

it were inclined to attack it, which I believe it

never is. [Gloucestershire Chronicle.

KOIIL RABI, OR EGYPTIAN KALE.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Gazette :

Sir : In your paper of March 29tli, there is a
letter from Mr. Samuel Lysons, on the cultiva-

tion of the Kohl Rabi for cattle ; and as Mr. L.
mentions having obtained a small quantity of

seed in Germany, it may not be generally known
that it can be obtained fi-om any respectable

nui-seiy man in this countiy. I have grown it

aimually (with the exception of tv.-o or three

j-ears) tor the last eighteen years, as a culinaiy

vegetable, and have found it very convenient
and useful when other more tender vegetables

were scarce, especially from October to May,
during which time it can be had good. The
tops are used, when young and tender, for

greens; but the.?e should be gathered verj'

sparingly, otherwise it will retard the growth of

the bulb, which sometimes, on strong, rich soils,

will weigh a stone each ; but when they come
to anything like that size they ai-e not fit for the

table" as they get hard and \\oody ; therefore,

to have them tender and fit for the table for

seven or eight months of the year, it is necessary
to make two or three sowings from the first of

Marcli to the end of May, in a small seed bed,

for which one ounce of seed will be sufficient

;



and when the j'oung plants have produced a
few rough leaves, they should be pricked into a
nurse»"y-bed, six inches a part, and in four or
five weeks they will be fine, strong plants to

plant out finally in lines, two feet apart, and 11
or 15 inches in the line, as they, as w^ell as al-

most every other sort ofvegetable, are better fla-

vored when allowed plenty of room for^un and
air about them.
Those who may wish to cultivate Kohl Rabi

on a large scale for cattle, mu.st make their .seed-

bed accordingly ; and. perhaps the last week in

March, or beginning of April, ^vould be the best
time for sowing the seed ; and as those would
have but liitle chance of being pricked out into

a nursery-bed, if the weather was favorable at

the time of planting, they would do very well
without it. Indeed, I have no doubt but they
would do equally as \veli to sow at once in the
drills, the same v.ay as turnips, about the begin-
ning of May. This would save a deal of labor,

and not be so dependent on the v/eather; and
as the seed is rather dear, it would be a more
economical plan to dibble in tlie seed, at a foot

apart, dropping two or three seeds into each
hole along the top of the drills ; and when the

])lants were of proper size to thin them out to

one in each hole, and otherwise boo and clean
the ground, tlie same as for turnip crops; and
when the bulbs get about the size of a person's
hand, if a little earth is drawn totlie stem it will

do them good, but not to raise the earth so high
as to cover any part of the bulb ; and as tliey

will .stand very severe frosts without injury, T

did not find it necessary to store them up in the
Autumn. I think, ^Ir. Editor, that the cottagers
\vould be greatly benefitted by growing annu-
ally more or less, as they had convenience, of
Kohl Rabi, as it is a vei'y hardy plant, and can
be very readily cultivated' ; and, by having a small
quantity sown in a seed bed in the beginning
of April, it would be ready to plant out in

any spare corner, or after a crop of early po-
tatoes. It is also well adapted to plant in any
vacancies that may occur in late crops of field

potatoes, &c., and with veiy little trouble it

might produce a great deal of food: for, when
boiled and sliced with a little melted butter, it

makes a very palatable dish ; and to tho.se who
have a cow or pig it would be particularly use-
ful during Winter. Yours. &c.

JAMES ALEXANDER.
Heath Farm, Athy, .April 1

.

KOHL RABI.

I obsep-cd in the d'cTrdcners' Chronicle, of
the 8th in.st., some account of growing Kohl
Rabi in Gloucestershire. I wishto add my tes-

timony of its hardihood and usefulness for field

culture. Being very little affected by the in-

sect tribe, of late so destructive to the turnip,
its early growth is very rapid ; the plants soon
get out of the way of iL-j only enemy, the slug.

My method of cultivation is to drill 1 lb. per
acre of the seed with the mangel-wurzel; so
that if the mangel-wurzel fail, which it mostlv
docs to some e.xtent. I have plants enough of the
Kohl Rabi in the Held to fill all vacancies which
occur on the ridge. This transplanting is done
by women and children gowing up and dow-n
the furrows, and inserting a plant where it is

wanted ; and as they take up some earth with
tlie root, the plant receives but little check in

the operation. My Kohl Rabi has been exposed
to the frost all the Winter without receiving in-

jury; and when cut, affords excellent food for

ewes and lambs. I do not find they get sticky
except the stalk, which, when cut", cattle will
eat down to the root witli les.s waste and spoil
than either mangel-wurzel or turnip.

J. S. in the Gloucester Telegraph.

P. S.—I have grown both the purple and
green varieties

; the purple always grows to the
largest size.

Sulphate of Lime or Gypsum.—This sub-
stance, which is a compound of sulphuric acid
and lime, is found in abundant quantities in a
native st.rte, both for the purpose of agriculture
and the arts; and it has been recommended for
the same purpose as the muriate of lime, viz

:

the fixing ammonia ; but it is infinitely inferior

for that purpose, in conseipicnce of its di.ffirult

solubility—at the temperature of CO", one part of
gypsum only being soluble in 4i;0 parts of wa-
ter, to obtain which, however, the gypsum must
be finely divided and macerated for a great
length of time. Its more obvious use in agricul-
ture is, however, as a direct food to certain
plants, either as supplying the sulphate of lime
or, by its decomposition, affording the sulphur
necessary to the due development of certain
plants, such as the Crucifera, &c. Tlie follow,
lowing table, extracted from " Spreugel's Anal-
y.ses," shows the quantity of lime and magnesia,
sulphuric and phosphoric acids, in 100,000 parts
in several of our ordinary crops

:

Wheat
Barley
Oats
Potatoes
Cabbage
Swedish Turnips

.

Wheat Straw
Barley do
Oat do
Red Clover
Beet
Turnips

u!ph. Phos.
Lime Magn'a. Acid. Acid.

9G
106
86
33

1822
835
240
55'!

152
584

285
127

180
67
32
202
282
32
76
22
70

13.3

22

50
59
35
54

774
890
37
118
79
94
123
41

406
210
70
40
436
408
170
160
12

138
167
73

The above table may not be strictly accurate,
bttt I believe it approximates to the truth, and
certainly agrees -with my own practical obser-
vations respecting the exhausting powers of dif-

ferent crops on various .soils. Cabbages are
known to be one of the most scourging crops
that is grown, and we see from the above table
that both it and swedes require a large amount
of the sulphate of lime ; the next is red clover,

and the application of gypsum to the clover crop,
on lands sparingly endowed with this substance,
has been so repeatedly treated of that it is an
act of supererogation to enlarge on its useful-
nes.s.—[Jour, of Highland and Ag. Soc. of Scotland.

Rhub.^rb or Pie Plant.—This is another
highly esteemed esculent for early Spring u.<:e,

and of the easiest pos.sible cuhure. The plants
continue many years in full bearing, and occupy
very little room—a small number being sufficient
for a family. The seeds may be sown anytime
in Spring, and will make good strong plants in

one year; when they should be transplanted to i
a rich deep border, or any convenient spot— 5
placing them three or four feet apart. The ^

stocks should not be cut until the plants are at ^
least two years old. [Ohio Cultivator. ^
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AGRICULTURAL MACHINES PATENTED.

By the aid of Mr. Keller, a scientific g-entle-

man, lately of the Patent Office, and now agent

for obtaining patents, and one in whom the

utmost confidence may be placed, it will be in

our power to keep our readers advised of the

progress of improvement in Agricultural Ma-

chinery, as far as that progress may be indicated

by the issuing of Patents for new inventions.

It is not designed to cumber our pages with

descriptions of every piece of humbuggery,

however specious its pretensions, hut the inten-

tion is, by engravhigs and descriptive explana-

tions, to give the earliest and most authentic

knowledge of whatever may come into exist-

ence which gives fair promise of saving labor

and of augmenting crops. At present we must

be content with pre-senting the last report to the

Commissioner of Patents, made by Doct. Page,

then, and w^e hope now, of the Patent Office.

These (Keller and Page) are gentlemen, like

many others, in the Departments at Washington,

of sound scientific acquirements, who are little

known to the public, but who are the real doers

of the work, while their nominal and official

superiors, too often scioli.sts and empirics, run

away with all the credit. We are promised a

summarj- which shall bring up the account to

the middle of July—for the August number of

the Farmers' Library.

"The large number of patents gi-anted for

applications pertaining to this class may be
.tKkc^ as fair ground for the deduction that the

safejoctis still one of great growmg interest, and
is at present engi-ossing a very large share of the
inventive talent of our country. In the short

epace of one year, it could hardly be expected
that any important revolution, any signal dis-

ooverj', or many really u.^eful inventions, should
bo made in a pursuit claiming, above all others,

the -right of primogeniture. Advances, ncver-
dielefis,.aw; constantly being made in this branch
of indastry. Every year it is acquiring fresh

laurels and a higher reputation for itself The
-".iitweat of the brow" is not now the mainspring of
itB operations, the grand key to its success ; nor
the open field the sole theatre of experiment.
The closet the lahoratoi-y of the cliemist, are its

nurses. The mo.«t exalted intellects are be-
coming farmers, as it were, in the retiracy of
their studies. Science, both chemical and phy.si-

cal, have become the palladium of agriculture.

Since the publication of Liebig's valuable
work on the Chemistrj- of Agriculture, we must
date a new era in this science. It has, at least,

received a fresh impulse from his labors ; and
Us publication in this countrj-, in newspaper
form, for the low price of 25 cents, (when the
ordinary bookstore price has been $1 50,) will

aid greatly in disseminating knowledge, so es-

(100)

sential to fanning interests. The u.se of guano
as a manure has long been known in remote
paits of the world, and this substance has been
employed for many years to fertilize the barren
soils on the coast of Peni ; but it does not seem
to have elicited attention, other than as a matter
of curio.sity, from the most enlightened agricul-

tural portions of the world, until after the ap-
pearance of Liebig's work. The announcement
that it was only nece.ssarj' to add a small quan-
tity of guano to a soil which consists of nothing
but sand and clay, to procure the richest crop of
maize, was sufficient to awaken an interest in

the fanner, and excite the cupidity of the mer-
chant. No writer has dwelt so much on the
importance of nitrogen as a manure, as Liebig

;

and it is this feature in part, which constitutes

the grand novelty and value of his work. In
the above-quoted asseition, where Guano is ad-

ded to clay and sand, we suppose not a trace of
organic matter in the soil ; and j'ct, by the addi-

tion of a manure, consisting chiefly of urate,

phosphate, carbonate, and oxalate of ammonia
salts, all containing nitrogen, we have the rich-

est crops of maize. The husbanding substances
containing nitrogen, and attention to the proper
methods for its fixation, will soon become objects

of paramount importance with the farmer.

Plows. Several important improvements
have been made in this instnimcnt during the
past year ; but they are chiefly for modes of
fastening and so fitting the points and shares,

that, m case of wear or injury, they can be
ea.sily replaced by the farmer himself It is a
question, perliap.s, yet to be decided, whether
cast iron plows are more economical to the farm-

er than the plows with cast iron mould boards
and wrought shares and points. In the latter,

the mould board is liable to be broken, and, if

so, can hardly be replaced ; but, as the share

and point are the parts most liable to injury, if

these are wrought iron, and fastened in a simple
and firm manner, the farmer who is in the neigh-

borhood of an ordinary blacksmith, or may have
one upon his establishment, can easily repair

the damage, which, in the case of the cast iron

jdow, he could not do without sending to the

manufacturer or the foundrj- for a new casting.

This objection to the cast iron plow is now, in a

great measure, obviated by many dealers, who
are in the practice of putting up with each plow,
for a slight extra expense, two or more extra

points and shares. Few plows have been pa-

tented during the past year. Several applica-

tions have been made for patents for the substi-

tution of steel for cast or wrought iron in plows,

and rejected upon the well-establi.thcd ground
that the mere substitution of one well-known
material for another is not the subject of a patent.

Several cultivators and combined plows for

light soils have been patented ; but nothing of

definite value can be predicated upon this cla-ss

of inventions. An ingenious instrument for

digging potatoes has been the subject of a

patent, and, though it may fail to do all it pro-

fesses, is certainly an approximation to an in-

vention very much needed. This operation is
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one of vast labor; and a cheap labor-saving

macliine, which, in case of very large crops,

sbonld leave one-tenth, or even a larger propor-

tion of the crop in the ground, would be a
welcome invention.

A promising improvement has been made in

the grain cradle, by making the teeth of hollow
metal, tilling them up with wood sufficiently far

to insure strength. The teeth glide very easily

through the gi'ain, and ai'e not liable to the ob-

jection of warping and sticking where the grain

ia wet, as in the case with wooden teeth.

A simi)le and elicctive instrument for gather-

ing fruit from trees has been patented, by which
the ladder may he generally dispensed with,

and the trees and fruit saved from injury.

Some important improvements have been
made in smut machines, and in machines lor

hulling seeds.

The wheat fan, or winnowing machine, has
been of late much improved by the use of the

spirid fan in the place of the old Hutter-wheel
fan ; and, although the introduction of the spiral

fan is not recent, yet it has, during the past year,

been introduced under such modifications as to

render the instrument very serviceable. In

connexion with this instrument also, an interest-
ing and useful feature has been secured by
patent, consisting of a mode of so operating the
screens or sieves as to give just that motion
which is imparted them when they are used in
the hand.

Bee-hives.—A growing interest is evident in
this branch of agriculture, and a large number
of applications have been received. Seven of
them have been patented, and a greater number
rejected. Most of the alleged improvomenta
have claimed to be remedies against the bee
moth, the pest of the apiai'ian. As bee culture

increases, the bee moth seems to become more
numerous and troublesome, and should, there-

fore be vigorously met by vigilance and in-

genuity. In this latitude, it requires every
attention to save the bees from this their great

enemy ; and so fonnidabli; has it become fi'ora

numbers, that the same devices which may, per-

hap.s, be found to give protection further North,
will not apply here.
Nothing yet seems to be of any value, except

placing the hives upon the ground—the hives
being made very tight, and the entrance of the
bees being as low as possible.

EFFECTS OF ELECTRICITY ON VEGETATION.

We might be charged with indifference to

the progress of Scientific Agriculture, were we
to send out the first number of the Farmers'

Library vvidiout adverting to one of the most

remarkable novelties that has lately attracted

pubHc notice, to wit : The eflTects of experi-

ments lately made in England to test the effects

of Electricity on Vegetation. Hence we had ar-

ranged for publication what seemed most im-

pressive and worthy of regard. On reflection,

however, we conclude to postpone for another

number all notice, except what follows. In the

mean time we may observe that the subject seems
to be, practically speaking, exactly in that .state

of uncertainty which demands further and more
exact experiments, before it can be had recour.«o

to by practical men with any certainty of useful

results; and again, it will probably be found

that in our own country, and by a member of

our "Agricultural Association," too, the investi-

gation and knowledge of this extraordinary

agency, as connected with vegetation, has not

been in the real of the fullest and most recent

European expositions.

The paper in our codection, from English
journals, the mo.st cautious and candid and wor-
thy of regard, (and it is highly so,) is the sketch
which one of these journals contains, of a re-

cent Lecture by Rev. E. Sydney, delivered be-

fore the Royal Institution of London—(one

before which every man who does speak, must

be on his guard)—and it happens to be witliin

our knowledge, as it may be in our power to

show, that his views had been, for the most part,

bj' some w^eeks anticipated, to the effect we have

already intimated. Finally, we may venture to

promise by the aid of a friend, to keep our read-

ers acquainted with what may transpire, as far

as any usefid purpose is to be accomplished, or

the novel or lately revived subject of EJectro-

Vegef.ation. Without his aid, in the midst of

such elements, we are free to confess it, we
.should feel in some danger of being drowned or

blown up.

For an early and verj^ interesting paper on

this subject, the reader is referred to the April

number of the American Agriculturist, from the

pen of Mr. Norton, a most valuable contributor

to that very enlightened journal. In that paper

occurs the following passage :

" It was at first expected that manure would
bo of no further use, but it is now said that its

action will be much more powerful with the
help of this new ally."

On that passage the following remarks wore

made by the gentleman (Mr. Seely) member of

the Agricultural Association to whom we have

already alluded. With these remarks, (sections

of a lecture delivered before the Agricultural

Association,) which we have been kindly per-
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niitted to use, iind which may be valued for

tlieir practical beariug as for their scientific elu-

cidations, we shall close what we have now to

say on Electricity apphcd to Ag^cnlture.

The letter, says Mr. S., which calls forth these

observations concludes

:

45. "It was at first expected that manure
would he of no fnrther use, hut it is now said

that its action will be more powerful with the

}ielp of this nere allr/."

It was indeed a fallacy to have supposed tliat

exciting the frame would feed it. No living

organization ever created oiic atom of its struc-

ture. It does but transform its elements ; the

vegetable those which nature or art have placed

within the reach of its roots or leaves. These

elements placed there, are as spontaneously

sought and procured by it, however minute in

the "atom tliey may be, through the roots, or

leaves, as would be similar by the animal who
sees a'hay-stack ; and they are equally indis-

pensable to both. If previous vegetation has

taken up the food of the soil, and the crop has

ijeeu can-ied to a market, it should be recollect-

ed that that act is the act of man in his political

and social relations ; that Nature knoivs nothing

of it and does not provide against it ; what she

takes up she git^es back again to vegetation

—

because, under her administration it generally

perishes on the spot, and in so doing restores

the elements of organization back to the soil

again, with the accumulations from the atmo-

sphere, and the water and ammonia of the air,

by decay, equally fitted in ten thousand suc-

cessions, for as many renewed appropriations to

the same uses. If it has been earned oS" by the

cultivator, he should remember that in selling

tlie crop he is called on, as he values the capital

invested in the price of his land, to restore it,

in so far as he stands indebted to the soil for it

;

that all of the price he obtains beyond what will

replace the fertility of his soil is his gain and
no more. To appropriate more is literally sell-

ing (or lessening the value, which is the same
thing,) of his land.

46. "When he seeks, through electricity, to

force the vegetable, he is merely caUing on the

functions of the structure to take up more of the

elements contained in the soil or the atmosphere,

and, referably to the products realized, they

must be found there either at the hands of na-

tnre, or of his art. Without this his electri-

city will do him no good ; but he may justly

anticipate that in vitalizing and energizing the

functions of the vegetable frame (as he thus may
do with the aid of electricity) through the ma-
nuring elements of the soil, he rateahly, but no

further, enables the organization, through this

augmented vitally electric force, to seize upon,

and, through decomposition, accrete the hydro-

gen of the water—the elements of the soluble

ammonia, and cai'bonic acid of tlie soil, of the

aeriform carbonic acid of the air, and v/hat else

of the pi*imitive rock in its disintegrated and
soluble state may be there. Thus Nature re-

ferably will assist the vegetable with elements

for his gain ; and, as he forces the structure,

through accumulated hydrogen, carbon and am-
monia at the roots, hack toirards the luxuriance

of the carboniferous era he may also conceive

that he may, referably to seedless and flowerless

vegetation, and, to a given extent also, as to the

flowering and seed bearing races, apply accu-

mulated Electricity.

It is an undoubted fact, which may bo shown
by a hundred fac-simile plates in my possession,

that the vegetation of that era was, not only as
luxuriant as I stated in my previous lecture, but
that it was then twenty fold what it now is.

48. The question, and the only one, then, is

—

Hydrogen and carbon, with the other requisite."?,

being no/ n rally or artificially, and rateahly
supplied, \ww far \vill Electricity, in connection
with them, safely and profitably assist in the

operation, in one or both of the ranges of the

vegetable existence to which I have adverted.
This, as I have before said, can only, as I ap-

prehend, be determined by practical obsen'a-
tion and experiment. It may, as a matter of
pleasing in.structiou, be as ^vell essayed in any
part of the city, as in the countiy, m the ordina-
ry plants of a family.

It is what they seem to be trying in Europe.
It is what we should try here too, if we mean
to place and keep our intellects on a par with
theirs. W. A. SEELY.
New- York, March 3, 1845.

DURHAM OXEN.
To the Editor of the Mark-Lane Expres.?

:

Sir: It may be new to many of the readers

of your valuable journal, to learn the particu-

lars of the best ox ever bred in England. This
"wonderful animal, commonly called the Dur-
ham Ox, or Day's Ox, I saw several times, and
knew the owner, Mr. John Day, well. The
said Durham Ox was sold to Mr. Buhner, of

Harnley, near Bedale, for public exhibition, at

the price of £140 ; this was in Eebruarj', 1801

;

he was at that time computed to weigh 168 .stone

of 14 lbs., his live weight being 2.52 stones. Mr.
Bulmer having obtained a carriage for his con-

vej'ance, traveled with him five week.s, and
then sold him and the caniage at Rotherham, to

Mr. John Day, on the 15th May, 1801, at ±250.
On the 21st of May Mr. Day could have sold

him for 500 guineas, on the 13th of June for 1,000

guineas, and on the 8th of July for 2,000 guineas.

Mr. Day traveled with him six years through
the principal parts of England and Scotland, till

at Oxford, on the 19th of Februarv, 1807, the ox
dislocated his hip bone, and continued in that

state till the 15th of April, when he was slaught-

ered, and notwithstanding he must have lost

considerably in weight during those eight weeks
of great pain and illness, his carcass weighed,
at 14 lbs. to the stone, four quarters, 165 stone, 12

lbs.; tallow, 11 stone 2 lbs.; hide, 10 .stone, 2 lbs.

At eight years old this wonderful animal weigh-

ed, alive, 83 cwt. 3 qrs., the greatest weight
ever known ; he girthed in the least place, be-

hind his shoulders, 11 feet 1 inch.

This large, handsome ox, brought the Durham
cattle into such a high repute ; nay, this ox
speaks volumes in favor of even a single cross

of this blood, for the ox was the produce of a

common co^^', which had been put to Favorite,

at five years old. This single cross striking the

admirers with amazement, -what a great mis-

take there has been in not crossing all coarse

beasts in Great Britain and Ireland with the

pure Durhams ! I have no doubt but the Dutch
cattle, and most otlier foreign beasts, w^ill be
cros.sed with them, which vv'ill not only put some
fat on their back.s, hut will marble tlieir lean

meat with fat, and make them more suitabh; for

our roast-bcef-cating metropolis, London, the

best and greatest mart in the world.
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THE DISEASE IN POTATOES.

VARIOUS THEORIES—THE LAST ENGLISH SUGGESTION.

When it is considered that the Potato Crop

of the United States is set down at more than a

hundred million of bushels, it will be admitted

at once how important it is to discover, if pos-

sible, the cause of any disease which may seri-

ously threaten a branch of industry which is

followed and much relied upon for subsistence

throughout the whole country ; for there is not

a State in the Union which does not look to it

as the principal culinary vegetable. Even in

Arkansas, the crop is estimated at more than

50,000 bushels. New-York is put down at 2G,-

553,612 bushels, and, what we should not have

expected, the crop of North Carolina, prior to

the last census, is stated to have been 4,517,863

bushels, though we suppose the mountain ranges

of the Southern States to be exceedingly well

adapted to the growth of this important product.

In her more than 8,000,000 of bushels of Pota-

toes, Vermont doubtless iinds a great support to

her successful sheep husbandry.

The following paper is found in a late num-

ber of the London Gardeners' Chronicle. What
sreates some hesitation in giving full confidence

to the theory of the writer is the fact that this

disease should have appeared simultaneously in

so many parts of the world. A statement ap-

pears from a friend of the Editor of the Ameri-

can Agriculturist in his third volume, page 354,

to the eflf'eet that the disease is to be ascribed to

an insect attacking the seed Potato when plant-

ed. He .says:

" In the year 1843 I planted a field of several

acres in drills, harrowed the ground level, and
top dressed it with lime and charcoal dust. The
yield was 432 bushels per acre ; at the same time

the Potatoes throughout the neighborhood were
decayed. This year I planted the same seed in

the following manner: The ground was thro\\n

into drills, and manured heavily
; the Potatoes

were cut into sets of single eyes fourteen days
before reqiiircd for planting, and covered with
plaster and lime ; thej' were then placed in the

drill, 9 inches apart, tops, centres, and ends sep-

arately, to mark the difference in growth ; and
each alternate three rows then covered with dif

ferent substances, such as lime, .sulphate of am-
monia, silicate of potash, &c. When dug, they
were all sound except a few rows on which
nothing had been used but the manure, and
these were decayed, although received only

three weeks before planting directly from
France. The only reason that I can give why
my Potatoes have escaped tlie jot is, that the

above substances used in dressing them were
offensive to the insect."

(103)

We shall omit nothing which may seem cal-

culated to throw light on this interesting subject.

In so doing, as must always happen, many con-

jectures will be hazarded and suggestions

tlirown out that may prove fallacious ; but it

would not be either fair or safe for us to with-

hold what the reader might deem to be signifi-

cant and at least worthy of experiment ; and,

after all, it is equally the interest and the duty
of the Farmer to make experiments, and, let us

add, to report the resultfor his Library and for

the common benefit.

We have no doubt of the soundness of the

theory which recommends that Potatoes, as well
as fraits, be occasionally renewed, from the

seed. New and improved varieties may be
expecte^, after a few generations—with some
things sooner, with others later. It is said that

by planting the stone of the most worthless

peach, a fine variety may be expected in three

or four generations ; the same as to the apple

and pear in a somewhat longer time. The
famous Mercer Potato has been clearly traced

by Mr. Kennedy, near Meadsville, Pennsylva-

nia, to its origin in the seed apple.

THE DISEASE AND FAILURE OF THE POTA-
TO CROP EXPLAINED.

[The foUowinc; are portions of a paper on this sub-
ject, by A. Patullo, Esq., of Edinburgh, read before
the Highland and Agricultural Society, on the 7th
instant. It has since been published "as a separate
ti-act.]

As to the early histoiy of the Potato plant, it

appears to have been imported into Ireland from
South America more than 200 years ago, and
introduced into this country from Ireland about
the year 1740, whicli was a year of scarcity,
when a few were brought over to Scotland;
but their culture was then confined to the gar-
den, till about the year 1753 or 17.54, when thev
were raised in the field ; but the plant has not
been extensively cultivated in this country more
than seventy years. There are great varieties
of the Potato ; and the kinds finst known in this
quarter were the Kidneys, the Leather-coat
(called from the roughness of its skin), the
Blackamoor (that is, the dark-colored Virginia),
and the Killimancas (query, the Dons), which
appears to have been a cro'ss between the white
and red. The prevailing kinds in our day are,
the Kidney, Perthshire Reds, Dons, and Buffs

;

the latter two being at present most extensively
planted in this neighborhood. Then; is also
another .species called the Surinam, or Hog Po-
tato, or Yam : this variety is not eaten by the
human specie.s. at least in this couiitiy, "but it

has two valuable properties to recommend it, as
it is verj' productive, and has never yet been



known to fail ; as also the American Early,

which always succeeds.

The first system of degeneracy of the phmt
in Scotland appeared about the year 1780, when
the distemper, called the curl, first appeared in

the crop ; but it then occurred so rai'cly, that

vei-y little notice was taken of it ; but the evil

gradually and extensively increased, when,
about the years 1784-5, the whole crops of the

Lothians were seriously affected by it. A
remedy, however, was accidentally discovered,

b}' changing the seed from the high country
;

and this was and has been the only remedy for

the disease of the curl to the present day. At
this early period, the seed procured from the

high countiy had to be changed every three or

four years ; but it was found, as the cultivation

of the plant increased so did this disease ; and
from about the year 1820 up to the year 183.5, it

was customary to change the seed every other

year; and from 183-5 to the present year, 1845,

the whole seed had to be changed yearly, as it

was found that a new disease appeared in the

fields : the .seed only partially germinated—great

blanks or failures took place—and many farm-

ers almost lost their whole crops. This dis-

ease in the seed was called the wet and dry

rot ; and, in many instances, seed from all situa-

tions, high and low, has now also failed. These
two kinds of disease, which destroy germina-

tion, are variously accounted for. Some ascribe

the cause to maggots and flies ^vho feed upon
and destroy the seed-plants ; but this is a conse-

quence, and not a cause ; for maggots or flies

are only to be found on diseased or putrid vege-

tables : they riot and banquet on putrefaction :

it is their natural food, and there they are only

to be found. Plant, then, a sound Potato in a

good soil, and properly treated, it vi'ill find its

w^ay to the surface, and produce a good crop in

defiance of all maggots and flies. The seeds of

disease, then, must be in the constitution of the

plant.

In examining a diseased Potato, which has,

as commonly called, blind eyes, and will not

germinate, it is plain diat there is canker on the

skin, and plague spots all over it. This, if

planted, will certainly be attacked by the mag-
gots and flies ; but the plant is in a state of de-

cay or puti'efaction—in fact, a caput mortuum—
and it properly belongs to the flies and mag-
gots by right of inheritance. The great object

to be attained, then, is, to plant sound seed, and
the maggots and flies will not relish it. As the

crops on the high lands arc early checked by
frost, and the tops or haulm soon destroyed, they
do not fully ripen ; and this circumstance has
induced farmers in the low distiicts to take up
their crops for seed in a green or unripe state,

in order to imitate tlie operations of nature on
the hill grounds ; but this plan has also failed.

Seed has been often raised from the apple, but
in two or three years it curls and degenerates.

It is now generally allowed, and the idea long

entertained, that it is quite impo-ssible to raise

seed Potatoes ^vithout being affected with curl

in a low situation, or in a high temperature fi-ee

of degeneracy or curl ; but at an altitude of 400

feet, it then entirely disappears. Li this there

appears to be a veiy remarkable peculiarity in

the nature and constitution of the plant ; but in

looking to its origin, general historj', cultivation,

and general management in this country—its

success and failure—1 have been led to a far

different conclusion. Indeed, from what I have

already stated, it must clearly appear to every
'(104)

one, that there can be only one cause for the
failure of the plant, viz., over-cultivation. The
crop too often repeated on the same soil, and
too much stimulus applied to the plant, has
^veakencd or desti-oyed its vital energies, and
rendered it incapable of reproduction. In the

cultivation and general management of the

plant, we have entirely lost sight of nature,
which always follows the moderate or middle
course ; and, by a long train of mismanage-
ment, we have nearly lost this most valuable
root ; and if we shall persi.st much longer in

followmg the present unnatural and inconsider-

ate course of treating it, we shall certainlj- lose

it. Who can contemplate a luxuriant crop of
growing Potatoes in full bloom, but must reflect

on the immense stimulus applied to produce
such a mass of stem, fohage, and blos.som, and,
at the same time, hoNv much the roots or tubers
must be enfeebled and exhausted in producing
it 1 The first practical experience of failure

which I met with on my own farm struck me
most forcibly. lu the year 1837, I had a small
quantity of Potatoes for seed, which I had re-

ceived from the high grounds (the farm of Bon-
ally, in the high part of the parish of Colinton).

I thought them vei-y fine ; and having selected

the b8.st for seed, I manured the ground heavily
in the drill with the richest and best dung on
the fai-m, in order to have as many as possible

for planting the succeeding year. The extent
of gi-ound was about an acre, and I certainly

obtamed an excellent crop ; but as I never
planted a u-holcfield, in the same way without
some variation, hy way of experiment, (a hint

here that will not be lost on the observant reader,)

I planted a few drills of similar seed next to them,
very moderately manured, and at the time of
taking up the crop, this acre was still green in

the tops, and we commenced to take up the

crop at the opposite side of the field, making
them the last to be taken up. The few drills

already mentioned were pitted on the end of a
pit not meant for seed, and the produce of the

acre was pitted by themselves. Next season I

planted the greater part of the produce of the

acre in the ordinary way, and lost one-third of
the crop. I also planted tlie produce of the few
drills in the ordinary way, and had a little curl,

but not a single blank. I was verj- particular

in all the operations of pitting and cutting, and
I am quite sure that the seed was not injured

in that way.
I come now to state an instance, and one of

many that can be adduced, whiqli most clearly

and satisfactorily supports my assertion, viz.,

that a heavy crop, grown in any situation or

soil, will always be found to produce, in a cer-

tain degree, degenerate and tainted seed. The
following is a letter I latelj; received from Mr.
Cunninghame, tenant, Harlaw, in the parish of

Cume. This farm is situated near the foot of

the Pentland Hills, at a;n elevation of more than

500 feet above the level of the sea. The follow-

ing is a copy of Mr. Cunninghame's letter :—
" Harlaw, May 5, 1845.

" My dear Sir : The new land in the Bog-
park was never in crop in my rememlirance,

either white crop or green. I drained the land

every furrow : they were old round-about ridges.

I plowed the land, and part of it I sowed with
oats, and haiTowed the Potato land along with
\vhat was intended for oats. In the Spring of

last year—about the end of April, the 20th or

24th of the month—I employed two men to

plant them, and put them in with the spade :
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they put the line across the furrows, and made
a rut on each side of the line ; turned out the

sod, put in the dung about 12 tons per acre, and
then returned the sod. I emploj^ed a boy with
a hoe after them, to blind any of the chinks;

and after the crop waa well brairded, I dug or

rather scraped with a spade betwixt the drills,

which were 28 inches wide, and about 20 days
alter I drew the scrapings to the plants with a

hoe. I measured several drills at lifting-time,

and the produce was nearly as possible 100 bolls

per acre—(a boll, we believe, is 400 pounds.)

—

I planted one drill with Iri.sh Cup.s, and the crop
was good; one drill ^vith Buffs—th(;y^vere also

good ; one drill of Reds, from E.atlio (the low
countrj-), \vhich turned out a bad crop ; the rest

was from Biggar .shiel, all Don.s. My other Po-
tatoes -were planted in the field adjoining.—

•

About the middle of May I gave them about 20

tons of dung per acre. I began about the first

week of October to lift them, and lifted the bog-
crop first, and they were all pitted on the same
plan ; the pits about 4 feet wide, and about 5

inches taken out of the bottom, the Potatoes put
in, covered with straw, and after\vards about 4

inches of earth. I put in wooden ventilators,

square boxes made of paling-rail, with open-
ings at the bottom, about 2 feet down amongst
the Potatoes, and the other end above the pit.

I let them (the ventilators) stand this way for

four or five weeks, and then put on about 10

inches of earth ; as soon as I sa^v an appeai'-

ance of frost I stopped them with straw. I

may add that the boxes ran short, and I finished

with straw, which seemed equally \vell to an-

swer the purpose. I have ju-st put the la.st of
the Potatoes in the barn to-day, to cut for seed.

Those from the new land and gi-eat crop do not
appear to be so good seed as my other Pota-
toes, which were not half the crop : there
seems to be more blind-eyes amongst them.
My going or cropping land has lain twice in

pasture during the last 15 years. I do not think
it possible that any of the seed which I planted
could be heated after cutting ; and I had no op-
portunity of knowing ^vhether those planted
had been heated before I received them : of
course they have not been heated this season.
I forgot to mention that the bog-land, before
draining, was all naturally ^^'et. The reason I

gave it so little manure was, that the cattle had
lain in that i>art of the field, and the land was
enriched from that circumstance.

' I am, ice, JOHN CUNNINGHAME.
" P. S. My brother at Kenleith got some seed

Potatoes from the west country—nine bolls from
new land, and one from going or cropping land
and he says that the latter is the best seed, hav-
ing fewer blind-eyes."

The above completely confirms what I have
already advanced, viz., that a heavy or over-

grown crop of Potatoes, in any soil or situation,

will al%\'ays yield bad Seed-Potatoes; and that

over-cultivation is the sole or chief cause of the

degeneracy of the plant.

It seems selfevident, then, that the crop first

degenerated in the ricii and cultivated districts

of the lo\v country, producinar curl in the plant

;

that, as the cultivation of it increased, the curl

increased, and a change of seed was found ne-

cessary from the high country ; that within these

ten years past, in addition to curl, that blanks or

entire failure of the plant lias taken place in our
fields, and the disease of curl, and the complete
or partial failure, has kept pace^with the ex-

(10.=>|

tended cultivation of ma plant, and in the exact
ratio of the quantity of stimulus or manure ap-
plied; and that the finst blanks in the fields have
appeared to have continued since the manure
has been so much increased to the crops, viz.,

during the last ten years,Mie quantity of manure
applied to the crop having been increased one-
fourth generally all over the country, as the in-

creased quantity of manure (when the crop has
succeeded) has in a very remarkable degree in-

creased the return, to the extent, in many cases,
of one-third more Potatoes ; and in some in-

stances the crop has been doubled. But as the
crop is increased in quantity, so does it decrease
in quality ; and vary nearly in the same ratio.

That the plant has continued longer in the

hill-districts, free of curl and failure, is no argu-

ment again.st my theorj', as it is the poverty of
the soil and the want of manure that have saved
it. It not only has received less manure—for

they have little to give it—but it has not re-

ceived at its roots so much of that heating and
stimulating article, horse-dung or stable-manure

;

which I attribute as the cause of assisting mate-
rially in the deterioration of the root. The crops
also, until of late years, have not been .so often

repeated on the same soil ; and a change of crop
is of great advantage to the health and well-be-

ing of any plant.

I come now to the cure or remedy of the dis-

ease, or the best means of procuring and raising

good seed—as I do not yet despair of seeing
good seed, and the best that can be raised, to be
Ibund iJthe early and highly cultivated districts.

It must, of course, be obvious to all, that, if pos-

sible, .seed should be obtained from South Amer-
ica ; but as it would not be pos.sible to procure
more than a very limited quantity, we ought to

try what can be done to improve those of our
own country. I would recommend to select the

best varieties, and raise from the apple ; but, in

the mean time, to have the best and soundest
seed for present planting—always, of course,

avoiding the produce of a great crop, grown in

any situation or .soil. The land intended for

seed should be plo\ved deep in the autumn, and,

if possible, by the trench-plow. The drills to be
.'iO inches wide, and manured moderately with,

if possible, a mixture of earth ; and if eartli is not
previouisiy mixed with the manure, a little may
be drawn into the drills above the manure, and
before planting the seed. Mr. Dickson, Saugh-
ton, near Edinburgh, who has been very suc-

cessful in raising good crops of Potatoes, is very
judiciously, this year, mixing all the manure in-

tended for Potatoes with earth. The ground
intended for seed should be planted with whole
Potatoes, and about 14 inches apart ; or the Po-

tato cut in two, and planted at 10 inches—(both

may be tried ;) the plants to be placed near the

surface, and never highly earthed up by the

plow, as it is natural for the tubers of the plant

to run upwards; and the more of them, in ripen-

ing, that may be exposed to the .sun and air,

(greened.) they will make so much the better

seed. To be taken up rather green or unripe
than otherwise, but approaching to a ripe state.

To be placed in pits, (in an airy situation,) at

about 2^ feet at bottom : they may be carried

up pretty hiirh, and tile pits may be made of a

tolerable length. They should have first a little

earth thrown over them—saj- half an incli—and
then a good covering of straw, finishing witli a

few inches deep of earth, as it is the straw which
will defend them from frost ; and a few straw
fiinncl.s, at short distances, is all that is neces.sarj'
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Tbe seed Potatoes sbotild be planted by the
1st of May, at farthest. In the late disti-icts, as
the seed may be injured by the fiost before
taken up, thej- could be well earthed up by the
plow a short time before tiic frost may be ex-
pected : and the same may be done in the low
country ; but o!" course the}' do not run an equal
risk so early in the seasfjn. although we all

know that a very slight decree of frost ^vill in-

jure the Potato. Those not meant for seed ought
to be managed much in the sanae \vay

;
gi'i'ing

the land, however, more manure, and y>l;mting

deeper : as the Potato, if gi-eened, vriW of course
be unfit for food. I would advise the experi-
ment of topping or cutting the Potato-tops when
too luxuriant. It may be done in this way :

—

A per.son, ^\•ith a common !iar\'est reaping-hook,
about the time of the decay of the blossom,
should be employed to go along the drills and
cut oft' the top.s, about 2 inches or so below the

blossom : this will not only ])revent tliem from
seeding, but will check the luxuriance of the
stems, and save the exhausted roots or tubers.

I have alwaj-s thought that the produce of
any overeTO\\-n or luxuriant white crop pro-
duced inferior seed ; and I suspect tliat it will

be found that all white and green crops may be
too highly cultivated. It is well known that

turnip-roots rot and decay prematurelj- from
the application of too much manure. I have
aLso long entertained the idea that smut in

vv'heat. barley, and oats, has always arisen

from over-cultivation ; and, if we .shall find out
the cause, we can have less difficulty in finding

a remedy. I therefore hope that Agriculturi.sts

wOl a.s.sist me in exploring the field of over-cul-

tivation, which has seldom or never been thought
of, as almost every Farmer has gone on upon
the principle that too much .stimulus could not
be applied : the crop may have been too luxuri-

ant to be profitable, but the degeneracj- of the
seed or root has been invariably lost sight of.

—

We must, then, bear in mind that Dame Nature
may be assisted or followed with success ; but
if we shall attempt to deviate from her law, we
are sure to fail.

iVote.—The author of " The Problem Solved," in a
Tery ingenious treatise on the subject, has pointed
out the prob.'ihle effects of cutting the Potato in the
Spring or bleeding ^^eason. and also on producing and
raising seed from the apple. In planting the Potato
whole, of course this objection would be obviated.

I have mentioned thai the American Early, and the
Surinam Potato or Yam, have not been known to
faiL Neither of these has been oxten.si^ely culti-

vated ; and although not an absolute failure, yet it is

vpell known that they have degenerated ; and the
Yam. for this and other cau.^e.-', has neaily disap-
peared from our fields. My plea is, that long-contin-
ued and extensive cultivation will finally deftmy the
plant ; and the Surinam and American Early form
no exception to the theoiy advanced.

Potatoes.—Early in .Tanuarj- last I planted
a plot of ground with Poden's early Oxford Po-
tatoes: half of the plot I planted with cut sets,

the other half with \\-hole Potatoes. They were
all planted ."> inches in depth, and were not co-

vered with any manure or litter of any kind.

—

The frost has not injured tlic whole Potatoes in

the least, as they have all come up and are hoik-

ing very healthv ; but it bai entirely destroyed
the cut sf;t.s. They were all planted in a stiff,

damp soil, which was frozen for several inches
below them. [C. J. Perry, Ilandsworth.

noF,]

After-culture of drill Potatoes.—SiR:
The after-culture of drill Potatoes is usually done
by paring or cuttmsrthe drill, at each side of the
plant, and within three inches of it ; then tlie

drill harrow and roller, if necessary, are applied,
to break any lumps the harrow may bring to the
surface ; ^^•eeding, &c. is then performed ; the
fine earth is then put to the Potatoes by a double
moulding plo^v; this operation is agraiu exe-
cuted when the work is finished. It is after this

fashion that all the practical farmers act, that I

know of, with the exception of one, who, I ad-

mit, is entitled to take the first place, as a really
practical and successful agriculturist. His plan
is, not to pare or cut his drills, but to cut the cen-
tre between them ; and then put the earth up to

the plant. His reason for not cutting is, not to

injure or di.sturb the roots ; but he takes great
jiaijis in hoeing and weeding.

It may be, tliat some information can be sup-
plied tlu'ough the columns of the Gazette on
this practice ; and perhaps you might favor the
public with your own observations, on the rela-

tive merits of both-plan.s.

[In the course of our practice, we never had
the earth cut away from the drill, unless by the
coulters of the scarifier ; and this we con.sider

neccssarj-. in order to have the ground properly
cleared, and kept loose and open for the admis-
sion of :ur. This can be done with safety, in

the early stages of the plant, before the roots

have extended themselves; yet we consider a
distance of three inches from the plant too little.

as the manure would be liable to be dragged
out, and tlie sets displaced. Six inches on each
side of the plant, wiU be near enough in the first

instance ; and in our succeeding application of
the implement, it must be contracted according
to the increased space occupied by the roots.]

The Potato Probi-em Solved.—The Cause of the
Disease in the Potato pointed out ; Remedies ex-

emplitied ; and New Systems of Potato Cultivation

proposed. By Robert Arthur. W. H. Lizars, 3 St.

James's-square, Edinburgh. 47 pages.

A.N'Y new suggestion towards the explanation
and prevention of the Potato rot is worthy of
attention and trial, and especially one so well
founded on analoicy as that brought for\vard by
Mr. Arthur. In reference to the propagation of
plants bj- means of eyes he quotes the following
pas.saires from Dr. Lindley's work on the " The-
ory of Horticulture."—"The only species very
generally .so increased, are the Potato and the

Vine." " In order to insure success in this

operation upon the Vine, it is only necessaiy
that the eye xhould be dormnnt " and reasoning
from this on analogy he recommends Potatoes
to be cut for seed at a period when the juice in

them is dorm nut, so to speak ; v^hen in fact the

set will not bleed at a cut suiface. He shows,
in a variety of instances, though not in so many
perhaps as would be needed to prove " the Po-

tato problem at last to be '• xolved," that the

practice of cutting the Potato sets in Autumn in-

stead of Spring perfectly an.swers. Perhaps the

mo.st .striking confirmation of his views would
be the general success of the Potato crop this

year—for the sets, owing to the frost, must have
been mnch in that dormant .state which he re-

commends when cut this Spring. We could
easily extract many intere.s-ting paracraphs from
this little ^vork. but we have no wi.sh to satif:/^/

the curiosity of our readers and interfere with
its sale by transferring its contents to our
column.^. The book is written by a yiractical

gardener, and well desen-es extensive peru.sal.
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AUTUMX-PLANTED POTATOES. " EstC "

planted swme Potatoes in October. foUowijiar the

advice given in tlie Gardeners' Chronicle.—
The earth was drawn into a ridge over the sets,

which were thus 5 inches under ground. The
frost penetrated 8 inches, being tried on purpose,
yet on examining the sets last -week all that

^ve!e examined were found unhurt and sprout-

ia?. Xearly a quarter of an acre was planted.
[We have the same report to make ; .so that the

frost question may be considered settled.]

Potato Cultcre.—This being a subject in

which evert- one is interested, I think it cannot
be too much discussed, as every hint at this sea-

son must be of benefit to some parties. I have
examined those of mine, planted in January last,

and find the whole tubers now beginning to bud,
but the cut ones are every one rotten, where-
fore I consider it to be folly in any one to plant

cut sets in Autiimn or Winter. They cannot
stand much wet ^vithout rottin?. nor can they
endure much dry weather, as then by losing the
water which forms a great part of their struc-

ture, they equally become inert from vs-hat is

termed dn,- rot. so diat either too early or too
late planting does not suit them, but as stated by
a correspondent in last week's Gazette just

^vhen they naturally begin to sho\\- signs of vege-
tating. Of course it is clearly proved tliat as
far as the safetj- of the seed goes vi-hole tubers
may be set at any time by a Uttle care being
paid to the m;inner ofputting them in the ground,
althoueb. if to remain long in the earth, they
should be carefully selected tree from cracks or
blemishes, for otherwise they would share the
fate of the cut ones.

[John Thomas, Wem, Salop.

Expeditious mode of planting Potatoes.—{From the Farmers' Gazette.)—SiR: I see in
tliis day's paper a remark regarding a speedy
way of planting Potatoes; and as I have planted,
in ten days, twenty-rvvo English acres, which I
think good work, I give you my plan :

—

I have the field first cleared of weeds, and
harrowed, so as to leave no obstacle in the ^vav.
I keep seven horses at work : two opening and
clo.siug drills as fa.st as they can go. the other
five drawing out manure and seu (the manure
being principally in the field.) I put two men
to assist the cart-men in filling tlie carts, so as to
occasion no delay. I keep also two men ia tlie

field, to as-sist in unloading, one working at each
hind corner of the cart. The driver, standing
in the cart, with his grape (fork) throws the dung
into the middle drill—the Uvo others manuring
their respective drills on each side of him.

—

Three drills are thus dunged, while the horse is

slowly moving onwards. After them I have
three women spreading the grapefuls thus de-
posited, and three more dropping the Potatoes
about ten inches apart. I have m this way, in
one day, put in neaiiy three English acres-^the
one pair of horses opening and closine. The
great thing is, to have all things ready before
commencing, -so that no time may be lost : and
also to have su85cieut hands, so as' to prevent the
horses from beinsr kept unnecessarilv idle.

Yours, &c. A SLUSCRIBER,

Gypsum in South Carolina.—The Southern
Agriculturist says ' a specimen of Gj-psum
was lately sent to Dr. Gibbes of Columbia, fi-om
Mr. Insraham's on Cooper river. It resembles
the ^^ psum of the Paris basin.

The Atmosphere op Hot-houses.—I am
astonished that so great a portion of the horti-
cultural ^^ orld should still be content with the
capricious and uncertain degree of atmospheric
humidity in the great majority of hothouses of
the present day. We hear of nice little flanges
or covers, of about an inch in depth, being cast,

it may be with the piping : and which the hot-
water man, of course, deems perfection, but
which I consider play-tliiugs ; and we some-
times hear of sudden deluges of steam being
shot, as it ^vere, from a 48-pounder. into the at-

mosphere of the house, which, for die space of
half an hour, casts a London fog completely into

the shade : and this is what is called following
Nature, whilst both are equally unnatural.

—

^^^lat is ^vauted for vegetation in general, is an
immunity from excessive humidity, as well as
from fitfal drouth. I am quite of opinion that
no invention will ever excel, for simplicitj-.and
elSciency. a cemented brick trench, with the
bottom jjipe resting on it. and a permanent
source of water in a cistern overhead, ^vith a
tap to run into the trench. The bottom, or re-

turn pipe, is seldom more than from 90= to 110'=

in most hot-water apparatus, and this imbedded
in -vvater, or partially so. ^^ill produce humidity
sufficient for any orchidaceous or other hot-house.
Houses supplied in this w&y possess an atmo-
sphere exactly resembling a genial evening in
May, and the only hygrometer \vanted to prove
this is the nose of a tliorough practical man. In
addition tn this, I am of opinion that there should
be apertt&es in the front wall, open night and
day. and capable of graduation; this was long
since recommended by the late Mr. Knight By
means of these the air will be in constant circu-
lation, preventing stagnation on the one hand,
and preser4-ing a due proportion of the constitu-
ent and vi\-if\-ing gases of the natural atmo-
sphere on the otlier. Red-spider and such like
pests wiU be seldom seen in such structures,
pro\-ided a clever sy.^tem of potting (founded on
tlie permeability of the soil to the atmosphere,
by means of thorough drainage, and the free use
of undecomposed turf, with its native texture.)
be conjoined with it These from wall aper-
tures, or ventilators, should enter iust over the
piping, if possible : the effect of which would
be to carry the artificially moistened atmosphere
tlirongh the whole body of the house. By the
flange or other mode (in which sudden deluges
of pipmg hot steam is produced) tlie furious
steam is carried immediately to the roof of the
house, where, of course, it is condensed, and
descends in drip ; and the greater the difference
betvveen the outer and inner atmospheres the
greater is the amount of drip, and consequentiv
the greater is the drj-ness of tlie atmosphere be-
low, especially if die fitful cause of steam be-
come suddenly short of supply. Althonsh I ad-
vocate a constant source of pure air from the
front, I would have the glass roof if possible, as
close as a Ward's Case : and now diat the duty
is to be removed from glass. I make no doubt
we shall soon be enabled'to bid defiance to both
leakage and hailstones. Of course. I would
have ample ventilators at the back, to be used
in cases of necessity : these, however, in sener-
al are mere wasters" of heat and moisture. "Ver\
different is the office of the front apertures.

[R. Errinston.

Grafting the Chestnut on the Oak.—
In the department of Correze. an oak. engraft-
ed eidit years ago with the che.stuut. has" pro-
duced at length chestnuts of a good quahtv.
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Feeding of Animals.—Hay is the kind of

fodder most frequently used, and may be con-

sidered almost as the normal food of those ani-

mals which are of the most importance in the

farm. It is on this account that it may conve-

niently be taken as a standard by which other

kinds of vegetable food may be compared. The
quality, liowever, of liay varies extremely ; our
standard, therefore, must be good meadow hay.

It appears, from the analysis I have made at va-

rious periods, that in the state in which it iscon-

Bumed it contains from 1 to 1^ per cent, of

azote. As, however, the determination of its

nutritive value is of great importance, I shall

point out the mode of proceeding, in order to

obtain specimens representing as fairly as pos-

sible the mass from wlience they are taken.

—

The method is applicable to other kinds of fod-

der. Hay is composed of four distinct parts,

each of which has a very different nutritive value.

It is of consequence, then, that in a specimen
taken for the determmatiou of the azote it con-

tains, each of these parts should be properly

represented. I distingush in hay—1, the woody
stems ; 2, the slender straws or stems to which
the leaves were attached ; 3, the leaves, flowers,

and seeds. A small portion of hay is taken and
carefidly sorted, and the parts are weighed sep-

arately. In a specimen of strong meadow hay,

made in 1841, 1 found

—

lbs. drachm.'!.

Woody stems 2,404 Taken for analysis, 680
StravFS or verj' slender
stems 8,493 " " 239

Flowers, leaves, and a
few seeds 1,764 " " 497

Mixture analj'sed 1,416

My analysis gave

—

Azote, per cent 1.19

Contract hay for Parisian Caralry, 1840 1.21

Hay ti-om Alsace of 1&3.5 1.04

1837 1.15

Mean of four samples, in the state in which it is

consumed 1.15

In this state it contains from 11 to 12 per cent,

of moisture, which is dissipated by desiccation.

Since albumen, caseum, and vegetable gluten,

contain 16 per cent, of azote, the animal matter

(or flesh) may be estimated at 7.2 per cent. Hay
does not, however, alwaj"s present this quantum
of azote ; that, for instance, from marshy land

contains liecidedly less. Some, on the contrary,

is more rich in the animal principle. The same
hay vi'ill give a larger proportion if the woody
stems which it contains be removed. The second
crop is generally more nutritious than the first,

as we have often proved at Bechelbronn ; but it

is considered, I know not why, to be less fit for

horses. Perhaps this ari.ses from its being more
liable to be more or less spoiled in the stack, in

consequence of its being made in damper
weather.

A second crop e.ive on analysis - . 2 per cent of azote.

A choice sample ofthe first quality 1.29 " "

Hay divested of the greater part

of the woody stems, and con-
Bisting principally of bottom.. 2.1 " "

These examples arc sufficient to prove that,

in considering the substitution of other food for

hay, attention must be paid to the quality. In

the table which I have prepared, I have taken,

as the basis of the equivalents, ordinary meadow
hay, containing 1.15 per cent, of azote and 11

per cent, of water. The importance of a table
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of equivalents, as regards different kinds of
food, is duly appreciated by all agriculturists;

and great thanks are due to those who have
taken pains to arrive at a knowledge of their

relative value. The mode of using such tables

is very simple. The numbers placed below the
value of hay indicate the weight which may be
substituted for 100 lbs. of hay. For instance,

according to Block, 366 Ib.s. of caiTots may be
substituted for 100 lbs. of meadow hay. Ac-
coiding to Pabst, 60 lbs. oats=100 lbs! hay.

—

Would we then substitute Jerusalem artichokes
for 3.3 lbs. of oats, which form part of the food
of a horse, we find in the table 60 lbs. of oats=
274 lbs. Jerusalem artichokes, whence we con-
clude that it will require 15 lbs. of the tubers to

compen.sate the above named weight of oats.

—

A certain knowledge of the relative value of
food may be of real benefit in niral economj-, as
it may guide the farmer in his determination of
what kind of diet is the most profitable. Sup-
pose, for example, 165^ lbs. of potatoes to be
worth lOd. in the market, when 220| lbs. of hay
is worth 5.-;. Then, if we admit, in accordance
with theory, that 220i lbs. of hay=695 of the tu-

bers, it is clear, on comparing the price of these
equivalents, that there is a Cfmsiderable advan-
tage in buying potatoes, for the 695 lbs. of pota-

toes would cost only 3s. 6d. At this price it

would be beneficial to the farmer to sell his hay
and replace it with potatoes. The equivalents
which I have deduced from the analysis of vari-

ous kinds of food agree in most cases ^\ith the

numbers assigned by practical men ; sometimes,
on the contrary, they differ remarkably. It must,
hov^'ever, be observed, that the equivalents of
practical writers exhibit differences of the same
nature. Schnee and Thaer give as the equiva-
lent of 100 lbs. of hay 666 lbs. of w-heat .straw,

whereas Flotow gives 175 lbs. According to

Meyer, 290 lbs. of tumips^lOO lbs. of hay,
whereas Middleton gives 800 as the equivalent,
a result which accords with that of theory.

—

Block gives 30 as the equivalent of peas, \\hile

Thaer, who is quite as high an authority, gives
66. The same agriculturist gives 460 as the
equivalent of mangel-wurzel, wliile Pabst and
Meyer give 250, and M. de Dombasle 261.

—

Making every allowance for the difficulties of
the subject, it is hard to account for these great
discrepancies. As regards the marvellous agree-
ment which the practical results frequently pre-

sent, one cannot but be convinced that authors
have often silently transcribed the results ob-
tained previou.sly by others. It is often impos-
sible to decide whether the data of agricultural

vi'orks are original or merely transcriptions.

—

Every one at all acquainted with experiments
will at once decide that 11 isolated observers
can never have arrived in the case of Lucerne
hay at the exact equivalent of 90, or that five

have obtained preciselj' 600 for Cabbages.
[BouEsingault.

Manure for Onio.ns.—I have always suc-

ceeded in the follo\\'ing way, beini? the surest

and most economical :—Take off about 4 inches
of the earth on the surface, the length and width
of your bed, so that the ground under be sohd.
Spread stable-dung well over, about 4 inches in

thickness, and then cover the same over with
the earth taken from the surface. Sow your
seeds rough, and you are almost sure ofan abund-
ant crop ; and the land is the best for parsnips
and carrots the following year.

[R. F. J., Ottery
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Agricultural Journals,—We should be

glad to give in an early number, a list of all the

Agricultural papers in the Union—their place

of publication and terms. The matter of " ex-

changes " is one entirely under the control of

the Publishers of the Farmers' Library, and

they instruct us to say, that they will be happy

to exchange with all Agricultural Magazines

and Periodicals, without reference to difference

of price. Should any of our cotemporaries

deem themselves obliged by this offer, they will

best know how to make that feeling apparent.

The wish is to maintain with them, a rivalry,

only in doing good to each other and to the

connlry.

Washington's Letters on Agriculture.
—We cannot do better than employ the words
of a much esteemed colleague, the Editor of the

New-England Farmer, who says of these

letters

:

" Everj- thing that emanated from the pen of
this illustrious man, has a sacred value to all

true Americans. His letters on Agriculture,
addressed to Sir John Sinclair, have recently
been published by Franklin Knight, of Wash-
ington City, in a style that renders their posses-
sion peculiarly desirable by every American
fiirmer, and, indeed, by all Americans—the
letters being engraved from the original, and
being perfect fac similes of Washington's
hand-writing. This mere fact of itself, renders
the letters of great value to tlie American
public."

To the above we add a single suggestion or

inqnirj-—whether it might not be well to place

these letters in the common schools of the coun-

try, were it only to familiarize the rising gene-

ration with the autograph of the Pater PatriiB,

and the better to impress on it from such
high authority, his sentiments as expressed in

one of his letters to Sir Arthur Young :

" The more I am acquainted with Agricultu-
ral affairs, the better I am pleased with them

;

insomuch, tliat I can no where find so great satis-

faction as in their innocent and useful pursuits.

NOTICES or NEW BOOKS,
Even if we had time to read and to write

critical notices of the books which may be laid

on our table ; we are not sure that it would not

better comport with justice to the author, and
with the interest of tlie publishers, to make
these notices descriptive, rather than critical

;
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only giving our readers an inkling of their con-

tents, and leaving them to judge how far the

subjects as thus indicated, invite further ac-

quaintance with the work. On this principle

we shall proceed, and even for this we have not

room in this number to notice all tho.se which
have come latest to hand. The following is a

most captivating title of one scarely dry from

the press of Messrs. Wiley & Puiuanf, from an
author of well established reputation.

The Fruits and Fruit Trees of America; Or,
The Culture, Propagation and Management, in the
the Garden and Orchard, of Fi-uit Ti'ees generally,
vrith de.scriptiona of all the finest varietiea of Fmit,
native and foreign, cultivated in this Coumrj\ By
A. J. Downing.

We have not had time to examine it, but who
need fear to enlist under such a flag and flag-

bearer ?

5^^ Several works from those eminent pub-
lishers of Philad. Messrs. Lea & Blanchard,
have been kindly forwarded through Mes.srs.

Wiley & Putnam. These appear to have
been either edited or authored, by Mr. J. S.

Skinner, and as that gentleman is a near rela-

tive of ours, we do not feel at liberty to speak
as fully of them, as otherwise we might do.

One is an American edition of

YouATT ON THE HoRSE.—In this case, more
than 60 pages have been added by Mr. S. partly

on tne American Trotting Horse, besides an
elaborate essay on the natural historj- and uses

of the Ass and the Mule.

Clater on the Diseases of Horses, by the

same author, editor and publishers, is a smaller

work. Speaking of them both, the American
Editor in his preface, referring to the merits of
the English copies, says: " The two are adapt-

ed to meet the demands of the scholar and the

groom
; the former (Youatt on the Horse) claim-

ing a place in the Library of ever>- gentleman,

as this one should should be found for daily

reference in every stable, along with the curry-

comb and the brush." Yet another volume, by
and from the same parties.

Diseases of Sheep and Cattlk.—To this Mr.
Skinner, has appended a treati.se on the Econ-
omy and value of Oxen, for farm labor, with
hints and illustrations for breaking, gearing, &c.

The Sportsman and his Dog, by J. S.

Skinner, is the la.st, and verj- recently from the

same publishers. The author attempts to justi-

fy his avowed partiality for the canine race.
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when of established and pure lineage, by citing

the example of illustrioiis men. To other great

names he might have added that of the immort-

iil Linnaeus, who say.s, among otlier things, "he

is the most faitliful of all creatures ; dwells with

man ; fawns on his returning lord ;
hears not in

his memory the stripes he miiicts upon him
;

nuis before him on his journey ; looks back at a

cross-way, and seeks obediently that which is

lost; holds watch by night; aimounces tlie ap-

proach of any one. and guards the property."

"The Farmer's and Emigrant's Hand-

book," is an acceptable offering, from the prolific

press of Messrs. D. Appleton & Co. distinguish-

ed for discrimination and enterprise in "their

Une." It has already gone to a second edition, and

ought to be valuable,—" comprising the clearing

of the forest and prairie land—gardening—fann-

ing generally—fan-ieiy—cookery—and the pre-

vsn'ion and aire of diseaites !" All these guide

books, by the bye, seem to take it for granted,

that everj- man fi-oni abroad, is to wend his way

to the far West ; as if there were not millions

of acres of uncultivated land left in the "old

thirteen!" We wish the Southern people

would take measures to let Europeans know

that there is such a water as the Chesapeake

Bay, and such a region as the mountain sides

and mountain vallies of cheap and rich land, in

a climate so healthy as to need no books to teach

either prevention or cure ;—where there are no

fevcrs,and where none die ofconsumption e.xcept

Doctors ! If they will provide a conveyance

to these lands, and employ a certain " writer,

under the signature of William Darby," to

write a " guide book," the New-York public

works will no longer cany all the emigrants

that come to America, through to the lakes on

their way to Oregon.

ly Bocissingault's Work o^ Rural

Economy has been well reprinted by D. Apple-

ion & Co., and is without doubt a work which

well illustrates the existence of- a highly im-

proved taste in what concerns the science and

the literature of Ag-riculture. True, " Mr. Geo.

Law, Agi-iculturist," repudiates the translation,

as not being genuine ; but, bating any want of

literal accuracy, or nicety in the translation, the

book conUiins a ma«s of very valuable informa-

tion for every Fanner who desires to keep pace

with the progress of scientific development in all

that is connected with his pursuit and chief bu-

siness in life.

^., To Mr. S. S. Randall, General Deputy

Sni.erint.;ndcnt of the Common Schools of New-

York, we are much indebted for a copy of his

clear and admirable " Digest of the Common

School System," and for the Report of the

Superintendent of Common Schools for
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1845, no less for the manner than the matter of

tlie offering. Well dofcs this volume accomplish

the "design" of the author, as thus announced

in the preface :

—

"A historical sketch of the origin and progress

of the system from its inception to the present

period, accompanied by a brief e.xpo.sitiou of its

present condition, has been annexed to the

work, with the design of rendering it more ac-

ceptable as well to our own citizens as to those

of other portions of the Union, who may feel an

interest in tracing the gradual advancement of

our legislation on this important subject, and in

ascertaining the prominent features of our sys-

tem, as moulded by the succes.«ve improve-

ments consequent upon an experience of nearly

forty years."

With the concuiTence and hoped-for aid of

Mr. R., we shall use these volumes in a manner

which may serve to assist the particular efforts

of true philanthropists in other States where en-

deavors are beginning to be made to establish

general and practical systems of education—

a

matter which is never to be lo.st sight of in all

plans for the improvc7nent of the AgricuUvre of

the Stales. For as surely as the continued fer-

tility of land depends on the naUire of the sub-

stratum, .so surely does the .success of every

scheme for meliorating the condition of any

people, in any and in all their branches of in-

dustr\% as well as in their morals, depend on

their being well instructed in all that pertains

to the occupations on which they are to rely for

their support. An ignorant people can never

be a prosperous one ; they are ever liable to

be abused, for there are always demagogiies

and hj-pocrites on the lookout, ready " booted

and spurred " to ride them.

It shall not be our fault, aacording to our poor

ability, if the AgriculUiral class does not get its

share of knowledge of ^^hat science is discov-

ering and experience putting in practice for

their benefit.

Vegetable Silk.—The latitude of Tripoli, in

Barbary, whence this plant was received, is

3-2^ 51' 50" North, longitude 13= 11' 4?" East of

Greenwich.

The general result of the meteorological ob-

ser\-ations which accompanied the paper on

Vegetable Silk was, first, as to Rain : The ag-

gregate for the year was 18-05 inches, and the

writer says that in fourteen years' residence

there he does not recollect ever seeing a long-

continued rain, nor a day of " entire cloudiness."

As to Heat, the maximum was in July 106^

Fahrenheit; the minimum 42^ in Januarj-.

There are other meteorological \-iew8 pre-

sented in this table, such as observations on the

Winds and Currents, which may piove in-

teresting to Professor Silliman, Mr. Espy and

others, whose researches have contributed to
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give ns a name and a standing among the Sa-

vans of the world.

We are aware of the resemblance of thia plant

to our 6jnimou Milkweed, (Asclepins tubcrosa)

It is probable that it is of the same class and

order, viz. : Gynan(lria,pcntagynia; but the

species, and even the genu.s, is undoubtedly

different. The Asdcpias gi-ows abundantly in

our fields, and seems most to afi'ect light and

arid soils. The Silk Plant would be likely to

flourish in the same situations, though it is

doubtful if the climate of our Northern, or even

Middle States would be sufficiently congenial to

it, to make its ciilture there an object worthy of

attention. We should be glad to see the ex-

periment fairly tried in tlie Southern portions of

our country.

GRE.4.T Sale of Cattle at Albany.—We
are glad, on every account, to learn, by the

following from the New-York Express, that

Mr. Prentice's gi-eat sale of Short-Horn.s was

well attended. From Mr. Allen, of the Ameri-

can Agriculturist, viho was in attendance, and

who has done much to> spread a knowledge of

die fine properties of the Short-Horns, we shall

doubtless have a more particular account of the

sale. We hope this measure on the part of Mr.

Prentice docs not indicate the withdra'wal of

the liberal countenance he has given to one of

the most important branches of Agricultural

economy :

" The entire herd of Short-Homed Cattle of
E. P. Prentice, Esq., of Albany, was sold in that

city on tlie asth in.st. The cows were sold from
*225 to $100; heifers in proportion. There
was a great deal of interest attending the sale,

which shows that the spirit for Agriculture is

wide awake in this State."

Since -writing the above, we have received

the following, from a con-espondent in Albany.

It >vill be seen tliat the cows averaged nearly

tlSO. It is to be hoped that those into whose
hands tliis fine stock has fallen wiU keep them
in a manner that shall do justice to their breed

and breeder

:

Citizen Office, Albany, June 25.

The interest excited by the sale of the entire
herd of improved Short Horned Cattle of E. P.
Prentice, Esq., of tiiis city, brought a host of
visiters to the sale.

Annexed is a summary of the sales with the
names of the purchasers, made up from the cata-
logue of the auctioneers, Joshua I. Jones &
Parke.

Names. Piirchnscrs. Residence. Price.
Flora, cow. Imp J. B. Nott Albany Co. .$1.50
Ciity, heifer W. S. Parker . .Brooklyn ... 100
Calf of Flora "

.. " ... 40
Miss Rose, cow J. S. 'Wheoler. .Tlyde Park. . 140
Roan heifer Wm. Kelly Rhinebeck. . 70
Catharine, cow M. Bates New-York . . lO.")

Balize, bull calf Green .. 53
Matilda, claimed by tlie owner.
Pnowball, cow Smith I.onj Island. lOO
Nun, cow Wm. Kelly Rhiuobcck.. 110
Melieea, cow A\'. S. Parker . . Brooklj-n ... 120
Caroline, cow, parsed.
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Cora, cow J. McNaughton. Albany 125
Meg, heifer Wra. Kelly Rhinebeck. . 65
Tyro, buU calf J. B. Nott Albany 55
Baisy, cow '.Dr. McNaughton " 105
Nell, cow M. Bates New-York . . 225
Diana, cow J. W. Bishop ..Wash. Co... 1,55

Tecumseh, bull J.Parker Brooklyn.. . 200
Betty, calf Wm. Kelly Rhinebeck.. 55
Swally, cow, claimed by owner.
Ciilf of Dutchess 30
Rover, heifer D. P. Douw . . .Albany 70
Charlotte, cow J. W. Bishop . .Wash. Co. . . 190
Calf of Fairfax J. H. Prentice 55
Ada, cow R. H. Green 170
Calf of Ada W. S. Parker. . Brooklj-n ... 45
Juda, heifer E. S. Prentice 250
Duke, allowed to owner.
Appolonia, cow J. P. Erayton . .Albany 160
Louisa, cow R. H. Green 150
Burley, heifer V. P. Douw Albany 80
Splendor, cow W. J. Parker ..Brooklyn.. . 190
Pegg}', cow J. P. Brayton . .Albany" 200
Peggy 2d, calf V. P. Douw Albany 110
Ramble, heifer W. J. Barker 75
EslciTille, claimed by owner.
Jenny, cow E. H. Smith 105
Jilt, heifer Wm. KeUy Rhinebeck .. 60
Calf of Jenny J. T. Walker . . Ohio 25
Aurora, cow J. B. Nott Albany 145
Timour, bull calt... M.J. Hays Canada 80
Calf of Aurora J. T. Walker. ..Ohio 75i
Dora, not sold.

Miss Smith, cow...P. W. Tuthill 80
Faufax,buU W. J. Parker 205

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
Engli.sh Agricultural journals give general

reports of weather and of crops, with the ut-

most confidence in their accuracy—as for in-

stance in the last number received of the Mark-
Lane Express, the editor pronounces the then
growmg crop of wheat to be the most promis-

ing throughout the kingdom within the recollec-

tion of the oldest inhabitant. How impractica-

ble is it, for obvious reasons, to give such re-

ports, with any thing like the same particularity

in this country ! Look at the difference in the

size of the area, over which our diversified

crops are growing. Virginia alone for instance,

has an area, about one-third larger than Eng-
land. The State of Ohio contains 8,000 square

miles more than Scotland. From Augusta in

Maine to New-Orleans is about 200 miles more
than from London to Constantinople. We
think, however, we may venture to state that

the wheat crop of 1845 in tlie United States

will prove to be more than an average one.

The accounts from Maryland and Virginia are

very favorable. A cool and dry Spring has

usually been found favorable to that grain.

—

Mo.st apprehension had been felt about the crops

in Ohio, but Batehani's Ctdtivator of the 15th

ult. says that recent .xhowers had greatly im-

proved the jirospccts for wheat and com, so that

the yield of wheat '• may be as great, if not

gr<>ater, than for .several years past," and has no
doubt the crop of com will prove at least an
average one. The crops of Ohio must have an
important bearing on the general average of the

country, seeing that her product in 1840. of
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wheat, was 17,979,647 bushels, and Indian corn

35,552,161.

But what a sombre picture comes up to us
from the South. We must hope it ia over-

charged. The Charleston Courier publishes the

following extract from a letter, dated Fairfield

District, 14th instant:

" Over my parched and naked fields drouth
has reigned and does reign supreme. My once
verdant fields of small grain have withered and
died under the ravages of the chinch bug ; my
dwarfish and sickly com is threatened with an-
nihilation from the same cause ; my pastures
are ash-beds ; my water courses sand-beds ; and
my cotton barely rears its puny head above the
scorched earth. When employed at my busi-

ness, devasted oat fields, blighted com, and
stinted cotton sicken my heart. When I stroll

to uncultivated fields, famished hogs and stag-

gering cattle are my comforters. Clouds pass
over, thunder rolls, but all ends in mockery.

—

Hope has been defen-ed till I have lost all ac-

quaintance with it. It would seem inevitable

that I must not only fail to make my bread, but
that the whole country around must share my
fate.

A Rich Morsel foii American Chkese
Mo.SGERS.—From that truly national and de-

servedly popular periodical, Hunt's Merchants'

Magazine, we derive the following interesting

item :

American Cheese Exported into Great Britain.

From Europe. From America. Total.
Years. Cwts. Cwts. Cwts.
1841, 254,995 15,154 270,149
1842 16.5,614 14,098 179,712
1843, 136,998 42,312 179,310
1844, 160,654 53,115 213,769

The Liverpool Times says :
" To our American

friend.s, we say, send to this country nothing
but a good article, introduce more color into it,

and we are sure that in another year England
will use four times the quantity of its previous
consumption. We shall also be pleased to find

that the manufacturer and exporter get a larger
share of the prices for which it is .sold in Eng-
land. The writer of this has now upon his

table an American Cheese equal to the cele-

brated ' Stilton,' for which 25 cents per pound
is obtained, while this excellent ' American ' is

sold at 13 cents, only."

PRICES CURRENT.
[Correcled for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture-I

ASHES—Pots, Ist sort ^ 100 Iti. 3 R7i®
Pearls, 1st sort 4 25 ®

BEESWAX—American Yellow —
29.J®— 30

CANDLES—Mould, Tallow..^ ffi... — 9 @— 11

Sperm, Eastern and City — 27 ®— 29
COTTON—From — 5 ®— 9i
COTTON BAGGING—American... — 14 @
CORDAGE—American ® tb. — 11 ®— 12
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shmings,f)'y. — 5 @— II

Sheetings — 6i®— 12i

FEATHERS—American, live — 26 ®— 30
FLAX—American — 6V®— 7

FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbL 4 62i®
lYoy 4 56JS>
Michigan 4 50 ® 4 56t
Ohio, "Hat hoop 4 50 ® 4 561
Ohio, Hayivood &. Venice 5 37i® 5 50
Ohio, via New-Orieans 4 25'® 4 37i

Pennsylvania 4 75 ® 4 87^^

Brandywine 4 871®
Georgetown ^... 4 75 ® 4 87J^

Baltunore City Mills ". . . . 4 75 ®
Richmond City MiUs 6— ®650
Richmond Countiy 4 75 ®
AlexMidria, Petersburg, &c 4 75 ®
Rye Flour 3 — ® 3 25
Com Meal, Jersey and Brand 2 31i® 2 56i
Com Meal, Brandywine hhd, 11 75 ®

GRAIN—Wheat, Western..^ bush. — 95 ® 1 06
Wheat, Southern — 95 ® 1 —
Rye, Northern — 64 @
Com, Jersey and North ... (raeas.) — 47 ®— 48

Com Southern (measure) — 44 ®
Com, Southern (weight) — 45 ®— 46

Barley, Westem — 50 ®— 52
Oats, Northern — .38 ®— 40
Oats Southern — 32 ®— 33

HAY—North River bales — 45 @— 62|

HEMP—American, dew rotted... ton 85 — ®95 —
water rotted 120 —®182 50

HCr.S—Ist sort, 1845 — 12i®— 15

IRON—American I'ig, No. 1 35 — ®37 50
" Common |32 50 ®35 —

LIME—Thomaston %> hhl. — 85 ®— 90

LUMBER—Boards, N.R., ^M. ft. cb-. 30 — ®35 —
Boards, Eastern Pine 10 — ®11 —
Boards, Albany Pine ^pce. — 7 ®— 17

Plank. Georgia Pine ^M. ft. 33 — ®.35 —
Heading. White Oak ^M. ®45 —

(112)

Staves, White Oak, pipe

Staves, White Oak, hhd
Staves, White Oak, bbl

Staves, Red Oak, hhd
Hoops
Scantling, Pine, Eastern
Scantling, Oak
Timber, Oak ^ cubic foot

Timber, White Pine

lumber, Georgia Yellow Pine
Shingles, 18 in <^ bunch
Shingles, Cedar 3 feet, 1st quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality.

Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet

Shingles, Company
MUSTARD—American
NAILS—Wrought, 6d to 20d

Cut, 4d to 4Ud
PLASTER PARIS—^ ton
PROVISIONS—Beef, M., newf bbl.

Beef. Prime, new
Pork, Mess, Ohio, old and new....
Pork, Prime, Ohio, old and new.

.

Lard, Ohio ^ IB.

Hams, Pickled
Shoulders, Pickled

Sides, Pickled

Beef Hams, in Pickle ^ bbl.

Beef, Smoked ^ ft.

Butter. Orange County
Butter, Westem Dairy
Butter, ordinary
Cheese, in casks and boxes

SEEDS-Clover !> ft.

Timothy F tierce

Flax, Rough
Flax. Clean

SOAP—N. York, Brown ^O' ft

.

T.4LLOW—American, Rendered. .

.

TOBACCO—Virginia ® ft

.

North Carolina
Kentucky and Missouri

WOOL—Ame. Saxony, Fleece,^' ft.

American, P"ul! Biood Merino
American h and i Merino
Americiui Native and i Merino. ..

Superlinc. Pulled

— ®—
— ®—
— ®26
— ®30
— ®16
— ®35
25 ®—
18 ®—
35 ®—
50 ® 2— ®24— ®22— ®17
— ®16— ®13
— ®30
16 ®—
10 ®—
4i®—— ® 3
75 ® 9
75 ® 6
75 ®13
75 ®10
7i^®—
6JS—
4.1®—
6 ®—
— ®12
8 ®—

14 @—
11 ®—
10 ®—
6 ®—
6 @—

50 @12
50 ® 8— ®—
3'.®—
7 ®—
2i®—
2i®—

- 2i@-
36 ®—
32 ®—
27 ii—
24 ®—
31 ®—

31

12}

5J-

7i
5}
5
5}
38
34
28
26
32
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LADY SUFFOLK.

A DISSERTATION ON HORSE BREEDING, AND ON THE TROTTING HORSE OF THE U. STATES.

Ah! What is this we have here? says the

Btaid and sober farmer, as, on coming in from

his daily round, he puts aside his sombrero, and

takes up the Farmers' Library, to beguile

tlie time, while the thrifty housewife is spread-

ing his frugal repast. ^Vhat do I see ? Lady
Suffolk ! the cynosure of all observers ; the

very pink and Fashion of the day on evei-j'

Trotting Theatre ! And is it then a part of the

design of a work which is offered for our in-

struction and amusement, to encourage and

illustrate such diversions ? No ! good reader,

not at all ! There is, says the good book itself, a

time for all things, as there is a place for all

things; and the place for all field amusements,

in our country, is the " Spirit of the Times."

Far fiom wishing to poach on the manor of our

friend Porter much rather viould we assist in

stocking it with choice game—but who besides

Neptune can wield his own Trident ! Who
but himself, wear the armor of Achilles ! and

besides, as we well remember, he did once

come very near taking the wind out of our sails^

w^hereupon we surrendered to his management
and direction, the whole field of rural sports,

and have ever since most heartily wished that

his success might only equal his spirit,—may he

never be at a loss for the where, and the where-

withal, to wet his line and his—whistle ; and
may he never thro\v fly, without hooking a

trout.

No, gentle, sedate, and courteous reader ; we
have been at some trouble and expense to pro-

cure and offer j'ou a portraiture of Lady Suffolk,

for the sake of presentirig to the eye of the prac-

tical fanner, as well as the amateur of horse

flesh, who may or may not be horse breeders,

tlie true foi-m and points, as nearly as the arts at

(173) 5

our command would enable us ; of an animal the

most distinguished in that form of action, the

trot, which of all equestrian paces deserves to

be regarded as the 7nost useful in the business

of life ; unless it be, what he " of Roanoke " de-

nominated, the " long slouching walk of the

blood horse in the plow."

Although, as may be seen in our edition of

" YouATT AND Skinner on the Horse," pub-

lished by Lea & Blanchard of Philadelphia, we
had given accounts of many of Lady Suffolk's

most distinguished feats, we had never had the

pleasure to see her until today,nor, that we
remember, had we inquired particularly, cer-

tainly not successfully, into her genealogy. But
seeing how she had gone, both the pace and
the distance, we never doubted, that whenever
it should be traced, it would be found to be of

high aristocratic blood. Hence, when we came
now, as in duty bound, to look into her lineage, it

occasioned not the least surprise to find it tracing

through more than one stream, directly to the

fountain of so much that is superexcellent in

horseology—to wit : to the loins of old Messen-

ger himself f In truth, when we reflected on
her birthplace—Long-Island—and came to sec

her veins so well defined—her apparently hard
bone—her large, open jaws—prodigious muscu-
lar development, and yet more, her grey color,

and the way she carries her age, we should

have been disappointed not to find at her heart

something of the same strain of blood that

confen-ed similar power on her near i-elatives,

Mamhrino and Ahdalla—son and grandson of

Messenger

—

trotters and the getters of trotters.

According to the best information we have
been able to get, Lady Suffolk was by Engi-
neer, a grey horse, he out of a mare whose
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pedigree is not remembered, but " was under-

stood to be a blooded mare "—Engineer was
by Engineer, said to be an uncommonly fine

horse, and by Messenger. Lady Suffolk's dam,

was a dark bay or brown mare, by TJow Quixote,

grey horse, and he again by Messenger.

Lady Suffolk was bought (when four years

old, and when she was yet barefooted

and hardly briJle-'wise, having never then

looked through a collar) by David Bryan, Esq,

of Brooklyn, her present ownier—w^ho, "though

laughed at by some, thought he saw something

about her that pleased him." She made her

first appearance about 14 months after he bought

her, on the Beacon Course. She has trotted

many more than fifty matches, appearing at dif-

ferent times at Baltimore, Philadelphia, Ne'w-

York and Boston; -vsinning much oftener than

she has lost, and making the quickest time on

record : doing her mile on tin-ee diflerent occa-

sions, under the saddle, in 2m. 26^s. On the

Centreville Course, she trotted one mile, in a

two mile match, in 2m. 30s., in harness. She

was beaten but once last season, and only once

again tliis season, and that only by a neck. At

Hyde Park, Philadelphia, she ti-otted matched

in hame.ss along-.side of Ripley, two miles in 5

minutes 19 seconds, distancing Hardware and

Apology.

Her owner has taken no measures to test,

accurately, the time in which she can go her

mile, under the saddle ; but would gladly match

her for any reasonable amount, against her

greatest, and the quicke.st time on record—2m.

261s. He thinks, and we do not doubt, that

Lady Suffolk is stiU, like the whole world, in a

state of progress, and has not yet reached her

highest point of capability.

Like all ^vell-b^ed dames, she is remarkably

quiet and gentle ; nothing fussy, impatient, or ill-

tempered about her. Any old woman might

drive her to market, where she might remain in

a wagon unnoticed, except by a man who had

an eye for a good thing.

It is worthy ofnote, to show how accident rules

the destiny of horses as well as men ; that her

sire was for a long time neglected, being put off,

for the most part, with ordinarj', nn.sightly mares,

and tlie way that he was at last reclaimed, and

brought into full relief, was thus : Doctor Bow-
ers, being often sent for, as country phj-sicians

are, on certain pressing emergencies, that won't

stay for any man's convenience, to go in a great

hurry, especially to his female patients, several

times obser%-ed that the messengers sent for him,

rode horses of uncommon po^ver and action

;

and inquuing into their history, was unifonnly

answered that they were by Engineer ; a horse

witli which he had been familiar, and that had

been denied the tip top mares where he .stood,

so that his owTier had .sold him off to distant

(17-4)

parts, in disgust, at his being underrated. On
seeing thus the marks he had left behind, the

Doctor had the sagacity to go or send in search

of him, and tracing him through Connecticut

and Rhode-Island, found him stowed away in

some odd comer in Massachusetts ; and for a

trifle recovered liim and brought him back again,

to enjoy better opportunities of transmitting his

superior qualities, suchasai'e embodied in Lady
Suffolk, and a half sister, standing now in the

next stall to her, at Brookljn—a flea-bitten grey

mare, of the same age, who, though badly spav-

ined, moves witli great speed and pov>er, and

exhibits, in like manner, the remarkable points

that distinguish the Mes.senger stock ; such as

may be, even down to the present generation, at

once detected by quick-sighted connoisseurs of

good cattle.

65,000 have been repeatedly refused for Lady
Suffolk, and tlie probability is, that like other

distinguished performers, she may go to act in

Europe on a theatre, larger, and more remuner-

ating than is to be found in this Democracy.

The point that impressed us most forcibly, at

the first glance, as most stiiking in the physique

of Lady Suflblk was, as before stated, her

wondei-ful muscular display, over the shoulder

and arm—thigh and leg proper—her strong loin

and good share of bone,—all indicating great

strength.

Professor Cliue, of London, one of the most

esteemed wTiters on the art of breeding, and on

the form of animals, remarks, that " muscles

and tendons, which are their appendages, should

be large ; by which an animal is enabled to

travel with greater facility." " The strength of

an animal," he adds, "does not depend on the

size of the bones, but on that of the muscles;

many animals with large bones are weak, their

muscles being small."

In our country we are well satisfied, and it is

probably true as to others, the improvement of

domestic animals, has been much retarded, by
the vulgar persuasion, that the largest males

should be selected, for the purpose of pro-

creation ; a most pernicious en-or ! This fallacy

is the source of the mortification experiehced

by many fanners, who select from their herd

or their flock, or in purchairing give the largest

price for overgrown bulls and rams, witliout

respect to form or familj-, or excellence in par-

ticular points ; and too often give the preference

to stallions blazoned in their handbills, for being

" full sixteen hands and upwards under the

standard." It was not thus that the Collingses

improved the short bonis, or Ellman the South-

downs, or that the general stock of English

horses, has been brought to its admitted excel-

lence. This has been accomplished by success-

ive, and hi most cases judicious crosses, having

frequent recourse, when building up their pre-
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sent superior stock, to foreign crosses. Most

frequently to Barbs, (as the Godolphin.) which is

known to be a race of comparatively small

horses, with thin skin, fine hard bone, and a

great share of muscle.

Many are at a loss to account for the fact, that

English horses have not been benefited by

recent crosses with Arabian stallions, but to us

n seems apparent, that the reason why the

DarUy Arabian, and after him the yet more

celebrated Barb, Godolphin, contributed more

decidedly than any Arabians have done since,

to tlie improvement of their stock, is, tliat tliey

were imported at the very juncture when the

English stock was in a condition to need a cross,

that should impart more muscle and harder

bone, with better wind ; while it should dimin-

ish tlie size and weight of the carcass, which

had been made too heavy and inert, by repeated

rccour.se to Flemish and German blood. On
this point Professor Cliiie is quite explicit :

" the

sreat improvement of the breed of horses in

England, arose from crossing witli those dimin-

nf.ive stallions, Barbs and Arabians: and the

introduction of Flanders Mares into this country

was the source of improvement in the breed of

cart horses : when it became the fashion in Lon-

don to drive large bay horses, the Armors in

Yorkshire put their mares to much larger

stallions than usual, and thus did infinite mischief

to their breed, by producing a race of small

chested, long-legged, large-boned, worthless

animals."

The ill effects here described by the distin-

guished Professor, was the result in our ov\-n

country, of a large " Cleveland bay "' stallion,

imported by the late Robert Pattison of Mary-

land, and sent into Frederick county of that

State. His j-ounger brother, a gentleman of

fortune by inheritance, but a fanner by choice,

and of uncommon sagacity and judgment, would

have foreseen the result of such a cross. No-

where so systematically as on his estate, h.ave

we ever seen so fully carried out and completelj'

illustrated, this important principle in breeding

as already quoted from Professor Cline, that " to

produce the most perfect formed animal, abund-

ant nourishment is necessary from the earliest

period of its existence until its gi-owth is com-

plete." So thoroughly is Mr. P. impressed, too,

with the expediency of getting as much blood-

as you can into the horse of all work, consist-

ently with the weight w-hich is indispensable

for slow and heavy draught, that he seeks to

have as much of it as can be th^•o^vn into his

ploxo and wagon horses. Were the question

doubtful, tlie ai-gumeut must preponderate vihich

is supported by the practice and exporience

of an agriculturist, rare in all countries, who
is ready with his reason for every thing he does,

and " no mistake at that."
|

1175)

Having accomplished their purposes by en-

larging the lungs, and 'impro\'ing the conform-

ation of their species, giving more muscle in

proportion to the mass of flesh to be canied, the

same stallions, from Arabia and Barbary, could

they rise PhoBnix-like from their ashes, could,

probably, not now be employed with the same

beneficial effect in England.

English writers, and among tliem Mr. Aperly,

(Nimrod,) one of the most voluminous and ac-

complished, on field sports, admits the superior-

ity of tlie American Trotter, and as that is

perhaps the only sort of animal, or department,

in which we can lay claim to excellence over

Jolm BuU, in any of tlie properties which give

value to domestic animals ; and as, moreover,

speed in that gait, combined with lasfing7iess,

is a desideratum in horc-es destined as well for

public and private coaches, as for all kinds of

light harness, and quick ti-avehng, it becomes

an interesting inquiry, both to amateurs of the

Horse, and to practical fanners,

—

whence has

resulted the superiority asserted for, and con-

ceded to the American Trotting Horse? Is it

that we possess a particular strain of horses not

to be found in other counhies, not thorough-bred,

but yet of a specific breed, which has been found

or made in America, and which may be kept

separate and distinct from all others, tlie root

whereof is not necessarily to be looked for, like

that of our thorough-bred stock, in the English

Stiid-Book, or in the blood of some Eastern an-

cestor—a breed to which, iu a word, recourse

maybe had as a stock of horses sui generis, and

one that may be rehed upon to supph" fast goers

iu this pace ? Or is it that we owe the number

thai can go their mile under 2.40, to the higher

estimate which is placed on excellence iu that

way, in this country ; and to die greater pains

taken and skill exercised in educating and

training horses to go ahead in the ti-ot ? We
confess that reflection and aO die lights we pos-

sess, lead us to the adoption of this latter theory.

There are various reasons why this propeity

in the horse should be more attended to in this,

than perhaps auj- other countiy. May it not be

referred in some measui-e, to our political mstitu-

tions, as we have already seen, in tlie view which

has been taken [in Skinner and Youatt on the

horse] of the progi-essive improvement of

horses in England, how their qualities have,

from time to time, been influenced and modified

by their field-sports, the state of their roads, the

fonn of their coaches, and changes in their war-

like and agricultural habits and implements?

Under the effect of our political institutions,

which create frequent division of estates, it is

next to impossible tliat there should exist in

America a class of men with sufficient and en-

during wealth, either hereditary or acquireil, to

maintain the costly and magnificent airaiige-



nsests for the sports of the turf and the chase

—

BBch as have for centuries existed in England.

Yet men must have amusements, and those

which are found a-field are at once the most

attractive and salutary.

It may be very safely affirmed, that while

thtxe can exist in this countrj- no permanent

class of men possessing the wealth which affords

&e time, and cherishes the taste, for the more

expensive diversions of the Turf and the Chase
;

it must y-et always abound far beyond all other

countries, under their existing governments, in

citizens of middling and yet easy circumstances,

vnth means enough to indulge in other sports

iijvolving moderate outlay, including the owner-

ship of a good old squin-el gnu ; and the luxury

of a good horse ; and hence the use of both is as

familiar to the great mass of Amej-ican people,

&om their childhood, as it is sti-ange to the com-

mon people of any other countrj' ; except as to

tJie emploj'ment of the horse, in his lowest of-

fices of field-labor and common drudgeiy. No

Southern boy, at least, just entering his teens,

desires better fun than to be allowed to catch

sjod mount any horse in the most distant pas-

ture, and ride him home at the top of his speed,

Tvithout saddle or bridle—and as to the use of

Sre-arms, it was remarked to the writer during

«he Late War with England, both by General

Soss and Admiral Cockbum, that in no country

fcad they ever witnessed any fire so deadly as

that of the American militia, as long: as they

Kould stand ! In tlie towns, there is not a so-

feer and industrious tradesman who cannot ma-

«i&gg to keep his hackney ; and these consider-

ations sufficiently account for the number of re-

^larly constituted Trotting Clubs of easy ac-

cess, with courses that serve as so many nurse-

ries, where the horse is'educated exclusively for

ike trot, and his highest physical capacities

dr&^^^l out in that form. These associations are

<»mposed, for the most part, of respectable and

^dependent meclianics, and others, especially

tiictualcrs, among whom in all times there has

eicisted a sort oi esprit de corps, or monomania

on tliis subject, which leads them to spare nei-

ther pains nor expense to gain a reputation for

«-\'fling a crack goer. This sort of emulation so

jitfects the class, as to have given rise to a com-

mnn saying that "a bv.tcher always rides a

'tr6lter"

According to the theory here maintained, the

•gieat n!/«iJ(r>' of trotters in America that can go

as before said, their mile under 3 minutes, and

file jjoany that do it under 2m. 40g., and even in

sozne cases under 2m. 30s.—as, for instance, in

dte case of Ripton and Confidence, whose per-

formances have given so much gratification to

i^ortsmen, is to be explained in tlie same way

&at we account for tlie great number of superb

hvMters tliat are admitted to abound in England

(176)

above all countries, not excepting our own.

—

There, in every county in the Kingdom, there

are organized " Hunts," with their whippersin,

and huntsmen, and earth-stoppers, and costly

appointments of every kind to accommodate

some fifty or a hundred couple of high-bred

hounds, whose pedigrees are as well preserved

as those of Priam or Longvvaist ; and a wide

district of country is reserved and assigned ex-

clusively to each hunt. Eox-huutiug is there

termed, par excellence, a princely amusement;

and gentlemen of the mo.st exalted rank and

largest fortune take pride in the office of " Mas-

ter of the hounds;" and assuredly, in all the

wide field of manly exercises, none can com-

pare with an English fox or steeplechase, for

union of athletic vigor and daring skill, and

magnificence of equitation ; unless, perhaps, it

were some splendid charge de cavalrie, like

those we used to read of, made by the gallant

MuRAT at a critical moment of the battle, when
he was wont, in his gorgeous uniform and tow-

ering plumes, to fall with his cavalry like an

avalanche upon his adversary, confounding and

crushing him at a blow ! Truly, it would well

be worth a trip across the Atlantic, to see a sin-

gle "turn out" of an English hunt, all in their

fair tops, buckskin smalls, and scarlet coats

—

mounted on hunters that under Tattersall's liam-

mer would command fi-om one to t%vo hundred

guineas ! Imagine such a field, with thirty

couple of staunch hounds, heads up and sterns

down, all in fiiU cry, and wcU away with their

fox!!
" Now, my brave youths,

Flourish the whip, nor spare the galling spur
;

But, in the madness of delight, forget

Your fears. Far o'er the rocky hiUs we range,

And dangerous our course ; but in the brave
Ti"ue courage never fails."

To indicate more strongly the prevalence of

this partiality- for trotting-horses, and emulation

to own the fastest goer, and the number and ex-

tent of associations and arrangements for this

sort of trial and amusement, it need only be

mentioned that the " New-York Spirit of the

Times" contains lists of hundreds of matches

and purses, and of thousands on thousands of

dollars in small purses, won and lost on these

performances on trotting-courses ! A number
of these performances might be given, enough

to show that the excellence which is conceded

to American trotters is not founded on a solitary

achievement or very rare cases, nor to be as-

cribed to the possession of any distinct and pe-

culiar breed of horses ; but is the natural and

common fruit of that union of blood and bone,

which forms proverbially the desideratum in a

good hunter, and of which Ladj' Suffolk pre-

sents a remarkable specimen, with the super-

addition of skillful training, vi7tch practice, and

artful jockeying for tlie trotting course. Who
can doubt that if Hiram Woodmft' wei-e to go



to England, having the run of their hunting-sta-

bles, he might select nags enough which could

soon be made, under his training and consum-

mate jockeyship, to go along with Edwin For-

rest and Lady Suffolk, Ripton, Rattler, Amer-

icas, and the Dutchman ? On this point the

following may be aptly exti-acted from the high-

est authority

—

our Bell's Life in London—to

wit : Porter's Spirit of the Times :

" Nimrod, in ' admitting the superiority of our

Trotting-Horses to the English,' claims that the

English approach very near to the Americans,'

even in this breed of cattle. But there is no
comparison whatever between the Trotting-

Horses of the two countries. Mr. Wheelan,
who took RatlJer to England last season, and
doubly distanced with ease evei-y horse that

ventured to start against him, as the record

sho\%s. informs us that there arc twenty or more
roadsters in common use in this city, that could

conqiete successfully with the fastest trotters on
the Enelish Turf They neither understand the

art of training, driving or riding, there. For
example : some few years since, Alexander waiH

purchased by Messrs. C. &: B. of this city, for a

friend or acquaintance in England. Alexander
\vas a \vell-known roadster here, and was pur-

chased to order, at a lo\v rate. The horse was
sent out and trials made of him ; but so unsuc-
cessful were they, that the English importers
considered him an imposition. ThusJthe matter
stood for a j-ear or more. When 'W' heelan ar-

rived in England, he recognised the horse, and
li'amed the particulai-s of his purchase and sub-

sequent trials there. By his advice the horse
was nominated in a Stake at Manchester (we
bi.'lieve) witli four or five of the best trotters in

England, he (Wheelan) engaging to train and
rid(j him. When the horses came upon the

ground, tlie odds were 4 and 5 to 1 against
Alexander, who won by nearly a qnarter of a
VI lie '. Wheelan says he took tne track at

.'Starting, and widened the gap at his ease—that

near the finish, being surprised that no horse
^vas anywhere near him, as his o^vn had not yet
made a stroke, he got frightened, thinking some
one might outbrush him—that he put Alexan-
der up to his work, and finally won by an im-
mense way—no horse, literally, getting to the

head of the quarter stretch, as he came out at

the winning stand ! The importers of Alexan-
der, at any rate, \vere .so surprised and delighted
at his performance, that they presented Whee-
lan \vilh a magnificent gold timing-watch, and
other valuable presents, and sent Messrs. C. &
B. a superb service of plate, which may be .seen

at any time at their establishment in Maiden-
Lane."

Here it is clearly shown that the comparative

speed of American horses is to be attributed not

to breed, but to management, on which we the

rather insist, as it is to be desired that American

agriculturists, and all breeders and trainers of

horses, should understand and practice upon
some fixed and rational principles, rather than

rely for success on some imaginary strain of

horse.s, of no certain origin or established blood.

After all, \ve have accounts of performimces in

trotting, by English horses, that may be consid-

ered as extraordinai-v as those of our own, when
(177)

allowance is made for the greater value placed,

and the more attention and skill bestowed, upoa
trotters in this country than in that.

The celebrated English ti-otter Archer, de-

scended from old Shields, a remarkably strong

horse and master of fifteen stone, (two hundred

and ten poimds,) trotted his sixteen miles, in a

very severe fi-ost, in less than fifty-five minutes.

In 1791, a brown mare ti-otted in England, on

the Essex road, sixteen miles in fifty-eight min-

utes and some seconds, being then 18 years old
;

and. while we are writing, we learn from aa

official report tliat Lady Hampton, on the Od of

May, 1842, in England, trotted seventeen miles

in 58m. 378. in harness. She was driven by
Burke, of great English trotting celebiity. On
the 13th of October, 1799, a ti'ottiug match wa3
decided over Suubury Common between Mr.

Dixon's brown gelding and Mr. Bishop's grey

gelding, earning twelve stone (one hundred

and sixty-eight pounds) each, which w^as won
by the former in twenty-seven minutes and tea

seconds. A Mr. Stevens made a bet which was
decided 5th October, 1796, thai he would pro-

duce a pair of horses, his own property, tbat

should trot in tandem from Windsor to Hamp-
ton Court, a distance of sixteen miles, witliiB

the hour ; notwithstanding the cross country

road, and great number of turnings, they per-

formed it with ease in fifty-seven minutes aa3

thirteen seconds. Plienomena trotted nineteen

miles in an hour.—These examples are adduced

to show the fallacy of that impression whisb
would lead the public to look to any but the

ti-ue and rational sources of superiority

—

iar

mankind has ever been prone to the marvelona^

prefen-ing to look for all that does not lie on the

surface, to some mysterious influence, uneon-

nected with known and rational causes. The
trotter, according to the distance prescribed as

the mea.sure of his capacity, needs the combina-

tion of form and blood—of bone and of muscle,

which give distinction to the hunter; and the

reason, if it be asked, %vhy the thorongh-trrtd

cannot be relied upon for a hard run over a

rough country, is, that he rarely combines these

requisites, and is, moreover, put to his work
when too young ; but does any one doubt that

Sir Archy, or Timoleon, or Eclipse, or imported

Tranby, or Leviathan, would have made first-

rate hunters or trotters, if, before they were put

to hard work, their frames had been left to ripen,

and their bones and joints and muscles to get

fii-m and solid, and at the same time pliant omA

supple, by gentle and moderately increasing

exercise until five or six years old—for here it

is to be noted that, as to the age at wh ich the

trotter should be put in training, and that at

which he reacheshis maximum ofpower, thoagu

there would seem to be some difference of opin-

ion, all agree that the d'Otter is not in his prime
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until he is eight or nine years old. The Abdal-

lahs, great-grandsous ofold Mcssengei', trot much
younger ; Hiram \V"oodniff—and there can be

no better authority—would commence a horse's

training for the trot at five or six j^ears of age,

giving him light work, ho^vever, but going on

increasing his work from year to year, and ex-

pecting increasing excellence up to nine or ten

years, and with kind usage he might continue

up to this mark for three or four j-ears longer,

and they often last to perform admirably until

after twenty—for example : Columbus, Paul

Pry, Topgallant, &c.

The stoutest horses, of whatever kind or de-

gree of blood, might be expected to give way if

put at three or four, as the race-horse is, into se-

vere training under heavy weights, for trotting-

stakes or the chase ; but on the other hand, with-

out blood to give him wind and courage, what
•would avail his •' bag of bones," in a trial to trot

his hundred miles m ten hours? Johnson, au-

thor of the Sportsman's Cyclopedia—justly es-

teemed high authority on such subjects—^re-

marks that " thorough-bred horses, and particu-

larly those of the best blood, are seldom pos-

sessed of suflBcient bone to render them pre-

eminently calculated for the chase
;
yet I am

free to confess that the very best hunters that

have fallen under my observation have been

remarkably well and very highly bred, but yet

not absolutely thorough-bred." The same re-

mark, it is not doubted, might be made as gene-

rally applicable to our first-rate trotters, at long

distances. The case of Abdallah and Messenger

has been instanced to show that great trotters,

not thorough-bred, may and do hegct trotters;

and hence some would argue that a distinct race

of horses may or does e.xist. But it is to be re-

membered that both Abdallah and Messenger

are sons of Mambrino, son of old Messenger,

and of Messenger mares, though not thorough-

bred
; and nothing is better known by all who

have been in the habit of attending to these sub-

jects, than that the Messenger family is distin-

guished for making first-rate coach-horses

—

quick in ligiit harness, and remarkable for endu-

rance and long life. That Abdallah, therefore,

himself deep in the Messenger blood, should be
himself a trotter and a getter of trotters, only

proves that like begets like ; and that of a dis-

tinct breed, like the thorough-bred horse, cha-

racterized by the possession of general proper-

ties belonging only to and constituting that

breed, there may hs particular families distin-

guished for some peculiar qualities not possessed

in the same degree by other families of the same
breed. Thus we have the three classes of the

English thorough-bred stock, to wit : the Herod,

the Matchem, and the Eclipse, that have sei-ved

as crosses for each other. In like manner, it

may be said of the improved short-horn cattle

—

(1T8)

their general characteristic is early maturity and

propensity to fat, without being generally re-

markable as deep milkers, though tliere are

families of the short-horns esteemed for that

quality. A dash of the blood of old Messenger

imparts high form and action for the State coach,

and the eye of the connoisseur can detect the

signs in a horse in ^\•hose veins flow even one-

eighth of his blood ; so the fact is generally

known lo old gentlemen in the South, and espe-

ciallj' avouched by the Sporting and Agricultu-

ral Society in South Carolina, that the stock of

old Janus (there called Genius) was so remark-

able as road and saddle horses, as to have got-

ten to be considered a distinct breed ; so the

Topgallant stock made fine saddle-horses, excel-

ling in the canter. The blood horse, too, is re-

markable for longevitj'—the Messenger stock

particularly so. If the truth could be known, it

is probable it flowed in larger or smaller streams

m each of the four thoroughbreds which the

late General Hampton (sire of that paragon of

sport.smen and gentlemen, Col. Wade Hamp-
ton) drove in his coach all together for sixteen

years.

While it has been found impracticable to ob-

tain any precise infonnation as to the pedigree

of some of our very best trotters, in other cases

where more is known, they are found to

be deep in the blood.—Awful, whose peiform-

ances will be seen in the tables annexed, is

known to have been gotten by a thorough-bred

" American bo}\" Abdallah, as before men-

tioned, is by Mambrino, and he again, a great

trotter, by Messenger ; but Dutchman, one of

our best trotters, has no known pedigree, though

we have some reason to think he was by Young
Oscar, then at Carlisle. He was taken out of a

clay-yard, and was transferred to the trotting-

turf from a Pennsylvania wagon-team. Wood-
ruff thinks blood does not give them length, or

the power to go the long distances; but in this

it is believed he must be mistaken. These Ca-

nadian or Nonuan-French stallions, small and

compact, which on well-formed, large mares

give such fine harness-horses and trotters, are,

as before said, deeply imbued with the blood of

the barb taken from Spain into Normandy. We
have been told lately by an intelligent English-

man, that the infusion of blood into their coach-

hor.ses has enabled them to lengthen their stages,

and in very observable proportion to the degree

of blood. Finally, as where the blood of the

trotter when known, is seen to flow in so many

instances from a spring of pure blood, is it not

fair to infer a similar origin in cases where the

blood cannot be traced ? especially as the uni-

versal experience of all times proves that in

other paces, the cases have been extremely rare,

in which a horse of impure blood has been

known to kerp vp a great fligh t of speed 1 A
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horse of mUrd blood may be a great trotter at a

long distance, because his speed at his best is

greatly behind that of the best speed ou the

tarf ; but it would, according to all principles of

reasoning, be unreasonable to expect great ex-

cellence even as a trotter, in horses altogether

free from the blood which gives foot and wind

to the Eastern courser. Though we may not be

able to trace it, and though in solitai-y cases a

horse without it,may possess great speed and last-

inguess in the trot, from excellent accidental

conformation, -we repeat that the possession of

the two wan-ants the presumption of the third,

however obscure the traces, or remote the ori-

gin ;

—

this is our theory ! But the action to be

cultivated in the racer and the trotter is of itself

sufficient to explain why a racer should not suc-

ceed at once ou the turf and on the trotting-

course. All reflecting and observant men will

admit that "as there is no royal way to mathe-

matics," so there is but one way for a horse to

excel in his business ; and with rare exceptions

there is but one in which any individual horse

can excel. Whatever that business may be. to

be perfect in it he should be educated and kept

to it—and to it only. A trotting horse should

do nothing but trot. ^
The weight carried on the Northern Courses,

where a majority of our trotting takes place, is

145 pounds, witliout any distinction for age or

sex ; and the same weight has to be carried by

the driver, exclusive of the weights of his sulkey

or match cart, as by the same jockey in the

saddle. These match-carts are of the neatest

coiiBti-uction, and weigh generallj- nearly ninety

pounds, though they often weigh twenty pounds

less, and there are one or t^vo which weigh but

fifty-three pounds ! But the mere weight to be

carried or drawn by a trotter, is much less re-

garded by the sportsman than in the case of the

race horse. On the Hunting Park Course, near

Philadelphia, the weight was formerly 147

pounds in the saddle, and in harness catch-

weights, but they have now adopted the New-
York scale. But in far the greater number of

the ca.ses below, unless the weight be expressly

named, it may be presumed to be from 14.') to

155 pounds. Hiram Woodruff weighs without

his .saddle KiO pounds. On the Beacon and

Centreville Courses, pacers are allowed five

pounds, and wagons, in distinction from sulkeys

or match-carts, must weigh 250 pounds.

As a matter of course from the dilTerence of

weights carried along by him, the trotter gen-

erally makes better time under the saddle than

in harness, though there are some exceptions to

this rule. Another consideration has great in-

fluence upon this difference in time. Under the

saddle, the jockey can hug the pole of our oval-

shaped courses more closely than in harness,

and thus he actually goes over less ground.
(179)

And for an obvious reason the speed of a horse

in going " round the turns" is more retarded in

a sulkey than under the saddle. As before

stated, no allowance of weights is made for age,

and in consequence no note is taken of the age

of trotters in ofBcial reports of their perform-

ances.

We have already intimated that in introducing

Lady Suffolk to our readers, accompanied with

this dis-sertation on Trotting Horses ; our aim

is, not to encourage a fondness for equestrian

exhibitions of this character, merely as an

amusement ; but to indicate how excellence so

desii'able in this property of the horse, is only to

be secured and cultivated, by attention to blood

and good management of the breeding stud.

With that object in view, and on the salutary

principle of mixing the agreeable with the

useful, it is deemed not amiss to entertain the

reader, [-who may not have seen, or who may
have forgotten them, with a few

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES OF EXTRAORDINA-

RY PERFORMANCES OF AMERICAN TROTTERS.

Topgallant, by Hambletonian, trotted in har-

ness 12 miles in 38 minutes.—See Turf llegis-

ter, vol. 1. p. 124.

Ten miles have been repeatedly trotted in

America within two or three seconds of thirty

minutes.

A roan mare called Yankee Sal trotted, as

has been .stated without contradiction, in a

match against time, on the Course at Providence,

R,. I. which was at the time heavy and deep,

fifteen miles and a half in 48m. 43s., a rate of

speed so prodigious vnder the circumsla/ices,

that we have often suspected there may have
been an error as to the time.

Lady Kate, a bay mare, 15 hands high, trot-

ted on the Canton Course, near Baltimore, 16

miles in 56 m. 13s., and the reporter adds, " she

could have done seventeen with ease."

In October, 1831, Jerry perfonned 17 miles

on the CentreviUe Course, L. L in 58 minutes

under the saddle.

In September, 1839, Tom Thumb, an Ameri-

can horse, was driven in England 16J miles in

56m. 45s. W^e shall have more to say of this

phenomenon, when we come to his performance

of 100 mile.s.

In 1836, the grey gelding Mount Holly was
backed at $1,000 to $500, to trot twenty miles

within the hour. The attempt was made on the

10th of October, on the Hunting Park Course,

Pa., but failed. He performed 17 miles in 53m.

18s. widiout the least distress. He was miser-

ably jockeyed for the first five mile.s, doing no

one of them in less than five minutes.

Pelham, a large bay gelding, in a match to go

16 miles within tlie hour, performed that distance

without any training in 58m. 28s. He went in

harness seven miles in 26m. 29s., when, the sul-

key being badly con.sti-ucted, he was taken out

and saddled, and mounted by Wallace (riding

leolbs. without his saddle) and won his match.

Paid Pry, a bay gelding, -was backed to per-

foi-m 17| miles within the hour, under the saddle.

On the 9th of Novera])er, 1833, on the Union

Course, L. I., he won the match, performing 18

miles in 58m. 52s. Hiram Woodruff, weighing
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then 138 lbs. jockeyed him. Paul Pry was nine

years old, bred on Long Island, and got by
Alouut Holly, dam by Hanibletonian.

In 1831, Chancellor, a grey gelding, ridden

by a small boy, performed 32 miles on the Hunt-
ing Park Course, Pa., in 1 hour, o8m. 31s. The
last mile, to save a bet, \vas trotted in 3m. 7s.

In October of the same year, George Wood-
ruff drove Whalebone, on the same Course, the

same distance in 1 hour, 58m. Ss. He com-
menced the match in a light sulkey, which
broke Aowa on the I4th mile, and was replaced

by one much heavier. This Course is fifty feet

inore than a mile in the saddle track, and much
more than that in the harness track.

On the nth of September, 1839, Mr. Mo-
Mann's bay mare. Empress, on the Beacon
Course, in a match against time, S600 a side,

performed in harness 33 miles in 1 hour, 58m.

55s.

The Amei-icaii horse i?a«Zer was ridden by
Mr. Osbaldi.stone in England, in a match against

Driver, 34 miles in 2 hours, 18m. 56s.—Mr. Os-

baldistone rode 125 lbs. ; Rattler was 15J hands
high.

In July, 1835, Black Joke was driven in a

match against time, on the Course at Providence,

R. I.. 50 miles in 3 hours, 57s.

A grey roadster is reported to have performed
the same distance on tlie Hunting Park Course,

Pa., in 3 hours, 40m. It was a private match.

A grey mare. Mischief, by Mount Holly, out

of a Messenger mare, 8 years old, in July, 1837,

performed about 84 J miles in 8 hours, 30m. in

harness, on the road ti^om Jersey City to Phila-

delphia. The owner would not allow^ a whip
to be used. The day was excessively -wann,

and the mare lost her match (to perform 90 miles

in 10 hours) through the stupidity of a groom
who dashed a pail of water over her with a

view of cooling her.

Tom Thumb, before mentioned, performed
on 2d Febi-uaiy, 1829, on Sunbury Common,
England, 100 miles in 10 hours, 7m. in harness.

He was driven by \Villiam Haggerty (weighing
over 140 lbs.) in a match-cart weighing 108 lbs.

This performance, so extraordinarj-, demands
more than a passing notice, and we accordingly

abridge from an English paper the foUowiug
deacription :

" Tom Thumb \vas brought from beyond the

Mis-souri, and is reported to have been an Indian

pony, caught wild and tamed. Others again

allowing him to have been thus domesticated,

think him to have been not the full-bred wild

horse of the ^Vestem prairies, but to have had
some cross of higher and purer blood. But too

little is known of his breeding, saving his Wes-
tern origin, to justify any satisfactory speculation.

"His bight was 14^ hands, and his appear-

ance, when standing still, rough and uncouth.

From his birth, he had never been shorn of a

hair. He was an animal of remarkable hardi-

hood, a hearty feeder, and though accustomed to

rough usage, was free from vice, playful and
good-tempered. He was eleven years old when
he performed his match, and had never had a

day's illness. At full speed his action was par-

ticularly beautiful—he threw his fore-legs well
out, and brought up his quarters in good style

;

he trotted square, though rather %vide behind,

and low. He was driven without a bearing

rein, which is going out of use in England,
and simply v^ith a snaffle-bit and martin-

gale. He pulled extremely hard—his head
beinii, in consequence, well up and close to his

"
(I'-^O)

neck, and his mouth wide open. He did his

work with great ease to himself, and at 11 miles
the hour, seemed to be only playing, while
horses accompanying labored hard.

" The whole time allowed for refreshments da-
ring his great performance, amounted to but 37

minutes, including taking out and putting to

the cart, taking off and putting on the harness,

feeding, rubbing do\\-n and stalling. The day
before and the day after the match, he walked
fuU twenty miles. His jockey provided himself
with a whip, but made no use of it iu driving

him ; a slight kick on the hind-quarters was
quite sufficient to increase his speed when
necessary."

In February, 1828, a pair of horses trotted

against time 100 miles on the Jamaica turnpike,

on Long Island, and won in 11 hours, 54m.

CENTREVILLE, L. I.

Tuesday, May 10, 1842 Purse $300. Two-mile
heats, in harness.

D. Bryan's gr. m. Lady Suffolk Owner 1 1

H. Woodruff's br. g. Ripton 2 2
Time, 5.10—5.15.

Wonders will never cease—the grey mare
has proved the better horse, and no mistake.

—

No longer ago than last Saturday, Ripton popt
it to the mare and Confidence, over the Beacon
Course, in the quick time of S.IO^—5.12^.

On tlie present occasion, Ripton ^va3 the fa-

vorite at 100 to 70. At the start they went off

^vell together, at the top of their rate, making
play from the score : on reaching the first turn,

Ripton broke, and tlie mare took the lead by
several lengths, going finely. Hiram made sev-

eral efforts to make up his loss, but all was of

no avail ; the mare kept snugly to her work,
and led throughout the heat, making the quick
time of 5-10.

Second Heat.—They both cooled off well,

and came up ripe for mischief. They got off

well together at a flight of speed ; Ripton broke,

as usual, on the first turn, and lost several lengths,

the mnre taking the lead. Hiram got Ripton
snugly to his work again, and caught the mare
in the last quarter of the firpt mile, both coming
down the straight side at a tremendous flight of

speed ; on making tlie turn, Ripton broke, and
lost about fifty yards ; and before the mare got

out, Hiram made up his lost ground, lapt the

mare comins? do^^^l tlie quarter stretch, but was
unable to win the heat, for Hiram had taken the

kink out of his horse to make up the lost ground.
Ripton was very restless, and broke several

times dming each heat

HUNTING PARK COURSE.

On Tuesday last, a splendid trot came off over

the Hunting Park Course, two-mile heat.s, be-

tween Ripton and Lady Suffolk, in which they

made the best time on record at this distance, in

harness. Hiram Woodruff on Ripton won the

last heat by six inches only !

Hiram Woodruff's br. (r. Ripton Owner 12 1

Da\'id Brjan'a gr. m. Lady Suffolk 2 1 2
Tune, 5.07—5.15—5.17.

The following table has been made with care.

It will be seen that while, in this list of about

thirty gi'eat performers, not one is over 16 hands,

only two are under 15.

USUAL HIGHT OF TROTTING-HORSES.

The annexed list gives the hight of many cel-

ebrated horses, estimated only, but by two most



experienced men, one of whom had groomed

or ridden almost every one named, and the other

is an old amateur, who has the quickest eye for

ahorse, and who rode after most of those named,

and has seen tiiem all repeatedly. Of the twen-

ty-nine in the list, they differed only about eight,

and of these only bj- one inch, save in a single

case. In the eight cases we have given the

estimate of the jockey who had ridden or driven

them, and have great faith in its accuracy.

Names. hands, inches.

Dutchman 15 3J
Lady Suffolk 15 2

Columbus 16 1

Aaron Bun- 1.5 1

Rattler (tlie latest) 15 2

Screwdriver (old) 16

Do. (latest) 15

D. D. Tompkins 15

Lady \V arrington 15 1

Lady Victorj- 15 2
Topgallant .". 15 3

Sir Peter 15 2

Whalebone 15 3

Shakspeare 15 2

Betsj- Baker 15 3

Cato : 16

Edwin Forrest 15
Burster i 15
Xorman Leslie 15 3

Contideuce (latest) 15 2

Locomotive -."?. 16
Sally Miller 15 3
Charlotte Temple 15
Washington 16
Modesty 14 2

Greenwich Maid 15
Awful 15 3

Henry 15 1

Paul Pry 16

TRAI.VI\"G A.VD JOCKETISG THE TROTTKR.
The acknowledged superiority of the per-

formances of the American over English trot-

ters, or, to speak ^vith more precise accuracy,

extraordinary.- performances in a greater number
of cases, has been already attributed to superior

skill in training • but on that ^ve must not be
understood as layin? .so much stress as upon s«-

periorjockci/'c'hip in this particular department:

for th^ training of the trotting horse, so far as

we can learn, requires no considerable skill,

save as it is connected -with the skiU of the

jockey, who usually, acts in both capacities.

—

For training, the whole code is said to consist

of three words—air, exercise, and food. The
work given him in training is severe according

to his constitution, and consists in walking him
from twelve to tvventy miles daily, and giving

him " sharp work '' tliree or four times a ^veek.

This '• sharp work " is usually a distance of t%vo

miles, or sometimes three. The horse is not

put to his speed this entire distance, but taught

to rouse himself at intervals, at the call of his

jockey, \Nho encourages him and brings out his

utmost capacity by his voice, not less scarcely

than by the usual persuasion of whip and spur.

This feature of trotting jockevship is peculiar,
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and not a little amu.sing. The jockey is contin-

ually talking, or rather growling, to his horse,

and at times he bursts out into shouts and yells,

that would be terrific if not so ludicrous. The
object would appear to be twofold—first, to en-

courage his horse to the utmost possible-exertion

of his po^vcrs when called upon ; and, again, so

to accustom him to this harsh shouting, that he

may not break up when he hears it from the

opposing jockey—for it is deemed not unsports-

manlike for one jockey to break up the pace of

another's nag by thus actually frightening him.

Many a victory has Hiram Woodruff won by
thus rousing his ovm horse and breaking up Ids

opponent's on the last quarter. These two mile

drives are not repeated as is usual in training

the race-horse. Nor is the work of the trotter

given at intervals so regular as in the case of

the other, nor is he kept in such habitual quiet

;

tlie trainer consults his own convenience to a

great degree as to the time Ts-hen he will give

his nag exercise, and he never hesitates about

taking him out and showing him at any hour.

In other respects, too, the treatment of the

trotting-horse differs from that of the more high-

bred racer. Less deUcate in constitution and
form, he is less delicately fed and groomed.

—

Allowed to eat when and what they please,

trotting-horses are groomed with much the same
care as well-kept towTi coach-horses, or perhaps

the English hunter. In the two grand points of

keeping tliem in robust health and giving them
hard work enough, the training of the trotter

and the racer is identical. But. for the trotter,

from six to eight weeks' training is deemed suf-

ficient. We are inclined to believe that very

much of the superiority of the American trotter

and roadster is attributable to the skill of the

jockey. Our mode of driving them differs es-

sentially from the English ; and, though neither

ea.sy nor elegant it succeeds admirably in de-

veloping the capabilities of a horse at this pace.

The case already cited of Wheelan and the

horse Alexander, in England, is in point, and it

is practically illustrated every day in New-York,
many English residents of which city are trot-

ting amateurs; they, one and all. after a little

experience, adopt the Yankee mode of driving.

It has long been a question exciting much in-

terest, whetlier twenty miles has been, or can
be, trotted in one hour. There is no record of

any such performance, although there have
been many attempts to do it. But men of great

judgment and long- experience are so fu'lv con-

fident of the ability of our hor.ses to go that dis-

tance at the required rate, that lai-ge odds would
be laid that it can be done. The diflBcuily is to

find an indiWdual who will, at this day, back
him to an adequate amount ; for it will readiiy

occur that ahorse that can accomplish the feat

must be of great value, and the risk of injurj- to
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him is, of course, very considerable. It is be-

lieved that $10,000 to $r),000 wonld readily be

laid tbat Dutchman can do it, and probably

Americus would be backed at less odds like-

wise to do it. The trotting- amateurs in New-
York profess to entertain no doubt at all upon

the subject, and it is believed they have suiB-

cient reason for the opinion.

In making: the presence of Lady Suffolk the

occasion for this long disquisition on the trotting

hor.'^e, whose powers we have illustrated by ex-

amples of extraordinary pci-formance, v^-e have

been influenced, let us repeat, by all the consid-

erations which the strictest utilitarian can be

supposed to regard. We are convinced that

whenever we shall have entirely lost sight of

the wonderful capabilities %vhich are only to be

found in the bred horse, the mevitable conse-

quence mu.st be general deterioration, ; while,

with proper inducements and precautions to

measure his foot and to guage his bottom, no

such consequence need be apprehended. 'VS'^hen

we insist that, without a good portion of blood,

"we can reckon on no general or peiTnanent sup-

ply of good nags for the saddle or the harness,

possessing fleetness and endurance, our chief

purpose is to impress upon American horse-

breeders, generally, the absolute necessity of

preserving that blood in its purity. A well-

fonned horse, of cold blood, may, it is tnie, oc-

casionally get fine stock, especially on large,

hiirh bred mares ; but to abandon, therefore, our

reliance on the blood of the Eastern courser,

which has come down to u.s, intact, for ages,

would be to let go the rudder at sea, be-

cause, perchance, the ship might be floated

on an even keel into safe harbor. How the

measure of excellence is to be applied, and the

results to be recorded and preserved, we must

not .stop to discuss. Those who are opposed to

all field-.sports, on account of the dissipation and

vice with which thej- are too often accompanied,

might j'et learn to tolerate what they cannot en-

joy. Even Agricultural Fairs and Exhibitions

are not always free from profane and immoral

indulgences, though utlder the strictest regula-

tions. In short, the ^vhole business of life is

mixed up with good and evil, and is full of

compromises. Shall we forego the use of gun-

powder, because that "villainous compound"
eometimes charges the pistol of the duelist; or

throw up. altogether, the use of steam, because

human life is sometimes sacrificed by the care-

less u.se of it ?

POLlTICAf. VALUE OF THE B It E D HORSE.

But it is not only as a question of individual

comfort, or of agricultural economy, that the ad-

vantages of a breed of superior horses are to be

looked at. It is worthy, too, of the serious re-

gard of the Statesman, in the higher and more
^ (182)

important aspect it presents in a military point

of view, and as thus connected with our nation-

al defences. In cavalry, perhaps more than in

any other w^eapon, our locality must always

give us an advantage over any invading force.

An enemy cannot bring cavalry with him.

—

With something like a well-arranged system in

breeding our horses, this advantage may be

tiirned to great account in time of war. With
the forecast that distinguished his military ad-

ministration. Napoleon had the sagacity to esta-

blish Haraa, or studs, in the several depart-

ments of France, where thorough-bred stallions

were placed at the service of the common farm-

er, on terms which barely paid the expense of

their keep. But to come nearer home—while

every one at all familiar with the incidents of

our own Revolution, knows how much was ef-

fected in the South by Lee's fiimous " Legion,"

few, comparatively, may be aware to what that

celebrated corps chiefly owed its efficiency

—

and yet it is undeniable that in a great measure

tlie prevalence of blood in his horses made it at

once the scourge and the terror of the enemy.

Wonderful in their endurance of hunger, thirst,

and fatigue—prompt to strike a blow where it

\^"as least expected, and, when forced, as quick

to retreat—they may be said to have well earned

the description applied to the Parthian steed

:

' Qvot sine aqua Partliiis nullia cvrrat equus.
How many miles can ran the Paithian horse.
Nor quench his thu-st in the fatiguing course !

"

Artificial Manures.—The extent to which
research has been carried to discover new fer-

tilizers, and the universal conviction, in Eng-

land, that only by the free use of manures can

their lands be kept in heart, is well evinced in

one of the excellent letters of Mr. Norton, (the

11th,) published in that most excellent journal

the Albany " Cultivator. '

" As Guano begins to fail, (says Mr. Norton,)

they are bringing home the bodies of the birds

themselves ; some of them were lately sent here
in order that their value as a manure compared
v\ ith that of Guano, might be determined by
Prof Johnston. They had lain buried for years
under the Guano, and in appearance resombled
the smoked geese from the Shetland Islands,

sold in the shops here. They are quite satur-

ated with ammonia, and their large bones add
much to their value. They would require chop-
ping into .small fragments before depositing in

the soil, and in consideration of this serious

drawback, Prof Johnston considers them worth
about £4 per ton, or nearly $20. Were it not

for this difficulty, they would be worth as much
as Guano itself"

The Royal Agricultural Societt of

England consists of 6,933 members. They

pay their Secretarj' two thousand dollars a

year

!
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OBITUARY NOTICE OF GEN. T. M. FORMAN OF MARYLAND.
WITH A CURIOUS HISTORY, DERIVED FROM HIM, OF THE IMPORTATION OF THE CELE-

BRATED STALLION, LINDSEY'S ARABIAN.

The brilliant exploits pcrfonwed, in the Revo-

lutionary War, by Lee's famous Legion, alluded

to in the close of the preceding chapter, were

ascribed at the time, in a great measure, to the

high breeding of his cavalry liorses, rendering

that Legion, as already stated, at once " the terror

and the scourge of the enemy."

The reader ^^•ill not take it amiss that we
should transfer to our columns the curious ac-

count of the importation of that renowned horse.

This accoiint was derived by the Editor, from

the late General T. M. Forma.v, who was too

good a judge of the virtues of a good horse, and

when alive loved a good horse too well, to take

it amiss that his name should be associated in

the same obituaiy notice, with one so distin-

guished in equestrian annals. G^n. T. M. For-

man was a Revolutionary compeer of such men
as Howard and Smith and Guest and Stewart,

and survived them all until very lately, respect-

ed as a fine specimen of the " time that tried

men's .souls." He was truly a gentleman of the

old school. At the time of his decease, which
occurred recently, he must have been more tVian

four score years of age, and yet he continued,

sedulously, to the last, not only to bud and graft

choice fruit, but to plant the nuts and seeds of

forest trees, and to embellish with exotic trees

and shrubberj', his much-loved garden, at Rose-

mount, on the beautiful shores of the Sassafras.

A memoir, in illn.stration of his partiality for

rural life, and his disposition to grace and em-
bellish it with hospitality, literature, and flori-

culture, is due to his memory, and would be,

we need hardly say, an acceptable offering to

tlie pages of the Farmers' Library.

LIND.SEY'S ARABIAN.

Abotit the year 1777 or '78, Gen. H. Lee, of
the Cavalry, and his officers, had their attention
drawn to some uncommonly fine Eastern horses
employed in the public service—horses of such
superior form and appearance, that the above
officers were led to make much inquiry re.spect-

ing their historj- ; and this proved so extraordi-
nary, that Captain Lind.sey was sent to examine
and make more particular inquiry respecting
the fine cavalry, which had been so much ad-
mired, and with instnictions, that if the sire
answered the description given of him, the
Captain was to purchase him, if to be sold
The Captain succeeded in purcha.sing the

horse, who was taken to Virginia, where he
covered at a high price and with considerable
success.
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It was not until this fine horse became old and
feeble that the writerofthe.se recollections rode
thirty miles expressly to see him. Ho was a
white horse, of the most perfect fonn and Sym-
metry-, rather above fifteen hands high, and
although old and crippled, pppeared to possess
a high and gallant temper, which gave him a
lofty and commanding carriage and appearance.
The history of this horse, as given to me during

' c Revolutionary war, by sev^eral respectable
persons from Connecticut, "at vsrious times, is:

—

" For some very important service, rendered
by the Commander of a Briti.sh frigate, to a sou
of the then Emperor of Morocco, the Emperor
presented this horse (the most valuable of his
stud) to the Captain, who shipped him on board
the frigate, with the sanguine expectation of
obtaining a great pi-ice for him, if safely landed
in England. Either in obedience to orders, or
from some other cause, the frigate called at one
of the English Wesf-lndia islands, where being
obliged to remain some time, the Captain, in
compassion to the horse, landed him for the pur-
pose of exercise. No convenient securely en-
clo.sed place -could be found but a large lumber
yard, into which the horse was turned loose;
but delighted and playful as a kitten, his liberty
soon proved nearlv fatal to him. He ascended
one of the piles, frBm which and with it he fell,

and broke three of his legs. At this time in the
same harbor, the English Captain met with an
old acquaintance from one of our now Eastern
States. To him he offered the hor.se, as an
animal of inestimable value could he be cured.
The Eastern Captain gladly accepted the horse,
and knowing he must be detained a consider-
able time in the Island before he could dispose
of his assorted cargo, got the horse on board his
vessel, secured him in slings, and very carefully
set and bound up his broken legs. It matters
not how long he remained in the harbor, or if

quite cured before he arrived on our shore ; but
he did arrive, and he must certainly have cov-
ered several seasons, before he was noticed as
first mentioned.

" When the writer of these remarks went to
see the horse, his first attention was to examine
his leg.s, respecting the reported fracture, and he
was fully satisfied, not merely by seeing the
lumps and inequalities on the three legs, but
by actually feeling the irregularities and pro-
jections of broken bones.

" In Connecticut (I think) this horse was called
Ranger; in Virginia (as it should be) he was
called Lindsey's Arabian. He was the sire of
Tulip and many good runners

; to all his stock
he gave gi-eat perfection of form ; and his blood
flows in the veins of some of the best horses of
the present day. Make what use you plea.se of
this statement: I will stand corrected in my
nan-ative, by any per.son ^^•ho can produce bet-
ter testimony respecting Lindsey's Arabian.

" Your obedient servant, F."

September 10, 1827.



TURNIP CULTURE IN ENGLAND.

THE NORTHUMBERLAND PLAN (CONSIDERED THE BEST IN ENGLAND) DESCRIBED.

The introduction of Turnip culture, as a field

crop, seems to have been a providential inspi-

ration. Itwas introduced first, upon a large scale,

from Flanders into Norfolk, about two centuries

ago, and tlience passed into the South of Scotland

and the North of England, not until a century

after, so dilatorj' are Farmers in adopting new
objects and new processes, adapted to their pur-

poses of life. ] a Norfolk, we are informed the

cultivation of T umips as winter food for stock,

was for a long time confined to one or two indi-

viduals, and at last spread widely, and was

much accelerated and improved, by adopting

the row, or drill system, invented by that great

benefactor of English Agriculture

—

Jethro

TuLL. The broad cast system is still practiced

in Flanders, and to a certain extent, yet prevails

in England ; though in both countries the labor-

ers hoe them out, with a dexterity, which ob-

viates in a great measure, the ill consequei-ces of

the broadcast system, as practised in this country

—at least in our Southern States. There, how-

ever, Turnips fomi but an insignificant object of

regard. Most farmers looking to them, as for

centuries they did in England, only as a culinary

vegetable ; and for that purpose they ' cmcpen

'

a small piece of old land, and sow their Turnips

60 thick as to shade the ground, leaving them to

their fate, often without even thinning and hoe-

ing. Now, however, that every one is becom-

ing sensible how indispensable it is to increase

the quantity, and to improve the quality of his

home-made manure , it may be expected that

more attention will be given to this important

crop—important as compared with other root

or green crops, on account of the facility of

raising, and of presei-ving it. It is admitted that

Turnips in many parts of Europe, are at the

foundation of all the best systems of farming,

ina.smuch as they supply the requisite manure,

and at the same time dean the land, for subse-

quent crops, by the numerous plowings and

liarrowings which are indispensable in Turnip

culture—a tiling very much overlooked by

American fai'mcrs, who seem not to reflect, that

every spear of grass, and every noxious weed,

takes from the crops not only the food which it

finds in the soil, but its full share of that which

floats in the atmosphere. It is admitted that

such has been the effect of the introduction of

Turnips as a field crop, in England, that witiiout
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it, she could not have stood up under the load of

her national debt.

In the preparation of the ground, and the

management of the crop, what is called the

Northrimberland plan is considered the best,

and that has been briefly described in the man-

ner that we shall presently see ;—the objection

that will be raised to it in our country, is the

labor it requires ; but much better would it be,

in most cases, to restrict the labor at command,

to dbe-fourth of the surface, to which it is usu-

ally applied, than to waste it as is done, over

fields barren by exhaustion, and want of ma-

nure ; and yet more so by the slovenly and ini-

pei'fect manner in which they have been tilled.

Persuaded that it is too late in the season to

offer information which may be availed of now
to any great extent, (although we have seeu a

heavy crop of common Turnips from a sowing

on the 10th of September,) we proceed novs' to

give—

TUE NORTHUMBERLAND PLAN.

The County of Northumberland has been one
of the foremost of the English counties in adopt-

ing the improved system of Agriculture—the

chief feature of which is the cultivation of tur-

nips for the rearing and fattening of cattle. Tur-
nips accordingly occupy a large proportion of

every fann, the soil of which admits of this cul-

tivation. So great has been the advantage de-

rived from this change from the old triennial

system, that many fields now yield heavy crops

of this useful root which in most other {larts of

England would be considered as totally unfit

for its cultivation. This has arisen from the

early adoption of the culture in rows on elevated

ridges, wliich has received the general appella-

tion of the Noithuml)erland method, and which
we shall therefore describe with some minute-
UCi.S.

The ground having been prepared by as many
plowings and han-owings as may be thought

requisite to pulverize it and destroy the weeds,
and laid quite flat, an experienced plowman
draws as straight a fuiTow^ as possible, and, re-

turning, lays the next fun-ow slice upon the

first, thus completing what is usually called a

bout. The usual width of the furrow being 9

inches, the first ridge and fun-ow take up 13

inches; the next fun-ow slice being laid over

the first, the whole work takes a ^^idtll of 27

inches. He then enters again at the distance of

27 inches from the land side of the fir.st-made

fuiTow, and completes a second bout parallel to

the first. When the whole field is thus laid in-

to narrow ridges, which, from the soil being
light and crumbling, gives the section of tlie



surface a waved appearance, such as is repre-

sented in the annexed cut, the depressions are

ahout 6 inches below the former surface, and
the ridges as much above. This at once doubles
the depth of the cultivated soil in the ridges.

—

The manure is no'w brought on the land in small

one-horse carts, the wheels of which are about
54 inches apart, so that the horse walks in one
furrow while the wheels move in the Uvo ad-

joining. The manure, vi'hich is chiefly conimon
farm-yard dung, not too much decomposed, es-

pecially if the soil is inclined to clay, is laid in

small heaps, drawn out of the cart bj' a dung-
hook, or, which is better, by a boy standing on
the load in the cart, who forks it out more regu-

larly as the horse goes slowly on. It is then laid

equally in the fun-ows by women and boys.

—

The quantity thus laid on depends on the sup-

jily of the yard compared with the breadth of
turnips intended to be sown, for the whole is

expended on this crop. In general, not less

than 15 or 20 single-horse loads per acre are

thought necessary to produce a good crop.

—

Twice diat quantity is often put on. This dung
is evenly distributed in the furrows to the right

and left of that in ^vhich it has been deposited
from the cart. The plowman now begins to co-

ver this dung by splitting the ridges in two, lay-

ing one half to the left and the other to the right,

and reversing the bouts, so that the ridges are

now directly over the dung, whicn is complete-
ly buried. The appearance of the Held after

tiiis is exactly similar to what it was after the
first bouting. A roller is now drav^ai over the
ridges, to flatten them at the top, in order that

they may better receive the seed, yihich is

drilled exactly on the middle of the ridge by a
machine attached to the frame of the roller and
dragged after it. The roller is usually sufficient-

ly large to roll two ridges at once ; and, in that

case, two drilling-machines, each guided by a
man, are fixed to it, and one horse, walking in

the middle furrow, draws the whole apparatus
forward. Thus, two men and a horse, with a
boy to lead the latter, can drill four or five acres
in one summer's day. The drill barrow has a
very slight coulter, hollowed out at the back
part to receive the tin tube through which the
seed is delivered. The simplest construction of
that part v\hich distributes the seed is a tin cyl-

inder, or, rather, double cone, with holes in the
circumference, through which the seed falls into

the tube. The seed-box revolves on an axis,

turned by means of a connection with the axis
of one of the wheels of the machine, which re-

volves with it ; the other wheel turns round this

axis. As long as the first-mentioned wheel goes
on tlie ground, the seed is delivered ; but as
soon as it is raised, so that the drill proceeds on
the other wheel alone, no seed falls through, be-

oause the axis no longer turns. Thus nozie is

lost in turning at the ends of the ridges. In verj'

light soils anotlier slight rolling is necessary to

press in the seed ; but, in stifter loams, a small
chain or piece of iron, dragged after the coulter,

is sufficient to cover the seed without rolling.

—

By this method the seed has not only a greater
depth of mellow soil to strike in, but the fermen-
tation of the dung immediately under it acts as
a hot-bed, and soon brings it up ; by ^vhich
means it generally is so rapidly in the rough leaf

that it seldom suffers from tlie depredations of
tlie fly. Experience shows that in a mui.-l cli-
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mate the ridge system produces much more cer-
tain and heavier crops than could be expected
in general from the most careful broadcast cul-
ture. As soon as the turnip has four leaves out
of the ground, the rows may be thinned by the
hand or by tlie hoe, and the plants may be left

from eight to ten inches apart. The next pro-
cess is stirring the ground between the rows
with a light one-horse plow. This plow takea
a small sliallow fuiTow to the left of the raw,
within three or fonr inches of the young plants,

and lays it in the middle of the interval between
the ridges. When this has been done on both
sides all over the field, there will be small ridges
formed between the principal ridges on which
the turnips grow. All weeds are thus buried,
except between the plants in the rows, where
they are taken out by the hand or hoe. Some
time afterwards, a naiTow cultivator, like har-
rows with crooked lines, which are called cnts'

claws, from their shape, is drawn over the last-

made ridge, to pulverize the earth and clear it

from all remaining weeds ; this is repeated
more than once, if it should be thought neces-
sary. Before the Autumn rains set in, or the
turnips have too vi'ide spreading tops, a plow
with a double mould-board is drawn along the
middle of the intervals, and lays half of the pul-
verized soil on each side against the ridge on
which the turnips grow ; not to cover the roots
and protect them from frost, as some think, but
to supply fresh mellow earth for the extenduig
fibres of the root to strike into. In heavy, wet
loams, it may be necessary, in order to make a
clean, neat furrow between the rows, to let off
any surface water, in the latter end of the sea-
son, w'ith a double mould-board plow, and dig
out deeper water-farrows with the spade across
the ridges, where they may be required by the
nature of the surface. But tliis is not often ne-
cessaiy in common turnip soils. By following
the above system, Swedish turnips, and even
common white turnips, may be raised with suc-
cess on the heaviest .soils ; and if taken up early,

and stored for winter use, they will leave the
land in as good a state for wheat, with one or
t^^•o p^owings, as if it had been fallowed. The
carts which take off the turnips will not hurt the
land, for the hor.se walks in a deep furrow, and
the wheels move in similar ones, and thus the
mellow earth is not ti'od upon. In order that
the dung, which is not yet fully decomposed,
may be spread evenlj- for the next croji, the
ridges are often made in a diagonal line acrcss
the usual line of plowing. When the turnips
are off', one bout of the plow levels each of the
ridges, heavy harrows level the whole, and it

can be plowed in proper stitches for the sowing
of the next crop. Sometimes what is sown im-
mediately, but more frequently barley witli
clovei'-.seed in spring. In the latter case the
Swedish turnips maj' be left on the ground all

winter, and taken up or fed oft" early in spring.
Though j-ou may traverse the whole of North-

umberland without meeting with a single field

of turnips sown broad-cast, the drilling of other
crops is by no means so common as in Norfolk
and Suffolk, where most of the turnip.s, on the
other hand, are still sown broad-cast. The ex-
pen.sc of tlie machines for drilling corn may be
one cause of this, but it seems not sufiicient to

account for it.

It is well known to all good farmers that all

the subsequent crops depend on the snece.ss of
the turnips. These are the source from which
manure is provided, and no crop will keep so
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much cattle during winter and early spring,

witli so little exhaustion of soil, as turnips. The
manure abundantly put on the laud to raise the

turnips is a fund laid out at great interest for the

benefit of tlie future crops : for the whole course

is benefited by them, especially if they are fed

oft" by folding sheep on them. Whether wheat
or barley is sown after turnips, clover and grass-

seeds are usually sown amongst it. The hind

beiug clean and in good heart, the grasses grow
thickly and cover tlie gi'ound well the year after.

In the heavier loams, after the grasses have been
once mown for hay, the land is depastured for

two or three j-ears, and then it is plowed once

and sown with oats. After oats come beans,

witli some manure, and wheat ends the rotation.

This is considered tlie best cour.se for keeping
the land in a state of progressive improvement.

On very rich soils another crop of beans or peas

may be taken after the wheat, and then wheat
or oats again. "Few .soils, however, except the

richest and deepest, will bear this exhausting

course ; and it is more prudent in general to re-

turn to the turnips after the first crop of wheat.

On light gra^ elly soils, -where the clover and
grasses soon fall off, the Norfolk system answers
best. The tm-nips are fed off with sheep, or,

where the crop is heavy, half the turnips are

drawn for oxen and cows and the otlier half fed

off; or, which is a late improvement, tliey are

out into slices or strips by a machine, and given

to the sheep ^vith cut clover hay iu shallow
troughs on the ground from which turnips were
drawn. In this way the turnips aro much farther

;

and the lambs and old ewes will tlirive and fat-

ten on them, which they could not have done in

the old way for -want of teeth to bite them.
After turnips come barley and broad clover,

with a small portion of annual rye-gras.s, mown
once for hay and plowed up for •w'heat. The
next course is the same, witli the variation of

some snb.stitute for the broad clover which
should not be sown ou the same land oftener

tlian once in eight years to ensure good crops.

Pai-t of the land may be in peas or tares to cut

green, and part in gras-s-seeds without clover,

according to the judgment of the farmer. There
are some very heavy and wet soils in the county,

^vhich will not readily bear turnips, and where
the sheep cannot be folded in winter, nor the

turnips carted off without greatly injuring the

laud. There a fallow is unavoidable at least

once iu six or seven years. In other respects

they are cultivated in a similar manner with
good loams. The practice of thorough-draining,

^vhich is spreading rapidly, ^vill probably soon

banish clean fallows, and substitute turnips in

their place, even iu tlie most retentive soils,

which will in time be converted into rich loams
by the efi'ect of cultivation, loaming, manuring,

&c., as may be seen in many old gardens, of

which the natm-al soil was once a retentive

clay.

In due time we shall revert to tlie culture of

this root, being satisfied that not\\'ithstanding

certain and serious impediments, tending to

frustrate tlie best directed attempts to cultivate

Turnips, especially in the Southern low lands of

this countrj', on any thing at all approachmg the

scale on which it is practised in England, the

Swedish Turnip might, still be made to contri-

bute largely and profitably to the siistenance of

beasts, and so to the accumulation of manure

—

the fertility of the land, and the increase of all

other crops. For this impres.sion we might

rely for strong support, on the heavy crops w^e

sa-w, near maturity, last Autumn at Marshfield,

and at Hereford Hall.

UNDER-DRAINING.
ONE OF THE GR.A:ND IMPROVEMENTS IN PROGRESS TO SUPPLY BREAD TO THE INCREASING

POPUL.4TION OF ENGL.\ND.

There are now in progress, in Great Britain,

two great and fruitful means of adding to the

Agricultural products of tlie countiy, so much
needed by the growth of her population, to wit

:

U.vder-Draisisg asd Irrigatio.v. Of these

two great modes of fertilizing land, the one the

most expensive, tlie other the most beautiful of

all agricultural operations; the latter onlj-, in the

opinion of an American citizen of profound

judgment, who looks at such things with the

eyes of a Bacon or a Brindley, is applicable to

our coimtry to anj- great extent.

Under-draining, which answers its purpose

only ^vhere it is thoroughly performed, is, per-

haps, too expensive for extensive use in America.

Like Iron works, the e.stabli.«hment of which

costs so much moiicv, few have capital caual

to the enterprise, but those who have, get

the better paid for their investment We have,

however, seen under-draining practised with

eminent skill and success, bj- a very plain, un-

pretending, worthy farmer, in Prince Georges

county, Mar>-land, with results that do high honor

to his sagacity and forecast ; and the more so as,

probably, he had never read any description, or

seen any specimens of the manner of conduct-

ing it. He, Mr. Somers, residing .some miles

below Nottingham, in Prince George.s county,

has successfiilly under-drained boggy meadows

and adjacent upland, by means of large poles

laid along side of each other, ani covered in a

peculiar and careful mamier with cedar brusli,

and then with sods and dirt. His example is

well worthy of beimr imitated, and might be. at
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least on a small scale, in a thousand instances

in liis own county, with profit and \vith credit

;

and why should not the farmer be as ambitious

of credit, for the appearance of his farm, as the

commander about the cleanUncss and discipline

of his ship, or a Colonel for that of his regiment ?

On the importance of draining, so much

neglected in our countrj-, as far as our observa-

tion has extended, (with some memorable ex-

ceptions, such as may be seen at Indian Hill,)

we can only repeat the persuasion heretofore

expressed, that next after, if not before thorough

tillage, in importance, as ui fact, it should pre-

cede all tillage, is thorough draining—a process

aptly denominated the motlier of all agricultural

improvement. To this, the young farmer on

coming to his estate should give his first atten-

tion ; and here again we perceive the necessity

for early instruction in the principles of hydrau-

lics, so far at least as to know the laws which

govern the rise and the running of water ; for

all attempts at draining must ultimately fail, if

not conducted with reference to such principles,

whether they be learned by experience, some-

times dearly bought, or by studying at school

the science of the thing. It will ever be in vain

to look for good crops, cither of grajn or grass,

until the land has been drained of^l superflu-

ous moisture ; and yet tliere are few farmers who
might not reclaim portions of their land by
drainmg judiciously conducted, vchich \vould,

when so reclaimed, be the most productive por-

tions of their estate, and well supply the place

of such as they might profitably sell, or give to

their children. St all events, such eye sores as

tliese wet spots, throwing up useless if not nox- i

ions grasses, and exhaling malai-ia, are disgust-

ing to look upon, and ought to be deemed as

disgraceful to any practical farmer as galls on

ilie back or shoulders of his woi'king animals.

Lmdenwold. under the careful management of

Ex-President Van Burex, is understood to ex-

hibit remarkable specimens of perseverance and

skill in the art and economy of draining.

Ill due time, as -we can get opportnnitj', the

patrons of the Farmers' Library shall be put in

posst'ssion of full information as to the principles

and most approved materials and system, for

performing tliis great means of reclaiminsr, in

man}' cases, the most valuable portions of their

land, leaving them to decide how far they possess

the means of carrying it out, each one in his own
case. This is one of the cases where men of

fortune and libera! spirit might render essential

service to Agriculture, by putting in operation

some specimens of die most approved metliods

of under-draining, in order to test, for the benefit

of those whose more limited means make it im-

prudent for them to lead the way—th.e actual

expenses and results. The scale of expenses

abroad, on account of difTerencc of cost of labor
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and materials, may not apply in America, but

the necessaiy allowance on these points may be

made, while the efi'ects in regard to the meUo-
ration of tlie laud, and the increase of its crop,

would be alike in botli countries.

Our readers may be interested in the testi-

mony given before the Tamu-orlh Agricullural

Society, on the results of reclaiming land by

under-draining, by Lord Stanley, at a meeting

of that Association last year.

" It was impossible to cast round their eyes
about the country in wliich they lived, and not
acknowledge diat there had been a vast im-
provement in the practical agiiculture of this

country within the last ten or iffteen years. In
producing that improvement he firmlj' believed
that this society had borne its full share, and he
should deeply regret if any circumstance what-
ever deprived it of that support which all who
were engaged in the cultivation of the soil ought
to render it. Perhaps tliey would permit him to

make a few observations on two subjects which
were of primarj- and vital importance in the
science—for it was now becoming a science

—

of agriculture, wathout which all others were
comparatively worthless. A real, effectual, and
thorough draining of the soil was of vast import-
ance in the first instance, and it was die found-
ation of all improvement. Now it was quite
true that agriculture was not capable of that in-

definite extension by vs'hich the manufacturing
interest, in its rapid progress, had astonished the
world, and astonished itself; but it was equally
true that agi-iculture was capable of vast exten-
sion and improvement. The surtace of the soil

was limited, and the capacity of the soil was also
limited ; but they were limited in a much less
degree than \vas generally supposed ; and he
spoke with the greatest confidence when he
said that, of the waste lands of this couutrj', a
vast propoilion was capable of producing a
large profit on a lai'ge—an immen.scly large

—

outlay of capital expended upon it ; and, con-
sidering the condition of the country, and the
increa-sing population of the country," it was not
only their interest, but it wa.s also their bounden
duty, to exert themselves, and to apply their
best energies, not of sinews alone, but of the
mind and intellect, to ascertain how the soil

could be made more capable of supporting the
population. The importance of thorough drain-
ijig was universally admitted, but, perhaps, he
might be permitted to state two or tliree facts as
practical result-s, which had come under his own
observation, showing that what he was preach-
ing to them, he was, in a certain degree, prac-
tising himself In the course of the last two or
three years, they—he spoke for his father as
well as for himself—on behalf of themselves and
their tenants, had put under ground nearer
three than two and a half million of tiles, and
had tlius fairly indicated their belief and confi-
dence in the success of a great experiment.
And why had tlioy done so .' Every month that
passed over his head convinced him that, so far
from having done all that could be done, they
had oidy made a beginning, and were only
doing that which it \\as not only their bounden
duty, but, still more, dieir abundant interest to
do. He would state one instance of the practi-
cal returns which might be expected from tldo-

rougii scientific draining. In IBll, his father
was about to mclose in the park at Knowsley, a
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tract of about eighty acres. Of this eighty acres

about twenty were strong clay land, with a very

retentive subsoil, and tlie remaining sixty he
remembered from his boyhood as the favorite

haunt of snipes and wild ducks, and never saw
there any thing else. In the course of the first

year the sixty acres maintained, and maintnined

very poorly, during the summer, six horses ; and

on the twenty acres there was a very small crop

of very poor hay. It was impossible for land

to be in a poorer condition ; and they would
agree with him when he told them that, in

breaking it up, they had some two or three

times todig the plough horses out of the bog.

In a 811 the whole of this land was thoroughly

subsoiled and drained, and in 1842, what was
not worth 10s. an acre the year before, was in

turnips, and on that land they fed off in five

months, and fattened for the butcher, 80 beasts

and yOO sheep, and aftei-wards carted into the

farm-yard 350 tons of turnips. In the present

year they had a very fair crop of barley and

oats, which his friend Mr. Henry would be very
glad to show to any gentleman who felt any
curiosity on the subject. Now he did not hesi-

tate to say that that laud was, at that moment,
worth 30s. an acre. The outlay upon it for pul-

ling up old fences, thorough draining, tilling and
breaking it up, amounted to just £7 10s. per
acre, just giving 20s. for every 150s. of outlay,

and giving to the landlord a pcmiancnt interest

of 14 per cent, on the money laid out on that

unpromising ground. It happened that, in the

same year, they took into their own hands land

which had been abandoned by the tenant as

perfectly worthless. It was a large field of

twenty-two acres of very poor sandy soil. It

was drained at an expense of £2 per statute

acre, and in the first year they fed off on that

land 120 sheep, the remaining part of the turnips

being carted to the farm-yard, and he ventured
to say that, at the expense of £'2 per acre, the

land as increased in value 10s. per acre to the

landlord and IDs. to tlie tenant.

IRRIGATION.

HOW CONDUCTED—ITS VALUABLE RESULTS STATED.

This is one of the two great fertilizing expedi-

ents, of which we have already spoken, as now

operating wonders for the agriculture of Eng-

land ; under-draining, as there practised, being

too costly for American Farmers generally,

while irrigation is within the means of many,

on whose estates springs and streams of larger

or smaller volume, invite this use of a great and

cheap resource for the increase of their crops,

as well of grain as of grass.

Here we take leave to repeat from a discourse

delivered recently before, and at the request of

the New-Castle county, Delaware, Agi-icultural

Society, a few remarks which we had there the

honor to submit, on the value of this operation

:

Irrigation is, in my vie^v, another means of

augmenting agricultural products in a degree

that farmers seem not to be generally aware of;

and there is not a district teacher in the State

who might not in a few hours comprehend and
instnict his jjupils in the rationale of this im-

portant operation. A single chapter in such

text books as you ought to have provided for

your common schools, with diagrams to illus-

trate the process, would render the whole sub-

ject at once familiar to the dullest capacity. ' It

is apparent to the most superficial observation,'

Bays an experienced writer on this topic, ' that

the places contiguous to springs, over which
their waters continue to flow, are ever covered

with a conspicuous verdure of the sweetest

grasses ; w hile stagnant water converts the land

into mar.fh, productive of nothing but coarse

and unpalatable aquatic plants. To imitate this

process of nature constitutes the leading prin-

ciple of irrigation' In fact, my friends, the

object of the physical sciences, at the mere sug-

gestion of which, in connexion with their busi-

(1P8)

ness, practical fanners are prone to take alarm,

after all, is but to observe and to imitate and
regulate the processes of nature.

How many there are who have small streams

passing through their farms, which, if taken at

their sources and conducted along the highest

line that the water would flow, might be made
to iixigate and fructify every acre over which
they could be turned ; and he must be slow in

the comprehension of his interest, who does not

see how profitable, under favorable circum-

stances, is all land kept under the .scythe, com-
pared with that which demands frequent plow-

ing, especially in a country like ours, where the

deamess of farm labor stands like a ' lion in the

path ' of niral improvement. In the practice of

this important and beautiful operation, our

country is, especially, much behind others which
are much in the rear of us in general intelli-

gence, and in that natural shrewdness and
readiness to take a hint which is said to charac-

terize ' the universal Yankee nation.'

The writer on irrigation, who laid down the

general principle in the words I have quoted,

gives many verj- striking instances of the profits

resulting from it in England and Scotland, as

well as on the Continent ; otherwise, I have
heard the niles and results of irrigation no
where so well stated as by Mr. Webster, with
his usual clearness, on his return from England.

Under a strong persuasion that this is a piacti-

cable but much neglected resource, within the

reach of American farmers, you will bear with

me while I rehearse a few of the examples to

show the advantages of irrigation given by the

writer already mentioned.
R. K. Campbell, of Kailzie, commenced irri-

gating, by forming 5| acres of tlie lower part of

his lawn into water meadow. In its natural

slate it was worth $10 an acre yearly rent,

which .some years since was the yearly rent of

i the Delaware meadows, below Philadelphia.
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The formation of the meadow cost S37 50 per
aero, and, for the last 20 years, the grass produce
of this laud, m hay and after-grasa, has been,

annually, $55 per acre—the hay crop being
6,600 pounds per acre of the finest quality. The
same gentleman has another inigated meadow
of 8| acres, formed out of a perfect bog, only
worth originally 5 shillings annual rent per acre.

The expense of forming tliis meadow was
S'27 .")0 per acre. It has since yielded, in hay
and after-grass, to be fed off to sheep an annutd
income of $27 50, in place of $1 25 per acre.

The late Sir George Wontgomerj-, in 1815,

converted 9 acres of partly boggy and tlie re-

mainder dry soil, worth ten dollars j-eariy rent,

into irrigated meadow, at a cost of $25 per acre.

It has since yielded 6,600 lbs. of very superior
hay to the acre, and its gro.ss produce is $55 per
acre. In 1802, a 9-acrc lot, belonging to the

Duke of Bedford, was prepared for irrigation,

and in 1803 it produced as follows : In March,
it was stocked with 240 sheep, for 3 weeks, at

6d. each per week, making ^18, or SIO an acre,

for the spring feed alone. In June, mowed 2

tons of hay to the acre, worth, as per statement,

S2G a ton ; August 20, mowed again 1 ^ ton an
acre, at £i per ton ; September 16, put on 80
fat .sheep, for 3 week.s, at 4d. each per week

;

and then it fed lean bullocks, not reckoned in

the account—making from the 9 acres $740, or
$80 per acre of annual produce.

I once heard Mr. Crowninshield, then Secre-
tary of the Navy say that he gave ^00 an acre
for land in Massachusetts, and hacTto pay $50
an acre to clear it of stone, before it could be
plowed. I saw land being ditched, cleared, and
cleansed of alders and stone, at Indian Hill, in

Massachu.setts, requiring msre labor to get up
one acre than is expended in the ordinary way
on 100 acres in Delaware or Maryland. But
what is impoiisible to indomitable perseverance ?

The veiy aspect of such land is terrible to a
Southern man

;
yet, suppose, by an outlay of

$10, or even $20, or $30 an acre, in ditching,
draining, or in-igation, a Delaware farmer would,
as man}' might, reclaim otherwise wortliless
land, making it produce, without further culti-

vation, say 2 tons of hay, worth on the spot at
least $10 per ton, at the same time di.ssipating
sources of autumnal disease, and rendering his
farm at once more beautiful and more pro^iuc-
tive

; liow much better and more patriotic
would it be than pusillanimously to flee across
the mountain.s, he knows not where, far away
from the grave of his fathers and the endearing
associations of his youthful pastime, ay, and of
youthfitl son-ows? Has not he already lost the
best part of his nature who has ceased to feel
in heart that there is, indeed, " no place like
home ?" Would that Americans could forego
the love of change for change sake, and acquire,
in place of it, something of that love of home,
however humble it be, which prompted one of
England's best poets to say of the Swiss,

" Dear is that shed to which his soul conforms
And dear that hill which lifts him to the storms."

But, when driven to seek a home in other
States, there are districts near at hand, in some
of the " Old Thirteen," far more inviting than
the rude borders and den.se forests of the distant
West.

Liebig informs us that " in the vicinity of
Liegen, (a town in Nassau,) from three to five

perfect crops are obtained from one meadow
(1S9) 6

and this is eficcted by covering the fields with
river water, which is conducted over the mead-
ow in Spring by numerous small canals. This

is found to be of such advantage, that suppo.sing

a meadow not so treated, to yield one thousand

pounds of hay, then from one thus watered
4500 pounds are produced. In respcq), to the

cultivation of meadows, the country around

Liegen, is considered to be the best in all Ger-

many."

ON IRRIGATION. . . .By Rev. VV, L. Rham.

Of all the substances which concur in the ve-

getation and growth of plants, water is the most
essential ; without moi.sture the seed cannot
genniuatc, nor can the plant receive nourish-
ment. Hence, in wann climates, where rains
are periodical, and where the soil is dried and
parched by a contmued evaporation, no verdure
exists, except where springs or rivers supply
the waste of moisture. The warmer the climate
and the more rapid the evaporation, the more
luxuriant is the vegetation, provided there be
an abundant supply of water. Tiiis circum-
stance has suggested the plan of diverting
streams and conducting them in channels to fer-

tilize as great an extent of land as possible.

In China and in India, as well as in Egypt,
ingenious modes of watering lands have been
adopted fi-om the most remote ages. No ex-
pense has been thought too great to secure a
supply of water, and to distribute it in the most
advantageous manner. It seems that where
there is great heat in the air, water alone will
supply the necessary food for the growth of
plants. It is probable that the component parts
of the atmosphere are more easily separated,
and made to enter into new combinations with
those of water, in a high temperature than in a
lower ; or that the leaves and green parts of ve-
getables imbibe water in a state of solution in
air, and that in this state it is more easily de-
composed. Atmospheric air and water contain
all the principal elements of vegetables, viz. ox-
ygen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen

; the re-

mainder are either found in the soil or diffused
through the water. Manures seem to act prin-
cipally as stimulants or reagents, and are them-
selves composed of the same elements : they are
of no use unless diffused or dis.solved in water

;

but when the water is impregnated with animal
or vegetable sub.stances, the effect is far greater
and more rapid than when the water is pure.
Water has also an important office to perform,

if we admit the principle discovered by Ma-
caire, that plants reject through their roots those
portions of the sap which are the residue of its

elaboration, and which are of no further use to
the plant, but rather injurious if they are again
imbibed by the roots. Plants seem to require a
removal of their excrements, as animals do when
tied up in stalls or confined in a small space. If
this is not effected, they suffer and contj-act dis-
ea-ses. The percolation of water through the
soil is tlie means which Nature has provided for
this purpose. Hence we can readily suppose
that the mere washing of the roots has a benefi-
cial effect, and to this in a great measure must
be ascribed the fertilizing effects of pure and
soft rurning water.

If water stagnates and is evaporated, and the
noxious matter held in solution remains in the
soil, all the advantage of irrigation is lost, and
the better kinds of grasses are succeeded by
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rashes and coarse aquatic plants, as ma^ be

seen in all marshy spots. The circulation of the

water, therefore, appears to be as necessary- as

its presence ; and, pro\-ided there be a sufBcieut

supply of water of a proper quality, the more
porou^ the soil, and especially the subsoil, is,

the more ^^gorous is the vegetation. It is on

this principle alone that we can rationally ac-

count % the great advantage of irrigation in

those climates where rain is abundant, and

where the soil, which is most benefited by hav-

ing a supply of water running through it. is of a

nature to require artificial draining as an indis-

pensable preliminary to being made fertile by
irrigation. By keeping tliese principles in ^-iew,

great light will be throv\-n on the practical part

of irrigation, which, ha\-iug been long estab-

lished by experience, before these principles

were thought of depends not on their correct-

ness, but only confirms tiieir truth.

The whole art of irrigation may be deduced
from two simple rules, which are. first to give

a sufficient supply of water during all the time

the plants are growing, and, secondly, never to

allow it to accumulate so long as to stagnate.

—

We shall see hereafter one apparent exception

to this la-st rule, but it ^^-ill be readily explained.

The supply of water must come from natural

lakes and rivers, or from artificial wells and
ponds, in \\hich it is collected in sufficient quan-

tity to disperse it over a certain surface. As the

water must flow over the land, or in channels

through it. the supply must be above the level

of the land to be irrigated. This is generally

the principal object to be considered. If no
water can be conducted to a reservoir above die

level of the land, it cannot be irrigated. But
there must al.so be a readj' exit for the water,

and, therefore, the land must not be so low a.s

the natural level of the common receptacle of

the waters, -whether it be a lake or the .sea, to

which they run. The taking of the level is,

therefore, the first step towards an attempt to

irrigate any lands.

Along the banks of running streams Xature
points out the dechvity. A channel, which re-

ceives the water at a point higher than that to

which the river flows, may be dug \vith a much
smaller declivity than that of the bed of the riv-

er, and made to carrj- the water much higher

than the natural banks. It may thence be dis-

tributed so as to descend slowly, and ^vater a
considerable extent of ground in its ^vaJ' to re-

join the stream. This is. by far, the most com-
mon mode of irrigation, and the .shape, size, and
direction of the channels are regulated by the

nature of the surface and other circumstances,

which vary in almost every situation. A few
examples will give to those who are not ac-

quainted with the best mod&s of irrigating land
a pretty accurate notion of the sj-stem.

We shall suppose a river to run widi a rapid

current between high banks. At some point of

its course a portion of the \vater is diverted into

a canal dug along tlie bank, with a very small

declivity. The water in this canal will flow
with less rapidity than the river, but will keep
the same level as that part of the river where it

has its origin. Thus the water may be carried

over lands which are situated considerably above
the bed of the river farther down. All the lands

between Uiis canal and tlie river may be irri-

gated, if there is a .sufficient supply of water.

The canal may be carried to conidderable dis-

tance from the river. The size of tiie canal and
its declivity depend on the quantity of water

(190)

which may be made to flo^v into it. A dam is

often constructed across a river, in order that as

much of its water as is possible may be diverted,

and the original channel is often laid quite dry,

to take advantage of all the water at the time
when it is advantageous to irrigate the land. To
have an entire command of the water, there are

flood-gates on the main channel and on the lesser

branches. By opening or shutting these, the

water may be stopped or made to flow, as may
be required. It must be remembered, that to

carry water to a considerable distance, and in

great quantity, a larger channel and more rapid

declivity are required ; and it is a matter of cal-

culation whether it is most advantageous to bring

a smaller quantitj' to a higher point, or a greater

abundance somewhat lo^wer. Having a certain

command of water, it may be caiTied from the

main channel by smaller branches to dilTerent

points, so as to irrigate the whole equally.

—

These branches should be nearly horizontal, that

the water may overflo-w the sides of them, and
be equally distributed over the land immediate-
1}' below. Every branch which brings water
over the land should have a corresponding chan-

nel below to carry it off; for the water must
never be allowed to stop and stagnate. When
it has run 15 or 20 feet, according to the declivi-

ty-, over the laud situated below the feeder, or

the channel which brings the water, it should
be collected into a drain to be carried off, unless

it can be used to irrigate lands which lie still

lower. Finally it runs back into tbe river from
which it was taken, at a lower point of its

course.

When there is a considerable fall and a suffi-

cient supply of water, a series of channels may
be made, so situated below each otlier. that the

second collects the water which the first has
supplied, and in its turn becomes a feeder to

iiTigate the lower parts of die dechvity : a third

channel receives the water and distributes it

lower do^\^l. until the last pours it into the river.

This is called catch-work, because the water is

caught from one channel to another. This me-
thod is only applicable -where there is a consid-

erable fall of water and a gentle declivity to-

\vards the river. But it must be borne in mind
that the water is deteriorated for the purpose of

irrigation, when it has passed over the land, and
that it is not advantageous to let it flow over a
great extent when a fresh suppl.y can be ob-

tained : but where only a small portion of water
can be commanded, tliat must be made the most
of; and it wiU irrigate three or four portions of

land in succession, without there being any very
marked difference in the effect : beyond this it

rapidly lo.ses its fertilizing qualities. This is not

owing to the water having deposited the ferti-

lizing substances which it held in solution, or

which were diffused through it, but it is owing
to its having taken up some which are detri-

mental to vegetation, and being saturated with
them : at least this is the most probable opinion

when all circumstances are taken into the ac-

count.

The general principle of irrigation may be
described as the suppK^ing of ever}- portion of

the surface vith an abundance of water, and
taking it off again rapidly. In many situations

' the great difficulty in irrigation arises from the

! want of a supply of water ; but even then a par-

I
tial irrigation maj' be effected, which, ahhoagh

j
not perfect, will have its advantages. A small

,
rilf; which is often quite dry m summer, may

;
stilf, by judicious management, be made to im-
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prove a considerable portion of land : its waters

may be collected and allowed to accumulate in

a pond or reservoir, and let out occasionally, so

that none be lost or run to w.^ste. If there is

but a small quantity, it must be husbanded and
made to flow over as great a surface as possible.

If there is water onlj- at particular seasons of

the year, and at a rime when it would not be of

much use to tlie land, it may be kept in ponds,

and it wll lose none of its qualities by being
exposed to the air. If animal or vegetable mat-
ter, in a partial state of decomposition, is added
to this water, it ^vill much improve its quality,

and. by a judicious distribution of it over the

land, a great benefit may be obtained.

If there is not a want of water, there may be
a want of decli^ty to enable it to flow off, which,
it should always be remembered, is an essential

part of irrigation. Art may in this case assist

Nature by forming a pa.ssage for the -svater,

either in its course towards the land to be irri-

gated, or from it after it has effected its purpose.

Where there is no natural exit, and it might
lead to too great an expense to make an artifi-

cial one, the water may sometimes be led into

shallow ponds, where a great part is evaporated

;

or porous strata may be found by boring, into

which it can be made to run and be dispersed.

Along rivers, where tlie fall is very impercepti-

ble, a chaimel, brought from a considerable dis-

tance, may give such a command as to throw
the water over a great extent of surface : and,
to carry it off, anotlier channel maj- be cut. emp-
tying itself at some distance below : so that

lands which lie along the banks of a river may
be irrigated, although they are actually below
the level of the river, and require banks to pro-

tect them from inimdation.

When tlie surface to be irrigated is verj- flat

and nearly level, it is necessarj- to form artificial

slopes for the ^vater to run over. The whole of
die ground is laid in broad beds, imdulaunar like

the waves of tlie .sea. The upper part of these
beds is quite level from end to end, and here
the channel or float which brings the water on
is cnt. From the edge of this channel the sround
is made te slope a foot or two on both sides, and
a ditch is cut at tlie bottom parallel to the float.

The whole of the ground is laid out in these

beds. All the floats are supplied by a main
channel at right angles to the beds, and some-
what above them ; and all the ditches or drains

run into a main ditch, parallel to the main float,

and belo\v the lowest drain. The course of the

water is verj- regular. As soon as the flood-

gates are opened, it flows into all the upper
channels, which it fills till they overflow in their

vi'hole length. The sloping sides are covered
with a thin sheet of running ^vate^, which the
lower drains collect and carry into tlie main ditch.

WATER MEADOWS.
HOW MADE AND MANAGED.

E.XPERIESCE has shown that there are particu-

lar seasons when the water has the best effect

;

a pertect command of it is therefore indispensa-
ble, and also a regular supply. During fro.st.

when ail dry meadows are in a state of torpor,

and the vegetation is suspended, the water-
meadows, having a cuirent of water continually

flowing over them, are protected from the effect

of frost, and the grass will continue to grow as

Ions as tlie water flows over it. Too much
moisture, hoNvever, would be injurious, and the
meadows are therefore laid dry by shutting the
flood-gates, whenever the temperature of tlie

air is above freezing. By this management tlie

grass grows rapidly at the fir.st sign of Spring.
Before the dry upland meadows have recovered
the eSects of frost and begun to vegetate, the
herbage of tlie \vater-meado\vs is already luxu-

riant As soon as tliey are fed off. or out for the

first crop of hay, the water is immediately put
on again, but for a shorter time ; for the warmer
tlie air. the less time will the grass bear to be
covered vvith ^vater. A renewed growth soon
appears, and the trrass is ready to be cut a .sec-

ond time when the dry meadows only give their

first crop. Thu.«, by judicious management
throe or four crops of grass are obtained in each
season, or only one abundant crop is made into

hay. and the sheep and cattle feed off the others.

The usual way in which the grass of waier-
meadows is made profitable is by feeding ewes
which have early lambs till the middle of April.

A short flooding soon reproduces a crop, which
(191)

is mown for hay in June : another flooding gives
an abimdant aftermatli, which is eitlier mown
for hay, or fed off by cows, bullocks, and horses

;

for at this time tlie sheep, if pastured in water-
meadows, are very subject to the rot. The va-

lue of good water-meadows could scarcely be
believed by those who are not familiar with
them. Where the water is suited to irrigation,

they never require manuring. The fertility is

kept up continually, and the only attention re-

quired is to weed out coarse aquatic plants,

which are neither nutritious nor wholesome in
hay or pasture.

The best soil for a w-ater-meadow is a good
gravel. The finest water-meadows on the Avon
in Wiltshire, \\here the richest herbasre is found,
have scarcely any soil at all, but are on a bed of
shingle and pebbles, matted together by the
roots of the grass, which proves to demonstra-
tion that the waters of the Avon contain all the
principles essential to rapid vegetati>-.n. Great
attention is required, and some experience, to

irrigate meadows so as to give the greatest
profit

In hot weather, when we should imacine that
the land must be thirsty, and that too much wa-
ter cannot be poured over it much mischief may
be done by injudicious flooding. In \Vinter, on
tlie contrary, the land may be covered with wa-
ter for \veeks without injury ; and, if an earthy
deposit takes place, the subsequent fertility is

greatly increased. But tliis is not properly irri-

gation : it is inundation, and tlie effects depend
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Fig. I

on entirely different causes. When low mead-
ows are inundated in Winter and Spring, it is

the muddiness of the water which enriches the
land : a fine layer of extremely divided matter

• is deposited, and, when the water subsides, this

acts as a coat of manure.
Water may be carried in small channels

through meadows without being allowed to

overflow^ ; and in this case the effect is similar

to that caused by rivers or brooks, which wind
slowly through valleys, and produce a rich ver-

dure along their course. This is vv-afering, but
not properly iirigating. When this is done ju-

diciously, the effect is very nearly the same aa
when the land is irrigated ; and in hot climates
it may be preferable, by giving a constant sup-
ply of moisture to the roots, while the plants are
grovsing. The great advantage of water-mead
ows in England is not so much the superior
quantity of grass or hay which is obtained when

(192)

they are mown, as the earlj' feed in Spring,
when all kinds of nutritive fodder are scarce

;

when the turnips are consumed before the natu-
ral grass or the rj-e so'wn for that pui-pose is fit

to be fed off, the water-meadows afford abund-
ant pasture to ewes and lambs, which by this

means are brought to an early market. The
Farmer who has water-meadows can put his

ewes earlier to the ram, without fear of wanting
food for tham and their lambs in March, which
is the most trying season of the year for those
who have sheep. At that time an acre of good
gi'ass may be worth as much for a month as a
later crop would for the remainder of the year.
When it is intended to form a water-meadbw
on a surface which is nearly level, or where a
fall o< only two or three feet can be obtained in

a considerable length, the whole of the land
must be laid iu beds about 20 or .30 feet wide

—

tlie middle or crown of these beds being on a
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level with the main feeders, and the bottoms or

drains on a level with the lower exit of the wa-
ter, or a little above it. To form these beds
most expeditiously, if the ground is already in

g-rass, the sod may be pared oft' and relaid after

the l)eds are formed, by which means the grass

will be sooner reestablished ; bitt except in very

heavy soils, where the grass is some time in

taking root, the easiest and cheapest way is to

plow the land two or three times towards the

centre, and dig out the drain with the spade

:

the earth out of the drains, and that which is

taken out of the upper trench or feeder, may be
spread over the bed to give it the proper slope.

A roller, passed over the bed in the direction of

its length, will lay it even ; and, the seeds of

grasses being sown over it, the water may be
let on for a very short time to make them spring.

As soon as the grass is tv,o or three inches

above ground, a regular flooding may be given,

and in a very short time the sward will be com-
plete. Instead of sowing seed, tufts of grass cut

from old sward may be spread over the newly-
formed beds, and they will soon cover the

ground. The Italian ryegrass, which has been
lately introduced into this country from Lom-
bardy and Switzerland, grows so rapidly, that if

it be sown in Febraary. or as soon as the snow
and frost are gone, it will afford a good crop to

food off in April, or to mow for hay by the be-

ginning of May ; and after that it may be cut

repeatedly daring the Summer. But where the

soil is good and the water abundaift, good natu-

ral grasses will spring up \vithout much sowing,
and soon equal the old water-meadows.

It seems essential to the fonnation of a good
water-meadow that the bottom be porous and
free from stagnant water ; hence under-draining
is often indispensable before a water-meadow
ean be established ; and a peat-bog, if drained
and consolidated, may have water canned over
its surface, and produce very good herbage. If

the soil is a very stiff clay, draining is almost in-

dispensable where a water-meado^v is to be
made. The more porous the soil, the less depth
of water is required, which is not obvious at iirst

sight ; but the clay lets the water run over the
surface without soaking into the roots, whereas
the porous soil is soon soaked to a considerable
depth. The water mu.st therefore be longer on
the clay than on the sand or gravel, to produce
the same effect. If the water is properly ap-
plied, all kinds of soils may be converted into

fertile vi^ater-meadows. On very stiff clays, a
coat of sand or gravel, where it can be easily

put on, will greatly improve the herbage. It

should not be plo%sed in, but laid on the surface

two or three inches thick : chalk will also im-
prove the herbage.

The usual time of letting on the -water on wa-
ter-meadows is just before Christmas, and it

may continue to flow over the land as long as

the frost lasts : in mild weather it may be turned
off during the day and put on again at night un-
til the frost is gone. The grass will soon begin

to grow, and be ready to be fcd off. When thia

is done, the water is immediately let on for a
short time, and turned off again to allow the
ground to diy after a few days' flooding, and
the water is let on again at short mtervals. The
warmer the air is, the shorter time must the wa-
ter be allowed to cover die meadows. As soon
as the grass is five or six inches long, it must be
left dry entirely till it is mown or fed off. In
Summer the floodings must be very short, sel-

dom more than twenty-four hours at a time, but
frequent. Thus a gi-eat weight of grass may be
obtained, j'ear after year, without ajiy manure
being put on the land—care being taken that,

where the surface is not quite even, the hollows
be filled up with earth brought from another
place, or dug out of the drain, if that should be
partially filled up -with the soil which the water
has can-ied into it. We alluded before to a case
where water may remain a considerable time
on the land without injui-y ; this is when there
are inundations from rivers, which rise above
their beds in Spring, and cover the lo-w mead-
ows which lie along their banks. In this case
the gi-ass, which had not yet spi-ung up, is pro-
tected from the cold ; and, if there is a deposit
from the water, there is a considerable advan-
tage. But, ^vhen it subsides, it must be made
to run off" entirely, without leaving small pools,

by which the grass would invariably be injured.
Small ditches or channels are usually dug, by
which all the water may ran off, unless where
the subsoil is very porous, or the land is well
under-drained, which is seldom the case in the.se

low meadows, for the drains would be apt to be
choked by tlie earthy deposit from the water.
These inundations can sometimes be regulated
by means of dykes and flood-gates, in which
case they partake of the advantages of irriga-

tion, and also of that depo.sition of fertilizing

mud which is called warping. [^^''ARPING.]

The preceding plan (Fiir. 1) will explain
what has been briefly said respecting the differ-

ent modes of iragating land. A A is a river,

\vhich has a considerable fall, and then flows
through a level plain. A considerable channel
is cut at B, where there is a rapid fall over a
natural or artificial dam. This channel is car-

ried round a hill and supplies a series of chan-
nels, C, C, C, placed below each other, forming
catch-work along a declivity. A portion of the
water goes on to D, where it supplies the feed-

ers of a regular set of ridges, or beds, made as
before described, from which the ^vater retm-ns
into the river by a main trench, into which all

the drains run.

On the other side of the river, where the
slopes lie somewhat differently, there are seve-
ral examples of catch-^work, the black lines rep-
resenting the drains which receive the water
after it has flowed over the surface and carry it

into the river below. It is evident that all "the

feeders are nearly horizontal, to aUow tlie water
to flow over their sides.

Fi^. 2.

r^. 2 is the eection of catch-work, a, a, are the feeders ; 6, the drain ; c, c, c, c, intermediate
channels which act as feeders and djains.

(193)



Fi^. 3.

Ridge-work.
Fig. 3 is the section of two adjoining ridgea. a, a, the feeders

; 6, 6, b, the drairw.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 13 a 3luice to regulate the flow of water.

PLANT WATERING.

As gooii potting is the first step in plant

growing, so good watering is most assuredly

the second ; the former, even when rightly ac-

complished and with the best materials, may be
defeated through -want of skill in watering.

—

Imperfect knowledge or carelessness in the due
administration of this essential element kills

more plants, or keeps more in suspense between
life and death, than utter ignorance in all other

matters relating to plant gro'wing. Let us not
imagine that because we have put a root to a

plant, and placed it in a pot in the right way
and in the proper kind of soil, that the object of

our solicitude is accomplished, and that our duty
is terminated ; for the contrary is the fact, if we
have ambition enough to desire our achieve-
ments to be admired or recorded.

It may be superfluous to state, that plants

either suffer from too much or too little water

;

but it is not so to show that this is frequently
the case in the same pot at the same time ; that

is an evil far more extensive in a general col-

lection of plants than may be supposed, ajid a
point opposed to good cultivation earnestly de-
manding our attention. When the surface-soil

In the pots becomes drj', a careless hand adds at

once a fresh supply, without ascertaining wheth-
er the soil, in which the roots are, at all requires
it, and again on the other hand, the top soil fre-

quently appears perfectly wet, while the bottom
of the ball is as dry as dust. This is a most ca-
lamitous circumstance, and one of common oc-
currence, especially amongst newly-potted
plants. When a plant is just potted, it should
have a sufficient supply to penetrate every part
of the ball, and then remain until another sup-
ply is positively required, that is, till the ball

has parted with a greater jiortiou of its moisture
I

and the plant is upon the point of flagging, the
""
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interstices being all filled with air as it should
be. This air again requires to be driven out by
a fresh supply of water, thus keeping up a vig-

orous and healthy action by continual inter-

changes of air and water, but at the same time
never allowing either of them to remain long
enough to affect the health of the plant. Wa-
tering by " driblets" is the worst of all water-
ing ; it keeps the surface of the soil in a puddle,

but never reaches the roots ; the eye is thus de-

ceived, and the plant is often dead before
the cau.se is discovered. When a plant does
not part with its moi-sture freelj', like its neigh-
bors, but remains in a wet state, it should be
immediately mspected ; for should a plant re-

main subject daily to the application of driblets

of water for any time, death miist of necessity
ensue. One effectual watering, whether ap-

plied to plants in pots under glass or to those
committed to the soil in the open ground, is not
onh' of far gieater utility, but much more eco-

nomical than ten ineffectual supplies. There is

no duty attending plant cultivation so difficult

to perform as this, and to entrust it in careless

and incompetent hands will certainly entail

upon a collection of valuable plants po.sitive

ruin ; for unless he who uses the watering-pot
has some practical acquaintance with vegetable

economy, and can discriminate so far as to act

agreeably to the necessities and wants of the

subjects committed to his care, he will always
find himself a day's march in arrear. These
neces.iities and wants, be it remembered, are

not (}uite so apparent to the naked eye of the

novice as they are to the keen and scrutinizing

vision of the ever-anxious, and hence ever-

watchful, cultivator

There is a kind of v^-atering verj* commonly
performed in many places, which cannot, when
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valuable and choice plants are attempted to be

cultivated, be too severely censured. This is

the daily afternoon supply, which is given to

every plant as lar as time will admit, regardless

of its requirements.—at least, when this opera-

tion is entrusted to men of inexperience, which
is but too common ; and this kind of gardening

goes on in many places for years. Plants die,

it is true ; but this is one of the unresolved mys-
teries in gardening, which, to some minds, is

quite satisfactory, and enables them to account
for the loss of plants by violent means. Finally,
it has been asked, how often are we to water
this or that plant, and the answer usually is, al-

ways when it requires it ; let us, therefore, add,
and with some earnestness, ««ver before. [Duro.

ENTOMOLOGY

:

OR, A DISCOURSE ON INSECTS.

" A wiae hand has scattered tliem every where, and given to each kind its par-

ticular instinct, its peculiar economy, and great fecundity."

"From the gigantic banyan, which covers

acres with its shade, to the tiny fungus, scarcely

visible to the naked eye, the vegetable creation

is one vast banquet, at which her insect guests

sit down." The experience of every practical

Farmer will bear its testimony to the tnith of

this assertion, which we quote from an eminent

work on Entomology, not for the purpose of

spreading a truth which must be universally ad-

mitted by every intelligent observer of Nature,

hot as an apologj', or, rather, a reason, for occu-

pying a few pages of an early number of the

Farmers' Library with the remarks to which it

properly leads.

Experience also teaches every cultivator of

the soil that innumerable varieties of this minu-

ter portion of the animal kingdom are unbidden

and costly "guests" at his own private table

—

feeding on his industrj-, preying on his means,

and diminishing his profits.

DecandoUo and other Entomological writers

have calculated that the number of the.se insects

w^hich draw their sustenance from herbivorous

plants, amounts to 100,000 species. Some of

these feed only on one kind of plant, while oth-

ers inhabit a plant in one section, or season, and

not in anciher. One species, furui.shed by Na-

ture with an organic machinery, admirably

adapted for boring or burrowing in the earth,

assails the root; another inserts its proboscis in

the fibre of the leaf, and extracts only the sap :

this eats only the parenchj-ma, never touching

the cuticle; that devours the lower surface of

the leaf; while a third perforates the stem.

—

Obedient to its instinct, each individual species

industriously contributes its .share to the general

desolation; and the practical acquaintance with
these periodical ravages which has been forced

upon the Farmer, has hitherto produced no
(195)

remedies, or, at best, such only as are partial

and uncertain, for an evil so extensive. While
the provident housewife industriously destroys

the loathsome vennin (cimex lecfularius) which
infest her dormitories, her less persevering

spou.se, in indolent despair, pennits all the resi-

due of the Hemipterous family, undisturbed, to

feed on his crops, and then patiently replants,

to supply them with a fresh banquet. Content

to tread in the footsteps of the ages which have

preceded him, he looks at every diverging path

with contempt or dismay ; and hence it is that,

until of late year.s, improvements in Agriculture

have been so much behind the advance of know-
ledge m eveiy other useful art. This reproach,

it is true, bears less heavily on our day than it

did fonnerly. A liberal, intelligent spirit has

lately been infused, the tendency of which is to

enliven and elevate our s3-stem of Agriculture,

and to enhance the reputation of those to who.se

hands it is committed ; and of all the occupations

of life, which presents a wider or more attractive

range to the philosophic mind ? Not that we
are to expect eveiy tiller of the soil to overleap

the adverse circumstances of his condition, and

to penetrate and comprehend the numerous

processes in the economy of Nature. But the

duty, no le.ss than the interest, of every gentle-

man Farmer—by which phrase is intended,

merely, him whose days are not all necessarily

required for manual labor—prescribes the em-

plo3-ment of a portion of his lei.sure hours in

pursuits and researches which will not fail to

invigorate and embellish his practical know-
ledge. To such we would suggest, generally,

the importance of a course of reading in Natural

History ; and, paiticnlarly, of a competent ac-

quaintance with that one. among the most inte-

resting of all its branches, called " Entomology"



—and for such reading we propose to supply

tlie materials, in part, in the "Farmers' Li-

BRARV."

Entomology—derived from two Greek words

(entama and logos) signifying a discourse on

insects—treats of the "organization, habits, pro-

perties and classification of those articulated ani-

mals which are distinguished by the presence of

anteniKB (antenna, a Latin word for yard-arm)

and of breathing organs, composed of ramified

trachea, with or witliout air sacs." Various

writers, from Linnajus to the latest entomolo-

gists, have suggested classifications of the insect

tribes. The first-named writer classed them

from their wings ; Fabricins from die structiLre

of tht mouth, and Latreillo from a view of their

general organization : Kirby, a more modern

writer, adopts the 7iumber of legs as a basis of

classification ; while Kollai- thus describes them :

" Insects are animals which have a body con-

sisting of one or more divisions ; articulated feet

;

a head conspicuously distinct from the body,

on which are placed two moveable horns,

called antenntE. They breathe through air-

holes, which are situated on the sides of the

body; the greater number having wings, in

their perfect state, and only a proportionably

small number are entirely without tliem.

—

With the exception of certain groups, all in-

sects have six feet, and their bodies are divided

into a head, thorax, and abdomen, by notches

or incisions ; hence the name insect is derived

from the Latin word inseco, to cut or notch.

Before they attain their perfect state, they are

subject to various transformations, which are

called metamoi-phoses."

By the researches of these and others who
have devoted their time and talents to a pa-

tient and laborious investigation of the sub-

ject, great additions have been made to the

stores of useful knowledge. The science,

however, is still in its infancy—a vast field

remains to be explored—and it is in the power

of the Farmer greatly to aid the entomolo-

gist, by observing the mmute, but varied and

interesting, habits of insects. He -would thus

inform him.self of the period.s, the fonn, and die

manner of their appearance ; of the plants which

are their favorite food ; of the modes of their ap-

proach, and the parts which they select for their

attacks. By adding experiment to ob.sers'adon,

he might also obtain a knowledge of their anti-

pathies; and in this way render Entomology

more subservient to the interests of Agriculture

than it has hitherto been.

It is to this latter point that it appears the

proper province of the Farmer to direct the

course of diis department of Natural Historj-.

—

Entomologists, lured by the love of research,

may well content themselves with the develop-

ment of such facts as will satisfy the curious

philosopher; and, without going bejond this,

they have a strong claim to the grautude of the

practical Agriculturist, for whose benefit they
(191-;)

have opened the mine of Knowledge, which

they offer to him to explore at his pleasure.

—

From their investigations he may learn that the

ravages on die turnip crop arc caused, first, by
the turnip flea, (the Chrysomcla nemorum of

LinnsEUS,)—a coleopterous* or hard-shelled in-

sect, scarcely an eighth of an inch in length

—

smooth, shining, and of a brassy color—which

attacks the turnip, both in its perfect and larvse

state ; its favorite food being the young plant,

just as it is beginning to unfold its cotyledon, ar

cup-shaped leaves—stripping an entire crop

with a.stouishing celerity. The next enemy of

the turnip plant is the saw-fly, (alhalia spina-

rum,)—so called because die instrument with

which Nature has supphed it to deposit its eggs,

which is placed at the extremity of the abdomen

of the female, on the under side, resembles, in

its construction and properties, the saw and au-

ger. The eggs of this fly are deposited on the

young turnip plants, from which they emerge

into larvae, with a rapidity which scientific men
find it difficult to explain. These larvse, of a

deep black color, as soon as hatched, commence

their attacks, which they continue until dieir

full growth, a period of a few weeks, when
they drop from the plant among the rotten

leaves, and speedily enclose themselves in a

cocoon, composed of two distinct layers of silk,

out of which it gnaws its way \vhen the fly is

matured. Inexplicable instinct is .said to teach

all insects to weave their cocoon thinnest in the

part which is to cover die head, to facilitate the

escape of the fly when the time for its voluntary

imprisonment has expired. Farmers suffer

greatly from the depredations of this insect. Sir

Arthur Young states that the loss of the turnip

crop in England in one year, by the ravages of

this insect, was estimated at $.500,000. It has

been known to destroy a crop of 200 acres of

Swedish turnips, although a belief has prevailed

that this species of turnip is comparatively safe

from their attacks. The injury they inflict is

the cons^amption of leaves to the stem, by which

the plant is destroyed, or the bulb dimmished

by the obstruction of die vegetable functions.-

The tcire v:orm (ataphcBgus Vuieatus) is another

enemy of the turnip plant, which cuts the stem

from the root, so that the plant dies on the spot.

This insect is the larvae of chick-beetles, (elate-

ridiej and is so constructed as to leap a great

bight. The larvae of this beetle, known under

the name of wire-worm, appears sometimes,

says KoUar, in great numbers, and devastates

* Coleoptn-a, (Beetles,) with six feet, and mostly
with four winirs, tlie anterior pair of which are homy,
in the form of a covei-ing for the two posterior winirs,

which are sometimes wantincr. They have upper
and lower jaw.'?, (mandibles and maxilla;,) for gnaw-
ing and chewing ; their under winfs are transversely

folded. Examples : the may-bug, horns, (ceram byci-

d<je,) stag-beetles, gi-ound-beetles, (carabida,) and
weevils.
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•whole fields of grain. It resembles the well-

known meal-u-orm. Aphides, or plant-lice, also

feed on the turnip plant. Owing to its astonish-

ing fecundity—twenty or thuty generations be-

ing produced in a single year—the destruction

caused by this insect is proportionally exten-

sive. The fact that at one season of the year

they are oviijarous, and at another viviparous, is

a remarkable peculiarity in the aphides ; and

one cause of their astonishing increase is, that

tke sexual iutercoui-se of a single pair, without

any reunion, serves for all the generations which

proaeed from the female during the whole of

tliat succeeding year. The turnip-leaf miners

are also among the assailants of this plant. One
class of these (drapsapkita fiava) bores a gal-

lery under the upper cuticle of tlie leaf, and is

not visible on the under side ; while the other,

fphytomyza nigrocornisj bred from the under

side of the leaf, bores inside of the lower cuti-

cle, and cannot be disdngui.shed on the upper

side. Vasous other enemies exist in the differ-

ent moths of the Leodopteroas order,* all of

which, with different degrees of voracity, prey

upon the turnip crop.

We have refrained from entering into the mi-

nutia; of the stracture and habits of?ach of these

insects, because it would have extended this

article beyond the necessarj- limits to which \ve

are restricted. Enough has been said to show
that, on this branch of the subject, tlie labor and

success of the entomologist have shed a flood of

light, which develops the path to further and

still more useful enquiries. "With reference to

the remedies against these insect ravages—the

point to which the interest of evei-y intelligent

farmer imperatively urges his pursuit—compa-

ratively but little has j-et been effected. Pre-

ventives have been suggested in English books,

such as keeping the land free from the wild

mustard and charlock, which attract the turnip-

flea, and from other noxious breeds of insects

tliat feed on the various products of the garden

and the field

—

" But chief the forest boughs.
That dance unnumbered to the plaj-ful breeze

;

The downy orchard iuid the meltinj pulp
Of mellow fruit : the nameless nations feed
Of evanescent insects."

An infusion of quassia, half an ounce to a gallon

of water, has been lately recommended in the

Gardeners' Chronicle. Sowing in drills instead

of broadcast is said to have been found benefi-

cial ; and mixing the seed with sulphur has
|

sometimes been of efficacy. Experimental

knowledge on this subject is greatly to be de-
I

sired, and every farmer has the power to contri-

* Leodoptera—Six feet ; four membraneous wings,
covered with small membraneous scales or feathers.
Instead of the u]i])er or lower mandibles, two hollow
(Uaments exi.«t, which, together, form a spii-ally rolled
tongrue. Exiunples : Buttei-flies, moths, and hawk-
moutlii?.

bote his mite to the general store ; and apart

from this consideration of personal interest, the

attraction of the subject itself, when once he en-

ters upon the study of it, will increase at long

advancing step. 'Who can read Huber, Bevan,

Gould, and otuer writers on the economy and

habits of tlie Bee and the Ant, witluout being

filled with surprise and admiration at the iiTe-

sistible e^^dence which their system of govern-

ment, domestic policy and orderly arrangements

exhibit, of calculation, forethought, wise di^Hsion

and direction of labor, and unity of purpose ?

—

Solomon had looked into Entomology vihen he

referred the indolent man to the ant for a lesson

of ^visdom ; altliougli it is said to be an error in

him and other philosophers, to suppose that the

ant lays by a store of provision for winter use,

when it, in fact, becomes torpid, and does not

either eat or drink during the period of hyberna-

tion. What has been taken for food, was only

building materials. '• Ce ne sont point des pro-

visions dc houche ; ce sont des simples materi-

aux, qiiilles font oui^rer dans la construction

de leur edifice, comme dies y font outrer des

brins, de paille," &c. But this discovery de-

tracts from the philosopher, if from eitlier—and

not the ant, as it does not lessen the proof of

his forecast and systematic industry. Limiaeua

speaks of the ants milking their cows, the aphi-

des, (plant lice ;) and Hiiber describes the pro-

cess, stating that die ants " not only suck the

.sweet juice which is constantly passing through

the bodies of the aphides, but make use of their

attennae during the operation, to produce a

ready evacuation—patting the aphides on tlie

sides pretty briskly," as the calf hunches the

udder of its dam. This fact may show that the

ant is not the enemy ofthese hemiptera,* as some
have supposed, and that its frequent as-sociation

\vith them is of a friendly character. But the

most startling facts related by Huber, and cor-

roborated by other writers, relate to the wars
%vagod b3' one community of ants against ano-

ther, and the predatorj' expeditions of the spe-

cies called formicans riifescens and formica
sanguinea, against the colonies of black ants,

for tlie purpose of cairj-ing off the young for

slaves. But they have never been charged

\vith selling their own children to the Turks, as

is said to be the practice with a nation that is

regarded as physical models of the human race.

It has been proved by experiment that the ru-

bescent ant has been so much accustomed to de-

* Hemipta-a—Six feet four wings—the two anterior
formmg hard coverings with membraneous ends, or
resembling the lower ones, but being larger and
stronger, histead of upper and lower jaws, the or-

gans of the mouth are fonned of bri.stles, which com-
pose a sucker, and which is enclo.sed in an aiticvilated

sheath, consisting of one piece, of a cylindrical or
conical shape, and fonninp a projecting beak. Ex-
amples—the field and tree bugs, houA: buss. Cicada;
Aphides Kolx.ui.
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pend on the services of the black ant, that it be-

comes, without the aid of its slave, too indolent

to provide or arrange its stores of food, and even

to feed itself. The sanguinea, however, is

more energetic and courageous, and will even

protect its slaves and transport them when it be-

comes necessary to change their habitation.

—

The tact displayed by the assailants in their in-

vasions of the black colonies, and the defen.sive

arrangements of the latter, are given by these

writers with a vividness and minuteness which

invest the subject with the charm of a beautiful

fiction ; and by those not conversant with the

study of these insects, it may be regarded as

such—for any one but a close observer of insect

economy and habits, would declare that such

perfection of skill and management is unattain-

able but by human intellect.

It is worthy of remark that while, against

foreign and hostile tribes, ants afford examples

of skill aiid valor in war, iu their domestic gov-

ernment they equally inculcate lessons of bene-

volence and social harmony ; for while among

some barbarous nations, such as the Africans, it

is the custom when one faction gains the ascend-

ant, to sell their rivals in bondage, or, what is

worse, exclude them from employment and

starve them to death, ants in power never make

war on their fellow citizens, but always on a

different species. Thus, according to an emi-

nent naturalist, " when one fellow laborer is ac-

cidentally wounded at his work, he is assisted

by others, and taken to the hospital ; but if his

case be evidently past the skill of surgerj-, his

body is only then thrown away among the rub-

bish of the nest."

Into the boundless field of natural history,

however, it is no part of the pni-pose of (Ids ar-

ticle to carry the reader further than may suffice

to stimulate a thirst after gi-eater knowledge.

—

To men exempted from the pressing cares of

life, gifted with a per-severing spirit of inve.stiga-

tion, and who have the talent as well as the

time to employ in the quiet, close and patient

research which it demands, the labor will bring

an ample reward in the discovery of entertain-

ing facts and the accumulation of curious and

useful knowledge. To such as these the world

is a great debtor. All its knowledge of the mi-

nuter organisms and various habits of the innu-

merable tribes of insects which draw their hour-

ly tributes of existence from the vegetable king-

dom, it owes to their indefatigable exertions.

—

The brief view and suggestions here thrown out

are solely designed to lead the practical cultiva-

tor to that door of the temple of Knowledge

which may have heretofore been unapproached

by him, and. by opening to him glimpses of the

treasures which may be acquired from the ap-

plication of a small portion of his othervvi.se un-

emploved hours, to enable him to protect his

"(198)

crops, in some measure, from the depredations

to which they arc now annually and grievously

exposed—to make the pursuits of Agriculture

more attractive to intellectual minds, and to ele-

vate the diaracter and standing of the Farmer

in the social scale. By the production of these

desirable ends, the whole object of this paper

would be accomplished. Still further to pro-

mote that end by the relation of anecdotes illus-

trative of the instinct and the habits to which

we have referred, we shall give occasionally in-

teresting particulars with which eminent men
have managed to enliven their contributions to

Natural History. In the pursuit of this purpose,

we solicit the aid of gentlemen whose studies

and observations qualify them to aid in giving

to the pages of the Farmers' Library, that vari-

ety which we desire them to present, but which

no one mind, ho%vever much more gifted than

ours, can well impait.

P S.—At a late meeting of the Fanners'

Club, on a call from the Chair for a subject for

discussion at the next meeting, a gentleman of

varied knowledge and experience expressed

his belief that it would take millions—ay. mil-

lions—to repair the annual losses to the farmer

and the orchardist, caused by the ravages of in-

sects ; and so general seemed to be the convic-

tion of the truth of his impression, that the sub-

ject was given out as one of paramount impor-

tance, inviting the patriotic and earnest consider-

ation of every friend of rural economy.

Agricultural iNCONsisTENriES.—Prejudice
and error generally go hand in hand ; a man
may be allowed to indulge in ob.stinacy for his

own gratification, but when society is effected

by it, the sooner a new light breaks in upon him,

the better. I proposed subsoiling my heavy
land for beans, .so as to admit the action of frost

and air abundantly. A demurrer was instantly

raised by a farmer present. Oh ! we always
plow shallow for beans. Well, I know you do.

Do you ever double-.spit your gardens ? Oh,
certainly we do. Do you ever grow beans in

your garden ? To be sure, capital ones. What,
and that on double dug ground ? Impossible,

surely. It would puzzle a conjurer to tell why
a farmer always digs his garden 20 inches, and
plows his land only 5 inches. Docks, thistles,

couch, and other strong deep-rooted weeds, are

not to be found in his garden. ^Vhat reason

can a fanner give for drilling his beans at

inches in his field and 27 in his garden ? Does
the former mode give him a larger or earlier

produce ? Again, a farmer will caution yon
against sitting in a draught, or lying on a damp
bed—of course he takes care not to do so him-

self: but whilst he practises this for himself,

and recommends it to his friends, he pursues au

entirely different plan with his cattle. They
mu,st be exposed to both ;

as if their sensations

and physiology differed in that respect from our

own. Let us keep our cattle warm, drj', and
well-fed, and we shall .seldom feel the cramp in

our pockets.—/. J. Mcchi, 4 LeadevhalU-trcet.
[Chelm.-itbrd Chronicle.
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THE CANADA THISTLE

We have often heard farmers in the South,

lamenting tlie rumored approacli of the Canada

Thistle, and expressing a desire to become fa-

miliar with its appearance, that it might be met

with resolutiou and vigor on its first amval

ajnoug them—it being on its way, like the red

fox and other pests, in progress from North to

South. The fanner, we conclude, cannot be too

800U made acquainted with the "fonn" and (we

will not say the "pressure,") characteristics of

an enemy so formidable, that a Pennsylvanian

writer, in the Fanners' Cabinet, vol.2, page 358,

says :

—

" It has already made its appearance in several

directions, to the no small annoyance of the pro-

prietors, and if sufl'ered to remain undisturbed,

it will continue to increase until it has taken full

and entire possession of the soil, to the exclusion

of everj- other plant, and may be handed down
from generation to generation as a permanent
legacy. In .some of the Western jprarts of the

Stat* of New-York, where it has partially taken
possession, you may discover many respectable

tillers of the soil reaping their wheat with gloves

on, and binding with willows ; and .some fields

may be seen where it has become so thickly set

that the owners have given the ground up in

despair, as not producing herbage enough to

feed a rabbit."

We are advised, by a gentleman who speaks

fedingly on the subject, and from painful expe-

rience, that it may be most etlectually destroyed

by mowing it, when in blossom, before it has

seeded, not very near to the ground, and then

pouring salt water over each spear of it—but if

it be not attacked very soon after it makes its

first appearance, it must become very difficult

to destroy it by a process so tedious.

Noxious weeds are often spread by great

carelessnes.s on the part of the farmer himself

in the purchase of his seed. If he cannot raise

these in all cases himself, he cannot exercise too

much vigilance in the purchase of them ; and

here, again, is an instance of the necessity of al-

ways employing as agents and factors, gentlemen

of known probity and character, instead of

mere upstarts and loafers, who will hold with

the hare and run with the hound.

COMPAR.\TIVE VALUE OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF SHEEP FOR THE NEW-YORK FARMER.

A chance interview with that distinguished

Wheat-cultivator. General Harmon, of Monroe
County, New-York, was embraced recently to

obtain his views on some points of Sheep hus-

bandry. He prefers the Meririos, for these

general reasons, to either the South-Downs,

Leicesters, or Cotswolds ; and we believe he

does not stand by any means alone in his opin-

ions. What follows is the substance of his

answers to inteirogatories :—In the first place

he says, that in Western New-York as to the

VALUE OF THE WooL, that Mcrino, washed on

the sheep's back, will command 37 J cents a

pound— J blood .5 per cent, less—and half-blood

5 per cent, less still ; that South-Down Wool
will command about two-thirds the price per

pound of the Merino ; and that the Wool of

the Bakewcll and Cotawold, being somewhat
longer, is rather preferred to the South-Down.

Then as to weight of fleece : that Merinos in

his County will average about four pounds

;

that his lot of pure bloods averaged 4^ pounds.

From a yearling Mcrino ram lamb he sheared

this year lOj pounds, and his rams a vear old in

fl9'.ll

May past and sheared in June, averaged six

pounds. He says Cotswolds will jdeld a hea\T[er

average fleece than eitber South-Downs or Lei-

cesters. These last he thinks will yield about the

same in weight of wool as the Merinos. But he

thinks the Merinos decidedly more healthy tlian

the long-wooled sheep, as the fleeces of these last,

being more open, will let in the rain and wet to

the skin and give colds and consumption. Gen.

H. thinks he can get, from the same quantity of

grass, as much of Merino as of any other mut-

ton, and that the Butchers tell him the Merinos

lay their fat more on the inside—more on the

kidneys, where it is more profitable ;—in a

word, that they " open better " than eitlier of

the other breeds. We have great respect for

the General's opinions ; but if any one chooses

to " try conclusions " with him, we always stand

open fo» conviction.

Fj » . Capital.—The sum required depends
exceedir'gly upon very variable circumstances.
The mof^ profitable mode of farming would re-

quire the *i.se of £8 to £12 per acre. Eng.paper.
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ON THE PRESERVATION OF HEALTH.

THE GOOD EFFECTS OF FREQUENT BATHING.

With the mercury at 90 degrees of Fahren-

heit, what can be more natm-al, than to spend

a few thoughts on the means of counteracting

the ill effects of such excessive heat ? And
how can this be better done than by frecpient

ablutions of the whole body, so that every pore

may be kept open, and free passage given to

matter which the system rejects and would fain

throw off by perspiration. We write in the

full persuasion that bathing is too generally

neglected in the country—either from want of

thought upon its importance, or want of con-

venience for its enjoyment ; but with a little

trouble such convenience might be provided,

wherever there is a good pump, or yet better,

where there is a copious spring of water. The

facilities should not only be afforded, but those

who have charge of families should make it a

point to see that they are availed of, by every

member under his control. Ask the laboring

man, him who labors with mind or body, and

who is accustomed to being daily, or very fre-

quently refreshed with the shower or plunging

bath, what would induce him to forego it ?

—

Rising in the morning exhausted and languid

from the eflPects of oppressive heat, he comes

out from his bath invigorated and capable of

thinking so much closer, and working with so

much more alertness and satisfaction that he

would much sooner relinquish one meal a day

than give up his bath ! He only who habitu-

ally enjoys it can estimate the privation when
DO moans are to be had for the indulgence.

Tho.se who have most studied the art of pre-

serving health dwell upon cleanliness of the

person, as next in importance to be con.sidered

after air andfood.
The happiness and success of every farmer,

depends so much on the health of all his house-

hold that under the most fervid heat that has

l)een felt here for the last ten years we do not

see tliat we could better devote the space it

occupies than in giving to his perusal and re-

flection the following paper which seems to

contain about all that need be said on the sub-

subject of it

:

" This is Bot a mere matter of decency. It is

one of the positive commands arising from the

constituted order of things. Be it remembered,
that every thing that lives, vegetable or animal,

is wasting while life continues ; and that all

which is sent forth through the milllions of
openings by the skin, has run its round, and is

lifeless ; and that more dian half of all the food

taken comes forth in this manner. If perspira-

tion, sensible and insensible, be permitted to rest

on the skin, and stop the way of that which is

coming. Nature is offended, and wiU show that

.she is BO. Such neglect is one of the causes of
disease. This fact was probably well known
to Eastern nations, since it was part of their re-

ligioiis dutiy to cleanse the skin. These na-
tions were ignorant of the modem comfort of
wearing a garment next the skin which can be
frequently changed. The ab.scnce of this com-
fort was one of the causes of those dreadful dis-

eases of which we read, and which are now
unknown among Christian nations. There are
classes of laborers and mechanics, whose health
would be presei-ved, and their lives prolonged,
if they knew how much depended on periodi-

cal cleansing. It may be said that there is a
connexion between cleanliness and moral feel-

ing. Perhaps it may be going too far to say,

that those who habitually disregard cleanliness,

and prefer to be dirty, have no moral percep-
tion : but it may be truly said, that those who are
morally sensitive are the more so from respect-
ing this virtue. There is a close affinity be-
tween moral depravity and physical degrada-
tion. The vicious poor are always shockingly
filthy : the depraved rich are visited bj' worse
penalties : they may have clean gannents ; but
what can wash away the impurities which vice
has made a pai't of themselves ? It is not for

one's self only that tlie virtue of cleanliness
connnends itself. Every one comes within the
observation of others. However uncleanly one
may be himself, he is not the less offended at the
like neglect in Uiose whom he observes. Now,
it is every one's duty to himself to recommend
himself to others, so far as he innocently and
reasonably can, and to obtain their respect.

—

(^lean and costly garments may fall very short
of doing this, if it be seen that they are a cov-

ering for the neglect of this important law. If

there be a lovely object to the human eye it is a
clean, clear-faced, healthy, innocent, neatly-clad,

haj)py child. There are few children ^^ho may
not, if they will, be neatly dressed, for this

does not depend on that of which the dress is

made. There are fe\ver who maj' not have a
clear skin, and healthy look, if they are proper-
ly fed, and sleep in pure air. There are none
who may not have a clean skin ; for we speak
to those who are old enough to judge (or them-
selves. And let it be added, for their induce-
ment, that, in obeying the command to be clean,

they are perfonning a moral duty ; in neglect-

ing it they are inflicting an evil on themselves
in two ways—first, in diminishing their own
comfort ; second, in losing the esteem of others."

|tg6= The best mixture for filling up wounds in

trees is made with cow-dung 1 bushel, old lime-i-ub-

bish i a bushel, wood-ashes \ a bushel, and a little

river-sand, well worked together by spade, or beaten
until it is of the consistence of fresh plaster, such as

is used for ceiling rqoms.



THE CAUSE OF EDUCATION
AS CONNECTED WITH AGRICULTURE IN THE SOUTH.

LKTTER FROM THOMAS AFFLECK, ESQ. CORKESPONDING SECRETART OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMERS' LIBRARY.

* * * * "I am desirous of having- all the

infonnation possible, on the subject of the estab-

lishment, prog^-ess and present working of the

Free School system of New-York and Massa-
chusetts. We do indeed need something of the

kind here ; and I am in hopes that something
can be done now. The first important step has
been taken. A liberal and public-spirited gen-

tleman of Natchez, Alvarez Fisk, has brought
the subject directly home to the people of that

city, by giving to the city a valuable property,

with good and sufficient buildings upon it for

extensive Free Schools, on condition that the

citizens should immediately con.scnt to the levy

of a direct tax upon them.selves for that purpose.

At a public meeting immediately called, this

was voted for almost unanimously, and a tax

levied sufficient to establish and support an ex-
tensive Free School of the very higt^st charac-

ter, which it is expected will be evened in a

few^ days.

Those of us in favor of a general and extend-
ed sj'stem of Education, within the reach of and
free to all, are now greatly encouraged to hope
that the examples set by the cities of New-Or-
leans and Natchez, will be followed by the
Stoics of Louisiana and Mississippi.

The subject of Home Education is attracting

much more attention within the last year than
it has done for many years past. Parents begin
to see the bad effects of sending their children

so entirely beyond their reach, as they are when
sent to Schools and Colleges in the North and
West ; and particularly lads of an age to receive
readily impressions of idleness, and iniquity of

every kind. They begin to find, too, that those
young men who have received an education at

Schools and Colleges near home, get a much
better education than those sent abroad ; and
fi'om the check kept upon them by parents and
friends, almost invariably turn out better than
when left to themselves. The additional sup-
port no\v given to our in.stitutions of learning, en-
ables those in charge of them to extend and im-
prove their means of usefulnes.s—and I venture
to say, that the young of both sexes of this State
can now receive a better education at home
than they can by being sent a distance. Our
o\vn little town here, of Wa.shington, has a most
excellent High School, conducted by Messrs.

Ammeu & Rowland, (the former well known as
an excellent instructor and disciplinarian, and
whilom Profe.s.'5or of different Colleges)—and an
equally excellent School for young ladies, the
old, ^vell-known Elizabeth Female Academy,
now under the i onduct of Mr. and Mrs. Ford
and their daughters, formerly of GermantOM'n,
Pa. Both these Institutions, as also Oakland
College, are in a very flourishing condition.

I am glad to see that you ence more ascend
the Chair Editorial, and are about to give us a
new Agricultural Journal. Success attend you !'

(201)

We should hail this letter from Mr. Affleck
with more plea.sure, and with greater confi-

dence in the prospects it bespeaks for the South,

if we could be satisfied that he does not mistake

his own enlightened enthusiasm for a well-

rooted public sentiment, and a firm determina-

tion to act—for every one knows the wide dif-

ference between doing, and

—

haviiig a great

mind to do ! How often have we heard the

notes of preparation for reform, in the systems

of education, and in the agricultural practices of

the States South of the Delaware, yet how little

has been achieved in either since the Revolution

of 1776 ! As far back as 1692. more than one
hundred and fifty years past, at a session of the

Legislature of Maryland, held at tlie Cit'i/ of St.

Mary's, an act was passed for the encourage-

ment of education. Four years afterwards the

Free School of " King William" was estab-

lished at the venerable City of Annapolis, and
in 1723, more than one hundred and twenty
years ago, a school was erected in each of the

twelve counties, into which the State was then

divided, and the funds provided by previous

acts, for the supf-ort of County Schools, was
equally divided among them. By various acta

of Assembly, schools have since been establislied

in all the counties subsequently formed ; but

what have any of these schools done for impart-

ing a knowledge ofihe pri7iciples ofAgriculture,

or any of the sciences, the knowledge of which is

necessary to ensure to practical agriculture

greater success and higher intellectual embel-
lishment ? In these schools have been taught,

time out of mind, reading, writing, common
arithmetic, and sometimes the Latin and Greek
languages

; but, what particular light have these

shed on the business which was to be pursued,

as a profession and for a livelihood, by four-fifths

of the scholars ? The mistake has been, not in

any want of sensibility to tlie importance of
common schools, so that education may be
brought to every man's door, (though that has
been but partially effected.) but it has consisted

in not providing for the right .tort of edvcation
On this subject, it would be difficult to say

any thing that ve have not urged again and
again, years ago. More than twenty-four years
pa-st, it was said in the American Farmer—on
the Profession of a Planter or Farmer, that "a
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farming, planting and horticultui-al collection of

books, should adorn, and ^vould enrich every

cultivator's mansion. An intimacy with a few

such works during the five years preceding the

time of lawful age, would alone be enough to

make a respectable man, of honorable acquire-

ments, out of a raw and simple youth of sixteen

years. The human mind is as susceptible of

being ti*aiued, quickened, strengthened and led

to a right end in the gi'eat business of the Planter

and the Farmer, as in aiii/ oilier profession in

the whole round of human life. Every thing is

done with more tlian a jnedium profit, which is

done by a skilful mind, added to mere animal

strength. Education not only forms the com-

mon mind ; it forms those minds also which

are uncommon. To be taught the habits of ob-

servation, examination, and reflection, and to

attend to causes, consequences, effects and re-

sults, is to be a man of better sense however

good the mind may have been by nature- The
Farmer or Planter ought to he that man, that

vnaster, of his art—sub arte peritus—as well

as his neighbors in other professions. Aflected

by the seasons and the weather, he should be a

careful and judicious ob.server of them."

" The cold nips his productions in the germ
and bud : the heat prevents their succulent
nourisliment : the wet occasions injurious fer-

mentations, or retards maturity till the season is

lost. The instructed and experienced farmer
best applies the proper means of prevention,
preservation, and cure, which the various trials

of the day require from his vigilance and versa-

tility. Warned and empowered bi/knoirledge,

he saves by the ability to act instantly with in-

telligence, while a half bred fanner loses the

quality or quantity of his crop from delay to

consider or inquire. From the moment when
an able cultivator sets apart his fields for tlie

several purposes of tlie year, till his crops are
delivered to the purchasers, he is engaged in

a round of observation, cai'e, management, and
an acquaintance with his profession by a regu-
lar and well governed education, must give him
an incalculable advantage over an industrious

but untutored neighbor in the quantity, quality,

and value of his crop."

Bear in mind, my deai" Sir, that these thoughts

were presented to the patrons of my old Amer-

ican Farmer in 1821—and here, after a lapse of

twenty-four years, what progress has been made
in jiractical education in the Southern States?

Is not their course of education the same now
as then—the same old books and methods ?

Compare their products and exports—their po-

pulation and general condition and prospects

now with what they were then, and wherein
have they advanced 1 Is there, then, as some
w^ould persuade us, some resistless enei-vating

influence in the air of Southern climes that un-

fits men to struggle contintiously, and at last

turn back those adverse tides that occa.sionally

threaten to break over the prosperity of every

comiuanitv ?

(V02)

Unmanly thought ! what seasons can control.
What fancied zone can circumscribe the soul ?

And here let us say, by way of parenthesis,

when we speak of defective education in the

South, we are not to be understood as mean
ing that sort of education which makes men
classical scholars and orators, and passionate

and powerful declaimers—we forget not and

can never cease to admire her Pinkneys and

her Randolphs—her Madison and her Henry.
" Thoughts that breathe and words that bum"
are spontaneous growths of Southern soil, nor

can we too highly estimate their value, when
the flame of patriotism is to be kindled, and

grave Senators to be animated in the cause of

liberty, by a Calhoun or a Preston, a Rives or a

McDuflSe, or a Bcmen—but is there not a time

for all things—a time and subjects for action

as well as for speaking ?

As to the causes which seem to have suddenly

arrested the growth of the Southern States—the

grain growing States more especially ; bring-

ing them to a stand still, as tlie noblest buck

of the forest sinks in his tracks at the crack

of a Hampton rifle some attribute their

unimproving social and J)ecuniary circum-

stances to some baleful political influence,

under which labor-saving machinery has

been introduced, to increase proportionably the

productive capacity of the North. Prior to the

great improvements in machinery for the maa-

ufacture of textile fabrics, Virginia had, prob-

ably a larger number of hand-looms at work

than any equal population, but what natural

facilities for manufactures does the old Bay
State possess, that the Old Dominion does not

enjoy ? With this advantage in favor of the

latter, that she might supply from her own soil,

under its genial skies, what Massachusetts buys

from other States of the necessai'ies of life, and

chiefly from the South ; amounting to a quantity,

in the article of wheat flour, for example, to

nearly, very nearly all our exports to all the

world besides. Instead, then, of struggling

against destiny, is it not better to control and

meliorate it ? And is it not of the greatest im-

portance to all who have agricultural surpluses

to sell, that their customers should be as near as

po.ssible to the place of production, lessening

in that proportion the expense of trau.sportation

which is levied on the produce ; for, as Mr. Ste-

venson has put it, with clearness and force

—

" Our produce, until it reaches the market of

exportation, does not change its character of in-

terest. It is still the planter's, and oidy becomes
an article of commerce, when it touches the

hand of the merchant. The transportation,

tlicrefore, to market is as intimately connected

with its value as any process of its previous

preparation."

But let me not be led away, in this letter, from

the subject of the sort of education best adapt-
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cd to the wants and condition of Southern agri-

culturists; and here again, to show not only

what my views are, but that they so remain after

years of reflection, let me recur to the Amer-

icaxi Fanner for 1821. If I dwell more than

may seem necessary on a single point, it is

because I verily believe tliat in no other way
but by a radical change in the books used and

the subjects studied, and, in a great measure, in

the qualification of instructors, can thorough re-

form and regeneration for the Southern States be

brought about—we must begin by instructing

tiiose, thoroughly, in the true wants of agriciil-

tare, and the true principles of the practice of

that art, who are to come after us, and to frame

the laws and policy of these States. But first

please tuni back to Mr. Randall's important let-

ter, page 44 of the July number of the Journal

of Agriculture and see how, twenty-four years

ago, his suggestions were shadowed forth in the

following from the American Fanner of 1821

;

and how, as evinced by his letter, the ideas thea

thrown oat, are approaching their consumma-
tion in this State, where there are now mare
than eleven thousand common school districts,

and mare than 650,000 scholars—though then

there were not half that number^. Shooting

ahead of Virginia as one of Stevens' flying

steamers passes a sloop on the Hudson, what
will New York not do, when, a few years hence,

their million of scholars come to be educated in

the way. and imbued with the sort of knowledge
here recommended

:

"Since the happiest experience has proved
that the cultivators of the earth may be as opu-
lent and illustrious as Washington, let us pro-
ceed to inquire into the means of making us a
jieople great in the profession of agriculture

;

intelligent in its theory, bright in its practice.

The foundation of general education is laid
in the common schools of the townships, hun-
dreds, parishes, villages, boroughs and cities.

—

\Vt! will denominate those schools for reading
and writing the primary schools. From the
nutural e(iuality of men, the.se schools must con-
tain the same proportion of sound and strong
minds as our academies, colleges and universi-
ties. In these little scenes of puerile instruction,
teachers should be prefeiTod who have a talent
and knowledge in fanning, fi-uitery and garden-
ing. They should have a suitable teacher's
glebe, as part of their support, and for the exer-
cise of the i)idustry, talents, care and manage-
ment of the children. The teacher should study
to instruct them in the practice, course, and rea-
sons of culture. He should haxa a manual of
the farmer's profession, out of which portions
should be read as exercises. It would be wor-
thy of the wisdom of the State Legislatures to
oH'er a premium, in money, to such persons as
should compose and compile the best hand-hook,
for that purpo.se, which should be printed in a
plain, cheap volume for tho.se schools, and forthe
families of planters and fanners, male and fe-

male. Women ai-e often distinguished in gar-
dening and fruit, and arc respectable in the econ-
omy and managemeiU of a fann. Cuts or plates,

exhibiting " the mechanic powers," the lever,
the wedge, the inclined plane, the screw, the
pulley, with their uses, advantages, and reasons,
or principles, would be highly amusing and
deeply instructive.* Competition, in little sec-
tions of the teacher's ground, as to kinds, quali-
ties, and quantity, would have an excellent ef-

fect. Every parent or guardian would cheer-
fully supply his child or ward, with seed for his
httle section of the teacher's ground. Approved
tools should be a subject of particular con.sidera-
tion. Whenever ground could not be obtained,
or cultivated, such a hook as has been mentioned,
would be highly favorable in its effects upon
j'oung minds, and most so in the cases of the
children of the ignorant, the unskilful, the poor
and the unwise.
The neighbouring heads of families should

send to the teacher a constant supply of articles
on agi-iculture from newspapers andpamphlets,
specimens of fine wool, or curious seeds, fruits,

plants, engravings, tools, implements, utensils,
ores of lead, iron, copper, tin, &c. clays, ochres,
new improvements, proces.ses, inventions, &c.
&c. as they might fall into their hands from time
to time. After securing one for himself every
planter and farmer should send one to the teach-
er. These two effects would be produced, the
teacher and the pupils would acquire a variety
of useful knowledge pertinent to culture, neve*
to be forgotten, and the pupils would carry it

home to their fathers and relation.s, and thus dif-

fuse knowledge, and increase its activity, at
least among the uneducated.

In the next class of schools above the com-
mon or primarj', and below the colleges, which
we call in America, Academies; the same means
may be used to excite to agricultural instruction,
reading, observation and reflection. It may be
done in a more accurate, systematic and exten-
sive manner. Dictionaries of agriculture

; con-
cise systems. Dictionaries of the'branches of art
and science connected with culture, may be ea-
sily and cheaply introduced. The superior pro-
fessors would be warned on the subjects, by the
opening of it, proposed in the common or pri-
mary schools, and assisted by conferences and
correspondence, with the most powerful men
among the practical farmers and planters of
tlieir vicinity and acquaintance. The best Amer-
ican and foreign writers may be consulted, and
the branch oi landed culture in our academical
economics maj' be rendered delightful, oraamen-
tal, beneficial and accurately technical and sci-

* Two Indian warriors were shown a beautiful pair
of compound brass pulleys, in the coUcfje ot" Phila-
delphia. Each block had" perhaps a dozen sheaves,
and was atiout as large in circumference as a com-
mon tiuubler, and capable of receiving only a good
silk bobbin of the thickness of a tenth of an inch.—
The two stout red ddldren of nature were told by the
ititfi-j)reter, that a little boy then before them, would
force them, by ttiose pulleys, to come tosrethor. Each
seized one of the double blocks by the hooked metal
haudle, and stood at a distance trom the other, of
about three or four feet. The little boy began to
draw the cord, iuid forcing the Indians to approach
by tlie power of tlie pulhi/s, the Indians, with a little

pa.ssion on their faces, set foot to foot against each
other, and endeavored to keep apart. The child,
who W!L= instructed, pulled upon the stiing, and laugh-
ed archly. The Indians struggled, with violence and
rage, using all the force oftheir arms, legs, and weight
to keep apart, but to their great mortiticatiou, were
brought together, with the scotched blocks of those
powerful little pulleys. No pupil in tlie college libra-
ry, no savage of a dozen there ever forgot that practi-
cal lesson upon thepower ofliiepulley.
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entific. Annual, qnarterly, monthly or weekly
discourses of teachers and exercises of pupils,

happily mixed, might be practiced. A re§:ular

compendium for the exercises of the pupils, is

as easy, and proper in this branch of economics,
as in those relative to money in coins, money of

account, commerce, government. Sec. They are

all embraced in the enlarged system of moral or

habitual or customary or practical science ofthe

economy and business of human life ; which is

strictly moral philosophy" or "moral science.''*

It must not be apprehended, that these ideas are

too formally learned and scientific for tlie busi-

ness of farming, for it is a truth, tliat it is tlie real,

simple and valuable character of the present

times, that the commone.st tilings are no longer

done by guess, by mere practice, fashion, cus-

tom or imitation. It is knovm. that there are

philosophical principles and technical processes

for boiling spinach, making butter, cheese, soap
j

and bread, constructing a spinning u-hed, or
i

loom, making maple sugar, fermenting home- I

brewed ale, cider and irine, distilling spirits, as i

real, true and sure as the principles on which the

Almighty Maker of all tilings has created and
ordained the motions of the spheres that roll

throughout theuniverse. Genuine Philosophy,

in its correct sense, is the whole system of prin-

ciples on which God has made. preser\-ed. and
applied every thing from the atomic dust of the

balance to the stupendous luminary of the uni-

versal frame. Our philosophy is all we know
of this immense mass of divine -wisdom ; and it

may be safely aiBrmed, that the profession of a
planter or farmer rightly understood, involves

more of its temporal materials, than any other

single pursuit ia life, not even excepting that of

the learned Doctor in the healing art.

It will naturally follow from what has been
advanced, in regard to our common or primary
Bchools, and more reputable academies, that the

infusion of a knowledge of the principles and
arts of agriculture into the minds of the pupils

in o^ir colleges and universities arises as the

next duty, and in a superior degree. It is by
means of the learned professors, the excellent

books, in the routine of instruction, and the in-

valuable collections, which fill their libraries,

that the maturing student elevated by means of

the two lower schools, may search into the

whole round of our subject He may thus ob-

tain the best modem and tried knowledge of

the earth, its theorists and its operators, its cul-

tivations, its seed, its productions, its miscar-

riages, its methods of prevention, support and
core, and all its scientific and technical instru-

ments, means and auxiliaries. Here, too, the

professors and the students may perform the de-

lightful task of exemplifying all the science re-

lative to agriculture, in the various crops of the

neighbouring estates, preparing the youtliful

minds for the next and most important stage of

their juvenile instruction.

It is now proposed to submit a proposition,

which may appear new, or at least not to be yet

practiced in the United States.

It appears expedient to adopt in the educa-

tion of our sons for the profession of a planter

orfarmer, a measui-e which is common and ap-

proved in every other walk of busy life. The

t Moral Bcionce doc3 not mean mere ethical or vir-

tuous science ; but the science of the whole system,

or econnrny ofciviiizud life, frim the ru'.es and ope-

rations of families and men of business in every line,

to thoee of corporations, states, govemmetits, and na-

tions.

^ f204)

youthful pupil in the miaistry of religion is pla-

ced by his parent or guardian, as a regular stu-

dent of divinity, tmder some suitable esiabUshed
minister, of talents, learning, and virtue. The
papils of the law and in medicine are placed in

similar situations, with established practitioners

of talents, learning and probitj'. Young men in-

tended for the profession of architects, masons
and other branches of the fine and useful arts,

are treated in the same judicious and faithful

maimer. If the profession of the plant^er or
farmer is to be rendered mo-re profitable and
distingziished for talent, improved by krunp-

ledge and experience, it is obvious that a like

measure, in the last stage of the education of the
rising generation, intended for rural life, is wor-
thy of further serious consideration."

We would proceed to entmierate tlie several

branches of Agricultural industry, which might

be pursued with increasing powers of illustra-

tion, and intellectual enjoyment, as well a^ with

greater practical success, (embracing the pursuits

of cotton and sugar planting)—after an appro-

priate course of scholastic preparation ; and

might explain more exactly in what that prepar-

ation should, in our humble judgment, consist

;

but that as much space has been already occu-

pied as it wotdd be fair to appropriate to one

subject. It may be reverted to ia the Septem-

ber number, in the hope, not so much of sub-

mitting anything new, as of enforcing by addi-

tional illustrations views already urged and

which seem to be indispensably necessary to in-

sure the common aim.

Thinking thus that so much depends on prac-

tical education, it becomes a cause in which w^e

shotild never tire of being useful, if ^ve could
;

for we believe it to be as true now, as it was in

his day, when two hundred years ago it was

quaintly written by Fuller :

'• 'Tis a silly conceit, that men without the

dead languages, are also without understanding.

It's apparent in all ages that some such have been
even prodigies for abilitj-; for it's not to be be-

lieved that Wisdom speaks to her disciples in

Latin, Greek, and Hebrew."

Sure it is, it wa.s in neither of these languages

that she spoke to our Washington' or Frakk-
LIX.

For the present you will be pleased to pass

from this to page 97, in \vhich will be pre-

sented an inkling of what science and what so-

cieties are doing for Agriculture in England.

Though nothing can be more unsafe than to

foUow English practices in detail, without refer-

ence to obvious dissimilarities, yet the general

principles of agricultural improvement are of

universal applicability. J. S. S.

^p° Don't allow Rhubarb to seed if you
want very fine leaves next year. The roots, if

left in the ground, will require no care : if forced,

it is only necessary to transfer them from tlie

open ground to a warm and rather dark green-

house.
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AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS AND SCIENCE.

WHAT THEY ARE DOING FOR AGRICULTURE IN ENGLAND.

The "Rotal Agricultural Society" of

England met at the Society's House. Hanover

Square. London. 21st May, 1B4.5—Duke of Rich-

mond, President. One of the points to which

the Society's attention had been directed the

last half year, was—a chemical analysis of the

ashes ofplants grown on different soils, and in

different localities, throughout the kingdom.

That Societj' now consists of 96 life-Gover-

nors: 204 annual Governors; 495 Life-Members,

and 6123 annual Members, making' a total of

6,933 Members. It appears from the statement

of arrears that, on the 1st day of the present

month, 35 Governors and 2,281 Member|^vere

in arrear of subscription, the sum amountiug to

£5,730; that at the General Meeting in Decem-

ber last the amount of such arrears stood at

X6,609, a reduction of £879 havin^een effect-

ed during the last six months. The present

amount of invested capital is £8,200—a purchase

of £500 stock in the 3^ per Cents, having been

made during the last month. The current cash

balance in the hands of the Society's bankers at

the present time is £2.038, not including the

sum of £1,000 contributed by the town of

Shrewsburj-, towards the expenses of the ensu-

ing Countr}' Meeting, and already paid over to

the credit of the Society's account.

To show the grand scale on which these as-

sociations for the improvement of Agriculture

are conducted, a few items may suffice.

It has been seen that the town of Shrewsbury

gives S5,000 for the sake of ha\'ing the ensuing

County meeting held there.

" At the suggestion of the British Associa-
tion for the advancement of Science, the Coun-
cil have resolved that a chemical analysis of the
ashes of plants, erown in different localities and
on different soils throughout the kingdom, shall

be made at the expense of the Society ; and
they have voted the sum of £350 towards car-

rying out that desirable, and important object."

Here, then, it appears that for a chemical anal-

ysis of the ashes of plants, they appropriate near

$2,000 ! What State in this Union, even in its

corporate capacity, and out of its public treasnrj-,

would give that much to have even a complete

geological survey of any one, or of every coun-

ty in the State? Whereas every county ought

to be sur\-eyed geologically and agriculturally.

Then again

—

'• At the request of the Stalham Farmers'
Club, the Council have instructed their consult-
ing chemist, Dr. Playfair, to analvze, at the ex-

1205).... r

pense of the Society, specimens of the soil and
subsoil of a wheat-field in Norfolk, remarkable
for its productiveness."

Who shall say, after this, that Agriculture has

no need of the lights of science ? Here they

have a regular "consulting Chemist," vsrho is

probably paid four or five thousand doliais a

year. True, these members of the Royal So-

ciety of Agriculture are men of immense in-

come, but it consists also of men of distinguished

ability, who, in all their proceedings, indicate a

confidence that agriculture under the applica-

tion of chemical and m^echanical science, is in

the full progress of successful improvement.

Look now at their list of premiums—in res-

pect of its tendency, particularly, to excite in-

quiry and to insure the application of intellect-

ual (the best of all) po'wer to Farming con-

cerns ! In our country we are too apt to doubt

whether Agriculture is to be improved by any
thing but early rising and hard work; and
when we do call on men whose science is the

fhiit of years of toilsome study, we expect

them to give their time for nothing, and take re-

luctant thanks for pay ! Sometimes, when em-
ployed by the State on a small salary to make
scientific explorations, demagogues soon per-

suade the people, or rather their popularity-

hunting representatives, that it is money thrown

away. Here, in the case before us, $200 are

given in many instances for a single report on
the farming of a particular District. What
would tlie Agricultural Society or even the State

of Virginia give for a report on the farming

practices and improvements—Grasses, Manures,

Implements, Domestic Animals. Management
of the Dairy, Sheep Husbandrj-, &;c. &c. ot

any, the most thriving county in the United

States ? When we speak of Virginia, tliough

seemingly in a tone of reproach, it is always in a

spirit of (we %vere going to saj', of overweening)

afi'ection. If -we instance her, >f\-e generally

mean as much, Maryland, North and South Car-

olina, Georgia, Alabama, and all the old grain-

growing and planting States South and West of

Delaware. But to return to the list of pre-

miums awarded, look at them in the light we
have already indicated ! It will be seen that

these do not embrace but are over and above

the thousands of dollars given for best imple-

ments and animals—cheese and butter, fi-uit and
poultrj-. They are aU for the written results of



philosophical or practical inquiry, and observa-

1
tion—in a word for excmses of the miud,hroxight

to bear upon tlie practical cvery-day concerns of

the working Fanner.

Countless are the benefits and blessings de-

rived, every day, by the plain, practical work-

ing man, which, without his being aware of it,

and even while he is deriding the thought of it,

are the legitimate fruits of scientific discoveries

made by men, in many cases, who never ran a

furrow or planted a seed of cotton or of com in

all their lives. But this is a theme worthy to be

separately dwelt upon and illustrated when we
can get time.

The Journal Committee have reported the

following awards to the authors of Prize-essays,

and schedule of the subjects of Prizes, amount-

ing to £310, for the Reports and Essays of next

year

:

AWARDS.
The Prize of 20 sovs. [$96 80] to Mr. H.

White, of Warrington, for his Essay to the De-

tails of making Cheshire Cheese.

The Prize of 50 sov. [$242] to Mr. E.W. Cor-

ringham, of Bolham Hill, neai- Retford, for his

Report on the Farming of Xottingham.shire.

The Prize of 50 sovs. [$242] to Mr. W. F.

Karkeek, of Truro, for his Report on the Farm-
ing of Cornwall.

The Prize of 50 sov. [$242] to Mr. G. Buck-

land, of Beuenden, for his Report on the Farm-
ing of Kent.
The Prize of 20 sovs. [$96 80] to Mr. J. Wat-

son, jun. of Kendal, for his Essay on Reclaim-

ing Heath-land.

The Prize of 10 sovs. [$48 40] to Mr.E.Bow-
ly, of Cirencester, for his Essay on the Advan-

tages of One-horse Carts.

The Prize of 20 sovs. [$96 80] to Mr. J. Gri-

gor, of Norwich, for his Essay on Fences.

The Prize of 10 sovs. [$48 40] to Mr. G. Do-

bito, of Kirtling Hall, Newmarket, for his Essay

on Fattening Cattle.

The Prize of 20 sovs. [$96 80] to Mr. F. W.
Etheredge, of Park-street, Westminster, for his

Essay on the Cheapest and best Metliod of Es-

tabhshing a Tile-yard.

The Prize of 20 sovs. [$96 80] for an Account

of the Best Experiment in Agriculture, to Mr.

J. Hannani, of North Deighton, near Wetherby,

for his Essay on the Theoiy and Application of

Bone-maimre.

Be it not supposed that we are holding up

these Proceedings of the Royal Society, either

for hopeless emulation, or invidious comparison.

The object is to gratify a natural curiosity on the

part of our readers, and of our Agricultural So-

cieties, to see what is doing in a country where

art has done so much for the plow—moreover

(we confess tlie soft impeachment) we would

commend the quo animo of these proceedings

especially in as much as they indicate a strong

persuasion among the most enlightened men in

old England thatmind—thought—reading—phi-

losophical and poLHicoeconomical investiga-

tion, have something to do with, and may lead

to improvements mjarmim:;, as well as in Law,

Physics. Mechanics, Manufactures, Commerce,
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Ship-Building and Salt, Sugar and Iron ma-

king !

!

The following is the schedule (referred to

above,) of the subjects for which the next Pre-

miums of a similar class are to be awarded :

—

SCHEDU1.E.
&

On the Agriculture of North Wales 50

On the Agriculture of the Weet Riding of York-
shire 50

On the Agiiculture of Cambridgeshire 50
On the Advantages and Disadvantages of Break-

ing up Grass-lauds 50
On the Improvement of the Condition of the

Agricultural Laborer, as far as it may be
Promoted by Private Exertion, without Le-
gislative Enactment 30

On Keeping Farm Accounts 10
On Employment by the Piece 20
On Peat-charcoal as a JIanure 10
On Sulphuric Acid and Bones 10
On White Mustard 10
On St. John's Day Rye 10
On Draining Running Sands 10

" The Council have received from the Journal
Committee a highly favourable opinion of the

character of the Essays sent in this year to com-
pete for the various Prizes offered by the So-
ciety."

We propose to skim, for the patrons of the

Farmers' Library, the cream of these and all

other Essays where the matter may be calcula-

ted to .shed useful light on the path of American

Husbandry.

"Tlie Council have accepted the invitation of a
public meeting, convened at Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, to hold the Country Meeting for the

Northern District, atthattovvn,in the year 1846."

We are under tlie impression, that the Town
which gains the favor ofhaving the yearly meet-

ing and exhibition held in it, is required to

subscribe $5000. Utica, we doubt not, will do

the handsome thing, in the way of arrangements

for the Fair next Autumn. We hope the State

Society will employ a good proportion of the

funds at its command for best essays, that shall

best explain the principles of fanning practices

and machinery. Such practical essays as Mr.

Thomas's, pubhshed in the last number of the

Farmers' Library, and such as a very able and

scientific one from the polished pen of Doctor
Gardener, which we have been kindly per-

mitted to peruse ; are calculated to do more good

than the exhibition thrice repeated of all the fat

animals in New York—useful as that is in its

way. May we hope for the influence of the new
"State Agricultural Society of Virginia," in the

' establishment of local societies for the discus-

sion of Agricultural subjects" as has happened

under the auspices of the National Society in

England ?

At tlie meeting here referred to, the Secretary,

whose official conduct was on all sides applaud-

ed, offered his resignation onthegi-onnd that hie

tiro thousand dollar salary was inadequate!

" The Council, in conclusion, have the satis-

faction, at the clo.se of the 7tli year of the estab-

lishment ot the Society, of congi-atulating the



members on the steady advance of the Society in

the accomplishment oV its various practical ob-

jects, and the gradual development of its pros-

pects and resources : among whicli the Council

cannot help alluding to the establishment of lo-

cal societies for tlie discussion of agricultural

subjects, which they feel have mainly origina-

ted from the attention v^'hich the exertions of

this Society have attracted to Uie improvement
of agriculture, and which the Council are confi-

dent wUl lead to the most beneficial results."

We will see in the September number what

is doing, in the same spirit, m Scotland.

DRAINING TILE.

With commendable vigilance and attention

to the wants of A griculture, and the various ex-

pedients and inventions to supply them, the

New-York State Agricultural Society has ofl'er-

ed a medal for the " Best sample of drain-tile."

This justifies the presumption, that under cer-

tain circumstances, that article may be profita-

bly employed in our country, and thus the

whole economy of the question is opened for the

consideration of those who may desire to avail

themselves of it, in conducting one of the most

important processes to which a farmer can have

recourse, for augmenting tlie productiveness of

his estate. The more important and worthy of

being employed, when the farmer cMn possibly

command the labor and the means of carrying

it out, because, generally, it would be made in-

strumental in giving activity to the very por-

tions of his farm, which, but for their superflu-

ous moisture, would be the most productive

—

not only the most productive, as respects actual

fertility, but profitable, as it prepares such por-

tions to yield crops of a kind that demai>d the

least amount of labor to husband them.

As in some measure illustrating a subject

which seems thus to have attracted the coun-

tenance of the best organized and efficient soci-

ety in the Union, we have chosen the following

from the last number received of the Journal of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

This is one of these cases not to be much,

if at all, affected by obvious and admitted

ditference of climate ; the propriety of the

measure depending rather on general princi-

ples : in a word, to be regarded merely as a

question of means and end—of profit and loss.

We give a cut of the machine, such as we find

it in a late number of the London Agricultural

Gazette, where the advertiser refers to the com-

munication here inserted. It will take an eye

of quicker perception of the principles of ma-

chinery than ours, to understand the construc-

tion of this one ; but it was deemed best to give

it such as it is, along v^'ith what follows

:

ON THE CHEAPEST METHOD OF MAKING
AND BURNING DRAINING TILES.

To the Earl Spencer:
My Lord,—The active interest you have so

long taken in every thing connected with British
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Agriculture, induces me to address to you the

following communication on the subject of

making and burning draining tiles, of whatever
form, in the readiest and cheapest manner.

My attention has been very forcibly draviii to

this subject by the liigh prices demanded by
the manufacturers of these indispensable instru-

ments of agricultural improvement, prices in-

deed so high, that even without the expense of

carriage, they must have the eftect of confining

within comparatively very uan-ow limits their

adoption.

It is true that the application of macliinery to

the producing of draining tiles, promised, and in

some degree eti'ected a reduction in the price of

tiles previously made by hand, Jjut owing to the

mistaken views of those who worked these in-

ventions, in fancying they could secure a monop-
oly of machine-made tiles, in requiring a seig-

norage on tiles made by their machines, and in

the high cost of those machines, they ofi'ered the

tiles to the public at so high a price that it soon

became evident, if draining tiles were to be
used to the extent required throughout the Uni-

ted Kingdom, that some other machinery of a less

costly description, with equal, if not gi-eater

powers of production, and with unfettered liber-

ty of using it, would be discovered—and this re-

sult has accordingly taken place. Two ma-
chines, worked by hand, have been discovered

in the course of this year, viz. " Clayton's Ma-
chine," which is a fixture wherever set up, and
for wliich a patent has been taken out ; the other

called " Hatcher's Machine," easily moveable,

and manufactured and sold by Messrs. Cottam
and Hallen, Winsley-street, London. The lat-

ter machine is the mvention of Mr. Jolm Hatch-

er, brick and tile maker and potter, living in the

parish of Benenden, in Kent, where I reside,

and is the one I have adopted : and all the sub-

.sequent calculations and quantities are made in

reference to the producing power of that ma-
chine. I beg to assure you that, as my sole

object is to put the pubHc in pos.sessiou of the

readiest and cheapest way of obtaining these

tiles, if any other machine as yet discovered

could make them better and cheaper. I should

instantly adopt it, as I certainly shall if any such
be hereafter invented ; and it is quite certain

tliat the public will apply the only real test of

merit to these machines in determining their

choice of one, viz., the cheapest rate at which
tiles can be produced by them, taking into ac-

count the price of the machine, the amount of

labor necessary to wo)'k it, the goodness and the

quantity of tiles it can produce in the day, and
the simplicity of its con.struction.

Being fully aware that Hatcher's machine
was not excelled by any other yet discovered in

all these essential points, and therefore assum-

ing that machinery had accomplished much, if
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not all that conld reasonably be expected from
it, I still felt that the heavy expense of erecting

kilns, as they arenow constructed, together with
the necessary sheds and other buildings inciden-

tal to a regular brick and tile yard, reijuircd so

large an outlay, that the price of draining tiles

would still continue too high for universal use,

notwithstanding every improvement in the me-
chanical production of them. To this difficulty

another must be added, uo less serious, in at-

tempting to reduce the price of tiles, viz. the ex-

pense ofcarriage ofan article so bulky. Every
one must be aware that beyond a certain dis-

tance from everj- brick and tile manufactory
(unless it stands on the bank of some navigable

water,) the expense of carnage of tiles will im-

pose the limit of their application to land drain-

age. What, then, is to become of those immense
districts in the United Kingdom that are so sit-

uated ? It will not much reduce the evil to in-

cur all the heavy expenses of erecting kilns,

sheds, &c. &c. after the usual manner; for inter-

est on capital embarked in thfc business, togeth-

er with reut, must be added to the co.st of mak-
ing them ; and after all, if the object be to make
draining tiles only, it is obvious that these build-

ings of a permanent and expensive character
will become useless, whenever the circle around
them is furnished with tiles, the extent of that

circle being always detennined by the expense
of carriage beyond it.

Reflecting on these obstacles to universal

drainage, where required, I conferred with Mr.
John Hatcher on the possibility of erecting a kiln

of common clay, that would be effectual for burn-
ing these tiles, and of cheap construction—and
the result was the building one in my brick-

yard in July last, and the constant use of it until

the wet weather at the commencement of this

winter compelled its discontinuance, but not

until it had burnt nearly 80.000 excellent tiles
;

and in the ensuing spring it will be again in reg-

ular use.

I shall now proceed to take in order the six

points enumerated under the 9th head of the

Prize Essays for 1845, as printed in the last vol-

ume of the Eoyal Ag. Society's Journal, viz. :

—

1st. Mode of working clay according to its

quality.

-•Sd. JIachine for making tiles.

3d. Sheds for drying tiles.

4th. Constniction of kiln.

5th. Cost of forming the establishment.

<5th. Cost of tiles when ready for sale.

Ist Point. Working the clay.

All clay intended for working next season

must be dug in the winter, and the earlier the

better, so as to expose it as much as possible to

frost and snow. Care must be taken if there

are small stones in it, to dig it in small spits, and
cast out the stones as much as possible, and also

to well mix the top and bottom of the bed of

clay together. It is almost impossible to give

minute directions as to mixing clay with loam,

or with marl when necessary, for the better

working it afterwards, as the difference of the

clays in purity and tenacity is such as to require

distinct management in this respect in various

locahties; but all the clay dug for tile-m.aking

•will require to be wheeled to the place where
the pug-mill is to work it ; it must be there well
turned and mixed in the spring, and properly

wetted, and finally spatted down and smoothed
by the spade, and the whole heap well covered

w^ith litter to keep it moist and fit for use

through the ensuing sea-son of tile-making.
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2d Point Machine for making tiles.

For the reasons already alluded to, I prefer
Hatcher's machine. Its simplicity of construc-

tion, and the small amount of hand-labor re-

quired to work it, would alone recommend it

;

for one man and three boys will turn out nearly
11,000 pipe tiles of one-inch bore in a day of
ten hours, and so in proportion for pipes of a
larger diameter; but it has the great advantage
of being moveable, and those who work it draw
it along the shed in which the tiles are deposit-

ed for drj'ing previously to their being burnt

:

thus each tile is handled only once, for it is ta-

ken off the machine by the little boys, who
stand on each side, and at once placed in rows
on either side of the drying shed; thus ren-

dering the use of shelves in the sheds wholly
unnece8.sar3', for the tiles soon acquire a solid-

ity to bear row upon row of tiles till they reach
the roof of the sheds on either side ; and they
diy without warping or losing their shape in

any way.
The price of the machine is £25 ; and it may

be proper to add, that the machine makes the

very best roofing-tiles that can be made, and at

less than half the price of those made by hand,
as well as being much lighter, and closer, and
straighter, in conisequence of the pressure
through the die.

It is necessarj-, in order to ensure the due
mixing of the clay, as well as to form it into the

exact shape to fill the cj'linders of the machine^
to have a pug-mill. Messrs Cottam and Hallen
make these also, and charge £W for them.

—

This mill must be worked by a hor.se ; in gene-
ral one day's work at the mill will hirnish rather

more prepared clay than the machine will turn

into tiles in two days.

3d Point. Sheds for diying.
The sheds necessary for this system of tile-

making will be of a temporarj' kind : strong
hurdles pitched firmly in the ground in t\yo

parallel straight lines, 7 feet apart, will form the
sides of the sheds, and the roof will be formed
also of hurdles placed end^vays and tied togeth-

er at the top, as well as to the upper slit of the

hurdle, with strong tarred twine, forming the
ridge of the roof exactly over the middle of the

shed. They must then be l!«ghtly thatched with
straw or heath, and the sharpness of this roof
will effectually protect the tiles from rain. Two
of these sheds, each 110 feet long, will keep
one of the kilns hereafter described in full

work.
N. B.—These sheds should be so built as to

have one end close to the pug-mill and the clay-

heap, only leaving just room for the horse to

work the mill, and the other end near the kiln.

Attention to this matter saves future labor, and
therefore money.

4th Point. Construction of kiln."?.

The fonn of the clay-kiln is circular ; 1 1 feet

in diameter, and 7 feet high. It is wholly built

of damp earth, rammed firmly together, and
plastered inside and out w-ith loam. The earth

to form the walls is dug out round the base,

leaving a circular trench about 4 feet wide and
as many deep, into which the fire-holes of the

kiln open. If wood bo the fuel u.sed, three fire-

holes are sufficient ; if coal, four will be need-
ed. About 1200 common bricks are wanted to

build these fire-holes and flues : if coal is used,
rather fewer bricks will be wanted, but then
.some iron bars are necessary—six bars to each
fire-hole.

The eartlien walls are 4 feet thick at the floor



of the kiln, are 7 feet high, and tapering to tlie

thickness of 2 feet at the top ; this will deter-

mine tlie sloirt! of the exterior face of the kiln.

The inside of the wall is carried up perpendicu-

larly, and tlie loam plastering inside becomes,
alter die first burning, like a brick wall. The
kihi may bo safely erected in March, or when-

,
ever the danger of injury from frost is over.

—

After the suniniei' use of it, it must be protect-

ed by faggots of litter against the wet and the

frost of winter. A kiln of these dimensions will

contain 47,000 1 inch bore pipe tiles.

32,500 li
20,000 IJ

"

12,000 2i
and Uie last-mentioned size will hold the same
number of the inch-pipes inside of them, making,
tlierefore, 24,800 of both sizes. In good weather
thi.s kiln can be filled, burnt and discharged once
every fortnight; and 1.5 kilns may be obtained in

a good season, producing

—

705,000 1 inch pipe tiles

;

Or. 487,500 Ij "

Or, 300,000 l| "

and so on in proportion for other sizes.

N. B. If a kiln of larger diameter be built,

there must be more fire-holes, and additional

shed room.
5th Point. Cost of forming the establishment.

The price charged by Messrs. Cottam and Hal-
len for the machine, with its complement of
dies, is £25

Price of pug-mill ^ 10
Cost of erecting kiln 5

Cost of sheds, straw ! 10

Total .±50
The latter item presumes that the farmer has
hurdles of his own.

6tli Point. Cost of tiles when ready for sale.

As this must necessarily vary with the cost of
fuel, rate of wages, easy or difficult clay for
vvorking or other local peculiarities, I can only
give the cost of tiles as I have ascertained it

here according to our charges for fuel, wages,
&c. &c. Our clay is strong, and has a mixture
of stones in it, but the machine is adapted for
working any clay -vvhen properly prepared.

It requires 2 tons 5 cwt. of good coals to bum
the above kiln full of tiles. Coals are charged
here at 2as. per ton, or 1,000 brush faggots will
effect the same purpo.se, and cost the same
money; of coui-se some clays require more
burning tlian others ; the stronger the clay the
less fuc.l required.

The cost of making, the sale prices, and num-
ber of each sort that a wagon with 4 horses will
cai-rj', are as follows

:

Cost. Sale Price. Wagon
*• d. s. holds

1 mch pipe tiles.. 4 9 per 1,000 12 8,000

U " .-6 " 14 7,000
li " -.8 " 16 5,000

.10 " 20 3,500
2| " .12 " 24 3,000
Elliptical tiles 24 )

Soles..... loj.... 2,000

All these tiles exceed a foot in length when burnt
The co.st price alone of making draining tiles

will be the charge to every person making his
own tiles for his own use. If he sell them, a
higher price must, of course, be demanded to
allow for some profit, for credit more or less
long, for bad debts, goods unsold, &c. &c. ; but
he who makes his own saves all expense of car-
riage, and, as his outlay will not exceed £50, the
interest on tliat sum is too trifling to be regarded
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and he has no additional rent to pay ; and after
he has made as many tiles as he wanted, his ma-
chine and pug-mill will be as good as ever with
reasonable care, and will fetch tlicir value.

I fear tliat no drawing could be made that
would ensure a person erecting one of these
kilns by it from the chance of failure ; and I do
not know any way by which the.se kilns can be
erected, and the mode of using them taught, so
as to obviate disappointment, except by Mr.
Hatcher being engaged to erect one or two in a
county, which will sei-ve as models.

It will not be improper to put those who may
adopt any machine for tile-making upon their

guard against the prejudices of tile-makers.

The necessity and the demand for draining tiles

has infinitely outstripped the possibility of the
supply being furnished by hand-work alone in

the old way : but as the services of every man
who has been used to this work will be more
than ever needed, the employer will find his

account in securing them for the working of his

machine by giving liberal wages, and by con-
vincing the men that their earnings by work,
not so laborious, but more effective, will be at

least equal, and they will soon really be greater
than they obtained ti-om their former occupation.

I hope that this paper will prove the means of
saving a large expenditure on buildings of a per-
manent character, where draining tiles only are
wanted to be made ; as such buildings, under
such circumstances, will become useless when
they have supplied the district immediately
around them : for land once thoroughly drained
with tiles, and on true principles, is, generally
speaking, drained for ever.

With sincere regard I remain, my Lord
Very truly yours, TH03. LAW HODGES.

Hemsted, Kent, Dec. 18, 1844.

NOTE BY JIR. PUSEY.
If Mr. Hodges should succeed in rendering

the making of draining-tiles a domestic manu-
facture, he will have set the seal to their cheap-
ness, and thereby conferred a great boon on
Farmers. As there is no point in which our
Society has been more successful than in re-

ducing the cost of drainage, we may take this

occasion of looking back to what we have done.
In the first Number of our Journal, published

in 1839, I find the following passage :
—

" The
expense (of thorough-draining) is estimated from
£3 to £12 per acre, according to the fre-

quency of their apphcation." The price in my
own neighborhood and m the Isle of Wight
was then 60s. per 1,000 for tiles, and 30s. for

soles, being 90.s. for every 1,000 feet of materials.

In 1841, we discovered that Mr. Beart in
Huntingdon.shire was selling tiles of about the
same size for 22s. and the soles for about 10s. be-
ing 32s. for every 1000 feet of materials.

In 1843 we found that pipes of various shapes
were sold in Suffolk and Kent at 20s. per 1000,
being 20s, for every 1000 feet of materials.

I was thus enabled in May, 1843 to give the
following reduced estimate for draining an acre
of land :

—

Distance
between
Drains.
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Our engineer, Mr. Parkes, has since examin-
ed the subject of pipe-drainage most minutely.

He has proved that in theory an inch-pipe can
discharge the heaviest rains from the land, and
he has gone far to .show their efficacy in prac-

tice. Mr. Pai-kes. in his Report on the Imple-

ments shown at Southampton, announces that

such pipes are actually now selling in the Isle

of Wight for 12s. per" 1000. I may. therefore,

after so short an intei'val again have the plea-

sure of laying before the Society further re-

duced estimates of the price of drainage. The
most convenient measure is, I think, the furlong,

because that is the old dimension in length of

an acre, the width being 66 feet ; and if the cost

of one drain for that width be known, it is easy,

of course, to calculate for nearer distances. A
furlong, too, is equal to 40 poles, a common
length in calculation for the digging of drains.

Cost of T'horongh-draining one Acre.
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LIME AS A FERTILIZER.

The ase of Lime in building, is of the earliest

antiquity, but for the purpose of manure, the use

of it has been confined to Europe and North

America ; tliat emploj-ment of it never having

been thought of in Asia or Africa, though the

substance itself is every vihere is to be found.

In this country, the application of Lime to

land has greatly mcreased, w-ithin the present

century. An impression of its durability over

other fertilizers, has contributed much, no doubt,

to its popularity
; yet while the use of it is ex-

tending, the question as to its mode of action,

has not been definitively settled. On that point

much difference of opinion exists, as there does

also, about the modus operandi of Sulphate of

Lime, or Plaster of Paris—some maintaining

them to be manures in themselves, entering into

the composition of the plants, while others be-

lieve that they contribute—especially Lime—to

the decomposition of the vegetabrei matter it

finds in the soil ; preparing it to afford food and

sustenance to the growing crop.

Those who contend that Plaster of Paris acts

its part, by drawing moisture from the atmo-

sphere, are required to say why it does not thus

benefit vegetation by drawing moisture from

the atmosphere, as well in one region of country

as anotlier. Yet it is well known that so great

is the difference of its action in that respect—so

inert is it in one country and so powerful in an-

other, that nothing is more common, when a

landholder offers to sell his estate, than for him

to be asked, first of all

—

"Is yours plaster

landV And this is easily understood, since it

is well known, that where plaster or sulphate of

lime will act, as it does on the old soft yellov^-

looking, broom-sedge lands of Calvert, Prince

Georges, and Anne Arandel counties, m Mary-

land, no fertilizer, natural or artificial, vegetable,

animal, or mineral, is to be compared with it, in

point of cheapness and efficacy, up to that de-

gree of melioration which re.sults in a heavy

crop of red clover ; and which reaches to, if it

does not end with, the production of about eight

barrels (40 bushel.s) of Indian com, or one thou-

sand pounds of tobacco. As it is with Lime, so

it is with Plaster of Paris, the first application is

attended with the most obvious effects ; but this

may be because there is then the greatest room
for improvement ; and consequently the effects

are more visible. But the question has been
raised, whether applications of plaster, however
often repeated, will do more than (and that by
means of the grass crops, especially clover, it
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secures) keep the land to that moderate point of

productiveness, ever after, which is the result of

the first clover crop that follows the use of it.

We say moderate productiveness, because,

surely every farmer is bound to esteem forty

bushels of com as very moderate, in the face of

so much testimony to prove that eightj- bushels

have been frequently, and sometimes one hund-

red, gathered from an acre.

The evidences of the power of Lime to carry

up the produce of land to a much higher mea-
sure, and to maintain it there much longer, than

other manures most in use, have as before said,

greatly contributed to extend the use of it.

Observation of its great potency, especially

in Pennsylvania, among a people slow to be

moved, and not liable to be wheedled in practical

matters, has caused much inquiry to be made
as to the mode of rising it most common in that

country, and much, accordingly, has been writ-

ten on the subject. The agricultural journals

abound in descriptions of the practice of liming,

and with speculations as to the proper time and
quantity to be applied ; and in what reference,

direct or remote, to other manures, and to par-

ticular crops.

The point in regard to which we apprehend
hurtful mistake is most likely to occur, is, as to

the state in which it should be applied : that is,

how soon from the kiln, and \\hat treatment it

should undergo in the meantime ; how much or

how little should it be purposely exposed to wet
or rain or dew, or to be left m a condition to

draw moi.sture from the atmosphere.

As to the season of the year, the answer re-

lated by Doctor Darlington, of West Chester,

Pennsylvania, a writer to whom Agricultural

Science is so much indebted, as having been
given by a Dutch farmer, probably comprehends
all that need be said : "Never mind," was his

reply ;
" when—so you get it on your land .'"

But the time is not now, however lately it

may have been, when farmers of the first order

of intelligence will be satisfied with knowing
the mev2 mechanical routine of time and quan-

tity. An impulse has been given to the mmd

—

its facultj- of curio.sity, the mother of knowledge,
has been excited, and men who were content to

know how much will do. now demand to know
the way in irhick it works. Tell us, say they,

ko7v it acts, and we shall better understand all

the details of practice, and be better prepared

in case of disappointment, in a particular case,

to ferret out the reasons of the failure, and tc



guard against its recurrence. Without this

knowledge of the mode—the philosophy of its

action ; we shall ho ever liable to mistakes ; and

besides, says the agriculturist of the new school,

there is neither satisfaction nor honor, even in

success, which, as far as the farmer is concerned,

he has not much more agency in securing, in-

tellectually speaking, than the man he hires, or

the horse he drives.

Hence it is, that the newly-awakened spirit

of inquiiy is busy to find out the true science of

all things that come within the compass of

the farmer's calling. The true theoiy of the

rise and recession of the sap—the birth and

strange metamorphoses of insects—the physio-

logy or laws of animal and vegetable life—and

of the nature and action of manures—and first

of all. perhaps, of Lime.

Is it not apparent that when that point comes

to be clearly settled, it may be used with greater

judgment and confidence, and with so much
the less chance of abortion ? For example, if its

mode of action is only to convert vegetable

substances present in the land from one condi-

tion, useless as food for plants, into another

which may form for them their most nutritious

food, does it not follow that it would be a profit-

less waste of lime to bestow it where there was
obviously no such vegetable substance to be

acted upon ? But, without further preliminarj^,

we proceed now to give an essay, at hand, on

the use of Lime.

What we have here written is not only as an

introduction to this essay, but once for all to ad-

vertise the reader, that w^hen other dissertations

on the same subject, presenting otlier views, find

a place in the Farmers' Library, it will be under

promptings, and with motives such as have been

here explained.

The more than 100 pages, appropriated

monthly, by the publishers of this journal, will

afford us ample space " and verge enough " to

spread before the intelligent reader the various

theories contended for, where investigation has

not removed all doubt, and we deem it but fair

to afford him a view of the several facts and

opinions upon which he may exercise his own
judgment, and form his own conclusion.

In the September number, we shall give an-

other dissertation, presenting additional, or other

views.

ON THE ACTION AN"D USES OF LIME IN AGRI-

CULTURE, AND THE MOST EFFICIENT AND
ECONOMICAL MODES OF APPLYING IT TO

THE SOIL. By James Anderson, Esq. of Gorth-

leek, Invemess-Bhire. [Premium, 10 Sovereigns.]

The action of lime in agriculture depends
much on die state in which it is applied to soils,

whether pure as an oxide of calcium, or com-
bined with an acid, and then, chemically speak-

ing, a salt of lime, and likewise on the condition
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and composition of the soil in various respects
at the time of its application.

The lime of agriculture is principally derived
from large deposits of native carbonate, (lime

stone,) and, in this form, it is found in frequent
and very considerable quantity among the va-
rious geological formations. The sulphate of
lime (plaster of Paris) is also found in very con-
siderable quantity in Germany, including Aus-
tria, France, Switzerland, Spain, the American
States, the Peninsula of Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick, in our o-wn couutiy, and elsewhere,
abundantly. However, the sulphate is not in

Britain yet applied directly to the soil so exten-
sively as in America and other countries; it ex-
ists in vegetable ashes, and is sometimes so ap-
plied in this country, particularly to the legu-

minous crops, as the clovers, with very benefi-

cial eifects. In Holland, the utmost confidence
is placed, and with apparent good reason, in the

restorative and lertilizing powers of the ashes
of bituminous peat.

Phosphate of lime, another salt or acid com-
pound of tliis substance, is applied in bone ma-
nure, being the principal mineral integrant in

tlieir composition ; and it is also supplied to the

soil by the application and decomposition of the

vegetable fibres and animal substances which
find their way into the fructifying mass of the

farm-yard manure heap. It occurs in nature in

veins and beds in connection -wiih tin and iron

ores, and is found in masses in Britain in Devon-
shire and Cornwall—and in at least one locality

in Spain, besides in Saxony and Bohemia, and
elsewhere. This substance would be well
worth a fair trial in various soils, and we have
eveiy reason to think, from experiments on a
small scale, it might prove a valuable manure.
The principal supply of lime, however, for

agricultural purposes is derived from the appU-
cation of strong heat to the native carbonate,

which expels the carbonic acid, and in this state

it is carried to the surface over which it is to be
applied, where it is slaked with water, with
which it readily combines, being at the same
time reduced to a fine powder, the most conve-
nient form for its application to the soil.

W^hen pure, before uniting with water, car-

bonic or other acid, it is known under the fa-

miliar appellation of quick-lime. Applied in

this state to soils containing organic substances,

it enters into union with these substances and
foiTiis compounds which are partially soluble in

water. All organic substances contain abund-
antly carbonaceous matter and oxygen, and, by
attracting these, the quick-lime is gradually con-

verted into a carbonate. But in practice the

quick-lime is generally slaked with water before

it is applied to the .soil, in order to reduce it to a
po^vder ; and it is thus more equally divided in

the process of scattering it over the surface.

When slaked, or in union with water, it is

chemically styled a hydrate, and operates in the

same way as quick-lime in reducing or com-
bining with organic substances. It retains no
longer the same action ; but, on the contrdry,

operates powerfully in preventing the too rapid

decomposition of organic substances already in

a state of solution or approaching to it.

Having stated generally, in a few words, the

action of quick-lime and hydrate, and carbonate
or mild lime, we shall reserve the details of the

most efficient and economical modes of applica-

tion to be .specified and explained as they may
naturally suggest themselves in our progres.s.

1. We have to consider the most suitable
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period in the rotation for the application of lime.

W ith a view to economy and efficiency both,

this must be when the land is preparing for a

fallow or fallow crops. It should always in this

case be applied as a hydrate. At this time an

opportunity is otrered, when the land is in pro-

gress of tillage at any rate, of intermixing and
thoroughly incorporating the lime with the soil,

when it immediately acts, as before stated, upon
any insoluble organic substances which it may
contain ; and, instead of remaining dormant, in-

active, and useless, as these substances had
been during the previous rotation, they grad-

ually form combinations with the lime, which
become partially soluble in water, and
thus, when lime is judiciouslj' apphed to a fal-

low, it is one reason for a smaller quantity of

manure sufficing. This, of course, will only

happen when there has been an accumulation

of tibrous and insoluble organic matter in the

soil, which is always the case in newly im-

proved land, and where tlie soil, though in cul-

tivation, has never previously undergone liming,

and more particularly if it contains in itself little

native calcareous matter.

With regard to the crops to w^hich lime is

found most beneficial, we shall begin with the

Ccrealia, and of tliese we shall speak to wheat,
barley, and oats. We know, in imiumerable
instances, that wheat is groNvn on soils previ-

ously incapable of yielding an abundant or re-

munerating crop. We do not doubt that this is

partly owing to the previous ope|^tion of effi-

cient draining, as die most ignorant agriculturist

is now aware of the fact, that the application

of manures, organic or inorganic, is compara-
tively fruitless without attention to draining, as

a preparative, in the first instance.

From the previous application of lime to a
fallow, we see a very moderate allowance of
manure— consisting either of bones, themselves
containing a large proportion of phosphate of
lime—and various combinations of decaying
organic substances, produce an admirable crop
of turnip, and tlius prepare the way for a ricli

and luxuriant crop of barley, and this, too, on
soils that riiuged fonnerly very low indeed in

the scale of fertility, but have been quickened
into life and productiveness by the presence of
this new agent. We have seen also a very
superior crop of barley fi-equently produced on
barren moorland, by the simple application of
lime, and with a very little addition indeed of
in-nutritious and ill-prepared manure in ourown
island, at an elevation of 8U0 or 900 feet, and
between latitude 57^ and .")8'-', and this too on a
soil, to say the most for it, of average barren-
ness.

As to the oat crop, in the rotation, we have not
observed that it is by any means proportionally
so much improved by the application of lime.

But this may be accounted for by the great ex-
haustion of manure caused by the luxuriance of
previous barley crops. In high and cold local-

ities, -where oats are cultivated as the principal

grain crop for winter fodder, and the lime
applied and harrowed in above the plowed
natural lea, the effect on the crop has been very
beneficially apparent, particularly and chiefly

where the land had been well drauied before
tlie application of the lime. The improvement
in the succeeding pasture-grass was, if possible,

still more remarkable and lasting. This is easily

accounted for when we consider that the cold in

this countrj-. at considerable hights, and the con-
sequent low natural temperature of the contained
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water in the soil, together tend to retard the de-

composition of any portion of the fibre of the

growing natural herbage that may be left un-
consumed on the surface. But when lime is

applied, it immediately dissolves tliis fibrous de-

posit, which has been, from the above causes,

unceasingly accumulating, and converts it into

wholesome and abundant nourishment for a
higher and more useful class of plants. At
great hights, then, and in cold localities generally,

the effects of lime are particularly striking, and
also very lasting, after draining.

Of the Leguminous crops, we may say un-

hesitatingly, from what we have observed, that

they caimot be cultivated with any success \vith-

out the previous application of lune, unless

where abundance of native calcareous matter
exists in the soil. The bean, indeed, and, so far

as we have observed, tlie potato crop, are ex-
ceptions to this rule ; although we have seen
lime, in compost with earth or old turf dykes,

give a most productive and valuable crop of
potatoes.

Whether spread on the surface of pasture-land

alone, or in compost -with earth, or applied with
a crop and grass seeds, with a view to pasture,

it never fails to call into existence the dormant
seeds of the superior grasses in the soil, and to

nourish and facilitate the growth of tho.se that

may have been confided to it by the agi-iculturi.st.

This is a fact placed beyond all dispute. It is

a never-failing fertilizer of grass land.

2. The efiects of lime on peaty soUs are the
folio-wing :

—

Peat is kno^vn to contain two substances in-

imical to vegetation, and eminently preventive
of the changes and interchanges, the decompo-
sitions and recompositions, necessary to afford a
supply of genial nourishment to a superior class

of vegetables. These injurious substances are

tannin and gallic acid. But let u« consider for

a moment the composition of these inimical com-
pounds, and -we shall find that we have it in our
[)0wer, by a simple process, to convert them
into substances most friendly to the advance-
ment of superior vegetation, and in this form
contributing highlj' to the fertility of soils. We
find on analysis that they are composed of llie

following constituent proportions :

—

Carbon. Hydrogen. Oxyeen.
Tannin 52.59 3.825 4.3.583

Gallic Acid, 56.64 5.00 38.36

We have .shown in the first part of this essay,

that quick-lime and hydrate have a powerful
affinity for carbonaceous matter and oxygen.
This known, with the assistance of the above
analysis, it is at once clear ho-w they operate be-

neficially on peaty soils. It is'evident that, by
appropriating a jiortion of the carbon and oxy-
gen, the lime neutralizes the acid in both these
substances, itself becoming a carbonate ; and,

by this change, substances that were fonnerly
destructive to fertility, combining in part with
the lime, are resolved into their simple elements,

and, assuming a new character, gradually be-

come capable of sustaining an improved vege-
tation. Of cour.se, as we bave already .shown,

the lime will act on the fibrous vegetable re-

mains in tlie soil, combine with them, and con-
vert them by degrees into soluble and fructifying

nutriment ibr vegetables. If, after peaty lands
have been once limed, it should be found advis-

able, for any cause, to break up a lea, (and this

sliould be as seldom as po.ssible, such lands being
better laid to grass,) it would be an improvement
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to do so by parinir and burning, as, by the appli-

cation of beat, a portion of the lime, now con-

verted into carbonate, from being so long buried

and in close contact with the soil, would be
freed fi-om its acquired acid, and restored anew
to its original state of purity when first applied

—or, in other words, be reconverted into tpiick-

lime— and would thus be rendered capable of

exerting a renewed action on the peaty sub-

etances present, and, from its recovered causti-

city, again promote the various processes of

decomposition and recomposition so favorable to

the development of healthful and luxuriant

vegetation.

3. The action of lime on clayey or aluminous
soils is as follows :

—

It operates both in the fertilization and com-
minution of clayey soils. Prom the minuteness
of its particles, they easily insinuate themselves
into the clay. On the particles of lime, too,

encountering any enclosed organic matter in

tliese aluminous masses a strong action imme-
diately takes ])lace between the lime and such
matter, ^vhich, by combining with, disorgan-

izing, and reducing such organic matter, destroys

the continuous solidity of the clay which con-

tained it : and from this, with the evolution of
the gases and other attendant action, the stub-

bom clay at length becomes cellular.

4. In sandy .soils, lime operates beneficially

as follows :

—

It is w^ell known that sand (silica) differs

much from clay (alumina) and lime, in two im-

portant characteri.stics particularly. Both lime
and alumina have a great affinity for organic

matter and moisture, and retain both these sub-

stances by a powerful attraction ; sand has no
such affinity, and on tliis depends its barrenness.

It is merely commingled with organic matter
at any time, never chemically combining with it

in any quantity, and retaining it by no degree
of attraction whatever, in this way it offers no
resistance to the rapid escape of such sub-

stances by combinations with the components
of moisture deposited by the atmosphere and
the constituents of the atmo.sphere itself; and
tlie fructifymg properties of the manures are

thus quickly withdrawn from the .soil, and
escape from it, in the aerial form, into the atmo-
sphere. Besides this, they are washed away, in

part, by heavy rains and superabundant moist-

ure, beyond the reach of tlie root fibres of the

crop they were intended to nourish. To cure
these defects, lime is applied. From its affinity

for moisture, it attracts it from the atmosphere,
and, when voluntarily discharged from this

source, promotes its retention in the bodj' of the
^oU. By combining with any organic manures
that may be added to the soil, it prevei.ts their

•wastelul and too rapid escape ; and thus, bj-

rendering the soil more retentive of moisture
and organic substances, and improving its tex-
ture and consi.steuce, emmently promotes and
increases its fertility.

After the explanation we have just given, it

is difficult to see how lime can be dispensed
with in tlie improvement and perfecting of any
soil, unless that soil should be naturally calca-
reous. Such a soil efi'ervesces powerfully
with acids, and is thus easily detected by the
most untutored inquirer. The only case in
which we found lime to produce no great sen-
sible or perceptible beneficial effect, or verj' little,

was when superabundant moisture existed. But,
even vihere the soil had been previously ex-
hausted bv overcropping and bad cleaning, we
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have found quick-lime, by destroying insects and
their larviE, and the seeds and roots of noxious
and unprofitable plants, and by converting these,

as already explained, into \\hole8ome nutriment

for succeeding crops, a most useful coadjutor, in

connection with a well-conducted fallow, in re-

storing vigor and energy to the most exhausted
subject. W'^here former injudicious applications

of lime had been made, ^ve can recommend no
efficient restorative but a copious supply of or-

ganic manure and rest in grass.

One instance of abuse of lime we may par-

ticularly notice here. Thirty jears ago and
upwards, lime, at the rate of ~'00 bushels of hot

shells an acre, was spread on between 100 and
200 acres of verj' light siliceous, open, dry, gra-

velly .soil, scarcely 200 feet above the level of

the sea, and within a mile of the coast, between
lat. 57^ and 58"^, in north Britain, and being

treated rather sparingly on some occasions, in

after cropping, as to manure, till v,'ithiu the last

eight years, though correctly fanned by the ro-

tation of turaip, barley, and haj- seeds, and hay
followed by pasture for one year, and some-

times two years, it has not and will not recover

this overdose for a long time to come.
Although the soil was poor, the lime, being

new to iti" exhausted at first all its organic mat-

ter, and produced wonderful crops for some
years; but at length it came to be, that, in 1839,

rather an unfavorable season, and frequently

previously in a field of upwards of twenty-five

imperial acres, there was not produced twenty
quarters (160 bushels) of oats, and the quality

not so good as the dressings of a veiy rich and
productive crop. It will be a very expensive

and unremunerating process to recover this soil

by rest and manure. Some parts were, at the

same rate and at the same time, manured with

lime containing a trace of magnesia, and these

portions of the surface are still quite distinguish-

able from the remainder by a vegetation of an

aspect if possible more miserable, sickly, and
attenuated than that which covers the general

surface.

5. We now come to consider the effects of

Lime on a deleterious subsoil. On this subject

we can also venture to say a little, from some
experience and attentive ob.servation in the im-

provement of waste land, and from extensive

draining of arable and waste in the progress of

improvement.
Subsoils frequently hold in their composition

deleterious sub.stances, which consist principally

of the salts of iron or manganese, and some
acid, resembling the gallic and acetic, derived

from the decay of vegetable substances. We
have witnessed tlie benefit in these instances of

the application of quick-lime. In the first place,

the Ihnc attracts and combines with the acid.s,

by which means the salts of iron and mangan-
ese are neutralized, and the acid adhering to

the lime is not merely rend(-red innocuous, but

converted into a po.sitively fertilizing substance.

Where any sourness, or vegetable acid in any
form, exists in the soil or subsoil, which very

frequently happens on examining the composi-

tion of waste lands with a view to improvement,

and which has been caused by the long exist-

ence and periodical decay, while in its unre-

claimed state, of a worthless vegetation, if lime

be applied, it immediately combines with and

neutralizes the effects of such di-literious com-

ponents, destroying the acid by withdrawing its

carbonaceous matter and oxygen, aiid thus, be-

coming a carbonate of lime, materially adds to
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its own value a8 as a fertilizing iugredient.

Tli.s we have tested freciueutly, so as to satisfy

ourselves of the effieiency of an application of

lime in all such cases, and of the i)erlLct propri-

ety of recommending it to an improver whose
chemical knowledtje may not be sufficient to

conduct the simple process of analyses if he
should have any good ground for suspicion from
the (lark color of the .subsoil, or any other fami-

liar and often locally understood symptom that

such latent causes as we have been describing

ai"e operating against his interest.

The salts of the protoxide of iron amount to

thirty-eight, with nine double salts, making to-

gether lorty-seven salts of the protoxide of iron
;

and these are generally soluble in \sater. The
known salts of the peroxide of iron amount to

flirty-three, with twelve double salts, making
tit'ty-tive salts of the peroxide of iron, and they
arc all .soluble in the same menstruum. .Most

of tlie salts of mimganese are soluble in water,

and on their precise degree of solubility depends
their destructive and injurious cftects. The
salts of iron, where water abounds in the .soil,

gradually form, by combining with the earths,

as we have often seen, a most impervious and
injurious subsoil ; but on being freed, by drain-

ing, of excess of moisture, and broken up, and,

more effectually still, if trench-ploughed after

draining, and thus partially exposed to the fruc-

tifying and pulverizing action of the atmos-
phere, such a subsoil will be speedily rendered
innocuous ; and, if lime be thereSl'ter applied,
the cure is conij)lete ;—and, after resting a little,

a soil thus prc()ared may be converted to the
purpo-;es of jirolitable culture.

6. We have already, under head 2, shown the
effects of tlie application of lime in improving the
texture, constitution, and general fertility of the
soil. We may now add here, that when cal-

careous matter is deficient in soil."?, it will be
highly beneficial to supply it even in the state

of native carbonate, and without calcination, if

a supply can thus be more cheaply and con-
veniently obtained from the sweepings of the
highway.*, which often contain a considerable
admi.xture of carbonate, or from any other na-
tive calcareous deposit, such as shell or clay
marl, or calcareous sand, &c. Clay marl is best
adapted to sandy or siliceous soiLs, and shell
marl and calcareous sand to clayey or alumin-
ous soils or stiff' loams. However, when too
easily obtained, such advantages are sometimes
abu.sed

; .several instances of this kind have
come under our observation, and we may here
mention one as an example. On an estate in
North Britain, where a very valuable and ex-
ten.sive marl depo.sit exists, permis.sion was
given to the tenantry to apply this substance to
their farms free of all charge : their holdings
chiefiy consisted of light siliceous and very shal-
low i)eaty .soils, and the proportions were left to
their own discretion. This deposit was verj'
rich in calcareous matter. It was used with
something like su.spicion and distrust at first in

any great quantity, but some favorable results
so raised tlie expectations of the tenantry that
they heaped on their land an unlimited bulk,
and the con.sequence was, that a few years of
fruitfulne.ss and of injudicious, and too often in-

cessant cropping were succeeded by j'early in-
creasing sterility and loud and fruitle'ss lamenta-
tions. The soil, of course, will require the same
treatment to recover it as if it had received an
over-do.se of unmixed lime.

7. The quantity of lime which might be ap-
(51.5)
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plied to the soil in different cases is a most
important subject; also, whether it seems most
beneficial to apply lime in large quantity ;md at

long intervals, or in smaller quantity and at

shorter intervals ; and we shall endeavor to be
as explicit and intelligible on the subject as wo
possibly can.

In a deep peaty soil there is little danger that

the proper quantity of quick-lime will be ex-
ceeded, and carbonate may be applied in al-

most any probable quantity. We need only
instance as grass-grounds the famous Orcheston
meadows. In a sandy soil there is scarcely

more danger that this will be the case with car-

bonate, neither will it be so with caustic lime,

provided it be ^vell mixed beforehand with
clay or common soil containing a proportion of

organic matter, such as old turf dykes or pond
scourings, or suchlike substances. When a soil

contains a fourth part of alumina, (a stiff' wheat
soil,) and lime is to be applied lor the first time,

it should never be in less quantity, at the verj-

least, than 150 bushels of shells, heaped measure,
to the acre. A third part of this quantity should
be repeated on occasion of every third fallow
thereafter, to keep up a desirable activity in the
soil, a great proportion of the first applied quan-
tity having by this time disappeared and been
washed away by natural agencies ; and on each
occasion of a fallow, when no lime is applied,
from one cwt. to two cwt. of nitrate of soda or
potash to the acre should be cai-efully sown
over the young wheat or turnip crop, as it may
happen, a moist morning being selected for the
purpose ; and this will not only nourish and
stimulate the young plants, and effectually de-
stroy the numerous tribe of insects and their
larvaj, so peculiarly destructive to the turnip
crop in its first stages, but what is not appropri-
ated of it by the plants descends vs'ith the mois-
ture into the soil, and immediately acts upon the
lime, no^v chiefly become a carbonate, by de-
priving it of its acid, and restoring it to its ori-

ginal state of purity, when its caustic properties
are restored, and it again operates with the
same activity as when first applied to the soil.

It is necessary to apply the 150 bushels in the
first instance to insure the ett'ectual solution of
the natural and necessarj' acoumulation of the
iu.soluble organic matter which must occur in a
soil which has been covered with vegetation of
any description ; but a small application every
thii-d fallow, with the alkaline application to

each of the two intermediate fallows, will there-
after prevent any such useless accumulation of
insoluble organic matter, which needs must
otherwise increase in the soil from the annual
decay of the root fibres and other accidental and
necessarj- remains of the different natural herb-
age, plant.s, and crops of the previous rotation.

When a soil is composed of four parts in five
of silica, the remainder being principally alu-

mina and organic matter associated with a por-
tion of impalpable siliceous powder, it may be
made a superior turnip .soil, and incalculably
improved by the application of carbonate of
lime in large quantity ; but about 100 heaped
bushels of shells to the acre will be a sufficient

dressing of caustic lime on a first application to

the soil, care being taken that a fair allowance
of manure is always supplied at each recur-
rence of a fallow, and it may be repeated in the
same proportion and at the same periods (a third

to every third fallow thereafter) as we have just

recommended in clayey soils. The quantity of

nitrate of potash or soda, be it observed, to be



the same in both cases, that is, the same both in

aluminous and siliceous soils, but the proportion
of lime to vary as 100 to 150, both in the first

and successive applications. We have every
reason to think, I'rom all our patient investiga-

tion, experiment, and experience that this v/ill

eventually be found a verj' economical and ef-

fectual if not the moat economical and etfoctual,

method of applying lime to soils.

When easily and cheaply obtained, about fif-

teen bushels of wood or peat ashes, applied in

the same manner, form a good substitute for the

nitrate of soda or potash ; and bituminous peat
for this purpose is always to be preferred.

8. We have already stated that we have uni-

versally found that, unless thoroughly under-
drained, it is in vain to expect any remunerative
return from the application of lime, and we may
add, any descri]jtion ofmanure, whether organic
or inorganic. Where superfluous moisture ex-
ists, the interstices of the soil are completely
choked up with the fluid, the beneficial action

of the atmospheric air excluded, a soiiruess con-

tracted prejudicial to healthy vegetation, and
the fructifying portions of the manure rendered
inactive or washed away beyond the reach of a
crop, while the temperature of the soil is also

materially reduced by the presence of superflu-

ous moisture.

9. The effect of applying lime along with
other manures, that is, at the same season, and
to the same crops with other substances, de-
pends entirely on the period of the operation of
fallowing at which it is applied.

If it be applied to the fallow before the dung,
and harrowed sufficiently into the soil, inter-

mixed and incorpoi-ated thoroughly with it, the

lime will combine with and immediately operate
in reducing all the root fibre and insoluble or-

ganic remains of the natural herbage or previous
crops as it may hapjien to meet with, and thus
convert into nutriment, for the succeeding crop,

what was before of no service whatever
;
and if

any acid or noxious rejected matter slfould be
left by the plants of the previous rotation, as is

believed by many scientific persons to be the
ca.se, the acid and noxious principles are neu-
tralized by the lime, and the soil purified and
enriched at same time. If not laid on, however,
till after the dung is applied, of course it must
and does abstract carbonaceous matter and oxy-
gen from the manure, in the first place, com-
bining with the more soluble portions, and this

combination rendering them temporarily in

great part less soluble, and thus not so well cal-

culated to afford immediate nutriment to the
succeeding crop. This may not be of such im-
portance in wheat culture, which crop is best
treated as a biennial, and thus remains a long
time on the ground. But it does not appear to

be so well calculated for a turnip crop, requiring
as it does an immediate and concentrated sup-
ply of stimulating and soluble nourishment.
With farm-yard dung it does and must operate
in this way.W e have used street manure to turnips, which
suits this croj) better than mo.st others. Street
mamiro frequently contains a considerable por-
tion of carbonate of lime, and sometimes native
sulphate; but an application of caustic-lime, af-

ter adding this manure to the soil operates pre-
cisely as in the former case we have been de-
scribing, in fonning compounds partially insolu-

ble in water, and in withdrawing carbonaceous
matter and oxygen, and thus being ultimately
converted into a carbonate.
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Rape-cake we have used very little, although,

thrown into the soil along with the seed of tur-

nip, in moist seasons, it makes a capital dressing,

as we have often witnessed. It is well suited to

clay soils in some cases ; but it is scarcely adapt-
ed to a fallow, unless combined with more sub-

stantial and lasting manures.
We have used bones extensively in different

soils, but always as limed land, and have never
paid particular attention to the eflects of apply-
ing both at the same season. W^e knovv-, how-
ever, from very careful analysis, that the follow-
ing is their composition :

—

Cartilage—a compound |Carb. of Lime 11-3

of Carbon, Oxygen,Hy- I'hos. of Lime 51.4

dnigen, and Nilro- FluateofCalcium 2
gen 33.3 Phos. of Magnesia 1.16

Soda I.2I

Of course the application of caustic-lime

^vould operate powert'ully in reducing the bone,
by acting on the cartilaginous portions, and with-

drawing the carbon and oxygen ; but we have
always found the most efficient and economical
method of applying this manure to be over a
portion of spit dmig previously deposited in the

turnip drills, which is preferable even to mixing
the bones with the manure to cause icnnenta-

tion before applying the mass. The evolution of

gases and volatile alkali, with the increase of
temperature during the fermentation caused by
the subterposition in the drill of the spit dung,
affords the most forcing and stimulating nour-

ishment to the tender genu, and has the further

reccmmeudation of economy and efficiency.

—

W^e have gro'wn a very excellent crop of tur-

nip on a vei-y diy light siliceous gravelly soil,

with eight bushels of bones, over ten single

hor.se-cart loads of farm-yard dung, an aci'e.

"V^'ith regard to soot, we have witnessed its

admirable effects sown over gras^ lands, spring

com, tares, and young tui-nip, but have never
seen it applied at the same time with lime. It

is most eftectual in desti-oying the numerous in-

sects which prey on vegetables in their early

stages. However, we should think it injudi-

cious in the extreme to apply it with quicklime,
which would immediately and wastefuUy de-

compose its substance by disengaging a great

portion of the volatile alkali, although there

would not be the same objection to sulphate of
lime, which would rather operate in preventing
the too rapid disengagement and dissipation of
its volatile parts.

We may conclude this head by remarking
that where the object is permanent pasture, the
application- of the manure and the lime at Ihe

same time has been found beneficial, the eflects

being more lasting ; but quick-lime or hydrate
should never be applied to rich fertile old loams
in cultivation, containing much soluble organic
matter, unless as a compound with vegetable
mould, or in some shape intimately combined
with organic substances.

10. It seems .supei-fluous here to describe tlie

familiar operation of fallowing. All that one
need say is, that after this cleaning operation has
been carefully executed on the best principles,

tiie lime should be well harrowed in and thor-

oughly incorporated with the soil. From being
reduced to a hydrate it becomes so perfcclly di-

vider!, and its particles rendered so minute, that

the chemical action on any organic remains of
former crops it meets with in the soil is imme-
diate, and thus, rapidly becoming mild from this

action, it is, in a manner, prevented from com-
bining with the more soluble portions of the sub-



sequently applied orgaaic manures. Care must
alwayg be taken not to exhaust the soil by over-

cropping: after the application of lime in any
shape, and the most approved and least exhaust-

ing coui'se or rotation adopted on similar soils

should never be departed from ; and a farmer
should never yield to the lure of a deceitful fer-

tility consequent on a first application of lime ;

for the stimulus vv'hich produced this fertility

will speedily exhaust the vigpr of the soil, un-

less its energj- is supported by judicious man-
agement.

11. It is very advantageous in some cases to

apply the lime in the form of a compost, with
clay, earth, or sand. A sort of artificial marl is

thus formed, which is advantageously spread on
gra.s.s lauds, affording them additional nourish-
ment, at the same that the tiuickdime or hydrate
is partially deprived of its caustic property,
which recommends the practice much—caustic-

lime in powder being, in quantity, destructive to

living vegetables. When the object is to im-
prove the texture of a soil of sand, or clay, or
peat, a compost has much to recommend it.

—

Lime combined with sand being best adapted
to an aluminous or peaty, and with clay for a
siliceous subject. A compost in such cases
has been found to be eminently beneficial,

and preferable to the application of unmixed
lime.

ELECTRICITY
APPLIED TO AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

As heretofore intimated, we may here repeat,

that the experiments in the application of elec-

tricity, which have lately attracted a good deal

of notice in Europe, have not befcn attended

with results sufficiently uniform and encourag-

ing to warrant plain, prudent, practical men, in

giving their time and pains to a subject as yet

rather too much iVj the clouds. Still, as one of

the sentinels, on the look out for any thing that

may turn up in this very age of invention and
discovery, it will be expected of us to cry WIio's
there ? whenever any thing new makes its ap-

pearance on the Agricultural Horizon.

In cases like this, as in the application of

steam and the attraction of lightning from the

clouds, theway is, perhaps too much so, to receive

the first suggestions with distrust, if not ridicule.

" Visionarj- enthusiasts," " crack-brained men "

—generally pennyless, arc left te go ahead, as

they may, or fall as tliey often do, victims of
poverty, distrusted and repulsed by your " prac-

tical man," and your "man of means"—.such

was the fate of Fitch—such of Rumsey. It

was not their kind fate to meet with a Bridge-
water, an Appleto!*, or a Lawrence; and
the world knows them not as the first suggest-

ers of steam appliance to navigation—poor thej-

lived and dying are forgotten. Within the

limits of this verj- corporation lives now almost
unknown, if we are not misinformed, a second
James Watt, in the person of a retiring and ob-

scure genius

—

Bogardus.*

In the garret of the Treasury- Buildings at

Washington, is a gray headed man, of three
score years and ten, witli an eye and a soul

* See Proceedingg of American Institute vol I
page 4^4.
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fired with intelligence and spirit—the man who
first measured the Sabine with chain and com-
pass, who fought by the side of Jackson at New
Orleans—a man who thirty years ago wrote in

this city an " Emigrant's Guide," who of His-

torj'. Geography, and Statistics, knows more
than all in the building put together—and who
does the reader suppose this man is and what is

he about ? It is no other than the venerable

William Darby, employed this hot weather,

through his ' ten hours,' at one of the lowest

desks in the building, on the pay of a half-

fledged midshipman, at work that any common
clerk might perform—such is political justice

—

but we had no calculation of being borne away
on a visit to him just now, even by force of

electricity. Electrocnliure, we were going to

say, will be further experimented upon by sci-

entific enthusiasts, and by tho.se who mingle

science with practice. If successful the public

will hear of and enjoy the results. Until these

are known, we shall do no more tlian note what
occurs at home and abroad, as briefly as may be

consistent with our duty to journalise such

things. Happily the monthly space allowed us

leaves us still room enough to keep pace with

all practical developments. None, therefore, we
are persuaded, will deem it inappropriate that

we cater as well for the man of the closet, as

for him of the field. For the votary of science

who goes before to explore the grounds and
mark out the way, as for the working man who
follows after to reap and gather the fruits of his

discoveries. What follows then, is what we
have seen most worthy of preservation. We
arc aware that what is slated in reference to

Mr. Foster's experiments, has already been
published in most of the agricultural journals

;
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and will thorefore be already familiar to most of

our readers ; but as some of the otlier articles

refer to tins statement it has been deemed best

to preserve at once and together these differ-

ent accounts and suggestions, tliat the subject

may be, as far as this journal is concemed, dis-

missed until the close of the year, when doubt-

less we shall have reports of other and perhaps

more particular and reliable obsei-vatious.

In such a case it is better to do a little too

much, than to fall short of what might be ex-

pected or useful.

Corn Cultivation by Electricity.—

At a meeting, last week, of the Polytechnic

Society of the West Riding of Yorkshu-e, the

following description was given of the result

of the first considerable experiment of apply-

ing the free electricity of the atmosphere to the

cultivation of com. Dr. Forstcr, of Findra.s<-iie

House, near Elgin, had thrashed, weighed and

measured his electric cultured chevalier Bariey,

and the product was the enormous quantity of

104 bushels, or 13 quarters per ton ! The tail

com was not measured, and each bushel weigh-

ed 54 i lbs. The weight of the straw was

9,300 lbs. per acre. The cost of the electric

apparatus is £1 per acre, which will last for

twenty years.

V;
j; 29 yards. A c

Strong Wood Hooked Stake.

COST.

fi lbs. of iron wire at 4.1. per lb. for buiied wire, . .
-28.

4 do. do. at 3d. per lb. for euspend. do Is.

•J poles of dry wood, at 6d. each, Is-

Labor, &c ^•
5e.

As the area increases the cost diminishes ra-

pidly. Convenient and desirable areas arc for—

Two acres. 127 by 75 yd.«. U of an acre, 73} by Xi yd.?.

- --
i do. 55 bv -22 do.

I do. 36 by 16* do.
One acre, 80 by .55 do.

5 of an acre, 82i by 44 do.

The mode in which the plot is laid out, is as

follows: with a mariner's compass and mea-

sured lengths of common string, lay out the

places for the wooden pins, to which the buried

wire is attached, (by pas.siug through a small

staple). Care must" be taken to lay the lengtli

of the buried wire due North and South by com-

pass, and the breadth due East and West. This

wire must be placed from 2 to 3 inches deep in

the soil. The lines of the buried wire are tlien

(2

completed. The suspended wire must be attach-

ed, and in contact with the buried wires at both

of its ends. A wooden pin with a staple must,

therefore, be driven in at A, and the two poles

(one 14 and the other 15 feet) being placed by the

compass North and South, the wire i.s placed

over them and fastened to the wooden stake,

bui touching likewise at this point the buried

wire. The su.speuded wire must not be drawn
too tight, otherwise die wind will break it.

jElectro culture is a very interesting subject

;

but we must not allow ourselves to be misled

by it. It is to be regretted that Dr. For.ster's ex-

periments are not given at more length ; at

present they are so imconipletely stated, that no
opinion can be formed upon them. As to iron

wires lasting in the ground for twenty years,

that is inconceivable, unless they are protected

in some way. Upon the whole, we think it

better to ^\ait, than to come to any conclusion

either one way or the other.] Lond. Agr. Gaz.

Electric Agency applied to Horticul-
ture.—I have been making several experi-

ments, the results of which have been of the

most satisfactory character. My application of

the subtle agent has been through the medium
of galvanism, and as it is generated it is totally

under control, which is not the case if it is col-

lected (as is generally the case) from the atmo-

sphere, which is always subject to the uncertain

fluctuations known to exist in telluric and at-

mospheric electricity. My experiments are, of

course, far from matured, but yet they may not

be void of interest to j'our.self

First Experiment : T took an old 50-pair gal-

vanic trough, and lined one-half the length of

one side with zinc, and the oppcsite side in a
similar manner with copper ; they being about

12 inches long and 2 deep, leaving a di.stance be-

tween the plates of 4 inches, and connected by a

zinc band. The trough was filled with moist soil

and Turnip seed .sown thickly upon the surface

and pressed into it, but not covered, one-half

being under the galvanic iniluence, the other in a

natural state. Kesult.s: the seeds under galva-

nic influence swelled and sprouted many hours

before the others, and twice as many vegetated
;

and by die time they were all well up the gal-

vanic ones had the advantage of 24 hours. I

should tell you that they were placed in a tem-

perature of more tlian 60°, and were all well up
in three daj-s ; therefore 24 hours is a most ex-

traordinary advance.

Second Experiment : I lined a common flow-

er-pot, 6 inciies wide at the top and 4 at the bot-

tom, with zinc and copper, as in the last expe-

riment, die plates being, of cour.«e, deeper ; I

then sowed three Cucumber seeds in it, and
three in another pot, without galvanism, and
placed both in the same temperatuie, as the last

experiment. Results: In the course of two
days, the galvanic seeds appeared 11 hoiirs be-

fore the others ; in three days both were well

up, the galvanised having greatly the advantage

in strength and color, and gouig ahead rapidly.

After a lapse of a fortnight, the galvajii.»ed seeds

seemed to have tlie advantage of four days'

growth, were much darker in color, and about

twice as strong, healthy, and vitrorou.s. I also

tried an experiment with some Pea,s. which had
been sown some time previously, and were jnyt

cutting the ground. A zinc jilate, 1 foot square,

was placed at the end of one of the double

rows, and buried to an inch below its upper
edge, and a similar plate of copper was buried
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at the other end to the same depth, and connect-

ed by a copper wire. The weather was
showery, and the growth of all wa.9 rapid. In
the course of 30 hours, the galvanised ones had
assumed a darker appearance, and were more
regtilarly up than the others, and decidedly in

advance ; and in the course of a fortnii^ht they
were so much forwarder than the others, as to

be easily s<^en at a cou.siderahle distance, and
were alto£;:fther much higher :uk1 stronger. I

am also trying an experiment with some Pota-

toes, but they are not up yet. These results

have been so satisfactory to me, that I intend to

trj- the principle upon an acre of Barley, and
am preparing the wires for that purpose ; and,

when fuiished, will send you the results. A.

RoYAi, iNSTiTtmoN, May 16.

Reverend E. Sidney on the Electricity of
I'lauts, and intluence of Electricity on Vegeta-
tion. In introducing the subject of his lecture,

Mr. Sidney took occasion to draw attention to

the important nature of the inquiry, its high in-

terest as a branch of natural science, and the
valuable practical results which might possibly
be brought to light in its investigation. The at-

tention of electricians, he stated, had been drawn
to tlie subject so long back as 1746, when a Mr.
Maimbray, at Edinburgh, announced that elec-

trified plants grew more rapidly and vigorously
than those that were not so treated ; about the
siune time the Abbe Nollet discovered that elec-

trified seeds germinated with increased facility;

and these observations were confii-Sied and ex-
tended by the experiments of Bertholon and
Jalabcrt, the former of whom attributed very
marked etlects to the use of electrified water.

—

The truth of these experiments was supported
by some electricians, but denied by others, who,
upon repeating them, could not perceive any ef-

fect produced on the electrified plants : amongst
the latter class stands the name of Sennebier

;

but on reading the account of how his experi-
ments were performed, it is no longer surprising
that he failed to perceive any effect from elec-
tricity as he placed the seeds which were to be
electrified inside an electrified vessel, a situation
in which it is evident they would not be ex-
posed to the electric influence. After briefly ad-
verting to the more recent observations of Davy,
Pouillet, and others, Mr. Sidney drew attention
to the recent progress of tlie subject, and the
high interest it was at present exciting. The
first point which the lecturer insisted on, wa.s,
that electricity appears to exercise a powerful
influence on growing plants; in support of which
he quoted a number of experiments and obser-
vations, all tending to .show that plants, under
tlie influence ofelectricity, grow with increa.sed
vigor, and more especially when negatively
electrified. The manner in which drooping
plants have been observed to revive, on the ar-

tificial application of electricity, was also no-
ticed; and, lastly, the effects which are found to
be produced by thunder-storms were described.
The rapid growth of plants during thunder-
storms might, no doubt, in part be attributed to
other causes; but. at the same time, it was a very
fair inference that the electric condition of the
air had something to do with the phenomena, as
such a conclusion was borne out by numerous
experiments, on a small scale, made with artifi-

cial electricity. Electricity of low, hke that of
high tension, has been found to affect germina-
ting seeds and growing plants in a remarkable
manner; it was noticed bv Davy, that seeds a:er-
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minated more freely at the negative pole of the
voltaic battery than at the positive, and since his
time numerous experiments have been made,
all tending to prove that voltaic electricity pow-
erfully affects plants. Mr. Sidney next drew at-

tention to the facility with which fresh vegeta-
ble matters conduct electricity, in consequence
«f the good conducting power of the fluids
which they contain; this was illu.strated by plac-
ing a small blade of Grass in contact with the
conductor of a powerful electrical machine,
when it was proved that the whole of the elec-

tricity generated by the machine was quietly
carried away by the blade of Grass. It was also
shown that the pointed forms of the leaves and
other parts of plants, combined with their good
conducting power, fitted tliem most admirably
to receive or disperse electi-icity ; and hence
electricians sometimes employed vegetable
points in place of metallic ones for those pur-
poses. To show this, a large Leyden jar was
quickly and silently discharged, by bringing the
pointed blades of Grass near its outer surface,
and the brass knob at the top. In consequence
of the high electric powers of plants, as might be
supposed they exerted a marked efi'ect on the
electric condition ofthe atmosphere, .so that when
an electroscope indicated abundance of electri-
city in the free open air, it indicated none in the
vicinity of a tree with pointed leaves. In illus-

tration of the good conducting power of vegeta-
ble matter, Mr. Sidney .stated that it was impos-
sible to give an electric shock to a circle of peo-
ple standing on a lawn, as the electricity inva-
riably took the shorter and better conducting
course through the Grass ; whilst there was no
difficulty in giving a shock to any number ofper-
sons standing in a circle on gravel. 3dly. The
apparent adaptation of the vaiious parts of plants
to different electrical uses, was pointed out.

—

Thus, the first leaves of many plants are pointed
and acute ; others rounded" or globose. The
buds of most plants are pointed, or covered with
a strong pubescence. Some plants, more espe-
cially tho.sc which grow rapidly, have an im-
mense number of sharp points, or pointed hairs;
whilst those which grow less rapidly, or are in-

tended to meet the variations of the seasons, are
less pointed, but often provided with dry thorns
or pi-ickles. As plants come into flower, they
generally tend more to a globose form ; the flow-
er-buds are generally rounded, and the fruit, or
seed-vessels, are seldom provided with acute
points. It may, therefore, possibly be the case,
that though electricity is favorable to plants at
one stage of their growth, it is hurtful to them
at others, just as is well-known to be the case
with light, which is essential to them when full-

grown, but is hurtful to them in the embryo
state. The general phenomena of vegetation
were then considered in relation to electrical
agency; It would prove an interesting subject
of inquiry, to examine in how far the rise ofthe
sap in spring is influenced by electricity ; it is
certain that in spring, and before the leaf-bude
are opened, whilst they still retain their pointed
form, the air is dry, and in the most fittins state
for electrical effects. Mr. Sidney then adverted
to the singrular powers which plants have of pre-
cipitating moLsture from the atmosphere, an ef-
fect which he suggested might pos.sibly be of
electric origin, and endeavored to strengthen
this view by a number of ingenious artruments

;

amongst others, the remarkable cases described
by Mr. \Veekes and other electricians, in which
showers of ram were brought down by the use



ofuninsulated kites. The lecturer next endea-
vored to show tliat the forms and geographical
distribution of certain species of plants indicate a
relation to their electrical properties. Thus, for

example, the numerous Pine and Fir trees

which abound in high latitudes, present most ad-

mirable extensive discharging apparatus for re-

ceiving or di.ssipatiug electricity ; and, suppos-
ing the preceding observations correct, such
trees would exert most important and beneficial

influence in equalizing the electric condition of
the atmosphere and tending to produce a great-

er uniformity of temperature. Lastly, the sub-

ject was considered as a purely practical one,

and the prospect which there exists ofelectrici-

ty being advantageously applied to stimulate or
assist vegetation inquired into. Mr. Sidnej'

seemed to think it very questionable whether
electricity could ever be usefully applied to the

improvement of agriculture, but in horticulture

(in forcing flowers and fniits,) he thought there

were prospects of decided benefit; and, there-

fore, tliat this branch of the subject was well de-
serving a careful experimental investigation.

—

Electricity, both common and voltaic, might pro-

bably be advantageously employed in assisting

the germination of old and dry seeds; and like-

wise, applied with caution, in the culture of exot-
ics and otlier hothouse plants, its use might be
productive of good results. 'The lecturer exhi-
bited several plants which he had caused to

grow in earth under the influence of a feeble
current ofvoltaic electricity, generated by a plate

of zinc and another of copper, connected togeth-

er, buried in the soil beside the roots of the

plants ; and in the case of plants of Potato, Cine-
raria, and Mustard, which he exhibited, a very
marked effect appeared to have been produced,
as the galvanised plants ^vere larger and much
more vigorous than those without the plates.

—

He stated that he had also produced a very good
effect on Pines, Cres.s, and Fuschias, but had
found plants of Pelargoniums killed by the ap-

plication of the zinc and copper plates. The
well-known experiment of Dr. Forster, on Bar-
ley, was then described, and shown to be a de-

cidedly unphilo.sophical arrangement, so that it

appeared very doubtful whether electricity had
anything to do with the large increase of crop
said to have been obtained by that gentleman.

—

At the same time, the experiment was highly
deserving of attention ; and Mr. Sidney suggest-

ed that it would be well worth while to try ex-
periments on electro-cultivation, describing se-

veral which have been commenced in Norfolk
and elsewhere, on more accurate principles ; he
also gave a brief .sketch of some of the experi-

ments on this subject, at present being made by
Mr. Edward Solly, in the gardens of the Horti-

cultural Societj'. The lecture was, throughout,

worded in the most guarded and cautious lan-

guage, the whole subject being new, and but
vei-y little understood ; it was, therefore, brought
forward rather with a view to excite attention,

and induce further research, than to propound
theories, or make startling assertion.s. Mr. Sid-

ney very justly observed, that putting aJl theo-

ries a.side, there appeared to be sufficiently nu-

merous well-authenticated facts to wan'ant fur-

ther inquii-y and experiment.

From the London Agricultural Gazette, June 7

JElectho-Culture.—The extraordinary ef-

fect of Electro-culture, as stated by Dr. Fors-

ter on his Barley crop, has induced me to make
an experiment precisely according to the plan

(2-20)

and diagram given in your number of the Agri-
cultural Gazette for April 12tli ; but as I only
put the wires down so lately as the 23d instant,

after the Barley was above ground, it is too

soon yet to expect any difference, and none is

yet visible ; but as I purpose making two or
three more experiments on other crops, and I

observe in your last Number that the experi-
ment of Dr. Forster's plan is described as not
being a very scientific one, and that experiments
are now in progress in Norfolk and elsewhere
on more scientific principles, I shall feel greatly
obliged to you if you can furnish me with the
particulars of such experiments, or of any one
that you consider more likely to bring out the
best results for my guide, before putting down
any more diagrams on this interesting subject.

—

.?r. Y. Z., A iiubscril/er. [The effect, or rather
the tendency of any metallic connection be-
tween the soil and the air, some 15 or 20 feet
above, clearly must be to induce a similar elec-

tric condition between the two—to hinder any
irregularity in the distribution of electric influ-

ence—-simply because metals are good conduct-
ors of electricity. Whether such a result is

desirable as regards the crops growing on the
soil remains to be ascertained ; but certainly, in

order to obtain it that arrangement of wires
must be best, in which there is the most perfect
connection by conductors between the soil and
tlie air. Perhaps other purposes may be an-
swered by Dr. Forster's arrangement of wires

;

but so far as they tend to connect by electric

conductors the soil and the air, we do not by
any means think it the best that could be sug-
gested. We have had since February a copper
wire 120 yards long, studded with upwards of
1200 metallic points, suspended in a direction
magnetically north and south, hi a somewhat
elevated position, at a distance from trees, and
at an elevation of 20 feet from the ground ; and
this wire is connected with the ground by
another, which, when it meets the ground,
branches out and spreads over an extent of
about the 8th part of an acre, on which Wheat
is growing ; but the plants have not ?7i appear-
ance benefited the least from it. Dr. Forster
declines to be respon.sible (and ju.stly so) for the
results of experiments perfonned otherwise
than as he has directed ; but we cannot see
what influence his arrangement of wires pos-
sesses that ours has not in a greater degree.]

—

The following is another communication on this

subject, just received :—Since I communicated
my trial of Dr. Forster's plan of electrical cul-

tivation, a plot of Potatoes, similarly treated,

has been followed by similar effects. The rows
within the wire are distinctly visible, thoee with-
out only partially appearing. In both ca.ses, the
row adjoining the buried wire is favorably af-

fected, though not included in the square. This
lateral influence every electrician would ex-

pect; the great wonder is, how the electricity

is so perfectly confined within the wires.

—

Though, of course, the theor>' is nearly a mys-
tery at present, we must infer that the aerial

wire collects the fluid and the buried wire dis-

tributes it to the ground, through which it per-

colates and stimulates the vegetation. Of
course if you extend the enclosed area too

much, the supply of electricity would become
inadequate. If you increase the number of

aerial wires you would obtain more electricity,

but fail in its gradual and equal distribution. For
these reasons, which I think Dr. Forster has mis-

apprehended, I still recommend futui-e expori-



mcnters to try long narrow parallelopfraniH, and

avoid large areas. What has hitherto been doDO

on tJiis subject is of small moment : the attempts

have been merely trifling and theoretical. Dr.

Forster has the sole merit of first suggesting a

uflcful and economical application of this won

derful agency. In fact, the great objection to
the success of bis system is, tliat such a sudden
advance in cultivation as this promi.scs has nev-
er been made before, and seems almost contrary
to the laws of aature.

DEXA.

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL FAIR OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

Of tliis great national display of the products

of American Agriculture, Arts and Manufac-

tures, we have room only for a few words of ex-

hortation to every friend of the substantial inte-

rests of his country to lend it his countenance

and encouragement in every fonn. We are

well advi.sed that the exhibition will be opened

to the public on Monday, the 6th day of Octo-

ber, 1845, at 12 o'clock M. at Niblo's Garden,

Broadway, in the City of New-York. Contribu-

tions from exhibitors will be received on Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday of the previous week.

To insure the most favorable locations, and the

advantages of competition, the pro(^TCts of the

Manufacturer, Mechanic and Artisan must be

delivered and entered on the books of the Fair,

on one of those days. The chance of a good lo-

cation will be in favor of those who come the

first and second days. Fruits, Flowers, &c. form

an exception. The proper time for entering

them will be specified in the Agricultural and

Horticultural circular, or notices hereafter to be

issued.

Arrangements already made, and in progress,

for carrj-ing out the E ighteentb Celebration, arc

on a scale more extended and attractive than

ever before; and if public favor towards this

institution continues to extend and increase each

year as it has during the last seventeen, means
will be afforded of enlarging the value of the pre-

miums, and thereby creating a more intense and
univernal competition. Several opulent and
munificent individuals, desirous of making the

exhibition wortliy of our great Emporium, and
giving a fresh impulse to improvements in our

countrj.-, have vo.unteered donations for the pur-

pose
; others have promised not only to contri-

bute, but to use tlieir mfluence to cause their

friends to do the same. After resening what
discretion demands, to cover the annual current

expenses of the Institution, every dollar will be
expended by the Managers to promote improve-
ments in Agriculture and the Arts. It is the fix-

ed policy of the Institute, to appropriate every
dollar for the benefit of that public which has
been its generous, unfailing patron.

There will be an opening addrea.s followed
by novel and interesting displays o£ fireworks.

On Thursday, the 9th of October, a National

Convention of Farmers, Gardeners and Silk

Culturists will be held.

For the second week has been assigned the

Cattle Show and other live Stock, and the plow-
ing and spading matches.

The Anniversary and other discourses will

also be delivered in the course of the Bccond
week.

The Horticultural exhibition of vegeta-

bles, fruit, flowers, &c. will be in Niblo's long

promenade, and superintended by eminent Hor-
ticulturists.

The best new and useful inventions will be
objects of the highest honors.

The following is the list of Managers—while
their names give assurance that all will be done
rightly, and in order, the thanks of the commu-
nity are due to them, in advance of that per-

formance, which with such citizens, is sure to

follow their consent to serve :

Adoniram Chandler, Edwd. T. Backhouse, John
Campbell, Jas. Viui Norden, II. W. Cbilds, Joseph
Curtis, Geo. Endicott, Wm. Hall, Jo.seph Torrey, Jas.
R. Smith, Martin E. Thompson. Isaac Fryer, John D.
Ward, Edward Clark, Robert Lovett, Gurdon J.
Leeds, A. D. Frye, T. B. Stillnian, Joseph Cowdin,
Ja.s. J. Mapes, Geo. F. Barnard, C. C. Haven, Chas.
Mapea, Jonathan Dodge, T. W. Haxvey, T. B. Wake-
man

—

Managers.

We may be allowed to add, with some sense

of national pride, that in these exhibitions, our
American Institute here, at the great commer-
cial Emporium of the Country, has set an exam-
ple of sagacious attention to great public inter-

ests, which even London is only just now about

to follow.

The London Athenaeum has just announced
the " possibility ofestablishing something of the

kind in the British Empire." We, thanks to the

indefatigable officers and managers ofour Insti-

tute, are already in the fruition of what they are

just hoping to accomplish. In the annunciation
of their project, in the Athenoaum of June last

they say

:

" Besides the delight and instruction which
would certainly be afforded, it may fairly be ex-
pected that a periodical competition of this na-
ture will exert some beneficial effect on the pro-
gress of the Arts ; not only by exciting honora-
ble rivaJry in the producers, but by enabling the
consumers better to appreciate real excellence.
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\S''ithotit entering- into details, it may be stated,

that the plan embraces the exhibition not mere-

ly of products, but of the instruments of produc-

tion in actual work—the facility, rapidity, pre-

cision, and economy of the act of fabrication be-

ing often much more wonderful than the fabric

itself, lu carrying out these ideas, it is intended i

entirely to exclude all private, personal, and po-
litical objects. It is hoped that the plan may be
preser^'ed so free from objection on these points,

as to command the approbation of all ranks, and
justify its promoters in anticipating the highest
patronage."

NEW-YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

CATTLE SHOW AND FAIR FOR 1846, TO BE HELD AT UTICA, SEPT. 16, 17, 18.

have been offered, that we see no occasion, ever,

if we had room, for publishing the Bill of Fare
in detail. The first on die list are :

For the best cultivated Farm, of not less than 50
acres, exclusive of woodland, regard being had to
the quantity of produce, the manner and expense of
cultivation, and the actual profits :

First premium S.50 ) Second do $30
Third do $20

Theke is everj' rea.^ou to hope that this great
|

gathering of practical Farmers, the bone and I

sinew of the land, will transcend m numbers

and in display of the products of Agricultural

Industry, all that have preceded it. At tlie

6ea.son chosen, there will still be lingering a

vast number of strangers, who have come to

escape exposure to the enervating heat of

Southern climes, and to obser\-e the habits of

their more thrifty brethren of the North. We
would recommend all such to gather in at Utica,

at tlie great Cattle Show—tiiere they will see

Northern men and Northern Industry in their

true character and genuine colors—hard hands

and hard sense, with their fat bullocks and their

fine-wooled sheep—tlieir sharp plows and stur-

dy oxen to turn the glebe—the 50 acre man,

as proud in his position and as useful in his

sphere, as any Lord of the Manor. After all,

what is there to be envied, about the man of

overgrown estate, except the sagacious indus-

try which may have made him so ; and the

power that being so confers on him, to set use-

ful examples in illustration of modes of im-

provement, and in the introduction of good

things that require extraordinary means. In

that light the rich man is truly emnable. In

everj' department of Industry, in everj- imple-

ment of Agriculture, those who attend this great

Exhibition, and that of tiic American Institute,

may expect to see something new. Come, then,

Farmers, one and all—these are your Holidays.

Let it be there seen, that if the Merchant can

boast his splendid Sliip, sailing faster tlian the

wind, the Manufacturer his Works, in which

omnipotent steam is controled with equal

ease to carve a seal or lift the ponderous tilt

hammer; so you can show your well-tilled

Farm, your elcek horses, your fat cattle, and

rich products of the field and the orchard, the

dairy and the garden ; all emblems as well of

peace as of plenty !

The public has been in so many forms adver-

tised of the particulars for which premiums

Bat, Avhat we humbly regard witli peculiar

approbation is the offer of Premiums :

For the best series of Essays on the importance
of Ecientilic knovcledge in prosecuting Euccess-
fuUy the ordiuarj' pursuits of Agriculture $100

For the best Agricultural Text-Book for Schools. 100
For the best Text-Book on Horticulture 50
For the best Essay on Subsoil Plowing, with the

results of actual experiments in the State of
New-York 20

For the best Essay on Draining, with details of
the results of actual experiments, showing the
expense and supposed increased value of the
land 10

For the best Essay on Irrigation 10
For the best Essay on the Culture and Manufac-

ture of Silk 30
For the best Essay on the prevalent Disease in

Potatoes 20

Cattle are classified into and premiums offered

for Durluitns. Tltrefords, Vtvonn. Ayrsliires. Crosses of
Natires and Improved. Natire Cattle, and Oxen—three

year old, tico year old, and yearling Steers, and Fat
Cattle.

y

Sheep into Long-woeled, Middle-wooUd, Merinos
and their grades, Saxons and their grades, and Fat
Slieep.

Horses into Stallions, Mares, Matched Horses and
Geldings.
Swine into Boars. Soirs, and lots of Pigs.

And, for the rest, prizes are oti'ered for

Poultry, best Farm Implements, Butter. Cheese, Ma-
ple Sugar, Corn-stalk .Sugar, Silk, various DomeMic
Manilfacturcs, Fruits, Ftovrers—best crops of Wheat,

Indian Corn, Rye, Barley. Oats, not less than tw)

acres ! and the various Vegetables most cultivated,

besides Hops, Flax, Broom Cffrn, Clover and other

Grass Seeds.

Those who present claims to premiums for farm-

crops must state in writing the following particulars :

The condition of the soil at the commencemeiit of

cultivation for the crop : the preinous crop and culti-

vation, and quantity of manure used upon it ; the

quantity and kind ofmanure the present season ; the

quantity and sort of seed used ; the time and manner
of sowing, cleaning and harvesting the crop ; the

amount of the crop detennined bv actual weight or

mea.surement ; and the expense orcultivation. The
land shall be measured by some surveyor, who shall



swear to the correcmess of his survey, and that it

was made with a chain .aid compass ; aiid the claim-

nut of the premium, with two other persons who as-

sisted in measuring, shall certify mider oath as to the i

quantity produced from the piece of land mentioned
|

in the certincate of the surveyor ; and a sample of

grain shall be presented at the ;mnual meeting, with

the oath of the applicant that tliat same is a fair sam-

ple of the whole crop.

mSCELLA>iEOUS.
Wrought Iron Gate with cast iron pillars $10

Best iron WTieelbairow Silver Medal.

C)mament;J cast iron Vase on pedestal $8

Be.-<t sample Drain Tile Silver Medal.

Best quarter of an acre Ozier Willow $8

DISCRETIOK.tRY PREMIUMS
Will be awarded for such implimeuts, products, &.C.

cot enumerated, as shall be deemed worthy of notice

or encouragement,
REGULATIONS.

The premiums for Essays and Agricultural Imple-

ments wall be open to citizens of other States : all

others will be conline(^to residents of this State who
are members of this Socierj-, or who may become so

by the payment of one dollar on enteiing their arti-

cles.

Tlie trial of plows will take place at Utica, on Tues-

day, the 15th day of September.
No premium will be paid on any animals or arti-

cles taken away belbre the close of the Show.
Premiums not claimed within four months after

they aie awarded, will be considered as donations to

llie Society.

^\J1 persons who intend to exhibit Cattle, Horses,

Sheep or Swine, should give notice to TSeodore S.

Faxon, Utica, or Luther Tucker, Recording Secre-

tary, .\lbany, previous to the 10th of September, that

the" necessary arrangements may be made for their

accommodation ; and all animals must be on the

ground by 9 o'clock A. M. of the ITih of September.
All those who intend to compete for the premiums

on Agricultural Implements, Butter and Cheese, Su-
gar, Cocoons, Silk, izxf. should have their specimens
on the groimd on the 16th, that they may be deposit-

ed in their appropriate places, and the rooms suitably

arranged on the day previous to the Show.
Applicants for premiums are requested to pay par-

ticular attention to the notes atMched to the premi-
ums on Fat Cattle and Fat Sheep, Butter and Cheese,
Field Crops, Maple Sugar, ifcc.

The statements reqviired from those who compete
for Field Crops, must be sent to Luther Tucicer,
Recording Secretaiy, Albany. pre\ious to the 1st of
January, 184(1, and the premiums will be awarded at

the Annual Meeting of the Society, ou the third
Wednesday of January.

Competitors for the premiums on Essays must
forward their manuscripts to the Recording Secreta-
r)', Albany, previous to the 1st ot Januaiy, 1846. fi-ee

of postage.

No jircmium will be awarded, unless, in the opin-
ion of the Judges of the class in which it is offered,

the anini.ll or aiticle is worthy of such premium.
Prize animals and imjilements at the previous ex-

hibitions will be allowed to compete Ibr the prizes ;

but they must receive a higher prize, or in a diti'eront

class, to entitle them to a premium. Should the
same premium heretofore given them be awarded,
they will receive a ceitilicate to that eftect, instead of
the prize.

Animals and other articles offered for competition
must be labeled with the names and residences of
the owners at full leneth.

No viewing Committee, with the exception of the
Committee on Discretionary Premiums, shall award
any discretionary premium, without the previous
permission of the Executive Board, expressed
through the President.

^^ We have in type brief notices of several new
Works on Agrictilture, Gardening, &c. which we are

obliged to defer to our nest issue.
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The American Farmer—Baltimore.—This

oldest of Agricultural papers ha.s changed its

form and dress, from a quarto of 8 to an octavo

of 32 pages ; but it is animated by the same pa-

triotic spirit, and aiming at the same honorable

ends, witli a zeal and courage that bid defiance

to time and circumstances. The July Number
contains no less than 7C different items and seve-

ral illustrations. Among these is one labeled

with the name of Riversdale, the residence

of Charles Calvert, Esq. (a seat of genuine old-

fashioned Maryland ho.spilality,) atid his Cow,

Cinderella.

^Vhetlier the design of the artist was to binng

the white cow into bolder relief, by blackening

evely thing near and aroaud her, we know not.

but traly the picture more resembles a " coal-

field" than tlie verdant Riversdale we have

been accustomed to admire. The Am. Fanner

goes, however, for substance, not for show ; and

he who is not glad to get it for $1 a year must

be very indifferent to what is going on in the

Ae:ricultural world around him. It is a much
better paper now than when -we sold it for four

or five times as much, and would truly be ^vorth

its reduced price of Si, were it only to be used

for ladies' hair paper !

Good Sigks for the South.—Such do we
regard the multiplication of Agricultmal Jour-

nals. Two have just reached us: The North
Carolina Farmer, edited by S. Jemay, Ra-

leigh. The Editor tells us that the spirit of im-

provement is abroad ii Georgia, South Caro-

lina, Tennessee and Virginia, and adds, as to

the prospect in North Carolina :
" We are grat-

ified to state, to the honor of the Counties of

Granville, Orange, Mecklenburg and Bun-

combe, that they have all well organized Agri-

cultural Societies, which have been some time

in operation, and are marching fot-ward in tlie

work of improvement." For ourselves, we
much doubt whether any people on eai'th better

understand tlie philosophy of Agriculture than

the leadmg men of the very region described.

The misfortune is, want o{—perseverance in

resolution to bring about an amendment in State

policy and individual habits and practices.

The Carolin"i.\n is another staunch advo-

cate of tlie good cause—both discreet and vigi-

lant, as the following may .show :

Fine F/ockg of Sheep in the Vicini/y of Co-
lumhia, South C'lro/ina.—The practical Agri-
culturist and genuine lover of rural affairs would
be both aratified and amply repaid by visiting

the magnificent flocks of Sheep belonging to

Col. Wade Hampton and Mr B. F Taylor, in

the neighborhood of this city. Those who wish
to be convinced of the fact that we can success-
fully rai.«e fine sheep iu our Soutliern climate,
should go by all means. Examples like the.'^e

are wordi more than a heaped up mountaiu of



arguments, theoretically prepared by those who
take interest in advocating sucli things through
the medium of the Agrioultural jounuils. The
flock of Col. Hampton is superior to any other

v,e have ever seen in any part of the United
States. They are pure blooded Leicesters, and
Bakewell himself were he living, would be
proud to own them. They cannot have lost

much, if any thing, of their characteristic supe-
riority, if we judge by some of his animals
which have matured. Mr. Taylor's flock is

chietiy Merino with a dash of the blood of the

African or Broad-tailed Sheep, and tlicy have
shown them.sclvcs to be extremely fine and pro-

lific. He recently showed us the fleece of a

buck lamb 14 months old, whicli weighed 10|
pounds. Dr. Parker, the Superintendent of the

Lunatic Asylum in this eity, has just shorn a

pair of last spring's Leicester lambs, about 14

mouths old, brea by Col. Hampton, and the

weight of the flc3ce from the buck lamb wa.s

13i pounds, whilst that from the ewe lamb
weighed 11 1 pounds.

Col. Hampton has shorn all his lambs of the
present season, and we will make the wool

growers of the North open their eyes when we
state that the average weight of the fleece of
about sixty head, was four pounds each. He
has done this in order to relieve them from the
oppressive heat of summer.
On visiting his flock a few days since, we

found them in fine condition, without the least

appearance of di.sease of any kind amongst
them, and what is remarkable, they have kept
in good order on very .short pasturage, which is

one of the very best evidences we can give of
the thrift of this remarkable breed of sheep.

\Yith such flattering results before us, why
should we despair of making a great portion of
our State profitable in this branch of rural en-
terprise. We have already adverted to the su-

perior advantages of our mountain regions as
.sheep -walks, and we shall on some other occa-
sion gather infonnation end give our own views
upon the propriety of introducing good breeds
of Sheep in the middle sections and lower coun-
try of South Carolina. That the whole sandhill

region bordering on our extensive swamps is

eminently adapted to this, has been fully proven
by the success of the flocks above mentioned.

PRICES CURRENT.
{Corrected, July 23, for the Monthhj Journal of Agriculture.]

ASHES—Pots, iBt sort ^ 100 ft. 3 8U@
Pearls, 1st sort 4 12.^® 4 lej

BEESWAX—American Yellovi' — 291@— 30
CANDLES—Mould, Tallow.. f'' lb... — 9'®— 11

Speiin, Eastern and City — 27 @— 29
COTTON—From — 6 @— 10
COTTON BAGGING—American... — 13 @
CORDAGE—American ® tb. — 11 ©_ 12
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtings,^y. — 5 @— 11

Sheetings — 6i@— 12*^

FEATHERS—American, live — 2fi @— 30
FLAX—American '. — d^®— "i^

FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, f bbl. 4 37^®
Troy @
Michigan 4 31^®
Ohio, flat hoop 4 3l|@
Ohio, Haywood & Venice 5 25® 5 37^
Ohio, via New-Orleans 4 12^® 4 25
Pennsylvania 4 75 @
Brandywine 4 75 ®
Georgetown 4 75 ©
Baltimore City Mills 4 62^® 4 75
Richmoiiil City Mills ®
llichniond Country 4 62^® 4 75
Alexandria, Petersburg, &c 4 62l® 4 75
Rye Flour 2 87^® 3 2.5

Com M<>al, .lergcy and Brand 2 3U@ 2 56J
Com Meal, Brandyvrine hhd, 11 75 @

GRAIN—Wheat, Western..^ bush. — 95 ® 1 05
Wheat, Southern 1 00 ® 1 06

. Rye, Northern — 65 ®
' v';<ji'n, Jersey and North ... (meaa.) — 50 ®— 53
V>a~ii Southern (measure) — 50 'S>

Com, Southern (weight) — 49 -S— 50
Barley, WtMcm @
Oats, Northern — 42 '®— 44

Oats Southern ®
HAY—North River bales — 50 ®— 75
HEMP—American, dew rotted... ton 85 —®100 —

water rotted 120 —® 1 82 50
HOPS—1st sort, 1845 — 12i@— 15

IRON—American Pig, No. 1 35 — -S'S? 50

Common 32 50 ®35

—

LIME—Tliomapton i^ bbi, •&— 75

LUMBER- Board;', N.R., ^M. ft. c\i. 30 — ®35 -—

Boards, Eci"Urn I'ine 10 — ®11 —
Boards, Albany Pine ^pcc. — 7 ®— 17

Pknk, Geor-ia Pino ^M. ft. X\ — @35 —
• Heading, Wh'iie Oak f^ M. ®45 —
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Staves, White Oak, pipe 45 — ®
Staves, White Oak, hhd 37 — ®
Staves, White Oak, bbl 28 — ®
Staves, Red Oak, hhd 27 — ®28 —
Hoops 25 — @30 —
Scantling, Pine, Eastern 14 — ®16 —
Scantling, Oak 30 — @35 —
Timber, Oak f>' cubic foot — 25 @— 37
Timber, White Pine — 18 ®— 25
Timber, Georgia YeUow Pme — 35 ®— 40
Shingles, 18 in ^ bunch 1 50 ® 2 —
Shingles, Cedar. 3 feet, lsto,ualitv. 22 — ©24 —
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality. 20 — ®22 —
Shingles. Cedar, 2 feet, 1st qua. 'y. ®17 50
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality. 15 — ®16 —
Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet 11 — ® 13 —
Shingles, Company ®30 —

MUSTARD—American — 16 ®— 31
NAILS—Wrought, 6d to 20d — 10 @— 12i

Cut,4dto4ad — 4}®— 4|
PLASTER PARIS-HP ton 2 50 ® 2 62i
PROVISIONS—Beef, M., new^ bbl. 8 75 ® 9 25

Beef, Prime, 5 75 ® 6 —
Pork, Mess, Ohio, old and new.... 12 62i®13 Vii
Pork, Prime, Ohio, old and new.. 9 75 ® 10 62

J

Lard, Ohio ^ Iti. — 7i®— 8i
Hams, Pickled — 6}:®— 7
Shoulders, Pickled — 4J-®— 5
Sides, Pickled — 6®— 6i

Beef Hams, in Pickle ^ bbl. 12 — ®12 50

Beet; Smoked <>».— 8 ®— 8}
Butter, Orange County — 15 ®— 18

Butter, We.«tem Dairy — 11 ®— 13

Butter, ordinary — 10 ®
Cheese, in casks and boxes — 51®— 6i

SEEl )S—Clover ^ U5. — 6i®— 7i
Timothy ^ tierce 12 — ®14 —
Flax. Rough 8 50 ® 8 75

Flax, Clean ®
SOAP—N. York, Brovni ^16.— 3J®— 5*

TALLOW—American, Rendered... — 7®— 7i

TOBACCO—Virginia ® tb. — 2|®— 5*
North Carolina — 2}®- 5
Kenmckv and Missouri — 2^®— SJ-

WOOL—Anie. Saxony, Fleece,^ lb. — 36 @— 38
American, Full Blood Merino — 32 ®— 34

American \ and J Merino — 27 &— 28

American Native and i Merino. . . — 24 @— 26

Superfine, Pulled —31 ®32 —
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PORTRAIT OF A SHORT-HORN BULL

:

WITH A BMEF SKETCH OF THE QUALITIES OF THAT BREED, AND OF ITS INTRODUC-
TION INTO MARYLAND.

We pretend not to offer anything new in giv-

g the portrait of a Short-Horn Bull ; indeed it

'i
would be difficult to present an^ttimg in the

way of form or description of the properties of

•attle, with which agriculturists, at all accus-

tomed to read the many excellent journals of

the day, have not been made familiar. Never-

theless, tlie plan of the Farmers' Library would

be but partially filled, if we did not, in due time,

take care to have it represent pictorially, and

in every mode of illustration, every sort of beast

or bird that has been, or that probably might be

profitably brought under our dominion, or em-

ployed in the purposesof the Agriculturist. We
propose to make its pages the repository and

instructor ofthe Naturalist as well as the Farmer
The animal selected has been taken pretty

much at random, to give what we know to por-

tray the characteristic points of that breed of

cattle. We should have been glad now, as we
shall at any time, to give the likeness of a Cow
of this breed, imported from Ireland—sent out

by Mr. Murdoch, a gentleman possessing a large

share of various and useful kno\vledge, now re-

siding at Ashe\nlle, N. C. The Cow to which
we allude is Sophy, property of Mr. George
Law, of Baltimore, and is probably equal to, if

not the best milker in the Union.

The qualities of the short-honis have been so

often described, and are so^vell known by their

diffusion through the States, as to make it almost

Biiperfluous to repeat that they excel in symme-
try of form, in early maturity, delicacy and light-

ness of head and tail, and in aptitude to lay on
fat. As milkers they appear to have been con-

demned or approved, as purchasers have hap-

pened to get them of particular families—lactif-

(273)

erous secretions running in cue family, as it is

said, in a remarkable manner, while the fatty

secretions in like manner distinguish other fam-

ilies of the same breed.

Then, again, the Herefords are not without

their advocates, in England as well as America

;

while there are those who maintain that for all

purposes—the pail, the shamble.s, and the yoke

—the Devons, on a given amount of food, prove

to be the most profitable, take them " by and

large," for the generality of farmers and the

common pastures of the country. The fine Ne'vr-

England Oxen are deep in this blood.

To all we shall hold an even scale of compar-

ison—giving their forms to the life, and impar-

tially delineating their qualities on the best tes-

timony within our reach.

We well remember the sensation made in

Mai-yland by the first exhibition of three im-

proved short-honis—Champion, White Rose,

and Shepherdess—at a cattle-show at the old

Maryland Tavern, a few days only after their

'arrival. The very best cattle that the country

could bring together were thrown so far into

the shade that their owners hardly knew where

to find them ; and yet there were very fine cat-

tle ou the ground, of mixed blood, from the best

cattle of Holland and Ireland, which had been

imported by the late W^illiam Patterson aJid

Mr. O'Donnell—to whose public spirit, so much
at that time in the lead of their cotemporaries,

we would fain do justice, even at this late day.

A few days before the arrival of the cattle

above named—sent out at onr instance, from

what we had read of the excellence of short-

horns—Governor Lloyd, a very large landhold-

er and accomplished farmer of the Eastern
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Shore of Maryland, had contended that ou his

large estate he had cattle equal to tlie crack stock

of England. But when these tliree individuals

sent out by the late Mr. CHAMnoK, of Blytlic,

Nottinghamshire, England, (and paid forby fiznds

liberally placed there by the late Robert Oli-

ver, at our instance, merely on the suggestion

of the good he might thus do to the Agriculture

of the State) came upon the show-ground, Mr.

L. was seen to walk round and carefully exam-

ine them, and tlieu instantly and ou the spot of-

fered $1000 for the Bull and the Heifer, White

Rose. As we had no use whatever for them,

and were, moreover, bound to see the friend in-

demnified who had provided the credit for their

importation, we told him they could not be sep-

arated, but might all three be had for $1500

—

somewhere about cost and charges—with which

he at once closed, and bought them forthwith,

and afterwards said that he considered himself

reimbursed by one cross of the bull on his nu-

merous herds on the fourteen farms he owned
on the Eastern Shore. Such is the history of

this first importation of short-homs into Mary-

land—a history that may as well be preserved

here as elsewhere in the Farmers' Library,

where it ought to have place ; and we might,

perhaps, as well add, in candor, that resem-

blance between Champion, at two years old,

and tlie Bull prefixed to these hasty remarks,

may have inclined us to choose him from among

a vai-iety of fine engravings (the best of them by

Scott) in the London Farmers' Magazine. As

we have before said, the Herefords and the

Devons, and the perhaps equally symmetrical

and fine soft-skinned, but not so large, Ajt-

shires, and the ragged-hipped, deer-necked, rich

milking Aldemeys, shall all—all have their full

and fair chance m good time. In the mean-

time we present the foUovs^ing essay

:

ON THE GOOD AND BAD POINTS OF CATTLE,
AND ON THE FORMATION OF FAT AND
MUSCLE.

By Mr. Robert Read, V. S., Crediton.

The skin or external envelope in the rumin-

antia herbivora is an important feature in devel-

oping the disposition of cattle to fatten, and is of

much import to the farmer and grazier.

A good skin is kno\\Ti by the familiar name
of touch—that is, the animal should possess a

mellow skin, with resiliency, moderately thick,

yet loose and yielding to the fingers when gent-

ly elevated, and resuming its station with an elas-

tic spring, as if there was underneath a tissue of

wool impregnated v^-ith oil. The resilience of

good skin in an animal depends on the organi-

zation beneath it, and the presence or absence
of cellular or adipose tissue. The existence of

this membrane constitutes a good handler—the

deficiency the reverse.

The pilarj- or hairy covering should be thick,

not coarse ; glossj- and soft, with an inclination

to yellow, and in proportion as this exits as a
quality or constituent, so ia the propensity to

(07 .n

fat : on the other hand, a thinness of hair and
coarseness in fibre denotes an unthrifty animal,
more especially if conjoined \vith a dense firm

hide or skin, and with short hair. This implies

a bad handler, and- is a sure indication of being
a slow feeder, with a tardy disposition to in-

crease in volume, either of fat or muscle. It is

by the feel of the cutaneous tissue that a judg-
ment is formed as to the state of maturity now,
and that an opinion be formed of the condition
and v^'orth hereafter. The beautiful mo.st>j «kin,

that seems like soft velvet, its peculiar feeling

as if it were stretched over a bed of down, when
the fingers are applied, and its easy resilience

when traction is made use of, are the best and
surest prognostics as to the futm-e wortli of the

animal.
Physiologically speaking, a mellow skin

arises from a free circulation of the vascular sys-

tem through the meshwork of the cellular or ad-

ipose tissue, or those cells that are destined for

the reception of fat These tissues are consid-

ered by some alike s\-nonjTnous anatomically.

They are always in a moist state, from the inter-

nal cavity of the cell performing the office of
exhalation. Want or supply of interstitial de-

posit makes a good or bad skin.

The adipose and reticular tissues are extreme-
ly vascular, more especially that portion in im-

mediate connexion lying under it A good and
kindly handler has a full development of tliis

material well spread over the superficies of the

external frame under the skin. The membrane-
ous tissue is a bed for the origin of the absorb-

ents, and die adipose tissue is tlie depository in

which the fat is deposited by the exhaleuts pe-

culiar to it. These membranes participate in

the character of the hide. They are more dense
and inelastic, and less expansive. They do not

admit of being so readily dilated by the inter-

stitial deposit, and, consequently, are longer in

acquiiing a mature state in the progress of

making fat.

A thick and unyielding hide, not succumbing
to the internal deposit in the adipose tissue under
the skin, is thus continually reacting by pressure

on the absorbents, and in this manner makes the

animal slow in accumulating fat on the external

parts of the fi-ame. The diflerence in the feel

between the glossy and coarse-haired animal is

dependent ou the secretion from the cutis. In
the thick skin it is more in.spissated, and exfoli-

ates in branny scales. In the mellow and glossy

skin it is more oleaginous, ^^•hich may al«) be
accounted for. Its having a greater freedom for

tlie assimilation of nitrogen—one of the com-
pf)unds of ammonia—a chemical agent that is

abundantly given oft' from tlie skin and uniting

with die unctuous exudation of the cutis, gives

to the skin that peculiar saponaceous feel so

necessary as the index of that organ perfonuing
its healthy functions, and may be ranked as a

sure sjnnbol of early maturity.

The ears should be of a fair proportion, not

over large, thin in texture, and capable of free

and quick motion. A good ear denotes good
quality ; a coarse ear, thick and large, is gejier-

ally associated with much coarseness in the ani-

mal. A good ear is nearly always found in com-
bination with a prominei.t and beaming eye,

with thin palpebrae or eyelids.

This development of eye is most times in uni-

son with a good and clean horn, tending to a
very slight red at the radicles or roots. This in-

dicates also a kindly disposition to early matu-
rity. The happy and beaming eye of the healthy
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animal shows contentment, a very desirable

omen as to the quick growth of the animal;

while, on the contrary, a heavj- eye, with a want
of vivacity, with thick eyelids, and a too visible

conjunctiva or white of the eye, is indicative of

an unhappy and restless temper, incompatible

with a good and profitable feeder. The eye of

contentment, of quietude, and of cahn expres-

sion of countenance, is alone compatible with
that temperament so conducive to accumulation

of flesh and fat. These qualities, if derived he-

reditarily, will he maintained throughout the

whole evolution of growth. They are also well-

known signs of early disposition to maturity.

—

The hereditary principle should always be
borne in mind—the old adage of ' like will be-

get like
''—whether applied to the symmetrical

law of external form, of quality, of temper
'either good or bad), of constitution, of a dispo-

sition to make either fat or muscle, or to any
other cause inherently acquired. Therefore the
only method to ensure those qualities %vhich are

3o essential to the ^yelfare of the farmer, is to

jommeuce primogenitively with the best and
most approved principles that have hitherto been
found to ensure a healthy and profitable stock.

I shall now speak of bone, as being the frame-
work on which all the materials of the body are

built. It should, when examined in the living

animal, have the appearance of being fine and
small in structure. It then augurs a good quali-

ty and being readily disposed to fatten, although
it sometimes betrays too great a delicacy of con-
stitution. A bone may be small from a consoli-

dation of its structural parts, yet be capable of
sustaining more weight, superincumbently, than
bone of a larger size, and who.se size depends
only on the cellular expansion, and not on a cyl-

indrical consolidation. A large bone maintains
a coarse-bred animal, a dull feeder, with a torpid

vascular action, that oidy tardily irrigates the
frame with the living stream. Such animals
have a greater disposition to lay on more mus-
cular than fatty substance.
Having concluded my observations on the ex-

ternal structure, relative to the propensity ani-

mals have of making fat, I .shall now offer a few
opinions on the arrangement of the internal or-

gans for that purpose.
The lungs should be large ; but not occupying

the chest too much posteriorly : the chest capa-
cious, and deep anteriorly ; these being the or-

gans for preparing the arterial blood that nour-
ishes every part.

I have also remarked, from inspection after

death of hundreds ot animals, that the roots of

the Innsrs do not diminish in size so much as

that portion which is in contact with the midriff

in the fatteninar animal : lungs over larfjre are not
more productive of fat than those which are of

a moderate size. My solution of this fact is, that

if the lungs occupy too much of the chest in the

posterior part, there is a limitation to the expan-
sion of the rumen, or first stomach, and the

animal docs not enjoy so much lengthened
quietude in rumination, a circumstance very
ef?sential to the fattening beast. This substan-

tiates what I have before stated. The chest

cannot be too deep nor jet too broad in its ante-

rior external conformation ; tiierefore, instead of
attrihulina the full, spreading, wide-ribbed chest,

posteriorly, as instrumental to the lungs, the
space for the expansion of the stomach must not
bo overlooked, a large digestive apparatus being
required for all large herbivorous animals. The
heart is an important organ in the animal frame, i

(27.^)

It is rarely found over large in the fat animal.
It is the forcing pump by which the whole of
the body is irrigated through the arterial tubes.
If s>Tnmetrical organization pervades through-
out the animal, the chances are, that the vascular
action will harmonize over every part, and the
deposit of fat %vill equalize over tlie whole of
the body. On the contrary, an animal with dis-

proportionate parts will have a greater disposi-

tion to lay on muscle or fat on those parts
respectivelj- that have the greatest share of
vascular action.

I am now proud to state some indisputable
fiicts. I have many times examined animals by
mediate auscultation, with capacious chests an-
teriorlj-, and the lungs duly inflating them.
Previous to their being stall-fed, they have,when
slaughtered, lungs small posteriorly. It is also

certain, that if an animal dies well, the lungs
will be found disproportionate to what they
must have been in the living animal.

I do not agree with the generally received
opinion, nor with Dr, Lyon "Playfair, that the
lungs must be of necessity small when an ani-

mal first begins to fatten ; but, as the fattening
process goes on. the internal cavity of the chest
becomes smaller, the action of the heart weaker,
and the lungs dimmii?h m size in a regular gra-
dation from various causes ; first, from limited
expansion ; secondly, from absorption, and by
pressure of the sun-oundiug parts : and, lastly,

from quietude never allowing their due inflation,

which the act of depasturation aftbrds.

The liver is also found small. This I consider
to be from absorption and internal pressure of
the surrounding organs. The liver has also a
diminished supply of intestinal and mesenteric
blood, from the appetite not being so vigorous,
and less food being eaten, as the animal grows
to maturity.

I have known many animals die from ac-

cident, that, on inspection after death, have had
large lungs and livers. They were in lean con-
dition, but had every good quality for fattening:
and I have no doubt would have made prime
fat beasts, and whose lungs and livers probably
would have been smaller when slaughtered.

I do think that Dr. Lyon Playfair is wrong in
the opinion, that small lungs and livers are the
best organs for the assimilation of food and fat.

I think that the reason why animals become
speedily fat in proportion as they approach ma-
turity, is from the arterial action being slow, and
the venous circulation impeded from the pres-
sure of the accumulating fat. The arterial cx-
halents deposit more than the venous circulation

can return, or their absorbents take up. Thus
the harmony is broken. It is a fact welJ-known,
that verj^ little blood of the venous kind can be
taken from the fat animal. From what I have
stated, taken collectively and in conjunction with
the primeval external confiimiation of the animal,
may be deducted those determinations which
tend to either the formation of fat or muscle.
The tendency of certain articles of food to

fatten stock, and tlie suitability of others to keep
up the general growth, afford" a fruitful field for
inquiry, I shall begin with those that favor
evolution of growth, A series of substances
that are charged with albumen or a vegetable
gelatine, are nitrogenized in the maxirnum :

—

barley, oats, peas, and beans, tbmi examples.
These substances, having much nutritive matter,
make the best food for the purpose- of general
growth, with the various herbivorous food for
the young animal ; but the more such food ap-



proximates lignin, the more insoluble and innu-
tritious it is.

Herbivorous foofi for the yonng animal is

naturally required, from its abounding with sev-
eral elementary principles, as ammonia, &c. in

unity vyitli earthy matter ; which, taken in with
the food in depasturing and uniting with the in-

herent Ibrmation of phosphoric and muriatic
acid (and the phosphoric acid in the farinaceous
food,) form the phosphate and muriate of lime.

Wheat, with the gelatine of the fariua, consti-

tutes the formation of bone ; hence the necessity,

or rather advantage, of supplying the growing
animal with such a material.

The next series of substances are those which
contain the saccharine principle, and are nitro-

genized in the minimum. They are disposed
to the formation of fat. They consist of the dif-

ferent sorts of bulbous or esculent roots, as tur-

nips, m;ingel, beet, &c. These substances, when
mixed with the nutitrive matter of the farinacea,

constitute the essential compound necessary for

the production of fat and muscle in the animal
body.
The table subjoined is one of equivalents, by

the celebrated cliemist, Brande, shov/iug the
relative quantity of albumen and other matter
in leguminous and bulbous food.

100 Parts.

Barley
Oats
Beans
Acorns, 2 months dried
vSv?ede Turnip
Conmion Globe

s5:e

92
75
80
69

a

75
60
52
40

JL

I

10
13
25
27
U
I

This table is practically one of my own, as to

the quantity of nutritive matter in the aconi.

On reference to it, any one will quickly perceive
those bodies which dispose to make fat or flesh :

thus experience has shown the decided advan-
tage of giving to animals bulbous roots, with
those substances rich in albumen, when they
are preparing for the butcher, and when growth
is requisite to be freely allo^ved to the young
depasturins? beast. Gelatine, a substance natu-

rally abundant in the vegetable creation, is also

a chief ingredient in the animal tissue.

The scientific agriculturist will di.scover the

best method on reference to the table. As far

as philosophy teaches, those substances that have
the property either of forming fat or muscle, are

the azotized and non-azotized food in their rela-

tive proportions. The disposition of certain
breeds to make fat internally, and of others ex-
tenially. is a physiological fact, which can only
bo explained on the principle of those breeds
acquiring such a disposition hereditarily, or it

may be from the animal possessing such an ap-
titude from the method of feeding in conformity
with the selection of food. Now the breed of
the South Devons are coarse, bony, large ani-

mal.s, and not dispo.sed to make fat on the super-

fices of the body, but more internally : the North
Devon is a small-boned and kindly animal, and
disposed to fatten either externally or internally.

A North Devon is a bad handler, with other
points good: physiologically, we should infer

that fat would be deposited interaally, from the

skin being thick and inelastic, showing the ab-

sence of tbos<; tissues that are for the reception

of fat externally. Suppose "we have a South-

rj7ii)

hammer, a good handler, with a mellow and
plastic skin, and every other denotation of being
disposed to fatten, the probability is, diat the fat

would be deposited externally. In my Immble
opinion it is so with every other breed. We
must attend more to the external form and
quality, in conjunction with locality, climate,
and soil. Guernseys or Alderneys make fat but
very indifierently externally. I well know
practically, that an animal of either breed, with
good .skin and good bone, &c.is inclined to fatten
on the outside ; but, when such is the case, there
is an absence of it internally. The circulatory
system, with the local form of an animal, may
also be reckoned amongst those causes which
tend to balance the fat indiscriminately either
inside or out. Say that an animal kindly dis-

posed to fatten has a few points that prepond-
erate ; for instance, he is large over the sirloin

—

the blood vesseLs, nerves, and muscles of such
a part take on a corresponding size. When he
begins tO have more food given to him, the cir-

culatory system becomes more full of blood, and,
as a natural consequence, the larger parts have
a greater influx of blood—thus tlie growth of
the.se parts either in fat or muscle, and they be-
come of larger proportions, and deposit more
fat than those which are not commensurate in
vascular action.

Before concluding these remarks I beg to
offer an opinion respecting small lungs, as stated
by Dr. Lyon Playfair (at a meeting of the coun-
cil of the B-oyal Agricultural Society) that they
are more favorable to the formation of fat. Dr.
P. says, horses have large lungs. I well know,
and not speculatively, that horses, if fed on
meal and potatoes, or turnips, quickly and
rapidly make fat. In fact, this is the compost
that horse dealers use to puff up the farmers'
cattle, so as give them a glossy and plump
look previous to sale, and the being put to

work in this state oftentimes cau.ses their
death. On opening them, I have seen them
loaded witli fat.

Now this is not in accordance with Dr. Play-
fair's views. My firm conviction i.s, that animaJs
with small lungs in their growing state will in
proportion suffer in their external form. From
observations I have made on animals of divers
breeds, I have come to the conclusion, that they
make fat internally or externally, regularly or
irregularly, in accordance with the organization
in structural arrangement, linked ^^•ith those
grand principles that modifv' the external con-
foi-mation of every animal, locality, clime, and
.soil ; and. la.stly, the manner m which beans and
acorns harden the flesh of animals. That they
do so is an undisputed fact. The hardness of
flesh or muscle depends on the riclmess of its

lymph or fibrine. Beans and acorns contain
large quantities of vegetable albumen com-
pared with any other food given to horses or
cattle. It is on this account, that food which
contains a large share of albuminous constitu-

ents, when given to horses, cattle, or pigs, makes
them develop so great a degree of muscular
fii-mness; but when substances rich in starch,

mucilage, gum, or the saccharine principle, are
added to beans or acorns, the hardness of the
flesh becomes lessened, and the fat more emol-
lient. I have pratically proved this with horses.

I have given beans and acorns to horses with
hay-chaff on the farm. The mi/scular power
has been augmented, the flesh feels hard, they
work well without fatigue, do not perspire, aiid.

La fact, they are in full vigor. I have altered
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their diet, and given, instead of chaff, turnips,

cither the Swede or common Globe, and tlie

eflect is soon visible. The flesh becomes soft

and pufly—little work excites perspiration—in

fact, the animal is soon reduced from a state of

g(»od firm condition to one bordering on debility.

From the taking away tliose substances, beans

or acorns, wbicb possess in a maximum degree

the richest albumen, and the supplying those

that contain it in the lov.'est degree, or minimum,
the albuminous principle exi.sts in several forms ;

and by it the living materiality of the animal
body is by a law of animal chemistrj' built,

under tlie guidance of immateriality.

[Veterinarian.

ST. JOHN'S-DAY RYE, AND LUCERNE,

}IOW TO BE CULTIVATED FOR EARLY GREEN FOOD,

The economy of American Husbandry, is,

according to our observ'ation, in few^ things more

deficient than in the common failure of farmers

to take measures of precaution to have an early

supply of green food for their stock, and espec-

ially for their workhorses and milch cows, at

that most trying and equivocal season of the

year, which falls in just between Winter and

Spring ; and which is yet neith^ the one nor

the other as respects temperature or vegetation

;

for even though the crop of hay, and of fodder,

may be reasonably abtmdant, and sufhcient, in

ordinary years, to last until " grass comes ;" yet

if the Winter should happen to be unusually

protJ-acted, it becomes impossible to eke out

their fodder until that time does come. In that

case the cattle are turned abroad to glean a

scanty supply of half-opened buds in the woods,

and of young grass which is insufficient in quan-

tity, substance and nourishment. This is the

time, and this the occasion, for the sagacious

Farmer to manifest his judgment and fore-

thought. In later Spring, and midsummer, any

sort of a manager may have sleek horses and

fat cattle ; but the sign and the honor of good

management consists in maintaining them in

uniform condition, or nearly so, throughout the

year. •'Well icintered^—half-summered" is the

motto of all good stock-masters. Thus it be-

comes important to determine the surest substi-

tute for short crops of hay, and the most succu-

lent, natural and wholesome food for Spring,

even thouirh hay should bo plenty. The best

reliance within our knowledge for a very early

supply of green food, coming tv.'0 weeks sooner

tlian clover, is Lucerne and Rye—both these

have we advocated repeatedly, through other

channels, but, unfortunately, no class of people

require to be so often reminded and urged to

any new and untried expedient, as do agricul-

turists—not that they are not quick enough to

catch a humbug as it flies along, as one of some
sort docs eveiy year, generally in tlie Spring,

(2771

such as calico-corn, California tobacco, Rohan

potatoes, &c. &c., but the tr'al of tliese requires

no great effort, and involve* but little additional

labor. Very different is it when it is proposed

to try an altogether new crop, for a particular

purpose, demanding care in the preparation of

the ground and otherwise a considerable de-

parture from the usual routine.

Failures in a large portion of the few- attempts

that have been made, as far as we know, to em-

ploy Rye as a green crop for soling horses and

milch cows, at lea.st until the clover is sufficiently

advanced to take its place, have doubtless been

owing, in most instances, to waJit of care in

Ttiaiuiring and preparing tJw ground, by re-

ducing it to the finest state of pulverization, and

in not sowing early enough. The same may be

said of Lucerne—some contend that Lucerne is

apt to fail from the dryness of our Springs

;

though this may happen the first year, yet as it

is known to send down a longer and larger tap-

root than any other grass, and as all accounts, as

well they may, on that account, agree that it re-

quires a subsoil free from standing moisture. It

is probable that even cropis of Lucerne which

present the most unpromising appearance at the

close of the first year, might yet prove highly

profitable subsequently, and for many years, as

we have known them to do, and especially if

suitably top-dressed. Having yet seen nothing

to .shake our confidence in the value of these

grasses, if we may call them such, we shall per-

sist in recommending them, and in enforcing our

impressions by such illustrations as we may find

in American and European Agincultural jour-

nals.

What we have here said is but preparatory

to the re-publication of papers from foreign pe-

riodicals of late date, in which both Lnccr-Tie

and a peculiar kind of Rye are recommended in

the strongest tenns for the purposes above named.

What there may be peculiar in the " St. John s-

day Rye," we know not, except from what is
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said in these papers, but the patrons of the Farm-

ers' Library may be assured that effective meas-

ures sliall be taken for the importation of small

quantities, sufficient for trial, in this and in all

similar cases, lo be distributed among them as

soon as we can get time to make the an-ange-

ments. In this couutrj' it is known to us that,

a.s in England, Lucerne requires that the ground

to be dry and clean, and we should think it pro-

bable that it might answer to sow it with rj'e or

oats, which might assist it in keeping down the

weeds the first year, where it is decided to sow

it broad- cast, as we have known it to be done,

with satisfactory results; but no farmer who

drills it will grudge the time given to keep it

clean the first year ; at all events it cannot in-

terfere injuriously or inconveniently with any

but a planter, and even he should try it on some

scale. Though there may be nothing very new

in these Essays to those who have paid attention

to the subject, even they may here have their

attention re-drawn to the matter in a way that

may at least have the effect of prompting a trial,

but, small or large, let it be a.fair one. Let the

ground be well manured, as it should for everj-

crop, but in this case with either well-rotted ma-

nure, or with bones, ashes, or guano, as being

the cleanest. Let it, furthennore. be made clean

and fine, and sowed [we believe] about twenty

pounds of seed to the acre of Lucerne ; or, if

Rye, let the ground be, in like manner, thorough-

ly well manured and put in fine tilth, and sowed

as recommended in these Essays, and we will

venture to predict the most gratifying result. If

the conditions are complied with, and the ex-

perimenter is disappointed, the Eanner.s' Li-

brary shall record the false prophecy :

ON THE ST. JOHN'S-DAY RYE.

By PH. PUSEV, M. P.

Thk late Lord Leicester advised that no
fanning experiment should be published until

it had been successfully tried for three years.

—

But thouirh I have not grown the St. John's-day

Rye as yet even for two complete years, its

promising appearance, and the approval of

neighboring farmers, encourage me to lay a

short account of this plant before the Society.

—

It was in 1 842 that Mr. Taunton, of Ashley, near

Stockbridge, first made it known to me iu the

following terms:

" In your digest of the progress of agricultu-

ral knowledge, j'ou .say, ofearly Rye, that ' some
fai-rners do not approve of it ; for while young it

gives but little food, and it shoots up rai)idly to

a har.sh stalk, which stock do not relish.' But
this reproach does not apply to the variety of

Rye which is the best worth cultivating, and, as

I think, the only one worth cultivating to any
extent for the purpose of green meat—namely,

the St. .Tohn's-day Rye, fseigle de Si. Jean. J
—

This plaiit. if sown in proper time, and on a

suitable soil, presents itself to the scythe in a

state palatable to horses for full three weeks, or

more. I would sow not more than one-fourth

of the ground with common Rye by tlie side of

'278;

it, for tlie common Rye is a very few days earli-

er, and, by the time w^hen that becomes harsh
and woody, the St. John's-day Rye has attained
its perfection. Of this latter I have had, on a
suitable soil, to the extent of 11 London loadsof
straw per acre, when left for seed ; for it will
grow from 6 to 7 feet high. The time to sow it

is the 24th of June ; at all events get it in before
July. The soil for Rye ouirht to be a siliceous

soil ; it does not reject a considerable admixture
of claj-, but it ought to come under the descrip-
tion of a sandy loam. If you want such a bur-
then as I have described, of course the conditioa
of the .soil must not be poor, and such produce
will pay for good land. The soil, too, needs to

be compressed after sowmg, if the land be at all

light, by rolling or sheep-ti'eading ; otherwise
the Rye-plant is peculiarly obnoxious to the
wire-worm. The mass of foliage in October
would induce you to feed it then ; but I would
recommend you to abstain : the leaf (unlike Win-
ter barley) is very little changed by the AVinter,

and it so cheri.shes the young foliage, which
shoots up in Spring covered with this den.sc man-
tle, that it will repay j'our forbearance with am-
ple interest. I have seen it in the end of Feb-
ruary', or beginning of March, equal, if not supe-
rior, to the best water-meadow for ewes and
lambs ; for soiling in stable, the horses will eat
it when the ear is fairly developed—and it may,
perhaji-s. be 5 feet high, (according to the soil

;)

it will have tillered so much that the produce
will be a very heavy one."

In June of the following year (1(^43) Mr. Taun-
ton sent me another account of his furtlier suc-

cess in the growth of the St. John's-day Rye :

" I enclose to you a stalk of my St. John's-day
Rye, length 6 feet : it has not yet flo\\'ered. I
began to .soil eight cart-horses vi'ith it on the 13th
of Rlay, then 3 feet high, and four cows a week
later. Both these kinds of stock still eat nearly
the whole of it, with scarce any waste ; so that

it has now been twenty-two days iu use, and I

e.Kpect that they will eat it freely some days
longer : thus, you see. extending its eatable state

nearly to a month. If I had possessed a greater
breadth of this crop in the present season, I

should have begun a week earlier, not waiting
till it had attained the hiijht of 3 feet.

" The ground which bore this had a dressing
of dung just before sov^'ing. It .succeeded
wheat, cut green into stable ; but j-our calcare-

ou.s grit detritus- is a far more favoi'able soil for

Rye than our chalk.
" This plant, and, I believe, this variety,

proved fatal to hundreds of our brave men on
the .sandy plains of Belgium, two days before

the battle of \A''aterloo. They marched through
fields of it higher than their heads. The glitter-

ing points of their bayonets marked the track of

their march to the enemy's artillery, which vs-as

on an eminence, while the Rye being higher than
their head.s, thej' could see no enemy, and knew
not whither to direct their fire."

Mr. Taunton having presented me with some
.seed of this Rye, it w as sown in the course of

July, 1843, on some poor moory .soil, without
manm-c; was fed off in the Autumn, and again
in the Spring

; yet produced, on little more ihau

a quarter of an acre, 13 bu.shels of seed. That
seed was sown again la.st year in August, as

soon as har%'ested : it produced on a sandy loam
very good feed in the Autumn, and in this back-
ward Sj)ring it realised Mr. Taunton's descrip-

tion, and established its character here by gov-
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ering 4 or 5 acres ^\'ilh a tliick coat of herbage,

in \vhich tlie lamb:» were bro^^'sing breast-high,

while diere was little or no other feed in the

neighborhood. I hud, too, in the late Mr.

Rbam's Dictionary of the Farm, a yet more fa-

vorable account of it. Under the article Rye,

in that convenient little book, our lamented col-

league observes :
" There is a variety of Rye

mentioned by continental authors by the uaine

of St. Johns-day Rye, becau.so it grows so i-apid-

ly that if sown about St. John's-dav it will be fit

to mow green by the middle of September;
and iu favorable seasons may be fed off again in

November without preventing its giving ample
feed in Sprhig, and a good crop of grain at the

next harvest. It might be advantageous to in-

troduce this variety into England, if it be not

already known." On the other hand, it is right

to state that, when our seedsman, Mr. Gibbs, in-

quire(i respecting it in iU native country, he
was informed that its cultivation was not spread-

ing Lu Belgium. But the rea.son assigned was
it8 inferiority to the common Rye in yield of

seed ; and this objection, though valid in coun-

tries where rye bread is eaten, will not apply
where, as in England, Rye is intended princi-

pally for green fodder. Although then, as I

said, my trial of the St. John's-day Rye is mcom-
plete, and though it has not been .sown here as

yet on its peculiar day, it has evidently t\vo ad-

vantages over the common Rye. It tillers so

much as to produce double the quantity of herb-

age on tlic same space of grouij^. Indeed, m
one field where the two varieties were growing
together, the common Rye, after twice feeding

cff, became so thin that I plowed it up ; while
this new Rye covers the ground with its third

crop as with its first. Besides tillering more, it

is also sweeter than the common rj-e when
yonng. Where they grow together, the hares

and rabbits, while we had any, ate it before the

other. Its principal merit, however, is its supe-

rior sweetness in advanced growth, and the con-

sequently longer time during which it remains
fit for use as spring feed. Good farmers who
have seen it agree -svith me, that this new Rye
-should be tided upon such light hoUo^v soils as

we sometimes find on our southern chalk-hiUs.

On such land, in dry seasons, fanners often lose

their tuniip crop after it is singled out ; but Rye
is known to boar well such looseness of soil. If

it were .sown instead of tumip.s, or where the
turnips had missed, on a part of the turnip-land,
even one sreen crop in the Autumn, to say no-

thing of two, and another in Spring, might com-
pensate for .such a crop of roots as this land gen-
erally yields. If it stood for seed afterwards, it

would then ahso take the place of the barley
crop—the turnip's natural successor ; and the
rotation would remain undisturbed. I will only
add one suggestion, or rather call attention to a
statement of Mr. Taunton's, that if the St. John's-
day Rye be left uneaten in the Autumn, it will
artbrd feed for ev.es and lambs equal to the best
water-meadow, as early as the beginning of
March or the end of Februarj-—an invaluable
time for such feed. All that is hoped of a new
plant is seldom reali.scd in practice ; but what I

have myself seen of the St. John's-day Rye, and
the opinions of farmers who have also watched
it, make nie sure that I should not be rash in
advising occupiers of light lands to give it a
trial, but that unfortunately, as I am informed,
no .seed is now to be procured abroad with a
certainty of its genuineness.

PiiseyiMay 12, 184,'i.
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ON LUCERNE, AND THE PKKPARATION OF
THE LAND.

B Y J . TO WE BS.

The more we see of Lucerne, the more have
we cause to be delighted. In Thauet, and such
chalky districts, it forms the chief article of

green fodder, for upon such soils meadovz-grass
will not thrive to perfection.

The land which the plant aflfccts is a rich,

mellow loam, not very heavy, but uuctuons, re-

posing upon a chalk rock, at a foot or more be-

low the surface : but Lucenie will prosper well
in any good garden soil, and continue in heart

for eight or ten years, yielding, iii showery sea-

sons, five, six, or seven cuttings eveiy season,

provided the foolish, unremunerative practice

of leaving the herbage to stand till the flowering

be abandoned.
I propose to treat of the culture of Lucerne

experimentally, after as.suming that it is essen-

tially a lime plant, since it has been found that

the ashes contain, of phosphate of lime, 13

per cent. ; chalk, or calcareous matter, .50 per
cent.

If these be onlj' approximations, we are

taught thereby that lime or its combinations
form the specific and appropriate manure ; and,

therefore, that in any inland county on the south

side of Yorkshire, there can be little difficulty

in securing a great return for comparatively a
moderate degree of labor and attention.

I shall suppose a case which is of common oc-

currence—that of an old pasture, foul with
meadow crowfoot, (ranunculus acris.J dande-
lion, &c., which requires to be broken up. The
1(171(1 must be cleaned, and this is best effected

by paring and burning, by which mjTiads of the
wire-wonn may be destroyed, and some alkali

and calcareous matters produced, in the form of
ashes. These ashes are to be scattered over the

pared surface, and then the ground should be
trenched two good spits, or eighteen inches

deep. At the bottom of each trench, and again
over the first returned spit of earth, a two or

three-inch stratum of street or spit dung, or of

prepared cloacene, should be laid. By prepared
cloacine, I mean the contents of a privy, mixed
with twice or thrice the volume of loam or

good earth, over which has been sprinkled

tv^'o or three gallons of diluted sulphuric acid

to fix the ammonia. This compost, after stand-

ing six months and being once turned and
mixed, would prove an excellent phosphated
manure.

\Vlien tlie trenching is completed, a further

dressing of dissolved bones should be given in

the following manner : For the half of an acre,

take one bu.shel and a half of true bone dust,

one-third of its weight of concentrated sulphuric

acid, and three times its weight of water. Put
the last into an open tub, pour into it gradually
the sulphuric acid, stirring with a wooden oar,

then add the bone dust. Stir from time to time,

till the mixture assume an uniform consistence,

and it will consist of sulphate of lime and phos-
phate of lime, with an excess of phosphoric
acid. Incorporate v^-ith it .so much dry, sandy
earth, .saw-dust, or fine coal ashes, as will bring
it to the temperament of moist garden mould

;

then deposit it in heaps on the land, and when
])retty dry, scatter it over the ground; after

which, fork the surface, and sow the seed aa the
work proceeds.

If however, the land be somewhat foul witk
root weeds, it wiU be better to crop the whole
piece with potatoes in the first Spring, omittiaj
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the bone dress, and to barrow or tborougbly
rake the land once or twice ; after which, tiie

hoeings required 'during the growth of the po-

tatoes, and the digging up of the crop, will

pretty effectually clean and prepare the soil,

especially if it be set up in high ridges during
Winter.
Lucerne seed, costs about Is. or Is. 3d. per lb.

I have steeped it in nitro-sulphates, in order to

try their efficacy, and have also on the same day
sown the unprepared seed, employing artificial

heat; and both have germinated alike. All

pasture seeds ought to be so tested, because of

existing frauds ; but if the sample be proved
good, five or six pounds will sow half an acre,

provided the rows be 12 or 14 inches apart, but
some recommend 8 or 9 inches. The drills are

not required to be more than an inch deep, and
the seeds should not be thickly deposited. The
best season is mid-April ; but Jime, if showery,
will do well. The gennination is rapid ; and
when the plants are safe from the first as-

saults of insects, (lime dust is a preventive
remedy,) they should be thinned to three-inch

distances at first, and subsequently to six inch-

es, surface-hoeing the plot with the spad or

Dutch hoe.

It is astonishing how^ productive the plant be-

comes during the first Summer, provided the

weather be sho^wery, with intervening periods
of warm sunshine. I have cut six or seven
swarths of fine, lush herbage, between an April
so^wing of the seed and the end of the following
October ; and have found the part first cut ready
for the scythe again by the time that the cutting

was completed.
Dming the course of the first Summer, the

land should be kept perfectly clean ; it will also

be prudent to cut but twice, and then only when
the plant shows its blossom buds, never suffer-

ing a seed to fonii, nor, indeed, the flower to ex-
pand. It is the chief object to obtain a strong
and vigorous crown in the early course of the

plant's growth ; and this is done by leaving it

to attain that maturity which is indicated by
bloom : if cut in the first instance, while purely
succulent and immature, the same debilitating

effect might result which would be produced
by cutting-over a fresh plot or bed of very
young aspai^agus ; for both plants produce
crowns, which form round the first collar and
much extend its bulk. In fact, if Lucerne be
thinned out to six-inch distances, the entire

spaces will shoi'tly be filled up by lateral devel-
opments.
The hoe ought to be veiy effectually used so

soon as every portion is cut, in order to exter-
minate weeds, and particularly tufts of grass

;

or in lien of the hoe, a two-pronged bent or drag
fork, with broad tines and a long handle, would
be found a very effective tool. The habit of
(growth, with strong, deep roots, and extending
crowns, indicate plainly that sheep .should never
be suffered to depasture the autumnal herbage,
for their bite is so close that numbers of the hest
plants would be sacrificed. Therefore, at the
final cutting of the season, which ought not in

general to be made later than the middle of Oc-
tober, the ground bet%veen tlie rows should be
hoed ; and when Winter sets in, a dressing of
fine coal-ashes mixed with bone-dust—nine
bushels of the ashes to one of the bones, for ev-
ery halfacre—will prove very beneficial to fu-

ture growth. Gypsum might be added to the
extent oi' the bones, and this would give more
quality to the ashes, which frequently contain

about one-tenth part of sulphate of lime ; the
remaining nine-tenths being chiefly impure ei-

lex, with a little iron.

lf-/y«eer?ii« have been sown in deeply prepared
and enriched earth, dung and putrescent ma-
nures as top-dress are seldom required ; where-
as good inorganic manures tend to keep the

surface-soil pure, light, and free from weeds.

—

This is of consequence, as otherwise, when
once tufts of grass obtain possession, patches
will speedily occur, and the compact beauty of
the rich herbage will disappear.

I have lately inspected a small piece, that I

remember to have observed eight or ten jeara
since, then growing and producing- abundantly
from April to November ; the rows are above
fourteen inches asunder—the plants in perfect

order, and in straight rows, not a blank visible,

and so high as partially to fall over and conceal
the spaces. It was under the scythe during
the first week of the present May, and was evi-

dently carried away in detail for green fodder.

The bulk ^^'as enormous ; and during a .season

of alternate periods of rain and fine weather,
this small plot, scarcely, perhaps, of t'VN'enty

poles, will yield an ample supply for a cow.

—

The soil is now a blackish mould, full of vege-
table matter, and it is kept hoed as the rows are
mo%vn.

This plot is situated near the termination of
the old Xown of Croydon, leading from the

church to the Brighton road, and is almost sur-

rounded by dwelling-houses.
Now, as a small piece in a towTi can be kept

in full bearing during ten years, v^'hat might not
be done with a few acres among the dairv-fanns

of England and Ireland ? Farmers shirk the

trouble of xhc hoeing ; but such mistakes, and a
neglect of their own real interests, is in this, as

in but too many other instances, but too appa-
rent. There is not a plant which, if prudently
prepared for, and skillfully managed, will so

amply remtinerate as Lucerne. It \\'ants calca-

reous phosphates, with a good staple loam,
which, if scaled upon a chalk bottom, will be
thereby improved : with these, its cultivation is

most simple, and the labor required is not more
than that of a crop of ridged and properly
grown turnips.

May I5:h. J. TOWERS.

Cape Wool.—Of the Cape Wool nothing
now remains to be said ; it has taken its place

in the grand market of Europe amongst the best,

and may soon be the first in the iirst rank, for

the Cape climate and natural grasses seem or-

dained to bring the merino breed of sheep to

pevtcction. This article of export has increased

in the following proportions : In 18-24, 23,049 lbs.;

in 1834, 143,883 lbs. ; and in 1844, 2,233,946 lbs.

The rate of increase in New-South Wales for

similar periods often years, when the quantities

were not far from those of the Cape, down to

183.5, was as follows: In 181.5, 32,971 lbs.; in

18-2.5, 411,600 lbs.; and in 1835, 3,893,927 lbs.

Thus, in the last period of ten years at the Cape
(1834 to 1844). the quantity of Wool increaced

about fifteen times. During a similar period of

ten years at New-South W^ales (1825 to 1835),

the increase was only about nine time.''. Such
are the powers of the country bountifully be-

stowed on the inhabitants ol' the Cape of Good
Hope.

fSoulli African Commercial Advertiser.



NEW-tORK STATE AGRICULTURAL FAIR :

TO BE HELD AT UTICA, SEPTEMBER 17th, 1845.

We arc indebted to the politeness of Mr.

Tucker for the following account of the pro-

ceedings of the New-York State Agricultural So-

ciety, in reference to the Exhibition to be held

at Utica on the 17tli September iust.

The public will be gratified to learn tliat the

Annual Address is to be delivered by Josiah

duiNCV, Jr. Our anticipation of enjoyment is

none the less from the recollection of having

heard him witli admiration deliver his com-

mencement oration at old Harvard.

NEW-YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The meeting of the Executive Committee of

the State Agricultural Society for August, was
held at the Society's room, in Albany, on the

14th. Present—

B. P JOHNSON, of Onfiida, President.

E. P. Prentice, Vice-President-^lbany.
Alexander Walsh, Rensselaer.

George Vail, Rensselaer.

Thomas IIillhouse, Tieasurer.
Luther Tucker, Recording Secretary.

Letters were read from Hon. Wm. H. Sew-
ard, Auburn ; Hon. LutlierB radish. New-York ;

Hon. Josiah Quincy, Jr., Boston ; Isaiah To-wn-
send, Albany ; James Gowen, Esq., Philadel-

phia ; James S. Wadsworth, Geneseo ; Francis
Rotch, London; James Taj-lor, Birmingham;
Hon. John Savage, Salem ; Lewis F. Allen,

Esq., Buffalo ; Paris Barber, Homer.
The Board proceeded to complete the list of

Judges to award the Premiums at the next
State Fair. The following are the

JUDGES TO AWARD THE PRIZES.

Cattle, Class I.—James Govpen, Philadelphia; J.

a. f^kinner. New-York ; Thomas UoULs, Gilbertsville.

Cattle, Clauses II, III, IV.—Adam Furguson, Wa-
tertovi'n, C. W. ; F. Ingersoll, Vemou ; D. D. Camp-
bell, Schenectady.

Cattle, Classes V and VI.—J. R. Speed, Caroline

;

Wm. Fuller, Sknneateies ; Aaron Petrie, Little Falls.

Working Oimi.—Sanford Howard, Albany; An-
drew J. Bell, Lairds^'ille ; Squii-e M. Brown, Elbridge.

Steers.—E. P. Peck, Sheldon ; Clift Eamea, Rut-
land ; Israel Boies. Homer.
Fat Cattle and Fat Sheep.—Ela Meniam, Leyden

;

Lester Barker, Clinton ; P. N. Rust, Syracuse.
Stallions.—J. M. Sherwood, Auburn ; Win. Jones,

Queens county ; Edward Long, Cambridge.
Mares and Colts.—Anthony Van Bergen, Cox-

sackie ; Willard Ives, Watertown ; F. P. Bellinger,

Herkimer.
Matched Ilcrrses.—Wm. Salisbury, Leeds ; Duncan

Robinson. Fishl;ill ; H. S. Woodruff, Auburn.
Sheep. Class I.—W. A. S. North, Duanesburg ; Ro-

bert Mus.^on, Gilbeitsville ; Jas. Parker, Jr., Trenton.
Sheep, Class II.—S. Waite, Jr., Montgomery ; W.

II. Sotham, Albany ; Lyman Sherwood, Auburn.
Sheep, Class III.—Chester Buck. Lowville

; Sara'!
Chcever, Stillwater ; D. R. Gill, Henderson.

Skej-p. Clti.-is IV.—J. P. Bcckman, Kinderhook; J.

M. Ellis, Onondaga Hill ; M. Y. Tilden, New-Lehjinon.
Swine.—L. B. Lsingworthy, Rochester ; Geo. Webb,

Pamelia ; Hiram Hopkins, CortlandvUle.
I
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Poultry.—C. N. Bement, Albany ; T. H. Hyatt, Ro-
chester: Storrs BaiTOws, South-Trenton.

Vegetables.—V>. B. Fuller, Hyde Park; B. W.
Dwight, Clinton ; H. L. R. Sandt'ord, Volney.

Plows.—George Geddes, Tyler ; C. C. Dennis, Au-
burn ; M. L. Brainerd, Rome.

Wagons, Harrows, Cultivators, FanningMilh, Ma-
chines for cutting cornstalks. Horse Puioers and
Threshing Machines, Drill Barrows and StrawCut-
ters.—H. S. Randall, Cortlandville ; G. W. Patterson,
Westtield ; Myron Adams, East Bloorafield.

All other Agricultural Implements.—Pomeroy Jones,
Laird-^ville ; John Williams, Jr., Salem ; T. R. IIus-
sey. Auburn.

Butter.—E. W. Bateman, Venice ; Z. Barton Stout,
Richmond Hill ; Elijah Rhoades, Manlius.

Cheese.—T. C. Peters, Darien; Thomas Burch,
Little Falls ; Hamson Blodgett, Denmark.

Sugar.—O. Ilungertbrd, Watertown ; E. Mack,
Ithaca ; George B. Rowe, Canastota.

SiUt.—Alexander Walsh, Lausingburgh ; Samuel
Thompson, Utica ; John Walsh, Albany.

Domestic Man ufaciurcs.—Judge Oonklinj, Auburn

;

Roswell Randall. Cortlandville; Le G. Cannon, Troy.
Fruits.—J. J. Thomas, Macedon ; Chas. Downing,

Newburgh ; P. Barry, Rochester.
Flowers.—Prof. Jackson, Schenectady; Benjamin

Hodges, Buffalo ; Charles Tracey, Utica.

Plowing Match.—Lewis F. Allen, Buffalo ; N. S.
Wright, Vernon Centre ; E. Marks. Tyler ; William
Ottley. Oak Comers ; John John,ston, Geneva.

Miscellaneous and Discretionary Premiums.—Thos.
Farrington, Owego; B. N. Huntington, Rome; Joel
Rathbone, Albany; J. J. Viele, Lansingburgh ; Oli-
ver Phelps, Canandaigua.

TRANSPORTATION OF STOCK.

The Committee on this subject reported that
arrangements had been made with the different
Railroad Companies, whose officers, with their
usual liberality, had agreed to transpoit, free of
charge, all animals and articles designed for ex-
hibition at the Fair.

Gentlemen who intend to send their stock by
tlie Railroad, must give notice at least one
week previous to the Fair, to LuTiif.R Tucker,
Albany ; M. D. Burnet. Syracuse ; J. M. SHEit-
wooD, Auburn; L. B. Langworthy, Roches-
ter; and L. F. Allen, Buffalo—so that the no-
ce.s.sary preparations may be made by the Com-
panies for their tran.sportatiou.

They farther reported, that cxti-a trains would
be run. in which visitors to the Fair will be car-
ried for a sum not exceeding half the usual rates
on the roads. Of their times of starting, notice
will be given as soon as the arrangements are
completed. The Packet Boat Companies have
made arrangements to facihtate the conveyance
of visitors at rea.sonable rates.

It is o.Kpected that the operations of Ihe Mag-
netic Telegraph will be exhibited on the
grounds during the Fair. It is intended by the
proprietors of this work to have it ready for
operation fi-oni Utica to Little Fails, a distance
of twenty miles.

Articles designed for exhibiti-3n at the Fair,
may be directed to the care of Farwell & Har-
rington, Utica, who will take charge of tliem aa
directed by the owners.



REGULATION* FOR THE FAIR.

All members of the Society, and all who may
become members at the time of the Fair, by the

payment of $1, will bo furnished with Badges,
• which will admit tlie person and his wife and
children under twenty-one years of age, to the

exhibition at all times during the Fair. Tickets

to admit a single person, 12^ cents.

Members will be allowed to enter in carriages

with their families, but no hacks or other public

conveyances will be permitted to enter, except
when the iumates are members of the Society,

•without paying $1 for each enhance, and the

inmates, if not members, to furnish themselves
with tickeLi.

Gentlemen may become members and obtain

Badges at the stagcofHce of J. Butterfiold &
Co., and at the bookstores of I. Tiffany. G. Tra-

cey, Bennett, Backus & Hawley, Gene.see-st.,

Utica, or at the Business Office at the Show-Yard.
All exhibitors at the Fair must become mem-

bers of the Society, and have their articles en-

tered at the Business Office before taking them
into the enclosure.

All those who intend to compete for the Pre-

miums on Agricultural Implements, Butler and
Cheese, Sugar, Cocoons, Silk, &c., should have
their specimens on the ground on the 16tii, that

they may be deposited in their appropriate

places, and the rooms suitably arranged on the

day previous to the Fair.

No premiums will be paid on animals or arti-

cles taken away before the close of the Fair.

Every thing intended for the exhibition, must
be on the ground at or before 9 o'clock, on the

morning of Wednesday, the 17th.

Animals and other articles offered for exhibi-

tion, must be labeled with the owner's name
and residence at full length.

THE COMMITTEES TO AWARD PREMIUMS.

Th.e several Committees to award Premiums,
are requested to report themselves at the Socie-

ty's room, at Uagg's Hotel, on Tuesday Evening,
the 16th. or at the Bu.siness Office on the show-
grounds previous to 10 o'clock on Wednesday
morning, the 16th, after which all vacancies will

be filled, and the Committees will enter upon
their duties at 12 o'clock.

The Judges are requested to furnish their

av,'ards to tlic Recording Secretary by lv2 o'clock

on Thursday, that a list may be made out from

which the Treasurer can pay the prizes imme-
diately on the Reports being read from the stand.

The Judges will not award the prizes offered,

unless in their opinion the animals or articles

exhibited are worthy of the Premiums.
Prize animals and implements at the previous

exhibitions, will be allowed to compete for tlie

prizes ; but they must receive a higher prize,

or in a different class, to entitle them to a Pre-

mium. Should the same Premium heretofore

given them be awarded, they will receive a
Certilioate to that effect instead of die prize.

No Viewing Committee, with the exception
of the Committee on Di-scretionary Premiums,
shall award any Discretionary Premium, with-

out the previous permission of the Executive
Board, expressed through their President.

The Annual Address will be delivered, under
the large tent, at :i o'clock on Thursday after-

noon, by Hon. Josi ah QuiNcv, Jr., of Boston.

Inimediiitely after tlie Address, the Reports
of the CominittiHs to award lh(! Premiums will

be read, and the Premiums paid at the Treasu-

rer's office. The Treasurer wiU also be in at-

tendance at the Society's room, at Bagg's Ho-
tel, on Thursday evening and on Fridaj-, for the
purpose of paying Premiums.
On Thursday afternoon the Premium animals

will be exhibited on the grounds, separate from
the others, with cards showing the Premium
awarded to each animal, so that the public may
have an oppoi'tunity of viewing the animals
which have been adjudged worthy of the Pre-
miums of the Society.

Composition of Soils.—Now, through the
labors of Sprengel chiefly—not solely, lor he had
predecessors and contemporaries also, though
less laborious, and less clear and decided in

their opinions than himself—it has been estab-

lished regarding soils— 1. That they all contain
a certain pi-oportiou of organic, chiefly vegeta-
ble matter, which readily bums away when
they are heated to redness in the air. Tliis

combustible matter in peaty soils sometimes
amounts to .50 or 60 per cent, of the whole
weight ; while in clay soils, such as the white
undrained clays of Lanarkshire, less than one
per cent is present. 2. That in all naturally fer-

tile soils, the incombustible part contains a
notable quantity of each of 10 or 11 different

mmeral substances. 3. That soils in ^% hich one
or more of these substances is either wholly
wanting, or is not present in sufficient quantity,

will not produce good crops. 4. That to these
latter .soils what is ^\ anting may be artificially

added, and that thus their fertility may be in-

creased, restored, or maintained. 5. That some
of these substances, when present in excess in

the .soil, become noxious to the plant : and that,

to render such a soil productive, this excess
must be, in some way or other, removed. These
five propositions comprehend nearly all that is

of importance, in regard to the incombustible
part of the soil. Tliey are all fully and fre-

quently stated in the works of Sprengel. They
are illustrated and enforced in these of Liebig
and Johnston. It would interfere ^^-ith our
present purpose to dwell upon the combustible
or organic part of the soil. But, with the aid of

these propositions, tlie general doctrine of soils,

and the action of saline or mineral manures, be-

comes so far cleai* and simple. A soil, to be
fertile, must contain 10 or 11 known substances.

If any of these be altogether absent, you will

improve your soil by adding them to it ; if they
are present, the addition of them will do no
good. If salt, or gj-psum, for example, or the

ingredients of ^vood ashes, be wholly absent,

you will obtain large crops by adding these

substances largely to the soil ; if they are merely
deficient, a .smaller application will be of ser-

vice ; if they are already present in sufficient

quantity, any application of them to the soil will

be so much money thrown away.
'[Edinburgh Kevicw, Jan. 1845.

GuA.s'O.—Have any of your roiTpspondents,

in their experience with this, found it to have
any influence on the scent of flowers ? I have
used Potter's Liquid Guano about once a week,
to Pelargoniums and the more choice of the tea-

scented Ro.ics. The foliage and flowers have
been most luxuriant in their appearance , but

the fragrance of the rose seems, in some in-

stances, to have been changed even lo a most
unplea.saDt odor. Can that arist; from the use

of Guano ? [EnglUh paper.
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ORATION
DELIVERED BEFORE THE

AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION OP LOUISIANA,

ON THE TWELFTH OF MAY, MDCCCXtV BY JUDGE P. A. KOST.

Mr. President and Gentlemen,

of the Agricuhural and Mechanics' Association—
In rising to perform tlie duty which it has

been your pleasure to assign to me on this inter-

esting occasion, I am aware that you do not ex-

pect trom me an academical discourse upon the

importance and the dignity of Agriculture.

—

Planting is not canned on with rhetoric, and if

our occupations be worthy of praise, it is in good
taste to let others speak it. You want facts,

careful observations, and practical results. You
are in search of knowledge. I am bound to say

that I have little to impart, but I am willing to

converse with you on the subject of our common
iiursuits; to direct you to the sources from which
I derive the limited infonnatiou I possess, and
to state the experiments by which I have at-

tempted to apply that information to the Agri-
culture of Louisiana, and the maiHjfacture of its

products. I do not, however, desire you to take
my results as rules of action, till you have verified

them, and if I can succeed in awakening a spirit

of in(iuiry which will induce you to do so, their

accuracy is of no consequence ; the discovery
that I was in error will bo as useful to you, as

the certaiuty that I was not.

In a paper •which I had the honor to con-

tribute to the labors of the Association, last year,

I stated that the modem improvements in Agri-
culture were the result of recent and more ac-

curate knowledge on draining, plowing, manur-
ing, and interchange of crops, I then gave a
description of the process of thorough draining
as practised in Great Britain, and of subsoil-

plowing, which is the comjjlement of it. It is

unnecessary to revert to the subject here, except
for the purpose of stating tliat this process is

being rapidly introduced in the British West In-

dies, and that it has proved as beneficial there as
iu Europe ; so much so, that, although by the
prestjnt modes of cultivation, the average of rat-

tooiis and plants is seldom two thousand pounds
of sugar per acre, it is confidently believed that,

in lands thoroughly drained and sab-soiled, the
average will be five thousand pounds per acre.

I have no doubt of it, and when that system is

introduced here, the produce of a depth of six-

teen inches of dry alluvial .soil cannot be pre-
dicted ; nobody knov^'s to what size cane may
be made to grow, and how much sugw it can
yield. But, Sir, the process is expensive and
can only be introduced gradually. We must
for the present go on with our open drains, and
we can do passably well %vith them, provided
we have th<?m not over one hundred feet apart,

and not less than three feet in depth; with such
drains, made or tborougldy cleaned when the
land is planted in corn, the hardest claj-s, if not
too low, will be found in the subsequent years
to drain as well, to plow as deep and to pulver-
1213 as fine as light soils ; they will, moreover,
yield greater returns in sugar,
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Connected with the subject of draining, is that

of draining swamps and low lands, so as to ren-

der them fit for cultivAion, a subject of high im-

portance, since, besides the vast quantity of pub-
lic lands of that description in Louisiana, there

are few plantations on which the proportion of

these lands is not gi-eater than that of the culti-

vated fields. Some abortive attempts at drain-

ing low lands had before been made, but within
the last year, a few intelligent planters below
New-Orleans have taken the lead in good ear-

nest. Their draining machines are the most
perfect of the kind, and they have succeeded in

obtaining solid foundations for their locks. After
the heaviest rains, they ili-y their land in an in-

credibly short space of time, and their crops of
corn are now growing in marshes below the

level of the tides. Their success establishes the

fact that the low lauds may be cft'ectually drained
in large tracts, at an outlay which, with the Con-
gi-ess price of those lands, would not exceed
fifteen dollars per superficial acre.

The food of plants and their modes of exist-

ence form the subject of averj' remarkable work,
that of Ju.stus Liebig, upon organic chemistry

applied to Agriculture. Others before him had
submitted to analysis trees, plants and the earths

in which they grow. Countless results of iso-

lated experiments had been collected, but they

were rather perplexing than practically useful,

till the master mind of Liebig constructed out of

them a rational and simple theory of vegetable

life. He had not all the facts necessary to make
his theory perfect; he was not aware, for in-

stance, of the action of galvanism and electricity

upon growing plants. But he did for Agricul-

ture what Lavoisier had done for chemistry; he
systematized what was kno\\n, and pointed out

to his successors the true path of discovery.

—

Taking for granted that the substances which
are invariably found in n plant, are necessary to

its perfect development, he has shown which
of those substances were supplied by the earth,

by the atmosphere and by rain-water; he has
proved that pure vegetable mould, which has
been considered as the only agent of vegetation,

had in it but a secondary and not an indi^:pen.sa-

ble agency, and that the results assigned to it

were produced by carbonic acid, ^^'ater, and am-
monia, or rather nitrogen, and certain mineral

salts which the eartii sujiplies; he has discovered

that in sugar-bearing plants, carbonic acid is the

.source of saccharine matter, I cannot enter into

a detailed examination of tliis author's views,

but I will attempt to show you some of the re-

sults to which his theo."^- would lead in the cul-

tivation of the cane, and you will be pleased to

find that the practice of our good planters fulfils

all the es.sential requisites of science.

Sugar-cane, analyzed with great care and in

various seasons by Mr, Avequiu, a per.son fully

competent to the ta^k, is found to contain in pro-



portions, not material to the present inquirj', the

following substances, \\-hicli, according to Lie-

big, are supplied exclusively by the earth, ace-

tate of potash, phosphate of lime, silica, sulphate

of potash, phosphate of potash, chloride of pot-

assium, acetate of lime. These, as well as car-

bonic acid, ammonia and nitrogen, are hard
names, names new to most of us; w^e must
learn their import. Twenty-five j-ears ago we
knew not the meaning of piston and cylinder,

of steam-chest and satiet.y-valve. We all know
it now ; and as the application of steam to the

mechanical arts hasnotwTought a greater change
than the recent discoveries in Agriculture are

destsned to effect, we will have to shai-pen our

intellects once more and raise them to the level

of the times. Upon this,' however, I do not at

present insist, and if jou are disposed to be very

obstinate, take the mineral salts I have men-
tioned, as things which, being invariably found
in the cane azid never in the atmosphere, or in

rain water, should exist in the soil in a state fit

for assimilation by plants
;
your lands must con-

tain in that state, potash, silica, lime, chlorine,

phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid and substances

yielding ammonia ; and should any of these be
wanting, they must be supplied by deep plow-
ing or by manure.
As it is well known that cane flourishes equal-

ly well on all our alluvial lands, when they are

first brought into cultivation, we may assume
tliat all these lands once contained, in a state fit

for assimilation, the sub.stances necessary to its

growth. There is, therefore, no original deficien-

cy to supply, and wherever the cane has cea.scd

to grow and to rattoon as it once did, it is be-

cause those substances have been abstracted

from the soil by injudicious cropping.

Knowing the mineral substances Avhich the

cane requires, chemists tell us that we might at

any time ascertain the deficiencies of our soil,

by having it analyzed. The suggestion is plau-

sible, but there is nothii^ in it ; we would be as

wise after the analysis as we were before. The
learned author already quoted shows that arable

lands are the result of the disintegration of rocks

during many thousand years : that this process

is ever going on at the surface of the earth, and
that many thousand years will elapse before it

is completed. By this process the alkalies and
salts which the earth contains, are gradually set

free and rendered fit for assimilation by plants;

and when all the substances thus set free have
been taken up, plants requiring them will cease

to grow in the soil where they are wanting, and
yet it will require thousands of years to effect a

complete disintegration. The quantity ab.stract-

ed by the cane in Louisiana, during a cultivation

in forty years, must be infinitely small in relation

to the quantity yet remaining, and accordingly
it is found, where land supposed to be exhaust-

ed has been analyzed, that it contains the same
elements as the fertile soils adjoining it, or found
beneath it, united in very nearly the same pro-

portions. It is not the precise quantity of the

different elements contained in our soil, which
it imports us to know, but that portion of them
which is disintegrated and fit for assimilation;

this, I apprehend, chemistry canuot tell us.

If wc could evorv year provide a sufficiency

of mixed animal and bagassa manure for all the

land wc plant, it would be idle to inquire about
the deficiencies of the soil, sinee that manure
contains all the requisite substances. But, com-
pelled as v,e are by the .severities of the climate

to plant annually a large portion of our crops,
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we cannot save one-sixth of the quantity of ma-
nure required. This should be husbanded with
care and placed in rotation on the oldest lands

;

for the remainder, manure would have to be pur-
chased at an expense which would not be under
thirty dollars per acre, and the question natur-
ally presents itself^Is it necessaiy to incur that
expense and the extra labor to which it vs'ould
give rise ? Intelligent planters say that it is not,

and science justifies their opinion. If in the
lands that have beeii longest in cultivation, the
alkalies fit for assimilation are partially exhaust-
ed, it should be remembered that the plow has
seldom gone beyond the depth of six or seven
inches, and that below that depth is a virgin soil

in all respects similar to the original stirface soil

and deeper than the plow can ever penetrate.

—

So that if a depth of six inches had yielded a
sufiiciency of disintegrated alkalies to cane
crops during thirty years, there is no rea.son why
the next six inches below should not do the
same, provided they can be brought to the sur-

face and kept in good tilth. With the thorough
drain system this presents no difficulty, and it

can be satisfactorily accomplished wdth the open
drains I have recommended. With those drains,

a depth of plowing of ten inches, when the
stubble is broken up for com, will give to the
land that cannot be manured, all the substances
which the cane requires from the earth but one;
it will not give a sufficiency of nitrogen. I

stated last year that nitrogen or ammonia could
only he supplied in large quantities by manure,
and I was not then aw are that any but animal
manure could effect that object. Further expe-
rience and observation have eati,sfied me that it is

supplied in great abundance by a process which
has long been followed without any clear con-
ceptions of its mode of action : I mean that of
covering the land with peas as early in the sum-
mer as the com crops will pennit. One of the
advantages of peas as a gTeen crop, is, that they
take from the land none of the alkalies which
the cane requires, while their powerful system
of roots has a tendency to accelerate the disinte-

gration of the soil. But their principal action

consi.sts in shading the land, thus preventing the

escape of ammonia which the rain water de-

po.sits in it, and hastening by shade and humidi-
ty the decay going on at the surface and the for-

mation of nitre which ever follows it in warm
climates. The leaves and seed of the pea are
richer in nitrogen than any other vegetable sub-
stance, and the result of their decay is the for-

mation of additional quantities of nitric acid.

—

The nitre and nitric acid thus formed, as well as

the ammonia retained in the soil, yield to the

following crop of cane the nitrogen they con-

tain. The method now generally adopted of

plowing in the field trash, restores to the rattoons,

in a state fit for as.similation, most of the alkalies

which the plants took up in their growth ; and
should more ammonia be wanted, by setting fire

to the field trash after a rain, the top part of it is

converted into charcoal, which has the power of

absorbing ninety times its volume of ammonia.
To facilitate this operation, cane ought not to be
planted ^less than six feet apart. What pre-

cedes, and with it such fi-equent movings of the

soil as perpetually keep the young plants in an
atmosphere of carbonic acid, is the method pur-

sued in Loui.siana by all successful planters, and
the only material improvements I would suggest

to them are those of tliorough draining and sub-

soil-plowing.

There are, however, cheap mineral manures
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with which it would be well to try experiments.

In hard clay lands, for instance, especially if they

are too near the level of the swamp to be plowed
deep with advantage, quick lime applied to the

com land at the rate of fifty or sixty bushels to

the acre, produces an admirable effect upon the

ensuin;r crops. It is itself one of the substances

which the cane requires, and can replace others

;

aided by a crop of peas it very much increa.ses

the quantity of nitre and nitric acid formed at

the surface, keeps the laud iri the finest state of

tilth, causes the rapid decay of the inert vege-

table substances which accumulate in it during

repeated crops of caue, and is thus an abundant
source of carbonic acid. Land I limed four

years ago was planted again last whiter and the

cane upon it is the best I have.

Experiments successfully made in Europe in-

duce me to believe that we all have at home a

substance possessed of the same qualities as

lime, and in a higher degree. That substance is

clay when burnt to a.shes. I caimot describe

the process by \\hich it is prepared
;
you will

find it in a recent publication entitled the
" Famier's Manual." It is sufficient to state that

little or no fuel is required, and that one small

cart load of the ashes is said to have a better ayd
more lasting effect than eight bushels of lime.

—

The ammoniawhich the.y aljsorb and retain, more
than I'oplaces the nitrification obtained by liming,

and the burning disintegrates very large quan-

tities of alkalies. It is to the effect of burning
that the inexhaustible fertility of^nds formed
by the eruption of volcanoes is 10*^6 attributed.

Common salt I have also tried with succe.ss.

at the rate of ten bushels to the acre. It gives

to the cane a deep green color, and seems to

prevent the growth of grass.

I observed, that covering land with peas
cau.sed the formation of nitre. In Europe, nitre

and saltpetre are both used upon growing plants,

at the rate of about one hundred pounds per
acre : it is probable that, sprinkled before the

plow, here, when the laud is first thrown to the

cane, their effect would be similar to that of peas.

Much has of late been said on the subject of

Guano, and experiments made in Jamaica prove
it to be a valuable manure for cane. Used there

at the rate of one pound to every four feet square,

or about twenty seven hundred pounds to the

acre, it caused cane to ripen earlier and to yield

two Inuidred pounds more of sugar per acre,

than that dressed with common manure. Those
who made the experiment seem to think that

one-third of the quantity used might have been
sufficient. Admitting the fact to be so, and sup-
posing the rattoons to last two years, and to yield

an additional quantity of two hundred pounds of
sugar per acre, which is not probable, an outlay
of nine hundred pounds of Guano would, in the

next three years, give an increase of four hun-
dred pounds of sugar. Where other manure
has to be purchased, as in .lamaica, and costs

more than Guano, this increa.se of product is a
material advantage. But where deep plowing
and peas do as well as animal manure, the ad-
ditional product obtained by the use of Gaano
would not pay for it. An experiment is now
going on with it iu my neighborhood ; if it

should make the cane fit for the mill earlier than
it usually is, it would on that account be very
valuable. In the mean time, I would recom-
mend the use of it to a portion of my audience
vvhom I have, till row, satUy neglected : to you.
Ladies, within your realm of fruits, flowers and
shrubs. There, as well as in the garden, when

(28.5)....
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applied with intelligence and care, it docs won-
ders, and I beseech you not to neglect the means
it affords you of increasing the beauty and the

comforts of your homes. When God, for wise
purposes, doomed man to waste his energies in

conquering physical obstacles, He placed yoa
near him to cheer him in his weary task, to re-

mind him that his toils had a worthy object on
earth, and to recall him in his hours of repose to

the consciousness of his moral existence. All

about his dwelling that has the spirituality of

beauty and grace, is by some mysterious tie con-

nected with you, and you have an interest in its

preservation. Nurse your flowers, then, as if

they were a part of yourselves, and let your fa-

vorite plants have a cheerful and happy look.

—

Above all, do not torment them into fantastic

and unnatural shapes ; remember that the God
who made them, gave each of them, as he gave
each of you, peculiar forms of beauty, which
knives and scissors cannot improve, and that

trimming should be resorted to exclusively with
the view to restore and preserve the natural

shape "of each species, as you re.sort to the mys-
teries of the toilet to make the perfections you
possess conceal the slight blemishes which may
accompany them.

Although, for want of time and of competent
knowledge, I have confined myself to the sugar
crop, my observations upon draining, tillage,

animal manure and peas, may be considered as

applicable to the cultivation of cotton also. I

would not recommend any course which would
further extend that cultivation ; but if the same
crops could, as I believe, be obtained from half

of the land that now produces it, the other half

might be employed in raising provisions and
other products, such as indigo, hemp and to-

bacco.

On the subject of interchange of crops, I have
nothing to offer, and I will now direct your at-

tention to the improvements proposed in the

manufacture of sugar.

Not less than six new methods have been
partially tested and are now offered for our adop-
tion. We ought to be thankful for every effort

of that kind, and encourage to a reasonable ex-

tent those persons, who, in trying to benefit

themselves, desire also to benefit us. But plant-

ers camiot be expected to incur tlie great ex-

pense which the adoption of most of those

methods requires, till they have satisfactory evi-

dence of their entire success. That evidence is

yet wanting ; there is in all much room for im-

provement. The process of my friend. Thomas
A. Morgan, of Plaquemines, is thus far consid-

ered the best, and he is far from claiming per-

fection for it. The increase in the quantity of
sugar obtained by some of the innovators, is

principall}' owing to the fact that they re-boil the

molasses. This is done equally well by others

in open pans.

A new apparatus, said to embrace all that has
been found valuable in the other.s, is now being
constructed at the Noveltj' Iron Works, in New-
York, for Mr. Valcour Aime, of St. James, a gen-
tleman di.stinguished for his enterprise, as well
as for his practical knowledge of the subject.

—

It may do better than the others, but. Sir, all

these new- methods have the original fault of the

usual process, their authors begin wrong. They
commence by creating large quantities of color-

ing matter iu the juice, and then, by a great va-

riety of means, they endeavor to extract that

coloring matter first from the symp, and after-

wards from the sugar, and in this, b^ -the-bye, no-
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body lias yet effectually succeeded. Let me ex- I

plain my meaiiiug

:

If you cut in two a sugar cane and examine
the interior part of it with a magnifying glass,

yon perceive the crystals of sugar as distinct and

as white as those ol double refined sugar. The
object of the operator should be then either to

extract those cry.stals without altering their

color, or. if that be found impracticable, to .sepa-

rate them from the impurities mixed with them,

while the juice is in its natural state, and yet

contains but little coloring matter. Instead of

this, the juice is limed whi'e all the impurities

are in it. In separating the feculencies from the

juice and uniting them in large flakes, lime dis-

solves a portion of them and forms with them
coloring matter which, we all know, at once

discolors the juice, when lime is u.sed in excess.

Afterwards lieat is applied, either in clarifiers*

or in the grandi' ;t but most of the impurities

foimd in the juice will decompose and bum at a

degree of heat far below the boiling point, say

at a hundred and twenty degrees of Fahrenheit.

This is shown by the thick scales continually

forming in the grande. From that degree of

heat the decomposition goes on in the clarifier,

till the juice is drawn, and continues in the

prandc so long as there are feculencies left.

—

This decomposition greatly increases the quan-

tity of coloring matter, so that, as the juice is

being clarified, it loses in color what it gains in

purity: and here, let me show the relative value

of the grande and of clarifiers as agents of clar-

ification. In the grande, if it is well attended

to, the skummings are taken up as fast as they

rise. A portion of them is removed before they

begin to decompose, and the process goes on,

so that, before the juice reaches the boiling

point, nearly all the feculencies are removed and

the source of coloring matter is removed with

them.
Clarifiers reach the boiling point much quick-

er and cannot easily be skummed. The general

practice is, to bring them to that point without

skumming ; to let the feculencies separate from

the juice by cooling and by rest, and to wash
out the clai-ifiers everj' second or third time they

are filled. Heat and alkahes acting in them
upon the accumulated feculencies of one, two,

or three charges, dis.solvem much larger portion

of those feculencies than they can possibly do

in the grande ; the fonnation of coloring matter

continues during the time of rest, and, accord-

ingly, planters, after repeated trials, generally

agree that juice well clarified in the grande has

a brighter and a lighter color, and makes better

sugar than that obtained from clarifiers.

But to return to my subject, the first object of

research should be, to find means of clarifying

the juice, without creating coloring matter. It

is said that presses, something like those used to

repress cotton here, have lately been successful-

ly employed in the \A'^est Indies, instead of

rollers ; tliat the juice obtained is mu- h purer,

and that a nmch larger quantity of it i« extract-

ed from the cane. If so, this will be a great im-

provement, and the first step of the process I

would recommend. From juice thus obtidned,

or even from our oviii, I have no doubt that all

impurities less soluble than itself, may be sepa-

rated by mechanical means, before heat and al-

kalies are applied, or at least with a vei-y small

* Clarifiers are isolated pans in which the juice is

gometimes clarified.

iThe grande is the evaporator failhest removed
from the fire iu Compound funiaces.
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quantity of alkalies. All other liquids, all fatty

substances and oils, except cotton seed oil, are
clarified by very rapid process. Cane juice can
no doubt be clarified by similar meau.s, and if

this was accomplished, the process of sugar
making would be very much simplified. The
clarified juice might then be placed in an open
evaporator, heated by the waste steam of the

engine ; then be limed and skiinmed if necessa-

ly, and concentrated to fifteen or si.xteen degrees
of the 'pcse sirop ; then purified by filtration

througli animal charcoal, if white sugar was
wanted, or by rest for other qualilie.s, and finally

concentrated in vacuum pans of great power,
such pans as Mr. Thomas A. Morgan now uses
and which he tells me can only be made in

America.
The superiority of the vacitum pan is not uni-

versally admitted, and we are told that in France
it is superseded by open jians, similar in con-

struction to those called here Mape's Evapo-
rators. However this may be, I cannot help
believing that the vacuum pan has many decided
advantages over all others ; one is manifest

;

the sugar may be grained in the pan, and the

granulation is completely under the control of

th.e operator. He may accelerate or retard it

at pleasure, he may carry it so far that sugar will

not run from the pan, and will have to be taken
out of it ; he may so conduct the operation as to

increase almost at will, the size and hardness of

the crystals. This last is an indispensable requi-

site, if the pr.ictice of draining sugar in pneu-
matic pans .should be adopted. The atmospheric
pressure is much too powerful for sugars boiled

in any other manner; it breaks and desti'oysthe

crystals, and in a very few days sets the sugar
to fermenting.

The pneumatic draining of sugar has many
thuigs to recommend it ; the usual loss by drain-

age is avoided, sugar is got ready for market
day-by -day, as it is made, and it may be bleached
by pouring white syrup over it and forcing it

through the mass. It is said tliat the process is

attended with considerable lo.ss in weight; but
as all that drains from the pans mtiy be boiled

over once or twice, it is not easy to conceive
how the loss can occur.

One observation on the subject of our build-

ings. Houses of uubunit bri(-'k are of late much
recommended to the working classes at the

North, and to the settlers in the prairie.s, as being
cheaper, drier and healthier than those built of

brick or stone. On reading the description of

those buildings, in the excellent Report of the

Commissioner of Patents, it struck me tiiat they

w ere substantially the same as the old houses of

Louisiana, known by the name of liouses eri co-

lo'inhage. Is it not owing to a change in our

mode of building that the present race of our
people is not so hardy and as long lived as their

ancestors were ? In former days no one ever
entered one of those ancient hou.ses without
finding in it a brace of octogenarians, at least.

—

With our old houses, old people seem to have
disapiieared ; and to you and me. Sir, wlio are

not (juitc as young as we have been, it may be
of some consequence to ascertain the cause of

this phenomenon. I have no doubt it is in a

great measure owing to the dampness of our
modem dwellings, and ihouijh we may not per-

suade our ladies to return to the primitive archi-

tecture which was the pride of their great

grandmothers, we may at least adopt it for our
laborers, and I will make the trial. Tlie brick

houses we have built for the purpose of increas-
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iiig tlieir comfort, are the cause of many of tlie

maladies which afflict them.

After reviewing the means placed at onr dis-

posal to increase the valne of our products and

to overcome the disadvantages of climate and

the gradual deterioration of the soil, allow me
to advert to other disadvantages and dangers

which in the opinion of many threaten us with
inevitable ruin. Two causes of alarm now ex-

ist amongst a large number of our fellow plant-

ers : the diminuliou in the value of our lands

which will result from the annexation of Texas,

and the destruction of our industry by a reduc-

tion of duties on foreign sugars, made before we
are in a situation to compete with foreign pro-

ducers. I am happy to say that I believe we
have nothing to fisar from either.

A person looking upon the map of America,
and perceiving a large portion of Texas soutli

of Louisiana, would naturally suppose that Texas
is the better sugar region of the two. But the

Louisianian who travels in midwinter through
the prairies of that naked land, exposed to the

unmitigated fury of North-Westers, soon dis-

covers that he has changed climate, indeed, but
that he has not come to regions in which trop-

ical plants love to grow. I have it from a gen-

tleman of undoubted veracity, Mr. John C.

Marsh, that he has planted cane five succes.sive

years in the neighborhood of Galveston, and
tliat he has never obtained rattoons from it. You
may then consider it as a well-authenticated

fact, that in Texas, as far south ajf^ew-Orleans,
cane will not rattoon : the cold of winter des-

troys the stubble ; I do not mean to say that it

may not to some extent be cultivated there, but
I assert that the competition will be by no means
a dangerous one, and that upon trial it will he
found that the Red River parishes of this State
are better adapted to that cultivation than the
greater part of what has been called the sugar
region of Texas.

Louisiana must remain the gi'eat sugar region
of tlie United States ; her climate and her soil

are the be.st, and her geographical position is

unrivaled. Retlect, Sir, that almost eveiy hogs-
head of sugar made liere, is shipped without
land carriage ; that planters can always obtain
from New-Orleans, in two or three days, any
machineiy they want, and that their supplies
and their market are both brought to their o\\'n

door. Compare this situation with that of the
Texas planter, and you will admit that there is

no room for apprehension.
Among our various schools of politicians, one

denies to the (jcneral Government the pov^-er to

protect National Industry against foreign compe-
tition, and insists upon a horizontal tariff of du-
ties, or no tariff at all. But that school is not, as
I conceive, at the head of our att'airs. The
power it denies, has been asserted and acted
upon by all preceding Administrations, and it is

the will of this nation, that it shall continue to

be so. The people have a strong instinct of
self-preservation ; they know the value of our
present form of polity, and cannot be seduced
into changes. Whether the cry be against the
Union, against the Veto, or against the Protection
of National Industry, you will see the masses
come to the rescue, aTid uphold the substantive
powers of Government. The mental process
by which that power first came to be denied, is

an instance of what usually occurs when some
general principle is first applied to the concerns
of nation". Theorj' at once gives the rule, time
and ex])erience alone can supply the excep-
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tions. The French philosophers of the last

century had said that all men were bom ft-ee

and etiual, and the first act of the rulers of rcvo-

lu^onary France was to take that princijdo as

the base of .social organization. But they adopt-

ed it without the resti-aints which alone make it

valuable, and crime and anarchy were the re-

sults of their oversight. In like manner, other
philosophers convinced some of our statesmen
that trade should be free ; and, regardless of the

consequences upon national prosperity, they in-

sist that that freedom must be without restraint.

Their great objection to the Protective system
is, that it operates in favor of classes. They
overlook the fact that, in their sense of the word,
all legislation is class legislation ; that, however
necessarj' the protection which Government
gives to person or property may be to the coun-
try at large, its direct operation is inevitably in

tavor of classes.

Courts of jflstice are established and main-
tained at the public expense for the benefit of
those who have law-suits ; a class in every com-
munity, and happily not a numerous one. The
army, during peace, is mostly employed in pro-

tecting the class of settlers on the trontiers.

—

The navigation laws protect the classes of ship

owners and ship builders ; but this last protec-

tion, they say, is necessary to public defence

;

we must have sailors. What do you want with
sailors ? To man the navy. What do 3-ou want
with a navy? Where is the national interest

which renders the establishment of a navy
necessaiy ? I conceive that England .should

have a navy for national purposes : she has pos-
sessions to protect in aU parts of the world, and
her rule extends over more than one-half of it.

But we are not tluis situated. Our Teiritoiy is

all contiguous, and we scarcely possess half a
continent. The United States have no national

interest to protect, beyond the range of cannon
shot from their shores. Let them i'ortify the ac-

cessible points of the coast, and keep a few
steam-frigates at the mouth of their harbors, and
they will have accomplished all that the national

defence requires. I will probably be told here
that commerce must be protected : undoubtedly
it must, and for its protection alone the navy is

maintained. But the United States are not en-
gaged in commerce in their sovereign capacity

;

commerce is like sugar-planting, a private pur-

suit, a class interest. And yet by unanimous
consent, not only the ways to the reaular mar-
kets abroad are lighted and guarded for its bene-
fit, at the public expense and forever, but Gov-
ernment is ready and anxious at all times to in-

cur the expenses attendant upon the opening of
new markets in all parts of the viorld. Not
later than last year, hovi' much was spent for

that purpo.se in a mission to China, and a naval
armament in the Chinese Seas ? And, Sir, if

some of the men wlio took a conspicuous part
in sending that mi.ssion were told by u.s, you
want ne^v markets, come, we \\ ill establish one
thousand new sugar plantations in Louisiana
and increase the cultivation oftho.se already es-

tablished ; we will create an oullct which will
require in the next ten years, in addition to the
present consumption of the State, one llunisand
steam engines, twenty thousand kettles, all from
Tennessee ; three hundred thousand horses and
mules; millions of barrels of provisions, corn
and coal, and other things iimumcrahle ; it wiFl
be the be.st market during peace, and war will
improve it; it will take the produce which other
nations won't have ; it will not require, as com-



merce does, the perpetual protection of navies,
foreign missions and consulates, but it will re-

quire for tbe next ten years a protection not so
great in degree, considering the sliortness of its

duration, but different in kind ; it will require
that tlie fiscal regulations of the country remain
during that time without any material change.
Those men. Sir, would shrink from our propo-
sal, as from a most ^vicked and damnable heresy.
Shall we have to give them up ? Will they
never consent to carry on the government as it

is? Whatever they may say, the question of
power is settled as it should be, and when the
effect of temporarj- protection is to secure a per-
manent national advantage, the right to it is as
undeniable as that of merchants to have vessels
of war sent to the coast of China ; as that of
suitors to have courts of justice provided for

them. ^

Free trade is a good thing. Sir, but outlets are
good things too. They stand first in the list of
our wants, because v\ e must sell before we can
purchase. The freedom of trade, like other
freedom, has limits beyond which it ceases to be
beneficial. It would defeat its object, if it \vas
permitted to intertere with the paramount duty
of government, to enlarge by all practicable
means, the purchasing power of the productive
classes. For tlie purpose of enlarging that
power, new outlets are secured abroad by con-
quest or by treaty, and those who resort to them
are protected by means of embassies, of consul-
ates, of hghthouses, and of naval forces. For
the same purpose, outlets are created at home
for the existing products, bj- the introduction of
new branches of industiy, and these must for a
time be protected against foreign competition,
by reasonable duties.

The grain and provisions raised upon our soil

never can have sufficient outlets abroad; it is,

therefore, the business of statesmen to discover
the new branches of industry for which the
country is prepared, and to convert them by ju-

dicious protection into home markets for those
superabundant products.
The W^esteni farmers, who eveiy year descend

the Mississippi and its tributaries to sell us the
sui-plus of their crops, are on this subject much
iu advance of our philosophers. They produce
a great deal more than they consume, and they
have discovered that the cheapest market for

them to buy in, is, and ever must be, that w hich
most increases their power to purchase. I

bought, not long smce, from one of them, one
thousand baiTels of com at 72 cents per bairel,

and he took in part pa_y for a year's supply of
his family, three hundi'ed pounds of sugar at six

cents. He firmly believed that but for tlie Ta-
riff, he'might have obtained the sugar two cents
and a half per pound cheaper from Cuba

;

though w hen asked how he accounted for the

fact that much sugar had been sold here last

winter at 2| and 2^ cents, he admitted himself
to be in, what he termed, a rep;rilar qiiandary,
but that, he said, was immaterial, for he was
aware also, that the Spaniard would not have
his com, and that he could not compel me to

grow corn without losing at lea.st one-third of
Ills purchasing power. So that, giving him the
full benefit of the absolute free ti'ade doctrines,

his account would stand thus : two cents and a
half a pound gained on three hundred pounds
of sugar ; twenty-four cents a barrel lost upon
one tiiousand baircla of com. That man will

never do me harm ; he understands our relative

position. Let not these be called anti-democratic
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doctrines ; they must be democratic, because
they arc true. I say that the intelligent protec-
tion of new products promotes the general wel-
fare, and admit the expediency of limiting that

protection by the necessities of the Treasury ; I

assert, with Jefferson, that foreign producers
have the will and power to prevent the intro-

duction of new branches of industry in our
country, and that they must not be permitted to

do so. I maintain with Gen. Jackson that a
horizontal tariff' is not a judicious tariff. Those
men and their doctrines are sufficiently demo-
cratic for mo.

If I were a,sked what certainty there is that
iu ten years we will be able to compete with
foreign producers, my first answer would be,
that after that time we must do so, v/hether we
can or not. Let no act of government check
the impulse now given to the cultivation of the
cane, and in ten yeans, more sugar will be made
than the United States can consume ; when this

happens, the surplus will have to meet foreign
sugars in the general market of the world ; the
fiscal regulations will then affect that staple as
they now affect cotton and rice, and revenue
will have to be raised upon tea and coffee. But,
Sir, I do not liesitate to assert that we can be
prepared to meet the foreign producers.
There is a strong analogy between the culti-

vation of the vine in middle France, and that of
the cane in Louisiana. Dui-iug the first cen-
turies of the Christian era, there was no wine
produced in France, except Marseilles wine.

—

More Southern Europe and the Isles of Greece
were then the wine-gro^ving regions. In the
course of time, the monks of Aquitaiiie, of
Champaign, and of Burgundy, God bless them!
transplanted the vine to the shelter of their con-
vent walls. Their efforts were for a long time
unsuccessful, but they persevered, and the great
saints of those dark ages took a conspicuous
part in the good work. At last their grapes at-

tained maturity ; they tasted the juice, and said
it was good. Wine was subsequently made of
it, and it is easy to conceive the joy of those holy
men, when Champaign first sparkled on their

board, when the vintages of Sledoc and Bur-
gundy replaced in their cellars the rough bever-
ages of Provence. The cultivation of the vine
continued to increase and to improve, but the in-

crease was so slow that wine was not exported
from Bordeaux to foreign countries, till some
time in the twelfth century. And now. Sir, the
great wine region of the world is that very
portion of France, in which the introduction of
the vine was the work of centuries.

How is it with the sugar cane in Louisiana?
It was introduced here at an early day from the

West Indies, and cultivated to a small extent at

at Terre aux Ba?ufs, and in the neighborhood of
New-Orleans. Nobody at first imagined that

sugar could be made of it. The juice was boiled
into syrup, which sold at extravagant prices. In
1796 Mr. Bore, residing a few miles above New-
Orleans, a man reputed for his daring and his

energy, formed the desperate resolve of making
sugar. He increased his cultivation, put up the

necessary buildings and machinery, and pro-

cured a sugar-maker from the West ludies.

—

The day appointed for the experiment was
come, and the operation was under way. The
inhabitants of New-Orleans and of the coast
had assembled there in great numbers. But
they remained outside of die building at a re-

spectable distance from the sugar-maker, whom
tliey looked upon as a sort of magician. The
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first strike, came, and he said nothing- ; this they
thought fatal, but still they remained fixed to

tlic spot The second strike was out ; tlie sugar-

maker carefully stirred the first, and then ad-

vancing toward the assembled crowd, told them
witli all the gravity of his craft, •' Gentlemen, it

grains!" "It grains!" was repeated bj' all.

—

They rushed in to see the wonder, and when
convinced of the fact, scattered in all directions,

gi'ecting evei-y body they met, with " It grains
!"

And from the Balize to the Dubuque, from the

Wabash to the Yellow Stone, the great, the all-

ab.sorbing news of the colony was, that the
juice of the cane had grained in Lower Louis-
iana. It did grain, it has continued to grain ; it

has gi-ained the last season, at the rate of two
hundred and fifteen millions of pounds, and if

no untovvard action of go%'emment prevents it,

in ten years it will grain to the extent of much
more than double that quantity. Prepare there-

fore to meet foreign competition. I tell you we
can do so, as well as tlie wine growers of France,
provided we improve the time that is left us.

and remain true to tlie spirit of our national
race.

The innate faculty of our people to subdue
the physical world, their energy and selfreli-

ance. their habitual disregard of discomfort, dif-

ficulties and dangers, have made other nations
say of us, that we alone could instil heroism in

the common pursuits of life. With heroic de-
termination then, speed the plov^^ ; bear in mind
that to go ahead without ever toting difficulties

into the account, and by that means to succeed
when others dare not undertake, is emphatically
the AMERICAN SYSTEM.

Manufacture of Manure.—I think I may
affirm, from what I frequently witness in the
mode of making and managing manure, that

many do not sufficiently consider the great dif-

ference between strong and weak manure, in

its fractifymg quality, and durable effects in

invigorating die land to which it is applied ; and
diis is an important thing for every flinner to

well understand. If straw and hay only, with-
out cake or corn, compo.se the manure that is

taken to the land, (and many, to my knowledge,
even of tliose who could well afibrd to buy them,
continue this bad practice,) comparatively it is

as sour small beer to a man who has an exti-a-

ordinary task of labor to perform, and needs the
aid of a powerful .stimulant to enable him to ac-

complish it. As the man would fall .-^liort under
such treatment, so does the laud fail in like

manner. Now if I can show that the com given
to stock upon a fann, is all returned in extra
produce, besides manifold advantages, which
your saijacious readers will readily discover,

surely all that have the means of entering upon
this system will do so. 1 will take my own
business for an example. I shall this winter use
100 quarters of com upon my stock, exclusive
of horses. I calculate the manure I shall make
with which tliis corn is incoi-porated, will ma-
nure well 36 acres, and as my sjstem of farming
is three crops and a fallow, three crops will be
gathered before the same land will be manured
again. I will ask any practical farmer, may I not
reasonably calculate upon a quarter of com per
acre more upon each of the three croos, than I
might have expected had I put on the same
land the same quantity of manure of the weak
kind, made from hay and 8tra^v alone ? As-
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Burning, then, that I get one quarter of com more
in e.ich of the three crops by using the com,
the 3G acres in the three years rctuni 108 quar-
tens extra produce for the 100 expended. Of
course it will he obvious to evei-y practical man,
that rich manures should not lie in the yard, ex-
posed to the washing of heavy rains, but made
principally under cover, and frequently col-

lected into a heap, and well secured until taken
to the land, and especial care taken that the
feiTuentatiou does not become too rapid ; to pre-

vent v^-hich anything may be mixed when it is

put together that is likely to check and cool it.

I use sand when I cannot obtain anytliing better

for that puiiiose. and to cover the heap over to

prevent it being weakened by evaporation. A
fanner does not require a philosopher or a che-

mist to inform him wherein die strength of
manure consists; he lias only to refer to his

cattle-stalls, his pig-sty, and dove-cote ; it is there

seen that the manure that contains the most
corn in proportion to other matter composing
it. is invariably found to be the strongest and
best, [A Farmer, in Bell's Weekly Messenger.

The following facts arc worth the considera-

tion of the Members of Clubs

:

Destruction of Sparrows and other
Birds.—Mr. Bradley, in his general treatise on
Husbandry and Gardening, shows that a pair of
sparrows during the time they have their young
to feed, desti'oy on an average every week 3,360

caterpillars. The calculation he founded on ac-

tual obsen'ation, having remarked that the two
parents carried to the nest forty caterpillars, &:c.,

iScc, in an hour. These birds likewise feed their

young \^'ith buttei-flies, and other winged in-

sects, each of which, if not destroyed in this

manner, would be the parent of hundreds of
caterpillars.— [A correspondent of ours, who has
paid much attention to the rearing of butterflies,

&c., in order to obtain perfect specimens for

an entomological cabinet, had 840 caterpillars

hatched from the eggs laid by one female, of this

ti'ibe of insects, in the course of a iew days.]

—

A gentleman writing on the use of birds, in the
" Horticultural Register," states that the gold-

crested wren, willow-wren, or haj'-birds, and
chiff-chaff, eat insects only. Where they are

plentiful, they may be of great u.se in thinning,

on their fir.st appearance, wheat-flies, blue dol-

phins, hop-flies, and the pea plant aphides.

—

This is important, for one of these insects killed

on their first appearance will prevent the breed-

ing of thousands. Gardeners are prejudiced

against the hay-bird, or chcn-j'-chopper, but it

does not taste either cherries or strawberries,

but the cherry plant louse, which ravages cher-

ry leaves in April. Nightingales eat insects

only ; so do the win-chat, the stone-chat, w heat-

ear, pippits, and wag-tails. Every means should,

therefore, be taken to encourage them to breed,

by protecting their nests. The principal insect-

eating birds, which partially eat fruits or seeds,

are tlie common svren, house and hedge-spar-

rows, red-breast, chaffinch, black-cap, garden-
warbler, and the greater and lesser wliite-

throats, also the tomtits. The march-tits eat in-

sects chiefly, but also eat farinaceous seed.s, as

those of the sun-flower, or peck a bit of ripe

pear or apple ; but such damage is trifling, and
is a reward which should not be grudged, con-

sidering the great good which they do both to

die farmer and gardener.
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COMPARISON OF GUANO WITH OTHER MANURES.
BY DAVID BARCLAY, M. P.

To W. Mii.ES, Esq. M. P.

Ml/ Dear Sir : The verj- extensive use of

Guano as a manure, and the prospect of very
large supplies from Peru and the West Coast of

Africa, induced you to recommend to the Coun-
cil of our Society that some of its members
should undertake to test the relative value of the

different kinds, including Potter's artificial Gua-
no, as compared with farm-j-ard manure ; and
Humphrey's compound was subsequently pro-

posed to be tried at the same time. I under-
took, for one, to make these experiments. We
were instructed to sow Skirving's Swede, and
to apply 20 tons of farm-yard dung to the acre,

3 cvvt. of Guano, and such quantities of Potter's

Guano and Humpln-ey's compound as the pro-

prietors might desire.

The land which I selected for making these

experiments is a light, flinty loam, of unifonu
quality, with a chalk subsoil. Long strips of an
acre each were measured with exactness, and
admitted of 16 rows of plants in each strip, at

the distance of 26 inches between the ridges.

Four acres were drilled on the 22d of June
;

the fifth acre, with Humphrey's compound, was
delayed for want of seed till the 26th. Instead,

however, of 20 tons of dung, as proposed, only
12 tons were applied ; of the African and Peru-
vian Guano, and of Humphrey's compound, 3

cwt. each ; and of Potter's artificial Guano 4

cwt. by his desire : all were mixed with 9 cwt.
of ashes, and drilled in vv'ith the seed on the
Scotch system. The 5 acres were twice hoed.
About the middle of January, 1845, 2 entire

rows out of tlie 16 in each strip were raised,
trimmed, and weighed, and the weights, multi-
plied by S, must have given the weight per acre
with accuracy, as, owing to the great length of
the rows, no material departure from exact re-

sults could take place. The following table
will show the cost of each manure, the produce
per acre, the value estimated at 15s. per ton,

also the cost of each manure, and its application
per ton of roots.

The long drought which we experienced will
account for the small produce per acre, and may
possibly have exercised a greater influence on
one description of manure than on another; I
cannot, therefore, consider my experiments so
decisive of the relative value of the manures as
if the season had been more propitious : but
should the trials undertaken by others corres-
pond in their results with mme, information will
be elicited which may be useful to the agricul-

tural bodj'. It was remarked that the drought
appeared to have the most influence on the acre
manured ^vith dung, turning the leaves more
yellow than on the other strips dressed with
Guano ; and until the weights convinced us of
our mistake, we were under a strong impression
tliat the guanos had beaten the dung. There
remains for us to learn the value of these ma-
nures upon the succeeding crop of barlej, for

which purpose the 5 acres will be carefully dis-

tinguished, and the produce of each accurately
measured. i remain, sir, yours, <fcc. &c.,

"DAVID BARCLAY.
Easttoick, Febniary 12, 1845.

Account of E.xperiments as to the relative Value of Farm-yard Manure, African Guano,
Peruvian Guano, Potter's Guano, and Humphrey's Farmers' Compound, coiiiucted on East-
wick Farm, in the County of Surrey.

No.
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On the Mismanagkment of Stable-Dung
Manure, especially as regards Exposure
TO Rain.—Whilst, ;il a vast ex[ipiise, the farmer
is importhiir bniics irom the; shores ol" the Black
Sea, nitrate,' ut'soiia Iroiu South America, guano
from the coast of Peru aud from the African
coast, he is, in too many instances, negligent of
tlie manure that his stable and stalls supply.

This negligence has been pointed out, and em-
phatically dwelt on, by evcrj" recent ^vriter of
authority on Agriculture. As regards exposure
to rain, and the injurious efi'ects of it on the kind
of mamire just alluded to, examples of it, in this

part of England (Westmoreland), where an uu-
u.sual quantity of rain falls, are of every'-day

occurrence, and almost every where to be met
with : the in.stances of neglect constitute the

rule ; of care and attention, the rare exception
to the rule. The farm-steadinj^ here are com-
monly on declivities ; the dung-heap is usually

placed on a declivity, often by the side of a
road, and, in consequence, after every .shov^er

of rain, the water that runs off, percolating
through the manure, robs it of some of its most
valuable higredients, especially its soluble .salts,

and soluble animal and vegetable matter, tend-

ing to starve the fields and pollute the roads.

I have had the curiosity to collect portions of
such drainage, and subject them to examination ;

and I now propose to give the results, as they
show, in a very marked manner, the injurious

effect, and how great is the loss to the fanner
in consequence. The first portioujeollected was
from a heap of stable-dung, fresh from the stable

just before a heavy fall of rain, the accompani-
ment of a thunder-storm, nearly an inch falling

in three hours. The 'water vs'hich ran from the

dung-heap was of the color of a weak infusion

of coffee, of sp. gr. 1002, to pure water as 1000.

With the peculiar smell of stable-dung, it had a
just i)erceptible smell of ammonia, which was
rendered more distinct by the addition of lime.

Under the microscope, it was found to contain,

besides a fine granular matter, and many mi-

nute vegetable fibres and scales, particles re-

sembling grains of pollen, and two or three

different kinds of animalcules. Evaporated to

dryness, it yielded 2-6 per 1000 of brown matter,

which partially deliquesced on exposure to a

moist atmosphere ; emitted a very faint smell of
ammonia when mixed with lime, indicating that

in the process of evaporation, most of the am-
moniacal salt had been expelled, and was there-

fore carbonate of ammonia ; and when incine-

rated afforded as much as 51-6 per cent of grey
ash—46-4 per cent, of the extract having been
destroyed by the fire, •\N-hich may be considered
aa animal and vegetable matter. The ash was
found to contain the .sulphuric, phosphoric, and
carbonic acids, and chlorine, with pota.sh, soda,

lime, and magnesia, chiefly in the form, it may be
inferred, of carbonate of potasli, phosphate of

lime, sulphate of lime, sulphate of magnesia, and
common salt. The proportional quar.tity of the

sulphate of lime ^vas large, as was also that of

the fixed alkaline saltfl, whilst that of the phos-

phate of lime and the magnesian salt was small.

The next specimen examined was from a much
larger and older dung-heap, after a fall of 1-12

inch of rain in about 12 hours. The fluid was
of a darker bro\vn than the preceding, very
similar in its appearance under the micro.scope,

of higher sp. gr., viz : 1008, and yet less rich in

ammoniacal salts, for when mixed with lime, it

gave only a very faint smell of ammonia ; and
its extract obtained by evaporation, when mixed

f29n

with lime, had no smell of the volatile alkali.

It yielded, on evaporation, 10-4 per 1000 solid

matter, similar generally to that obtained from
the iirst portion in its qualities, abounding, in
like manner, in salts, and those of the same de-
scription. The third specimen collected for

examination was from the same dung-heap,
after a fall of 279 inches of rain, in 24 hours.

It differed so little from the preceding, that it

is not necessary to describe it particularly. As
might have been expected, it was more dilute,

its .sp. gr. being 1004. The last specimen I

shall notice was one procured from the same
dung-heap, after four days of diy weather fol-

lowing the heavy rain last mentioned. It waa
oozing out slowly in small quantity ; was of a
dark brown hue, nearly transparent, and almost
destitute of smell. Under the microscope it ex-
hibited a few particles aud fibres, a very icw
minute crystals, without any animalcules. I

had expected to have found it a concentrated
infusion of the dung-heap, and, as such, of high
specific gravity ; but it was otherwise ; its spe-
cific gravity exceeded very little that of the
preceding, and was less than that of the second
portion, being only 1005, leading to the conclu-
sion that the manure was nearly exhausted of
its .soluble matter. The weather, during the
four days without rain, -was comparatively cold
for the season (it was in September), with a north-
erly wind—the thermometer, even by day, be-
low .'58'', and at night once ortwice approaching
the freezing point. This low temperature must
have checked or put a stop to fermentation,
\\hich, in its turn, might have prevented the
further formation of soluble matter. The infu-

sion mixed with lime indicat.'d the presence of
ammoniacal salts; it emitted a pretty strong
smell of ammonia ; and, judging from the effects

of other reagents, its composition -was very
similar to that of the preceding portions; it

probably contained a larger proportion of vege-
table matter, humus and humic acid, than the
earlier drainings ; it gave a very copious preci-

pitate with the acetate of lead. The bearing
and application of these results hardly require
to be pointed out. As the drainage of the dung-
heap expo.sed to rain contains some of the best
—the chief ingredients of active manure, (ex-

cepting always tlie insoluble phosphates,) it

follows, that the more the dung is exposed

—

the more it is subjected to the wa.shing and
percolation of rain-water—the greater must be
its loss, the poorer and more exhau.sted it must
become ; and that shelter from rain is essential

as a prevention ; such a shelter as can only be
well secured by a shed, under which the ma-
nure, if too dry, may be watered with the liquid
that may have run from it, received into a tank

;

and be .subjected to such treatment, from ad-
mixture or otherwise, as lias been found by
experience likely to render it more efficient.

These results, moreover, I need hardly remark,
are perfectly in accordance with the experience
of intelligent farmers, in many instances on re-

cord, of the extraordinary fertilizing effects of
irrigation with waters—the washings and drain-
age of the fann-yard and dung lieaj).

[.John Davy, M.'D. in the Eiiiii. I'hil. Journal.—The
Oaks, Ambleside, Oct. 12, 1844.

Manure for Onions.—For the information
of "J. C. C," of Exeter (p. 225), I beg to say
that last year I had one of the finest crops of
Onions I ever saw; tliey were cultivated a.s fol-



lows :—The ground (which is a stiff loam on the
lower oolitf), was ridged up before winter. In
the middle of March die ridges were levelled,

and about 3 inches in tliickuess of compost was
spread and pointed in so shallow as to be only
barely covered with earth. The seed was im-

mediately afterwards sown in drills 9 inches
apart, and between every five rows was an al-

ley 18 inches in width. Waterings were fre-

quently applied during the early growth of tlie

crop ; and it was twice watered with water in

which guano was dissolved. The compost con-
sisted of about one-third well-rotted old hot-bed
dung, one-third old night-soil, and the remamder
of wood-a.she.«, and black woollen manure from
a clotliing factory in equal quantities ; the latter

contained a consideratile quantity of oil. The
whole had been w^ell mixed together some
months before it was applied. [Cultor.

From the London Gardeners' Chron. Jiine 21, 1845.

E.VTOMOLOGY.— The Cockroach, or Black-
Beetle (Blatta orientalisj.—This too well-
known insect sometimes overruns dwelling-
houses, warehouses, mills, and bakehouses, and
even ships at sea, to an extent which renders
them almost untenable. The same species
which infests onr habitations is also a complete
pest in Russia and Finland, and has made its

way thence into Sweden. The Cockroaches
are very active creatures, and being noctur-
nal, exceedingly voracious, omnivorous, and
endowed with a surprising fecundity, they be-
come a great annoyance where they take up
their quarters. When in excess, their scent is

very sickly and disagreeable, and besides defil-

ing whatever they touch in die kitchen or larder,

they will nibble die leather of boots and shoes.

the binding of books, and even wearing apparel,
especially if they be old and dirty. The casks
of biscuits and cheese on board ships, are great-
ly injured by the inroads of these vermin : this,

however, is frequendy the work of anodier
species, the B. Americana, which is fortunately
confined at present to the storehouses along the
banks of the Thames ; and a smaller species
named B. lapponica* is equally destructive.

—

Even man is not secure in his person from their
assaults, for in the West Indies the larger species
have been known to eat die toes and fingers to

die quick during the period of sleep, and after

death they will prey upon the human body like
vultures, as may be seen when the charnel-
houses at Naples are opened for the daily recep-
tion of the dead !

It is undeniable that Cockroaches delight in
warmth, preferring kitchen grates, bakers' of-

fices, mills, &c., and we never meet with them
during the Winterer cold mondis of Spring, and
although it is impossible to ascertain from^what
country the B. orientalis was first imported, it

no doubt has been migrating from a hotter cli-

mate than our own ; in all probability it came
from the East, and such seems to have been the
opinion of Linnsus, from the name he as-sismed
to it. Cockroaches also detest the light, and for
that reason we seldom see them in the day time,
and as soon as a candle is introduced into" a dark
kitchen, they scamper off into holes and crevices
to hide themselves.
The males have wings, of which the females

are dcsutute
; indeed they do not require them,

as their province is to rear then- young : their

- Coitie's Brit. Ent.. fol. & pi. 556.

bodies, moreover, are often so large and heavy
that they would stand in need of much more am-
ple organs of flight than their male companions,
which cannot often use diem, for I never 8a%v
one iljing. The females are frequently seen
moving about with a large oval ma.ss of eggs, as
represented at fig. 1, it is said sometimes for a
week, undl they can find a convenient spot to

deposit diem : this leathery case (fig. 2) is of a
pitchy color, with a sharp serrated ridge along
the back, consistuig of 16 points, and on dividing
one of these bags longitudinally, it will be found
to contain about the same number of elliptical

cells (fig. 3) ; each of these produces a young
Cockroach, which is able to ran about as soon
as it issues from the egg through the serrated
suture, "which splits for that purpose, and from
that time to its death it is feeding, growing, and
passing through its different stages of lar\'a, pu-
pa, and imago, with very little change of aspect
compared with most of the other orders of in-

sects.

Blatta orientalis is of a deep shining chestnut

brow-n ; the orbicular head is bent down and
concealed beneath the thoracic shield : the mouth
is furnished with an upper and under lip, two
strong-toothed jaws, and lour feelers'* ; the eyes

are kidney shaped, and excessively finely ren-

cnlated, and close to the inner margin is an

ochreous membranous spot : the antennae are like

two pube.sceut brisdes, as long as the animal,

composed of numerous joints, and inserted in

little cavities close to the inner margin of the

eyes; the thorax forms a large shield, somewhat
triangular, with the angles rounded ; in die males

* Curtis'g Brit. Ent.. fol. & pi. 2.56.



{fig. i) there is an incurvod indentation on each

side of the disc with a feiTuginoas line down the

center; the scutellam is bi-oad and undefined;

the elytra sometimes extend almost to the apex
of the abdomen ; they are coriaot;ous, elliptical.

£^id rough, with numerous nervures, the inner

edge of one lying over the other in repose, be-

neath these are folded the wings, w liich are often

shorter, membraneous, with numerous branching
nervures, and reticulated ; the abdomen is de-

pressed, clongate-ovatc, and composed of eight

segments ; from the base of the last arise on each
side two spear-shaped processes, formed of

short joints, and to the under side of the same
are attached two slender curved appendages

;

the six legs are strong and longish, tlie coxa; and
tliighs are stout ; the tibiae are spiny ; the tarsi

are more slender and five-jointed, the basal joint

being long, the fourth minute, and the fifth ter-

minated by two curved sharp claws. The fe-

male (fig. 1) is generally larger, and the thorax
smoother ; instead of wings there is only a rudi-

mentary elytron on each, with two broad thoracic

segments between them ; the abdomen is more
elliptical before the egg-bag is excluded, and
although it has the jointed appendages at the

apex, the two little tliread-like ones are want-
ing, and Uiis at once distinguishes the sexes.

The female is veiy similar to the pupa, and
indeed it seems to remain in that state, except
that it has the little elytra, which are altogether

wanting, I believe, in the pupae. I may state

that the egg-bags often have a hole on one side

from which a pai-asitic fly had issued, called E va-

nia, which possibly we may treat of hereafter.

Of all the remedies, a hedgehog, I know,
from my own observations, is the most effica-

cious, and wool or tow dipped in spirits of tur-

pentine and thrust into their habitations, will

kill and expel them, but this unfortunately is at-

tended with danger ; sprinkling over by day the

spots they frequent would be safer, and probably

attended with equal success if persevered in.

[Ruricola.

CHESHIRE CHEESE.

Reflecting on the increase of our export of

Cheese to England, and how favorably the best

American is said already to compare with the

best English article, it might be deemed unrea-

sonable to occupy so much space as is given in

this number to the Essay on the making of

Cheshire Cheese—inasmuch as it may be

supposed that American cheese-makers have

little to learn on the subject. But in the first

place, we have to consider that the Agi-icultural

Society of the Country where this matter is

])ractically as well, if not better, underistood

than in any other in the world, has indicated its

belief that there was yet room for observation

and improvement, by offering a premium for

the best Essay ; and then, it is not to be for-

gotten, that according to the fixed rules of

competition for all the prizes of that Society, all

information contained in prize Essays, must be

founded on experience or observation, and not

on simple reference to books or other .sources.

—

Furthermore, the Society is not bound to award

the prize at all, if the Essay, though the best of-

fered, may not in itself be deemed worthy of it.

Thus we have a strong guaranty as well for the

need, as for tlie merit, of the Essay in this

case.

Is it not a little remarkable, tliat the knowl-

edge and the habit of cheese-making should

have been confined, almost without variation,

since the first settlement of the country, as far as
(29:i)

we are advised, to a particular part of the United

States ; and that in adjoining States the people

should remain in total ignorance of the process

from beginning to end—ignorance so total and

profound, that we apprehend some young men,

who ought to be familiar at least with the theory

of all such subjects, will here for the first time

read, in a way to have impressed on their mem-
ories, ere/i the exact meaning of the word

rennet 1

In all the State of Maryland, within the reccl-

Icction of the writer, there has been, time out of

mind, but one clicese-maker—and but one raiser

or cultivator ofpea-nuts, or ground peas. These

men were as remarkable in their day and gen-

eration as IzAAK Waltos" among fi.shennen in

times past, and Mr. \Vilder of Boston among
gentlemen-fruiterers and florists at the present

day. Both those characters, so distinguished,

each in his line, have gone the way of all flesh,

which Scripture saith is but " grass," and with

tliem have pa.ssed, into utter desuetude, their re-

spective occupations. One \va8Mr. Spkoston,

a respected farmer of Cecil county, Maryland,

who, in possessing the mystery of cheese-mak-

ing, was regarded with a degree of superstitious

respect, as a sort of necromancer. The other

character was an old gray-headed, gray-bearded

African born negro, who, by some chance, tra-

dition saith not how, got, solitarj' and alone of

his race, into Calvert county. To him was yielded



implicitly tJie mouopoly of pea-nut—or "pean-

der" niuking, as it was vulgarly called. If any

one knew his process they diired not imitate it

—"Old Mawncy," as he was called and known
throughout the county, could barely contrive to

make himself understood in a sort of broken

English—which being engrafted on the African

tongue rather late in life, never grew well.

—

Mawuey's great staple and support through life

%vas his pea-nut crop, with which he traveled

usually on Saturday's round the county, canying

his bag on his back and selling its precious con-

tents by the quart. Evei-y boy of that ilk lived

in awful respect of " Old Mawney," the more

because " he came from Guinea," and would

have as soon entered the cave of Polyphemus

as to have approached Mawney's hut alone

—

with them, like Bethlehem Gabor, the misan-

thrope in the novel, he can'ied about him an at-

mosphere of mysterious potency for evil bej'oiul

which no urchin ever dared to penetrate. Gentle

reader ; excuse this episode into which school-

boy recollections have drawn us. \S^ho that has a

heart in his bosom is not liable to be sometimes

seized and run away with by such associations

—

who 60 stedfast that is not sometimes carried

back in imagination so vividly as to believe him-

self with some chosen school-companion mount-

ing his rod and knotting his line, or watching to

bring down the men-y squiirel from the hickory-

nut tree, or tracking the poor rabbit to his form

in the snow ? Who would not join again and

forever remain among his school-companions?

" Gay hope wa.s theirs, by fancy fed,

Lfjss pleasing when possessed

;

The tear forgot, as soon as shed,
The sunshine of the breast."

Well, we dare say some readers would as

soon have us proceed with the ode as with the

essay. What we have said has been to show

how it is that we suppose all the vs-orld may not

know quite all about cheese-making ; and now
revenons a nos moutons.

We have already show^n, from Hunt's Mer-

chants' Magazine, how the export of American

Cheese to England had increased from 14,000

pounds in 1842, to 53,000 in 1844, and there is

rea.son to believe that the export of 1845 will go

up to 100,000, and that without any alteration in

the British tariff to encourage it. But wno does

not know that the avenue to profit mu.st be ut-

terly inaccessible that is not penetrated by Yan-

kee enterpri.se ? See Willis' letter, in which
he speaks of Wenham, Massachusetts, ice being

hawked about the sti-eets of London in carts

nicely painted and labeled '-"Wenham IfE."

—

How, but by such extraordinary- sagacity and
industry, could such a population be kept out of

debt and thriving, with a soil so rocky and a cli-

mate so cold ?

The dairy produce is consolidated in the last

_ (2^1)

census under that one head, no distinction being

made between butter and cheese anymore than

between horses and mules. The whole amount
is set down at the value of $3.3,787,008. Of tliis

amount much more than two-thirds is produced

East of the Chesapeake, including Pennsyl-

vania.

This branch of Briti.sh agricultural industry is

protected by a duty of lOs. ^d. (say $2 62^) per

hundred on all Cheese imported from foreign

countries, and 2s. Gd. (or 62^ cents) on that which
is imported from British possessions. We dare

not take room here to go into the remarks which
the subject invites, ou the influence wiiich herb-

age and the treatment of the cows exercise on

the products of the dairy, but let the reader

have patience, all in good time for that, and

for practical dissertations on Chilton. Parmesan

and other kinds of Cheese. The best Es.say on

the making of the latter, from A. to Z. is from

the pen of Mr. Jefferson, being notes made by
him in a dairy in Parma, where he attended

closely, and took notes from moniing to night,

while he icas Minister of the U. S. to France.

A DETAILED ACCOLTNT OF THE MAKING OF
CHE.SHIRE CIIEE.SE. By Henky White, Land
Agent and Sur\'eyor, Warrington Prize Essay.

It has sometimes been a matter of dispute
amongst Englishmen which particular county
or district is the most liimous for the making of
cheese. I think, if quantity is to be taken into

account as well as quality, tlie decision must be
in favor of Cheshire, as there cannot be less,

upon a moderate calculation, than 12,000 tons
made in that county anmnJly ; a considerable
portion of ^vhich is of excellent quality.

There is reason for believing that cheese has
been made in Cheshire for at least 700 years :*

and, from allusions made to chee.se and to curd
in the Old Testament,! it is evident that an ar-

ticle of this nature must have been known and
used at a very early period.

* "The fume of the cheeses of Cheshire is of very
ancient date : at lea^t as old as the reign of Hnnrj' I.

(A. D. 1100). The Countess Constance of Clic.«ter,

thoiigh the wife of Hugh Lupus, the king's tirat

cousin, kept a herd of kine, and made good cheeses,
three of which she presented to the Archbishop of
Canterbury. Giraldus Cambrensis bears honorable
testimony to the excellence of the Cheshire cheeses
of the day." (Bell's Wechly Messenger, Feb. 22, 1841.^
" Poor men eat cheese for hunger, rich for digestion.

It seems that the ancient British had no skill in the
making thereof, till taught by the Romans, and now
the Romans may even learn of us more exactness
therein. The county of Chester doth aft'ord the best
for quantity and quality ; and yet their cows are not
(as in other shires) housed in the winter ; so that it

may seem strruige, that the hardiest kine should
yield the tenderest cheese. Some essayed in vain to

make the like in other places, though hence they
fetched both their kine and dairy-maids. It seems
they should have fetched their groiuid too (wherein
surely some ocult excellency in this kind), or else so

good cheese will not be made. I hear not the like

commendation of the butter in this county ; and pcr-

chimce those two commodities are like stars of a dif-

ferent horizon, so that the elevation of the one to emi-
nincy is the depression of the other."

[Fuller's Worthies.

1 1 Sam. xvii. 18 ; 2 Sam. XN-ii. 29 ; Job x. 10.



It 13 scarcely necessary to premise that milk,

from which cheese is made, consists of three

distinct parts

—

cream, curd, and u-hei/—into

which, by repose, it spontaneously separates

;

but the process of separating the whey from the

otlier bodies may, as in cheese-makingr, be ac-

celerated by infusing a small quantity of a sim-

ple acid extracted from cured and dried mavy-

skins,* which have been previouslj- dissolved in

warm water. This infusion is commonly called

"steep," but more properly rennet.

The art of cheese-making consists in the com-

plete extraction of the whey and in the proper

compacting and curing of the curd. The rich-

ness of the cheese depends upon the quality of

tlie milk, or, in other words, on the proportion

of cream which the milk contains. The cheese

of Cheshire is professedly made from new milk,

or milk IVoai which no cream has been taken.

—

It is. however, well known, that in many dairies,

in the morning before cheese making, a sniall

quantity of cr(;am is skimmed oft' the previous

evening's milk ; this cream is either churned by
itself, or mixed with whey-cream, by ^s•hich

there is obtained a better quality and greater

quantity of (so-called) whey-butter. It may ap-

pear sinsrular to some, that any portion of cream
should be found in whey, but such is the fact,

and the means used in Cheshire for extracting

it are very simple (See Appendix.

J

Before entering into a detailed description of

the mode employed m Cheshire in the making
of cheese, I would remark that tl^ Essay is

founded upon my own obsers'ations, made dur-

ing a fifteen years' residence in, and intimate

connexion with, that county ; ^vhich latter is still

existing. I have long felt an interest in the sub-

ject of cheese-making, with a desire to see it

conducteii upon more scientific principles, from

a conviction that, were such the case, both the

pocket of the producer and the stomach of the

consumer would often be more agreeably- filled :

'out I do not wish it to be supposed from this re-

mark that I profess my.self conversant witli these

principles : my information being more of a

practical nature, and as such I offer it to the So-

ciety-.

Nn.MBER OF Cows KEPT, AND PRODUCE.

—

The number of cows kept for the purposes of

a clieese dairy is seldom less than 8 or 10, or

more than 70 or 80 ; and is of course regulated
by the size of the farms—these average about 90

or 100 statute acres, upon each of which about
l.") or 18 cows are kept. From 18 cows, a cheese
of from 36 lbs. to .54 lbs. weight is made daily

during four or five months of the .summer.t The
annual produce of cheese per cow depends both
upon the (juality of the animal (with the mode
of keeping her) and of the land, or rather the

herba<!i\ I have kuo%vn many farmers su.slain

great loss by not feeding their cattle sufficiently

well in winter. With judicious management,
about 3 cwt. of cheese (of 112 lbs.) may be con-

sidered as the average amount made per annum

* The .tfnvinrhs of sucking calves. Sec the method
of curing ilic^e in the Appendix.

t The AJiirque.sa of Cholmoudeley and Mr. Telle-

mac-he, M. P., witli a laudable de.sire to encourage
the su.'=))i'ii.-=ion of Sunday labor, have, for several

f years, nfforoil throuch the South Cheshire AKricultur-

J
al Society a prize of £"^0 to such farmer as shall have

J made the best cheese without infi-ina;ing on the Sab-
1 bath re.st. Althougli this prize ha.s, I believe, been
S regularly claimed, yet, from a variety of causes, the
> prHotice of making cheese on the -Sabbath, aa on other
S days, i.s .still very general.

upon land let for 30s. [$7 5Q annual rent] a statute

acre ; but in a few instances 5 cwt. per cow^,

and even more, is .sometimes made. This cau
only be from a small and choice stock.

The Season.—It is the practice amongst
farmers in this county to airange so as to have
most of their cows calving in the months of

March and April ; and so soon as the calves are

fed or dispo.sed of. the cheese-making com-
mences, and continues (excepting in small dai-

ries) to nearly the end of the year. In January
and February the quantity of milk obtained is

often so small that the farmer prefers selling it

in the neighboring towns or making it into but-

ter. There are, however, instances, in large

dairies (of 70 or 80 cows), of cheese being made
throughout the year.

Milking.—The operation commences about

five o'clock in the morning, and five or six in the

evening. In this county it is the practice for

most of the servants, both men and maids, to as-

sist, and lor the cows to be milked iu the cow-
houses (called here " shippons '') all the year

round. When, as is usual, there is one milker

for everj- six or seven cows, the milking seldom
exceeds an hour and a quarter.*

The milk of new-calved cows is not mixed
with the other until about four or five days after

calving.

Offices and Utensils.—As the evening's

milk is seldom made into cheese until the fol-

lowing morning, and sometimes in small dairies

(where four " meals " are used) not until the sec-

ond morning, a cool "milk-house" ia necessary

;

on which account it usually occupies tliat side of

the farm-house least expo-sed to the sun. The uten-

sils in which the milk is kept are usually port-

able shallow earthenware vessels called " pan-

mug.s," and in some dairies leaden or zinc cool-

ers. Most of the milk-rooms have lattice or wire
windows for the circulation of air, and the floors

are laid in a sloping fonn for the free escape of

the cold water with which they are daily swilled

throughout the summer months. If precautions

of this nature be not attended to, there is a ri.sk

of the evening's milk becoming suur ; in which
case, whatever quantity of new milk be added
to it in the morning, the cheese v^ill hcnonr also.

I am led to believe that a temperature of as near
50^ Fahrenheit as could be maintained, would
be best for a milk-house throughout the year.

—

The dairy is generally situate near the milk-

house, andi fitted up with two xet-pan$, or boilersf

—a large one for scalding the v\-hey, and a

.smaller one for heating water. The ''chee.^e-

presses " and "screw" are kept within this

room, and the operation of cheese-inaking is

here carried on. Some fannhouses are not pro-

vided with a dairy, and the cheese is then made
in the kitchen—this is commonly the case on
small farms. The " salting and drying-house"
(often one and the same room), if conveniently

situated, adjoins the dairj-. The cheese is

placed here on stone or wooden benches, salted

exIernaVy. and is afterwards left so as to dry
gradually before being removed to the clieese-

room. By some dairy-maids, this external salt-

ing is dispensed with, and the room is then of

* I was told by an apparently very respectable man,

at Saratoga Springs last week, that he knew a New-

York fanner, worth more than $200,000. whose

daughters milked the cows regularly. [Ed. F. L.

t South of New-Jersey, milk-house and daii-y are

.sjTionymous. [Ed. h". £.



course only used for drying. These offices wee

all on tlie ground-floor. In some cases the

clieese-room ia over the dairy, in others over the

kitclien, or some other room wherein a fire is

usually kept, and sometimes, though rarely, over

the cow-houses or sialics. Light and air are in-

variably excluded, either by a curtain or shut-

ters.* Tiie floor is either of iilastcr (gypsum) or

boards, but more commonly the latter ; some of

the larger cheese-rooms are warmed by stoves,

or hot air. and occasionally, though rarely, by
fire-places in the room itself. The .small cheese-

rooms are seldom supplied with artificial heat,

except what is gained from the rooms below.

—

Some cheese-rooms are occasionally found to be
in the .summer time too warm, in which case the

cheese has to be removed for a time to a cooler

part of the house. This is more generally neces-

sary where the building is slated, and exposed
to the noon-day sun ; but is seldom or never ex-

perienced where the roof is of thatch. The
size of these offices is of course regulated by the

extent of the farm ; where 30 cows are kept I

find them nearly as follows

:

Yds. Yds. Sq.Yds.

Milk-house 6 by 3 or about 18

Dairy 6 by 5 " 30

Salting and drying-hou.se. 4 by 5 " 20

Cheese-room over daiiy

and drying-house 10 by 5 (or 8 by 6) " 50

The utensils, excepting those I have de-

scribed, will be noticed hereafter.

Process of Cheese-makisg.—As the first

process—namely, that of extracting the whey
and salting—occupies, according to circum-

stances, from five to seven hours, it is found
most convenient to commence it in the morning.
This being the case, the evening's milk has to

be kept all night in the milk-house. In the

morning, the cream having been skimmed off, a

portion of this milk is warmed. This is done in

a circular flat-bottomed brass or tin pan. (see a,

fig. 4,) floated in the boiler, the water of which
has been previously heated for that purpose :

the size of this pan is about 20 inches in diame-

ter and 8 inclies deep. The (juantity to be
warmed depends upon the state of the weather

;

for the first two or three months of the season

(say March, April and May) it is not unusual to

heat as much as lialf the evening's milk to a

temperature of 100^ Fahrenheit, and this heat is

rarely exceeded, excepting by those dairymaids
who wish to save themselves trouble in the after

process. The " cheese-tub," which is similar to

a brewing-tub, having been jjlaccd in readiness

in the dairy, the cold milk is now put in and the

warm added. Supposing the temperature of

the cold milk to be about 50^, and the warm
100^, and they were in equal proportions, the

heat after mixing would be 75^, or something
less ; but in warm weather it will be sufficient

if it reaches 70-". I have known instances of

good cheese being made in summer \\-ithout

^varming any portion of the evening's milk—in-

deed, such now is becoming the general prac-

tice. In very warm weather .some dairy-maids
tliink it necessary to redvice even the tempera-
ture of the morning's milk. The cream, which
is diluted either in about double its quantity of
warm or new milk, or by being exposed to the

heat of the boiler in the same way as the milk,

is next x)ut in. I have before stated that it is

* One reason, amonsst others, assigned for this (uni-

versal) practice, is its tendency to prevent the mis-
chievous crt'i'cts of the t!v.

customary to retain a small part of the cream for

butter: when this is the case, it is considered
best to skim it off the whole surface of the cream
before diluting, as by that means the froth and
bubbles, which are supposed to be prejudicial

to the cheese, will, for the most part, be taken
off. Tliis leads me to the conclusion that fixed
air, if it gets mixed in the curd, has been found
to be detrimental. Since warming of fluids has
a tendency to di.spel this fixed air, it is perhap.s
worthy of consideration whether it would not
be better to warm the whole of the evening's
milk to the required temperature, rather than
heating a part of it so high as 100^. The pro-
cess adopted with the evening's milk, as above
described, is generally finished previous to the
time of .milkhig in the morning ; but if not, the
dairymaid stops and completes it before the new
milk is brought in from the cows. This new or
morning's milk is then added by passing it

through a. sieve placed upon the " cheese-ladder"
over the cheese-tub. When the whole is thus
collected, some few bubbles are invariably found
floating on the surface ; these are skimmed off

and passed through the sieve to break them.
One of the mo.st important points uov^- to be

attended to is the heat of the milk preparatory
to coagulation, as the milk, if at a proper tem-
perature, should now be ready to " set togeth-
er," that is, to receive the rennet. This heat
is rarely tested by any other thermometer than
that of the daii^-maid's hand ; some may, and I

have no doubt do, determine it pretty correctly,

but cannot alwajs.

In con,sequence of the changes in the weatlier
it is difficult even for an experienced dairymaid
to know at all times what proportion of the eve-
ning's milk should be warmeil ; she is therefore
cautious not to warm too much, until the morn-
ing's milk is added and the consequent heat as-

certained. If it be deemed too cool, a little of
the evening's milk which has been reserved is

then warmed, so as to produce the heat re-

quired ; but when none has been reserved, the
necessary quantity taken from the tub after the
admixture of the two milkings is ^^•armed for

that purpo.se. Little is known amongst the
farmers or dain'maids as to the precise heat
which is best. I have seldom heard the subject
named, except by a vague compari.sou, that such
and such dairies were made colder or warmer
than others. I am acquainted with some farm-
ers whose wives are said to have a peculiar
method of their own, and wlio, I believe, obtain
a high price for their cheese in the ^lanchester
market, chiefly from the tendency of the cheese
to green mould. I know little of the system
which these parties adopt, but I understand
they make their cheese " cold "—that is. set the

milk together at a low temperature ; and I am
also inclined to tliink they use less salt than oth-

ers. I have not solicited the privilege of prying
into the mysteries pursued in these dairie.?, nor
could I expect to have been .so indulged if I

had, especially if they had supposed it was for

publication. It is said these parties get a great-

er prii'e for tlieir cheese than many of their

neighbors, which I have no rea.son to doubt;
and I think, from wliat I have seen, they make
quite as gr<!at a (piantity per cow. But the real

price obtained, and the precise quantity made
in any particular dairy, is seldom known beyond
the farmer's own family and the factor.

I ought, perhaps, to state that I have tasted

some of these cheeses, and tiuil tlicm generally
very good, fiiir toasters, and without coloring;



but in pome I have detected a slight sourness

:

from this cause, or, what is more probable, from

too httle salt being used, the cheese \vill not

keep long before decomposition takes place.

—

To the farmer this would only be ofconsequence
in the event of his not being able to sell the arti-

cle at the time he wished. In the dairies where
I have been permitted to take observations, the

lowest heat of setting the milk together was 77°.

I am disposed to think those who make a so-

csdled cold cheese do not adopt much lower tem-
peratures, even in summer, than 74° or 75°

;

since a much longer time would be occupied in

gatlicriug and compacting the curd, and consid-

erable risk incurred of having what is termed a
sour cheese.

The evening's milk in the tub being at or
about 7.5°, as before stated, and the milk which
is brought fi'om the cows 90° or 95°, the tem-
perature of the whole is then found to be some-
where between 80° and 85°

; and I am of opin-

ion that the heat at which milk ought to be and
is commonly coagulated, ranges between those

two temperatures.*
When colcyring is used, whicli is not so ex-

tensively the case as formerly, it is put into the
milk immediately before the rennet. The na-

ture of the article used for this purpose I pro-

pose to investigate under a distinct head in the

Appendix. Tlie quantity of coloring is in some
degree regulated oy the quality of the milk: if

a considerable portion of the cream of the eve-
ning's milk has been taken out for natking but-

ter, a greater qaantity of this coloring matter
will be required to give the cheese that appear-
ance which is found neccs.sary to please the eye
of the consumer, and particularly of those resid-

ing in London or at a distance. Annntto (or,

rather, a coloring matter which goes by that
name) is the ai-ticle used ; 1 lb. of it for each ton
of cheese is a moderate calculation ; this would
be after the rate of half an ounce to 75 Ibs.t The
present retail price of the " be.st real Spanish
Annatto" is 4s. per lb. The coloring is prepared
and applied in different ways, but the most com-
mon is to take a piece of the requisite size, to

fold it in a small bit of linen, and put it in half
or a quarter of a pint of -s^-arm water the previ-
ous night. By this means it gets sufficiently

dissolved. When tlie infusion is poured into

the milk, the linen bag containing it is dipped
in, and i-ubbed betwixt the fingers until the col-

oring is all discharged. The dregs, if any, re-

main in the bag.
The rennet, or steep as it is commonly called,

is next added. I have already stated, in the in-

ti-oduction, that this is an infusion made from the
preserved stomach or maw of sucking calves,

thence called tnav-slfins or bag-skins. A re-

cipe for preserving the skins will be found in

tlie Appendix. To define the quantity of rcn-

* Since writing the above, I have met vnth a farm-
er in Eddisbury Hundred, who says he used the
thennometer durins; the year 1841 for the lii-st time,
and that the heat he uniformly adopted was 84'^. I

also found a thennometer at another dairy near to
this, but it was not in use. I was allowed to test the
heat of the milk with it, and found it 78'^ ; this was
ill June. Tlie precise hent at which milk ought to
be coagulated is a matter of vital importance in

oheese-makiii£;, and can only be ascertained by a se-
ries of careful and judicious experiments made by
scientitic and practical parties.

t The juice of the yellow carrot and the flower of

Marygold are also used for coloiing Cheese.
[Ed. F. L.
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net sufficient for coagulating a given quantity
of milk, is a very difficult matter, as the maw-
skins vary so much in quality. When the farm-
er is laying in a stock for the year, he generally
calculates upon a dozen of skins to a ton of
cheese ; but the skins vary in size, (the price
when cured is from Cs. to 9s. per dozen.) In
using them, it is the practice often to cut two
skins at once. Three square inches taken from
the bottom (or strongest part) of one, and one or
tw^o inches from the top (or weakest part) of the
other, is generally found sufficient for sixty gal-

lons of milk. These two pieces of skin are put
into a cup containing about half a pint of luke-
warm water, with the addition of a tea-spoonful
of salt, some part of the day previous to behig
used. The water thus impregnated with the
maw-skin is passed through the sieve into the
milk, but the skin itself is generally, though not
always, kept out. The reimet-cup is well
scalded before being u.scd again. I have been
told that some farmers make a sufficiently large
quantity of renjiet to last for several weeks, and
find it to answer better than making a small
quantity daily. The question is, wUl it keep
sweet ?

The coloring and rennet having been put in,

the milk is well stirred and left to coagulate.
It is usual to invert the skimming-dish on the
surface of the milk—a practice of doubtful pro-
priety, for this reason, that the curd immediately
under it does not attain the same adhesiveness
as the other, and is one of the causes of what is

commonly called slip cvrd. The tub is now
covered up, cither with a wooden lid, or with
cloths supported by the " cheese ladder ;'' these
assist in preserving the heat of the milk, and
protect it from dust and dirt.

The coagulation (or "coming") is generally
effected in an hour or an hour and a half As
far as my own observations extend, I am led to

think that an average of these two is sufficiently

long, if the proper means are used in efiecting

the formation of the curd : for it is -well known
that, casteris paribiis, tha warmer the milk is at

the time of setting together, or the stronger the
rennet, the sooner will the coagulation take
place, but the curd -will in consequence be
tougher and less in quantity ; on the contraiy,

the cooler the miik, or the weaker the rennet,

the longer will the curd be in fomiing, and the

more tender its quality, but its quantity will be
greater. Bj' attention to these results the cheese-

maker may soon decide when too much or too

little rennet has been put in the milk, and cor-

rect the quantity the next time. It maj' be pro-

per here to state that too much rennet has a ten-

dency to impart an unpleasant flavor, or bitter-

ness, to the cheese.

It may generally be expected that the heat of
the curd when fonned v^'ill be four or five de-

gi-ecs less than the milk v\-as when set together

;

and it is desirable, piarticularly in cool weather,
that this difference should not be greater, other-

wise the subsequent labor vvill be more difficult.

To determine exactly when the curd is in a fit

state for what is called " breaking," requires
some practical knowledge ; with attention this

is soon acquired. The point is generally deter-

mined by gently pressing the surface of the
milk with the back of the hand, or by lifting up
the skimming-di.sh, beneath which tiie curd and
whey will distinctly appear if the coagulation is

complete. Another criterion is the color of the
whey, which should be of a pale green.
The " breaking " and " gathering " of the curd



is the next process. This usee! fonaorU- to be
done by means of the hands and skimmin.ar-tliFh

(a practice still continaed in some dairies) ; bat
the curd-hreaker is now srenerally made use of
for this purpose (see Y\s. 1). It is made of

WTre-"woA, in an oval form, and has a tin rim
round it aboat an inch and a half broad. This
vrire-'work cats the curd, by being passed
through it perpendicularly very, very gently at

first, and in difierent directions, so that the whole
mass is separated into very small portions. The
length of time required for the operation de-

pends upon the quantity of curd: for a 60

pound cheese the operation often takes twenty
or twenty-five minutes. After this the curd
is left for a qnarter of an hour to separate

{iom the whey. and. if the v\-eather be cool,

the tub is covered to retain the heat The curd
having separated, which it does by sinking, a
portion of Uie whey at the top is then taken out

by the portable brass or tin pan before alluded

to, being pressed into it, and emptied into the

set-pan. The curd is then gently broken by the

dairj-maid and her assistant pa-sstng their hands
down to the bottom of the tub. and buoying up
a portion of the curd at each time to the surface,

or by again using the cord-breaker. The curd
having been brought to the top, is easily seized,

and separated into smaller portions, and the

•whey thereby released. This operation takes

about half an hour. After the expiration of an-

other half hour for so soon as the curd is con-

sidered sufficiently settled—^for there is no say-

ing to five or ten minutes how long each partic-

uJar interval of rest should be), more whey is

taken out, and the curd afterwards drawn as

much into one half of the bottom of the tub as

its loose texture w^Ul admit of* Upon the curd
is then placed a semi-circular board adapted to

the size of the tub, with a -weight of about 30

pound placed upon iL This board is peribrated

with boles, about half an inch in diameter, to

allo>*" the whey to escape through. The tub is

now set three or four inches atilt to drain the

w-hey more readily fironi the curd, and to admit
of its being collected and carried off. The skim-

ming-dish is again required to lade out the

whey. The whey, on its way to the set pan, is

passed throush a sieve, to collect any curd
w hich may happen to be floating in it. Tliis

curd is what is called slip cyrd. which by .eome

is not returned to the tub, for the rea.=on I have
ijefore stated. The weight and board are shortly

taken off. and such part of the curd as has been
squeezed from tinder them is again collected on
one side, and a heavier weiffhi (say 50 or 60

poundi applied as before. As the whey escapes
from the curd it is laded out. In the course of a
quarterofanhour the board is airain removed, the

curd cut in intersections of six or eight inches
apart, to assist the discharge of the whey, and the

board, witli additional weights 'about double
the last], again applied- Some dairy-maids now

' Ax, this stase, it is the practice with some dainr-

maids, when they suppose the cord is colder or mere
tender than it ought to be, to return a few gailcms of
whey afaar it ha? been heated over the boifer in the
brass pan JEto the tub aiain. to assist the discharge of
the rf-maining whey. It on the contrary, the cnrrt is

found warmer than i.- intJ-nded or desirable, which is

e-imetrme; the case in hot weath«T or during thundr r.

a few gjilluns of cold wai»ir are appSedto prevent the
curd becoming toaah. These inconveniences would,
in my opinion, seldom if ever happ«-n if a thermi.ra-

eter was used at £rn, and the proper hmax at that

tane adhered to.

add the slip curd. The weights are asain in-

i creased if it be thought necessary : observicg
! always to let the pressure ickich' is applied be
;
gradual, and 7-eg-ulated by the degree of cirni-

j

pactness of the curd, for it this is not attended
I to now, as well as afterwards, a considerable
portion of butyraceous matter wiU be forced out

I and the cheese of cotirse deteriorated.

j

The curd is again cut into square pieces, taken

I

out of the cheese-tub and broken a little by the
i
hands as it is passed into the '• thrusting-tab

'

j

(a. Figs. 2 and 3). [In some dairies a large-sized
cheese-vat, in others a wUlow basket is substitu-
ted for the thrusting-iub.] In this the extraction

j
of the vshey is afterwards continued by the ap-

i plication of •• the screw," of which there are two
or three kinds, but all on the same principle

' (see Figs. 2 and 3 1. The old plan of thrusting—
' and from which the term is no doubt derived

—

was by means of a pole four or five yards long,

j
iixed at one end into an upright post, \\hilst at

I

the other was seated a lusty lad or a man. who
I

kept regularly pressing down the pole upon the
curd, the pole acting as a lever. Both poles and
men are now almost entirely expelled from the
Cheshire dairies ; and the screw is al.«o likely to

be superseded by the "lever press" (Fig. 5).

The advantages of this over the screw are, that
it sinks by its own action with the curd—any
degree of pressure required can be applied and
gradually increased, a/idless attention is neces-
sary : whereas the presstire from the screw is

sudden and uncertain, and having no self-action,

requires the dair}.--maid's assistance every five

or ten minutes to render it effectual.

The •' thmsting-tnb." in which the curd has
now to be pressed, is round, and is perforated
with holes at the sides and bottom for the whey
to escape tlirough (see a, Figs. 2 and 3). Be-
fore the curd is put in, a •• cheese-cloth " of the
coarsest kind, about one and a half yard long,

and a yard wide, (or of dimensions sufficient to

contain the cardi. is placed in it* In this the
curd, after being broken, as before stated, is en-
veloped, and a " sinker." or stron? circular

board, which fits the inside of the tab. placed
on it [b. Figs. 2 and 3!. Upon this the screw Jor

lever press, if used] is let down, and the power
gradually applied.

To assist still farther the discharge of the
whey, long iron skewers are introduced through
the peribrations in the tub, -with their points
directed npward.=, so thatwhen the skewers are
withdrawn there is a drain made for the -whey
to follow. These skewers do not remain in

more than five or ten minutes ; the pressure is

continued a little longer. The curd is now cut
through, in intersect ions of two or three inches
apart, -with a large dull knife, so as not to injure

the cheese-cloth, and the edtre or comer of the

card is cut off all round, and placed in the cen-

tre. After this the pressure is again applied, and
gradually increased, and the skewers introduced

! and '.vithdrawn as before, after the lapse of about
i fifteen or twenty minutes. The curd is then

taken completely out of the mb. cut into four or

five pieces, and each piece broken separately

with the hands to about the size of two or three

inches square. A clean dry cloth is made use

of tl.'e curd folded in it, and asain pressed and
skewered. These operations arc repeated until

the wbey is sufficiently extracted to admit of the

' ChetfecJotk* are Irnm, of a rather closer texture

than canvass, and made for the pDrp<>s<: The coaree

kind are sometimf-^ termed screte-clotiif.
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cxird being tcdted, whi<di is the next part of the

process.

If the mUk 13 set together at six o'clock, and.

the coasnlation takes pJace in an hour and a

quarter, the breaking, gathering, and prepara-

tion for salting is generally accomplished by
eleven or tvrelve o'clock.

This is merely mentioned as some guide to the

new beginner, -who may not be able to judge
fixim the state of the curd -when it is fit for salt-

ing. I may here observe that it is the practice

ia some dairies to salt the curd, %vhilst, in my
opinion, there is too m iich ichey in it.

The quantity of salt used is regulated by
some old custom, or by the fancy or taste of the

dairy-maid, and v,-ixh about as good a chance

of correcmess as that with which die regulates

the temperature of the nulk by the touch. That
clever and experienced persons may determine
the proper quantity of salt in this way tolerably

weU, I admit : but there are many others who
fall in'o error, and all for leant of some fixed
'rule. K there be a certain proportion of salt

which would answer the purpose best, which
there doubtless is, why not ascertain and adopt
it?

'• In all dairies " I'says Mr. Wedge, the author

of the orisinal • Report of the Agriculture of

Cheshire,' written many years ago, but still

equally truei • the same points are admitted to

be essential, but althous-h the means of obtain-

ing those are, upon farms similarly circum-

stanced, so far alike, as to diifer mat^jially in the

minutiae only, yet upon these minutiaB much of

the art of cheese-making depends.
•' That an exact uniformity does not prevail in

every part of the process, is no wonder : for

there is not any of the business which is con-

ducted in a dairy which tends to chemical ex-
actness. Where there is no precision, there can
be no just comparison : and ^vhere no compari-
son can be made, there exists no foundation for

an attempt at uniformity. The degree of heat
at setting dte milk tosrether is never measured,
ike quantity of steep is s^uessed at, and its qaal-

ily not exacdy known ; the qvantity of salt

necessary is undelined. and the sweatins or
fermentfiig of the cheese, when made, is acci-

dental."

As an antiseptic, a certain quantity of salt is

necessary : it is tlie same in this respect with
cheese as it is ^Nath butter or bacon. There may
be. and no doubt are, differences of opinion,

both amoncst makers and consumers of cheese,

as to the desree of saltness which is best ; and
it may be necessary, in order to suit the palates

of the man y. that there should be a ranetu. I

am willins to admit the force of the argument.
80 far. that there misht be these shades of differ-

ence in did'erent dairies, but think that they
ought n»t to exist in one and the same dairy.

—

Each maker strives at tinilormity as regards the

thickness and color of his cheese, and would
like also to attain umibrmity in flavor if he could.

Why not. therefore, measure or •weigh the salt

before using : reaiilatinff the same by the quan-
tity of milk or the Nveight or quantity of curd .'*

* Since writing the above I have learnt that a farm-
er in South Che.=hire, we'll known for his introduc-
tion of improvements in agriculrure, has commenced
the system of weighine his curd previous to saltins it

and he says he uses salt in the proportion of 1 \b. to

4C rt>s of curd. He also informs me he sets his milk
together bv a thermometer, and at a temperamre of
7^ or 77-.—May, 1S15.

I

The former would easily be ascertained by

I

means of a gauge, or graduated rod, which any

j
farmer might make for himseh". to suit his ovm

I cheese-tub. The way to make it v^ould be to

j

pour into the tub a gallon of -w-ater, or any liquid,

, and then to note its higfct; and mark it on the
I rod. This being done, put in anod>er gallon and

j
a?ain mark the bight, and so on tmiil the tub is

: full; taking care afterwards to introduce the rod
' into the same part of the tub, as the bottoms
' are not often leveL

It has generally been considered that a gallon

of -mWk (supposing little or no cream^iias been
I taken from it 1 will produce upon an average of

; the season one pound of saleable cheese : tha:

i
is, when the cheese is four or five months old.

—

In aattmm there is alvrays more curd from the
. same quantity of milk than at any other pan of

theseason.
During wet weather there wiH sometimes be

I more milk than usual though not a proportion-
- ately greater quantity of ctird. An experienced
dairy-maid soon detects these different results.

and makes allowances accordingly. I have met
vvith no dairy-maid who regularly •weighs the

salt; but a highly-respectahle farmer, whose
wife makes a first-rate cheese, has given me the

weight used in his dairy, as near as the san^
can be computed. It is as ibDows :

—

In March and ,ipnl their I'd. lb. oz.

cheeses average about .30 and ab't 10 salt is used.
Inilav, June sndJulT-.-TO -20

jInAuiua: '....60 " 112

I
In September 50 "14 "

j
InOcto'oerandNovem'erSO " 010

In the above instance it wDl be seen that

{
more in proportion was used in stimmer than at

I other times, and that the average is 1 lb. of salt

1 for 40 lbs. of dried cheese lor say forty gaUone
I of milk).

I
I was favored with an account from another

I dairy in w^hich. to oblige me. the salt for <>«« was

I

weighed. For a cheese which welshed 46 lbs.

a few days after makins' (say 42 lbs. at ibtir

I

months old) 1 lb. 1 oz. was used. This is also

j
after the rate of 1 lb. of salt for 40 lbs. of dried

I
cheese, and \vas said to be the quantity uniibna-

1 ly used throughout the year in this dairy, which
! consisted of about forty cows.
I A third account is fhjm a %airy of sixteen

I

co-ws : die quantity of salt used was generally

]
about 1 lb. for 4.5 lbs. of cheese : but the dairy-

I maid made a trial last year with one cheese.

i
using only three-qtiarters of a pound. The

I

cheese was made at the beginnins of Jtine. and
' ^vhen weiched in the middle of September was
42 lbs. This c'beese wtis admitted to be better
than the others in the same dairy.*

The salt termed the " middle grained " is the
; kind senerally used: but some use -fine.'' Be-
' lore applying n the curd is cut into three or fotir
' equal-sized pieces, and each of these is broken
i into smaller pieces by hand, or is palsed once
. tarough the curd-miilt fig. 4j. The salt is then

* It msy not be out of place here to stare ths: a:

i
Northwich. which is about the cenvre of the cotinry.

' and where the principal salt-works are found, salt is

: at present bought for Sd. per bushel of .56 lbs. In

I

lajse quantities the price is conaderably lower.

I t The cmrd-miH is of recent introduction, ard ii is

only in a few dairies that it is met with : some dsirv-
maids hie'nly approving, others ocjectins to it. I tfirn'r

it will soon be more seneraUy adopted.~as it effects a
eavius in time, and break? the turd more reeuiariy

. than it can be dose by hacd.



scattered over it, and the " breaking" continued

either by the liands, tlie curd-mill, or both, until

the salt is well iulennixed and the curd perfect-

ly crumbled. Each portion as it is broken is

put into the cheese-vat, in which has first been
placed a clean and rather finer cloth than was
used for the previous process, an<l the curd is

compacted as much with the hands as possible.

To admit of the curd being properly pressed, it

is necessary to put it into such a vat as it will

ovcrJiU by at least two inches. It is also rounded
up a Httle in the middle. The cloth is then

brought over it and tucked in at the edges of

the vat with a small wooden knife or other dull-

edged instrument. In order to support the out-

side of that part of the curd which is above the

vat, and to keep it in proper form when the press

is applied, a tin or zinc hoop or '-fillet," the

edges of which are rounded off' so as not to cut

the cloth, and the ends lapping over and unat-

tached, so that the same fillet will do for differ-

ent sizes of cheese, is introduced round the in-

side of the top of the vat. The "fillet" thus

placed sinks with the curd, and having small

perforations in it, the emission of the whey is ef-

fected through it as through the perforations of

the vat. Since it has become the fashion to

make Cheshire cheeses thicker than they used
to be, it is no unusual thing to see fillets six or

eight inches broad.

The vat is no\v again placed under the screw
or lever press, and the skewering is also con-

tinued. The pressure is increa.sed at intervals,

and the skewers inserted in fresh places to ac-

celerate as much as possible the discharge of the

remaining whey or " thrustings," as it is now
termed.

In the course of an hour from the time of salt-

ing, the curd is taken from under the screw or

lever pi-ess and out of the vat, for the purpose

of being turned upside down, which is done on

a table. In the first place, the angles of that

side which was topmost in the vat are cut off";

a circular piece, two or three inches deep, is

often also scooped out of the centre, and both

are broken small with the hands and rounded

up in the middle. The cloth being drawn over

the curd, the vat is then turned down upon it,

and re-tuniing the vat with the curd in it, the

other angles and centre part of the curd are

broken in a similar manner : after which the tin

fillet is put on, and the screwing and pressing is

continued as before for about half an hour or an
hour. It will, probably, be two or three o'clock

in the afternoon before the curd (or cheese, as it

may now be termed) is got under the press

;

that is, when it is removed from the screw to

the stone press: but where the lever press is

used instead of the screw, which, I think, might
always be advantgeou.sly done, all the change
that will now be required is a little more weight
at the end of the lever.

Before turning the cheese for the purpose of

placing it under the press, it is usual to prick it

perpendicularly down with a skewer in several

places, for the purpose of making drains for the

whey, after having been so turned. A clean

cloth is applied, and where the lever press is not

used the cheese is put under one of the lightest

of the other kind. A pressure of six, eight, or

ten cwt., according to the size of the cheese,

will be suUicieut. This is generally accom-
plished by about two or three o'clock in the after-

noon. Smaller skewers are now used, and re-

main (by removing them occasionally into fresh

(noo)

places) until about four o'clock : they are then
withdrawn, but the cheese remains half an hour
longer undisturbed, to allow the whey to drain

from it. It is then, or some time in the evening,

turned, a clean cloth is put over it, and the

pressing continued, If the lever press be used,

the weight may be a little increased.

On the second day the cheese is generally

turned twice or three times ; it is al.so skewered,
and clean cloths are used each time of turning.

I would observe here, that if any of the cloths

are used again before they have been washed
and dried in the open air, great care should be
taken that they be well scalded. The presses

used for at Ica.'ft the two first days, and, if pos-

sible, during the whole process, should be situ-

ate in the dairj-, kitchen, or some other mode-
rately warm place, otherwise the whey will be
longer in discharging, and more liable on that

account, from the acidity which it soon acquires,

to injure the flavor of the cheese. Another ad-

vantage of the lever press is, that in cold weather
it may be easily moved to a sufficently warm
place, which cannot be the case with the com-
mon presses. These common presses are chiefly

made of one square block of stone fixed in a
wooden frame, but are also made of wooden
boxes filled with slog or other heavy material.

They are generally fixed by the Malls of the

dairy, for the purpose of being stayed to them,

and being there most out of the way ; when
there is not room in the daiiy or kitchen, they
are placed in the salting room or pantry, which
latter places are often much too cold for the pur-

pose, as the whey seldom gets thoroughly ex-

tracted when the presses are in cold situa-

tions.

On the third day, the cheese is again turned

once or twice, but ought not to require any
skewering. The heaviest press is now had re-

course to, and for a cheese of 00 lbs. or 70 lbs.

weight about 30 art. will be pressure sufficient

;

but some dairy-maids apply as much as two tons,

their heaviest press being that weight. A
cheese-press of this weight, made of a block of

red fi-eestone, would be 3 ft. 2 inches long, 2 ft.

8 inches wide, and 3 fi. 2 inches high.

On the fourth day, it is usual in most dairies

to discontinue the pressing, but in others it is

continued for a day or two longer.

The cheese is then removed to what is

called

—

The Salting and Drying-Hoom.—Some-
times these are distinct apartments, but more gen-

erally one room suffices for both purpo.-^es. The
salt can now, of coui-se, be only applied exter-

nally ; and the good, if any, effected is to hard-

en the coat of the cheese. The cheese I have
before alluded to, as having been made with

three-quarters of a pound of .salt, and wliicIiM'os

mnch above an average in quality, was re-

moved, as an experiment, direct from the press

to the cheese-room. I am inclined to think this

is the better system, or at least that a great deal

of the present labor of the salting-house might

be dispensed widi.

It is, however, only right to state that in most

of the dairies of this county the ])ractice of exter-

nal salting still obtains. I will therefore de-

scribe the process usually adopted.

The cheese is taken out of the vat, and a

strong bandage called a " fillet," about 2 inches

broad, and long enough to go three times round

the cheese, is used. As this bandage is put on,

salt is applied, underneath it, to the coat of the

cheese. The bandage is fastened with strong



pins, the cheese placed on stone or -wooden
shelves or benches, and salt spread on the top

to witliia an inch or two of the edf,'es. The
cheese is turned daily, and fresh salt and a clean

bandage applied. In some few dairies it is the

practice, before the salting above described, to

half immerse the cheesi for two or three days
in strong brine, kept in a shallow tub for that

purpose. The salting process above described
is continued for various periods : by some for

five or si-x^ days, by others as long as three

weeks. I will give the rule followed by the

farmer who furnished me with the particulars

of his salting of the curd, (p. 143.) It is as fol-

lows :

From the beginning of the season (about
March) to the time of the cows being turned out
to grass, (12th May,) the cheese remains in salt

four days ; from thence to the end of July, ten
days ; in August, eight days ; September, six

days; and the rest of the season, four days.

It is obvious, fi-om the practice in this dair}%

that it is considered necessary for the cheese to

remain in salt longer in the middle of summer
than at other seasons.

After this salting, the cheese is well wiped or

w^ashed, has a clean bandage put round it, and
coutinuis in the same room, or an adjoining one,

on wooden shelve.?, for the purpose of being
dried. It is turned once a day, and remains un-

til it is considered sufficiently dry for being re-

moved to the cheese-room. The le^th of time
for keeping cheese in the " drying-house" varies

from seven to twenty days ; and is regulated by
the temperature of the weather, or the cheese-

room to which it has to be next removed. In
hot weather, and especially if the cheese-room
is exposed to the heat of the noon-day sun, the

change from a too cold, drying-houf^e (as many
often are, except, perhaps, in the middle of sum-
mer) to a too hot cheese-room, is calculated to

cause cracks in the cheese ; which said cracks
have from time to time to be filled up by the ap-
plication of bacon-fat, or whey-butter, otherwise
mites would soon be generated, and the appear-
ance of the cheese detracted from. To prevent
this cracking as much as possible, the salting

and drying-houses have rarely, if ever, the win-
dows opened, and drafts or currents of air are
thereby prevented. This precaution is also
adopted in the cheese-room ; and, in addition,
the light is e.x.cluded either by a shutter or blind,
as I have before stated.

The cheese I have before alluded to as hav-
ing been made without any external anltinir, as
an experiment, and which was taken direct

from the cheese-press to the cheese-room , was
made in the beginning of .Tune, and at the end
of September was ready for the market. The
quality of the cheese was better than that made
in the ordinary way, and all the labor of the
salting and drjing-house was saved. My own
impression is, as I have already hinted, that the
drying-rooms are often too cold ; and that if it I

is found to be desirable, as perhaps it may be in

some dairies, to continue the use of such drying-
rooms, the heat should be kept as near as possi-
ble at from 50° to S.^-*. In concluding my re-
marks on this room, I must not omit to observe
that it is necessary the cheeses should remain
bandaged, in order to prevent their bulging, and
also that they should be turned over once a day.
If one cheese be made daily, one will conse-
quently—in the course of a certain time after
the season of cheese-making commences—have
to be removed every day to the ckeese-room.—

(301) 10

When taken to this room, the situation of which
I have before described, it is usual to scrape and
clean the coat of the cheese, and to place it, in
the first mstaiice, in the coolest part of the room
—often for a few weeks upon shelves or bench-
es, which are cooler than the floor ; subsequent-
ly upon the coolest part of the floor, and ulti-
mately upon the warmest part. It is usual to
continue the bandage or "fillet" for several
weeks after the cheese gets into this room, and
mdeed m some dairies until it is sold. It is also
usual to turn the cheeses, and wipe them with
a cloth daily, for at least three or four months,
and every alternate day afterwards ; and when
there are aaiy symptoms of cracking, bacon-fat,
hogs'-lard, or some other fatty substance, is ap-
plied. The floor of the cheese-room is generally
covered with dried rushes, or a coarse grass re-
sembling ru.shes, called " sniddle," or wheat-
straw. The floor should be level, otherwise the
chee.ses will not be kept easily in shape ; and
should be well washed with hot water and soft
soap about twice a-year. The temperature of
the cheese-room should, when attainable, range
between 60" and 65". When this is the case,
the " first make" will generally be ready for the
tactor by September or October, and the " latter
make" by December or January; but in conse-
quence of many rooms being badlv situated and
nnperfectly heated, the farmer very often does
not get his cheese into the market until two or
three months after these respective periods.

—

The object gained in having the cheese-room
about the temperature I have named is three-
fold : the perfect fermentation and ripening of
the cheese, the reduction of labor, and the quick-
er return of projrt.

It is usual in this county to sell the cheese by
what is sometimes termed the long-h'undred,
(120 lbs. to the cwt.) but the factors often require
121 lbs. The price varies with the quality of
the article, the state of the market, and the size
of the cheese

; for large cheeses always sell for
more per lb. than smaller ones. There is, per-
haps, nothing more difficult to ascertain than the
average price of cheese, inasmuch as both farm-
er and factor make the pnce a secret. The
highest I heard of last season (18-13) was 72s.
per cwt. of 120 lbs., or a little more than 7d. per
lb.

;
the lowest would probably be about 40a.

or 45s.*

Conclusion.—I am aware that a great deal
might still be said bearing on this subject. The
various defects of cheese, the great difference
in the flavor, the efiects of different pasturage
and food, and various other matters, might be
discussed, but it is considered this essay is al-
ready too long and tedious. I shall, therefore,
content myself by giving the following tabular
statement, and the iufoi-tnation promised in the
Appendi.x. I cannot, however, clo.se my re-
marks without expressing my admiration of the
industry, cleanliness and'frugality of the Che-
shire dairymaids. Their labors are great in-
deed

;
their cleanliness not to be surpassed

;

and to their good management it is that the
landlord may often consider himself indebted
for the whole of his re7it.

* There is a general vrish on the part of the farm-
era to adopt the standard vi^eipht of 1]2 lbs., but the
factor."! have hithcTto in a ei-eat measure succeeded
in purchasing according to the old custom of 120 Iha.
The law for regulating weights and mea-sures has lit-

tle or no etfect in this county, as the numerous cus-
toms at variance vyith that law, and still in opera-
tion, bear testimony.
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APPENDIX.
The Scalding of the Whey, and the

Making of Whey-Kutter.—This process is

carried on simultaneously with the making ot'

the cheese. The whey which comes from the

cord previous to its being salted is called the

green ivhey, and that which is extracted after-

wards llie thrustinas, or white whey. The lat-

ter are more or less impregTiated with salt. As
soon as the principal part of the green whey is

collected in the set-pan, a fire is lighted under
it of Caunel coal, crop-'wood, or otlier quick

burning fuel. The remainder of the green whey
is added after the tire is lighted. It is usual to

skim off any small particles of curd which float

on the whey, and give them to the poultry.

—

Whilst the whey is heating it is necessary that

it should be frequently stirred, or it will be lia-

ble to bum to the bottom of the pan. When it

has attained a heat of about 160^ or 170^, if any
whey is wanted for the family it is then taken
out. W^hen the vvhej' has reached the heat of
180^ it is in a fit state tor breaking. This may be
effected by any simple acid, but it is customary
here to u.se .sour buttermilk, and with it the

thrustings of the previous day. The quantity

of buttermilk necessary may be easily ascer-

tained. I have only noted what was used in one
instance, which was 1 pint of buttermilk and 2

quarts of thrustings, {which had been mixed the

day previous to being used, and kept in a toler-

ably warm place to increase the acidit}') to '22

gallons of whey. The breaking by uiis method,
which is almost instantaneous, has the eifect of

«ausing all the creamy matter to rise to the sur-

face, from which it is regularly skimmed off. and
put into a cream-mug. The last skimmings are

levvaeA Jleetings, and are generally reserved for

the use of the servants. It is necessarj', after

the breakings are put in, to check or withdraw
the fire, to prevent the whey from boiling. The
refuse whey, after the cream is skimmed off, is

ladled out of the pan for the use of the pigs ; and
it is generally conveyed by a spout fixed above
the pan, wliich leads to a cistern or tub in which
the pig-meat is kept.

The making of butter from irhey-cream varies

very httle fi'om the process of making butter h-om
the cream of milk. The cream is kept for three or
four days, or until it has become clotted (provin-

cially termed calved.) Those who make the

best whey-butter have a .spigot and faucet to

each of their cream mugs to let off the whey,
which in the course of a few hours settles at the

bottom, and which, if allowed to remain, imparts
a rank flavor to the cream, and consequently to

the butt<;r. The temperature of the cream, when
put into the chum, is generally ascertained by
the hand ; but if a tliermometer be used, the

heat which I would recommend is 60^, having
found that the be.st. If it be much h igher than
this, the butter may be e.xpected not only to be
soft, but inferior both in quantity and quality

;

and if much lower, the operation of churning
will be prolonged, and indeed tedious. At this

heat the time in churning will probably be about
an hour and a-half. It will perhaps be necessarj-

in cold weather to put hot water into the chum,
and iu w^arm weather to put in cold water,
in order to attain this desirable object as to

heat.

From 100 gallons of milk there will not be
less than 90 of whey, which should yield from
10 to 12 gallons of cream, or 3^ to 4 pounds of

butter. The quantity of whey-butter per cow
IB about half a pound per week, taking the sea-

(30:s)

son through ; but with that small portion of

cream of the evening's milk (to which I have
alluded at p. 110) added, the fanner often chums
as much as three-quarters of a pound of butter

per cow per week, or from 20 to 2-5 lbs. per an-

imm : 1 lb. of salt is sufficient for cming 37 lbs.

of butter, if for pre,seni tise.

Cheese-Colori.n'g.—This ingredient is or

should be annatto for annottoj, the produce of

the Bixa orcllana of Linnaeus. It is, I believe,

chiefly imported from the West India Islands,

and used tor dyeing. The coloring chiefly used

iu chee.se-making is prepared by manufacturers

iu this country for the purpose. It gives the

cheese that amber or cream-like appearance
which is unfortunately required in order to

please or deceive the eye of the London con-

sumer. For the Manchester and Liverpool

markets, and for home consumption, the Chesh-
ire farmer rarely uses it in his cheese-making,
as it is well known it does not improve, but if

an inferior article is botight, and especially if

much be used, it may deteriorate tlie flavor

very much. Those who wish to be enlightened

on this subject would do well to read the "Essay
on Chee.se-Coloring," written by Mr. Whitley of

Stretton, published by Ridgway, in w Inch it is

clearly proved that the greatest bulk of the

cheese-coloring used in this country is only an
imi/ation of annatto, but sold by that name,
and consisting of such ingredients as tumeric

powder, potash, and .soft soap or train oil, well
mixed to form a mass along with a little " real

Spani.sh annatto." I cannot, for two reasons,

here resist inserting a verbatim copy of a paper
\vhich was printed and published several years

ago by a cheese-factor in Cheshire: Jirst, be-

cause it is an acknowledgment, on his part, that

much bad colorma; did then exist ; and, secondly,

because it contains ' A Word of Advice to the

Dairy-maid,' ^vhich shows what were consider-

ed some of the defects of the dairy sy-stera at

that time, and what in his opinion the remedies.

Many dairy-maids even now would do well to

attend to this latter advice.

"Look You Here, and Brr "s Colobing.—
To all that may be concerned in making colored

dairies of cheese, begs to inform the users of

annatTo, for the pui-pose of colorine, that he has for

the last ten years felt sorry to hie lieart for srreat

numbers of dairy-ownei-s. to see such had colored

dairies as he in general has done, and the very great

loss the owners thereof hsve annually met with on
this account.

" having, therefore, been determined, for the

farmers' interest, to use eveiy influence possible with

the inanufacturers of this article to have the same
senuine, which till lately has been to little purpose, as

one-half they have in general sent out has proved to

be far short of the color which the market requires,

he has at last gained considerable information from
sundrj- manufacturers : and he b.as now i-ngaged a

person that hiis been in the haViit of making and
seeing this article mode for the period of t-wenty yenrs

and upwards, and as is now in the habit ofseeing

and hearing what other mamifarturers have been ancl

are doing, conrinoes him that farmers will still find

themselves but linle better otf by following their old

mode, he has detennined to make the article of an-

natto in its genuine and original purity, and is now giv-

ing the public a favorable opportunity of having some
of this verj" stiperior coloring, which, from its brilliant

color, will recommend to the farmer a great variety

of customers for their choicest dairies."

" A Word of Advice to the Daibt-Maid.—Let
your rennet or steep be put into your milk of a tem-
perate heat or wammess. After the curd is formed,
do not let any part of it be Btarved, or get any colder
than your owe hand.
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" All dairy-maids that would have real fine-flavored

cheese would do well to thrust it with their hands,

that there are no cold draughts from doors upon

their curd, but keep it gradually warm, but not to

scald it neither with water, whey, nor buniinj,' vats.

Have your first press not loo heavy, and in aa mode-

rate a warm place as you can possibly place it ;
study

a warm sailing-room ; use neither flags nor slates for

your cheese to lie on, but good planks
;
your diying-

room to be moderately wann, and also your cheese-

room ; cold damp rooms, flags, or slates, wiU spoil the

handiwork of the bett dairy-maids ;
you should never

Buti'er your cheese to be starved, or get into a cold

damp state, as it very materially hurts the flavor.

" Good calf-skins, or calves' bags, as are invariably

made use of, are of serious consequence to the flavor

and the coming of the cheese."

A Recipe for Curing the Maw-Skins.—
Procure the skins fresh fi'om the butcher the

year previous to tlieir being wanted ; clean out

the cliyly matter, and ev*y otlier apparent im-

purity ; the inside is then turned outward on a

table, and saUed ; the skins are tlten laid one

upon another, with a layer of salt between each,

in a deep earthenware vessel similar to a cream-

mug ; they are then covered over with salt, and.

have a lid of slate or flag placed on the top.

They are taken out as wanted, about a month

previous to being used, and the brine drained

from them. They are then spread on a table,

and fine salt is powdered on each side. In this

state they are rolled with a paste-roller, distend-

ed with a splint of wood, and hung up to dry. ^
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Scale, 2 Feet to an Incli.

From the London Ag. Gazette of June 21, 1&45.

Electro-Culture.—A late number, contain-
ing a statement of your mode of supplying the
electric fluid to plants, appearing to you as good
an arrangement as that wliich I, after much and
years of thought directed to the subject, adopt-
ed, and which has been since promulgated, will,

I hope, be a svifficient excuse for giving some
of the reasons why it is not as yet with j-ou at-

tended by beneficial effects. Both the north and
the south end of the wire suspended and collect-

ing the electric lluid ought to be in metallic
communication with the buried wires, otherwise
the circulation of the electricity is intercepted,
or nearly so, for I find that the comer.s of my
plots do not affect the magnetised needle simi-

larly ; thus, although the south end of the sus-

pended wire attracts the south pole ofthe needle,
and the north end of the wire the north pole of
the compass-needle even at some distance, the

south-eastern and nortli-eastem comers of the
buried wire both attract the north end of the
neeille, while the south-western and north-west-
em attract the .south pole of the needle ; and as
this result cannot be obtained with the wires
buried and disposed as in your experiment, so

also the result cannot be similar to that \vhich it

is in my arrangement. Besides, the electric

tension of the air has, until the last few days,
been bo low, that any very perceptible
beneficial influence for the last two months
could not have reasonably been expected,
any more than a wiudmill would be of
use when there exists little or no wind.
Experiment on eight acres in one plot has
already proved that largo areas may be electro-

(30.5)

cultured, although as at first advised by me the

parallelograms should be longer north and south

than they are wide from east to west in the

proportion of one to two or three, and every

increased width of about 30 to 40 yards, beyond
the first 30, should have at least one additional

suspended collecting wire. "Beta" observes,

that the effect of the electi-icity extends without

the plot surrounded by the buried \vire. My
observations lead me to believe that it does so

in a very limited degi-ee to the eastward, the

Ime of com improved on that side being con-

cave, or receding from the east in the mid-length

of that side, which it was in about the same de-

gree convex, or tending beyond the wire to the

west, on that side. The explanation given

above why the diverging wires had not the same
influence when supplied with electricity as the

circumventing wires, also indicates the reason

why the effect is so nearly confined to the plot,

or area, included by the latter. I would also

advise your floricultural readers to have the

whole of the buried wires, poles, &c., arranged

at once, if not previously done, but not to erect

the suspended wire until the flower-buds are

beginning to be formed, otherwise the plants

will thrive to an unusual extent, as I have seen

this year they did in the hands of a friend, and

the flowers will in consequence be injured in a

degree, while if the additional power is added

just as the flower-buds ai-e fomied, nearly the

whole of the increased supply of fl.uid will be

employed in the development of the flowers,

which are, in consequence, larger, more per-

fect, and the colors more brilliant.

(R. Dewey Foreter, Finthassie, near Elgin.
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SILK PLANT—GUANO.

LETTER FROM MR. TESCHEMACHER.

Boston, 4th Aug:u8t, 184.5.

Dear Sir : Two days ago your publishers

sent me No. 1 of the Farmers' Library and

Monthly Journal of Agriculture, edited by yon.

Allow me to ofl'er my best wLshes for its success,

and occasionally a few hints, as the spread of

sound agricultural knowledge in this country

is an object near to my heart.

Your Silk Plant from Tripoli is an asclepiad-

eous plant called Gomphocarpus, (from gom-

phos and karpos, club-fruited) ; it differs from

Asclepias, our milk-weed, merely in the con-

struction of that part of the flower called the

corona, and in the club-shaped fruit. I have

raised plants here several years ago, but the

Sun»merwas hai-dly long enough to mature the

fruit, the sUky appendage to the seed, ho^vever,

is not of sufficient strength to make it valuable

for cultivation, and for stuffing cushions it would
be very expensive.

Yom* infonnatiou on the subject of Guano
does not appear to be the result of well-con-

dtJcted experiments, but of such, where it has

been applied, as chance directed. In Mr. Breck's

paper (New-England Farmer) last Autumn, I

suggested that the Agricultural Society of Mas-

sachusetts should offer a handsome premium for

the best-conducted Agricultural Experiments

on this subject ; we should then have had valu-

able and authentic information. I thought it

within the range of their duties ; they, I sup-

pose, thought otherwise, and nothing was done.

Having myself only a little garden spot, of

course it was out of my power to make agri-

cultaral experiments, but what could be done
in a small garden I have done.

I confess I am surprised to hear of so many
failures

—

all which I have been able to investi-

gate, arise from error in application. In no soil

but a stiff clay can it fail to produce its effects
;

in no soil but one amply provided akeady with

phosphate of lime, can its effects fail to be per-

manent. In arid soils it is, properly applied, of

great value, as it infuses tlia:t strength and soliditj-

into the juices which enable the plant to with-

stand the drouth. To this object, one of my
experiments has been devoted with perfect suc-

cess. On a southern bank, my peas were green

and fre.sh, while those of my neighbors, with

manure, w^ere brown and burnt up. This, and
every other efficient action of Guano, is pro-

duced by reflecting on the gi'owth and position

of the roots of plants, and placing the Guano in

such a situation that they may reach it \\ hen
ihey are of a pretty good strength, and the

moisture of the soil has sufficiently decomposed
the manure; but sowing the seed in contact

with Guano, or placing where the young eprout-

(306)

ing root touches it immediatelj^ is sure to cause

a failure. The same is sure to ensue when the

Guano is spread on the sui-face, so that ammo-
niacal virtues escape into the atmosphere.

Excuse my troubling you with these hasty

lines, and believe me,

Most truly your well-wisher,

J. E. TESCHEAUCHER.
John S. Skinneb, Esq.

NATIVE, OR WILD ^UIZE.

[From the National Institute.]

Washington, 15tli July, 1845.

My Dear Sir : I send you some pods, con-

taining seeds, of a plant called " Native, or Wild
Maize," indigenous to the southern part of Mex-
ico. Specimens of this plant were recently sent

by John Black, Esq. U. S. Consul at the City oi

Mexico, to Mr. Markoe. The Consul says, in

his letter accomompanyiug the plants, " From
this seed the Maize now in use, is said to have

been produced by repetition of plantings."

Whether tliis is true or not, I am not able to say,

but am inclined to doubt it.* In this opinion I am
sustained by Mr. Rich, Botanist of the Exploring

Expedition. It would, however, be interesting

to plant the seed, give it a fair trial, and ascer-

tain what changes, if any, it would undergo by

cultivation.

Its mode of growth is totally different from that

of our common Indian Com, and it seems to me
almost impossible that it should ever even as-

similate to it.

With respect and esteem, your friend and obt. sevt

JNO. K* TOWNSEND.
J. S. Skinneb, Esq.

[* The improvement appears to us not to be greater

than has been accomplished by cultivation in some

other cases. The plant may be seen at the office of

the Fanners' Libraiy.

—

Ed.}

J^' The beautiful illustration of the Cotton

PLANT.byMr.S.B.THORPK, of Louisiana, "taken

from life," which adorns this number of the

Farmers' Library, will, when the volume is

bound, more properly belong to the October

number, in which we propose to commence, if

not to conclude a sketch of tlie history and uses

of Cotton, from the classical pen of W. B. Sea-

brook, Esq., President of the South-Carolina

Agricultural Society. In that number, too, we
expect to give the first of a series of papers, on

the growth and manufacture of the Sugar Cane,

from a gentleman whose pen casts new light on

whatever it touches.
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THOUGHTS ON TREES AND FLOWERS.

SUGGESTED, OE REVIVED, BY A LETTER FROM A CLERGYMAN,

We give place to the letter from our obliging

friend, the Rev. J. O. Choules, with particular

pleasure, and the more eo, as it seems to warrant

the hope that we may regard it, to speak in lan-

guage that every farmer will understand, as an

entering wedge—or, shall we say, as a nest-egg!

the use and value whereof needs no explana.

tion for one who felicitates himself, as will be

seen, that he "has been very successful this

year, in raising a large stock of poultry," and al-

most promises to say his say about chickens,

for the Farmers' Library.

But we cannot suppress the wish tliat our

friend had dwelt more and longer, as we are

sure he might have done with force and ele-

gance, on the science and the virtue of the love

of Trees and Flowers, and of Latj^scape Gar-

dening, as eminently worthy of more general

and higher cultivation in our country, and yet

most greviou.slj' and shamefully neglected. Ful-

ly impressed, as we are, with the fine effect

which would ensue the spread of such a ta.ste,

as well on the moral sentiments as on the physi-

cal aspect of the country, we should rejoice to

have it inculcated, and in every form illusU'ated

through the pages of the Farmers' Library, by
one who could so well persuade others to act

upon the sentiments, which on that subject, he
evidently entertains himself with so much en-

thusiasm that he would be ever saying, with Sir

Walter Scott, to the gardener—"Take care that

ye be aye planting a tree !"

In this interesting matter of encouraging and
enlightening the pubHc taste for Landscape
Gardening, Downing, as we have elsewhere
said, is doing for us, what was done with less

existing necessity for England, by Repton and
Price, andmore recently by LouDos; and now,
as we are advised by the letter of Mr. Choules,

we are to have another book on Trees, to cover
the ground, ifany which may not have been oc-

cupied by the amiable and eminent artist who
distingui^^hes Newburgh by his residence, his

trees, his fruits and his flowers
; and above all,

by making that the centrifugal point for the dif-

fusion of so much elegant and useful knowledge.
Undoubtedly it is in the power of the Clergy,

as has been well and opportunely suggested by
Mr. C. and especially of those resident in the
country, to do much in exemplification of the
science and the beauties of Arboriculture and

(3071

how better could they enforce the spirit of all

true religion ? For it would bo as impossible

for oil and vinegar to commingle, spontaneous-

ly, as that unmitigated selfishness and misan-

throphy should dwell in the same bosom with

the love of trees and of flowers. Of this Byron
seems to be aware, where thus he seeks, by
some redeeming touches, to relieve the desper-

ate character of the greatest Pirate

" That ever scuttled ship or cut a throat."

—Old Lambko.

" Still o'er his mind the influGnce of the clime
Shed its Ionian eleeance, which show'd

Its power unconsciously full many a time,

—

A taste seen in the choice of his abode,
A love of Music and of scenes sublime,
A pleasure in the gentle stream that flow'd

Past him in crystal, and a joy mfl^iwcrs,
Bedew'd hia spirit in his calmer hours."

Nor is a partiality for such studies by any means
incompatible with the highest degi-ee of literary

and scientific attainments. On the contrary, as

truly stated by Mr. Downing, in his Historical

notices of Landscape Gardening, the glory and

merit of the revolution, from the stiff and formal

to the easy and natural stj'le of gardening, be-

long to two among the brightest luminaries of

English Literature, Addison and Pope.

To Pope's powerful agency in achieving

the great modem reform upon the old angular

system practised before his day, in laying off

gardens, emphatic testimony is borne too by

Horace Walpole in his letters to Sir Horace

Mann.

It has, indeed, been affirmed, and tlie observa-

tion is doubtless as just as it is natural, that there

is an intimate connexion between Landscape

Gardening, Landscape Painting, and Land.scape

Poetry : it being the province of the fu-st to cre-

ate, the second to paint, and the third to describe

the scene. It is urged tliat the subjects on which
they work, are the same, with this difference,

that the range of the Landscape Poet is wider

and more varied than those of the others ; and is

addressed to the eye and the car, while the otliers

are confined to the impressions made on the

mind through the eye. Whence it appears that

the Landscape Painter is much indebted to the

Landscape Gardener, for the vast variety of

pleasing and striking objects that are made to

harmonize with each other in scenery which the

gardener has brought into view, but which, if
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left to nature, could not have been viewed to ad-

vantage, nor presented as pleasing objects in

Landscapes. For a like reason the Lan<iscapc

Painter is much indebted to the Landscape Gar-

dener, for concealing objects which are disagre-

able to the eye, and for filling np broken defects

in a scene which he could not have represented

on canvass as a complete whole. The Gardener

efi'ects this by planting characteristic trees

where tlie landscape is broken ; and also to

conceal defects and repulsive objects. These

trees become conspicuous objects, and w^hen

tastefully dispo.sed, produce a pleasing hannony

on which the mind dwells with admiration and

delight. The Poet on the other hand, is not less

indebted than the Painter to the skill and taste

of the Gardener for the harmony and variety of

soothing and delightful objects produced by him,

which are naturally creative of new ideas, and

which enrich his compo.sstions by affording ma-

terials for his di.scription of sublime, picturesque

and beautiful scenery.

"We ought not, we cannot omit the occasion,

to urge upon all who have influence in shaping

public opinion, and through it the legislation of

tlie Country, the importance of taking measures

for having the arts of design taught in all our

schools. How many millions does France levy on

the world, entirely owing it to her proficiency in

the Fine Arts? How else has she embellished

her capital and sent her armies into foreign coim-

tries, at an expense that would have otherwise

overwhelmed her in bankruptcy, but that her

inimitable proficiency in the arts of tasteful in-

vention enables her to sell to other nations the

millions on millions of fabrics and manufactures

which, with equal cultivation of the arts employ-

ed in their preparation, they ought to make at

home—who would believe, that with a greater

variety and beauty of timber and material for

textile fabrics and ornamental household furni-

ture, the United States imported many hundred

thousand dollars worth of fine goods and fur-

niture in the last year from France ! Why
is it that in the fashion of a sofa, a picture-

frame, or a sideboard, or a smelling bottle,

there should be as much difference between

French and English or American design, as

between the square and compass style in Land-

scape Gardening, of "capability Brown,"

and the easy natural good sense style into which

Hepton reformed that beautiful art ? Clearly be-

cause in France the art of design takes the place

of Latin and Greek in the general course of ed-

ucation. See how the value of it is illustrated

in working up a dollar's co.st of flax, into a fabric

for which the Princess or the Millionaire pays

61000 ! Thus it is that she puts the whole world

under contribution to her excellence, in those

arts which it should be tlie careful policy of

every wise nation to foster—can it tlicn be too
(30S)

often urged that here is to be the great beginning

point of reform in our educational systems. We
should bend the twig as we would incline the

tree. Even the scene-shifter, at first deaf to the

charms ofmusic, will in time have his ear attuned

to harmony. Already has Yankee ingenuity

learned to excel the world in the coar.ser fabrics

until the native troops of Calcutta are seen to

strut in Lowell manufacture. We need not the

capacity nor docility—what we want is the

taste, to be created in our public schools, by our

public writers, by exhibitions of American In-

stitutes, and above all by wise and liberal legis-

lation.

To return to the art of Landscape Gardening

and Drawing—the principles should be taught

in every public school in New-York to begin

with. Practical Horticulture itself, when proper-

ly understood is to be regarded as an intellectual,

and therefore, and in that proportion, an honora-

ble pursuit ; for even that requires a knowledge
of the various kinds of soil, and the action of the

diflerent manures, combined witli a knowledge

of the outlines of botany at least, and of vegeta-

ble phy.siology. But to practice the finer art of

Landscape Gardening, and to laj- down rules for

the improvement of Country Seats and Public

Grrunds, demands even more than ordinary ac-

quirements, yet not more than might vs'ell be

taught in its rudiments at least in all our Com-
mon Schools, and in its higher degrees in a Na-

tional Institute, such as the Smithsonian Legacy
might and ought to establish and provide for at

Washington.

The sooner education in any art or trade is

commenced, the greater will be the proficiency

—

who would think of taking up a lad of twenty

to make him a rope-dancer any sooner than a

horse in his teens to make him a racer ? Would
you have your son tuni out a Paganini, put the

violin in his hands in his earliest youth—so when
more difficult arts are to be taught, as painting,

for instance, or sculpture, give him the pencil

and tlie chisel as soon as he can use them, and

place before him the most beautiful models— in-

spire his genius and animate his ambition by

grand and .sublime images from Virgil, Homer,

and, above all, Milton—after all the first to

give true and grand conceptions of Landscape

Gardening, as he was the first of Poets—last-

ly, opportunity should be afforded to study,

when it can be done, the pictures of the great

masters, such as Raphael, Guide. Correggio

and others, that he may in these study the magic

ofdesign, composition, coloring, ifcc, and oh! that

in our Country, -we may see the day, that enlight-

ened public sentiment and reformed legislation

shall decree to excellence in the fine arts and

in industrial pursuits, the honors and rewards

which military despotisms, and some Republics,

in servile imitation of tbem, have reserved so



exclusively for military excellence, and that

Bomctimes of more tiiaii doubtful stamp.

To enter on the profession of a Landscape

Gardener, a young- man should possesB. not as

we are too apt to suppose, a mere knowledge

of reading and writing; he should have a com-

petent knowledge of aritlimetic, geometry, and

trigonometry. He must learn, as we have had

occasion to say before, Landscape Painting, in

order to comprehend the true principles of this

fine art, and to enable him to draw embellished

designs, and to represent the legitimate charac-

ters of landscape scenery. He ought to possess,

too, some knowledge of architecture, to qualify

him to sketch elevations.

But it was not within our design to write a

dissertation on this subject. Mr. Downing has

supplied that desideratum with great taste and
ability. All we can do is to admire what he has

done so well, and to raise our feeble voice in favor

of more general and adequate provision for in-

struction, not only iu this, but m all the arts of de-

sign—arts which may displaj- themselves as well

in every article of clothing and furniture; in the

trappings alike of the soldier and his steed ; in

a sand-box or an ink-stand ; in the binding of a

book, as in the shape of a goblet ; iiJ'the fashion

of a garden-scat, as in the fomi of the celebrated

"mystic urn," about ten inches high and six

in its greatest diameter, for which the Duke
OF Portland gave one thousund guineas !—
known tlu-oughout tlie world as the Portland
Vase.

On a late visit to Saratoga, there was nothing

which so agi-eeably impressed us as the evident

partiality for ti-ees and flowers, which mai-ks

the progress of improvement at that salubrious

resort within tlie last fifteen years—clearly indi-

cating the existence of good taste on the part of
tlie inhabitants and the keepers of the public

establishments, while it manifests the general
growth of refinement, since these improvements
about the hotels are addressed, we may suppose,

to the taste of tlicir -visiters, and are expected to

form agreeable and popular attractions.

It is not easy to measure the influence which
a few individuals in any town or neighborhood
may exercise iu disseminating a partiality for

such adornments of the mansion and sun-ouud-
ing grounds

; and whose example so likely to

prove efficient as that of the Pastor of a country

parish, whose profession natui-ally leads him to

look and to point to the visible works of the

Creator, as the most captivating and conclusive

proofs of His wisdom and beneficence ? And,
of all the productions of the organic world, what
so grand a.s trees ! what so sweet as flowers !

80 beautiful as birds !—and, may we not add,

what country has Providence so bountifully sup-

plied with all these as the Americas! The va-

nety and magnificence of our autumnal scenery
CiOP)

have extorted admiration even when beheld by
the jaundiced eyes of tourists, as ready to find

'fault where none exists, as to expose the many
which candor must not allow us to repudiate.

In religious history, too often stained with

bloody strifes, there is nothing more redeeming
and consolatory than tlie addiction to Horticul-

ture, Floriculture, and rural embellishment, al-

luded to in all accounts of ecclesiastical life and
habits in the early ages

:

"And to his own judicious pains
The Viair's dwelling and the whole domain
Owes that presiding aspect which might well
Attiact your notice."

Of what these elegant pursuits owe to the

Clergy, there is, to go no further, abundant testi-

mony iu the grounds about St. Mary's Seminary
at Baltimore, and the Catholic College in George-

town, D. C, and all know that in the bloody foot-

prints of the conquerors of Pertx and Mexico,
the Roman Catholic priests followed, as plant-

ers of the choicest finits and vegetables of the

Old World. Thus did a Christian Ministry- en-

deavor to efface the remembrance of cruelty

and rapine, pei-petrated by a Christian Soldiery

on the unoll'ending Natives ofAmerica—who, ac-

according to Prescott, easily the first ofAmer-
ican Historians, had already manifested a passion-

ate love of flowers, and had carried their culture

to a high state of excellence. The love of home
and the force of patriotic associations in their

minds were touchingly evinced in the feelings

which Humboldt tells us prompted the Catholic

Priests to call around their friends for festive

enjojTnent over the first bloom and earliest ripen-

uig of flowers and fruits which had been brought

with them from old Spain.

Vegetable Physiologj', including tlie charac-

ter and uses of trees, has been the study, as al-

ready intimated, ofmen of the highest eminence
among Naturalists, and Poets, and .Statesmen;

and even learned Jurists have brought this sort

of knowledge into profes.sional ser\-ice—for

questions of law, as is well known, have been
settled by counting the concentric circles of

trees, to determine doubtful boundaries. Thus
may trees be said, almost without a figure, to

have spoken to the patient truth-searching Chan-

cellor. By tlieir means,

facts and events
Timing more puncmal, unrecorded fectt
And misstated setting right,"

he has the better succeeded in unraveling and
baffling complicated schemes of fi-aud, and so

restored the scales of Justice to their even bal-

ance.

The present Chancellor Bland, of Mary-
land—a great lover and connoisseur of trees, and
neitlier an indiftbrent or unlearned student of

ATegetable Physiology generally—might, we
know, contribute something to the stock of
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knowledge on these subjects, if he could take

time from Iiis fields and his books.

Cowper, we remember, well indicates, in his

affectionate apostrophe to the old " Yardly

Oak," which had fallen into decay, not only his

knowledge of the physiology of trees, but, iu

the following lines, shows his estimate of the

value of that best of all timber for ship-building

:

" Time wp.s, when, settling on thy leaf, a fly

Could shake thee to the root—and time ha.s been
When tempests could not. At thy tu-mest age

Thou had.^t witliiu thy bole solid contents, [deck

That might have ribbed the sides and planked the

Of some rta^rsed admiral : and tortuous arms.

The shipnTij,'lit'8 darling treasure, didst present

To the ibur-quartered winds, robust and bold,

Warped into tough knee-timber, many a load !

But the ax spared thee."

Shall we not gratify man}' readers, and carry

them back to well-remembered youthful days

and feelings, by introducing here the last verse

of Campbell's " Beech-Tree's Petition"—" Oh
leave this barren spot to me " ?

" Thrice twentj- summers I have seen
The sky grow bright, the forest green

;

And many a wintry wind have stood
In bloomless. tri.iitless solitude,

Since Childhood in mj' pleasant bower
First spent its sweet and sportive hour

—

Since youthful lovers in my shade
Their vows of truth and rapture made,
And on my tnink"s sur\'iving frame
Carved many a long-forgotten name.
Oh ! by the sighs of gentle sound
First breathed upon ttis sacred ground

—

By all that Love has whispered here,

Or Keauiy heard with ravished ear

—

As Love's own altar, honor me :

Spare, woodman, spwe the beechen tree !

"

DecandoUe, one of the most celebrated botan-

ists of modem times, has paid great attention to

the mode alluded to above, for ascertaining the

age of trees by counting the concentinc circles.

Humboldt con.siders a certain Boabab tree of

Africa the oldest organic monument of our plan-

et; and Adanson, a distinguished botanist, has,

by ingenious calculation.s, ascertained its age to

be 51.50. Examples of the species have been

seen, it is said, which, with a trunk ninety feet

in circumference, were only twelve feet in

bight. A still larger was seen by Mr. Golberiy

in the valley of the two Gagnacs in Afnca. It

was thirty-four feet in diameter. The flower,

says tlie account before us, is of the same pro-

poitions as the tree. A Tree of this species

has lately attracted the notice of Mr. Wise,

our Minister at Rio, and is the subject of a

letter to Mr. Markoe, Secretarj- of the Nation-

al Institute. There is a Cj-press in Mexico

which is said to be one hundred and seventeen

feet in circumference, and which tlie younger

DecandoUe considers to be even older than

the Boabab of Adan.son. The Yew is sup-

posed to be the oldest tree in England, where

some are grovN-ing which are confidently be-

lieved to be much older than the introduction of

Chri.stianitv. The Yewof Braboum Churchyard,
1310)

in Kent, has attained the age of liOOO years ; but

that, says Chambers, at Hedsor, in Bucks, sur-

passes all others in magnitude and antiquity.

—

It is in full health, and measures above twenty-

seven feet ; consequently, according to Decan-

dolle's method of computation, which we have

not taken room to describe, thisYew has reached

the enormous age of 3-240. In all likelihood,

this is the most ancient specimen, says our au-

thor, of European vegetation.

But without having time or space for half the

train of thoiight lighted up by the letter of our

friend, who could so much better do justice to

the subject, we must recur once more to the taste

for floriculture and tree-culture, displayed in and

around Saratoga, to pay a slight tribute to those

who have promoted it.

Very- little inquiry led us to regard, as among
those who had been the most prominent in this

praiseworthy employment, Mr. Alexander
Walsh, of Lansingburgh, Col. S. Young, a

most enlightened and powerful promoter of the

cause of Education, Doctor Clarke, Mr. David-

son, Mr. Marvin, of the U. States Hotel, and the

Messrs. Put.vam of the Union House, and others

in that beautiful village. The gi-ounds of the

United States Hotel there are distinguished by

the extent and cleanliness of the lawnx, shaded

by the Linden, the Sugar Maple, the Mountain

Ash, and other beautiful trees, while the taste of

the proprietor of the Union, has besides orna-

mented his with an assemblage of sweet flowers,

enough in variety and character to satisfy even

the fanciful demands of Mrs. Hemans, for all the

purposes designated in the beautiful lines

—

" Bring flowers—fresh flowers." Thus

she says

:

" Bring flowers to the captive's lonely cell

—

They have tales of the joyous woods to tell.

•' Bring flowers fresh for tfie bride to wear
;

They were bom to blush in her shining hair.

'• Bring flowers—pale flowers—on the bier to shed

;

A crown for the brow of the early dead.

Closing the utterance of her enthusiastic devo-

tion at the shrine of Flora, by this beautiful

invocation

:

"Bring flowers to the shrine, where we kneA rn prayer.

They uie Natures otfering. tlieir place is th-erc

;

They speak of hope, to the faintine heart,

Willi a voice of promise ; they come and part

;

They sleep in dust, tliroiigh the wintry hours

;

They break forth in gloiy— bi-ing flowers— bright

flowers."

There is a Larch, growing in the neighbor-

hood of Saratoga Lake, so nearly resembling the

European as to make it difficult to distinguish be-

tween them. There seems to be a .sort of capri-

cious sporting in-egularity in its fashion of send-

ing out its minor branches single here or tliere,

without rule or uniformity, which is at once un-
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common, and therefore, perhaps, more pleas-

ing. A cursorj' passenger might overlook

the native Larch, there called Tamarac,

among its neighbors of pines and coniferous

trees ; but a slight observation serves to disclose

its peculiarities, and to recommend it as a tree

w'Oithy of transplantation to any more southern

residence to which it can be reconciled. That

its habitat has been heretofore limited, and

that it deserves all that we could here say

to make it more widely knowni, suffice it for

us, that Jlr. Walsh, whose amiable and cul-

tivated enthusiasm in the cultivation of flowers

and trees, is so well known, has lately dra\\Ti it

from its native haunts to give additional charms

to his liighly ornamented grounds at Lansing-

burgh, not many miles north of Albany.

We wish it were in our power, in the hope

of stimulating others to go and do likewise, to

give a catalogue of the very many flowers and

trees tliat serve to embellish the gardens and

grounds of Col. S. Young, Mr. A. Walsh, and

the gentlemen in Ball.ston and Saratoga, who
have done so much to beautify their respective

villages, and to encourage a taste so honorable and

praiseworthy ; one for which, however, one might

suppose sufficient inducement mi^t be found,

were it only in providing the attraction and

shelter which trees and shrubberj- offer to inno-

cent birds, to come around with confidence, and
in our veiy view and hearing sport their loves,

and build their ne.sts. and rear their young, and
sing their songs. Shall we take room to let the

reader admire, once again, how well all this is

painted by tlie Poet of Nature in his lines on the

PAIRING OF BIRDS.
When first the soul of love is sent abroad.

Warm through the vital air, and on the heait
Harmoniou;^ fcizes, the gay troops begin,
In gallant thought, to plume the painted wing

;

And try again tbe loiig-torgotten strain.

At first faint-warbled. But no sooner grows
The soft infusion prevalent and wide,
Than, all alive, at once their joy o'erflows
In music uncontin'd. Up springs the lark,
Shrill-voic'd. and loud, the messenger of morn ;

Kre yet the shadows fly, he mounted sings
Amid the dawning clouds, and from their haunts
Calls up the tuneful nations. Every copse
Deep-tangled, tree irregular, and bush
Bending with dewj- moisture, o'er the heads
Of the c^y quiristers that lodge within,
Are prodigal of harmony. The thrush
And wood-lark, o'er the kind-contending throng
Superior heard, run through the sweetest length
Of notes : when listening Philomela deigns
To let them joy, and purposes, in thought
Kliite, to make her night excel their day.
The black-liird whistles li-om the thorny brake

;

The mellow buU-tinch answers from the giove :

Nor are the liimets. o'er the flowering furze
Pour'd out profusely, silent. Join'd to these,
hinumerous songsters, in the freshening sli.nde
Of new-sprung leaves their modulations mix
MelUduous. ITie jay, the rook, the daw,
And each hfush pipe, discordant heard alone,
Aiii the fuU concert ; while the stock-dove breathes
A melancholy munnur through the whole.

As a patron of Arboriculture, we mifrht sav

of Agriculture generally, Mr. Lennox must ex
cuse the public mention of his name. In a

spirit worthy of emulation, he has planted, as

we are informed, by a much respected friend of

his, not less \ha.u fourteen thonaand forest and,

fruit trees on his estate, on the left bank of the

Hudson. Among these, in ages to come, may
be foimd witnesses of his liberalitj', more en-

during and unequivocal than monuments of

marble or brass. The vine, too, that sj^mbol in

all ages of plenty and happiness, is there an

object of especial attention, being made to beau-

tify his grounds by the curious and fanciful props

devised for its support—thus it is that taste is seen

to combine grace and utility ; and how much
better is such emplojTnent of time and means, by

those \vho are the favored of fortune, than vex-

ing their lives with continual anxiety to accu-

mulate

—

more—mcn-c—a little more ! which,

after all, must be left behind, to be squandered,

finally, by we know not whom ; on objects, we
kno%v not what ? But of all the tenants of our

woods, were we to to select one to represent

the American forests with most grace and ma-

jesty, in a grand Congress of Trees, we should

give the commission to an Elm, on "Elm-land,"
the estate of Joel Root, Esq. fourteen miles

from Saratoga, which measures at its base, 44

feet in circumference, at 3 feet from the ground

22 feet, and at 6 feet from the ground 17 feet,

maintaining nearly that size to the height of sixty

feet, when its branches commence, and as they

rise, spread gracefulh', until they overhang an

area of 100 feet.

The celebrated Pittsfield Elm, adrau-ed and

remembered by all who have seen it, and which

yet survives a severe stroke of lightning, meas-

ures about fourteen feet at three feet from the

ground. But were we called on to send to

such a Congress of Arborical Sovereigns, a tree

that bj- some magic could be invested with

power to give voice to the profound reflections

on the historj' of the various nations and govern-

ments ofancient and modern times, which, under

its .shade, may have had their birth in the solitary

musings of its owner ; then give us the great

Elm that overshadows the Makshfield man-
sion—thus so accurately desciibed by our fiiend

Bkeck, of the New-England Farmer.
" The most striking object which meets the

eye at first sight, is a majestic Elm tree, near
the East comer of the hou.se, which fonns a
complete bower. It stands on an oval grass
plot, which makes a fine carpet for the bower.
At a distance of eight or ten feet from the ground,
the branches in every direction horizontally,

gently cur\-ing over till they rest upon the green-
swt'ird, excepting on the side next the house,
where it has been necessarj' to cut out some of
the lower limbs, that carriages may pa«8 to the
easter door. The branches on this side nearly
touch the house, and form a complete canojiy to

this entrance. The longest diameter of \.\rm

tree-bov/er is 94 feet—perhaps 70 the other way.



Scats are arranged around the tree, near the joyed its shade, the thermometer indicating the

trunk, where is a most delightful retreat, espe- heat as near 90°. The tree is said to have been
cially in such a day as was iliat when we en-

j
planted 60 years ago."

• THE CLERGY,
THEIR OPPORTUNITIES AND POWER TO IMPROVE THE PUBLIC TASTE FOR AGRICULTURE

AND HORTICULTURE LETTER FROM REV. J. O. CHOULES.

Jamaica Plain, August, 1845.

My Dear Sir—1 have for several days past

been trying to get time to tell you how very

much I have been gratified with your capital

No. 1 of the Farmers' Library, &c. The con-

ception of the work is precisely (I tliink) what

it should be, and the execution of the Magazine

very satisfactory. I entertain no doubt respect-

ing its success. I wish it could find its way in-

to the hands of our Clergy ; they are of all men

possessed of the best opportunities to improve

the taste and science of the farmers of our land.

Had I the time, I would gladly write an article

for your pages, pointing out the claims of Agri-

culture and Horticulture on the Ministry. I

know some of my brethren who feel this subject

in all its magnitude ; they aim to diffuse con-eet

opinions, cultivate good taste, make men hap-

pier, and places prettier, because they have

lived in the region ; and verily they have theii;

reward. For my own pai-t, I would rather get

the population of a village all out to plant trees,

and beautify the walks and avenues of tlic ham-

let, than convene them to argue upon abstract

notions of no possible practical utility. We may
learn a great deal tliat is good from the exam-

ple of men who went before us. If we di.slike

the faith, at all events we may admire the taste,

of the Churchmen of other days, whose abbeys

and cloisters all testify to a sound taste, and

whose noble avenues and orchards proclaim

good husbandry.

I wish I could set hundreds of men planting

trees who seem to delight in worse labors. I

do love trees, and I love the men who planted

the Elms of New-Haven, Newark, and tho.se of

the sweet village I live in. \NTiy does not

every man plant crut a tree—many trees? In

Providence there are some noble Elms which I

saw planted only twenty years ago ! A man

may see the result of his labors, and his children

would be proud to point out the trees, " the old

ancestral trees," of his forefather's planting.

—

Men may rail at the world as much as they

please, but it is a beaidiful one, and if we are

only cheerful and active in it, it will become yet

more beautiful. Nearly all the beauty of a resi-

dence, a village, a country town, arises from its

trees ; and not only should every man carefully

(312!

adorn his own habitat, but men should club to-

gether to beautify their vicinage. The strong

attachment felt by men in England to home-

steads arises in no small degree from the pains

which have been taken to adorn and enrich

them by a previous generation.

Perhaps my mind has taken this turn fi-om

having just been engaged in a cursoiy perusal

of the proofsheets of Mr. D. J. Bro^^^le's charm-

ing ^vork on the Trees of America, no^v in the

press, and to be published this winter by one of

your most extensive houses. This is really a

national work, and its author deserves well of

his country.

Each tree is considered principally with refer-

ence to its geography and history, soil and situ-

ation—its propagation and culture, accidents and

diseases, properties and uses—its use in the arte

and commerce, and its application to ornament.

The work, as far as I have seen it, more than

equals my expectations, both in its literal^ and

scientific merits. The audiov has devoted many
years to the subject, and has avaUed himself of

the opportunity to travel extensively in the

United States, as well as in various other coun-

trie.s. It is very evident that ancient and mod-

em works have been rendered subsidiary to the

object. The book is not confined to the forest

trees of America, but treats of the important

fruit and ornamental trees, and these are scien-

tifically and popularly described.

The undertaking, I imagine, cannot fail to be

useful and attractive. It will be especially wel-

come to those who are engaged in commerce,

in the construction of ships, public works, or in

the mechanic arts where wood is employed.-

The N^'hole work is interspersed with numerous

historical facts, important to be kno\^^l, and with

many legendary allusions that will prove inter-

esting to the general reader.

I have been very successful this season in

raising a large stock of poultn.', and I am almost

tempted to say my say about chickens. Per-

haps I may another time.

Wishing you all success in your important

undertaking,

I am, dear sir, yours, very faithfully,

JNO. O. CHOULES.
To J. S. Skinneb, F.Hq.
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THE POETRY OF RURAL LIFE.

The Howitts, Mary, aa well as her kinsman,

are deserving of honorary membership in every

society formed for promoting attention to Agri-

culture and Horticulture—though they are prob-

ably incapable of deciding critically between

the merits of Devons and Durhams—though

they may not he able to determine, at a glance,

the best one in a drove of hogs—one virhich will

take on tlie most fat, in the shortest time, on the

least swiU. It can hardly be doubted that their

writings are as well fitted to produce a taste for

rural pursuits, as though they dwelt exclusively

on the peculiar excellencies of certain classes

of animals w^hen brought to the test of the milk

pail or meat market. Not that we underrate

these last—far from it. We go for the useful

as well as and even a little before the beautiful,

and in no way do we think we can more effect-

ually promote the useful, than by.Jtimbellisliing

it with the beautiful associations of the culti-

vated minds. It is the very unmitigated gross-

ness tliat does, or is thought to, characterise too

exclusively all farming pursuits, which disgust

many men and women, whose example if en-

couraged would tend essentially to render farm-

ing what it ought to be, the most delightful of all

pursuits to vi^hich taste and intellect can be de-

voted. We envy not the utilitarianism that ex-

cludes every thing of the imagmative from the

studies of the school and the farm-house ; and so

far from emulating such a course, we shall act

in accordance with our belief that the best in-

terests of Agriculture can be most effectually

benefited by contributing to invest countiy life

with all the attractions that can purify the taste,

refine the manners, and elevate the intellect of

man and woman.

It is in this frame of mind that we seize on a

paragraph from some daily paper, eulogising

THE TASTK FOR Flowers, as an introduction to

the beautiful lines of Mary Howitt, on a simi-

lar subject. " We want no better evidence of

a good heart than the passionate love of flowers,"

says tlie editor, whose name (if we knew it)

should have honorable notice at our hands—" a

lover of beautiful flowers—flowers in all their

elegant variety," he continues, "must needs be

a lover of the human species, with a heart open

to the griefs of his fellow-beings, and an ear

ever ready to hear others' misfortunes, that he

may relieve them either by kind sympathy or

more substantial demonstrations. We can easily

iinagine every good quality of the human heart
(313)

wedded to a proper estimation of flowers. A
maiden in her garden is secure from insult and
protected against libertine de.sires. In such a

position she can excite no impure thought A
boquet, it seems to us, is a talisman which all

ladies would do well to carry. * * * During

the week flowers have been plentiful. The
markets each morning teemed with the various

hues in whfch Nature has painted her prettiest

productions. These flowers were made up,

quite tastily, in bunches, and sold for a mere
trifle. Consequently ahnost every market has,

for three or four daj-s, been appropriately and
refreshingly decorated. We would that June
—the month of flowers—had three hundred and
sixty days, instead of thirty, allotted to it. Hu-
manity is always more what it should be in June
than at any other period."

And now for the beautiful philosophy of Mary
Howitt—the more beautiful that it is clothed in

Poeti-y—as a handsome (by which we mean
intelligent) face never looks handsomer than

when peeping from under a quaker bonnet

THE USE OF FLOWERS.
B# MAEY HOWITT.

God might have made the earth bring forth
Enough for great and small

—

The oak tree and the cedar tree

—

Without a flower at all.

We might have had enough, enough
For every want of ours.

For luxury, medicine and toil.

And yet have had no flowers.

The ore witliin the mountain mine
Requireth none to grow,

Nor does it need the lotus flower
To make the river flow.

And clouds might give abundant rain,

The nightly dews might fall,

And the herb that keepeth life in man
Might yet have drunk them all.

Then wherefore, wherefore were they made,
And dyed with rainbow light.

All fashioned with supremest grace.
Up-springing day and night

—

Springing in valleys green and low,
And on the mountain high,

And in the silent wilderness.
Where no man passeth by ?

Our outward life requires thera not

—

Then wherefore had they birth ?

To minister delight to man

—

To beautify the earth

—

To comfort man, to wliisper hope
Whene'er his faith is dim,

For, mkofio carefh for tite flowers.
Will much mare care for Him.



TRIALS OF SULPHURIC ACID AND BONES FOR TURNIPS.

BY R. W. PURCHAS.—1845.

T. cwt. lbs

FIELD Ko. 1.—Soil, eandy loam upon old

red sandstone, so completely worn out

by the late tenant that a part without

any manure, lying between the acre

with acid and bones and the acre with
dung, produced only, per acre 5 20

One acre, manured with ICO bushels of

turf-ashes wetted with water 8 14 3^

One acre, manured with 160 bushels of
turf-ashes, 2 bushels of tine bone-dust,

;md 80 lbs. of bromi acid (oil of vitriol),

costing 12s.; the bones and acid dissolved

and treated as below 14 5 68

One acre, manured with 20 yards of dung. 14 11 68

This field was limed with 108 bushels of lime per
acre iu 1842.

FIELD No. 2.—Soil, stone brash upon old red sand-

stone, limed in 1841. T. cwt. lbs.

One acre, manured with 15 bushels of coal-

ashes and 15 bushels of charcoal-dust,

drilled in with the seed, produced 4 8 64

One acre, manured with 80 lbs. of brown
acid and 2 bushels of line bone-dust dis-

solved, mixed with 500 gallons of water,

and sprinkled witli a water cart over
the land before ridging up ; and 15 bush-

els of coal-ashes, and 15 bushels of char-

coal-dust, drilled in with the seed 12 11 48

The Swedes (SkitTiug's) were p^ted on the ridge,

the first and second weeks in July, at 24 inches

;

the plants thinned to 9 inches ; horse and hand-
hoed three rimes.

Pulled, topped, tailed, and weighed, 14th January,

1845.

I had the brown sulphuric acid, .strength

1-750. at jd. per lb., from that highly re.-jpectablc

manufacturer, Mr. James Gibbs, Bristol ; and

the tine bone-du.st, of excellent <iuality, from

Messrs. H. and T. Proctor, Bristol, at 26s. per

quarter.

The acid and bones for field No. 1 were treat-

ed as follows :—for 1 acre, an empty hogsliead of

about 100 gallons, with one head out, was used :

2 bushels (or 16 gallons) of bone-dust was put

into the cask or tub, then 80 lbs. (or about 4 J

gallons) of acid, the mass being well stirred ; to

this was added 24 gallons of boiUiif^ water; the

mixture being well stirred the whole time the

water was being put in, to keep down the vio-

lent ebullition that ensued. In a few minutes

the bone-dust was perfectly dissolved, and fit

for use. The mixture was then taken in the tub

into the field, put by the heap of turf-ashes,

which being very dry, about 500 gallons of water

were gradually added to the mixture, and
thrown over the ashes; which, being well

mixed, were then put into carts and distributed

with a shovel into the drills, the ground ridged

up, and immediately sown.
I put in about 3 acres per day, using three old

hogsheads or tubs (worth about 5s. each ,) and,

when taken to the field, two lots were put to-

gether, the empty tub being used to mix the

proper quantity of water before throwing over

the ashes.

A neighboring farmer had one carboy of acid
last year ; he used dried mud from a horse-pond
to mix with the acid and bones : and he is so
satisfied v^-ith the result that he has ordered 10
carboys of acid this year. My friend says the
acid and bones beat every other manure, (guano,
dung, &c. ;) and are the cheapest and best of all

manures for growing turnips. The soil, a poor
sand, was limed with 108 bushels per acre, im-
mediately before the mixture was put on.

I am convinced that, without lime in the eoil,

acid and bones will not act ; this I witnessed in

a neighbor's field last year—the field six years
ago was part of a common, it was then broken
up, and part limed the following jear. Last
year the whole field was planted with turnips-
using 2 bushels of bone-du.st and 80 lbs. of acid

per acre
;
put on as on my field No. 2 : the re-

sult was, the part limed produced a good crop
for the season, beating 15 loads of dung; but
the turnips on the part not limed, although com-
ing up well, very soon died away, and in less

than a month not a single plant was to be seen.

In the field No. 2, the acid and bones were
treated as No. 1 ; when taken to the field iu a
-water-cask holding 250 gallons of \\-ater (twice
filled,) was used with half the quantitj' of mix-
ture, and sprinkled over the land before being
ridged up ; the ashes were then drilled in with
the .seed.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond's plan of
running the mixture and wateralong the drills,

after ridging, is a much better [dan than the

above ; and which, for the future, I shall adopt
^vheu using the mixture in a liquid state.

In every trial of acid and bones the turnips

came into rough leaf a week before those plant-

ed the same day with other manures.
rilitone, near Ch"pstow, Hay 21, 184.5.

[Jour, of the Royal Agricul. Society of England.

ON THE USE OF SULPHURIC ACID WITH
BONES AS COMPOST.

BY P. DAVIS.

With reference to Mr. Pusey's suggestion as

to the propriety of using bone-dust (dissolved in

sulphuric acid) along with compost instead of

water for turnips, I can confirm his idea from
practice, having last year manured 5 acres with

only 13 bushels of bone-du.st dissolved in 270

lbs. of sulphuric acid and 150 gallons of water.

After standing twenty-four hours, the liquid was
mixed with 3 cart-loails of coat-ashes, and left

to remain for a v^-eek, during which time it vvas

turned over two or three times. The mixture
wa-s then drilled along with the seed, and the

result was a fair crop of common turnips, oft' a

piece of poor land, without other manure, and
at the co.st of only 12s. 9d. per acre.

Milton Houst, near Penbridgf, \

J lib-Hcrefordsliire, April 25, 1845.



EDITOR'S TABLE.

LATE PUBLICATIONS
ON AGRICULTURE AND KINDRED SUBJECTS.

We have already intimated, that if we had

time to enter into a thorough examination of

tliem, we might yet not deem it expedient to

remark verj- critically on the contents and prac-

tical value of the books vi'hich it may be the

pleasure of publishers, from time to time, to

place on our table—That duty is left with more
propriety, and in better hands, as it seems to us,

w^ith the regular reviewers of the Literature of

tlie Coaiitry—of which it is no longer a ques-

tion, Agricultural Literature is to form an inter-

esting department.

We are prepared furthermore to say. that so

limited are yet the offerings of our Booksellers,

in works on Agriculture aud Nafcral Histoi-y,

that Farmers might well buy them all at a veti-

ture, and even then their Libraries would not

hegia to compare with that of the Lawyer, the

Doctor, or the well-bred, educated Merchant.

Except the American Institute and the New-
York State Agricultural Society, we know of

no association of Farmers possessing a Library,

though we doubt not that in Boston, deservedly

called the Athens of America, there must be
SQch a collection of Agricultural works. While
this is the reproachful truth, as to the follower

of the pursuit from which all others draw their

life's blood, how many volume's does the Far-
mer suppose there are in the hall of the Mercan-
tile Library Association of New-York?—an-

swer—21,312! with every necessary appoint-

ment and facility to enjoy the treasures they

contain. When will Agriculturists awaken to

a full sense of the dignity and the wants of

their profes.siou, and to what is yet to be done
to secure for it that predominance of intellec-

tual and political power, which ought to flow

from and correspond with their superior num-
bers and their productive labors, preponder-

ating as they do over tliat of all other classes

tinited ?

Johnson's Agricultubai, CiiE.MisTRy—Republisli-
ed by Wiley & Putnam in 2 vols. 4 parts, pp. 619,
with an Appendix of 90 pages.

This is a work which professes to be written
for " practical Farmers," and all who are of
that category ought to have it, for it must be
valuable if it correspond with the well-founded
fame and the avowed purposes of the author

;

whose numerous ritlea affixed to his name indi-

I
cate close associations with the sciences that

serve to elucidate the principles of agriculture.

The author is more modest than some men we
wot of, wise in tlieir own conceit, for he admits

that he does not know qu'tte every thing. There
are, says he, " many mysteries connected with

die Nature and Phenomena of vegetable life,

which we have been unable as yet to induce

Nature to reveal to us/' But, he eloquently

adds, "the morning light is already kindling on
the tops of the mountains, and we may hope
the deepest valleys will not forever remain ob-

scure." Truly, dame Nature must be vei-y in-

exorable if, at the rate she is now being inter-

rogated by the votaries of science, she does

not reveal her most hidden secrets. To his

remark, quoted above, Mr. Johnson appends
this curious note,—"The roots of trees will

travel to comparatively great distances and in

various directions in search of water : the roots

of Saii-foin (Esparette) will penetrate 10 or 12

feet tlirough the calcareous rubbly soil, or down
the fissures of limestone rocks in which they

delight to grow."—Is this, he asks, the result of

some perceptive power in the plant, or is it

merely by accident that the roots display these

tendencies.

Those who are in any degree acquainted with
the speculations ofthe German Physiologists of

the greatest name, in regard to the soul, and
even the immortality of plants, will not ac-

cuse me of going yery far in alluding to the pos-

ble existence of some such perceptive power.

Von Martins gets rid of objectors by speaking of

them as " scientific men to whom the power of

comprehending the transccntal has bten impart-

ed in a lower degree .'"

The Botanical Tkxt Book, for Colleges and pri-
vate Student.s.

This is an American Work, by Asa Gray,
M. D. "Fisher, Professor of Natural History in

Harvard University." The author has rendered

an important service ifhe lias given us a Book in

fulfilment of its title, and this we have a right

to presume he has done, seeing that he occupies

a most honorable Chair in the most renowned
University ofour country.

There are few in the United States, who have
done more, and that in a manner so dismterested,

to promote the 8tu<ly of Botany than DocT. Dar-
lington of West-Chester, Pa. On some future

occasion we may use his arguments to en-
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force the study of audi books as the one before

U3. We remember that in a Lecture addressed

to the Ladies' Botanical Society of Wilmington,

Del. (to her great honor, be it known tliat she

can boast such an association,) he employs the

persuasive remark of the Roman Orator who
said—" These studies are the intellectual nour-

ishment of youth, and the cheering recreation of

age ; they adorn prosperity, and are the solace

and refuge of adversity ; they are pleasant at

home, and are no incumbrance abroad—they

abide with us by night, go with us in all our

travels, and lend additional charms to the attrac-

tions of our rural retreats." The strongest re-

commendation of this study is, in fact, that it is

one which is well adapted to xhefemale mind,

condition and pursuits. " Its cultivation impo-

ses no tax upon the feelings, involves no cruel-

ty, shocks no sensibility, aU its incidents and at-

tributes are promotive of corporeal health and

pure intellectual pleasure."

DowTfTNG's Cottage Residences, Or a aeries of
Deeigns for Rural Cottases and Cottage Villas,

and their Gardens and Grounds; adapted to North
America.

This volume of near 200 pages, .so well printed

and illustrated, which was offered to the Ameri-

can and Engli.sh public, by the same Publishers,

and which vi-ent to its second edition in 1844, is al-

ready too wellknown and too popular to need fur-

ther notice. The plans of buildings and grounds

look beautiful on paper, and in any deviation from

the common stj-le, if style it may be called where

style there is none, there can scarcely be any

harm done. One common shame of the coun-

try is, that instead of having a portico or piazza,

as it is u.sually called in the country, to at least

every side of the house exposed to the sun, in a

hot arid climate like ours, the body or frame of

the house is usually exposed to its intense heat,

witliout the protection even of trees. We could

find it in our hearts to make such omission in

building, any where South of New York, an in-

dictable offence. We still want a book or es-

say, with illustrations descriptive of the cheap-

est houses that can be built for people of the

smallest means. How easy would it be to have

a portico or roof resting simply on four posts, to

even every laborers hut in the land, and what a

comfort to have such a place to sit, and have

their chOdren playing around them, in the open

air, and yet free from exposure to rain, and to

the direct rays of a scorching sun ! But the sub-

ject is worthy of and shall have more special at-

tention.

A Treatise on the Theory and Peactice of
Landscape Gardening.

This is a work by the same author and from

the same publishers. Mr. Downing is doing for

ne, who were more in need of such works, what
Loudon has been doing for England. The
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view in the grounds at Blitliewood, Dutchess

County, which makes the beautiful frontis-

piece to this Treatise, offers an irresistible temp-

tation to know^ all about the Book, while it be-

speaks our confidence in the fine feelings and

taste of the Author.

His work on Fruit Trees was briefly noticed

in our first number, since which, those here re-

ferred to have been placed in the Library of the

"Farmers' Library."

1^^ Stewart's Stable Economy has been

laid on our table by D. Appleton & Co. Com-
prehensive as is the title, tlie book contains

much more than it would seem to import This,

too, is a reprint from the third English edition,

and has the eminent advantage of having been

prepared w-ith additions by Mr. Allen of the

American Agriculturist, giving it great addi-

tional value for American readers. " In editing

this work," says Mr. Allen, " I have suppressed

a few^ whole pages, all of which were either

quite erroneous in matters of fact, or totally in-

applicable to tliis country. About the same

quantity suppressed, has been added by me,

which is enclosed in brackets."

BLtTHEWooD.

—

Residence of Robert Donald-

son, Esq. of Dutchess County, as represented

in "Dotoning's Landscape Gardening."—Of

Mr. Donaldson's taste and magnificent spirit

for the embellishment of rural life, the public

has been well and widely made acquainted

in the already justly celebrated work of Mr.

Downing on Landscape Gardening, of which

Blithewood forms tlie beautiful fi-outispiece.

As far as the Fanners' Librarj' may circulate

and endure, its influence shall not, we are de-

termined, be wanting to spread a knowledge of

what may be done to promote, in our country,

the growth of pursuits that cannot fail

" To raise the genius and to mend the henrt." ^

While the general press of the country is em-

ployed, with all its power, in elevating States-

men to distinction, and demagogues to the level

of Statesmen—while the universal public voice

is ready to shout its praises in honor of Military

pretensions, let it be tlie province of those whose

duty it is to watch over the interests of Agricul-

ture, and the arts of peace, to claim considera-

tion and precedence for those whose partialities

and tastes lead them, like the Proprietor of

Blithewood, to illustrate pursuits that tend to the

refinement of public sentiment, and the promo-

tion of public happiness. Such are the men
whom it is alike the interest and the glory of

Republics to distinguish. Herodotus, the Father

of History, relates what, on this point, it would

well become us to remember. He tells as how



the louians were once visited with new calam-

ities from Miletus and from Naxos. Of all the

islands, Naxos was the happiest, but Miletus

was at that time in the hight of its prosperity.

—

In the two preceding ages it had been consid-

erably weakened by internal factions, but its

tranquility was finally restored by the interpo-

sition of the Parians, whom the Milesians had

preferred on this occasion to all others, and who,

being called on for their good offices, applied the

following remedy : They sent as ambassadors

men of the highest distinction, who, perceiving

on their arrival at Miletus that the whole State

was involved in extreme confusion, desired per-

mission to examine the internal condition of

their territories ; and whenever, in their progress

through tliis desolate country, they observed a

farm we/l cultivated, they vvTote down the name
of the owner. In the whole district, however,

they foand but fe^v estates so managed. Re-

turning to Miletus, they called an assembly of

the people, and placed the direction of affairs

in the hands of those who had best cultivated

their lands ; for they concluded that they would

be most watchful of the public interest who had

taken the best care of their own. They enjoined

all the Milesians who had before befe turbulent

and factious to obey these successful farmers,

and the general tranquility was speedily re-

stored.

These good farmers were in all probability

educated men, who, disgusted with the corrup-

tion of trading politicians and the sway of impi-

ous men, had withdrawn from public affairs, to

find quiet if not consolation on their own well-

managed farms. But look at onr legislative as-

semblies, and all our public trusts, and mark in

what small proportion those who fiU them are

usually taken, from the ranks of practical hus-

bandmen; and this is more especisdly the case

in States where education is the least diffused.

The July number of the Cultivator contains

a fine specimen of American Engra^Tng, in the

Portrait of a Bull, the property of Robert
Donaldson, Esq.

Entomology and Botany.—The sciences of

Entomology and Botany are cultivated with ex-

emplary assiduity by so few, that we feel in a

measure called on to mention the names of G.

B. Smith, M. D., of Baltimore, and Doctor Jo-

seph E. Muse, of Cambridge, Maryland, who
have successfully associated these with other

useful and liberal studies. We have been

favored with a recent discourse by Dr. Muse,

addressed to the Dorchester Farmers' Club,

containing observations of much interest on

various subjects, and, among others, on a new
variety of insects *hcn IhreaUning the Wheat
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crop ; and on experiments in the application of
Electricity to Agriculture. We can only take

room now for what he says, we are sure in just

praise, of the "American Journal of Agriculture

and Science," lately established at Albany, N.
Y., and conducted by Doctors Emmons and
Prime, gentlemen of eminence in science.

—

Of tliis Journal the Doctor further says—and
there need be no better judge—" it has com-
menced, in its second number, a series of arti-

cles upon insects injurious to vegetables, with
descriptions and colored figures of tlie insects.

Price, S3 per year. This Journal should have a
place in every Farmer's library." We shall

ask of the publidiers the favor of an exchange.

Agricultural Conventions.—Among other

sensible resolutions, adopted by one lately held

at Columbus, Ohio, was one to petition the Le-
gislature to pass a law to tax dogs, in the hope
of diminishing the great number of worthless

curs that infest every part of the country, and
by their ravages present gi-eat obstacles to the

successful progress of Sheep-husbandry in Ohio.

The same reasons exist for similar acts in many
other States. Such resolutions sound well on
paper; their expediency is obvious to every
man of common sense. It is safe to assume
that millions of dollars are annually lost to the

nation, not so much by the number of Sheep
killed as by restraining many from breeding

Sheep, in the fear of their being thus destroyed.

But, alas ! these half starved, hungry dogs are,

in many cases, kept in great numbers as com-
panions, by loafers yet more worthless, who, if

tliey have nothing else, have votes !

Hon. Zadoc Pratt.—W^ith his usual muni-
ficence in the encouragement of all usefiil insti-

tutions and enlerprizes, this gentleman, who
retired from the public service too soon for the

public good, has sent his check for $250 to the

Greene County Agricultural Society, (which

has the benefit of his Presidency,) to be distri-

buted in premiums. This liberal donation was
accompanied w^ith sagacious and patriotic sug-

gestions as to objects most worthy of being fos-

tered by the Society. For these we have not

room, having previously given out enough to fill

the September number. But if ever this worthy
gentleman should die—which we hope never

to hear of—we will assuredly endeavor to pre-

serve, in the Farmers' Library, the striking

features of his physiognomy and character

—

Let others pay their homage to those who are

succes.sful in the Forum and tlie Battle-field;

we go for honoring \h&friends of the ploto !
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Maryland Coal.—This, too, is a matter that

will not escape our attention. If any one asks

how Coal-mining is connected with Agricul-

ture, we answer, in the same way that Manu-
factures are. They both call for laborers, who
must be subsisted on the produce of Agricul-

ture ; and much more, at present, does it be-

hoove tlie landholders of Marj'land and Virginia

to have in their vicinity, as in Massachusetts,

thousands on thousands swarming about their

water-fa)l8 and their coal-mines, to consume

their produce, already redundant, than to disco-

ver the means of adding to that redundance by
increased production.

The nearer these consumers are to the produ-

cers, the better for the producing interest—for

it is tliat interest, as has been v^-ell and sU'ongly

intimated by Mr. Stevenson, which paj'S the tax

of trau.sportation. "Our produce," says he,

" until it reaches the market of exportation, does

not change its character of interest; it is still

the Planter's, and only becomes an article of

Commerce when it touches the hand of the Mer-

chant. The transportation, therefore, to market
is as intimately connected with its value as any

process of its previous preparation; and the

Planter and Farmer have, therefore, a deep in-

terest in the improvement of the internal navi-

gation of the country." Is it not, then, obvi-

ously to their advantage that tlieir produce

should be consumed as near the field of its

growth as possible—for the same reason that

the mai-ket gardeners ai-e all found near the

towns, because they can undersell those at a

distance from it ? And, since the cost of trans-

portation, "until it touches the hand of the Mer-

chant," is a tax on the producer, is it not his in-

terest that his wheat and his wool should be
manufactured as near him as possible, and there

put into a shape as condensed and portable as

can be ? Hence, is it not clear that not a pound
of wool or flax or cotton, or a bushel of v/heat,

should pass, in a raw state, by any locality

where there is suitable power to manufacture

and people to consume it ?

As to the Cumberland Coal, we have been
well assured that great quantities of it would
meet with ready sale, at a price not exceeding
eight dollars per ton, if it could he had ; but it

appears that no adequate (if any) provision has

been made to get it brought round from Balti-

more or Washington. Is tliis, too, another case

where eveiy thing is to be done by

—

talking !

Manufactures )n the South.—The Rich-

mond Whig of the 27th June, under the head,

"Wool-Growing," contains this remarkable
disclosure

:

"This branch of Agriculture is now begin-
ning to attract the attention of Farmerfi all

through tlic South, and we are determined that,

so far OS we are concerned, it ehall also deserve
{:u8)

the notice of Agricnltnrisls in this State.

—

Nouj that wc see and hear of Manufactories
sjyringing vp in every part of the State—and,
indeed, almost every part of other Southern
States—it behooves all who take an interest in
the prosperity of such enterprises, to be unceas-
ing in their efforts to give strength and encou-
ragement to them."

[Conmnmicated.]

Destruction of the Mulberry by Frost.
We have advices of the destniction of the Mo-
ms MuUicaulis to a most alarming extent.

—

The greater portion of those growing above the
42° N. latitude, from tlie best infonnation we
have received, are destroyed. This will be a
serious blow to the Silk interest.

It is all important that we obtain trees suffi-

ciently hardy to withstand one severe Winter

—

otherwise great sacrifices will, every now and
then, fall on the Silk culturist.s, and the benefits

of this new staple, promising so much, will be
rendered precarious, and discourage under-

takers. We have always apprehended trouble

in our Northern climate in relying on the Moras
Multicaulis.

At the Ninth Annual Fair of the American
Institute, the Brassa Mulberry was first intro-

duced by Charles Rhind, Esq., obtained from

the foot of Mount Caucasus, in Turkey ; and
tliere was evidence produced showing that

these trees had withstood our severe winters,

when the Multicaulis, with the same exposure,

was completely killed. We want infoi-mation.

Will gentlemen who have cultivated the Bras-

sa supply it? We believe they have passed

the last Winter nnhanned.

The leaf is not so large as the Multicaulis, but

much thicker, and, it was stated, preferred by
the Silk-worm ; and the cocoons obtained by
feeding on them were exhibited, of a large and
beautiful kind.

Some of the genuine kind may, no doubt,

still be identified, as there was a public sale of

a large quantity at Newburgh. Judge Buel,

Whitmai'sh, &c. were purchasers.

For more particulars, see vol. 3 of Journal of

American Institnte, page 417, and references.

An Item for Cotton Planters.—The Lon.

don Ag. Gaz. June 7, thus answers an inquiry

:

" 'Wo. agree with you as to the importance of

this subject, and are obliged to you for the let-

ter. But are you not aware that the East India

Company has recently incurred large charges
in bettering the Cotton cultivation in India, by
sending out American seeds and American
planters ? and that the quality of Indian Cotton

has become very greatly improved in conse-

quence ? You will find plenty of informatioD

on the subject in the proceedings of the Agri-

Horticultural Society of India."
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VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY AUD ELECTRICITY.

Petzholdt's Agricultural Cliemistiy, is of

itself sufficient to justify public coufidence in

the ' Farmers" Librarj-,' as a work which is to

elevate the character of the fanner by iuduciug

the application of scientific principles, and a

method of investigation to his routine of daily

duties. The only \\-ay to elevate (not in Mike
Fink's plirase, when he told his brother, who
was shooting tlie tin cup off" his head, ' to elevate

his gun a little lotrcr,') the fanner is to tlirow

into his way such infonuation as M^ill first teach

him that tliere are eiTors in his present system, and
that, not only these en'ors are to be corrected, but

that new methods of farming and new applica-

tions of old substances, and the discoverj- ofnew
ones, either as pabulum for plants or modifica-

tions of the texture of the soil can only be the

result of scientific stiidy and experiment. Petz-

holdt has been well selected for this object.

The greatest objection to the work is the want of

a proper Glossarj-, which I prophe.sy will also

be the case with most future publications of this

kind. Even ik/s reader felt the necessity of a
fuller one, although some years since, Chemistry
had formed a part of his sj-stem of^tudies. I

propose, at some early period, to supply that

deficiency, if not done more satisfactorily by
some one having moi-e leisure and preparation.

In the mean time I beg leave to make an extract
from the ' Botanic Garden ' of Dr. Darwin, the

Poet and the Phi/siolosist of Nature. The
'Botanic Garden' was published m 1781, and tlie

lines selected embrace two subjects, which are
thought worthy of discussion : the one by Petz-
holdt in Lectm-e VIII, on the Carbon of Plants,

and the other at page 109 of your Monthly
Journal, entitled 'Electricity applied to Agri-
culture and Horticulture.' Dai-win was a man
of genius, and his own age did not comprehend
him. His prophesy on steam has been substan-
tially realized, and his ' Loves of the Plants," is

tlie school-boy's philosophy of the Botanist. But
to the extract and the notes which arc taken
from Part I, Canto 1. lines 4.57 to 472. callin"
" from their long repo.se the Vernal Hours."
' On wings of flame, ethereal virgins ! sweep
O'er Earth's fair bosom and complacent deep

;

"V\Tiere dwell my vegetative puwer.s benumb'd,
In buds imprison'd, or in bulbs intomb'd.
Pervade pellucid Forms .' their cold retreat,
Ray from bright urns your viewless floods'of heat;
From Earth's Jeep wastes electric ton-ents pour.
Or fbed from Heaven the scintillating shower ;

'

Pierce the dull root, relax its fibre trains,
Thaw the thick blood, which lingers in its veins

;

Welt whh w.-mn breath the ft-agriuit giima that bind
The expanding foUage in its i^caly rind

;And as in air the laughing leaflets play,'
And turn their shining blossoms to the ray,
Njinplie

!
with sweet cmile, each openin" flower

invite,

And on ite damask eyelids pour the light."

Line 462. The fluid matter of heat, or calo-
rique, in which all bodies are immersed, is as
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necessary to vegetable as to animal existence.

It is not yet determinable whether heat and
light be different materials, or modifications of

the same materials, as they have properties in

common. They appear to be, both of them,
necessary to vegetable health, since, without
light, green vegetables first become yellow ; that

is, they lose the blue color, which contributed to

produce the green; and afterwards they also

lose the j'ellow and become white ; as is seen

in cellerj' blanched or etiolated for tlie table by
excluding the light from it.

The upper surface of leaves, which I suppose

to be their organ of respiration, seems to require

light as well as air ; siuce plants which grow in

windows, on the inside of houses, are equally

solicitous to turn the upper side of their leaves to

the light. Vegetables, at the same time, exude or

perspu-e a great quantity from their leaves, as

animals do from their lungs; this perspirable

matter, as it rises from their fine vessels, (per-

haps much finer than the pores of animal skm,)

is divided into inconceivable tenuity, and when
acted upon by the Sun's light, appears to be
decomposed ; the hydrogen becomes a part of

die vegetable, composing oils or resins ; and the

oxj'gen combined with light or calorique, as-

cends, producing the pure part of the atmo-

sphere, or vital air. Hence, during tlie light of

daj-, vegetables give np more pure air than

their respiration injures (see Petzholdt,) but not

so in the night, even though equally exposed to

warmth. This single fact would seem to show-

that light is essentially different from heat ; and
it is perhaps by its combination with bodies,

that their combined or latent heat is set at lib-

erty. [Your readers can pursue this and similar

points in additional note XXXIV, and in the

notes generally.]

Line 463. Electric torrents pour. The in-

fliience of Electricity inforwarding the gerrai-

nofion of plants and their groictk seems to be

pretty well established, though Mr. Ingenhouz

did not succeed in his experiments, and thence

iloubts the success of otliers ; and though M.
Rouland, from his new experiments, believes

that neither positive nor negative electricity in-

creases vegetation, botli which philosophers had

previously been supporters of the contrary- doc-

trine;, for many other naturalists have since

repeated tlieir experiments relative to this object,

and tlieir new results have confinned their for-

mer ones. Mr. D'Ormay, and the two Roziers.

have found the same success in numerous experi-

ments which they have made in the last two
years ; and Mr. Carmoy has shown, in a con-

vincing manner, that electricity acceleotes ger-
mination.

"Mr. D'Ormay not only found various seeds
to vegetate sooner and to grow taller, which
were put upon his insulated table and supplied
with electiicity, but also, that silkwonns began
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to spin much sooner which were kept electri-

fied, than those of the same hatch, which were
kept in the same place and manner, except that

they were not electrified. These experiments
of Mr. D'Ormay are detailed at length in the

Journal de Physique, of Rozier, Tome XXXV,
p. 270.

" M. Bartholon, who had before written a

tract on this subject, and proposed ingenious

TTcethods for applying Electricity to Agri-
culture and Gardening, has also repeated nu-

meroiia experiments; and shows both that

natural electricity, as well as the artificial, in-

creases the growth of plants and the germina-

tion of seeds; and opposes Mr. Ingenhouz, by
very numerous and conclusive facts.—lb. Tome
XXXV, p. 401.

" Since, by the late discoveries or opinions of

the chemists, there is reason to believe .that

water is decomposed in the vessels of vegetables

;

and that the hydrogen or inflammable air, of

which it in part consists, contributes to the

nourishment of the plant, and to the production

of its oils, resins and gums, sugar, &c.; and,

lastly, as electricity decomposes v:afer into these

two airs, termed Oxygen and Hydrogen, there

is a powerful analogy to induce us to believe

that it accelerates or contributes to the growth
of vegetation, and, like heat, may possibly enter

into combination with many bodies, or form the
basis of some yet unrealized acid."

So much of Darwin ; the true point, I imagine,
in the philosophy of electrical Agriculture, is

contained in the italics of the last paragraph,
and would seem to sustain, in a great measure,
the views of Mr. Seely, pp. 53, 54, of your July
Journal, viz : that Electricity, if at all available,

is a mere exciting agent, and that the texture of
the soil and the pabulum of plants must be sup-

plied fiom other elements of Nature.
Ohio Co. Va. CULTOR.
[Cultoris a Correspondent so much to our taste,

that we should like to look behind his mask, in the

hope that we might the better encourage him not
only to give the fuller glossary of which he siieake,

but to favor us vrith observations, such as the pages
of the Farmers' Libraiy may suggest on other sub-

jects. We are quite sure that he might assist us ma-
terially in the accomplishment of designs far above
and more worthy than that of merely gaining ade-

quate pecuniaiy support. Supposinghimto be already

a subscriber to the work, and not knowing how else

to rcachhim with a fuller expression of our hopes and
aspirations, in this respect, we have addressed a letter

to " CuLTOR," care of the Postmaster at Wheeling,
who, we hope, may still be our old friend Agnew, if

he desire it ; which letter he (Cultor) will please

call for. Here we can take room only to add that he
cannot well excel us in admiration of the genius
and forecasting mind of Darwin.

—

£d.]

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, August 20, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.^

ASHES—Pots, Ist sort ^ 100 K. 3 75 @ 3 8U
Pearls, 1st sort, '45 4 06i@ 4 12i

BEESWAX—American Yellow — 29 ®— 29i-

CANDLES—Mould, TaUow..^ ft... — 9 @— 11

Sperm, Eastern and City — 27 @— 29

COTTON—From — 6^®— 10

COTTON BAGGING—American... -r- 13 @
COPv.DAGE—American @ IB. — 11 @— 12

DOMESTIC G00DS-Shirting8,^y. — 5 @— 11

Sheetings — Ci@— 15

FEATHERS—American, live — 27 @— 32

FLAX*-American — 6^®— 1\

FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbL 4 50 ®
Trov 4 435® 4 50

^^chigan : 4 37i@ 4 43J

Ohio, tiat hoop 4 37^® 4 43i

Ohio, Hej-wood & Venice 5 — @ 5 12*^

Ohio, via New-Orleans 4 — ® 4 12i

Pennsylvania 4 62i® 4 75

Brandywdne 4 62J® 4 75

Georgetown 4 75 ®
Baltimore City Mills 4 62i® 4 75

Richmond City Mills 6 — ®
Richmond Country 4 62}® 4 75

Alexandria, Petersburg, &c 4 62i® 4 75

Rye Flour 3 — ® 3 25

Com Meal, Jersey and Brand 2 3U® 2 o6i

Corn Meal, Brandywine hhd, 11 62i-®ll 75

GK.'^IN—Wheat, We.'jtera..'^' bush. — 90 ® 1 —
Wheat, Southern — 85 ®— 92

Rye, Northern ®— '0

Com, Jersey and North... (meas.) — 60 ®— 63

Com Southern (measure') ®— 56

Corn, Southern (weight) ®— 60

Oats, Northern — 40 ®— 41

Oats, Southern — ^ ®— 36

JfAY-North River bales — 7o ® 1 —
HEm'—American, dew rotted... ton 85 —® 97 50

" " water rotted 125 —@175 —
HOPS-l.st sort, 1844 — 12i®— m
IRON—American Pig, No. 1 35 — ®37 50

" Common 32 .50 ®35 —
LIME—Thomaaton f bbl, — 80 @
LUMBER—Boards, N.R., f^M. ft. c\i. 30 — ®35 —

Boaids, Eafctera Pine 10 — ® 11 —
Boards, Albany Pine appce. — 7 ®— 17

Plaiik, Georgia Pine ^.>M. ft 33 — @35 —
(320)

Staves, \^^lite Oak, pipe 45
Staves, White Oak, hhd 37
Staves, White Oak, bbl 28
Staves, Red Oak. hhd 27
Hoops 25
Scaiuling, Pine, Eastern 14

.Scantling, Oak 30
I'imber, Oak ^ cubic foot —
Timber, White Pine —
Timber, Georgia Yellow Pine —
Shingles, 18 in ^ bunch 1

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality. 22
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality. 20
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality. —
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality. 15
Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet 11

Shintiles, Company —
MUSTARD—American —
NAILS—Wrought, 6d to 20d...^ IB. —

Cut, 4dto40d —
PLASTER PARIS—^ ton 2
PROVISIONS—Beef, M., new ^' bbl. 9

Beef. Prime 5
Pork, Mess, Ohio, old and new 13

Pork, Prime, Ohio, old and new.. 10

Lard, Ohio ^ ft. —
Hams, Pickled —
Shoulders, Pickled —
Sides, Pickled —
Beef, Smoked ^ ft. —
Butter, Orange County
Butter, Western Dairy
Butter, ordinary
Cheese, in casks and boxes.

SEEDS—Clover ^ ft. —
Timothy 4?' tierce 14

Flax, Rough
SOAP—N. York, Brown f ft. —
TALLOW—American, Rendered
TOBACCO—Virginia ®ft. —
North Carolina
Kentucky and Missouri

WOOL—Am. Saxony, Fleece,.^ ft. —
American, Full Blood Merino
American \ and 3 Merino
American Native and i Merino —
Superfine, Pulled

— @—





ff/r;* «' h'uUcoii Nrcrli

.

' (

h'ewYork PiiHishfd by Ore^-Ley fe Mc./lIj-cu/s for thf- Fan/wrs library. J.S. SKiNI\irfi..'?dJ

.
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PORTRAIT AND MEMOIR OF JUSTUS LIEBIG.

What better proof is needed of increasing

public respect for industrial pursuits, than is

found in the honors that the world is beginning

to pay to men of genius who are accelerating the

progress of improvement in these pursuits, by

their important discoveries ?

Time was when tlie laurel was not fitted for

the crown until it had been sprinkled with hu-

man blood ; but thanks, as we may hope, to a

more enlightened public opinion, the highest

honors are now to be resei"ved for those whose
labors most multiply tlie means of subsistence

and comfort for increasing populations.

Under the influence of this happy change of'

public sentiment, we see with pleasure in re-

cent English periodicals, of the highest charac-

ter for talents and authority, the Portraits and
Biographies of men whose minds and lives

have been devoted with most efficiency to the

cause of the Plow. To a lead so honorable we
have already evinced our readiness to follow in

the Farmers' Library. If it had not been that

we learned when it was too late, that the friend

who had been relied on to prepare an Agricul-

tural Biography of Judge Peters, had been

pn:vented by sickness from taking it in hand,

we should have endeavored to present in th:s

number tlie Portrait and Memoir of some other

eminent American friend of the cause ; as it is,

we concluded to try the art of lithography on

the Portrait of Justus Liebig, for which, for-

eigner as he is, -we trust no apology will be

needed ; for, as we have before said, the Plow

is of no party, or religion, or country; on its

fruits all classes must live, of whatever creed or

clime. Moreover, it may be well presumed

that all persons acquainted with the progress of

literatu'^ and .scientific discovery in the great

business of Agriculture, would like to have a

nearer and more personal acquaintance with the
. (369)

autlior of a work, in respect to which the most

eminent chemists in Europe and America, em-

bracing Professor Webster, the able American
Editor, concur in opinion, that the information it

contains is of great amount, and that " from its

publication may be dated a new era in the art

of Agriculture."

While this desire to have, as it were, a per-

sonal introduction to men whose u.sefulness

brings them into eminence, is but the offspring of

a natural and salutary curiosity, their veiy lia-

bility to be thus exposed and scrutinized should

exert a wholesome influence on the mind and

habits of all young persons from the time when
they are capable of reflection, and become in-

spired, as every one should, with ambition to be

distinguished. In such habits, leading to excel-

lence, are to be found the first dawnings of the

mind and earliest development of the character

ofgreatmen; such, forexample, asWashington
and Franklin, and Adams, whose very copy-

books, with their " pot-hooks and hangers,"

^vere preserved and are stiU extant.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF DR. J. LIEBIG.

BY DB. SMITH, FORMEBLV HIS PUPIL.

Darmstadt is but little known to English-
men, and until Mr. Murray wrote his " Handbook
of Gemiany,'' and showed us the best mode of
traveling along the Bergstras-^e, few En?li."h-

mcn troubled the little Grand Duchy : but now
the formal, straight streets, in an English bath-

town fa.sliion, proclaim the intimacy of our Ger-
man cousins with their ^vandering relations in

the .^ocalleil " haughty island." In this tovi'n

Justus Liebig was bom, 1803. It would be un-
just to say that no other remarkable thing has of
late happened hero ; a town which show.s, that

however unknown to us, it is not ignorant
of us, nor of many modes of advancing its citi-

zen.s, which England itself seems not to have
dreamed of. The father of Justus Liebig was,
and is a " materialist," or a colomian, approach-



ing to what we term also a " diysalter ;" and
we here see the reason of the early attentiou

paid by the boy to chemical pursuits. The in-

terest excited by his father's experiments, seems
to have founded in him such a permanent love

of similar pursuits, that no one, advising him to

tlie contrary, was able to influence his mind in

any degree. Nor can his father now, when he
looks with pride on the son vsho has so highly

educated himself, refrain from thinking, as we
hope many others v^ ill think \\ ith him, that the

early predilections of childhood are not to be
disregarded in choosuig a path for future pur-

suit. True it is that the studies of the Gymnasi-
um were forgotten, or almost entirely neglected,

and that ^'irgil and Horace were not apprecia-

ted ; but the teachers of the Gymnasium, like

other teachers, failed to perceive that there are

some studies of value which do not come under
their province ; and that the Latin and Greek of

the olden time, beautiful as is their literature,

must never dare to oppose themselves to the ra-

pid growth of that knowledge, w^hich is, as it

were, a continuation of the creation of things,

inasmuch as it opens to us truths %\'hich have
for ages remained as if uncalled into existence.

At the age of fourteen, Justus knew well all

that had been done in the science ; had read all

tlie books the library- could give on tlie subject;

and let no one suppose that Darmstadt not being
so large as London, cannot so well supply the

student with books; and Manchester. Liverjjool,

and Birmingham, though able to compete with
it in money, cannot compete with it in literary

treasures. Not that any offence is meant to Darm-
stadt, Ln comparing it for a moment with these

English towais iu a literaiy point of view
;
.but it

would be well for us to know that many as are

the booksellers in England, but a small number
of towns can boast of establishments such as

many places which we might call villages,

are supplied with in Germany. At this age,

Liebig had also experimented as much as his

means would allow him, and had, no doubt, a

good knowledge of chemistry, whilst the im-

pressions made on his youthful mind could not

easily be effaced, growing as they did with his

growth, and familiar as a game of marbles or of

cricket. The usual method of learning chemis-

try then, as it is also unfortunately in England,
was to go to an apothecarj-'s shop, and accord-

ingly Liebig followed this course.

It was with little encouragement that this

course was undertaken ; but it was the only

mode left, as at school he v^^as considered a

dunce, not giving any attention to languages,

and not being gifted with so much of what the

phrenologists call " Imitation," as to glide easily

into any form of speech or into any language

used by others. I prefer saying that he is defi-

cient in imitation, as he does show great fluency

of speech, and has a peculiarly expressive style

of his own, which could not be the case were it

mere deficiency iu language. (See Prof Greg-
orj's remarks in the Phren. Jouru. on "Prof
Liebig"s Development.")
Reuling was his fellow-boobie at Bchool. and

is now disiingui.shed as a musician at Vienna.
Liebig remained onlj- ten months at the

ajjothecary's in Heppenheim, near Darmstadt,
finding that chemistry, as a science, was as far

offaseverin that mode of proceeding. After

six months' preparatory ,study at home, he went
to the Univer.sity of Bonn, then to Erlangen,
studying wider Kastner in the latter place.

—

Here he became acquainted witli many who
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followed different as well as similar pursuits;
and the influence of the lectures of Schelling he
has often expressed to have been strong, and to

have been hurtful to him in the study of physics

;

but probably the elevated .sentiments of Schell-

ing have not been without advantage in raising

the character of tlie chemist, and giving it that

extended influence and those higher tendencies,
unknown to its earlier ioilowers. To keep alivo

his knowledge and sharpen his reasoning pow-
ers on the subject, he ibrraed a society among
the students of Bonn and Eriaugen, for discu.ss-

ing chemical and physical subjects. "We have
been mmble to procure the first papers written
by him \\ hilst at Erlangen, on the action of al-

kalies, on fulminating silver, and on some color-

ing matters ; both are types of his future labors,

as he has shone so much in illustrating the ac-

tion of bodies, which .seem to act by laws some-
what different from the ordinary attraction then
kno^vn. We are not infonued by what chan-
nel the talents of the young man were made
known to the Grand Duke Lewis I. of Darm-
stadt ; but in 1822 he was liberally furnished by
him with means to prosecute his studies ui Pa-
ris. Here he attended Gay Lussac, Thenard
Dulong, and others, and made acquaintance
with the principal chemists now his cotempora-
ries in Gemiany. His talents havhig recom-
mended him to De Humboldt, many advantages
in the prosecution of his studies and his investi-

gations were given him ; and a more intimate

acquaintance with Gay Lussac, caused by
the recommendation of tlie same great philoso-

pher, was followed by an investigation into the

fulminates ; a work which had tor some time
engaged his attention, and which was^ now un-

dertaken in the private laboratoiy of Gay Lus-
sac, and publi.shed under their joint names.

In 1824, in his twenty-first year, by the re-

commendation of De Humboldt, he determined
to teach the science, and took means to obtain

the necessary degrees. He was, in the same
year, made extraordinary professor of chemis-
try at Giesen, and in two years after, ordinary
profes.sor. The place of extraordinaiy profes-

sor is that of lecturer or tutor, and is the first

step made towards a professorship in Germany.
There the station of professorship is fixed upon
by young men, and they follow it step by step

as the3' would any other occupation, and is not,

as here, the chance result of patronage and hard-

earned fame, although they felt it necessary to

labor hard to find a claim, and they are seldom
fixed upon before having made them.selves

somewhat known. They are, however, gener-

ally taken out of this body. Were I to give a

list of the labors of Liebig in chemistry, it would
be too long for this article, and at the same time

uninteresting to all but chemists. He was tu-

tored into fitness to speak on organic combina-
tions, as may be seen from the investigation

made into such substances as hippuric acid,

which he discovered, kinic acid, camphor and
camphoric acid, lactic, malic, and aspartic acid,

with their products of decomposition ; in many
instances tracing them from the highly organi-

zed state to the lower, where they approach
more morganic compounds. 'We see this espe-

cially in his investigation of ether, alcohol, alde-

hyd,"and the numberless comjjounds of cyano-

gen ; \\-hilst the more purely organic part, such

as sugar, was not forgotten.

Profes.'-or Liebig is a great admirer of our dis-

tinguished chemist, Davy ; and the lives of the

i
two are intimately connected as far as science



goes. When examining the nature of hydro-
chloric and hydriodic acids, Davy gave it out aa

probable that ihe acidifying principle is not, as

was supposed, oxygen, but hydrogen. In the

above mentioned acids it is easily seen, and he
wished to extend it to others also. Liebig, in

his inquiry into the nature of organic acids, has
found a wider range of comparison, and has set

in a point of view which few persons are now
inclined to contradict, and which all must find

to be a beautiful explanation of an extensive
class of natural appearances.
He sajs. ' hydrated acids are compounds of

one or more elements with hydrogen, in which
hydrogen may be replaced by metals."

If an acid be so constituted, the hydrogen, ca-

pable of being replaced by a metal, is the trae

mea.sure of the capacity of saturation ; the re-

maining elements may then be termed the rad-
ical, as chlorine or iodine in the cases of hydro-
chloric and hydriodic acids. If this be the case,

any addition of elements to the radical will have
no effect on the capacity of saturation.

" But if the hydrogen increases or diminish-

es, the capacity of saturation increases and di-

minishes in a like ratio."
'• If the above definition of a radical he cor-

rect, we see that any addition to it will have no
effect on the capacity of saturation of the acid,

so long as the amount of hydrogen remains .un-

altered."

In conformity with this principle, he has used
in his work on organic chemistry 3fhis formula
for acetate of Soda—for example, ac Na ;

whereas, we are accu.stomed generally to use
base first, as Na X So 3, for sulphate of soda.

This theory has also been fully extended by
Professor Graham, who has taught us the true
position of water and bases in inorganic salts,

and has termed sulphuric acid sulphate of wa-
ter, just as green vitriol is termed sulphate of the
oxide of iron. The first is So 3 X H ; the
second. So 3 X Fe 0; the iron in one takes the

place of the hydrogen in the other. But this

subject is not one likely to be of much practical

use at present. The substitution of the alkalies

is of more interest.

An idea prevails among us that Liebig is a
farming chemist only ; that his greatest pleasure
is to see beautiful fields manured in a chemical
manner, and growing wheat and turnips ac-

cording to the exact methods which he has laid

down. In this -we are mistaken ; Professor Lie-
big is a philosopher, or, according to the Ger-
man expression, a searcher of nature ; and the
great experience which many years devoted to

organic chemisti-y had given him in the modes
of operation of such bodies, whilst it peculiarly
fitted him for investigating agricultural and phy-
siological subjects, naturally also led him into

them. At the earlier part of this century the
lau-s of combination were developed. The
chief workers in this field are still living—nu-
merous compounds %\ere formed and obtained
formed in nature ; but inorganic chemistry was
chiefly studied, and the most highly organized
substances -were treated in the same manner as
compounds of sulphuric acid and iron, or any
other mineral substance. Boyle, or rather the
chemists of his time, analyzed a piece of green
wood by putting it up the chimney, when it

burned, and they perceived four elements—fire,

air, earth, and vvatcr—which we are apt to say
were combined by a vital vegetable principle :

one of those facts is as near the truth as tlie

other, for facts we may call them, a.s, however
(371)

imperfectly expressed, they fall within the bor-

ders of received truth. If wc analyze organic
compounds, and obtain from them instead of

fire a certain amount of specific heat ; instead of
air, a certain amount of nitrogen ; and, instead

of earth and water, a certain amount of phos-
phates, silicates, oxygen, and hydrogen : we ex-
press the true compo.sitions of the body more
accurately than the friends of Boyle, but we are

no wiser as to the laws of gi'owth and decay, no
nearer to the principles which vitality employs
to exhibit its various appearances ; because vi-

talitj- itself had ceased prior to the view which
we have obtained of the elements employed in

its service. If, however, having collected these

facts, having obtained a knowledge of the com-
plex organic compounds which are used for tlie

phenomena of life, we begin to observe their

action towards each other, we have ascended
into a region as far above the former, as the

complicated machinery of kingdoms, such as

England, France, or Germany, is above the

simple relations of unsocial, independent, and
walled villages of earlier times. The physiolo-

gy of plants and animals is" then a step m ad-

vance of the usually termed organic chemistry,

and when we are taught the parts albumen or

sugar play in the system, we have more know-
ledge and more power than wheu we can mere-
ly tell their composition. It is well known that

this field has received from Professor Lit^big the

first cultivation—that the first icgular crop was
sown and reaped by his hands. It is vain for

us to say that others before him saw so far ; it is

not unfrequently the case, that the end is seen
long before any of the intermediate stations.

—

Absolute certainty often aiTives before clear rea-

soning, and it is often hard for us to prove the

most unquestionable truths. It is from this cause
that many discoveries have been claimed for

men who named them only, but could not pros-

ecute them, that the dark hints given in ancient
volumes have seemed to some men to indicate a

superior knowledge to our days, that a m«ta-
physical inquh-er has been honored as the dis-

coverer of the atomic theorj-, although ignorant
of chemical combination; and Egyptians been
made the discoverers of the laws of acoustics,

because they had an imase which emitted
sounds, by la\vs which we have not yet learned

to put in motion.

Davy said, " The laws of mind are probably
not far different from the laws of corpuscular
motion ; ever\- change in our .sensations must be
accompanied by a corresponding change in the

organic motion of the body."
This he said when but a youth, and it is a

very good instance of the mode iu which im-
mense series of discoveries are often anticipated

by si)eculative men. It not only may be said to

include what has been discovered, but grasps at

much that we maj- safely expect some day to

be known. It anticipates the time \vhen the ac-

tion of our feelings on the system shall be per-
fectly known, and almost leaves as an insignifi-

cant thing the action of the food, of the air, and
of exercise. To teach us how to find some of
this knowledge, and to give us the first fruits,

has been the task of Professor Liebig : and al-

ready has the whole of this country, with many
others, arisen unanimously, to express by the
most energetic action, the lively impression of
truth, which the principles taught by liim have
made upon them. The fanner no longer suppo-
ses that barren land can become fertile by dip-
ping the seed to be sown in a solation of a salt.



and the physician no longer expects that he can
feed a child, without disastrous consequences,
on mere starch or arrow-root. The fact is now
established, that land without the elements of
fertility, must have theui given to it, before it

can be fertile ; and that to form nerve or muscle
in the body, food containing their elements must
be taken.

If it be said that to the study of physiology a
knowledge of the composition of organic bodies

was an important preparation, it may also be
added that a knowledge of the elementary com-
position of bodies was much more easily ob-

tained by the facilities of analysis introduced by
Liebig.

Many persons may have seen attached to one
of his best portraits, which was lithographed at

Frankfort five yeai's ago, a small crooked-look-

ing apparaus on one side of him, in which five

globes witii white spots on them are the princi-

pal things seen : this is the potash apparatus, a

series of bulbs in which caustic potash is put to

collect the carbonic acid passing from the de-

composing organic matter undergoing analysis.

It is scarcely right to connect his name in such
a marked manner with an invention so much
inferior to his many other labors, but that also

speaks a truth not to be forgotten easily, and
makes us believe that the gratitude of one who
had labored vrirh little profit at less elegant ap-

paratus had oiFered this to him, although on an
unlucky part of fhe sacred niche.

As a life spent like that of Professor Liebig
can offer little for the writer, unless what is ei-

ther directly or indirectly connected with sci-

ence, it will be better for us to look over that

which he has done, and to give the true reasons

of the great name he has acquired.

The chemical section of the British Associa-

tion desired him to prepare a report on the state

of organic chemistry. If we look at the work
which resulted, well known under the title of
" Chemistry in its applications to Agriculture

and Physiology," we perceive, that in consider-

ing the state of organic chemistry, and collecting

the information on die various branches it in-

cludes, he was led to generalize ; and by em-
bracing many phenomena as he did in a few
simple ideas, he has given us a resting-place

hitherto unforseen ; and although the vanguard
only may have an-ived in quarters, and room be
not ready for every arrival, it is no more than

we must always expect, as another march must
sooner or later be made. •' He has endeavored
to develop in a manner corresponding to the

present state of science, the fundamental princi-

ples of chemisti-j' in general, and the laws of or-

ganic chemistry in particular, in their applica-

tions to Agriculture and Physiology, to the

causes of fermentation, decay, and putrefaction,

to the vinous and acetous fermentations, and to

nitrification. The conversion of woody fibre

into wood and mineral coal, the nature of poi-

son.?, contagions, and miasmas, and the causes of

their action on the living organism, have been
elucidated in their chemical relations."

This is somewhat more than the association

expected of him, an analysis of the existing the-

ories and facts would have satisfied tliem.

It may be useful to repeat some of the more
striking parts of it :

—

Plants are formed of carbon, hydrogen, oxy-
gen and nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur, and sev-

eral metallic oxides, such as those that occur in

soil. Carbon and hydrogen are never absent
from plants—they are found in every portion of

i3T:

the plant, and increase togetlier ; oxygen is pre-
sent almost as generally, and constitutes a large
portion of the fibre of wood, and of the nutritive

portion of the piaut. The oxygen contained in
woody fibre, sugar, gum, and starch, that is in

the much larger portion of tlie vegetable world,
is in the same proportion to tlie hydrogen con-
tained, as in walor ; that is to say, if we take
the hydrogen and oxygen from them, the com-
pound obtained wiU be simply water, and car-

bon will be left ; tliey may then be said to be
compounds of carbon with water, although there
are many objections to viewing them in this

light. Nitrogen is a constituent of all gluten,

albumen, and casein, substances cs.sential to our
food ; along with it sulphur and phosphorus are
always found, and several metallic oxides, such
as lime, magnesia, iron oxide, soda, and potash,

are never absent Whence do all these sub-

stances come, may now be asked ? First, the
carbon : it w^as long supposed to be given to the

plant by means of humus; humic acid, or ulmic
acid, a known matter to be seen in mould, and
to be obtained in large quantities from decayed
woods, and other vegetable matter. Rich mould
was generally seen to contain a great deal of
this ; and it was supposed that the plants im-

bibed it merely, and digested it : that this could
not possibly be the case, is .shown from its almost
insolubility in water.
Humus has been analyzed by various persons

—none, however, have come to certain results;

the differences amount to as much as twenty
per cent, of carbon; but they all agree in giving
it a large portion. We can form it artificially in

various ways; that is, by various decomjiosi-

tions of organic matter, by treating woody fibre

with alkalies, or sugar and starch with acids.

—

It is organic matter approaching an inorganic

state, and in which we may consider vegetable

life to be entirely extinct. Vegetables, when
they die, undergo decomposition ; by means of

the oxygen of the air they are gradually burnt,

the carbon unites witli the oxygen, the hydro-i

gen and oxygen assume the usual form in which
they exist, uncombined with carbon, viz : wa-
ter; and as this takes place, the remaining mass
approaches more and more an miorganizcd
charcoal merely. Such a condition is highly fa-

vorable to its farther union with oxygen, the

bond which held it together, its vegetable life,

being now gone, it naturally returns to the state

in which only it can be useful to other plants,

viz : carbonic acid. It is a destruction of our

analogies to suppose that a vegetable can live

on the decayed matter of another ; the true po-

sition of the plant seems to be to form from the

mineral world organized matter.

Glauber, an old chemist, if not alchemist, of

the seventeenth century, was the first to observe

that plants fed on any of the gases or earths. It

is remarkable that no one has attended to his

discoveries; he placed a plant in a jar of car-

bonic acid gas, and found, after a time, that the

gas had become oxygen. It is right that in men-
tioning the works of the present day. we should

not forget the labors of the past. The time will

come when two centuries will be a distance too

small to be regarded, and Glauber, Saussnre,

and Liebig, will be mentioned more as co-work-

ers, than as a series of w^orkers. The same
chemist also taneht the value of several mineral

salts in growing plants. But after the composi-

tion of carbonic acid was known, Saussure, Da-

yy. and others have shown that carbonic acid

is converted by plants into oxygen gas, a Buffi-
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cient proof that they have formed their structure

from it Saussure showed that the upper strata

of the air contained more carbonic acid than the

lower—a fact, the contrary of which is general-

ly believed : also, that by night there is more
carbonic acid in the atmosphere than by day.

—

Now, plants in the absence of light, are incapa-

ble of converting the carbon of carbonic acid to

their own use, or at least in very small quanti-

ties, so that what they do absorb, or have ab-

sorbed, is given out at night unchanged. Of the

sources of oxygen and hydrogen in plants, not

much uced be said here. The fact of the de-

composition of water, in order to obtain a sur-

plus of hydrogen for certain compounds, such
as the oily, resinous, &c. seems beyond doubt,

and the presence of oxygen in the plant can be
accounted for in several ways. The assimila-

tion of both of these substances presents phe-
nomena very instructive ; but that of nitrogen
being somewhat more so. and having given rise

to the most original theories and extensive dis-

cussion, may with advantage be looked to for a
moment. It is -well known that Davy consid-

ered ammonia as of great importance in ma-
nures, and proposed plans for preserving it ; but
having given him his due, and not forgetting

our friend Glauber, who saw this thing as clear-

ly as any man could, unacquainted with modern
analysis, we must now give the rest of the pi-aise

to Professor Liebig, who showed that it is the

inorganic state into which azotized organic mat-
ter enters to render it capable of a set-ond organ-
ization ; and that whilst Nature uses the atmos-
phere as a reservoir of the decomposed, she like-

wise uses it as a reservoir of food for the com-
posing vegetables.

If ammonia be the last product of the trans-

formation of azotized bodies, it is, of course, to

be looked for in the atiuosphere. As ammonia
is very soluble in water, it must be then washed
down by the rain ; and after a long drouth -we
may expect that the rain will wash down a con-
siderable quantity. The ammonia was looked
for by Professor Liebig in a shower of rain, and
it was found ; and it has even been obtained
with the peculiar smell of organic matter at-

tached to it. The quantity contained in the at-

mosphere has been estimated as one-quarter of
a grain in 1,132 cubic feet. In hot climates the

nitrogen is found combined with ox}'geu, so as
to form nitric acid ; since the full value of the ni-

trogen in these compounds has been seen, we
have had a change, not in the theory merely,
but in the \vhole practice of our farmers ; and
the trade occasioned by it has been sufficient to

employ some hundred vessels at a time, and
considerably to alter our ideas of the value of
many waste products in the aits. Its indirect

influence is no Ic-^s valuable, as the guano of
our own country, the waste matter of our own
towns, husbanded as it ought to be, will not on-

ly be sufficient to supply the farmer ^vhen the
foreign guano is spent, but the removal of it will

purify our streets and our streams, and in no
small measure add to our domestic comfort, and
our sanitary condition.

The true valueof in organic matter, as manure,
is especially insisted on by Liebig: the neces-
sity for phosphates, sulphates, and silicates, has
been a guide in the management of the rotation

of crop.s, which will, when fuily followed out,

prevent much loss of time, and prevent any pity
being thrown away on poor land, w hich we say
is weary of such iiard labor. Hard labor can-
not be sustained witliont good food ; tliis we

(37:i)

must give the ground, and food is never so ex-
pensive as to be unable to pay itself by increase
of strength.

Phosphates and silicates are the most neces-
sary inorganic salts, v^'hich our soils in general
want ; sulphates are more easily procured in the

form of gypsum. We may obtain phosphates
by using bones, although a cheaper mode would
be desirable ; but silicates ai-e certainly a desid-

eratum, unless the professor has, in his present
new manures, got over the difficult3^

It will, of course, be often said, as it has, in-

deed, been said, that this is not new. It will be
useless to ask what is new, and what is not ; as

a .system—as a whole, the connection between
the vegetable and mineral kingdom has been
so cleverly given, so many facts before doubted
have not only been proved, but been shown to

be necessary, that no one can look on it with-

out admiring the artist, (if so we may term him,)

by whomsoever and wheresoever the materials

were collected ; or, to use his own simile, he
v^'ent into a cavera in which were a number of
loo.se bones—he collected them, and formed
thereby the perfect skeleton of a noble animal.

This may be said of a part of his work, and
it may be said without fear, the original mat-
ter which he has brought forward is sufficient

to make him careless as to small losses.

The principles of nutrition, as illustrated by
him, are so beautiful, however unknown to ma-
ny, and understood by still fewer, that it will

not be out of place to give a short summary of
some points. We see daily coming from tlie

press such vigorous conti-adictions, in England
chiefly by unscientific men, and in America by
men at least pretending to science, that we
know they are little understood. The analysis

of albumen, casein, and gluten, are now kno'wn
to have been made in the most accurate manner
by Mulder, and others, and the composition of

muscle is so well known, that we cannot hesi-

tate in saying that the latter is formed from the

former. They all contain a lai'ge proportion of

nitrogen—no flesh can exist without nitrogen

—

be it the flesh of man or of beast, of fish or of
fowl, nitrogen exists in it and in tlie same pro-

portions. Now all our food must have nitrogen

in it, else how could our flesh have it ? We are

continually giving out nitrogen fi-om our bodies,

and how can it be supplied again, but by a re-

newal of it in our food ? Itisaquestion too simple
to require a lengthened explanation, now that

the way is prepared for us, and the objections to

it too trivial to require answering. In fact, it is

no\v as well established as that food is at all

necessary for us. No animal c;m feed on sugar,

and live ; can feed on starch or gum, and yet
continue strong ; these substances contain no
flesh—they contain no albumen, which is the

same thing. If a man says that he lives on su-

gar and water only, are we to believe him ? cer-

tainly not. If he says that he becomes fat by
eating sugar, we may believe him. because the
ekmonts of fat are found in sugar : but at the

same time to support the other functions of tlie

body, albumen, or a similar compound, must be
taken along with it. Arrowroot, or starch, is

sometimes taken, or rather was once taken, to

support strength ; but there is no readier mode
of destroying strength than by giving for food a
substance wrhich does not contain tlie es.sential

elements of muscle and ofnerve, the organs with-
out which strength cannot exi.^t. True, children
have been kno\\'n to increase immensely in bulk
by eating arrowroot only, but tliey have been



known also in the same period to lose both
bodily and mental capacity, bj- llie loss of brain

and ner\-e, from a want of azotized matter in

what they eat.

As nitrogen in the form of albumen, gluten, or

casein must be eaten, and as these compoumis
are found in vegetables identically the same as

in animals, except in tiieiroutwaid appearance,

and as we know thai there is jio other form in

whicli niiros-'en can be obtained, we have a key
by which we can Knd cxactiy how much of any
given food is nece.'ssary to form a given quantity

of flesh; at least we can tell the minimum, and
caii also lei! the comparative value of different

kinds of food. We can no longer dispute about

the value of a potato, or say a given weight of

potato is equal to the same weight of wheat

;

nor can we suppose that rice is equal to its

weight of flour from wheat or of meal from oats.

They are. no doubt, all valuable in their place,

as all circumstances do not demand the same
mode of treatment.

The analysis of the a.shes of plants have fur-

ni.shed, also, an important lesson as to the capa-

cities of soils. If a plant requiring a great deal

of silica be put upon land containing little or none
in a soluble state, the plant will, of course die,

although the same ground may produce an

abundant crop of potatoes, for example, which
grow with little. The same may be said of lime,

rna?nesia. soda, potash, although, more or less,

they are always present. To give an idea of

the variety in this respect, presented by the

more common crops, a table is here added :

Salts of Pot- Lime and
Silica Plants. ash and Soda. Magnesia. Silica.

Oat-straw, with seeds.. :«.f)0 4.00 62.00

Wheat-straw 22 7.20 61:05

Bf,rl<'y-straw, with seedsl9 25.70 55.03

Rye-straw 18.65 16.52 63.89

Lime.
Pea-straw 27.82 63.74 7.81

Potato, (herb) 4.20 .59.40 36.40

Meadow clover 39.20 56 4.90

Poiai5h.

Turnips 81-60 18.40

Beet-rcot -.83 12

rolato..-3 85.81 14.19

Suntlower 84.30 15.70

To try to gi-ow any of these plants on a soil void

of potash, soda, lime, and magnesia, will of

course be a fruitless occupation ; but we may
grow tuniip.s and potatoes when we cannot grow
corn. Corn requires a great deal of silica, espe-

cially for the straw, and a time of fallow is re-

quired in .order that a certain porticm should be

made soluble by the atmosphere and other agen-

cies. To carry out the deductions from these

premises, is the business of the farmer ; to eslab

lish the premises with respect to individual soils,

is that of the chemist. It would be a great advan-

tage to the Agriculturist to be able to obtain some
idea of the nature of his soil by chemistrj-. A
complete analysis is by no means necessary ; a

little practice would enable him to make many
important ob.servations as to the quantities of cer-

tain ingredients, without at any time using a bal

ance, except in the first in.«tance ; that is in the

amount of soil experimented on. which ought

always to be the same. In this case the eye be-

comes experienced and its results in general

are equal in value to the wci'-'liings of the bal-

ance It is true there are difliculties in the way,
as even this small accomplishment is not, as we
might suppose, easily obtained without some
teaching. At least let us hope that the young
will not grow old without it.
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In looking at his works, we seem almost to
have lost sight of the workman ; and, if there
be any test of greatness which will stand, it is

this : to have done so much, and to have put so
many in motion, that he himself need not guide
the machine. To govern, the mind of the gov-
ernor must be everywhere ; \\ith his sloth all is

slothful, with his loss all is lo.st. But to teach
men truth, and to make them understand, is to

make what can reprodace itself, and form an
endless series.

One of the most novel doctrines of Professor
Liebig is that of poisons, contagions, and mias-
mata ; and, however dark the subject now is,

v^e may expect it to increase and multiply to a
great extent. In such mysterious subjects, to

make a theorj-w'ith a foundation is a great deed;
and the one alluded to explains so much, that it

^viU no doubt be looked on by many as the most
beautiful part of his work. It is remarkable
that all the ideas which Daltou obtained on the
state of atoms, in union and separation, were
taken from the mechanical slates of large bodies
such as he could weigh and handle. His sim
pie explanation seems now selfevident ; and
we wonder that men .should have thought oth

erwise: we wonder also that great men. such
as Wollaslon and Davy, should have doubied--
should, in fact, have been unable properly to

comprehend it for a long time. A law in me-
chanics has suggested a chemical action to Pro
fessor Liebig, which promises notmuch less tiian

the theorv" of Dalton. '• A molecule, set in niu

tion by any power, can impiart its own motion
to another molecule with which it may be in

contact." "We have seen that ferment or yeast
is a body in a state of decompo.sition, the atoms
of which, consequently, are in a state of motion
or transposition. Yeast, placed in contact with
sugar, communicates to the elements of that

compound the same state, in consequence of
which the constituents of the sugar arrange
themselves into new and simpler forms—name-
ly, into alcohol and carbonic acid.

" In these new compounds the elements are

held together by stronger aflinities than they
were in the sugar, and therefore, under the con-

ditions in which they were produced, farther

decomposition is arrested. W^e knov/ also that

the elements of the sugar assume totally differ-

ent arrangements, when the substances which
excite their transposition are in a different state

from the yeast just mentioned. Thus, when su-

gar is acted on by rennet, or putrifying vegeta-

ble juices, it is not converted into alcohol and
carbonic acid, but into lactic acid, mannit, and
gum, or into butyric acid."

Yeast is a product of the decomposition of

gluten ; it passes into a second stage, in contact

with water, gives to the .sug;ir an excitement to

decompose, and, if any gluten be pre.sent, it

causes it to undergo the first stage of decompo-

sition, and to pass into j-east. These conditions

are found in the fermentation of beer, and, whilst

one portion of the gluten is disappearing, an-

other portion is being produced from the gluten.

That a body in a state of decomposition can

communicate' to another body a shnilar state

seems, from these and many similar facts, to be

proved ; or, in other words, that a body in chem-

ical motion acts in an analogous manner on sur-

rounding particles to a body ui mechanical mo-

tion. We see lliat, in the action of the yea.st,

the force is not exhausted, as, if material be i)re-

sent, a second portion is formed whicli can. of

course, do the same work, and the end can be
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arrived at only by the finiphing of the material.

What is the cause of this he is uot required to

explain ; but it is a fact ; it is the case is a a^eat

range of facts ; it may be safely taken as unity,

and called a power, when we bring many other

phenomena under this head, we have arrived at

a great point. The action of contagion is, in all

appearance, similar. Matter in a state of de-

couaposilion comes in contact with healthy mat-
ter, and decomposition begins ; this increases,

and may be infinitely increased : we saw tliat

with the yeast the power of iricrea.siug increas-

ed with the progress. How otherwise can we
explain the insidious agency of the plague, lurk-

ing as it does about org;aiic matter until it has
accumulated such force, or until it has excited
decomposition in .such a large mass as to cause
it to assume the form of a decided disease, and
continuing until the whole frame is attacked, un-
til tlie brain can no longer act rationally, but in

the violence of its decay converts reason into

madness ? The same of fever and of other con-

tagious disorders.

Putrifying flesh causes plagues of various
kinds bj- the same law ; decaying matter, pla-

ced near sound flesh, begins rapid decomposi-
tion in it

;
putrid gases from sewers con'upt

fresh meat w^hich is placed near, and mould rap-

idly communicates mould. The case of mould
may perhajis be otherwise explained.
The dairy which is not clean cannot preserve

milk well, and the dirtiest farmers see, at least,

the use of attending to the cleanness o£lhe wood-
en vessels there. Milk decomposing^vill cause
other milk to follow it ; and any matter not in a
sound state—coming, for example, from dung-
heaps—into the apartment by the open \viu-

dows, \vill be productive of much mischief.

—

The position of a dung-hill is not an unim-
portant matter in a farm, and a stagnant pool
also ought to be in a position in \%'hich it will do
little hurt. Some houses have them just between
them and the direction of the prevailing winds.
On these occasions it is often diflicult for persons
unaccustomed to it to .sit long in the place. The
prevailing ^vind ought to be known before
building a house, and everything that promises
a disagreeable odor put on the opposite side.

Ponds, much superior in cleanness to those gen-
erally near farms, have been known to influence
greatly the healing of sores from this very cause

;

and, we may make it a rule, because it is in fact

a law of nature, that animal and vegetable mat-
ter in decay should be removed as far from us
a.s possible, that we may be able to eat sound
food and to breathe pure air.

It \^ould scarcely be suitable to this v^-ork to

give an account of all Liebig's writings ; much,
however, might be gained by a study of the

work on Pathology, by studying the nutrition of
animals, the production of butter and of fat, the

eli'ect of heat and of cold. The phenomena of
motion and theory ofdisea.se are more allied to

pure philosophy, and, intercstmg as the subjects

are, they And little attention among practical

men. As a short compendium of organic chem-
istry, popularly treated, no work will please
general readers so well as the Chemical Letters
of Liebig: there every subject which has en-

gaged practical chemi.stry to a great extent is

touched upon, and, without much study, some
idea may be formed of ius nature.

To have received opposition and not to fall by
it, is another characteristic of strength; and cer-

tainly no views, at least of very late years, have
received moi-e opposition tliau those of Liebig's.

We are not now in the scholastic ages, and a
new idea seldom takes up more of our attention
than a few hours—a discussion we expect to be
able to read in a short time, and to have done
with it—nor could we find sufiicicut, in any pub-
lic dispute whatever, to take us a journey of
some handred miles, even in an ea.sy railway
carriage. The opposition, e.speciallj- in the
French periodicals, has been great, although the
London 'ones are certainly not to be left out.

It remains for us now to look a little more close-

ly to the person whose life we are considering.

Grie.sen. where he resides, is a small tov»-D, con-
taining about 8.000 inhabitants ; the population
chiefly lives on learning, at least, almost all the

respectable class are either judges, lawyers,
professors, teachers, or students ; and, as the

students amount to 400, and the teachers to an
ahnost equal number, we thereby nearly account
for the whole male population of maturer years.

This is certainly saying too much, but, at any
rate, few towns of the size can boast of so many
men of superior education. True it is. that many
of our luxuries and conveniences are absent, but
again the want of a market for surplus produce
makes many veiy accessible, which to us are
verj' expensive ; and, if we maj- judge from
the appearance of the people on Sundays and
holidays, none are happier, and we should be
obliged to go back to the days of merry old

England before we could find such a group of
happy Engli.sh workmen. This is said merely to
give persons some idea of what the place (of

which no one seems to know anything) actually

is. It has as.sumed the dress ofpeace, by substitut-

ing an avenue in place of a wall round the town,
and several castles in the (^stance—skeletons of
combative systems now gone by—tell us that it

once was compelled either to suffer or to resi.st

oppression. The rising ground near the town is

now growing into a new, better-built, and bet-

ter-situated town ; and we doubt not that, where
the cause of contagion has been so well taught,

means will be taken to give everj' house a due
supply of that light, heat, air, and cleanliness in

general which our towns cannot alwa3's obtain,

fi'om the numbers of the population, and the ex-
pense of land, &c.
The university has flourished greatly, as Lie-

big has flourished, and the number of students

working in his own laboratorj' amounts to about
fifty ; whilst a number attend the laboratory of

Dr. Will, his former assistant. This is, then, the

largest chemical school in the world, and it is

richly endowed by the government. The small-

er States of Germany seem to believe what in

other places seems merely a problem not yet

solved, that the education of a man is of the first

importance, and that house and lands rank sec-

ond, not first.

Of the honors gained by Liebig \ve all know
a little, we know of his late visit to us in autumn,
when he received as much attention as a coun-
try could give him : especially in Scotland. His
own country has not forgotten him however

;

Austria and Prussia have both endeavored to

obtain his services, and not succeeding there in

spite of the most tempting offers, they have been
content to honor him. His own government
has made him Knight of the Hessian Order, and
Russia. Knight of the Order of St. Ann : it need
scarcely be added, that he is a member also of

manj" societies. It may be well perhaps to fin-

ish this sketch by a quotation from Professor

Gregory of Edinburgh, who is himself a phre-
nologist, and who introduced Liebig to the
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principal phrenologists in Edinburgh, where
his head was examined carefully. The great

powers of observation are tlie first to strike us
ou liK)king at die Lead, and give a breadth over
tlic eyes, extending as far as the ears, which we
seldom see. Of particalar organs I shall not

speak.
" It may be interesting," says Professor Greg-

ory, '• to miuiy of our readers to know-that Pro-

fessor Liebig is in person tail and well fomied.
His complexion is dark, his countenance is

hatnLsome, aud in tlie highest degree animated
and cxpres.rive. His cerebral development has
been carefully examined by the Edinburgh
phrenologists : it is of tlie very highest class, the

intellectual and moral regions greatly predomi-
nating. Perhaps Europe does not contain a
larger anterior lobe of the brain than Liebig's;

and this, with his active aud energetic tempera-
ment, point him out as one bom to take a lead

in science, and to give a new du-ection to the

age. As a man, he is no less amiable than dis-

tinguished as a philosopher."
It is scarcely proper speaking of a living man

to say much of his domestic life : to say he is

married, or to speak of his children is more
properly for a future time.

It may be that tliose who read this sketch
will suppose that it is not sufficiently laudatory.
It is unneces-sary to praise any man, let us only
tell what he has done, and the feeling of praise
rises in every mind ; here something of what he
has done in Agriculture has been mentioned ; if

it has been clearly stated, those -who see its val-

ue will not fail to give due credit to the man.

Extract of a Letter from a Gentleman
IN THE South— Tlie sort of inJ'ormatio7i
needed there, with suggestions for Agricul-
tural writers.

, Aug. 27, 1845.

Dear Sir—* * * As your work is large,

I hope you will find room for articles particu-

larly applicable to Southern Agriculture. All

information about cotton aud com is, of course,

valuable to us. Indigo and tobacco, particularly

Spanish, are again atti-acting our attention.

—

Muck and marl are two hobbies with me, and

to these, together with draining and making

manure, I devote one-third of my effective force,

the year round. I have been doing so for three

j'ears, and have just an-ived at the point of mak-

ing more with the other two-thirds than I did

formerly with all. I hope to pass it very far in

time, besides vastly increasing the value of my
land.

We are very ignorant here of the labor-saving

machines at the North. They have many in es-

tablished use that we kno\v nothing of A list

and description of all invented within 20 years,

and in successful operation, with their prices,

and where they may be had, would be very val-

uable. Indeed, a series of ai'ticles, .stating and

illustrating all the changes and improvements in

Agriculture for 20 years, would be highly ac-

ceptable here. The old plan, the now jilan, and
the advantages of the change, would give us

very important truth.

f:i7(;;

I wish you could reform agricultural writers

in one important particular. They state their

experiments in such a loose way that one can

seldom try them. A man, you know, might de-

scribe a one-dollar bill and a ten-dollar bill from

the same bank, very minutely, to his owni satis-

faction ; yet, if he left out the trivial circum-

stance of the 0, we should not know tliat one

bill was ten times as valuable as the other. We
want quantities in bushels—distances in yards

—

areas in acres—in short, the length, breadth,

depth, weight, measure, time, &c. &c. of every

thing, minutely, accurately, and in terms under-

stood every where. It is not only useless, but

provoking, to read nine-tenths of the articles in-

tended to enlighten agricultural readers.

From the American Farmer.

TO PREVENT SMUT IN WHEAT.
Since our own directions upon this important

matter were written, we have received the an-

nexed note from Hon. Wm. Cannichael, whose
authority with us is equal to that of any agricul-

turist of our State

:

SUCCESSFUL EXPERI.MENT TO PREVENT SMUT
IN WHEAT.

To the Editor of the American Farmer

:

In the .3d vol. of the Farmers' Register, page
743, there is an account of a series of experi-
ments made by M. M. de Bombasle, for preserv-
ing Wheat from the Smut, one of which he
found entirely successful ; and, perhaps, some
benefit may be derived from an account of the

advantage I have derived from its application.

I recommend to you to subjoin that article, as it

may give confidence to my experience.
Smut was brought on my farm by changing

my seed Wheat, and though it never extended
so far as to produce very serious injui^', I was
very anxious to expel it ; and, in the year 1843,

I used the means in the article I have referred

to, according to the manner therein directed.

—

At the ne.xt harvest, I found the Smut much di-

minished, but some still remained. Last Fall I

used the .same means, under a different applica-

tion. I dissolved, in a large tab, 18 lbs. glauber

salts in 22 gallons of water. The Wheat was
thrown into it well-washed, and so much of the

solution as was not taken up was drawn off for

farther application ; the Wheat was then put

into abed of quick-lime (slaked immediately be-

fore being used) on my bam floor, well stirred

so as to produce adhesion to each grain, and
then spread to dry.

I have lately finished threshing. I have ex-

amined the Wheat and have not detected a

Smut-ball. This is also the experience of my
overseer and my most observant laborer.^.

I do not know that the germinating power
would be injured if it remained unsown for

many days under the lime; but to avoid the

hazard, I have permitted the Wheat thus pre-

pared not more than three days unsown.

My neighbor, Mr. Wm. D'e "Courscy. to whom
I communicated the experiments of Mr. Bom-
basle, made one with common salt, by which

the Smut was much diminished, but some still

remained. My experiment with glauber salts

has resulted in entire success.
WM. CARMICHAEL.

Wye, Queen Ann's Co., E. S. Md.

^^^







THE COTTON PLANT .... ITS HISTORY AND USES.

It would have been better that the plate of

the Cotton-Plant, which embellished the Sep-

tember number of the Farmers' Library, should

have been accompanied with the following very

interesting and learned essay on the origin, cul-

tivation and uses of Cotton, by the distinguished

President of the South Carolina Agricultural So-

ciety ; but that whole number was in type be-

fore we found ourselves obliged to substitute

that plate for another which had been prepared.

This cssaj' serves, in its way, to illustrate one

leading feature in the design of the Farmers'

Library, which is, not only to instruct the young

Farmer in all the practical details of his pursuit,

but to improve and liberalize his mind, and to

qualify him, as a man of varied information, to

hold his proper rank in society. To do this, it

is indispensable that he should make himself fa-

miliar with the natural history aajT uses, not

only of the plants that he cultivates and the ani-

mals that he rears, but with all the objects that

belong to the country, and that naturally become
subjects of inquiry and of conversation among
country gentlemen of any pretensions to intelli-

gence and scholarship. All this knowledge
may be gained, and all this intellectual respect-

ability and enjoyment be secured, during hours

of leisure which are now, bymany of them, spent

in a manner worse than unprofitable, at country

taveiTis, or in scenes of low and vulgar excite-

ment and dissipation ; or they may be secured in

hours of confinement at home, which, for want
of books, or the love of books, (to be begotten

in early life,) are whiled away in listless ennui.

What Mr. Seabrook has done to enlighten us

as to the historj- and uses of a plant which forms

one of the great staples of the country, shall, in

time, be done for every tree of the orchard and
the forest—every grain of the field and every

vegetable of the garden. Everj- vine shall tell

its own history, and every bird shall eing its

own song, until, in place of the sneer of igno-

rance at the suggestion of rural literatvre ! he
who re.-Kls, and properly appreciates his posi-

tion, shall be forced to ask himself—Where do
tlie literary studies and researches that properly

belong to rural life end ? What do they not em-
brace of all that is worthy of being known ?

—

until, in a word, speaking in the fulbess of his

heart, he shall say :

" And this our life, exompt from public haunt.
Finds tongues in trees, books in the runnini; brooks,
Sermons in stones, and good iu every thing."

We could, for the present, ask ao better ex-
(377)

cmplification of our views than is presented in

the following

:

A MEMOIR ON THF, ORIGIN, CULTIVATION
AND USES OF COTTON, from the earliest iigea
to the present time, with especial reference to the
Sea-Island Cotton-Plant, including the improve-
ments in ita cultivation, and the preparation of the
Wool, &c. in Georgia and South Carolina: Read
before the Agricultural Society of St. John's Colle-
ton, November 13th, 184.3, and the State Aericultu-
ra! Society of South Carolina, December 6th, 1843.
By Whitemabsh B. Seabrook, President of the
State Agricultural Society of South-Carolina.

Cotton,* from the Arabic word Koton, is the
spontaneous production of all the intertropical
regions. Of the four great materials de.nigned
by Providence for human clothing, it is believed
that none was assigned to Europe- To Asia
wa.s given all— Cotton, flax,t tlie sheep, J: and silk
worm ;$ and to Africa and America, Cotton and
flax. It is remarkable, too, that of these, the one
which was obviously designed to be the mo.st
extensively useful, was tlie last to be generally
diffused. For many centuries the growth and
manufacture of Cotton were confined exclusively
to India. The total silence of the Hebrew wri-
ters, and the very slight notices to be found in
Greek and RomanH literature concerning the
wool-bearing shrub,** are to be ascribed to the
utter unacquaintance of the nations bordering
on the Mediterranean with the populous coun-

* German KattwmtvUe, BaumitKille ; XinXch, Ketoen,
Boomwol; Danish, Bomald ; Swedish, Bomull; Italian,

Cotone, Bomhagia; Spanish, Algodon; Portuguese,
Algodiio, Algodeiro; Ku3simi,C/Uobts-ckaUiza bumaga;
Polish, Bawdna ; Georgian. Bomhy. Bamba ; Latin,
Gossypium ; Greek. Bomhyz Yylon ; Moiigul, Kobiing

;

Hindoo, Buhi; Malay, Kapas; Indian, Kopa ; Chi-
nese, Cay-Hauvg, Hoa-Micn.—.Skiuner, the ot}^no-
logist, says that Cotton is so called from its siinilitudo

to the down wliich adheres to the quince, malis i-y-

doniis, which the Italians call c-otogni, and cotogni
manifestly a oydonis.

Gossypium, or Cotton, a genius of the polyandria
order, belonging to the monodclphiacl.iss of pUmta;
and in the natural method of ranking under the 37lh
order Columnifera.

[Encycloptzdia Britayinia, vol. 8. p. 21.

t Flax is indigenous in Egj-pt, and also in America.
[Clavigcro's Mexico, pp. 25, 26.

t The sheep, (Ovis,) the Argali of Siljcria. Tliis
animal inhabits the mountains of all At-ia, and bo-
comes as large as a fallow deer. It ia from the Jilou-

flou, or the Argali, that we are supposed to derive the
numerous races of our woolly animals, which next
to the dog, seem tnost subject to vary.

[Cuvier's Animal Kingdom, vol. 4tk. pp. 2C, 27.

§ Silk was first made in China. SiUc worms, with
the art of manufacturing their prothice, were brought
from China to ConstJintinople by two Persian monks,
in the reign of Justinian, A. D 552.

II
Virgil, in the second Georgic, clearly allude.s to

the Cotton Plant in the following lines :—" Shall I

sing of the groves of Ethiopia, hoary with soft wool

;

and how the Soros," ( a people of India,) "comb out
the delicate fleece from among the leaves?"

** From its resemblance to the fleece of tlie shoep,
the first material probably made into cloth, it wais
called the • wool of trees " In the markets of the
world, it ia designated " cotton wooL"
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tries bflvond the Indue. Even ailer a consider-

able traitio had grown up between Rome and

the East, Cotton, as a textile material, excited

no particular interest nor more than a pa&sing

remark by die sciouiific inquirer. In the omis-

sion also of the writers of the middle ages to

mention cotton stuff't*, while enumerating the

vestments in common use, it is to be interred that

woolen, linen, and silk, of which they continu-

ally speak, then constituted the customary wear
of tlie people. ^Ve leani from Nearchu.s, Alex-

ander" 8 Admiral, who (327 B. C.) descended the

Indus, that " the Indians wore garments, the

substance whereof they were made growing

upon trees ; and this," he says, " is indeed flax,

or ratlier itomeihin^ much whiter andfiner than

Jiax." Herodotus^ (445 B. C.) the father of his-

toiy, evidently supposed that the Cotton Plant

was limited solely to India. " The inhabitants

of tliat countrj'," he stales, "made their clothes

of tho product of a certain plant, which, instead

of fniit, produces wool, of a finer and better

quality than that of sheep."

On the authority of Strabo, who was cotem-

porary with our Saviour, Cotton gi-ew in the

Persian province of Susiana. "VVe are informed

by Pliny, who lived about A. D. 15, that in the

eai-lie.st ages, when Cotton fabrics were worn
only by the Indians, the dress of the Babylonians

was ot" linen and wool, and of the Egyptians,

linen.* It was not until the Chri.stiau era that

the introduction of the Cotton Plant into the

countiy of die latter took placet '• In Upper
Egypt towards Arabia," he says, " there grows
a shrub called gossypium, by others xylon, from

which the stuffs are made that we call xjlina.

It is small, and bears a fruit resembling the fil-

bert, within which is a downy wool, w Inch is

spun into thread. There is nothing to he pre-

ferred to these stuffs for whiteness or softness
;

beautiful garments are made from them for the

Priests oi' Egj-pt." The same writer enu-

merates, among the productions of the Island

of T} los, in tiie Per.-^ian Gulf, " wool-bearing

trees that hear a fruit like a gourd, and of the

size of a quince, which, bursting when it is ripe,

displays a ball of downy nsooI, from which are

made costly g;irments of a fabric resembling

linen." It is probable, remarks a late writer, as

the soil of Arabia is unadaptcd to the raising

of fiax, and the climate too hot for the fine fleece

of sheep, that Cotton was applied to clothing

purposes in the infancy of the human race. It

is certain, however, that at the time of the He-
gira, A. D. 622, cott(ni cloth was a common ma-

terial of dress. The next authentic account of

the Cotton Plant is derived from Marco Polo,

who visited many countries of Asia as the con-

fidential agent of the Tartar conqueror of China.

He saw Cotton growing abundantly in Mosul,

opposite the ancient Nineveh, in Persia, and at

Guzzcrat, in which latter place it was produced

from a tree '• six yards high, which bore twenty

* The microscopic examinations of Lewcnhoeck
conclusively show that the mummy cloth of Egypt
was (lomposcJ entirely of liuen.

t 'I"ho cultivution of Cotton had long been discon-

tinued in Ksyjit, when Mehcmet All, about the year

1823. renewed the ent('rpri.ac with a .'pirit indicwive

of a vigorous and sagacious mind. The first year,

60 bugs were produced; in 183(), a.s hi>,'h as 18(),:J91

basT'i were exported to Europe. Of late years the

quantity grown has been inconsiderable, and a.^ the

culture of the crop depends on the capricious deter-

minaiion of the Pucha, no judgment can be formed
ol tlie future supplies from tliat country. (See Tables

3 and 4 in (he Appendix.)
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years." After the time of die Venetian traveler,

but before the 14th century, the evidence is

satisfactory, that the wool of the go.^aypium was
the staple manufacture of Arabia, Persia, and all

the Provinces on the Indus. Notwithstanding
the proximity of China to India, and the com-
mercial intercourse between them, it was not

until die 11th century that the herbaceous
Cotton, which four hundred years before had
been raised in gardens for die beauty of its

flowers, was grown for domestic use. So slow^

was its progress among the industrious and
skillful people of that Empire, then distinguished

for their knowledge of the arts.* that two cen-

turies elapsed before it constituted one of the

.staple crops of the country. China is now an
importer of the wool. About 70 years ago, the

lands cultivated in Cotton, in consequence of the

alarming scarcity of provisions, ^vere aj)propri-

ated to the raising of com by command of die

supreme authority.

Aldiough Cotton is indigenous in Africa, and
grows luxuriantly and plentifully, especially in

its central and western parts, yet there are

strong reasons for concluding that the know-
ledge of its husbandry was spread among the

people of that Continent, north of the Equator,

by the early followers of Mohammed. No au-

thentic notices of die progress of its ullage exist

until the 15th centurj-, when it was not only ex-

tensively grown, but the fleece was manufac-

tured, by the Caflres, by the Moors at Cefala, by
the inhabitants of the coast of Guinea, and along

nearly the whole northern shores of the Medi-
ten-anean.

Spain was the first nation in Europe that cul-

tivated the Cotton Plant, and manufactured
clothing from its produce. Both occun-ed in the

10th century. The Moors who were mingled
widi the Arabs at the Spanish conquest, says De
Maries, brought with them the hu.sbandiy of rice

and Cotton, of the mulben-y tree and the sugar

cane. In the year 10.50, the Priests of San Ad-
veno were authorized to let their church lands

for its cultivation. Soon afterwards it appeared
in Italy, particularly along the shores of the Gulf
of Tarauto. It was then graduallj- extended to

Greece and the adjacent countries. In the lilth

century it was produced in the vicinity ofHyeres,
and elsewhere in the southern parts of France.

Columbus, Magellan, Drake, Cavendish, Dam-
pier, Van Noort, and indeed aU the earlier

voyagers, with one exception, concur in repre-

senting that, in the decoration of their persons,

or where, from the cohhK^.ssof the climate, some
covering to the body was necessarj-, the abori-

gines of the Western Continent, among other

materials, used Cotton. Several of them, more-
over, .saw ' Cotton growing wild and in great

abundance " in the West India Islands and on
the Continent. The Patagonians tied up their

hair with " Cotton Lace," and so plentiful was
the vegetable wool in Brazil, that the inhabitants

made their beds of it. In St. Salvador, where
Columbus first landed, the Spaniards, who de-

scribe the women as dressed in sht)rt " Cotton

coats," exchanged caps, beads, and other toys

for " Cotton yam." On this Island Cotton was
seen " growing of it.self" In the fabrication of

Cotton and other cloths, the Mexicans displayed

so much ingenuity and neatness, as to create a

'' The Chinese were the original manufacturers of

silk, paper, and sutrar. They, too, first practised the

art of printinj, and were the tirst acquainted with the

properties of the magnet, and the composition of

gunpowder.



doubt ill the minds of their conqnerors, whether
tlie European artitita could surpass or even equal
them ill that branch of industry. Among the

presents sent to Charles V. by Cortes, were Cot-

ton cloths of exquisite fabric, dyed in various
colors. Even as far north as the Mes-chacebe,
or Mississippi, the earlier explorers of that river

and its tributary streams, saw " Cotton growiug
wild in the codd and in great plenty."* These
fact.% and they might be almost indefinitely mul-
tiplied, are introduced to rebut the opinion,

founded on the negative testimony of Capt.
Cook, that the gossypium is not a native of die

Western Hemisphere. Tiiat celebrated voyager
found no Cotton between New-Zealand, 36°

South, and the Sandwich Islands, 20'^ North. In
addition to flax and the bark of the mulbeiTy
tree, in whicli Capt. Cook says the inhabitants

of those regions were habited, the natives nearly
iill over the continent certainly used, as articles of
dress, besides Cotton, feathers, the wool of rab-

bits, the niaguei, a fibrous plant, and silk grass.

The gossypium was cultivated by the Dutch
in Surinam in 173:5. The precise lime of its

existence, as a stajile commodity, in the West-
Indies is uncertain, though it probably occurred
early in the 17th century. The presumption is

against its having been the produce of Hispan-
iola as early as 15i)-2, as William Hawkins, the

Englishman, who carried to that Island a cargo
of negro slaves, the first ever brought to the
Western world, received in exchange for them
only, " pearls, hides, sugai' and ginger." From
a few of the tables of exports, to v»mich alone
on this head access has been had, it appears tliat,

in 17-26, Cotton was one of the staple crops of
Hispaniola.t and that, in 1753, Jamaica exported
'2000 bags, and, in 1768. to Great Britain and
Ireland, 2211 bags of 200 pounds weight, and
to North America 2.52t bags On an average of
eight years, from 1740 to 1748, among the ex-
l)orts of Barbadoes 600 bags of Cotton are in-

cluded. In 1787, the Islands of St. Domingo,^
St. Chrislo|)lier, Grenada, Dominica, Antigua.
Montserral and Nevis, and the Virgin Islands,
were exporters of this commodity. Before 1B03,
in which year .lamaica did not grow one bag for

exportation, there were five varieties of gossy-
pium planted in the West-Indies, viz : the com-
mon .Tamaica, the brown-bearded, the nankeen,
the French or small seed, and the kidney or
Brazil Cotton.|| The interest on capital in the
raising of the lowest priced Cotton in the Brili.sh

West-India Islands in 178.5, '86 and '87, vi*as 14
per cent.,*" but in St. Domingo, where finer Cot.
ton was produced, applying the same calcu-
lations, it v/as 24 per cent.tt

The materials for obtaining a correct know-
ledge of the ancient general history of Cotton
are so meagre that the short account ju.st con-

* A dfiecription ofthe Enn;lish Province of Carolina,
by the Spaniard.'" called Florida, and by the French,
La Louisiana, by Dan. Coxo, pp. 81, 82.

t Burke's Account of the European .Settlements in

America, p. 1.").

i Edwai Js' West-Indies, vol i. p. So?.

5 On an avcraifo of the years 1787, '88 and '80, the
exports off ;<)tiiui'froni the French part of St. Domingo,
were 6,6il8,8.')r< liis.

II
The tir!=f iiii|)ort of Cotton into England from the

BraziU, was in 1781.
** Edwards' Wcst-Tiidics, vol. iii. p. 9.1. This large

interest was the result of the prices, viz: Is. ;M. ster-

ling per pound, and not rlio producaon, which ave-
raged only about 100 !l>s. per iicre.

ft Ibid. The price of the Cott<,n wool of St, Do
minuo was 2s. pir lb.
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eluded embraces sub.st<uitially all that is known
on this interesting subject.

Of the two kinds cultivated in the United
States, the green seed or short staple Cotton* is

derived from the Herbaceum or herbaceous
Cotton, and the Hirsutum or hairy American
Cotton : the long staple or black seed Cottont is

derived from the Arboreum or tree Cotton. The
former was certainly grown in Virginia, in a limit-

ed way, at least one hundred and thirty years be-
fore the Revolution. Several of the early Gov-
ernors of that Colony used diligent efforts to
secure the fabrication of certain articles, which,
it was believed, it could profitably raise ; and
the introduction and culture of new crops,
among which was Cotton ; but their designs
were thwarted, as well by the unjust and tyran-
nous conduct of the mother countiy. as by the
opposition of the tillers of the soil, who, in
a matter so important to themselves, had the
boldness to consult what they held to be their
true interests. Sir William Berkley, his De-
puty, Francis Morrison, and Sir Edmund An-
dros, were particularly prominent in not only
advising the people to diversify the products of

a the field, but to engage in the manufacture of
hemp, flax, salt and potash.| Resolved to make
a commercial profit of the plantations, Crom-
well, by his celebrated navigation act, prohibited
them from receiving or exporting any European
commodities, but what should becan'ied to them
by Englishmen or English built ship.s. They
were absolutely forbid corresponding with any
nation or colony not subject to the crown of
Enghmd. The restraints proving ineffectual,
another act in the reign of Charles II. was pass-
ed, by which the Colonies conld have no foreign
good.s, which were not first landed in England,
a,nd carried directly thence to the planta-
tions. As the effect of these edicts was to raise
the value of European goods, and depress that
of tobacco, several abortive attempts were made
by the Assembly of Virginia to prevent the plant-
ing of that crop for one year, and during that
time to invite the people to turn their thouirhts
to manufactures, and the cultivation of other
crops, Cotton included. ,Land being abundant,
and obtainable on easy terms, and the belief pre-
vailing that the mother country would soon re-
move all unnecessary restrictions on trade, and
promote in a more certain and permanent form
the culture of tobacco, they pertinaciou.sly re-
fused to divert their new capital into a new
channel, and saw no necessity for adopting the
last recommendation of the local govevmnent.

* It should be CfiUed, says Dr. Ure, friuicosum,
shrubby, because its stem is woody iuid" not herba-
ceous. It is distinguished from the other .species of
gossypium by having the five lobes of its leaves
rounded imd terminated with a sharp point. Its cap-
suli! is three or five-ceiled

; each cell contains about
five seeds ofan as'i color. The stems, wliich increase
in hardness and size with the heat of the climate, are
somewhat reddish neai- their lower part, velvety or
luiiry towards the top. and variegated with black
points. The branches are short ; the leaves gre<!n.
soft, pretty large, smd divided into five short lolies.
The axillaiy peduncles towards the extremity of the
bougbs end in a large beautiful yellow flower ; the
three leaflets of the ilore, or cup, are large, and deep-
ly-toothed on their edges.

[ Ure, pp. (i\, 64.
t Calyx cup-shapod, obtiieely five-toothed; inclosed

in a three-cleft exterior calyx; the lenfli'ts united at
their ba.«e, of a heart-shape and toothed: stiffinas
three to five

; capsule three to five-celled, and many
seeded; seeds bearing u downy wool. [ (7r<;, ;<. CO.

1 History of Virdnia, by a native and iidiabitant of
the place

;
published in 1722,—pp. r.O, SW, 92.



The " paternal command " of Charles I. that

th'3 planters should make no more than 100 lbs.

of tobacco per man, on the ground that he could
not aiford to give them above '-is. the pound lor

it, they had affectionately resisted so far as the

obstacles in their way permitted them : it was
not, therefore, to be supposed that the^' would
now curtiiil their field labors in relation to their

favorite product, the foreign demand for which
\vas annually increasing. When, however, ne-

cessity constrained them to try the expedient of

fabricating cloth, other than hemp and flax, for

family use, strong opposition was quickly mani-
fested. Francis Nicliolson, Governor of Virgi-

nia, in 1698 "recommended to Parliament to pass

an act forbidding the plantations to make their

own clothing ; in other words, that the planters

shall go naked.''* In reference to Carolina, the

conduct of the Colonial authorities to the planters

was perhaps unexceptionable. From physical

causes, their labor, it was foreseen, could never
come in competition with that of Britain. From
the inaptitude of Europeans for the labor requi-

site in such a climate, and more especially for

the crops suitable to the .soilof an uncleared and
heavily-timbered country, added to the utter'

ignorance of many of the emigrants in the art of
Agriculture, and the unacquaintance of all with
the productions most likely to reward their

labor, the early settlers, though living in a higher
latitude, continued to cultivate the same crops
in Carolina that they had done in England; »nd
thus, by exhausting their strength in fruitless

struggles, continued poor, whilst the best lands

were procurable at the rate of one thou.sand

acres for twenty pounds sterling. Insensibly,

however, they engaged in that department of

husbandry, which, while it required little ex-
posure and personal strength, served to supply
England and the West-Indies with such articles

as they respectively needed, in exchange for

what the Colony was unable to produce.! The
raising of silk was introduced into the country

by Sir Nathaniel .Johnson about the year 1703.

The mulberry being an indigenous tree, and the

great demand for silk in England, concurred to

render this an encouraging branch of industry.

In 17.59, 10,000 lbs. of raw silk were produced
in this State.l The growing of rice§ followed

* Idem, p. 92.

f To Great Britain were exported ftirs, deer skinsi

rosin, tar, pitcfi, and raw silk, in exchange for woolent

cotton and silk goodB, arms, ammunition, and agricul-

tural implements ; to the \Ve.'t-Indie?, beef, pork,

butter, candles, soap, tallow, myrtle wax candles,

pitch and tar, cedar and pine boards, shingles, hoops,

gtaves, and heads fur ban-els, in return for rum, mo-
lasses, sugar. Cotton, chocolate made up, and cocoa-

nuts.

t To a verj' rich satin damask, now in the poRsea-

sion of Mrs. F. Rutledge of Charleston, the following

memorandum is affixed :
—" In 175.3, Mrs. Pinckney

[see page 177 j took with her to Kngland a quantity of

silk spun fi-om worms ofher own raising at Belmont,

near Charleston. It was considered by the manufac-
turers equal to any imported from Itiily. The quan-

tity was sufficient to be woven into three dress pat-

teiiis; one of whicli IVIrs. Pinckney presented to the

Princess Dowager of Wales, mother of George III.

;

another to Lord Chesterfield, the third she brought
back to America.''

§ A bag of rice was given to Landgrave Praith, in

1695, by ihe Captain of a Briganrine from Madagas-
car, that touched at Charleston on her way to Britain.

The Governor divided the rice between Stephen
Bull. Joseph Woodward, and some other friends, who
planted their small parcels in different soils.

—

[Hctcitt's

Historical AccaurU of South- Carolina and Georgia.
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the business of making tar, pilch and turpen-
tine, that had long been one of the principal
employments of the land-owners. To this, about
forty years afterwards, was added indigo,*
which was soon extensively grown in certain
locations, where it continued to be the sole

staple commodity until the tobacco culture be-
gan to be attended to. Although the climate
and soil were experimentally known to be well
adapted to the Cotton Plant, yet, as before the
introduction of negroes, other crops had em-
ployed the time of the planters, when that event
occurred, rice proved to be so lucrative a busi-

ness that, from 1703, it engrossed their whole
strength and attention.

In the infancy of the Colony, the advice of
the Trustees of Georgia to the planters to culti-

vate the vine and mulberry to make wine and
silk, because " in work of that light kind, poor
women and children might be usefully and ad-

vantageously employed," was generally un-
heeded. Like their more northern neighbors,
thej' obeyed the dictates of their own will, in

the belief that their sagacity would soon discov-

er the shortest -way of arriving at the goal of
their desire. They continued, therefore, in the
vocation of growing rice and indigo, and provid-

ing naval stores for the West India and English
trado until the breaking out of hostilities with
the mother country. In that year, while a Cot-

ton patch was no unusual spectacle. Col. Dela-
gall, of South Carolina, who bad joined Gen.
Oglethorpe, as Lieut. Delagall, cultivated thirty

acres of the green seed kind, near Savannah.
In a pamphlet of the date of 1666, entitled

"A Brief Description of the Province of Caroli-

na, on the Coast of Florida," the writer, in speak-
ing of the Cape Fear settlements, made only
two j-ears before, says they have " indigo, tobac-

co, very good, and Cotton, wool." Dr. Hewitt,
in his historical account of South-Carolina and
Georgia, while commenting on the introduction

of silk into the fonner, and the products of the

earth for which premiums ought then to have
been given to those vvho should bring to market
the greatest quantities of them, alluded particu-

larly to Cotton, and, after detailing the manner
of planting it, remarks that this article, " though
not of importance enough to have occupied the

whole attention of the Colonists, might, never-

theless, in conjunction with other staples, have
been rendered profitable and u.seful.''t In Wil-
son s account of the "Province of Carolina in

America," published in 1682, it is stated that

Cotton of the Cyprus and Malta sort grows well,

and a good plenty of the seed is sent thither."!

In Peter Parry's description of the Province of

* In 1741 or '42, George Lucas. Governor of An-
tigua, sent to his daughter Eliza, afferwards Mi-s.

Pinckney, the distingiiit^hed lady previously alluded

to, some seed, its an experiment. From its pro-

duce was made the first indigo that was grown in

South-Carolina. In 1745, this plant was discovered
growing spontaneously in the woods. Two years

afVerwai'ds, a large quantity of indigo (from imported
seed principally) was sent to Enyland, which induced

the merchants trading to Cai-olina to petition Parlia-

ment for a bounty on Carolina indigo.

—

Hewitt. The
Ka.st is indebted to the Western continent for this

plant. The high bounties of the Briti.ah Goveniment,
assisted by the knowU dge of a Mr. Gray, once the

overseer of John Bowman of Charleston, who carried

to Bengal the American mode of manufacturing the

produce, extended its growth in India.

t Carroll's Historical Collections of South-CarollDa,

vol. L p. 141.

t
Idem, vol. ii. p. 84



Carolina, drawn up in Charleston, in 1731, "flax

and Cotton" are said to "thrive admirably."*

—

On the journal of Mrs. Pinckney, tlie mother
of Gen. Thomas and Gen. Charles C. Pinckney,

t

—"who. as Mi.ss Lucas, when only eighteen years

of aire, was entrusted with the management of

the planning interest of her father, the Governor
of Antigua—is the following memorandum :

—

" .July 1, 1739—Wrote to my father, today, a
very long letter on his plantation affiiir.s—on the

pains I had taken to bring the indigo, ginger,

Cotton, lucerne and casada to perfection, and
that I had greater hopes from the indigo than
any other." "June, 1741—Wrote again to my
father on the subject of indigo and Cotton." It

is a well-authenticated fact that, in 1736, as far

north as the 39th degree. Cotton on " the gar-

den scale" xvas raised in the vicinity of Easton.
in the County of Talbot, on the Eastern Shore of

the Chesapeake Bay.I About forty years after-

wards, it \vas cultivated in St. Mary's County,
Maryland, and in the northern County of Cape
May, in New-Jersey ; also in the County of Sus-
sex, in Dolavs'are. Mr. Jefferson, in his Notes
on Virginia, v^Titten in 1781, says:—"During
this time we have manufactured within our
fimilies the most necessary articles of clothing.

Those of Cotton will bear some comparison with
the same kinds of manufticture in Europe; but
those of flax, hemp and vs'ool are very coarse,

unsightly and unpleasant." A short time before
the Revolution, a few of our planters, by gro\v-

ing patches of Cotton, some ofWhicljr-was of the

black seed kind, succeeded in clotliing not onfy
their families, to which they had been accus-
tomed, but also their slaves. The neces.sities of
tlie War, and the state of things existmg for

some time after it, greatly increased the number
of the dome-stic fabricators of the wool, until

about the year 1791), when the practice of using
homespun for plantation pui-poses became verj'

common in the districts and upper parishei*-r-

The yarn ^vas spun at home, and sent to the

nearest weaver. Among the manufacturing es-

tablishments, the one in the vicinity of Murray's
ferry in Williamsburg, owned by Irish settlers,

supplied the adjacent country. The Cotton for

the spinning process was prepared in general
by the field laborers, v.ho, in addition to their

ordinarj' work, picked the seed from the wool,
at the rate of 4 lbs. per week.
At the Convention at Annapolis, in 1786, Mr.

Madison, in a conversation with Tench Coxe,
concerning the Cotton husbandry, remarked
that, " from the garden practice in Talbot, and
the circumstances of the same kind abounding
in Virginia, there vs-as no reason to doubt that

the United States would one day become a great
Cfttton-producing country." The evidence then
existintr on this 'Jubject—e.specially the interest-

ing fiict that, during our struggle for Independ-
ence, Philadelphia had been fumi.shed with na-

* Idem. vol. ii. p. 13.3. VoXer Puny wa.s a native of
Switzerland, and the founder of Purryehurg. In the

reign of (ieoree I. he presented a memorial to tlie

Doke of Newcastle, then Secretary of State, in which
he sets out with this postulate, that " there is a cer-

tiiin laiilude on our globe, so happily tempered be-
tween the extremes of he.it and cold, as to l)e more
peculiarly adiiviled than any other for cei-tain rich

productions of the earth," among which he enumer-
ates silk. Cotton, indigo, <S:c. ; and he tixes on the lat-

itude or.3:i'^, whether North or South, as the identical

one for that peculiar character.

{Rces's Enctjdopadia, VOL'S.—Article Cotton.

t See Notes, p. 176.

{ American Farmer, vol. ii. p. 67.
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tive Cotton, worth two shillings sterling per
pound, enough for the limited home consump-
tion ; and the infoiTnation communicated to Gen.
Thomas Proctor, of that city, by Richard Leake,
of Georgia—removed all doubt in reference to

the practicability of raising the gos.sypium, as a
crop, on a large extent of the Atlantic coast.

—

This conviction of the public mind soon insensi-

bly led to the belief that the United States could
also card and spin its fleece, and, probably,
vi'cave it by water power. The result was a
mis.<ion to Great Britain, at the expense of

Tench Coxe, to obtain the machinery, and all

the information which it was important the par-

ties should possess. The influence of a manu-
facturing .society, established in Philadelphia in

1787, and the prevalent opinion that the raw
material might be made a profitable source of
revenue, induced Congress, at the first reforma-
tion of the Tariff; to impose a duty of three cents
a pound on foreign Cottons,* with which the
United States were at that time supplied from
the W^est Indies and the Brazils.

That, in 1799, the growth of Cotton in this

country was unknown to Mr. Jay, or that, as a
commercial article, it was deemed of little value,
is obvious from the fact that, in the treaty nego-
tiated by him, it was .stipulated that no Cotton
should be imported fi-om America ; the object
of that diplomatist beinar to .secure to the Eng-
lish the carriage of the West India Cotton to its

market in Europe. This is the reason why the
Senate refused to ratify the 12th article of that

treaty. In half a century how wonderful has
been the revolution effected in the Cotton hus-
bandry of the United States! In 1792. the en-
tire crop was 138,328 Ib.s.; in 1842, 785,221,800
lbs. were produced.t The first Provincial Con-
gress in this State, held in January-, 1775, recom-
mended to the inhabitants to plant Cotton, but
their recommendation was almost entirely dis-

regarded. The whole quantity of that commod-
ity, prior to 1795, exported from the United
States was inconsiderable, but in that year it

amounted to 6,276,300 lbs. 4 of this, the propor-
tion contributed by South-Carolina w^as 1,109,-

653 lbs.9

Among the exports of " Charles-Town" from
November, 1747, to November, 1748, are includ-

ed 7 bags of Cotton wool, valued at £3 lis. r-id.

per bag.
II

In 1754, "some Cotton" %^-as again
exported from South Carolina.** In 1770, there

were shipped to Livei^pool. three bales from
Ne\v-York, four bales from Virginia and Mary-
land, and three ban-els from Noilh-Carolina.tl'

Before the Revolutionary War, Virginia ex-
ported, commvnibus annis, hemp, flaxseed, and
Cotton, to the value of $8,000. In 1784, an
American vessel that carried eight bags to Liv-

* Niles's Register, vol. xxxii. p. 332.

t Of the imports of Cotton into Europe from North
America, Egjpt, South America, the East and West
Indies, in 1842, amoimting, in the a<;:i;re2ate to 2,924,-

463 bales, this countrj- furnished 2,379.460 bales, or
more than three-fourths. (See note A and table 4
in the Appendix.)

% The year 1795 includes some foreign Cotton in
the export.

§ In Ramsay's History of North Cai'olina, the
amount exported is erroneously valued at "1,109,653
pounds sterling."

II AmericMi Husbandry, containing an account of
the .soil, climate, productions and agriculture of the
Britiah Colonies in North America and the West In-

dies
; published in London in 1775. Vol. i., p. 4.37.

** Drayton's Memoirs of South-Carolina,

tt Smither's Liverpool, p. 155.



erpool, was seized, on the ground that so much
Cotton could not be the produce of the United
Stolen.* In 1785, 14 bags; in 1786, 6 bags; in

1787, 109 bags; in 1788, 389 bags; in 1789, 842

bags ; and in 1790, 81 bags were received in

Europe from this country ;t of these, 153 bags
were sent directly, and a portion of tlie remain-
der by tlie way of Pliiladelpliia and New-York,
from Charleston.! The first bag of Cotton sold

in South-Carolina, was purchased in 17S4, by
.lohn Tcasdalo, from Brian Cape, then a factor

in Charleston. The first bag of the wool ex-

ported from that city to Liverpool, anived JeIu-

uary 20th, 1785, per Diana, and was con.signed

to Messrs. ,7. & J. Teasdale & Co.fi The ex-

ports from 1790, though very much mixed up
with foreign Cottons, slovi'ly but steadily in-

creased until 1794, when a powerful impetus
was given to the Cotton culture by the inven-

tion of the saw gin by Eli Whitney, of Massa-
chusetts.|| Tlii.s ingenious but unfortunate ar-

tist, who by his machine doubled the wealth
and means of employment of his countrj-men,
and thereby in an especial manner conferred on
the Plantation States a benefit that can scarcely

be estimated in money,** was re\varded by
South-Carolina, North-Carolina and Tennessee
only. The first appropriated $50,000 for the

use of his invention within her limits ; the se-

cond laid a tax for five years of 2.?. Gd. upon
every saw in every gin that was mounted ^vith-

in its jurisdiction ; and the last imposed a tax of

37 J cents upon every saw, to be continued for

four years. Notwithstanding these liberal legis-

lative acts, the inventor derived no pecuniary
benefit from his gin. He expended the whole
amount received from South-Carolina (from the

other States he received a mere pittance) in de-

fending himself against arbitraiy and vexatious
suits, and in prosecutions for violations of his

patent right. Over the grave of this distin-

guished benefactor of the human race, a monu-
ment is erected, with this simple but expressive
inscription—"The Inventor of the sa^v-gi^."

It was not the design of the writer to speak
particularly of the culture of gi-een seed Cotton,

as a crop, in South Carolina, but having gather-

ed a few interesting facts concerning this great
staple, he deems it his duty to present them to

the Society. The history of this and the black
seed Cottons i.s, indeed, intimately blended.

—

The growing of the fonner in this country for

exportation was begun but a few years before

that of the latter ;tt the same machine for ex-
tracting the seed from the wool was for a long
while employed ; aud the modes of cultivation

and preparation, with one exception,|t including

* Sniither's Liverj)oo1.

t See note B. in the Appendix.

J Of the 14 bags exported to Liverpool in 178.5, ten
of that number were shipped from Charlnjifon liy

John Tensdale. So short was the crop of 1789, that
the high piices alone uiduced the planters to cen-
tinue the culiivation of Cotton.

& Smither's Liverpool—Note 15.

II Mr. Miller, of Georda, in whose house he lived
at the time of the invention, was associated with
Whitney in his labors. The letters patent beai' date,
October 28th, 179.3.

** •' If we should assert," said Judse William
Johnson, "that the benefits of this invention exceed
$100,(K)n,000, we can prove the assertion by coiTCct
calculation."

tt In Georgia, the lone; staple cotton was first plant-
ed for market; in Virginia, South-Carolina and
North-Carolina, the short staple Cotton.

U 'Hie bow-strinp; operation. A larf^e bow. made
clastic bv a coniplicsition of strings, is put in coi^tact
~ (382)

the manner of packing the bag, were al.so the

same.
As a preliminary point, it may bo asked,

whence came the seed of this Cotton, now so

extensively cultivated in the Ll'nited States ?

—

This question is probably not susceptible of a

positive and unexceptionable ans\\cr. That it

was not brought from India is perhaps obvious.

The policy of the East India Company, who
obtained their monopoly in the year IGOO, was
unquestionably adverse to the exportation of

Cotton seed. Indeed, the wool itself \\-as not first

exported by them. This was done by the priv-

ileged merchants in 1798. Individuals would
scarcely have deemed it necessary to draw
from the distant East that v^-hich was obtaina-

ble much nearer home, and of a quality, too,

greatly to be preferred. As the trade in the

raw material during the larger portion of the

periods alluded to, ^vas confined to the Medi-
terranean, it is a legitimate inference, in the ab-

sence of positive proof, that, from that quarter,

the nations of Europe, owning possessions in

the Western hemisphere, respectively introdu-

ced into them the new culture. This, perhaps,

was especially true of the Low Countries and
of England, as in 1560, the fonner constituted

the depot of Cotton goods from the Levant ; aud
the Turkish trade, of which Smjnia was the

seat, was, at the time of which -wn speak, the

most important to the latter. Peter Purry is re-

presented to have brought with him, among
other seeds, that of Cotton. This, and a paper
of the same material, received by the Trustees
for the settlement of Georgia, from Philip Mil-

ler, of Chelsea, England, it can scarcely be
questioned, were from the Mediterranean. Mr-
Wilson, already quoted, says expressly, that

the Carolina sort was from Cyprus and ^lalta.

In a pamphlet entitled " American Husbandry,"
pujjlishcd in London, in 1775, the writer re-

marks, that " the Cotton cultivated in our Colo-

nies is of the Turkey kind." On the other
hand, it must be suppo.sed, from the language of
their historian, that the Cape Fear emigrants,

who began the growing of the gos.«ypium only
two years after they had established their .settle-

mens, were provided with seed from Barbadocs.
The vicinity of the West Indies ; the profitable-

ness of the Cotton crop ; and the varieties of the

plant, which, at an early period were cultivated
in those Lslands— all render it iiearly cei-tain,

that from thence was drawn a portion of the
supply with which the people were from time
to time provided.
Between 1786 and 1795, Cotton from various

parts of the world was introduced into the

Southern States and Louisiana. A species of

the white Siam was for some time the subject

of experiment by the French in the latter coun-
try. The Naniieen came from Malta. The
Bourbon was brought from that Island to

Charleston, through the instrumentality ofJames
Hamilton, who \vas a merchant, and part owner
of the only India ship at that time trading be-

yond tlie Cape of Good Hope. The Pemambu-

with a heap of Cotton ; the workman strikes the

stiins with a heavy wooden mallet, and its vibrations

upon the knots of the Cotton shake it from the dust

and diit, and raise it to a downy fleece. The bow,
says Mr. Baines, in his history of the Cotton Manu-
fat-nin" of Great Britain, has been used iinmcmorial-
ly throughout all the countiies of Asia, and has ita

appropriate name in the Arabic and other languagits.

In this covmtry, he remarks, it was first employed in

Georgia ; honce the term, still apphed in commerce,
•' Bowed Gcorcia Cotton."



CO or kidney Cotton, was sent from the Havana
to Mr. Levett, of Georgia, by a Mr. Welch, a
merchant of Philadelphia. These, and many
other sorts, after a fair trial, were abandoned,
for the reason of their inferiority to the kinds

then profitably raised, viz :—the real green
seed, and the Sea Island Cotton ; the latter hav-

ing superseded the plant that was grown at the

period of the Revolution, which strongly resem-
bled the short staple in growth and blossom,

except having a clean blaclj seed with fur at

the end. The Louisiana Cotton, it is thought,

was derived from this species, but degenerated
in the progress of tillage by intermixture ^vith

other kinds. To a cross with Sea-Island Cot-

ton, large quantities of which \vere shipped to

Louisiana immediately sub.sequent to its cession

to the United States, is perhaps in part to be at-

tributed the decided .superiority of the New-Or-
leans Cotton wool of the present day over all

others in North America of the green seed de-

scription.

From this brief notice of the quarters %vhence
different Cottons were received in this country,

in connection with the progress of the plant

from beyond the Indus to the Levant, we have
satisfactory reasons for concluding, that to the

MediteiTauean and Asia Minor we are mainly
indebted for the particular species of the gossy-

pium which has been the subject of investiga-

tion. Of the two kinds from which the green
is derived, the Herbaceum is cleaHJp,' of Eastern
origin, and the Hirsutum abso probably, though
it is positively asserted to be a native of the

West Indies.

Notwith.standing in the accounts cuiTent,

published in the " Carolina Gazette'' of 179-2,

the article of Cotton does not appear, yet, it is

certain, that even at a much earlier date, it was
vended in Charleston in small parcels, varj-ing

from one to thirty pounds. In 1787, it was
brought from Orangeburg, Newberry, and, it is

believed. Union, and sold in ttie seed to the
merchants, at two pence per pound, who resold

it principally to the ladies to make " patch-work
bed-quilts." In that year, or the following, two
or three bags, about 100 lbs. each, of seed Cot-
ton, were packed in the store of Wadsworth &
Turpin by Samuel Maverick* and Jeffrey, a
halfblood Indian. These were shipped to Eng-
land as a sample and au experiment. The an-

swer of the consignees was discouraging. It is

not worth producing, said they, as it cannot be
separated from the se.'d. In 1794, Dr. James
Otis Prentiss, and in the same or subsequent
year, Col. William Thom.><(m, of Revolutionarj'
memory, each planted Cotton for mai-ket ; the
former in Orangeburg District, within a mile of
the village, and the latter at Bellville, in St.

Matthew's Parish. In 17i)(i, cultivators of the
crop appeared in several parts of the State

;

ainong them were Samuel Felder, of Orange-
burg. It was first grown in the High Hills of
Santee by John Mayraut smd Asbury Sylvester,
in 1798. The year afterwards. Gen. Wade
Hampton introduced the plant into Richland
District. Witli the energy and sagacity that

distinguished him, he began his operations on
an exten.sive .scale, and from fiOO acres he gath-
ered over 600 bags. Although not the fir.st per-

* Mr. Maverick states tlmt he wa/? the first person
who made sujar in South-Carolina. Al)out ifie year
1800, he planted some ribtion cane, purchiised in the
Havana, in his lot to the Kast of the present Orphan
House. !i jielded 300 lbs. The cane was pounded
in a munar, and the juice boiied in iron pot^.

SOU who employed Whitney's Cotton-gin* in
South-Carolina, (for, in 179-5, one was erected on
Mill Creek, five miles belo^v Monticello, Fair-
field, by Capt. James Kincaid, and, three j-ears

afterwards, by several other planters.) still he
^vas certainly the first who used water as the
propelling po^ver. His gins were furnished by
an ingenious artist of Georgia, assisted by Wil-
liam Munson, of Richland. Though of rough
construction, they sers'ed as models for others

made in 1801, by William Munson and James
Boatwright, of Columbia. These were the first

of the new machines of home manufacture. It

does not appear that Cotton was rai-sed for mar-
ket in Edgefield, and the more northern dis-

tricts, milil 1802, until which time tobacco was
one of the staple commodities. In that year.

Col. Z. S. Brooks erected a Cotton-gin on the

North or Saluda side of the district. With this

he prepared for sale the crops of his neighbors
for the compa.ss around him often miles.

Before concluding this branch of our inquiry,

it becomes necessary to remove a difficulty that

seemingly militates against what has been ad-

vanced in reference to the exportation of Cotton
from South-Carolina. On the highest authority,

it has been already stated that, fi'om 1785 to 1790,

a period of six years, there were shipped from
Charleston 153 bags of Cotton ; yet. from the
representations just made, it seems that tlmt

commodity was not grown, as a crop, in this

State until 1794. The solution is probably this:

the Cotton was either prepared by hand-roller

gins, which were undoubtedlj^ in use even be-
fore the w-ar, and sold in small quantities to the
merchants, who packed it for exportation : or it

was sent in the seed to Philadelphia and Newr-
York, there to undergo tlie cleaning process.

—

The latter suppo.sition is based on the large

amountt of Cotton shipped from those ports in )
the years alluded to, and the fact, as will be
seen hereafter, that machines to disconnect the
seed from the wool were employed in Philadel
phia, in 1784. Farther, the condemnation of

the bags subsequently exported by Wadsworth
& Turpin, shows that the previous consign
ments must have been of clean Cotton, and not

in the seed as might be conjectured.
Sea-Island, or black seed Cotton, began to he

rai.sed in Georgia, in experimental quantities, in

1786. The native place of the seed is believed to

be Persia. It is designated the Persian Cotton
by Bn'an Edwards,^ and is so called in the

West Indies and by tlie merchants of Kiigland
The seed grown in this country came fro-m tf>e

Bahama Islands, where it had been introduced
by the Board of Trade from Anguilla. a small
Island in the Caribbean Sea. and was sent by
Mr. Tatnall, tlien Surveyor-General of the Ba-
hamas, Col. Kelsell, and others, to Governor

* •• \\Tien Whitney's gin was exhibited in Georgia,
none but women were permitted to enter the room.
An ingeniotis young mechanic at length introduced
hiiiiBi'lf into the apartment in women's apparel, and,
by a minute examination of the machine, satisfied

himgelf that he could not only imitate, but improve
on its construction, liy niakiii2 it more elRcient.

—

This discoverj- was commtmicated tfi my father by
Gen. film, who spoke so contidently of the capacity
of this individual, that my father was induced to visit
him at his residence in Georgia. This visit resulted
m a contract for three gins, apjilirable to a larse scile
of operations, and they were unquestionably the first

ever driven by water-power."

—

[Extract ?/ a letter

from Col. Wnde. Hampton to the tcrUer.

t .'^ee note B. in the Appendix.

I Edwards' West Indies, vol iv. p. .363



Tatnall, James Spalding, Richard Leake,
and Alexander Bisset—all of Georgia. Its

tii-st cultivator.s in that State were Josiah

Tatnall, Nicholas Turnbull, James Spalding.

and Eichard Leake. The first bag export-

ed from Georgia was by Alexander Bisset, of

St. Simon's Lsland, in the year 1788, or, in the

opinion of some, by a Mr. Miller, who for that

reason still bears the name of " Cotton Miller."

The Bahama seed did not give fniit the first

year, but from the mildness of the winter of

ITSti. seed was obtained from the rattoon, and
tlie plant became acclimated.'*

The black seed Cotton region of this State is

bounded on the North and northwest by a line

about 20 miles South of the line that separates

Barnwell and Orangeburg from the neighbor-

ing pari.'ihcs; on the north-east and East by the

Sautee river ;t on the West and south-west by
the Savannah river, and on the South and south-

east by the Ocean. The Eutaw Springs, in St.

John's Berklej', is the extreme northern point

to ^^hich it extends. Williamsburg wa.s, for

many years, embraced in its limits ; but that dis-

trict no longer furnishes a supply of the raw ma-
terial. About the year 1812, three or four plant-

ers, as an experiment, introduced its culture in-

to the southern part of Sumter district. The
quantity and quality of the crops ^vere sufficient-

h- encouraging, but, as the preparation of the

wool w^as objectionable, the growers abandoned
tJieir enterprise for the reason of the large ex-

penditure of labor and time that it recjuired.

—

The first attempt in South-Carolina to raise a

crop of long Cotton was made, in 1788, by Mrs.

Kinsey Burden, of Burden's Island. St. Paul's

Parish. As early as about the year 1779, this

and the short staple Cottons were produced by
her husband, whose negroes were then clad in

homespun of home manufacture. Although
Mrs. Burden's field, the larger portion of -v\'hich

w^as in com, was manured \vith compost, the

plants did not begin to bloom until Se]>tember,

and not a pod ripened. The cause of failure

was subsequently traced to the seed, which was
of the Bourbon kind.t The first successful crop
appears to have beeu grown by William Elliot,

deceased, on Hilton Head, near Beaufort, in

) 1790, witli ^1^ bushels of seed, purchased in

5 Oharleston at the rate of 14s. per bushel.^ The

* These interesting facts, except what is said ofMr.
Miller, rest on the aiithority of Thomas Spalding, of
Sapelo Island, Georgia :

'• While lately at Savannah, Mr. Scott brought to

see me a very respectable gentleman from the Baha-
mas, a merchant, but also the Speaker of then- Colo-

nial Assembly ; who stated he had been applied to

from Louisiana the last winter to procure Mve bush-
o!s of Cotton seed, and strange, what had been Eng-
iaml's best Cotton colony a lew years back, did not
aflbrd this small supply—the gentleman could not
procure a seed ; and what did the Negroes live upon,
I asked ? Upon Sago, made from the Conti plant,

which was gi-owing in the woods, and which they

J 5iBd been tauirht to prepare, no doubt, from some of
the Indian Negroes from Florida—many of whom
had taken shelter in the Bahamas. What a lesson
upon Knglish legislation for her colonies !"

—

[Extract

of a letterfrom Thomas Spalding; of Georgia, to the

tcrifer.

t West of that linn some sreen Cotton is also sTown.

i All attempts to naturalize the Bourbon (.'otton,

though it strongly resembles the green seed species,

have failed.

^ The original paper, " An account current between
W'illiain Elliot and .Tacob DeveauK," showing the

purchase of the seed in 1769, was kindly put into the

hands of the writer by William Elliot, Esq. of Beau-

_ (H84)

Cotton brought 10^(/. per pound. In 1791, John
Screven, of St. Luke's Parish, planted 30 or 40

acres at liis Montpelier plantation on May river.

The product was packed in the article called

Hessians, and sold, in Georgia, to Mr. Troup,
Robert Bolton, and Mr. Miller, for l.s. 2r/. to Is.

(id. sterling per pound, in 1792. John Ro.se cul-

tivated a small field on theOakatee creek, from
which he gathered 600 lbs. which commanded,
hi the Savannah market. 2s. a poimd. It is cer-

tain that, at this period, n^auy planters on the
Sea-Islands, and contiguous main land, experi-
mented with long Cotton, and. probably, it was
produced by several of them lor market. The
sca.son of 1793 found cultivators in other sections

of the State engaged in the good vork ; among
them James King of St. Paul's Parish, Col. Ed-
ward Barnwell and Capt. John Joyner of Port
Royal, and Gen. W^illiam M'oultrie of St. John's
Berkley. The crop of Mr. King yielded abund-
antly, and was sold by Kiusey Burden, now of

St. John's Colleton, at I2d. to I3d. the pound

:

that of the latter, at his Northampton plantation,

covering a field of 150 acres, was a decided fail-

ure—the result of an uuacquaiutauce with the

proper mode of management, in connection,
probably, with an unfavorable season. In at-

tempting to raise .so new a product on so large a
scale, and thereby encountering the hazard of

sacrificing the labor of a year, Gen. Moultrie
gave a signal proof of his devotion to the true

interests of South-Carolina. He had gallantly

defended her in war ; in peace he was still her
ardent friend, diligently seeking opportunities

to nourish and sustain her. But to return from
this digression. The Cotton culture trom this

time progressed rapidly. In all the Parishes
the practical friends to its extension greatly mul-
tiplied. Against each other this plant and indi-

go struggled for the ascendency. In 1798,* the

latter had very generally ceased to be grown
for market.
As an evidence of the former value of this

species of the gos.~ypium, and of the success of

some of its growlers, it is \vorthy of record that

Peter Gaillard, of St. John's Berkley, in 1799,

averaged 78 pounds sterling per hand. In that

year, James Sinkler, of the same Parish, from a
field of 300 acres, realized 216 lbs. per acre, for

most of vidiich he received 3s. a pound. W^il-

liam Brisbane, deceased, at his White Point
plantation, St. Paul's Parish, was so successful

in 1796, '97, and '98, that, from moderate cir-

cumstances, he became, in his judgment, so in-

dependent as no longer to engage in the toil-

some task of cultivating the earth. He sold his

landed estate to William Seabrook, of Edisto
Lsland, at a price held by many to be niinous to

the latter.t and pas.sed a few years in traveling

in our Northern States and in Europe.^
While the larger portion of the seed used in

fort. As Cotton seed was for sale in that year, other

planters, it is probable, cultivated it as a crop In '90,

but their names are unknown.
* At that eaily period, the opinion prevailed that

the .«upply of Cotton would soon CNxeed the demand.
A highly i-espectable planter of St. John's Colleton,

deceased, in looking at his tirst crop, the produce of

a few acres, after it had been housed, exclaimed

—

" W'ell, well, I am done wath the cultivation pf Cot-

ton ! Here is' enough to make stockings for all the

people in America."
t Mr. Seabrook, with the proceeds of the crops of

the plantation, paid the purchase-money in two yeans.

X It is questionable whether the Sea-Island planter,

for the last five years, has realized over 5 per cent, on
his capital.
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South Carolina was either purchased in Charles-

ton or in Georgia, a considerable quantity was
obtained in the Bahamas, through the active ex-

ertions of friends who resided in Providence.

In 1780, when England had no fine manufac-

tories, the best Cottons brought to her market
were from the Dutch plantations of Berbice,

Demarara and Surinam. These then command-
ed respectively 2s. Id., Is. Ud., to 2s. Id., 2s.*

In 1786, Bourbon Cotton,t remarkable for fine-

ness, but deticient in length, was worth-from 7s.

6d. to 10s. per pound. It was superseded by
Sea-Islands, which in '99 sold readily in Liver-

pool at 5s. to 5s. 3d.t per pound. Its price in

this State, in the infancy of its production, was
generally from 9d. to Is. It soon rose to Is. 4d.

and Is. 6d.—then to 2s. and upwards,^ at wliich

* Edwards's West Indies, vol. iiL p. 92.

t Bourbon Colton was first imnorted into Manches-
ter in 1783.

t Sraiiher's Liverpool, p. 157.

5 From 1798 to 1809, both inclusive, a distinguished

[To be continued

it remained until 1806, when the planter for the
first time experienced the baneful ctFcct of re-

strictions on commerce. From the superiority
of this Cotton to tliat raised in any other coun-
try, even from the same seed, the staple at first

was objected to, as too long, and by one or two
Enghsh spinners, it is said', it was actually cut
shorter.*

planter of this State sold his Cotton in Charleston at

the foUow-ing prices

:

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

1798 1

1799.... 1 4
1800 2 2 1

1801.. ..2 12 18
1802 2 3 2 1 2 4 2 7 2 18.}- 1 7-1

1803. ...1 ^19 18 17 16 26
1804.... 1 6 2 6
1805....2 1 1 9 1 6i
1806. ...1 11 1 9 1 7
1807.... 1 8 17 1 25c. 18c. 13c. 10c,

1808 30c. 25c. 23c. 15c,
1809.... 26c. '

* Smithei,'s Liverpool, p. 135.

in next number.}

THE CENTRAL OR RED-LAND DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA.

ITS SOIL AND ADVANTAGES DESCRIBED.

We might vouch, if voucher were needed,

for the accuracy of die following sketch from

the pen of Hon. W. L. Goggin, who so well

and faithfully represented that District m the

last Congress.

The field, however, for eligible in%^estment,

for men who have smsil capital in money, but a

better sort of capital in skill, and industry, and

economy, is not confined to any particular Dis-

trict of the Old Dominion. We verily believe

that tlie world does not afl^brd a more inviting

field for the exercise of these manly virtues,

than does that entire and vast region, whose
head springs find their way through a thou-

sand creeks and rivers into the Chesapeake

Bay
Where are such sheep-walks, such inexhaust-

ible beds of lime, of coal, and of iron to be found,

as in the mountains of Maryland and Virginia ?

And then descending to tide water, ^^'here such

long and deep rivers, such growth of wood and

timber, such beds of marl and of oy.sters ? Much
as is thought and said of tlie profit of capital em-

ployed in manufactures, it is nothing compared

with what might be realized by a company
with large capital skillfully engaged and direct-

ed, in the purchase of wood and thnber land.s,

with their marl-beds and oyster-flats, on the

tide-^vater counties of both those States. Half

a million of New-England working-men would
rapidly grow rich on their waste lands and un-

used resources.

(385

There are hmidreds of fine estates that might

be bought, a great part of die purchase money on
time, the wood and timber of which would pay
for them three times over, with adequate capital,

managed with tolerable discretion, in preparing

and sending them to tlie markets of Baltimore,

Philadelphia, New-York and Boston ; all of

which are easily and cheaply accessible.

Washington City, Jan. 20, 1845.

J. S. Skinner, Esq.

Your fonner connexion with the American

Farmer had made your name familiar to most

of us of Virginia, and ^ve are pleased to find

3'ou again wielding your pen in another quarter.

The allusions j-ou make to the soil, the resources

and the natural advantages of the Old Domin-

ion, are as just as they are well-timed. I trust

that many of your New-York readers may be
led to look for themselves into the truth of what
j-ou have said. Lot them come among us, of all

parts of that Old Commonwealth, as they have

already done into the neighboring county of

Fairfax, and w^e promise to show them an

abundance of the fincsst lands, ^vhich may be
bought at reduced prices,—a country than w hich

none can be more beautiful, more healthful, witli

better advantages of water-power for transport-

ation or machinery, widi a .soil originally more
productive or susceptible of a higher state of i

improvement. As you are desirous " to collect
'

all })racticab!e information conccrnmg the con-
(

dition and price of lands, in the regions men- (
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tioned, and all other iuformatiou which the

friends of improvement may choose to commu-

nicate for the purpose of extending a know-

ledge of the advantages presented for settlers,

as to the number, extent, soil, condition, price

and products of estates for sale, including the

names of the ovnicrs or occupants, witli partic-

ulars concerning the proximity to water courses

and mineral maiiures—the advantages for sheep

husbandrj-, and grazing generally, as well as

for grain growing," &c.—I have hastily made

a few reflections which I give you, as respects

my Disti-ict, which is commonly known as the

Central or Red Lmid District of Virginia—
embracing the coimties of Bedford, Amherst,

Nelson, Albemarle, Orange, Madison and

Greene.

Bedford, die comity in wluch I reside, is

bomided on the south side by tlie Staunton

River, a branch of tlie Roanoke, on tlie north

by the James River, wliile its western exti'emity,

the whole length, reaches the top of tlie Blue

Ridge adjoming the rich valley comities of

Roanoke and Botetourt. It is accessible by

water communication on botli sides, ajid has

many advantages for transportation, which are

not surpassed by those of any midland county

in the State. Ihe James Rircr and Kanawha
Canal will pass,wheu completed, through its en-

tire northern border, and it is no^v completed to

the town of Lynchburg, veiy near the Bedford

line, thus opening a speedy communication with

the tide-water at Richmond, 150 miles below.

Lynchburg is a rich, flourishmg town, witli a

population of some six or eight thousand and is

the market for the eutu-e county of Bedford. It

has some .50 or 60 stores, a Cotton Factory, fine

Flour Mills, a number of Tobacco Factories,

Iron Foundry, iScc, witli many other manufac-

tories, and immense water power which is sup-

plied from the canal and water-varks.

The Peaks of Otter are situated in this

county, (Bedford,) on the North-west corner

—

they are not only beautiful themselves, when
seen as they are in the distance, but tlie whole

range of the Blue Ridge, presents, perhaps here,

the most interesting view of the kind in the

State. These mountains afford an unlimited

range for stock, and the advantages for slieep

u-alks, (mild as is the climate, combined with

the productiveness of the soil.) that are nowhere

equaled, as is believed, except by similar situ-

ations in the neighboring counties. The county

seat is the village of Liberty, ui full view of the

mountauis, at some 12 miles distance ; it has a

population of from five to seven hundred, and

is located on the great western road from the

lower James River country to Nashville, Knox-

ville, ajid all the Pouth-west. The Lynchburg

and Salem Turnpike passes through it. It is a

neat and thrifty village, with a fine Court-house,
(n?C)

four churches : Baptist, Metliodist, Presbjlerian,

and Episcopalian; it has also an Academy for

young ladies, now under tlie charge of most ex
perienced and popular teachers.

The soil of the county generally is of the rich

red and chocolate-colored clays. No land can

be better adapted to the growtli of clover, and

aH tlie gi'asses, which are produced in the great

eet perfection, aided as they are by Gypsum,
which is procured at Lynchburg, the market

near us, at a compai^atively tiifling cost, by Z,;w e,

which can be had in abundance witiiin a fev/

miles, at vaiious places in the county, and by

animal and artificial manures, which are easily

produced. Tliis county now is in a rapid state

of improvement and in a few years will become
to be second to none in tlie State in point of

actual fertility. Less tobacco is now produced

than formerly, and as this crop has been gi-adu-

ally given up sj-stematic fanning is advancing.

The grain crops produced are com, oats, wheat

and lye
;
potatoes, beets, turnips, peas, &c. are

also produced in tlie greatest perfection, witli

but little labor. Fifty bushels of com and Uiirty

bushels of wheat are often gathered, on the best

improved farms, and any of the good lands can

be made to produce 100 bushels of com to the

acre. The prices of lauds vaiy according to

locality from $3 to $2.5 per acre ; hundreds of

acres may be had of most excellent quality at

from $5 to $12. Where it lies neai" the turn-

pike, or in the vicinity of the village, more will

be asked. Ranges for sheep may be had at

very reduced prices on the mountains, and

where, too, could be produced all the grasses in

which they delight, s*;h as the red and while

clover, tlie meadow fox-tail, short blue meadow^

grass, lucerne, rj-e grass, &c. These advanta-

ges, and then the beautiful clear streams which

abound in all the mountain regions, invite a pas-

toral life, and the shepherds with their flocks

are orjy wanting to fill out the picture in Dyer's

Fleece.

" First, however,
Drive to the double fold upon the brim
Of a clear river, gently drive the tJock,

And plunge them, one by one. into the flood.

Plunged ill the flood not long the struggler sinks

With his white liakes that glisten through the tide;

The sturdy nistic in the middle wave
Await? to seize him rising ; one ami bears
His lifted head above the limpid stream.
While the full clammy fleece the ol her laves

Around, lalx)rious with repeated toil

;

And then resigns him to the sunny bank,
Where bleatingloud he shakes his dripping locks."

What is said of tlie soil of Bedford may ap-

ply to ahiiost the entire district, all the counties

of which lie sti'etching in a line, from llie base

to tlie summit of the Blue Ridge, except the

cimnty of Orange, which is intercepted by the

county of Greene, of which it once formed a

part. Amherst is immediately North-east of

Bedford, on tlie James River, and has all the



advantages of its navigation a,s well as tlie

market of Lynchburg. Its soil, as well as that

of Nf.t.so.v connty, still to the eastward, is ad-

mirably adapted to tlie growth of all tlie crops

I have named. Botli of these counties have

immense natiu'al ^vater•power facilities. Their

mountain streams, if properly applied, would

be sufficient to propel the machinery of tlie

whole Union. The ranges for stock here, too,

are extensive, and the beautiful rich mountain

sides interspei-sed widi farm-houses, some of

them even elegant mansions, betoken an inde-

pendence among the inhabitants that is often

found in such situations. Many of the moun-

tains to their very summits are covered witli the

richest verdure, not " eternal snows," like those

of Oregon, as described by ti'avelers. The James

River Canal affords an outlet for tlie products of

these counties as well as tho.?e of the countj'^ of

Albemarle, which has also the advantage of the

navigation of the Rivanna River. Boats ascend

this river above the town of Charlottesville,

near which is MonticeUo, tlie seat of Mr. Jeffer-

son, as well as the University of the State.

Charlottesville is a place of considerable size,

with the finest societj-, and the highly cultivated

land^ in its neighborhood remind i^any Virgin-

ians more of a number of large, rich gardens,

than the farms to which they are accustomed.

Agriculture here has been long pursued sys-

tematically, and I believe this county can boast

of one of the very olde.st Agricultural Societies

in the State. Some of its more distinguished

sons are still the friends of the Society, and,

among others. Dr. Frank Carr, Hon. Wm. C.

EiVES andTnos. J. Randolph, Esq. deserve to

be remembered by the patrons of Agriculture,

for their efficiency and zeal. Lands in this

county rate higher generally than in some of

the other coimties, and it has faciMties in tlie

way of roads, rivers, colleges, &c. that no

counties Ea-st or We.st of the mountains can lay

claim to. There are in the county t\vo Cotton

Factories, eniploj-ing a number of hands.

The county of Orange, tlie residence of the

late Govenior Barbour, and of his brother the

Judge, lies on the waters of the Rappahannock

.

Its market is Fredericksburg and Richmond.

The court-hQU.se is not far distant from Gordons-

\i)le, at which point the Louisa Railroad termi-

nates, and ^vhich intersects with the Richmond,

Fredericksburg and Potomac Railroad. The

land of this county is verj- productive in all the

crops that are growni successfully in Eastern

Virginia. Lj-ing, as it does, off the spurrs of

the mountains, and gently undulating, it is tilled

v/ith less labor than many of our iiigli lands.

Near as it is to the town of Fredericksburg, it

has all die advantages of a tide-water country,

while it is remarkably free from diseases.

The counties of Madison and Greene, ad-

(387)

joining those of Rockingham and Page on the

West side of the Blue Ridge, in the Valley,

abound in lands resembling those of the otlicr

counties already named. Many of the farms

are in the highest state of improvement, and

those upon the Robinson and Rapid Ann riv-

ers, and the smaller streams, are not surpas.sed

by the best farms of the other counties. Wheat,
corn, oats, tobacco, and other crops, are culti-

vated most successfully. Here, too, are abund-

ant ranges, and the wonder is that sheep-hu.s-

bandry is not introduced. These counties are

watered by streams which flow into the Rappa-

hannock and supply the v^'ater-jjower for nu-

merous flouring-mills on an extensive scale.

—

The town of Fredericksburg, on this river, Ls

distant some .50 miles, up to which the river is

navigable for steamboats, and where, also, the

Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac Rail-

road crosses, temiinating in a northerly direc-

tion, on the Potomac River. The facilities for

travel. North or South, as well as for the trans-

portation of produce, are, therefore, veiy great.

Good lands in all the counties named are abund-

ant and cheap ; they hold out inducements to

settlers and promise advantages that, m many
respects, are unequaled.

I might give you particulars in regard to many-

farms within my knowledge, but time will not

allow me to do so. There are many that may
be purchased on such terms as cannot fail to suit

those inclined to make such investments. In

the county of Bedford, in the neighborhood in

^^•hich I reside, there is one contauiing 7 or 800

acres, that may be purchased on a credit (and it

may be divided into some three, four, or more

fanns) of one, two and three years, the purchase

money being well secured, a: .910 per acre. It

is well watered on one eiitu-e side by a stream

perhaps throe times as large as the Tyber in thi.s

cit}-. There are many of the finest springs in

various parts of the land, and it is intersected by

numerous small stream.s, called, in Eastern Vir-

ginia, branches.

I have thus endeavored to give you an outline

of some of the features of our countrj- ; but, ha.st-

ily written as it is, it is very imperfect. I trust

your efforts to call public attention to the lands

of Virginia will not be without a good effect.

—

Evcrj- portion of the Old Commonwealth is de-

serving of the efforts ^vhich a few arc making

to place her in the scale she is entitled, by her

position and her advantages, to occupy.

I am, very respcctfuUv,

W. L. GOGGIN.

Guano.—This is said, in the " Floriste' Journal," to

have killed all the plants in pots to which it was ap-

plied diy, mixed with the soil at the time of potting.

But, would it haro injured them had it been made
into a compost three months before the time of pot-

ting, and exposed to tho weather all the time J

[London Gardeners' Chronicle.
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A MISCELLANEOUS CHAPTER.
SOILING—VARIOUS OPINIONS....STRAWBERRY....A NEW VEGETABLE....LIQUID MANURE.

We are aware that there is much question

about the expediency of attempting to soil do-

mestic animals in this country. The question is

I
one about wliich, as Sir Roger de Coverly says,

much may be said on both sides. What, it is

J
maintained, renders it unprofitable in most ca-

\ ses, is the dearncss of labor. In Llie one case,

^ the food is to be provided by laborious and ex-

4 Bcnsive cultivation, and then to be cut daily and

transported to the barn-yard or stable. This is

vhat constitutes the objection to soiling, as

(.vJBipared with the usual system, under which

ti..s same animals depend on natural pasturage,

and are themselves the machines for collecting

the food, and turning it into milk, or butter, or

meat ; ci, if work-animals, they to are thus

supported daring their season of labor.

Mr. Gcvvf:??, widely known as a zealous mer-

chant agTicuilurist, of Philadelphia, has practised

extensively on the soiling system, as the means

of accumnlaCicg great masses of manure, by

which bis farrn has been brought into a state of

great productiveness from one of great sterility :

but there would oeem to be, in his statements, a

want of exactness and minute detail, under the

heads of Creditor and Debtor, with wliich, in

his character as an eminent merchant, we have

no doubt he is perfectly familiar, and ofwhich he

is rigidly observant. This apparent want of arith-

metical particularity, as to outlay and income,

leaves an opening for suspicion and cavil on the

part of those who are ever ready to pick a hole

in tlie statement of results achieved by full-

handed merchants, when they betake them-

selves, for profit or amusement, to practical

Agriculture. Such Doctor Doubtys will not,

for instance, be slow to surmise that in healing

over the galded s-pots upon his farm, as he found

it, and causing them to put forth heavy crops,

he probably walked over his fields, with the

wand of Midas in his hand, waving it here and

there, and scattering gold dust, where the poor

Farmer has to spread any thing he can scrape

together, and water it with the sweat of his

brpw. Hence the necessity of being very par-

ticular in stating such accounts. The accounts

of English agricultural experiments are gener-

ally exemplary in this respect.

As to soiling, we remember to have heard
read before the Farmers' Club, a letter from

John Travers, Esq., a gentleman of singular

quickness of parts,and remarkable for power and
habits of analysis, in which he maintained that

l388l

soiling, in this country, even under favorable cir-

cumstance.'^!, involved expenses that no ordinary

results would remunerate. As ^\'e before said,

much may be said on both sides ; and the ad-

vantages of soiling are, in most cases, so deci-

ded, especially in its instrumentality in aug-

menting the Bank of Manure—the indispensa-

ble Bank for the Farmer—that we shall at all

times feel bound to suggest whatever may have

a tendency to remove the difficulties that stand

in tlie W'ay of its more extended practice. One
of these difficitlties consists in finding suitable

grasses and other green crops, adapted to keep-

ing up an abundant, cheap and unbroken supply

of the different kinds of food, suitable for ani-

mals to be housed or yarded throughout the

year. Grasses are to be preferred to roots be-

cause their cultivation and gathering requires

so much less labor ; but then tlaey can only be

availed of from early Spring until, at the far-

thest, the early frosts of Autumn. As to the

grasses, we have been accustomed to think that

in our country, we have relied too exclusively

on red clover—and restriction almost exclusive-

ly to that, results, we verily believe, from tlie

greater ease with which it may be secured, and

from that disreputable indolence (the force of

habit and defective education) which prevents

fanners from thinking, and from breaking

a%vay from old prejudices. We have repeated-

ly suggested a fair trial of lucerne, and of our or-

dinary rye ; and in the last number of the Far-

mers' Library, we called attention to a new
species of rye, much extolled in England

lately for soiling purposes, called there the St.

.Johiis-day Rye. It will occur to every reader

that tilings may possess great comparative value

in England, and thus become subjects of high

praise and commendation in English papers be-

cause they have nothing better ; and yet these

same crops lo.se in this countrv', bj' comparison

with others which are of more value, but which

are unknown in England. The turnip, for in-

stance, which may be said to lie at the bottom

of British husbandry, sustaining indirectly her

population and her government, is of far less

importance in America, both positively and

comparatively ;—positively, because of climatic

difficulties in the growth of it here, especially

North of the Connecticut—and comparative-

I

ly, because in that sense it comes in com-

petition with Indian com, the glory of

I American A.griculture and the stafF of Amen-



can subsisteuce. It is some obvious aiid ac-

knowledged differences of climate and staples

like ibis, wbich prompt many people to raise

up their lazy voices agaiust all English agricul-

tural writings, and the trial of all new things in-

troduced in English Agriculture and Horticul-

ture, and against English animals and imple-

meuis. This stereotype ci-y of difference of cli-

mate is, we hear too often, the convenient

refuge of ignorance and indolence. Listen

to it, and we should become stationary as

the Chinese. On the contrary, we should

keep our eye constantly on what the sci-

ence and the wealth of Europe is doing in the

melioration of fruits, the variegation of flowers,

the improvements of machinery, and in all the

useful and ornamental inventions. How, but by
an honorable spirit of inquiry and emulation,

has Mr. Wilder, the enlightened President of

the Horticaltural Society of Boston, been ena-

bled to exhibit several hundred vai-ieties of

pears, and flowers of Continental origin, in anti-

cipation even of the London florists, and incon-

ceivably beautiful ? But to return to our sub-

ject. Conceiving it to be our duty to look out

for whatever may be noticed abroad as new
and valuable, we have selected -^iree items

from a single paper—a late London " Garden-

er's Chronicle"—to wit, Italiau Rye Grass,

for soling ; a Strawberry, which appears to ex-

cel in size even our own Hovey ; and a New
Vegetable.

As to the Italian Rye Grass, we are aware
tliat it has been introduced, and that it viay not

possess the value a.scribed to it, as in competi-

tion with Lucerne or Indian Com, sowed for

soiling; but surely an account thus plausi-

bly representing one acre to yield $150 worth
of grass, is at least tcorfh reading, and the grass

worthy of careful trial. The suggestion of

Viims, liquid manure will doubtless alarm the

timid and horrify the lazy farmer ; but boggle
at it as he may. he u-ill have to .come lo it at

last ! He must be blind, or worse, whom we
shall not, sooner or later, cause to see, in

the pages of this journal, how indispeii.sable

it is to adopt the means of saving and using

the liquid manure on his farm. Yes ! the

day shall come, when 'any man who pre-

tends to keep pace with the march of agri-

cultural improvement, shall be put in Coven-
try by any Agi-icultural surveying commit-
tee, who is found to neglect and throw
away that most valuable portion of his resour-

ces. That subject, wo promise, .shall be demon-
strated, in a manner, bj' argument and illustra-

tion, to make every farmer feel that to wilfully

lose the liquid excrements of his farm, is pre-

cisely as improvident as it would be lo leave

his meat-house open, or his wheat unshocked
in the field after being cut. All in good lime,

my friends. For improvidence, for waste, for

ill-success, and for ruin, j-ou may plead any-

thing else ; but

—

you shall not plead ignorance

if you will only read !

On the subject of soiling, once more, wc
need hardly suggest that every man must prac-

tice it on some scale, or ought to do it. He
ought to have green food for bis plow-horses at

night, and, at least, for his milch cows. For

this purpose a lot, smaller or larger, according

to the number of animals, will suffice ; but even

for that there is a good and bad manner of pre-

paring the ground, as there is a choice of crops,

for the purpose. For the introduction and trial

ofnew kinds of grains, gi-asses, fruits and ani-

mals, the agriculturist depends chiefly on the

merchant farmer, or some other not regularly

bred to the pursuit ; and is it not too apt to be

the case that, if his trial fail, he is sneered at by
" the practical man"—and if he succeed, after

some years, the public profits by his eutei^jrise,

while he gets neither thanks nor remembrance ?

Who remembers Governor Kandolph, the .scho-

lar, as the inventor of the hill-side Plow ? or

Commodore Stewart, as the first to send Guano

to America twenty years ago ?

P. S. Since the above was written, we have

had an opportunity to observe that in !New-

England the pi'actice of sowing corn broad-cast,

for soiling, is extending, and seems to answer

admirably. To save labor, the lots appropriated

to this object should be near the spot where the

food is to be consumed.

LoLiUM iTALicfM

—

(Italian Rye Grass.

J

—
Much, and deser\'edly, as this Grass is esteemed
where it bas been cultivated, it may, perhaps,

prove useful to some of your agricultural friends,

and induce many who have not yet tried it to

take an early opportunity of doing so, if you
will publish a statement of the advantages I

have derived and expect from it.<i growth on a

small scale under the following circumstances :

In September last, upon an acre of good loam,

previou.sly well drained and deep plowed, I

sowed four bushels of seed. It vci^-oiated

([uickly, and grew so fast tliat, considerinic it

too thick to sumd over the winter without inju-

ry from snow, I depastured it with sheep bi'fore

('hrisimas. In February it was splendid keep
tiir ewes and lambs; but having so little of it, as

fa.st as the latter were dropped they were, with
the ewes, turned upon it, each for a few days
only, to give them a start before passing th(!in

on lo the other keep, and in this way it was fed

down close by a small flock of ewes with their

couples. The liquid manure-cart then conveyed
upon it a i,'ood dressing from the urine tank of

the cowsheds and stable. In April it was
mown and consumed in the stalls day by day
as long as it lasted, the liquid manure-cart being
freely u.sed, as fast as a sufficient breadth was
cut for it to work upon, and I firmly believe 1

had consid>irab!y more th.au tv/o tons to the

acre. In the last week of June and the first of
July, a second and equally good crop was cut
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an(] consnnicd as before, followed in the same
way by a dressing- of liquid manure.

It is at this moment looking very luxuriant,

but having- no farther occasion ibr it in my
stalls, I purpose cutting it the next time for its

seed, and confidently expect to be enabled to

do so by the end of August, and (from a little

experience I have had this week upon another
and verj- inferior piece of land) doubt not of ob-
taining at least forty bushels of seed, (now
worth, I believe, S).-*. or 10s. a bushel ;) after

which I shall crive it another taste of liquid ma-
nure, anil confidently look forward to a good
bite, if not another cutting, by the end of Octo-
ber or beginning of November, thus obtaining,

in all probability, something very like five crops
within the twelve months, four of Avhich may
fairly bo regarded as full crops. Those already

had could, I think, hardly be surpassed for lux-

uriance.

The several applications of licjuid manure
were with ease pumped by a stout lad, and
•with one horse conveyed to the ground, and ap-
plied through a trough placed behind the car-

riage, eachaime in little more than half an hour
;

and I will venture to say that where, as in the
present iiistance, laiid is near the steading, an
acre may be dressed well with ease in less than

four hours.

Four bushels of seed I am a^vare is more
than usually sown, but the result has proved
tliat under such severe cropping it was not too

much ; for the plant on the ground is, I consider,

perceptibly thinner ; but I have no doubt of

amply replenishing this at the next cutting by
the quantity of .seed that will unavoidably be
shed in hai-vesting it. After this I intend to

harrow .slightly, and manure the v^•hole at one
time with urine as before. If one were justified

in entering into a calculation of the value of the

obtained and expected crops, I consider it may
fairly be set down thus :—

s.d.Dr.
Pluwing twice, 1

acre
4 bushels of seed,

at9s 1

Sowing and har-

rowing
4 dressings of li-

quid manure.too
often regarded
as of no value

—

say 1

Cutting fwice for

foraee
Once for seed
Threshing,nddliiig,

&c
Rent, tithe, taxes,

&c 3

Total 7 17 G

Cr. £
Value of feed at

Christmas, 1844. 1

first cutting, call it

2 tons of fodder,

green, or 1^ as

hay, at only £4 a

ton, (worth this

year £6) 6

Ditto, second cut-

ting 6
Third cmting. say-

only 40 bushels
of seed, at 9s... 18

1} ton (dodiipting

weight of seed,)

of fodder 5
Value of bite in Oc-

tober or Novem-
ber,* say 1

Total.

Profit per acre. .21)

The above happened to be the more conven-
ient method for my purpose, and therefore ^\•as

pursued ; but I conceive it is by no moans the

most profitable, inasmuch as in an ordinary sea-

son, ^^'jth liberal assistance, an early feed may

* Worth considerably more if it should grow to

cut for the stalls.

i:m]

be obtained in spring ; t-v.-o cutting,? for seed
during the summer months, and mown or de-
pastured in autumn, thus iucrea.sing its value
from Ji;8 to i)10 per acre.

It may possibly be said, " Oh, but four ma-
nurings in twelve months is a deuce of a dress-
ing." One moment's dispassionate reflection

will, however, show that all the.se ^vere easily
and inexpensively obtained, that they were de-
rived from a source by two many fanners
thrown away as valueless, that the.y can be ap-
plied at less than a fourth of the value and ex-
expense of one ordinaiy application of solid

dung, and with equal, if not better effect ; if it

were possible to prevail on them to save their

liquid manure with the same degree of care
they often bestow on trifles about a farm, in

them.solvcs of much less value, and instead of
allo-wing it to pollute their own or neighbors'
ponds, which is rendered the more inexcusable
when a liquid mairaro pit may in all, or most
situation.s, be made for less than 30.s-.

I am very sorry to say that I know an in-

stance, between five and six miles only North-
west of the " faithful city," %N'here lamentable
pains and expen.se ajjpear to have been taken
by an otherwise exemplary farmer (or his land-

lord) to get rid of this valuable auxiliary, by
turning it into a wide ditch close by the turn-

pike road side, deep enough to smother at least

a hundred of her Majesty's honest peasantry at

once ; aye, and where, too, sundry statutable

permis.sions (I will not say 'encouragements)
" to be drunk on the premises" abound, so that

but for the grim visage of that feudal ornament,
a pair of stocks, and the good example and care

of the rural authorities, there would be more or

less danger of such an untoward event taking

place. [T. F., Ham-hill, near Worcester.

New Vegetable.—In the " Monthli/ Mat^a-
zine," for September. 1821, James Sibbald, of

Paisley, writes as follows, of a new vegetable

which, if it could be obtained^ now. would, I

think, be a great acquisition:—" The Trottel or

Treuttel root is the principal source of subsist-

ence to the Squee Indians, Labrador, with-

stands the most severe fro.«ts, and it bears, even
in the depth of winter, curled, thick, crisp

leaves, as tender as Asparagus, and something
like Seakalc. The root weighs generally from
8 to 10 oz., and is shaped something like a

Wind.'ior Bean, grows in clusters like Potatoes,

when boiled, yellow-colored, and though drier,

much resembles the CaiTot. I plant the roots,

cut in small pieces, in ro^vs two feet asunder,

and three inches deep, in August or Sejitcmber,

and as the plant is of rapid £ri-ov\ th, begin to top

the herbage in winter, (December and Janua-

ry,) and in the spring months, when vegetables

are rare, I dig up a plentiful crop (10 or 12 of

each plant) of a delicate vegetable—most nutri-

tious, and keeps well. It is now grown at

Greenock, Pai-slev, and Bristol." T. W.

[Wliat is this ?]

HoRTicui.TtTRE.—It may be interesting to

the growers of Strawberries, to know wliat can

be done with the British Queen, the remarka-

,
blc specimens of which have, this year, excited

I so much attention about London. We, there-



fore ffive a prominent station to tlie accompany- size, and it weighed a little more than an ounce

ine sketch of a fruit of this kind, forwarded by and a holf ; so that ten such Strawberries would

Mr JoHV Stobbs, gardener at Doddingtoii make a pound. Has any one ever produced

HaU, near Lincoln. The figure shows its exact 1
such a Strawberry- as this before ? We doubt it.

ON THE PRINCIPLES TO BE OBSERVED IN THE ERECTION
AND CONSTRUCTION OF FARM-HOUSES.

Orf some future occasion, we shall give

ground-plans of farm Buildings, .suited to farms

of different sizes and to the husbandry of differ-

ent States. The buildings adapted to grain-

growing Pennsylvania, to hay-growing Massa-

chusetts, to sheep-growing Vermont, to tobacco-

planting Maryland, to cotton-planting Carolina,

and to sugar-planting Louisiana, obviously re-

quire to be on plans widely different, as far as

the staple crops are concerned ; but in the fol-

lowing observations on Farm Buildings, from a

late number of the London Agricultural Ga-

zette, there are principles laid down which are

of general applicability, deser\'ing to be heeded

accordingly. But, alas ! as was lately observed

on the subject in the New-York Albion, in our

countrj- of change ! change ! change ! there is so

little of forecast, or permanence, that fe^v things

are doJic with reference to any entire plan, in

which one part is to relate to another, and each

to all the rc.*t ; with a view to a combination of

conveniences, and the most economcial use of

the whole. The fact is. that farming is, for the

most part, undertaken without adequate capital.

Men buy and settle upon land, without having

in hand the requisite me.ans to improve it

;

wherea.s, in England, no landlord ^vill rent land

to a tenant, who cannot first show that he has
.'391)

beforehand, more money per acre than the ave-

rage fee simple value of all the laud in any State

South or West of the Chesapeake and the Alle-

ghanies ; moreover, as few know how long their

land may remain in their own families, or how
long it may be before they are either starved

out, or tempted by delusive descriptions and the

increase of their household, to sell out and
" tnave West," improvements are made in de-

tachments, without confidence of remaining to

caiTy out any plans, even if they had the fore-

cast to form one, and means to complete it.

An ill-contrived edifice is put up in one place,

and another in its uses closely allied to it is, af-

ter some years, put up at a magnificent distance

therefrom ; so that much time is daily wasted in

passing from the " great hou.se" to the " ftuar-

ters"—from the " duarters" to each other—from

all of them to the cattle-yard, and from that to

the stable ; from the stable to the corn-house,

and from that again to the granarj' ; the tobac-

co-houses being as widely scattered as the

premi.ses will allow ; few or none of them
closely watched, and kept carefiilly clean and

in good order : constantly, as they should be,

the preservation of buildings making, most em-
phatically, one of those cases in which " a stitch

in time saves nine." Let not these remarks be
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deemed uncharitable or querulous. Much should

wo be rejoiced if ^ve could give a reverse col-

oring to the picture ; but fiat jvstitia mat
calum—^we must speak the truth at all hazards.

Under all these circumstances, wc would saj'

to the young American fanner about to com-

mence an establishment, to begin with his build-

ings under the supposition that his estate is soon

to be divided among his children ; one of whom
is to have a smaller portion than the rest, in pro-

portion to the cost of its buildings ; and let him

regulate the expense of his mansion according-

ly. Without going into minute calculations, is

it not obvious that when all probabilities and

casualties are taken into the account, nothing

can be more improvident than to invest an over-

proportion of one's means in a dwelling, which

must remain stationary, as much as to its origi-

nal cost, and the interest thereon, with which it

is to be charged, as in its locality ; and to which,

in the nature of things, the parts into which the,

estate must be divided will bear a less anj ess

proportion in point of value. In a word hom
the certainty of frequent division of estates,

equally by testament or descent, there is no

country in the world where prudence so loudly

enjoins great moderation of investment,' in a

mere residence, as in this; nor, when properly

considered, does a costly one comport any more

with good taste than with prudence. What
farmer need desire to have a handsomer or bet-

ter house to live in than Mr. Latrobe's neat cot-

tage, Fairy-Knoive, of which the traveler gets

a glimpse from the Thomas Viaduct, on the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, at Elkridge land-

ing? and that cost, we believe, about $1200. It

was, however, far from our purpose, to have

descanted on the proper plan or the scale of

Farmers' Residences—so we return to Farm
Buildings. Whether the young farmer's means

be adequate or restricted, he should build, much
or little, according to some well-considered plan

of arra?igeme>it. If only one edifice can be

built this year, let it occupy, according to his

plan, a certain relation to those which are to be

constructed when time and means allow it ; and

let him always bear in mind, that however
humble the purposes for which the building is

designed, there will yet be room for the exer-

cise and display of taste and ornament, as well

as convenience. There is opportunity for this

even in a pigeon or a poultry-house
; and since

it costs only the trouble of putting them in the

ground, let trees to he planted for embellish-

ment, shade, and shelter. These are precau-

tions that demand no considerable enlargement

of means, or at increased expenditure, and
therefore to omit them should be placed to the

account of sheer indolence and want of sensi-

bility, that indicate defect both of education and
refinement.

To the concentration of the farm huildinga,

recommended in the following extract from tlie

English paper, and by obvious economical con-

siderations, there is the strong objection of lia-

bility to have all destroyed by fire, communica-
ted by means of lightning or otherwise. To
trust " all your eggs in one basket" is impru-

dent to a proverb.

This concentration of all out-buildings pre-

sents the more serious difficulty, in our country,

where farmers do not know that they can, or

else will not insure their farm-buildings, or

even their dzcellings and furniture. In Eng-
land, on the contrary, it is the common practice

to insure eveft the lives of their cattle against

prevalent epidemics. Truly, with all our wis-

dom, the wisest of us have much to learn ; and,

generally, the most ignorant are those who
think they know eveiything.

The Outhouses of a Farm are those build-

ings in which the farmer stores and prepares
his crops, rears and feeds his live stock, and
houses ins working cattle and implements. On
their arrangement in regard to each other, as

\vell as on the adaptation of each to its separate
purpose, much of the farmer's profit necessarily
dejiends. It is to the first of these considera-
tions, the disposition of the several parts in re-

lation to each other, that we shall now direct

onr attention.

The leading object to be aimed at in the ar-

rangement of the outhouses of a farm is econo-
my of time and labor in the performance of

those operations which are to take place within
them. The first priucipjle by vi'hich we must
be guided in an endeavor to effect this object

is, tlie selfevident one, that there must be an
immediate connection between those buildings

xn a homestead who.se usefulness depends upon
each odier. In carrying out this priiuciple, we
shall find that the position of the barn governs,

in a great degree, that of the other buildings

;

for the straw-barn being the great storehouse of

forage and litter, from which the stables, feed-

ing-houses and sheds and yards receive their

supply, it is necessary that these be situated as

near to it as possible, and those nearest to which
the greatest and most frequent supplies have to

be conveyed. Again, the straw-house is an ap-

pendage to the barn where the corn is threshed

—there is a necessary connection here also. To
the corn-barn, also, ma.st be attached the build-

ing which contains the motive power to drive

its machinery ; and it is a convenient arrimge-

ment to have the granary, too, in immediate
connection with the com and dressiug-bams.

—

Farther, the house -where food is consumed
should be in connection with, or at least not far

removed from, the house in which it is prepared,

and this again should be contiguous to the pla-

ces where the food is stored. Lastly, that the

cleaning out of the houses may not con.sume un-

necessary time, the ])lace where tlie manure is

deposited should be near to them, and of ready

access.

It should always be borne in mind that it is

more important to save time in comparatively

insignificant operations, if they be of frequent

occurrence, than in large matters which are not

often repeated. Thus, if the separation requue

to be made, it is better to have the house where



food is prepared, and whence small quantities

are taken several times each day, close to the

place where food is consumed, than to have it

near the storehouse, from wliich the supply re-

quires to he carried only once.

The second principle of airangement which
should guide us, although suhordinate, is yet of
great importance ; it is to classify and arrange
together the buildings used for like pui-po.ses.

—

An attcutiou to this greatly facilitates the labors

of the homestead. Thus, the houses and yards
for particular descriptions of stock should be
placed together ; the working cattle should be
kept by themselves; the cows of the domestic
dairy should be kept apart from the feeding-
stock ; the pigs and the poultry .should have
their proper locality. It is of great assistance

to tills classified arrangement to have a work-
ing court or yard, round v^hich are assembled,
in their proper places, the apartments for storing

and preparing food, the sheds where the wheel-
carriages of the farm are stored, the houses
where the tools and smaller implements are

kept, those in which the blacksmith and the car-

penter work, and the others iised occasionally
for various purposes. And, in addition to this,

it is important to place the highest buildings so

as to attbrd shelter from the prevailing winds,
and yet not to intercept the rays of the sun
from the other buildings and the yards. In many
situations it is desirable that the whole of the

out-houses should be so aiTanged as to have one
common entrance, which can be clqpcd for se-

curity- every night. This is especially necessa-
ry near towns.

It may be proper to remark that all the roads
should be wide enough to allow a cart and horse
to be turned on them ; and that it is \ve\l that

the yards should be so arranged as to allow of a

cart being driven through them, which is much
better than backing the horse.

So far, then, for the principles of arrangement
of the buildings relative to each other. The
ne.Kt topic ^vhich demands our attention is the
form which the collected buildings should as-

sume, and this involves the consideration of as-

pect.

Under the idea of compactness, out-houses
used generally to be arranged in the form of a
square, with a central yard into which the litter

was thrown ; and here, uncheered by a ray of
sunshine, wading in a pool of rain-water from
the roofs of the building.s, and of liquid manure
from the hou.scs, the farming stock was suffered
to languish. Professor Low, of Edinburgh,
first showed the absurdity of this system, and
pointed out the advantages to be derived by the
stock from the admission of sunshine and air to

their yards. He showed that these benefits

could be best obtained by the form vi-hich also

ensured other advantages—a long parallelo-

gram. The Professor's principles of arrange-

ment have been extensively ado[)ted in modem
homesteads, and have been advocated in almost
every publication on Agricultural matters, al-

though verj- .seldom with the acknowledgment
of the source whence they ^vcrc derived.

The best form that the farm outhouses can as-

sume—tliat which combines the greatest ad-

vantages—is a long parallelogram, with its

diagonal nearly on a line from North to South.
The prevailing and severest winds being from
the West and West by North, the greatest pos-

sible amount of sunshine, and the best shelter

may be obtained by having the shed.-j for the

cattle and tlicir yards open to the South and
(393)

East. There are cases, however, in which this
rule will not obtain, and these must be dealt
with according to circumstances.
The buildings should bo placed, if possible,

on a gentle ri.sing surface. If, where water-
power exists, such a situation can be found, it

is well to take advantage of it. But if to secure
such power it is necessary to place the build-
ings where light, warmth, ventilation and drain-
age cannot be obtained in perfection, then the
water-power ought to be sacrificed to the.se

more impoitant benefits. The position of the
homestead i.s often determined by existing
roads and divisions of the farm, in-espective of
the eligibility of the situation in itselt; This is

an absurd practice, and cannot be too severely
reprehended.

Among other matters demanding our atten-
tion in this preliminary notice, are the means
for preserving the liquid manure made in the
steading. The attainment of this important
point is greatly assisted by the classification of
the buildings before spoken of. Underground
drains should be carried from the cow-houses,
feeding-houses, and pig-sties, to one or more
tanks. The tanks may be of two kinds ; they
mity be adapted for making compost, in which
case they should be in the form of a rectangular
basin sloping invs'ards from the ends to its deep-
est point in the centre of its length, so that a
cart may be driven through when the compost
is carried out ; and this, or something similar to it,

is probably the most economical mode of using
the liquid manure on a farm. Or the tanks may
be in the form of a well, square, rectangular, or
circular in the horizontal section, and arched or
domed over. In this case the tank is used to

contain the manure in its liquid state, and
should, by puddling and the use of cement, be
made perfectly water-tight. It mu.st have a
man-hole in the arch or dome, and another
opening by which a pump may be inserted, or
in which it may be permanently fixed. The
drains, before entering this latter kind of tank,
should terminate in a cesspool in which the
liquid manure may deposit any sedimentary
matter which would obstruct the working of the
pump if deposited in the tank.

The caves of all the buildings should be fur-

nished with gutters, and the rain-water collected
by tliem conveyed to underground drains by
cast-iron pipes. The drainage of the site has
already been spoken of as an essential requi-
site. It shoilld be thoroughly done. In too

many instances remedies are applied to the
foundations of buildings, to prevent dampness
from ascending, while the only true remedy is,

by draining thoroughly, to remove the cau.se.

—

As drains very often harbor vermin, cesspools
should be con.structed in them, at proper places,

without the buildings, which will etlectually
bar their progress.

On reviewing the principles here recom-
mended to be observed in the collocation of the
out-hou.ses of a farm, it will be seen that their
application in practice must be attended with
no little difficulty. Slight variations in manage-
ment, to suit the soil, and other peculiarities of
tlie farm ; the nature of tho povicr to be em-
ploj-cd in threshing, &c. ; the requisite arrange-
ments for shelter in exposed situations, vv-hen
such situations cannot be avoided ; and the na-
ture of the ground on the site of the buildings,
all tend to embarrass and prevent the applica-
tion, in any single case, of all these principles
intlieir integrity. The judicious designer knows



in such cases what to forego, and and what to

secuve ; and endeavors, when a sacrifice has to

be made, so to arrange, that all the more im-
portant principles may be observed and carried

out.

Before concluding these remarks, it may not
be amiss, in a sentence or two, to consider the

appearance of out-houses, arranged on the prin-

ciples here advocated. Premising, then, that

we consider any attempt to mask or disguise

the character of a building, as indicative of

what, in ordinary language, is called bad taste
;

and that the expression of character and fitness,

on the contraiy, is in correct taste, we shall find :

that this expression of character and fitness in
these buildings, can easily be obtained ; in ma-
ny cases the whole steading can be an-anged
sy.mmctrically ; and where this is not attaina-

able, the extended lines of building, the arch-

ways, the varying outline caused by the differ-

ent bights of the houses, and the numerous ga-
bies, harmonizing with that of the stacks in the
barn-yai'd, never fail to give piquancy and pic-

turesqueness. Tliore ouglit to be no mock
window.s, mock doors, or arches ; no false ga-
bles ; let every thing be real, and expres.sive of
its use : and trust to that expression, as the best
aesthetic principle of design in such erections.

MR. HAMMOND, OF WORCESTER, MASS.

HIS MANAGEMENT, AND ITS RESULTS, ON A FARM OF 121 ACRES.

We transfer, with particular pleasure, from

that excellent .loumal, the American Agricul-

turist, the following notice of the "Fann of

Mr. Hammond," but cannot get our own con-

sent to do it ^vithout invoking to it the particu-

lar attention of the many, in other States of this

Union, who, with four, and in many cases more

than four times hi.? number of acres, inherited,

(not bought, like his, by their own labor,) are

every year going behind hand, and in a fair

way to be sold out ! Who can reckon the

value of examples of industry and good man-

agement, such as the one here exhibited ? How
happy must be such men—how justly proud

have they a right to be, who thus enjoy the

sen.'?e oi self-made independence! How^ emi-

nently worthy of being honored in the esteem

of all who understand in what consists true dig-

nity of individual character, and the tnie foun-

dations of a Commonwealth's prosperity !

How striking would be the difference, if one

had lei.sure to exhibit in all their features, the

portrait of the industrious Fanner, on his small

estate, keeping an exact account of outlay and

income, studying to turn eveiy thing to account,

and finding his greatest pleasure in the regular

husbandry and steady improvement of his own
affairs ; as contrasted with his neighbor on his

."iOO acres, -who rides about the country in search

of sensual excitement, ans^vcring the low pur-

po.ses of nan'ow-minded partisans, leaving every

thing at home to take its own course, without

care or direction, until he reads his own ruin

and di.sgrace in the Sheriff's list of executions,

in the sighs of a broken-hearted wife, and the

tears and rags of children beggared and de-

graded.

FARM OF MR. HAMMOND.
This farm lies in the town of Worcester,

Massachusetts, and is one mile fi-om the Court-
house. It comprises Vi.1 acres, 17 of which are
in wood land, f', if we remember right, still in

unreclaimed bog meadow, and 4 are taken up
with yards and buildings, leaving, in fact, only
92 acres actually in tillage. We are thus par-

ticular in this statement, in order to show our
readers how much may be realized from a mod-
erate-sized farm, of an ordinary quality of soil,

when eligibly situated and properly managed.
But first of the man. Mr. Hammond is an

excellent specimen of a hard-working Nev/-
England fanner. He began the world with lit-

tle or nothing saving his own hands, a good
constitution, active and industrious habit.s, and
indomitable perseverance. He inlbrmed us that

for the first six j'ears after becoming of age, he
worked out by the month for other farmers, and
from his ^vages at the end of this time had saved
enough to set up for himself; but it was not till

1835 that he was enabled to purchase his present

farm. When he came on to it the land was in

quite an exhausted condition, the fences indif-

ferent, and the buildings so miserable, that nei-

ther man nor beast could inhabit them with any
comfort. Now he has erected on it a noble

bam of handsome architecture, 90 by 42 feet,

which will hold 80 tons of hay, and has in addi-

tion numerous stalls for his cattle; built him a

pretty two-story house, and several oiit-build-

ings; made ne^v fences
;
planted an ample gar-

den with fruits and flowers; set out a large or-

chard of choice apple-trees; drained nearly

v\'orthlcss bog meadows, and transfonned tliem

into the bt^st of grass land ; cleared off the stone

and enriched his land so highly that he gets on
an average 2 to 3 tons of hay per acre, i5 to 60

bushels of corn, and 40 to .W of barley, where
previously not half, and in some instances not

one-third of these crops were gathered : and
accomplished other things too numerous to men
tion : and all this, it must be understood, besides

respectably supporting and educating his fami

ly, has been done from the eamuigs of the farm.

Not a dollar is he in debt for it, and not a dollar

has he brought in by foreign business to im-

prove it, unless a few trades in selling off his

aged animals, and buyincr younger ones to re-

place them, can be so considered.

How has this been done ? we hear our read-

ers ask. As we said in the beginning, Mr.

Hannnond's fann is within a mile of the town
of Worcester, which aflbrds a ready market for

his hay, at the average price of $1.'j per ton,

com 7.5 cents per bushel, rye 87 cents, barley 75
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cents, oats 33 cents, potatoes 30 cents, turnips 17

cents, milk 41 cents per quart, and a good price

for all the vegetables grown in a garden of be-

tween two and three acres. The farm now
produces 75 to 80 tons of hay per annum ; 150

to 200 bushels of corn ; some barley, rye or oats ;

SOO to 1000 bushels potatoes ; 400 to 500 bushels
turnips : vegetables from the garden, and con-

siderable frait. The stock is 2 horses, 4 oxen,
17 cows, and a few swine. The cows are kept
for the purpose of supplying the citizens of
Worcester with milk.

When Mr. Hammond began his operations

here, he informed us that in order to fertilize the

nearly exliausted soil, he took his produce to

market, and after disposing of it, brought back
manure. But this proving a laborious job, and
learning the value of muck as a fertilizer, and
having any quantity of it in a bog meadow, he
commenced carting it into the barn-yard during
the summer, fall and winter, as he found
time, spread the stable manure upon it, and
thus ever since has made several hundred loads
aunuallj-, of a compost quite equal, he thinks, to

ordinary barn-yard manure.
The rotation of crops here is adapted to the

situation and m.arket. Gra.ss land is plowed in

the fall, the next spring highlj" manured broad-
cast, again plowed, and then well haiTowed
and planted \\ith corn. The second year it is

sown with barley. This grain is worth nearly
as much as rye, and suiting this kind of soil

well, nearly double the number of bushels per
acre can be obtained of it that can be grown of

ry-e. Grass .seed is sown with the barley, and
after that tlic land is kept in grass as long as it

is thought profitable. Mr. Hammond's method
of raising turnips is in accordance with an old

practice in Massachusetts. The lore part of ,Tuly

the cidlivator is passed up and down between

the row^s of corn, which cuts up all remaining
weeds, and leaves the land free and light. Tur-
nip-seed, of the common field kind, is then
sown, and the men follow and give the corn its

last hoeing. In performing this operation they
cover the turnip-.seed sufficiently well, and it

usually produces about 100 bushels to the acre.

One season Mr. H. got 650 bu.«hels from four
acres. We think it requires a vei-y fertile soil

or high manuring to wan-ant one in taking two
croi)s at the same time ; and though it may be
presumptuous to dilTer from so good an authori-

ty, still we think if a single acre were devoted
to ruta-baga, it would be better than raising the

common turnip among com, as the former is

much superior to the latter in nutritive qualities,

it keeps later and better, and COO bu.shels may
be obtained on an average from a smgle acre,

and pe)-haps 800 to 1000 as highly as Mr. H.
would cultivate them.

There are many oiher little things about this

farm which we would gladly speak of ha.d we
space ; suffice it to say, that Mr. H., so far from
being satisfied with what he has already accom-
plished, thinks he is merely prepared now to

realize something for his improvements. He
will undoubtedly derive a handsome income
fi'om his farm hereafter, and manage it with
much less labor. Yet this great truth has already
been exemplified by him, namely, that land of

a moderate degree of fertility, properly man-
aged, can be greatly improved from its own re-

sources, and at the same time respectably sup-
port those who cultivate it. For one, we feel

grateful to Mr. H. for doing what he has, and
we recommend all in his vicinity to visit his

farm, and make themselves familiar with his

practice ; for a better example, as far as he has
gone, we know not among our whole ac-

(juaintance.

ON THE ATMOSPHERE OF STABLES.

The frequent and violent exertions which
man requires of the hor.se, renders it a matter of

the highest importance that tlie animal's physi-

cal condition be as perfect as skiU and attention

(•an secure ; and as there are no organs of this

noble animal so severely taxed, during the per-

formance of either fa.«t or heavy work, as the or-

gans of respiration, it is obvious that too much
attention cannot be given to all circumstances

which tend to secure perfection in the condition

of that delicate apparatus which plays .so promi-

nent a part. A pure and unccmtaminated at-

mospliere, in all respects suited to the process

of icspiration, i.s, therefore, a sine qua -non ,- one
cannot help, for these reasons, expressing sur-

prise at the almost universal inattention to sta-

ble ventilation, which so lamentably prevails in

even many of our fir.«t-cla.ss establishments. B ut

there is no circumstance connected with do-

mestic life that appears to me more extraordiiia-

ry tlian the almost universal want of attention

to scientific arrangements in the constraction of

modem buildings of every description, both

public and private, from the largest theatre, or

assembly hall, down to tlie cottage of the most
humble peasant. It is not, therefore, wonderful
tliat gross errors may be discovered in die teue-
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ments devoted to the accommodation of our do-
mestic animals. That these Occur to a much
greater extent than many intelligent persons are
aware of I shall presently show. I hojje I msy
confidently presume that most educated pcr.sons
are aware that air once breathed by an animal
i.s, by the simple process of respiration, convert-
ed into a deadly poison, and, therefore, should
be instantly removed from its presence, and re-

placed by a proper supply of a pure and whole-
some air. It is well known that the oxygon of
the air is absorbed, and carbonic acid gas is

thrown out at each expiration—a gas which
neither supports life nor combustion: of the
truth of this, the unhappy fate of the unfortunate
sutt'erers in the Black Hole of Calcutta but too
painfully demonstrates. I could cite, were it

necessary, numerous familiar illustrations of this
subject, but I have no doubt the following .sam-
ple will .serve to inform such of your readers as
may not hitlierto have given especial considera-
tion to theories of respiration, and who are,
therefore, unaware of the importance which at-
taches to the subject.

All have heard of the fatal accidents that fre-

quently occur in breweries, from persons incau-
tiously descending vats while these ai-e surcliarg-

J
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ed with the products of fermentation. It is the

carbonic acid gas which kills the individual in

this case ; and who is not aware of the danger
of descending close, deep wells, where foul air

has accumulated, and rendered the atmosphere
obnoxious to human beings ? Again, carbonic
acid gas proves to be the baneful agent : few-,

perhaps, are cognizant of the fact, that if a bird

be suspended from the roof of a closely-encom-

passed bed, the creature is speedily put to

death—it is poisoned by exposure to the car-

bonic acid gas—the natural product of the respi-

ration of the persons occupying the bed ! Al-

though this gas is naturally heavier than com-
mon atmospheric air, it nevertheless, when
heated bj' the process of respii-ation, becomes
much lighter, ascends, and occupies the space
nearest the roof of the chamber whei-e it may
have been produced ; so that persons near the

floor, having a plentiful supply of cold air. maj'
suffer no inconvenience, although they, most as-

suredly, by each act of expiration, are slowly and
silently contributing to the destruction of the ill-

fated victim in the cage. But the products of

respiration, poisonous although they be, are the

result of vital phenomena, and, therefore, cannot
be dispensed with nor prevented ; but the grand
source of vitiation to which I am desirous to di-

rect attention, is both removable and preventa-
ble, because it is dependent on die ammoniacal
gas which is disengaged from the decomposing
urine that is absorbed by the porous floors of

stables. Now let me shortly describe the con-

dition of stable-floors as tliese are usually (I may
say invariably) constnicted—and suppose we
take a stall in the Piershill barracks as our text

:

nothing could be more unscientific than the ar-

rangements which are here every\vhere to be
observed. All that seems to have been aimed
at is merely to secure a hard and resisting foot-

ing for the animals, and .hat this may be effect-

ed at the cheape.st rate, the following mode of
procedure is practised :—Boulders, or inegular
blocks of stone, are placed in a bed of sand, or

small gravel, (I beg especial attention to this

circumstance,) and it is believed that vs-hen

these are made to present a fair surface, that the

"job" has been creditably executed ; but what
are the facts ? They are simph' these : When
the liquid manure of horses is dropped on such
a floor as that which I have de.scribed, they ra-

pidly percolate between the interstices of the

irregular stones—decomposition immediately
ensues, and deleterious ga.ses arc abundantly
disengaged. I would, therefore, beg to press

upon the attention of all whom it may concern,

that the principle of rendering stable-floors im-

pervious to moisture should never be lo.st sight

of; without attention to this desideratum the

most ingenious scliemes for ventilation must be
stultified ! So rapidly do the component parts

of urine assume the gaseous fonn, that it has
surprised many to find, on examining an imper-

fect floor, that percolation lias extended to .so

small a depth, but the true explanation of this

circumstance no doubt is, tliat the recently-

dropped urine comes in contact wnth materials

in a liigli state of chemical action, \\hich, like

yeast to the wort, immediately imluces a simi-

lar condition in the atoms of the recent materi-

als, ammoniacal gas is formed, which ascends
and pervades the entire apartment. The ini-

tating ammoniacal gas I have frequently found,

on going into a stable in the morning so concen-
trated that I could not breathe without cough-

ing, and my eyes lacluymated as if a newly-cut

onion had been hanging under my nose. Now,
the products of respiration contributed but in an
inferior degree to this state of vitiation. I re-

peat again, that it is impossible to preserve the
purity of the atmosphere of a stable, while its

floor continues pervious to moisture. I, there-
fore, cannot too strongly urge this fact upon the
attention of every one who may find his .stables

in an objectionable and unwholesome condition
;

and it will be satisfactory to know that the
means by which the desired improvement may be
effected, involves neither difficulty nor expense.
Let the centre of the causewayed stall be re-

moved 2 feet in breadth, and .'5 "feet in length,
measuring from the croup end of the stall. Flags
of sandstone pavement, of 1 foot in breadth, 3
inches thick, and of convenient length, having
the inner or central edges beveled to .such an an-
gle as that when the two are brought together
there will be a space or central gutter formed
like an inverted V, 1 i inch in breadth at the sur-

face, and 2 inches deep at the apex of the invert-

ed cone, which space must be filled with ce-

ment or pitch—a slight downward and back-
ward inclination must be given to the paving-
stones, so that whatever liquid may be dropped
upon them, shall be rapidly conducted tow-ards
the hind quarters, and thence conveyed on
the surface to the point in the exterior foimd
most convenient for a tank, or reaen'oir, where
it may be stored till required as manure. I find

the making such an airangement as I have
shortly described would cost for materials about
10s. per stall—10 feet for each stall, and 10 feet

for that part of the floor immediately behind tlie

animal opposite his stall. A most superior aiti-

cle I know could be famished by Messrs. J. Pa-
ton and Sons, of Ajt. The excellent quality of
their sandstone, and the great advantages of tl'ieir

ingenious aad powerful stone-cutting machine-
ry gives to their establishment a peculiar claim
to prefemieut.

I shall conclude this perhaps already too ex-
tended communication, by assuring gentlemen
w-ho may adopt such structural airangements as
I have proposed, that they vsill have no reason
to regret tlieir conduct ; as to the pvecuniarj' out-

lay which these improvements would require,

you'll

"Let me whisper in their lug,

That's ablins nae vexation ;"

because all that is to be done is to give their no-
ble animals (w-hose faithful servitude deserve ao

well at their hands) credit for one year, as tlie

following statement will clearly demon.strate.

—

A horse voids more than 3 lbs. of ui-ine daily

—

or say—1100 lbs. per aimum=:21 lbs. ammonia
=180 lbs. guano, 10s. So tliat lie pays like a
gentleman for tlie enjoj-ment of an unvitiated
atmosphere.

In a future communication I will endeavor to

give a popular description of the theorj- of ven-
tilation, and the contrivances by which fresh

air may be supplied to stables, and modes by
which it should be removed when it becomes
vitiated from natural cau.ses. The necessity

there is for rendering stable-floors impervious to

urine appears to me so obvious, that I flatter my-
self no sensible man \\-ho may chance to cast

his eye over this burned and imperfect paper
will hesitate for a moment in adopting some
plan, which sliall have the effect of rendering
his stable-floors impermeable to liquids. Until

this is effected, it is idle to talk about any venti-

lating scheme whatever ; thereibre, I say—Re-
form your Stable-Floors ! ! ! \V. D. Guthrie.
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LETTER FROM GENERAL DEARBORN.
REFLECTIONS ON THE PROGRESS OF AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT. AND THE POLITI-

CAL AND MORAL INFLUENCE OF RURAL LIFE.

Hawthorn Cottage, I

RoxBUKV, Mass. Aug. 21), 1845. >

Dear Sir—I am extremely gratified with

the first number of your Farmers' Library. I

have read it with deep interest and great pleas-

ure. Glad am I to find that you have again as-

sumed a position which you so early, long, and

honorably occupied, for the purpose of accumu-

lating facts, truths, and principles, on all the nu-

merous branches of rural economy, and reflect-

ing back their concentrated radiance, for the

benefit of that immense portion of the popula-

tion of these United States who are practically

engaged in tilling the eaith, or delight to dwell

in the midst of the naturally grand, as well as

the artificially embellished scenery »f the coun-

try.

Within this century, more has been done for

the advancement of cultivation, from the hum-

ble cottager's rood of ground to the broad do-

main of the opulent, than in all preceding time,

since the decadence of the most flourishing em-

pires of antiquity. Science has come down
from her lofty throne, and united the powers of

Genius and Erudition with the physical energies

of Art ; while the Agriculturist, Mechanic and

Manufacturer have discovered that they must

be instructed by the lessons of Philosophy and

the facts of Experiment, to ensure favorable re-

sults from laborious enterprise.

In this country, the occupation of the husband-

man, and a residence in the country, have not

been sufficiently appreciated ; but, with the ad-

vancement of intelligence and the augmentation

of v^'ealth, we shall, like the Egyptians, Israel-

ites, Persians and Romans, in olden time, and

the British in modem, go out from the thronged

and uncongenial cities, to find rational employ-

ment, real independence and substantial happi-

ness in the healthful and agreeable quietude of

a rustic villa.

How great and admirable is the moral influ-

ence of a Home in the country ! What pleas-

ing as.sociations are connected with that most

significant Saxon word !—what thrilling remi-

niscences does it call up !—how comprehen.sive

the terms ! for it includes place, time, kindred,

friends, and every event of the most interesting

and never-forgotten period of our existence. It

is within the sacred precincts of such a dwell-

ing-place that the most exalted virtues are best
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inculcated and established ; there is patriotiffln

the most perfectly developed ; there is piety the

earliest and most certainly induced, and pure

religion made manifest, by being good and doing

good ; there the most ardent and enduring pa-

rental and filial affections are'' implanted ; there

Letters, Science and the Arts have their altars
,

there sentiment, and profound thought, and all

the endearing qualities of the heart, and the

most lofty attributes of the mind, are evolved.

—

From the countrj', in all ages of the world, have

gone up to the capitals of empires, the eminent

statesmen, legislators, orators, jurists, and those

mighty men who have commanded victorious

fleets and armies, or guided the destinies of na-

tions. From thence have come the great her-

alds of everj- science, the distinguished profi-

cients in the Arts, and the illustrious disciples

in the vast and various departments of Litera-

ture. It was in gardens, the umbrageousness

of forests, and on the mountain-tops, that God
and His revelations were made known to man

;

while the temples of Plutus have been reared

in cities. Those great emporiums of commerce

must be regarded only as immense ware-houses,

where the products of the whole earth are to be

received, bought, sold, and distributed
;
places

where wealth may be accumulated, but not ra-

tionally expended ; and therefore it i.? that the

home of the nobles and affluent in England is in

the country. In that nation, the intelligent, en-

terprising and ingenious, in every branch of hu-

man industry other than the tillage of land, seek

fortunes in cities for the express purpose of ulti-

mately being enabled to become proprietors of

estates, and live in the country. It is that

uuiverai passion which has converted the island

of Great Britain into a garden.

It is in cities, notwithstanding their external

magnificence, that ignorance, vice and crime

have their location. In their dark and endless

labyrinths, misery, in its direst aspect, is en-

dured ; for the unfortunate and wretched have

no home in cities—strangers are they in the

midst of multitudes of strangers, where individ-

uality is lost ; they are left as entirely desolate,

unregarded and hopeless, as if abandoned to de-

struction in the interior of a wilderness. There-

fore, let the poor avoid cities, and become the

happy inmates of a cottage ; while the success-

ful in the career of fortune should emulate the
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example of Cicero and Pliny, Bacon and Scott,

Washington and Madison, by retiring from the

great BabyIons of the nation, and encouraging

Agriculture, by becoming its patrons—extend-

ing instruction by experiment—and exciting a

taste for Horticulture, by the introduction of

useful and ornamental trees, shrubs, and herb-

aceous plants, and the picturesque and beautiful

embellishment of their grounds ; and thus ren-

der themselves the honored benefactors of the

present and all future generations.

With the highest respect.

Your most ob't serv't,

H. A. S. DEAliBORN.
John S. Skinner, Esq.

JUDGE ROST ON THE PROGRESS OF AGRICULTURAL
IMPROVEMENT.

We have much pleasure in giving extracts

from a Letter of Judge Rost, though not quite

sure that it was written for publication. We
deem it fortunate to have so soon attracted the

regards and good-will of correspondents so well

qualified, notwithstanding tlieir self-distrust, to

take a leading part in the accomplishment of

the objects we have in view, as are those who
have already come, kindlj', to our assistance.

St. Chables. Aug. 23, 1845.

Dear Sir—I received, long after its date, your

kind letter, and the first number of the Farmers'

Library, to which I request to be considered a

.gabscriber. I have no doubt that, under your

superintendence, that publication will be useful,

and it will aSbrd me pleasure to promote its cir-

culation. I have no copies of my previous com-

munications to the Agricultural Association of

Louisiana, and, its records being kept at Baton

Rouge, I caimot, at present, procure them.

Your wish that I .should occasionally contrib-

ute to the pages of j'our periodical, presuppo.ses

in me abilities which I do not possess. The

more I feel the importance of communicating to

the Agriculturist the knowledge that should

guide his art, the greater the difficulty appears

to me of imparting that knowledge in the sim-

ple, concise, and exclusively practical mode
suited to his usual education, his habits of

thought, and his limited leisure. If it be grati-

fying to kno^v that, in the study of Agriculture,

the Schoolmaster is abroad, we must not forget

that men cannot be taught faster than tliey can

learn, and that the besetting sin of schoolmasters

is, teaching too much.

Mr. Petzholdt's observation about the English

agriculturists—that to do as their fathers have

done, is deemed by them an unquestionable

proof of wisdom—is incorrect, and casts unmer-

ited censure on that sterling class of good men
and true. To learn all that their fathers knew
has been their constant practice, and that is an

unquestionable proof ofwisdom. But they have

made, from time to time, important additions to

that knowledge. If they have not oftener
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availed themselves of the aid of Science, it is

because the votaries of Science have not, until

lately, applied it with success to the objects of

rural pursuit.

Agriculture, left, in a great measure, to its

own resources, has continued to improve, and

has obtained great results. Whoever compares

with the England of the present day that which
Ca3sar invaded—a country covered with forests

and mar.shes, where the inhabitants sowed no

com, and princes dressed with skins—will

scarcely deny tliat Mind lias had something to

do with the change. The facts and the rules of

action by which the change has been effected,

form an important part of human knowledge ; it

is that knowledge which the agriculturist ac-

quires from his ancestors. Learned professors

may not call it Science, because it is not taught

in Universities ; it includes, notv^ithstanding,

not only the art, but also the science of Agri-

culture ; and it is vain to deny that both have,

of late, advanced rapidly. The sy.stem of inter-

change of crops—the use of green crops—the

improvements in the breeds of all domestic ani-

mals—thorough draining—subsoil plowing—the

use of many new manures—are all recent and

valuable improvements. At this stage of pro-

gress, experiments were being made in various

places, to di.scover the best mode of applying

manure, and the kind of manure best suited to

each particular plant. Gypsum had already

been found to be the food of clover—bone-dust

that of turnips ; and there is no reason to doubt

that European agriculturists would, without as-

sistance, ultimately have acquired the know-

ledge, which the Chinese are said to possess, of

feeding plants with the various sub.stances they

require at the different stages of their growth.

Liebig came, and gave direction to their re-

searches ; he told them what each plant is made

of, and what it feeds upon in the course of its

development, and also how the}- could procure

the food it requires. Valuable as that di.scovery

undoubtedly is, it forms no part of Agriculture,

and belongs exclusively to Chemistry. That



science now guides the agriculturist in his in-

vestigations, as Astronomy and the compass

guide the navigator in his course.

It is no way to entice agi'iculturists to tlie ac-

quisition of knowledge, to begin by telling them

that they and their ancestors have been hereto-

fore ruled by prejudice and sunk in degrading

ignorance ; and if, in addition to this, it is attempt-

ed to make them forsake the plow for the pur-

pose oflearning, not the science of Chemistrj', but

its words and plu-ases, depend upon it they will

dismiss the Schoolmaster, and say of him, as the

Haberdasher said of Mr. Pjckwck, " the honor-

able gentleman is a humbug." Tell them the

truth—tell them that the experimental mode of

investigation is right, and must not be changed

;

satisfy them that, by following it, they have
learned much, and raised their art to the dignity

of a science. Show them, then, in what man-
ner Chemistry has lately placed within their

reach the means of obtaining additional know-
ledge, and you may confidently trost them for

the acquisition of it.

Very respectfully, your ob't sei-v't,

P. A. ROST.
J. S. Skinner, Esq.

ON AN IMPROVEMENT IN THE MODE OF ATTACHING
HORSES TO WAGONS.

BY J. H. GRIEVE.

Having observed amongst the topics pro-

posed by the Society as subjects fiw prize es-

says, that of the use of one-horse carts, I thought
it miajht be agreeable to you to receive some re-

marks relative to different modes of ti-action

which have been suggested to me by actual ob-

servation, and which, so far as my knowledge
extends, have as yet pa.ssed almost without no-
tice.

There is no mechanical reason why a single-

horse cart should possess any advantage over a
four-wheeled wagon ; and if that opinion has
gained ground in tliis country, it is \^holly to be
attributed to the defective manner of application
of horsepower.

In one-horse carts, a part of the load weighs
upon the saddle placed behind the shoulders of
the horse ; and, as the principal fulcrum upon
which he acts is concentrated in his hind-feet, it

may, at first sight, appear that the load upon
the back would assist in the effort of traction,

and 1 have no doubt that it does so to a certain
degree ; but this small advantage is only trained

at tlie expense of the muscular power of the an-
imal, and has a natural tendency to exhaust and
fatigue him.

If the use of -wagons has hitherto proved un-
satisfactory, the cause is merely that no suffi-

cient care has been taken to ensure the simitl-

tanroiis effort of the horses, .so that a gi'eat part
of their po\ver becomes inefficient.

Nothing, indeed, can be more opposed to rea-

son and good sense than the manner of j'oking
several horses in tandem that is u.sually prac-
tised both for carts and wagons, particularly in

the soutli of England.
In the first phice the sliafts are often too much

elevated, and then the shafthor.se is borne to the
ground by tlie eftbrts of tho.se that precede him,
or he is made to swerve from side to side by
the alternate jolting of the wheels, or by the
leaders varjing from the straight line of traction.

In the case of four-\\'heeled wagons, with
horses yoked abreast, the traces of each hor.se

are always fixed to tlie splinter-bar ; it is more
than difficult for the driver to ascertain if all his
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horses are exerting their strength together, and
it is almost impossible for liim, even with the
utmost care, to force them to do .so.

A much better method of yoking has been ap-
plied for ages past to the plow, viz. that of the
swing-bar ; but, strange to say, this system has
not been adopted for caniages, with the excep-
tion of the leaders of stage-coaches; and this

only proves that convenience, or, v>'e may say,
necessity, has been the primary cause of its be-
ing adopted at all, and not any sense of the .su-

perior mechanical aiTangement of the .system.

A little reflection will, however, show that
this aiTangement is better adapted than any-

other to produce simultaneous action—each
horse being so placed respectively to his neigh-
bor as to opei-ato on a balance-beam ; and it is

self-e%'ident that neither can draw unless the
other acts as a counterpoise : the result is that
the full and united force of the team is obtained
for the purposes of traction.

For centuries past this .system has been snc-
cessfully applied in Belu:iiim to the yoking of
horses to four-wheeled wagons ; and I ccnid
cite various instances of great loads convejed
in that manner, but will only mention a single
instance of a load of goods which I myself .saw
weighed, and which was brought from Antwerp
to the neighborhood of Mons, a di.stance of about
72 miles. The wagon was a very heavy one,
with the wlieel-tires 8 inches in" breadth, and
was drawn bj' five hor.scs, and the load weighed
fully 14 tons. Now when we take into consid-
eration that several considerable acclivities had
to be surmounted, at only t^^o of ^\ hich spare
horses had been used, this example alone is suf-

ficient to denion.strate the evident superiority of
this system of traction. Doubtless the paved
roads otler less friction than our u.sual macadam-
ized ones, but this advantage will not account
for the marked superiority of this load, which
amounts, including the weight of the wagon, to
about /(^ tons per horse.

I may observe that in Belgium the load is

strictly limited, by law, in proportion to tlie

breadth of the tires, and that a greater load than
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that above cited could not be conveyed during
fresh weather ; but instances have occurred of

much heavier weights being drawn by the same
number of horses, during hard frosts, when no
injury can be done to the roads.

Tlie horses usually employed on the road are

of the ol(^ Flanders breed, the same as the com-
mon draj-horse in London, but evidently infe-

rior to them in strength and weight.
Wagons of the same nature, but of a lighter

construction, are also generally employed for

farm purposes, and are found convenient and
effective.

The Belgian Government have applied the

same principle to the yoking of the artillery-

trains ; and it is certain that no guns of the same
weight, and drawn by the same number of
horses, would otherwise be able to traverse

rough and uneven ground with the same facility.

It may be remarked that provision is made to

adjust tihe leverage to the power of each liorse,

so that the pairs may be always equally matched,
if not in strength, at least in their effective ef-

forts. To explain this more clearly, I have sub-

joined a diagram representing the fore-traiu of

a wagon adapted tor five horses. It will be ob-

served that spare holes are provided in the

swing-bars to change the leverage.

J/. B. It is carious, but nevertheless the case, I a single small line tied to the middle of the bri-

that the whole team of five horses is guided by
| die-reins of the off-hand leader.

3 King's Road, May 12, 1845. [Jour, of Royal Ag. Soc. of England.

Grafting.—It is often, in grafting upon slen-

der stocks and branches, very inconvenient to

attach and support a great lump of clay, which,
in spite of the greatest care and attention, v*-ill,

either in very -wet or very drj- weather, crack
and fall awaj-. Last Spring I made trial of
Kheet Indi^-rubber, cut into narrow strips or
bandages, from J to | of an inch broad, which
I applied to the graft—having first fixed the
graft witii bast—and with success. The India-

rubber presents all the requisites sought for in
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clay ; it is air-tight, and water-tight, and, more-
over, it will not fall away ; and it is elastic,

which admits of the swelling of the scion in its

growth, and it is applied -vvith perfect ease and
quickness. After wrapping the bandairc round
the graft and stock, as you \vonld a linen band-
age on a cut finger, the last turn only requires
securing by tying with a bit of thread or thin

bass ; and it has a very light and neat appear-
ance, when the operation is completed.

G. L.



PARING AND feURNING

Is a process mnch used in England for re-

Btoring old and foul land to cleanliness and fer-

tility. In tbis country we have never seen it

put in practice, except by Mr. Sotham. at Here-

ford Hall, near Albany. The operation is car-

ried on with a facility and despatch that we
should not have expected, and, as we are told,

with results altogether satisfactory. We have

seen so much land in similar condition, and

therefore to all appearance inviting the appli-

cation of the same process, that we have deem-

ed it expedient to copy from Rev. W. L.

Rham's Dictionary his description of the opera-

tion and its objects.

PARING AND BURNING.

This operation consists in cutting a thin slice

from the surface of land which is overgrown
with grass, heath, feni. or any other olants which
form a sward by the matting togetlier of their

roots. The sods are allowed to di-y in the sun
to a certain degree, after which they are ar-

ranged in heaps, and burnt slowly, without flame
or violent heat. The result is a mixture of burnt
earth, charred vegetable fibre, and the ashes of
that part which is entirely consumed.
The object of this operation is twofold : first,

to kill insects and destroy useless or noxious
weeds completely ; and secondly, to obtain a

powerful manure, impregnated with alkaline

salts and cai'bonaceous matter, which experience
has shown to be a very powerful promoter of
vegetation.

The instruments by which this is effected

are, either a common plow with a veiy flat

share, which may be used when the surface is

very level without being encumbered vrith

stone or large roots, as in low, moist meadows
;

or, in most other cases, a paring-iron, which is

used by hand. The crossbar of this instrument
is held with both hands; and the upper parts of
the thighs, being protected by two small slips of
board, push the instrument into the ground, so

as to cut a slice of the required thickness, which
is then turned over by moving the cross-handle.

The labor is severe, and a good workman can
scarcely pare moi'e than one-sixth of an acre in

a day. The price of this \\-ork is from I5g. to

2.5s. per acre, according to the price of labor.

The drying, burning, and spreading of the ashes
are contracted for at from IOjj. to 15s.. or more

;

thus the whole cost is from 2os. to £2 per acre.

In France it is done by a cob, which is like a
shipwright's adze, and the operation is called
ecobner.

Paring and burning the surface is an ahnost
invariable preliminary in the converting of waste
lands to tillage ; and where these lands are in a
state of nature, oveiTun with wUd plants which
cannot be easily brought to decay by simply
burj-ing them in the gi'ound, burning is the
readie.st and most effectual mode of destroying
them. In tbis case the practice is universally

recommended and approved of.

But it is not only in the reclaiming of waste
lands, and bringing them into cultivation, that

paring and burnfug the surface is practised.

The fertility produced by the ashes, whicli is

proved by ilie luxuriance of the vegetation in

the first crop, has induced many to repeat this

process so often as materially to exhaust the

soil, and induce partial sterility. Hence the
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practice has been recommended on the one
hand, and strongly reprobated on the other.

When we come to apply to the subject the

test of experience, and reason correctly on tlie

facts which are presented to us by the abettors

of the practice and its adversaries, we shall find

that the advantages and disadvantages arise

chiefly from the circumstances under which the



operation is carried on. But it may be neces-
sary to an impartial examination of the subject,
to inquire into the changes produced on the
substances subjected to the process of burning-,
when it is done with due precautions.

In burning vegetable matter in an open fire,

the whole of the carbon is converted into .car-

bonic acid and flics off, leaving only some light

ashes containing the earthy matter and the salts

which the fire could not dissipate. The.se are
no doubt very powerful agents in promoting
vegetation, ^vhen they are added to any soil;

but they are obtained at a very gi-eat expen.se
of vegetable matter, which, by its decomposi-
tion in the earth, might also have afforded food
for vegetation. If the earth which is burnt with
the sods is of a cold clayey nature, the fire will
change it into a kind of sand, or brick-dust,
wliich is insoluble in water, and coirects the
too great tenacity of clays, by converting them
more or less into loams. This is so well known
that clay is often dug out of the subsoil to be
partially burnt. On stiif clay soils, therefore,
there is a double advantage in paring and burn-
ing, that of the vegetable ashes and of the burnt
clay. When the fire is so managed that the
vegetable matter is only partially burnt, the oily
and inflammable portions being" converted into
vapor by the fire without being destroyed, and
absorbed by the earth, the effect produced is

only to impregnate the earth with minute parti-
cles of -matter, readily converted into the con-
stituent parts of vegetables. The earth is the
mere recipient of these particles, which are held
in its pores, as water ia in a sponge, ready to be
let loose to any substance which has the power
of attracting them. The moisture, which the
dry earth will also absorb from the atmosphere
if no rain should fall, is retained and increased
by the effect of the salts with which it is im-
pregnated. It is uniformly observed that turnip-
seed, which in most soils will not vegetate
without heavy dews or rains, if sown in dry
weather, scarcely ever fails to spring up in the
ashes of a soil that has been pared and burnt.
May not this be ascribed to these particles,
which have been taken up by the earth in the
operation of slow combustion, absorbing mois-
ture from the air, and giving it out to the seed
which has been sown ? It does this better than
a heavy shower would: a heavy shower soaks
the ground for a .short time, and swells the seed

:

but, if it be succeeded by a hot sun, the water
evaporates so rapidly that the seed loses its

moisture, and vegetation stops. The earth,
which attracts moisture from the air, keeps it,

its absorbent nature preventing the evaporation
;

and it furnishes it gradually to the vegetating
seed as it is required. The wonderful effect of
peat-ashes on young clover may be explained
on the same principle, and probably also that of
gj'psum. There can be no doubt, then, that
considerable advantages may result from the
operation of paring and burning the surface of
clays. But what is lost and destroyed in the
operation .' All that escapes in the shape of
gas or vavor. The gas will probably be car-
bonic acid

; for this is formed by the combustion
of charcoal. We know that hot lime has a verv-
strong attraction for this substance, which it

fixes in a solid state, becoming a carbonate of
lime ; and we have no reason to think that it

parts widi it to the roots of plants. But other
earths may absorb carbonic acid: without having
so gi-eat an attraction for it, and let it loose to
water, with whicli -it is known to combine in
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certain proportion.s, and to be thus carried into
the vessels of growing plants by the attraction
of the roots. If this should prove to be the
case, we may account for the great effect of
burnt sods in promoting vegetation.
The principal objection to burning is, that it

destroys a great portion of vegetable matter.
But this is a fact to be proved, and is perhaps
rashly taken for granted. When vegetable
matter decays in the earth, it loses much of its

substance, which is converted into volatile mat-
ter, and flies off into the atmosphere. It is

possible that thus more is lost during the time
tliat the slow decay goes on, dian even in burn-
ing with due precautions. This is a fact which
may be difficult to a.scertain ; but it is not im-
possible

; and therefore the assumption of the
contrary requires to be founded on some proof
or experiment. The earthy portion of the soil

may be diminished by driving out the water
which it held, as is manifest in burning clay,
and it shrinks into a smaller space ; but there is

as much earthy substance as before, and this
substance is improved by the burning. It ap-
pears, then, that a clay soil may be pared and
burnt, without its real substance being dimin-
ished

; and if its texture is improved, it becomes
more fertile by the operation.
Burning clay soils is in fact something analo-

gous to liming. Lime dissolves the vegetable
matter, and enables its elements to enter into
new combinations; but if no new vegetable
matter be added to re.store what is exhausted
by vegetation, liming, as well as paring and
burning, is detrimental in the end. Many ex-
perienced farmers pare and bum the soil on the
edges of their ditches and on the banks on
which the hedges grow, because they thereby
extemiiuate many rank weeds; and the burnt
earth mixed with farm-yard dung makes an
admirable compost. Here the burnt earth acts
as an absorbent, and no doubt attracts many of
the Volatile parts of the manure, which are pro-
duced by the decomposition of animal and
vegetable matter in it. Paring and burning,
therefore, should be joined to manuring, if a
powerful and immediate effect is desired without
exhausting the soil ; and in tliis case we do not
hesitate to recommend it on all cold clay soils

where rank weeds are apt to spring up. and
coarse gi-asses take the place of the better sorts

which have been sown. The proper time to

pare and bum is evidently after the land has
lain in grass for several years, and is broken up
for tillage. The surface should be pared thin;

about two inches is the extreme thickness allow-

able for the .sod if the soil is very- stiff and poor,

and as thin as possible in a better soil. It should

be done with a breast-plow or paring-iron by
manual labor. The sods should be moderately
dried, and then arranged into small heaps with
a hollow in the middle to hold heath or bushes
to kindle the fire. When it has fairly eslab-

lished itself, all the apertures should be carefidly

clo.sed. Wherever any .smoke breaks out, a

fresh sod should be immediately jjut over it ; a

heap containing a small cartload of sods .should

be smouldering for several days without going

out, even if it rains hard. If the fire is too

brisk, the earth will fonn hard lumps, and even
%ntrify; but otherwise it comes out in the form

of a fine powder, in which evident marks of

charcoal appear. If this is of a fine red color,

it is a good sign ; for the iron in the earth has

been converted into a peroxide, which is per-

fectly innocent in its effects on vegetation

;
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whereas all the saline impregnations of iron arc

more or less hurtful. It is better to bum the

sods in large than in small heaps ; for the more
the fire is smothered, the better the ashes.

So great a quantity of ashes is sometimes pro-

duced as to admit of a portion being caiTied off

on grass land, or used to manure another field for

turnips. As this is evidently robbing the field

where the operation has been carried on, an
equivalent quantity of manure should be brought
in exchange. Perhaps the most advantageous
mode of using the ashes is to spread them in

the drills where the turnip-seed is to be sown,
after a portion of dung has been buried under
them. In this manner the ashes from one acre
of land pared and burnt, together with ten or
twelve cart-loads of good yard dung, wiU ma-
nure two acres, and all the manure of one acre,

in the ordinary mode of raising turnips on ridges,

will be saved. If the ashes will produce as
good turnips with half the usual quantity of
dung, the expense of paring and burning is

amply repaid. But experience proves that the

earth and ashes almost ensure a good crop of

turnips in many poor stiff soils in which they
would probably not have succeeded if sown in

the common course of cultivation without bones
or ashes.

When a considerable extent of poor land is

brought into cultivation, and there is no sufficient

supply of manure at hand, paring and burning
a portion of the land every year, by which a ci-op

of turnips is obtained, is a most effdFtual means
of improvement. Lime may be used at the same
time with the ashes, and will increase their ef-

fect, provided some vegetable undecayed mat-
ter remains in the soil after paring ; but lime
will tend to exhaust this ; and if, in conse-
quence of liming, a few good crops of corn
are obtained at first, the soil will be so exhaust-
ed as to be of little value afterwards. This is

the abuse of the practice which has caused it to

come into disrepute. It would be a great waste
to burn the surface of a rich piece of grass land
where the plants growing in it are tender and
succulent, and would readily rot on being plow-
ed under ; in such caise a moderate application
of lime would have a much better effect. This
kind of land will produce good crops without
any manure, and continue fertile for many years
ifjudiciously cultivated. To pare and burn rich

land is wasteful, and can never be recommended.
It is only on poor land which has not strength
to produce a crop, and of which the texture re-

quires to be improved and its powers .stimulated,

that paring and burning is advantageous ; on
poor, thin, chalky soils that have been laid down
with sainfoin, of which the roots and stems are

grown coarse and hard, so as not readily to rot

in the ground, the operation is proper and ad-

vantageous. The turnips produced by the ash-

es, with or without the assistance of dung, must
be fed off by sheep folded on the land, whose
dung and urine will enrich it, and their tread

con.solidate it. By this mode of proceeding
great advantages are obtained from paring and
burning, and the land, so far from being deteri-

orated, will be improved.
Many landlords rigidly forbid their tenants to

pai'e or burn any part of their land, from an idea

that the heart of it is destroj'ed by the burning.

If they would would only in,sisl on a certain

quantity of dung being put on, either at the same
time that the land is thus treated, or for the next
crop, and prohibit the sowing ofcom cropsexcept
after turnips, clover, or some other green crop
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consumed on the farm, there would be little dan-
ger of any detriment to the land, even if it were
pared and burnt once in every ten or twelve
years, provided it were judiciously treated in
the intervals. The farmer would be benefited
in many situations, and the practice would tend
to keep up the value of the fanns.

In Devonshire, where the land has been pared
and burnt from time immemorial, even where
the soil is rich, the practice has been often re-

sorted to without any judgment. Provided a
crop of corn or potatoes was obtained at little

cost, the consequences to the future state of the
land were not heeded ; and landlords, seeing
their farms impoverished, put a stop to the prac-
tice. Thus many useful modes of cultivation
have been reprobated from the abuse of them,
which, properly applied, would have been ad-
vantageous to all parties. There is no maxim
more true than this ; that whatever injures the
landlord, injures the farmer who is not desirous
of removing, and i-ice versa ; and all restric-

tions on cultivation, however necessary when
there is a fear of dishonest conduct, diminish the
value of a farm and lessen the rent which can be
fairly afforded for it. Ignorance is often a great-
er destroyer of the interest of both landlord and
tenant than v/ilful dishonesty ; and the spread-
ing of useful information among tenants, so that
they may see their own advantage, is the surest
means of improving landed property. Many
tracts of waste land might be brought into culti-

vation by means of paring and burning, which
without it would never repay the labor required.
Where the soil is inclined to peat, this operation
and abundant liming are the indispensable pre-
liminaries of cultivation. The ashes and the
lime will produce vegetation and food for ani-

mals. These will produce dung to supply what
the vegetation abstracts, and to assist also in the
farther decomposition of the peaty matter, con-
verting it into vegetable mould.
The first crop after paring and burning, as

was observed before, should, if po.ssible, be tur-

nips, and these should be consumed on the spot;
but there are exceptions to the rale. The soil

may be a stiff clay of a considerable degree of
natural fertility, only encumbered with rank
weeds and grasses. In this case the surface is

burnt to destroy these, and a crop of com may
safely be taken after the paring and burning,
the land coming into a regular alternate rotation

after it. For example, the next crop may be
beans or tares, vs'ith a good proportion of dung

;

or clover may be sown with the first crop, if the
ground appears fit for it. The effect of the ashes
will be readily perceived in the luxuriance of
the clover. Such land may be afterwards culti-

vated, according to its nature and quality, with
the rest of the farm; or laid down to grass after

a course of cleans-ing and ameliorating crops.

—

Thus old wet meadows, after having been well
underdrained, may be greatly improved, and
either converted into arable fields or laid down
atrain -with choice grasses.

Old rough pastures may often be greatly impro-
ved by a very thin paring and burning, so as not
to destroy all the roots of the grass. When the
ashes are spread over the pared surface, some
good grass-iseeds are sown with them. The whole
is well ban-owed or scarified and rolled, and the
grass which will spring up after this will be great-
ly improved, and will fully repay the expen.se of
this simple mode of renovathig it. This is the
cheapest mode of improving coarse pastures
that we know, without breaking them up.
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The pai'tial paring and burning of the head-

lands of fields, for the purpose of mixing the

ashes and burnt earth with dung in a compost,

is a most excellent practice, and often superior

to that of using the sods only, without burning

them. These sods contain innumerable seeds

of weeds, and eggs or maggots of insects, which
are not destroyed by the fermentation of the

heap, but, on the contrary, are brought to life.

The loss of a portion of vegetable matter in the

burning is amply compensated by the destruction

of these enemies of the future crops.

It now only remains to take notice of the soils

and situations where paring and buraing cannot

be recommended. Wherever the soil is v^ry

loose from a great proportion of silicious sand in

its composition, and is held together chiefly by
the slender roots which run through it, the burn-

ing would destroy the whole of the vegetable

matter ; for none of the volatile parts which the

lire dis.sipates or generates would be retained or

absorbed, but would pass through the loose

sand in the same way tliat water would. Here
then would be actual destruction ; and the resi-

due would be a mere barren silicious sand,

much worse and more porous than it was when
held together by the roots. The only way to

bring such soils into cultivation is to put clay or

marl on them, and to force vegetation by means
of liquid manures, chiefly the urine of animals,

consolidating them by every means applicable,

BO that they may retain moisture, and that the

manure may not be washed through by the rains.

Such soils may be improved, but they are the

most ungrateful of any ; and it is only necessity

and indefatigable industry which can make
them produce any crops.

It is very easy to ascertain whether any soil

will be improved or not by paring and burning.

A few sods may be taken and exposed to heat

in an iron pot closely covered over, or in a large

crucible : the heat should not be so great as to

produce light, but should be kept up for a con-

siderable time, till the sods are consumed. If

the ashes are red, and the whole is a line pow-
der, with particles of charcoal in it, the soil from
which it w^as taken may be safely pared and
burnt, especially if it forms a mud with water,

and the earth is not readily deposited. But if

it feels gritty, lets the water readily through,

and is soon deposited when mixed with it,

burning will not be advantageous. This is the

evident result of the principles laid down be-

fore.

On the whole, the operation of paring and
burning, when judiciously applied and proper-

ly performed, is a most excellent and cheap im-

provement of certain soils, and it will never di-

minish their fertility, if they are properly culti-

vated and manured, and a judicious succession

of crops is adopted ; but on the conti-ary it will

improve their quality and texture, and make
them more productive.

THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY.

We have heretofore alluded, but only inci-

dentally and scarcely in a way to make our-

selves understood, to the various .studies which,

(although the connexion is not at first apparent,)

are yet necessarj' to the most efficient practice

of the Agricultural art. Among these, the gen-

eral principle of Mechanics should be esteemed

as of the highest importance. We will suppose

them to be inculcated in Common Schools, by

means of lectures and illustrations, clear and

simple as we find the following, for instance, in

Fig

part of one of Z>r. LarAner's Lectures omsE
Centke of Gravity ; and who does not see

how useful through life would be tuition of this

sort:

When the line of direction falls within the

base, bodies will always stand tinu, but not with

the same degree of stability. In general, the

stability depends on the hight which the centre

of gravity must be elevated before the body can

be overthrown. The greater this hight is, the

greater in the same proportion will be the sta-

bility.

Let BAG, fig. 23, be a pyramid, the centre

of gravity being at G. To turn this over the

edge B, the centre of gravity must be carried

over the arch G E, and must therefore be raised

through the hight H E. If, however, the pyr-

amid wen; taller relatively to its base, as in fig.

2-1, the hight H E would be proportionally less ;

and if the base were very small in reference to

the hight, as in fig. 25, the hight H E would
(404

be very small, and a slight force would throw

it over the edge B.

It is obvious that the same observations may
be applied to all figures whatever, the conclu-

sions just deduced depending only on the dis-

tance of the line of direction from the edge of

the base, and the hight of the centre of gravity

above it.

Hence we may perceive the pnnciplc on
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which tlie stability of loaded carriages depends.
When the load is placed at a considerable ele-

vation above the wheels, the centre of gravity is

elevated, and the carriage becomes proportion-
ally insecure. In coaches for the conveyance
of passengers, the luggage is therefore some-
times placed below the body of the coach ; light

Fig

parcels of large bulk may be placed on the top
with impunity.

When the centre of gravity of a carriage is

much elevated, there is considerable danger of
overtlirow, if a comer be turned sharply and
with a rapid pace ; for the centrifugal force then
acting on the centre of gravity will easily raise

24.

'--::^c

it through the small hight which is necessary
to turn the carriage over the external wheels.

The same wagon Fig. 25.

will have greater sta-

bility when loaded
with aheavy substance
which occupies a
small space, such as

metal, than when it

carries the same
weight of a lighter

substance, such as hay;

because the centre of
gravity in the latter

case will be much
more elevated. "!E

If a large table be .-•^ ••

placed upon a single "
jgti

leg in its centre, it will

be impracticable to

make it stand firm ;

but if the pillar on
which it rests termi-

nate in a tripod, it will
have the same stabili-

ty as if it had three legs attached to the points
directly over the places where the feet of the
tripod rest.

When a solid body is supported by more

points than one, it is not necessary for its sta-

bility that the line of direction should fall ou one
of those points. If there be only two points of sup-
port, the lino direction must fall between them.
The body is in this case supported as effectually

as if it rested on an edge coinciding with a
straight line drawn from one point of support to

the other. If there be throe points of support,
which are not ranged in the same straight line,

the body will be supported in the same manner
as it would be by a base coinciding with the
triangle formed by straight lines joining the
three points of support. In the same manner,
whatever be the number of points on ^vhich the
body may rest, its virtual base will be found by
supposing straight lines drawn, joining the sev-

eral points succe.ssivelJ^ When the line of di-

rection falls within this base, the body will al-

ways stand firm, and otherwise not. The de-

gree of stability is detenniued in the same man-
ner as if the base %vere a continued surface.

Necessity and experience teach an animal to

adapt its postures and motions to the position of
the centre of gravity of his body. W hen a man
stands, the line of direction of his weight must
fall \\"ithiu the base fonned by his feet. If A B
C D, fig. 26, be the feet, this base is the space A
BCD. It is evident that the more his toes are
turned outward, the more contracted the base

JD

G
,1:

«

F
will be in the direction E F, and the more lia-

|
H. and the more liable he will be to fall toward

ble he will be to fall backward or forward.— I cither side.

Also the closer his feet are together, the more "When a man walks, tlie legs are alternately
contracted the base will be m die direction G

|
lifted from the ground, and the centre of gravi-

(10.-,)
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ty is either unsupported or thro-vvn from one
side to the other. The body is also thrown a
little forward, in order that the tendency of the
centre of gravity to fall in the direction of the
toes may assist the muscular action in propelling
the body. This forward inclination of the body
increases with the speed of the motion.

But for the flexibility of the knee-joint, the
labor of walking would be much greater than
it is ; for the centre of gravity would be more
elevated by each step. The line of motion of
the centre of gravity in walking is represented
by fig. 27, and deviates but little from a regular
horizontal line, so that, the elevation of the cen-

Fig. 27.

tre of gravity is subject to very slight variation.

But if there were no knee-joiut, as when a man
has woodfen legs, the centre of gravity would
move as in fig. 28, so that at each step the weight

of the body would be lifted through a consider-

able bight, and therefore the labor of walking
would be much increased.

If a man stand on one leg, the line of direc-

Fig. 28.

tion of his weight must fall within the space on
which his foot treads. The smallness of this

space, compared with the hight of the centre

of gravit\', accounts for the difficulty of this feat.

The position of the centre of gravity of the

body changes with the posture and position of

the limbs. If the arm be extended from one
side, the centre of gravity is brought nearer to

that side than it was when the arm hung per-

pendicularly. ^Vhen dancers, standing on one
leg, extend the other at right angles to it, they

must incline the body in the direction opposite

to that in which the leg is extended, in order to

bring the centre of gravity over the foot which
supports them.

When a porter carries a

load, his position must be
regulated bj- the centre of

fjravity of his bodj- and the

load taken toarether. If he
bore the load on his back,

fig. 29, the line of direction

would pass beyond his

heels, and he would fall

backward. To bring the

centre of gravity over his

feet, he accordingly leans
foi-ward, fig. 30.

If a nurse carrj^ a child

in her arms, .she leans back
for a like rerison.

When a load is carried

on the head, the bearer

Fig. 29.

stands upright, that the can- Fig. 30.

tre of gravity may be over
his feet. In ascending a
hill, we appear to incline for-

w-ard, and in descending, to

lean backward ; but in truth

we are standing upright
with respect to a level

plane. Tliis is nece.ssary

to keep the line of direction

between the feet, as is evi-

dent from fig. 31.

A person sitting on a
chair which has no back,
cannot rise fi-om it without
eitlier stooping foi-ward to

bring the centre of gravity

over the feet, or drawing
back the feet to bring them
under the centre of gravity.

A quadruped never raises both feet on the

same side simultaneously,for the centre of grav-

ity would then be unsupported. Let A B C D,

fig. 32, be the feet. The base on which it stands

is A B CD, and the centre of gravity is nearly

over the point O, where the diagonals cro.s3

each other. The legs A and C being raised to-

gether, the centre of gravity is supported by the

legs B and D, since it falls between them ; and
when B and D are raised, it is, in like manner,
supported by the feet A and C. The centre of

gravity, hovirever, is often un.supported for a

moment ; for the leg B is rai.sed from the ground
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before A comes
to it, as is plain

from ob.serviug
the track of a
horse's feet, the
mark of A being
upon or before
that of B. In the
more rapid paces
of all animals the
centre of gravity
is at intervals im-
supporteil.

The feats of
rope-dancers are
experiments on
the management
of the centre of

Fig. 32.

E

^B
gravity. The evolutions of the performer are

found to be facilitated by holding in his hand a
heavy pole. His secarity in this case depends,
not on the centre of gravity of hLs body, but ou
that of his body and the pole taken together.

—

This point is near tlie centi-e of the pole, so that,

in fact, he may be said to hold in his hands the

point ou the position of which the facility of his

feats depends. Without the aid of the pole, the

centre of gravity would be within the trunk of

the body, and its position could not be adapted
to circumstances with the same ease and rapid-

ity.

The centre of gravity of a mass of fluid is that

point which would have the properties which
have been proved to belong to the centre of

gravity of a solid, if tlie fluid were solidified

without changing in any respect the quantity

or an'angement of its parts.

IMPORTANT TO WOOL-GROWERS.
A REVIEW OF THE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE STATE OF THE WOOL MARKET.

The consumption of English Wool during the
last twelve mouths has unquestionably been on
a larger scale than at any former time. And
during the last four or five months the heavy
stocks held (in the latter half particularly) la.st

year have been very greatly reduced, and have
presenti^fl the contrast with last year, that, so far

from tlie stocks of Wools of English growth be-
ing unusually large, they were probably never
known to hr. .so small. The effect which might
have natitrally been expected, from the small
stocks of English Wools, has been counteracted
by two prominent causes :—First, notwithstand-
ing the oxlranrdinary increase of the import of
foreign Wools in 1844, that of the present year
shows an increase over last year comparatively
jis great. And. second, some branches of trade
in which English Wools are largely used, espe-
cially that of Bradford, have been exceptions to
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the general brisk and highly remunerative char-

acter of the generalitj' of manufactures. As
compared, therefore, with tliis time last year,

we conclude the season with probably a small-

er quantit}' of Engli-sh Wool on hand, of fonner
years' clip, than has existed for many years;

I

while last year, at the same time, it was some-
what larger than usual.

By tlie accounts which we have this day pub-
lished, in our " Monthly Supplement," of the
quantities imported from the 5th January to the
5th May, we find the following comparison with
respect to the imports of Wool

:

Wool imported, Jan. 5 to May 5.

1843. 1844. 1845.

lbs. lbs. lb.?.

7,273,118 10,800,430 14,.'529,27:i

This is the latest date for which we have any
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accurate accounts for the whole kingdom ; but
from information, on which we can sufficiently
rely for all practical purposes, the following
month, up to the fifth of June, will show a still

greater relative increase. The imports to the
5th of June maj' be thus stated :

1844.
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THE STATE FAIR AT UTICA

Came off according to appointment, and pass-

ed without rain, dust, or accident of any kind, to

mar the satisfaction of any one of the many
thousands every day in attendance, unless it be

the slight chagrin which may have been felt by

those who were disappointed in their sanguine

expectations of bearing off prizes.

To suppose that some of these were not mor-

tified, would be to presume a feeling of apathy

unworthy of the occasion, and one which merits

if it does not ensure the defeat of those who feel

or affect it. But with men of true spirit, all disa-

greeable impressions, from such cause, are

quickly brushed away, by the patriotic reflec-

tion, that what they esteemed good of their own,
has been met by something better exhibited by

a neighbor ; thus showing that the general

course of improvement is onward, and that vic-

tory in every department of rural l&dustry is

now only to be won by great exertion and great

excellence.

Bearing in mind the comparatively high price

of the Farmers' Librarj', yet not high in pro-

portion to its volume and costliness of publica-

tion, its whole space must be economised and use-

fully appropriated. The question arises then

how far it can be expected to embrace full ac-

counts of all agricultural exhibitions, many of

the particulars of which possess but a local

interest, imparting only the fact, that particular

premiums were awarded to A and B for best

Sheep or Cattle, without conveying information

of any new discovery or truth of general appli-

cability and usefulness. Yet as State Fairs are

open to competition from the whole common-
wealth, and in this, and it may be in other States,

materially assisted by State funds, it may be
expected that a work designed for reference

should record for that purpose the authentic re-

sults of such genera! competition.

As far, then, as at present advised, we have
concluded that the proper course will be to

journalize, from year to year, the distribution of

prizes at the Annual Fair of the New-York
State Agricultural Society, accompanied with
such suggestions as may appear pertinent to the

occasion, and likely to contribute to the true

designs of the Institution.

We are much disposed to commit ourselves

at once to the same course as to all State Exhi-
bitions, to the end that the Fanners' Library
may be looked to as an official repo.sitorj' of
transactions at all these general displays of

i
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farming industrj'. reserving the privilege of such

brief notices of the proceedings of local societies

as jnay appear worthy of particular animadver-

sion and subservient to the interests of Agricul-

ture—and now, then, for the late Fair at Utica

—

extenuating nothing, nor setting down aught in

wilful or unjust disparagement.

In the first place, it is to be observed that

this was not the first, nor the second, but the

Fifth Fair of a Society patronized by the State,

and held only at intervals of one year. Five

years have elapsed, then, within which to

bring out improvement on improvement, in all

the departments of State husbandry ; within

which to bring to light discoveries in compound-
ing and using manures—in the trials of new
staples and systems of rotation and cultivation

—in the invention of new implements and ma-

chines to save labor, and to accomplish more

perfect tillage—for all this would do more for

tne permanent benefit of Agriculture, than the

mere show of animals, grains, vegetable.s, fruits

and flowers. In the display of //(ese, have com-

petition and rewards been followed by general

and marked improvement ? In a word, the

question is, did the exhibition which attracted

an immense concourse of spectators, and which

to all appearance gave so much satisfaction to

the multitude, serve to elicit many new or im-

portant discoveries in agricultural economy, or,

on the whole, to illustrate that progressive ac-

cession of knowledge and amelioration in the

practice of the agricultural art, which every

year ought to be expected to realize, among a

sagacious and vigilant people.

As, in such cases, large contributions are ex-

pected to come from the county and town in

which the Fair is held, it is but fair in this in-

stance to bear in mind that Oneida is by far the

most populous county in the State, except

New-York, having now more than 100,000

inhabitants
; yet, on the other hand, if the Cen-

sus is to be trusted in anything, there are counties

which fall far behind it in population that exceed

it as much in the number employed in Agricul-

ture, as they do in their agricultural products.

For example, while Lewis county is put down
as having in 1840 a population of only 17,830,

it is reported as having 17,6-;i9 Horses, or about

one Horse for each person ; 78,G94 Neat Cattle
;

li;5,390 Sheep, and 60, .518 Swine ; while Oneida

with, at that time, 85,310 inhabitants, had but

7,604 Horses, 20,752 Neat Cattle, 40,531 Sheep,



and 00,344 Hogs. It seems clear, therefore,

that this great county of 1,200 square miles.

forming the summit level between the basins of

the Hudson and the St. La'wrence, with tlie Mo-

hawk rising in its centre and other springs that

pour their -waters from its bosom into Erie, Onta-

rio, and the Susquehanna, makesno pretensions to

agricultural precedence, and may, therefore, be

excused for not sending to the Fair held at her

capital, the proportion of good things, as will be

more particularly seen by reference to the list

of premiums awarded, Uiat might otherwise

have been expected.

Again, it is to be considered that the com-

mendable and judicious liberality of the Rail-

road and Steamboat companies, in taking things

free to and from the exhibition, coiTesponding

in that respect with the practice in England,

serves to place distant on a footing -with proxi-

aiate counties, and helps to account for the ab-

sence of that precedence \vhich the veiy large

and populous county of Oneida had been ex-

pected to claim and to make good.

To begin with the Horse—that most sho\^•y

and popular, though not most useful of domestic

animals :—the displa_y of Stallions \vas large in

proportion to that ofother descriptions of Horses,

as usaally happens on such occasions, they gene-

rally appearing on the ground, as do some other

characters, for electioneering purposes. Consid-

ering the apparent equality, to unpractised eyes,

of several in the several classes for which pre-

miums were offered, it ^vas perhaps fortunate

that the decision of the judges should have been,

in all cases, unanimous. The public will thence

infer that the grounds of preference must have
been decisive, and perhaps the more readily

acquiesce in the justice of the awards.

Their emphatic declaration, ui their report, of

the importance of high hreeiing, as the sheet

anchor, that, if abandoned by the breeder, mast
lead to infinite degeneracy, ought and doubtless

wUl have its happy effect ; and nowhere, surely,

is it more important to obsei-ve the true princi-

ples of breeding than in this State, which con-

tinues to levy immense contributions on the

indolence and improvidence of some Southern

States, who send as regularly to New-York, for

all their fashionable Horses, as tliey do for then-

liats and their coats, their shoes and their shirts

—yes ! for in the upper part of this city there is

a steam engine employed in givuig the last

finish of a plaited bosom to shirts for the south-

ern cities.

" CoNSTER.VATio.v," a horse lately imported
from England, to the consternation ofsome of his

competitors, bore oft" the prize for the "best

thorough-bred Stallion." He was said, by his

owner, Mr. C. A. Albot, to mea.sure 15 hands 3

inches, under the standard. He presents a fore-

hand delicate and superb, and is of the highest
(4101

fini.sh throughout, without a particle of super-

fluous bone or beef about him. Thus much
may we be allowed to say, though restrained

from high commendation or criticism which
might be besto\ved on others, for want of time

and space, even though it should not be deemed
invidious. Being the premium Horse, we have

rea.son to expect from the owner such facilities

as will enable us to present to the patrons of the

Farmers' Library his portrait and pedigree.

As to Neat Cattle, a most important depart-

ment, one would think, in the estimation of

fanners, who could make such a fine display of

daii-y products as was here exhibited ; it did

not present so great a number of new competi-

tors as might have been anticipated. In this

branch, the show would indeed have been a

beggai'ly one of empty boxes, if the fine ani-

mals had been withheld, which had already

been seen and admired at previous exhibitions,

and which are in that waj- becoming as it were
stereotyped in the public eye—of these it is

true, thanks to their public spirited o\vners, we
had perfect modelsof their breed of Short-Homs,

Herefords, and Devons—and on all such occa-

sions it is important to have models new or old,

as standards which farmers should aspire to

equal, and even to drive from the ground, by
something yet a little superior. Not having

time however, if we possessed the ability, to

make obsen-ations in greater detail, such as we
could hope would be profitable to the reader

and the cause, it affords us much more pleasure

to give place to the following more favorable

impressions of those who were more competent

if not more anxious observers. To the able and

vigilant Editor of the Albany Evening Jomnal,

who, we may presume, was on the ground, we
ai-e indebted as vv'ell for the following summary,

as for all tlie particulars that will be given in the

sequel

:

•' The exhibition of Stock was said by disin-

terested judges to be the best ever -witnessed
in New-York—and some even said the Union.
It is an old saying, that what every body says
must be true, and we do not, therefore, feel at

liberty to gainsay the correctness of this claim.
" VVe find, bj' a statement in the Utica Gazette,

tliat there were upon the ground, ' 48 Durham
cattle, 11 Hereford, 9 Devon, 4 Ayre.«hire—72

in all of foreign breed, 37 native and cross, 21

native. 124 Oxen. 12 Steers and 8 fiit cattle

—

making in all 274 homed cattle. Of Horses 114

in all. viz : 28 stallions, 36 matched, 7 geldings,

32 marcs and colts, and 10 colt.«. Of Sheep
there were 64 long wooled, 112 middle wooled,
58 Merinoes, 23 Saxons. To the above kinds
adding 34 Swine, we have a grand total of 663

as the number of four footed beasts at the Cattle

Show.' Taking it for granted that the live

.stock, in number and quality, exceeded those of

previous years, and that there was a falling off

in other particulars, it is not far from the right

average to place this Fair on a par with its pre-

decessors. It should have exceeded all.

•' The address was delivered in the afternoon



by JosiAH Qdi.vcy, Jr. Esq. of Boston. As
every body who knew the speaker anticipated,

the effort was a noble one, and ^ve doubt
whether tlie addresses of any previous year,

ever gave more univeral satisfaction."

What is said of the Address, is confirmed by

the common opinion of those who heard it. We
had not that good fortune, as the rostrum was

in quite a diflerent place from that which had

been pouited out to us ; and before we were

apprised of the change, an immense jam of au-

ditors made the Orator both inaccessible and in-

audible from any point we could reach. Just

enough could be seen to let us observe that he

appeared to be master of himself and his sub-

ject, and to deliver his sentiments with not a lit-

tle of that graceful and persuasive manner which

reminded one of an anecdote related of the cel-

ebrated \Vhitfield, " the Paul of his sect," who
was addressing a vast crowd of many thousand.s,

when an old w'oman vras seen on the confines

of tlie multitude, far beyond the Orator's voice,

to be in convulsions of admiration. A gentle-

man standing near, and lamenting the loss of

what was stirring to their foundations the sensi-

bilities of all around, said to her, " How is it,

good woman, that you are so deeply moved at

what you cannot hear ?" "Ah! sir, said she,

but can yow not see the godly wag nf his

head ?" In this case it was obvious that what

the Orator was saj-iug was greedily devoured

by his auditors; and those who could not hear,

like ourselves, departed with the next gi-eatest

pleasure—the expectation of reading the praises

of Agriculture, now becoming fashionable, from

so accomplished an amateur and one of good

blood ; for truly, if good predilections are here-

ditary, Mr. duixcY ought to wish well to and

take delight in it—as we remember about the

time he graduated, to have been most kindly ta-

ken by the arm, on being presented to his ven-

erable father, and at once marched through his

Vacciiie Institution, where at that time he had

many cow-boarders, at, we believe, $40 a year

for meat and lodging, with no view, that we
could discern, but to illustrate practically the

advantages and economy of his favorite soiling

system. Among these lactiferous personages

was the celebrated " Oaks Cow," of obscure,

unpretending American ancestry, but whose
prodigious contribution of 484 pounds of but-

er in eight months and a half, gave everlasting

celebrity in dairj' annals to the name of her

owner, Caleb Oaks, and her Ladyship.

In the account of Premiums, made up from

the Albany Evening Journal, we have omitted

the amounts given in each case—the grade of

merit forming the true question. Moreover, we
confess that we could never be entirely recon-

ciled to the practice of giving money premiums,

instead of less sordid and more durable, even if

they should be less costly memorials—such as,
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however small in money value, might yet be
displayed with acknowledged and laudable

pride in the old family cupboard or on the side

board or the mantle, or treasured away among
the household valuables as so many tangible

trophies of honorable ambition and success; tro

phies to be transmitted from generation to gen
eration as incentives to honorable emulation

—

heir-looms, by which our posterity may swear
that their blood has not crept through drones,

insensible and unambitious of distinction in any
line of usefulness. In this feeling we should

like, we must confess, to enjoy the conscious

ness of association witli men who would value

an old tea-spoon bearing a mother's name, and
inscribed for best knitting or needle-work, more
than any amount of greasy lucre won for a fat

hog, and spent again on no one knows what.

By the bye, taking but a cursory view of the

list of premiums, and doing homage to tlie good
intentions and judgment of those who arranged

the scale, some of them stiU sUike us as not ex
actly just or expedient For instance, much as

we suppose was owing to the management of

the Housewife, in gaiiing premiums for the

products of the Daii-y, the Garden, and various

branches of Domestic Economy, only two or

three Ladies took some small premiums, and
only as many more were in any way noticed !

—

Would it not be well, seeing how much men
are disposed to monopolize all honors and em-

ployments, tliat in all cases where excel

lence is found in articles produced chiefly mider

the eye and management of the good housewife,

that the honor and the reward should be be

stowed accordingly ? For humanity's sake, so

ciety should be so organized, its industry so rC;

ulated, and its opinion so shaped, as tliat it should

be deemed disreputable for any 7nan to exer

cise emplojTiients to which a woman's strength

is adequate, and which, in the view of a soundly

constituted public judgment, she could perform

with propriety. But on this subject we dare

not tru.st ourselves.

Again : As to the scale of premiums, (and we
desire not to be understood as applying our re-

marks to this occasion in particular, but only to

take advantage of it for a general purpose,) is

there any thing, let us ask, connected with the

life and management of American Farmers, in

which they expose themselves to more just cen-

sure, than in their neglect to provide for their

table and family enjoyment the various fruits

in their seasoti which are known to be as con

ducive to health as they are congenial to our cli-

mate ? Would anything better indicate that

reform in our national taste so much to be cov-

eted by all who have regard for national well

being, and even character, as the substitution of

various fruit's and vegetables, for the great joints

of fat meat tliat load even to surfeit the tables
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alike of the poor and the rich, the pubhc and

the private house. We do not mean exotics to

be stimulated under glass or other costly pro-

cess, and after all possessing neither the fra-

grance or sweetness that Nature yields to solici-

tation, never to force : but we call for, as due to

the welfare and the reputation of every respect-

able Farmer, a fuU supply of choice plain fruits

in their seasons, such as can be obtained by, and

only by, the continued exercise of skill and close

personal attention, and some study, from year

to year; and are not these means within the

reach and capacity ofevery industrious Farmer ?

and is not the object worthy of the highest stim-

ulus of honor and reward that a society can of-

fer ? To the man who, according to his means,

would set the best example in this respect, we
would hold out the hope of an honorable name

among farmers. He should be respected and

esteemed and annalized as a social and moral

reformer of the first order, who, by inducing all

his neighbors to provide themselves with a full

supply of apples, and pears, and peaches, and

melons, and figs, and grS^es, and plums, should

therein teach them how to multiply the attrac-

tions and enjoyments, the virtues and the graces,

of the homestead and the fireside. A carnivor-

ous will always be accounted a sanguinary peo-

ple ; and he whose skill and good taste contri-

bute to lead us to desert the butchers' shambles

for the vegetable and the flower-market, acts

the part and deser\-e3 the glory of the true pa-

triot and friend of his country. It is he who
would carry us back most nearly to that state of

nature, of which it basJ)een so beautifully writ-

ten :

—

In the same temple, the resounding wood
All vocal beines hj-nm'd their equal God,
The shrine with gore unstain'd, with gold undrest,

['nbrib'd, unbloody, stood the blameless Priest

:

Heaven's attribute was universal care.

And man's prerogative to rule, but spare.

And yet look at the public taste so far as indi-

cated, not by this list of premiums paiticularly,

but by all such as are usually framed by Agri-

cultural Societies. For the " best Boar," $10,

and for '• the greatest variety of table Pears,"

S3 ! and for '• the be.st twelve kinds of Apples,"

$3 ! Yet look at the difference in the degree of

intelligence and industrial habits which the pro-

duction of these objects respectively employ !

—

The difference of skill, length of time and exact-

ness of personal attention, and the presumption

of intellectual refinement and taste in the two

cases ? It is not a little, in cases like this, in

our humble opinion, that European Societies

excel ours—we mean in the dLsposition of their

funds. They offer high rewards for objects that

at once indicate and demand a higher exercise

of intellect, and which can only be the fruit of a

more continued and enlightened study of sub-

jects and sciences promotive of the art of Agri-
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culture, and of a higher and wider range of ru-

ral enjoyment. They stimulate their scholars

and talented writers and lecturers, by appropri-

ation of a large portion of their funds, to go pen-

etrate and labor in the regions of investigation

and discovery, and to bring into view and prac-

tical exercise the philosophical principles that

give labor-saving qualities to agricultural ma-

chinery, and a more scientific combination and

efficient use to the various substances that serve

o feed, sustain, improve and multiply their ani-

mals and their crops. And if these considera-

tions have preponderating weight in forming

the scale of premiums there, how much more
should they have here, where labor is so much
dearer and science not so much advanced ? We
will venture to affirm that a .suitable premium
or other inducement, that should prevail with

such a man as Mr. Thomas or Mr. Downing, of

this State, or Mr. Haggerston or Mr. McLellan,

superintendents of the grounds of Mr. Gushing

and Mr. Pratt, near Boston—to give for publica-

tion their experience in the culture and man-

agement of fruits and flowers—it would do

more ulterior and permanent benefit to the State

and the Country, than the public exhibition of

every fat bullock, and everyfine gelding in the

Union !

But we are indulging in remarks that might

perhaps better have place in a separate discus-

sion. Certain it is that nothing is more deserv-

ing of thorough revisal and, as we humbly think,

of reform, than the ordinary scales of Agricul-

tural premiums, and the objects which the pro-

grammes put forth by Agricultural Societies

should be framed to accomplish. In too many
cases the funds are frittered away on things in-

tended to form and to multiply attractions for

the eye, and thus give transient ecl4t to a spec-

tacle for gathering a crowd, which might be

gathered as easily by a mule race or a show of

monkeys. The fact is, we require too much to

be done in this country for nothing. Men may
work for nothing and find themselves for a short

time, but that cannot be expected to be often

repeated and yet have the work well done. To

disbur.se the funds of a State Society, and to de-

vise the best means of bringing into public view

for the general use and common welfare that

which would otherwise not be discovered, or be

but partially known, is no trifling undertaking.

It is a matter worthy of the deepest and most

anxious study, and then to caixy out the best

system is a matter of much labor and detail, re-

quiring the devotion of much time and personal

attention—time, every moment of which is pre-

cious to men equal to the duty ; time which, ac-

cordingly, ought to be well paid far, if we would

have the work well done fix)m year to year.

But here again starts a train of reflection that

we must at once cut short, even though we
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have to recur to the subject on some future oc-

casion, as we shall. After all, the suggestions

which have almost insensibly escaped us, are

not intended to have any particular or unkind

bearing. No one can bo more sensible than we
to the kindness and efficiency of all who had
control at the late Fair. We the better evince

our imprcs.sion of the importance of these ex-

hibitions, and of having the funds at the com-

mand of the Society most efficiently/ administer-

ed, when we add that such consideration should

be given as would command and liberallj- re-

munerate the time and talents of such men. In-

stead of looking on these exhibitions as a sort of

holiday-fair, to which Farmers may go and cairy

their wives and daughters and son.s, as to a mi-

litia mustering, let us for a moment elevate our

contemplation to the real magnitude of the ob-

ject, and consider that this New-York Agricul-

tural Society is designed to represent the agri-

ricultural people and intei-ests of a whole com-
monwealth, that now numbers near 3,000,000 of

inhabitants, or nearly as many as fought for and
achieved our Independence ; and that its delib-

erations, and the use of the means at its com-

mand are intended to enlighten ancjrto render

more fraitful the labors of a great class, the an-

nual produce of whose industry in 1840 is set

down, on the highest statistical authorit}-. Pro
fe.s.sor Tucker, at $108,275,241.

Is not such an object worthy of more liberal

support from the State—such as would enable

the Society to remunerate well a Board of

Councilors of its be.st and wisest members ?

We must not close these remarks, protracted

as they are far beyond what we contemplated,

without uniting in the expression of thanks

which it may be taken for granted was unani-

mously voted by the Society to their accomplish-

ed President and his as.sociate officers, under
whose excellent management and with so much
care and labor every thing was perfectly well

arranged for the public accommodation.

Nor should we forget Bagg's excellent Hotel,

the head quarters for the officers of the Society.

Arriving with a great crowd in the night, we
were most fortunate in getting such good quar-

ters, and only hope we may never be bagged in

a worse place.

PREMIUMS.

CATTLE.
Class I.

—

Durham,
THREE YEAR OLD BULLS.

l5t..E. P. Prentice, ' O'Connell.'
2tl..J. M. Sherwood, 'An-ow.'
3d.. G. Vail, 'Symmetry.'

TWO YEAR OLD BULLS.
1st.. Bell (Sc Mon-is. Westchester, ''Marius.'

YEARLING BULLS.
lst..W. W. Bullard. Southport, 'Victor.'
2d..G Brinkerhotf, Albany, ' Peter Parley.'
3d..n. N. Carv, Marcv, 'Oregon.'

(4i:!)...'. ..14'.

BULL CALVES.
lst..Z. B. Wakeman, Herkimer, 'Meteor.'
2d.. Bell & Morris, 'Prince.'

COWS, THREE YEARS OLD AND OVER.
1st.. J. M. Sherwood, Auburn, ' Philopsean."
2d.. Bell & Morris, 'Victoria,'

3d..R. C. Nicholas, Geneva, • Flora.'

TWO YEAR OLD HEIFERS.
1st. ..I. M. Sherwood, Auburn, 'Sybil.'
2d...H. N. Gary, Marcy, 'Lily.'

YEARLING HEIFERS.
1st.. 11. N. Gary, 'Rose.'
2d.. J. M. Sherwood.

HEIFER CALVES.
lst..Z. B. Wakeman, Herkimer, 'Sylvia.'

Class II.—Herefords.
BULLS.

lst..E. Coming, 'Sir George.'

YOUNG BULLS.
lst..T. H. Hyatt, Rochester, 'Don Quixotte.'

cows.
1st.. E. Coming, 'Aston Beauty.'
2d.. do. 'Mary.'

HEIFERS.
lst..T. H. Hyatt, 'Emma.'

Class III.—Devon Cattle.

THREE YEAR BULLS.
lst..H. H. Washburn, Otsego, 'Young Baltimore.*
2d...E. P.Beck, Wyoming Co. ' Wm. WaUace.'

YOUNG BULLS.
lst..B. P. Johnson, Rome, 'Ivanhoe '

2d..E. P. Beck, 'Criterion.'

cows.
1st. .E. P. Beck, ' Victoria.'

2d..H. N. Washburn, 'Rose of Baltimore.'

HEIFERS.
1st..H. N. Washburn, ' Utica.'

2d..E. P. Beck. 'Flora.'

Class IV.—Ayreshire Bulls.

lst..C. N. Bement, Albany, 'Sheltie.'

YOUNG BULLS.
1st.. C. N. Bement, 'Kenwood.'

cows.
1st..To same, 'Alice.'

HEIFERS. ^
1st..To same, ' Faiiy.'

WORKING OXEN.
Best 10 yoke, J. S. & W. Wadsworth, Geneaeo.
2d do. Russell Blackstone and others, N. Hartford.
Best yoke Abram Kurd.
2d do. J. S. &, W. Wadsworth.
3d do. Luther Comstock. Kii-kland.
4th od. H. N. Gary, Marcy.
.5th do. E. Sheldon, Cayuga co.
6th do. A. 1). Neal, New-Hartford.
7th do. S. B. Rhodes, Paris.

Class V.

—

Grade Cattle.

cows.
1st.. D. Skinner, Utica.

2d..H. N. Gary, Marcy.
3d..F. Ingersoll, Veinon.

TWO YEAR OLD HEIFEKS.
lst...H. W. Doolittle, Herkimer.
2d..H. Crocker, Utica.

3d.. J. B. Nott, Guilderland.

YEARLING HEIFERS.
l9t..H. W. Doolittle.

2d.. A. J. Bell, WestmoreUmd.

HEIFER CALVES.
1st.. A. McBride, Marshall.

Class Yl.—Native Cattle.
cows.

l8t..H. H. Eastman.
2d..F. n. Grosvcnor, Utica.
3d..H. Waters, Earlville.



TWO YEAR OLD HEIFERS.
lst..H. H. Eastman.
2d..W.L. Mould, Pari.'?.

3d..E. F. Head, Kirkland.

YEARLING HEIFERS,
let.. A. J. Bell.

Best heifer calf, G. W. Drew, Kirkland.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BULLS.

3st..H. Pumam, Rome.
2d.. P. Budlong.
3d..L. Smith, Otsego.

4th.. S. M. Foster, New-Haitford.

Best bull calf, George Goertuer, Canajoharie.

STEERS—THREE YEARS OLD.
1st. .Hiram Gridley, Kirkland.

2d.. J. S. Wadsworth.
3d.. it Blackstone, New-Hartford.

TWO YEARS OLD.
l8t..M. L. Butler, New-Hartford.
2d..S. Scovil, Marshall.

3d..B. T. Case, Bristol.

YEARLING.
lst..S. W. Gunn, Kirkland.

FAT CATTLE.
Best pair, Charles Godfrey, Geneva.
2d..James Callanan, New-Scotland.

3d..C. Boorom & Co. Bufialo.

SINGLE ox OR STEER.
1st..Hugh Crocker Utica.

2d..E. P. Prentice, Albfiny.

cow OR HEIFER.
l8t..C. Boorom & Co.

2d..E. Coming, 'Gay.'

3d.. " 'Matchless.'

SHEEP.
Class I.

—

Lang Wooled.

LsL-J. McD. Mclntyre.

2d.. Huxford, Oneida.

3d.. Rathbun, Otsego, for yearling Dishley

buck.
Best 10 lambs, premium divided between G. Erink-

erhoft; Albany, and HoUis, Otsego.

Best ewes, Eushart.

2d do. Rathbun.

Class II.

—

Bucks.

1st. .J. McD. Mclntyre, Albany.

2d. .F. Easton, Mt. Morris.

3d..Z. B. Wakeman, Herkimer.

FIVE EWES.
1st.. J. McD. Mclntyre.

2d. .J. M. Sherwood, Auburn.
3d..Z. B. Wakeman.

LAMBS.
Best five, J. McD. Mclntyre.

Class III.

—

Merlnoes.

Best buck, H. & J. Carpenter, Poughkeepsie.

2d.. J. M. Sherwood.
3d..Reed Bvirrett, Tompkins County.

FIVE EWES.
1st.. J. M. Sherwood.
2d.. Israel Smith, De Ruyter.

LAMBS
Best five, J. M. Sherwood.

Class IV.

—

Saxony.

Best Buck, S. B. Crocker, Vernon.

2d do. S. W. Church, do.

3d do. S. B. Crocker, do.

BeRt five ewes, S. W. Chtirch.

2d do. .'^. B. Crocker.
3d do. D. C. Barnes.
Beet live lambs, L. T. Marshall.

Flocks of Sheepfrom other States.

To J. H. Chatterton, J. H. Blaksley, Nathaniel B.

Smith and Stephen Atwood, all of Litchfield, Conn.
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FAT SHEEP.
1st..John Reeves.
2d.. J. McD. Mclntyre.
3d.. George Brinkerhotf, Albany.

STALLIONS.
THOROUGH BRED.

1st.. C. P. Albot, Stokes, Oneida, 'Consternation.'

2d..N. S. Htingerford, Oneida, ' Sir Hariy.'

3d..C. F. Crosby, Albany, ' Florizelle.'

4th.. T. J. Thompson, Otsego, 'Sir Charles.'

HORSES OF ALL WORK.
lst..S. Panshur, Onon. ' Young Eclipse.'

2d..W. Ferguson, Oneida, 'Kentucky Hunter.'

3d..S. D. Moody, St. Lawrence, bay 'Blucher.'

4th.. D. Merriam, Lewis, black ' Blucher.'

DRAUGHT STALLIONS.
lst..E. Coming, 'Sampson.'
2d..Jno. Van Hoesen, Oneida, 'Patriot.'

.3d..G. Wanen, Onondaga, 'Dragon.'

4th.. B. Pettot, Oneida, 'Honest Tom.'

THREE YEAR OLD STALLIONS.
lst..L. Cones, Oneida, 'Black Messenger.'

2d.. J. M. Titt'any, Chenango, 'Young Godolphin.'

DISCRETIONARY.
1st.. Isaac Fairchild, Onondaga, 'Beppo.*

2d..M. Clark, Oneida, ' Sir Roderick.'

3d..G. B. Roe, Madison, ' Y'oung Sir Charles.'

MATCHED HORSES AND GELDINGS.
MATCHED HORSES.

1st.. Arden Merrill, Rome.
2d.. J. Butterfield & Co. Utica.

3d.. Lewis Joy, Trenton.
Five pair Cream Colored Horses, Welch & Mann.

GELDINGS.
1st.. J. Butterfield & Co. Utica.

2d.. A. Soles, Schenectady.
3d..G. W. Gardner, Utica.

M-ARES AND COLTS.
1st.. George Gordon, Geneva.

2d.. J. E. Nott.

3d.. A. Close, Paris.

THREE YEAR OLDS.
1st.. Isaac Fairchild, Fabius.

2d..W. C. Burrett, JPaiis.

TWO YEAR OLDS.

1st.. George Gordon.
2d.. I. Fairchild.

Pair of Arabian Colts, Roswell Morgan.

Yearling Mare Colts, J. B. Nott.

HOGS.
Best boar, of Leicester breed, C. R. Nicholas, Ja-

rien.

2d best, Berkshire, J. M. Sherwood.
3d do. Berkshire, Marshall.

Best breeding Sow, Berkshire and Leicestershire,

J. J. Eushart, Montgomery Co.

2d do. R. Eells.

3d do. Peter Smith. Oneida County.

Best four pigs, R. Eells.

2d do. James Plant, Utica.

POULTRY.
Best Dorking fowls, L. Tucker.

" Black Polands, G. Bemenf.
" Pr. Ducks, (Muscovy,) G. Bement.
" Turkeys, (wild,) L. Tucker.
" G.eese, (African,) G. Ecment.
" Lot large fowls, (Ostrich,) do.
" and greatest variety, L. Tucker.

VEGETABLES.
12 best table Turnips, A. Brigham, State Lunatic

Asylum.
12 best Carrots, G. S. Dann, Utica.

12 best table Beets, D. Gray, Jr., Marcy.

12 best Onions, C. F. Cro.i.«man, Rochester.

3 best Heads Cabbages, D. Gray, Jr.

12 best Tomatoes, do.
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10 Egg Plants, and one Tree do. E. C. Goodrich,

Utica.

Best half peck Lima Beans, A. Brigham, Asylum.
3 best Squashes, to same.
Best half peck table Potatoes, James Rees, New-

llaitford.

2d do. Robert EeUs, Westmoreland.
Best Seedling Potatoes, four specimens, half peck

eai-h, H. N. Langwoithy, Irondeqncit.

12 ears best Seed Corn, Charles W. Eells, Kirkland.

Potato Onions, J. Greenleaf, Hrocbport.
Samples Watennelons and Cantelopes, E. C. Good-

rich, and for Watennelons to G. W. Cromwell.
Sweet Com, E. C. Goodrich.
Gieatcst variety of Vegetables, to D. Gray.

FRTJITS.
Greatest variety of Table Apples, Ellwanger &

Barry, Rochester,
id do. D. Thomas, Cayuga.
:?d do. J. C. Hastings, Kirkland.

Best 12 sorts do. O. Phelps, Cauandaigua.
(ireatest variety Table Pears, B. Thomas, Cajiiga.

C'd do. Ellwanger & Barry,

(ireatest variety of Winter Pears, D. Thomas.
Best 12 Quinces, O. Phelps.

Best 12 Peaches. N. Goodsell, Greece.
Best 24 Plums, H. Green, Utica.

Best G bunches Native Grapes, W. Mei-vine, Utica.

Best 6 bunches Foreign Grapes, S. D. Childs, Utica.

FLOWERS.
Greatest variety, Boies, Utica ; 2d, Jack-

son, Schenectady ; 3d, Ellwanger <fe Ban-y, PLOchester.

Best Floral Oraament, Boies, Utica ; 2d,

Lyudes, Utica ; 3d, Ellwanger & BaiTy.

Best Seedling Dahlias, Boies, UtiJRi ; best 25
varieties, Jackson, Schenectady; 12 varieties,

do. H. Chodell ; five vaiietics flowers, Mrs. Jackson,
Utica. Commendatory notices were taken of the
collections of Mrs. Hinman and Mrs. Childs. Utica.

BUTTER.
Best lot from five cows, E. R. Evans, Mai'shall.

2d do. Thomas Hawks, Herkimer.
3d do. George Vail, Troy.
Best 25 lbs. made in June—1st, R. S. Ransom, Per-

ryville.

2d..C. C. Crocker, Union.
3d.. Case, New-Hartford.
Best 50 lbs. made at any time—1st, C. Adams, Mar-

tuisburgh.

2il..S. M. Foster, Litchfield.

3d..O. Cole Litchfield.

4th.. Daniel Eells, Jr. New.Hartford.
5th..Wm. Otley, Oaks Comers.

CHEESE.
Best Dairy to Herkimer County.
2d do. Oneida County.
Best Cheese, one year old and over—1st, Robert

Eells, Westmoreland.
2d do. F. IngersoU, Vernon.
Cheese less than one year old—Ist, AV. S. Ford,

Salisbury.

2d. .W. Otley, Oaks Comers.
3d..T. Hallenbeck, Herkimer County.
4th.. N. Wilcox, Winfield.
5th.. J. Smalley, Norway.

M.A.PLE SUGAR.
let.. Joel Woodworth, Watertown.
2d.. Moses ICames, Rutland.
3d..W. E. White, Widton.
4th.. E. Bigelow.
5th. .Sidney Spring.

SILK—SEWING.
1st.. Clark Averj', PeiTyville.

2d..D. Irish, do.

3d.. J. Hutchinson, Riverhead.

RAW .SILK.

1 St.. Mrs. Irish, Perryville.

2d..C. Avery, do.

3d..B. Blackburn, Vernon.
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CORN AND COB CRUSHERS, &c.
Best Corn and Cob Crusher, worked by Horse

Power—J. A. Pitts, Rochester.
Farm Horse Cart—W. Carroll, Albany.
Best Improved Revolving Horse R.\ke—G.

White, Middlefield. ,

2d do. A Brockway, Biidgewater.
Improved Ox Yokes—Lst, A. Monroe, Galway,

2d, Wm. Hill, Marcy.
Grain Cradles—1st, E. L. Hager, Frankfort ; 2d,

David Flanders, Stockholm.
Hay Forks—Taylor, Buttolph &, Co. Stockholm.
Grass and Cradle Scythes—Hiram C. White,

Albion.
Hoes—R. & E. Clark &. Co. UnadiUa Forks.
Corn Sheller—Joseph D. Brigss, Saratoga.
Corn Cutter—J. M. Cleveland, Adams.

FARM IMPLEMENTS.
Fak.m WAGON.S—1st, P. S. Eastman, NevT-Hartford:

2d, S. & M. Peckham, Utica.

Harrows—1st, Orin Barton, Geddes.
Scarifiers—1st, to same.
Cultivators—1st, to same.
Fanning Mills—1st. I. T. Grant, Schaghticoke

;

2d, Clow & Crolin, Mentz ; 3d, J. Patterson, Cauan-
daigua.

Horse Power—1st, A. D. Childs, Rochester.
TyRESHi.NG Machine-1st, A. Douglass, Skane-

ateles ; 2d, Hart, Higham &. Co. Utica ; 3d, E. Hicks.
Drill Barrows, to plant potatoes or com—Abner

Randall, Oneida.
Straw Cutters—1st, J. G. Case, Utica ; 2d, J. C.

Rich, Penfield ; 3d, M. Sanders, Conland.

PLOWING MATCH.
Twenty competitors entered the field, and the

awards were as follows :—1st, Frederick Smith.West-
moreland

; 2d, Elon Comstock, Rome ; 3d, Thomaa
B. Burrell, Geneva ; 4th, O. R. Babcock, Bridgewater;
5th, H. N. Cary, Marcy

;
plowing by boy under 18

yeais of age, premium to E. W. Butler, Rome.

The Coming Fair of the American Ln-

STITUTE.—In a late number, we invoked pub-

lic attention to the Fair about to be held by the

American Institute, and urged for it the contri-

butions and support, in every form, which are

due to the patriotic designs of the Institution.

It is on these occasions that \vc see concen-

trated the choice fruits of American Industry in

all its branches. Here is presented an open and

wide field for public spirited men to come for-

ward and evince by word and deed their readi-

ness to forward the mai-ch of im{)rovement

which is .going on in all the arts, trades, and in-

terests of our country, and those who go to ac-

quire, should be willing to contribute to tlie

stock of information ; and assurance has been
given, that the plainest and most unpretending,

wlio have useful knowledge to impart, will be
heard with as much respect as the most opident

and distinguished.

The Fair will commence at Nihlo's Gar-
den, on Monday the 6th of October, at 13

o'clock, as already adverti.sed in the papers and
in various fonn.s.

Our Estimable Colleagues, sJie "Ameri-
can Fanner," and the " Agriculturist," " The
Cnhivator," the " Southern Planter and South-

em Cultivator,' and the "Fanners' Cabinet,"



with many others, for the last month, are rich

far beyond their cost. "We had intended to

have glanced at their contents, and to have

noticed Mr. Allen's excellent and well-timed

Seed Stire and Implement Warc-Hou.se, but

the printer advises that there is not room for

many things already in tjpe.

|^= LowooD is welcomed to a place in the

Libraiy, and we hope he will often occupy it,

but his communication was too late for this

namber.

Important Motion in Parliament.—Mr.

EscoTT made a specific motion for a repeal of

tlie duties on Indian Com, early next session,

but the Anti-Repealers have taken the alarm

&nd are appealing to the prejudices of the peo-

ple, saying that Maize is food only for hogs in

this counti-y, are Englishmeut to eat what the

Americans give their hogs ! ! We rejoice that

a wedge has been entered. Doctor Bartlett's

strong pamphlet is beginning to tell. We will

give early attention to the subject, and shall write

to our friend and Minister there—Hon. Louis

McLane, who will not be neglectful of any

opportunity to advance interests to which he

has ever been personally so much devoted. In

the meantime we ^vish our Agricultural Socie-

ties would invite Mr. Escott to come over and

bring one of his most conspicuous opponents, to

judge for themselves. We should like to catch

them at the breakfast table of an accomplished

Virginia housewife, of the old school, and see

whether Maize bread in its half dozen various

and delicious forms is worthy of the reproach

which his opponents cast upon it. It was the

standing every-day bread, at his dimier, of a

certain American General, who captured Corn-

wallis and his army at Yorktowu—any how !

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, September 23, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.]

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort ^ 100 IB. 3 9-3^®

Peai-ls, 1st sort, '45 4 25 ®
BEE.^WAX—American Yellow ®— 29{^

CANDLES—Mould, Tallow.. !> Itj... — 9 ®— 11

Sperm, Eastern and City — 27 ®— 29

COTTON—From — 6®— 9i
COTTON BAGGING—American... — 12 -g)- 13

CORD.AGE—American ® IB. — 11 ®— Vi

DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtings,|)'y. — 5 ®— 11

Sheetings — 6^®— 15

FEATHERS—American, live — 30 3>— 33

FLAX—American ®— 7J
FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbl. 4 68*® 4 75
Trov 4 68*®
Michigan 4 62i® 4 68i
Ohio, flat hoop 4 62A® 4 68i
Ohio, HejTvood & Venice 5 12^® 5 25
Ohio, via New-Orleans ®
Penn.'^vlvania ® 4 75
Brandywine 4 75 ® 4 87^
Georaetown 4 75 ® 4 87i
Baltimore City Mills 4 62.V® 4 75
Richmond City Mills 5 75 ® 5 87^
Richmond Country 4 62^® 4 75
Alexandria, Petersburg, &c 4 62i® 4 75
Rye Flour 3 12^® 3 37^
Com Meal, Jersey and Brand 2 50 ® 2 75
Com Meal, Brandvwine hhd. 11 87i®12 —

GRArN—Wheat, Western..'^ bush. — a5 ® 1 —
Wheat, Southern new — 85 ® 1 —
Rye, Northern — 68 ®
Com, Jersey and North ... (meas.) — 56 @
Com Southern (measure) — 53 ®
Corn, Southern (weight) — 53 'n>

Oats, Northern — 42 ®
Oats, Southern — 35 ®— 38^-

HAV—North River bales — 70 ®— 75
HEMP—.American, dew-rotted .. ton 85 —® 95 —

" " water-rotted 125 —®175 —
HOPS—1st sort, 1845 — 12J®— 15
IRON—American Pig, No. 1 30 — ®35 —

" Common ... 27 50 ®30 —
LIME—Thomaston $> obi, — 95 ® 1 —
LUMBER-Boards, N.IU ^M. ft. clr. :35 — ®40 —

Boards, Eastern Pine 10 — ® 11 —
Boards, Albany Pine f^pce. — 8 ®— 18
Plank, Georgia Pine fM. a :i3 — ®40 —
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Staves, White Oak, pipe 45 — ®

—

Staves, White Oak, hhd 37 — ®—
Staves, White Oak, bbl 28— @—
Staves, Red Oak, hhd 27 — ®28
Hoops 25 — @30
Scantling, Pme, Eastern 14 — ®16
Scantling, Oak 30 — ®a5

, Timber, Oak ^ cubic foot — 25 @—
' Timber, White Pine — 18 ®—
Timber, Georgia Yellow Pine — 35 ®

—

Shingles, 18 in ^ bunch 1 75 ® 2
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality. ®24
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality. 20 — ®22
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality. ®17
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality. 15 — ®16
Shingle-s, Cypress, 2 feet 11 — ®13
Shingles, Company ®29

MUSTARD—American — 16 ®—
NAILS—Wrought, 6dto20d...^ IB. — 10 ®—
Cut,4dto40d — 4 ®—

PLASTER PARIiS—^ ton 2 50 ® 2

PROVISIONS—Beef, Mess, ^bbl... 8 75 ® 9

Beef, Prime 5 — @—
Pork, Mess, Ohio, old and new 13 50 ®14
Pork, Prime, Ohio, old and new .

.

Lard Ohio f IB

Hams, Pickled
Shoulders, Pickled
Sides, Pickled ,

Beef, Smoked 1?' IB

Eutter, Orange Countj'
BiUtcr, Western Dairy
Butter, ordinary
Ch£?ese, in cask's and boxes — 65 ®

—

SEEDS—Clover ¥ IB. — 8 ®—
Timothy ^tierce 12 — @16
Flax, Rough —

SOAP-N. York, Brown !> IB. —
TALLOW—American, Rendered... —
TOBACCO—Virginia ® IB. —

North Caroli!\a —
Kentucky and Missouri ,. - - .

—

WOOL—Am. Saxony. Fleece,. 'F » —
American, Full Blood Merino.. ..

American \ and i Merino
American Native and | Merino.

.

Superfine, Pulled

50

10 50 ®11— 7.t®—
— 7 ®—
— 5V®

—

@— .

— 8 ®—
— 18 ®—
— 15 ®—
— 12 ®—

3,V©—
7i®—
3 ®—
3 ®—

— 3 ®—
— 35 ®—
— 30 ®—
— 26 ®— '

— 24 ®—
— 30 ®—
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MEMOIR OF JUDGE PETERS,

FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

It was the purpose of the Editor of the Fann-

ers' Library, to insert a Biography of Honorable

Richard Peters, whose Portrait accompanies

this number. The work was commenced, when
"An Address delivered before the Blocklei/ arid

Merioii Agricultural Society, on the 20tk of

September, 1828, by Hon. Samuel Breck, Vice

President of the Society," was handed to him.

Mr. Breck was the constant associate and inti-

mate friend of Judge Peters, for many years;

and in thig address he has, with the eloquence

of friendship and the truth of historj', exhibited

the life, character, and political, judicial and

agricultural services of his friend.

The' Editor is much gratified to insert the

Address of Mr. Breck, as he is well persuaded

it contains a faithful representation of the distin-

guished person who is the subject of it, and that it

will be acceptable to the patrons of this journal.

Judge Peters, it is well known, like many
other writers on Agricvdture, pretended to no

distinction as a practical farmer ; neither, we
believe, did Arthur Young, or Sir John Sinclair,

or Mr. Jefferson, vf\\o took the lead in illu.strat-

ing the philosophical principles involved in the

mould-board of a plow ; or his son-in-law, Gov.

Randolph, inventor of the hill-.side plow. Nei-

ther was Mr. Madison or Nicholas Biddle, au-

thors of the most beautiful and the soundest es-

says on Agriculture to be found in our language,

entitled to rank among what are called practi-

cal men ! The fact is that, if progress in agi'i-

cultural and philosophical improvements, which

are tnraed to account by your exclusively

" practical men," were to be stayed in its course,

depending on them for its impetus, the march of

improvement would be a halting one—if, indeed,

it did not come to a dead halt

!

The valuable labors of Judge Peters in stimu-
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lating inquirj-, fonning associations, and diffusing

a knowledge of facts, constituted exactly that

sort of ser\'ice which is apt to be availed of,

while its author is forgotten, or remembered

only in what was enthusiastic or visionary

;

whereas such men are entitled to praise, were

it only for their amiable and patriotic intentions.

But we gladly leave the Judge's merits to be

memorialized by his friend. 'We had looked

for this memoir to a quarter whence, though it

might have come with more minuteness and

equal truth, yet not with more impartial sincer-

ity, than from the friend who, evidently, spoke

in the fullness of the heart.

By the bye, w^e have ever admired that cor-

dial manner of bearing witness to the merits of

tlie dead, which prevails, as far as we know,

most particularly in France, where the survi-

vors, in the spirit of truth, and the solemnity of

the grave-scene, laj' their hands on the lid of tlie

coffin, and attest, in the presence of God and his

angel.s, to the virtues of their deceased friend !

How much more genuine and impressive than

obituaiy eulogies, prepared professional, and

sometimes paid for !

Ours is no freshly-awakened sensibility to the

influence of Judge Peters's writings on the land-

ed interest of the country, for we find in the

American Farmer of the 4th of June, 1819, an

editorial notice of him and of Col. John Taylor,

of Cai-oline, "Virginia, as two gentlemen " highly

distinguished in the various walks of learning

and public usefulness—whose services in the

cause of the plow have done more real benefit

to the counti-y than one-half of the politicians in

it." So we still think ; but we maj- add that

there was this difference between them—that,

while Col. Taylor's writings were often involved

—sometimes obscuring his meaning

—

he was an



eminently-successful practical farmer. He ex-

emplified his precepts in a career of great suc-

cess in the field.

Gentlemen : I may be excused, I hope, for

ofiFeriug of my o^^•n accord, to address you ou
the recent loss of our I'rusidont. As the second
officer iu the Society, it becomes, in some mea-
sure, my duty, to notice the melancholy event.

That eminent and worthy man—so well known
to us—so much beloved by us ; who, for forty

years has so usefully and atlectionately associa-

ted with us, has, at a good old age, paid the debt
of Nature.

Deatli, perhaps, at no time strikes a victim,

Jwwever obscure, who does not leave some sor-

rowing survivor: none so destitute of friends, as

to descend to the grave wholly uulamented.

How deepl}-, then, should we mourn the loss of

a man so remarkably distinguished as the late

President of this Society.

Upon an occasion so solemn, and to us so af-

flictive, we ought not to be satisfied with an or-

dinarj- notice : it is fit that w^e should dwell,

somewhat at length, on the prominent passages
of such a man's life: that we should recall to our
minds the deeds of patriotism, of public spirit,

and general usefulness, which have marked his

lengthened career. This I shall attempt ; and,

howsoever imperfectly, I beg you to indulge me
with a hearing.

Richard Peters, who died ou the i22d of Au-
gust, at his residence in Blockley, was born in

the momli of June, 1744, in the same house in

which he expired ; and had, consequently, pass-

ed, by a few months, the great age of eighty-tour.

He received his education in the city of Phila-

delphia; and, ou entermg the active scenes of

life, was a good Latin and Greek scholar, and
possessed a knowledge of the French and Ger-

man languages.
Having adopted the law as a profession, his

acquaintance with the German greatly facilitated

fais countiy practice ; while his intuitive smart-

ness, and stead}- industry, placed him in the

/rout rank of the j'oung practitioners of the daj-.

He liad an micle who was Secretary of the Co-

lonial Government, and whose office was, as I

think, connected with the land department.

This uncle was fond of young Peters, and occa-

sionally charged him with a part of the duties of

his office. It was here, no doubt, that he be-

came familiar with the land-titles of the pro-

vince, and laid the f«undation of the reputation

he acquired in after times, of possessmg an inti-

mate knowledge of the land-laws of the com-
monwealth. These avocations, however, were
transient, and did not cau.se any relaxation in

bis professional pursuits ; on the contrary, they

were made the means of extending his acquauit

ancc with influential men in the interior of the

colony, and enabled him to follov/, very profita-

bly, the Courts of Justice, into all the surround-

ing counties, whore his fluent conversation in

GciTnan, extensive knowledge of the provincial

grants and kindred laws, brought him into prac-

tice, and in due time competently rewarded his

Libors.

On those circuits, he was accustomed to dis-

play liis unrivaled wit. The playfulness of his

conversation, always enlivened by flashes of the

gayest pleasantry, was forever quick and unre-

fstrained, and vaiiod bj- casts of titie humor

:

Bonictimes as broad and well enacted astliemost
<;xaggeratcd farce, and at others convolved iu

double meaning, fitted onlj' for the ready per-

ception of the most practiced ear and polished
taste. Thus disiiugui.-^hed, our young friend be-
came a favorite wit!) all clas.«es.'

It was about the time when this brilliant talent

was already conspicuous; a talent that never
after ibrsook him, even whilst age was wasting
his tottering frame : it was at this period ofyouth-
ful buoyancy, that a conference n\ as held with
the Indians of the Six Nations, at Fort Stanwix,
in the province of New-York. Our lamented
friend accompanied the delegation Irom Penn-
sylvania. During the negotiation of the treaty,

he insinuated himself so much into the pood
graces of the Indian chiefs, and became so en-
tirely acceptable to them, by hi.s light-hearted

jests, and sportive behavior, that even these se-

date red men relaxed their rigid carriage, and
unbending for a moment the usual severity of

their characters, proposed to adopt him into

their tribes. The offer was accepted, and Mr.
Peters was fonnally introduced to his new rela-

tions, receiving from them, in allusion to his

amusing talkativeness, the appropriate name of

Tefcohtiaa, v^diich means Paroquet.
He u.sed to say. that these Indians called the

great William Penn Onus, the name of quill, or

pen, in their language ; whereas, added he. on
my adoption, tliey have been more complimen-
tal, for they have given me the name of the bird

and all his quills into the bargain.

Political difficulties with the mother country,

now compelled everj' man to choose his side.

Mr. Peters, although rather intimately as.sociated

with the proprietary government, which was
chiefly royal in its feelings, did not hesitate to

separate himself from it, and join the cause of

his native country. While many influential

members of the bar went over to the kine:, he
stepped forward with zeal in defence of Ameri-
can rights.

Pennsylvania was, in that early day, without

a militia. The peaceful descendants of Penn,

and of his non-resistant companions, to whose
excellent rule and exemplarj- conduct, this

State is so much indebted for its rapid growth
and present prosperity, had managed its affairs,

even with the fierce aborigines, for nearly a cen-

tury, without militaiy aid, or any restraint what-

ever, other than the authority of mild and pru-

dent laws, upheld as much by the probity, phi-

lanthropj', and unblemished demeiinor of the

law-givers, as by any penal provisions contained

in the statutes themselves.

But those quiet times ^vere about to be dis-

turbed. Impolitic and unjust notions respecting

this country, had got possession of the minds of

the British ministry, whicluled them to adopt a

system destructive of our rights and liberties.

The cabinet—the parliament—the press of Great

Britain, at that time, misunderstood the mutual

interests of the two countries, pretty much as

they have ever continued to do from that day to

this. " Having their ears full of pride and airy

fame," they treated us with " scurril je.sts, and

matched us in comparisons with dirt, to weaken
and discredit our expostulations." The colonial

disputes were pushed to extremity. It became
necessary to arm. Mr. Peters volunteered v% itli

his neiglibors, and when they assembled for the

purpose of organization, he was cliosen their

captain. His military career, however, was
.short. A mind so gifted, studies .so essentially

fitted for the civil departnienls of government,

as those of Mr. Peters, soon removed him from

the camp to the cabinet. Congress placed him

at the Board of War, where his services for
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man}' j'ears, during: the stnisrg'le for independ-
ence, Iiave been ackno^\•ledg:c(l bj- a .solemn vote

of thanks by tliat illustrious body ; services that

can have been only properly appreciated by
those who knew, like his fello\v-laborers, the

destitute state of the country, and consequent
ditticulties in the execution of his duty as adjunct
war minister.

Who among us that has associated ^vith our
late venerable friend, has not' often heard him
advert to that gloomy period of our history, iu

language of trejiidation and doubt ! At one
time the arm\- was without powder, at another,
lead ; and always food or clothing \\as wanting.
These were daily requisitions, to which no other
answer oftentimes could be given, than that the
public stores were empty. To illustrate the na-
ked state of our magazines, and mental anguish
of our public functionaries at that ci-itical time,

I will give you, very nearly in the ^vords of Mr.
Peters, a revolutionarj- anecdote, which I thought
sulEciently curious to note in writing, on the 9th
of November, 1823—the day that it was told to

me by him.
" I was Commissioner of ^Var," he said, "in

1779. General Wa.«hington wrote to me that

all his powder was wet,.and that he was entirely

without lead or balls ; .so that should the enemy
aitproach him, he must retreat. When I receiv-

ed this letter, I was going to a grand gala at the

Spani.sh ambassador' .s, who lived in Mr. Chew's
fine house iu South Third-street. 'Tlie spacious
gardens w'ere superbly decorated »^th variega-

ted lamps : the edifice itself was a blaze of light

;

the show was splendid ; but mj- feelings were
far from being in harmony with all this brillian-

cy. I met at this party my friend Robert Mor-
ris, who soon discovered the state of my mind.
'You are not your.self to-night, Peters; what's
the matter?' asked Morris. Notwithstanding
my unlimited confidence in that gi-eat patriot, it

was some time before I could prevail upon mj--

self to disclose the cause of my depression ; but
at length I ventured to give him a hint of my
inability to answer the pressing calls of the

Commander-in-chief ' The army is without lead,

and I know not where to get an ounce to supply
it : the General must retreat for want of ammu-
nition.' ' "WeU. let him retreat,' replied the high
and liberal-minded Moms: 'but cheer up: there

are in the Holkar privateer, ju.st amved, ninety
tons of lead, one half of which is mine, and at

your service ; the residue you can get by apply-
ing to Blair MClanaghan. and Holkar, both of
whom are in the house with us.'

I accepted the oflier from Mr. MoiTis, said Mr.
Commissioner Peters, with many thanks, and
addressed myself immedialely to the two gentle-

men who owned the other half for their consent
to sell ; but they had already tnisted a large

amount of clothing to the continental Congj-ess,

and were unwilling to give that body anj^ farther

credit. 1 intbnned Morris of their refusal.
' Tell them,' said he. ' that I will paj' them for

their share.' This settled the bu.siness; the lead

was delivered ; I set three or four huwdred men
to work, wlw manufactured it into cartridge

bullets for Washington's army, to which it gave
complete relief."

The sequel of this anecdote shows that the

supply was entirely accidental. The Holkar
privateer was at Martinico, preparing to return
home, when her Captain, Matthew Lawler, who
is still living, had this lead oflered to him for

ballast. Uncertain, however, whether the mar-
ket would not be overstocked by airivals from
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Europe, he at first rejected it; but after somt*
persua.sion received it on board. Wliat thanks
do we not owe to such men ! Peters, watchful,
diligent, devoted—toils uncea.singly for his coun-
try's good ; MoiTis, generous to prodigality, ven-
tures his all in the holy cause ! Happily for

America, such noble-spirited citizens were nu-
merous in those days. Providence seemed to

have enriched the land with them in every sec-

tion. As they pass from us, it is assuredly due
to their memoiy, to dwell for a moment on the
mighty debt of gratitude we owe them.
Some other passages in the life of the celebrat-

ed subject of this memoir, may appositely be
])laciMl here, as having particular reference to

the post occupied by him during the greater part
of the revolutionary war.
On the 18th of June, 1778, Mr. Peters entered

Philadelphia, at the very time the enemy was
evacuating the place. He %vent there under a
strong escort sent with him by General W^ash-
ington. His object was to .secure clothing and
stores, secreted by our friends, who had remained
in the city ; and to purchase every thing he
could from the dealers. The British rear-guard
was crossing the Delaware, when he arrived.

He .succeeded in fiiltilling the wi.shes of the
American General-in-chief. Arnold took com-
mand of the city a few days after, while Mr. Pe-
ters returned to York in this State, where Con-
gress then held its sei3.sions.

" I left." says Mr. Peters, (in a letter to a
friend,) "fifty thousand dollars to the order of
Arnold, for the payment of the clothing and
stores. The traitor seized those articles, and
never paid for them, but converted the greater
part of the money to his own use : among others,

to buy the countr\--.seat of Mr. M'Pherson, on the
Schuylkill. Colonel Pickering and I detected
him in ordering stores and provisions out of the
public magazines, to fit out privateers of his

own, and for his extravagant family establish-

ment. An attempt to stop this robberj', produ-
ced betv\-ecn me and Arnold an open quarrel.
I did not conceal but wrote to head-quarters
my want of confidence in Arnold. When his
traitorous conduct at West-Point became public,

neither Colonel Pickering nor myself were the
least surprised at it. He was placed in that
command, at the solicitous request of some re-

spectable New-Yorkers, who knew only his
military character, which I always deemed
overrated far beyond its real merit."

Mr. Peters's exertions became peculiarly me-
ritorious and useful, at the time when General
Washington .suddenly changed his intended at-

tack on New-\^ork, to that of Y^orktown in Vir-
ginia. We all know that this movement clo.sed

the wnr. De Gras.se, with his fleet, offered to
cooperate to the south, provided the American
army could be immediately put in motion, to act
in concert with the fleet. His cruise ofl'thc Ches-
apeake, he said, \\-ould be short ; and whatever
the land forces intended to do, mu.st be done
quickly. At this crisis, there were no battering
cannon ready ; no means of transporting the
army, \\hich lay at Mortistown in New-Jersey

;

no money in the national treasury or militarj-

chest. Let the plan of relief be told in Mr. Pe-
ters's own words, as extracted from a letter to
General Han-i.sou, of the date of 12tli of January-,
1818.

"In the journals of Congress of July, 1781,"
says Mr. Peters, " a member of the Board of
VVar was directed to repair to head-quarters,
with Robert Morris, superintendent of finance,
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and consult with tlie Commander-in-cliicf, on the

subjects therein mentioned. The member of the

board was myself.
" To show the prostrate situation of our pecu-

niary concerns, I mention that 1 had not in the

chest of the office, without interfering with the

daily common demands lor contingencies, a suf-

ficient sum for my outfit and personal expenses.

Not toreseeing any extra claims for ca.sualties, I

had not provided out of my own funds against

them. At Trenton, on our way to camp, I lost

a horse. I could have ordered one out of the

quarter-master's stables ; but I avoided the ex-

ample, knowing the low state of that depart-

ment. I was obliged to borrow of Mr. Morris

the money necessary to replace my loss. On
our arrival at head-quarters, we had frequent

conferences with the General. I was soon con-

firmed, in what I had before been convinced of,

that our succe.=s, in the contemplated attack on
New^-York, v/as far worse than doubtful ; and
that was the plan of the campaign, notwith-

standing historical representations to the con-

trary. Among them, I see recently published,
'
a. project oi Comte Rocham beau,' announcing

his having, a long time precedently, formed a

deliberate plan ibr the fortunate achievement
which closed our war. And yet I know that the

change of the plan at first fixed on for the cam-
paign, was .sudden and accidental. All our con-

ferences were predicated on measures solely re-

lating to the intended attack on New-York."
The change of the plan originated with Wa.sli-

ington alone : but let Mr. Peters's o^vn words be
again used: 'One morning at the beat of

reveille, Mr. Morris and myself, who occupied
the same marquee, were roused by a messenger
from head-quarters, and desired ibrthwith to re-

pair thither. "We were surprised at the circum-

stance ; every thing having been the evening
before perfectly tranquil. We were more so on
our meeting the General, who, the moment he
saw me, with expressions of intemperate pas-

sion, (which 1 will not repeat,) handed to me a

letter from the French admiral, who commanded
six or seven ships at Rhode Island :

' Here,' said

the General, ' read this
;
you understand the

French ;'—then turning away :
' so do I now

better than ever.' Mr. Morris and myself stood

silent, and not a little astonished. The letter in-

fonned the General that the writer had received
by an express frigate, an-ived from the fleet of

Comte de Gra.sse, at sea, orders to join that fleet

in the Chesapeake, as the Comte had changed
his destination, on information that the bay of
New-York was dangerous for liis heavy ships

;

and if any thing could be done in the southeni
quarters, cooperation was offered during the few
^^•eeks of his intended stay in those waters, to

avoid the West India humcane season. Secre-
cy vv'as enjoined, and \ve went our way. On
returning to breakfast, we found the General as

composed as if nothing extraordinary had hap-
pened, and measures concocting for the emer-
gency. I had often admired these conquests
over himself. That evening, or I think the next
day, a letter an-ived from the Marquis de Lafiiy-
ette, from Virginia, announcing the arrival of
the French fleet in the Chesapeake. I have
seen it asserted, that this was the first intimation,
and an appfarance of a preconcerted plan -was
given to it at camp. This is another inaccurate
historical fact.

" In the coui-sc of the day, I was asked by the
General : 'well, what can you do for us, under
the present change of circumstances V I an-
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swered, 'plea.se to inform me of the extent of
your want.s.' Being, after some time, so inform-

ed, generally, I replied :
' I can do every thing

with money : nothing without it ; but what can
be transported hence must be relied on.' I
looked impressively on Mr. Morris, who said,
' I understand you ; I must have time to consider
and calculate.'

"

Mr. Morris shortly after told the general that

he had no tangible effects ; but if anticipations

on the credit of his personal engagements would
succeed, he could supply the means for trans-

poi-ting the army from New-Jersey to the Ches-
apeake.

" In a day or two," continues Mr. Peters, " we
left camp, under injunctions of secrecy, (v^'hich

we faithfully observed.) until the general de-

veloped his final objects and measures to Con-
gress.

" On our arrival at Philadelphia, I set to work
mo.st industriously, and masked the object for a
time. By the zeal and extraordinary efforts of
the staif departments, particularly that of ord-

nance and military stores, sixty pieces of batter-

ing cannon, and a greater number of field artil-

lery, wore completely provided and finished in

three or four weeks, and as any portion of the

train \\ as ready, sent oft' on its way to the south-

em enterprise. Not a single gun was mounted
on my arrival at Philadelphia, nor a rauuner or

a sponge, or other attirail, nor any considerable
quantity of fixed ammunition. No European
magazine or arsenal could have done more in

the time, and under like circumstances. Gene-
ral Knox, who aiTived in twelve or fourteen
daj-s, had a great share of the merit of this ef-

fort. Mr. Morris supplied the money or the

credit ; and without derogation from the merit
of the assistance rendered by State authorities, it

may truly be said, that the financial means fur-

nished by liim were the main springs of trans-

portation and supplies for the glorious achieve-

ment which effectually secured our independ-
ence. Ho issued his notes for, I think, one mil-

lion four hundred thousand dollars. They passed
freely, and at the value of specie, and were in

time all redeemed. The Bank of North Amer-
ica, which he founded, with money supplied
from abroad, and by taxing the credit of his par-

ticular friends, and many other good friends to

their country, assisted him most eminently.
We gave our securities to the amount of a great
proportion of its capital stock. My bond was
returned to me only a few days ago ; amount-
ing, as I think, to thirty thousand dollars. Who,
then, knowing these things, can doubt of his

having been among the most prominent saviours

of his country !"

Those v^ere times, as Mr. Peters adds, "when
wants were plenty, and supplies lamentably
scarce." The fearless manner in which property

and personal responsibility were risked, is wor-
thy of all praise. It was the tone of the day ; a

spirit of disinterested love of countiy prevailed,

and a vigilance that no exertions could tire !

In December, 1781, Mr. Peters resigned his

post in the War Office, upon which occasion

Congress—" Resolved, that Mr. Peters's letter of

resignation be entered on the Journal, and that

he be informed that Congress are sensible of his

merit, and convinced of his attachment to the

cause of his country, and i-etum him their thanks
for his long and faithful services in the War De-
partment."

After Mr. Peters left the War Office, he*was
elected a member of Congress, and assisted in



closing much of the business of the war, and of

the welcome peace.

Public services, even in our own day, when
all is peace and plenty, are too often accompa-
nied by pecuniary loss. What, then, must have
been the .^atritice, in the turbulent times to

which I have just alluded! It was, as Mr. Pe-

ters used emphatically to call it, "burning the

candle at botli ends." But the reward was in-

dependence ;—exemption from tlie heretofore

vexatious rule of a government a thousand
leagues off; the liberty to steer the vessel of

state by our own compass :—this was a prize

worth every sacrifice. We know the value of

it ; and we know how to eherisli reverentially

and aftectiouatelj' the memory of those excel-

lent men, who so willingly offered the sacrifice,

and so nobly achieved the prize ! This cannot

be too often repeated.

The war left us in an unsettled state, which
the good sense of the people soon put in order,

by the organization of a new government, under
the present Constitution. The great \Vashing-
ton. our first President, in looking round him for

suitable men to fill the posts in his gift, selected

Mr. Peters for the judge.ship of the District

Court of Pennsylvania. This he accepted, al-

though he was desirous to take up his profes-

sion, and enjoy some respite from public labor.

Since the peace, his fellow-citizens had sent him
to the State Assembly, of one branch of which
he was Speaker, at the very period, I think,

when he was removed to the District Court. It

was a new sacrifice to the public good ; for I

have heard my venerable friend say, that it

comported neither with his wish nor his interest

to throw up his pursuits at the bar, for an office

of such small emolument. He yielded, never-

theless, to the request of the President, and assu-

med the exercise of its duties, which he contin-

ued until his death ; being a period of thirtj-six

years, during which time he was seldom detain-

ed from Court by sickness, and never from any
other cau.se. The admiralty portion of his judi-

cial functions has been greatly simplified and
improved under his care ; and as a jurist in

other matters, his decisions have been applauded
here, and confiri7ied at Washington.
The President who placed him on the bench,

knew him well, and took great delight in his so-

ciety. When a morning of leisure permitted
tiiat great man to drive to Belmont, the birth-

place and countiy residence of Judge Peters, it

was his constant habit .so to do. There, seques-
tered from the world,—the torments and cares
of busine.s.s, Washington would enjoy a viva-

cious, I'ecreative, and wholly unceremonious in-

tercoui'se with the Judge ; walking for hours,

side by side, in the beautiful gai-dens of Bel-

mont, beneath the dark shade of lofty hemlocks,
placed there by his ancestors, nearly a century
ago. In those romantic grounds, there stands a
chestnut tree, reared from a Spanish nut, planted
by the hand of Washington. Large, healthy,

and fruitful, it is cherished at Belmont, as a pre-

cious evidence of the intimacy that subsisted be-

tween those distingui.shed men. The stranger
who visits these umbrageous walks, trimmed
and decorated in the style of the seventeenth
century, pau.ses amid •' clipped hedges of. pj-ra-

mids, obelLsks, and balls," formed by the ever-

green and compact spruce, to contemplate this

thriving tree, and carry back his memory to the
glorious and virtuous cai'eer of him who placed
it there.

The duties of the District Judge, particularly
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when associated with the Judge of the Circuit

Court, became sometimes extremely painful.

Two insurrections—(the only ones that have ta-

ken place since the adoption of the present con-

stitution) occurred in Mr. Pcters"s district. To
aid in tlie suppression of the first, he followed
the army a.s far as Pittsburgh,—the vi'estei'n

limit of his jurisdiction ; and there, with hisusual
promptitude and prudence, very satisfactorily

discharged his official duties. In a lew years
after, he was called on again, to try for treason

another set of rebels from the northern part of

his district. His associate during part of the

time, was the celebrated Samuel Chase, one of

the Justices of the Supreme Court of the United
States. The trial of these deluded insurgents,

and the execution of the two acts of Congress so

well known by the names of Alien and Sedition

laws, gave great notoriety to the Circuit Court
of this district. Its proceedings were nan-owly
watched by the political enemies of the Federal
government, until at length, John Randolph, a
member of the House of Representatives from
Virginia, thought he saw cau.se of impeachment
in the conduct of its Judges. Articles were
agreed upon by the House of Representatives,

and sent up to the Senate, against Samuel
Chase ; and great pains were taken to include
Mr. Peters. Indeed the House inserted his

name at one time; but on proper investigation,

it was withdrawn, under a conviction that no
cause of accusation existed : on the contrary,

when the examination took place, it was found
that his judicial course had uniformly been
marked by prudence, decorum, and moderation.
The violence of the times, the irksomeness of

the Court duties, the vituperative or thankless
voice of the then governing party, might have
discouraged an ordinary mind : or at least have
limited its action strictly to the bxisiness of the

bench. Not so with Judge Peters. Almost at

the very moment, when political .strife was at its

hight, we find him promoting, and chieflj- di-

recting, one of the most beautiful and most use-

ful improvements in the State. I allude to the

permanent means of communication, created in

the year 1803. between the city and the country,

by the erection of the great bridge over the
Schuylkill, at the end of High-.street. It belongs
especially to us who reside on the west side of
that river, to assert the merit of the citizen who
originated, superintended, and completed this

noble work. Many of us recollect the interrup-

tion, the delay itnd the danger of the passage,
twenty-five years ago, now so fully obviated by
the splendid structure placed there at a cost of
three hundred thousand dollars !

Judge Peters, the first President of the com-
pany at whose expense it was built, commenced
his service in this work, with a zeal and courage
which alone could conquer the natural difficulty

of tlie water piers ; and it is proper to notice
here, as illustrative of that gentleman's sagacity
and foresight, that to his perseverance (I had al-

most said niniia<!ement) do we owe the perma-
nency of that bridge ; for, the oompany, discour-

aged by the great expense, had resolved not to

cover it ; and governed by this determination,
left it for two or three years wholly exposed to

the weather ; so that had not Mr. Peters, by con-
stant solicitation, persuaded them to give it its

present defence, its usefulness would have ter-

minated in about twenty years ; udien, decayed
and rotten, it would have fallen into the river.

But with the cover which now protects and or-

naments it, it will last a century or more.



Before Mr. Peters became a Jadge—indeed,

soon after the War closed in 1785

—

he visited

England. Hi.s travels in that conutry and the

adjoining kingdoms under British rule were ex-

tensive. He had in charge, on this occasion, a

commission .somewhat of a public nature, and
which introduced him to the acquaintance of

the Primate and ])rincipal Prelates of the Kng-
li.sh Church. Before the Revolutiou, the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church in this country, of

which Mr. Peters was a member, was governed

by the Bi.shop of Loudon ; but when our i>oliti-

cal connection was dissolved, no Protestant

Chnrch here would consent to be regulated by
a foreign diocesan. Mr. Peters, therefore, was
commissioned to obtain the consent of the Brit-

ish prelates to ordain to the holy office of Bishop

three prices of the American Epi.scopal Clnu-ch,

and thus give to it a canonical succession. An
act of Parliament had already been obtained by
the Bi.shop of London, to enable him to dispense

with such of the usual requisitions as were in-

consistent with the engagements of certain citi-

zens of the United States who had applied to

him for ho/i/ orders ; and, about tlie time the

higher question of succession was agitated, the

same subject v^as brought before the Dani-sh

Government, in consequence of a conversation

between Mr. Adams, our then Minister to Great

Britain, and the Danish Minister to the same
Court, to which a favorable answer was given

;

BO that the Dani.sh Church stood ready, in case

of difficulty, to confer on our Church the neces-

saiy po\\'ei's of Episcopal succession. But it is

believed that this incident had no influence on

the conduct of the British Government or

Church, both of \\hic)i are repre.sented by Mr.

Peters, in a letter from England, dated Marcli

4th. 1786, as favorably disposed ; and subse-

quently confirmed by the courteous and friend-

ly recciition of Eight Rev. and venerable Bish-

op "White, and his colleagues, who found the

Archbi.shops and all the Bishops who were con-

sulted on the business, acting with the utmost
candor and liberality of sentiment ; .so that it is

obvious that the Engli.sh prelates were, from

the first, ready and desirous to convey the suc-

cession to the American Church ; and that the

only condition they made was, that there should

not he such a departure, either in discipline,

worship, or doctrine, as ^vould dcstro}' the iden-

tity of the two Churches in their spiritual char-

acter.*

W"hile we admire the Christian feeling which
characterized the hierarchy of England at that

period, it may not be th.ought inopportune to

te.stify our regret at tlie prejudice which has

grown up since, among clergymen and theolo-

gical ^^riters, when tiiey have occasion to refer

to the American Church. Catching the illiberal

spirit of the lay-jounialists, the conductors of

some of the British periodicals, devoted to

Church matt(!rs, speak of our country in lan-

guage coarse and unbecoming ; and one theolo-

gical journal, of wide circulation, and published
in London, reviews a sermon of the Bishop of

New-York, by denying to him, throughout tlie

review, the prelatic title of Bi.shop—as if too sa-

cred or of too high a dignitj' for a people whom
it purposely treats with disrespect. This critic

sneeringly calls the widely-extended and llour-

i.shing Episcopal Church of the United States,

governed as it is by ten Bishops, and moi'e than

* This statement was furnished, in substance, by a
most respectable Episcopal clergyman

1 470)

fou!- hundred ordained clergymen. ])lantcd over

thousands of miles—.sneeringly calls it, I say,

"«7J obscure Church, on the borders of a wilder-

ness."

Mighty as has been the growth of this empire
—prosperous as have been all its institutions—

a

wilful blindness and inveterate prejudice—I liad

almost said, a propensity to falsehood—seize on
the minds of the writers of England, whenever
they refer to our happy land. ^Vlly are these

taunts so often the theme of their statesmen, as

well as theii- critics 1 Can they be aware of the

injustice they do us?—of the alienation of aflcc-

tiou and kindred feeling which they work here 1

Or, do they grieve and scold because we get

along too fast for th.em V If it be envy that ]jro-

duces this tone of sarcasm and contumely, I

know not when it will cease ; but if it arise from
pride of wealth and numbers, it must soon stop ;

for the day is near at hand v^•hcn an equality of

power in population and riches will place us on
a par. and then the}"may think us fit to be count-

ed "as of the same father's house."*
We now approach, gentlemen, a period in

the life ofour departed President, which brought
us into close intimacy %vith him. It ^^•as a long

period of wide-spread usefulncs.s, in which he
moved almost without a rival. As a practical

farmer, Mr. Peters had, from time to time, com-
municated the results of the experiments made
at Belmont to such of his neighbors as chose to

profit by them ; but he had not written much, if

* Let us hope that this disposition to disparage our

counti-y—and which, truth requires us to admit, is

fully reciprocated—far from corresponding with, is

contrary to the general public sentiment of the two

countiies. Demagogues there will ever be, in all

countries, ready to excite and then pander to nation-

al antipathies. Let us hope that evil disposition does

not prevail, on oxvc side of the water, to a gi-eater ex-

tent or in higher circles than in England. The well-

infomied, the loyal, the patriotic, and the virtuous, on

both sides, sincerely wish for themaintenance ofjus-

tice and of peace, and for the prosperity alike of both

countries. That England looks to us, through a di-

rect ti-ade, for the material of her great branch of na-

tional industry, implies that she is our best customer

;

and, the more she prospers, the more she can buy

—

for the more she vriU consume. If, in some things,

we are rivals in foreign markets, let it be the fair riv-

alry of industry and enterprise. There will yet re-

main points of reciprocal interest-?, enough to main-

tain tlie interchange of good offices, and to beget that

desire, each for the other's growtli and welfare,

which is cherished— let lis hope—even on nobler

gi'ounds than self-interest, by the wise and the good

of both countries.

In some proof of the existence of that feeling in

high quarters, we take leave to submit an extract

from a letter, with which we have ourselves lately

been favored, from a nobleman of the highest rank,

and, at the same time, one of the plainest, most prac-

tical and actively useful farmers in all England :

[Ed. Farm. Lib.

WiSETON, August Olh. 1845.

* * * "Anything which prove.i^a kindly feeling

toward me from" the citizens of the United States, al-

ways gives me great satisfaction—it being impos.sible

that any Englishman can desire more earnestly than

I do that the" friendly relations between ourtwocoun-
iries shall be pennanent."



anvthinp:, upon Asriculturo, bfforc the year
1797. His first publication was then made, and
contained a statement of facts and opinions iu

relation to the use of gjpsum. This pamphlet
circulated \videly, and produced such a change
in husbandry, by introducing tlie culture of clo-

ver and other artificial grasses, as gave, we all

know, a magical increase to the value of farms.

Estates which, until then, were unable to main-
tain stock, for want of winter fodder and sum-
mer pasture, were snddenlj- brought into cul-

ture and made productive. Formerly, on a fann
destitute of natural meadow, no stock could be
supported ; :md even where natural meado%v
existed, the ham-yard was exhausted to keep
up sufficient fertility (in the ab.sence of irriga-

tion) to feed a very few horses and black
cattle.*

Such \vas the situation of our httsbandry for

some years after the Revolution. It is proper
to advert to it, that we may understand the full

extent of. our obligation to the Judge. Iu the
year 1770. he was shown the effects of gj-p.sum

on clover, iu a citj' lot, occupied by Mr. Jacob
Barge, on the commons of Philadelphia.

The secret of its powerful agency came from
Germany, where it was accidentally discovered.
Mr. Peters obtained a .small quautitj-, which he
used successfully, and gradually promoted its

consumption, until, by his example and his pub-
lications, the importation from Nova-Scotia
alone, into the single port of Philadelphia, in-

creased to the enormous amoun?^of fourteen
thonsand tons annually. This was before the
di.scovery of that fossil in the United States.

Inq'.iire in the counties of Chester, Lancaster,

* Next afier the invention of the cotton-gin. by

Whitney, few things have done more to add to the

value of asriculturfil productions 'than the use ofgyp-
sum, or jilaster of Paris ; and, above all other per-

sons, Judge Peters conb-ibuted mo-st to dissipate the

hesitation and doubts that generally stand in the way
of great innovations, such as that was. To believe

that a bushel of sulphate of lime, spread on an acre

of land, would have sudi etfects as were described,

.seemed to promise nothing but ridicule fOr those who
could entertain it ; but its application, at that rate, on

clover sowed on the poorest land, two successive

seasons, enabled the famier to raise from six to eight

barrels of corn, and raised the price of his land ac-

coriiingly.

W'hat has most pei-plexed inquiring minds, even
to this day, has been the fact that, while it acts with

wonderful force on one farm, it is inert on another,

perhaps adjoining. If it improves land by drawing
nourishment for plants from the atmosphere, say

they, why should that not be attracted by any otlier

manure "; and wliy should gypsum not exert that in-

Huence in ojie locality, or on one farm, as well as on
anoUier? The liiuh is that Agricultural Chemistrj-

has not yet done its office on this jjoint, tliough we
doubt not it will ; and our anticipation is that it will

di.acover, in the land upon which it has no influence,

the presence of some chemical agency in the soil

which neuti-alizes and destroys the virtue of the

gypsum.

In the South, it is ascertained, by practice, that its

action is equal on the various leguminous crops, and
as powerful and as generally used on the pea as on
tlie clover crop. fEd. Farm. Lib.

{in,

and others around us, where clover is so benefi-
cially cultivated, liow much is due to that excel-
lent man for the great pains he took to extend
the use of gypsum ? On this subject. I very re-

cently transmitted to the Judge a testimonial of
gratitude from one of the most intelligent per-
sons of Lancaster, who uidie.sitatin;;ly ascribes
to Mr. Peters's book on plaster, and his other
agricultural essays, the merit ofha\nng produced
a good part of the rich cultivation for which that
country is so celebrated. But his rural labors
were not confined to the tilth of the grour.d—to

the mere variety of grasses, or alimental im-
provement of the soil vihicli produced them

—

for v.'c find him zealously employed in mend-
ing, by crosses, the breed of sheep and other
animals. To him was confided the care of the
broad-tail Barbaiy rams, procured at Tunis, by
General Eaton. The Judge plticed them advan-
tageously, and pressed on the farmers, by re-

peated vs'ritteu exhortations, the propriety of
using them.*

In order to appreciate properly the industry
of this gentleman, in treating on husbandly and
matters auxiliaiy to it, we must consult his vo-
luminous communications, published in the Me-
moirs of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society.
Take, for instance, the first volume. There w*e
find him discussing, with his accustomed anima-
tion, and clear and elegant style, the following
topics :

On Hoven Cattle.

On Peach Trees.

On Yellow Water in Horses.
On Gypsum.
On the thickness, cement, and materials of

Walls.
On Orchards.
On Coarse Flour.
On Brown Bread.
On the Force of Habit, as it relates to Escu-

lents.

On new Herbs and Shrubs appearing after

firing \Voods.
On Trench Plowing.
On Hemlock for Live Fences.
Remarks on, and Plan of, a Stercorary.
On Changes of Timber and Plants.

On Races of Animals Extinct.

These numerous articles, .so various in their
character, are, as I have said, contained in the
first volume, and are all copiously and ably treat-

ed by him. The succeeding volumes are no less
rich in original essays on the science and art of
Agriculture, from tlie same prolific pen. Per-
haps it is not estimating the qvantity of his la-

bor too high, if we place it at one-fourth of each
volume ; the qnaUty of these productions must
be valued according to their wide circulation
and great popularity.

This distinguished citizen, always vigilant in
promoting objects of public utility, founded our
Societj-, and presided over it from the day of its

creation until his deadi. You, gentlemen, will,

one and all, I confidently assert, most readily
and most gratefidly bear witness to his constant
solicitude for the advancement of the objects of

* For a history of these sheep, see letter from Judge
Peters to J. S. Skinner, then Editor of the American
Fai-mer, Baltimore—dated August 14th, 1822—which
letter will be found next after this memoir.

Beside the wi-itinga referred to by Judge Breck,

the volumes of the American Farmer contain others

of great interest. \Ed. Farm. Lib.
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our association. Ho\v often has he pressed us
to attend to them ! His superior sagacity could
discover a usefulucss in labors which w-e had
not before thought important. When, at lengtli,

we yielded to hiswi.she.s, and conseuled to regis-

ter the occurrences on our farms, how much in-

formation was elicited ! The improvement de-

rived from this mutual examination was ac-

knowledged by us all. It is much to be regret-

ted that these business-like meetings have, of

late, been fe^v and far between. But such as

they were, and transient as they no\v are, I dare
refer to the records for proof of their solid vv'orth.

What though they have been followed by occa-

sional listlessness, indifference, or non-attend-

ance, that baffled the later efforts of our good
President—may we not remember that our
early zeal, though short-lived, was salutary !

—

Can we not revive it ? Let us try, if it be only
to show our love for the man who first inspired

it. Our opinions on rural matters—our know-
ledge of agricultural facts, then so freely com-
municated, stand on record ; w^e then possessed
the attributes, as well as the name, of an Agri-
cultural Society. Those communications evin-

ced, by their variety, their practical meaning,
their good sense, and, not unfrequently, their

novelty, the rich fund of information among us
in the concerns of husbandry, and show how
profitably it may be again employed. ^V"e have
but to will it, in order to restore it to its former
nsefulne.ss.

Having endeavored to portray Mr. Peters as

a patriot, a iegiislator, a jurist, and a farmer, it

remains to spcals. of him as a man in social life.

Uncoremoniwus, communicative, friendly—v/e

who have so often shared in the delight of his

imecjualed companionship, under this roof, and
at the festive board, v?hen, at our annual din-

ners, he gradually rose, in hilarity and noisy
mirth, with the wine-driaker.s, bj' drinkincr him-
self, as he would playfully say, like a fi.sli—ac-

companying our libations of Madeira with
draughts of water—we can testify to his won-
derful flow of vi-it, joviality, and laughter-in.spi-

ring spirit It was on those occasions that, for

a long evening, " he talked with fluency mere
pun," mere joke and frolic. He needed no ar-

tificiid aid, where Nature had been so liberal

;

and, with his sobletof iratcr by his side, he kept
pace in merriment \vith tlie company he was
exhilarating ; and this, too, when an octogena-
riau ! Indeed, it was only with the lamp of life

tliat this love of jest became extinct. Yet, so

well-timed, in such good taste, was all this gay-
ety, that no want of dignity or decorum uas
ever known. It was a spontaneous effusion, so

natural and so pleasing that it made you love

the man you already respected.

As a husband—a parent—a neighbor—a sin-

cere Christian—there was, in reference to .fudge

Peters, but one voice. Every one united in

praising his domestic and religious virtues.

Here I conclude, with many thanks for your
indulgence, and the hope that a life so usefully

spent wiU be contemplated by us. as eminently
worthy of imitation—if not in all its varieties, at

least in such portions as we may be able to copy.

TUNISIAN SHEEP.

We have great pleasure in recording the fol-

lowing authentic history of an importation of

Tunisian Sheep, and we'particularly desire that

our correspondents would furui-sh us with ac-

counts, as detailed, respecting every importation

of Live Stock, which has come within their

knowledge ; and especially, when tlie facts so

conclusively demonstrate the tendency of agri-

cultural pursuits and subjects to inspire all who
embark therein with a liberality of feelins- and
design, which, so far from admitting the idea of

venal rivalry or sordid monopoly, bid every one
generou.sly welcome to the fair enjoyment of

new SQUixes of profit. [Ed. Am. Far.

Belmont, Aiisrust 14, 1822.

Dear Sir : In your paper of the 2d instant,

I see queries respectingtheTuNisBROAD-TAiL-
ED Sheep. " How many ive.re received ! and
were any sent info other States I

"

I have given a full accotmt of these sheep in

the 2d volume ofthe Philadelphia Agricultural
Memoirs. My opinions continue unaltered

;

and I had supposed the subject to have been ex-
hausted. I have no de.sire to revive it, farther

than to answer your queries as fullj" as histori-

cal facts require ; and that with no per.sonal ob-

jects. I do not relate the circumstances to bla- I

zon my ovi-n 'exertions ; but. under a persua.sion

that a useful moral may be drawn from them,
I am the only person acquainted with the whole i

subject, to which I do not mean to give more i

importance than vour inquiries seem to elicit.
I

(472)

Col. Pickering, with his accustomed candor, has
published, in Pouhon's paper of the 4th or .5th

of July la.st, what he thought proper as to him-
self The paragi-aph has not his signature ; but
be informed me of his having w^ritten it ; and I

mention it, for reasons operating with me.
1 understood, from Gen. Eaton, and so did

Col. Pickering, that eight or ten sheep were
shipped ; but only a pair arrived. Being far

preferable to the coast sheep, they \\-ere pro-
cured by Gen. Eofon, (as he informed me) off

the Dey's farm in the interior of the country, by
the Dey's permission, as a compliment to Uie
United States. It was therefore proper that they
should pass under the direction of the Secretary
of State. They arrived in the Delon-are, in a
public ship, and of course were placed by Col.

Pickering in the neighborliood of the port of ar-

rival. It would have been out of character with
him, (only one pair having anived) to have sent

them uito any other State ; nor would he have
so done, in whatever way he might have re-

ceived them. I was infoi-med that the rest of

the shipment perished at sea. Capt. Geddes, to

whose care they were committed, had a charac-

ter too respectable to permit any suppo.'^ition

that he was either negligent or selfish
; yet Gen.

Ealon expressed much dissatisfaction and clta-

grin.

The bui-tbensome, though not regretted, de-

posit was put into my hands by Col. Pickering.
Con.sidering myself as a kind of trustee, and al-

ways desirous of spreading through our country
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the benefits of snch acquisitions, I refused ofTers

of emolument, tliougli no terms forbidding' per-

sonal protit, were made. I gratuitously disjiers-

ed the breed, not only in Pennsylvania, but into

the neighboring States ; at no small trouble and
expense to mjself. Several victualers, finding

the superiority of the mutton over that of all

other sheep, both in quality and price, made up
a purse, and offered any sum I ehose to iix for

the Ram. I refused the proffer ; and after his

covering, during several seasons, great numbers
of ewes sent to my farm, and there pastured and
served without charge, he was convej'ed to my
late friend, Gen. Hand's farm, near Lancaster,

>vhere he svas killed by dogs, after propagating
the breed extensively. The ewe met the like

fate on my farm ; having yeaned a healthy Iamb
at sixteen years of age.

Chancellor Livinc^ston's sale of two Merino
sheep for Si3000, gave impetus to the ardor which
had begun to operate in favor of that breed. Had
he given them away, the eftect would have been
far otherNvise, on the minds of both farmers and
speculators. Voilales hommes .' Fancy paints

profits in proportion to price paid. Small gains

are counted on gifts, or cheap purchases.

Discovering the impolicy of continuing (how-

ever beneficial my distributions may, at first,

have been.) gratuitously to be.stow lamb.s. and
of my other modes of dispersing the breed with-

out charge ; I encouraged my neighbor, Thom-
as Bones, in raising fine Broad-tailed Sheep
from my stock, for sale on his own aJfcount. He
did groat justice to my confidence in him, and
sold considerable numbers ; many whereof, at

their request, I selected for the purchasers.

—

Many were sent to SoiUh Carolina, as I men-
tion in our volume. The credit of, and de^naad

for the sheep, were really enhanced by the prices

paid for them ; though tho.se prices were mod-
erate indeed, compai-ed with those of Merinoes,

which overwhehiied the Tunisians, in public

opinion, during the Merino-fever.

Countrj' people do not value an article given
away, presuming that it is held by tlie donor in

small estimation ; and in this they are not .sin-

gular. The usual short-sighted practice among
farmers, of selling to victuallers, or in the mar-

ket, the best lambs and sheep, and keeping only
tho.^e unsaleable, deteriorated the breed most
lamentably. My tenants, who had the charge
of my flock, had their share in this culpable pro-
pensity. Several butchers posted breeders from
my stock in Jersey and Delaware. The proge-
ny were slaughtered ibr the mai-ket. This also

diminished the multiplication of the breed. Yet
I was surprised by the iuformatien I frequently

received, at the numbers produced from an oi-ig-

inal pair, even under circumstances not always
encouraging.

I know of no other importation of Barbary
sheep, contemporaneous with the subjects of this

account. Long after the arrival of the pairmen-
tioricd, I was informed that Capt. Baron had
brought some hroad-tailcd coast sheep into Vir-

ginia. But from the accounts of them I had
heard, they ^vere inferior to the Mountain sheep
of Tunis ; and so are all other African sheep
which have fallen under my notice. The sheep
of the Eastern countries, Asia and Africa, are
generally, (with some exceptions) broadtailed.

Many j-ears ago I saw in England, in the

King's flock at Richmond, several of the Lati-
caiidtc. Some of them with cumbrou.s trailing

tails, borne on little wheel carriages, dragged
after them. None of them, in appearance, equal
to the Tunis Mountain sheep. In my old, learn-

ed, and valuable work,— Scheuchzer's Physicn
sacra—there are plates, admirably executed, of
victims ibr the Jewish altars. Among them,
trailing broadtails similar to those I saw at Rich-
mond. So that there are many varieties of the

Lalicandw ; and the success of breeders en-

tirely depends on the selection of the valuably
kinds.

The name, (as you seem to require it,) I gave
to the Ram, was Cararnr.Ui, that of the ewe, Se-

lima. They will, perhaps, become memorable
as the first emigrants to our country, from this

branch of the extensive family of the Laficanda:
Not knowing exactly the object of your quer-

ies, I may have enlarged unnecessarily. But
you may gather what you deem satisfactory for

any purpose you contemplate. Yours ti'uly,

RICHARD PETERS.
John S. Skinner, Esq.

THE COTTON PLANT.... ITS HISTORY AND USES.

{Continued from page 181.)

On its introduction into Georgia, the cultiva-

tion of long cotton was confined to the warm
high lands of the Sea-Islands : these portions of

the plantation are still everj-where preferred,

and ahnost invariably return the largest yield,

though their exhausted condition would seem to

invite the more general tillage of the lower
grounds. A few seed were either deposited in

.-small hills,* about five feet apart, each way, or

in holes made in the level land, separated at that

distance. The spaces between the hills or holes

were kept clean by the hand or hoe—the plow
then, as now, was but little used. From the veiy
limited number of plants that tliis plan insured,

' The holes made in the ridges to receive the seed
are still sti-angely called " hills" by almost every
planter.

(-173)

it is manifest that, in despite of the natural fer-

tility cf the soil, the harvest must have been
meagre. Except in isolated instances, it rarely
equaled 100 lbs. to the acre, which, at four acres
per hand, gave but four hvindred pounds to tlie

hand. In 1794, a Bahama planter, who was
traveling for his health, arrived in Georgia : he
advised the growers to sow their cotton much
thicker. This advice was uidieeded by all, ex-
cept Thomas Spalding of Sapelo I.sland. then a
young man, and who has since largely contrib-
uted by precept an'd example to further the ag-
ricultural interests of his native State. He adopt-
ed in full the W^est India mode of drilling his
.seed along the ridge, and. by leaving the plants
about six inches apart, he realized from a field

of sixty acres, favored by a propitious sea.son,

the remarkable product of 340 lbs. of clean white
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cotton to tlic acre. His success, with the pre-

vious adoption of the ridge-husbandry of Tull,

iutroducod into Georgia, it is believed, by Hain-

ilton Covvpcr and James Spalding, of St. Simon's
Island, annulled the doubts of the wavering, and
soon rapidly extended tlio culture of this valu-

able crop. In one year the revolution was ac-

complished, and from that time to the pre.sent,

the distance of the plants asunder is regulated

by the natural or artificial strength of the land

—

varying from eight to twenty-four inches, while

the ridges, though separated in some of the Par-

ishes four feet, and. in particular locations, six

feet, are in general five feet apart. These, un-

like the old usage, have for many j-ears been
made and preserved of an oval form, and large

and high ; first, the more efTectuuUy to subdue
the grass, and to retard its early germination

;

secondly, to prevent the exposure of the lateral

roots and fibres during the washing rains of sum-
mer ; and thirdly, to keep the field as dry as

possible ; no plant probably requiring less mois-

ture, particularly at the fiiiit-bearing season, than

cotton. Although they increase the fi-iability of

the soil, which is a serious objection on very
light lands, yet, the advantages just enumerated,
the recent practice of leveling the ground, and
the results of experiments, showing the decided
superiority of large over small ridges, in very
wet or dry weather, have constituted the former
an almost universal expedient, at least in the

lower Parishes. In relation to the early prac-

tice of depositing in the holes only three or four

seeds, a practice common in Spain in the 12th

century, experience has shown the wisdom of

using a much larger quantity. Cotton is liable

to so many casualties when young, particularly

in the vicinity of the ocean, where the annual

injui-y from winds is greater than is usually ap-

prehended, that, c.Kcept by the growers of the

best descriptions of tliat article, from a halfbushel

to a bushel of seed to the acre is commonly sown.
The excitement concerning superfine cottons,

and the ambition of the planter to excel his

neighbor in price, induce annual selections to be
made ; but as this task devolves on the propri-

etor, and can be done only in a limited way, a

parsimonious use of the seed is the necessary
result : hence, less than one quart to tlie acre is

occasionally put into the ground.

The method of cultivation was very various,

and without method, until about the year IS02

when it assumed a regular form in this State and
Georgia. Then the crop was worked four times

—the latest hoeing being fi-om the middle to the

last of July. The hoeings now are more fre-

quent, from five to seven being usually given,

and are begim earlier and finished sooner. The
point appears to be conceded, that, when the

plant puts out fruit freely, which may be ex-

pected early in July, out-door labor should cease,

especially if the season be wet.
It has been already remarked, that the plow

was practically unknov\-n to the first growers of

long-staple cotton. This is still true, although

a half century has elapsed. The ridge-systera;

the levelness of the ground, requiring therefore

numerous drains ; the small quantity of land,

from 3 1 to 4 acres, cultivated to the hand,*

which, from its lightness, is so easily and so

much belter attended with the hoe ; and the

impossibifity of gathering the cotton as rapidly

as the field may demand, if, with plows, the

* A larger auaiitity per hand could not perhaps be
manured.

tillage embraced a larger number of acres

—

all seem to render the aid of this great agricultu-

ral implement utterly u.seless in the oiltiire of
tlie crop. In the breaking up of the soil, how-
ever, and, as an assistant, in forming the ridge,

the plow is universally employed, except on the

Sea-Islands, where only, by a few planters, is

its value, in the latter operation, fully acknow-
ledged.

The task in listing was formerly half an acre
;

in ridging, three-eighths of an acre ; and in hoe-
ing, half an acre. The present tasks are less,

except in hoeing, which is the .same. The beds
are still changed as often as the same field is

tilled. In Georgia, the attempt to make them
so far permanent in low grounds as to continue
for six or eight years, has in a few instances

been successfully tried.* There is scarcely a

doubt, from their depth of mould, and extreme
richness in vegetable ingredients, that the ex-

periment would succeed in the marsh-lands of

South Carolina. The application of this plan to

poor soils is forbidden by the necessity of fur-

nishing them annually with fertilizing matter,

which should be thoroughly incorporated with
the earth.

Encouraged by the anticipated results of ex-
perience, if not in every instance by the actual

product of their fields, our fathers continued to

cultivate the grounds which their sagacity first

selected for the new crop. After several years

of exhausting tillage, a radical change in their

plan of operations, it was apparent, must soon

take place. Unaccustomed to imbibe informa-

tion from books concerning their vocation, the

plain alternative of resorting to virgin soils was
adopted. This, with regret and mortification be
it said, is still the popular expedient, except
where necessity, that kind and blessed encoura-

ger of the arts, forces the reluctant to another,

and, as experience testifies, for more profitable

scheme. The land which could be the most
readily prepared, was invariably chosen—the

best, requiring a large expenditure of labor, ne-

glected. Only recently have the swamps of

some of the Parishes, and the inniiense tracts

which lie along the line where the salt and fresh

waters meet, airested the notice of the cotton

grower. These alone are capable of jielding

an amount of cotton wool equal to the yearly ex-

ports of tl-.e State. Whether the enterprise of

the agriculturists is adequate to the task of

draining and embanking them, the future will

develop. To those who have been engaged in

this patriotic work, the encouragement for farther

trials, on a more extended scale, is great, if not

decisive.

Notwithstanding the woods every where, and

the marshes, furnished an abundant .store of suit-

able aliment, still, in his early eflbrts. the indus-

try of the grower did not extend beyond the

narrow limits of manuring his root potato field,

comprehending the one-fourth of an acre to each

laborer. There were no instruments to mow the

salt grass, rakes for collecting leaves, nor carts es-

pecially desi.gned to convey the vegetable oiTal

to the cattle-pen. On Edisto Island, where the

system of tillage is admitted to be good, and

where probably as much enriching matter is dis-

' " Twenty years ago," says Mr. Spaliling, in a re-

cent letter to the writer, "upon purchasing some
river-land opposite to Savannah I adopted permanent

ridges, plaiUmg a row of coni and a row of cotton, al-

ternately : these ridgee had stood nine years, when
my e<jn "sold the plantation, giving, as I think, tlie best

conon and the best com crops in Chatham county.'
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iributcd over the land as in any other part of the

United States, tliere was, in lt^-2-2. not one plow
or scythe—the largest plantations had not more
than two or three carts, arid tlic utility of oxen,

in prantice, was absolutely unknown. Now, a

cart and mule, or a yoke of oxen, to every six

workers, is common ; labor-saving machines
abound; and every acre of cotton, and generally

of provisions, is provided with, what at least is

sujiposcd to be. aproper quantity of appropriate

pabulum. This salutary reformation in the hus-

bandry of this small section of the State, was
efl'ectod mainly by the establishment of an Agri-

cultural Society in the year just alluded to. All

that has been said in reference to Edisto, is ap-

plicable to most of the Sea-lsland.s, and, in a

more limited sense, to a majority of the Parishes.

The first person in South Carolina who di-

rected the planters' attention to the subject of

manures, was Col. Thomas Shubrick. In a se-

ries of essays, published about the .year 1800, he
recommended the drifted wreck that is thrown
up by the tides. From its use, perhaps improp-
erly employed, no essential benefit was deriv-

ed, but it accomplished the object of creating re-

flection and a free interchange of views among
those who were most likely to lend their aid in

furihering the design of this patriotic citizen.

From that time, ephemeral communications on
the proper food of plants, and its kindred ques-

tions, occasionally met the public eye. How-
ever liberal were the contributions of the Ag-
ricultural Society of South Carolina te^iis branch
of agricultiu'al improvement, it is certain that

the almost simultaneous movement made by a

large portion of our planting interest, concern-

ing tiio renovation of land by animal and vege-
table matter, is unquestionably to be ascribed to

the writings of " Arator " by John Taylor of

Virginia. The letters over that signature origi-

nally appeared in a newspaper. In pamphlet
form they were circulated in this State in 1808.

The number of subjects discu.ssed ; the impor-
tant facts developed ; the well-digested reason-

ing in support of the practices recommended for

adoption ; added to the high and intelligent

source ^vhence the essaj-s originated—all con-

c«n-ed to render " Arator" an instructive and
popular treatise. The advice of the writer on
.several points \vas not only promptly followed,

but to tills day many of his propositions are con-
sidered agrictiltural axioms. In relation to this

State, it was not until about 182.'J that manuring
may be said lo have been systematized. By the

force of circumstances, the sea-board set the ex-
ample,* which though strongly urged by the

slender returns of their fields, is still apparently
unheeded by many of the Parishes and districts.

Of all the fertilizing materials for the black
seed cotton, marsh mud is held in the highest

estimation; not for the reason of its abiaidance
and contiguity to plantations, but because if the

proper kinds t be judiciously u.sed, it is the most
proKtable and certain in its results. It contains

more nutritive and other valuable properties

than any other natural compound,! and is .spec-

ially adapted to light sandy soils.

Salt mud, as a garden manure, was employed
in South Carolina in 1801. Judge William John-

' In ISCJ. neaiiy all the materials now used as ma-
nure, were then tmiiloyedon the Sea-lElands, though
in a very limited way.

t That on which the tall marsh glows is greatly to

be prefeiTed to all other kinds.

t See Note C. iu the Appendix for the analysis of K.

son states, that in that year he commenced his

experiments with it, and after repeated trials,

arrived at the conclusion that it was a great me-
liorating agent.* It is said, that as far back as
1797, the late Gen. Vanderhorst was practically

acquainted with its value.t The merit of its

discovery, however, as a fertilizer for cotton
lands, .seems to be.due to the late James King
of St. Paul's Parish, By him it was freely used
before the late war with Great Britain, t

Until within a few months, the agriculturist

of South Carolina was ignorant practically, and
it might be added theoreticallj-, of the efficacy

of calcareous manures. It is true that lime as an
improver of the soil has been long known to a
few of our cotton planters. In 1800, and again
in 1803, it was used by Kinsey Burden, then of
St. Paul's Parish. Though his efforts with a
new enriching ingredient were attended with
the most signal success, it does not appear that
the same gentleman ever afterwards resorted to

it. A new era fortunately has commenced, and
before another year has passed, lime and marl^
will be the most common, and the most exten-
sively employed, of all the natural means for re-

suscitating exhausted lands. To Edmund Euf-
fin of Virginia, late editor of the Farmer's Reg-
ister, and now by the authority of the Legisla-
ture Agricultural Surveyor of South Carolina,

||

all the benefit which shall accrue to individuals
and the community by their application will have
to be ascribed. His discoveries show, that marl
exists in inexhaustible quantities throughout the
lower country, and that calcareous matter in

some form is widely distributed over the State.

Without an acquaintance with the component
parts of soils, and our great staple crop, the ap-
propriate pabulum to the one for the support of
the other, it is manifest, cannot understandingly
be applied. The first eftbrt in this State, ema-
nating from a public bod}-, to obtain light on one
of these interesting topics, was made by the Ag-
ricultural Society of St. John's Colleton.

^^ We had intended to conclude this article in

this number, but owing to the length of other articles

that demand immediate publication by us, we aie

compelled to postpone a portion of it until our next

number. [Ed. Farm. Lib.

*SouthciTi Agiiculturist, vol. ii. p. 48.3.

ilbid, p. 547.
~

Jlbid. p. 399.

^The antiquity and advantages of marling may be
gathered from the following passage, which occurs in
Fitzhcrbeit's treatise entitled .^tirvrying, tirst prinled
in 1539. Speaking of the improvement of bushy and
mossy gi'ound, he says : And if there be any marie
pyttes that have been made of old time within the
said close, than when the landes begyn to weare, if

he have not sufficient of such bu.?liy and mossy
grounde to breake up and sowe, than there would be
newe marie {)yttcs made, and the landes new marled,
the which is moche belter than outhcr donge. mock
or lyme, for it will last twenty yeres togfMht'r, if it be
welie done, and shall be the better while it is land.
And I marvayle gieatly, that in the common felde,

where of old tynte liath been made many great marie
pyttes, the which hath done niochc good to the
landee, that nowe a dayes no man doth occujjye them
ne make none other, and they nede not to doute, but
there is marie now as well as was then.

||Mr. Ruflin was appointed Agricultural Survej'or
with a salary of $-J,000, at the December Ses.«ion,
184-2. To R."\V. Ro])er, of Charleston, Chairman of
the Committee to whom the question of an agricul-
tural sur\'ey of the State was referred, the success of
the mtasui-e is mainly to be ascribed.

[To be continued in next number.]



NATIONAL INSTITUTE.

LETTEUl FROM DR. JOSEPH JOHNSON, OF CHARLESTON, (S. C.1 ON THE SILK PLANT, &c.

Washington, (D.C.) Oct. 4th, 1845.

Francis Markoe, Jr. Esq.

Cor. Secy of the National Institute, Washington :

Dear Sir—I read with much pleasure, in Mr.

Skinner's July number of the Agricultural Jour-

nal, a Letter from D. Smith McCauley to you,

from the Consulate at Tripoli, relative to the

Vegetable Silk cultivated in that country; of

which he also sent the seed and a drawing of

the plant. I have now the pleasure of present-

ing a specimen of the plant, with its flower.s and

fruit, produced by cultivation on the Agricultu-

ral Farm near Charleston, S. C.

In March, 1844, I received a letter from Rev.

J. B. Adger, Missionary in Smyrna, Asia Minor.

from the Presbyterian Church in the U. States
;

and with it were various seeds, which I distrib-

uted among gentlemen mo-st likely to take an

interest in their propagation. Among them

were the seeds of this plant, marked " Asclepi-

as :" but, if I remember rightly, not designating

the species. No mention was made of its uses

or value. Some of the seeds I placed in the

hands of Mr. Joseph O'Hear, Superintendent of

the Agricultural Farm, and requested his care

and attention to them. When your letter ap-

peared in print, Mr. O'Hear not only had the

plant itself in flower, but on it were some co-

coons, or seed-pods, perfectly matured. He
called on me with them, and said that tlie plant

did not flower the year before, but that the stem

and root had survived the winter, in an open

exposure, and commenced bearing early in the

summer; that he had lost the paper with its

name, and could not have identified it but for

the excellent drawing of the plant in Skinner's

Journal. The paper with the name had been

staked in the row, when he sowed the seed, to

de.'iignate it, and was lost in the exposure to the

weather. He told me, also, that eight or ten

additional stems had sprung up from the roots,

most of which had matured their fruit, or pod.s.

When I saw the plants, the season was late and

the flowering over ; but I obtained a few flow-

ers, with the other important parts of the plant,

which I now enclose for the examination of

yourself and friends.

When first matured and ficsh, these follicles,

or pods, resembled the cocoons of silk-\vorms

as much as a vegetable substance may be ex-

pected to re-semblo an animal production. The

plants being too much crovi ded, Mr. O'Hear in-

tends transplanting the stems, and placing them
about eight feet apart ; the seeds he will distrib-

ute among the members of the Agricultural So-

ciety.

1 have no doubt that the plant has been de-

scribed and named by European botanists, but

I have not met with any satisfactory description

of it. It certainly is not among the numerous

species found in the United States. As it may
interest others, I give the best botanical descrip-

tion that 1 could obtain ; which, conjoined with

Mr. Skinner's plate, will give a pretty correct

idea of the plant. It is a species of Swallow-

wort, one of which is well known as the Trin-

ket plant. In " Turlon's Linnajus," it is classed

Pentandria Digyitia ; and, we think, comes
nearest to his Asclepias Lunaria of any other.

The stem is simple, round, naked, and about 5

feet high. The leaves linear, channeled, in

pairs, and crowded near the top. The flowers

in small umbels, a.xillary, on long peduncles,

yellow, nodding, petals very small, the horn not

above the crown. The follicles ovate, a little

pointed, ventose, thin, white, and spinous. The
seeds numerous, black, oblong, and enveloped

in a white silky wool, somewhat stronger iu its

fibre than the shining flo-ss of other species.

^Ir. Adger also sent us the seeds of a most de-

lightful species of muskmelon, called the Cassa-

ba melon, from a district in which it is chiefly

cultivated and sent to the Smj'rna market.

—

Cassaba is at the western extrcmitj- of Asia

Minor, about midw ay between Constantinople

and Smyrna, not far from the site of Ancient

Troy. I have seen tliese melons highly com-

mended by English touri.=its of taste, thereby

confirming Mr. Adger's preference ; in Charles-

ton they were decidedly preferred in flavor to

all others. The melons, from which the seeds

were taken which I no\\' send you, were the

produce of Dr. Thomas Legare's plantation, on

James's Island, near Charleston, and carefully

cultivated by him. They succeed best on a good

garden mould, damp but not wet, and contain-

ing a little lime. They .should not be located

near other melons, gourds, cucumbers, &c.

—

which may impair the flavor, aud vitiate the

seed for a future crop.

I tein.nin, very respectfully,

Vour obcdinit servant,

JOS. JOHNSON.



SOME THOUHTS ON TRANSPLANTING TREES.

There are few operations in American Hus-

bandrj', in which so much want of reflection,

not to say gross and vsilful neglect, is displayed,

as in the transplantation of frees—whether for

fruit or for ornament. It must, however, he ad-

mitted, that in this as in all other branches of ru-

ral industry, much improvement has taken

place within a quarter of a century, since agri-

culturists commenced to read and to reason on

the principles that are mvolved and brought in-

to action in the practice of every branch of their

business, as well as in the business of ship-build-

ing, or navigation, or of manufacturing iron or

leather. The former practice was (to what a

lamentable extent it still continues !) to dig a

hole for a young and tender tree, as for a gate-

post, just large enough to jam it down, often

times doubling up the roots, throwyback the

dirt to fill up the hole, ramming it with a small

rammer, or the handle of the spade, or the eye of

a hoe, and there leave this tender creature, with-

out more care or attention, to take care of itself.

Let every reader ask himself whether there is

much, if any, exaggeration in this .statement of

the general management of young orchards

within his remembrance ! Is it any ^vonde^,

therefore, that disappointment and mortification

should ensue—any w'onder that if the tree lives

at all, its growth should be stunned, its existence

sickly and mifruitful, and its death premature ?

Why, docs any man believe that it ever was
intended that such management, if it be not an

abuse of terms to call it management, should be

crowned %vith success ? We might as well

suppose that it was ordained that man should

lie on liis back and have nothing to do but to

open his mouth, and the manna of Heaven

which " suits everj^ man's palate," would drop

into his lazy throat ! No, no ! man was com-

manded, not only to replenish the earth, but to

" subdue " it.
—" In the sweat of thy face shalt

thou eat bread," and for our part we have some

difficulty in understanding in what sense the

necessity for labor should be deemed a curse.

" I have already enjoyed too much
;
give me

Bomelhing to dcsin',"' said the Prince of Abj-ssi-

nia, on being asked if he wanted nothing, how
he could be unhappy ?

In transplanting a tree, instead of restricting

our thoughts merely to its present existence and

vyants, it is proper that we should consider

what is necessary to its growth and prosperity,

and remember, that it will require nursing
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and care, such as we would bestow on a

young colt—food to sustain life and promote

growth, and scrubbing and vermifugent medi-

cines to save it from the ravages of para-sitic

moss, and the internal and external attacks of

worms and other insects ; and he who is not

prepared to provide the food, and to bestow the

care here prescribed, to feed and defend it at

the root, and to drive off its more open enemiei?,

had better sit down in his sleepy arm-chair, hug
indolence to his bosom, and be content to sub-

mit to the privations and disgrace that are the just

portion of men too ignorant, or too lazj', to per-

form the duties that belong to their employment
and condition in life.

Let hira \\ho transplants a tree (and the man-
agement of a single one will apply to a whole
orchard) ask himself how and where it is to get
the elements of its growth ? Is it from the air ?

No ! for in that ca.se there would be some chance
for its living, when planted in the way we have
described ; but the support is to come through
the roots from the ground. Is it not, then, ob-
vious that we should take care of two things ?

1st. That the grolmd contains the suitable food,

and

2d. That it be pulverized and made easily

accessible to the roots, as far as they would be
inclined to go, and that inclination bears a cer-

tain proportion to the greatest size that the tree

would attain under the mo.st favorable circum-

stances. Suppose the young tree to be planted, as

used to happen, and still does in many cases, in

a .small hole, in hard, poor land, and then re-

verse all these conditiojis, as much as po,ssible,

and the ^^ork will be done in the way that com-
mon sense will teach every njan it should be
done

; and that a regard for his own jirofit and
reputation will lead him to do. In other words,
let the whole orchard, if it be an orchard, be
well manured, then let the whole feld, not a
particular round or square hole just sufficient to

admit the roots, but the whole field, be deep-

ly plowed, (if trench-plowed, so much the bet-

ter.) and well pulverized, and so far, and not

short of that, the Farmer will have, vp to that

point, done his duty. If the hole be made
much smaller than the space which would be
ultimately penetrated by the roots, provided
they had their way, in well-manured ground,

when the roots have extended to the circum-

ferent limits of the hole dug for its reception,

then will its growth receive a sudden check.



just as would the growth of a fat colt if sudden-

ly put on short allowance, or a calf which had

sucked from the wliolo udder, when restricted

to one teat ; and the farmer, good, easy man,

wonders how his orchard should stop growing !

Starvation generates disease, just as vermin are

bred in the filth and rags of the lazar. So arhor-

ical poverty and sickness will contract moss

which at once consumes the substance of the

tree, and offers a ready shelter for the thou-

sands of insects on the lookout for exactly such

places to deposit their eggs, the young of which,

when hatched, again find theiruatural food in the

fruit. A ti-ee, like everj-thing else m nature,

when it comes into existence, should be .suppli-

ed with food and kepi groicing, if j'ou wish it

to attain its full natural growth and fruitfulness.

The truth of this is illustrated in a thousand

ways, for Nature is prodigal in her otfers of m-

etruction, if man, whose natural and sluggish

tendency is to repo.se, would only keep his

eyes open. What science does she not illus-

trate ? For one instance, suppose a stalk of

com, under favorable circumstances, to reach

great size, and to have ears that commence
with a large number of rows, promising a pro-

digious yield
;

yet if there comes a severe

drouth, the ground bakes, the roots are check-

ed, and the air and the eai'th both become dry,

and you will find that the ear of com which had

started with, we will sa}% 12 rows will contract

to ten, and if these distressing circumstances of

earth and atmosphere continue, finding that it

cannot carry out its second undertaking, it will

contract the number of rows again to eight

;

but, strange to say, it will always preserve an

even number. All this we remember to have

seen exemplified in corn exhibited at Wilming-

ton, Delaware. Some have contended for proof

of i/itelligcnce or volition m the roots of a plant

from its selecting food adapted to its growth,

and the rejection of that which would be dele-

terious. This alteration more than once of the

design of the com, to produce a certain number

of rows, and its invariable adherence, under all

circumstances, to an even number, looks yet

more like volition or instinct. But let us admire

the mysteries that v^e cannot penetrate and ex-

plain. Providence never designed thatwe should

know everything at once, but wisely stimulates

inquiry by the lively hope and ambition ofnew
discoveries. In the midst of the deserts of Af-

rica, when on the eve of perishing, the ill-fated

MuNGO Park shook off the despair under which

he says he was fast sinking unto death, by see-

ing in the midst of that desert a delicate spear

of moss, at which he said if even that was not

beneath the care of Providence, why might he

not yet hope to be saved ? B ut to return to

our subject. If plants of com require a certain

distance within which to grow, and to have the
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intervening space manured and pulverized, why
should not trees require the same advantages in

jtroportion to their size. True, the tree de-

mands not, neither does it get the frequent stir-

ring of the laud which is indispensable to com
while growing, because its roots are stronger

and its natural life is longer ; but the tree does

require the land to be well manured and well

broken, at least wlien it is planted ; and it is

onlj^ when the planter is prepai-ed to ofier it that

indispensable guarantee of life, growth, and

fruitfulness, that he ought to take its life and

managery into his keeping. If he cannot thus

care for 100, let him plant 50, and if not .50, let

him plant 10. Let him, in a word, in this case

and all others, embark in nothing which he does

not v^ean to do icell, and, thank God and the

progress of light and knowledge, the time is

coming when the ignorant and slovenly farmer

will lose caste and character as surely and as

much as the pettifogger is contemned at the bar,

among learned counselors, and the demagogue

despised in executive offices and the halls of

legislation, by true patriots and statesmen.

All this have we written without intending to

do more than barely say a word in recommenda-

tion and support of the following essay, Vihich

we find in the September number of the Eng-

lish Farmers' Magazine. The reader \ri\\ tliink

that the comment has anticipated, without so

well expressing the meaning of tlie text. Bet-

ter than either, however, w-ill he find the ex-

tract from Mr. Downing's valuable book on

' The Fruit and Fruit Trees ofAmerica,' to which

it did not occur to us to revert, until we had

written to the end of the preceding paragraph.

We hope he will excu.se us for oflering to the

reader a draft, which, large as it is, will only

stimulate his thirst for more, and i)rompt him

to take, at the original fountain, the book itself,

from which we have drawn the chapters which

follow the Engli.sh Essay, for his in.stn.iction.

PREPARATIONS FOR PLANTLNG.

As the sea.son approaches when trees of all

kinds may be planted with every prospect of

success, under circum.stances most favorable to

their success, it has been judged fitting to make
some allusion to the preparation of land in gen-

eral, refen'ing to a future opportunity any notice

of the .soil peculiarly suitable to each.

Trees, agriculturally considered, are great en-

emies to the crojis of tlie farm ; and, as such,

many writers of the day have successfully la-

bored to .show that, however ornamental they

may be in themselves, and to the landscape of

the country, their existence, in hedge-rows
above all, is an evil, unless it be in exposed sit-

uations, where they may act as screens of de-

fence against the violence of prevailing winds.

There are two or three writers of recent date

whose works will be referred to, and recom-

mended as guides to readers interested in the

culture of ornamental and timber trees. These

writers are Mr. Withers, of Holt, Norfolk, who



has written con arnore upon this, his favorite

topic; and Mr. Steplions, of Edinburgh, author
of " The Book of the Farm," a work which
ought to be in the hands of everj' agriculturist

of the new school who is emulous to meet the

emergency of the times by the relinquishment
of ancient prejudices, and the adoption of new^
and improved modes of culture.

They who have candidly penised '' Tlie

Woodlands" of the late William Cobbett, mu.=t

acknowledge that his directions, whether in all

cases con-ect or not, are precise, and intelligible

to all. Its style is clear, its rules simple and per-

spicuous; and, as the author really begins at the

beginning, any one who is desirous to do the
work of planting effectually, may confide at

lea.st in the rules which are there laid down for

the prepaiation of the land, because there is no
mystification in them.

It is certain that the beauty of English .scene-

ry is mainly dependent upon the multitude of
its hedges and hedge-row trees; but, as was
proved by a late writer on the Agriculture of
Devonshire, the counti'y suffers severely by
these ornaments ; utility and productiveness are
thus sacrificed; and, therefore, as we ^vould
have things put in their right places, we at once
urge the abandonment of all those harborers of
vennin, which cause the waste and deteriora-
tion of agi'icultural grain crops, in more ways
Ukiu one, withont any redeeming qualification,

insomuch as the timber and undei-wdBd about a
farm are, in tliejn.selves, of no renmnerative
value wliatever.
But timber is a source of wealth: trees are

glorious objects; aiul plantations adorn a coun-
try': therefore we would place them inappro-
priate situations, and grow them when there to

perfection ; but, to do so, the preparation of the
land is a consideration of first-rate importance.
Trees ought, in fact, to be grown in woods

;

also, as screens or belts for protections ; and in
group.s, or positions, where, placed singly, they
iiiay constitute a prominent and striking "feature

of park scenery-. The late Rev. William Gilpin,
in tliat interesting book. " The Forest Scenery,"
has afforded many striking examples of the ef-

fects of grouping, chiefly with a view to picfur-
estjite bean/}/ : and we recommend the perusal
of it to every one interested in the art of plant-
ing, for that express object.

But beauty cannot consi.st with stunted de-
fonnity ; therefore we must, in the first place,
study the soil and its effectual preparation ; and
upon these points our best writers are perfectly
agreed.

Cobbett insists chiefly upon the thorough
trenching of the land to the depth of at least two
feet, reversing the .surfaces if the soil be good to

that extent ; but he justly qualifies this position
by observing that tlie soil may be .»uch, in re-

spect to its subsoil, "as to bring to the toj) .some-
thing in which hardly anything will ever strike

root—as, for instance, clear chalk, or pure sand,
or gravel, or clay." When this is the case, the
to[) mould must be kept at top ;

" but still the
trenching is alvai/s to he performed, for die
ground must be moved and turned to the depth
of two feet." Mr. Withers is not content with
trenching or deep plowing ; he adds manure to
tlie amount of twenty loads per acre, and says
that. ' when you manure, you never want to fill

up, for all the trees are sure to take, and in.stead
of filling up, you may, after the third year, take
out and transplant at least a tenth part of them."
(Memoirs, 1^27.1
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Mr. Withers's ." Letter to Sir Henry Steuart,

Bart., on the Improvement in the Q,uality of
Timber"—1829—is a very valuable treatise, and
worthy of being better known.

It is, perhaps, needless to revive the subject
of a conti'oversy which once was carried on most
strenuously between the advocates of effectual

preparation of land by deep trenching, and oth-

ers who were content to open holes in the
ground for each individual tree. "The cheap,
hole-digging, short-sighted Scotch system," as it

was called some twenty years ago. was " calcu-

lated to bring upon those who adopted it only
loss and disappointment," that in this day of
philosophical inquiry and chemical research, we
have little cause to make farther allusion to that

which experience must have disqualified. But
it cannot be \^'rong or invidious to inquire into

the causes by which deep comniiuution of soil

will contribute to the permanent advantage of
every species of vegetation.

Without farther entering into the mechanical
processes of trenching, already described in the
first part of the articles upon '-Orchards," it will
be relevant to insist upen the agencj- of those
chemical constituents of soil—loams especiallv

—

which never entered into the calculation of the
earlier writers. Our forefathers knew nothing
of analysis ; they had no idea of the existence of
the phosphates, silicates, and alkalies, which
modern Chemistry has brought to light. But
now we know, and the knowledge is widely
diffused—thanks to the enlightened German
chemi.st, Liebig!—that, by the breaking up and
the pulverization of earths, a volume of salts

—

Usually termed the inorganic constituents of
land—is distributed through the staple earth,

and afford to timber those salts, the presence of
which was deemed inexplicable.
Thus the thousands of tons of pearl and pot-

ashes, that have been articles of commerce to

an extent almost unlimited, are now understood
to be derived from the soil, and distributed only
through (not formed or created in) appropriate
vessels of the vegetable tissue. The laboration
of the ground, therefore, is now proved, beyond
question or doubt, to be indispensable, not only,
as was supposed, to the first advances of young
trees, but to their future progress towards per-

fection.

Trenching is, in no case, labor lo.st ; and even
^vhere a single tree only is to be planted, to pro-
duce a particular effect, the hole to receive it

ought to be prepared upon the principles of
trenching—that is, by opening and comminuting
the earth to a very con.siderable extent and
depth, so as to insure good drainage, and the
free tracings and extension of the root.s, laterally,

through a number of feet around the bole of the
tree.

They who have traveled extensively, and wit-
nessed the wretched progress of young trees
that have been planted in holes so small as to
require their roots to be, as it ^verc. screwed in-

to the ground, will want no other monitor to in>
press the great, undeniable truth, that early and"

effectual preparation is the only guarantee of
succes,s. Let any one try the experiment upon
a couple of gooseberrj' bushes, by planting one
in a narro^\' hole, and the other by expanding
its roots in a soil worked and made permeable
to tlie extent of a square yard, and the difference
of the re.sults will be .sufficiently establi.shed be-
fore the lapse of two entire seasons. The soil

shall be the same—a free unctuous loam—and
the sites contiguous

;
yet one tree will be stunt-



ed, while the other shall produce luxuriant and
healthful young wood; one will bear early a
few starved berries—tlie other, thout^h not so
soon in maturity, will maiutain a high state of
fertility for, perhaps, fourteen years.

J. TOWERS.

TRAN.SrLANTING.
As nearly all fruit trees are raised first in nur-

series, and then removed to their final position
in the orchard or fruit garden; as upon the
ruanncr of this removal depends not onl^- their

slow or rapid growth, their feebleness or vigor
afterwards, and in many cases even their life,

it is evident that it is in the highest degree im-
portant to understand and practice well this

transplanting.
The season best adapted for transplanting

fruit trees is a matter open to much difierence
of opinion among horticulturists ; a diflerence
founded mainly on experience, but without
taking into account variation of climate and soils,

two veiy impoitant circumstances in all ojiera-

tions of this kind.

All physiologists, however agree that the best
season for ti'ansplauting deciduous trees is in

autumn directly after the fall of the leaf The
tree is then in a completely dormant state.

Transplanted at this early season, whatever
wounds may have been made in the roots com-
iaience healing at once, as a deposit directly
takes place of granulous matter fiom the wound,
and when the spring ai'ives the tree is already-

somewhat established, and ready to commence
its grov\'th. Autumn planting is for this reason
greatly to be preferred in all mild climates, and
dry soils ; and even for very hardy trees, as the
spple, in colder latitudes; as the "fixed po.sition

in the ground, which trees planted then get by
the autumnal and early spring rains, gives them
an advantage, at the nest season of growth, over
newly moved trees.

On the other hand, in northern portions of the
Union, ^^here the \viuters commence early, and
are severe, spring planting is greatly preferred.
There, autumn and winter are not mild enough
to allow this gradual process of healing and
establishing the roots to go on ; for when the
-ground is frozen to the depth of the roots of a
tree, all that slow growth and collection of nu-
triment by the roots is necessarily at au end.
And the more tender sorts of fruit trees, the
Peach and Apricot, which are less hardy ^vhe^
cewly planted than when their roots are entire,

fad well fixed in the soil, are liable to injury
£Q their branches by the cold. The proper
time, in such a climate, is as early as the ground
is in a fit condition in the spring.

Early in autumn, and in spring before the
ibttds expand, may as a general rule be consid-
ered the be.st seasons for transplanting. It is

true that there are instances of excellent success
in planting at all seasons, except midsummer

;

and there are many who, from having been once
or twice successful in transplanting when trees
w^ere nearly in leaf, avow that to be the best
eea.son ; not taking into account, that their suc-
cess was probably entirely owing to a fortu-

nately damp state of the atmosphere at the time,
sad abundant rains after the experiment was
performed. In the middle State.s, we are fre-

quently liable to a dry period in early summer,
directly following the sea.son of removal, and if

transplanting is deferred to a late period in

spring, many of the trees will perish from
^routh, before their roots become established in
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the soil. Spring planting should, therefore, al-

ways be performed as soon as possible, that the
roots may have the great benefit of tlie early
and abundant rains of that sea.son, and get well
started before the heat of summer commences.
For the neighborhood of New-York, therefore,
the best periods are, from the fall of the leaf, to
the middle of November, in autunm ; and, from
the close of winter, to the middle of April, in
the spring

; though commonly, the seasons of
removal are frequently extended a month be-
yond these limits.

Taking np the Trees is an important part of
the operation. A transplanter should never for-

get that it is by the delicate and tender points
or extremities of the root that trees take up
their food

; and that the chance of complete
success is lessened, by evei-y one of these j-oints

that is bruised or destrcryed. If we could re-

move trees with every fibre entire, as we do a
plant in a pot, they would scarcely show any
sign of their change of position. In most cases,
especially- in that of trees taken from nurseries,
this is, by the operation of removal, nearly im-
possible. But although we may not hope to gel
every root entire, we may, with proper care,
preserve by far the larger portion of them, and
more particularly the small and delicate fibres.

After being taken up, they should be planted
directly ; or, if this cannot be done, they .should

be kept from drying by a covering of mats, and
\\ hen sent to a distance by being packed in
damp moss.*
Preparing the places. Here is the fatal

stumbling-block of all novices and ignorant per-
sons in transplanting. An English gardener,
when he is about to plant fruit trees, tallis about
preparing his borders ; an American says he
will dig his holes ; and we cannot give a more
forcible illustration of the ideas of two persons
as the wants of a fruit tree, or a better notion of
the comparative provision made to supply these
wants, than by contrasting the two phra.ses
themselves. The one looks upon a tree as a
living being, whose life is to be rendered long,
vigorous, and fruitful by a good supply of food,

and a soil mellow and easily penetrated by the
smallest fibre ; the other considers it very much
in the light of a truncheon or a post, which he
thrusts into the smallest possible hole, and .sup-

plies with the least portion of manure, trusting

to what he seems to believe the inextinguishable
powers of Nature to make roots and branches
under any circumstances. It is true that the
term.^ differ somewhat from the nature of the

culture and the greater preparation necessary in

planting fruit trees in England, but this is not by
any means sufficient to ju-stify the different

modes of performing the same operation there
and here.

In truth, in this country, where the sun and
climate are so favorable, where pruning and
training are comparatively so little nece.ssarj-,

the great requisite to success in the ordinary
culture of fruit trees is the proper preparation

of the soil before a tree is planted. Whether a

transplanted tree shall struggle several years to

recover, or groAv moderately after a short time,

or at once start into a very luxuriant and vigor-

* We should notice an impoi-tsnt exception to this

in the case of trees packed for shipping across the

Atlantic. In this ca.'^e they should be packed only in

dry moas ; the moisture of the sea air beins suffi-

cient to keep the roots in good condition, while if

packed in damp moss they will be injured by rotting

or exccbsive growth.



ous growtli, depends entirely upon the amount
of care and labor the planter is willing to be-

stow Oil the soil for hia trees. We have seen
several instances where, side by side, one man
planted his trees in large spaces of deeply
moved and rich soil, and another in small holes

in the coumion mode, which uniformly showed
the trees of the iii-st, larger after live years, than

those of the last, after twelve.

No fruit tree should be planted in a hole of

less size than three feet square, and eighteen
inches to two feet deep. To this size and
depth the soil should be removed and well pul-

verized, and it should if necessary be properly
enriched by the application of manure, which
must be thoroughly mixed with the whole mass
of prepared soil by repeated tm-uings with the

.epade. This preparation will answer, but the

most skillful cultivators among us make their

spaces four or iive feet in diameter, or three

times the size of the roots, and it is incredible

how much the luxuriance and \agor of growth,
even in a poor soil, is promoted by this. No
:ifter mending of the soil, or top dressings ap-

plied to the surface, can, in a climate of dry
summers like ours, equal the effects of this early

• and deep loosening and enriching the soil. Its

etiects on the growth arid health of the tree are

peiTnauent, and the little expense and care

nece.ssaryin this preparation is a source of early

and constant pleasure to the planter. This pre-

paration may be made just before the tree is

planted, but, in heavy soils, it is mifch better to

do it several mouths previously ; and no shallow
plowing of the soil can obviate the necessity
and advantages of the practice, \vhere healthy,

vigorous orchards or fruit gardens are desired.

The whole art of transplanting, after this,

consists in placing the roots as they ^vere before,

or in the most favorable position for growth.
Begin by filling the hole with the prepared soil,

\^-itlun as many inches of the top as will allo\v

tlie tree to stand exactly as deep as it previously
stood. With the spade, shape this soil for the
roots in the form of a little hillock on ^vhich to

place the roots—and not, as is commonly done,
in the form of a' hollow ; the roots will then ex-
tend in their natural position, not being forced
to turn up at the ends. Next examine the roots,

and cut off all wounded parts, paring the wound
smooth. Hold the tree upright on its litde

mound- in the hole of prepared soil ; extend the
roots and cover them cai-efully with the remain-
ing pulverized soil. As much of the success of
transplanting depends on bringing the soil in

contact 'rt'ith every fibre, so as to leave no hol-

lows to cause the decay of the roots, not onlj-

must this be secured by jiatiently filling-ia all

cavities among the roots, but when the trees are
not quite small, it is customary to pour in a pail

of water when the roots are nearly all covered
with soil. This caiTies the liquid mould to every
hidden part. After the water has settled away,
fill up the hole, pressing the earth gently about
the tree with the foot, but avoiding the common
practice of shaking it uj) and down by the stem.
In windy situations it will be necessan,- to place
a stake by the side of each tree to hold it up-
riijht. until it shall have taken firm root in the
soil, but it is not needful in ordiuan^ ca.scs.

Avoid deep plaiitinsr. More than half the
losses in orchard planting in America arises

from this cause, and the equally common one of
crowding the earth too tightly about the roots.

No tree should be planted deeper than it for-

merly grew, as its roots ai'e stifled from the
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want of air, or star\'ed by the poverty of the
soil at the depth where they are placed. It is

much the belter and more natural process in fact

to plant the tree so that it shall, when tlie whole
is complete, appear just as deep as before, but
standing on a little mound two or three inches
higher than the level of the ground about. This,
w^hen the mound settles, will leave it nearly on
the level with the previous surface.

Mulching is an excellent practice with trans-

planted trees, and more especially for those
which are removed late m the spring. Mulch-
ing is nothing more than covering the groimd
about the stems with coarse stra\v, or litter from
the bani-yard, which bj' preventing the evapo-
ration keeps the soil from becoming dry, and
maintains it in that moist and equable condition
of temperature most favorable to the growth of
j'oung roots. Very many trees, in a dn>" season,
fail at midsummer, after having made a fine

start, from a parched and variable condition of
the earth about the roots. Watering, frequently
fails to save such trees, but mulching when they
are planted will entirely obviate the necessity of
watering in dry seasons, and promote growth
un<ler any circumstances. Indeed, watering
upon the surface, as commonly performed, is a
most injurious practice, as the roots stimulated
at one period of the day by water, are only
rendered more susceptible to the action of the
hot sun at another, and the surface of the ground
becomes so hard, by repeated watering, that the
beneficial access of the air is almost cut off. If
trees are ^vell watered in the holes, while trans-

planting is going on, they will rarelj' need it

again, and we may saj' never, if they are well
mulched directly after planting.

The best manure to be used in preparing the
soil for transplanting trees is a compost fonned
of two-thirds muck or black peat earth, reduced
by femienting it several months in a heap with
one third fresh bam-yard manure. Almost
every farm will supply this, and it is more per-

manent in its effects, and less drying in its na-
ture, than tlie common manure of the stable.

An admirable manm-e, recently applied \\\\h

great success, is charcoal—the smaU broken bits

and refuse of the chai'coal pits—mixed inti-

mately with the .soil. Air-slaked lime is an ex-
cellent manure for fi-nit trees in soils that we
not naturally CJilcareous. Two or three hands-
ful may be mixed with the soil when preparing
each space for planting, and a top dres-siug may
be applied with advantage occasionally after-

wards, to increase their productiveness. But,

wherever large orchards or fruit gardens are to

be planted, the muck compost heap should be
made ready beforehand, as it is the cheapest,

most valuable, and durable of all manures for

fruit trees.

Pruning the heads of transplanted trees, at

the sea.son of removal, we think generally an
injurious practice. It is certainly needless and
hurtful in the case of small trees, or those of
such a size as will allow the roots to be taken
up nearly entire ; for, as the action of the

branches and the roots is precisely reciprocal,

and as new roots are rapidly formed just in pro-

portion to tlie healthy action of tlie loaves, it

follows that by needlessly cutting off branches
we les.sen tlie vital action of the whole tree.

At the same time, where trees are transplanted
of so large a size that some of the roots are lost

in removing them, it is neccssarj- to cut back or
shorten a few of the branches—as many as will
restore the balance of the S3stem—otherwse the



perspiration of the lea\ cs may be ko great, as to

exhaust the supply of sap faster than the roots

can collect it. A little judgment only is neces-
sury, to see at a glance, how much of the top
must be pruned away before planting the tree,

to equalize the loss between the branches aud
the roots.

When it is necessary to transplant fruit trees

of large size, the best practice is to prepare
them previously- by digging a trench round the

whole mass of roots, undermining them, and
cutting off all roots projecting beyond tliis line.

The trench should be dug at such a distance
from the tree as will include all the large and
suflicieut ball of roots, and it should be done in

the spring, or before midsummer, when it is de-

sirable to remove the tree the next year. After
all the roots that extend to this circular trench
are cutoff the earth is replaced, and by the sea-

son followiug au abundance of* small fibres is

sent out ^y the amputated roots, which, when
the ^vhole is now removed, \s\\\ insure the suc-

cess aud .speedy growth of the tree. This is

more completely the case when the tree is pre-

pared two years before transplanting. A vari-

ation of this mode, which has been found quite
a.s successful aud less laborious, consists in leav-

ing the trench open, and covering it with boards
only, or boards with a top layer of turf. The
tree then is somew hat checked in its growth, it

throws out an abundance of small fibres into the
ball of eartli containing the roots, and is the next
season transplanted with great ease and safety.

The proper size for transplanting varies some-
^vhat with the sort of tree, and the kind of cul-

ture intended. It is, however, a maxim equally
%vell .settled, both among theorists and the best
practical men, that health, immediate vigor, and
duration, are all greatly promoted by trans-

planting fruit trees of small size—from "three to

six or -seven feet. We are fully aware ^^•ith

what impatience the beginner, or a person who
knows litde of the culture of tree.s, looks upon
trees of this size—one who is eager to plant an
orchard, and stock a garden with large trees,

thinking to gather a crop next year. The latter

may indeed be done, but the transplanting so
affects the tree, that its first scanty crop is fol-

lowed by a long season of rest, aud feeble
growth, while the plantation of young trees is

making wood rapidly, and soon comes into a
healthy aud long-continued state of productive-
nes.s—often long, indeed, before the larire trees
have fairly amved at that condition. The small
tree, transplanted with its system of roots and
branches entire, suffers little or no check ; the
older and larger tree, losing part of its roots, re-

quires several years to resume its former viaror.

The con.stitution of the small tree is healthy and
unimpaired ; that of the larire is frequently
aiuch enfeebled. A stout and vigorous habit

—

what the nurserymen call a pood stocky plant
—is the true criterion of merit in selecting fruit

trees for transplanting.

Trees intended for orchards, being often more
exposed than those in gardens, should be some-
what larger—not less than six, or more than
eisht feet is the best size. For gardens, all ex-
perienced cultivators agi'ee that a smaller size is

preferable ; we prefer plants two years old from
the graft. Most gardeners abroad, when they
select trees w^ith more than usual care, take
what arc called maiden plant.s—those one year
old from the graft, and th.ere can be no doubt
diat, taking into account health, duration, and
the ease with which such a tree can be made to

grow into any form, this is truly the preferable
size for removal into a fmit garden. But we
are an impatient people, and it is not till another
after ceutui-y of trial and experience in the cul-
ture of fruit trees, that cultivators generally in
this country will become aware of the truth of
this fact.

The facility with which the difTerent fruit trees
may be transplanted differs considerably. Plums
are generally removed with most success and
after them nearly in the order as follows :

—

Cluinces, Apples, Pears, Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, and Cherries ; the latter succeeding
with some difficulty when of large size.

Laying-in by the heeh is a practice adopted
as a temporary kind of planting, when a larger
quantity of trees is at hand than can be set out
immediatel}-. A trench is opened, and the roots
are laid in and covered with soil, the tops being
pre\-iously placed in a sloping position, inclining
to within a few feet of the surface. In this way
the}- are kept fresh and in good order, until it is

convenient to plant them finally. In northern
districts, where the autumn is often too severe
for planting, and the spring is frequently' too
late to receive trees in time fiom iiureries farther
south, it is a common and successful mode to

procure trees in autumn and lay them in by the
heels until spring, covering over the tops of the
more tender sorts if necessary vN-ith coarse litter.

In planting an orchard, always avoid placing
the trees in the same spot or near where an old
tree stood before. Experience has taught us
that the growth of a young tree, in such a posi-
tion, is weak and feeble ; the nourishment suit-

able to that kind of tree having already been
exhausted by a previous growth, and the soil

being half filled with old aud decayed roots
which are detrimental to the health of the
young tree.

THE POSITION OF FRUIT TREES. SOIL AND
ASPECT.

In our favorable climate many fruit trees will
thrive and produce some fruit in almost any soil,

except dry sand, or wet .s^vamps. But there is

much to be gained in all climates by a judicious
.selection of soil, when this is in our pow er, or
by that improvement which may generally be
effected in inferior soils where we are neces-
sarily limited to such. As we shall, hi treating

the culture of each genus of fiiiit, state more in

detail the soils especially adapted to its growth,
our remarks here will be confined to the subject

of soils generallj-, for the orchard and fruit

gai'den. The soils usually selected for making
plantations of fruit trees may be divided into

light sandy loams, gravelly loams, strong loams,

and clayey loams; the first having a large pro-

portion of sand, and the last a large proportion

of clay.

The soil most inviting to the eye is a light

sandy loam, and, as it is aL<o a very common
soil, more than half the fniit gardens in the coun-

try are compo.sed of this mould. The easy
manner in ^vhicll it is\vorked, owing to its loose

and very friable nature, and the rapidity with
\\'hich, from its warmth, crops of all kinds come
into bearing, cause it to be looked upon with
almost universal favor. Notwithstanding this, a

pretty careful observation, for several years, has

convinced us that a ligJit .sandy .soil is, on the

whole, the worst .soil for i'niit trees. Under the

bright skies of July and August, a fiiiit tree re-

quires a soil which will retain and atibrd a mod-



erate and continued supply of moisture, and
here the sandy soil fails. In consequence of

this the vig-or of the tree is checked, and it be-

comes feeble in its growth, and is comparatively
ghort lived, or unproductive. As a tree in a
feeble state is ahvajs most liable to the attacks

of insects, those on a sandj' soil are the first to

fall a prey to numerous maladies.* The open
loose texture of a sandy soil, joined to its

warmth, affords an easy passage, and an excel-

lent habitation for all insects that pass part of
their lives in the ground, preparatory to rising

out of it to attack the fruit, foliage, or branches

of the tree.

Such are some of the disadvantages of a light

sandy soil ; and, in thoroughly examining many
of the fruit gardens of the middle States the last

few seasons, we could not i'ail to be struck with
the fact that in nine cases out of ten, where a

variety of fruit was unusually liable to disease,

to blight, or to the attacks of certain fruit-de-

stroying insects, as the curculio. the trees them-
selves were on sandy soils ; while on the other

hand, and frequently in the same neighborhood,

the same sorts were growing luxuriantly and
bearing abundant crops, where the soil was a

rather strong loam.t For a few years, the

growth and productiveness of the trees upon
sandy soil, is all that can be desired ; but the

trees are shorter lived and sooner fall into decaj"

than where the soil is stronger. If there is any
exception to this rule, it is only in the case of

the Peach, and judging from the sup^ior flavor

of this fruit on stronger soils, we are inclined to

doubt die value of the exception even here.

Grarelh/ loamx are frequently much better

adapted for orchards than .sandy, especially

where the loam is of a strong quality, and the

gravel is not in excess ; and the hardier fruits

usually do -well on this kind of soil.

Strong loams, by which %\ e mean a loam
with only ju.st a sufficient portion of sand to

make it easily ^vorked, are on the whole by far

the best for fruit gardens in this countiy. A
strong loam is u.sually a deep soil, and affords

during the whole heat of summer, a proper sup
ply of moisture and nourishment to the roots of

trees. Fruit trees do not come into a bearing
state so soon in a strong as in a sandy loam, be-

cause the growth of wood is more vigorous, and
fruit buds are not so soon formed ; but they bear
larger crops, are much less liable to many dis-

eases, and their longevity is much greater. The
largest and most productive orchards of the

Apple and Pear in tliis country are upon soils

of this kind.

Clayey loams are, ^vhen well drained, and
when the clay is not in exct^ss, good fruit soils

;

they are usuallj' strong and deep soils though
rather heavy and difficult to work. Trees that

will flourish on these soils, .such as the Apple,
Pear, Cherry, Plum, and Apricot, usually are

very free from disease, or insects, and bear large

* This remark applies to the middle find southern
portions of this coumiy. North of iho 43d degree,

a light sandy soil is perhaps preferable as wanner
and earlier.

t As an instance in point, the oisTier of one of the

most highly cultivated gardens in the vicinity of

Boston was showing us. in despair, some trees of the

Seckol pear upon whii-h he could no longer get good
crops, or fair fruit, and lamenting the degmerai-y of
the sort. The next day we .=aw in a neighboring
garden beautiful crops of this pear crowing with the
le.ist possible care. The gaiden in the first case was a

sandy loam ; in the second, a strong loam.

crops. In a moist climate, like that of England,
fruit trees on a clayey loam would die of canker,
brought on by the excessive quantity of water
contained in the soil, but such is not the case
under the high and warm temperature of our
summers. The finest, largest, and most produc-
tive Plums and Pears within our knoweldi;
grow in sites on the North river, when the soil

is a stiff clayey loam, almost approaching a clay.

Tho.se fruits that on light sandy soils are almost
^vorthless from their liabilitj- to disease, and the

attacks of insects, are here surprisingly luxuri-

ant and fruitful.

It is, however, well to remark, tliat some va-

rieties of fruit, perhaps from the cu-cumstances

of their origin, succeed better on sandy soils

than any other ; thus the Newtown pippin will

only amve at perfection in a strong loam, while

the yellow bell flower is finer when grown on

a sandy soil. But these are exceptions to all

rules, and what we have already stated, as to

the relative quality of soils, will apply pretty

generally to the whole of this country south of

the Mohawk river ; and it may be added that

calcareous soils, of whatever textm-e, are better

than soils of the same quality where no lime-

stone is present.

Trenching is the most complete method of

improving a soil too sandy, when the subsoil

below is of a loamy or clayey nature. Deep
subsoil plowing, by bringing up a sufficient

quantity of the stratum below, will answer the

same purpo.se. When the subsoil of a sandy-

soil is sand or gravel, the surface can oulj' be

improved by top-dressings, or the application of

manures. Top-dressing with clay is the most

simple means of changing the nature of such a

soil, and it is surprising how moderate a quan-

tity of clay will give a closer texture to light

saiidy .soils. In manuring such soils, we may
greatly improve their nature as well as condi-

tion, by using composts of peat or bog-earth,

swamp muck, or river mud. instead of common
barn-yard or stable manure. The former are

not oiilj' more permanent and better as manures

for fruit trees, but they gradually consolidate

and improve the whole texture of the soil.

Indeed, no fruit garden, where the soil is not

naturally deep andrich, is in peii'cc/ condition

for planting trees, unless the soil has been well

trenched two spades in depth. This creates a

matrix for the roots, so deep and permanent

that they retain their vigor and luxuriance

through the drouths of sunmier and continue for

a long time in a state of health and productive-

ness.

It is difficult to give any precise rules as to

aspect. Wc have seen fine fruit gardens here

in all aspects. Perhaps the verj- best aspect, on

the whole is a gentle slope to the southwest, be-

cause in such positions the trees, when in blos-

som, are somewhat protected from the bad efiects

of a morning sun after spring frosts. But, to re-

medy that more perfectly, it is sometimes the

practice to plant on the north sides of hills, and

this is an cflectual way where early frosts are

fatal, and where the season is long and warm
enough to ripen the fruit in any exposure. A
due south slope is, south of Nev,--York, fre-

(juently found too warm for many fruit trees, in

soils that are light and dry.

Deep valleys, with small streams of water, are

the worst situations for fruit trees, as the cold air

settles down in these vallcjs in a calm frosty

niKlit, and buds and blos.<^3ms are very frequently

destroved. We know a rich and tortile valley



of this kind in Connecticut where the Cherry
will scarcely grow, and a crop of the Apple or

the Pear is mit obtained once in ten years

;

while the adjacent hill-tops and high country, a

couple or three miles distant, yield abundant
crops annually. On the other hand, the borders

of large rivers, as die Hudson, or of some of our

large inland lakes, are the most favorable situa-

tions for fruit trees, as the climate is rendered

milder by large bodies of water. In the garden
where we write, a fourth of a mile from the

Hudson, we have frequently seen ice fonned
during the night, of the thickness of a dollar,

when the blossoms of the Apricot were fully

expanded, without doing the least harm to that

teiider fruit. This is owing to the slight fog ris-

ing from the river in the morning, which, soft-

ening the rays of the sun, and dissolving gradu-
ally tlie frost, prevents the injurious ell'ects of
sudden thawing. At the same time, a couple of
miles from the shores, this fruit will often be
quite destroj^ed. In short, the season on the
lower half of the Hudson, may, from the ameli-
orating influence of the river, be said to be a
month longer—a fortnight earlier in spring, and
later in autumn, than in the same latitude a few
miles distant : and crops of the more tender fraits

are, tlierefore, much more certain ou the banks
of large rivers or lakes, than iu inland districts

of the same climate.

AGRICULTURAL DISCOURSE,

DELIVERED BEFORE THE QUEENS COUNTY AGRICULTUTIAL SOCIETY, AT HEMPSTEAD, L. I.

October 9th, 1845.

I.v compliance with the followmg invitation, 1

we delivered, on the 9th of October last, the

succeeding Address

:

Jericho, Queens Co., Sept. 9, 1845. .

Hon. J. S. Sktnnee :

My Dear Sir—At a meeting of the Board of Mana-

gers of the Queens County Agricultural Society, held

this day, a Committee was appointed to select a

proper person to deliver the Address at their Fair and

Cattle Show, to be held at Hempstead, on the 9th of

October next.

The Committee have unanimously instructed me
to invite you to be the Orator on that occasion ; and,

in dischargin3 this agreeable duty, I can but express

the hope that you may find it agreeable to gi-atify our

desires.
With much respect,

I am, dear sir, your ob't ser^'t,

ALBERT G. C.4RLL.

C/tairman, 6fC.

The following note and resolution explains

its appearance in the pages of the " Farmers'

Library :"

Jebicho, Oct. 9, 1845.

To the Hon. J. S. SKrs-VEB:

My Dear Sir—Immediately after the deliveiy of

your Address, this day. before the Queens County

Asricu'tural Society, the foUoviing Resolution was

adopted ;

" Resolted. unanimously. That we tender to our
most esteemed friend, Mr. SKrxXEB, our hearty and
sincere thanks for the beautiful and interesting Ad-
dress he has just delivered before us ; and w^c beg
he will fiimish a copy for publication in the ' Farm-
ers' Library,' and in pamphlet form."

Allow me to express the hope that you may find it

agreeable to comply with this request of the yeoman-

ry of our County, whose admiration for the Address

is only equaled by their esteem and respect for it*
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Author—in whom they recognize one of the earliest

advocates for the improvement of American Hus-

bandry.

1 am. with great respect, my dear sir,

Very truly, yom- obedient servant,

ALBERT G. CARLL,
Corresponding Secy.

Ladies a>"d Ge:!*tlemex—Membebs of the
Queens County Agriculturai. Society:

The natural conjecture, how it is that, being al-

most a ' stranger v^-ithin your gates,' I should have

been thus complimented with an appointment

to address you on an occasion of so much interest

to you all, can only be solved by the supposition

that some report of my humble labors, in other

forms, may have led you to invite for your Advo-

cate to-day one who. however otherwise inade-

quate, may j-et venture to plead the merit of sin-

cere devotion to your cause. Not that sudden and

transient zeal, which ignites like powder, and

explodes as soon—burning only at festivals and

holidays—but that early-imbibed and enduring

inspiration, which, falling from the lips of a pa-

rent, him.'^elf, by inheritance and by choice, a

practical farmer, fell on the heart of ilic son

—

grew with his growth, and strengthened as ma-

turing judgment qualified him to compare the

various pursuits of life, and to note tlieir bear-

ing, respectively, on the welfare of society.

Going in early life to reside in a populous

city, and casting about for occupation of those

leisure hours which are alwaj-s full of danger,

it seemed to me. as does it not to yon ? to be

passing strange that, with so many papers to

enlighten anil push forward ail other pursaitB,

there should, until then, never have been one in



vindicatiou of the rights and interests of Amer-

ican Agricaltnre

!

While Law, Medicine, Mechanics, Commerce,

and other trades and sciences, had their presses

to proclaim their discoveries—to cultivate their

peculiar literature—to assert ilieir usefulness

—

to challenge the public confidence, and to exert

tlieir control over public opinion and the legis-

lation of tlie country-—not an organ was sounded

to instigate improvements in American Hus-

bandry, and assert the preponderating claims of

the great producing class to public considera-

tion, and to a proportionate share in all exercises

of power calculated to afiect the welfare of the

Republic !—no ! not a solitary press, that the

American husbandman could call his own, until

the humble individual who now addresses you,

though occupied tlirongh the day in the dis-

charge of an important public trust, determined,

hit or miss, to make the experiment, and to see

whetherthe agricultural community mightnot be

brought to indicate a consciousness that they, too,

had an interest to be exemplified, acknowledged
and sustained ; as the one in which reside, after

all, and above all, the sinews of national power
and the fountain of all national prosperity—an

experiment to see ^^•hether they wdfild be con-

tent to be for ever regai-ded as mere " hewers
of wood and dra^ve^s of water" for subordinate

and parasitical classes, or whether they would
not rise in a spirit wortliy of independent tillers

of the soil, and let tlie country understand that

they, too, had an occupation of surpassing use-

fulness; aJ-, and as susceptible as any other of

taking the polish of Literature, of exemplifying

the principles of Philosophy, of clotliing the na-

ked and of feeding the hungry, and. above all

others, entitled to engage the care and to pxer-

cise its proportionate share of the power of

Government

!

Such, my friends, was the origin—such has

been the constancy—of my zeal in the cause of

the Plow; and thus it may have been that

my humble name has reached you, and %vill ac-

count for what might othei-wise appear as

strange to yon as it \\'as altogether unexpected

to me. But, if tliei-e be in tliis assembly any
who have come in expectation of having their

imaginations warmed, as by my learned prede-

cessors. v^-itli glowing eulogies on Agriculture,

and splendid narratives of how,
" In ancient times the pacied plow employed
The kin^s and awl'ul fathci-s of mankind,"

all such will have too much reason to regret that

your choice has fallen on one who, in all his ef-

forts to promote our common object, has aimed

no higher than to suggest what seemed useful

in a plain, practical waj'. But though my
hope has been to promote improvements in the

practice, by an early and wide dissemination

of all improvements in the art of Agriculture,
j

that has not been mj' only—I had w ell-nigh said,

my prir.cipal aim. No, my friends ! it has been
my ambition, vain tliough it may have proved,

to assist in awakening American farmers to a

sense of the obligation they are under to them-

selves and their children, to tlieir calling and
their country, to kave the rising generation in-

structed in the diifereut sciences and the various

literature that belong to their own, as an intel-

lectual and liberal pursuit, instead of being re-

garded as a mere mechanical, imitative drudge-

ry, wth which the mind had no concern.

Yes, gentlemen, measures should be taken to

have taught in our schools, combined with some
practice of Agriculture and Horticulture, the out-

lines at least, of Geology and Chemistry, that

something may be known of the cou.stitueut

parts and elements of soils and plants, and in

the selection of manures with reference to both.

For the many years that I have written, con

amove, on your pursuit, I have endeavored to

spread my own persuasion, tliat eveiy parent

whose son is destined for tlie plow, should be
careful to have him taught at school, and if pos-

sible, too, at his own fireside, the natural, botan-

ical.commercial, and economical histoiy and uses,

and tlie medical and other properties of every

ti-ee, plant, fruit, gi-ain, vegetable, insect, fowl or

animal, that he raises or cultivates or catches or

kills—from what countiy they came what
is their congenial climate, or to what one they

may be transplanted and reconciled—how far

tliey have been, or may be made subjects of

commerce, or materials of manufactures

v.'hether in the case of plants, they are valuable

as food for or are designed only to clothe man or

beast—whether though medicinal, they may not

yet be poisonous, as most medicinal plants are ;

and, therefore, to be cautiously used, not ex-

tirpated. A slight knowledge of botany, for

example, would instruct him tliat our in-

valuable potato, tlie boast of our continent, is

a prominent representative of an order of ve-

getables, many of which are as deadly

poisonous as the potato is, itself, eminently
nutritive and wholesome. Among tlie mem-
bers of this family, he would learn to re-

cognize the deadly nightshade, and the bitter

sweet, of which there are beautiful specimens
covering summer arbors in the gardens of Sara-

toga.—So arc of the same faniilj-, tobacco, and
the dangerous Siramoninm or Jamestown
weed, which I have seen growing in such lux-

uriance near this town. A knowledge of its

poisonous qualities would witliin my own ob-

servation have saved tlie bitter angtiish of two
parents whom I once met on the road in my
native county, following two lovely boys, broth-

ers, on their way to a common grave, there, as
in life, to sleep in each oJiers aims, but now to

sleep forever in their ' naiTow home." In tlieir



ignorance and cliildisli curiosity they had eaten

of the berries of the Jamestown weed.

Enlomologj', too, or the study of insects, opens

a wide field for amusing researcli, and is na-

turally allied to Agriculture, and inseparable

from rural life and observation, as I have

noted and argued in a chapter in the Farmers'

Library, devoted to this subject. We are told

that the skill of the groat naturalist Linna>us, by
the most shnple observation, taught his country-

men how to destroy an insect—the cantharis

navulh—which liad cost the Sw^edish govern-

ment many thousand pounds a year by its rava-

ges in one sliipyard alone. After its metamor-

phoses, and the season when the fly laid its eggs

were known, all its ravages were stopped by

immersing the timber in w'ater during that pe-

riod. While the provident housewife iudusiri-

ously destroys the vermin that infest her closets

and her dormitories, her less persevering spouse,

in indolent despair, permits the residue of that

immense family, undi.sturbed, to feed on his

crops, and then patiently re-plants to supplj^

them with a fresh banquet.

When I recommend elementary instruction

in these subjects, so closely allied to practi-

cal Agriculture, and familiarity with which,

it must be admitted, is so befitting everj'

country gentleman, let it be borne in mind

that nothing is more remarkable in this age of

progress than the improvements which have

been devised to facilitate the acquirement of

knowledge in all the natural sciences. To that

end illusti-ations are employed, and terms and

language have been simplified and adapted to

the comprehension of the most youthful and

the plainest minds.

It was but a few days since that I received a

journal from Ireland, under an address, in which

I recognized the autograph of an accomplished

lady and a faithful friend. Unfolding it to see

what it contained, which it was supposed pos-

sessed interest for me, my eye fell upon an

account of a public examination at the already

celebrated (Temple Mo^'le) Agvicvltvral Insti-

tute in Ireland ; and truly was I gratified to see

there, so fully carried out, all that the friends of

enliarhtened Agriculture have hoped for or

fancied in the way of agricultural education.

I regret that I can only take room to trans-

cribe a single passage. A fuller account.

with the address of Profes.sor JoHNSO^f,

will be recorded in the " Fanners' Library."

Of the examination, it states that—" It em-

braced everj' topic of interest to the enlight-

ened agriculturist. Among other subjects

treated of, were these: The Nature and

Composition of Soil—Draining—Sub.soil Plow-

ing—Rotation of Crops—Manures—The Com-
position of Vegetable Sub.stances—Gase.s

—

Minerals—Fermentation—the diflferent kinds of

Wheat—Varieties of Rye and Barley—the best

Soils for these Grains—Potato Culture, &c. The
result was most satisfactorj-. Of the twenty-

five lads examined, almost all showed that they

possessed an intimate acquaintance with practi-

cal Agriculture, and that they were perfectly

conversant with the scientific principles neces-

sarj', in order to become intelligent and judi

cious fanners.

I must repeat one remark of Professor John-
son, to the honor of the Scotch people. It should

be printed and hung up in letters of gold, and
read by every Chaplain of every Legislative

Hall, and by every Minister of the Gospel in

every State of this Union, ^here education is

neglected. He says " that the poorest Scotch-

man, on the smallest lot of ground, will deny
himself the necessaries—even of proviision and

clothing—for the sake of educating his children."

Substituting such a coiirsc of instniction as

is here indicated, for our antiquated systems,

it would surely come to pass in process

of time and, at no additional expense, that

our tillers of the soil would get to be a race

of real GENTLEMEN farmers—in the true sense

of the word—men whose hands, hardened by
wholesome and honest toil, would yet have their

minds imbued and conversations ornamented

with all the various learning and literature asso-

ciated with, and necessary to a gentlemanly,

ay, and let me add, the mo.st succe.s.sful prose-

cution of the business of Agriculture. Such,

my friends, is the character which we should all

aspire to see, and which the laws of every State

should be framed to secure for the free tillers of

the soil of Republican America. Such men, so

used to labor, and so blessed with intelligence,

I know you have among you. Such a man, was
the venerable patriot, Timothy Pickering, of

whom I have heard it related tliat he was
once, when Secretary of State, at a diplomatic

dinner at the President's, when the fact of his

being practically a working man, on his little

farm, was brought into question ; whereupon a

disbelieving courtier asking him to let him ex-

amine his hand, received a grip like that of a

blacksmith's vice, and was quick to cry peccari.

May the time come when every farm, in our

land shall be cultivated by such ctiltivated men!
—then and not till then shall we have realized

the glorious promises of national independence,

and all the blessings of free government—for

after all

—

What constitutes a State ?

Not high-rais'd Iiatllcment or labor'd mound,
Thick wall or moated cato ;

Not cities proud, with spires and tiUTOts crown'd

—

Not l>ay.'' and broad armed poits,

Where, laughing at the stoim, rich navies ride;

Not staiT'd and s])angled courts.

Where low brow'd baseness waits pei-fumcs to pride
;

No ! Men, high-minded men
;

Being called on so unexpectedly to pronounce
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a discourse on your principal, and I hope favor-

ite pursuit, I must confess tlial I came some

days since to enjoy the liospitality of an estima-

ble citizen, and to look around, not exactly to

spy out the nakedness of the land, but to get

some idea of your locality, your soil, j-our staples,

and J-our Agricultural habits. A view of Long

Island, such as is afforded by a ride along the

Railroad to Boston, gives an unfavorable im-

pression to the traveler who comes and goes,

and carries a\vay an idea of barrenness beyond

all power of redemption. For myself, not alto-

gether unac(iuainted with other and better por-

tions of the-Island, and with your wi.se and free

use of ashes, fish, and other purchaseable ma-

nures, I was i)reparcd to find a different and a

better state of things.—I had heard of your nice

salt marsh alid clean artificial hay, and had seen

some of the fine hor.ses that live on it. The

fame of your Newtown pippins had reached

me in ^Maryland, where the soil and climate

are said to improve them—your fine, fresh,

and delightful game, of land and water, had,

for some mouths that I have resided in your

great Emporium, made part of my daily "bill

of fare ;" but I confess to you that I was

not altogether prepared for so man^evidences

of skillful and economical culture—culture, as

far as I dare venture to jadge or pronunce an

opinion, of the mind as vi-ell of the soil. As the

Queen of Sheba said unto Solomon at the sight

of all his magnificence " the half had not

been told me." You would have no reason to

blu.sh, if you could realize the prayer of Burns,

" Oh, wad some power the giftie gie us,

To tee oursels as ithers see us."

Above any Agricultural communitj' witli

which I am acquainted, except, perhaps, game
little Delaware, you carry into practice

the truth which every one knows, but which

too many disregard—That unless you feed your

land, your land leill notfeed yo^t ; and hence I

am persuaded money is more freely expended

for manure on Long Island, than in almost any

other district of the country. First, your soil is

of a light hun|:»ry nature, permeable and open

to the roots, of the plants, and readily yielding, in

a single .season, all that it has for their nourish-

ment, and therefore demanding the restoratives,

without which it would as certainly cease to pro-

duce, as the cow without feed would get poor

and go dry. Another reason which makes it

obligatory on you to buy and spread freely is,

that from your proximity to market and the

excellence of what you have to sell, you are natu-

rally tempted to turn that into ca.sh, which many-

other farmers by means of their domestic ani-

mals, or in the .shape of litter, turn into ma-

nure. Hence it would be as unju.st towards

your land, as it^vould be impolitic in yourselves,

not to trive buck in the shape of manure, a por-
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lion of the elements for the succeeding crop,

which you have carried oll'and pocketed from the

last one. To this day how many are there who act

upon the .system of wasting or selling off all the

materials of which manure can be made, and

neither making or buying any in return ; forget-

ting the homely adage, which every good iiou.se-

wife understands, that, "Always taking out of

the meal tub, and never putting in, will soon

come to the bottom !"

I presume not to saj', on observation, but let

me put the question to your own candor, for it

is a practical one of vital importance ; do you

w-ho buy none—or in addition to what you buy,

do you economise and turn to account every par-

ticle of everything which can be converted into

su.stenance for plants—as everything may that is

susceptible of putrefaction or decompcsition.

Do you send to the byways and highways for

the means of making, if it he but a shovel-full of

manure, for even that much would give you a

good hill ofcom ? Do you reflect ho^v much and

how directly every load of manure helps vir-

tually to cheapen the price, by giving more fruit-

fulness to the labour, of the men you hire?

Particularly I would ask, do you take measures

to save every drop of that which is *-egarded

in the best cultivated districts of Europe as the

richest treasure of every farm—I mean the

liquid manure. By well-constructed tanks all

is collected and saved. Among other contri-

vances, a simple one is used to which everyone

might have recourse, to save all the offal of the

dwelling and kitchen. They have a light box,

fixed on the frame of a common wheelbarrow,

in which all is collected and removed for the

time to an ash pit, the common stercorary of the

homestead. Gentlemen, a word to the wi.se is

enough. 1 merely ask the question, and as

Paul Pry says in the play, " Hope I don't in-

trude !"

I have recently heard it said, by an old, ob-

servant and most respectable member and officer

of this society, as worthy of note, and I mention

it more for the general benefit than for yours, that

tho.se had been generally the most prosperous in

this town.ship who had been known io expend

most moneyfor manure ! I may mention as a

fact which has come to my own knowledge, that

the hay of your artificial meadows is esteemed

to be far superior to that of low land or natural

meadows, and doubtless the fine quality and

exceedingly cleanly character of your grains as

well as grasses, pi'occcds from the use of a.shes

and ^vell-rottcd manure, and that which is the

seedless product of your invaluable salt marshes.

But, gentlemen, after all, to talk about my
giving you advice, why, I would as soon have

undertaken to instruct Napoleon in the art of

war, as to teach a Long Island fanner, after

what I have seen, how to make wheat or corn.



or oats, or grass. Have not your annals recordcil

the fact that Farmer John A. King, in reaching to

lake oft' the first premium, has got up to 98 bush-

els to tlie acre, and yet was not the victor—and

have I not sent to my native old wheat-growing

State, Maryland, a specimen of white-bearded

wheat grown by Mr. Harold, weighing 65

pounds, and utterly exempt from every species

of extrinsic matter ?

If, gentlemen, 1 might name one thing to

which, from my limited views, your attention

might be turned to advantage, it would be that

you should begin to look for profit to the higher

cultivation of a greater variety offruits than

I have seen growing on the waysides—you

should remember, I respectfully suggest, that

you have yet to meet a still more formidable

competition than you have yet encountered, in

the sale of all the great staples of Agriculture,

which will bear transportation from the borders

of the great lakes in the far west—a sort of

transportation which will become yet cheaper

in proportion to the quantity offered, and which

injures nothing on the way by jolting or violence.

True, by the instrumentality of your great pub-

lic works (honored in passing be the memory

of Clinton !) the proceeds of many industrious

millions, must in time be brought into competi-

tion with yours ; and at this you might repine,

were it possible, witliout tlie vast trade which

these works insure, to sustain the millions on

your borderswho will in the same time, be con-

sumers of your produce. But cut off these pub-

lic works, exclude that far distant competition,

and what then ? Your great and growing cities

would dwindle into insignificance—rank and

loathsome weeds would overgrow the paths of

industry, and a second Volney would come along

to meditate in view of their ruins, and say, as of

Balbec and Palmyra

—

'• And now a mournful skeleton is all that subsists

of This powerful Cit^' ! Naught remains of its vast

(lominalion, but a doubtful anil empty remembrance !

to the tumultuous throng which crowded under
these porticoes has succeeded the solitude of death.

The f i!eit-e of the tomb is substituted for the bustle

of public jilaces. The opulence of a commercial City

is cliangcd into hideous poverty. The palaces of the

rich have become a den of wild beasts ; Hocks fold

on the area of the temple and uncli-an reptiles in-

habit the sanctuaiy of the gods ! Ah ! how has so

much ?loi-y been eclipsed* "How have so many la-

borers" been annihilated? Thus perish the works
of men, and thus do empires and nations disappear!"

Where then would be your market, and what

the value of ypur lands ? But as circumstances

deny the monopoly that short-sighted selfi.shness

miglit like to enjoy, prudence suggests that you

should with circumspection prepare for the

changes that imperious circumstances will force

upon you. Do not these considerations invite

yon to a more extensive and more careful culti-

vation of the various fruits and culinary vegeta-

bles—beyond what may conduce to the health

and comfort of your own family— in order to

supply the necessary and the luxurious demands
of an immensely populous and opulent City ?

I confess to a decided partiality for these small-

er brancliesof industry, because they are iu their

nature more domestic. Excellence in the man-

agement of gardens, orchards, and flowers, while

it demands a certain degree ofpolite knowledge,

at once indicates and cherishes the better feel-

ings of the heart. Justly, then, may we extol

the liberality and good taste of some of our opu-

lent merchants, who, in the midst of their multi-

farious engagements, lend some of their time and

the well-earned fruits of their enterpri.se to the

embellishment of neighborhoods with villas and

ground.s, such as many around Boston, and, no (

less beautiful than those, Mr. Man ices's, iu your !

own vicinity—such villas as may be suppos-ed <

to have displayed the munificence of illustrious

sages of antiquity, whose virtues we fe as emi-

nent as their fortunes; and who, in the midst of

luxurious splendor, continued to steal occasions

to withdraw, and in every way to evince their

partiality for the country. Trees have always

seemed to me to have a sort of living or social

quality—a power of engaging our affections by

adventitious circumstances or associations,

which few if any other inanimate objects possess )

in like degree. There is an old Poplar, on the

college green at old Annapolis, which has tried

the wings of many an unfledged poet—and

been borne in affectionate remembrance by

every succession of graduates to all parts of

the world, for the last sixty years. What
money would purchase the Spanish chesnut in

the classical gi'ound at Belmont, seat of the late

Judge Peters, near Philadelphia, from a nut

planted by the hand of Washington ! or the

ivy that, planted by the great English orator,

Fox, still clings to the sacred walls of Lagrange,

the hallowed residence of Wa.shington's friend,

the great and good Lafaj'ctte. He ^^•ho intro-

duces a new vegetable from foreign parts, or a

tree fit for ornament or timber, better deserves

to be rewarded with the honor and respect of

his counti-y, than many military heroes lo whom
monuments have been decreed by people and

senates infatuated and servile.

Why not let us chronicle, for a Long-Island

Captain Hochestek, the credit which I am told

is his due, for having brought to this country the

Ailanthus, or the tree of Heaven, in the ship

Lion, from the East-Lidies. A tree which has

few equals in the ease with which it may be

propagated, or in the rapidity of its growth ;
and,

moreover, it is now said to rival, after a certain

n.z.0, the weight and solidity of box-wood ;
and,

if so, might it not he profitably cultivated in

plantat'ons, for practical uses.

If there be any radical mistake in your agri-

cultural economy, a transient ob.server like my-

self, not fully initiated in all the reasons that con-



trol your practice, might be led to inquire how
it is that you seem to give almost exclusive pre-

ference to horse, over ox or mule power, for the

plow, for heavy work on the farm, and for trans-

portation on your excellent roads ?—exactly re-

versing, in this respect, the habits of the saga-

cious farmers of the old Bay State, whose cir-

cumstances so nearly resemble your own to all

appearance, and to which State New-York
seems accustomed to go annually for apostles,

if not for examples, to enlighten us in the agri-

cultural art. There, Agricultural Societies, after

full deliberation, and with the express sanction

of such wise counselors as the late John Lowell
—danim venerabile nomcn—have expressly re-

fused to offer premiums for horses ofany kind

—

esteeming them the most expensive of all ma-

chines, animate or inanimate, employed in the

business of the farmer.

As to the ox—they contend that he costs less

to raise—is easier to break—lives on coarser

food—consumes less—for gearing, shoeing, and

grooming, costing almost nothing—and is ever

ready for his work. That, while the horse is

every day lessening, the ox is every day im-

proving, in value—is exempt from mseases

—

and is even more valuable dead than alive, being

in every part and parcel of him available, even

in his hoofs and his horns.

And, then, as to the mule—in strength fully

equal to your light lands—the planter of the

South and the farmer of the South-West will

tell j'ou that his life, on the average, is more

than double that of the horse ; and. therefore, the

capital in that heavy item is only to be half as

often renewed. I think it 's in the " Pickwick
Papers " that Sammy Veller asks the coachman,
" Did you ever see a dead donkey ?'' " No."

—

" Did you ever see a man that had seen a dead

donkey ?'' "No !"—" Did you ever see a man
that had seen any other man that ever saw a

dead donkey ? " " No !
"—And yet, gentlemen,

I do not maintain that the life of this hybrid is

everlasting ; but I do know that the late General

Ridgely, of Hampton, Maryland, who owned
large iron-works, and employed between fifty

and a hundred, once told me that if any man
would make him a gracious gift of a full set of

horses, on setting out in life as a young farmer,

and require him to keep up the stock, he would

reject the ofler. Mr. Jo. Patterson, of Baltimore,

conducting the same business on a large scale,

with uncommon sagacity and circumspection,

lately told me the same thing ; and I have un-

derstood that when Mr. John llidgely, of Hamp-
ton, succeeded to that magnificent estate, there

was in one of his father's wagons an entire team

tliat had worked together for 24 years !

I am not una^^'a^e that your reasoning is, and

presume not to dispute its force, that you have
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to keep a span of horses any how, for your fam-

ily to go to town occasionally, and to church on

Sunday ; and j-ou tell me that the Ladies could

not be reconciled to the use ofthe.se long-eared,

hard-headed beasts ! Well, this may be so

;

and far be it from me to refuse you credit for

thus consulting their taste and their wishes.

—

Doubtless it is but one example of universal sub-

mission on Long- Island to the same resistless in

fluence. But you must allow me to add that (

hardly ever met with a housewiife who, if her

'lord and master' would only condescend to enter

into a minute and frank explanation of his views

and situation, would not cheerfullj' make any

reasonable sacrifice of pride, or fashion, or per

.sonal indulgence, to promote their common good

How often does the wife lend her husband hei

house-.servant, and her dairy-maid, and even

her cook, to go out to help him on the fanii !—

Ay, I have seen her pull off' her very apron to

be used by the seedsman in sowing his grain !

And besides, after all, this antipathy to driving

mules is but a national prejudice—an opinion ;

but opinion, it is said, is the queen of the world.

For an illustration, look at Spain—the very

home of the superb Andalusian horse. There

the royal family and the grandees monopolize

the 'privilege of driving mules—a privilege al-

most prohibited to the plebeians. There are

now several teams on the mail line along the

rich limestone valley of the Shenandoah

!

But, to come nearer home—in sight of this

town, my friend Mr. Milhaud does, w ith a pair

of mules, all the labor and hauling for his farm,

on the margin of your extraordinary prairie,

^^hich stretches around for so many miles, and

which, I learned with surpri.se, is abandoned to

pasturage—its bosom never having been marked

with the traces of a jjIow.

Nevertheless, gentlemen, I presume not to say

that j'ou have not good and sufficient reason for

deciding in favor of the more active, sightly,

short-lived, voracious, expensive and inedible

horse. If the ladies insist, why, there 's an end

of the matter ; for we all admit that

" Where a lady 'a in the case.

All other things give place."

And there 's no use in looking for other reasons,

when one is all-sufficient—else I might attribute

your predilection to something of that spirit of

chivalry which at once produces and is produced

by a passion for such unrivaled goera as you have

on Long-Island—like the hor.se of Adoni.s de-

scribed by Shakspeare, in the universality ot

his knowledge

—

"So does your horse excel a common one,

In shape, in courage, color, pace, and bone."

One thing more I will venture- to suggest.

—

Small as are your farms, generally, compared

with such as I have been accustomed to see in
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the Sonth, ihcy nmst yet be tilled, in a great ' And here the way open-s for me to fail, for the

measure, bv hired force, sach as your neighbor-
,
occasion, into the track of one of my eloquent

hood afibrds. Is it not. then, a matter appealing predecessors, though prudence would warn me
as well to your interea as to your benevolence, ' not to call up in contrast with my o^^-n. the clas-

that measures be taken to confer some honorarj- sical and brilliant performances of any one of

distinction in the way of encouragement on la- those who have gone before me on similar occa-

borin? men, who habitually hire out, to establish sions. Yet my sincere anxiety for the honor and

for themselves a character for sober and moral prosperity of every one who lives by the plow.

A a-lfiis i And that married men, in Kke circum- prompts me to quote for your recollection this re-

stances, be induced to improve the appearance ' mark ofHon. Senator Diekixsox, ofNew-York :

and comfort of their humble residences, by - And is it not,'' said he, " lamentably true, that

planting vines and shrubbery, and otherwise the extreme doctrine of rewards and punish-

causing them to present that aspect of neatness, ments, -which has practically obtained, by gene-

which every passer-by -svould regard with ad- ral consent, for the last few years, and has been

miration, as signs that rarely deceive, of more upheld and justified by all parties who have had

than ordinary merit and rectitude on the part of the dispensing ofpatronage, hasdone much, very

the inmates ? aiuch to -ss-ithdraw men firom the sober pursuits

More than mistaken—even -wicked—is the of industry, and induced them to embark their

sugsestion tliat such simple adornments of little all upon a sea of political troubles ?—To

hi-? cabin are unsoited to the condition of the la- forego the cultivation of the little farm, where

burins man I Rather let the poorest be encour-
j

peace and plenty are the sure rewards of indus-

aged to construct, of tmhewed posts, the rudest ! triousand frugal hahits, to gain a precarious sab-

sort of bow-er about his door. Nature will kind-
j

sistence by hanging upon the skins of party

:

ly assist him to cover it with the honey-suckle ' politicians by trade, and office-seekers from pria-

and the jessamme. that ask bat little care ; and, I ciple. If,"' added he. " Government seeks to

then, what so sweet as his own ftceet briar, \ entrench itself about w4th office and patronase,

which, the poet says, ! and relies for its strength on its parasites and
** Grotvs alonz

j

place-men. and not upon the afiections of the

The poor gi.rfs paiway and the poor'man's door?'
j
^^^i^ jj ^.^nnot win by its justice, thoagh for

Kmdly lend your countenance, even at some
; ^ time it may terrify by its power. " I mean no

expense, if need be. to effect this reform : and niore than he did, to make any but a general

the wayfaring traveler, as he passes, shall re-
^
application of these remarks. In more than a

mark to himself that, withm the sphere of this
j quarter of a century that I have been laboring

Society's inSaence. even the poorest diow signs
^.ji]^ jjjy pg^ jq j^q cause of the plow, I caa

of melkjradon. and partake of the common re-
| safely say that never has a word been penned,

finement ^Ve^e it not that 1 dislike to appeal
; ^,r by me been permitted to be published, of a

to all sinister motives, in a case which so forci-
; partisan character ; bat I have lived long enough

bly addresses itself to the better feelings of our
j
^o see and to deplore the increasing disposition of

nature, I might add that your kindness would youns men to abandon industrial pursuits for a

be remunerated in the improved value of your I slavish dependence on the capricious breath of

district, for it would then possess superior at-
j

power ; so that now, addressing myself to tliose

tractions for the very sort of people whom all
. ^.\^q are them.selves, and who desire their sons

would be most ready to welcome. In this work
\
.^ ^e. independent practical farmers, I hold it

of charity. I undertake to answer for the hearty
; jq be mv sacred duty to exhort you to discour-

eo<jperation of every good house\sife and every
| a^e all such enervating and miserable Lnciina-

fair daaghter on Long Island. Nature formed
j
jjong. Rather cut otf a small comer of your

them for such offices : and he that invokes not ! {-^tja and persuade them to seek an honest livc-

their smiles on every good undertaking is la-
j lihood. however homely, by the s^veat of their

ni>;ntably ignorant or regardless of the best
j brow,

means of success,
| in the best days of the Roman Republic, ere

For the Ladies, themselves, where is the
; loxurj- had enervated her people—when

man-sion or the cottage m Hempstead, or its
I uyjje nerves that join'd their limbs were firm and

vic'miiy, that does not display more or less of
|

that refinement which the love of flowers indi-

cates : and which, when once it breaks out,

spreads with a natural and wholesome conta-

giousness over a whole commtmity, prompting

all to unite in the Apostrophe

—

' .- '• .~cE»e. herbs, and frails and flo^wers,

I: As to Hrn whfjse sun exalts,
">•

. pcrfUmc-s you. and whc=e pcnci;

f-
-.^,
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sirons.

Their life was healthy, and their ase was lon§

;

it was by the addition of ttco acreg of land, that

a countrj- discharged its obligation to its heroes.

The neat, well-dUed little farm of my friend Mr.

L.iiKO, would have recompensed the heroism

of an Horatius Coclcs, or the virtues of a Cato.

Teach your son, then, rather to till his two acres,

than give up his life to awTCtched alternation of



hope and fear, of getdag and losing place. Let

him remember :hat " a plovnnan on his feet is

taller than a courtier on his knees." K-we are

industrious \ve shall never starve, for at the

workingman's do8r hunger looks iu but dares

not enter, as Poor Richard sajs. Tell him

then to

—

•• Plow deep, while slogaards sleep.

And you shall have com to sell and to keep."

In the spirit, if not in the very words of my
estimable friend, Hon. Zadock Pratt, himself

a working man of the first order of benevolence

and useihlness. when some days since address-

ing the Greene County Agricultaral Society

—

" At the tirst symptoni " said he. -'of that infata-

adon that would lead your son to seU his birth-

right for a mess of pottage, put into his hands

the fable of the fat town do^, and the Uan tcoif."

The wolf expressing surprise at his sleek and

comely appearance, was in&rmed by the dog

thai if he would accompany him to town, he

would pTU bhr> in the way of faring equally

well ; but when they reached the suburbs of

the city, he espied ajmething on Uie dog's neck,

and so with a mixture of curiosity and su.-?picion,

he asked his companionwhat it meant. •* Oh !"

said the dog, " that "s only a collar with which

my master confines me through the day, and

forces me to sleep, that hemay the better secure

my vigilaace over his property at night."' "Ah I"

said the wolf - if that 's the price yoa pay for

your good looks, good-bye to you, my friend :

—

I so back to the woods. When hanger seizes

me by the throat. Liberty will come with her

sweet smiles to console me."'

That my most youthful hearers may the bener

understand the fable. I have caused it to be

illustrated as voa see.

.^^^

Finally, Farmers of Long Island, how strik- 1 considersiions that may well warrant yon ia

ing are your advantages, and how many the , being proud of your position ! "With a soil easi-
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ly labored, and, when well fed, quick in its re-

turns—in close proximity, and with every mode
of communication by land and water, with half a

million of consumers every day, and every hour

increasing—with even a second farm in your

great Southern Bay, aifording seventy miles of

inland navigation, inhabited like the lake in the

happy valley of Abyssinia, with fish of every

species, and everj- bird that nature hath taught

to dip its wing in water ; and superadded to all

th.ese a climate of uncommon salubrity, what

more can you desire or deserve ? And then,

again, for moral stimulus, what community was

ever looked down upon by a more devout, a

braver, or a nobler ancestry? Ornaments of

the church—sages who kmdled and kept alive

the council -fires of the Revolution, and heroes

who bled in its battles by sea and land ! with your

own amiable and accomplished Historian to res-

cue their names from oblivion, until history itself

shall be buried in the ruins of time, and the

brightest and most lasting renown of the Hero

and Patriot shall fade avi^ay even as the halo of

the setting sun ! But though the genius of de-

stiniction shall obliterate from the records of

fame, even such names as Long Island's learned

and amiable Mitchell, her gallant Truxtou, and

no less gallant but less fortunate Woodlmll, who
scorned to save his life with one word of dis-

loyalty to his country—shall not the influence of

their virtues pass from father to son, while this

beautiful Island stands out from the bosom of

the ocean ?

Gentlemen,—and now I address myself ex-

clusively to you—as I have already abused your

patience, let me detain you but a moment to ad-

vert to and express my humble approval of one

remarkable feature in your proceedings; you

have wisely manifested your sensibility to the

rights and influence of the softer sex, by ap-

pointing Lady Committees to award your pre-

miums for objects coming peculiarly witliin their

Xjrovince^persevere in this direction. It was

not a bad maxim of the eccentric and ill-fated

Crockett, to be sure you are right, and then go

ahead. But excuse me for suggesting that they

should command our respect and attention on

yet broader and higher and holier grounds. I

have alluded to the sortofeducation fitted to unite

the practical and the intellectual Farmer, and

thus secure a race of those " high-minded men,"

who, after all, constitute a state. And shall I

tell you how such men are to be secured ?

—

No ! gentlemen, you already anticipate me. It

is by sound, and solid, and u.seful, and virtuous

instruction to your daughters., who are to be the

future mothers of the Republic—mothers whose

holy office it will be to sow the fir,st seeds in

the virgin soil of youthful minds. They give

inclination to the twig, and the tree is bent ac-

cordingly. Fear not that solid instruction will
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impair the delicacy, or blunt the nice moral

tact which is the proud attribute of their sex,

and the admiration of ours. Does not the flex-

ile vine bear as much pruning and culture as

the oak ? No, my friends, ignorance—ignorance

is the great fountain, ever teeming with corrup-

tion ! Knowledge at once strengfliens and re-

fines the soul, as art gives to " valor's steel

"

all its virtue, its pliability, its tempei', and its

polish. But polished or unpolished—alike in the

palace or the hut—for all the good offices I

have named, an Indian or an African sun may
have burned upon her, still the heart of woman,

like the diamond in the mine, is substantially

the same ! Sensitive as the harp of iEolus, it

has chords responsive to the faintest cry when
distress is in the wind. \Vhen the gallant Capt.

Smith was bound for the stake, and the torch

was already lighted, whose tears molted at

once the heart of the savage and the chains of

tlie victim ? When the ill-fated Park was dying

in the African wilderness of exposure and

famine, shunned by his own sex, and threatened

by wild beasts not more savage in their na-

ture, who led him fainting to their hut, appeas-

ed his hunger and assuaged his thirst, and sent

him on his way refreshed and grateful ?

In both cases untutored savages, but mark ! in

both cases Women !

"O, Woman! in our hours of ease,

Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,

And variable as the shade
Bj' the light quivering aspen made

;

WTien pain and anguish wring the brow,
A ministering angel thou."

Wakefield.— Griano as a Manure.—At the

meeting of this Club on August 15, H. Briggs,

Esq. opened a discussion " On the beneficial ef

fects of Guano as a Manure." He began by ob-

serving— I shall make a few observations, which
I hope will provoke a discussion. Farm-yard
Manure is thought to be the best manure—but
this is certain, that that kind of manure is best

which has most of the nutritive properties of food

for plants in it. Now let us compare the analy-

zation of manure and guano : —
A ton of manure yields 2 lbs. 4 oz. of potash.

Do. guano do. 66 lbs. 8 oz. do.

1 lb. 10 oz. soda.

36 lbs. 15 oz. do.

5 lbs. loz phosphoric acid.

283 lbs. 9 oz. do.

1 lb. 4 oz. sulphuric ncii

93 lbs. 8 oz. do.

1 lb. 9 oz. chlorine.

62 lbs. do.

From which it will be seen that one ton of gu-

ano contains about as much potash as thirty tons

of manure. One ton of guano contains about as

much soda as 19 tons of manure. One ton of

guano contains about as much phosphoric acid

as 55 tons of manure. One ton of guano con-

tains about as much sulphuric acid as 80 tons of

manure. One ton of guano contains about as

much clorine as 45 tons of manure. Bones are

said to be a valuable manure -.—the principal fer-

tilizing ingredients in bones are jihosiihoric acid

and lime. Now, a ton of raw bones gives 080

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

manure do.

guano do.

manure do.

guano do.

manure do.

guano do.

manure do.

guano do.



lbs. of phosphoric acid. A ton of g'liano gives

283 lbs. of phosphoric acid. So that bones give

double tlie phosplioric acid that guano does, but
bones give no potash, .soda, sulphuric acid, or
chlorine; in yielding lime they are but equal.

Rape dust contains no potash, soda, or sulphu-

ric acid ; so that if the land docs not contain

these, rape dust \vould be an inefficient or only
partial manure, so far as the above three ingre-

dients are concerned. There are only four ma-
nures \vhich will do to be applied alone, viz :

jard-manure, guano, night soil, and urine. The
follov/ing are only partial manures :—soot, blood,

bones, rape dust, and nitrate of soda. A com-
parison of night soil* and guano is as follows :

—

A ton of niglit soil yields 6 lbs. 7 oz. of potash.
Do. guano do. 66 lbs. 8 oz. do.

Do. night soil do. 4 lbs. 10 oz. soda.

Do. guano do. 36 lbs. 15 oz. do.

Do. night soil do. 120 lbs. phosphoric acid.

Do. guano do. 283 lbs. 9 oz. do.

The comparative value of farm-yard manure
and gruano (leaving out the gaseous ingredients)

appears to be this:—Guano is worth thirty times
as much per ton as farhi-yard manure, as far as
solid fertilizing matters go. Practice confinns
thi.s—we have on our farm as good Turnips from
less than five cwt. of guano per acre, as from
twenty tons of fann-yard manure ; but it may be
asked, is it equallj' durable ? I say more so

—

farm-yard manure it is admitted, yields more
gaseous ingredients, but being very volatile,

much more flies oil than can possibly do from
guano. On the ground we tried wrui 5 cwt. of
guano for Turnips, and twenty tons farm-yard
manure, the crops of Turnips were equal. The
ne.xt crop, which was wheat, the part which
was tilled with guano produced the best crop.

There is a clear benefit to the farmer: he can
raise more Turnips by the aid of guano, which
gives him more food for his cattle, and of course
makes more manure for him aftenvards. The
prices of guano vary—say Peruvian, ilO per ton.

Ichaboe, ^7 IO5. ; but I find there is not such a
ditterence in their virtues, so that I conclude Ich-
aboe is the cheapest. I cannot omit observing
that guano is also useful in killing -sNorms when
it is applied to Grass land ; they may be seen in

immen.se numbers on the surface, but I think
guano should be mixed with salt. Mr. Farrer,
of O niton, said he applied guano last year, and
there was less Grass in June on the part where
the guano was put than on tho.se parts where it

was not sown ; but when I mowed it iu Au-
gust it yielded five tons from four acres, and the
fog or after Grass was perhaps the best in the
neighborhood ; the quality of the hay vi'as very
good. I have tried it for Turnips as follows :

—

I put 6 cwt. per acre of guano, and 20 tons of
mar»ure, a mixture of horse, pig. farm-yard, and
night soil. I spread each on the ground, and
plowed it up into ridges, sowing^ the Tumips
on the top. The manured Turnips took the
load, and kept it until about ten days .since ; but
now the guano has outgrown them. I also tried

guano on four large patches of Grass, in one
place particular!}'. The Grass was distinctly

better the fir.st and .second year. Mr. Hislop.

—

I have not used it extensively, especially in its

dry or powdered state, but made into a liquid,

two ounces to a gallon ofwater. I have applied
the liquid twice in the ye.ar to Carrots and cauli-

flowerp. Its efifects in killing the grubs on Car
rots was wonderful, although next year it did

' This nidit soil includes the urine with iL
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not seem to do such execution on the vermin.
When I tried 4 cwt. per acre with manure, the
tops were greener, but no material difference in
weight produced

; but where I tried eight cwt.
per acre, I had a bushel of Potatoes more in a
row of eight chains long. On the crop of Bar-
ley the next year I observed a want of fresh-
ness where the guano had been sown. Where
I sowed it on Grass last year, it did very poorly,
but this year it shows clearly its beneficial ef-

fects.—The members came to the following res-
olution :

—
" That, in the opinion of this meeting,

guano is an important auxiliary to the resources
of the farmer in obtaining luxuriant crop.s, and
is the cheapest and most important substitute for

fann-yard manure, in some instances being found
to produce as good crops at half the cost."

AN ADDRESS
To the Agriculturists of Great Britaiv, explaining the
Principles and Use of his Artificial Manures. By
Professor Justus Liebig. Muspratt & Co., Liver-
pool. Manufacturers of the Manure.

"Twenty-five jears ago, when the manu-
facture of spa and mineral waters began, they
met with violent opposition from the members
of the faculty, as being deprived of all the good
qualities of the natural ones—as wanting, in a
certain conditio, sine qua -non— in a spiritus
rector, or vital power, which alone gave them
any medicinal qualities. Those times have pass-
ed now—chemistiy has demonstrated to a cer-
tainty what the constituentsof those various wa-
ters are, and under what forms and compounds
they are united in them. It has succeeded iu
combining them exactly in the same propor-
tions, and in rendering them not only equal to

to the natural ones, but even more effective.

Only from that time, plwsicians were induced
to connect certain effects on the human body
with certain elements in the water.s, and were
enabled, by the light of science, to add more of
this element, or more of that; nay, to apply, in-

stead of the waters themselves, the one active
element alone, as is, for instance, the case with
iodine in indurations and struma. It is well
kno\\'n, that at this moment there are extensive
manufactures of mineral -waters in England, at
Berlin, at Dresden, at Vienna, <5cc."

The above is a paragraph v^'ith which Dr. Lie-
big commences a chapter on artificial manures
in this pamphlet, and the application of the fact

thus broached to the subject he discus.se3 is vei-y

easy.
" I believe," he says, at p. 23, " that the same

principle may be applied, partially, at least, to

the use of manufactured manures, which, iu
England, has just been called into existence.
Guano, that powerful manure, the efficacy of
which, in a judicious application, has been
clearly demonstrated by the testimony of the
most intelligent farmers, cannot be supplied for

a much longer period, because the rich stores in

Chili and Africa must be shortly exhausted. As
it is only in very dry countries that it is found,
we cannot expect to discover many more planes
containing it, and what are we then to do? Mv
attention has often been directed to the ques-
tion, whether, according to our experience, and
the present state of science, a manure might not
be compo.scd which could replace the genuine
guano in its etfect.s, and whether I conld not, by
a series of experiments, point out a way of pre-
paring one equal to it in all its chemical and
physical properties."
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The fact that guano, like the mineral water,
occurrin? in nature, may be advantageously re-

placed by artjticial preparations, has long been
acknowledged. Such a manure, " applicable to

all descriptions of soils." should contain, accord-
ing to Professor Liebig, earthy and alkaline
phosphates, ihe alkalies, sulphate, muriate of
potash, common salt salts of lime, especially
gypsum, and salts of ammonia. Tlie propor-
tion, however, in which these should occur in

manure must differ according to the crop it is to

be applied to ; for—and this is a fact which has
been illustrated to a great extent during the past
few years, and to which, doubtless, the attention

of chemists will be devoted for many years to

come—the mineral food required by one plant is

different from that needed by another.
•• Hundred weights of the ashes of the follow-

ing plants, contain

—

Beans

Straw of
. IPota-

Peas toes.

Alkaline Carbonates.
Carbonate of Lisie.

Phosphate of Lime,
Phos. of Maenesia...
Sulphate ofPotash \

or Soda. 3
Magnesia,
Chloride of Sodi- )

um or potassium, j
Ph. of Iron, Ph. of?
Alumina, to... S

23.3;« 1-2.43

39.50147. 81

6.43 5.15
6.66| 4.37

12.40J10.15

0.28| 4.63

Clo-

ver.

4T34'.31.63

43.68
5.73
7.82

2.8

41.61
11.80
0.91

2.23

Ash-
es of
Hav.

3.0
6.9
40.8

8.84

21.8

3.06

1.27

'• In these analyses Silica has not been taken
into account as it is found in all soils, and need
not be supplied. One hundred weight of the
ashes of Potatoes, and the seeds of the following
plants, contains

—



WINE MAKING,

han-est And the busy scene is presented

us of visitors in the vineyards (the uninvited

having paid their entrance fee) plucking and

eating the beautiful, healthful fruit, and the

grape-gatherers collecting for wine or table use.

Our grape gathering is in a very plain way

—

though that of the Scuppemong is somewhat

peculiar. For gathering this kind, a large sheet

or piece of cloth, with poles fastened to each end

or t^'o sides, is held by a couple of hands

under any part of a canopy; and another, with

a forked stick, shakes the bi-anches above the

canopy, and all the ripe grapes fall aifd roll into

tlie middle of the cloth. Other kinds of grapes

are plucked off by hand, while the gatherers

stand on movable fixtures, to enable them to

reach the grapes hanging underneath high can-

opies, or on the highest parts of the treUises.

The grapes are carried to the presses, where

all are arranged with a sti^ict regard to order

and cleanliness. First, all but the ripe and

soimd berries are separated, ifnecessary. Next,

they are passed through a machine for mashing

them, consisting of a frame placed on a vat or

half-hogshead, with t^o tamed rollers (and hop-

per above) so adjusted as to distance, as not to

break the seeds of the fruit. To one end of each

roller is a handle, by which t^\'o persons turn,

and a third feeding through the hopper, enough

grapes for 20 barrels of wine may be mashed

in a day.

Grape gatliering commences here toward the

la-^t of July, and continues till October.

From about twenty varieties only I make
wine as yet : though more than a hundred oth-

ers, bearing small qnantities. and different kinds

ripening in succession, gives me time to operate

in wine-making as an incidental employment.

Four or five hands, large and small, can make
their barrel or more of w-ine a day. It is im-

portant for all the wine in one vessel to be made
of grapes gathered vNdthin the period of at most,

two days. The Scuppemong vine ripens its

berries in succession, and requires repeated

gatherings, therefore, by shaking, as before de-

ecribed, under the same vine or canopy. And,
in conseouence of Jiug ripening, we have its

AS PRACTICED IN NORTH-CAROLDJ.V, BY REV. S. WELLER.

Addressed to Doctor D. P. Gap-dixek, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the American Agricultoral

Association. Read at a meeting of the Association, and communicated for publication in the Farmers'

Library, at the request of the Editor.

A PORTION" of the grapes on the trellises and
I
most delightful, healthy fruit commonly from

arbors being fully ripe, then comes tlie vintner's the first of August till the first of October.

Some other kinds of vines ripen all their ber-

ries at one time; and there is, therefore, no

trouble in separating the green ones before

ma.shing the ripe. My Halifax is remarkable

for this property. AU the fruit on each of its

large clusters turns a dark blue at the same
time ; and a few ^veeks thereafter, being fully

ripe, they are fit at once, after pulling off, for

the compression, or table use. The Norton "N'ir-

ginia Seedling clusters are not altogether free

from green berries. The Cunningham has, on

every cluster, more or less green dwarfish ber-

ries, when all the rest on the cluster are fully ripe.

This last is especially excellent as an eating

fruit, but for \vine the above circumstance is ra-

ther an objection. Yet there is no additional

trouble on this score by the late Mr. Herbe-

mont"s favorite method, of making a verj- supe-

rior white ^vine out of a dark-colored grape, as

he details in his short treatise on vineyards.

—

The process is that of putting the grapes, with-

out mashing, under the press, when the fully-

ripe berries only are broken, and have tlieir

juice expressed : while the green or unripe

ones, on examination after pressing, are found

whole. These last, or all the refuse, may be put

through the mashing machine and pressed for

an inferior v.-ine, vinegar, or distillation. But

the juice of the ripe fhut only has added to it

the requisite quantity of sugar or brandy, and

put into the cask to undergo the very sh'ght

fermentation that soon converts it into a very

sweet, pleasant, and pectiliarly healthful wine.

Through the above process I make wines,

quite colorless, from several kinds of dark-col-

ored grapes, that odierviise. or by fermenting

with the skins, hvhich gives the coloring./ would

be a lighter or darker red. according to the peri-

od of fermentation. I frequentiy manage my
Halifax in this way, and the ^vine thus made
cannot be distinguished trota the colorless Scup-

pemong as to its appearance ; tliough when this

kind is fermented in the must, it is of a bril-

liant red hue,

I state here that the Isabella is particularly

remarkable, in this region, for ripening its fruit

at succesave periods : that is, in seasons when,



in despite of the propensity to rot, the fruit ma-

tures at all in any quantity. The Catawba, also,

is somevrhat prone here to have its berries

ripeu successively on the same cluster. The

Vine Arbor, like my Halifax, all ripen at the

same time. So do most others that 1 have cul-

tivated to any extent ; as the York Madeira,

Lenoir, Somerville, and Norton's Virginia Seed-

ling.

Here it may be proper to observe that the

quautity of juice, in proportion to the quantity

of grapes, varies pretty much in proportion to

thcMzeof the hemes, though there are some

exceptions thereto. The Scuppernong is one

of the largest of grape fruit. I have frequently

singled out the largest berries of a quantity

gatliered, that individually measured three and

a half inches in circumference. Years since,

one was found in my vineyards that measured

four inches round ; but this was quite extraor-

dinary, and appeared more like an apple than

a grape ; and, bj^ certificate, stating its dimen-

sions, m the " American Farmer," I challenged

its equal. But none as yet, I believe, has been

found.

The Scuppenioug fruit being large, free from

stems, and very juicy, it is common to press four

gallons of juice out of a bushel of grapes; from

the Norton, Vine Arbor, my Halifax, and some

other large-fruited, about three and a half gal-

lons. ^Vhile those of very small berry, like the

Elsingburgh, and those of wild growth, or

woods grapes, as called here, (of which there is

a great variety in North-Carolina,) do not aver-

age but about two gallons ofjuice per bushel.

—

And besides being generally surer and better

bearers, and more easily gathered in quantities,

tlie large-fruited grapes are free from attacks ef

birds—for, it would appear, their bills are too

small to g^asp them. However, a little use of

powder and small shot soon frees a vineyard

from the visitation of birds.

But to return from this digression to the wine

prefis. The grapes being mashed, there are

several ways of treating the ma.ss, or must, ac-

cording to tlie kinds of wine designed. But,

not to exceed limits too much in this, I must de-

fer treating of these for another letter.

You desire, you say, that in particular I should

give our method of making wine in North-Caro-

lina. I have to first remark that the methods in

this State are various, according to the tastes and

circumstances of the makers. But before stat-

ing some of that diversity, as pursued by myself

and other.s, I will give the process that has uni

foiTuly succeeded with me in producing a good

wine, that never spoils, and improves by age,

though excellent in a few months. The secret

of this process (a little diversified, as I shall pres-

I

ently show) is that of giving the wine a good
[AVG]

body at once, by adding enough of sugar or

brandy to make up for the general deficiency of

American grapes in saccharine or other matter,

and, therefore, to prevent the acetous feraienta-

tion, especially in our hot climate. Indeed, in

the warmest sea.sou of the year South, (where

deep, cool cellars are also scarce,) there is no

certainty, it would appear from my experience

and information, of a snfe issue of fermentation,

even with a sufficient ingredient added, for a

good body or strength to the wine, unless, also,

recourse be had, otherwise and previously, to

separating some, at least, of the extraneous mat-

ter.

For this end, after liaving tried various meth-

ods, as that of passing the juice, after pressing,

through clean ^v^shed sand, (a troublesome af-

fair,) I have found that folds of a woolen or flan-

nel blanket answer eveiy desired purpose^ and

are attended with the least trouble.

The following is the plain, simple and contin-

ued process of making our Scuppernong wine:

After our grapes are mashed by our roller ma-

chine, before described, and the mass folded in

a sheet, inside of a crib of upright laths, under

a press, and the juice expressed in the manner of

cider making, several folds of a woolen blanket

laid on a frame, over a vessel or tub, strain out,

as the juice pas.ses through from the press, most

of the extraneous matter ; and, thus purified in

part, to it is added two pounds, or more, of sugar

to the gallon, or a portion—say a fourth—of good

brandj' or spii'its. After being put into a clean

cask, fumigated with a sulphur match, and shak-

en well, the cask is bunged up, and put away
in a cool place or cellar. No farther process is

required. A gentle fermentation will ent-ue

;

and in the succeeding fall or winter, if choosing

to rack the wine, it will be found to be clear,

without artificial fining, and can be drawn off

so from the lees, by a spigot at a sufficient dis-

tance from the lower part of the cask. At the

bottom of the cask will be found a gallon or so

of dregs or lees. I say if choosing to rack ; for

the wine may be kept safely any length of time

on what lees there are. And occasionally it

may be drawn off as wanted by a spigot above

the lees. If wishing a superior article of what

may be called the Scuppernong Champagne,

doubly refined sugar of the best quality is to be

used.

\Vines of colored or other grapes may be suc-

cessfully made in the same manner as above

stated for the Scuppernong. And if colored

grapes are mashed, the juice will have a slight

color, and be a sweeter wine than that which is

regularly femiented with the skins, &c. But if

a wine not so sweet and highly colored be de-

sired, I put the mashed ingredients into an open-

headed cask, covered with a blanket, allow it to

feiinent till the skins of tlie grapes and other ex-



Daueous matter float on the surface of the mass

;

theu by a spigot, near the bottom, I draw off the

clear juice, and, Eteaming it through folds of a

woolen blanket, as above stated, I add forthwith

the sugar or spirits ; after this, treatment in the

cask, as before stated. But when I wish to

make a white or colorless wine, from colored

grapes, I pm-sue the same plan' as first named,

witli the exception of gathering the grapes in

the morning, ore the sun heats the skins and

tinges the juice, and without mashing the grapes.

By putting them under the press whole, those

fully ripe only, after pressing, will be found bro-

ken. Those not broken may be mashed for an

inferior wine or vinegar; and, also, when tlie

clear juice is drawn off, in case of fennentation,

with the skins in the open-headed cask, the rest

may be pressed for the like purpose.

Once I tried the plan of fermenting with the

sugar or brandy added, under the impression of

making a more homogeneous liquor thereby

;

but I found no advantage in the way anticipated,

and that it was difficult to arrest the fermenta-

tion after drawing off; and, not unfrequently,

the wine would, in spite of efforts to save it, run

into the acetous fennentation. .It

The foregoing process of wine-making I have

found attended with uniform success, and the

wines made thereby have been pronounced, by
most competent judges, excellent in all respects.

A very good Champagne kind ofwine can be

made by bottling the Scuppeniong, or other

kinds of juice, after straining as before du-ected,

and putting it up at once in strong Champagne
bottles, corked and wired.

A remark or two in allusion to a few circum-

stances in the foregouig methods of wine-mak-
ing :

1. The folds of woolen blanket will repeated-

ly become clogged with the extraneous matter,

and (especially if the grapes are very ripe) the

blanket must be washed or exchanged several

times in making a barrel of wine.

2. Again : when racking, the cask into which
the wine is again turned must be well fumigated

with a brimstone match—say a strip of cloth

dipped in melted sulphur, and set on fire, and

on a thin wire put into the middle of the ca.sk,

and the bung put in for a short time ere turning

the wine therein.

I find, by carefully straining, as stated, and
putting the requisite quantity of the preserving

ingredient, (the quantity depends measurably
on the kinds and ripeness of the grapes, &c.) it

is not material \%hether the cask be filled up, or

whether different quantities be put into it on
successive days ; though it is well to fill each
cask at once, if convenient. If the spot where
it is placed be kept dark, the better for the safe-

keeping and improvement of the wine.

I do not think it worth while to detail other
(497)

methods of wine-making in our State, for the

above I have found safe, easy, and effectual, for

a good wine ; and others I have tried without

uniform success, and with considerable loss.

Of course, the better the sugar or brandy, the

less required to the gallon of juice to insure the

keeping. I was once told that one-seventh of

brandy was sufficient, but experience has shown

me that a fourth is the medium quantit}- of spir-

its. I have tried putting in less than two pounds

of sugarwhen making a sugared wine ; if less is

used, the juice or must should float an egg. But

this I found of somewhat doubtful issue. I have

tried putting in the keeping ingredients at dif-

ferent periods iu the same cask as found need-

ful, but conclude it is decidedly best to put in

plenty at once. Yet, in some instances?, I have

saved or recovered injured wine by adding

more sugar or brandy.

With the juice of well-ripened grapes, strain-

ed as before stated, and one-third good spirits

and two pounds of doubly-refined sugar added'

to the gallon, a most pleasant, healthful and me-

dicinal cordial is made, according to trials and

opinions of the best judges of the quality of cor-

dials.

As to wines, however, I have found it best to

use either sugar or spirits, and not both at once

or for the same article.

Colorless wines may have any shades of red

color imparted to them by smaller or larger pro-

portions of scorched sugar or baked apples put

into the cask. But sugared wines must, if it is

deemed proper to resort thereto, be colored

with sugai' and brandied with apples, or the uni-

ty of taste is injured. But I deem it best, in

general, to let the -white wines remain so. In

short, as to selection of grapes and materials,

and the process of turning their quintessence in-

to wines, (I have xitterly failed in attempts to

make raisins, though not in preserving gi-apes

for mouths,) much depends on the pains taken,

as well as on other matters, as to degrees of ex-

cellence and value of the wines. And there-

fore, of right, prices vaiy, in my establishment,

from Sl.i to $.50 per baiTel. Hence, too, 1 pre-

sume, the diversity of prices in the East. And
as an instance of diversity of treatment there, I

have been credibly informed that, ere shipping

the celebrated Port wine, for safe-keeping i

the voyage, &c., they add one-third of good

brandy.

I beg leave to add that, in the midst of a press

of cares and employment, I have now finished

(I fear, thovigh, in a very imperfect manner.) my
third and last number on the subjects you sug-

gested. That yourself and co-partners, in ad-

vancing the benign cause of American Agricul-

ture, in its diversified branches, may have the

happiness of seeing so good an undertaking

prosper in your hands, is my sincere desire.
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NOTES ON THE PRECEDING,

JIADE AT THE INSTANCE OF THE EDITOR BY COL. EDWARD CLARK, OF BROOKL\'N, N. Y.

Hon. John S. Skinneb,
Editor of the Farmers' Library.

Dear Sir—I have read, with much satisfac-

tion, Mr. Sidney Weller's various processes for

making wines of various qualities. Tliey maj-

answer a valuable purpose in North-Caroliua,

and in the Southern States, or wherever the

grapes, generally speaking, are gathered from

uncultivated or luipruned grape-vines. Under

such circumstances, the juices of the fruit are

not sufficiently coucsntrated ; or, in other words,

tlie sugar or sweet principle is not suiSciently

developed, and artificial means become neces-

sary to preserve the wines produced from

grapes so collected.

Ordinarily, common bro-w-n sugar or uurecti-

fied alcohol are added to the juice of the grape

before, or sometimes after, fermentation, or the

development of alcohol, with a view to produce

a homogeneous beverage ; but in every instance

this practice must fail of its object, because the

flavoring properties of the vegetable from which

they have been produced will more or less pi-e-

vail, and vitiate that of the juice of the gi'ape, iu

proportion to the rate with which the adultera-

tion has been made.

If the juices of the grape have not been suffi-

ciently concentrated, and additions of converti-

ble alcoholic materials become necessarj- for its

preservation, then refined sugar or rectified al-

cohol may be added to the grape juice pre-vd-

ously to its fermentation, in proportion to its

poverty and the strength or quality of the wine

desired ; if a dry wine, a less quantity—if a

sweet, a greater. But it .should always be un-

derstood that such additions, no matter how well

refined or rectified, or well fermented, deterio-

rate the flavor.

In cases whei-e grape vines are closely

pniucd, the secreted juices become concen-

trated, and sugar, to excess, is fomied in the

ripe grapes. And, from such, raisins are formed

by drying ; or if juice be expressed from them,

with regard to the object, not only strong diy,

but sweet wines, are obtained, that will, with

proper treatment, keep in improving excellence

for a great length of time.

Should not a .sufficiency of alcohol be devel-

oped by the fermentation of the grape juice,

tlien from five to seven per cent, of good peach

brandy may be added. It may here be re-

marked, an ample supply of leaven or native

yeast is contained in the grape juice, to cause

(498)

fermentation ; in fact, there is a superabundance

of it, which should be suffered to escape from

the bmig-hole of the fermenting vessel, by keep-

ing it constantly full—that is, if a sweet vyine be

wanted. Otherwise, the cask should not be

full, and the feculent matter which rises to the

top of the liquor may be permitted to partially

subside ; when the cask should be filled and

closely stopped, but be daily watched to ascer-

tain whether the vinous is running into the

acetic fermentation. Should such be the fact,

the liquor must be immediately racked oft', or

refined, in casks that have been previously

sulphured ; which is performed by introducing

a small piece of cloth, fa.stened to a piece of

wood, dipped in fused sulphur and ignited, and

then thrust into the bung-hole. When it ceases

to burn, it is to be withdrawn, and the cask

tightly closed. So prepared, the wine is to be

put into the cask, and all connection with the

air cut off. The liquor has still to be watched,

and, if it has an acid tendency, it will be neces-

sary to repeat the sulphuring or racking process.

Should the wines so treated have become acid,

a small quantity of limestone or chalk may be

added, say sufficient to neutralize it. If tlie

wine be very acid, and it be attempted to cor-

rect it by the addition of limestone, and a large

quantity be added, it will impart a slightly bit-

ter, though not unhealthy taste, which is not

found except iu wines of inferior qualitj-. A
very important aiTaugement for the preserva-

tion of wines, and preventing the removal of the

fermentation, is their stowage iu deep cool cellars.

If attention be paid to the foregoing remarks,

many of the difficulties which present them-

selves in the manufacture of wines, by the ordi-

nary proccs.ses practiced in our countiy, will be

avoided. But a considerably large book might

be written on this subject, and then much would

remain to be learned before the whole art of

making good wine could be reduced to prac-

tice, even by the scientific cultivators of grapes

and the treatment of the vintage. I hope the

few hints thus hastily presented may prove of

some service in directing those who are turning

their attention to this important branch of our

Agriculture.
With ETcat respect, I am

Your friend and ob't serv't,

EDWARD CLARK.
Brooklyn, Oct. 9, 184.5.

We understand that in JMadeira the most alcohol

ever added ia ten per cent

!

[Ed- Farm. Lib.
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FARM REGISTERS.... HOW KEPT, AND USE OF.

W E do not design to write an essay on the

obligation and usefulness of keeping Farm Re-

gisters ; the thing is too apparent to require

argument or elucidation, and if the true secret

could be known, the explanation of the reasons

of those who omit to keep such Registers and

to note their daily transactions, would be

found to be the result of ignorance or indo-

lence ; and it is not easy to say \vhich is the

more disgraceful of the two. Surely it would

be easy to call up the manager or head laborer

at night, and from his account make a brief en-

try of the work that had been done—the articles

sold and bought, and the prices obtained and

paid.

A merchant on the smallest scale, keeps bis

books as indispensable to enable him to judge

whether he is going backward or going ahead

in his business ; while, as ys'e fear, rVeiy large

proportion of the Farmers and Planters in the

United States keep no sort of books whatever,

whereas, it ought to constitute, in the judgment

and esteem of every man of good sense, not on-

ly a high point of duty, but one of his recrea-

tions—for the want of ^vhich, men take to

snoozing or drinking, or electioneering, or card-

playing. Where there is a son in the family old

enough, (and if not a son, the daughter,) he

should be trained to keeping the Fami Register.

One establishment on which this thing is

done with unfailing punctuality and exactness,

is the " Indian Hill" Premium Farm of Massa-

chusetts, and we are not without a violent sus-

picion, that it wa.s a view of the Farm Register

and accounts, which contributed to the distinction

awarded to the proprietor, as much as practical

excellence or extraordinary productiveness in

the management of the Farm.

It would give us pleasure to present a view

of that truly curiou.'?, antique and venerable man-

sion and grounds, together with the accounts of

management and products, so w^ell and fully

published from time to time in that useful Jour-

nal, the X. E . Farmer. But our present purpose

is to give an extract from the farm book of Mr.

Harold of Long Island ; \vho. while he takes

the lead in all ^vork on his fann, keeps an exact

Register, as -well of Thei-raometrical and Ba-

rometrical as of practical observations and opera-

tions everj' day. The notes vs'hich follow, are

selected not for any thing j)articularly striking

they contain, but merely to .show the manner of

doing the tiling. For, after all, we have obsers'ed

f-109)

that no explanation is so good as this sort of de-

monstration. It is here seen that in all time to

come he can turn back and see how the force on

his farm was occupied any day in tlie year, and

what course of manuring and cultivation any and

evei-y part of his farm has undergone. We give

it only as an example—a leaffrom a book !

Copy ofFARM JouRN'AL kept by John HAROtD,
Pouter's Meadoto, Hempstead, Long Island,
1844 .•

April 24. Marked out com ground ; planted
Mercer potatoes round do. ; commenced plant-

iag com ; heard the Whip-po-wil the first time
this .spring.

2,5th. Burned butts of posts, and commenced
setting picket fence

;
planting com ; fine day.

26th. Finished planting corn
; planted white

dumpling beans ; stuck and hoed peas in gar-

den ;
painted roof of wagon-house ; making

picket fence.

27t]i. Carted 12 two-horse wagon loads ma-
nure from yard ; finished picket fence

;
planted

beans.

29th. Pulled up mullen from grass ground

;

potatoes coming up in garden, (planted 28tlx

March ;) white\\-ashed fences.

30th. Done up carpenter's jobs; planted po-

tatoes, sugar corn, squash and pumpkin seeds
;

planted out lettuce ; sowed Cantelope melon
seeds in frame ; barometer down.
May 1. Painted wagon ; white-washed chick-

en house ; rain most of the day.

2. Hoed up potatoes; planted out egg plants

;

turned manure ; added 10 lbs. Sulphate of Am-
monia.
December 31. Remarks and condition of lots.

Lot 1. Orchard.—Orchard grass and clover

cut for soiling and hay, part for garden purposes.

Peach trees stand well in bearing, much improv-
ed by washing with soft soap, and tarring

about the roots and digging in swamp muck
;

small trees dug round to keep grass away ; na-

tive sort of peas succeed best.

Lot 2. Timothy and clover put do\vn with
wheat and rye ; on rye part not so well taken, I

presume from the rve standing too thick, and
falling down ; fed off in the fall.

Lot 3. Timothy and clover second time of
mowing the part mentioned last year as poor
and full of weeds ; much improved by a dress-

ing of guano and silicate of soda ; mowed near-

ly as much again as last year.

Lot 4. Same as before, dressed in the same
way.

Lot. .5. Part of this lot has been mowed four

j'ears; dre.ssed it with guano and silicate of so-

da ; mowed better than any time before ; part
oat, a good crop \veighing 40 lbs. per bushel.

Lot 6. Part new mo\ving ground from wheat,
part pumpkin patch; 1^ acres com. 8 rowed
white flint, from which was hu.sked 2.52 piled

up bushels of eans, from manure made .see April
2d, \vhich was coarse cow-yard manure mixed
with sulphate of ammonia, sulphate of soda, lime
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and charcoal; this corn was extremely sound;
part of the lot had sedge-hay plowed in, part old
corn stumps burned up and spread over, which
part was decidedly best.

South Farm. Just purchased; the land has
had no manure for seven years

;
part of this was

planted with yellow corn on June 4th, and ma-
nured as follows: 14 loads of very coarse stuff

was carted out on May llth, to which was add-
ed lime, ground bone and sulphate of ammonia,
and wetted with a solution of sulphate of soda;
cut up on Sept. 2.5th, and yielded nearly three
times as much as the same quantity of ground

) planted to yellow corn in the same lot
;
planted

) two weeks before ; but with common yard ma-

I
nure, from experience I find the addition of

I
lime, ground bone, and sulphate of ammonia.

converts our common yard manure into a valua-
ble compost, requiring much less quantity in the
hill or on the ground, and producing nearly as
much again; this I find by repeated experi-
ments, and at small cost; 100 lbs. of sulphate of
ammonia, at a cost of $8, lasting mc for all my
manure heaps for a year, with 2 horses and 3
cows and 3 hogs. I have made 110 two-horse
wagon loads of good manure, adding any rough
stuff I could scrape together, and each load
when well-rotted, sufficiently to pl«iw under,
weighed not less than 20 cwt. each. My plan
is to make up my heap : on the top, spead fine
charcoal and sulphate of lime, and cover it up
with soil; in 12 to 18 days I have found it suffi-

ciently fine to use.

>

PETZHOLDT AND LIEBIG.

REMARKS ON THEIR IDEAS IN RELATION TO GREEN CROPS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Library :

Sir: I have been much pleased in looking

over your periodical with the extensive range

of subjects relating to Agriculture that you pro-

pose to keep the public informed on, and it is

"with the hope that yourself or some one as capa-

ble, may afford the desired information, that I

submit the following remarks.

A perusal of Petzholdt's lectures, while it

places in relief the views of Liebig, and pre-

sents clearly to us several true principles, cer-

tainly suggests many defects, both in the lectures

themselves and in the chemistiy of Agriculture,

and our reliance on the certainty of chemical de-

ductions has been much diminished by fallacies,

as they seem to us, in his reasoning. The defi-

nition of soil, for example, would have answer-

ed his own argument better, had he considered

it a medium to supply inorganic nourishment

and support to the plant. This would have in-

cluded the ocean, which, by his own .showing,

and by the analysis of others, contains all the

elements, mineral and gaseous, necessary to the

growth of its numerous vegetable tribes. These

elements are soluble, and, therefore, is the sea

the most perfect soil, because the nourishment

it contains is in a complete state for the assimi-

lation of vegetable life ; in the very state, to

which a scientific Agriculture endeavors to re-

duce annually', a part of the super-stratum of the

earth.

His ideas, in relation to green crops, are more
extreme, if possible, than Liebig's; and, if true,

should forever discourage any attempts at ad-

ding humus to the soil ; unless when the farmer

has sufficient capital to resort to other methods
;

or if any should be tried, clover, and clover only,

inasmuch as all other green crops require too
(.500)

much cultivation to pay their expense, or their

roots do not penetrate far enough into the subsoil,

to drawitscon.«titueutsupto the soil proper. Yet
this last consideration has been vindicated by
experience, since it was first proposed, a hun-

dred years ago. And I apprehend few persons

have given a fair trial to other green crops, on
a soil deficient in humus, but are satisfied that it

is better to employ them, than to \\-ait for the

disintegrating influence of time and frost. Very
few are the American agriculturists who have a

knowledge of Chemistry, who do not think, with

Liebig himiself that plants differ in their growth,

according to the scarcity or abundance of hu-

mus in the soil.

It is evident that the disintegrating power of

the plant itself, is left wholly out of account, and
consequently that plants are merely passive with

respect to the soil. But calculate the amount of

inorganic constituents taken from the soil by
several exhausting crops, and, we doubt not,

you will find it far exceeds the amount fitted for

assimilation by the agencies of air and water,

and to this will a proper system of rotation in

some measure have reference.

It is a great defect in the present system of

organic chemistry, that the agriculturist has no

accessible means of determining the exhaust-

ing power of his crops. It will not, I sup-

pose, be answered, that the per cent, of ashes

of plants is determined. I find that chem-

ists differ very widely in respect to this; and I

find that the diversity becomes still more evi-

dent, when of these ashes \ve w^ish to calculate

the component parts. I notice a remarkable

agreement in the analyses of wheat, pp. 69 and

70, and of that alone. But I would know, when
we reap 10 bushels of a particular species of
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wheat from an acre, weight 02 lbs. to tlie bushel,

and averaging, say 40 grains to the head, how
mach of its sevei'al constituent salts is thereby

taken from the soils, and how much of these

must be replaced. I will suppose given for the

solution of this problem, the analysis of the soil

as accurate as may be, the usually observed

meteorological phenomena, and any other data

it may be in the power of a practical man to

i furnish. I think such a problem as this within

' the scope of a Jackso.v or Dana to investigate.

I
I conceive that a close relation will be found

' between the nitrogen assimilated bj' any plant,

I

and some inorganic constituent (alkali ?) required

I to feed it. I conceive, also, that the soil and at-

' raosphere exert a reciprocal influence on each

I

other ; a full supply of soluble mineral salts

' causing, in the plant, a larger appropriation of

carbonic acid and ammonia, and when the Ibr-

mer are wanting, favorable weather may im-

part such vigor to the plant, as to enable it to

decompose the soil.

Passing by many other points. I ^vould only

remark in our author's use of marl. Will not

the planters of this peninsula acknowledge the

beneficial effects of a layer of marl, jmly one

half an inch thick, 1-24 of his amount ?

St. Marys Co. Md. LOWOOD.

THE F-UIMERS' LIBRARY IN DELAW.IRE—
MEDITERRANEAN WHEAT.

Extract of a letter to the Editor from the Preeideut

of the New-Castle Agricultural Society, giving an

account of their late meeting, and sowing Wlicat

early among Com.
Wilmington, Sept. 20, 1845.

O.N the subject of the " Farmers' Library," I

have not heretofore had time to write you. I will

now say it exceeds my most sanguine expecta-

tions, and is eveiy thing the farming interest

could desire in this or any other countiy. You
will soon have a number of subscribers in this

County, through your agents here. Several

copies have been ordered by our Society. I

shall in a week or two be at more leisure, and

will do all in my power to promote the circula-

tion of the " Library'' in this quarter. Now that

you have the command of an extensively circu-

lated journal, I wi.sh to draw your attention to

the practice of Mr. .Joseph Hos.singer of this

County, seeding Mediterranean wheat amongst

corn—communicated to me as President of our

Society, and which was .so satisfactorily received

last year, that about .'500 acres ^vcre thus put in,

aiid with complete success—this year twice or

thrice as much, and yet this method is not known
as it deserves to be. Mr. Hossinger's plan is to

manure his land that he intends for v\-heat, well

in the Spring, and put it in corn, and in the last

plowiniT in July or first of August, to seed it

(501)

with Mediterranean wheat—cut the corn off and
slack it as usual—tho' more open at bottom, to

admit air and light; and then husk the corn

when it is dry enough to house, and haul off" the

corn fodder—the growing wheat is not injured by
stacking the corn on it in this way. The pro-

duct has been from 20 to 39 bushels of wheat
per acre—a good com crop, and a saving of ex-

pense of fall plowing. &c. Experience in this

latitude with this variety of wheat, shows also

that it may be seeded much earlier than was
supposed, and with a certainty of procuring a

good crop. Nothing has astonished several gen-

tlemen from wheat district.s, in riding with me
lately, more than the gi-een fields of wheat among
corn, after the manner of my friend Hossinger,

and were surprised that this Delaware i)ractice

was not generally known in so important a mat-

ter as the production of wheat.

Ae ever, tnily your fiiend,

JAMES W. THOMSON.

ENTOMOLOGY.
[Editorial Correspondence.]

To John S. Skin'ner, Esq : Your discourse

on insects in the second number of the Monthly
Journal of Agriculture is what most fanners very

much need. There is great ignorance preva-

lent on the subject of destructive insects. Few
are able now to distinguish their friends from
their foes. "What! friends among insects !"

some one will say, " I thought all insects were
enemies, to vegetation, and should be destroyed

without much discrimination." If any think so

they are in error, for many insects are carnivo-

rous, living on other insects, and doing injury to

no vegetable production. All persons have no-

ticed the swift-ninning, dark-colored beetles in

their gardens and fields. In the day time tiiey

may be found under stones and hoards, or in the

thick grass. These insects should be protected,

for they destroy va.st numbers of grubs and cat-

erpillars, that live in or near the ground. Tiiey

destroy them in the larvas-state as well as in the

perfect .state. They have been known to eat up
the cut-worm at the root of a cabbage-plant

—

but the gardener seeing the plant destroyed, and
after digging finding nothing but the insect de-

stroyer, has taken this to be the enemy, and
crashed him forthwith. Many vegetable bene-

factors have thus been exterminated, for want
of a little entomological knowledge.

]Jut I am not about to write a long letter on
this subject. My object is to commend to your
notice a work " on insects that are injurious to

vegetation," by Dr. T. ^V. Harris, of Cambridge,
Mass. It was published in 1841, agreeably to

an order of the Legislature. Although it pro-

fes.'sedly treats of the in.sects of Massachu.setts,

still it will prove a useful book in the hands of
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any imelli?eni farmer in any State of oar Union,
j

It is a ^vo^k of soiae 460 pages, writteu in a
j

chaste, clear style, and freed a3 ninch as possi- I

b!e from techcical terms.* Dr. Harris's Report
'

win prove a great Jhelp to those who have little
'

time lor snch investisarions, for he cot only de-

scribes .such insects as are injarioas to vegeta-

tion, bat points out the best modes of checking
;

their ravages.
j

Yours respectfulif-,
j

5. W. LEONARD, i

Dublin, N. H.

Management of Bees.—Having tried, du-

ring a period of twenty-seven years, all the
|

different systems of bee-keeping possessing any
i

merit, and having fooBd in each defects prejudi-
;

rial to tlie welfare of the bees. I have directed :

my attention towards establishing, if possible, a
;

sound and advantageous system. All %vooden I

hives or boxes are objectionable. They are too i

hot in summer and are too cold in ^vinte^; be- I

sides, tlicy retain moisturC; \shich is injurious to
|

the comb and health of the bees. 1 consider

ventilation to be not only unnecessary but inju-

rious : for the higher the temperature inside the

hive is. the greater is the draught. Bees are
|

very unconifonable and irascible in windy 1

weather, or if blown upon. At all times tliey

may be seen anxiously slopping up everj' hole

wliich tlieycan tind, particularly those, if any. in

the upper part of the hives. This, therefore,

speaks against ventilation. The natural heat of

the hive is conducive to the hcaltli and activity

of the bees, no instance to Uie contrary" being
known. It is only when die warmth of the ex-

j

temal air somewhat assimilates to diat of U;e
j

hive, tlial they come out cheerfully. I have
j

known a verj- high degree of summer heat drive

bees apparently from their hives, and upon ex-
j

aniination the Iioney and wax ^va.s more or less
|

liqueSed on account of the hive being exposed
j

to the direct rays of the sun. Thb is a verj- 1

serious evil, but one which is remedied hycolo- I

nies of my construction. The following objects

carried out are essential to ilie profitable keep-

in? of bees: viz. large \vell-made straw hives

to contain strong stocks, bavin? no oiher open-
|

ins tiian that at the bottom, and having no metal
j

in any part of them, that being a conductor of
j

heat- " The best possible protection against mice
and every kind of insect. Ea-sy access b}' die 1

bees to die slasses, &c.. for \\-orking in. and fa-

cility for remo*-ing the latter : the whole to be
impervious to the weather, heat, cold and -wet.

Fo.' effecting these ends. I would recommend a

straw case, worked widi split cane, 3 feet 9

inches in length. Ifi inches in bight, and 14 in

width, inside measurement. At 3 inches from

the bottom, a floor of ^ inch deal should be fixed

on supports at each end, and two bridge-shaped

pieces shouid be placed at 14 inches from the

ends. This case should stand on a ^^•ooden bot-

tom 2 inches in thickness. 18 inches in width,

and 50 in lenuth. a litde cement or mortar being
pni all roandl For the purpo.se of presen'ing
the case. I sew canvass on die outside, and size

and paint it green, every spring giving it a fi-esh

coal. A circular hole should be made in the

middle of the floor 10 inches in diameter; on

*Th8 best vray u> enable an Editor tojudse of the

value of a work. U t.o ~<?nd him a copy. [Ed. Lih.

this should be placed early in April a large last

year's swarm in a ne\<- bell-shaped hive. Two
or three convenient holes, 3 inches in diameter,
must also be made in the floor on each side of
the stock-hive, and fitted with thick bungs. A
door-way should be cut in the bottom at \~ inch-

es irora each end. 2 inches in width, and jdis of
an inch in depth : and a small appropriate piece
of something should be nailed under each door-

way for resting boards on. The doorways
should be nearly closed in August widi slips of
wood, and opened again in April. The stand
should have four legs, and each leg should rest

in an iron or flower-dish containing ^vater. i^-ith

a little oil on the top of the water : over the top

I tie canvass to keep out moths, spiders. &:c.: a

neat span-shaped painted >vooden roof should
cover the whole weU over. In the first summer
the bees will probably only fill die space under
the floor, but if they appear, by collecting about
the entrances, to v\-ant room, a small glass may
be placed over one of the holes, first remo-iTng

a bung by turning it round. Early in April is

the proper time to commence putting on glasses.

and when they are quite filled with honey, fresh

glasses should be put on. and in a day or two the

full ones may be removed by drawing a fine

wire under them, and replacing the bungs.

These hives \%-ill last for many years, and will

yield in good summers one cwt. of honey, with
but litde trouble. Every three or four years die

inside stocks should be examined by fumigating

\\V\h firngus, and any old comb used for breed-

ing should he removed. 'When additional

stocks are required the glasses should not be
put on until the bees have s^varmed : at night

the young svrarm may be put into a straw ca.«e.

I do not find that the queen quits this hive to

breed in the glasses, nor do I ever find bee-

bread in them. Early in November I close the

door\vays with mortar, lea\"ing a qniU as a pa-s-

sage for air : and it is advisable, at the same
rime, to hang a piece of sacking in fconi. until

early in February, in order to prevent any

warmth from the sun from affecting die stock.

By bee-keepers pursuing this system, they will

establish really valuable colonies. The cask-

hives made by Mr. ShoU, are defective, and must

cause disappointment at the royal Apiary at

Windsor, where some have been placed. The
a^vkward metal entrance, -when the bees can

alight upon it. will in summer bum them, and

in v\-inter cramp them : and the bottomless cases,

•when iilled. cannot be removed on accoont of

their being fixed down with comb.
[G. L. Smartt, Enfield.

Si'LPHtTRic Acid and Bones.—With refer-

ence to Mr. Pusey's suggestion as to the propri-

ety of u-sing bone-dust Idi.ssolved in sulphuric

acid; along~with compost, instead of water, for

turnips, I can confirm his idea from practice

—

having last vear manured 5 acres with only 13

bushels of bone-dust dis.solved in 270 lbs. of sul-

phuric acid and 150 gallons of water. After

standing 24 hours, the' liquid was mixed with

3 cart-loads of coal-ashes, and left to remain for

a week, during which time it was turned over

two or three times. The mixture was then

drilled along widi the seed, and the restilt was

a fair crop "of common turnips, off a piece of

poor land, widiout other manure, and at the cost

of onlv 12*. 9d. per acre.

;r. Da~l=—Rov. Eds. Ag. Soc. Jour

J



THE FAIR AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

This sreat Annual Exhibition of choice spe-

cimens of American art and industry, in many
of their important branches, vras favored -with

fine weather, and attracted, as usual a great

concourse of people, -who have, we apprehend,

been more dazzled and agreeably amused with

the beauty and variety of the show, than struck

with any visible and important step in the march

of improvement Some have suggested that the

recurrence of these .shows is too frequent to admit

of any verj- perceptible progress in the meliora-

tion of the arts and sciences and trades they are

designed to illustrate : stiE. they serve to keep the

public advised of -what can and has been done

;

and to keep cultivators, artisans and manufac-

turers, up to their mettle. The place of ex-

hibition, however, is altogether inadequate to a

thorough and convenient national d^lay of

that extensive and multifarious character, in a

maimer to do justice to the fabricators, or to

enable the public to see and examine every-

thing, as they ought with deUberation and con-

venience.

The City authorities would weU consult the

welfare of their constituents by purchasing exten-

«ve groouds. and constructing an edifice, worthy

of the occasion, sufificientiy capacious, and ex-

pressly arranged for a foil and distinct exhibition

of every article : and an adequate number of

qualified persons should be employed, and well

paid, beside the presiding and executive offi-

cers, to aiTange and superintend the whole

exhibition in all its departments, and a clear and

precise ofiBcial prosrramme of each day's opera-

tions should be advertised in advance, and paid

for, in every daily journal in the city. It is

doubtful \vhether it %vould not be better to have

them like the Mechanics' Instirate in Boston, to

come round once in three years, instead of an-

nually. There ^vould then be time for improve-

ment in the various arts and mechanical inven-

tions, and a:rricultural implements, and animals,

and productions, to show itself distinctly: and

comminees of the ablest artisan.", practical men,

and men of science should be selected \vith

great caution : men of the highest character,

known thi-oughout the Republic for iheir skill

and proficiency, whose traveling expenses

should be paid and who wotild undertake, cor.

amore, to note and report upon whatever was
netr and important, as connected with the sev-

eral great branches of American industry—and

where no advance had been raaJe in anv. let that

fact in like manner be noted. It would be an ob-

vious part of the duties of such committees, to

designate ^vhat is yet rcanting in the economy
of every pursuit, and for these desiderata, to

recommend suitable prizes to be offered ; and

more especially should liberal premitiins be pro-

posed for EssATS and Reports on subjects

cormected with the progress and the wants of

Agriculture and other pursuits, such as demand
and can only be illnstrated by careful experi-

ment or profotind scientific investigation. In-

vestigations from which no profitable result

is to be anticipated unless conducted by men
of deep research, whose time is their subsist-

ence, and who in this cotmtry are generallv ex-

pected to icork for nothins and find them-

selres !

Some timid calculators may at first be dis-

posed to object to these vie\\-s, as impracti-

cable, on the score of expen.ie ! But the few
who are invested with the noble trust of legis-

lating for a great and daily growing communitv
like this, should endeavor to look beyond the

day or the year, and to elevate their views to the

bight of their undertaking. Let the City Coun-
cils consider that an addition, sufficient in itself

to make a very considerable town, is annually

made, not only to the numbers but to the capa-

bilities of New-York, and let them frame tlieir

measures accordingly.

Men in power are too apt to circumscribe

their views and action to the present state of

things, forgetting that almost every dav is sensi-

bly extending the horizon, and ausmentin? the

wants of a community, such as that of Xe«--
York, which, even in the last three years, has
added more than fifty thousand to its numbers.
In 1S60. even before the boy. just entering his

teens, will have finished his scholastic education.

Xew-York wiU embrace within its precincts
T.50.000 people ! "What undertaking in the wav
of city improvements and public accommoda-
tions are beyond the requirement and capabili-

ties of such a population J And, after all. what
can be more beneficent or more remtmerarive
than liberal expenditures for public markets,
public exhibirionsL and fi^ee public lectures on
aU the elegant and useful arts, and all industrial

and scientific studies and pursuits? Av, and
for public amusements too ? Are not such in-

stitutions and lectures provided and sustained
by taxes levied on tangible property. And,
again, do not these public and free exhibitions
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and lectures on the sound principles of political

justice, contribute and inure to the value of the

very property taxed, far beyond the amount of

these exactions? If, for example, after the

long-sighted policy which has made Paris the

queen city and gi-eat atti'action of the world,

New-York were, (in addition to the purchase

of extensive grounds in the upper suburbs of

the city, and the erection there of capacious

building for these periodical exhibitions of art

and industry,) to engage on liberal salaries, the

ablest lecturers (the most profound men that

high pay could command) on the fine arts—on

medicine and law—on the natural sciences, and

the science of Agriculture and mechanical

philosophy, and make these lectures free for all

who might choose to come and whet (for they

could never satiate) theirappetite for knowledge;

such a course of proceeding, and such expend-

iture, would contribute more than any thing that

has ever yet done to the ornament and glory

—

ay, and to the growth and prosperity of the

City ; nor is there a property holder within its

precincts who would not have occasion to ap-

plaud such measures as contributing more than

any individual investment to the value of liis

estate.

It is as much the duty of those entrasted with

the municipal administration of a great city to

watch over its renown, and to build up for it a

character, as it is to guard against fires and rob-

beries.

Instruction profound and gi-atuitous, and the

periodical distribution by enlightened and im-

partial authoritj', of suitable honors and rewards

for excellence in the Arts and Sciences and in

Manufactures and the products of Agriculture

and Horticulture, would draw within its wall

men the most distinguished for learning, and

men of redundant wealth from all quarters of

the world, just as they are now attracted to ex-

pend millions in Paris, until it would come to

be esteemed as the surest passport to success,

that a man .should have learned his profession

or trade in New-York—to have won distinction

and prizes in her Schools and Lyceums and ex-

hibitions would be accounted and prove in fact

a substantial honor.

IsTot only for the purpose of illustrating our

own views, in this particular case, but to give

what may convey hints worthy of regard to

State and even County Agricultural Societies,

we will take room here, once for all, to give a

list of the prizes offered in 1845, and 1846, by

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-

land. We do not give them, in any idea, that

precisely the same premiums should be offered

here, by the State Agricultural Society, or by
the American Institute. Our design is to im-

press upon the mind of the reader, and of all

enlightened friends of Agriculture, who go for

(.'lO-l

its improvement and elevation as an intellectual

pursuit, ho^v much more conducive to that

end, must be the developmentof principles, and

tlie information which such piizes must elicit,

than a mere spectacle, or congregatiou of things

fat or beautiful, without being new, in them-

selves, or the fruit of anynew discoveiy m science

or practice. Of how much more value would

be a description of Professor Mapes's discov-

eries in the manufacture of a great sta]'le of the

country, or a dissertation from Doctor Gardner

or Hallowell on the connection of Chemistry

with Agriculture, or of Muse on Entomology,

or Doctor G. B. Smith on the capacitj' and readi-

ness of the country for the production of Silk,

or Bogardus on Mechanics, or Uuderhill on the

Grape and Wine-making, or French or XVilder

on Horticulture, than the mere exhibition of

sleek horses or fat swine, with the sight of

which all are familiar, and which illustrate no

new principle, nor new^ application of old ones

—nor imply any extraordinaiy skill in thoir

production.

In giving preference to measui*es which shall

be calculated at once to stimulate and provide

food for the mind, and thus lead to economical

Improvements and useful Inventions, we do

not propose by any means to undervalue the ef-

fect ofpublic exhibitions of the best resiiHs that

have already been obtained in Arts and Manu-

factures, or in practical culture. Too many days,

and weeks, and years have we devoted to their

encouragement—getting them up, we may ven-

ture to say, in some places where it had never

been attempted, and was deemed impracticable.

No! No! We shall make ourselves justly ob-

noxious to no such insinuation. We well know
that these Annual Exhibitions of afew of the best

yet attained of Grains, and Vegetables, and

Fowls, and Animals, and Implements, and ^lanu-

factures, serve as models for instruction to young

Farmers and Mechanics, and to spixr their am-

bition to rival them ; but the great desideratum,

is to have the 'tnind at work to discover what

new means can be brought into play, or how

Labor and Materials at command can be more

skillfully applied to obtain greater products from

given resources. This is the direction, too, which

it behooves us to give to the thoughts and the

minds of the young American Fanners. Let

them be stimulated to think—to think, for exam-

ple, as the men must do who bear off the prizes

for best Essays on the .subjects here below enu-

merated. Butfirstletus aotetheorder inwhich

these Premiums are classified by the Highland

Agricultural Society of Scotland, unsurpassed

perhaps m the world for practical intelligence.

There, ihe frst Class is Essays and Reports

ON SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH THE SCIENCE

AND Practice of Agriculture : II. Agri-

cultural Machinery; IIL Improvement
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OF Waste Land; IV. Crops and Culture;

iS^V. Live Stock; VI. Products of Live
Stock; VII. Cottages; VIII. Woods and
Plantations.

Now let us note the different subjects desig-

nate^ by the Society, and coming under Chap. 1.

CLAS.S 1.—Essays and Reports on Subjects con-
nected with the Science and Pkactice op
Agriculture :

1. Experiments on the EtTects Attending the Im-
mediate Application, and the Continued Results of
Certain .Special Manures,

2. Feeding of Stock,
3. Radical Excretion of Plants,

4. Analysis of Oats,

5. On Raising Improved Varieties of Agricultural
riant^s

6. On the Cultivation of Red Clover,
7. Influence of Plants on Dairy Produce,
8. Reports on Irrigation,

9. Constructiou of Tanks,
10. Potato Blossom.^,

11. Allotment System,
1-2. Kelp.

13. Disease in Potatoes,

14. On the Nutritive Properties of Turnips Raised
with ditlerent Manures,

15. Tussac Grass,

16. Spade and Fork Husbandry,
17. On the Advantages of Dibbling in Sovring,

) 18. Electro-Culture,

[ 19. Wool,
( 20. Analyses of the Ashes of Plants,

1 21. Experiments in Deep Ploughing,
\ 22. Vegetable Productions of India, Q^ina, and
[ America,
\ 23. Reports en Improved Rural Economy Abroad.

J
CLAS.S II.

—

-Agricultural M.ichinery.

)
1. On the Comparative Advantages of Different

)
Descriptions of Machines for Threshing Grain,

I
2. Invention or Improvement of Implements of

> Husbandry.

I When we come iu our next number to pub-

[
lish the explanation put forth by the Society,

I
(which for want of room we cannot now do) the

' reader can judge for himself as to the exercise

I

of mind, the degree of intelligence, and the class

I
of men required to be employed in, and to battle

' for the.se prizes, and the usefulness, penuanent

,
usefulness, of the information which these Prize

• Essays Must contain. It is in part from these

identical Essays and Reports that we .shall con-

tinue to draw for the columns of this Journal, as

far as they are applicable to our own country.

The experienced and indefatigable Editor of the

Cultivator aptly observes in a late numbei-, that

" We have as yet no cla.ss of professional writ-
ers in this State, or in this countrj', who have
given sufficient attention to the theory or prac-
tice of Agriculture, to enable them to furnish
such Essays as grace many of the pages of the
Journals of the Royal and Highland Societies
We can expect little more at present than the
simple details and practical observations of men
who have paid more attention to the labors of the
husbandman, than to those of the student of Na-
ture. From the attention now given to the sub-
ject, however, we may look for a gradual and a
rapid improvement iu our Agricultural Litera-
ture."

There is much of the force of truth in these

remarks; but we apprehend there is more want
of adequate and proper inducement to our writ-

ers to lend to Scientific Agriculture their time
(505)

and labor, than there is of the writers themselves.

Let prizes of twenty and fifty guineas, or plate

of the same value be offered ; and we shall see

whether on any given question we would not

have men fullj' equal to the demand. Look at

the Essay, for example, by Ruffin on calcareous

manures—or the one produced by Mr. Thomas,

with whichwe so gladly enriched the first nunv
berofthe Farmers' Library, and the Essay ofPro-

fessor Dana, lately published in the London Ag-
ricultural Journals ; tke Essay of Judge Rost,

of Louisiana, which we have published, and

that on the Natural History and Uses of Cotton,

by Mr. Seabrook, now in course of publication,

not to speak of Professor Emmons' Scientific

disquisitions, with which his Quarterly abounds !

We solicit, beforehand, the reader's attention to

what we shall add on this subject in the next

number—iu the meantime we unite our humble
expression of thanks to the Officers of the In-

stitute, for their indefatigable and impartial dis-

charge of their onerous duties.

The mere " Catalogue" of the more than fif-

teen hundred articles exhibited, occupies, in

pamphlet form, thirty pages.

Mr. Walker, ofthe Horticultural Institute from

Boston, well known for his taste and enterprise,

made rich contributions to that Department, and
by his obliging personal supei-vision, ensured

the display of them to the best advantage, under

the judicious and tasteful arrangements, and
courteous management of Mr. Bridgman.

Peat Manure.—"A. Z.'s" inquiiy about
peat as a manure, is best answered by stating

that peat contains the elements necessars' for the
formation of a rich manure, when proper sub-
stances, such as lime, marl, &c., are added to it,

to decompose the tannic acid, and hasten the de-
cay ofthe vegetable matter. Alone, ana unpre-
pared, peat appears to have no fertilizing prop-
erty ; but when properlj- dried and burned, the
ashes have been found a good manure for grass
lands and turnips ; for turnips they are found to

answer best in wet seasons. Quicklime will
decompose vegetable substances, including peat

:

and the following will be found good propor-
tions for making an excellent top-dressing for

clover or grass :—One cart-load of quicklime, the
largest lumps to be not larger than the fist, six
cart-loads of peat, and a quarter of a ton of salt

;

the whole to be mixed together, and to lie in a
heap six or seven months, and to be turned over
two or three times during that period. Another
capital method of converting peat into a manure,
is by mixing it %vith fresh hor.se dung, and ciicck-

Ing the escape of the ammonia during the pro-
cess of feiTiientation, by decomposing the carbo-
nate of ammonia, and converting the ammonia
into a sulphate by means of sulphuric acid.

—

Prepare your heap thus :—Four loads of peat,

to be mixed in layers with two loads of iresh
horse-dung, and, if great heat is evolved during
the decomposition of the two bodies, cover up
the heap with fresh mould, amongst which has
been mixed a portion ofsulphuric acid.

[English paper.
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Prospects for Grain Growkus.—In our I a good stock of old wl;cat not consumed, and
view of the news from Europe, there must be a

greatly increased demand, and one that will

continue, I'or our bread-stuffs and jjrovisions.

The fact is, that with long continued peace, tlic

population of England and the continent is in-

creasing beyond their means of supply. It

would be well worth the while of Indian com
growers to have a Convention and to adopt such

practicable measures as we arc fully persuaded

might be adopted to get Indian com introduced

into common use by the laboring, and even the

higher classes in England. One-tenth of the

money expended to make expei-iments in the

cotton culture in England by American agents,

would effect it. In tlie Mark-Lane Express of

the 22d Sept. we find the following

:

Is there sufficient food in the United Kingdom
for the inhabitants vp to the time of the 7iext
h arrest?
The harvest of wheat of 1844 may be consid-

ered the finest in quality and quantity ever
known, proved to be so from the great supplies
into the markets all over England, and also for
the continuance of them. The harvest of this

year, 1845, i.s, in the opinion of the writer, dif-

ferent in its nature and kind, the bulk of straw
is much greater, and tlie crop of wheat may be
considered about two-thirds of the quantity in

bread, the yield being much less per acre, and
the ben-y not so fine or pro<iuctive ; this quanti-
ty, with the remaining sui-plus of old wheat,
would have been likely to have carried us on
comfortabl}- till another harvest, with a little as-

sistance of foreign aid, and with a good crop of
potatoes ; but the question now is, our real situ-

ation, and what is best to be done ? The writer
cannot place the general failure of potatoes at

less than a loss to the country of three months'
consumption of v/heat ; and when we consider
that tlie quantity of wheat and flour viuder lock
is only equal to about two weeks' consumption
for England, we are likely before another har-
vest, to be in great want of food ; adding to our
calculations the state of the whole continent of
Europe ; in no one State is the crop of wheat
great ; in others, starvation has already reached
them. In Belgium, the government has secured
to their nation plenty, by taking off all hut nomi-
nal duties on all descriptions of grain. This
will be their happy state as long as their gov-
ernment is disposed to avail themselves of it, if

other nations do not adopt the same plan byway
of .safeguard : but what with the forecast of Bel-
gium, and the high price of wheat iu Holland,
which countrv' is already getting away from
England our little foreign .supply; and if the
British government do not follow the example
of Belgium, great di.stress and misery will, or
may, follow before the harvest of 1846 ; but if

the government should at once, to secure the

English merchant, by rescinding the grain du-
ties till the next harvest, it is likely they will
bring, before that time, fi-om far and near, a few
millions of quarters in wheat and flour, thereby
securing national plenty, at fair prices.

It is said, Necessity has no law ; this is one
plea for rescinding the grain duties for the short
space of less than a year, and the example of
Belgium is another. One farther remark seems
to be called for. The present moderate piice of
wheat and potatoes isoccasioned by there being
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potatoes being sold at any price they will fetch,
because they v.'ill not keep. Pig meat is likely
to continue rea-sonable from the same cause, as
the best of tlie offal potatoes are given to them,
(iucry—will there be in tlie spring, potatoes for
human food, for pigs, or for seed ?

' The answer
is, at a very high price for seed.

ELECTRO-CULTURE.
The results of experiments in electro-ccl-

TLRE are by this time generally ascertained :

our own and all others of which we have heard
show that no influence is exerted on the growth
of plants by an electro-conducting connection
between elevated and buried wires, airansred
either as Dr. Forster has recommended, oi-ac-
cording to other plans which have been tried.
The \^ord clcctro-cuUnre, in fact, must, for the
present, be considered a misnomer.
There has been no want of electric disturb-

ance this season in the atmosphere—hail and
thunder-stonus have been more than usually fre-
quent—and we are, therefore, bound to believe
that the experiments which have been tried ai-e

conclusive upon the subject. Their results leave
every body at liberty, just as before, to form their
own opinions as to the influence of atmospheric
electricity on the grov/th of plants—they oiilj'

detennine our ignorance of any means by which
this influence can be increased or controlled.
'We understand that many hundred acres, in

various parts of the kingdom, have this year been
subjected to Dr. Forster's process." Has all

this labor been lost ?—that depends on the ob-
ject of those who undertook it. Doubtless, some,
believing in the evidence which previously ex-
isted on the .subject, have .^peculated in electro-
culture as a means of profit

—

their labor certain-
ly has been useless, and they must now blame
cither their own carelessness in not having pre-
viously .sufficiently examined that evidence, cr
their own credulity in reference to what we
must consider the imperfect observations of oth-
ers. But, wherever the .subject has been tested
by any one anxious merely to determine for

himself the accuracy of Dr. Forster's theory,
the expen.se :md labor which have been incur-
red cannot be considered lost, for the object of
their outlay has been attained. An intelligent-

ly-planned and carefully executed experiment,
if its results be ascertained and recorded, cannot
fiiil: it is .simply a question asked of Nature, and
what the experimenter wants is—an answer :

and thus the success of an experiment depends
not upon the character, butupon the ohriousHcss
of its results. Novi', the results of the experi-
ments we allude to have been most unequivocal,
and acconiingly those \\ho peribnned thejii

ought to be pertectly satisfied.

The history of the excitement which has pre-

vailed on this subject during the past year is

very instructive : it strikingly exhibits the wil-

lingness of farmers to adopt the suggestions of

scientific men—a ^villingness ^^•hich greatly in-

creaises the responsibility of those \\ho set them-
selves up as guides to agricultural improvement.

lAgriculUu-al Gazette.

An English paper in ansvi-er to a coiTespoud-

ent, says— '• Early autumn is one of the best sea-

sons of the year for sowing Italian rje grass, of

which fmm two to three bushels per acre can be

sown on land properly prepared and clean."
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NOTE ON BROAD-TAIL SHEEP.
BY THE EDITOR

The following observations would more pro-

perl)' have been placed in juxtaposition with

the chapter on the Tanisiaii Mountain Broad-tail

Sh(!ep, but the aiTangcments of the Printer, and

tlie convenience of Editors, do not always jump

together.

If the sheep confided to Judge Peters succeed-

ed in continuing their race, it is more than was
accomplished, either by those which were sent

to :Mr. Jefferson, or the more than one pair

[
which were placed ia our hands by Comnio-

\ dore Bambridge, and otherwise. Mr. Jefferson

j said, that at Monticello, whenever the cross

on the common Sheep was bred np to | blood,

the tail became so enlarged that farther procre-

ation v.'as physicalh- forbidden. The same thmg

happened with those which came under our

own observation, and we believe, also with

some that helped to variegate the rac^s of fine

stock kept at Poweltou, the property and then

the residence of Col. Powel. No instance of

procreation as between the full-blood, has oc-

caiTed,but the conti'ary, within our observation,

and hence, probably, the breed has run out

;

though it has not been many years since we
remember to have seen a goodly number of ap-

parently half-breed Lambs. Col. Powel once

did us the kindness f£ Pluribus UnumJ to go

through the Philadelphia market, where we
interrogated the victualers as to the quality and

popularity of the Lambs and Mutton in that

market, of the mixed breed ; and their testimony

was unanimous in favor of the early maturity of

the Lambs, and the excellence, in all respects,

of the Lambs and Mutton which was supplied

to that market from a touch of the broad-tail.

They ha<l never, said the victualers, had as early

or as good Lamb since. And we understood

that to this day, in New-Jersey, those who raise

only Lamb for market, seek to get as deep into

this race as they can.

In the 2d vol. of the memoir of the Pennsyl-

vania Agricultural Society, pages 254-5, will

be found certificates of eminent victualers, such

as Leutz, Rusk and Groff all concurring to the

effect that they fatted in the flesh and on the

ribs, far superior to most others. That they fat-

ted with less food, and were more healthy than

other breeds. " The Lambs sell the highest of

any in the market, and are most sought after.'

" We never met," sai/ Messrs. Lentz and Hus/c,

"with an unbound Shrep of this breed. We
have kept an exact account of weichts. We
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killed a ram of one year old, better than half

blood, that weighed 23 pounds a qu!U-ter, well

fumi.shed with rough fat. An ewe three-quar-

ter blood, two shears, 20 pounds a quarter, killed

10th June—20 pounds of gut fat in the ewe.
The wool of the full blood or high blood, or

when crossed with good fleeced Sheep, is in

great estimation, and yields more to the fleece,

the flock through, than any other breed we
have been acquainted with."

Under all circumstances we are satisfied tliat

the blood of this race of Sheep might be em
ployed with satisfactiftn and profit; more espe-

cially by those who breed early Lambs for

market. But whether they are now to be had,

or whether it would be profitable and expedient

to import them—in any case we deem it to have
been our duty to preserve the most remarkable

history extant, of their importation to the United

States, in connection, especially, with the memoir
of the agricultural services of the one patriot

farmer, to whom they were confided by another,

and both of whom were Presidents of Agricul-

tural Societies, and eminently active in encour-

aging all efforts to improve the husbandly of

their country.

We remember to have last year seen some
Sheep of this race, just then imported, on the

Presidential grounds at Washington, and un-

derstood they had been sent or brought in as

presents to ex-President Tyler, in who.se hands
they will doubtless be well cared for, on the

beautiful shores of the James River. In the

hands of that eminent promoter of " Anne.va-

tio/i," it is not to be doubted they will multiply

and flouri.sli. For attention, care, and kind

ofBce.s!, quadrupeds rarely prove ungrateful.

Whether bipeds do, those in power have the

best opportunity to judge

—

when in retirement

!

Weight of Cattle.—A correspondent of

the Doncaster Chronicle, [Entrland] gives the
following admea.surement of sLx heifers, as to
the increa.se in hight and girth, during a run of

grass from May-day to Michaelmas day.

Oct. 14.

Age. Hight.' Gii-th. Hight. Girth.

May



SHEEP AND CIIESNUT3.

From all the periodicals thatreach us, conduct-

ed by our colleagues and predecessors, we might

select interesting matter enough to make up a

most valuable miscellany, but as we suppose,

and most sincerely hope that most, if not all, of

them are taken by the patrons of the Fanners'

Library, we think it bolter to give matter which

otherwise they would not be likely to see.

We take the following from the ' Cultivator

'

because the first will be useful as a practical

guide to those, of whom there are many in the

South, inquiring for Sheep ; and the second com-

presses very useful information in a small com-

pass, about planting Chesnuts—a thing most

improvidently neglected—and which needs to

be particularlj' illustrated.

There is no planter, who, if he should live to

be sixty years of age, might not provide an

ample supply of Locust and Chesnut timber?/"

he would. By-the-b}', Mr. Manice, at his most

beautiful residence on Long-I.sland, has the

Spanish Chesnut in great number, of which he

offered as many as we chose to take. They are

now all gone.

Live Stock in Connecticut.—Sheep.
Connecticut has many fine-wooled flocks of

sheep, some of which we had the pleasure of
examining in our late excursion through the

State.

John AVard, of Salisbury, near Falls Village,

has a flock of 700 Saxons. Their fleeces ave-

rage 2^ pounds, and sold last year at 60 cts. per
pound. In another part of Salisbury, we saw
a small flock of Cotswolds, belonging to John C.

CofEng, Esq. They were purchased of Mr.
Devine, of Wa-shington Hollow, Dutchess
county. New-York.
^ H,. "G. Camp, Esq., of Litchfield, Ct., has a
very superior flock of 170 Saxons. They were
derived mostly from the noted flock of Charles

B. Smith, Esq. of Torringford, Ct. The wool of

Mr. Camp's sheep is very fine, and the fleeces

averaged this season, 2 lbs. 14 ounces, vv-hich

sold at 663 ct.s. per pound. Mr. Smith imported
two bucks from Saxony, in 1843. Both of these

bucks Mr. Camp has used in his flocks. His
lambs of the present season, many of them, are

certainly very fine.

Mr. Lucas, of Goshen, N. Y.,ha3 a small flock

of mixed Saxon and Merinoes, which are re-

markable for the weight of their fleeces.

Twelve ewes, six old ones and six yearlings,

eight of which reared lambs, gave this .season

CI J lbs. f.f well-washed wool—being an ave-

rage of 5 pounds and 2 ounces.
Henry Watson, Esq., of East Windsor, has

one of the best and mo.st profitable flocks we
have met with. He is a veteran in the breed-
ing of Sheep, as -well as other .stock. He, in

connection with Mr. Hurlbut. of Winchester,
purchased some of the best Saxons of the first

importation of Messrs. Searle, of Boston, in

IS-ij. His present flock are of various grades
of the Saxon blood then obtained, cro.ssed with
the pure Merino. His wool is fine, and he ob-

tains the highest prices for it. At .several man-
ufacturing establishments v.-here we happened
to call, we saw or heard Mr. Watson's wool
given as an example to wool-growers of what
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waa wanted in quality and condition, fo7- fine
Kool. Tliis year it brought 50 cents per pound,
sold in his neighborhood. Last year he sold it

in tlie dirt, obtaining a price equal to 60 cents
per pound for washed wool. His fleeces ave-
rage over three pounds, washed. Bucks'
fleeces weigh from 5 to 6^ pounds.

Planting Chesnuts.—The rapid growth of
the Chesnut, the excellence of its timber, and
its fine ornamental appearance, render it a de-
sirable object of cultivation. The fruit vv-hich

it produces too is not the least consideration.
Many, however, who attempt raising the trees,

partially or wholly fail in causing the seeds to

germinate. This is usually owing to the seeds
becoming dry before they arc planted. A few
days' exposure to drj-air is sufficient to prevent
their growing. Hence, as soon as they are ta-

ken from the tree they should be at once planted
before drying a day, or mixed witli moist sand,
and kept in that condition till planted. They
shovild not be covered more than inch and a liall

deep, if the soil is heavy, nor ,more than two
inches if it is light ; but a still bettor way is to

plant them half that depth, and then spread on
a thin covering—say one inch of peat, or rotten

leaves, wliich will keep the surface soft and
moist.

It must be remembered that mice are exceed
ingly found of the nuti, and if planted near
grass lands, or other places fi-equented by mice,
the young plants will be missing the next
season.

MUCH SAID IN A SMALL COMPASS.
If men of influence in society, and of power

in government, would read and ponder what fol-

lows, it might go far toward bringing about a

more practical system of instruction in our com-

mon schools, and of ultimately improving the

face, as weli as the morals of the countiy. Un-

fortunately, the men to whom the great business

of legislation is confided, are too often men
without qualification, or ambition to learn any

thing beyond the readiest means of achieving a

—party triumph !

One Important Cause of Non-I.mprove-
MENT IN Agricueture.— I had occasion to visit

the son of a friend of mine, at a school of great

respectability in a wealthy agricultural district.

The master, a very intelligent person, showed
me the details of his well-airanged establish-

ment, which was certainly a pattern in every
respect. On entering the well-filled school-

room, he observed, that most of his scholars

were farmers' sons. Glancing at his library, I

inquired what books on agricultural subjects it

contained ? The master seemed stnjck with

surprise (as if the thought of such books had
never occurred to him,) and replied, " With
•shame I acknowledge, not one ; but send me a

list of such as you recommend, audi will imme-
diately procure them." Now. I apprehend this

case might be multiplied hy a thon.sand or more.

Can we wonder then that a youth who never

heard the word agriculture nt school, and who
is seldom or never sent into different district.': to

be taught agriculture as a science, shonlil go

home to his parent, and follow his plan of farm-

ing^bc it good, bad, or indifferent. In all other

trades and professions an apprenticeship is ecu



eidered essential to the acquirement of know-
ledge ; but farmiu,?, the mo.^t necessary of all

trades, is to be left to chance, or rather mis-

chance. A system of uniformity is essential in

making a hat, coat, or shoes—there are estab-

lished educational rules for the church, the bar,

and the senate ; but agriculture, the greatest in-

terest of all, on which our very existence de-

pends, economically and politically, is to be like

a sliip without a compass, tossed about bj- the

ever-varying gale of individual opinion, without

a hope of reaching the port of Perfection. Were
a youth ever so much inclined to furaish his

mind with compari.sons and observations of the

various systems of culture in our o\^ n diffireut

counties, as well as in foreign climes, there is,

under the present school system, no opportunity

for his doing so ; and, no doubt, he would be
surprised if told that we are a century at least

behind the Chinese in agricultural practice. I

hope we shall soon see every school, and in fact,

every farmer's parlor, possessing a few sound
practical works on agriculture. I presume no
man will consider he knows everything in agri-

culture— if he does, it is unfortunate for him.
Little as I am acquainted with the subject, lam
daily convinced that it is full of interest, and of

such extent, that a lifetime of study and practice

would iind us on the wrong side of perfection.

[I. J. Mechi's Letters on Ag. Imp.

Shed Feeding of Sheep.—Having observed
that sheep in wet w^eather on our downs always
select the most beaten roads for their bed, it oc-

curred to me that not only when under sheds
should they lie on boards, according to j'our

own experiment, but al.so that the courts to

which thej- have daily access whilst their hou.ses

are being cleaned, should be covered, not with
soft litter, but with hard chalk or sand, or other
materials to form a solid bottom. My little yards
attached to the sheds are floored with a sort of
a.sphalt, made of chalk beaten small, covered
with gas-tar and sand. In constructing sheds
for my sheep, I have kept in view the striete.st

economy ; and I venture to send these minute
details, \vliich I hope will serve to prove that

the protection of sheep from the inclemency of
the weather is within the reach of every tenant
farmer. Each of these sheds contains about .50

sheep. They are erected on a very simple plan
—a couple of fir poles. 12 feet long, are nailed

together at the top ; their extremities, at a dis-

tance of 15 feet, are driven into the ground ; an-

other couple, 10 feet distant, are united with
this, and hold firm by a ridge-pole nailed into

and lying between the tops of the fir poles.

—

Side pieces are nailed par.illel to the ridge-pole,

and small hazel-wood is interlaced so as to sup-

port the thatch, which a laborer ties on with tar-

twine. The thatch in front and behind reaches
to about 3 feet from the ground ; behind, a bank
of turf is raised to meet the thatch ; the front is

guarded by a hurdle, movable at pleasure, to al-

low the sheep to go into the court, ^vhich is of

) the same size as the shed. It is important that

I

both ends of the shed should be protected with
f bavins only, v/hich will secure a free ventilation,

I''

yet keep out rain.

My shed.s, about 50 feet long, (not charging
the straw,] cost about 41.?. each. These sheds
are covered with 1-inch boards, separated (each

^
strip from the other) by J-inch intervals. The
cost of the timber and mode of preparing the
floor were as follows:—White pine timber was

(509) tr

used for its cheapness, being l.s. 3d. the cube
foot, which would therefore give eleven 1-inch

boards. On account of the particular width of

the logs which I bought, the board was sawed
into pieces 7 inches broad and 1 inch thick.

—

These, for economy, are hand-sawn into three

parts, and are nailed upon joists at a di.stance of

finch. By this plan nearly one third of timber
is saved : so that each sheep, requiring 9 feet of

space, lies actually on 6 feet of 1-inch board.

—

The cost of timber for joLsts, nails, and carpen-

ters' work, rai.ses the total expense of placing

the sheep on boards to Is. id. per head. In-

stead of slecper.s, I used small blocks, 6 inches

thick, to keep the rafters from direct contact

with the manure. The boards are put together

into frames about 10 feet by 4, so that they may
be easily taken up by one man. Beneath the

board.s, the floor, excavated 8 or 9 inches, is

puddled and made water-tight, and covered
with 6 inches of saw-dust, burnt clay, or good
dry mould. This receives and absorbs the ma-
nure which falls, or is swept belo^v twice a-day.

The boards, after sweeping, are watered with a
solution of 3 lbs. of sulphate of iron, which in-

stantaneously removes the odor not only of the

ammonia, but of the more olFensive sulphureted
hydrogen. The boards should be laid perfectly

flat, to prevent the sheep slipping about. The
sheep are fed under the sheds, not in the court*
The results of this arrangement have been most
successful, both in the health and v/ell-doing of
the sheep. It is true that I have lost four head,
which seem to have died from apoplexy ; but I

lost the same number in the flock which were
at large, and treated in the usual manner.

—

Though I have had more than 300 South Downs
so shedded, some ofthem longer than 5 months,
yet I have never seen any instance of lameness,
even in the least degree.

[Rev. A. Huxtable—Roy. Eng. Ag. Soc. Jour.

Arrival of the Stock Imported by the
Mass. Society fob the Promotion of Agri-
culture.—During the last week, the ship Cha-
os arrived at this port, in 29 days from Liver-

pool, having on board the stock purchased for

the State Agricultural Society, by Mr. Alexan-
der Beckett, wdio was sent out to England and
Scotland, to make a selection of the best ani-

mals that could be obtained of the Korth Devon
and Ayr.shire breeds.
They consist of four Ayrshire cows and one

bull, and four North Devon cows and one bull,

and a fine calf which was dropped by one of
the North Devon Cows on the passage.

The following ample daily allowance was
provided for each animal for fifty days, viz. : 10
lbs. of hay, 10 lbs. of oil cake, 1 quart of bran,

1 quart of cru.shed oats, and 10 gallons of \\ ater.

The freight bill for the cattle, together with the
expense of fitting up the stable, and for water
casks, independent of the food, was 140 pound.s
sterling, or about $700. This, with the first cost

of the cattle, and expenses of Mr. Beckett, will
make the round sum of something like $3000

—

a very generous outlay by the Society for the
improvement of the stock of our State.

The animals are very fine looking, and we
believe, gave perfect satisfaction to the Presi-

dent and other officers of the Soci»-ty, who were
present on the wharf to witness their landing.

The North Devon covi's were purchased of
Lord Leicester, of Holkham, Norfolk county,
England j the bull, from Mr. Bloomfield, Wan-



ham, ill the sams county, of whose stock Mr.
Cohiiaa has stated that he had seen none supe-
rior.

The AjTshires ^ve^o also thoroug-h-hred. per-

fect iu their kind, aud the cows had the appear-
ance of being fine milkers. Two were pur-

chased from the .stock of Mr. Andrew MacGreg-
or, Damhead, near Kilmaniock, Scotland ; one
from Mr. John Young, of Kilmaurs Maine, near
the same place ; and one from Mr. Hamilton
Cappraiustone, Draghoni ; the bull from Hugh
Kighlongmair, near Kilmaurs, Scotland.

We have seen many fine, high-bred animal.s,

and have formed an opinion as to what point.y

are desirable in dairy stock ; and according to

the views we entertain, \vc think the selection

Mr. Beckett has made highly creditable to his

judgment, and of which the Society may be
justly proud. Surely, the object which the So-
ciety have in view, of improving our Xew Eng-
land stock, is one highly commendable, and we
have no doubt will be justly appreciated bj' the
agricultural community. [N. E. Fai-mer.

Disease in Potatoes.—The attention of ev-

ery body is so absorbed by the Pgtato-Ml'R-
RAiN, that we should be wanting in our duty to-

wards the public if we did not continue to ad-

vert to the melancholy subject. Not that we
have much to add either by way of advice or
consolation ; for the topics coanccted Avith the
di.sease have all been already touched upon,
more or less amply, by ourselves or our corres-

pondents ; and every week's experience .satis-

fies us that there is little, if anything, to modify
in the opinions we have our.selves ah-eady ex-
pres.sed.

The mischief is, undoubtedly, extensive to a
most alarming degree. If we estimate the

amount of loss at five-sixths, we shall hardly ex-
ceed the fact. In many places the crop is hardly
worth the digging ; in others it is totally putrid

;

in many more, it .seems to be spreading fast

;

and, as we mentioned last week, it has certainly

broken out in Ireland. " All m?/ Potatoes," says
a correspondent near Dublin, " as well as those
of the poor people here, are destroyed by the mur-
rain. Two dajs ago, 12 acres were still safe

;

they are now gone." Germany, Holland and
Belgium, are in the same state as England. A
dysentery which has already appeared at Er-
furt, is said, by the Gazette dfi Cologiw, to be
traceable to the use of bad Potatoes. The Bel-
gian papers speak of cholera at Ghent, produc-
ed in the same way. Poland, according to the

same journals, is so threatened by famine, that

the Prussian authorities on the frontier have been
obliged to take precautionai-j- measures for keep-
ing the starving population out of the Prussian
territory ; and, finally, the authorities of some
disti-icts in France and Germany, have either

prohibited or threatened to prohibit the expor-
tation of Potatoes, lest there should be no seed
for another year.

Such is the state of the case. It is u.seless now
to speculate on the first cause of this murrain.
Our original opinion \\-as, we believe, coneot

;

at least, we have not at present .seen anything
to shake our confidence in it ; and we find
that, with the single exception of Profes.sor

MoKREN, the universal opinion among the Bel-
gian cultivators is the .same as ours, except
when meteors, electricity, and other unknown
forces, are appealed to. It is tnie that a mi-
nute fungus has made matters infinitely w orse ;

f.-iio)

but that i.s, we quite beheve, a secondary cause.
The con.sideration of this part of the question
may, however, be very well dcfen-ed. What
we have now to look to is an immediate remedy
for the evil. [London Gai-aeners' Chionicle.

Weight of Corn per Acre.—Capt. Ran-
dall, of New-Bedibrd, has recently published in
the N. E. Earmer an account of the weight of
his corn .towu broad-cast on a couple of acres
and some rods. He says 35 tons of manure
were spread upon each acre. Ten bushels of
white, flat, Maryland com were .sown on two
acres and 32 rods. The whole was well plow-
ed and repeatedly haiTowed, and a heavy roller
was applied. Three separate rods of this corn
were cut and weighed, and the average weight
per rod was 388 lbs. This gives between'si
and 32 tons per acre, sown broad-cast, very
highly manured and laud well prepared.
We think 40 tons per acre may be grown by

sowing in drills, but the labor would be more,
though the seed would not cost one quarter as
much. Capt. E.audall says he fed out his corn
from 2 acres and 30 rods to 20 cows, three other
cattle, and five calves, and it kept them 7 weeks
and 5 days, with what they could pick in a dry
pa.sture. And he is satisfied that this corn was
equal to 15 tons of the very best of English hay.
But we think Capt. H. puts a wrong estimate

on this fodder from his corn field. Fifteen tons
of hay would keep his stock through half the
winter without any aid ffom the pasture ground,
yet while all his stock could bite, bushes and all.

his corn kept his stock but one third of the time
that cattle are fed in winter.

Cattle \viil find something in the driest pas-
ture and will jiartially fill themselves there,

even though jou feed out the richest products
of the farm.

Again, the 2 acres and 32 rods of ground,
with this high manuring, would have produced
this season 160 busliels of shelled corn, beside
all the stalks and husks. This com dealt out
in meal would make an allowance of 6| bush-
els to each of the 24 rattle for 7 weeks and 5

days^or 213 quarts of meal each. That is,

about three quarts of meal jjer day for each an-

imal besides the husks and stalks. Should we
not think it costly feeding? to give out so much
iu addition to what could be obtained in the

pa.sture ?

We wi.«h to see more experiments made on
feeding out green com, and we therefore make
these remarks on the experiment of Capt. Ran-
dall. [Mass. Ploughman.

Price of Guano in England.—The Mark-
Lane Express of Sept. 22d, quotes African gua-

no, about 1000 tons sold at £i .5s. to £7— [321 25,

a $3.5.]—Peruvian i'9 10s.—S47 .50 ; Nitrate of

Soda 19s. a 19s. fid. per hundred.
Guano. At the mcetins of the Monmouth

Fanners' Club, Sept. 3, 184.5, it was resolved

unanimou.sly :— '• That the best thanks of this

club be given to the Editors of the Gardcncra'

Chronicle and Afrricultvml Gazette, for their

exposure of the infamous practices of dealers in

guano in adulterating it.

Some decided encouragement should be of-

fered for the exposure of frauds in .sell ins: seeds

a.ndfruittree.'i in this country. Vou will hear

many complain of uifamous impositions, aud yet

none will publicly stigmatize the miscreants



EARL SPENCER NEW BOOKS, &C. :^D[

DEATH OF EAEL SPENCER. THE GREAT
ENGLISH FARMER.

Ii has been trnlj' .said that the plow is of no

party, neither in it of any countrj'. Its uses and

its fruits ai'c of such universal application and

BO beneficent, that all friends of Asjriculture

may cordially join in mourning the death of a

patron so elevated in rank, yet so affable in his

deportment—so liberal in the u.se of his ample

means, and so influential by his personal exam-

ple as was Earl Spencer, whose death is an-

nounced in the last English journals.

It seems but as yesterday that we received

his autograph letter, from which an extract was

taken in a note made to the memoir of Judge

Peters. By the last incident that we could have

expected or desired, we are now relieved from

the considerations of delicacy which then re-

strained lis from giving the name of the

writer—"It being impossible (.says he) that any

Englishman can desire more earnestly than I

do that the friendly relations between our two

countries shall be pennauemt."

As the noblest oak towers in the forest, so

stood the deceased, conspicuous among his

brother Farmers. How slowly is^he chasm

filled which is left by the removal of such men
—and must we even say of them—good and

useful as they ai'e in their day and generation

—

""What thouL'h we wade in wealth or roll in fame
;

" Eiuth's highest station ends in ' Here he lies,"

" And '• dust to dust " concludes her noblest song

!

European Aokiculture and Rural Economy
FROM PERSO.NAL OBSERVATIONS. By HeNRY
CoLMAN—To be completed in ten numbers of
not less than 100 pages each number :—Tenns,
.15 for the whole.

Of this valuable work we have just received

part IV. The contents relate principally to the

great Fairs and Markkts for Cattle in and ot.*t

of London—for Cattle and Grain ; Vegetables

and Fruits ; Dead Meat Markets, and Market-

gardens, with Chapters on Corn duties, and the

mode of adjusting Labor.

Every one at all in the habit of reading Eng-

lish Agricultural papers, will have experienced

a desire to have a nearer view of these great

marts for the substantial bu.siness transactions,

and here will be found a 7)icture than all more

graphic and minute than ever, or could be had

in any way, except by personal inspection.

—

The Chapter on Market-gardening is concluded

with an observation to which sve invite the no-

tice of the reader—the public mind in our own
eonntry is ardently taking the same direction,

and the time is coming when men seeking em-

ployment as Farmers and Gardeners, will have

to bring proof of having been in like manner ed-

ucatedfor the hiisiness.

" The scicnceof Gardening," says Mr. Colman,

"iehere a substantial science, andi^oung men are
(511)

as carefully educated in its various departments,

as in any of the sacred Professions, and receive

a patronage according to their skill and merit.

Under such circumstances the Market Gardens

near London are managed with a skill and en-

terprise worthy of all praise, and sure of reward

much more substantial."

The N.iTioNAL Magazine and Industriai. Re-
cord. Edited by Redwood Fisher, New-York.

This work, which was commenced in June

last, completes the first volume of about 300

pages, with the November number. Mr. Fish-

er is well known to the friends of Domestic In-

dustrj- as an able writer in the cause, and the

numbers of his magazine which have appeare<l

contain many important articles on manufac-

tures and commerce from his own pen, as well

as contributions from some of the ablest writers

in the United States. One feature of the mag-

azine must be particularly interesting to all who
are engaged in manufactures ; namely, to notice

such places in this country as have been built

up by the interests of Manufactures or Com-

merce. Sketches of New Bedford and Lowell,

in Massachu.setts ; Paterson and Somerville, in

New-Jersey ; Chicago, Illinois ; Cleveland,

Ohio, &c. have already appeared in the pages of

the work. The Mining of Iron, Copper and

Coal in the United States have also been the

subjects of several important articles. We
wish success to this enterprise of Mr. Fisher,

commensurate with his admitted talents and in-

dustry.

Dutch Cors-Law.— Tlie Hague, Sept. 15.

—The disease which has attacked the potatoes

in a great part of the kingdom has attracted the

attention of the government. It has iriduced an

inquiry into the causes and the character of the

disease, and the means of preventing a rise in

the prices of articles of subsistence.

The Stanta Courant publishes a royal ordi-

nance, dated the 14th of September, stating the

measures taken by the government for the im-

portation of articles of food :

•' We, William H., <fcc. &.C., seeing Article 2 of the
lawoflS>th June, 184.5;

" Having taken into consideration the unfavorable
prospect of the crop of potatoes, which are one ofthe
principal articles of food for the most numerous
class ; and that the general interest, as well as that of
the conimei'cc and manufactures of the counti-y, re-
quires that we should prevent by all possible means
a rise in the price of provisions

;

'• Having likewise taken into consideration that in
this respect the government should take no other
measures than such as may tend to encom-age as

much as possible the importation of provisions for
the working classes

;

" On the report of our Minister of Finance, on the
9th .September. 184.5,

"Having consulted with our Minister of the Inte-
rior, with iidvice of our Council of State,

" Have decreed and decree

—
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" Art. 1. From the 15th of September, the import
duties on the following niticles are :

—

" Potatoes, five cents per 10 raudd.
' Barley, one cent per 100 lbs.

" Rice, one cent per 100 lbs.
•^ Beans, peas, and lentils. 10 cents per last.

" Groats and pearl bailey, three florins per 100 lbs.

" Flour, five florins per 100 lbs.
' This scale is fixed on all parcels of these ai'ticles,

which shall be declared ou importation on and after

the 15th of September.
" Alt. 2. We shall propose to the States-General in

tJic next session the necessary measures to give legal

validity to the regulations of Article 1 of the present

decree, and also to fix till the 1st of June, 184H, or

later if it should be judged necessary, the iinport du-

ty on rye and buckwheat, at the rate fixed for the

present month of September, of 15 cents, per mudd,*
and on wheat and rye, for the same period, at 2.5 and
10 cents, per mudd on the minimum of the duties

fixed on these kinds of grain, by the law of the 29th
December, 1834.

"Our Ministerof Finance is charged with the exe-

cution of the present decree, which is to be inserted

in the bulletin of the law, and copies sent to our
Minister of the Interior, and to the Council of State.

(*Mudd is about four English bushels. This

reduction in the duties is yerj' considerable.

—

By the tariff now suspended tliey are on pota-

toes five cents per mudd ; on barley and rice

30 cents per 100 lbs. ; ou beans 7^ florins per
last; on groats. &c., 10 florins per 100 lbs. ; ou
wheat, rye. and flour. 20 florins per 100 lbs., and
ou potato-flour 10 florins per 100 lbs.)

The Slaatit Courant has a verj' long article

on the subject. It states that tlie produce iu

1843 was 14,662,571 mudds. aud in 1844, 13,552,-

030 mudds, and that from the returns already

made, it seems probable that two-thirds, if not

three-fourths of the crop are spoiled by the dis-

ease.

It is believed that the crops of rye, wheat,
barley, buckwheat, beans, and peas will, on
the whole, not fall short of those of last year.

Removing Bees.—Where the queen-bee is put
the rest of the bees will follow : set the iiive where
there is only a faint light ; turn it up, and as the queen
will make her appearance first, take and place her in

an empty hive, and she will be followed by the rest

of the bees.

PRICES CURRENT.
\Correcled, October 22, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.]

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort ^ 100 ft. 3 874® 3

Pearls, 1st sort, '45 4 Idi® 4

BEESWAX—American Yellow ®

—

CANDLES—Mould, Tallow.. !>• lb... — 9 ®—
Sperm, Eastern and Cin,- — 27 ®

—

COTTON—From — CIS-
COTTON BAGGING—.Vmerican... — 12 @—
CORDAGE—American ® lb. — 11 @—
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shu rings, ^-y. — 5 ®—

Sheetings — 61®

—

FEATHERS—American, live — 30 ®—
FLAX—American — 7|@

—

FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbl. 5 371® 5

Troy 5 37i 8> 5

Michigan 5 37^®

—

Ohio, flat hoop 5 37^®—
Ohio, He>"wood <fc Venice 6 — ® 6

Ohio, via New-Orleans @

—

Pennsylvania 'w—
Brandywine 5 50 ® 5

Georgetown 5 50 ®

—

Bakimore City Mills 5 25 ® 5

Richmond City Mills 6 25 ®—
RichmoTid Country 5 25® 5
Alexandria, Petejsburg, &,c 5 25 @ 5

Rye Flour 3 50 ® 3
Com Meal, .lerseyand Brand 2 87.^® 3
Com Meal, Brandywine hhd. ®13

GRAIN-^Wheat, 'VVestera..'^bush. 1 — ® 1

Wheat, Southera new 1 — ® 1

Hye, Northern . . . .» — 75 ®

—

Com,' Jersey and North. . .(meas.) — 68 ®

—

Com, Southern toeasure) — 65 ®

—

Com, Soiithern (weight) — 66 ®

—

OatB, Northern — 42 ®

—

Oats, Southera — 35 ®

—

HAY—North River bales — 70 ®—
HEMP—American, dew-rotted., ton 85 —@ 95

' " water-rotted 125 —® 175

HOPS—1st sort, 1345 — 12^®—
laON—American Pig, No 1 32 50 ®40

Common 27 50 ®32
MME—Thomaston ^ bbl, 1 05 ® 1

LUMBER—Boards, N.R., |»M. ft. clr. 35 — ®40
Board.s, Eastern Pine 10 — ®U
Boards, Albanv Pine ^poe. — 6 ®—
Plank, Georgia Pine %>M. ft. 33 — ®40

(Sir

Staves, White Oak, pipe
Staves. White Oak, hhd
Staves, White Oak, bbl

Staves, Red Oak, hhd
Hoops
Scantling, Pure, Eastern
Scantling. Oak
Thnber,''Oak ^ cubic foot

Timber, White Pine
Timber, Georgia Y'ellow Pine
Shingles, 18 in ^ bunch
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quahty.
Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet

Shinsles, Company
MUSTARD—American
NAILS—Wrought, 6d to 20d...f>' lb.

Cut,4d to40d
PLASTER PARIS—f^ ton
PROVISIONS—Beef Mess, |>'bbl,..

Beef Prime,
Pork, Mess, Ohio, new
Pork, Prime, Ohio, old and new .

.

Lard, Ohio f*" ft.

Hams, Pickled
Shoulders, Pickled
Sides, Pickled
Beef Smoked ' ^ tb.

Butter. Orange County
Butter, Western Dairy
Biuter, ordinary
Cheese, in casks and boxes

SEEDS-Clover f tli.

Tunothy ^ tierce

Flax, Rough
SOAP—N. Ybrk, Brown ^ ft

.

TALLOW—American, Rendered. .

.

TOBACCO—Virginia ® ft.

North Carolina
Kentucky and Missouri

WOOL—Am. Saxony. Fleece,.^ ft.

American Full Blood Merino
American i and i Merino
American Native and i Merino...
Superfine, Pulled

45 — ®47 —
38 — ®40 —
30 — ®
30 — ®32 —
25 — @30 —
14 — ®16 25
30 — ®35 —— 25 ®i— 37
— 18 a— 85— 30 ®— 35

1 75 @ 2 —
®24 —

20 — @22 —
®17 50

15 — ®16 —
11 — ®13 —

®29 —
— 16 ®— 31
— 10 ®— 12i— 4 ®— 41

2 50 ® 2 621

7 75 @ 8 —
4 75 ® 5 —

®13 75

10 12i®10 50
— 8 ®— 8i— 7 ®— 7\

— 5i®— «
®

— » s— a— 20 @— 22
— 15 ®— 17

— 12 ®— 14

— 7 ®— 7i— 8.V®— i'i

12 — ®15 —
®

3V®
7|®—
3 ®—
3 ®—
3 ®—
35 ®

5i

7i
6

5
7

37i— 32 @— 34

— 27 ®— 29

— 24 ®— 25
— 28 ®— 30
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THE HOUSEWIFE'S DEPARTMENT.... POULTRY.

' Take weapon away, of what force is a man ?

Take huswife from husband, and what ia he than ?

As lovers desireth together to dwell,

So husbandry loveth good huswifery well.

Though husbandry seemeth, to bring in the gains,

Yet huswifei-y labours, seem equal in pains.

Some respite to husbands the weather may send.
But huswives' affairs have never an end.

As true as thy faith,

Thus huswifei-y saith.

I serve for a day, for a week, for a year,

For life-time, for ever, while man dwel'eth here.
For richer, for poorer, from north to the south.

For honest, for hardhead, for dainty of mouth.
For wed and unwedded, in sickness and health.

For all that well liveth, in good commonwealth.
For city, for country, for court, and for cart,

To quiet the head, and to comfort the heart."

To ALL GOOD Housewives, greeting—/rom the

Editor of the Farmers' Library

:

In the sixteenth century reigned in England
that sanguinary villain, Henry VIII. who cared

not so much about chopping off a ivife's head

as j-ou would for the cutting off that of a favor-

ite turkey. History says '• he made himself so

much feared that no English king had fewer

checks to his power; and liberty and constitu-

tional equipoise were out of the question during

the whole of his reign—or, what is worse, the

forms of them were rendered pvrcly subservient

to his passions." If he ordered a law to be

passed, it was done ; and no sooner was it

passed than by his will he could have it ex-

punged. Vv''ell, it was in the latter part of the

same century that gave birth to this licentious

despot, that lived one "Thomas Tusser, Gen-
tleman," author of a poetical work on "Five
Hundred Points ok Good Husbandry, to-

gether WITH A Book of Huswifery,"—to

which last the above lines make the preface

—

and we beg you will let them do the same for

what follows.

(5611

How vain would be all advice to the bna-

bandman, and aU his ov^^n care and industry

—

according to our obseiTation, which has beea
" pretty considerable,"—if he be not seconded

and encouraged by smiles and good manage-

ment on the part of the housewife within her

department.

" \Vlien husband is absent, let huswife be chiefs

And look to their labour, that eateth her beef.

The huswife, so named (of keeping the house)
Must tend on her profit, as cat on a mouse."

Hence it is that we propose, but mind we
do n't yet absolutely promise, to open, and to fiJl

as well as we can, a Housewife's Depart-
ment, in at least every quarterly or third nnm-
ber of the Farmers' Library ; for why, seeing

that

" What husband provideth with money his drudge,
The huswife must look to, which way it dot&

tnidge."

as Father Tusser says—why, say we, should

she, too, not receive all the aid and enlighten-

ment that can be given in her peculiar sphere

ol' action ? It was, therefore, good ladies, in the

hope, rather than in the confidence of ability to
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be useful, that in the last number we engaged

to devote a few pages m this one to the consid-

eration of some of the manifold cares and labors

Shat belong to the domestic and social position

of tlie housewife.

Everybody knows that all writers and men
of good sense are agreed that, in all countries,

nothing is a surer index of the state of civiliza-

tion and social refinement than the more or less

respect which is paid to females generally, and

tlie estimate in which the public holds the part

which is assigned to woman in the round of so-

cial life and duties. As information is diffused

—

as the arts flourish, and civilization advances

—

we see women everywhere withdrawn from

field labor : their burdens are lightened ; they

cease to be hewers of wood and drawers of wa-

ter ; and respect, tenderness and kind treatment

succeed to the hardships and contumely which

are characteristic of savage Ufe. This meliora-

tion of woman's lot is, in fact, the fairest fruit of

glorious knowledge—the very consummation of

humanity ! For ourselves, we confess to an in-

stinctive respect for a petticoat, even when
hanging out to dry ! but Heaven preser\-e us, at

the same time, from canying this march of re-

finement, in Republican America, to that degree

of aristocratic Utopian sentimentality, under

which domestic happiness and the honor and

prosperity of the husband shall be unconnected

with and independent of the cares and attention

•of the wife and the mother ! No ! no ! Let it

never ccme to pass that it shall cease in our land

to be, as a general thing, one of the conditions

of domestic felicity and success, that, according

to our venerable and considerate author afore-

said

—

" As huswives keep home, and be stirrers about,

So speedeth their winnings the whole year about."

How, in fact, in any natural and honorable state

of things, should it be that the faithful discharge

of her duties in either of these characters can

be dispensed with ! What, but for the mother,

would be the lot of helpless mfancy 1 At the

very moment that experience begins to clear up

the confusion of impressions derived through

organs not yet perfectly developed, and the er-

rors of one sense are rectified by the observa-

tions of another, education may be said to have

already commenced, and, simultaneously, Uie

sacred duties of the watchful mother

!

" Children, like tender osiers, take the bow,
And, as they first are fashioned, so they gi-ow.

With her very milk the child may be said to im-

bibe his sentiments and the elements of his char-

acter ; hence the temper and principles even of

the nurse are more important than is usually

imagined. " In fact," says Plutarch, " if the

Spartan does not crj' even at the breast—if he

be insensible to fear, and already patient under

aufferiuars—he owes it to his nurse. On this

homely point, let us recur again to our old coun-

sellor, "Thomas Tusser, Gentleman," of the

age of black letter :

" Good huswives take pain, and do count it good luck.
To make their own breast their own child to give

suck.
Though wrauling and rocking, be noisome so near,
Yet lost by ill nursing, is worser to hear.
But one thing I warn thee, let huswife be nurse.
Lest husband do find thee, too frank with his purse.
Teach child to ask blessing, serve God, and to church,
Then bless as a mother, else bless him with birch.
Thou huswife thus doing, what further shall need?
But all men to call thee good mother indeed."

But it was not within the scope of our prom-

ise or design to descant here on the higher and

holier oiBces of the housewife in her capacity

as a mother, in shaping and tempering the char-

acter of her offspring ; else might we be at no

loss for exemplifications, as well from ancient

as from modern times, to prove how deeply the

maternal influence has stamped itself on the

lives of the most illustrious characters. We
might speak of Penelope and Telemachus,

among the Greeks—of Cornelia, the Roman
Mother of the Gracchi ; and, in more modem
times, we might refer to Washington and Na-

poleon, among waiTiors and statesmen—to Hen-

ry IV.—to Francis I. of France—to Alfred the

Great—to Pope, Gray, Cowper, Sir William

Jones, Mr. Madison, and Henry Clay. But our

purpose, at present, is rather to dwell on the

more homely duties of the housewife, as condu-

cive to domestic comfort, and indispensable to

succesxful husbandry.

To ti'eat of it in either one of its several

branches, good books have been written, and

yet better books might be, as for example, we
have had books without number on Cookery, on

Poultrj-, on Gardening ; and lately, Mr. Lou-

don's book on Farming for Ladies. And why
not ? How often does it happen in our coun-

try, that wives are left in possession of large

landed estates, with a house full of helpless chil-

dren ; and too often the estate encumbered with

heavy debts, from which nothing but energy

and good management can extricate it. What
an awful responsibility for a feeble, uneducated

woman, born to fortune, and reared in the lap

of indulgence—educated to believe it unbecom-

ing to learn anything but the arts and mj-steries

of the toilet ! The common fate of ^vomcu so

reared and educated, is but too plain. In a few

years nothing is left to them but abject ruin, or

the dread of it prevails with her to throw her-

self under the conjugal wing of some loafer, of

whom there are too many, watching for such

prey, and by whom the \^•ife is too often neglect-

ed, and children oppressed and defrauded.

Then it is that knowledge, and the resolution

and character which knowledge only can give,

enables her to show the glorious attributes that

belong to a cultivated woman, roused by neces-



sity to show what a woman can do ! For such

women we should go to the rice and cotton

fields, if not to the agricultural annals of South

Carolina, where many who might be named,

have been known, with a fortitude and sagacity

almost beyond their sex, to retrieve their dilap-

idated estates, and do infinite honor to them-

selves. We could name some in Virginia and

Maryland ; and if God spares our lives to follow

out the design of this work in the spirit it was

undertaken, the portrait and memoir of some

such shall sooner or later, if to be had, adorn its

pages.

But again, in a feeling of enthusiasm in all

that concerns the sex in their highest aims, and

claims upon our admiration and respect, yve are

wandering from the more homely but essential

branches of domestic economy, on which it will

be our pleasure to discourse v^'ith them from

time to time ; as for instance—on rearing poul-

try ; on preservingfruits ; on the management

of the kitchen, the dairy, the garden, the grape-

ry; the Jiotoer bed ; on knitting, needle-work,

&o. &c.

For the present our remarks and extracts

must have reference to the Plate Iff Poultry

which ornaments this number.

The Bolton Greys.—Of this breed Mr.

Mowbray, from whose work our plate is taken,

says,—" This variety, apparently the crack breed

of their vicinity, but entirely unknown in the

metropolis, is thus described by Rev. Mr. Ash-

worth :
—

' small size, short in the leg and

plump in the make. The color of the genuine

kind, invariably pure ^vhite in the whole lappet

of the neck ; the body ^vhite, thickly spotted

with bright black bars at the extremity of the

tail ; they are chiefly esteemed as verj' constant

layers, though their color would mark them for

good table fowl.' " From this description it

would seem that this breed might be worth im-

portation ; but after all, Mowbray's description

of poultry-hoiise-feeding, &;c. are too aristocratic,

refined, costly and impracticable for common use

in this country. Such books are too often written

by cocknej- book-makers, some of whom would
hardly know a duck from a goose. Mr. Be-

raent's book on Poultrj' is a valuable work, but

being copj^ righted, we do not take the liberty

of extracting freely from it, but shall have re-

course to Chambers' noble work, in which there

is so little that is not worthy of a place, as enter-

taining mutters of natural history, or of practical

value, that we give very much at length what is

there said, with notes, as they may be deemed
to be appropriate and called for.

But the truth is, that these fancy breeds of

pigeons and of poultrj', as yvcM as of domestic

animals, do very well to please the eye. and to

bird fancier, but, for the mo.9t part, it is sufficient,
f.5C3)

if not better, to confine oar attention to a few
sorts, such as have been tried and proved, but if

w^e have leisure and means, it were but a natu-

ral and innocent diversion to amuse ourselves

with the several varieties in shape and color
;

and for ourselves, we would not be long on a

farm, before we should hecorae personally ac-

quainted and familiar even to a feather, with

each individual duck and goose and fowl and

pigeon on the place—and that -w-ould be the on-

ly objection to the Guinea fowl—their uudis-

tinguishable sameness of shape, color, gait, walk,

voice, temper, all as neat and uniform as West-
Point graduates. By-the-bye, the most remark-

able things exhibited at the late Agricultural Fair

of the American Institute, were a pair of milk-

white Guinea fowls, and a pair of milk-white

mules. On inquiry, we had been anticipated in

our wish to purchase the fonner, to send them

to a friend in Carolina.

For American housewives there is more use-

ful infonnation in the article we shall take fi'om

the American Agriculturist, in this or the next

number, by Mr. L. F. Allen, than in all Mow-
bray's book.

Speaking of varieties, there is a very large

bodied, square-built breed to be found of late

years only as far as we know in the neighbor-

hood of Philadelphia, which we are under the

impression is a different breed from the Bucks

County ; more compact and better clothed, and

which we have heard called and purchased, un-

der the name of the " Ostrich breed." The hens

weigh five pounds from the roost when in good

order, and the capon is said to weigh ten pounds.

We think we have known one that weighed

that much, to be sent to our old friend S. E. of

Baltimore, who in matters of the table, knows a

liawk from a handsaw, and never enjoys the

best dish with so good a relish as when a friend

partakes it with him. ^Ve purchased a few-

weeks since a pair of the.se to go to Carolina, the

sire of which was said to have weighed 13 lbs. ,-

and with them we sent, in the brig George, a

pair of Mala}' s of a rich changeable blue-black

color, that promised to be of magnificent size

and most splendid plumage. The e^f^ of the

Ostrich breed, as we once tested by the scales

of the Chesapeake Bank, is exactly double that

of an ordinary egg. The young chicken of the

Bucks County breed, that we remember when
a small chap, was longer on the leg and half

naked.

POULTRY.

Poultry {from poule, French for hen) is a term
applied to different kinds of large birds in a state

of domestication, as the chicken or barndoor
fowl, turkey, goose, pea-fowl, and guinea-fowl.
The most numerous and important in everj' re-

, ^, , .. p , ,. , spect are those first mentioned,
employ tlie speculations of the naturalist _.^4^ ^ CHicKENS.-The chicken is classed by the na-

turalists in the tribe of the Gallinacece, forming



part of the order Rasores. or Scraping-Birds. It

ig needless to describe minutely the appearance
of the barn door fowl. The most prominent char-

acteristics of the cock, or male bird, are a thin

indented comb, with wattles on each side under
the beak ; a tail rising iu an arch, and a great

variegation of colors. The female, or hen, is small-

er as regards body, comb and wattles, and her

tints are less vivid. The domestication of this

bird seems to have taken place in the earliest

times, and Persia is usually supposed to have
been the place of its origin. Many varieties of

it have been enumerated as existing in Britain
;

but the differences betwixt these, in the majority

of cases, seem to lie as much in color as iu any
more important features. The best marked
kinds are the following : The Dung-hill Fowl,
Game Fowl, Dorking Fowl, Poland Fowl,
Spanish Fowl, and Bantam.
The first of these varieties is a mougi'el one,

arising from crosses with all the other breeds
;

but it is the common and most u.seful variety.

The best fowls of this sort are of middle-size

and dark color, and have white, clean legs ; the

pure white dung-hill fowls are held to be the

weakest in constitution, and to lay fewest eggs.

It has been usually agreed to call the game fowl
the proper English fowl. The body is erect and
slender, and the colors showy, particularly those

of the cock. In comparison with other breeds,

the game bird is like the race horse beside that

which draws the cart and plow. The flesh,

moreover, is peculiarly white and delicate in

flavor, while, though small, the eggs are also of

a very superior quality. There is a peculiarity

of disposition, however, in this variety of the

domestic fowl, which, while for ages the source

of a cruel species of sport, has always impaired
the real utility of the creature to a very great

degree. We allude to the pugnacious spirit

which has gained for the fowl its peculiar name,
So strongly marked is this propensity, that

broods scarcely feathered are found occasional-

ly to have reduced themselves to utter blind-

ness by reciprocal battling. Even when the

breed is crossed and re-crossed, a tincture of the

love of fighting still remains, rendering such ad-

mixtures of species the source of risk and
trouble, though in other respects very advanta-
geous. Hence game-cocks are bred on a large

scale almost solely for the battles of the cock-

pit. Where persons prefer to have a game-
cock in their poultry-yard, their choice, accord-

ing to the best authorities, should be directed to

birds ofsome one or other of the following colors:

dark-red, dark black-breasted red. dark-grey,
mealy-grey, and red dun. The Dorking fowl is

named from a town in Surrej', where it has
long been bred in great numbers. It is a large

bird, well shaped, with a long capacious body,
short legs, and five claws upon each foot instead

of four. These distinctive marks seem to be of
old standing in peculiar breeds, as both Aristotle

and Pliny mention five-toed fowls. Though,
from repeated crossings, the Dorking fowls are

now found of all colors, white or yellowish-
white is supposed to have been the primitive

and genuine tint. They lay large eggs, and in

great plenty. The Poland (Polish or Paduan)
fowl is much valued by breeders, but is seldom
found perfectly pure in Britain. The species
was imported principally from Holland, and
when unmixed, was uniformly of a black color,

with a white crest or tuft on the heads of both
cock and hen. Their foi-m is plump and deep,
and the legs of the best sorts not too long. They

are called everlastings layers, from the number
of eggs produced by them, and from their dis-

inclination to sit and hatch, which office is usual-

ly done for their eggs by other liens. The Span-
ish fowl is of large size, and lays large eggs. It

is of the Polish family, and is almost uniformily
marked by a black body, black legs, and large

red combs. In London and its vicinitj', the

breed is now extremely common, being valued
for the size of the eggs ; but it is supposed to be
inferior in some respects toother breeds, though
yielding good food. The Bantam fowl is well
known for its small size, and its feathered gro-

tesque-looking limbs. It was originally a native

of India and the nankeen-colored and black
birds are the most esteemed. The bantam
should have a rose-comb, a full tail, and a lively

carriage, and should not weigh above one pound.
It has been recently discovered that the charac-

teristic of feathered legs is not an improvement,
the birds with clean bright limbs being the best.

The flesh of this breed of ibwls is peculiarly de-

licate.

Besides these well-marked varieties of the

common domestic fowl, there are a number of
others, brought from foreign countries, which
have produced mixtures pretty familiar to

breeders. The Turkish, Malay, Rumkin. Rus-
sian, and Barbary species, may be mentioned as

the principal of these. It need only be observed
here, that all the crested mixtures or varieties

of fowls are much esteemed, as possessing the

best qualities of the race. All or any of these

breeds of domestic fowls are valuable to the cot-

tager, even one good laying hen being a treasure

to a humble family.

Hen House.—Another simple poultiy-house of

small size may be formed by building a shed
against the gable of the house, opposite to the

part wanned by the kitchen fire, and placing

cross-bars iu it for roosting, with boxes for lay-

ing in. or quantities of fresh straw. There should

alwa3's be an opening, to allow of the cleaning

out, once a week at least, of the poultry-house

—

a process too often neglected, but very essential

to the health of the Poultry. They never will

thrive long amid uncleanness ; and even with

the utmost care, a place where Poultry have
been long kept becomes what the housewives
call tainted, and there they will thrive no longer.

The surface of the ground becomes saturated

with their exuvis, and is therefore no longer

healthy. To avoid this effect, some poulterers

in the country fi-equently change the sites of their

poultry-houses, to obtain fresh ground ; and to

guard against the same misfortune, fanners, who
cannot change their hen-houses and yards, puri-

fy the houses by fumigations of blazing pitch,

by washing with hot lime water, and by strew-

ing large quantities of pure sand both within and

without the poultry -houses. Washing the floor

of the house eveiy week is necessary ; for which

pui-pose it is of advantage that it be paved either

with stones, bricks, or tiles. But as these three

modes are expensive, a good flooring, which is

cheaper, may be formed by using a 'composition

composed of lime and smithy ashes, together

with the riddliugs of common kitchen ashes

;

these having been all finely broken, must be

mixed together with water, and put on the floor

with a mason's trowel, and nicely smoothed on

the surface. If this is put on a floor which is in

a tolerably dry situation, and allowed to harden

before being used, it will become nearly as solid

and compact as stone, and is almost as durable.

The inside of the laying boxes requires frequent
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washing with hot lime-water, to free them from

vermin, which greatly torment the sitting hens.

For the same purpose, Poultry should always
have a heap of dry sand or fine ashes laid under
some covered place, or thick tree, near their

yard, for tiiem to dust themselves in ; this being
their resource for getting rid of the vermin with
which they are annoyed.
The office of keeping and managing domestic

fowls should be performed by some individual

whom the hens know, as the voice and presence
of a stranger scare the fowls and disturb the

operations of the henhouse. To distribute food

and drink at regular hours, to visit the nests, to

remove eggs as soon as laid, and carry them to

a cool place, to examine by candle-light what
eggs are fecundated, and to place these under
the hen, and mark the time, are among the daily

duties performed by the keeper. When the

hens lay in a secret place, the keeper may
readily discover it by placing a few grains of
salt in the oviduct, which hurries on the process
of laying, and causes the hen to retire to the spot

anew.
Feeding.—Most persons are doubtless aware

that fowls swallow food without mastication.

That process is rendered unnecessary by the
provision of a crop, an organ which is somewhat
similar to the first stomach of the cow,and in which
the food from the gullet is macerated, and part-

ly dissolved by secreted fluids. From the crop,

the food passes do^vnwards into a second .small

cavity, where it is partly acted on b^digestive
juice ; and finally, it is transfeiTed to the gizzard,
or last stomach, ^vhich is furnished with muscular
and cartilaginous linings of very great strength.

In the gizzard, the partially softened food is

triturated, and converted into a thin paste, fit to

be received into the chyle-gut, and finally ab-
sorbed into the circulation. Such is the power
of the gizzard in almost all kinds of Poultry, that
hollow globes of glass are reduced in it to fine

powder in a few hours. The most rough and
jagged bodies do no injury to the coats of the
gizzard. Spallanzani even introduced a ball of
lead, with twelve strong needles so fixed in it

that their points projected a fourth of an inch
from the surface, and the result was, that all the
needles, with the exception of one or two, were
ground down in a short time to the surface of
the ball, while those left were reduced to mere
stumps. It is remarkable that, to add to the
triturating powers of the gizzard, fowls are
gifted with the instinct of swallowing stones
with their food.

Fowls, when left to roam at large, pick up all

soits of seeds, grains, worms, larvse of insects,

or any other edible substances they can di.scover

either on the surface of the ground or by
scraping. They also pick a little grass as a
stomachic. The more that hens can be allowed
to run about to pick up their o^vll food, the bet-

ter for their own health and the pockets of their

keeper. When secluded and fed altogether in

an artificial manner, their keep becomes ex-
pensive, and is, on the whole, seldom compensa-
ted by their produce. We have, indeed, great
hesitation in advising any one to keep fowls who
cannot unexpensively give them plenty of
refuse from the table or kitchen, or permit
them to range in the field or lane in quest of
what seems proper for their natural appetite.

The very pleasure of ranging and scraping
seems advantageous to the animals.

If kept in a court yard or pen, and requiring
altogether artificial feeding, their natural tastes

(56.5)

should be consulted as far as conveniently prac-
ticable. They should be fed regularly' and with
amiscellaneous kind of diet : allowed at all times
access to clean water for drinking, and have
earth, sand, or dust, to scrape at pleasure and
roll them.selves in. A certain quantity of chalk
or lime should al.so be scattered about for them to

pick up, as that material is required by them in
the production of eggs. Speaking on this sub-
ject. Professor Gregory of Aberdeen, in a letter

to a friend, published in a newspaper, observes,
" As I suppo.se you keep Poultry, I may tell you
that it has been ascertained that, if you mix with
their food a sufficient quantity of egg-shells or
chalk, which they eat greedily, tlicy will lay,

other things being equal, twice or thrice as many
eggs as before. A well-fed fowl is disposed to

lay a vast number of eggs, but cannot do so
without the materials for the shells, however
nourishing in other respects her food may be

;

indeed, a fowl fed on food and water free from
carbonate of lime, and not finding any in the
soil, or in the shape of mortar, which they often
eat off the walls, would lay no eggs at all, with
the best will in the world."

In a state of domestication, the hard food of
which fowls seem most fond are peas and bar-
ley (oats they do not like) ; and besides a pro-
portion of these, they may be given crumbs of
bread, lumps of boiled potatoes, not too cold, or
any other refuse. They are much pleased to

pick a bone ; the pickings warm them, and ex-
cite their laying propensities. If they can be
supplied with caterpillars, worms, or maggots,
the same end will be served. Any species of
animal food, however, should be administered
sparingly ; and the staple articles of diet must
always be of a vegetable nature. When wanted
for killing, the quantity of food may be increased
and be more substantial ; they should always be
kept more within the coop. A fortnight's feed-
ing in this way will bring a fowl of a good breed
up to a plump condition.
Laying.—The ordinary productiveness of the

hen is truly astoni.shing, as it usually lays, in the
course of a year, two hundred eggs, provided it

be allowed to go at liberty, is well fed, and has
a plentiful supply of water. Many instances
have been known of hens laying three hundred
in a year. This is a singular provision in nature,
and it would appear to have been intended
peculiarly for the use of man, as the hen usually
incubates only once in a year, although she will
occasionally bring out two broods. Few hens
are capable of hatching more than from twelve
to fifteen eggs ; so that, allowing they were all

to sit twice a year, and bring out fifteen at a
time, there would still bo at lea.st one hundred
and scvent}- spare eggs for the use of man. It
is therefore evident, that in situations where hens
can pick up their food, they mu.st prove very
profitable ; for, supposing that the egps of one
fowl during the year were sold, without any of
them being hatched, they would bring (if near
a large city) on an average ninepence per dozen,
or fourteen shillings, and the hen herself w^ould
be worth two shillings at least. As the number
of eggs which are annually brought out by a
hen bear no proportion to the number which "she
lays, .schemes have been imagined to hatch all

the eggs of a hen, and thus turn her produce to
the greatest advantage ; so that, in place of
twelve or fourteen chickens, upwards of two
hundred may be produced.
Hens will lay eggs which have received no

impregnation, but from these, as a matter of
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course, ho hatching' can take place ; they are

equally good, however, for eating. When the

chief object is to breed chickens, a cock should
be allowed to walk with ten or twelve hens ; but

when eggs are principally required, the number
of hens may be from fifteen to twenty. En-
deavor to procure a cock of a good breed, not

game, and let him be in his prime, which is at

eighteen months to two years old. Cocks will last

two years, after which they lose their liveliness

of colors, and become languid, inactive, and
mere consumers of food. It is fit, therefore, that

younger cocks should then take their place in the

poultry-yard. It is common to make choice of

a young cock by pitting one or two against each
other, and selecting the most courageous, which
is always the favorite of the jard.

Some remarks have been made on the colors

of the best hens of the different varieties. As
to other qualities, M. Parmentier recommends
that they should be chosen of a middling size,

robust constitution, large head, bright eyes, and
pendant comb. Cro\\'ers should be rejected,

and those that are of [the Caudle family with]

quarrelsome tempers, such hens being rarely

good hatchers or layers. Old hens, or those

above four or five years old, are of little use
when added to a stock : and \vhcn the comb
and claws are rough, it is a sign that they have
ceased to lay.

If left to themselves, hens would produce,
like some wild birds, two broods in the year.

—

Early spring, and, after a cessation, the end of

summer are the two seasons at which they be-

gin naturally to laJ^ In the depth of winter,

under ordiuaiy circumstances, hens very rarely

lay eggs, though by artificial means they can be
made to do so. If the temperature of the place

where they are kept be raised by a stove, or

otherwise, they will produce eggs. The fowls

of the Irish peasantry, which are usually kept
in the cabins of the owners, lay often in winter,

in consequence of the warmth of their quarters

:

and there can be no doubt that warmth affords

the most effective means of procuring new-laid
eggs in winter, though stimulatinu: food may aid

in producing the same result. The fecundity

of hens varies considerably. Some lay but once
in three days, others every second day, and
others every day. In order to induce laying,

each hen should have its o\vn nest, made with
soft straw, and furni.';hed with a piece of chalk
as a decoy. The signs which indicate when a

hen is about to lay are well known. She cack-

les frequently, walks restlessly about, and shows
a brighter redness in her comb and wattles.—
After the process of la3ing is over, she utters a

loud and peculiar liote, to which the other fowls
usually resjiond. Shortly after the e^a is laid,

it should be removed, for the heat of the hen
soon con'upts it. When the eggs are taken
away by the poultry-keeper, they should imme-
diately be laid in a cool and dry place. If al-

lowed to ab.sorb damp, they soon spoil ; indeed,

one drop of \\'ater upon the shell quickly taints

the whole egg.* Various methods have been
tried to prevent the absorption of air through
the shell, and preserve the freshness of the eggs.

A not uncommon i)lan is to keep them secluded
from the air in bran, rye, or a.shes, which may
do very well where the eggs are to be kept in

this way till eaten, but is utterly useless if quan-

* If this be so how does it happen that the eggs of

turkeys, partridges and other birds exposed to rain,

are not all destroyed ? [Ed. Farm. Lib.

titles of them have to be sent to market. We
beg to offer a plain piece of advice to cottagers

on this subject, which, if properl}- acted upon,
will give them the means of at all times com-
manding the highe-st price for fresh eggs, al-

though situated a hundred miles or more from
the place of sale. Smear all your eggs ivith a
bit. offresit butter the moment you get hold of
them. Do not load the shell with grease, but
merely give a light varnish. The butter must
be good. By this simple process of smearing,
which does not taint the interior in the slightest

degree, the egg is as fresh at the breakfast table

when three months old as if just newly laid.

—

Scarcely any thing is more common than to hear
complaints of the difficulty of getting fresh eggs,

and all a result of the sheer negligence of fowl-

keepers. By the plan we mention, there need
never be such a thing as a had eg^ heard of.

Hatching.—When eggs are to be hatched, it

is necessary to pay attention to the choice of

proper ones for the purpo.se. The company of

the male bird renders the hen productive of fe-

cundated eggs, and, as already noticed, it is only

eggs of this kind which are available for produ-

cing young. The eggs must also be fresh
;

from the time they are laid, they should lie aside

in a cool place. It is said to be possible to as-

certain, from the appearance of the egg, wheth-
er the forthcoming progeny is to be male or fe-

male ; but we greatly doubt the truth of the

popular notions on this subject. When eggs
are left to be brought forth by the hen. a certain

number is placed under her in the nest, when
she is in the full inclination to sit. From nine

to twelve eggs are placed, according to the ex-

tent of the brea.st and wings; and the time re-

quired for hatching is twenty-one days. Some-
times a hen will desert her eggs, a circumstance

which may occasionally be traced to an uncom-
fortable condition of the skin, caused by vermin
or want of cleanliness, and this affords a strong

reason for keeping the hen-hou.se clean, and
giving the animals the means of purifying their

feathers. Occasionally, the hen is vicious, or, in

short, a bad sitter, and experience in pitching

on the best hatching hens is the only remedy.

—

Sometimes a hen will break her eggs with her

feet, and in all such ca.ses, the broken eggs must

be removed as soon as observed, otherwise the

hen may eat them, and from that may be tempt-

ed to break and eat the sound ones, and spoil

the whole batch.

It has generally been found, that hens which

are the best layers are the worst sitters. Those

best adapted have short legs, a broad body,

large wings, well fumi.shed with feathers, their

nails and spurs not too long or sharp. The de-

sire to sit is made known by a particular sort of

clucking; and a feveri.sh state ensues, in which

the natural heat of the hen's body is very much
increased. Tiie inclination, or, as physiologists

term it, the sto-rge, soon becomes a strong and

ungovernable passion. The hen flutters about,

hangs her wings, bristles up her feathers, search-

es every where for eggs to sit upon ; and if she

finds any, whether laid by herself or others,

she immediatelj' seats her.self upon them.

With a proper provision of food at hand,

warmth, quiet, and dryness, a good hatching

hen will a-ive little trouble, and in due time the

brood will come forth ; one or t\\ o eggs may
perhaps repjain unhatched or addled, but their

loss is of little consequence. As soon as the hen

hears the chirp of her young, she has a tendcu-

cy to walk off with them, leaving the uuhatch-



ed eggs to their fate ; it is therefore advisable

to watch the birth of the chicks, and to remove

each as soon as it becomes dry, which may be

in a few hours afterwards. By this means, the

hen will sit to hatch the whole
;
yet she should

not be wearied by too long sitting. If all the

eggs are not hatched at the end of twelve or

iifteen Ivnirs after the first chick makes its ap-

pearance, in all probability they are addled, and
may be abandoned. The chicks must be kept

in a warm place during the first day, and at

night restored to the mother, who now assumes
her maternal duties. The food given to the

young chicks .should be split grits.t which they
require no teaching to pick up ; afterwards the

ordinary food of the poultry-yard, or what the

mother discovers for their use, is sufficient.

—

Some give the j-olks of hard-boiled eggs or

curd, when a nourishing diet seems advisable.

The e.xtreme solicitude of the hen for her young,
or the brood which may be imposed upon her, is

well known. She leads tliem about iu quest of

food, defends them by violent gesticulations and
the weapons which Nature has given her, calls

them around her b}' a peculiar clucking crj^ and
gathers them carefully under her wings to shel-

ter them from danger, or to keep them warai at

night. This maternal care is bestowed as long
as the chickens require her assistance ; as soon
as they can shift for themselves, the mutual at-

tachment ceases, and all knowledge of each other

is lost. The young now go to roosif and the

mother again begins to lay. Young hens, usu-
ally called pullets, begin to lay the spring after

tliey are hatched.
Disca>:ei.— Chickens arc liable to vaiious

diseases, demanding attention from the poultry-

keeper. The pip is the most common ; it con-
sists of a catan4ial thickening of the membrane
•f the tongue, causing a dangerous and obvious
obstruction to respiration. It may be cured in

mo.st cases by throwing the fowl on its back,
holding open the beak, and scraping or peeling
off the membrane \vitli a needle or the nail. The
part may be wetted with salt or vinegar after-

ward.s, and a little fresh butter pushed over the
throat. Dr. Bechstein recommends giving a
mixture of butter, pepper, garlic, and horse-
radish, as an internal remedy. But the opera-
tion is most effective. Thirst sometimes attacks
fowls like a fever, and often arises simply from
dry food, ihougli more frequently symptomatic
of indigestion, or .some internal and deep-seated
derangement. Careful attention to diet is the
first and great point in all such ca.ses. If con-

stipmtioit appear to be present, bread soaked in

wann milk, boiled carrots or cabbages, earth-

worms, chopped suet, or hot potatoes with drip-

ping, will be found useful. A clj'ster of sweet
oil should be tried in severe cases. %Vhcre a
tonic seems to be required a little iron rust may-
be mixed \vith the food, and will generally re-

lieve atrophy or loss of fle.sh. Where diarrhoea
or scouring is observed, iron or alum may be
given in small quantities. There is also a spe-
cies of iuHuenza, called the roup, which is often

epidemical iu the poultry-yard, and cau.ses much
havoc among the young birds. The eyes be-
come swollen, a discharge comes from the nos-
trils, and the fowl gapes continually, shovring
much difficulty of breathing. Some observers
have a.scribed this complaint to worms iu the

1 Indioii com and com meal are the gi-eat substi-

tutes in our oountrj', for other grains used in Europe,
as wcU for pouUiy as for animals. [Ed. Farm. Lib.

^ (507,1

windpipe, and have recommended their exti-ac-

tion by an operation ; but warmth, cleanliness,

soft food, and such laxatives as suljjhur. with
frequent ablutions of the eyes and nostrils, are
more likeljs perhaps, to do good, and are not at-

tended with danger. Where general fever has
been observed in fowls, the use of a little nitre

lias been found very advantageous. Saffron is

another remedy very often employed in reliev-

ing the symptoms of sickness in fowls.

Many of these remarks will apply equally
well to the diseases of geese and the other spe-
cies of domestic poultry yet to be noticed, and
this subject, therefore, need not again be ad-
verted to in detail.

Turkeys.—The turkey, like the common
chicken, has been included by naturalists in the
Gallinaceous family of birds, and possesses the
main characteristics common to the"whole. It

is certainly one of the most valuable fowls which
have been naturalized m this country, but is

very difficult to rear. The turkey-hen lays from
fifteen to twenty eggs, and tfien aits upon them.
She will bring out two broods in a year. The
eggs are of a pale yellowish-white color, finely

streaked and spotted with reddish-yello\v.
They are a most delicious food, much more deli-

cate in their flavor than those of the common
hen. In England or Scotland, however, the
eggs are seldom to be met with for sale, being
deemed too valuable to be used as food. In Ire-

land they are to be got in the markets in great
abundance, especially in the midland counties,

where we have bought them at ninepence per
dozen. In that countrj^ when the turkey-hen
has laid about half a dozen eggs, they afterwards
take away one daily, by which means the hens
are induced to produce a greaternumber of eggs
than otherwise. This they assist by means of
stimulating food, such as hemp-seed and buck-
wheat. There is an interval of a day between
the laying of each egg. It is said that the first

two eggs whicli she lays are unfruitful. A tur-

key-hen can seldom hatch more than from six-

teen to eighteen eggs. The time of incubation
varies from twenty-seven to twenty-eight days,

at which time the young begin to pierce their

shelly prison, and emerge fi-om it. When they
first come forth, they are extremelj'^ weak, and
much assiduous care is necessary to rear them.
The first thing to be attended to is, to remove
them to a situation where they are not exposed
to the sun's rays, which at first are too powerful
for them. A woody place is the most suitable to

their natural habits. Nothing is so destructive

to them as rain, from which they must be pro-

tected.

When young turkeys accidentally get wet, they
should be brought into a house, carefullj' dried

by applying soft towels to them, and then placed
near a fire, and fed upon bread which has been
mixed with a small proportion of ground pepper
or ginger. It shovild be made up in the form of

small peas. If the bread is too dry for this pur-

pose, it may be moistened with a little sweet
milk. Should the tui-kej'-poults refuse to eat it,

a few of these pellets may be forced down their

throats. Even heavy dews prove destructive to

them, and frost is no less injurious in its effects.

These must, therefore, be most carefully guarded
against, when the hens incubate in March or

early iu April. Dry and sandy situations are

mo.st congenial for breeding turkey.«, and espe-

cially elevated situations where large woods are
contiguous. A single male turkey is sufficient

for twelve or sixteen females, although tlie for-



mer number is probably the safest, to prevent
sterility in the ostjsi. which is frequently the

case with those of turkeys. Eggs should never
be entrusted to the care of a female until slie is

at least two years of age, and they may be kept
for the purpose of incubation till they reach their

tenth year. The largest and strongest hens
should always be kept for this purpose. Dui-iug

the time the hen is sitting, it becomes necessary

to place food near her ; as otherwise, from her
assiduity, she may be starved to death, as turkey-

hens seldom move from their nest during the

whole time of incubation.

Where farmers rear turkeys in great num-
bers, they do not indulge the hen by allowing
her to sit as soon as she has done laying, but

keep them from her until all the other hens
have ceased to lay, as it is of consequence that

they should all be hatched about one time.

—

When hens are unhappy during this intei-val.

they may be indulged with hens' eggs. When
they have all ceased to laj', each of them is pro-

vided with a nest Vauged close to the wall, in a
bara or other convenient place, and each is sup-

plied with from sixteen to twenty of her own
eggs. The windows and doors are then closed,

and only opened once in the twentj'-four hours
for the admission of air, and for the purpose of

feeding the hens. They are taken off their

nests, fed and replaced, and again shut up.

—

On the twenty-sixth day. the person who is en-

trusted with the management of the birds exam-
ines all the eggs, and removes those that are

addled ; feeds the hens, and does not again dis-

turb them till the poults have emerged from
their shells, and have become perfectly dry,

from the heat of the parent bird ; as to be sub-

jected to cold at this time would certainly kill

them. When the young birds are thoroughlj-

dried, two of the broods are joined together,

and the care of them entrusted to a single hen

:

and those who have been deprived of their off-

spring are again placed on hens' or ducks' eggs,

and subjected a second time to the tedious ope-
ration of incubation, in which case it is not un-

usual for them to bring out thirty eggs. We
cannot recommend this practice in point of hu-

manity ; for the poor hens \vhen they have ac-

complished their second sitting, are literally re-

duced to skin and bone, and frequently so weak
as hardly to be able to w^alk.

As before hinted at, great care should be ta-

ken of the young turkey-poults ; besides warmth,
proper food, and shade, the nearer they are to a

pure running sti'cam the better, as they drink a

great deal, and notliing is of greater import-

ance to their being successfully reared than
fi-esh drink. They must be also cai-efully pro-

tected from strong gusts of wind, and on the

slightest appearance of a thunder-sionn, should

be immediately taken into a house. They
should get no food for twenty-four hours after

they leave the egg. Their first food should be
hard-boiled eggs finely chopped, and mixed
with crumbs of bread. Curd is also an excel-

lent food for them. When they are about a

^veek old, boiled peas and minced scallions are

given to them. If eggs are continued, the

bliells should be minced down with their food,

to assist dis,'estion, or some very coar.se saud, or

minute pebbles. They should be fed thrice a-

day, and as they get older, a mixture of lettuce

milk will be found beneficial, together with
minced nettles. Barley boiled in milk is anoth-

er excellent food at this period, and then oats

boiled in milk. In shoit, the constitution of

young turkeys requires at all ages every kind
of stimulating food. When about three weeks
old, their meat should consist of a mixture of
minced lettuce, nettles, curdled milk, hard-boil-

ed yolks of eggs, bran, and dried camomile

;

but when all these cannot be readily obtained,
pait of them must be used. Fennel and wild
endive, ^vith all plants which are of a tonic
character, may be safely given to them. Too
much lettuce, however, has been found to be in-

jurious. When poults are about a month old,

they should be turned out. along with the parent
bird, into the fields or plantations, where they
will find gulEcieut food for themselves. Grass,
worms, all kinds of insects and snails, are their

favorite food, and Nature dictates to them such
vegetables as are conducive to their general
health. As their feet are at first very tender,
and subject to inflammation from the pricking
of nettles and thistles, they ought to be rubbed
with spirits, which has the cflect of hardening
the skin, and fortifying them against these
plants.

The glandulous fleshy parts and barbies of
their heads begin to develop when they are

fi'om six weeks to two months old. This is a
critical period with the poults, and unusual care
must be bestowed on them, as they now be-

come weak and often sickly. A little brine

mixed with their food will be found very ben-
eficial, or spirits much diluted with water. A
paste made of fennel, pepper, hemp-seed, and
parsley, has been found an excellent remedy
when afflicted with an inflammation in the wat-
tles, to which they are liable when growing.

—

They are very subject to this if the weather hap-
pens to be broken and changeable at th.e time
these tubercles are growing. These parts swell
and grow very red, which frequently proves fa-

tal to them. If, therefore, such be the state of

the weather at this critical period, the paste

above recommended should be given although
they are perfectly healthy, which will be found
an excellent preventive. When the iuHanima-
tion becomes very great, recourse is often had
to bleeding in the axillary vein, which frequent-

ly recovers them.
Soon after the turkey-poults have acquired

their first feathers, they are liable to a disea.se

which is very fatal to them, if not attended to.

This distemper produces great debility, and the

birds appear languid and drooping, and almost

totally neglect their food. Their tail and wing-

feathers assume a whitish appearance, and their

phmiaire has a bristled aspect. This is occa-

sioned by a disease in two or three of the rump-
feathers. On examination, the tubes of these

will be found filled with blood. Tlie only rem-

edy for this disease is to pluck them out, when
the bird will speedily acquire its wonted health

and spirits.

In fattening turkeys for the table, various

methods are resorted to. Some feed them on

barley meal mixed with skim-milk, and confine

them a coop during this time ; others merely

confine them to a house ; while a third class al-

low them to run quite at liberty ; which latter

practice, from the experience of those on whose

judgment we can most rely, is by far the best

method. Care should, however, be taken to

feed them abundantly before they are allowed

to range about in the morning, and a meal

should also be prepared for them at ni id-day, to

which they will generally repair homew ards of

their ov^-n accord. They should be fed at night,

before roosting, with cat meal and skimmilk ;
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iud a day or two previous to their being killed,

they should get oats exclusively. VVe have
tbuud, from experience, that wht n turkej-s are

purchased for the table, and cooped up, they
will never increase in bulk, iiowever plentifully

lliey may be supplied with food and fresh

water, but, on the contrarj-, are verj- liable to

lose Hesli. When feeding them for use, a
change of food will also be found beneficial,

—

Boiled carrots and Swedish turnips, or potatoes

mixed with a little barley or oat-meal, will be
greedily taken by them. A cruel method is

practiced by some to render turkej's very fat,

which is termed cramming. This is done by
forming a paste of crumbs of bread, Hour,

minced suet, and sweet-milk, or even cream,
into small balls about the bulk of a marble,
which is passed over the throat after full ordi-

nary meals.

The Guixea-Fowl.—This stranger is found
native in Africa, as its name indicates, and it

also exists in an indigenous state in South
America. The Guinea-fowl or Pintado is about
the size of the common heu, and the male dif-

fers very little in appearance from the female.

Three species exist in considerable numbers in

Europe, namely, the crested, the mitred, and-
Egyptian varieties. A very beautiful sort is

marked by a pure v/hite tint of body, but the

most familiar hues are dark-grey and black.

—

The bird is less tame than other common poul-

try, and prefers to live in a half-wilcircoudition

in its native regions, perching and living on
trees, like undomesticated birds. It is a spirited

creature, and will battle even with the turkey.

The guinea-hens require great attention at the

time of laying, making their nests by prefer-

ence in corners of the woods. The common
hen is usually made to rear their broods. In

the market, guinea-fowls always bear a high

price, both on account of their flesh, which is

of a good quality, and because they fonn a very-

pretty variety of the poultry stock. Their food

is grain, of the various kinds given to ordinary

barn-door fowls, with which they assimilate

clo.sely in habits.

The Goose.—The goose differs in many re-

spects from the fowls already noticed, being
aquatic in its habits. It is marked by a flat bill

and webbed feet, characters also possessed by
the duck and swan, which in conjunction \\-ith

the goose, may be held as forming a distuict

'family (Anatida) of the featliered aquatic

tribes.

Our common tame goose is the wild species

domesticated, known to naturalists by the name
of the fen or stubble-goose. Where people

have a right of common, or live in the vicinity

of marshy heaths, the breeding and rearing of

geese will prove very profitable, for in such sit-

uations they are kept at a trifling expense ; they

are very hardy, and live to a great age. If pro-

perly kept, and fed regularly, although spar-

ingly, they will lay upwards of a hundred eggs
yearly. If these are .set under large hens each
having half a dozen, with the assistance of the

goose herself, they may be nearly all hatched.

—

For the first three or four days they must be
kept warm and dry, and fed on barley meal or

oat meal mixed with milk, if it is easily pro-

cured ; if not, let these ingredients be mixed
vvith water. They will begin to grow in about

a week. For a week or two the goslings

should rot be turned out till late in the morning,
and should alw^ays be taken in early in the eve-

ning. In Ireland, the tenantry depend much
(.569)

on the bleeding of these birds and turkeys to

pay their rent; and with those who are indus-
trious and favorably situated for rearing geese,
they even do more in many instances. In the
early part of the year they are allowed to feed
on gra.s.s, on heaths, meadows, and commons;
and as most of the peasantry have small bits of
corn land of their own, the geese are turned
out on the stubble to pluck what grass is is left;

and they also fatten upon it, and improve the

flavor of their flesh.

Although water be the natural clement of
geese, yet it is a curious fact that they feed
much faster in situations remote from rivers and
streams. To fatten geese it is necessaiy to give
them a little corn daily, v^'ith the addition of
some raw Swedish turnips, carrots, mangel-
wurzel leaves, lucerne, tares, cabbage leaves,

and lettuces. They should not be allowed to

run at large when they are fattening, as they
do not acquire flesh nearly so fast -when allow-
ed to take much exercise. Therefore, those
who can only afibrd to bring up a goose or two,
should confine them in a crib or some such
place about the beginning of Jul}-, and feed
them upon the ingredients above recommend-
ed, 'A'ith a daily supply of clean water for drink.
If, on the contrary, from a dozen to twenty are
kept, a large pen of from fifteen to twenty feet

square must be made, and well covered with
straw in the bottom, and a covered hou.se in a
corner for protection against the sun and rain

when required, because exposure to either of
these is not good. It will be observed that,

about noon, if geese are at liberty, they will

seek some shady spot to avoid the influence of
the sun ; and when confined in small places,

they have not sufficient room to flap their wngs
and dry themselves after being wetted ; nor
have they room to move about so as to keep
themselves warm. There should be three

troughs in the pen, one for dry oats, another
for vegetables—which ought always to be cut
down—and a third for clean water, of which
they must always have a plentiful supply. It

must be remembered that the riper the cab-

bages and lettuces which they are supplied
with the better. In the neighborhood of large

towns, the most profitable way of disposing of
geese is in a dead state ; as nearly the same
sum can be obtained for them as it they were
alive, and then you have the feathers, which are

valuable, and may be sold to much advantage
by themselves when you have collected a stone
weitrht or more.
Geese are kept in vast quantities in the fens

of Lincolnshire, several persons there having as
many as a thousand breeders. They are bred
for the sake of their quills and feathers, as well
as for their carcass; it is therefore customary to

strip them partially of the fine downy feathers,

and leave them to grow afresh, and also to take
quills from their wings—both practices barbar-
ous in the extreme, however thej- may be at-

tempted to be justified. Geese breed in gene-
ral only once a year, but if well kept, they some-
times hatch twice in a season. The best method
for promoting this is to feed them with corn,
barley, malt, fresh grains, and, as a stimula'it,

they should get a mixture of pollard and ale.

—

During their sitting, each bird has a space allot-

ted to it, in rows of wicker pens placed one
above another, and the goo.se-herd who has the
care of tiiem drives the whole flock to water
thrice a-day, and, bringing them back to their
habitation, places every bii'd (witliout missing
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one) in its own nest. One gander is generally

put to five geese. The time of incubation va-

ries from twenty-seven to thirty dajs. The
goose begins to lay in March, but the time of the

month depends upon the state of the atmos-

phere. When goslings are first allowed to go
at large with their dam, every plant of hemlock
which grows within the extent of their range
should be pulled up, as they are very apt to eat

it, and it geuerally proves fatal to them. Night-

shade is also equally pernicious to them, and
they have been known to be poisoned by eating

sprigs of yew-tree.

Ducks.—Ducks are a kind of fowl easily

kept, particularly near ponds or streams of wa-
ter. In such situations, even the poorest fami-

lies may have half a dozen of them running
about without the least inconvenience. In keep-
ing them in a domestic state, one drake is usual-

ly put to five ducks. The ducks begin to lay in

February ; their time of laying being either at

night or early in the morning. They are ex-

tremely apt to deposit their eggs in some se-

<iuestered spot, and to conceal them witii leaves

or straw. From eleven to fifteen eggs is the

immber which a duck can properly cover. The
time of incubation is about thirty-one days. The
place where they incubate should be as quiet

and retired as possible : and if thej' have libertj',

they will give no trouble whatever in feeding, as

the duck, when she feels the call of hunger, cov-

ers her eggs carefully up, and seeks food for her-

self, either bj' going to the streams or ditches in

her neighborhood, or, if such are not at hand, she

will come to the cottage and intimate her wants
by her squalling. When the young are hatch-

ed, they should be left to the care of the duck,

who will lead them forth in due time ; and
when she docs so, prepare a coop for them,

which should be placed on short grass, if the

weather is mild ; and if cold or stormj-, they
should be kei)t under cover. The future

strength of the brood will depend much upon
the care that is taken of them for the first three

or four \\eek8 after they have emerged from the

shell. Ducklings \vill begin to wash themselves
the first day after they are hatched, if they fir.d

water at hand. Therefore, a fiat dish filled with
that element should be always within their

reach. Many persons are in the practice of clip-

ping the tail, and the down from beneath it, in

ducklings, if the weather is wet during the first

weeks of their existence. This to prevent them
from dragging themselves, which has a tenden-

cy to produce intestinal diseases. From a fort-

night to three weeks is all that is necessai^y to

confine them to the coop.

The first thing on which ducklings are fed is

a mixture of barley, peas, or oat-meal, and wa-
ter. They may afterwards be fed upon a mix-
ture of buckwheat and any of the above-named
meals. Tlie greatest attention must be paid to

keeping their bed warm and dry ; and with
young ducks a frequent change of straw is ab-

solutely necessary, as their beds soon get dirty

and wet.
Ducks are not such attentive guardians of

their young as hens, and therefore it is a com-
mon practice to place duck eggs under a sitting

hen, and leave her to hatch them as her o\\n
progeny. When the young ducks so hatched
make their appearance, the hen does not appear
aware of the imposition, but takes at once to

her duties with all a mother's fondness. The
natural desire of the ducklings to plunge into

jwater and swim away from the shore vexes her,
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but she watches for their return, and does all iq
her power to provide the means of subsistence.
She scrapes for them, which a duck would not

;

she shelters them under her dry and warm
bosom and wings, and altogether makes a bet-
ter nurse than their own proper parent.

In feeding ducks for use, peas and oat-meal
are to be preferred. It is said that barley meal
renders their flesh soft and insipid. Bruised
oats should be given to them freely for some
weeks before they are killed, which renders
their flesh solid and well tasted ; and the same
general principles recommended in the feeding
of geese should be kept in view. It has been
found that the offal of butchers' shops feeds
ducks quickly, and that this does not impair the
flavor of their flesh. In very manj' instances,
ducks are reared in situations where there are
no pools of clean water for them to dabble in,

and the poor animals are compelled to grub with
their bills in all sorts of nauseous puddles, which,
of course, makes their flesh rank and offensive.
They should in all cases have a pool of clean
water to swim in, and are best reared near a
natural meadow, where they can search for their
appropriate food.

Those who have paid much attention to the
management of domestic poultry, assert that
geese and ducks should be kept apart from oth-

er fowls. The former should have their houses
ranged along the banks of a piece of water
with a fence, and sufficiently extensive for

v^-alks in front, with doors for their access to the
water, which can be closed at pleasure.

Swans.—Swans are a class of aquatic fowls
kept for ornament rather than use. The flesh,

even of the young, is black, hard, and rank,
while that of the old is too tough for mastica-
tion. The eggs, also, are not peculiarly palata-

ble ; and there is little inducement to rear them,
in short, if mere pecuniary advantage be looked
to, excepting on the score of the skin, feathers,

and down, which are articles of considerable
value. At the same time, if the swan be not a
productive bird, few animated objects can be
compared with it as regards ornament. Its

great size, snow-white plumage, and graceful

form, render it a most attractive spectacle upon
the bosom of a pool or loch. It is a hardy, long-

lived fowl, and associates in pairs. The food of

the swan consists usually of seeds, root.s, and
plants, rendered succulent by water. When
fed in a barn-yard it seldom thrives, being mote
decidedly aquatic in its habits than ducks or

geese. From the color of the European swan
being so uniformly white, a black swan used
once to be proverbially spoken of as an impos-
sibility, but black swans have been found of late

in Australia.

Pigeons.—Pigeons are among the most orna-

mental and usefid appendages of a rural dwell-

ing. If permitted to fly abroad to seek their

food, little expense will be incurred for their

keep, while the value of their young will be of

some importance to cottagers. The pigeon has

a great power of fiight, and will go to a dis-

tance of many miles in quest of the means of

subsistence ; but wherever it may fly, it never

fails to return home. The leading features of the

district around its habitation appear to be im-

pressed on its memory, and, flying at a great

hight, and with a wonderful power of vision,

it .sees the well-remembered landmark.s, and di-

rects its path homeward. This habit of seek-

ing for the place at which it was reared, makes

it difficult to keep pigeons in any new home

;



the best plan of inducing them to settle in a

new abode, is to clip one wing, which prevents

their flying;' and keep them in a cot near the

gi-ound, till they get accustomed to the place.

Many persons keep their pigeons in the space

between the garret and roof of their dwelling

house, with holes at which they go out and in
;

and this arrangement answers very well, for the

animal's lodging must be dry and comlbrtable.

A more regular plan is to furnish them with a

properly-constructed dove-cot, aloof from any
building. The cot should consist of a substan-

tial wooden box, with a sloping roof, and divi-

ded interiorly by partitions into as many cells

as pairs are to be kept, for each pair requires a

distinct cell. Each cell should be twelve inch-

es deep from front to back, and sixteen inches

broad ; the entrance liole should not be oppo-

site the centre of the cell, but at a side, so that

the pigeons may build their nest a little out of

sight. In front of each cell there should be a

slip of wood to I'est and coo upon ;
but as dif-

ferent pairs incessantly quarrel about the right

of walking on these slips, and are apt to fight

for the po.ssession of cells, it is best to separate

the slips with upright partitions ; and it would
be an improvement to have two or three small

cots in.stead of one large one. The cot, of what-
ever size or form, should be elevated on a wall
facing the south-east, or otherwise placed at

such a hight as will be out of the reach of cats

and other vermin. The cot should be painted
white, as tiie pigeon is attracted by Biat color.

Gravel should be strewed on the ground in

front of the dove-cot, the birds being fond of

picking it ; and a little straw or hay isnecessaiy

for the nests. Cleanliness is indispensable to

the health of the birds, and a scouring out of the

cot should therefore take place regularly. The
quantity of dung produced in the nests is very
great, and its removal to the compost heap will

amply repay the trouble of cleaning.

In commencing to keep pigeons, a pair or two
should be procured which have not flown, and
they should be shut up for a time, and well fed.

Their chief food is grain, and the kind which
they prefer to all others is dried tares. Small
horse-beans are another favorite article of diet,

and very nutritious to them. Wheat, barley,

oats, and peas, with rape, hemp, and canary
seeds, are also prized by them, but should not

be made constant articles of food under any cir-

cumstances.
The house-dove or common pigeon, as is well

known, begins to breed about the age of nine
months, and breeds every month. During
breeding time, they associate in pains, and pay
court to each other with their bills ; the female
lays two eggs, and the young ones that are pro-

duced are for the mo.st part a male and female.

When the eggs are laid, the female, in the .space

of fifteen days, not including the three days du-

ring which she is employed in laying, continues

to hatch, relieved at intervals by the male.

—

From three or four o'clock in the evening, till

nine the next day, the female continues to sit

;

she is then relieved by the male, who lakes his

place from ten till three, vs'hile his mate is feed-

ing abroad. In tliis manner they sit alternately

till the young come out. Kept with ordinary care
a pair will give to the breeder nine pairs or so in

a year, and will continue to do this for four years.

With regard to the best breeds of the common
domesticated pigeon, it is diificult to give any
useful instructions. They have been cultivated

to a great extent, and many distinct varieties
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have been formed, but the differences rest chief-

ly in colors, and the special value of each lies in

the taste of the/a»r/er. The leading varieties

of fancy pigeons are known by the names
of the English Pouter, the Dutch Cropper, the
Horseman, the Unloper, the Dragoon, the Tum-
bler, the Leghorn and Spanish Runt, the Trump-
eter, the Nun, the Fan-tail, and the Capuchin.
The peculiarities of some of these breeds are

very odd. The tumbler, for instance, derives its

name from a practice of tumbling in the air

while on the wing. Instead of pursuing a
steady straightforward flight, it turns over, or
casts somensets backward, whirling round heels

over head as expertly as a fir.st-rate rope-dancer
does when he makes the back spring. The fan-

tail derives its name from the circumstance of
its having a remarkably broad tail, which it has
the power of spreading out like the tail of a tur-

key-cock. The prime quality of the bird con
sists in its ability to make its tail touch its head,
and surround it with a wide glory of feathers,

If it cannot do this, it is valueless to the fancier,

no matter how excellent are its other properties-

Amusing as this absurdity is, it is not so laugh-
able as the qualities which recommend the En-
glish pouter to public favor. This bird, which is

acro.ss between a Horseman and Cropper, pos-
sesses the remarkable ])roperty of blowing out
its breast or crop to such an extent that it rises

to a level with its beak, and tlie bird appears to

look over the top of an inflated bladder.

Carrier Pigeons.—Pigeons have been put to

the remarkable purpose of acting as carriers for

letters or other light objects. A particular spe-
cies, larger than common, is trained for the pur-
pose, and in some countries the rearing of them
forms a lucrative employment. The instinct

w^hich has rendered the carrier-pigeon so ser-

viceable, is the strong desire manifested by all

pigeons to return to the place of its ordinary
residence ; and man has adopted various pre-

cautionai-y measures in order to makes its return
on particular occasions more certain. A male
and female are usually kept together and treat-

ed well ; and one of these, when taken else-

v^'here, is supposed to have the greater induce-
ment to come back. It is even considered ne-
cessary by some that the bird should have left

eggs in the process of incubation, or unfledged
young ones, at home, in order to make tiie re-

turn certain ; but probably these are superfluous
precautions. It is obvious that the can-ier-pigeon
can onlj' be put to use in conformity with some
contemplated plan, for which the proper prepa-
rations have been made. It must have been
taken from a place to which it is wished that it

.should return, and it must, at the moment when
its services are wanted, be temporarilj' at the
place from which the intelligence is to be con-
veyed. It is usually taken to that place hood-
winked, or in a covered basket ; the instinct

by which it finds its way back upon its own
wings, must of course be independent of all

knowledge of the intennediatc localities. When
the moment for employing it has arrived, the in-

dividual requiring its services ^^'ritcs a small
billet upon thin paper, which is placed length-
wise under the wing, and fastened by a pin to

one of the feathers, \yith some precautions to

prevent the pin from pricking, and the paper
from filling with air. On being released, the
carrier ascends to a great hight, takes one or two
turns in the air, and then commences its forward
career, at the rate of forty miles in the hour, or
about a thousand a day.
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SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENTS IN SOILING,

AVERAGE PRODUCE OF WHEAT IN OfflO—HOW MUCH WHEAT PER ACRE WILL PAY.

When to soil milch cows—and when not—is

a problem to be solved by a consideration of

circumstances which can only be duly taken in-

to account by every man for himself—for he only

can know the quantity and kinds of food he will

have at command—the extent and nature of the

pasturage to be refen-ed to in making the com-

parison, the expense of labor, and other items

necessary to a safe eonclusion. The question m
itself is one of so much practical importance,

that we shall occasionally present such views of

it as fall within our reach, leaving the intelligent

reader to decide how the circumstances tally

with his own. About one thing there can be no

mistake—that if we would stay the general pro-

gress of the country towards extreme exhaust-

ion—prompting landholders, even in compara-

tively new States, to sell out, and clear out ; we
must be more universally and deeply impressed

with the indispensable importance of evei"y year

collecting the greatest quantity of manure that

can from every source and by every means be

acciimtdated—for not a plant of tobacco or com

can be reared, not a stalk ofgrain can be reaped,

nor a spear of grass be cut, nor a potato dug,

that does not subtract something much beyond

what it can restore to the soil. Hence it is that

already the fine wheat lands of Westeni New-

York have been brought down, (for example, in

Seneca County,) on the undenied belief of the

most experienced and intelligent millers in

Rochester, to an average of only ten or eleven

[from twenty] bushels an acre—an amount of

which the most careless tenant or cultivator

in England would be ashamed, and one which

will notpay expenses ofproduction in any slave-

holding country, where wheat is the principal

crop. We say in a slave-holding countiy, be-

cause there, there are many idle months not

employed in its cultivation. Wheat, or what

w^e call small grain crops, are those to the pro-

duction of which labor may and should be

exactly adapted—that is to say, there should be

no superfluous idle months, if avoidable, consu-

ming the substance of the farm and the farmer

in the long interval between sowing and reap-

ing. Growing wheat is a caae in which the ex-

pense of outlay and income may be calculated

willi more exactness than can be attained in '
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most others, and we should much doubt whether,

in Maryland or Virginia, a wheat estate, espe-

cially one at any distance from tide water and a

market, can pay expenses where the yield is not

over ten bu.shels to the acre, and the net market

price notover$l, after charging say ^Aree^oercewi

on the value of the land, or what the owner

would ask for it, and deducting all expenses of

inanimate and animate power—kept all the year,

whether at work on the wheat or not—we should

be glad to have the views and figures of some

of our friends on this point.

In a clear and intelligent circular of a distin-

guished house in New Orleans

—

Gordon, Wi-
ley & Co.—they state that the average product

of Ohio even, that comparatively new and fer-

tile State, is not over ten bushels of wheat to the

acre—and there, too, the land-killer, seeing the

prospect before him, is falling into and swelling

the stream of emigration as it passes his door, to

the Far West.

The prominent advantages ofsoiling, our read-

ers need not be told, is that it may be practiced

on a smaller quantity of land than is necessary

under an exclusively grazing sjstem, and yet

more, that it contributes to the accumulation of

manure. And the young fanner must he blind

and infatuated, he must wilfullj' shut his eyes

against the ruin that is coming to overtake him,

as surely as the sparks fly upwards, if he does

not somehow contrive to restore, year by year,

to his land, as much of the elements necessary

to sustain his crops as these crops take and

carry away from it, whenever they are carried

to market for sale. The process of exhaustion

may be slower or faster, according to circum-

stances, but his land that is cropped can no more

re-fertilize and invigorate itself, than his pocket

can replenish itself with that money whicli has,

according to Scripture, made itself wings and

flown away. It is to be regretted that the com-

parative results of soiling and pasturage were

not more exactly given in the following, which

we find in that excellent Journal, the London

Agricultural Gazette. It is clear, however, that

the experimenter was satisfied with the result

of the soiling part of the experiment. The read-

er will note, without being prompted, tliat Mr.

Smith says—" About one-fourth part of the labor
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of a man was sufficient for cutting and caiTjing

tlie grass, and witli the aid of a pony and cart,

wlien the place from vvliicli he had to cany the

food became distant. He also supplied the cows

with straw and water, and carried out the dung,

and he dressed the cows once a day, with a

whalebone brush."

The question here suggests, itself—whether

the same work would not occupy the whole

time, and even more than the time of one labor-

er, slave or hired man, iu our country ? When
Mr. Colman expressed the belief that a laboring

man in England ' does not accomplish nearly as

much as an American laborer," he adds, in way
of explanation—" I speak of cases in which the

American is working for himself, the English-

man for another. In cases where work is taken

by the piece or job, as in harvest, for example,

there seems to be no want of application or suc-

ces.s, on the part of the English laborer."

This is probably the true solution of the suc-

cess of the Eastern farmers, who on very small

fanns, are seen to rear their families in comfort

and credit. The work is mostly done by the

farmer himself, or his family ; all of whom feel

a common interest in the result. Bv^ for hired

free labor in this country, left to itself, and un-

accompanied and unobserved by the emploj'er.

we much doubt whether the performance is

equal to that of European laborers. It is diffi-

cult, in fact, to find American hirelings. Eveiy

man, happily, is setting up for himself—few that

do n't aspire to, and few who do not succeed in

getting freeholds for themselves. On the Indian

Hill farm, where management, industiy and

sagacity go hand in hand, preference is given to

Scotch laborers. For interesting remarks on the

difference between animal and mental force, and

a comparison of the physical strength of men of

different nations, see the chapter on these sub-

jects, in this number of the Farmers' Library.

In the summer of 1841, a dairy of 20 cows,
consisting of part Ayrshire breed, and part a
cross from Aj-rshire cows and a short-horned
bull, were separated into two lots of 10 each, se-

lected to be as equal as possible, in point of car-

cass, condition, and milking quality. The one
lot was, about the beginning of May. put to pas-
ture in the usual manner, going to the field about
seven in the morning, after having been milked,
again being brought home to be milked about
one o'clock, and again being driven out at two
•o'clock to the field ; and at seven in the evening
again being brought home to be milked, and re-

maining in the hou.se all night, having some tur-

neps and straw, during the first few weeks, and
thereafter cut grass. Towards midsummer they
were put out all night, and kept in the house
from twelve till four, getting cut grass, vetches,
and a little straw ; and from 1st September, be-
ing again kept in all night, getting cut grass,
vetches, and straw. The cow a of the other lot

were tied up in a vioodeu hou.se, erected for the
purpose, in a field of sown grass, from which

Ltliey were to be fed, near a field of vetches. The
(573) 18

byre was constructed to hold five cows at each
end, with boards to open iu front of each cow,
to let die grass be put into thoir stall.s, and to ad-
mit an abundance of fresh air during the day.
There was a large tun or cask sunk in the

ground outside the house, to receive the urine
flowing from the cows ; near this tank the dung
from the cows was placed in layers on the sur-

face of the ground, and the water was occasion-

ally taken from the tank in buckets, and thrown
over the dung to keep it moist, and to promote
its decomposition, channels being formed in the

ground round the dung-heap to conduct such flu-

id as might flow from the heap into the tank.

The cow-water being so repeatedly passed
through the dung-heap, whilst it promoted its

conversion to well-made dung, became itself en-

riched, and was iu a fit state for being applied
to the surface of the ground as a liquid manure.
These cows were fed with cut gi-ass from the

field in which the house was placed and, to-

wards the latter part of the season, with a pro-

portion of vetches cut from an adjoining field.

About one-fourth part of the labor of a man was
sufficient for cutting and cariying the grass, and
with the aid of a pony and a cart, when the

place from which he had to carry the food be-

came di-stant. He also supplied the cows with
straw and water, and carried out the dung, and
he dressed the cows once a daj' with a whale-
bone brush. The cows were never removed
from their stakes from the time they were put
up until the 1st of November, when they were
taken back to the daiiy, to be tied up for the

winter with the other cow.s, excepting when
they had to be taken to receive the bull. It re-

quired some care on the part of the keeper to

observe when they came into condition for that

process. The cows thus treated were milked
three times a day, as the others were—they

gave their milk more uniformly and more plen-

tifull}', and continued throughout in excellent

health and improved in condition from SOs. to

40s. per head over those at pasture. When re-

moved to the dairy they still continued in ex-

cellent health and condition during the winter,

and had their calves in spring in proper time,

and of large and healthy frame. "The manure
made was of value, considerably above the ex-

tra charge for management ; and the cows were
kept in summer on three quarters of a statute

acre each. Those on pasture required only one
and a quarter acre of pasture, and nearly a quar-

ter acre for cut gra.ss and vetches ; so that, upon
the whole, about one-half of the extent of ground
necessaiy for the summer keep of cows at pas-

ture was sufficient for those kept in the house.
[Ayrshire Agriculturist.

ANIMAL AND MENTAL FORCE.

Difference between them— Strength of men of

different Nations compared.

In every industrial occupation there are actu-

ally involved two totally distinct offices, which
are paid for in very different degrees. These
are the animal force, and the mental exertion

which directs it. The question of relative

cheapness or dearness of labor altogether de-

pends on the relative proportions we want of

those, and the proportions in which they are

possessed by the man we hire. Now, owing
to the general absence of industrial activity in

this country, the mental power is not at all so

universal as in Britain. It is hence dearer in
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POPULATION AND RESOURCES OF THE
BRITISH EMPIRE.

An account of the population of the empire
has been taken at intervals of ten years troni

1801 ; and the following table will show the

gradual increase which has occurred during

these intervals :

—

1801. 1811. 1821. 1831.

England and
Wales, . 8,872,980 10,163.876 11 978,875 13,894,569

Scotland, . 1.599,068 1,805,688 2,093,456 2,365,807

Ireland, .. — 4,500,000 6,802,093 7,734.365

Army and
Navy, .. 470,500 640,500 319.300 277,017

Totals. 10.942.548 17.109,864 21,193,724 24,271.758

The increase of population has been greatest in

the manufacturing districts, where, in some in-

stances, it has been double of those which are

merely agi-icultural ; as. for example, the in-

crease" in the manufacturing couutiesof England,

from 1821 to 1831, was 22 per cent., while in

the agricultural counties it was only lOj. It

has been ascertained, that, in 1831, there were
of the classes belonging to the aristocracy in

Great Britain, from 3000 to 4000 families ; of

squires and gentlemen, ^vho are land proprie-

tors, stockholders, money-lenders, &c., from 50,-

000 to 60,000 families; of learned professions

—

36,000 clergy of all denominations, about 30,000

lawyers, and 50,000 physicians, surgeons, apoth-

ecaries—making 116,0C)0 families, with half as

many more dependants; of farming tenants,

about 250,000 families, and of their laborers,

400,000 families ; of merchants, shop-keepers,

and general traders, 900,000 families ; of arti-

sans, 200,000 families ; of manufacturers in all

lines, 500,000 families ; of laborers, porters, and
servants, 600.000 families ; and of destitute pau-

pers, soldiers, ice. 800,000 families.

The statement of the aggregate population of

the British islands, afibrds no idea of the force

Nvhich is actually employed in agriculture and
manufactures. The eifective laborers (men) are

estimated to amount to no more than 7,000,000,

whereas, reckoning the powers exerted in pro-

ductive industrj- by animals, mills, steam-en-

gines, and mechanism of various kinds, the

force is equal to the strength of more thansixti/

millions of working men.

An estimate was formed a few years ago of

the total annual income of all classes of people

of the United Kingdom, with the aggregate

value of the articles of use and luxuiy w hich

each produces, and from this we make the fol-

lowing extract :

—

Value of aariculmral and dairyproduce, £236.600.000

Mines and minerals 21,400.000
" Inland and foreign trade, 57.773.0.59
" Manufactures, 148,0.50,000

the following proportions between the three

countries :

—

Productive pri- Unproductive PubUc pro-
vate propenv. priv't prop'ty. perty.

England, £2.054,600,000 £374,300,000 £42,000,000
Scotland, 318,100,000 51,100,000 3,000,000

Ireland, 622.100.000 116,400,000 11.900,000

The proportion which these values bear to

the population in each countrj^ is not suggested
by the table ; but in England (taking product-
ive and unproductive property together) the
ratio is .£186 to each person ; in Scotland,

i;i60 ; and in Ireland, £96.
The following is the late.st statement of tlie

extent and population of the empire :

—

Population. Sq. Miles.

British Islands, 24,271,758 ? qq (,.~

British dependencies in Europe, 247,701 5
^^'•'^°

North America, Canada, <fcc.,... 1,066,208 ?, onnnnn
West Indies, 884,0.50 5

^•^^"•"^

AustraUan Colonies, 39,685 1,496,000

Islands of Ceylon and Mauritius, 1,034,736 23,000

British possessions in Africa, 154.046 91,000

East Indian Empire 89,-577,206 826,650

Total, 117,375,390 4,457,598

Total of produce and property annu- > £503 823 059
ally created in Great Britiun J

'
'

An estimate was ahso formed of the value of

the whole property, public and private, which
has been created and accumulated by the peo-

l>le of this country-, and which they now actu-

ally possess. This value, w hen the sura is ex-

pressed by figures, is so immense that it eludes

the imagination to conceive it.

Value of productive private property, £2,99.5,000,000
" unproductive, or dead stock, 580,700.000
" public propert>- of all kinds, 103,800,000

Total public and private property, £3,679,500,000

The wealth of the empire i.s distributed in

(57S,

Since the preceding details were collected,

the returns of the census of Great Britain for

1841 have been published. It appears from
these, that on the night of the 6th of June 1841,

the population was as follows :

—

Encland, 14,995,508

Wa:ies, 911,321

Persons traveling on railways and canals, 4,896

15,911,725

Scotland. 2,628,9.57

Man, Jersey, and other islands in British Seas, 124,079

Total of Great Britain, 18,664,761

If to tliis we add 8,205,382 for Ireland, which,

ho%vever, ^ve have only on newspaper authori-

ty, the total population of the United Kingdom,
on the night of June 6, was 26,870,143. The
returns included only such part of the army,

navy, and merchant seamen, as were at the

time of the census within the kingdom on shore.

The increase of the population, as compared
with the returns of 1831, is at the rate of 14.5

per cent for England; 13 per cent for Wales ;

for Scotland, 11.1; for the Islands in the British

Seas, 19.6 : making the increase for the whole

of Great Britain 14 per cent, being less than

that of the ten years ending 1831, which was
15 per cent.

The Permanence of the Action of Li.me.

I know a plot of ground in this neighborhood,

containing 166 acres, which Ibmierly grew little

except heath. A good dressing of lime was ap-

plied on the top sward, which has more than

doubled its value. This was done about 15

years ago. and totally eradicated the heath. The
lime to this day appears in full action, as its ef-

fects annually testify, from the richness and

sweetness of the herbage, the texture of which

has been thoroughly changed by the application

of the lime. The deep green hue and luxuriant

appearance of this land in spring and autamn

form a striking contrast with those adjoining.,

which are still unimproved. The soil is a thin

moorish loam in a high climate, resting on the

greywacke formation.
[.I. Watson, Eng. Ag. Soc. Jour.



THE POTATO MURRAIN.

I(f all our observation we have never kno\vn

a period vvbere two subjects engrossed so much
of the public attention, and filled so large a space

in the public papers, as do the Potato Disease

and the railwaj- mania, at this time, of the pub-

lic mind and papers of Euglaiid.

Although tliis disease may not prevail with us

to an extent suiScient to justify the appropria-

tion of much space, where space is so precious,

it may be well to keep inquiiy alive, as we pro-

pose by occasional extracts like the follow-

ing, from a late London paper, the Agricultural

Gazette.

To the Editor of the Cork Constitution :

Sir—I grieve to say that after having close-

ly watched the state of the potato gardens be-
tween Bristol and London last We^esday, I

did not see owe single exception to a total fail-

ure—the stalks all decayed and gone. Where
it began early, they were as much withered as

you would say an uudug garden was in the

month of Januaiy after a hard frost. Where the

disease lately commenced, the edges of the
leaves and the j'oung side shoots wore quite

black ; and I understand after this appearance
takes place, black streaks are seen mnuing
down the stalk, from which it is believed tlie

poison is conveyed to the tuber. Having wit-

nessed such complete and total failure through
a distance of 120 miles. I can readily believe
what I have been told, after an anxious inquiry,

that the crop is entirely lost in the souUi of Eng-
land ; and from my son, %vho arrived here yes-

terday from Cambridge, I learn that even north
of that county the loss is terrific. I have endea-
vored to learn from scientific men Avhat has been
the cause, and should the calamity reach Ire-

land, vvhat ought to be done. In the L'niversity

of Cambridso the subject has been well consid-

ered, and after the mo.'st strict examination, it

cannot be discovered whether it has been caus-

ed by animalculoe or fungus; but unfortunately,

whatever is the cause, the potato, when the dis-

ease has made any head, is poisonous : and this

has been proved by pigs ^vhich were before
healthy, having died in a few hours after being
fed on them ; and I regret to say tliat I was this

day informed by a gentleman in the city, a man
in business, and of the highest respectability,

that two Irishmen had died from eating this per-

nicious food. I trust it is not the case, but, from
the quai-tcr I heard it. fear there must be some
foundation for the report.

I had a eood deal of conversation last evening
with a ven,- scientific medical gentleman here,

and he told me the only waj' (as far as he had
heard, and believed himself) that the poisonous
substance in the di.sea.sed potato could be ac-

counted for was. that the plant bcloriired to the
Salarium tribe, and as all the berries or fruit of

the light shade contained poison to a great de-
gree, that by some unaccountable change the
poLson was conveyed back to the tuber through
those black streaks seen running down the stalk,

for in all instances they are observed to begin
above, and regularly descend to the root. This
having been proved to be the fact, my chief ob-
ject in addressing you is to point out the only
way considered now to he effectual to stay the
plague, -ichich is, the day a Jield shows the
slightest symptom of disease, to mow down the
stalks irith a scythe quite close. To potatoes
planted early, I am convinced it can be of no in-

juiy, as having now ceased to grow, the tubers
will ripen in the ground quite as well as if the
stalks remained. I should have mentioned that

the first part of the potatoes that shows disease
is just inside the skin, but that it soon runs
through the entire in brown and black stripes.

So much has been published within the last

week, of the farina not being injured, I need not
take up your time on the subject ; but my own
opinion is, that as far as the disease has pene-
trated, the farina is gone as well as the other
parts.

I have the honor to be, Sir, voiir obedient sen-'t,

J. DILLON CROKER.
London, September 13th, 1845.

From the Bristol Mercury, Sept. 20.

The following correspondence has ju.st taken
place between Lord Fortmau, President of the

Royal Agricultural Society, and William Hera-
path, Esq., the eminent analytical chemist of
this city, in reference to seed potatoes for 1846.

His lordship in a subsequent letter requests that

the correspondence may be made public, and it

has been handed to us by Mr. Herapath for that
purpo.se. The subject is of vital importance, and
is worthy of the deepest attention :

" BRYAN.ST0M, Sept. 1.3, 184,5.

" Sir—I obseive in the newspapers that you
have directed your attention to the potato dis-

ease, and have advised as to the use of the
starch, &c. As I am specially bound, during
this year of mj- holding the office of President
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
to promote inquiry and to notify ob.scrvations on
subjects relative to the produce of the soil. I

trouble you with this letter, and ask if any meth-
od has occutTed to you by which the potato may
be preserved for the planting of 1846? I have
found that potatoes apparently sound and free
from the disease, though in a field or garden
which has been partially diseased, have, after

being stored away, shown signs of the disease
and have rotted off": and I fear that the greatest
quantity of the potatoes will thus peri.sh, and .so

continue the distress of the poor into another
season. I have directed some potatoes to be
stored in slaked lime, in the hope that it may
preserve them, but have, of course, yet had no
time to judge of tlie effect. I therefore ask for

your opinion, as one of our most eminent chem-
ists, upon this point, and would ask leave to



make known your replj', if yoa are able to offer

an opiniou sufficiently explicit to be useful.
" I remain your obedient servant,

" War. Hkkapath, Esq." " PORTMAN.

" To Jjord Portman, President ofthi Agr. Sociefy.

" Bbistol, Sept. 17, 1845.

"My Lord:—In reply to your letter of the

13th inst., I must say tbat I do not think it

wonld be either safe or prudent to depend upon
the infected potatoes of the present season as

seed for the next year ; as, in aU instances, I

have found the diseased parts to extend when
the potatoes are kept in a damp situation; I

should therefore expect that if anj' diseased seed
was kept so drj" as not to rot before setting

time, yetupon being planted and left in the damp
soil, the rotting process would then begin, and
the hopes of tlie husbandman be disappointed.

I have no doubt that some potatoes, apparently
sound, have (as stated by your lordship) been
found to be atFected after stowing away ; but I

do not consider this to have been an origination

of it, but merely that which w^as unnoticed
when dug has become apparent after storing.

When a potato is first allected, the diseased
parts are scarcely visible ; but upon keeping it

in a dry place, the spots soon become dark, and
consequently more apparent, but the spots do
not extend ; if, however, the tuber has been
kept in a damp place, the spots not only extend
rapidly over the surface, but penetrate into tlie

interior, and in a short time it will be completely
rotten. As far as the slaked lime, which you
have used in your potato stores, has a tendency
to prevent the tubers from touching each other,

or, by its power of absorbing water, of keeping
them diy, it will answer a good end : but it must
not be expected to have any chemical effect up-
on the diseased parts or thek juices. Anything
which, Uke diy saw-dust or sand, would prevent
contact, would prevent the propagation from
one tuber to another ; and any substance capa-
ble of absorbing the moisture of die air in which
the potato is stored, would prevent the exten-
sion of the disease in each diseased root. Our
best microscopists and crj-ptogamists are di\-ided

in opinion as to whether the cause of tlie calam-
ity is a fungus or not After all the examina-
tion I have piven to the subject, and a careful

review of all the evidence brought before me on
the two sides. I believe that it is ; and I am daily
confirmed in the opinion originally expressed,
that the only advantageous way of treating the
diseased potatoes is to obtain from them, by
rasping and washing, the starch which they
contain—by which process all their nutriment
can be retained ; and if it is w-ell dried it will

keep for any length of time. The operations
can be performed in the cottage or manufactory
alike, as no apparatus beyond a tin rasp (a nut-

meg grater.) a tub, and clean \vater are requi-
red ; and I have ascertained that however far

the disease might have extended, even if the
root is rotten, jet the starch can be separated,
and in a state fit to be eaten, if it shall be well
washed, as all the bad piarts come av/ay with
the water, while the great weight of the starch
carries it to the bottom of the vessel. If it is re-

quired that the fecula should have all the quali-
ties of the best foreign arrow-root, it is only ne-
cessary to wash it last in water containing a lit-

tle chlorine, when it has unrivaled color and
quality, and this I can speak of practically, hav-
ing made many tons of the article. I will only
add. that an opinion has been circulated that the

disease is owing to the introduction of guano as
a manure ; this I feel no hesitation in contradict-

ing, as I have seen it in situations where no gu-
ano has been used, and whei-e every odier vari-

ety of manure has been resorted to.

" 1 am yom- lordship'.s most obedient servant.
" WILLIAM HERAPATH."

The Governor of the Province of iSTorth Hol-
land and tlie agricultural committee of Groniu-
genhave just published official reports rospecting
the murrain amongst the potatoes. In the cir-

cular of the above functionary, it is stated tbat

potatoes v.hen they begin to be inflamed and
ai'e only slightly infected, should be carefully

spread out, and dried in a dark place ; this (it is

said) will harden the germ of the disease, and
arrest its progi'ess. It is recommended not to

throw away the potatoes which are more deep-
ly injured, but to extract the nutritious portions

from them. The inhabitants of North Holland
are also recommended by the governor to try to

raise winter potatoes in gardens and on sandy
soils, to plant them a foot deep in September or

October, and to cover the ground vs ith straw or

leaves as soon as tlie frosty vi-eather sets in. The
official report of the Groningen Agricultural

Committee is a much more lengthy and import-

ant one, and enters at once into the cau.=es and
character of the disease, and proposes some re-

medies. The malady is partly ascribed in the

report, to the heavy rains of the summer of 1844,

and to the wet weather which prevailed just at

the time the tubercle seeds were foraied, and
partly to the carelessness of the agriculturists in

keeping the potatoes intended for planting per-

fectly dry. It is thought too that tlie excessive

cold of last March proved vei-y injurious. The
more direct causes are thus enumerated :—1.

The too rapid growth of the plants this year.

2. The excessive heat which prevailed in the

first part of the summer of the present year, be-

ing, on the 13th of June, 87 deg. of Fahrenheit

;

on the 3d of July, 87^ deg. ; and on the 7th of

the same month 91 1 deg. On these days seve-

ral persons fell dead in the fields. 3: The rain

which feU at intervals, and which subjected the

plants, as it were, to the action of warm water.

4. The cold and moist temperature which suc-

ceeded, from the 15th of July to the end of Au-
gust : and, 5. the existence in several places, on

July 21 and 22, of an extraordinary fog. which
emitted a disagreeable odor. The agricultural

committee attach much importance to this mias-

ma; for they hasten to state that the malady al-

most immediatelj' afterwards was manifested,

and they add that they are not by any means
disposed to place this fog amongst the improbar

ble causes fo/iic aarschij nlijlchedenj of the com-

plaint in question. In the province of Gronin-

gen it was clearly ascertained that the infection

proceeded from "the leaves and the stalk to the

root, and that it was displayed bj- small stains

and by the existence of a species of mushroom
placed by some writers under the head, plusipo-

rum solani. No traces of these para.sites were
discovered in the stalks or the tubercles—a fact

which is set forth as a proof that the disease was
first propagated from the leaves, and conse-

quently that it differs essentiallj- from those

murrains which originate in the roots. " Wo
maintain," observe the committee, " that this

disease has probably existed before, more or

less, but that it is one which hitherto has not

been described by naturalists (maar eeiie hijde

nat unrkundisren, nvs onbeschrevene zkkkj.



To prevent the return of the disease the follow-

ing remedies are sug^gested:—Leave the pota-

toes in tlie ground until the vs^cather hcconies

Verj' dry, and then spread them oat in the field.

Be very careful not to plant potatoes infected

with the disease. Keep those intended for sow-

ing very dry, and give the preference to potatoes

produced on sandy soils. Barn at once the rot-

ten potatoes. Avoid as much as possible plant-

ing potatoes in places where they grew this

year, and which ouglit, moreover, to be well

covered with lime as soon as the crop is removed.

P. S. We have recently learned from a gen-

tleman residing near .South Amboy, and whose

crop of potatoes was remarkably fine in size

and appearance, that they are already rotting in

his cellar ; and such is said to be the case with

potatoes shipped from the State of Maine to

southern ports.

" It's an ill wind that blows nobody any good,"

but it would be a carious fact if the failure of

the potato crop in Ireland, on -svhich from three

to foar-Sfths of the population subsist, should

save us from the dire and unforeseen calamities

of war. It may be that the dread of famine

may tars-.e the arrogance, or soothe the justly of-

fended pride of Great Britain, and induce her

to surrender quietly w^hat does not belong to

her ; or, contrary to her practice and character,

to submit to be wronged and plundered, as the

case may be.

Importan^t and Extensive Sales of
Short-horks.—At Mr. Henry Watson's sale, at

Walkeringham, 18 cow.s, heifers, and bulls, out
of his lots, sold for XI8I0 8s.. and Barmpton
Rore, lot 4, sold \vith her famih% ten in all \n-

cluding Aer.ye//", for X103 l]s., or averaging £103
3s. Id. (S.'iOO) each ; Barmpton Rore was pur-
chased by Mr. Watson from Mr. ^Vethcrell, she
having Princess Roj-al at her foot, and being in

cah' at the same time with Butter-cup. The
herd of Mr. Watson were principally descend-
ed from the followinir first-class bulls, -viz.. Com-
et, 155 ; Cossack, 1880 ; Raree Show, 4S74 ; Bel-
shazzar, 1703 ; Rathriagh, 6366 ; Belierophon ;

3119; and Lord Adolphus Fairfax, 4249. The
neighbors of Mr. ^Vatsou, feeling gratified with
the renown brought upon their village bj- the
successful exertions of that gent, as a breeder of
slock, which was proved by the commanding
prices they obtained, honored him, at the close
of the sale, with a merry peal on the church
bells. [English Paper.

CONSUMPTION OF SUGAR IN EUROPE AND NORTH-AMERICA.

"We feel ourselves not only justified, but called

upon, to give place to the following, for the at-

traction it may have for our numerous and lib-

eral patrons in Louisiana,

We may felicitate ourselves in having offered

them, in .Tudge Rost's Address, an article so ac-

ceptable and well adapted to their interests and

industrj-, that it has been ti-ansferred to tlie

New-Orleans Bulletin, and met with a most fa-

vorable reception.

From the Lonaon Economist.

The following interesting calculation of tlie

entire consumption of Sugar in Europe, the U.

States, and the British Colonies, has been made
by Mr. Frederick Scheer, after extensive and

careful inquiries, for which his extensive con-

nections with the Sugar trade throughout Eu-

rope afford him pecuUar facilities

:

C0N5UJIPTI0N OF SUG.iR.

Having attempted to ascertain the actual con-
sumption, as ^vell as the entire production, of
the important article of Sugar, I now submit to

my friends the result of my inquiries. Extreme
accuracy can, cf course, hardly be expected, but
I have no reason to apprehend that I have com-
mitted any material error. For corrections,

accompanied by official returns or authentic
proofs, I shall feel greatly obliged.

It will be seen tliat Uie average consumption
of the ti73 millions of civilized people, which
my inquiry embraces, is about 6 2-5 pounds per
head per annum, or at the rate prevailing in the

custom house union.

The following table is curious, and may lead
to some useful conclusions:

If the general consumption of Sugar were equal to that prevailing Tons.
in Rus-sia, or 1 6-10 lbs. per head, it would amount to 198.000

Austria, or 2 6-10 " " " " 324,600
France. or 8 2-10 '• " " " 1.017.000

Holland, Belgium, &c. or 12 I-IO " ' " "
;^

1.501.000

T'nited States, or 18 " •' " " 2,233.000

(ireat Britain, or 19 " " " " 2,357,000

If the consumption were equal to what is allowed to pauper."! in Enslish work-
houses, according to McCuUoch. 34 lbs. per annum, it would amount to 4,219,000

—To what is allowed to sailors in the British Navy, 2 oz. per day, would
amount to 5,662,000

—To what is probably used among the middling classes in England, viz.

1 lb. per individual in the week, would amount to 6 453,000

There can be no doubt that, with a general i that the greater the demand, the cheaper will
reduction of duties, tlie use of this article might commodities be supplied, such increase would
be enormously increased ; and since it is certain | open an unbounded field for enterprise, com-

(5811
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merce, and colonization. It is to be hoped that

Governments will take this into consideration,

and relieve the article from the heavy burthens
and restrictions under which it now labors al-

most in every country. Thus, sources for in-

dustry and enjoyment might be opened to the
enormous mass of people enumerated by me, to
an extent exceeding almost the flights of tlie

most sanguine imagination.

ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION OF SUGAR IN 184.5.

Countries.
Population according

to best authorities.

Quantity
Quantity of Sugar. per head.

lbs. lOtlij

Custom-House Union 29,006,000^^°^°"^"^"
10 500 1 ^"'^'^ *> ^

Belgium 4,214.000

Holland 3,160,000

Oldenburg 276,000

Hamburg 166,000

Bremen 72,000

Lubec 47,000

Hanover 1.8OB.O0O

Mecklenberg 606,000
10 340 000 5 Colonial .51,000 (i.u,M'j,wu^

Beet 5.0003

D ^,, -.-^ „„, ( Colonia] 37,000 >
R"^«a '^''^^'^^%Beet 7;000>
Austria 38,797,000

Naples and Sicily 8.320.000

Sardinia 4,882.000

Tuscany 1,565,000

Rome 2,977,000

Pai-ma 495,000

Lucca 170,000

San Marino 76,000

Modena 378,000

56,000 12 1

44,000 1 6

57,o6o,ooo[g^"-i--vv;::::::::::'^i55 68,4oo 2 6

.89,000)
)U2 1.000. S 2

( French colonies

France 35.400,000 O'oreign 11,000

( Beet root 28,000 )
Portugal 3,412.000 10,000 6 6

Spain. 13,786,000 (fi-om Cuba, 1844, 36,100) 36,000 5 &

Sweden 3,111,000

Denmark 2,248.000

Norway 1,150,000

6,509,000 a2.000 4 I

Great Britain and Ireland 28,323,000 240,000 19

Ionian Islands 205,000

Malta and Gibraltar 130,000
3.35,000

)

Cracow 145,000 ]
*

Switzerland 2,316,000)

Turkey 10,000,000

Greece 770,000
10.770,000 4,000

Canada and other colonies 4,544,000 These and shipping stores, est'd.. 15,000

United States 18,700,000 150,000. .18

Number of people 278,033,000 845,900 tons.

* Consumption not to be ascertained, but mostly included in the quantities assumed to be used elsewhere.

Wf.eds on Gravel Walks.—A sub.scriber

says :
" Seeing in your columns receipts for

eradicating weeds on gravel-walks, and think-

ing ' prevention better than cure,' I beg to men-
tion a plan which I have always found to an-

swer. It is simply, when forming your gravel-

walks, and before laying on the gravel, to

spread a layer of the dark-colored .'^oap waste,

which may be got from any soapery, if in the

neighborhood, and then putting the gravel on it

and rolling both of them, after spreading, as

as firmly as |)ossil)le. This will not only pre-

vent ^veods from srowing, but will form a walk
as hard and solid as cement. [Eui;li.'<h Paper.

l^'^ In consequence of the unwholesome
state of the potatoes, the guardians of the Tot-

nes Union have ordered the sub.stitution of bread

and rice in the workhouse for the present, at the

rate of six ounces of bread, or four ounces of

rice (uncooked,) for one pound of potatoes.
[English Paper.

i;;^ A sow. belonging to Mr. John Birchley,

of the Red Lion Inn, near Cliorley, has pro-

duced 63 pigs in four farrows. The mt-ther of

this prolific animal had 113 pigs in seven fan-ows.

[ English I'aper.
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WAGES AND CONDITION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN,
EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURAL LABOR, IN ENGLAND.

EFFECT OF THAT CONDITION AND DESCRIPTION OF LABOR ON THEIR HEALTH AND MORALS.

If auy man desires to have a view of mate-

rials that will enable him to form a judgment on

the matters v^'liich ^'e have grouped as a head-

ing for this paper, let him get and read the " Re-

ports of Special Assistant Poor Law Commis-

sioners on the Employment of Women and

Children in Agriculture, presented to both

Houses of Parliament, bj' command of Her
Majesty," and printed in London in 1843.

In presenting the extracts, made pretty much
at random, we do not see tliat they call for any

particular comment from us. Every reader will

make his own reflections, and on certain points

all must arrive at the same conclusion—to wit

:

that Agricultural labor in the field, is in general

more favorable to the morals, and mo^js condu-

cive to the health of women and children than

labor in-door.s—either domestic or manufactur-

ing ; and that the condition of women, white

women and children, generally, in England, on

the score of number of hours daily, and severity

of labor is not better ; and in respect of clothing,

personal cleanliness, diet and shelter, and mor-

als, is infinitely worse than that of the slaves of

this country. On this point the book before us

is so minute, particular, authentic and oflicial;

prepared with care, and based on the testimony

of enlightened and disinterested witnesses, and

presenting these points in every aspect in which
it is possible to view them, that no shadow of

ground is left for doubt or caviling. The testimo-

ny was taken under oath, and under instruction.?,

which informed the Conimissionei-s that the sub-

ject of their inquiry was the Einploymeiit of
Women and Children, in Af^rimUure. They
w^ere requested to examine into the sorts of la-

bor at which they are respectively employed,

the wages which they receive, the hours of

work, and any other similar facts whjch " may
tend to throw light on their physical and moral

condition." The Commissioners desired the A.s-

sistant Comnii.ssioner.s, who consisted of four

barrister.<-at law, to direct their main atten-

tion to the employment of children, and that

they would particularly inquire into the age at

which they begin to work, and to the eflfccts

which their occupation in labor may produce
upon their bodily health as well as upon their

opportunities for obtaining school instruction

and moral and religious education.

As we have before stated, the few exti-acts

for which we can find room, will be taken

much at random, but in a way to throve' light on

the several points of inquiry. The whole volume

of nearly four hundred pages goes to show that

the condition of the English laborer and his

family is most deplorable. No man of humani-

ty but must be shocked at the view of it ; and

the perusal of this testimony, not from the labor-

ing men and women only, but from physician.s

and clergymen confirms us in the impression

we have long entertained, that the agreeable

emotions which must attend the traveler on a

view of a country presenting such a magnificent

landscape of palaces and perfect culture, and

the admiration which must be begotten by the

grandeur of their lordly domains, mu.st be pain-

fully counteracted by the evidence of extreme

suffering and degradation which every where

•shocks his sensibilities. A gentleman lately re-

turned from England, who had enjoyed the easy

and elegant hospitality of English Noblemen of

the highest character, observed, that while no

country life on the Globe could compare with it in

respect of the perfection of all the domestic ap-

pointments for social enjoyment among men of

rank and opulence ; it was yet absolutely painful

to him, in going over their estates to witness

the .signs of abject cap-in-hand servility which

characterized their laborers, and even of the

employes and agents of some authority over

them.

Heaven bear us witness, we have no pleasure

in malting such exposures of the wretchedness

of our fellow creatures, but knowing as we do,

from long personal observation, the unaffected

kindness of those in the South, who are bom in-

heritors of slaves, we deem it fair to afford them

the encouragement and consolation to know
that when tho.sc whom Providence has placed

in their possession, are not treated with cruelty

which deservedly disgraces the perpetrator,

their situation is a paradise compared with the

halfstarved populace of foreign countries called

free. We say where they are not treated with

cruelty, for thai we would denounce, and have

punished by the laws, when power is so abu.sed

even towards dumb beasts.

The extracts which follow make part of the

Report of one sf the Commissioners, Mr. Aus-

tin, on the Counties of Wilts, Dorset, Devon
and Somerset, oi\ the point of inquiry relating to
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lodging, and contain also the evidence of throe

women as consecutively arranged in the book.

To understand these accounts it is necessary

to bear in mind that these {vLmWles find them-

selves out of the wages mentioned ; and that for

calculation, it is near enough to reckon a pound

at five dolhirs, a shilling at twenty-five cents,

and a penny at two cents. As to lodging

and food it would be curious to run the com-

parison between that which the white laborers

of England obtain, as here stated, in " Dorset

and Somerset,'' and thatwhich is the lot of slaves

in " Dorset and Somerset," Mari/land. Here

every black family has a good tight house, made
of logs, filled in with billets of wood and cla}', a

dry clay floor, which they prefer to one of plank,

and a shingle roof; abundance of ^vood, with,

generally their own garden, as much as they

choose to work ; and their hog, be.sides their

regular allowance of meat, generally three,

sometimes four pounds each, and their poultry

to raise for sale ; with their " patch " of unlimited

size for sweet potatoes and cabbages. Besides

these they have the ofFal of the garden, the dairy,

and the orchard for the children, %vith some old

^voman to take care ofthem ; a phj'sician quickly

in attendance in case of sickness, and the good

house-wife to see that they get tea and sugar.

and soup, and other suitable diet in all cases of

need.

There is not a man who has had an opportu-

nity of observation that does not know this to

be a true picture. We give it as a mere pre-

sentment of facts for the information of a

natural curiosity as to the comparative condition

of laboring classes in different countries. Facts

which, like eveiy other sort of knowledge, men
of any ism may well desire to possess.

" With regard to lodging, there is no differ-

ence between that of the women who labor

in the fields and the v^-omen of the same class

^vho do not. The want of sufficient accommoda-
tion seems universal. Cottages generally have
only two bedrooms (with very rare exceptions)

;

a great many have only one. The consequence
is, that it is very often extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to divide a family so that grown-up
persons of different sexes, brothers and sisters,

fathers and daughters, do not sleep in the

same room. Three or four persons not unfre-

quently sleep in the same bed. In a few
instances I found that two families, neigh-

bors. aiTanged so that the females of both
families slept together in one cottage and
the males in the other ; but such an arrange-

' mcnt is very rare, and in the generality of cot-

tages I believe that the only attempt that is or

that can be made to separate bed.s, with occu-

pants of different sexes, and necessarilj' placed
close together from the smallness of the rooms,
is an old shawl or some article of dress sus-

jjended as a curtain between them. At Slour-

pain, a village near Blandford, I mea.sured a
bed-room in a cottage consisting of two rooms,
the bed-room in question up stairs, and a room
on the gi'ound-floor in which the family lived
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during the day. There were eleven in the fam-
ily : and the aggregate earnings in money were
16s. Gd. weekly (Dec. 1842), with certain advan-
tages, the principal being the father's title to a
grist of a bushel of corn a week, at Is. below
the market price, his fuel carted for him, &r.—
They had also an allotment of a quarter of an
acre, for which they paid a rent of 7s. 7d. a j'ear.

The following diagram shows the shape of the
room and the poi^ition of the three beds. A, B,
C, it contained. The room was ten feet square,
not reckoning the two small recesses by the
sides of the chimney, about 18 inches deep.

—

The roof was the tliatch, the middle of the
cliamber being about seven feet high. Oppo-
site the fire-place was a small window, about
15 inches squai-e, the only one to the room.

Door to staircase.

; Chimney.

A
Bed.

B
Bed.

C

Bed.

Windows.

Bed A was occupied by the father and rjoth-

er, a little boy, Jeremiah, aged 1^ years, and an
infant aged 4 months.
Bed B was occupied by three daughters,

—

the two eldest, Sarah and Elizabeth, twins,

aged 20 ; and Mary, aged 7.

Bed C was occupied by the four sous,—Silas,

aced 17 ; John, aged 15 ; Jame.s, aged 14 ; and
Ehas, aged 10.

There was no curtain, or any kind of separa-

tion between the beds.
This I was told was not an extraordinary

case ; but that, more or less eveiy bedroom in

the village was crowded ^vith inmates of both

sexes, of various ages, and that such a state of

things was caused by the want of cottages.

It is impossible not to be .struck, in viijiting

the dwellings of the agricultural laborers, with

the general want of new cottages, notwithstand-

ing the universal increase of population. Eve-
rywhere the cottages are old, and frequently in

a state of decay, and are, consequently, ill adapt-

ed for their increased number of inmates of

late years. The floor of the room in which the

family live during the day is always of stone in

these counties, and -wet or damp through the

winter months, being frequently lower tlian the

soil outside. The situation of the cottage is of-

ten extremely bad, no attention having been

paid at the time of its building to facilities for

draining. Cottages are frequently erected on a

dead level, so that water cannot escape ; and

sometimes on spots lower than the suiToiinding

gi-ound. In the village of Stourpain, in Dorset-

shire, there is a row of several laborers' cot-

tages, mostly joining each other, and fronting

tlie street, in tlie middle of which is an open
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gutter. There are two or tlircc naiTow pas-

sages leading from tlie street, betw eon the houses,

to the back ol' them. Behind the cottages
the ground rises rather abi-uptly ; and about
three j-ards up the elevation are placed the pig-

sties and privies of the cottages. There are also

shallow excavations, the receptacles apparent-
ly of all the dirt of the families. The matter
constantly escaping from the pig-stie.s, privies,

&c. is allowed to find its way through the pas-
sages between the cottages into the gutter in
the street, so that the cottages are nearly sur-

rounded by streams of tilth. ]t was in these
cottages that a malignant typhus broke out about
two years ago, which afterwards spread through
the village. The bed-room 1 have above de-
scribed is in one of them.

This is. perhaps, au extreme case ; but I hard-
ly visited a cottage where there were any at-

tempts at draining. The dirt of ilie family is

thrown down before or behind the cottage ; if

there is any natural inclination in the ground
from the cottage, it escapes ; if not, it remains
till evaporated. Most cottages have pig-sties
joiuing them ; and tJiese add to the external un-
cleanliness of the laborers' dwelling.

With reference to the subject of lodging, Mr.
Phelps, au agent of the Marquis of Lausdowne.
says:

" I was engaged in taking the late census in Brem-
bill parish, and in one case in Studley I found twen-
ty-nine people living under one roof; amdBg them
were manied men and women, and young people of
neai-ly all ages. In Studley it is not at all uncommon
for a whole family to sleep in the same room. The
number of bastards in that place is very gi-eat ; the
number of unmanied women is gieater than that i/i

the neighboring places. I do n't think this state of
things is attriljutable to the women working in the
tields, but more to the want of proper accommoda-
tion in the cottages."

Hon. and Rev. S. Godolphin Osborne, rector
of Bryanstou, near Blandford, in Dorsetshire,
says:

"To say nothing of the physical injury done to
himself (the laborer) and family from the want, in
most instances, of anything like proper drainage
without his dwelling, and the foul air which they are
compelled to breathe from the too contined space of
the dwelling within, from infancy to puberty his chil-
dren for the most part sleep in the same room with
his wife and himself; and whatever attempts at de-
cency may be made, (and I have seen many most in-
genious and praiseworthy attempts.) still there is the
(act ot the old and young, married and unmaiTied. of
both sexes, all herded Id^ethcr in one and the same
sleeping apailment. Wiihin this last year I saw, in a
room about 13 feet square, three beds : on the first

lay the mother, a widow, dying of consumption ; on
the second two unmarried daughters, one 18 years of
age, the other 12; on the third a young niamed
couple, whom I myself had married two days before.
A married woman of thorough good character told
me, a few weeks ago, that on her confinement, so
crowded with children is her one room, they are
obliged to put her on the Hoor in the middle of the
room, th.it they may pay her the requisite attention

:

she spoke of this as to "her the most painful part of
that her hour of trial. I do not choose to put on pa-
per the disgusting scenes that I have known to occur
from this promiscuous crowding of the se.xes togeth-
er. Seeing, however, to what the mind of the young
female is exposed from her very childhood. 1 have
long ceased to wonder at the othervrise seeming pre-
cociouj licentiousness of conversation which may be
heard in everj' field where many of the young arc at
work together. Kariy robbed by circumstances of
much of that puiily which is hCr honor's safest
guard, field-work lends a finish to the mischief"

|
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Mr. Spooner, of Blandford, surgeon, says:

" Generally the cottages are too small for the fami-
lies living in them, and tend to produce and aggi-a-
vBte disease, fiom the inmates living so closely to-
gether. Two years ago typhus fever occuiTcd in a
neighboring piuish, which I attend ; there was one
cottage I attended which consisted of one room on
the gi'ound-tioor, and two small bed-rooms up stau-s.

in this cottage lived an old man, with his wife, hia
two daughters, middle-aged women, and his son and
wile, with three children—in all, ten individuals.

—

The whole family had the fever, some of them very
sevei'ely. The son's wife, with two of her children,
were on a bed in an out-house ; in the out-house was
a well, and a large tub containing piss' victuals, and
was the general receptacle for everything. The floor
was earthen, with no ceiling but the thatch of tlie

roof. In the same village there were more than forty
cases of tj-phus, and the spread of the disease must
be atti-ibuted to the people living so densely packed
together."

The clothing of women employed in field-

labor would appear to be inadequate for their
work, but the deficiency is not complained of
by them. A change of clothes seetiis to be out
of the question, although necessary not only for

cleanliness, but for convenience and saving of
time. The upper parts of the underclothes of
women at work, even their sta3-s, quickly be-
come wet through with perspiration, whilst the
lower parts cannot escape getting equally wet
in nearly every kind of work they are engaged
in, except in the driest weather. It not unfre-
quentlj' happens that a woman, on returning
home from work, is obliged to go to bed for an
hour or two to allow her clothes to be dried. It

is also by no means uncommon for her, if she
does not do this, to put them on again the next
morning nearly as wet as when she took them
oiF. It does not appear that any ill consequences
to the health have been obsei-ved by medical
men to arise from this cause, unless rheumatism
be partly attributable to it. The want of a
change of working-clothes, however, does not
prevent the generality of working women hav-
ing a better gown and other articles of dress for
Sundays or holidays.

With reference to the question of clothing and
linen for the family generally, a great change
has been effected for the benefit of the laboring
classes within these few years by the clothing
club.s, which are excellently contrived for aid-
ing the poor, and at the same time making such
assistance depend upon their own exertions and
good conduct, and for avoiding all the mischiefs
of indiscriminate charity. I had an opportunity
of examining the clothing club at Blandford, in
Dorsetshire, and its arrangements and working
appeared equally excellent. Any laboring fam-
ily of good conduct was allowed "to belong to it,

sub.scribing Id. 2d. or 3d. a week, according to
its size and other circumstances. At the end of
the year, Christmas, the.se subscriptions are
doubled by the donations of persons in a better
position of life, living in the neighborhood. The
subscribers are then entitled to purcha.se of the
tradesman appointed to supply the club, to the
amount of their respective shares of the funds,
any plain articles of dress or of hou.sehold linen.
The tradesman of the club, in consideration of
the large sum of money thus laid out, and
promptly paid at his shop, which in the Bland-
ford club exceeded £2,000 last Chri.stma.s, sup-
plies the best yticles of the description wanted
at a price rather lower than he could afford to
.sell them to the laborer dealing with him in the
ordinarj- way. It is also an imperative rule of
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the club, that, if any subscriber purchases with they have once been out. My eldest son now [Dec 1"'"' -...:-i_ -f J i: f - 1 g(;tg 7s. a week and a grist ; he also gets his cottage
for 2l8. a year, and has a garden and ten lugs of po-
tato-gjound free. He is not manied. He "keeps a
pig. Most laborers manage to keep soine of the pig
when they kill it—nearly always half of it. I know
where the whole is kept. The farm-laborers gener-
ally manage to have a little bacon by them, and they
do n't always go without cheese. " The cottages at
Miltou Abbas aie not nearly so full as I have known
them.

club-mouey any article of dress or linen not of a
plain and useful description, he ceases to be a
member, as he also does upon any ill conduct.
The effect of tbe.se clubs ha.s been very great in

increasing the linen and clothes of the laborers'

families since tlieir eslablishincnt.

Tlie general conclusion as to the physical con-
dition of women engaged in Agriculture is, that

it is better generally than those of the same
class hot so employed. The reason is evident:
the means of the family are increased by her
earnings ; she has more food, if she be not bet-

ter clothed and lodged. Her health is also bet-

ter. I am now speaking of her ow u physical
condition ; the effects of her working at fann-
labor upon her domestic economy, her husband
and children, will be considered presently."

Mrs. Bustle, wife of Charles Bustle, farm-
laborer, Wkitchurch, Dorset, examined.

My husband is carter to Mr. Fowler. He has 7s.

a week wages. Wc have also our cottage, with a
garden, and ten lugs* of potato-ground, rent free ; also
a bu.shel of giist com, if we like as much, a week

—

that is. tailings at 5s. per bushel. Every week or ten
days my husband goes a journey with the wagon

—

lie has then Is. for his dinner, and another ehilling

which ho may spend at the public house where he
puts up; which he always does, however. If lie car-

ries his victuals with him, he h^s still 2s. every jour-
ney. He is out a day and night generally on a jour-
ney. Mr. Fowler also gives tis furze for firing, and
my husband has £1 at harvest, because he can't do
tut-work like the othei-s—he is wanted for something
else. I have five girls and a boy. The three eldest
girls, 8, 10, and 12, do buttoning, but I don't think
they earn 2s. a week between them ; they spoil a
good deal of cotton, and dirty more ; and they don't
get all money for their buttons—it would be better if

they did. The boy is too young to work.
The bread we make at home is better than baker's

bread ; 1 make six loaves out of a bushel of corn :

we have not quite so much as that every week ; but
what we have, with a bag of potatoes, (240 lbs.) is

quite as much a.«i we consume at home. Four ba-
ker's loaves, with the potatoes, are not enough.

—

Baker's bread does not satisfy the children ; it is

licked away in no time, and they are hungry all day
long with it. We never know the taste of butcher's
meat, except when a piece is given to us.

tSusan Vacher, widoiv, Milfon Ahhas, Dorset.

Women are employed in the hay-har\'est, and at

other times of the year in couching, weeding, and
keeping the land clean. Generally the regular hours
are from eight to five, but at hay-time and harvest
longer ; it depends on circumstances. In harvest I

have earned Is. a day, and have had two quarts For
haymaking I have had 8d. a day, but it depends on
the weather. At other times, for couching. <S:c. 7d.
a day. For drawing reeds I have had 7d. a day.

—

Wages for women liave always been pretty much
the same.

I am now in my fifty-seventh year, and have
worked two-and-twcnty years in tlie fields ; I am al-

ways better when out at work, and prefer it to living

at home. I have nine children. I have two grown-
up sons—one 311, the other 27. They went out to
work when they were boys—one at 7 years old, the
other at 9. They were always quite healthy and
strong. As for young women, I think it better for
them to go into tlie fields ; they are quite as well
there as at buttoning, as far as their morals are con-
cerned. Boys do n't want to bide at home when

* Lug, in Ireland, and in some parts of England
and Scotland, is a synonym for ear. This is proba-

bly the root of the term as applied to land, meaning
a perch or pole. Thus we have, in Spencer, a refer-

ence made to " eight lugs of ground."

{Ed. Farm. Lib.

Rachel Hayward, wife of Johii Hay teard,
farm-laborer, Sto2irpain, Dorset.

There are eleven of us in our family—mvself, my
husband, three daughters, and six sons. We have
two rooms—one down staii-s, and the other up stairs
over it. We all sleep in the bed-room.
My husband gets Ss. or 7s. %^ith a giist, a bushel,

a week
;
my two eldest daughters get about 3s. (id.

a week at buttoning, and three of ray boys t'ct Ss.
a week together—m ail about 16s. 6d."a week." We
have \6h lugs of potato-ground, on which we grow
potatoes and a few vegetables : for that we pay 73.
7d. a year rent. We pay Is. a week for the cottaire,
and coal and wood cost us Is. 8d. a week at this
time of the year, IDec] We get ^ cwt. of coal a
week. I buy, besides, evei-y week, J lb. soap, 1 oz.
tea, \ lb. bacon. I reckon we eat a pound of bread
each day ; that, with potatoes, gives us enough. My
three boys that are out at work went out at 9 years
old.

'

GAS-WATER A.S A MANURE.
To the Editor of the Mark-Lane Express

:

An "Old Subscriber," if he wishes to employ
the refuse of gas-works for manure, must pro-
ceed in his early practicings with extreme cau-
tion. The gas-water, or ammoniacal liquor, is

undoubtedly an excellent manure, but it re-

quires much diluting to iit it for a liquid maimre.
If it be applied as received from the gas-works to
grass, it will apparently burn up and destroy the
plant, but the next year the spot will be distin-

guished by verj' much increased feitilitj' ; the re-

fuse lime through which the coal-gas has been
pas.sed in the process of purifying it from the sul-

phureted hydrogen becomes impregnated with
the sulphureted hydrogen, and is partly convert-
ed into hydro-sulphuretof lime ; a portion of am-
monia is at first also in combination with it, but
the carbonic acid gas of the lime combining
with the ammonia, converts it into carbonate of
ammonia or the volatile alkali ; and in a very
short time, from exposure, no ammonia will be
found remaining in the refuse lime Eefu.se
lime may be applied either direct to the land or
in compost, and in addition to its property as a
manure, it is considered verj' oft'eusive and des-

tructive to many insects and grubs. Gas-tar
contains the elements necessary for constituting

a good manure, but has hitherto been hut little

used as a fertilizer. Mr. Bowlej- directs the com-
post lieap to be formed with long dung about
three feet deep, and coal-tar to be poured regu-
larly over it, upon which another layer of dung
or turf is to be put, and over ail, on the top, is

to be spread the lime : the whole is to remain in

this state for two or three months before it is

turned.

If the lime be placed under the tar, the tar

will find its way throusrh the dung to the Knie,

and, uniting with it, will form a bard cement,

which will be broken with difficulty, and which
he supposes will be but of little service to tlie

laud. 1 am, Mr. Editor, yours, ice.

AN OLD FBIEND.



THE COTTON PLANT.. ..ITS HISTORY AND USES.

(Ooncludedfrom page 223.^

In 18-10, at their instance, eight specimens of

the soils of Edisto Island were analyzed by Pro-

fessor Shepard.* The report of tlie Committee
to whom was refeired the valuable communica-
tion of that skilUul chemist, is replete with highly
useful matter, especially in relation to mauures.t
Full information on the otlier subject may shortly

be expected from a very intelligent quarter.

At the Agricultural Convention held at Monti-
cello. Fairiield, on the 5th of July la.st, it was
resolved " to request the Agricultural Societies

of the State to unite in a contribution to procure
a perfect aualj'sis of the long and short staple

Cotton stalk, seed, and lint, in the perfect state,

and also when affected bj' disease." When
this is done, a great object will have been at-

tained. The planter, aided by the knowledge on
other points equally important to be acquired,

will no longer tread the path of doubt and uu-
cerlaiuty. The materials for restoring the con-

stitution of the soil, and imparting health and
vigor to the Cotton plant, have long hJfen in his

po.ssession, but for the first time he will then
know how to use them, and where necessary,

how, and in what proportions, to unite them.
The Sea-Island Cotton fibre was analyzed in

England, in 1825, by one well qualified for the

task. 100 parts of the ashes, says Dr. Ure,
yielded as follows

:

1. Matter soluble in water, sixty-four parts, consist-

ing of
Carbonate of potash 44.8

Muriate of potash 9.9

t- ulphate of potash 9.3

2. Matter insoluble in veater,

Phosphate of lime 9.0

("arbonate of lirae 10.6
Phosphate of magnesia 8 4
Peroxide of iron 3.0

Alumina a trace, and loss 5.0

100.0
" These results," remarks the analj-zer. " seem

to throw considerable light on the predilectiozi

of the Cotton plant lor the neighborhood of the

sea, which supplies plentifully the saline sub-

stances requisite to the perfect development and
constitution of its woolly fniit. It may hence be
inferred, that the compost or manure best fitted

for Cotton j)lantations should contain neutro-

ealine matter with alkaline, calcareous, and
magnesian base.s. The pre.scnce of magnesia
deserves notice, as it indicates marine food."

The subject of a rotation of crops is of recent
interest. It was of cour.se unmooted by the

first cultivators of our great staple. In Georgia,

a few planters have of late grown Cotton on
every alteniate ridge with corn occupying the

intermediate ones. ^Vhen the field is again
planted, the Cotton rows are substituted for the

corn rows, and those of the latter ibr the former.

This plan might be pursued with benefit, except
on the sea-board, where tlie liigh Ught lands,

' See note C in the Appendix.—Southern Cabinet,
vol. i. p. 405.

t Southern Cabinet, vol. i. p. 449.
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whicn are limited in quantity, and unfit for com,
are alone considered safe for Cotton. In a small
way, potatoes,* rest,t and Cotton, or spring
peas,}: as a crop in lieu of potatoeis, designedly
cultivated for the ottal, rather than the product,
is a good rotation. On this subject there are
two theories :— 1st. That while the continuous
cultivation of any one crop deprives the soil of
the specific aliment essential to its fructification,

another plant, requiring some other food, may
be advantageously substituted. 2d. The cele-

brated chemist, De Caiidolle, says, " Of the nu-
triment which vegetables receive and digest,

they exude an inconsumable or innutritive por-
tion by tlieir roots. This excrementitious mat-
ter is .supposed to unfit or poi.son the soil for a
second crop of the same kind, until it is either
consumed or neutralized by cultivation." May
not this be the true reason why it is so difBcuk
to get a good stand on land planted for three or
more consecutive years. As soon as the plants
recover from their sickly state, and this takes
place when the poisonous substance discharged
from their roots is destroyed by tillage, the crop
grows as vigorously, and the prodtict is usually
as good as rested grounds, where the same
amount and kind of artificial nourishment have
been applied. M. Olivier, member of the Insti-

tute of France, in describing the insects which
devour the upper part of the roots of farinace-
ous plants, and which multiply to infinity, where
the same soil presents to them, for years in suc-
cession, plants of the same or of similar kinds,
says, " these insects perish as often as vegeta-
bles are cultivated which cannot serve for food
for their larvas." Edmund RufRn, in the Farm-
er's Register, advances a similar po.stulate

—

" Every plant," he remarks, '-is .subject to be
preyed on by its own peculiar tribes of insects,

which are continued to be supplied by their
proper food, and favored by the siill continuing
circumstances of the field, and, therefore, are in-

creased continually in numbers, and in their
destructive ravages, as long as llie crop which
fed them, and the circumstances which favored
them, remain unchanged ; and that these insects
must be dcstroj-cd or greatly reduced in their
numbers and power of mischief by a total

change of the growth, and of the treatment and
condition of the field.^ These opinions, from
high authorities, are well entitled to the atten-
tive cou.sideration of our planter.?. As the al-

ternating sj-stem in relation to the successful
culture of other crops is admitted to be neces-
sary, its applicability to the Cotton husbandry
cannot rea.sonably be doubted.

* Allowing one year to intervene. Cotton is always
advantiiceously giown on potato land, which, if as-
sisted by salt mud, the benetit to the crop will be
still more of a decided chaiacter.

t Ungi-azed.

X The summer crop keeps the gi-ound bai-e of
vegetable inattt;r. The other is succeeded by a
heavy yield of crop gras.s.

§ Fanner's Register, vol. -vii. p. C09.
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As slovcnl}^ as was originally the tillage of
the Cotton plant, the preparation of" its produce
for market was much more so. It was indeed
60 hadly cleaned, as to be deemed suitable only
to the coarser fabrics.* Up to about the year
1820, the gatherers took no especial pains to ab-
stract the decaj'ed leaves. The wool was sunned
all day, and ginned frequently with the stained
particles incorporated with it. Tliese were re-

moved in the process of moting, which vi-as ef-

fected by women sitting on the floor where it

was beaten with twigs. During the operation
of ginning, no bags or boxes received the Cotton,

and oftentimes large quantities were thrown to-

gether until the moters were prepared to ex-
amine them. In packing, an old iron axle-tree,

or -wooden pestle, the present instrument, was
used. There were no reinspectors of the cotton
before it was deposited in the bag, in which the
spinner would frequently find, in addition to a
large supplj- of leaves and crushed seed.s, potato
skins, parts of old garments, and occasionally a
jack-knife. With many, the Cotton was ginned,
moted, and packed in the same room. Veiy
different indeed are the present processes, or
rather the modes in which thej' are severallj'

perfonned. Separate rooms for the seed and
ginned Cottons, as well as for the wool, which,
after it is gathered, is never exposed to the sun,
have long been considered necessary in the sea-

board parishes to ensure the proper after-hand-
ling of the crop. There are required a room for

tlie whipper, if one be employed, which ex-
tracts the dirt and imperfect filaments ; another
for the assorters, who, provided with boxes for

their clean Cotton, perform their work before a
long table, covered with wire, or ^voodeu slats,

the I of an inch apart ; a tliird for the moter.s, who
also stand before a latticed table, and as often as
a handful of Cotton is prepared, it is thrown into

a wooden box, about three feet from the floor,

and secured to the sides of the building imme-
diately behind the moters respectively ; a small
room for the moted Cotton, and one for the
packer, usually adjoining it; and a house or
room, proportioned to the force employed, for

the ginners, in which are boxes for the seed Cot-
ton in tlie rear of the operators, and boxes under
the machines for the ginned Cetton. The houses
are lined on the inside with planed boards, and
the windows of the as.sorting and moting rooms,
and the gin-house, are glazed. All these accom-
modations are now to be found on nearly every
plantation on the Sea-Islands and the adjacent
country, and, it is said, in many of the upper
Parishes.

The amount of labor expended in a day in

preparing one bag of superfine Cotton of 300
lbs. weight, the produce of 1,500 lbs. in the seed,
is as follows, viz :

Drier 1
Turner and feeder of the whipper 2
Assorters, 50 lbs. each 30
Ginners. 25 lbs 12
Moters, 43 lbs 7
Packer and reinspector 2

54

It will thus appear that, if the foot-gin be used
in an ordinarj- v>ay, which, viith a few excep-
tions, is the invariable practice, 54 laborers, at
an expense to the owner of $27, estimating their
services at 50 cents per day respectively, are ne-
cessary to the getting of one bag of Cotton pro-
perly cleaned. When the gins are propelled

* Ure, p. 145.

(5B8)

by steam, six persons only, male or female, to

feed them, are required. If the wool be sepa-

rated from the seed by Eaves's improved gin,

to which steam power is applied, the aid of
three men will be needed. In all other respects
the labor is the same.
The cultivation and preparation of Cotton, as

described in these pages, is peculiarly applica-

ble to the southern half only of the long staple

region. In the nortliern portion, but especially

in the Santee country, there are differences in

each, which it is important should be briefly no-

ticed. Five acres to the hand, of which gene-
rally only one-third is manured, are planted.

The ridges are four feet from each other, and
the plants stand from 15 to 20 inches apart. In
the culture of the crop, a machine of a triangu-

lar shape, called " the sweep." is used by a few
as an assistant to the hoe. The morning after

the Cotton is gathered, according to the wonted
usage, it is assorted by the pickers; but, con-

trary to the plan of the sea board, not after-

wards ; unless one or two hands, who attend to

the scaffold, may be said to perform that ser-

vice. The task in moting is from 20 to 25

pounds. The material points of difference, then,

in the handling of the crop, between tlie lower
and upper Parishes, or the former and Santee
growers, consist in the processes of assorting

and moting. The labor of the first is chiefly

expended in cleaning the Cotton in the seed
;

that of the other, after it is ginned. This proba-

blj' arises from the characteristic features of the

two staples. Unless gi'eat caution be exercised

in the moting of fine Cottons, the fibres will en-

tangle, and the wool become lumpy and stringy.

These results do not take place when the coarser

qualities are cleaned in the ginned state.

Cotton in primeval times was di.sengaged

from the seed with the fingers. Another mode
of eflfecting that object, still common in certain

parts of India, is, however, mentioned by Dr.

F. Buchanan in his account of Bahar and Pat-

na. " A great deal of the Cotton," says he, " is

freed from the seed by the process of beating.

At Arwal, the Dhunizas, who make a profes-

sion of heating Cotton, are allowed 1 5 sers of

grain for beating one ser of Cotton ;
and in one

day a man beats four sers, equal to 45 lbs. and

of "course receives 6| lbs. of grain." To the hu-

man hand the agency of the roller succeeded.

The use of rollers, at first roughly constructed,

is of very ancient date. Nearchus speaks of

them as employed by the Hindoos for tlie pur-

pose to which they are now particularly de-

voted. W^hile a rude hand-mill was employed

in the Plantation States, the treadle-gin, or some

equally efiective machine, was certainly in op-

eration at the North. This appears from the

declaration of Richard Leake of Georgia, who,

in his letter to Thomas Proctor of Philadelphia,

on the subject of Sea-Island Cotton, remarks,
" The principal difficulty that arises to us is the

cleaning of the seed, which I am told they do

with great dexterity m jour city with gins or

machines made for the purpose."*

Soon after the commencement of our Revo-

lutionary struggle, Kinsey Burden, deceased,

late of St. Paul's Parish, constructed a roller-gm,

believed to have been among the first ever

made or used in South Caralina, which enabled

him to clothe his negroes in garments fabricated

at home. It was composed of " pieces of iroa

gun-barrels burnished and fixed on woodeo

rollers, with wooden screws to secure them,

* Niles's Register, vol. vL p. 334.
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and wooilen crauks to tuni in the manner of tlie

steel corn-mill." It was turned by one person

and fed by another. Mr. Bisset of Georgia, in

1768, resorted to the " simple plan of a bench

upon which rose a frame supportiug two short

rollers, revolving in opposite directions, and

each turned by a boy or girl, and giving as the

result of the day's work, five pounds of clean

Cotton." These, and many others like them
used subsequently in several parts of this State,

were in part of the fashion of the Cotton hand-

mill of India, which consists of two rollers of

teak wood, fluted longitudinally with five or six

grooves, and revolving nearly in contact. The
ujiper roller is turned by a handle, and the

lower is carried along with it by a perpetual

screw at the axis. The present foot or treadle-

gin,* first used in Georgia, was imported from

the West Indies, and is probably unsusceptible

of any advantageous alteration. To prevent the

Cotton from being cairied round about with the

rollers, Mr. Harvie of Berbice, in 1820, obtained

a patent for an improvement, ^vhich consisted

in the application of a thin, long brash to the

posterior surface of the rollers. From the lia-

bility of these to get hot in their rotation, a

patent in the United States w-as secured by an-

other per.son, for making them hollow for the

free passage of cool air, or even water.

A vei-y decided improvement on the treadle-

gin, at least for many years it was .so considered,

especially in Georgia, was made aboiit the year

1790, by "Joseph Eaves, a native of Providence,

Rhode-Island, but who then resided in the Ba-
hamas. As originally consti'ucted, Eaves's ma-
chiua was a double gin, and had two pairs of

rollers placed obliquely one above the other. By
additional mechanism, consisting of iron teeth

and pullies, and by a little assi.stauce, it was
made to feed itself. The mill was worked by
horses and oxen, or by water. To this suc-

ceeded the gin of Mr. Pottle of St. Mary's, Geor-
gia. He substituted two single rollers for the

double ones, and placed them back to back,
forming an angle v^'ith each other ; both were
driven with the same band-wheels, which were
placed above and between them. Pottle's gins

continued long in high repute in Georgia, but
were used only by few planters in this State.

Birney's. Simpson's and Nicholson's gin.s, and
many others, bearing the cognomens of their

inventors, followed in quick succession. In
Whittemore's machine, it was thought that all

* In 1796, William Brisbane* received several foot-

gins from his father-in-law in the Bahamas, which
were erected under the direction of, and actually

put into operation by, hi.s wife. She had temporn-
rily resided in Providence, and. being of an active
and inquifirive mind, watched with interest the dif-

f(M-ont processes of preparing Cotton for market. By
this means, she was enabled to do what no gentle-
man, certainly in that section of the State, could ac-
complish. What disposidnn it was proper to make
of tlie seed of the Cotton, which the gins very soon
so freely furnished, was rather a perplexing ques-
tion, lield to be of no value, it was first carelessly
thro\vn on the ground ; the hogs ate of it, however,
and they died. It was then put into pens, but the
pigs found their way between the interstices of the
rails, and quickly shared the fate of their elders. As
a dernier resort, and with a view permanently to be
rid of the " nuisance." it v.-as deposited in a small
creek contiguous to the mansion house. There at
low w.-iter it soon generated a miasmatic odor, which,
when the wind was favorable, was so otfcnsive as to
create a strong feeling of prejudice against the farther
culture of the crop.

* The aenUeman named in page ISO.

(599)..;. 19

tlie objections to the previous ones liad been ef-

fectually removed. To run in the easiest pos-

sible manner, and to preserve the rollers from
being heated, it was provided with friction-

wheels and friction-rollers. Although, there-

fore, from these causes the Cotton received no
damage, yet it was soon discovered that it cut
the staple, and that this irremediable defect was
in proportion to the velocity of the gin. It was
consequently abandoned. Farris's and Logan's
machines, which are slight modifications in the

mechanism of Eaves's invention, were by many
successfully employed for years, and they are

still partially used with steam as the propelling
power. Where this wonderful agent is at com-
mand, the common barrel-gin, originally worked
by hor.ses or oxen, is probably the most unex-
ceptionable. " It is indeed nothing more than
the foot-gin, to which greater power is applied
by complicated mechanism. 'This consists of a
large driving cog-wheel, \\orkiivg a small trun-

dle-wheel. This smaller wheel gives motion to

a large cylinder or baiTel, round which from 8

to 24 sets of bands are passed, communicating
with the pullies of as many Cotton-gins, which
are fLxed in rows on each side of it." As the

young, the old and infirm, male or female, can
engage at \vork as feeders, a very material ad-

vantage in favor of this gin is secured. To each
laborer the daily average is about fifty pomids
of clean Cotton.

All of the gins subjected to examination and
trial in this Slate, except the fir.st of Eaves's
maiiutacture, are supplied only with two rollers,

both of wood ; or one of cast-steel and the other
of %vood ; or both cast-steel, one covered with
leather : or both of wood, one also with a leather
covering. Cork rollers have also been tried.

The desideratum is to prevent injury to the sta-

ple, either by cutting or heating it. To accom-
plish these gTeat ends, at least a half million of
dollars has been fi-uitlcssly expended by artists,

incited by the expectation of the highest re-

ward, and distinguished for skill and perse-

verance in their profession. The notice of a
new and improved gin* for both green-seed and
black-seed Cottons, recently constructed by F.
M'Carthy of Alabama, has been favorably re-

ceived by the public. That it is destined to

supplant Whitney's invention is probable from
the fact that the Cotton prepared by it com-
manded, at one time last winter, three cents
more per pound in the Mobile market than that

cleaned by the latter. That it may subserve
the purpose of the grower of Long-Cotton is in-

ferred from the declaration of an acknowledged
competent witness. A few pounds of the finest

description of that staple ginned by this ma-
chine, and unmoted afterwards, the property of

, was sent by him in December, 1842, to

Mr. Houldsworth, the eminent spinner of Man-
chester, who returned an an.swer of which the
following is an extract :

—" We have carefully
examined the sample of Mr. 's Cotton
cleaned on a new ginning machine. It is re-

markably clean, and in an excellent state for our
purpose as respects openness." The gin, how-
over, may bo very liable to get out of order

;

may continue only for a short time to effect the
desired object, and may with difficulty be re-

paired : hi other words, the results of trial may
show it to be an expensive mechanical agent.
For the silky Cottons produced on the Sea-

Islands of South Carolina, the planter is iudebt-

* See Note D. in the Appendix.
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ed to the botanical skill and laudable persever-

ance of Kiusey Burden, Sen. of St. John's
Colleton. An imi)rovement in the texture of

the wool engaged hi.s earnest attention as early

as 1804 or 180.5. In one of those years, he raised

from selected seed- a " pocket" of Cotton, worth
in the English market •' 25 cents per lb. more
than any other Cottons at any price." From
that time he labored zealously in this new
branch of his profession until 1826, when he sold

his first full crop, 60 bags, at 110 cents a pound.
The crop of the following year commanded 125

cents per lb. It is proper here to observe, that

between 1821 and 1829, the average price of

common Long Cotton was 24 cents, and of the

superior kinds from 35 to 60 cents. Mr. Bur-
den's extraordinai-y success was for many years

the theme of public notice and private discus-

sion. All means to penetrate the arcanum of
which intellectual efforts were capable had
proved abortive. In March, 1827, " a report ac-

companied by sundry letters on the causes
which contribute to the production of fine Sea-
Island Cotton," was read before the Agricul-
tural Society of St. John's Colleton, by dieir

Corresponding Secretary.* The publicationt

of these papers created some excitement in the

parishes. It brought the mind of the planter to

bear with more intensity on the absorbing ques-

tion which the report attempted to discuss. The
remarks of the writer on the selection of seed
induced many to think, that perhaps to this

cause Mr. Burden's celebrity as a seller was in-

debted. Sub.sequently, William Elliottof Beau-
fort, through the pages of the Southern Agricul-

turist,t expressed his belief that the secret was
in the seed ; hence, that the fun-ed seed should
no longer be ca.st aside. Experiments were
then instituted to try the truth of the new opin-

ion, thus for the first time publicly avowed bj'

two, and in conversation by several other per-

sons The clean seed was rejected, and that

coated wholly or partially with down, retained.

The result was a complete solution of the mys-
tery -which had so long enshrouded this subject.

One of the experimenters obtained for the

small quantity grown by him one dollar a
pound. The product, nevertheless, was so mea-
gre as scarcely to be remunerating. This oc-

cuiTed in the year 1829. In the year previous,

Hugh Wilson, Sen. of St. John's Colleton, ap-

peared on a small scale^ as tlie rival of his pa-

rish fellow-laborer. For ten bags of Cotton he
realized 90 cents a pound, and for his two suc-

ceeding crops $1 and $1 25 cents a pound. For
two bags of extra-fine Cotton, raised in 1828, $2
per pound was received, the highest price ever
obtained in this or any other country from which
Cotton wool is exported. Mr. Burden's dis-

covery -was held to be so valuable to the State,

that he -was induced to forward a memorial to

the Legislature offering to sell his secret for

$200,000 ; he resigning all his seed, except what
was necessary for his own crop, and communi-
cating the mode of perpetuating the silky pro-

perties of the new Cotton fibre.5 The memo-

* Whitemarsh B. Peabrook,

t Southern Agricukurist, vol. i. pp. 25, 71, 119.

J Southern Agriculturist, vol. i. p. 151.

§ At one time, William Seabrook, a veeaJthy and
enterprising planter of Edisto Island, was prepared,
and publicly declared his design, to offer the discov-
erer $.50,000 for the information on this subject of
which he was possessed. About twelve months af-

terward, Mr. S. declined to purchase, because, in his
belief, conjecture had yielded to certainty—to the seed

(.190)

rial, for reasons satisfactory to the applicant, was
never presented.

The farther history of this sudden revolution
in one of our chief staples need not be given.
It is proper, however, to add, that while the
quality of the wool has been vastly improved,
the product of the plant has been more than
proportionally diminished ;* although, therefore,

the pecuniary circumstances of individuals have
been greatlj' meliorated, the planters generally
have sustained a los.s—in some instances to an
almost ruinous extent.

Cotton may appropriately be divided into

three kinds: 1st. Herbaceous Cotton; 2d. Shrub
Cotton ; 3d. Tree Cotton.t The first is the most
useful, and is cultivated in nearly every coun-
try congenial to the gossypium. It exists native
at Aleppo, in Upper Egypt, Arabia, and in

Senegal. Of tlie seven varietiest of the Shrub
Cotton, one or other grows spontaneously in the

tropical regions of Asia, Africa, and America.
In the latter continent, the Hirsutum or hain,',

(seeds greeni.sh,) and the Barbadensc^ or Bar-
badoes Cotton, (a black seed,) are indigenous.||

To the Shrub species all the South American,
and most of the West India Cotton, which is

long-stapled, is to be referred. The Tree Cot-

ton, according to one authority, grows in India,

China, Egjpt, the interior and western coast of
Africa, and in some parts of America ; by an-

other, it is a native of India, Egypt and Arabia.
Quatremere Disjouval, a prominent member

of the Academy of Sciences of Paris, in speak-
ing of the influence of climate on the texture
and quality of Cotton, advances the following
hypothesis : That the produce of the countries
immediately under or nearest the Equator, is to

be considered the tj'pe of excellence, and is

distinguished by its fine silky fibre, the depth
and peculiarity of its color, and the bight and
permanency of the plant. In proportion, he re-

marks, as we recede from the Equator, these

strong marked characters disappear, the fibre

becomes coarse, its color perfect white, and, on
the shores of the Mediterranean, we behold the

lofty and flourishing tree of Hindostan dwin-
dled down into a stunted annual shrub. Of
these broad and unqualified assertions, there is

but one that rests on a tenable basis : that the

perennial plant of the Equator becomes an an-

nual in a higher latitude. The averment that

the finest and the deepest colored Cotton is the

produce of the tropical countries is reiterated on

solely was traceable the fine Cotton which Mr. Bur-

den continued to grow.

* See Note E. in the Appendix. The diminution

in the exports fiticel830, when tine Cottons began to

be generally cultivated, compared with the eleven

preceding years, is very large.

t Among some of the ancient wn-iters, says Dr. lire,

the Cotton Tree, bombyx peittandrium, is confounded

with the Tree Cotton. The former does not belong to

the gossypium family. It was probably the Cotton

lYee, •' six yards high," which Marco Polo saw grow,

ing at Guzzerat

t Gossypium Indicum, or the Indian ;
viti folium,

or vine-leaved ; hirsutum, or haiiy ;
religiosuro, or

the Cotton of Nuns—this species is very difiifult to

be detached from the seeds : the Nuns at Ti-anque-

bar were first employed in the operation ; latifoUum,

or broad-leaved ;
Barbadense ;

Peruvianum.

§ Called bv the English in the East Indies, says Dr.

Ure, the Bourbon Cotton, because, about 26 years

ago, it was introduced there from that island. The

seed, he farther (erroneously) remaiks, originally

came fiom the West Indies.—Pp. 71. 72.

II
Ure, pp. 65—27.



even higher aiilliority.* This is false as a gen-

eral proposition, and only true concerning loca-

tions. The coarsest Cottons known in com-
merce, excejit some from Peru, between 5° and
15-^ south, which are of a dark hue, and as

coarse as the wool of sheep, are the Bengal, 24°

north, and the Surat, 21^ 10' north ; the finest,

and in all oilier respects the best. Cottons are

produced on the Sea-Islands of South Carolina,

I')-' beyond the Tropic of Cancer. To the lat-

ter, as well as those of the Isle of France, 20^ 9'

south, Dacca, 23^ 55' north, and Egypt, about
3U^ north, the Cotton of Guiana, within 5-^ of

tlie Ecjuator, is decidedly inferior. The w^orst

native Cotton in the east grows in Java. 7^

south. The Cottons of South Americam the hot-

test region, it is true, are of a better quality than
those of the Levant ; on the other hand, some
of the West India kinds are lower in value

than the green seed varieties of this country.

These, too, as is especially the case in our State,

oft-times grow within a few miles of the long-

staple Cotton, and in certain localities side by
side ; yet the best sorts of the latter are \\ orth

eight hundred per cent, more than the best sorts

of the former. So much for the effect of climate

on the fibre of Cotton, in opposition to the gra-

dation of the French Philosopher's .system,

^Vith regard to the color of Cotton, the yellow-
ish hue ofwhich is indicative of fineness, climate

has but an inconsiderable effect. The Cottons

on the coasts of South Carolina and Georgia are

tinged, and some varieties deeply, -vrnh yellow,
while the inland districts of those States, and
their more southern neighbors, as far as the Red
Kiver, produce Cotton of great whiteness, and
far inferior in strength and fineness. A portion
of the AVest India Cotton is of a cream color;

and some from India is represented to have "a
slight tinge of Aurora." The Cottons of Bengal,
Ma<lras and Sural, of Smyrna, Cyprus, Salonica,

and all parts of the Levant, are distinguished by
their want of color—this is also said of Siam,
famous for its nankeen. The Dacca Coltont is

deeply colored, and, although it is consumed in

that Province, and consequently unknown in

commerce, still, from an examination! of the
muslin, denominated, in hyperbolical language,
" vi-ebs o*" woven v.ind," and " which can hard-
ly be felt when expanded," it has been satisfac-

torily ascertained to be of a coarser fibre than
the better qualities of our Cottons, grown near
the ocean. While a pound of that Cotton, in a
single thread, would extend to the distance only
of ll.'i miles, 2 furlongs, and 60 yards. Cotton
Yarn is spun in England, making 3.")0 hanks to

the pound weight, each hank measuring 640
yards, and the whole forming a thread fo 167
miles in length.^ Farther, 420 hanks certainly,

* Rees's Encyclopaedia—ai-ticle Cotton.

t A variety of the common herbaceous annual Cot-
ton of hidia. [Bailies, p. 62.

I This was made by Sir Joseph Banks in hidia, who
used the following languaee on the occasion J "The
portion of skein which Mr. Williams gave to me
weished 34 3-lOths f;rains : its length was 5 yards 7
inches, and it consisted of 196 threads. Consequent-
ly its whole length was 1018 yards and 7 inches.
This, with a small allowance for fractions, gives 29
yards to a gr.iin. 203,000 to a pound avoirdupois of
7,000 grains ; that is, 115 miles, 2 furlongs, and 60
yards." [Baini:s,p.59.

§ The value of Cotton Yam is estimated liy its

length, and is numbered so as to determine the num-
ber of hanks requisite to weiih one piund. One
pound of No. 100 contains 81.000 yards. " The ex-
treme of fineness.'' says Mr. Baines, in liis work on the
Cotton Manufactures of Great Britain, published in

(591)

and, it is asserted, from 480 to .500 hanks per
pounii, have been spun in Manchester \%itii Cot-
ton from South Carolina—thus jiclding a thread
from 197 to over 238 miles long.

The valuable properties* of Cotton Wool in

their relative order are strength, fineness, length,

evenness and freedom from knots and entangle-

ments. The .superiority of our Sea Island Cot-

ton over all other kinds,t is owing to their fibres

being " spiral springs, singularly adapted to the

spiiming process, readily entwining with, and
sliding over, each other, during the formation of

a thread with an ea.sy elastic force. The fila-

ments of these Cottons vary from one to " two
•' inches, and in breadth from 1-loOOth to l-3000Ui

of an inch."t

But to return to the subject of our comments.
Disjouval's theory is opposed to analogical rea-

soning. Nature is bountiful in all her works,
but these are not bestowed with the hand of fa-

voritism. For poverty of soil, man is blessed

with health and the uninterrupted exercise of

all his faculties. Where the land is fertile, and
teems with a variety of rich gifts, disease is the

inseparable concomitant. If certain products
,gro\v more luxuriantly in the warmest latitudes,

the quality of tho.se products improves as you
recede from the Equator, until a point is reacjied

where retrocession takes place, and some other
plant is substituted. This is especially true of
Cotton. In the exceptions which apparently
militate against the general proposition, you still

find its truth maintained in the absence of things

essential to the cultivator's physical or moral
well-being. \
To presence tlie properties of Cotton, remark-

able for production or quality, annual selection,s,

it is here necessary to repeat, are personally

1835, ' to which yaras for muslins are ever spun in

England, is 250 hanks to the pound, which would
yield a thread measuring 119i miles. A pound of
line Cotton, manufactured into the tinest lace, is

worth from 8 to 15 guineas, and has been sold as

high as 100 guineas."

[M'Culloch's Com. Die.—article Lace.

* Unlike that of flax, which is vitreous, the lustre

of Cotton, observes Dr. Ure, is pearly. The flax

fibre is straight and jointed like cane, but that of
Cotton Js either twisted right and left, or coiled like

a corkscrew.
t Ten years ago, the difference between the staple

of our Sea-Island Cotton and that of Egypt, Brazil,

and some of the West India sorts, was about 20 per
cent, in favor of the fonner. Owing to a more fa-

vorable climate, superior husbandry, and the raising
of su])crfine qualities, the ditt'erence may now be "j."!-

timated at from 30 to .50 per cent, and over, if t?re

silkiest kinds be mcluded. See Note F. in the Ap-
pendix.

J Though these Cottons are so much supeiior to
that of Dacca, yet the skillful English weaver, sup-
])0ilRd hy the triumphant results of mechanical sci-

ence, is unable to compete with the feeble hand of
the Hindoo in the manufactin-e of a certain class of
goods. This is ascribable to the remarkable acute-
ness of external sense, particularly of touch, and the
flexibility of the fingers of the people of that region

;

' the high esrimation in which the calling of the
weaver is held ; and the confining of the production
of jieculiar kinds of cloth to peculiar districts, in
which they have been fabricated from generation to
geneiation," In former days, from 900 lbs. to 1,000
lbs. in the seed were necessary to yield .300 lbs. or
one bag of ginned Cotton. Now. in reference to our
better qualities, it requires from 5 lbs. to 7 lbs. of the
former to make one of the latter. Although a still

finer Cotton, it is experimentally known, can be
grown, yet, from the poverty of its product, it is be-
lieved tliat the point of perfection, as far as a profita-

ble culture is concerned, has been reached.
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made by tlie planter. A more irksome duty,

requiting, too, much experience and skill, is

sjeldom performed. But, in surmounting one
difficulty; another of his own creation awaits

4;im. This is imputed to the ill-judged manner
ef disposing of the seed, which is peculiarly

^ liable to run into varieties. This last considera-

? tion readily accounts for the confounding of all

-J distinctions by botanists, and their disagreement
as to the number of varieties of the gossypium.
Linna'us reckons five, and other ^vriters seve-

rally eight, eleven, thirteen, thirty-four, forty,

and even one hundred kinds. The varieties are

still more difficult to be enumerated in conse-

quence of the influence of climate, soil, manure,
cultivation, and intermixture of seeds. These
causes not only tend to their multiplication, but

to change the longevity of the plant. The shrub

cultivated as an annual in one countx'y, becomes
perennial in another. The arboreum continues

for five or six years in the West Indies—here
it is an annual. In, probably, everj' acre of a

Cotton-field several kinds of the gossypium may
be found. The diflerences are sometimes mi-

nute, but even without inspection by a botanical

eye, they may be detected. The select seed of

the gi-ower, by the usual practice, is carefully

depo.sited in choice ground, which, if there be
many acres, lies in many instances immediately
contiguous to his main crop—.sometimes a nar-

vo\v path alone sextarating them. Hence the

pollen of the larger field impregnates the pistils

of the smaller field. In this way the peculiar

character of the wool is lost, and another variety

springs up. The operation of ihefarina fecv n-

dans of plants no longer rests on suraiise and
conjecture. By the discoveiy and observation

of .John Bywater, of Liverpool, on animalcnlee

infusoriie, and on the phjsiology of plants, we
are furnished with some curious and interesting

information on this subject. His examinations
era to show that the small capsules of thc/V/r/wa

Jcciindans given out when in contact with wa-
ter, an abundance of animalcules, which are

supposed to be the mysterious agents by which
vegetable secretions are carried forward. The
obvious expedient, then, is the rearing of varie-

ties of the same species at such distances as to

prevent the intennixture of pollen of the i)lants.

This is successfully done in Scotland with gar-

den seeds, which, it is asserted, may always be
found pure in certain sections of that countrj-.

If the size of the plantation admit, unless .some

such scheme be adopted, specific differences

cannot be maintained, and the labor of the plant-

er will be ])ermanent.

The length to which this memoir has already

been extended, forbids the introduction of many
topics, w-hich otherwise would invite a pas.sing

notice. A few remarks, therefore, only on one
. • cr two collateral points will now be submitted.

\j 'i^-short time after Cotton, as a crop, had been
successfully cultivated in this State, it was at-

tacked by some of its natural foes. In Georgia,

the caterpillar, noctua xylina, or cotton-moth,

made its appearance as earlj- as 1793.* Seven
years afterwards, they commenced the work of

devastation in South Carolina.t In 1804, the

crops, which would have been devoured by
them, were, with the enemy, effectually destroy-

' •' In that year," says Mr. Spalding. " the destruc-

tion was complete. From Mnjor Eutler'a field of
400 acrc'iJ. only 18 baas were made "

t This is accounted for by the ftict that Long Cot-
ton, as a crop, was not generally grown in South
Carolina until 1798.

[rm)

ed by the hun-icane of that year. In 1825;* the

visit of the worm was renewed, and its ravages
were univei-sal and complete. In 1827, '29, '.33,

34, '40, '41 and '43, the lower parishes t gene-
rallj', or particular locations, suffered greatly by
its depredations.

That the Cotton-moth frequently survives the

frosty season is nearly certain. An exaiiiinatiou

of that neighboring woods, especially after a

mild winter, has often been successfully made
for that purpose. They were seen by the writer

in May la.st at the edge of a strip of piue.s, with-

in a few yards of a Cotton field. In the winter
of 1825, Benjamin Reynolds of St. John's Colle-

ton, decea.sed, found them in the woods, princi-

pally on the cedar bush, encased alive in their

cover, impervious to water, and secured to a

twig by a thread. The pupse, wrapped in Cot-

ton-leaves, from their bleak exposure, invariably

die on the approach of cold weather.
The injury that has often been committed by

the caterpillar is most incredible. In one v\-eek

they have denuded of its foliage every stalk in

the largest field. The Cotton plant of Guiana
was very subject to the attack of the Chenille,

as the caterpillar is there called. In the Baha-
mas, between March and September, 1788, no
less than 280 tons of Cotton on a moderate scale

were devoured by this wonn.J Among the

causes of failure of the crop in that quarter, as

ascertained by answers of the most intelligent

and experienced planters to questions proposed
by the House of Assembly, the most prominent
is the destruction by the Chenille. The same
cause produced the abandonment of the gossy-

pium culture in several of the West India

Islands.6

It will be perceived, from what has been
said, that the attack of the caterpillar in this

country is not annual. This of itself is satisfac-

tory evidence, that the " evolution of the larvae,

and the transformations and death of the insect,

or the appearance and disappearance of the

Chenille, are regulated or influenced by particu-

lar states of the atmosphere ;
" and probably, as

close observers have remarked, by " the phases

or changes of the moon." Every effort which
the most scrutinizing and active minds have
hitherto suggested to prevent their propagation,

or to render innoxious the caree*- of inese insa-

tiable depredators, has uttet-'y iaiied. From this

consideration, added to their great tenacity of

life and extraordinary fecundity, it is supposed

that the ordinary means of aSccting either of

tho.se desirable ends will never succeed. The
caterpillar, after being plunged into spirits of

turpentine or corrosive sublimate, is as ready

for his all-day meal, as though it had been im-

mersed in pure water. If the section of the

field in which the pupse only are seen, be burnt,

the progress of the worm, as experience testi-

fies, wUl scarcely be impeded. Lime will

quickly produce death, and so will oil rubbed

on tlie abdomen, but how can these be used ef-

ficaciously on the larvfe, when from five to ten

hundred on a jjlant are not nnfrequently seen?

Or can the pupge, reposing in their glutinous

cells, be affected by any external application?

In this way the planter reasons, and when the

enemy appears, no means whatever are now

* Between 1804 and 1825 their depredations were

only occasional, and then confined to particular fields.

tThe caterpillar is seldom seen is the upper pa-

rishes.

t Edwards"s West Indies.

§ Edwards's West Indies.
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employed to preserve the fruits of liis labor. As
it is the will of Providence, he assures himself
submission becomes a duty.

In relation to this matter, it may be asked

—

is the object at which the erower has so long

aimed, unattainable 1 Let the following: state-

ment answer. The caterpillars appeared in

several parts of the field of John Townsend. of

St. John's Colleton, early in August last. The
plants ^vere luxuriant in growth, and tender in

weed and leaf, and the weather beins? \varm and
ratlier moist, was altogether propitious to the

spread and multiplying of the worms. By the

adoption of prompt and vigorous measures,
some of which are new, and a rigid persever-

ance in their execution, his crop escaped un-
scatlied, while many of his fellow-laborers, who
lacked faith in any remedy, suffered greatly.

In the attainment of his purpose, the means
resorted to by Mr. Townsend were the follow-

ing

:

i. His people searched for and killed both
the worm and the chrysalis of the first brood.

2. On the appearance of the second brood, he
scattered corn over the field to invite the notice

of the birds, and while they depredated on the

worms on the tops of the stalks and their upper
limbs, the turkeys destroyed the enemy on the

lower branches.
3. When in the aurelia state, the negroes

crushed them between their fingers.

4. Some patches of Cotton, where^e cater-

pillars were very thick, and the biriis and tur-

keys could not get access to them, were de-

stroyed.

5. The tops of plants, and the ends of all the
tender and hixuriant branches, where the egs:s

of the butterfly are usually deposited, were cut
off.

By these means, resolutely pursued, although
at one time the prospect of checking the depre-
dators was almost cheerless, not the .slightest in-

jury to the field was sustained.* As the rea-

sons for the measures adopted by Mr. Town-
send are perhaps apparent, it behoves the plant-

er to reflect that, on the first visitt of the cater-

pillars,while their number is few, they might be,
if not entirely gotten rid of, materially lessened

;

that in the pupa state they are easily detected,
and of course as easily killed ; and that while
early and indefatigable exertions maybe crown-
ed with success, delay or tardiness in his op-
erations will certainly be fatal.

In Georgia, the attack of the red bug, a
winged insect with a long proboscis, with which
it pierces the green pods, extracting the juices
of the seed, iuid leaving the capsules blighted
and hard, and the Cotton stained of a deep yel-

low or red color, are coeval Nvith that of the
caterpillar. Althoueh lliis in.sect is an occasional
depredator in the fields of this State, yet no ma-
terial loss has been sustained by it. This is also

true of the apata mnnachys, a species of the
scarable, the larva; of which, eating with a re-

* The experiment cost Mr. Townsend 2i acres of
Cotton, about \o bushels of corn, and the work of all

his people for about live days. This gentleman was
roused to unusual action by the reflection, I'ounilcd

on analoprical reasoning, that, of one moth of feeble
wing and tender body, wliich a vigilant eye niiglit

discover and destroy, the progeny in six weeks
amount to at least twenty-six millions of worms.

t This is communicated to the planter through the
sense of smell. When the Chenille appears, a very
fragrant odor issues from the field, which is not pos-
sessed bv the wonn itself, or the plant separately.

(593)

volving motion, penetrate to the wood and pith
of the Cotton-stalk. Red bugs, that prey on the
roots and leaves of Cotton, usually early in May,
though their appearance is not uncommon m
April, are certainly becoming more destructive
and extensive in their visits. By the latter, the
growth of the plant is in general only checked;
but the former,* by arresting the ascent and cir-

culation of the sap, generates a disease, which,
if it do not destroy, renders the plants compara-
tively barren. The grub or cut-worm, if the
spring be cold, and east winds prevail, is a
troublesome, but not a formidable, enemj'. The
blast or blight is now, perhaps, the most com-
mon of all the disea.sesto which Cotton is liable.

Its tendency is to check or destroy the vegetative
powers of the plants. The causes of blast are
threefold :—excess of vegetation, con-espond-
ing with plethora in animals; exhaustion of ve-
getation, terminating in a state similar to gan-
grene ; and wetness at the roots. When the
first takes place, the Cotton is pronounced " flag-

gy ;
" the appearance of the second is denomi-

nated " canker," of which there arc two kinds :

in one the plant is stripped of its fruit and
foliage, except a few green buds on the top ; in
the other, the leaves wither—the stalks assume
a dark hue, and the pods drop, save those near-
ly full grown, which become hard and black,
though they produce Cotton. In relation to the
third cause, as long as the roots are saturated
with water, the procreativc energies of the
plants are arrested, and all the fruit previously
formed quickly disappears. While the manur-
ing system, where judiciously practiced, has al-

most effectually removed one cause, and the
main one, arising from vegetative exhaustion,!
it has palpably increased the plethoric habits of
the plant, and multiplied the number of its di-

seases, most of which, there are good grounds
for believing, is animal. It should, hence, be
the paramount duty of the grower, unless an an-
tidote, like salt for instance, be applied, to use
sparingly those manures, which funiish a ma-
trix for generating or nourishing the insect
brood.

It has been well said by a judicious observer^
that, of all the productions to which labor is ap-
plicable, the Cotton plant, more particularly the
species grown on the Sea-Islands, is the most
precarious. In its first stage it is attacked by
the grub ; it is devoured by bugs in the .second;
and by caterpillars in the third ; it is often
withered by the wind in its infancy, and by the
blight in maturer age -, and when the grower,
excited by all the causes which hope so kindly
presents to his ardent imagination, is about to reap
the golden harvest, an equinoctial gale, or a few
saturating showers, deprive him at once of the
fruits of Ills labors, and bid him to reiissume the
toils and vexations of his vocation. And here it

may pertinently be added, that " when the pro-
duce is raised, at an expense to the cultivator
which perhaps is not equaled in any other pur-
suit—an expense too that is permanent and cer-

* Wherever salt is applied on the listing, at the rate
of one pint to the task-row, (105 feet.) it is confidently
believed that the bug will not appear.

t .Sometimes on poor high land, assisted with any
matter, salt-mud especially, that brings the plant rap-
idly to maturity, this disease will apjjear. if a drouth
be succeeded by heavy rains in August, To prevent
this, do not iise mud alone, but in connection with
some stimulating alim.ent. Such lands should not be
planted until the last of April.

X Bryan Edwards in his History ofthe West Indies.



tain, while ibe rettims are more variaole and

flT'ctoatiiis than any otter—the selfish and
era.?phis policy of man is oftentinjes more de-

smcrive than even the ana-erof Omnipotence."

Apart from the siicidal lesisiation of the Fed-

eral auihoriiies. onr planters hare no canse for

despondency. Every vie-w of the subject on
the contrary impenonily invites them to peree-

vere. In confirmation of this assertion, there

are rwo consideraxkins. one of a general and the

other of a local character, to which I would
.

brieflv invite yonr notice—the first fbowina', that

better and cheaper Cotton can be growm in this

cottntrv than in any other section of the world

:

the other, that by a litlle more attention to the

processes that =accee<i the gathering season, the

disDaritv b et^-een the Soxith Carolina planter and

his' IT.
:' ~- i"i.em associates, in relation to the

m-'j- heir respective crops, wonld be .

cr_,'_^. -i^ned. And. first, in reference \

to :. . - ; part of the globe where Cotton
j

is sTO'wn tor European consamption and manu-
facinre. it is tmdeniable that, while the prodac-

ti)n of the ra'w material in the United States is

rapidly extending, in other cottntries it is either

statJonarv or diminishing.* Secondly, althongh
,

with reeard to the amotint of Cotton per acre.

Sonth Caro'.iiia cannot compete -with the Gulf

S?,ates.* ve: her planters, in consequence of this

apparent ici?ibmine, are enabled to send the
.

w(>3l to market greatly improved in value by
a saperior mode of handling. One cent more
per poond, occasioned by a better style of pre-

parad'jt- taking the crop of last year as a basis,

wo -ie growers over *%'0,000.

Z' -^ saw-sin, and tie wonderful '

fH^.,. : inventions in England in the I

operations oi carding. spiiming4 and -weaving
1

<7or:"n e«v«i birth to the Cotton-husbandry in I

the
''

' -
1"

- plication of steam to

th*r machinery, and for
;

ptir - --'- improvements in '•

ship-bi^iii:^'. •.vL;_l ei-abLe vessels that former- :

Iv carried only 900 pounds to the ton of register.

ii>w to carrj- from 1-500 to 2000 jtounds to the

ton. separate from the skill and indu.stry of the

cultivator, have materially contributed to its tm-

paraiifelfed exiension-

In consequence of its abtmdance, and the

facilin" with which it can be twisted into a

thread. Cotton is the cheapest of all the materials

* Note A and Tables 3 and 4, in the Appendix. i

t Wn;;e the production of the Golf States hag

(krabLec '.<~f-i f>r the eiditeen years from VtH to

lc41 inc'TinTe. that of tfe riouthem Atlantic states

for the game period ha* remained neariy stationary.

Actual arerage of the eiehteen crops from 1^4 to

IMl :

—

~ Irt *5 year*. 2rf 6 year*. 3d 6 ytart.

hides. Bales. Bales.

Gnlf State? -^13.000 .704.fW LOSO.OfXI

SoiuhnAiLatn States 4.'R,0rjO £22,000 .729.iXiO

* Of •':.': 'jT.-'mv.'.ri^ of the - water-frame." by Ark-

TTTVii-t- "x<r - ^JjnT.'.i^z-ymiiy " by Harsreavef. and the
" in^>- erinT ~ bv .~;iintie! Cromptoc the first two oc-

CTirr«:-i a ^hor; •.-.rrx ': •Wire the American Revolution

j.te jisr. in ITT'. • Of the four great divisions of

the iob^- " -•--- "- r.> r:t-i. "Europe was the

last to z':
' ;fa/nttre. and Endand

was amc -^ that branch of in-

.17:=— - • vr^r- r- -he; British

C

.

'he yarn
Ft - rocnd
ti- ''- would
X*' and it

w - d a half
tT^ .. . :_ jorted in

OQfc year wouui i'-jrui a ^raiic: i<^ tue g»6e, paseing
eleven times roimd the Eqtiaior.''

for clothing : and what, perhaps, is of scarcely
less importance, it is in a high degree conducive
to health. For these rea-sons. it is gradually
supplanting fiax, silk, and wooL as an article of
wear, or forms a component part of all of them.
From its exchanseable value, and constituting

as it does more than one-half of our exports,* it

has greatly accelerated the growth and flourish-

ing condition of the Plantation States : aided to

btiild up the prosperity of their political asso-

ciates, and added vastly to the wealth and great-

ness of the Union.t Nor has its benefits been
confined to the North American republic. The
enlargement of otir Cotton-husbandry, by arotis-

ing the energies of the British artists, created
tnany of those extraordinary mechanical im-
provements, which have essentially contributed
to render England the most po-werful nation of
which history famishes an example. The com-
mtmity of interests existing between that sea-

girt isle and our highly favored land, owes its

strength and maintenance to the downy fleece

of a lon?-negle<rted shrub, •which, by the unex-
ampled skill and ingentiity of the one. and the

untiring industry and perseverance of the other,

has become •' the wonder of agriculture in the

United States, and the miracle of manufacture
in Europe.'' ^Vithout attempting to sho^w the

manifold blessings that Cotton has conferred on
the political and social conditions of other na-

tions, it may perhaps be only necessary to re-

mark, that every where society feels its friendly

and invigorating influence. All claaees and oc-

cupation-s, though its culture and manufacture,
on an extended theatre, are of modem date,

already acknowledge that the " vegetable wool

"

is among the greatest gifts of God to his people.
The grand revolution which has increa.=ed the

production ofthe gossypium in this countrj- over
.5,676 times in half a century, has been
brought about not by governmental patronage
and d>e influence of monopolies, but against the

unceasing plunderins-s of the one at the resist-

less and tmrelenting fiat of the other. The his-

tory, indeed, of no pursuit affords so extraor-

dinary a restdt from the Isolated labors of its fol-

lowers, and under circumstances .so oppressive
and discouragin?. as that of the Cotton-erower
of the United .States. He sows, and endtires

the heat and btirden of the day, but others riot

in the harvest A juster and nobler policy, it is

hoped, will ere long direct the Federal coim-

cils. England no^w pays to America thirty-five

millions per anniun for a single product of omr
fields. To keep her in this position is a task of

ea-sy accomplishment if commerce be fiee. and
the planter be released from the shackles of per-

nicious and unwarrantable enactments. As an
exporter of tlie main crop of both countries,

Texas can never be the rival of the United

Stales, unless the spirit that has .so long swayed
tl)€ consritut.ed authorities of the latter shall nn-

forttmately continue in the ascendant Under
the guidance of a patriotic home lesrislation and
international interests, these co-terminous com-
munities wotild con-siitnte the region which
mieht abundantly supply the nations of the erlobe

•with its great staple commodity, and at a lower

rate, too, than ever was done by the labor ofman-

* The total vahie of the ej!:pmtB of the produce of

the Trji-f-'i ~:>.'<-- '"urirji- •?.-' -k-t r-T.i*r.i' f,n 'r.'; .'/th

I
are reaUzins 20 per cent, on their capital.
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APPENDIX TO THE COTTON PLANT.

NOTE A Exports of Cotton grown in the Planta-

tion Slates of Xorth America.

'.'ilii

Lhs.

-OVar).. 17.S06.4T9

82,998.747

Sl.747.116

S5.649.3-3
92,471.178

87,997.045

127.860.150

124.893.405

144.675.095
-3.723.270

:42,369.6l53

176,439.907

204 535,415
294,310,115
210..i90.463

264,847.186

298,459.102

270.979,784

322.215.122

+397.780.020

413.928,240

449,0a9.250
469,5()6,900

594.494.010

448,975.560

118.685.550

539.531.850

555.579,420

1785,221,800

Tear. Lbs. Year.

1784 *1,200 1314.

1785 *2 100 1815.

1786 *900 1816.

1787 *16.350 1817.

1TS8 *58.3.50 1818.

1789 n26,300 1819.

1790 *12,150 1820.

1791 189.316 1821.

1792 138,328 1822.

1793 487,600 1823.

1794 1.601,700 1824.

1795 f6.276.300 1825

.

1796 t6.106.7-29 1826.

1897 3.788,429 1827.

1793 9,360.005 1828.

1799 9,532.263 1829.

1800 17.789,803 1830.

1801 20,911.201 1831.

1602 27.501.075 1832.

1303 41.105.623 1833.

1304 33.118.041 1834.

leai 40383,491 1835.

1806 37,491 282 1836.

1307 66.212.737 18,37.

1803 (.Embarso) 12,064,366 1838.

1809 •• ' 53,210,225 1839.

1810 " 93 874,201 1840.

1811 " 62,186.081 1841.

1812. .(\Var) . . .28.392,.544 1842.

1813.. •• ...19,399,911

* From 1784 to 1890, inclusive, the number of bags
exponed (.Note B) was respectively 8, 14, 6. 109, 3iS>,

842, 81, which are estimated as weighing 150 lbs,

each.

t Some foreign Cottons inchided,

I The basrs from 1833 to 1842, inclusive, are estim.

ated to wei^h 330 lbs. each.

NOTE B Early Imports of American Cotton.

[From Gore's Liverpool Advertiser.]

" By refeiTinc to our import list at the period of
which the followins; is a copy, we find the lirsl arrival

of Cotton wool, the produce of the United States of
Ameiica. took place at this port, 20th Januaiy, 1785.

of one ban, per Diana from Charleston, to John and
Isaac Teasdale & Co. We have had this confirmed
by the only surviving partner of that finn, William
Teasdale of this place, whose uncle Isaac went from
Manchester to settle at Charleston to promote the

trade,

"An account of the import of the first Cotton
brought to the port of Liverpool, the growth of the
United Sintes of .\merica, 178,^. Jan. 20lh, Iliana,

from Charleston, to J. & I, Teasdale & Co, one bus

:

Feb. 17th. Tonyn, New-York, James Kenyon. oiie

bag; Julv 21st,' Grange, Philadelphia, W. Rathbone,

Jim. 3 bags; Nor. 17th. Friendship. Philadelphia. J.

& I. Teasdale & Co. 9 bags. Total, 14 bags.
• 1786. May 4:h. Thornas ftx)m Charleston, Peter

Marrow-, 2 bags : June 21st. Juno. Charleston. J. & I.

Teasdale A: Co. 4 bajs. Total, 6 bags.
•• 1787. April 5th." John from P&iladelphia. John

Jackson, 6 bags : June 7th. Irish \"olunteer, Charles-
ton. James Hargreaves, one bag ; June 14ih, WUsoii.
New.York, N. P, Ashiield. 9 basrs : June 28iu, Grange,
Philadelphia, James Banx)w, 6 bags : James Apple-
ton, 2 bags; Peel, Yates & Co. Ibag; -August 2d.

Henderson, Charleston. J. i: I. Teasdale Jc Co, 40
bass ; Dec. 13th. John. Philadelphia, George Gforing,

37 bags ; Order, 7 baas. Total. 109 ba£s,
" 1788, January, Mersey from Charleston. Peter

Marrow, 1 bag ; Grange, Philadelphia. George Goring.
5 bags : Jan, 3lst, Sally, New-York, Rathbone i Ben-
son, 4 bags : June 26th, John. New-York, Samuel
Green, 30 bags ; July 3d, Harriott New-York, Back-
house it Lowe, 62 bass : Dickson i Pemberton, 60
bags ; N. P, Ashfietd, 29 bags : Peel, Yates i Co, 4
bags ; Rathbone & Co. 3 bags : S. Newail, 1 bag :

Oi-der, 16 bags: July 5th, Granse, Philadelphia. Jas.

Ansdell. 68 bass : Pollv. Charleston, George Goring,
42 bass : J. & I. Teasdale &. Co. 26 bags : Nov. 2l>th,

Clio, Charleston, J. Douglass, 9 bags ;~ William, Bal-

timore, Warbreck & Holt, 31 bags." Total 3811 bags.

"1789. Jan. 8th, Grange, Philadelphia, W, Wal-
lace, 4 b«gs ; James Ansdell. 6 bags ; Feb, 5di. Man-
chester, Charleston. J. Teasdale & Co. 7 bags ; John
Wi-ight, 1 bag : Feb. 29lh, .-Vurora, New-York, Rath-
bone & Benson, 165 bags : Peel, Yates & Co, 1 bag

:

Backhouse & Low, 7 bags : Onler. 158 bags ; May
21st, Alexander, Virginia, Thomas Moss, 4 bags : July
2d, Levant, Philadelphia, E. & R. Bent, 7 bags; John
Jackson, 25 bags ; July 9ih, Grange, Philadelphia.

John Jackson, 17 bags: July2;W, Manchester. Charles-
ton, J. Coulbtmi. 6 bags ; Oct. 1st, Lydia, New-York,
James Kenyon, 10 bags : Robert .-Vbbott, 10 bags : J,

R. Kreme, 2 bags ; Dec, 10th. Springvale, Marjland,
Kensinjjton & Co. 71 bags: Rathbone & Co. 30 bass;
Dec. 24th, Grange, Philadelphia, Golightly & Co. 2
bags ; James Ansdell, 25 bags ; S. Brown, 4 bags

;

Samuel Grey &. Co, 43 bags ; C, Weatherhead .94

bags ; J. Jackson, 43 bags ; J, Micklcthwaite, 100
bags. Total, 842 bags.

•• 1790, January, Lady Penrh\-n from Philadel-

phia, E. & R, Bent". 58 bags : Feb. 4ti, Polly, Charles-
ton. John Teasdale & Co, 12 bags; William Coul-
bome, 7 bags ; July 29th, Marj', Georgia, .\ndrew
.\ikin. 2 bags : Polly, Charleston, John Teasdale i
Co, 2 bags. ' Total, 81 bags,

'•
It will thus be perceived, that the total import of

Cotton into Liverpool during the six years from 1785
to 17^)0. inclusive, was 1441 bags, 'lliough the above
statement shows a progressive incrc.ise. it apjiears

that the dem:md was neither uniform nor extensive
the import in 1789 ha\-iug exceeded that of the fol

lowins year 7il bags. From this period, however
the tnide. especially as regards Liverpool, has in

creased with astonishing rapidity. In the year 1785
the import amounted to no more than 14 bags, and
in 1789, which is the largest import shown in the
above statement, it was 812 bags."
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NOTE C Properties of Marsh-Mud [Referred to at page 223.]

When dried.
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TABLE I Import of Cotton Wool into Liverpool, in packages, from the year 1791 to 1823.

[Statistics of Liverpool, page 147.]

In the ye'^r
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Extreme Prices of Uplaitd Cotton in the market of Charleston.

Year.
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"WOOL-GROWIXa AT THE SOUTH.
EY WILLUM DAJRBY.

Washington, Oct. 20th, 1845.

To John S. Sionneb, Esq

:

Dear Sir—TVith no slight degree of plea-

Bure, I received Xo. TV, (October, 1845,j of your

" Farmers' Library," so too narrowly named.

Such a work saits, more or less, all classes of so-

ciety, and none more, if as mtich, as the legisla-

tor. Those who have to watch over and con-

serve the interests of all, otieht to know the rela-

tive value, and what measures to adopt in order

to give dee legal and political attention to every

separate interest Your monthly Magazine, for

such it is, has one inherent feature, which, to an-

swer the great purposes I have stated, gives to

it an inestimable value ; that is, its being a com-

mon centre, where the experimental fruits of the

highest minds are collected for universal use.

Your last number contains, with much other

very interesting matter, two articles which may
serve as texts to far more extended and de-

veloped vievfs. These are, "Whitemarsh B.

Seabrook on the Cotton Plant ; and the other,

' A Review of the Past, Present, and Future

State of the Wool Market"

Nothing can be more idle than disquisitions

on the morality of extending the Domain of the

United .States over the wide, and by man, the

almost unoccupied regions of Central North

America. In all stages and aggregations of our

species, from the Farm to the Empire, landed

property is the sure inheritance of Industry, En-

ergy and Frugality. This Law of Nature may,

like all Laws, be opposed, but it is not to be re-

pealed. It is now not much under half a centu-

ry since I regarded the great central zone of

North America as the sure inheritance of the

Anglo-American. Time and circtim.stance have,

and are, annually in combination, fulfilling and

demonstrating llie irresistible force of this law
;

but public knowledge of the consequences is

very far from keeping pace with the reality of

ti:ings.

Assuming therefore, what I have stated, as the

inevitable destiny of the zone of North Ameri-

ca, between N. Lat 26' and .50^, if no farther

south or north ; then if so limited, the Anglo-

American •will spread over and possess on an

area, not varjing much from an equality, with

all Europe, the regions of the earth best adapt-

ed to the production of the t%vo species of Wool,
the Animal and the Vegetable. From the At-

lauitic Ocean, as far westward as the experi-

ments have been made, cotton of various tex

tures, and on all soils admitting the growth of

Indian com, and as far north as 36-, can be

abundantly produced. As the summers are

longer, and winters shorter and milder, on the

Pacific than on the Atlantic side of the continent,

cotton no doubt can be produced on the West
side many degrees farther north than on that of

the east

As to animal wool, its production admits, per-

haps no limit but Oceanic or some other water

border, and mUlions on miUions of acres of land,

now regarded as waste, will be in less than an-

other half century covered with flocks of the

v.-ool-bearing animals. This is not to me a new
subject of thought, as in the Prairie section of

Louisiana, more than forty years past, I have

heard men of sense express their con%-iction of

how admirably these grassy plains were adapt-

ed to the sheep. As soon as I can command
time, I intend to forward for the ' Library-, ' a sta-

tistical article on the subjects merelj" glanced at

at present.

Very eincerely, yours,

WILLIA3I D-UIBY,

Save the Leaves.—At this season a great

quantity of leaves may be readUy gathered in

man}' places. A rake used at the right time

will gather them very fast by the sides of build-

ings and fences. They make excellent beds for

cattle to lie on. and they are more valuable after

such n.se than before. Rake all clean as soon as

harvesting is over, and you will much increase

your manure heaps.
As soon as the summer manure is scraped cot

of the cow-yard, leaves, litter, loam, sand, gravel,

or peat mnd may be spread over the yard. It

costs less to do this than to bu}- guano or pon-

drette, and it \\i.\\ prove more u.sefal. for you

will be able to improve tlie texture of jour soil

if you exercise good judgment in choosing your

materials.

Your BTaveUy manure will .suit be.et your low-

est or coldest grounds. Your sandy loads will

do best on clayey soils. Your peat manure

works quickest and best, on your gravelly knolls

and sandy fields. It is quite important to con-

sider well the use you are to make of your ma-

nures at the time when you are gathering the

materials to increase j-our heaps ; for in this wav
you alter gradually the very texture of your soil.

You can render it more light and porous, or more

compact and retentive of moisture. You can

warm it or cool it by means of the muterials

that you gather to be impregnated by the excre-

ments of animals.



ox BREEDING HORSES ... .VALUE OF THE BRED HORSE.

(
BY A MAX OF EXPERIENCE.

OcTOBEs 20tk iS45.

J. S. Skin?iT:b, Esq.

Dear Sir:—Absence fitim home, and press-

ins business, have for some time prevented me
from making' a few crude remarks on your
'• Dissertation on Horse Brezdixg, and on the

TROTTiyo Horse of the United States," in the

August number of the Farmers" Library ; con-

siderina- it decidedly the best article on that sub-

ject I have ever read, condensing much valua-

ble information, drawn from the experience of

the past ; not only to the amateur of horses, but

to breeders, a fund of information, which may
correct many errors, and be a guide and valua-

ble • text book to refer to in judiciously breed-

ing a most useful and profitable stock. Your
Dissertation should be read over antf^ver. and

carefolly reflected on, as it is Nvell calculated to

do a'way deep-rooted prejudices aeainst Blood

Horses, showing most conclusively that judi-

cious crossing from them has in times past, and

must for all time to come, continue to be the

most profitable to the Breeders of that noble

animal. And here let me remark that your • Li-

brary." so well calculated to disseminate useful

knowledge to the Agriculturist and Breeders of

Stock, should be extensively patronized, and

found in every Family Library. Having for

30 years past had some experience in breeding

of horses of various crosses, from the Blood

Horse down to the " Xonnan or French." expe-

rience has taught me the value of the trite say-

ing. '• that nothing but the thorough-bred does

it quite well." I admit, ho^veve^. that about

three-fourth bred answers for most purposes for

the road, the farm, &.c. ; and in endeavoring to

appreciate his great value to our common coun-

"•y. for a variety of purposes, not only for indi-

.lal comfort, in conveying us where "steam-

boats and railroads cannot and will not take

us :" also on our farms in Agricultural pursuits.

the healdiy and enlivening scenes of the chase

—

the course—and not least, in a national point of

view, for Cavalry use, it is not easy to overrate

their value ; for an army with a weak or ineffi-

cient Cavalry, is like a "body without a soul."

That Blood will tell, is just as sure as rvvo and

two make four : and here, Mr. Editor, let me re-

mind you of an incident of the " Battle of Wa-
terloo."' where Bonaparte, in making his last

tremendous struggle to retain the Croicn of

France, experienced and ruinously felt the sreat
(con

superiority of Blood Horses, on which the Eng-
lish Cavalry were motmted. The battle raged,

and victory, doubtful, seemed suspended be-

tween th»rwo great contending armies ; a: this

critical moment, the English (Cavalry mounted
on high bred horses.) made their destructive

charge, which resulted in the complete over-

throw of the French, man and horse, the flower

of his army ; and the victors of an hundred bat-

tles were seen rolling in the dust, hteraHy rode

down. "Bonaparte at a gmnl] distance, on an
eminence with his spy-glas. seeing the flower

of his army, hitherto victorious, in aswnv ex-

claimed. See those horsemen, thofe terrible

horses !' " Mark the expression. - those terri-

ble horses !
"' And what was the lesson learned

on this memorable occasion ? Did not the " Al-

lied Powers."" France. Russia. Prussia, Austria,

German States, Beigium, &c. &c. seeing- the

vast superiority of the bred horse, immediately

establish Breeding Studs, in a national point of

view : and have been purchasin?. at very great

prices, from year to year, ofEngland, where the

Blood Horse has been kept pure tor centuries

past : to them a strong arm of defence, of wealth

and of pleasure ? And shall the people of the

United States close their eyes to all the lights

and evidence afforded by the experience ofthe

past in the improvement of the breed of horses

!

Continue to breed from cold-blooded horses, and

add to the number of thousands ofworthless, im-

pure, and basely adulterated horses, of no dis-

tinctive breed—" it is rmwise and unprofitable."'

In your remarks on Trotting Horses, several

important queries to my mind are well estab-

lished—1st. That generally a great performer has

high strains, and traces directly to the Blood
Horse :"" and here let me ask. -where can we so

for speed, bottom, and long continued endurance,

but to the Blood Horse ? " and eclio answers,

W here ?"' The great secret in breeding, is judi-

cious crossing: which should be three-fbnnh

bred from strong, powerful thoroughbreds, like

old Messenger or some of his valuable descend-

ants, for roadsters, which can measure off their

ten miles per hour ; this I consider amons the

most valuable for common purposes: and mv
v\"ord for it the trotting gentry will select more
flyers from this than any other cross. Deliver

me fi?om the cross of the " French" or Canadian,

or Norman breed ; I have tried them to mv sor-

ro%v and disadvantag^e. and promise to do so no



more. I admit that ci-ossing the Blood Horse on

the French mares, will improve the French, but

detracts and deteriorates in the same ratio from

pure blood ; such at least, has been my experi-

ence : And he who attempts to breed trotters by

crossing their marcs with French or half French

studs, even if from long training, they have been

made to trot their mile in three minutes, as all

their band-bills will attest, will find in "nineteen

cases out of twenty," it will prove a total fail-

ure, for this clear reason—they ai'e of no dis-

tinctive breed. 2d. That a trotting horse, to ex-

cel, must do nothmg but trot ; and his size, as

appears from your statement, from 15 to 16

hands high, have excelled; and last, and not

least, it is superior skill, and long continued

training and driving for years, that makes the

trotting horse, when crossed with high strains

of blood, altogether superior in the United States.

Would not breeders, therefore, do well to ex-

amine carefully into this important subject, dis-

card long established prejudices, and adopt that

course of breeding, which shall not only prove

the most useful and profitable, but also, as we
journey along through Ufe, have the satisfaction

of endeavoring to do some little good for our

common country.

Yours, most respectfully, L.

THE PENNIMAN GRASS.
From Ihenorth side of Cuba—goodfor soiling,

for pasturage, and for hay.

We have not now to suggest for the first time.

but now earnestly repeat the intimation, that the

name of the person bringing to or importing for

his country, a new grass, gi'ain, animal, vegeta-

ble, tree—either fruit or ornamental—ought to

be given to the thing thus added to the list of

things calculated to enrich or embellish the land.

Hence we baptize the Grass, the seed of which

was received with the following letter, the Peii-

7iiinan Grass. The quantity was small, and has

all been distributed.

New-York, Oct. 25, 1845.

Dear Sir .•—I hand you with this, a small

parcel of grass seed, sown on the north side of

the Island of Cuba. My brother, who resided

for some time on the Island, noticed the great

length to which the grass grew
;
(of which the

seed herewith is the product,) being upwards

of six feet in length ; upon inquiry, respecting

it, he found it afforded an excellent feed as

grass to the cattle, and made the best of hay

when cured—growing thick, and heading out

like tlie best of English grass with us. Think-

ing it might do well in our climate and soil, he

was induced to gather a quantity of the seed,

which he has disposed of in the New-England

States, save the small parcel I now hand you.

I have seen some of this grass, which my

brother brought home with him, measuring in

length upwards of seven feet ; every joint quite

as tender, cured, as our best English hay. You
will be struck with the length of this seed, bear-

ing as it does, a proportion to the length of grass

it produces. Be pleased to present the package

to some of your farming friends. Perhaps it

may be the means of adding a joint or two more
to the fine grasses of America ; if so, I shall be

truly glad, for " behold how large a stalk this

little seed bringeth forth."

Yours, respectfully,

BENJ. F. PENNI.MAN.

No. 89 Broad-street.

To Mr. Skinner, Editor of the Farmers' Library.

REFLECTIONS ON AGRICULTURAL PRO-
GRESS.

Oswego, Nov. 1, 1845.

Dear Sir : Having been among the first to

have the "Farmers' Library" introduced here,

I applied to one of our best agents, by whom I

have been supplied with all of the numbers, and

am thoroughly convinced of its merits and utiUty.

It is but a fe\v short years since I saw, not

maisy miles from your City, farmers allowing

nearly all of their manure to go to waste : what

little was gathered not being of much profit, for

it had been reduced by the action of the air for

a year or so before using ; together with the ad-

vantage of descending ground in many places

so as to have a dry yard, 6cc. ; but not only ma-

nuring but the idea of deep plo'wing was whol-

ly objected to. Some argued that it injured the

soil and that nothing would gro-w upon it for a

length of time afterwards. Others thought the

orchard must not he trimmed and a reason for

that was given thus : Some seasons there were

blighting winds, and if the trees were deprived

of many branches the winds would destroy all

the frait and so a thick, branchy tree would

be better protected against the elements, and

produce fruit from the middle and protected

parts. But after all few of those trees are to be

seen and little or none of the fruit is found in.

our markets.

It is gratifying to see now, on the same farms,

the fine grafted trees with splendid fruit taking

the place of the natural and uncultivated, while

the plow is doing wonders, not spoiling the

land, as was once thought, by going too deep,

but actually renovating worn-out lands. What

a contrast in opinion, producing changes in al-

most every thing

!

Now in many of those same farms that the

occupants worked in the old and more than

slovenly way, you may see the manure taken

care of the tillage altogether different, and I

will venture to say that more is produced, of a

better quality and on less land, with less labor,



than formerly; but still there is room for im-

provement. It is said that, as a nation, our

mai-ch is onward : and if so let us march on re-

joicing and improving', for nothing seemed to

need improvement more than our social and

agricultural systems. The main root of the

evil has lain in the false notion that labor was

not honorable, and therefore men of science have

stood back or pursued what are most commonly

called learned professions, which the world is

too full of But now, thanks to the men of em-

inence who have turned to the Plow, it truly is

the right way to make labor honorable :—and I

may now ask why labor ^^•as ever considered

otherwise than the most honorable waj- for man
to Uve, as our very natures demand the labor of

our bands for our health, as well as for suste-

nance. Let us all scout the idea of labor being

dishonorable, and our poor-houses and prisons

will soon be vacant. As we are creatures of

imitation it is but natural that we should follow

our leaders ; it is so in religion and politics, and

^vhy not in our social and agricultural affairs?

—

Many of the farmers here are behind the times

too much. Laud is merely ran over, not culti-

vated, and lean crops and loss of labor are

the consequences. Now, nothing seems more

likely to bring about the right system than fi-ee

discussion, and as the '• Fanners' Librai-y" is

fdled with die right sort, let it pass round.

—

When I was a lad an old gardener gave me
this advice, which I have ever found tnte : If I

would raise long parsnips, I must dig the ground

deep and manure well

!

Yours ti-uly, in pursuit of more light,

John S. SKiNKEK,Esq. L, D.

EDUCATION IN VIRGINIA.

REMARKS ON EDUCATION INTENDED FOR GENERAL APPLICATION.

No sign in the moral and political horoscope

has given us so much pleasure, as the apparent

determination, in Virginia to apply the powers

of the government, and the resources of that

glorious old commonwealth, to the letter and

more general education of the people. True,

no State can boast more brilliant orators. She

possesses a great number of well educated men.

Mental indolence is not the characteristic of a

Virginia gentleman ; but they have given their

minds too mu':!! to party conflicts. For the po-

litical arena she can-ies cocks under both arms,

ready trained and healed for the pit, let that be

opened where it may, with champions to give

them a \ving whenever they are cut down,

—

She will stickle for " the ninth part of a hair,"

on the subject of State rights, and gallantly

fight for Texas or for Oregon ; but in popula-

tion, in internal improvements, in agricultural

wealth ; and in political power, incident to these,

what progress has she made ? where does she

! stand ? Steam, which in so many places does the

) work of millions of men, and creates millions

' of wealth,—to what account is she turning it ?

—

Does it spin her wool, or grind her grain, or

lift her coal, or forge her iron, or " whirl the

rapid car " over her mountains or into her moun-
tain valleys to bring her internal resources—so

various—so inexhaustible, uito available mar-

kets?

And do not these views raise the question

whether the public mind does not need to be

(603)

turned in some more useful direction ? whether

the sy-stem of education is not defective, either

in its nature or in being too much restricted, or

both ? For her wannest friends, and we claim

to be of that category, it is consoling however

to know—(can we venture to say know, or must

we say hope) that her sti-ong men of all parties,

are manifesting a determination to look with

one heart and one feeling into her condition and

resources—physical and mental—and to pass

the probe to the bottom of the evils that have

retarded her growth, and held her back in the

race of power and of gloi-y ? For if glory is to

be predicated of States, in what does it consist?

Is it not in general and efficient intellectual cul-

ture—in sagacity and resolution to make the

most of its resources,—in hospitality and the love

of liberty and justice ! What right minded,

well instructed citizen does not feel ambitious

to maintain the rights and fair fame of his otcn

State, next after that of his ow-n familj- ?

—

Who has the heart and the just pride of

a man that would not blush at being bom the

inheritor of the dishonor that is the portion of

any State steeped in ignorance, neglectful of its

natural advantages, lagging in the rear of all its

cotemporaries in all that gives respectability,

power and security to States and nations ? and

above all, but we will not name it in connec-

tion with Virginia—we were going to say stain-

ed with repudiation ! No coramunitj- that ever

existed has been more jealous of its honor

—
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Eore observan: of its faiih than she—and if

CTer den existed, wiih talents capable of de-

aremin? and obriadns what may ha^e been
iaiprovident or short-siEhted or paralyzing in

her leeisladve policy, sach men are the sons of

the old Dominion. Any calm observer beyond

her borders may see that her strong- men are

iww beginning to think, and to come together

far her inieilecmal and physical improvement

It K not now- a mere play of the zephyr on the

soi&ce of the waters. Ir is not the momentary

Imitation of a stagnant pool by a gasi of wind
—DO let Tis hope that living springs are boiling

up fiom die bottom, that -will vivify and purify

and give activity to the mass and secure a per-

ennial fiow of wholesome waters that wiH ir-

rigate and fructify the whole common-wealth.

Tes. and pray God for a -wholesome direction to

the public mind—^for -with such men and with

sach interests ai stake, " rhere there is a tciil

there is a ray,"—^we trust in heaven that the re-

sult -win tend to give its proper preponderance to

the agricnhnral interest in the futore councils

and legidative actitm of the State. That the

sons of the soil may be educated, not as parti-

tan poUtuMou and demagogues of an hour,

but as m^i capable of understanding and ready

to itiaJntaTfi ber landed interest. Let those to

-whom the work of projecting a system of gen-

eral edocadon is entrusted, procure at once and

and le&d the several Heports of the Saperin-

tendents of the Common Schools in Xe-w-York

and other States. "-The Common School System.

by S. S. Haxdai-I.," and the several Reports,

die last being the eighth, of the Board of Edu-

caticHi of the State of Massachusetts—and tho'

last by no means the least, let them procure the

Educational Journal conducted by the Secreta-

ry of the Board. - As a repository of the Re-

ports of the Board and of the Secretary and as

a vehicle fi>r the comnranication and dissemina-

tion of the views ofpractical teachers, in refer-

ence to modes of instruction, it is an invaluable

-work for persons employed in teaching, and

diould be in the handfof every one who -wishes

weU to die physical the moral and the inteUect-

cal edacadon of his family.''

It has been and will continue to be a matter

of heartfelt solicitude -with the editor of the

Faiuiees' Librakt, to make it such a -work as

ems'hi to be in the hand* of every young man,

and in the library of every cmmtry school in

the United States ; and we feel authorized to

say that School Libraries -wili be famished with

copies at the wholesale price.

^Ve stw^Tilfi never tire of ^writing on this sub-

ject as long as -we could hope to assist in achieve-

ment of the great object—universal practical

instroctioii—^but pressed now for time and space,

-we adopt for the ezpresEion of -what we would

say in cocclTision, die followinz extract from

thg last number of the Q.uanerly Journal of

Agriculture.

Again, a more thorough education for those
-who till the ground, than has hitherto been con-
templated, seems especially demanded, to ena-
ble them to avail themselves of the discoveries
of modem science. This, however, is a posi-
tion which many are now ready to take, al-

though its importance cannot be so well appre-
ciated by those who are placed upon the very
rich soils of our country : but those who are till-

ing soils already exhausted of their natural fer-

tility, see the necessity, and -woold see it still bet-
ter, if they could not seU or exchans-e their farms
for thenew and exuberandy rich landsof the west.
Leaving this point as it is, -we remark once

more, that the times and the circumstances of
our country require more than ever the cultiva-

tion of die minds of this great class of the citi-

zens of our Republic. It was safe in the morn-
ing of our coantry. w-hen oppression tausht our
fathers the value and the price of liberty.for the
husbandman and mechanic to commit most of
the duties incident to office to those -who -were

by their profe-ssion allied to a public Ufe. But
no-w in this age. it appears to us, that to the

owTiers and cultivators of the soil should more
especially be committed this trust, as they have
a paramount interest in the afiaire of the State

and nation. They -who are -withdrawn irom the

sinister inScences os a dense city populadon.
where the unvvorthy and the demagogues of the

land are -wont to congregate.* should now stand

up in the halls of legislation and justice, and at

least possess themselves of that power to which
their numbers entide them. Some may sneer

at the expression, but to us it is plain, that, to

the cultivators of the soil is committed the des-

tinies of this country : that to them more es-

pecially is committed the great duty of handing-

down, unimpaired, our institutions to posterity.

If this is true, it foUo-ws that the iatellecrakl

faculties should receive that share of culmre
which is contended for in this our essay.

We would not by any means be understood,

in these remarks, to say that farmers are to be-

come poUticians, in the odious sense of the

phrase. "We mean only that they should under-

stand as much of history, of law and of legisla-

tion, and of rights as they are defined in oar

constitution, as shall enable them to stand up by
the side of otir professional men. and to encoun-

ter successfully the demagogues and party bad^
which in these days seem to swarm and multi-

ply out of all proportion to the rest of society.

—

Who. of all our citizens, are so well prepared

to act dispassionately and rightly, as those who

* [Demaacenes are not the pecniiar gro-wlh of

cities—as the vermin that feed on the begsar are

bred in bis own filth, so demagogues are the growth

rf the ignorance of communities, who hatch out JBd

say^an them—sound and widely diffused ednaoo*

will ejktirpate them, as clear culture esarpates kMth-

some weeds. -Dense city populations'' have their

advantases a3 well as di=advantagB6. It is in than

that sharper conSicls of the mind, and easier eom-

mucication of and access to all modem discovenea

strike out new ones. They are, too, the Emporimw

of Commerce, lae great promoter of diacorery aad

ciTiLization. Ko nation can reaci to great efewaUm

in power and glory and K'uerty and sccnray as loa*

i= i: Li p'A'.icaHy, prie=t ridden. Ed. Farm- LB]
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> are located at a distance from the hot-beds of
> party spirit in our cities, and npon a naicroscop-
' ic scale in our villages ; as those viho quietly
* plow their fields and gather tbeir harvests ?

—

But ignorant men are not fit for responsible

. posts : it is not the mere tiller of the soil, the

,
untutored laborer, but it is the enlightened work-

I man, the educated farmer, to whom we \^-ould

I commit our great interests : to the plain and
unsophisticated batnotuninstmcted, sons of the

soil, unskilled it may be in intrigue, but who.
when they march up to duty, ^vhen they exer-

cise their own personal rights, or act on behalf

of their fellow citizens by a delegated power.

do it without fear, though frowned upon by the

scheming partisan and the ambitioas office-

seeker.

To conclude, we declare that we care not
how many institutions are founded, by what
name they may be known, or when or by
whom our young men are educated, prorided
it is done ; but let not our farmers deceive them-
selves by founding institutions whose objects

are partial and narrow, and which leave out of

view those courses of study which are necessa-

ry to fit the pupil for the discharge of the du-

ties of a citizen of this jepublic.

POTATO STARCH.... HOW PREPARED.
Everything is interesting which relates to

the culture, uses and economy of a root on which

eo much labor is bestowed over so wide a range

of the civilized world, and which, far beyond aU

others, forms an element of human subsistence.

So great has been the dependence upon it that i

weU-founded alarm exists in EuropeJ'^lest the
j

failure of the crop this year may produce a fam-

ine ; and our bread-stuffs already begin to show
the effect of the Potato Murrain there. If Hu-

manity could have its proper sway, in opposition

to the cunning policy of monopolists of the

wealth and power of nations, the restrictions

devised for their sinister purposes would be re-

pealed, and our Indian com and other bread-

stuffs would find their way and spread abtmd-

ance over lands that are threatened with the

diseases and the mortality that ever follow in

the train of starvation.

%Viihoat adverting farther, however, to the

peculiar circumstances which must at this time

enhance the importance of this root in the eyes

of the agriculturist, we should deem the follow-

ing worthy of a place, as an item of information,

which will ser\'e to give variety to the assort-

ment that every gentleman agriculturist ought

to possess ; for we hope our readers have al-

ready discovered and approved our design, to

go for the curious and the ornamental, as well

a<! the useful and the money-making. We hope

the time has arrived when young gentlemen in

the country, as well as do cultivated and profes-

sional men in the towns, will, in regard to their

reading, and researches, and intellectual exer-

cises, begin to ask themselves some other ques-

tion beside that very useful—but. when pushed

too far. very vulgar one

—

hoie much money tci/i

this put in my pocket 1 The extract is firem

that profound work to which we have before

referred—Dr. Kane on the Industrial Resource^
of Ireland

:

(605) -20

" Of all the starch-bearing plants, the potato is

that which affords the greatest quantity of pro-

duce from a given surface of land. The differ-

ent varieties of potato differ, however, very
much : and the following table will indicate ex-
actly the circumstances of the most important
kinds. The plants were grown all on the same
quality of land, and the analyses are by Payen,
the eminent French agricultural chemist

Rohan,
Large yellow,
Scotch.
Slow Island..

Lcgonzac,
Siberian
Duvillers,

51
-1
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Tlie breaking up of the tubers into a pulp is

accomplished by means of cutting cylinders, to

which the potatoes are supplied from a hopper,
nearly as grain is to a mill. The more rapidly

the cutters move, the finer is the pulp produced,
and the more perfect the subsequent extraction

of the starch, and hence they generally make
600 to 900 turns in the minute, and as these cyl-

inders are usually about twenty inches in dia-

meter, their periphery moves with a velocity of

fi-om 1000 to 1500 yards in a minute. A single

cylinder of the above dimensions, and of sixteen

inches long, making 800 revolutions in a minute,

will reduce to pulp about fifty bushels of pota-

toes per hour. This for the twelve working
hours is about ten tons.

The object of pressing or sifting the pulp is to

separate the fecula from all foreign substances,

especially from the cellular tissue, which, being
coai'ser, rests on the seive through which the

fine starch passes. A gi-eat variety of mechani-
cal arrangements have been constructed for this

purpose, which fulfil their object, but there re-

mains always with the residual pulp 2 or 3 per
cent, of the fecula, which it is impossible to ob-

tain.

The starch, diffused in the current of water by
which it has been washed out from the pulp, is

run into vats, where it is poured oft', and fresh

water put on : finally the starch is taken out and
dried on floors. As it consolidates into very firm

masses, it requires finally to be broken down by
a kind of bolting machine, before being put up
for sale.

It is necessary to add some valuation of the

money circumstances of this manufacture. An
acre of potatoes, very well manured, and on
good land, may be considered to produce nine

tons of potatoes, which may be taken as worth
i;i5. From such potatoes it may be expected,

that, with proper care, 15 per cent, of pure

starch may be extracted, and hence, from the 9

tons, 27 cwt. The market price of the potato

starch is variable ; it has been 30s. per cwt., but

it only on rare occasions falls below 20s. Ta-

king it at 2()s. the value of the produce of the

acre becomes £27, leaving for cost of manufac-

ture and profit £12, and of this certainly a large

proportion should be profit. I do not think I

value the potatoes too low, as, of course, the

manufacturer, if not himself the grower, would
purchase for store at proper seasons, and avail

himself of the lowest terms.

But this calculation of advantage supposes the

starch to be the only valuable matter extracted

from the potato, which is far from being the

case. The residual pulp, which, when perfectly

dry, amounts to about 5 per cent, of the entire

weight of the tubers, has been found a most
nourishing food ; in fact, it contains most of the

nutritious part of the root, the mere starch which
was removed being comparatively much less

important in nutrition. This pulp, if moist, pu-

trefies rapidly, it is rich in nitrogen, and in fact

analogous to animal substances in compo.sition.

and, consequently, ifnot required for food would
form, by being made with hme and clay into a

compost, a manure of gi-eat value, and especially

suitable for restoring to the potato ground the

substances which the crop in s^ow-ng had re-

moved. The waters with which the pulp is

first washed, dissolve a quantity of the soluble

constituents of the potato. They rapidly putre-

fy, and exhale an odor so rotten as to have ren-

dere/i the starch factories near Paris a nuisance

to the neighborhood, until it was suggested to

(606)

employ this water as a manure, which has been
perfectly successful, and at once removed an im-

portant dra'wback to this branch of industry, and
materially increased the fertility of the surround-

ing farms.

If these residues be properly economized, it

is evident that the cost of growing the potatoes

may be materially diminished. The atmosphere,
in itself, furni.shes in fact the carbonic acid and
water from which the starch is fonned, and if

the matters taken fi-om the soil in each crop, be
returned to it in the residues of the maimfacture,

the cost of manure, so heavy for this pai'ticular

plant, may be almost entirely obviated.

In this country, where the extensive use and
culture of the potato have become almost a na-

tional characteristic ; where labor not requiring

considerable skill is to be had so cheap ; where
potatoes are at their minimum price ; it is not

merely to be regretted but absolutely disgrace-

ful to ourselves, that we import from Scotland

and from France, large quantities of the potato

starch to be consumed in Ireland.

The starch is not the only material extracted

from potatoes, and extensivelj' available in the

arts. The potato itself, reduced to flour, is at

present extensively employed upon the Conti-

nent in the preparation of a very wholesome
quality of bread, and the starch itself is consu-

med in making confectionary, jellies, sago, tapi-

oca, in thickening paper, and in a variety of

uses, by which such quantities of it are employ-

ed as to render its manufacture a really impor-

tant and e::«ensive department of industry. The
most remarkable of all the applications of potato

starch is, however, one to which the excise laws
of this country would probably present invinci-

ble impediments. It is the preparation of sugar

and of spirits. Under the influence of certain

chemical agents, simple, yet peculiar in their

action, and to which it would be my province

here to refer in detail, starch is converted into

sugar, and this sugar, by fermentation, yields

spirits. On the Continent the manufacture of

spirit from corn is almost abandoned. Potato

spirit is almost universally used; and in flavor

it so resembles brandy, that it is well known
that a large quantity of the French brandy

brought into London, is potato spirit from Ham-
burgh, colored with burned sugar."

15^ Mr. Bland, of Ripon, has an apple tree

in his garden which has blossomed thrice this

year. There are now^ upon it two crops of ap-

ples, and the blossoms for a third have just set.

[English Paper.

J^^ The London Times estimates the cap-

ital of seventy-four railwavs completed, or in

course of completion, at £103,166,220—of pro-

jected branches of these, at £35,000,000. and of

707 new companies, either estabhshed or pro-

jected up to date, at £464,698,656—making a

total of £602,864,876 !

t^' The system of smuggling by means of

dogs is represented by the Valenciennes jour-

nals to be still carried on with unabated activi-

ty. A few days ago ten dogs, laden with tobac-

co, and two men who had the direction of them,

were caught by the officers of the customs at

Alescon. [English Paper.
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THE INCLINED PLANE AND WEDGE.
From Dr. Dion. Lardner's Lectures, now in course of publication by Greeley & McElrath of New-York.

Although the connection between these two

Mechanical powers and practical Agriculture,

may not be apparent at first sight, let tlie reader

say, after perusal, whether any young man
ought to be, and be satisfied to remain, ignorant

of such matters, whose verj* business every day

requires the practical use of contrivances by

which he is enabled, at so little expense, to make

vast additions to the animal power at his com-

mand ? So it may be said of the lever and the

pulley which shall be in like manner clearly

explained in our next, from the same luminous

author.

Thus do v/e proceed to demonstrate tl^t we
have many things in store for the accomplish-

ment of young Agriculturists, besides telling

them how much a hog of a favorite breed may
be made to weigh in a given time on a given

quantity of corn. y
The inclined plane is the most .simple of all

machines. It is a hard plane surface forming
some angle with a horizontal plane, that angle
not being a right angle. ^Vllen a weight is

placed on such a plane, a twofold effect is pro-
duced. A part of the effect of the weight is re-

sisted by the plane and produces a pressure
upon it ; and the remainder urges the weight
down the plane, and would produce a pressure
against any surface resisting its motion placed
in a direction perpendicular to the plane.
Let A B, fig. 1, be such a plane. B C its hori-

zontal base, A C its bight, and A B C its angle
of elevation. LetW be a weight placed upon

it. This weight acts in the vertical directionW D, and is equivalent to two forces—W F
perpendicular to the plane, and W E directed
down the plane. If a plane be placi'd at right

angles to the inclined plane below W, it will

resist the descent of the weight, and sustain a
pjiessure expressed byW E. Thus, the weightW resting in the corner, instead of producing
one pressure in the directionW D, will produce
two pressures : one expressed by W F upon
the inclined plane, and the other expressed byW E upon the resisting plane. These pressures
respectively have the same proportion to the
entire weight as W F and W E have to \V D,
or as D E and W E have to W D, because
D E is equal to W F. Now the triangle W E

(C07)

D is in all respects similar to the triangle ABC,
the one dilFering from the other only in the scale

on which it is constructed. Therefore the three
lines A 0, C B, and B A, are in the same pro-
portion to each other as the linesW E, E D,
andW D. Hence A B has to A C the same
proportion as the whole weight has to the
pressure directed toward B, and A B has to

B C the same proportion as the whole weight
has to the pressure on the inclined ijlane.

We have here supposed the weight to be sus-

tained upon the inclined plane, by a hard plane
fixed at right angles to it. But the power ne-
cessary to sustain the ^veight ^vill be the same,
in whatever way it is applied, provided it act
in the direction of the plane. Thus a cord may
be attached to the \\-eight, and stretched toward
A, or the hands of men may be applied to tlie

weight below it, so as to resist its descent
toward B. But in whatever way it be applied,
the amount of the power w^ill be determined in

tlie same manner. Suppose the ^veight to con-
sist of as many pounds as there are inches in
A B, then the power requisite to sustain it upon
the plane will consist of as many pounds as
there are inches in A C, and the pres.sure on the
plane will amount to as many pounds as there
are inches in B C.

From what has been stated, it may easily be
iufen'ed that the less the elevation of the plane
is, the le.ss will be the power requisite to sus-

tain a given v/eight upon it, and the greater
will be the pressure upon it. Suppose the in-

clined plane A B to turn upon a hinge at B,
and to be depressed so that its angle of eleva-
tion shall be diminished, it is evident that as
this angle decreases, the bight of the plane de-
creases, and its base increases. Thus, when it

takes the position B A', the bight A' C is less

than the former bight A C, while the base B C
is greater than the fonner base B C. The
power requisite to support the weight upon the
plane in the position B A' is represented by
A' C, and is as much less than the power requi-
site to sustain it upon the plane A B, as the
bight A' C is less than the hight A C. On the
other hand, tlie pressure upon the plane in the
position B A' is as much greater than the pres-
sure upon the plane B A, as the base B C is

greater than the base B C.

The power of an inclined plane, con.sidered
as a machine, is therefore estimated by the pro-
portion which the length bears to the hight.
This power is always increased by diminishing
the elevation of the plane.

Roads which are not level may be regarded
as inclined planes, and loads drawn upon them
in caiTiages, considered in reference to the po\N'-

ers which impel them, are subject to all the con-
ditions which have been established for inclined
planes. The inclination of the road is estimated
by the hisrht corresponding to some proposed
length. Thus it is said to rise one foot in fifteen,

one foot in twenty, &c., meaning that if fifteen
or twenty feet of the road be taken as the length
of an inclined plane, such as A B, the coires-
ponding hight will be one foot. Or the same
may be expressed thus : that if fifteen or twen-
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ty feet be measured upon the road, the differ-

ence of the levels of tlie two extremities of the

distance measured is one foot. According to

this method of estimating the inclination of the

roads, the power requisite to sustain a load upon
them (setting aside the effect of friction) is al-

ways proportional to that elevation. Thus, if a

road rise one foot in twent3-, a power of one
ton will be sufficient to sustain twenty tons, and
so on.

On ahoiizontal plane, theouly resistance which
tlie power has to overcome, is the friction ofthe

load with the plane, and the consideration of this

being for the present omitted, a weight once put
in m jiion \vould continue moving forever, with-

out any farther action of the power. But if the

pline ce inclined, the power will be expended
in rais'nz the weight through the perpendicular
ti^ht cf .he plane. Thus, in a road which rises

one foot in ten, the power is expended in raising

the weight tlirough one perpendicular foot for

everj- ten feet of the road over which it is moved.
As tlie expenditure of power depends upon the

rate at which the weight is raised perpendicu-
larly, it is evident that the greater the inclina-

tion of the road is, the slower the motion must
be with the same force. If the energj- of the

power be such as to raise the \\eight at the rate

of one foot per minute, the weight may be moved
in each minute through that lengtli of the road
which corresponds to a rise of one foot. Thus
if two roads rise, one at the rate of a foot in fif-

teen feet, and the other at the rate of one foot in

twenty feet, the same expenditure of power
) will move the weight through fifteen feet of

the one, and twenty feet of the other at the same
rate.

From such considerations as these, it will

readily appear that it may often be more expe-
dient to carry a road through a circuitous route

than to continue it in the most direct course
;

for. though the measured length of the road may
be considerably greater in the former case, yet
more may be gained in speed with the same ex-

penditure of power, than is lost by the increase

of distance. By attending to these circum-
stances, modern road-makers liave greatly

facilitated and expedited the intercourse be-

t\N een distant places.

If the power act oblique to the plane, it will

have a twofold effect : a part being expended
in supportmg or drawing the weight, and a part

in diminishing or increasing the pressure upon
the plane. Let W P. fig. 1, be the power,

i . Tiis v.-iU be equivalent to two forces, W F',

^•^'Srpendicnlar to the plane, and W E', in the

) direction of the plane. In order that the pow-
) er shonld su.stain the weight, it is necessary that

^ tliat partW E' of the power which acts in the

direction of the plane, should be equal to that

part W E, fig. 1, of the weight which acts down
the plane. The other part \V F. of the power
acting perpendicular to the plane, is iimnediate-

ly opposed to that part 'W' F of the w eight

which produces pressure. The pressure upon
the plane will therefore be diminished by the

amount ofW F'. The amount of the power,
which will equilibrate with the weight, maj-, in

this case, be found as follows : Take Vi E'
equal to W E. and draw E' P perpendicular to

the plane, and meeting the direction of tlie pow-
er. The proportion of the power to the weight
will be that ofW P toW D. And the proportion

of die pressure to the weiirht will be that of the

difference between ^V F and W F' toW D.

If tlie amount of the power have a less propor-

(GO^)

tion to the weight than W P has toW D, it will

not support the body on the plane, but will al-

low it to descend. And if it had a greater pro-

portion, it will draw the weight up the plane to-

ward A.
It sometimes happens that a weight upon one

inclined plane is raised or supported by another
weight upon another inclined plane. Thus, if

A B and A B', fig. 2, be two inclined planes,

forming an angle at A. and ^V W be two
weights placed upon these planes, and connect-

ed by a cord passing over a pulley at A, the one
weight vvill ei-

ther sustain the

other, or one
will descend,
drawing the

other up. To
^ determine the

circumstances
under which

these effects will ensue, draw the lines W
D and W D' in the vertical direction, and
take upon them as many inches as there are

ounces m the weights respectively. W D andW IM being the lengths thus taken, and there-

fore representing the weights, the lines \V E
andW E' will represent the effects of these

weights respectively down the planes. If W
E and W' E' be equal, the weights will sus-

tain each other without motion. But ifWE
be greater thanW E', the vv-eight \V will de-

scend, drawing the weight ^V up. And ifW
E' be greater than 'W E, the weight W will

descend drawing the weightW up. In every

case, the lines W F and W F' will represent

the pressures upon the planes respectively.

It is not necessarj- for the effect just described,

that the inclined planes should, as repre-

sented in the figure, form an angle with each

other. They may be parallel, or in any other

po.sition, the rope being earned over a sufficient

number of wheels placed so as to give it the

neces.sary defiection. This method of moving
loads is frequently applied in great public

works where rail roads are used. Loaded
wagons descend one inclined plane, while oth-

er wagons, either empty or so loaded as to per-

mit the descent of those with which they are

connected, are dra\\Ti up the other.

In the application of the inclined plane,

which we have hitherto noticed, the machine
it.self is supposed to be fixed in its position,

while the weight or load is moved upon it

—

But it frequently happens that resistances are to

be overcome which do not admit to be thus

moved. In such cases, instead of moving the

load upon the plane, the plane is to be moved
under or against the load. Let D E, fig- 3. be a

heavy beam secured in a vertical position be-
"' " tween guides, F Q

and H I, so that it is

free to move upward
or downward, but not

lateralh-. LetABC
be an inclined plane,

the extremity of

which is placed be-

neath the end of the

beam. A force ap-

plied to the back of

this plane A C, in the

direction C B, will

urge the plane under

C B the beam, so as to

raise the beam to the position represented in



fig. 4. Thus, while the inclined plane is moved i

through the distance C B, the beam is raised

through the^hight C A.
When the inclined

plane is applied in

this manner, it is

called a vredge.—
And if the power
applied to the back
were a continued
pressure, its propor-

tion to the weight
w^ould be that of A
Cto CB. It follows,

therefore, thiit tlie

more acute the angle
B is, the more pow-
erful -will be the

wedge. >

In some cases the wedge is formed of two in-

cUned planes, placed base to base, as represent-

Tlie theoretical estimation of the

power of this machine is not ap-

plicable in practice with any de-

gree of accuracy. This is in part

owing to the enormous propor-
tion which the friction in most

\ cases bears to the theoretical value
of the power, but still more to the

nature of the power generally

used. The force of a blow is of a
nature so wholly diffei^nt from
continued forces, such as the press-

ure of weights, or the resistance

offered by the cohesion of bodies,

that they admit of no numerical
comparison. Hence we cannot
properly state the proportion

which the force of a plo\v bears to the amount
of a weight or resistance. The wedge is almost
invariably urged by percussion, while the re-

sistances which it has to overcome are as con-
stantly forces of the other kind. Although,
however, no exact numerical comparison can
be made, yet it may be stated in a general way
that the wedge is more and more powerful as
its angle is more acute.

In the arts and manufacturers, wedges are
used where enormous force is to be exerted
tlirough a very small space. Thus it is resorted

to for splitting masses of timber or stone. Ships
are raised in docks hy \vedges driven under
their keels. The ^vedge is the principal agent
in the oil-mill. The seeds from which the oil is

to be extracted are introduced into hair bags,

and placed between planes of hard \vood.

—

Wedges inserted bet\veen the bags are driven

by allowing heavy beams to fall on them. The
pressure thus excited is so intense, that the
seeds in the bags are formed into a mass nearly
as solid as wood. Instances have occurred in

vs-hich the \vedge has been used to restore a tot-

tering edifice to its perpendicular po.sition. All

cutting and piercing instruments, such as knives,

razors, scissors, chisels, iVcc. nails, pins, needles,
awls, &c., are ^vedges. The angle of the wedge,
in these cases, is more or le.ss acute, according
to the purpose to which it is to be applied. In
determining this, tsvo things are to be consid-
ered—the mechanical power, which is increas-

ed by diminishing the angle of the wedge, and
the strength of the tool, which is always dimin-
ished by the same cause. Thei*e is, therefore, a
practical limit to the increase of the po^ver. and
tliat degree of sharpness only is to be given to
the tool which is consistsnt with the strength

(609)

requisite for the purpose to which it is to be ap-
plied. In tools intended for cuttmg \%ood, the
angle is generally about 30°. For iron, it is

from 50^ to 60^
, and for brass, from 80^ to 90^.

Tools which act by pressure may be made more
acute than tliose which are driven bj- a blow

;

and, in general, the softer and more yielding
the substance to be divided is, and the less the
po\ver required to act upon it, the more acute
the w-edge may be constructed.

In many cases the utility of the wedge de-

pends on that w-hich is entirely omitted in its

tlieory, viz., the friction which arises bet\veen
its surface and the snbstance which it divides.

This is the case when pins, bolts, or nails, are

used for binding the parts of structures togeth-

er ; in -which case, were it not for the friction,

they would recoil fi-om their places, and fail to

produce tlie desired effect. Even when the

wedge is used as a mechanical engine, the pres-

ence of friction is absolutely indispensable to

its practical utility-. The power, as has afready
been stated, generallj" acts by successive blo\i-8,

and is tlierefore subject to constant intermission,

and, but for the friction, the -wedge would re-

coil between the intervals of the blows ^vith as

much force as it had been driven forward.

—

Thus the object of tlie labor would be continu-

ally fnistrated. The friction, in this case, is of

the same use as a ratchet-wheel, but is much
more necessaiy, as the power applied to the

wedge is more liable to intermission tlian in the

cases where ratchet-wheels ai-e generally used.

When a road directly ascends the side of a
hill, it is to be considered as an inclined plane ;

but it will not lose its mechanical character, if,

instead of directly ascending toward the top of

the hill, it winds successively round it, and
gradually ascends, so as, after several revolu-

tions, to "reach the top. In the same manner a

path may be conceived to surround a pillar, by
which the ascent may be facilitated upon the

principle of the inclined plane. Winding
stairs constructed in the interior of great col-

umns partake of this character: for although the

ascent be produced by successive steps, yet if a

floor could be made sufficientlj" rough to pre-

vent the feet fi-om slipping, the ascent \vould be
accomplished with equal facilit}-. In such a

case, the winding path would be equivalent to

an inclined plane, bent into such a form as to

accommodate it to tlie peculiar circumstances in

vi-hich it would be required to be used. It will

not be dilBcult to trace the resemblance be-

tween such an adaptation of the inclined plane

and the appearances presented by the thread

of a screic ; and it may hence be easily under-

stood that a screw is nothing more than an in-

clined plane constructed upon the smfaceofa
cylinder.

This will perhaps be more apparent by the

following contrivance: Let A B. fig. 6, be a

common round ruler, and let C D E be a piece

of white paper cut in the fonn of an inclined.

Fig. 6.

AC

B
F Q

plane, whose hight C D is equal to the length

of the ruler A B, and let the edge C E of the pa-

per be marked with a broad black line : let the
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edge C D be applied to the ruler A B, and, being

attached thereto, let the paper be rolled round
Fig. 7 the ruler; the ruler will then present the

A. appearance of a screw, fi^'. 7, the thread

I
of the screw being marked by the black

line C E, winding continually round the

ruler. Let D F, tig. 6, be equal to the cir-

cumference of the ruler, and draw F G
parallel to D C, and G H parallel to D E,

the part C G F D of the paper will ex-

actly surround the ruler once : the part C

JG will form one spire of the thread, and

I
may bo considered as the length of one

J inclined plane suiTounding the cylinder,

"il C H being the corresponding bight, and

iG H the base. The power of the screw
B. does not, as in the ordinary cases of the

inclined plane, act parallel to the plane or thread,

but at right angles to the length of the cylinder

A B, or, what is to the same efFect, parallel to

the base H G ; therefore the proportion of the
power to the weight will be, according to prin-

ciples already explained, the same as that of C
H to the space through which the power moves
parallel to H G in one revolution of the screw.
H C is evidently the distance between the suc-

cessive positions of the thread as it winds round
the cylinder ; and it appear.s, from v^hat has been
just stated, that the loss this distance is, or in

other words, the finer the thread is, the more
powerful the mackine will be.

1^^ The action of the Screw will be illustra-

ted in our next.

PEA CULTURE IN THE SOUTH.

WHY IS IT NOT EXTENDED OVER VIRGINIA, AND INTRODUCED IN MARYLAND ?

Planters of the best judgment in Carolina,

look upon the culture of Peas as one of the most

practicable and powerful auxiliaries in every

system for the improvement of worn out lands.

We have been indulging the hope of a commu-

nication on the subject from a gentleman of

South Carolina, whose name is associated there,

with whatever is proposed with a view to Agri-

•ultural improvement. From him we might

expect a clear account, not only of the mode of

culture and how it is brought to do its part in

the general system, for immediate profit and

ultimate improvement, but to be favored also

with his opinion—alwaj's entitled to respect

—

as to its action. The theoi-y, we believe, is that tlie

pea draws its support, ijke clover, chieflj' from

the atmosphere, and that plaster of Paris has the

same effect on both. We are well convinced

from what we have heard that large districts of

country, north of the region within which field-

pea culture is practiced with great benefit, are

losing much precious time and a valuable re-

source, in postponing their inquiries into, and

adoption of that auxiliaiy to their plans for im-

proving their fanns. Until we get fuller and

Kiore exact information, we give the following

from the last Southern Agriculturist

:

There is perhaps no section of countiy in the

ttpper districts, which has improved more in

Agricultural condition than the " Old Pendle-
,toa" neighborhood—the result, we are told, of an
Agricultural Society, composed of intelligent

and practical farmers. We were struck with
the manifest improvement in the breed.s of cat-

tle and hogs. The Berkshire cross has here
told w^ell—for the very simple reason, we pre-

sume, that stock is attended to. We have
never seen a finer stock of hogs, in travel-

ing through any country. More attention seems
to be paid to the pea culture hei'e, than in any
section we have been. We are told that it is

the opinion of many good fanners hereabouts,
that land can be improved to a high degree, by
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the pea culture. We have no doubt of the fact,

if properly applied. Tliere is a pea. the Chick-

asaw pea, which bears most abundantly, and
once planted, is almost inextirpable. We have
seen it put into com ground—after the corn was
taken off—pastured by the cattle and hogs all

the winter—in the spring put in oats, and after

the oats ^vere taken oft", the pea came up in great

abundance. Now suppose these were to be let

alone, and in lieu of the absurd sy.stem of pas-

turing stubble, the vine and stuhlde should be
turned under in the fall—would not the laud be
vastly improved ? We have no doubt—if the

pea were sown on our stubble lands—a peck to

the acre—and the crop turned in while in the

bloom—that the effect produced would be equal

to the best clover ley, .so much esteemed in

Virginia and at the north. It is an admitted
fact, that leguminous plants exhaust a soil in a

very slight degree.
The pea vine contains about 53 per cent, of

potash, a most important ingredient in all .soils,

for the production of grain or cotton. If this

should be returned to the soil, in addition to the

carbon and nitrogen contained in the vine, it

seems to me that there would be a manifest im-

provement. It has been discovered by analysis

that cotton wool contains potassa 31.09 per

cent.; lime, 17.05; magnesia, 3.26; phospho-
ric acid, 12.30: sulphuric acid, 1.22. That the

.seed contains phcsphoric acid, 4.5.85; lime

29.79; potassa, 19.40; sulphuric acid. 1.16 per

cent. While corn contains potassa 20.87; phos-

phoric acid. 18.80; lime, 9.72; magnesia, 5.76

per cent. The following analysis of straws may
not be uninterestins

:
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is a most important ingredient In cotton and

com. and that the pea vine and cotton seed

would be most invaluable manures—how easy

would it bo to avail ourselves of both. If a

planter should .sow twenty busheLs per acre of

cotton .seed, upon a luxuriant vine crop, and put

it in wheat—is it not reasonable to suppose that

the advantage derived would bo as gi-eat as from

a clover ley, and gypsum. We are sure the

elements are nearly the same, and we have no
doubt of its effect. It is an admitted fact, we
believe, that oats exhaust land more than any
other grain crop. The mystery is solved, we
think, by the analysis, for thereby oats are found

to contain l.^J per cent, of potassa, while barley

straw contains only 31, and wheat J per cent.

No doubt the rapid growth of oats, and clo.se

pasturing, aids much in tlie exhau.stion of the

soil, and we derive an important lesson from the

analysis—the want of potassa in the soil—which
may" be supplied by the pea crop, and the keep-
ing off one's stock. Grass does not exhaust a

soil, for the very simple reason that it takes up

no potash. Grass contains carbon 45 per cent.

;

hydrogen 5 ; oxygen 38 ; nitrogen IJ ; and
ashes 9 per cent.

Every old woman in the country can tell us
that post oak and hickory contain the mo.st pot-
ash—yet how few farmers know that this is the
rea.son why post-oak and hickory lands are the
most productive. Let a piece of land of this

growth be exhausted and turned out, and it will
put up pine, which contains less potash, perhap.s,

than any other tree. For this reason, an old
pine field will produce but a few years without
manure. In all old pine fields, you will find an
abundant supply of silica, and if you will only
add the potash, you are certain of a good crop.
We look forward to a day when the pea crop

will be found a mo.st perfect auxiliary in the re-

enscitation of the worn-out lands of the South.
Clover cannot be grown here—the climate is

altogether too hot to expect a luxuriant growth
to answer for manure. We see no resource loft

us but the pea culture.

Paul Pry.

SOCIETIES OR CLUBS FOR THE PROMOTION OF AGRICUL-
TURE, HORTICULTURE AND FLORICULTURE.

It would be altogether superfluo*5 at this

day, to dwell on the happy influences of such

associations. On more than one occasion have

we adverted to the subject, and shall take room

only to say that, in the hope that such Clubs will

be infinitely multiplied, wo deem it expedient

to make record of the following Constitution,

which, with such modification as circumstances

may suggest, will serve as a form for other

Clubs that may come into existence ; as come

we hope they will, in every town and village

throughout the Union. Especially are they

wanting in the South. Let but two or three

young men, desirous of being useful, get to-

gether and make a beginning, and they will

soon see how easy it will be to create a taste

for embelli.shment of gardens and gi'ounds, and

for Agricultural and Horticultural literature.

Let them but plant the nut, and the tree may
almost be left to grow and spread of itself

Take, for instance, our old State—Maryland.

Why should not such a Club be established in

good old Annapoli.s, in Easton, Cambridge,

Princess Anne. Snow Hill, Elkton, Bell-Air,

Frederick, Hagcrstown, Upper Marlboro, in

short, in every village of the State? It would

take but a small portion of the means which are

expended on loss worthy objects, to fonn the

nucleus of a Club Librarj-. But we have said

enough ;
" where there is a will there is a way."

We have no hesitation in saying that the dis-

cussions which take place, and the experience

communicated, at the meetings of the Farmers'

Club and the Agricultural Association in New-
York, throw more light on the means of improv-
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ing the Agi-iculture and Horticulture of the

country ; and that they are really the means of

promoting more intellectual application to these

subjects and of eliciting a greater amount of

new and valuable suggestions and information,

than are all the mere exhibitions that have ta-

ken place in the State. We have unaffectedly

regarded it as a serious loss, that our engage-

ments have not permitted us to give to these

clubs and associations regular attendance, were
it only for individual benefit, and the pleasure

which every one must feel when he knows that

he is making additions, even the smallest, to

his stock of knowledge.

CONSTITUTION OF THE

NORTHAMPTON AGRICULTURAL, HORTICUL-
TURAL AND FLORICULTURAL CLUB.

Article I. This Agsociation shall be known as the
Northampton Agricultural, Horticultural
AND FlORICULTURAL ClUB.
Art. n. The object of the Club shall be circulation

of general intelligence and practical inslruction. in

all the branches of Agi'icullure, Honiculturc and
Floriculture :

1. By the establishment of a pei-manent library of
the best books on those subjects.

2. By the establishment of a correspondence with
other bodies seekin2 the same objects.

3. By procurina; the most rare and valuable kinds
of seiNls, plants, shnibs and trees.

4. By the establishment of Lectures, Discussions,
Exhibitions, and other means for the general circula-

tion of knowledge on the subjects embraced by the
Club.

5. By planting shade trees on all the avenues and
public squares of the town.

Art. IlL The officers of the Chib shall consist of a
President, three Vice-Presidents, a Corresponding
Secretary, a Recording Secretary-, a Treasurer, a Li-
brarian, a Standing Committee of three persons each
on Agriculture, Horticulture, and Floriculture, and a
Board of Directors to be composed of the President,



Vice-Presidents, and Chairmen of the three Standing

Committees, which Board shall have the charge and_

general management of the property and business of

the Club, subject, however, to the order and direct-

ion thereof
Art. IV. All the officers shall be chosen by ballot at

the annual meeting of the Club, which shall be hold-

en on the first Wednesday in August in each year, at

such time and place as the Directors shall order.

Abt. V. All special meetings of the Club shall be

called by the Recording Secretary, on the requisition

of a majorirv of the Directors, or of any five mem-
bers, made in writing therefor, and notice thereof—

as well as of all resular meetings—shall be published

in one or more of the newspapers printed in Nonh-
ampton. two days at least before such meeting.

Art. VI. Any person may become a life member of

the Club by the payment of fiiteen dollars into the

Treasury at any one time.

Akt. VII. This Constitution may he altered or

amended by the votes of two-thii-ds of the members
present at any regular meeting, provided the same
shall have been proposed in writing at a previous

regular meeting.

BY-LAWS.
1. Each member shall pay annually into the treasury

the sum of one dollar. Any member who shall fail

to pay his annual assessment, or any fines or forfeit-

ures on books taken from the Library, for the space

of ninety days after the annual meeting shall then

cease to be a member of the Club, and forfeit all his

rights and privileges as such, and to the Ubrary and
other property belonging to the same.

2. All books, save "such as the Board of Directors

except, may be taken from the Library by the mem-
bers on Saturday of each week. No book shall be

detained from the Library longer than ten days, un-

der a penalty of five cents for each day it is so de-

tained, and any member lending a book liolonging to

the Club shall pay as a penalty the sum of one'dollar

for each week such book shall be so loaned.

3. .A.ny member who may lose a book belonging to

the Library shall pay the value of the volume or set,

as assessed by the Librarian.

4. It shall "be the duty of every member of the

Club annually to plant at least one tree for fruit or

shade.
5. The Treasurer shall give bonds to the accept-

ance of the Directors.

6. No money shall be paid by the Treasurer, un-

less upon a written order of a majority of the Direc-

tors.

7. A record of payment of subscription shall be the

evidence of proprietorship for the yeai" it is so paid.

8. The Treasurer at each annual meeting, and so

often as he may be required, shall render an account
of all receipts and disbursements of the Club for the

year then past.

9. The Recording Secretary shall keep the records

of the meetings, and at each annual meeting repon a

list of the members ofthe Club, and also of those who
mey have forfeited their rights as members.

10. The Librarian shall keep a catalogiae of all ih^

books in the Librai-y, and assess all fines for loss,

damage, or detention of any book therein : also keep
an account of all books loaned to members.

11. The Club shall hold monthly meetings for the

purpose of hearing addresses, discussing qxiesrions,

and receiving reports on the several subjects embra-
ced by the Club.

12. No alteration shall be made in any By-Law, ex-

cept at one of the regular meetings, written notice

having been given at a previous regular meeting.

AGRICULTURAL PREMIUMS :

PROPER OBJECTS TO BE PROMOTED BY AWARDING THEM.

The season, we suppose, may be said to be

closed for Agricultural Exhibitions and Ad-

dresses ; and it may be safely affirmed, tbat

they have been g-enerally attended with una-

bated mterest and animation. There is abundant

evidence that the right spirit is abroad—that the

Agricultural commtinity is fully sensible tliat

theirs, too. is a business that is in progress, and

susceptible of being meliorated and advanced,

by that spirit of investigation and discovery

which characterizes the age, and under the in-

fluence of which all other branches of science

and of industry are marching onwards to higher

and higher degrees of efficiency and success.

The Addresses which have been delivered have

been, in many cases, at once more scientific

and more practical—more indicative of a con-

viction on the part of their authors and the pub-

lic, that hereafter Agriculture is to be looked

to as an intellectual, and, in that sense, a polite

and honorable vocation. Let that sentiment be

followed up and encouraged ; let the premiums

offered, and all the measures taken by Agricul-

tural Institutes and Associations, have a tenden-

cy more and more to prompt investigation of the

—principles and labor-saving improvements in the

((il2'

machinery and implements of Husbandry, so as

to secure the most skillful combination of the ma-

terials for making manure, a better understand-

ing of the time and manner of applying it ; to se-

cure more elficiencj' to labor bj- a better construc-

tion ofthe artificial contrivances for tilling the soil

and hai^esting its products. In a word, the de-

sideratum is to obtain the greatest profit from

the means at the command of the Fanner ; and

this should be the result, not of chance or em-

piricism, but of a system, the rea.soning and

principles of ^vhich should be weD understood.

Seeing that, as we before said, the spirit of im-

provement is abroad, the true object of all as-

sociated effort should be to enlighten it. and

to give it a proper direction : ajid here, we re-

spectfully think, great mistakes are sometimes

committed : an undue and improper estimate is

placed on objects which need no encourage-

ment, and are, sometimes, even unworthy of it

;

while others, less attractive and showy, are dis-

regarded and overlooked. It too often happens

that success in the competition to which these

premiums invite, cannot be the fruit either of

genius or industry on the part of the winner of

the premium, or conducive in any wa\- to the



interests of the AgricnltTiral commdnity where

such premiums are giveu. As for oue example '

oat of many : where is tlie benefit to be derived i

from offering a bounty to those who will send

the largest sum of money, ver3' often out of the

County and State, for the most splendid match

geldings or mules to be had in the Union?

\Vhat sort of policy is it tliat offers a premium

for the largest crop of corn or turnips, or the

fattest hog or bullock, when tlie process adopt-

ed and the expenditure made to obtain the pre-

mium may make the crop or animal, as in his

mother wit the Indian says, ' cost more than it

comes to ;" and would prove a losing concern to

all who should be lured into tlie adoption of the

course pursued by the ^vinner of the premium 1

The old Societj- of Massachusetts, which exist-

ed and had scattered tlie seeds of improvement

broadcast, long before most of our Institutes

and Societies came into being, could never be

prevailed on to offer a premium for a horse of

any kind, saying, that of all machines, the horse

was the most expensive for practical Farmers.

Without meaning to intimate that the same

policy would suit all localities, it may yet be

insisted that premiums should oulj^e offered

for the best elucidation of systems, and the pro-

duction of the best specimens, that it would he

to the interest of Farmers in the Cgunty, or

the State, as the case may be, generalli/ to

follow and to cultivate. Paiticularly should

it be the care of those who dispose of a So-

ciety's funds, to stimulate the mind to the dis-

covery of nev/ processes and new implements,

and to the introduction of ne\v and profitable

objects of culture ! They should ratlier dis-

courage a mawkish taste for gew-ga^vs and fat

things, and lead it to be entertained •n-ith what

is new in its kind, ingenious and solid in its

structure, labor-saving and useful in its princi-

ple, and economical and profitable in the means

used to produce it, and in tlie uses to be made
of it. Let that vulgar taste be discouraged

which at an Agricultural exhibition we often

see leads the whole mass of people away fi-om

the most interesting disconr.se on the principles

of Agriculture, and from the rarest collection of

the most ingenious and perfect machinery-, to

gaze at a sleek, heefy, long-tailed, prancing

stallion ! If the object be merely to gather an

immense crowd, that may as ^vell be done by

a militia mustermg, or an exhibition of Jacko

riding on a pony.

In the last number we engaged to speak

again in reference to the list of premiums tlien

published, as offered by the Highland Agricul-

tural Soriety, saying " the reader can then

judge for himself, as to the exercise of the mind,

the degree of intelligence, and the class of

men required to battle for these prizes, and

the usefulness, permanent usefuhiess, of the in-
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formation which such prize essays must con-

tain." We proceed to redeem tliat engage-

ment, but imperfectly, in the fear that many
may think we give too much space to the sub-

ject. But our aim is, let us onca more explain,

to invoke more thought, more calm investiga-

tion, on the part of executive officers and com-

mittees, who disti-ibute the funds of zealous,

well meaning, and hopeful contributors, in a

manner to produce the greatest amount of indi-

vidual property and national wealth, ratlier tlian

in a way to ensure dazzling spectacles and glit-

tering arrays of things made and polished up for

the occasion. W^e are persuaded that from this

list of premiums and explanation of tlie reasons

for proffering them, and the points to be consider-

ed and set forth by those who contend for them,

American Societies may derive valuable infor-

mation and take some hints that may be useful.

We need hardly add that but for this strong

persuasion we should not have yielded so much

space to the subject. These extracts might be

extended if we had room.

ESSAYS AXD REPORTS ON SUBJECTS CON-
NECTED WITH THE SCIENCE AND PRAC-
TICE OF AGRICULTURE.
Feeding of Stock.—It is required to be as-

certained, by direct experiment, the actual ad-

cition of weight to groicing and to fattening
stock respectively, by the use of different kinds

of food, as well as the exact effect of weighed
quantities of food of different kinds, upon the

quantity and quality of milk, in full-gro\\-n milk

cows in calf and not in calf, and the Society

offers a premium of twenty sovereigns, or plate

of that value, for tlie best Series of Experiments
having this object in view, either in regard to

growing, fullgro\\-n, and fattening Stock, or to

Dairy Cows.
The attention of the experimenter will be drawn

to the effects of turnips, canot. beet, potato, or

other TOOts, as well as to that of beans, oat?, barley,

and oil cake, and to the opinion that warmth is

equal to a certain amoimt, or causes a ce rtaia saving

of food.

Before commencing the comparative experiments,

the animals must be fed on equal quantities of the

I same kinds of food for some weeks previously.

The animals tried against each other should be. as

nearly as possible, of the same age, weight, condition,

maturity, and purity of breed. Diliereiit breeds

may be compared, and this will fonn an interesting

expeiimont of itself

1
The animals are to be treated, in every respect,

I alike. The food and drink to be regularly weighed

I
:md measured, and samples of the food (when this

I can be done) carefully analyzed. The Uve and, if

1 if killed, the dead weishts of the animals, at the close

I

of the experiment, should be ascertained, and the

1

quantity of tallow which tliey yield.

I

Radical Excretion of Plan'ts.—Twenty
! sovereigns, or plate of tliat value, will be given

I
for the best and approved Essay on the Radical

I
Excretion of different Plants, or die various sub-

! stances discharged from their roots. It is de-

i sirable to examine the subject physiologically as
I well as chemically, and to asceinain the exist-

! ence, or otherwise, of a power of excreting va-

rious noxious substances previously- absorbed,

as well as of the supposed natural excretions.

It will also be desirable to contrast, and endea-

vor to explain, the well-known fact of certain



species being crowded together for many cen-

turies, as in native forests, and yet thriving, with
the equally ^vell-kno\^•n fact of the degenera-
tion of other species, as wheat, when cultivated

for even a few j-ears upon the same spot.

Note.—DecandoUe, Macaire, and others, from va-

rious experiments, have been led to suppose that dif-

ferent excretions are discharged from the roots of

plants, which may probably account for their etfects

in deterioratiui; the soil for the production of the

same species. The Essays are expected to give the

result of original experiments, determining the fact

whether or not such excretions occur; and, if they

do, to ascertain the chemical nature of the matter ex-

creted from different plants, more especially the cul-

tivated Gramineae. Legumiaose, and Cruciferas.

Analysis of Oats.—Little is yet known of

tlie true composition of oats, either of their or-

ganic or of their inorganic parts. The nature of

the organic parts, for example, is believed to

vary with the kind of soil in which the oat is

gi-ov\-ii—strong land, light land, and peaty soils,

each growing itsown peculiar samples from the

same seed. The kind of manure and the sea-

son cause similar diflerences, which become
more marked still, when different varieties of

oats are compared witii one another. Again,

the inorganic part of the oat varies with the

same circumstances of soil, manure, climate, and
variety of seed ; but it is not known to what
extent it varies, either as to quantity or quality.

The Society oifers a premium of fifty sove-

reigns for the analytical examination of the grain

of oat, by which the greatest number of the

above points may be ascertained.

The object of the inquiry is to throw light

upon the general value of the oat, and of its dif-

ferent varieties, as a food for man or beast ; and
upon the mode of culture which in diSbrent dis-

tiicts ought to be adopted in order to raise this

or that quality or variety.

Ox Raising I.mproved Varieties of Ag-
ricultural Plants.—For an approved Re-
port, founded on actual experiment, detailing

the means which may have been successfully

employed by the reporter for obtaining new
and superior varieties, or improved sub-varie-

ties, ofthe different cultivated grains and grasses,

clovers, beans, peas, turnips, potatoes, or other

Agricultural plants, either by minute attention

to the selection of the seed, by hybridation, or

such other means as may have been found effi-

cacious—the gold medal, or plate of the same
value.

It is necessary that the varieties and sub-varieties

reported upon shall have been proved capable of

re-production from seed, and also that the relation

they bear to otliers, or well-known sorts, shall be
stated. The reporter is farther requested to men-
tion the effects that he may have observed in ditfer-

enc soils, manures, &c, to produce on the plants

forming the subjects of report, and how far he may
have ascertained such effects to be lasting.

Note.—Should any improved variety rei)orted upon
be the result of direct experiment by cross impreg-
nation, involving considerable expense and long con-

tinued attention, a higher premium will be awarded.

On the Cultivaton of Red Clover.—
For an approved Report on the best mode of

managing lands which have become sick or

tired (as it is teiTued) of common R,ed Clover,

TrifuUum prafense, so as to restore their capa-
bility of properly yielding that crop for hay. &c.
without altering the generally practiced system
of rotation—the gold medal, or ten sovereigns.

Influence of Plants on Dairy Protjuce.
—For an approved Essay or Report on the In-

fluence of Plants taken as Food, on the taste,

(614)

flavor, or quality of milk, butter, cheese, or
other Dairy Produce—ten sovereigns, or plate
of that value.

Note.—It has been long known that the milk pro-
duced from particular pastures duiing certain months
is deteriorated, and that the butter and cheese made
from it arc imperfect in flavor and in quality, so aa
sometimes to be unfit for use. This effect is sup-
posed to arise from certain plants growing (and dur-
ing these months flourishing) in the pastures ; an t it

is to ascertain these, and their effects, that the above
premium is offered. It is desired that the eftects on
the milk, <Scc. from the eating of such supposed
noxious plants, shall be stated from experiment ; and
that dried specimens of the plants shall accompany
the Essay. The particular seasons or months such
plants are in their highest vigor should also be men-
tioned, and the best manner of extirpating them.

Reports on Irrigation.—The gold medal,
or a piece of plate of the same value, will be
given for the most approved account of the man-
agement of Water Meadows, founded on actual
experiment within three years preceding the
date of the Essa}-.
The experiments must be made on not less than

five acres, whether detached or otherwise, and a de-
scription to be given of the rills or streams employed,
and of the quality of the water, and of the m.aiiner
of collecting and applying it, also an account of the
land prior to the introduction of iiTication tqjon it,

and of its estimated value at that period, and at the
time when the Report is made ; certified statements
to be furnished of the quahty of grass, if any. cut
green in the spring, and the quantitj- and quality of
the hay and aftennath produced upon the portion re-

ported on, and the kind of stock, if any, which has
been allowed to depasture it.

Construction of Tanks.—For a Report
upon the most approved and most economical
method oT constructing Tanks for collecting
liquid manure from .stables, byres, and pigsties
suitable to ordinary farm steadings ; and aLso on
the best means of draining off fi-om the dung-
hill the liquid manure into tlie Tank—ten sove-
reigns.

Competitors to state the most eligible mate-
rials for the purpo.se the expense, and the form
and proper dimensions in proportion to the num-
ber of cattle, &c. the best mode of drawing off

the contents and of applying it to the soil.

Potato Blossoms.—As great diversity of
opinion prevails regarding the advantage gained
by picking the blossoms from the stems of pota-

toes, instead of allowing the germs to ripen into

seed apples, the medium gold medal will be
given for the most approved P^eport of trials

made with different varieties of potatoes, quality

as well as quantitj' to be taken into accouzit.

The trials to bo made on portions of not less

than a quarter of an acre each, care being taken
in removing the flowers that the stems arc not

injured.

Disease in Potatoes.—The Potato Crop,

which is of such importance in this country,

having become very generally infected with

disease, the Society is de.sirous, if possible, of

ascertaining whether or not. by tiie aid of chem-
ical analysis, any light can be thrown upon the

cause of the disease, and upon the remedy to

be applied.
A pri^mium of fifty sovereigns is therefore offered

for the best and approved analysis of sound and un-

sound Potatoes, and of the soils on which they grew.

The analysis of the several varieties of Potato, to

embrace both their orgiUiic and inorganic constitu-

ents. The details of fhe experimental researches,

which will include Potatoes both at taking up and at

seed time, and the method of analysis adopted, to be

given in the Kssay.
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On thk Nutritive Properties of Tur-
nips RAISED with different MANURES.

—

With the view of testing the comparative feed-

ing properties of Turnips grown with guano
and with farm yard manure, a premium of

twenty sovereigns will be given for the most
approved Report on the progressive improve-
ment and increase in weight, (during a period

of at least four months) of three lots of cattle, of

not fewer than four in each lot, fed on turnips

and straw, or turnips and hay, iu the following

manner

:

1. Four fed on turnips grown with guano
alone.

•2. Four fed on turnips grown with farmyard
manure alone.

3. Four fed on turnips grown with one-half

guano and one-half farm j-ard manure.
The animals selected to be as nearly as possi-

sible of the same age, vi'eight, condition, and
breed, and to be treated in a similar manner in

every respect.

The live weights of the animals to be ascer-

tained before they are put up to feed as well as

at the close of the experiment, and if the ani-

mals are slaughtered, the dead weight and quan-

tity of tallow which they yield respectively.

The turnips grown with the different ma-
nures to be on land of equal quality and in

equal condition, and the quantity supplied to

each lot to be weighed.

TussAC Grass.—The medium ^Id medal
Mill be given for the most approved report,

founded upon actual experience, on the culti-

vation in this country, of the Tussac Grass, Dac-
tylis caapitosa—seeds of this valuable grass

having been lately introduced into Scotland
from tl'.e Falkland I.slands, where it is said to

be found growing in great luxuriance, chiefly

on peaty .soils, within the influence of the sea.

It is also said to grow on sandy soils under the

same influence, and where the climate is simi-

lar to that of Great Britain.
This premium is ofibred in order that the result of

experiments made may be publicly known, and to

ascertain if its extended cultivation in this countiy
would be beneficial.

Parties who have received portions of the parcels
of seed transmitted by the Colonial Secretary are
expected to report on the results of their experi-
ments, incKiding all the particulars regarding them,
whether successful or not.

On the Advantages of Dibbling in Sow-
ing.—For a Report, founded on actual experi-
ment or obsen-ation, to ascertain and point out
the advantages of sowing grain hj the process

of Dibbling—the gold medal, or ten sovereigns.

Wool.—For the best Essay on the Structure,

Conformation, and Physical Properties of Wool,
and on the Nature and Uses of the Sebaceous
Secretion of the Skin of Sheep—the Yolk—the

gold medal, or ten sovereigns.
Note.—Under the fonner head must be included a

detailed description of the ditferent kinds of Wool
which are at jiresent cultivated in the United Kini;-

dom, with deductions from their structure as to their

comparative value and utility for manufaclurins pur-
poses; and, under the latter, the special intiuenccs
which the yolk exerts upon the Wool, the necessity
or inutility of artificial salving, and in those circum-
stances where such has been used, the safest and
most efficacious methods of removing it from the
fleece, and the bleaching and purifying of the Wool
fiom the " gilting" that may have resulted fiom its

application.

Analyses of the Ashes of Plants.—For
' the best Series of Quantitative Analyses of the

Ashes of the Cultivated Plants, or of the more
common weeds growing on the difFerent soila

in Scotland—fifty sovereigns.
Note.—As the Society has already offered premi-

ums for the analyses of oats and potatoes, competi-
tors who make choice of cultivated plants will select

any of the others in common cultivation, as wheat,
barley, tuniips, or beans.

The more abundant weeds should also be select-

ed for analysis, full-gi'own, healthy plants being in

every case taken.

Separate analyses should be made of the stalk of
the plant and of the seeds, and in the turnip, or other
plants with large roots, also of the bulb. Intending
competitors are referred to the latest edition of Lie-

big's Agricultural Chemistiy ; and, for an account of
the best method of ash analysis, to a paper by Drs.

Will and Fresenius on the inorganic constituents of
plants, in the Memoirs of the Chemical Society of
London, part 9.

E.XPERIMENTS IN Deep PLOWING.—In Order
to obtain information on the results of subsoil

plowing, trench-plowing, or any other mode of

deep plowing on thorough-drained land, or on
land that does not require draining, with the

comparative merits of the difl'erent modes on
the same soil, the Society offers an annual pre-

mium of the gold medal for the best and most
satisfactory account of experiments made on not
less than four acres of land of as nearly as pos-

sible the same quality and description—stating

the description of soil, and the .subsoil upon
which it rests—in each of the methods of plow-
ing, one-half of which shall have been deep
plowed, and the other half cultivated in the or-

dinary waj^ The whole extent of ground to

be under the same description of crop, and in

other respects both portions to be cultivated and
managed alike. The quantity and quality of

the produce of each portion to be stated the

depth reached by the plow to be noticed, with
such other observations as the experimenters
may deem dcserWng of attention.

Besides the principal premium for the year,

the Society proposes to give honorary premi-
ums for such reports as shall be deserving of

distinction.

Vegetable Productions of India, China
AND America.—The gold medal will be given
for the best, and the medium gold medal for the

next best and approved Report on the Hardy
or supposed Hardy Trees, and useful Herba-
ceous Plants, including grains and grasses, of
China, the Himalaya country-, the Falkland and
South Sea Islands, California, and the high
north-western districts of America, where such
climate exists as to induce the belief that the

plants may be beneficially introduced into the
cultivation of Scotland.
There being reason to believe, that in addition to

the useful vegetable productions which have of late

years been introduced from Upper India, Ciilifoniia,

&c. many others may exist in the same regions, and
in China, equally well suited to this climate, the So-
ciety has been induced to ot^er the above premiums
with a view towards obtaining the fullest informa-
tion relative both to the introduced sorts and those
already knovin in this countrj-. for the purpose of
encouraging the introduction of the former, as well
as the more extended culture of the latter. Report-
ers are, therefore, required to give the generic and
specific names, with the authority for the same—to-

gether with the native names, in so far as known
;

also to state the elevation of the locality and nature
of the soil in which they are cultivated, or which
they naturally inhabit, with their qualities or uses ;

and it is farther requested, that the descriptions be )
accompanied, in so far as possible, with specimens

"

of the plants and their fruit, seed, timber, or other
product-s.
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The transmission of Uving pianis in boxes, or in
cases cc-€red T>r::h ;\wf. r:i;.Tle ii::-mpse<i where
prac:; .. -tied, and al-

mos: r je, ^"here '[

ttis r - :.- es. or heps,
niay i ^~ii ;ir =1 ;r eajth in which
ihe r

:

L Seeds may be sent heme in
[

coct s rown paper, packed in a bos, to
j

be kev-: ;- ;-. • . iiry pan of the cabin, but on no ac- i

connt in the hcia. nor in close tin cases. In the
ereat of the s^eds of Conifers being separated from

|

the cones, with the view of lessening tne bulk and i

weight cf packages intended for overland carriage,
j

hasty End severe heating, in extracting the seeds,
!

shotiid be careftuiT avoidea. I

Reports ox Improved ErRAi Ecosojtf
'

Abroad.—The honorary eold or sflver medal
of the Society, according- to the value of the com-
munication, will be given &r approved accoimts.
:: Glided on personal observarion. of any nseful '

t:~i:i:ce or practices in Haral or Domestic
|

E'::i:omy, adopted in other cotmtries, which
may seem fitted for being introdaced with ad- '

vantage into Great Britain. I

The purpose chieny comemplaied by the offer of
"

tiis premiiiin. is to induce gentlemen who may visit

other cotmtries to take notice of and record such
particuiar practices as may seem calculated to bene-

j

Si their own ccimtry ^ihe branches of the arts re- 1

ferred to. The earSest opportunity win be taken of
commiinicaling the reports to the public.

WEBSTEa's DOJCESTIC EcOXOStT JJTD HorsE-KiTP-
IXG. Edited in this country by Doctor Pjiese,
and published by the Harpers

—

Is a work of more than lOC'O pases, iilostra-

ted by nearly one thoasand engravinss. Per-

haps It would be easier to say what it does

not than what it does contain : for it seems to

be a sort oi omnibus in which all sorts of things

relating to House-Keeping and Domestic Econ-

omy have been gathered tip Take, for one ex-

ample. Milk—cows'—its properties—artificial

coagulation of—skimmed—considered as an ali-

ment—asses"—goats"—ewes'—^mares"—camels
—^btiffaloes'—supply of to the metropolis—adul-

teration of—preservation of—management of

in the dairy, .fcc. &c. With this book, and a
^ood hou$e>cife. any man may get along, provi-

ded he plays his own part, as any man ought io

do, or—^be Cavdled.

REPORT ON THE SCHEME TOR RETiUCrSG THE GROWTH OF COHOX ES' THE U. S.

"We regret not to have in this number sjiace
''

enough for the " Report by "W. "W. Seabrook &
\

T. Bekon O'Xeale, on the scheme for reductog •'

the quantity of cotton grown :"" and -which -we

now find for the first time in the Southern Plan-

ter for November. As might have been expec-

ted, they came promptly to the concltision that

the scheme ^"as impracticable, and not expedi-

ent if it could be put in practice. Xot at all in- !

compatTole -with that concltision, is the yet re- .

markable passage in the Report that " another

cause of distress is, that in a large portion of the

Southern cotmtry. cotton is cultivated, when its
;

production does not no-w, and never can at all
,

comj)eEsate the planter for the labor beslowred.

Then it is desirable for every one, that other

branches of industry should be pursued. In such

sections, says the Report, mantifactures may be
j

most profitably substituted : and every manufac- '

tofy establidied, -will be not only additional

-wealth to the proprietors and the country, but
;

win also materially aid the cotton planter by in-
|

creasins the consumption." This very interest-
;

ing Report goes on to add " to what else [than

cotton] can the planter of the South, so profita-

bly turn his attention ? To grain ? He already,

in ordinary years, produces twrice as much as

the middle States, and about one-eighth more
than the West. In Indian com alone, the pro-

duce of the South, by her last census, -w-as three

hundred millions of bushels ! If the planter of

cotton IS engaged in an unpromisinsr business,

much more so is ie ra:s-las of 2-raLn. The inte- .

rest on capital invested in Agriculture at the

north is less than 3 per cent ; here it is about 4

per cenL That the rice and tobacco culture

might be profitably extended in this State, and

•will be in the Setith-"West and Texas, is true.

Millions of acres in South Carolina, including

the lo-wer counties, are admirably adapted to the

raising of rich grasses. This might be added as

another branch of indtistry, from which reason-

able profits could be realized, and might very

-well be added to the cotton planters income.

The business of tanning, and the manufacttire

of leather, might be, and ought to be extended.

In this State, all the means of a successful pur-

suit of this branch of indtzstry are at hand, and

within the reach of every one. Hides, lime,

bark, and mechanics (slaves,^ are abundant. A
few years ago the capital engaged in this branch

of mdustry in Masachusetts was 814,000,000,

while that of cotton was Sl3,0OO,O00, and wool

less than $11,000,003."

The committee farther report their opinion

that -with many of the planters in ML'fsissippi,

Louisiana and Texas, the ctilture of tobacco and

susar -win supersede that of cotton.

Deeming this Report fi-om such a committee

on a ereat Agricultural question, as one of pri-

mary importance in a national view, we shall

preserve and extend it through the Agricnltoral

department of the Xew-York Albion, until it can

be transferred, for the same purpose, to the pa-

ges of the Fanners' Library,



SHEEP HUSBA-NDRY.

SHEEP HUSBANDRY . . . EFFECTS OF CLIMATE AND FOOD.

Those who have complimented this Journal

with a careful perusal, need hardly now be told

that we consider Sheep Husbandry, under ex-

istine circumstances, as among' the most impor-

tant subjecti diat can en^asre the attendon of the

inquiring agriculturist ; and they will of coarse

have concluded that in due time, we desig-n to

present it in all the aspects in which it has been

discussed by the most experienced men and the

most enlightened writers. To do this, will re-

quire research, consideration and space, propor-

tioned to its magnitude as a branch ofnational in-

dustry. We have already at command, the infor-

mation to be derived from English and Ameri-

can books, and from translations of French au-

thors who have gone yet more thoroughly into

the natural history and constitution of wool and

wool-bearing animals ; but we have reason to

believe that in this case as in a great many oth-

ers, much scientific and practical knowledge, is

\vrapped up and concealed from English read-

ers, in the German language. "We know that

profound works in that tongue have been vrrit-

ten, on wool, and on the various races of sheep,

and have accordingly taken measures to procure

those works and to have them thoroughly sifted,

even for any grains of information they may
contain.

In the mean time, to answer, for the nonce,

inquiries on some particular points, prompted

more particularly by the disposition which we
know exists, to push this branch of business in

the south, we offer the following extracts and

translations :

Ok the foist of influesce of climate.—
^Vetake the follovs-ingfrom thevolume on Sheep,

in the series ofvolumes put forth by that most effi-

cient and patriotic association, the Society in

England, for the Diffusion of Useful K.now-

LZDGE.

"The excellency of the Merinos consists in the

unexampled fineness and felting property of
their ^vool. and tlie luxuriance of the yolk, which
enables them to support extremes of cold and
wet, quite as vrell as any other breed : the easi-

ness with which they adapt themselves to ever]/

change of climate, and thrive and retain, with
common care, all theirfineness of wool under a
burning tropical svn. and in the frozen regions
of the north : an appetite which renders them
apparently satisfied with the coarsest food : a

quietness and patience, into whatever pasture
they are turned, and a gentleness and tractable-

ness not excelled in any other breed."

Those who have had the good fortune to see

Mr. Jewett's prize ram Fortune, and his pro-

geny, need go no farther to see an exemplifica-

tion of the best qualities of the Merino, as they
(617)

have been fully maintained '•' in the frozen re-

gions of the north." The more doubtful matter

is about the " burning sun.'' of Texas, for in-

stance. Above is an authority which has always

commanded the public confidence.

' In general," says Thaer, in that part of his

\vork which ^ve have not yet reached in the
course of re-publication. " we may lay do%vn as
a rule for our country. [Germany.] that homed
cattle are most profitable on low pasture, and
>vhen maintained by stall feeding. Sheep, on the
contrary, on all dri/ and elevated pasture
grounds, natural or artificial.

•• The Merino breed is distinguished from oth-
ers by slower development, shedding its teeth
later, not so soon coming to maturity, and beins
longer in attaining its full gro%vth ; its progress
may, ho^\-ever, be accelerated by more nourish-
ing food. On the other hand, sheep of this race
live to a greater age, and become stronser than
others. Merino e'wes have been known to re-

tain their teeth to their fifteenth year, and to

produce healthy lambs at that age.
"Sheep generally bear, or eo with lambs, for

twenty-one weeks and a fev.- days. Ex^'es gen-
erally get into heat for the first ume after lamb-
ing, in six months : and the most authentic wri-
ters maintain that the healthiest lambs are the
produce of the connection which takes place on
the first indication of rutting. Others maintain
it to be better to defer tiU the second time of
coming into heat, that is to say, three weeks la-

ter, in order to give the ewe time to recover her
strength after suckling.

"Merinos," says the same author. " are decidedly
more subject to rot than ordinary German sheep.
It is therefore indispensable in the maintenance
of a flock of high bred sheep, to have all the
damp places on their pastures drained by dig-

ging trenches, and drainage-furrows.
'• Good mutton should not be spongy or very

porous : but soft, of delicate fibre, and succulent.
•' It has been found that wool when thoroughly

washed after shearing, loses in weight about 54
per cent, provided it has not been previouslj-
washed on the back. In the latter process, the
wool probably loses about 25 per cent, of its

weight in the un\vashed state.
" A moderate quantity of fat mixed with the

fibre, is much esteemed, but the excess of that

substance, which shows itself on the outside,

sometimes in layers, five or six inches tiiick. is

fit only for the poorer class of people, who use
this fat to eat with the leguminous vegetables
on which they live."

IXFLUEXCE OF KTrRITION' OX WOOL.
[Translated from the Jouma] D'Aaricuirore Pratiqiie

, et de Jardina^e. for the Farmers' Librery.]

The feeding of sheep has a most marked in-

I
fluence on the quantity and quality of the wool.

1 The circumstances to be observed on this sub-

I
ject are the following :

I 1. To obtain wool of a good quality, and in

(-^equate quantity, sheep most be well fed.

—
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The art of nutrition being directed, in the ovine

animal, toward the superficies, and being con-

fined to the growth of wool, the augmentation

of %vool in length and in flexibility experiences

a moment of rest at the time that nutrition is

stopped, when the animal is deprived of his ne-

cessary quantity of feed. Sheep, •well fed, com-

pensate for the increase of expense by the

weight of their fleece and the increased quality

of the wool.

However, there is an essential difference to

be observed between short-'wooled and long-

wooled sheep. Abundant and extremely nutri-

tious feed soon makes the wool of the first too

long—an inconvenience w-hich is not to be

feared from the second class of sheep. Flat

countries, interspersed with fat and fertile pas-

turages, are thus naturally destined to the pro-

duction of long wool.

2. When sheep receive too little nourishment,

or that this, given in insufficient quantity, is not

sufficiently nutritions, the wool preserves its

fineness—acquires a certain length—but it is

wanting a certain degree of resistance, (or elas-

ticity ;) it is also unfurnished \vith the requisite

oiliness, and thus makes it brittle, rough to the

touch, and dry as flax.

3. The regularity in the dispensation of food

is of the highest importance ; the wool is, in a

great measure, influenced by it ; and this can be

observed when, in winter, sheep are well fed

with hay, grains, beans, oil cake, and when that

supplementary food is too soon suppressed in

spring. The w-ool experiences a period of rest

later, continuing to grow under more favorable

circumstances ; the v^-oolly hair is less elastic ;

and, in proportion of its extent, a weak point is

discovered—a true cicatrice—indicating the ir-

regularity of growth which we have signalized.

4. Opinions differ with regard to the action of

certain kinds of food on wool ; all, however,

agree to attribute to fertile pastures a marked
effect The fleece is more abundant—the hair

is longer, and is distinguished by its smoothness,

its flexibility, and its strength. Grains produce

an analogous action. These aliments augment

the oiliness and the good qualities of the wool.

Sturm establishes as a point that all nutrition

that favors transpiration produces a finer wool

;

they are those that contain much nutritive mat-

ter in a small volume. Pastures interspersed

with aromatic plants enter into this category

—

as well as grains given in the sheep-fold.

Two sheep (says Perrault de Jotemps) belong-

ing to the same race, covered with the same
quality of wool, but managed in different ways,

so that to one is given feed to fatten, and to the

other his ordinary diet, present already to the

first shearing a variety of wool. Wixh the first

it win be longer, coarser, and will have lost its

(618)

elasticity; these consequences (he adds) are

much more sensible at the second and tliird

shearing. The other sheep will have preserved

all the primitive qualities of the fleece. The
difference of diet being continued to the third

generation, the descendants cannot be recog-

nized as being derived from the same source.

From Mr. Morrell's exceUent work, tlie latest

American one, on Sheep, published lately by
the Messrs. Harpers, we take the follo%\ing:

The author remarks :
" The variations in the

diameter of the wool in the different parts of
the fibre \viU also curiousl}' correspond with the

degree of heat at the time the respective por-

tions were produced. The fibre of the wool,
and record of the meteorologist, vi-ill singularly
agree, if the variations in temperature are suffi-

cientiy distant from each otlier for any apprecia-
ble part of the fibre to grow.''

In confiiTnation of the general fact as to the in-

fluence of climate on wool and hair, the remarks
of Mr. Hunter, an Ece;lish author of high au-

thority, are quoted :
'• Sheep earned from a cold

to a warm climate soon undergo a remarkable
change in the appearance of their fleece. From
being verj- firm and thick, it becomes thin and
coarse ; untU at length it degenerates into hair.

Even if this change should not take place to its

full extent in the individual, it ^^^ll infallibly do
so in the course of a ereater or less number of

generations. The effect of heat is nearly the

same on the hairs of other animals. The same
species that in Russia. Siberia, and North Amer-
ica, produce the most beautiful and valuable furs,

have nothing in the warmer climates but a coarse
and thin covering of hair."

The above must be received with some limi-

tation. Mr. Youatt makes the following re-

marks :
•' Temperature and pasture have an in-

fluence on die fineness of the fibre, and one
^vhich the farmer should never disregard ; but
he may, in a great measure, counteract this in-"

fluence by careful management and selection in

breeding. The original tendency to the produc-
tion of a fleece of mixed materials existing, and
the longer coarse hair covering and defending
the shorter and softer wool. Nature may be grad-

ually adapting the animal to his new' locality

;

the hair may increase and the wool may dimin-

ish, if man is idle all tlie while : but a little at-

tention to breeding and management will limit

the extent of the evil, or prevent it altogether.

A better illustration of this cannot be found, than

in the fact that the Merino has been transplanted

to every latitude on the temperate zone, and to

some beyond it—to Sweden in the north, and
Australia in the south, and has retained its ten-

dency to produce wool exclusively, and wool
of nearly equal fineness and value."

M. Lastej-rie. the unwearied advocate of the

Merino.s, uses this remarkable language :
•' The

preservation of the Merino race in its purity at

the Cape of Good Hope, and under the rigorous

climate of Sweden, fumi.sh an additional sup-

port of this, my unalterable opinion.Jine-irookd

sheep may he kept u-hcrcvcr industrious men
and intellig-cnt breeeders exist."

Notwithstanding the above is so consolatory,

and withal so verj' encouras-inff to onr brethren

of the Southern States to embark in sheep hus-

bandry, yet it is undeniable that in northeni lat-

itudes the finest wools are produced ; but this

has arisen much from .superior skill in breeding.
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and great assiduity iu manag^ement in every re-

gard. If sheep are propcrJy selected from hish-
bred Merino and Saxon flocks, and taken to a
latitude not south of 28-, if rightly managed, will

suffer little deterioration for many years, and
•will produce wools of a like description of the
Australian, soft, of even and long filament, fit for

felting, and also admirably adapted for the finest

and most beautiful of worsted fabrics. An in-

stance is known by tlie writer, (Mr. Mark H.
Cockrill,) of an imported flock of Saxons having
been taken to Tennessee some 20 years since,

and judging from the samples of wool from it

now in his possession, the conclusion is inesnta-

ble, that littJe or no deterioration has been pro-

duced by the climate. If sheep are provided
with suitable retreats for shade during the heat
of the summer montlis, there are manv districts

in the Soutliem States tmsurpassed for wool cul-
tivation. If there is a tendency to coarseness,
it wiU be retarded or wholly prevented by an
occasional recurrence to nortliem stock getters.

Many imagine that the climate of the South-
em States is whoUy unsuitable for the produc-
tion of a fine fleece, because of the inferiority of
the wools of South America. The degeneracy
of the Merinos taken tliere, has not arisen so
much from the climate, as because "industrious
men and intelligent breeders " \%-ere not present
to manage them ; furthermore, verj" many of the
sheep transported there from Spain, were of
tlie Chunah breed, producing ver}- coarse wool,
and these ^vere promiscuously bred with the
Merino.s. The conservative power over the
fleece lies in good management far more than
climate.

PETERS' AGRICULTURAL ACCOUNT BOOK.
Dakiex, N. Y. Nov. 10, 1845.

To J. S. Skikneb, Esq :

Dear Sir—It gives me great pleasure to see
you urge upon the farmers the importance of
keeping a Farm Register. There is no excuse
for the gross and culpable negligence of tliose

who omit it. For if a register or account book
is needed by any class of men, more than an-
other, that class is the farmers. Jt
Fanning properly conducted is to a certain

extent a series of experiments, the results

whereof should be carefully registered, and not
left to the uncertainty of human memory.

—

What intelligent farmer is there ^vho -would not
no-w give his best horse for a careful register of
his daily doings since he first commenced farm-
ing for himself. ^Vhat a mass of facts would
now be spread out for his insti-uction and dailv
guidance. And ho^v few farmers' families there
are in tliis broad land wherein the keeping of
such a dail}- account of farm transactions would
not form a most useful and instructive source of
amusement. \'Vhat would tend more to fix in
llie minds of the joung people a habit of close
observation, and patient investiaration ?

Having felt the want of .«ome kind of a work
> ^\'hich would do away with much of the com-
) plexity of the present system of commercial
) book-keeping. I compiled a book (a copy of
) which I herewitli send you) \vhich ^^ ould pat it

' in the power of every fanner with little trouble
' to keep a complete account of all his doings.

I feel quite sure that you can fully appreciate
the importance of such a work. I do not claim
for it pei-fection. but I do think it is the best that

has yet been publir^hed.

You cannot think how much I prize the " Li-
brary and Journal.'' The plan is right, and
the public appetite requires just su'-h a work,
but I saw its appearance with fear and tremb-
ling, for I thought it would be long before it

would even pay cost to its enterprising pub-
lishers. With best wishes, my dear Sir,

I remain very sincerely yours,

T. C. PETERS.

With the above we received the book referred

to. We shall place it in tlie hands of tlie Print-

er to be so arranged that the reader may fullj'

comprehend tlie system. It \^-ill be seen, as

the author says in his introduction, that while
" blanks are left in the heads of many columns,
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so that the farmer may put in any item he

thinks proper, and he can also vary the printed

captions to suit circumstances—the printed head-

ing is put in to show the manner in which they

should be filled." It would appear to have
been fi-amed for Northern Husbandrj-, but the

system, he adds, '• is universal in its application,

so far as Agriculture is concerned, and may be

"made to answer as weU upon the plantations at

the South, as the farms of the Jv'orti!.''

This " Complete sj-stem of Book-keepin:

simplified and adapted to the use of Farmers,"

is very appropriately dedicated to James S.

Wadsworth, Jr., then President of the Agri-

cultural Society of the State of Xew-York,—the

autlior being at the time President of the Gen-

esee Countj- Society—^not only as a slight token

of his personal regard, but of approbation, of

the course he had taken in the great though still

too much neglected cause of agricultural im-

provement Allusion is fitly made to the debt

of gratitude due to Wadsworth, the elder, for

services of which we hope the Farmers' Libra-

ry for Jaimary will be made the medium of a

more particular record.

The work sent us by the author is a halfbound
two quire broad foolscap. The Daily Journal of

transactions occupies or comprises about one-

third of the book. The Labor Account about 8

pages; Current Account of Grain and Root
Crops, 4 : Account of Hay and Fodder Crops, 4

;

Monthly Accoimt of Live Stock, 8 : Manure Ac-

count, 4 ; Weekly Dairy Account, or Fattening

Animal Account, 8 : Cash Account, Moutlily, 8

;

Account of Sales, W^eklj' or Monthly, 4 ; Ex-
pense Account, W'eekly or Monthly, 4 ; Farm
Implement Accotmt, 4 : Land Account, 4 : Profit

and Loss Account occupying about one-third,

or the remaining portion of the book. We give

a specimen of the manner of ruling, but we
presume the Book itself can be purchased at

most of the Agricultural Depots.
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EXPOSITION OF THE CONDITION AND RESOURCES OF DELAWARE.

At the late Farmers' Convention, one of the

plainest, least glittering, but most useful dis-

courses, was by Mr. John Jones, a practical far-

mer, in attendance, from near Middletown, Dela-

ware. He came down at once to practical mat-

ters, and gave a most encouraging and agreeable

sketch of the progress and prosperous condition

of Agriculture in his own State, and of the

growth and activity of business at Wilmington.

He dwelt on the advantages to be anticipated

from tlie extension of manufactories on the Bran-

dywine. The capital employed in manufacto-

ries in Newcastle County alone, w^as reported

in 1840 at $1,384,700. The annual value of $314,-

500, about one-sixth of what was manufactured

iu Pennsylvania. The manufacture ^f powder

was 2,100,000 pounds. The Messrs. Dupont

manufacture weekly, 5,000 pounds of wool. They
brought the first full bred Merino ram Don Pe-

dro, into that County ; but it did not need Mr.

Jones's evidence to establish the association in

our minds of the name of Dupont with what is

most enterprising and useful and patriotic in the

progress of American Industry.

Mr. Jones stated that Major P. Reybold is now
the most extensive wool gi'ower in Delaware,

having for some years past, flocks of about two
thousand. He gave, in short, a graphic account

of the husbandry' of Delaware in all its branches

;

giving credit to those who have signalized them-

8elves,by skillful attention to different objects. He
remarked that the farmers ofDelaware generally

deemed it better not to raise hogs
; prefen-ing

to sell their com at 40 or 50 cents to their east-

em, and buy their bacon from their western

brethren. He noted with exultation, that no

vhit^ky is distilled in Delaware. "No," said

he, emphatically, "not one drop." In reply to

the reputed unhealthiness of Delaware, and the

Eastern Shore of Marj-land, he proved the con-

trary by statements of obstinate facts drawn
from the Census. On the score of taxes, he

knew not tlie exact per cent., but he paid on

740 acres of land, only $56,63. His statement

of the provisions for Education, was highly hon-

orable to the State.

Mr. Jones gave some instances of remarkable

success, naming individuals and particulars—as

for example : J. Sampson of Delaware, raised

103 bu.shels of wheat on 2| acres; E. Bellah of

Brand^•^vine. 39 bushels to the acre on a field of
(G21)....31

nine acres, sowed amona the sianding corn in

July ! Dr. Noble reported the case of his

tenant R. Millwood, who, on -a field of thirty

acres, made 37 1 bushels to the acre—as ad-

judged by measurement of two acres of average

yield. This land was a few years ago purchased

for $15 an acre, and would not then have yielded

more than five bushels—the land was improved

by apphcation of 200 bushels of shell marl and

10 horse-cart loads to the acre, of Philadelphia

compost consisting of the refuse of skin-dressers,

glue boilers, &c. He attested great and very

general improvement through the State, espe-

cially in their wheat crops, which he ascribed

chiefly to the use of lime and better modes of

culture, and to improved implements—to the

use of the drill, roller, &c. He spoke in high

terms of the efficacy and popularity of a drill

machine invented by Moses Pennock, a plain,

unpretending farmer, of inventive genius and

useful in his example—the same who invent-

ed that valuable implement, the revolving

horse-rake. Prompted by conviction of its

value, many of these drill machines have been

put in use in Delaware with the utmost satisfac-

tion and success. Hussey's reaping machine

was highly commended on experience of its ef-

ficacy—over twenty acres a day had been cut

with it in a complete manner, and he thought

ten or twelve would be purchased in his coun-

ty next year. Mr. Jones was well impressed

with the influence of Agricultural Associations,

Farmers' Clubs for social meetings and discus-

sions, and dwelt with emphasis on the benefit

and greater security of a home market for Agri-

cultural produce.

He gave an impressive account of the " peach

business " in Delaware, of which, as well as of

the sheep business. Major Reybold is consider-

ed the " Field Marshal." He and one of his

sons sliippcd 500 baskets of peaches in one
day. Previous to the first of September he had
shipped upwards of 1600 baskets. Mr. Jones's

exposition was without flourish and to the

point—calculated to make a strong impression

as to the capacities of little Delaw\Tre and the

industi*y and energy of lier sons. Many might
make more dazzling addressees, and talk more
about Adam and Eve and the Garden of Eden,
and the Emperor of China taking the handles

of the plow, and about Columella and Virgil,
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tut " all is not gold that glitters "—and for set-

ting forth her skill and industry and making

known her resources and her progress no State

need have a better representative than was this

—himself—one of her most successful working

farmers. How much more encouraging, effect-

ive and useful is the downright experience of

such men, than a mere parade of monstrosities,

and queer things—as " caUco com," and fan-

tail pigeons.

The miserable census, put down the whole

wheat crop of Delaware in 1839 at 315,165 bush-

els, and four years after that the Commissioner

of Patents places it at only 333,103, while Mr,

Jones instances a single farm of 375 acres

that produced 2,884, nearly the one-hundredth

part of all that is credited to the State.—

He has no doubt that the crop of New-

castle county alone was upwards of 400,000

bushels. What miserable deceptions are the

returns and estimates we have had of tlie indus-

try and products of the country.

No State in the Union is going ahead faster in

agricultural improvent than Delaware. She

has the advantage of being in the centre of light

and knowledge. Tho' his place has been well

supplied, we were sorry to see that Doctor

Thompson had retired from the Presidency of

the Society, which has contributed so much to

the honorable position which Delaware holds

among her sisters.

If it were not altogether impossible to publish

the agricultural addresses delivered at the vari-

ous exhibitions, we should have been tempted

to give place to Doctor Muse's and the vener-

able Jonathan Roberts's, as also to Mr. Sellman's,

at Marlboro. With such advocates the cause of

Agriculture can never go backwards—that is, if

agriculturists will discard demagogues and com-

mit the business of legislation to those who

being thoroughly identified with, can the better

understand their interests.

Let them put on their considering cap and

solve a few questions. How much of the

money raised by and for the government, is di-

rectly or indirectly paid by the landed interest,

and how much of it is expended for its account?

HEMP AND FLAX.

Neie mode of preparation for the Manufactu-

rer—Importajit Invention.

The value of Hemp and Flax, and the great

range of country adapted to their culture, have

not escaped our attention. We are fully sensi-

ble of our obligation to procure and promulgate

the best information to be had, on the culture

and preparation of these articles, and hope to be

able to fulfil any reasonable anticipation on that

point. But, with all the space at our command.
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we have not yet been able to take up this branch

of industry in a manner at all comporting with

its importance. The most recent item of note

in regard to it, that has fallen under our notice,

consists in the improvements effected in tlie

pi-eparation and manufacture of them by Mr.

Billings. Of what is peculiar in both, fuller

accounts will be given in the January number

of the Farmers' Library. In the mean time we
took an opportunity of getting an experienced

manufacturer to look at tlie operation of his ma-

chine, a small one on rather a model scale, and

from him we have since been favored with the

following

:

Patekson, N. J. Nov. 19, 1845.

To the Ed. of Farm. Lib :

The object of Mr. Billings is, to take the Flax

from the farmer before rotting, and to rot, dry,

break and scutch it, for the manufacturer.

The break seems to me to do its work very

rapidly, and better than I have seen it done

heretofore ; the ends of the Flax appear to be

rather more entangled, but the scutcher relieves

it from this difficulty, and there is this advantage

in this latter machine over many others : that it

leaves the Flax in better condition for the hackle,

and can be prepared on any scale graduated to

suit the purpose to which it is applied.

I had no means of ascertaining what the

waste would be in the processes of these ma-

chines, but Mr. Billings says he can so prepare

the Flax as to yield over the rougher and fine

eight buckles, 85 per cent, of long Flax. This

exceeds, by 20 per cent, the produce of any

other known machines. The best Flax produ-

ced in this way will not yield over 65 lbs. of

Flax to the 100 lbs. of scutched Flax, and if

this be so, it will be of just that value over any

other machine to the growers of Flax.

A similar plan, as I suppose, for retting the

Flax, was tried at Hunterdon, New-Jersey,

about ten years ago, and was found unsuccess-

ful. In Europe, attempts to use steam for like

purposes have failed, and the Flax was never

so strong nor so durable, as when rotted in the

pots, as they are called, by the operations of

Nature.

My own unpression is, that one cause of failure

has been the season in which it has been done.

If it were delayed till September or October,

I think it would do better and be more likely

to succeed.
Very respectfully, t. i-

Mr. Billings has seen the above, and eayo

our correspondent has been led to erroneouB

conclusions by a misconception of his processes.

He says the rotting process is conducted on sci-

entific principles, and has been found to be per-^

fectly successful. Some eight or ten pages of

our next number will be given up to this mter-

e sting subject.



THE PREMUM FARMS IN PRINCE GEORGE'S
COUNTY, MARYLAND.

The First Hokors of Agriculture—Are

tliose which are awarded for best managed

farms, and hopeless, almost, is the case of him,

' among young faraiers, w"ho is not animated by

I
tlie ambition to win them. It should be coveted

' in rural, as the marshal's baton is in military

life, with this exception—that while the latter,

like the key of Blue-Beard's closet, is marked

with indelible stains of blood, the chaplet that

wreathes the brow of the victorious farmer, is

the growth of useful industry, tlie blessed em-

blem of peaceful abundance—yet it has been

the miserable, the barbarous policy of govern-

ments, even of republican governments, to re-

serve all their honors and rewards, their high

pay and their life salaries, to provide hospitals and

medicines, only for those whose province it is,

when nations can be drawn into war, to accom-

plish in the shortest time (he greatest possible de-

itruction of human life. Will nations ever

learn to think for themselves and cease to

be ridden by demagogues for their own sinister

purposes ? T
For ourselves, in our limited sphere, we shall

do what we can to give public sentiment a right

direction on these points—to teach the Ameri-

can Republican Farmer to compel legislators

to bestow public honors on the plow, rather

than the sw^ord—on civil virtues in preference

to military achievement. We have now room
only to register the award of the Prince George's

County Agricultural Committees last month.

For the best managed Farm, to " Mount Cal-

vert Plantation,'' containing 900 acres owned by
Capt. John Brooks.

The second premium to " Eglinton Planta-

tion," containing 300 acres, own by W. W. W.
Bowie, Esq.

The third to " Willow Brook Plantation,"

combining about 900 acres owned by Thomas
DucKETT, Esq. A conspicuous place shall

hereafter be assigned to all such awards, as they

may come to our knowledge.

For his truly excellent address, a vote of

.thanks was unanimously voted to Hon. John
Sellman, at the instance of R. W. Bowie,

,
a large Planter, who loves the honor of his

: State as he does his own, and for its

'sake would self-impose and pay, any

(
amount of taxation. Alas ! for the reproach, that

• the mention of the fact implies against our na-

. tive State ! Ay, we were going to saj'—our

j native—but the pen refuses the office. These
I '.hings have close connection with the character

jf an Agricultural people, and are, therefore, fit

mbjects for allu.sion in a journal profoundly de-

moted to the honor and prosperity of that class

>f the community.
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Expense of Horse Power.—We have long

been persuaded that agriculturists, wilfullj or un-

reflectingly, shut their eyes against the serions

expensivcness of horse power, as compared

with other anima' or machine power. It would
be well worth their while to compare the cost

of keeping a horse with that of keeping the ox,

the mule, and the man. In examining the fol-

lowing statement, let the reader bear in mind
that by " corn" the writer means oats, probably,

and he will be near enough for the purposes

of comparison, by estimating a penny (d.) at

two cents, and a shilling (s.) at a quarter of a

dollar.

One-horse Carts versus Wagon.—I have no
light plowing land, nor have I more than 20 or
30 acres of very heavy land. I will,, therefore,

relate my actual experience. In the' employ-
ment of wagons and the old broad-wheeled
dung-carts, I required one wagon, one cart, and
three horses to every 50 acres of arable land. I

also kept a light cart for general purposes. Now
that I am employing carts, I find that I get
through my work much more easily with two
horses and t^vo carts to 50 acres. The follow^-

ing is a fair calculation of the first outlay under
the two systems

:

60

1 vraeon 25
1 dung-cart... 15

3 horses
Extra harness
Proportionate

cost of the
light cart to

50 acres

f/.i £
3 4-inch wheel

1 horse carta 24
Two horses... 40"

d.

3

64
Balance in fa-

vor of carts 41

Total 105 Total 105

This shows a saving of upwards of 16s. an
acre, which many young fanners would find

extremely useful to expend in stock or imple-
ments. There is also some annual saving in the
expense of the repairs under the cart .system, as
well as that of the keep of one horse to every ''>0

acres. I believe there ai"e those who think this

of little importance ; that they can keep horses
at a very small expense, say from 3s. to 5s. per
week ; and that if fewer are kept, they must be
fed more highlj', and therefore the cost is much
the same, forgetting that the more horses kept,
the gi'eater number of hands required to attenj
them, whose time also is wasted if the animals
are not in a state to do a good day's work ; nor
is the manure nearly so valuable as when the
horses are kept in a better state. To estimate
the saving of keeping one horse less to 50 acres,
I will make my calculations from my own
method of keep. I have not for jcars allowed
my horses any hay. In winter I give them 10
lbs. of corn, 10 lbs. of carrots or Swedes, and as
much straw-chaff as they will eat per diem. The
corn I value at 6s. per week, the roots at 9d., and
the straw, with the expense of cutting into
chaff, Is. 3d., making in the whole, 8s. per week ;

which, with Is. for shoeing, &c., amounts to 9s.

In the summer I give them green clover or
vetches, without com, which I value at 5s. per
week, making Cs., with Is. added for shoeing,
&c. ; the average, therefore, for the whole year,
will be 7s. Cd. each horse. It therefore follows
that if we can save one horse in the cultivation
of 50 acres, it will amount to nearly 8s. per acre.

(E. Bowly, Royal Eng. Ag. Soc. Jour.
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.AcF-icuLTURAL SURVEYS.—The Legislature

of Maryland would do well to provide for an

Agricultural Survey of the State. It might be

divided into the Eastern Shore, to be reported

apon, we will venture to suggest, by such a

.man as Col. N. Goldsboro. The Western

Shore, upper wheat Counties, by Mr. Stabler

of Montgomery, the hay region around Balti-

inoi'G, by Dr. G. B. Smith, and the tobacco re-

gion by W. W. Bowie, Esq. Such reports, on

the Agricultural practices and resources of the

several Counties, would be of more real value

.tlian all the party wrestling for the next two

mouths at Annapolis, just to see which party

can get tbe " back-lock" on the other. For all

the time that is thus spent in party wrangling

and maneuvering, the people—the Farmers

—

must pay , while, for a full development of the

Agricultural condition and wants of the State

these partisan leaders, calling themselves legis-

lators, would refuse to appropriate a dollar, and

that for fear oilosing their popularity with their

agricnUural constitxents .'—So we go! hum-
bugged and demagogue-ridden to the end of the

chapter! The wisest man who would seek the

popular support, with views exclusively to the

general welfare, would be laughed at as a

greenhorn ! Hence has party spirit been called

" the madness of the many, for the benefit of the

few."

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, November 22, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.

J

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort f 100 16. 3 81i@ 3

Pearls, 1st sort, '4.5 ® 4

BEE.'^WAX—.American Yellow — 30 ®

—

CANDLES—Mould, TaUow..|>' m... — 9 @—
Sperm, Eastern and City — 27 ®

—

COTTON—From ^ ffi. — 6 ©

—

COTTON BAGGING—American... — 12 ®—
CORDAGE—American ^' Its. — 11 @

—

B05tESTICGOODS-Sliirting3,^y. — .5 @—
Sheetings — 61®

—

FEATHERS—American, live — 28 @

—

FLAX—American — TJ®—
t liOUR & MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbl. 7 — ®—
Troy 7 — ®—
Michigan 7 — ®—
Ohio, "Sat hoop 7 — @—
Ohio, Heywood & Venice 7 12i® 7

Ohio, via New-Orleans 6 37|® 6

Pennsylvania ®

—

Brandywine 6 50 ®

—

Georgetown 6 50 ®—
Baltimore City Mills 6 50 ®

—

Richmond City Mills 7 25 ® 7

Richmond Countiy 6 50 ®

—

Alexandria, Petersburg, <fcc 6 50 ®

—

Rye Flour 4 37^® 4

Com Meal, Jerst*,' and Brand 3 75 ® 4

Com Meal, Brandyvrine hhd. ®

—

GRAIN—Wheat, Western..^ bush. 1 35 ® 1

Wheat, Southern new 1 30 ® 1

Rye, Northern — 80 ®—
Com, Jersey and North... (meas.) — 82}@

—

Com, Southern (measure') ®

—

Com, Southern (weight) — 80 ®—
Oats, Northern — 50 ®

—

Oats, Southern — 45 ®—
HAY—North River bales — 75 ®—
HEMP—American, dew-rotted., ton 80 — ®95
^ " water-rotted 125 —®175

HOPS—1st sort, 1845 ®—
SON-American Pig, No. 1 37 50 @40

Common 27 50 @32
.LrME—Thomaston ^ bbl, 1 — ®

—

LUMBER—Boards, N.R., ^M. ft. clr. 35 — @40
•Boards, Eastern Pine 10 — ®U
Boards, Albany Pine ^pce. — 8 ®

—

Plank, Georfjia Pine ^M. ft. 33 — ®40
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Staves, \Vliite Oak, pipe
Staves, White Oak, hhd
Staves, White Oak, bbl

Staves, Red Oak, hhd
Hoops
Scantling, Pine, Eastern
Scantling, Oak
Timber, Oak ^ cubic foot

Timber, White Pine
lumber, Georgia Yellow Pine
Shingles, 18 in ^ bunch
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality.

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quaUty.
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality.

Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet

Shingles, Company
MUSTARD—American
NAILS—Wrought, 6d to 20d...f> tb.

Cut,4dto40d
PLASTER PARIS—# ton
PROVISIONS—Beef, Mess, i>'bbl...

Beef Prime,
Pork, Mess, Ohio, new
Pork, Prime, Ohio, old and new..
Lard, Ohio ^ 16.

Hams, Pickled
Shoulders, Pickled
Sides, Pickled
Beef, Smoked ^ 16.

Butter, Orange County
Butter, Western Dairy
Butter, ordinarj'

Cheese, in casks and boxes
SEEDS—Clover F ».
Timothy ^ tierce

Flax, Rough
SOAP—N. York, Brown ^16.
TALLOW—American, Rendered. ..

TOBACCO—Virginia ® 16..

North Carolina
Kentucky and Missouri

WOOL—Am. Saxony, Fleece,.^ 16.

American Full Blood Merino
American } and if Merino
American Native and i Merino. .

.

Superfine, Pulled

48 — ®
38 — @
30 — ®31 —
30 — ®
25 — ®30 —
14 — @16 25
30 — ®a5 —— 25 ®— 37— 18 ®— 25— 30 @— 35

1 75 ® 2 —
@24 —

20 — @22 —
®17 50

15 — ®16 —
11 — ®13 —

®29 —
— 16 @— 31

— 10 @— 12}— 4 @— 4i

2 62i®
8 — @ 8 25

5 — ® 5 25

14 12}®
10 35 ®10 £2}
— 8 ®— 8}

— 5}®— 5i

— 7}®— 8
— 18 @— 20

— 15 6)— 17

— 12 ®— 14

— 7}®— U— 10 @— m
15
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A NEW-YEAR'S OFFERING TO OUR PATRONS.

IMPORTANT TO ALL OWNERS OF CATTLE.

A VEKT remarliable discoverj' has been made in France, in a department of rural ludnstry,

which, could a word be coined for the occasion, might perhaps most aptly be called Lacteot-OGY,

or Cow-OLOGT, as it discloses infallible signs for detenniuing the milkhig properties of Neat Cattle.

By these external marks, which are described by the author of the work, and illustrated by

numerous engravings, now in course oi preparation for the Farmers' Library, it is maintained

that one may without fail discover, even in a calf of a few montlis old, whether it will make a

good milker, and is, therefore, worthy of being reserved for the dairy ; or, if othei-wise, it should

be consigned to the butcher. Strange as may appear such a discovery, and the establishment of

an infallible system based upon it, it yet seems to have been in very many cases subjected to the

severest test, by committees of men of the highest character in France, appointed by and belong-

ing to the agricultural section of the Academy of Sciences, who have certified in the most une-

quivocal manner to the truth and great value of the discovery. The testimony of scientific men
of that grade and association, in France, it need not be added, challenges universally, public re-

spect and confidence. We consider ourselves fortunate in being, by a lucky chance, made the

medium of first proclaiming this French discovery to English readers ; and, moreover, feel justi-

fied in referring to it as another proof that, acting under the instruction of liberal Publishers, no

tro'ihle or expense will be allowed to stand in the way of our fulfilment of all the promises witb

which the Farmers' Library was offered to the patronage of American Agriculturists.

While waiting for the illustrations, in the hands of the engraver, and which will be numerous

and costly, we offer here the " Preface of the Translator," N. P. Trist, Esq. of the State

Department, a gentleman well known, and wherever known respected, for high character, learn-

ing and discernment ; and who, previously to his acceptance of the office he so well fills, had

been in a position which led him to give much attention to such subjects.

It has so happened in corroboration of all that is said in relation to tliis extraordinary discovery,

that since writing so far, we find it particularly noticed in a late number of the "Journal d'Agri-

culture Pratique et de Jardinage," sent to our PublLshers by Doctor Lardner, now in Pasis.

Some extracts from that notice on the spot where the theory has been promulgated, may serve

to rivet still stronger the attention of the readev

:

" Monsieur Guenon, a fanner of Liboumc, having discovered an infallible method of ascertain-

ing the lactiferous properties of cows, by means of certain invariable signs, easily to be fomid on
these animals, invited a rigid investigation of his theory, by the Agricultural Society of TouJouse.

A committee was accordingly appointed by that Society, who reported :

" We conducted Mr. Guenon into seven cow-stables with whicli he was entirely unacquainted.
Here forty-six cows were submitted to his inspection. In twenty-two instances he named the
exact number of pints given by each cow ; in fourteen he came within a pint, and in ten within
two or three pints.

" Exact precision as to number of pints, however, is deemed as of little importance, as the quan-
tity of milk is liable to vary, with many circumstances, as food, temperature, date of calving, Sec.
Rut the main fact of the discovery we consider as established, as Monsieur Guenon invariably
distinguishes the good from the bad milkers.

(689)
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" From this fact, with which tlie commitlce was much struck, there results the consequence
that there is really a relation existing between the milking properties and the visible external
signs or escutcheons indicated.

" The Committee consider as a vast service rendered to Agriculture, a discovery which has
taught us to distinguish good from bad milkers, and it is the greater as the system applies to

calves, and tlius enables us to discai-d, by handing over to the butcher, worthless heifers, that we
would otherwise be at the expense of rearing.

" To make known as widely as possible this valuable discovery, the Committee recommend
the nomination of Mous. Guenon, as a coiTespouding member of tliis Society and the purchase of
25 copies of his work."

Let us take the occasion to salute our patrons with " a happy new year." We are grateful for

their liberal encouragement, and if they are not as numerous as we could wish, they are quite as

much so as as we could have reasonably expected, and will make up in quality for want of num-

bers. Finally, we have every reason to be grateful for the past and confiding as to the future

—

and all we have now to ask is, that those who think favorably will speak kindly of our labors to

advance the most important interest of the country.

TREATISE
ON

MILCH COWS:
WHEREBV

THE DUALITY AND QUANTITY OF MILK WHICH ANY COW WILL GIVE

MAY BE ACCURATELY DETERMINED,
BY

OBSERVING NATURAL MARKS, OR EXTERNAL INDICATIONS ALONE ;

THE LENGTH OF TIME SHE WILL CONTINUE TO GIVE MILK,
&c. &c.

By M. FRANCIS GUENON, France.

Translated from the French of the Author, for the Farmers' Library,

By N. P. TRIST, late U. S. Consul at Havana.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1840, by Greeley & McElkath, in the Clerk'a Office of

the District Court for the Southern DiBUict of New-York.
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TREATISE ON MILCH COWS

TREATISE ON MILCH COWS.

THE TRANSLATOR TO THE READER.

Nonsense ! Who can believe any such thing ? What ! by merely looking at a

cow, to be able to tell how much milk she is capable of being made to yield ;

and, also, how long she can continue to give milk after being got with calf!

—

to be able thus to ascertain, not only what are the qualities of a full grown cow,

but what are to be the qualities of any heifer-calf, by looking at her while yet

but two or three months old ! Surely, if ever there was a humbug, this is one.

Softl}*, Mr. Reader ! You are very incredulous, no doubt, but I defy you to be

more so than I was when in your present position. What is more, I defy you

to cling to your skepticism over an hour or so. However strong and firm it may
be at this moment, it will, in a little while, have vanished into nothing ; and its

place will be filled by another solid proof in addition to the many you must al-

ready have stored up, that

" There are more things in heaven and earth
,

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy."

When this discovery was first mentioned to me, as one which had recently

been published in France, I smiled at the credulity of some people. My informant,

perceiving what effect the announcement had upon me, said, " It is so, however ;"

and then, nothing but politeness toward a stranger, for the first time under my
roof, prevented my replying, " You do not really believe this to be possible."

He offered to send me the book ; and, though I had not the least idea of

throwing away my time in reading it, civility would not allow me to decline.

It came, and I opened it with the Intention merely of looking into it sufficiently

to say that I had done so. When, however, in turning the pages over, I saw
that this piece of quackery, as I felt very sure the pretended discovery must be,

had engaged the attention of distinguished Agricultural Societies in France, and

had earned " Gold Medals " for its author, in a country where they are not prone

to be lavish of such substantial marks of approbation, my curiosity was awakened,

and I had soon read enough to bring home to me once more, for the thousandth

time, that homely old truth, " We live to learn."

Since then, many things have occurred to strengthen my confidence in the re-

ality of this discovery, and in its high practical value to all interested in the pre-

servation and improvement of milk stock—and who is it that is not interested in

its productiveness ? The most recent of these incidents is as follows :

A friend to whom I had lent the translation accompanied with the plates which
are requisite to make it intelligible, showed it to a man from the country whose
calling had rendered him quite conversant with the subject of cattle. This per- '

son's curiosity was so far awakened, that, beside attending to the explanations
1

made to him, he^took a sketch of some of the escutcheons. After an absence of !

some weeks, he returned to the city where this had happened, and came to see '

my friend. " That thing (said he) is as true as a book. There is no mistake (

about the matter. Since I was here, I have looked at more cows than ever you
]

saw, and I am perfectly satisfied that the thing is just as the Frenchman says.

I have become convinced, too, of another thing: that our breeds of cattle are by
no means the great things they are cracked up to be." N. P. T.

12^ This important Treatise will be continued in the February Number of this Work
(691)
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THE MARYLAND FAHMERS' CLUB.

ON THE RIGHT TACK.

We have already more than once expressed

our humble persuasion of the utility of Farm-

ers' Clues ; and feel much gratified in the be-

lief that they will spring up and do good service

in all parts of the Union.

The one which has been recently foraied at

Baltimore, Md., has started right foot foremost,

by taking effectual measures to promote intel-

lectual inquiry and scicntifc investigation into

matters of obvious importance. The results of

such investigations bring new facts to light, lift

Agriculture from the mire, cause it to be re-

spected as a pursuit worthy at once to task and

to amuse the mind of the scholar and the man
of science ; and according as it is pursued in

that spirit, to augment the best sort of stock, that

man can covet or possess

—

the stock of know-

ledge. We rejoice to know that we shall see,

from time to time, the proceedings of this re-

spectable Club in their " organ," the old Amer-
ican Farmer -, which, by the bye, has come out

in new and fashionable attire, looking as fresh

and vigorous as an old froit tree recently and ju-

diciously pruned and washed over and scrubbed

with soap suds and sands ! The Club could not

have a better Repository for their good works.

We would gladly copj' all their proceedings as

we find tliem in the Baltimore Pati-iot, but that

cannot be expected of a work like this, intended

so much more for the promulgation of principles

than for the register of details.

AVe tender our thanks to the Club for their

compliment in recommending the Farmers'
Library, and with the blessing of Providence,

and the liberality ofour Publishers, who restrict

us in nothing, we mean to deserve it. The fol-

lowing item of their proceedings, however, pre-

sents such a prominent feature, and is so much
in a spirit that we have been earnestly com-

mending, that we take leave to hold it up as

worthy of imitation

:

.
" On motion of Danl. Bowly, Esq. it \vas re-

solved, that the regular subject for discussion at

the next meeting be the disease now making
such havoc of the potato throughout the world,
that if possible, its farther spread in Maryhmd
may be stayed—and, to this end, that the Chem-
ists and Geologists of the Club, Professors Du-
catel and Baer, be each requested to procure at

least one pound of potatoes in this state of pecu-
liar disease, .and to select at least one pound
each of those in a perfectly healthy condition,
for analyzatioii ; that they each be authorized to

conduct and complete a separate analysis of
(092)

both descriptions ; furnish the particulars at the
next meeting of the Club, and accompany the
same with an opinion, in the abstract, as to

whether it be an internal disease, and if so,

what remedy may be applied, and whether it

be microscopic auimalculae, and if so, whether
in the pupae or larva> state, and what mea.sures,

in their opinion, should be adopted to prevent
its generation—or, if it be a parasitic supei-ficial

fungus—also that $.'50, $12 .50 for each separate
analysis, or so much thereof as may be needed,
be appropriated out of the funds of the Club to

defray the expenses of said analj-sis."

Here, then, the reader sees that these gentle-

men are not satisfied to take all out in talking.

They designate an important subject, call upon

the Chemist and the Geologist " of the Club,"

and put their hands in their pockets to defray

the expense of the required analyses, and we
doubt not their reports will be of more real ser-

vice to the cause of Agriculture, than would an

exhibition of twenty of the fattest cattle ever

reared and stuffed on the " South Branch." We
shall keep a lookout for these reports, to publi.sh

and send them to tlie distinguished Commis-

sioners engaged in precisely the same inves-

tigations in Ireland, but there at the instance of

the Prime Minister, Mr. Peel, and doubtless to

be munificently compensated. And so should

all such men, so engaged, be compensated.

—

Their Geological and their Chemical know-

ledge is . their trade,—acquired at great ex-

pense of money, time and labor. Their cru-

cible is to them what the anvil is to the

smith, and the plow to the farmer, and the

sword to the military man—with this crception,

that the Government gives the sword and a life

commission and high pay along with it, wheth-

er it be used or not; and with one other excep-

tion—the crucible, the anvil and the plow are

instruments of kiiowledge and support, the

sword for the slaughter of the human family.

That noble friend of Agriculture—noble in

the best sense of the word—the late Eaul

Spencer, at a general meeting of the Royal

Agricultural Society of England, especially re-

commended the formation of Farmers' Clubs,

on the ground of tlieir coming home, as it were,

to the fireside of the practical farmer, \\ ho would

not go to an Agricultural Society's dinner ;
but

in their Clubs he said they might meet their

neighbors, and talk over in their own plain way

all the new improvements which they have

themselves adopted, or seen elsewhere.
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FARM BUILDINGS.*

THEIR LOCALITY AND CONSTRUCTION.

Thise, it is quite obvious, should be deter-

mined with reference to the objects for which

they are designed ; and these objects vary ac-

cording to the climate and staples of the coun-

try ; while much depends, too, upon the size of

the farm. Where capital will admit of it, the

better economy would be, however, to adapt

them to the full size of the farm, and no more

;

for although the good manager, the man of sa-

gacity and industry, fond of his business and

devoted to his domestic concerns, who begins

on a small farm with adequate force or capital,

may reasonably expect to enlarge his estate,

and might venture to plan hisFarm Buildings ac-

cordingly
;
yet, in the great majority of instances

in our country, farms of more than 300 acres are

more apt to be divided than enlarged. This de-

pends, it is true, on the character—we speak of

the industrial character—of the owner, and the

aneans at his command. But, especially south

of the Chesapeake, land so generally comes into

possession encumbered with debt, or with capi-

tal and force altogether inadequate to its thor-

ough iitilization, that before the debts are paid

off and the estate put in good condition, the

owner pays the debt of Nature, leaving the wife

and children to pay all his other debts.

Again : as to climate and staples, these, too,

must have their influence in determining the

plan of the Farm Buildings ; for clearly what
might be suitable and necessary on the small

farms in New-England, where a good aggregate

annual sale is made up out of notions—a few ap-

ples and eggs ; a little butter and cheese ; a few
pounds of wool and feathers ; a small nursery of

fruit trees ; a couple of fat cattle ; a few hun-

dred weight of pork, and a variety of odds and
ends, for which every farm may find a ready

market at a neighboring factory, demands a

very different suite of buildings from a farm of

much larger size, where the great staples are

sheep, or cattle and mnlcs, or hay, or grain, or to-

bacco, or cotton. But in general it may be laid

down that Farm Buildings should be placed and
planned with a view to the collection and pre-

paration of the whole produce of the estate,

whatever that may be, ready for the market, or

for use and consumption on the place—either to

* For a more minute description of thn Farm
Buildings illustrated in this No. ace end of this ar-

ticle.
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sustain or fatten the domestic animals, or as food

for the family—and, moreover, and no less im-

portant, for the purpose of collecting, saving and
preparing the manure for the use of the estate

in such manner that the full equivalent of all

that is taken from the land shall certainly be re-

stored in some equivalent form and substance.

On some former occasion we have remarked
on the too common want of system in the ar-

rangement and plan of these buildings, they be-

ing, as well as the gathered crops themselves,

scattered here and there, without relation to

each other, or any plan of economy in the use
of them. How often have we seen, for the sake
of some momentary convenience, the hay
stacked, sometimes on the naked ground, along

the sides of the meadow, and the wheat or fod-

der in like manner in a distant corner of the

field—to be moved, load by load, from time to

time, as it might be wanted, and wasted on the

way, and the broken stack left in the mean time
exposed to rain and snow, instead of having it all

placed at once where the least possible after-

handling and labor would be necessaiy to place
it on the threshing-floor or in the manger.
The farmer should reflect, that it is impos.sible

to handle any thing on his estate but at some ex-

pense ! Time is money, and there is a money
value in every five minutesof every machine on
his farm, especially animal machines, whether
man, horse, or ox.

^V"itll inanimate machines, the cost of idle

time is less, because they eat nothing ; but men,
women and children, and all other living and
consuming beings on the place are sources of
constant expense ; and everj' fraction of time
and of labor, tliat could be more economically
applied, is a proper charge in tiiat account of
expense, which every farmer who values his

cliaracter and his credit, should keep with all

the .scrupulous punctuality and exactness by
which every respectable and intelligent manu-
facturer and merchant is at any moment enabled
to see whether, and how much, he is going
ahead or astern. To make every tittle of labor as
productive as the nature of things will possibly
iidmit, whether that labor consist in manual, in
machine, in water, or in steam power, is the
chief, the iuces.sant study of the manufacturer.
See how every pursuit except the American
farmer's, has been advanced by steam. Some
man. inspired by a contemplation of its uses and
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its power, makes it pour forth its song of exult-

ation—" the song of steam," in which it boasts

of its prowess iu all else but in the business of the

husbandman. How it travels over mountains, and

distances the winds on the trackless and stormy

ocean ! But what boon does it bring, what ser-

vice does it render, directly, to the farmer ? It

does not for him drain the inexhaustibly rich,

but useless marshes of the seaboard ;
neither

does it furrow the rootless and stoneless prairies

of the West. The Government

—

our people's Re-

publican Government—would give a million of

doUai-s for a steam power that would kill a thou-

sand men atfive miles' distancchut not a V for

a steam -plow that should add milhons to national

wealth and population. That would be against

the Constitution ! ! But hear how steam boasts

of its contributions toother interests—even the

Printer's

:

In the darksome depths of the fathomless mine
My tireless arm doth play.

Where the rocks never saw the sun decline,

Or the dawn of the glorious day,

I bring earth's glittering jewels up
From the hidden cave below.

And I make the fountain's granite cup
With a crystal gush overdow.

I blow the bellows, I forge the steel

In all the shops of trade
;

I hammer the ore and turn the wheel
Where my arms of strength are made ;

I manage the furnace, the mill, the mint,

I cany, I spin, I weave

;

And all my doings I put into print

On every Saturday eve.

Returning to the point of economj^ in the ar-

rangement of Farm Buildings, it is, as every

reader will admit, by no means an uncommon

tiling to see the fanner's corn-house at a distance

of some hundred yards from places where the

corn is to be conveyed every daj', and every

grain of it ultimately consumed. Now, were

that a part of the machinery of the mauutacturer

of Hour, or of cloth, or of iron, you would see it

so aiTanged, that between the gathering in the

field and the final use of it, one-half of the labor

would be saved. Look with what magic-like

celerity, quietness, and saving of labor, another

grain is managed from the time it leaves the

slow and slovenly processes of the farm, and

touches the hand of the manufacturer. In the

boat, on the wharf, h is machinery takes up the

wheat, passes it under the pavement, and with-

out noise or confusion, or the touch of a hand,

the beautiful flour is placed in the ban-el

!

Go into any walk of industry except farming

and there you find the same economy of aiTange-

ment and of labor—the same ingenious contri-

vances of mechanical power ; the same com-

mand over, and sobscrviency of the elements to

give labor a supernatural productiveness. Econ-

omy of time and of labor, then, is one of the

great objects to be studied in the location and

adjustment of farm buildings—and economy
furthermore in the use of the crop in its appli-
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cation to the sustenance and fattening of domes-

tic animals. On this point much is to be accom-

plished by more or less icarmth which may be

secured by the site and arrangement of the

farm-yard. In fact, the principal points to be

attended to, are ivarmth which supposes good

shelter, good dry bedding and pure water and

pure air. While the common practice is to let

cattle wander over naked fields through the win-

ter months, exhausting their substance by ex-

posure in gleaning, with great exertion, the

merest fraction of nourishment, nothing is better

understood by all who have given the least at-

tention to the progress of agricultural know-

ledge than the well ascertained fact that u<aj~mth

and food are in a large degree synonjmous.

Writers of the highest authority lay down as

axioms—that to leave animals to pasture in the

cold air is to leave them to struggle with the cli-

mate for their existence ; and that, so circum-

stanced, they can never improve to anything

like the extent to which they would improve if

properly protected.

And furthermore—that to fatten animals on

principles of rational economy, they must be

placed in situations, in which they may not only

have suitable food, but also warmth andres^;

and that being fattened they should never be fa-

tigued or in any way annoyed, as all fatigue

leads to a diminution of fat. On this point of

temperature Liebig is clear and explicit :

" Tlie manifestations of the vital force are de-

pendent on a certain temperature. Neither in a

plant nor an animal do vital phenomena occur

when the temperature is lowered to a ceitain

extent. The abstraction of heat must be view-

ed as quite equivalent to a diminution of the vi-

tal energy. When the temperature sinks, the

vital energy diminishes, (unless supplied with a

con-espondiug excess of food.) Our clothing

[or warmth from any cause] is merely equiva-

lent for a. certain amount offood. The more
warmly we are clothed, the less urgent becomes

the appetite for food ; because the loss of heat

by cooling, and con.sequently the amount of heat

to be supplied by the food, is diminished. If

we were to go naked, like certain savages, or if,

in liuntiug or fi.shing, we were exposed to the

same degree of cold as the Samoydes, we
should be' able with ease to consume 10 lbs. of

flesh, and perhaps a dozen tallow candles, as

warmly-clad travelers have related with aston-

ishment of these people. We should then also

be able to take the same quantity of brandy or

train oil without bad effects, because the carbon

and hydrogen of these sub.stances would only

suffice" to keep up the equilibrium between the

external temperature and that of oiir bodies.

According to the preceding exposition, the

quantity of food is regulated by the number of

respirations, by the temperature of the air, and

by the amount of heat given oft' to the surround-

ing medium.

The reader will perceive that we are not un-

dertaking to lay down a;>/a« or to indicate the

particular arrangement of Fann Buildings.

All we have had in view here, has been to lay
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down the general principle, that economy of la-

bor in preparing the crops for market, and in

administering such portions as are to be used on

the farm, is to be regarded as a primary consid-

eration. That they should be so constructed, too,

as to aflbrd warmth, good bedding, and a full

supply of wholesome air and pure water; with

the least exhaustion by exposure to cold air and

to exercise in which no equivalent sustenance

ia obtained. Then another point of the highest

importance is such arrangements, fixtures, and

management, as shall tend to the greatest accu-

mulation of the best manirre.

Surely the farmers, or at least, we are proud

to believe, such fanners as patronize this work,

are not now to be reminded of a truth long

maintained by Philosophers, that in this world

nothing is lost. Many things change form, but

all are reproduced. If their elements were des-

tructible, the material world would be exhausted.

It is the business of the judicious and vigilant

farmer to have that reproduction, with what in-

crease of fertilizing matter he can, take place on

his own estate—to take care that every parti-

cle that his land lends for the support of his

crops, shall be returned with interest^'^else may
he abandon all hopes of improving it. If not

restored it ^vould be, in time, as certainly woni
out as the material world would itself be if

Providence had not taken care that, while every

thing is changing form and falling into dissolu-

tion, nothing is cxtingvishecl. One spot catches

what is lo.st by another, and the whole difference

between good and bad management consists in

the difference between restoring, or not restor-

ing to one's land, those elements of fertility

which are so constantly carried off, directly in the

form of the corn, hay, straw, grain, tobacco, and
other crops, v\hich are sold off the farm, or indi-

rectly, after the.se same articles have assumed the

form of hogs, sheep, horses, cattle, poultry, &c.

In explanation of this maxim of ancient philo-

sophy, that nothing is lo.st, and of the practica-

bility of restoring all to the Farm, hear Lie-
big again :

" One part of the crops emploj^ed for fatten-
ing sheep and cattle (he observes) is consumed by
man as animal food ; another part is taken direct-
ly as flour, potatoes, greens, vegetables, Ac; a
third portion consists of vegetable refuse and
straw employed as litter. None of these mate-
rials of the .soil need be lost. We can, it is ob-
vious, get back in the solid and fluid exuviaj of
men and animals, and in the bones, blood, and
skin of slauglitered animals, all the constituent
ingredients of the consumed food, soluble and
irisolublc. It depends upon ourselves cai-efully
to collect all these scattered elements, and to
re.store the disturbed equilibrium of composition
in the soil. We can calculate exactly how
much, and which of the component part.s of the
soil we export in a sheep or an ox, in a quarter
of barley, wheat or potatoes, and how much we
have to supply to restore wiiat is lost to our
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fields, * * * « t * If the manure supplies
an imperfect compensation for this loss, the fer-

tility of a He'd or of a country decreases; if, on
the contrary, more is given to the fields, their
fertility increases. An importation of urine or
of solid exuviffi fi-om a foreign country is equi-
valent to an importation of grain and cattle; for

in a certain time the elements of those sub-
stances assume the form of grain or of fodder,
then become flesh and bones, enter into the hu-
man body, and return again, day by day, to the
form they originally possessed. The only real

loss of elements we are unable to prevent is of
the phosphates; and these, in accordance with
the customs of all modem nations, are deposited
in the grave. For the rest, every part of that
enormous quantity of food vi-hich a man con-
sumes during his lifetime, (say in sixty or seven-
ty years,) and which was derived from the fields,

can be returned to them. We know, with ab-
solute certainty, that in the blood of a young or
growing animal there remains a certain quantity
of the phosphate of lime, and of the alkaline
phosphates, to be stored up and minister to the
growth of the bones and general bulk of the
body; but that, with the exception of this very
.small quantity, we receive back, in the solid and
fluid excrements, all the salts and alkaline bases,
all the phosphate of lime and magnesia, and
con.sequently all the inorganic elements which
the animal consumes in its food ; and what is

not thus directly given back, the air takes up
and gives back.

As to the arrangements of the barn-yard with

an eye to the preservation of manure. Although

we are fully impressed with the value of eveiy

quart of liquid maimre, and think it a just subject

of reproach to everj^ fai-mer who loses one drop

that he can save, we have our doubts about the

expediency of "building tanks, for the use of or-

dinary farmers. Doubtless it ^vould be very de-

sirable, and ought to be provided for by those

who have the means ; but we apprehend there

must be much expense in the beginning and

more labor in lifting and spreading than most

fanners in this countrj' can afford.

On the subject of manure, its management
and preservation, we think the considerations in

the following extract are worthy of nil attention

:

" For the successful preparation of tliis indi.=pen-

sable material without waste, all are agreed that
it should be protected from the weather, and that
all the animal excrements, liquid and solid, .should

be preserved in it. For this purpose, again, a
covered area seems much better adapted than
open yards in which the sun, wind, and rain,

rob the farmer of many a pound in the course
of the year On the contrary, where the liquid
manure is conveyed to a proper receptacle by
underground drains, and the solid parts are con-
stantly carried to a proper spot which is cover-
ed over, no lo.ss of valuable matter is sustained.
The system of running the liquid manure into

underground tanks has been much recommend-
ed, but when collected in these it requires much
labor to pump it out again, and mix it with some
porous material, such as dry earth, ashes, dung,
&c. ; besides the outlay in forming the tanks,
and the wear and tear of pumps constantly liable
to corrode and become chnked. Hence it ap-
pears to me, that the best arrangement would
be to secure sucli a fall from the cattle sheds.
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stables, piggery, &c., that tbe liquid manure
should deliver itself above the top of the heap
of dung, compost, weeds, &c., wliich should be
placed ready to absorb the liquid manure in a
receptacle liollowed out and prepared for the
purpose, and roofed over."

To evince our estimate of the importance of this

subject, and that the Publishers of this journal in

their liberality, restrain us in nothing wfiick

-maybe deemed useful to Us patrons, the plan

of Mr. Wilkinson's barn, and appendages, has

been illustrated. We understand it has met the

approbation of the State Society, but we offer it

to speak for itself.

Those, if any, who think it deficient in princi-

ple or details, will soon have an opportunity of

displaying their taste in attempts at a better one.

IVe are authorized by the Publishers of the

Farmers' Library aw<Z MoNTHLy Journal
OF Agriculture to offer a piece of plate (val-

ue %Z's) with suitable inscriptions, for the best

plan, with all the requisite drawingsfor aFarm
House and Buildings, to be adapted to the

Eastern, the Middle aad the Southern portions

and products of the Union. This general

notice may suffice until, in the next num-
ber, a more particular specification may be

given.

They will offer, also, a handsome piece of

plate of like valuefor the best essay on the Nat-

ural History of the Tobacco plant and its en-

tomological enemies, to be accompanied with a

drawing and a dissertation on the culture and
curing of the plant. The same as to Hemp,
Hops, Ric3 and the Sugar-Cane.

DESCRIPTION OF WILKINSON'S PLAN OF FARM-BARN, SHED, &c.

[See Diagram at the commencement of this Number.]

Fig. 1. Elevated View.
Fig. 2. Plan of Lower Floor.

Fig. 3. Plan of Upper Floor.

DESCRIPTION OF FIRST FLOOR, FIG. 2.

First Floor.—A, The North Shed, 26 by 80 feet. 1,

1, 1, An Alley 5 feet' wide, leading from the basement
of the bam to the cattle stable. 2, A Straw Bay, 21 by
18 feet, open to the threshing and cleaning tioor and
barn-yard through the door a. 3, 3, 3, &c. Cattle-

Stalls, 5 by 11 feet, separated by double partitions,

with a door the whole width of each. 4, A space 12

by 21 feet, with high half-doors, in which to diive

with leads of hay to till the loft over the cattle stable ;

likewise to be used as a CalfPen; having nearly its

whole area exposed to the sun, when the upper doors

are open. 5, 5, Open Shed, containing 480 sqtiare

feet. 6, 6, 6, &c. Box-Mangcr.s for hay, 2 by 3 feet

7, 7, 7, &c. Boxes for roots and grain, 2 by 2 feet.

B, The Ground Floor of the Bam. 1, Grain Clean-

ing fioor, 22 by 30 feet. 2, Granary. 3, Vegetable

Cellar, 18 by 22 feet ; -svith three trap-doors in the

second floor over it into which to tip the roots or veg-

etables in separate bins. 4. Cistern, 12 by 16 feet,

from which the water is drawn by a two-inch iron

pipe nmning through the east wall of the cistern and
the siding ot the bam, the outlet of which is about

18 inches from the ground by the side of the barn
where it falls into a large trough for watering the cat-

tle in the yard, or the water might be conveyed by
means of a pipe to all the stalls of the stables if pre-

fen-ed. The water escapes by Hfting a valve perpen-

dicularly oft' from the end of the pipe by means of

a cord running to various parts of the barn, in order

tliat the water can be drawn from the cistem at any
time from any part of the bam. The bottom of the

cistern is a little above the floors of the basement, so

as to have but one pipe to draw oft" all the water
when the cistem is to be cleaned. The pipe is laid

in the cuiTcnt in the bottom of the cistem until it

reaches the lowest place in the bottom, where it has

a right-angle elbow ; thence running perpendicular
to the surface of the bottom, where the end of pipe

is squared or trued by tiliug, so that a leathered

leiiden valve will make a waterjoint. 5, Hall, 4 by

16 feet. 6, Carriage House, 27 by 30 feet. 7, Stairs

leading fiom cleaning to threshing floor. 8, Stairs

from lower hall to second floor.

C, The East Shed, 26 by 62. 1, 1. Alley leading
from bara-yard to front of cattle stalls. 2, 2, 2, &c.
Cattle-Stalls, 5 by 11 feet, with door the whole width
of the stalls. 3, 3, 3, &c. Box-Mangers for cattle, 2 by
3 feet. 4, Boxes for roots and grain, 2 by 2 feet. 5,

Open Shed, containing 350 square feet. 6, Entrance
to Henery. 7, Stairs, 3 feet wide, leading from car-

riage house and stable to the Hay Loft, 8, Entrance
to Harness Closet under the stau'S. 9, Platform to

place the measure on, under a leader from the grain

bin in the hay loft. 10. 10, 10, &c. Horse Stalls, 6 feet

wide, with semi-circular racks for hay. 11, Horse
Stalls, and house for lumber wagon only. 12, Doors
by which to enter from either way with a wagon, or

to drive through. 13, Trap-Door to Vault for horse
manure.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SECOND OR UPPER FLOOR,
FIG. 3.

A, The North Shed. &, A door through which to

throw the straw from the tln-eshing floor 2. into the

Straw Bay. B, Landing of stairs liom the Straw Bay
to Hay Loft. C, An open space that may be used for

mow room, after the shed is flUed, by placing pcles

across from mow to mow. It may be filled from the

upper half-doors G.

B, The Bam. 1. Crib Floor, 3 by 30 feet. 2, The
Threshiua:, gi-ated cleaning floor, 22 by 30 feet. 3,

Grain and Hay floor, 27 by 30 feet. 4. Mow, 27 by 30

feet. 5 and 6, Stairs leading to the lower floor. A, a,

A, Trap-Doors over Vegetable Cellar. C, Trap-Door

to enter the Cistem. E, lYap-Door over tlie lower

hall. The object of this trap-door is to drop the fod-

der tiom the bam floor, or larpe mow over carriage

house, into the lower hall, to be foddered in the yard

without exposing it to be trodden under foot by the

cattle in the yard. This floor is on a level with the

ground on its westeiTi entrance.

C, The East Shed. D, An open space, the same as

in the north shed. E, The landing of the Stairs from

the wagon house and stable below. F, Oat-Bin in

the hay-loft. H, H, Hay-Loft, 26 by 62 feet.
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THE MODE IN WHICH LIME OPERATES
IN RENDERING THE SOIL BETTER ADAPTED FOR THE GERMINATION AND

GROWTH OF PARTICULAR PLANTS.

BY ROBERT jrTURK, ESQ., OF HASTINGS HALL, DUMFRIESSHIRE.

[Premium, the Silver Medal]

[A FAVORITE practice in Maryland, where clo-

ver is much relied on for restoring worn-out

lands, and for maintaining the strength of such

as have been recruited, is to sow the clover-

seed on the snow, in February, and leave it

without any covering except what it gets by

sinking into the ground, on the melting of the

snow and the alternate thawing and freezing in

spring—othei-wise it is sowed, in like manner,

on the surface, later in spring, but generally be-

fore the cessation of frost. Sometimes, as was

the case last spring, the young cl8rv-er is killed

by a severe fro3t occuring just when the young

clover is coming up, but generally this system

of sowing appears to answer well. It is usual-

ly on the young wheat or oats—harrowing is

sometimes resorted to but very rarely. Where
the land is light it is deemed advisable to roll

the clover-seed which may serve to give more

compactness to that sort of land, liable as the

young grain crop is to be injured by the March

winds. It would seem clear from the experi-

ments here detailed, that covering the seed is

not necessary to its germination, and that when
it is done, it cannot be done too lightly.]

There is no substance, perhaps, so exten-
sively used for agricultural purpo.ses, with re-

gard to whose agency, and the time of apply-

ing it to the soil, the opinions of practical men
have differed so widely as that of Lime ; for,

while it has been, and, I may say, is at the pros-*

ent time, regarded by one class of agriculturists

as a manure, it is by another, and, perhaps, not
the ^vorst-informed clas.s, regarded merely as a
stimulant ; that of itself it contributes almost
nothing to the growth of plants, and that the
benefit resulting from the application of it to

the soil is owing entirely to the action which it

exerts upon other bodies which it encounters in

the soil. It would not be difficult to show that
lime, like the other earthy bodies, enters so
sparingly into the constitution of plants, that its

presence, in many whose growth it promotes,
can, upon analysis, with difficulty be detected,
and we are, therefore, entitled, perhaps, to re-

gard its presence, on .some occasions, as acci-

dental rather than as a necessary constituent.

—

Were Lime really entitled to be regarded as a
manure, we are inclined to think that its ef-

fects ^vould be less evident than they really are,

especially when we take into consideration the
very small proportion in which it is found to ex-
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ist in those plants which are considered as most
worthy of cultivation, and for promoting the
growth of which it is most frequently applied.
To what, then, are we to attribute the increased
fertility of these soils which have received a
due proportion of Lime ? Most certainly not to
the mfluence which it exerts over the earthy
bodies which constitute the soil, these being
saturated metallic oxides, which have no affinity
for it. Nor has Lime an affinity for auy of the
elements which they contain ; and, if the soil
did not contain other ingredients, upon which it

powerfully acts, its application would be follow
ed by no beneficial results. These ingredients
are the remains of bodies which have lived and
died, and still, in some degree, retain their or-
ganization

; and, in proportion to tlie quantity
of decomposable matter which they contain,
and the causticity of the Lime when applied to
them, will be the effect produced. If, then, the
action produced by the Lime depends so much
upon the state in which it is applied, it is also
proper that we should mention that its caustici
ty depends, frst, upon the freeness from other
earthy matters, or, in other words, its purity

;

and, sccoudh/, on the time tliat is allowed to
elapse between the burning and the application

;

the burning being simply the means by which
the carbonic acid is expelled, and the Lime be-
ing thereby changed from a mild to p caustic
state, or, as it is called, quick-lime. Water is

then applied, for the purpose of slaking or pul-
verizing it, in order that its distribution over the
land may be more equal, and effected with
greater facility. But, from the time it is cooled,
after it comes from the kiln, its affinity for car-
bonic acid gas is very strong, and it will con-
tinue to attract it from the atmosphere till it is

again united to a proportion C(iual to what was
expelled by the operation of buraing ; and if

this is allowed to take place before it is applied
to the soil, it returns to a state comparatively
inactive, and, in proportion as it has been al-

lowed time, and placed under circumstances
favorable for attracting carbonic acid gas, it

will lose the power of acting upon, or disorgan-
izing the animal or vegetable remains which it

encounters in the soil, and also of neutralizing
any acidulous matter which ma.v there exist.
We shall now endeavor to explain the nature

of the action which L ime exerts upon the organ-
ized matter it encounters in the soil, and in
what manner this action tends to promote the
generation and growth of particular vegetables.
When a plant dies, it leaves its roots in the

soil; and the roots of some plants occupy a
much larger space than a person unacquaintej
with their growth may suppose. The softer
and more juicy parts begin to rot or to be de-



composed—which, in fact, is the loosening of

that mysterious iniluence by wliich the elements
of all organized bodies are held together as long

as life endures; and the process of decompo-
sition of any animal or vegetable substance is,

therefore, simply the restoring to nature those

substances, in their elementary forms, which it

at first received from the soil or atmosphere—
and this process goes on with more or less ra-

pidity according to the nature of the substance,

and the circumstances under which it is placed.

Although it is a well-established fact that putre-

factive fermentation, or the process of decompo-
sition, cannot take place unless in a temperature

of above 32° Fahrenheit, a free admission of the

atmosphere, and a certain degree of moisture ;

still these agents are always present in the soil,

within a moderate depth from the surface, and
under circumstances sufficiently favorable to

efiect the decomposition of the softer and more
juicy parts of animal and vegetable substances

;

but when their decomposition has taken place,

the more solid parts still remain, and these, with
the yearly contribution afforded by the more
recent phuits, constitute an inexhaustible source

of organized matter from which, by viell-direct-

ed skill and industry, man may derive his means
of subsistence. In this beautiful provision of

nature, we find that, \vhen man commits to the

earth the remains of aniziial or vegetable bodies,

he not only secures a present nourishment to

crops which supply his own immediate wants,

n the more decomposable parts of those remains,

but has al.so laid up a bountiful store for those of

his race who will take his place on earth when
his labors are over. Lime, then, is aii agent
which enables us to avail ourselves of the hid-

den stores of nourishment which the soil con-

tains ; for, when it is applied to the soil in its

caustic state, it is washed in by showers of rain,

and, in its progress through the soil, encounters a

portion of inert, insoluble, but decomposable
matter, which it acts upon in such a manner as

to effect its decomposition, and resolve it into

three parts essentially different in their nature

and character, all which parts are contained in

the smallest portion that can be decomposed

—

Jirsf, the gaseous; second, the soluble; and,

third, tlie residuary matter. It is the two first

of these we are to regard as the immediate
cause of the increased iitne.ss of the soil for the

germination and growth of particular plants.

First, then, with regard to the germination of

particular seeds, and there is none with regard

to which it is more remarkably the case than

diat of white clover, and at the same time, there

is no plant more desirable to be obtained.

—

When Lime is applied to the surface of pasture

land of so inferior quality that clover has not be-

fore made its apjjearance. and, if the land is not

so wet as to counteract the influence of the Lime
in the course of the second year after its appli-

cation, white clover is almost certain to appear.

It is evident from this that the seeds of the clo-

ver must have been in the land before it was
limed, as the calcination of tlie Lime completely

precludes the possibility of the Lime itself being
the medium through which they have been con-

veyed. How long the seeds may have lain

there, without their vital principle being de-

stroyed, we have no data to form an estimate ;

but we know they must have been there from a
very remote period, and their coat must be of a

very impervious nature, to have prevented ger-

mination, and to have protected it so long from
injury ; for germination, like decomposition, re-
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quires a certain temperature, and the seed to be
in contact with moisture and the atmosphere

;

and the rapidity of the proces.s, in these circum-
stances, depends upon the temperature, .so long
as it does not exceed 100'' of Fahrenheit.

—

When Lime, then, commences its action upon
decomposable matter, a portion of gas is disen-

gaged, which penetrates the soil above it, and
is partly absorbed by the soil, and partly makes
its escape to the atmcsphere ; and, as decompo-
sition proceeds, the soil becomes looser and
more permeable to the atmosphere. The tem-
perature is, at the same time, increased by the
more ready admission of the sun's rays, while
the heat, which is always evolved in the process
of putrefaction, stimulates the seed to absorb
moisture, and, at the same time, oxygen from the

atmosphere, which now finds ready admission
through the now permeable .soil. The germina-
tion of the seed is thus effected which had lain

for ages in the soil, and might have continued
so for ages to come, had the action of Lime on
the decomposable matter not rendered the su-

perincumbent soil porous, by which the atmo-
sphere was admitted, and the oxygen, its vivify-

ing principle, absorbed, and the temperature
raised by the ready admission of the sun's rays,

and the heat evolved during decomposition.

The next point for considei-ation is the man-
ner in which Lime promotes the growth of par-

ticular plants. Although the seeds of some
plants are covered with a coating so impei'vioue

to moisture and the atmosphere as, v>'hen buried

in the cou.solidated earth, germination cannot
take place without the agency of .some power-
ful stimulant, such as Lime, still we are acquaint-

ed with no plant of which it does not in some
degree promote the growth. It is true that,

when applied to land, some of the plants which
before occupied the surface disappear, hut it is

doubtful whether this arises from anything in

the Lime which is deleterious to such plants, or

whether its action has so powerfully promoted
the growth of others, that their increased luxu-

riance proves fatal to those of weaker charac-

ter; and, if pasture is allowed to become too tall

and rank for two or three summers together, the

white clover, which indicated the improvement
of the land, is choked, and, the action of the

Lime having .subsided, the germination of other

seeds of the same plant does not take place.

When gaseous matter is disengaged by the

action of Lime, the matter to which it has united

itself is partially rendered soluble in water ;
and

it is a truth, which requires no illustration, that

no sub.stance of any kind can be received as

nourishment by plants which has not, in the first

instance, been dissolved in water, the mouths of

the roots being so very small as not to admit tlie

point of the finest needle. It farther seems to

be a law of nature that organized substances

cannot again form part of a living being without

being in the fir.st place disorgiinized ; and in

proportion to the quantity of the inert matter

which the Lime has acted upon and rendered

soluble, and also in proportion to the gaseous

matter which has been evolved during the pro-

cess, and been absorbed by the soil, will be the

amount of nourishment or advantage resulting

from the application of Lime. Although we
have selected clover as the plant, the germina-

tion of which frequently follows the use of Lime,

there are others over which it exerts an eqtial

influence; but as its appearance is the surest in-

dication of an important change having taken

place in the soil, whether the Lime had been ap-



plied to improve the pasturage or to enrich the

6oil for the cultivation of other crops, the appear-

ance of otlier i)lauts is often overlooked, and
some do not germinate till after the land is plow-
ed and placed under more favorable circum-
etauces, of which class of plants the dead nettle

furnishes a good example.
There is another argument which we may

advance, in support of this view of the germina-
tion and growth of clover, arising from the in-

fluence of draining. Where this improvement
has been sufficiently made, so as to effect an
aniclioration of the soil, white clover is sure to

make its appeai-ance. This is owing exactly to

tlie same change ia the soil, in con.sequence of
drainage, which we have ascribed to the Lime

;

for when superabundant moisture is withdrawn,
plants of a semiacjuatic nature die, and others,

more suited to the altered nature of the soil, take
their place, and the atmosphere and sun's rays
are permitted to penetrate with facility the space
which the water had occupied. The necessary
agents for promoting decomposition are then
present, and the process first commences among
the partially decomposed remains of vegetables
which have pci'haps died many years before,

and it matters not whether their decomposition
has been brought about by the action of Lime or
the influence of draining. Seeds of difficult ger-

mination, existing in the soil, are placed under
the same favorable circum.stauces as with Lime;
for the oxygen absorbed by the seeds (Kiring the
process converts the farinaceous matter which
they contain into sugar, and the roots of the in-

fant plant are supplied with it till it possesses
strength to take hold of the soil, and to appro-
priate to itself a portion of the soluble matter
which the process we have described had form-
ed in the soil.

The Marquis of Tweeddale stated, at the So-
ciety's meeting at Berwick, that Lime seemed
to be injurious to crops on land that had been
drained. The lioble Marquis did not state in
what respect the crops were injured in conse-
quence of the Lime ; but it appeared to us not
less evident than if his Lordship had stated it in

explicit term.s, that the injury could only have
arisen from one of two causes, namely, from too
violent action e.xcited by the united influences
of draining and liming a .soil containing much
decomposable matter; and the con.sequent evo-
lution, too, of mucli gaseous matter, in its ascent
to the surface, had loosened or heaved the soil,

that the seed Avas thrown out or the plant ren-
dered so loose as to become incapable of nour-
ishing itself in the slightest drouth. This is one
way in which Lime might prove injurious to

drained land ; but there is another we have fre-

quently witnessed in the lodging of the crop
before the ear is fllled, from the luxuriance aris-

ing from excess of soluble matter excited by the
united agencies of liming and draining.
VVe shall now mention some of the experi-

ments which we made in the course of the .sea-

son, which tend to illustrate and confirm the
statements here advanced as to the causes of the
appearance of white clover when Lime is appli-
ed. On the lith May, 1841, we had a piece of
land, vvell dug and cleaned, divided into nine
parts, by means of pin^ driven into the ground,
and division-boards nailed to them to keep them
firm in their places. The use of the division

boards was not only to divide the portions of
ground separately, but also when the ground
was leveled within them the exact depth of
earth in each division might be measured.
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No. 1. Six feet square ; the clover seed sown on
the surface.

No. 2. Ditto ; the clover seed raked in gently.

No. 3. Ditto, hiilf an inch of cover.
No. 4. Ditto; six-eighths of cover, one-half of the

division compressed by treading, and afterw.j-ds
smoothed.

No. 5. Ditto ; one inch of cover, and the other half
compressed.

No. 6. Ditto ; one inch and a quarter of cover, the
other half compressed and smoothed.
No. 7. Ditto ; one inch and a half of cover, the oth-

er half compressed and smoothed.
No. %. Ditto ; tvv(j inches of cover, one half com-

pressed and smoothed.
No. 0. Ditto ; two inches and a half of cover, one

halfcompressed and smoothed hke the rest.

After the one half of the divisions, Nos. 4. .5, 6,

7, 8 and 9, were compressed by treading upon
them, and smoothing them with the back of a
spade, the one-half of each of the nine divisions

in the opposite direction r'cceived an ordinary
liming. The -weather, for some time after the

12th, v/as mild, and sufficiently moist to forward
germination. Nos. 1, 2 and 3, were in an act-

ive state of germination on the 19th day of the
month ; No. 4 on the 21st, an<l the compressed
division not till the 25th ; No. 5 on the 24th. and
the compressed and limed division not till the

1st of Jane, the other .sometime afterwards ; No.
6 germinated only on the limed divisions ; the
uncompressed about the middle, and towards
the end of June ; No. 7 exhibited, at this time,

no appearance of clover, and afterwards a few
plants appeared on the limed divisions, some
time after the removal of the weeds which had
germinated upon it ; and this operation, no
doubt, promoted both the action of the Lime and
the germination of the seeds, b}- allowing tlie air

more read}' access to those parts from which the
roots had been extracted ; and also, not improb-
ably, by bringing some of the clover seeds near-

er the surface. On Nos. 8 and 9 we had no clo-

ver plants in the course of the season. Ou Nos.
1, 2, 3 and 4, we could observe no difference on
account of the Lime, though applied in a hot or

caustic state ; and the reason we conceive why
it had no influence on these divisions vs'as, be-

cause they were placed under circumstances so

favorable to germination that it was effected be-

fore the action of the Lime commenced : and that

on Nos. .5, 6 and 7, which were under circum-
.stances less favorable, the germination did not
take place till stimulated by the action of the

Lime ; and whether it willhave any influence on
Nos. 8 and 9. next summer will show.
The practical inference we would draw^ from

these experiments, in the first place, is this—Is

the present system of sowing clover calculated
to promote germination ? We have no hesita-

tion in saying that it is precisely the reverse ; for,

when sown with rye grass seed and harrowed
in, in the usual way, it cannot fail to be too deep-
ly covered, and the con.sequence of the rolling,

which is now a general practice, must al.so in-

crease the evil. It is, perhaps, from this cause
that we always see the best braird of clover on
the hard and gravelly parts of the field, and we
therefore conclude that that is the land best suit-

ed for its growth, when, in fact, we are inclined
to think that, under the present system of
sowing, harrowing, and rolling, it is only the
best adapted for the germination of the seed
from its more permeable nature. It might be
worthy of investisration to ascertain how far the
present system of management will account for
the falling off" of the crops of red clover, which
has been experienced for some years back ; for
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the germination of the seed of this plant requires

circumstances not less favorable than that of the

white. To ascertain this point, it would only

require to be sown by itself, after the rye-grass

is harrowed in, and might be tried either with

or without rolling.

There is another practical application tliat

may also be dra^^^l fiom the view we have ad-

vanced regarding the action of Lime upon de-

composable matter. 'We have imputed to this

action nearly the whole benefit resulting to the

crop from its application. If this view i« well

founded, it must follow that its application to

land which naturally contains but little, or which

has been exhausted of its decomposable matter

by overcropping, or otherwise, (for much plow-

ing, by exposing the soil to the action of the at-

mosphere, also tends to decompose animal or
vegetable matter, and the crops to exhaust it,)

can be attended with little or no advantage, and
it is from this cause that the first application ot

lime is always attended with the best effect

from the undiminished accumulation of tliis mat-
ter in the soil. The application of dung or any
other manure to the soil, to use a familiar illus-

tration, is like giving a feed of corn to a horse-
it tends to strengthen and noun.sh ; while Lime
may be regarded as the application of the whip
or spur— it imparts no new strength, but stimu-

lates into action the power which previouslj'

existed.

[Trans, of the Highland and Agri. Soc. of Scotland.

THE HOUSEWIFE'S DEPARTMENT.
POULTRY, AND USEFUL RECIPES.

"To me more dear, congenial to my heart,

One native chann, than all the gloss of art;

Spontaneous joys, where Nature has its play.

The soul adopts, and owns their tirst-born sway;
Lightly they frolic o'er the vacant mind,

Unenvied, unmolested, uncontined."

It is said by naturalists, and by old women

from whom naturalists and philosophers have

learned much of all they know, that, hatch the

egg of a wild turkey where you may, and rear

the young as you may, neither art nor time can

ever thoroughly extinguish its instinctive long-

for the wood. To its shades and its privacy

its inclinations ever point as the needle lo the

pole. Thus it is with the man who has been

reared in the covntry !—he can never be cured

of his predilection for scenes where first he set

bis traps, or chased the timid hare to his last for-

lorn hope of safety in the ground or hollow tree.

His profession or business—the best use of his

faculties for the support of his family—may im-

pose a forced residence in a city. Sometimes it

may happen that ample fortune may open the

"world before him where to choose," and his

heart may yearn for the open air and active ex-

ercises of rural life—yet the vanity, the caprice,

the indolence and frivolity of an ambitious wife,

may drag him to take up his abode in a large

town, that she may the better enjoy its ease, its

gayety, and all its luxurious and sensual indul-

gences. If, in this case, without training or ne-

cessity for business, he happen unfortunately to

have no turn for literature, after sighing in vain

for the physical excitements and occupations of

the country, which might supply to him the

place of books, he becomes wearied of exist-
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ence, and so betakes himself to the dice-boi or

the bottle—ways ever open for escape from en-

mii and from life.

" But the long pomp, the midnight masquerade,
With all the freaks of wanton wealth arrayed

In these, ere triflers half their wish obtain.

The toiling pleasure sickens iuto pain
;

And, e'en while Fashion's brightest arts decoy,

The heart, distrusting, asks if this be joy ?

Thus it sometimes happens that a large fortune,

which was the fruit of a long career of parental

industrj', and fondly designed as a blessing for

the son, is turned into a curse by the folly of a

wayward, ill-trained woman.

Not only with the countrJ^ but with the wom-

en's department in the country, are all a man's

earliest and most grateful recollections asso-

ciated ! How, gentle reader, should it be oth-

erwise 1 Was it not there that his heart first

swelled with the spirit of rivalry and ambition,

in plays at ball and bandy ? that it first exulted

in the pride of property, when mounted on his

pet pony, Button or Taff', and his own new sad-

dle and bridle ? And, then, his gun and shot-

bag, and home-made powder-horn, scraped into

transparency with pieces of glass bottle !
And,

again, who, we pray you, carried the keys of the

old closet under the stairs—that venerated re-

pository of so many good nugs : sugar—molass-

es—preser\'es—ginger-cakes-almonds—raisins



—cheese ? And who was it that skimmed, and

skimmed lightly, on purpose to leave a skim of

cream on the top of the pan of bonnyclabber ?

and sometimes slyly sugared o'er your buttered

bread ? Who let the urchin roast, without seem-

ing to- see it, in one comer of the kitchen fire,

tlie egg stolen from some straggling nest found

in the barn or under the bush ? Who, when glo-

rious Saturday—Qver most beloved of school-

boys—came round, sewed the sheep-skin cover

on his trap-ball, and gave him cotton to twist in-

to a fishing-line, and twine to set and apple to

bait his snare ? And then, above all, who was
it you relied on, of a doubtful " week-day

"

morning, when clouds were lowering in the

north-west, to persuade the old gentleman that

the children had better stay at home and ' get

tlieir books" today—which you, and she, too,

very well knew meant, virtually, to do anything

else but that? Oh Woman ! thy name is kind-

ness, and in thine heart is the temple of charity !

Lives there a man with heart not alive with re-

membrance of your good and tender offices ?

—

" Oh bear him to some distant shore,

Some solitary cell,

Where none but savage monsters roar,

Where Love ne'er deigns to dw?Il !"

But, back to our theme.

Sooner than we had promised or expected,

we find ourselves under obligation to reopen

the Housewife's Department, for the sake of

supplying some items immediately connected

with what was given, under that head, va our

last, and wlucli are necessary to fill out what
was there commenced—for, on review of it, we
find it deals a little too much in the natural his-

tory of Poultry, and wears rather more the as-

pect of a literary article than one on practical

House wijcry. So we return to it with a view
to speak more in a common-sense way oi fou-ls

—\hc\Tfood, their egqs. and ihexrfeathers ; and

as Scripture saith the first shall be last, and the

last first, we will begin with feathers.

Being a little rusty in our youthful reminis-

cences of Poultry management, we v^-rote— if

we must tell the whole truth—to an old maiden
sister, still left to us by a kind Providence, as

the guide and the oracle, among her friends, in

all that she pretends to know. She was nurtured

in the strict principles of the old school, and
would have practiced them from Nature, " any
how"—direct, plain-.spoken, and religious—one
of those who, as the Scotch proverb savs,

" Wears like a horse-shoe—the langcr the brighter."

but she will be sure to scold us. ifever she catches

us, for putting her in the papers !

From her we received the following, in an-

swer to our inquiries, and which we transcribe

nearly to the letter :

Feathers.—As I have experimented and
(701) 23

found out a fact, that every housewife should

know, and as I wish to be useful the little time

I have to live, I should like it to be well known,
that feathers, smelling ever so badly, may be
restored to perfect freshness, by washing them
clean [in soap suds] and letting them lie a day
and a night in lime n-ater, about as strong as

we drink it, medicinally. They should then be
dried as .soon as possible in the air, or by a fire.

It is not known what a quantity of dirt there is

in very nice looking feathers. But it is not the

dirt that makes them smell, so much as the pen, or

unripe feathers. And here let us pause to ask

if there be in natiire any thing more beautiful

—

if it were not so common—than a barn-door fowl

strutting in the splendor of his plumage, and
the pride of his dominion, for which he is ever

ready to battle with life ? Every single feather,

the eloquent Pailey observes, is a mechan-
ical wonder. " Their disposition all inclined

backward, the down about the stem, the over-

lapping of their tips, their different configura-

tion in different parts, not to mention the variety

of tlieir colors, constitute a vestment for the body
so beautiful and so appropriate to the life

which the animal is to lead, as that I think we
should have had no conception of any thing

equally perfect, if we had never seen it, or can
now imagine anything more so." For the curi-

osity and observation of those to whom this de-

partment is dedicated, we give some of the laws
which acccordiug to naturalists regulate the va-

rieties and changes of plumage. To us some
of them are new, and the observation of them
may well form a part of that variety of study

and amusement, which is to be found, for an
active mind in every walk of rural life. That
eminent patriot and farmer, the late " Col. John
TayLOK of Caroline," Va., took great pleasure in

feeding his pigeons and his Poultry with as

much regularity as he took his own meals.

Zoology, as every one knows, is the science

of animals. That i.s, it teaches their nature and
properties, their cla.ssification and their order of

succession upon, and their distribution over the

earth. In Zoology what relates to the plu-

mage of birds, is called Indumcninm, from
the Latin word, Induo, I put on—and the laws of

plumage are, that it is generally more than once
changed, be ore it attains that state which is

characteristic of the fully mature bird. The pe-

riod during which these mutations are proceed-

ing, varies from one to five years, and many
birds rear a progeny before they acquire the

plumage of maturitj^ When the indumentvtn
of the male bird dift'ers in color from that of the

female, the young birds of both sexes resem-
ble the latter in their first plumage. But when
both the adult male and female are of the same
color, the j-oung have then a plumage peculiar to

themselves. In some species the adult birds have
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a plumage daring the breeding season, decidedly

different in color, from that which they bear in

winter; in these cases the young birds differ in

color from both parents, and have a plumage

which is intermediate in its general tone, to that

of the two periodical states of the pai-ent birds,

and bearing indications of the colors, to be

afterwards attained at either period.

The changes in tlie color of the plumage of

birds are effected either by a total moult of the

old and acquisition of new feathers, or by a par-

tial moult and the admixture of new feathers

with a certain portion of the previous plumage
;

or on the -birds obtaining a certain number of

new feathers, without shedding any of the old

ones ; or, lastly, by the fully formed feather it-

self becoming altered in color: the last two

changes take place in the adult birds at the ap-

proach of the breeding season. The change of

color of a fully developed feather is produced,

either mechanically, by the wearing away of the

lighter colored tips, which exposes the brighter

colors of the plumage beneath, or by some inter-

nal chemical or vital influence upon the coloring

matter of the feather itself. The latter change

begins at tliat part of the web nearest the body

of the bird, and gradually extends outward till

it pervades the whole feather.

So much for feathers. We return to the let-

ter from our good old sister. What she says is

always in a plain, common-sense way, aud for

every-day use. The raising of Poultry, she

adds, is no trouble, compared to keeping them

from rats, particularly where there is an Ice-

House. There was never but one rat seen here,

until we got an ice-hou.se : now they devour

chickens on one side of the house, while on the

other we are ruined by minks—and hawks all

over the plantation 1 There are so many ways

to treat Poultry that it is impossible to know,

exactly, the best

J. H. W. keeps the old hens up (in coops)

from the time the chickens are hatched until

they are fit to eat ; and a most excellent way it

is, but I think it too great a punishment. If I

had my choice, I would raise ducks, both sorts,

and chickens, with old turkey hens. True, they

take them away from the house, but then they

travel so slow, so gentle, that it suits much
better.

Food.—For young chickens nothing is bet-

ter than Indian corn dough, until they can eat

com or the refuse of wheat. They will eat the

latter in a few days, and small-grain com in less

than three weeks. The sooner they get to eat

grain the better.

MuscovT AND Puddle Ducks.—These dif-

fer very much in their habits, but will do to

feed together. Both should always have access

lo water, particularly in very hot weather.

They require a place where they can cool their
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feet. I prefer a pond, if ninniug water is not

convenient. I have seen their feet parched

with the heat of tlie ground.

Food for Ducks.—Wet meal or wheat bran

for a week or t'wo, kept in a coop or place that

they can go to at pleasure. After some time, a

rich wffs^,made of any kind of vegetables

—

nothing better than parsley, thickened with the

husks of Indian meal. It will not do to keep

both sorts of ducks for breeding on the same

dimg-hiU.

Turkeys.—These shotdd not be disturbed by

any means, ukile they are hatching; and if

they could be set to hatch so far apart as not to

hear each other's young, it would be better.

Some people have the nests so fixed that the

old ones can't leave them while they are hatch-

ing.

Food for Turkeys.—The first thing is a

grain ofpepper to each—see that they swallow

it ; then corn-meal wet. After a few days, a

spoonfull of tobacco seed put in victuals for

thirty turkeys for the day. This may be done

every day, if convenient, and now and then

about a tca-spooifullofcopperas, say threeiimcB

a week, in the evening. One great point is to

keep them clear of lice (you may call them what

you wiU !) The only thing to do that is soft

grease, in dry weather ; but there should be
j

great care used so as not to make them too
(

greasj-. Lately a more certain remedy has been (

found: it is fshbcrry, steeped in whisky, sold

by the apothecaries. But after being raised,

there is a most tatal disease lor turkeys, which

attends them ."^oon after going into the tobacco

fields. They are taken with a choking ; seem

to draw their necks down, as it were, into their

craws, and then discharge from their mouths

the greatest quantity ot matter of the most shock-

ing odor. Out of forty, large enough to eat, we

saved but seven. We thiuk that was done by

giving them lard—a piece as large as a nutmeg.

When first taken twice will be enough to give it.

Now I think you must want something to put

in your paper if you put in it this nonsense, with

the exception of the cure for bedfeathers.

Now, verily, good sister, we think very dif-

ferently, and so we opine, will our readers.

But that which relates to the disease which be-

fals the turkey after being turned into the tobac-

co field, requires a note of explanation for

housewives who do not abide in the region of

that precious weed! Bo it known, then, thai

where tobacco is grown, turkeys are raised, or

if not raised, bought, for the express purpose of

being driven through the day, except in the very

hottest part of it, through the tobacco fields, to

destroy the worms that infest, and sometimes

make dreadful ravages on the crop. You will

see the old turkeys, attended by the young gang,

take each its row. and go marching quietly



along, as if stepping to the tone of the dead

march in Saul, examining each plant critically

as tl)ey proceed, and devouring the smallest

speck of a worm. But for these anuies of tur-

keys, so employed, the crop of tobacco in Ma-

ryland would be very materially shortened ev-

ery year.

In Uiat State, planters -whose wives are not

smai't enough to have the requisite number

raised, or who, as most frequently happens, are

denied the necessary houses and Jixtnres and

help to do it, buy from poor people—often from

poor widows—giving, Uiough with veiy unbe

coming hesitation and reluctance, as much as

50 cents each, when they ai-e as large as par-

tridges (which in New-York they call quail, call-

ing pheasants partridges), at which tune diey

are considered past tlie '-vicissitudes of youth,"'

and out of danger.

When the tobacco crop is housed, the turkey

has performed the good ofSce for \vhich he^vas

chiefly roared or bought ; and having saved by

his services three times what the poor widow-

got for it, the planter sends the sui-plus of the

gang to Washington to be sold, geneially, for

double what he so reluctantly gave, rnost gene-

rally to another poor \n idow, keeper of a board-

ing-house to be devoured by Members of Con-

gress, some of ^^honl are mean enough again to

jew down tliis poor widow to the last farthing,

that he maj- clear his ST out of SS per diem.

But something yet remains

—

Eggs.—Without Poultn- how ai-e w-e to have

eggs—and without eggs, how are we to have

Poultry .' The two things go together, and will,

we may hope, remain mutually dependent on

each other, notwithstanding the power of a

thing called an Eccaleohiav, by which incuba-

tion is performed without the aid of the hen.

—

There is in fact, no knowing what steam will

not do sooner or later ; so far, however, it has

left every hen to lay her own eggs. The num-

ber of eggs imported into England in 1839, was
83,74,'>,7-23, and the amount of the revenue deriv-

ed from them to the Government. wa.s SloO.OOO.*

The specific gravity of new laid eggs, at the

first, rather exceeds that of water, varying from

1080 to 1090 ; but they soon become lighter,

and swim on water, in consequence of evapora-

tion through the pores of the shell.

" When an c^^ is boiled in water, and suffer-

ed to cool in the air, it loses about 3-.2 hundredths
of a erain of .saline matter, toirethcr with a trace

of animal matter and free alkali. The mean
weight of a hen's egg is about 875 grains, of
which the shell and its inner membrane weigh

* For the wonderful estimated value of the Poultry

raised in the United t^tates and in each State, see last

number of the Monthly Journal, page 275—asgregate

19,344,410. New-Yoik. $1,153,413; Michigan, $82,-

730; Trunessee. the crack com State, upwards of

$600,000. &c. &,c.
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93.7 grains, the albumen or v/hite 5-29.8 grs.,
and the yolk 251.8 gr.s. The shell contains
about 2 jKr cent, of animal matter and 1 per
cent, of the phosphates of lime and masmesia,
the remainder being carbonate of lime ^^ith a
trace of carbonate of magnesia. Wlien the yolk
of a hai-d boiled egg is dige.sted in repeated"j,or-
lious of strong alcohol, there remains a \\hite
residue having the leaduig charactei-s of albu-
men, but containing phosphorus in some pecu-
liar state of combination ; the alcoholic solution
is yellow, and deposits a cnistalline fatty matter,
and when distilled leaves a yellov.- oil. The
albumen of the egg contains sulphur. The use
of tlie phosphorus is to yield phosphoric acid to
form the bones of tlie chick; but the source of
the lime A\ith which it is combined is not appa-
rent, for it has not been detected in the soft parts
of the eps, and hitherto no vascular communica-
tion has been discovered between the chick and
the shell." [Brande"s Encyclopedia.

W'e shall conclude this disco-arse with the fol-

lowing directions, which we consider the best,

for cooking eggs, in several of the most palata-

ble forms in which they can be prepared for the

table. Man may say, in the pride of his w is-

dom, that any fool can poach an es^. or cook an

omelette. Very well then ; let him try if!

M ISCF.lt.ASEOUS PREPARATIO.-fS.

To Boil Eggs.—The boiling of eggs is a
very simple operation, but is frequently ill per-
formed. The following is tlie best mode :—Put
the egg into a pan of hot water, ju.«t oS the boil.

When you put in the ess;, lift the pan from the
fire and hold it m your hand for an instant or
two. This will allow the air to escape from- the
shell, and so the egg wiU not be cracked in boil-

ing. Set the pan on the fire again, and boil for

three minutes or more, if the es-g be quite fresh,

or two minutes and a half, if the egg has been
kept any time.

To Poach Eggs.—Take a shallow saucepan
or frying-pan, and fill it about half fnll ofwater.
Let the water be perfectly clean, not a particle
of dust or dirt upon it. Put some salt into the
water. Break each e^s: into a separate tea cup,
and slip it gently fi-om tlie cup into the water.

—

There is a knack in doing this, without causing
the ci:ix to spread or become rairgod. A gooid
way consists in allowiug a little water to enter
the cup and got below the e^g, which sets the

]

egg to a certain extent, before" it is allowed to
lie freely in the water. If the water be rtboul
boiling' point, one minute is sufficient to (frt'ss

the egg; but the eye is the best guide : the yolk
must retain its hquid state, lying in the centre
of the wliite. Have buiteredto-asted bread pre-
pared on a diph. and cut in pieces rather larirer
than the i^ss ; then take up the eggs carefully
with a small slice, pare off any rage-ed parts
from the edges, and lay them on the bread.
They may be laid on slices of fried bacon, when
preferred.

Blttered Eggs.—Put a piece of butter in a
saucepan, and melt it, adding a little milk,
Bre.ak the eggs into a basin, and pour them into
the saucepan. Season with salt and pepper,
and continue stirrins the eggs till they are suf-
ficiently dressed. Serve on pieces of toasted
bread.

Omelettes,—Omelettes are composed of es^s
and any thimr that the fancy niav direct to fla-
vor and enrich them. For a common omelette,
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take six eggs, and beat them well with a fork

in a basin ; add a little salt. Next, take a little

finelj- chopped parsley, finely chopped eschalot

or onion, and two ounces of butter cut into

small pieces, and mix all this with the egg.—
Set a fiying-pan on the fire witli a piece of but-

ter in it ; as soon as the butter is melted, pour in

the omelette, and continue to stir it till it assume
the appearance of a finn cake. When dressed

on one side, turn it carefully, and dress it on the

other. It will be dressed suflicienlly when it is

lightly browned. Serve it on a dish. The fla-

vor rnay bo varied, by leaving out the parsely

and onion, and putting in finely chopped tongue

or ham, oysters, shrimps, grated cheese, or other

iijgredients.

Pancakes.—Pancakes areinade of eggs, flour,

and milk, in the proportion of a table-spoonfuU

of flour to each egg. To make two small ])au-

cakes, take two egg.s, and beat them well, and

add to them a little milk. Then take two table-

spoonfuls of flour, and work it into a batter with

the egg and milk ; add a little salt. Seta clean

frying-pan on the fire, and put a piece of butter

or lard into it. When the butter is quite hot,

pour in the batter. Shake it frequently, to pre-

vent it from sticking. When the under side is

of a light brown, turn it. Serve the pancakes
foli'ed, with sugar strewed between the folds.

—

Tliis is the way of dressing the common pan-

cake : when required to be lighter, use more
egg and less flour ; and grated nutmeg may be
added.

Jf HITTERS.—Make a batter of eggs, flour, and
milk, as for pancakes, but with a little more
flour, Apple fritters are made by cutting large

pared apples in slices, dipping the slices in the

batter, and frying them separately. They are

done when slightly browned on both sides.

—

Anc'ther, and perhaps more common way, is to

cut the apples in small pieces, and mix them
v\ith the batter, frying them, a spoonful in each
fritter. Fritters may be made \\ith currants in

the same manner. Serve all fritters with sugar
sprinkled over them.

[Chambers' Information for the People.

rShould any gendeman oVjject to the appropri-

tian'of «. smidl portion of the 100 pages a month,

which this journal contains, to the use and

Binusemcnt of Houseich'es, he will please do so

under his name, and state whether he is a mar-

ried man. But why should even the bachelor,

pushed from one place to another, and thrown

.Tibout as if he were but the one-half of a pair of

.-siisaors, useless to all ends, except to drive out

the dogs, keep the doors shut in winter, and pull

the bell all the year round ; why sliould he ob-

ject to an occasional discourse for the benefit of

the fairer and kinder part of creation. Let him

fall sick and be thrown oft' his feed, and see who

is his best docfoj- ! W^ho will send and have

his sheets aired and his bed warmed, and ]iro-

vide him a clean night-cap, and his saucepan of

panada or chicken-water, and nurse him as if he

were of consequence in the world ; is it not tlie

Honxetcife ?

Be it known then, until some gentleman en-

ters his caveat, under his proper name, we shall

appropriate a i)orliou of the Monthly Journal oc-

casionally to Housewifery, and shall treat of a
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few things that may be mentioned in advance,

as they occur, as for example—Precautions as

^o fii'e ; clothes catching fire ; bums, scalds, cuts
;

poison; everything about a house and its furni-

ture, such as earthen ware and china, tables and

chairs ; baths and foot warmers ; servants and

cleaning
; oil-cloths; walls of rooms, paper-hang-

ings ; kitchen vessels, di.sh covers ; knives,

lamp.s. lamp glasses ; furniture ; varnishing ; bot-

tle* ; flannel and woolen articles ; silks ; clear

starching; smoky chimneys; salting and smok-

ing meat
;
preserving flowers fresh ; destroying

vermin, rats, mice, bugs, fleas, lice, flies, moths,

slugs, and a hundred other things, too tedious to

mention. Then we will take up the toilet, and

treat of preserving the teeth, the nails ; will tell

them how to make pomatum, cold cream, sper-

maceti ointment, and cosmetics of all sorts. In

due time they shall have the best recipes for

every thing that belongs to the dairy, the garden

and the flower bed. Not such as are to be found

in " 5,000 recipes," made, like Pindar razors,

for sale, hntfounded on experience, and rccom-

racnded for their common use, economy, and

practical excellence. What, dear, good, lady

Housewives, will we not essaj- for your benefit

!

THE GOOD HUSWIFELY PHYSIC*

BY THOMAS TUSSEB, GENT.

Good huswives provide, ere an' sickness do come.
Of sundry good things in her house to have some:
Good agva composi'a, and vinegar tarf,

Rose-Wiitcr, and treacle, to comfort the (c) heait.

Cold herbs in her garden, for agues that burn,

That over strong heat to good temper may turn
;

White endive and succory, with spinage enough

—

All such, with good pot herbs, should follow the

Get water of fumitory, liver to cool. [plough.

And othei-3 the like, or else go (he) like a fool

;

Conserves of barberry, quinces, and such,

With sirops, that easeth the sickly so much.

Ask Mtdicus counsel, ere med'cine ye make.
And honour that man for necessity's sake.

Thougli thousiinds hate physic, because of the cost.

Vet thousands it helpcth, that else should be lost.

Good broth and good kccphig do much, now and than,

Good diet with wisdom, best comfoneth man.
In health, to be stirring shall profit thee best

;

In sickness, hate trouble, seek quiet and rest.

Remember thy soul ; let no fancy prevail

;

Make ready to God-ward ; let faith never quail.

The sooner thyself thou submittest to God,

The sooner He ceaseth to scourge with his rod.

Variations.—{'c> thine. (b c) lie.
'

* Though powerful medicines should never be ad-

ministered, except by professional men, certain sim-

ple remedies ought to be kept in every family ; not,

indeed, such as are here enumerated, but such as

improved medical knowledge has shown to be

equally safe and effloa<'ious. The list, however, is

curious as an evidence of the state of domestic medi-

cine in the sixteenth centuiy ; and the advice which

follows proves the good sense and piety of the writer,

which, indeed, are universally conspicuous in his

works.

[Doctor Rusli's opinion being once asked, what per

cent, had been added to human life by the art of

medical practitioners, answered, that it depended

upon whether old women were to be included in the

list—because if not, the addition would be much

|ggg 1 [EiL Farm. Lib.
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THOUGHTS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR;

SlIGGESTIONS FOR THE FORMATION OF INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES FOR SPECIAL OBJECTS.

What has most contributed to the progress

of improvement in manufactures, is the distri-

bution of labor which they admit of. The

mind of the operative being confined to a sin-

gle point, he attains greater proficiency, and can

accomphsh mucli move tlian if he were taken

frequently from one part of the manufacture to

work at another. In this case, he gets his

" hand out," as it is termed ; and hence a smith

who might make a horse shoe at a heat, as we
liave known a man to do, might yet not make

half as many nails in a day as a boy whose busi-

ness had been nothing but nail-making all his

life. A man who only makes nails occasionally,

will make but 800 or 1,000 a day; while a boy

who has never worked at anj- thing else, will

make 2,.300. Even in pin making, la^r is so

distributed, that the man who makes the pin,

never fasliions the head or sharpens the point.

Agriculture would doubtless have attained

much higher perfection in all its processes, if it

would admit of the same distribution of labor

that may be resorted to in other manufactures;

and house and ship building. The process of

sowing, plowing, hoeing, reaping, would all be

more perfectly executed, if those who perform

them, could find constant emploj-ment at, and be

exclusively confined to each one of these opera-

tions. But the farm laborer, and especially the

Yankee farmer, has to exercise his ingenuity on

every thing that is going on, in its turn, and so

becomes Tack-of all-trades, without being as per-

fect at any, as if he w-ere to attempt but one. In

Europe, the case is somewhat different. In

France, for instance, 7nole catching is a trade;

transmitted from father to son, and men have

made independent estates by extraordinarj'

expertness in the practice of it. In Spain, a sKcp-

htrd is nothing but a shepherd ; the calling

" runs in the family ;" and thus a shepherd's son,

by the time he is 18 years old, learns more of the

di.seases, habits, breeds, and management of

sheep, than a common laboi'ing hand woidd in

40 years, who attends a little to sheep, and a lit

tie to every thing el.se. A practiced shepherd

would shear mora sheep in a day, than a raw

hand who might possess more intelligence and

physical activity, could shear in three, and in

tUe operation, draw less blood from the flock,

than ho would from a single sheep.

^eing how it is that " practice makes per-

fect,'" this principle of the distributioi. of labor,
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we find is acted upon practically, where it can

be done ; and if it could be carried through in

every operation into which agricultural industry

divides itself, as W'e before said, greater im-

provements would have been realized. As it

is, an every large plantation for example, you

will fmd that Abraham may be the' blacksmith

and the butcher, Jacob the miller, his son Han-

over the distiller and flax breaker, Tom Peel

the head carter, and Cj-rus the foreman in the

field
;
go to an old family estate like Brandon

on the James river, and you will find an old

man, gardener, practically skilled in the phj^si-

ology of vegetables and flowers, while another

venerable and grey bearded ichthyologist,

most knowing iu all the signs of the tides and

the weather, has charge of the boats and the

lines, and the nets, and will be sure to have, in

time for dinner, a good mess of fish, or crabs, or

oysters, when any raw pretender would have

the worst of " fisherman's luck ;" and every one

knows what that is. v J^
If it were possible, for instance, that the la-

bor involved in making tobacco, could be so dis-

tributed, that raising and selling the plants, cul-

tivating and sellmg the green crop, curing it,

culling and tieing up, and finally seasoning and

preparing it for the manufacturer or the shipper,

could have a separate set of operatives, exclu-

sively assigned to each link in the chain, and

these operatives each find con.stant employment

on his particular branch, the whole business of

tobacco husbandry might no doubt be carried

on with much greater perfection and success, and

the annual value of the crop, and the interest on

the capital and labor embarked iu it would be

proportionably enhanced. )n
In mechanics, the making of a knife is appor

tioned out among several persons ; the making

of the blade, the liandle and the rivets, become,

as it were, so many separate trades, and thus the

same number of men will make a much greater

number, and of course their labor, which is their

capital, becomes so much the more productive;

and it is this distribution and greater product-

iveness of labor, very much enhanced bj- more

perfect tools, that make the great difference in

the condition of the savage and the civilized

man. Compare the rude implements of the

savage, with the saw, the auger, and the ham-

mer, and you at once see the cause of the differ-

ence between his bark hut and the monarch's



palace—between his bark canoe and the mag-

nificeut steamboat—between his war club and

Colt's revolving pistol. The story of the tools

named, their invention and uses, would be the

history of civilization itself It would trace the

progress of the arts, from the use of the gourd to

the manufacture of the celebrated " Portland's

mystic urn." In every trade, as you disti'ibute

duties, you fix responsibility and promote skill.

But having indulged in these reflections, letCs

apply thein ^vhere they cam be applied, and it is

at this we have been aiming. Let the principle

be kept in mind in xha formation ofsocietiesfur

agricultural improvement ty-

Our Agricultural Societies are too anomalous,

too heterogenous. They undertake too manj'

things at once—the result is that much is at-

tempted, but little is done well. Look at the

vast variety of objects comprehended in the

bills of those ««n!<«/ exhibitions—not an animal,

nor a machine, nor a fowl, nor a grain, nor grass,

tier vegetable, nor fruit, that a single Society,

coming together once a year, for two da3-s, does

not undertake to improve. The result is, that

vvhile some are improved a little, others are not

at all. and the aggregate melioration from year

to year, is scarcely perceptible. Would it not be

better to form out of the same ijiembers, different

societies for special objects 1 For example, the

Improvement of Houses, or of Agricultu-

ral Machinery. These are important branches

of raral economy, and each a study in itself—and

the first inquiry should, in all cases, be, not what

premiums should be given for particular objects,

bat whether the object deserves encouragement

at all. Premiums have been offered in Marj--

land, for more than twenty j-ears. for heaviest

crops of beets and turnips and carrots and pota-

toes. Well, let us ask, not whetlier the quanti-

ty per acre, has been going on increasing from

year to year, as the result of greater skill elicited

by these premiums, but has the aggregate cul-

ture i\se\i extended a single acre in that time ;

and if not. is it not a broad hint that you should

pause to inquire whether there be not some

strong reasons, in the circumstances of the coun-

try or locality, some defect m soil, some uncon-

geniality of climate, some Mweconomical result

of labor ; in a ^vord, some powerful considera-

tions in the nature of the case, that forbid the

extension of root culture. Indications \vhich

admonish you that you are working against the

natural policy and interests of those you repre-

sent. That your bark, pu.shcd against wind and

tide, is makinge lee way ! would it not be bet-

ter to direct your zeal—so well meant, so patri-

otie, so admirable in itself— to some nciv ob-

jects ? For one, among others that might be

named, would it not be advisable to offer a high

premium for the earlie.al and most succe.s.sful ex-

perlmenls which shall illu.strate the expediency
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—or not—of adding Madder to the c7-ops now
cultivated. Those who use it in dyeing, think

the farmer might raise it with a good profit, at

one-third of its present price. We shall in due

time, tell all we can learn about its nature, cul-

tivation, uses, &c. We only mention that one

thing, because it comes uppermo-st, as the pen
glides along. Another object may be suggested

as well worthy of diligent inquiry, by a special

society, who should give it earnest and exclu-

sive attention. That is, an inquiry into the prac-

ticability of applying steam, power to a variety

of agricultural purposes, to which it has not

yet been extended in this couutrj' ? If the sim-

pler and less efficient contrivances for giving

greater productiveness to man power, have been

the cause of multiplying the human race, and of

augmenting their comforts and enjoyments; if,

in fact, these may be considered as proportioned

to the number and perfection of artificial labor-

saving inrentions, why not apply the productive

powers of steam to Agriculture, as well as to me-

chanics, manufactures, navigation and war?

Who that reflects on the advantage w-hich steam

power aflbrds in its greater rapidity and cer-

tainty, does not see what an advantage might

have been taken of its use in the late riise in the

price of grain, by getting it ready for market m
less than half the usual time. It is estimated in

England, that a six horse steam power will

thresh and clean nearly four hundred of our

bushels a day. For fuel, " culm or dross" is

generally used, and unlike horse power, when

not working, it costs nothing. Is there any

good reason, we repeat, why steam power

should not be made to do for Agriculture, what

it has done for manufactures and the arts? Is

not the enjoyment of this great, this invaluable

productive power, applied with such effect, in

the industrial operations of other classes, the

reason why they so much outstrip the tillers of

the soil, and with less capital, go ahead of them

in population and wealth. In our next, we

shall give a more extended view of this subject

—suffice it now to prompt the farther consider-

ation and inquiries of American Agriculturissts

to quote a writer, w-ho says, " so rapid has been

the extension of steam poM-er to farms in this

vicinity, that from the fine elevations round Ed-

inburgh, more than 100 steam engine stalks or

chimneys, may be observed as land-marks of the

farms, and giving a peculiar feature to the land-

scape."

We have been told that Mr. Boiling, to his

honor, has had the enterprise to put up a steam

machine on his farm in Virginia, and finds it

exceedingly satisfactory, convenient and prof-

itable; and we doubt not his example will be

followed—but then how slowly, compared with

what it would be, were the subject investigated

and illustrated, as it might be by a:: active, spir-
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ited, intelligent association of patriotic indi-

viduals !—with the pages of the Farmers' Li-

brary at command, ready to have all their draw-

ings and diagrams gratuitously engraved and

distributed ? These are among the glorious re-

sults we anticipate when landholders take up-

on themselves the duties of legislation and con-

trol of public money levied on themselves di-

rectly, or indirectly which is worse, and lavish-

ed on objects alien to their pursuits and at war

with their best interests.

But our chief object at this time was to show,

what have been the fruits in a single case, of

the establishment of a society for a single object

in another country. Why not establish a sim-

ilar society in our Hemp and Flax region ?

—

But to the case in view^—we commend what is

here set forth especially to the cultivators of

Hemp and Flax hi Virginia, Ohio, Missouri,

Kentucky, Indiana, North Carolina, and oth-

ers engaged in this branch of industiy, the States

mentioned being the largest producers, if any

confidence is to be placed in the Census. The

best reference we can make for quantities pro-

duced by each is to the Tables in our last, from

" Tucker s Progress of the United States."

In towns, for promoting improvement in the

arts, there is tlie less necessity ibr such separate

and especial associations, for there the whole

community may be considered a club within

itself; They are in constant daily communica-

tion of thought, and in the way of observing

every new discovery. They work, as it were,

under the eyes of each other, and the constant

interchange of infonnation produces an aggre-

gate of knowledge, and all imaginable accele-

ration in the career of improvement and efficien-

cy. The very condition and circumstances of

existence of those who make up dense commu-

nities, supply the necessity and the place of or-

ganized associations, so useful to isolated farm-

ers, if they would keep within sight or hearing

of those wlio are marching on other lines of in-

dustrial pursuits.

In Ireland, then, there exists, as it appears,

and has done for some years, a " Society for

THE PROMOTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE
GROWTH OF Flax." Among other proceed-

ings, to throw light on the culture and manage-

ment of flax, this society published a small tract,

comprising the best infonnation to be had at

borne and abroad on that particular subject. It

is well known that the value of the crop de-

pends mainly on the care taken in the prepara-

tion of the fibre, tlie value which that may be

made to a.ssumc when it has undergone the fin-

ishing process of the finest manufacture, and the

amount of employment which the produce of

only three acres may afford are well illustrated

by the following exposition by Doctor Kane.
A Mr. William Blakely, he says, grew last
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year near Warringstown, Ireland, three statute

acres (la. 3 r. 16 p. Irish measure) of Flax,

which he managed strictly according to the di-

rections put forth by the Society. The pro-

duce of the field was purchased for 15 shillings,

say $3,75 per stone of 16 pounds, by the eminent

manufacturers of cambric, Messrs. McMurray
and Henderson, who pronounced it equal, if not

superior, to any Flax they had ever seen, and

that they had given for foreign Flax of inferior

quality thirty six shillings per stone.

The entire produce of the three acres was es-

timated at 120 stones, which at 15 shillings,

would give the farmer .£90 or $450; but

as a part of the Flax had not been gathered,

and might possiblj- fall below the estimate, Doc-

tor Kane puts down the crop, with certainty at

100 stones, which will reahze £75, or $375.

This Flax, when Doctor Kane wrote, was in

process of conversion into cambricpocket ua{)T)-

KERCHIEFS, and was capable of being spun into

thirty hanks to the pound, and was to be spun

by hand. Mark now, says he, the employment

this will give.

" It will give constant employment for twelve

months to 158 women to spin it; 18 weavers

will be occupied a like time in weaving, and it

will employ forty women for a j^ear to hem-

stitch (or vein) the handkerchiefs, thus giving

constant employment, for twelve months, to 210

persons.

" It is curious to trace the result of the process

which this flax is now undergoing. It will pro-

duce 210 webs of cambric, each web contain-

ing five dozen handkerchiefs, each dozen will

be worth 50 shillings, and the entire produce of

the three acres of flax when carried through

the entire process of manufacture will be worth

£2,600 or S13,000,or upwards of $4000 per acre

for the manufactured produce. What an illus-

tration is here, of the dependence of the world

upon Agriculture !—and yet how little of the

world's legislation is really directed by and for

the landed interest ! The calculation is, as will

be seen in a subsequent chapter, that the labor

necessary for these three acres, would be seven

days for three men, fifty-four days for three

women, and four and a quarter days for a liorse.

It has been seen to how many people, propor-

tionably, the product of the labor of a few till-

ers of the soil gives employment and support;

who, in their turn, make demands on the surplus

products of the agriculturist, demon.strating the

harmonious dependence of these classes on each

other, a harmony and mutuality of support that

should be left in their natural relations, and that

ignorance or wickedness only would seek to

disturb or impair.

The quantity of flax grown in Ireland ap-

pears to be on the increase, and its quality to be

improving, as, in the Report of the "Flax So-



ciety," it is stated that the amount of the crop in

1841 was 25,000 tons, averaging £45 or $225

per ton, whilst in 1843 it was 36,465 tons, and

tlie average value from improved quality con-

sidered to be £55 or S275 ! This increase of

value $573,250 being, if not wholly, certainly in

great part attributable to the exertions of that

very useful society ! !

Why not form such societies in the hemp and

flax districts of the United States? "We have

no conception until it is systematically underta-

ken, how much light may be concenti-ated on

every industrial pursuit. We respectfully offer

our "Farmers' Library and Monthly Jour-

nal OF Agriculture " as a medium for col-

lecting and a repositoi-y for storing away all

such infoniiation for the common benefit, and we
earnestly suggest that Editors of Western and

South-Western papers, including those of Vir-

ginia and North Carolina, should disseminate

the articles here given on the subject of flax

and hemp, branches of industry susceptible of

being much and profitably extended in onr

country.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE .. . . {Helianthus tubercsus.)

Let any important discovery be made that

may be beneficial to the manufacturer, the me-

chanic, or the mariner, its application is imme-

diate, and it at once comes into general use ; not

so with the farmer. Let the new product be

ever so valuable, the new process ever so cheap,

he is slow to adopt the one, or to practice the

other. Witness that most precious gift of the

new world to the old, the Potato [Solarium tu-

berosum.) It required an hundred years from its

introduction by Sir Walter Raleigh, to bring it

into general use ; and thus it is with the clover,

thus with lucerne, thus with plaster, thus with

lime, and thus with many of our most valuable

agricultural implements. But let us hope that

the day ofregeneration for the farmer is at hand ;

that he will shake off the lethargy that has so

long held him enthralled, and take at once the

foremost place in the gi-eat race of human im-

provement

These reflections are suggested to the writer

by the almost universal neglect of that most val-

uable tuber the Jerusalem artichoke, {Helian-

thus tuberosus) a plant that (should the rot in

the potato not be checked) is destined to take

the first rank among roots subjected to field cul-

ture. Although a native of the warmer parts of

this continent, it is one of the hardiest of all cul-

tivated plants, deriving, as it does, through its

large leaves, most of its sustenance from the air,

it is a great improver, it is wonderfully product-

ive, and thrives in the poorest soils. Eagerly

sought by horses, cattle, sheep and swine ; it

furnislies an aliment as nutritious and healthy as

it is cheap. Yvard, the distinguished professor

of rural economy at Alfort, whose contributions

to agricultural science are so valuable, recom-

mended its cultivation both by precept and ex-

. ample. Arthur Younc affirms the net profit of
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its cultivation to be much greater, beyond all

doubt, than that of any other ordmary agricultn-

ral production ; and finally it remains in full

production on the same spot for ten years or

more. The writer will here state what he

knows of its cultivation, having witnessed it on

a large scale in France on the estate of George

Lafayette, brother-in-law to the Count de Tracy.

As opportunity offers through the winter, the

ground is flushed up as deeply as possible with

the ordinary two horse plow ; in th^ spring,

cross plowed and as thoroughly pulverized as

possible ; the land is then laid off with the dou-

ble mould-board plow in furrows two feet apart,

women and children follow the plo^^, dropping

the whole tubers from eight inches to one foot

apart as nearly as may be, another plow follows

to cover them up ; when the plants are well up

the harrow is run over the field lengthv\-ay the

fuiTows, and finallj', one working \vith the

shovel-plow or cultivator, when the plants are

eighteen inches high, and the crop is made.

The roots are suflered to remain in the ground

to be thrown out with the plow as wanted

through the winter, or hogs are turned in upon

them.

By an accurate chemical analysis, the arti-

choke is found to contain one-third more nutri-

ment than the beet ; it is as much relished by

horses as the cairot, is more nutritious and of

course much less expensive ; it yields a fair

profit on soils too poor for the potato, the beet or

the carrot; few plants suffer as little from

drouth ; it withstands the most inten.se cold, it

is never attacked by insects or disease, and may

remain in the ground with perfect safety until

used. Waste land stocked with the artichoke

and apple trees would make the finest range

imac-iuable for swine. F. G. S.
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CELLARS, versus SPRING HOUSES FOR DAIRIES.
preserve an even temperature ; a stone or ce-
ment fioor, well di-ained below ; and windows
on each side to afford ventilation. Plaster the
ceiling, and avoid as much as possible the use
of wood in all the structure. It is needless to

add that nothing but milk and butter, and tlie

vessels or implements used therewith, should be
admitted into the milk room. Any article or
sub.stance that is liable to contract mould, or
cause the least smell, will affect more or less in-

juriously the flavor of the milk and butter.

Hence, too, the indispensable necessity of pe>--

feet CLEANLINESS—the great c.\kdinal viiitue
of all good dairy management. (The water that

Hows from an ice house in summer, has always
a musty smell, that would ruin the milk and
butter in a dairy.)

We shall have more to say on this subject at

some other time, and shall be happy to have our
correspondents express their opinions, or give
us the results of their experience in relation to

it. In addition to what has been said, the fol-

lowing excellent article, from the (Philadelpliia)

Farifters' Cabmet, will suffice for the present:
" The Milk Cellar.—It is a curious fact,

but by no means unaccountable, that in many
parts of the country the milk cellar is superced-
ing the spring house,—an appendage that has
always been considered iudispensible for the
production of good butter, be the other qualifi-

cations of a farm and its appurtenances what
they might. While on a visit to Wilmington,
Delaware, I had occasion to remark the excel-
lence of the butter at my friend's table, when he
replied, he always selected the best cellar but-
ter at market, for the use of his family, giving it

as his firm conviction, that butter made in a cel-

lar, was far preferable to that made in a spring
hou.se, its gi'eat recommendation being, in keep-
ing sweet and good much longer, and retaining
its fine flavor and color to the last, which spring
house butter would not do. And he observed,
it is customary to account for the greater price
which some dairymen obtain for tlieir butter in

the market, by saying it is cellar butter.

Of course, it is readily admitted that much de-
pends on the mode that is adopted in the man-
agement of the dairy, commencing with the
breed and feed of the cows, and ending with the
mani[iulations of the butter; but the idea is

gaining ground, that the be.st butter is to be
made in a cellar, all other circumstances being
equal
On reconnoitering among.st my friend.s, I

found that several of them liad suljstituted the
cellar for the spring house ; and I do not know
one v» ho is not satisfied with the arrangement,
except it he where the cellar is dug in a damp
soil, or has been most injudiciously opened to
the well, the evaporation from which fills the
room will) constant luoi-sture, which may be
found adhering to the walls, the ceiling and the
\yood-work, the .shelves, and particularly the in-

side of the door, causing a damp and clammy
feel, and a nauseous, mouldy smell, which the
butter imbibes, to its lasting injury ; indeed no
good butter can be made in such places.

But another revolution is taking place even

The following is taken from the Ohio Cul-

tivator, which we may presume forms a part

of the reading of every farmer, at least in that

populous State, a State of which it is needless

to say any thing, except to note the naked fact,

that from a population in 1790 of 45,365 (half the

number of the State of Delaware,) she has gone

up in fifty years, (1840) to 1,519,467, solid, sub-

stantial, working men and women, boys and

girls.

If it would not savor of presumption to speak

more particularly ofawork so much betterknown
than this is, we would add, as to the Cultiva-

tor, that it is edited with much zeal and ability

—its whereabouts is Cohimbus, and the price

$1—published 1st and 15th of every month.

The number for 15th Nov. thus corroborates,

on editorial experience, what has been a-sserted

in other papers, and is well worthy of attention

on such authority; by-the-bye, our Wotlier Ed-

itor of the Cultivator ought to be a happy man,

considering that he is—a Bachelor ! We see

him on all occasions associated with young la-

dies in charge of the Floral Departments at the

Agricultural Exhibitions—a department whicli

is sure to attract and be surrounded by \he fair-

est of the Fair—and now, v.e have his own con-

fcs.sion, that he has been " prying into the mys-

teries of quite a number of good dairy maid's

milk-houses !" If such are Bachelor s privileges,

we shall cease to wonder that Benedict is not a

mamed man

!

We are inclined to believe, however, that the

kind of house he proposes to make will not fully

answer his expectations. In our rambles among
the farmers for a number of years past, we have
pryed into the mysteries of quite a number of

good dairy women's milk houses, aud the result

has been a conviction that the introduction of

running or standing water into the milk house
is more injury than, benefit. We are aware
that this is contrary to the opinions of the ma-
jority of housewives. They think a good sprins^

house is almost indispensable for producing good
butter in summer ; and yet we have never found
on the tables of those who po.ssess this much en-

vied advantage, as good butter as where a well
constructed cellar is used for the milk room.
The reason is. the dampness occasioned by the

water, is more injurious to the milk and butter

than is compensated by the coolness it occasions.

It is found that a dr^, as well as cool, atmo-
sphere is needed for thi.« purpose ; and it is bet-

ter to dispense with some of the coolness than
all of the dryness.

Our advice to ' a subscriber' would there-

fore be, abandon entirely the idea of bringing
water from a well, a cistern or an ice house, and
construct a good dry cellar on your northern ex-
posure, with thick walls of brick or stone, to

17091
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amongst the advocates for the cellar ; it is no
lonjrcr thought necessary to dig the cellar very
deep, or to arch it over with stone or brick, with
an air passage through it for ventilation—a vavll.

as it is more propeily then termed : it is found
sufficient, if the cellar be sunk a few feet below
tlie surface of the earth, witli a wide and shal-

low window on each side, the bottom of it level
with the ground outside ; \vell protected with a
wire guard to keep out vermin, large flies, i5cc

,

and provided with a close glazed sash, which
can be opened and closed at pleasure, by lifting

it up to the celling, which ought to be no higher
than the top of the windows; so that the air of
the cellar can be ventilated by opening the win-
dows of the two opposite sides, according to the
\vay the wind sets at the time, shutting them
quickly when necessary; for in cold, windy, or
damp weather, the sooner the windows are
again closed, the better. Indeed, to the man-
agement of the cellar in this particular, much of
the success of dairying is to be attributed ; cold
and damp air being unfriendly to the secretion
of cream, and its proper and entire separation
from the milk. Hence, therefore, it is a bad
practice to set the pans on the brick floor of the
cellar ; they ought al^vays to be placed around
on shelves, about tliree feet in hight, and these,

after being well washed with hot water, should
be wiped quite diy, that no mouldy evaporation
might take place to spoil the butter. The air

near the floor of a dairy is always impure, blWng
loaded with acid vapors and putrid exhalations,

the density of which confines it to the lowest
part of the room ; hence it is, that the doors of
some dairies are made with lattice wcrk, that

the air near the floor, as \%'ell as that near the
ceiling, might be ventilated at the same time :

these lattices being furnished with sliding pan-
el.?, to be kept closed in bad weather. The milk
cellar ought always to have a northern aspect,

and be well shaded by trees, not growing too

near the windows, so as to impede a dry cur-

rent of air. or to create a moist atmosphere : this

consideration being of more importance than
would reailily be imagined.

" Cellars thus constructed and carefullj' at-

tended, will, no doubt, supersede the use of
spring houses generally, before many years have
pas.'jcd away ; by which the business of the
dairy will be rendered more agreeable, less la-

borious, and far le.ss inimical to the health of

those, particularly of females, who.se occupation
it is to attend to its never ceasing duties."

Note.—On the composition of JJnnrs for Meat Hou-
ses, Dairirs Quarters, Poultry Hoa.its, f(r... tn guard
against rals, and to promote dryness and cleanli-

ness.

Of what use it, that the good housewife takes

pains to .secure a good stock of poultry, and a

good supply of the best butter, and bacon of the

finest quality, if the husband does not take care

that proper hou.ses are constructed for their pre

paralion and preservation? Every own knows

how liable they are to be infested with rat.s, if

pains be not taken to guard against them, espe-

cially in niakittsr the floors ral proof.

To speak now of the meat or smoke house,

more particularly, it should stand on a founda-

tion of brick or stone, going down helow the in-

fluence of frost. Rats, it is well known, will go

down on the outside of the wall, and burrow
|710|

under it and come up inside. It is said that if

in building the foundation wall, you project it

half brick in a continuous line all round, at some
distance below the ground on the outside, you
will arrest the subterranean operations of the

enemy. 'Tis said that the rat always burrows
ciosc to the wall, and tliat v/hen he reaches the

projecting line of brick, obstructing his perpen-
dicular descent, he does not attempt, or cannot

burrow round it, but gives up his felonious de-

sign as a bad job. ^Ve believe in the truth of

this suggestion, but whether or not, his ravages

may be prevented, and other great inconvenien-

ces avoided, by making the floor to out houses,

in the manner described below. We obtained

the directions from Col. Tottes, whilst, as will

be seen by the date, we were in the Post Oflice

Department at \Vashington ; but always giving

our leisure time to such service as w^e could

render, without fee or reward, to the cause, to

which we are now devoting all our time, not

only for our own bread, but to teach how bread

may be best increased for the commonwealth.

Of Col. Totten, it would seem vain for us to

speak as a ^Vest Point graduate, and one of the

most scientific officers of the army ; whose at-

tainments do credit to that branch of the public

service.

Among the books, by-the-bye, which ought to

constitute every Farmers' Librarj-, is " ToTTEit

OS MoRT.^RS,'' being " E-'isays on Hi/drau/ic

and common Mortars and on Lime burning,''

I^nsrinecr Department. ?

Washington, Nov. 11th, 1844. 1
Mr. J. S. Skinner, Washington. D. C.

SiR: In compliance with your request, I send
you a description of a concrete that will answer
a good purpose for floors, &c.
The mortar is to be made of one part of sand

to one-half part of hydraulic cement, measured
in rather stiff paste. Then one part mortar,

thoroughl}- mi.xed, is to be united with two and
a half parts broken .stone or bricks, the largest

pieces not exceeding 4 oz. in weight, or of grav-

el of similar size.s, or of oy.ster .shell.s, or of either

or all of these mixed together. The.se coarse

materials must be free from sand or dirt. The
concrete thus made, must be jmt down in a lay-

er of not more than G inches, which will be

about the proper thickness ibr the floor; ram-

med very hard, and until all the coarse particles

are driven out of sight ; care being taken to

bring the top of the mass into the true place of

the floor by the first process ; no .sub.sequcnt ad-

dition of piaster being admissible. By the help

of a straight edge drawn over guide pieces, the

top surface may be made smooth and even by

the first operation.

The concrete should contain no more water

than is necessaiy to give the requisite plasticity

to the mass. The floor should be covered us

soon as finished, with straw or hay, which

should be kept wet for several days, the longer

the better.

A little lime in paste, may be substituted for

an equivalent part of the cement paste, but the

less lime mixed with the cement paste, the bet-

ter.
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We have elsewhere, and more than once, in-

timated our sense of tlie importance of that

branch of American Industry which has for its

object the production of the Fibre Crops. Of
Cotton we have already treated pretty fully,

and shall return to it whenever any thing may
ofier seeming to be calculated to improve the

cultivation, or to advance in any way the in-

terests involved in its production. We should

rejoice to have the interests I'eferred to in the

heading of this paper, fall into hands as \vell

able to illlistrate them, as were the natural his-

tory, growth, and value of the Cotton crop, by

Mr. Seabkoi.ir.

Opening wide our pages to the elucidation

of this and every other industrial pursuit of the

country, we proceed now to give some views

of the results of Flax and Hemp culture in Ire-

land, which appear to be well calcul?fted to en-

gage the attention of all Americans interested

iu their growth in this country.

If Mr. BiLL'iNGS has supplied the desidera-

tum so much wanted in the icork of prepara-

tion for the manufacturer, \vhich he supposes

he has, and to which we referred in our last, a

most important advance \\\\\ have been made
in the progress of improvement and great ac-

celeration and breadth will have been added to

it as a source of national industry and wealth.

We invite consideration to the subject. The

reasoning of Doctor Kane to show that it need

not be atteniled with exhaustion of the land is

new and highly important.

In relation to the actual agricultural and man-
ufacturing industry of Ireland, it is still more
important to describe the circumstances of those

crops wliioli have for their ultimate and valua-

ble product the vegetable fibre. O f these fibre

crops, those of most interest are flax and hemp,
especially the former, on which so large a pro-

portion of the population of the north of Ireland

may be consiiiered to depend for subsistence.

The Flax jilaiit, to which I shall first direct

attention, may be cultivated on any soil of mod-
erate fertility, bnt, of course, will grow in great

lu.xuriance. and yield its largest produce, where
the land is most fertile.* It is, however, indi.s-

pensable that the soil be rendered thoroughly

open and iierfectly clean. The order of rota-

tion with other crops varies in different coun-

tries, but on the Continent, as in Belgium, where
its cultivation is best understood, the ordinary

custom is. to bring it in after a corn crop, and
not to introduce it into the course more fre-

* Coarse fibre on fertile soil, sown In equal quan-
tities. It is indigenous on the VVolaia and the Uralian
Mountains. [Ed. Farm. Lib.
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quently than once in seven years. The flax is

a very exhausting crop, and hence requires
abundance of manure, which is supplied to it in

Belgium, in t!ie mo.st effective form, as liquid
manure. It will be shown, immediately, that
the (lax contains but little lime, the presence of
which, in a caustic form, in tlie soil, appears to
be injurious to tlic plant, hence it is proper,
where lime has been neces.sary to the soil, to

intermit the culture of flax for a certain season
[until decompo.sed].
The composition of the soil on which the cul-

tivation of Flax may best be carried on, being
a problem of the highest practical interest to

this country, the Fla.x Improvement Society of
Ireland, in pursuance of their laudable objects
in promoting this branch of industr}', commis-
sioned me to make analyses of some soils which
had produced remarkably good crops of Flax.
The soils were all light clay loams, and afforded
the following results, which I extract from the
Koport of the Society :

Silica and silicious sand
Oxide of iron
Alumina
Phosphate of iron
Cai'bonate of lime
JlauTiesia and alkalies, with

traces of sulphuric and mu-
riatic acids

Organic matters
Water

Total 99-78 99-58 lOO-U

No. 1. No. a. No. 3.

69-41
5-29
5-70

6-67
11-46

The organic matter in these soils ^was rich in

nitrogen ; their feriilitv is, therefore, from the
analyses, easily understood.
A point which may be noticed in relation to

the growth of Flax i.<, its quality is e!5.sentially

improved [finer fibre] by thick sowing. This
ari.ses, not from there being more Flax grown,
but from the closeness of the plants forcing them
to grow upwards with a single stem to gain ac-
cess to the air, and thus to prevent their branch-
ing, by which the fibre is shortened and ren-
dered irregular. Everything in the cultivation
of this plant is subservient to the formation of a
long and delicate woody fibre, and it is owing
to this fact in the practical history of the Flax,
that certain .sources of economy in its Agricul-
ture, which I shall point out become practicable.
The ligneous or woody fibre, which finally is

converted into the linen thread, is composed of
the same elements as starch and sugar, and in

nearly the same proportions. Omittint? certain
minute ditterencos between the true fibre and
the matter which occupies its cells, its composi-
tion may be expressed by the formula Ci8 H 12

Oi2 and, when pure, it contains no inorganic
matter. Its elements are, in 100 parts:

Carbon 5000
Hydroffen 5-55

Oxygon 44-45

Hence this fibre, which constitutes the entire
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money value of the Flax crop, is pnxluced dur-

ing the life of iho nlaui, by the elements of the

atniosiilicrc, and the materials taken from the

manure and from the soil are. in reality, cni-

])loyed by the plant in organizing substances

^vhich do not make any return to the farmer,

but which are. on the contrary, under certain

circumstances, considered to be [lositivcly a <iis-

advaulagc. It is, therefore, of importance, thfit

it should be understood that by a proper sys-

tem, the growth of Flax and similar libre crops

should be destitute of all exhausting influence.

That the materials drawn from the soil by such

a crop should be found in the waste products of

its manufacture, and should be available by be-

ing returned to the soil, to restore it to its ori-

ginal condition of fertility. In order to ren<ler

this principle fully intelligible, 1 shall enter into

some detail regarding the processes to which
the Flax is subjected, and the nature of the pro-

ducts obtained irom it.

The Flax, when it has grown to suitable ma-
turity, according as llie design is to allow it to

ripen its seed or not, is pulled, and cither inmie-

diately. or in the next spare season, according

to the circumstances of the locality, it is subject-

ed to the process termed rotting or watering.
In the stem of the Flax there may be recog-

nized three structures, the outer skin or epider-

mis, covering a close network of fibres which
enclo.ses the plant as in a sheath, and in the

centre a stem of den.se pithy material. Tlic

fibrous network is connected together by a glu-

tinous matter, which must be decomposed be-

fore the fibres can be separated from the stem,

and it is to soften and rot this substance that the

plant is steeped. If the steeping be continued

too long, the fibre itself maj' rot. and be weak-
ened and injured in quality ; if the steeping be
not continued long enough, the fibres are

not thoroughly separated from each other,

and the quality of the Flax is coarser than

it might be."* The general tendency is not

to rot the Flax enough, but it is a process re-

quiring very careful management and attention,

to conduct it with the greatest advantage.

In order to ascertain what occurs during the

steeping of the flax I instituted chemical exami-
nations of the substances and process. I have
already given the composition of the pure lig-

neous fibre, and in the following tables are

shown the results of my analy.ses of the compo-
sition of the Flax stem as it grows, and of the

ashes ^A•hich it yields. These are in fact its or-

ganic and its inorganic elements. The compo-
sition of the ash varies very sensibly witli tliat

of the soil upon which the plant is grown, bat

it is not necessary to introduce that considera-

tion for the present object.

Fl.\x Plant.
Carbon yc-7-2l().'!Vgon 48-;K)

}Iyt'ro2cn 7-:i:i Ashes 5U0
Ninosfii •r>6|

total 10000

Ashes of Flax Pl.\nt.

Potash 9-781 Sulphuric acid 2fi5

Sofia [sea air] 9-80'Chlorinc [sea air]. 2-41

Lime 12-:!Hi Carbonic^ acid [air,

Majrneeia 7-79| charcoal] Ifin.'i

Oxide of iron and Phosphoric acid .. . 10-84

alumina 6-08

Silica 21-:).-)! Total 10000
yuir.—Phosphate of lirnc and potashes must be

valuable and important restoratives.

\Ed. Farm L>h.
* The tibro is broken and will shoilcu tlic Flax,

rnaliin;; waste in the subsequent processes. 1 do not
—SCO that it can make it coarser. \Ed. Farm. Lib.
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When the Flax is steeped, the water acquires
a darker color, a disagreeable odor, and, it is

well known, becomes poLsonous to li.sh. This
ari.ses from the solution of the glutinous mate-
rial which had cemented togetherthc i)ure fibres.

To examine this material, I cm])loycd it as it is

])roduced %\ hen the steeping water is dried
down, and the following tables show its organic
composition, and the composition of the ashes
wliich it yields. I term this substance, for

brevity sake, Flax-steep extract.

Flni-stcep

Exlrncl.

Carbon :iO-fi!)

Hydrogen 4-24

Niti-OL'cn 2-24

Oxygen 20-82

Aslics 4201

Total 100-00

Flax-sltrp Exlrad
uillaint nsliea.

.32-1)3

7-31

.3-8fi

30-90

It is thus seen, that the steep water dissolves

out a great quantity of nitrogen, and of the inor-

ganic materials of the stem ; in fact that it re-

moves from the plant almost every tiling that

the plant removes from the soil. This is con-

firmed by lookhig to the composition of its a.shcs,

which arc shown by the follow ing analytical re-

sults. There are found 42 parts of ashes, in

every 100 parts of flax-steep extract, consisting

of

jChloride of potassium 3-8 Phosphate of lime 2-1 •

Sulphate of potash... 4-4

Carbonate ol potash.. 3-8

Carbonate of Eoda... 1.'! 2
Silica 5-5

Phosphate of b-ou and
alumina 32

Phosphate of lime.
Carbonate of lime 4-0

Carbonate of ma:rnc-
Bia ". . . . 2-0

Total qtiantity. pr cent. 42

The steep-water thus dissolves, especially the

alkaline ingredients, and the pho.sphates of the

plant, and hence leaves the rotted stems iu a

condition of almo.st pure ligneous matter.

The stems of the plant, after liaving been thus

steeped, undergo a rough bleaching and drying,

by being ^;-«.sscrf for some days. They are then

broken by the hackle, and finally, the fibre sep-

arated from the residual woody pith or chaff, by

the operation of scutching. These operations

may bo carried on either by hand or by ma-

chinery, and the relative value of the systems

may hereafter require attention. The fibre, af-

ter these processes, is sent to market ; it passes

into the hands of the linen manufacturers, and

becomes the clement of mechanical industry,

such as has been treated of in the earlier chap-

ters of this work.
Now, the agriculturist should steadily bear in

mind that the fibre which he sells to the flax

spinner has taken nothing from the soil : all that

the crop took out of the soil he has still in the

steep-water, and in the chafl' of the scutched

Flax, and if after suitable decomposition, these

be returned to the land, the fertility of the latter

will be restored, and thus material.s, at j>i-esent

utterly neglected, and even a source of incon-

venience, may be converted into most valuable

manure. [Very important, and entirely forgot-

j

ten by errov^ers.]

That~the water in which Flax has been

steeped possesses powerful influence as a ma-

nure, has been observed by various persons;

thus round the edgcsof bog holes used lor .'Steep-

ing, a luxuriiuit and tender herbage olion arises

in vivid contrast to the surrounding barren jicat.

Various agricultural authorities have noticeil its

beneficial elltcts v^hen experimentally used,

but I shall only quote, iu order to show the at-
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tention it deserves, the following notice by Mr.
Wakefield: •' Tlio water in which Flax has
been immersed is, in Ireland, entirely neglect-

ed, but Mr. Billingsby mentions it as an excel-

lent manure, and no country in the world, per-

haps, allords belter opportunities of employing
it than Ireland. I made frequent inquiries

about it. but could never hear of a .single in-

stance of its being used. The author of the

Survey of Somur.'^etshire (Mr. Billingsby) says:
' it isobserval)!c, that land on which rotted Flax
is spread to prepare it for hackling, is greatly
improved thereby, and if it be spread on a
coarse sour pasture, the herbage wll be totally

changed, and the best sorts of grasses will make
their appearance. Having inyself cultivated

Flax on a large scale, and observing the almost
instantaneous effect produced by the water in

which the Flax w^as immersed, I was induced,

some years ago, to apply it to some i)asture

land, by means of watering carts similar to those

used near London for watering the roads. The
effect was astoni.shing, and advanced the land
in value ten shillings per acre.'

"

The chaff'remaining after the scutching might
also be formed into manure, and has actually

been found of as much value as its composition
would indicate. Thus, in fact, the farmer send-

ing to market only llie fibre of the Fla.x, which
derives nothing from the .-soil, ha.s the opportu-
nity of economizing in other and highly remu-
nerating modes all the residual niateWals.

This chaff' was found to consist of

Cnrbon 50-34jOxygen 41-52

Hydrogen 6-33 Ashes 1-57

Nitrogen -24

1

Total 100-00

Its nutritive quality cannot be material, but
mixed with the water ofthe Flax-steep, it should
complete the restoration to the soil of the con-
stituents of the growing Flax.
The average produce of scutched Flax, as

given by Wakefield, reduced to the statute

acre, is 543 lbs. from nineteen gallons of seed.

This is thirty-four stones of si.xteen pounds.
The usual produce of Scotland is stated by Low
to be forty stones, and at present by the Re-
ports of the Flax Improvement Society, the

produce in the north of Ireland may be taken as

averaging forty-two stones. The weight of the

Flax straw, when quite dry, may be taken as

approximating to about two tons.

Mr. Crosthwaite, whose intimate acquaintance
with all branches of this industi-y rendcn-s his

authority highly valuable, considers that there

are about 100,000 acres under Flax in Ireland,

and that the produce is about 30,000 tons, of an
average value of £50 per ton. This is 68. 3d.

per stone, and .'ihould give' about £12 10s. for

tlie usual produce of the statute acre. The
quantity of Flax grown appears to be on the

increase, and its quality also to be improving,

as by the Report of the Fla.x Societj- it appears,

that the amount of the crop in 1841 was 25,000

tons, averaging £45 per ton, whilst in 1843 it

was 36.405 tons, and the average value was con-

sidered to be at least £55. This increase of
value being, if not wholly, certainly in great

part, attributable to the exertions of that very
useful Society.

W^herc so much depends on the mechanical
and chemical treatment of the plant after the

crop has been pulled, it is easily conceivable

that under the ordinary circumstances of the

Irish farmers, it is difficult to carry out the

preparation of tlic fibre, so as to give it the best
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quality, and in fact iu Belgium and Holland,
where the Flax cultivation and manufacture arc
in their most advanced state, the growth of the
plant and the fabrication of the fibre are totally

distinct occupations. The crop is purchased by
a factor, who takes the dressing into his own
hands, and, being devoted to that one depart-
ment, is acquainted v/ith all mechanical arrange-
ments and details necessary to success, and it

frequently happens that the farmer actually ob-
tains for the crop, as grown, more money than
he should have obtained for the imperfectly
dressed produce of it, and is spared the lo.ss of
time, of labor, and interference with other bu.si-

ness, which, retaining the mechanical D-eatment
of the Flax in his own hands ,should necessarily
entail upon him. In the present state of indus-

try, I conceive the general adoption of the .sys-

tem of factors as indispensable to progress.
Without improvement in quality of product, the
manufacture cannot extend, and without the
preparation of the fibre being taken up and cul-

tivated as a distinct profession, no important
amelioration in it can be expected.
From the importance of the Flax culture, as

well to the farmer as to the manufacturer, it

might be suppo.sed that it should be at least cul-

tivated to such an extent as to supply our own
industrial wants. Such, however, is far from
being the case ; every year a large quantity of
Flax is imported into Great Britain and into

Ireland from the Baltic ports, and from Bel-
gium ; the total quantities for three late years
are shown iu the following table :

WHENCE IMPORTED.
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may, by the proper application of scientific

principles to its culture, be rendered one of the
least expensive or exhaustinap crops that tlie

acriculturist can have to do with.
There is finally to be noticed, in relation to

the secondary advantages of the Flax crop, the

utilization of the seed, either as food or for sow-
ing. It appears now well established, that the

fibre is not injured by allovv'ing the plant to form
the seed,* and that the seed may be saved in

good condition under the ordinary circumstances
of our climate. This is a very important addi-

tion to the value of the crop : the ."^eed being
employed for preparing oil ; the residual linseed

cake being a very valuable food for cattle, or

for manure ; or the unripened seed in the cap-
sules, or bowes, as they are termed, may be at

once given to cattle. The hu.sks of the seed
vessels have been used as food for cattle in the

north of Ireland, and by the testimony of Mr.
Nevin, and of Mr. Charley, with remarkable ad-

vantage. In fact, it would appear that there is

no part of this very remarkable plant that is not
directly or indirectly capable of being applied
to useful purposes.
The great value of it to this country is, how-

ever, that its cultivation supplies not merely a
source of agricultural, but also of manufacturing
employment. In this respect, it is far more
beneficial than a food crop of the same money
value, or occupying the same ground. The flax,

as it leaves the hand of the farmer, gives a live-

lihood to the dresser, from him it passes to the

spinner, to the weaver, the bleacher, and per-

haps to the embroiderer, according to its desti-

nation. Mr. Andrews illustrates the actual pro-

fit and employment given by the crop described
page 331, in a calculation which, after cor-

rection ofa few ty pogi'aphical errors, stands thus:
" 100 stones at 15.s.—£75 ; each .stone calcu-

lated to produce 5| lbs. of dressed Flax—in all

5.50 lbs.—spun to 30 hanks to the lb., will pro-

duce 16,500 haiik.s. About 158 females will be
employed twelve months in spinnintr, at the rate

of two hanks per week (six working day.s)

;

wages for spinning each hank, about Is. 8d., or

nearly 7d. per diem for each spinner. This
quantity of yarn would make 210 webs of cam-
bric pocket-handkerchiefs, each web containini?

five dozen. About 18 weavers would be twelve
months weaving this quantitj-, allowing each
man a month for each web (17^ weavers ex-
actly) ; v/ages per web, £2 ; or from 9s. 6d. to

1 Os. per man per week. About 40 females
would be emploj'ed t\\'elve months in needle-

work (hemstitch orveinintr); each could do one
handkerchief on each working day ; wages 8s.

per dozen, or 8d. per day. The goods, when
finished, would be worth £2 10s. per dozen.

158 spinners 1 2 months, or .52 weeks, at

at about 3s. 4d. per week £1,369 6 8

18 vireavers 12 months, at £24 per ann. 432
40 needlewomen .52 weeks, at 4s. each

per week 416

216 pcr-sons employed.
Amount of wages £2,217 6 8

Cost of Flax 75

£2,292 6 8

Value 1,050 doz. hdkfs, at £2 10s. pr doz. £2,62.5

Profit £332 13 4

» Rut the cloth from eeed Flax must be bleached
J^hemicHlly, and for certain goods subject to gruHt
exposures, a.^ ciinvass, this is objected to throughout
the world. [Ed. Farm. Lib.
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The realizing of this great amount of vaJue
depends on the delicacy given to the fibre, and
it is hence that so much is due to the leading
members of the Flax Society, for their exertions
by example and by publications, ibr the intro-

duction of the most approved Belgian methods.
While thus recognizing the benefits which are
likely to accrue to Irish industry- from this mod-
em institution, it is important not to forget howr
much we owe to others. The Eoyal Dublin
Society, almost immediately on its foundation,

applied itself anxiously to promote the culture

of Flax, and to improve the methods of its pre-

paration. They obtained the assistance of per-

sons well experienced in the Belgian processes,

and so early as 1739 published a volume ofpapers,

principally occupied with directions for the

growth and treatment of Flax, and which con-

tained, intelligibly laid do%vn, ahno.st every de-

tail of the processes now being introduced as

the ne^vest and most advantageous. Owing to

the disa.strous social condition of the country,

which has so kept it back in every branch of

peaceful enterprise, the beneficent intentions of

the Royal Dublin Society were not ean-ied out,

but now that with renewed energy, it labors to

awaken Irit^h industry, that it possesses in nu-

merous junior societies so ftiauy active coopera-

tors, and that the people, by education and
steadiness of habits, are become more fitted

for the pursuits of peaceful industry, it is to be

hoped that the seed shall no longer be scattered

upon an unfruitful soil, but spring forth with a

.sound and vigorous vegetation, which may
bring peace, abundance and contentment to the

land.

It only remains to indicate, in a general man-
ner, the extent to which th.e mechanical matn-
facture of Flax is prosecuted in this country. In

the work on Ireland, published by Mr. and Mrs.

Hall, some statistical results are given, which
they obtained by personal inquiry in Belfast,

and which, though probably above the U-uth,

are not more exaggerated than is usual with

such general estimates. They consider that

there are in Belfast, now at work, 155,000 spin-

dles, consuming 210 tons of Flax per week, and

that there are employed in the manufacture of

Flax. 170,000 hands. They estimate the total

number of persons supported by the linen trade

as not less than half a million ; that the aimuaJ

value of the linen cloth manufactured in Ulster

is not less than £4,000,000 : the capital involved

in its production not less than £5,000,000, and

that the annual amount of wages paid to those

engaged in the manufacture amounts to £1,200.-

000. This sum, for the 170,000 above mentioned,

would make the average wages to be only 2s.

9d. per week.
The extent of this manufactin-e stands in

such relief from the usual absence of all manu-

facturing industry in Ireland, that ^\e frequent-

ly attach to it a degree of importance and an

idea of absolute magnitude that it does not re-

ally possess. Thus we often hear the linen

manufacture spoken of as being the staple of

this country, whilst wool and cotton are in re-

turn the natural manufactures of the sister king-

dom. In reality, however, Ireland is almo.st a.s

much behind in this as in every other branch of

industry. The town of Dundee alone is consider-

ed to manufacture as much linen as all Ireland,

and the relation which the maimfacture of Flax

bears in the three kingdoms is exactly shown

in the following table, which is extracted irom

the Report of "the Factory Inspectors ior 1839,
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since \shicb period no sensible alteration has

taken place.

Ill England there were 169 mills, worked by
4.260 horse power, and employing 16,573 per-

eon."!.

In Scotland 183 mills, worked by 4,845 horse

power, and employing 1~,S97 persons.

In Ireland 40 mills, worked by 1,980 horse

power, and employing 9,017 persons.

It is difficult to reconcile this official return

witli the estimate of Mr. Hall, just before

quoted ; as the proportion of home-spun and
woven linen goods can scarcely be so consid-

erable as to account for the discrepancy.

Finally, the following extracts from official

tables will show, as far as documents allow, tlio

actual, or at least i-ecent, extent of the export

ti'ade in linen products.

Export of Woven Linen Goods, in Yards.

Years.

1810

1S15
1820
1825

To Great To Far-
Britain, dgn parti

:!2,.584,.'i45

37,980,359

4(1,318.270

52,559,678

4,313,725

5,490,20(5

3,294,948

2,553.587

Total

36,898,270
43,482.565

43,613,218

55,113,265

Re-Export of Irish Linen and Sail-Cloth,
FROM Great Britain to Foreign Parts, in
Yakds.

1824.

1827.

1830.

1833.

Irish

hiiitn.

17,93.3,195

14,022,496

13,244.269

9,561,277

Irish SaU
Cloth.

1,593,291

2,211,529

1,922,211

2,229,777

Latterly an extensive trade with the Conti-

nent has sprung up, in tlie exportation of linen

yarns, replacing, to a certain extent, the export
of woven linens. The money values exported
were

Years.

1837.

1840.
1842-

Liitcn.

03.847
31,404

Yarn.

£3,164
172,602
169,449

Such are the general conditions of this import-

ant branch of manufacture. It is needless for me
to point out how strenuously our efforts should be
directed to the extension of a branch of industry

which, in its various departments, afford.s, from
a ,t:iven surface of land, employment to a great-

er numb(;r, and a greater variety of individuals,

than any other branch af human occupation.

The agriculturist, the mechanist, an<l the chem-
ist, are all e<iuallv occupied with its prepara-

tion ; and, certainly, the natural circum.stanccs of

the country are such astoadajit it. in asingular-

ly perfect manner, for tlie development ofthe flax

and linen manufacture, to an indefinite extent.

The linen manufacture has been, hitherto, al-

most exclusively confined to the north of Ire-

land. This does not ari.se from any physical

circumstances of soil or climate, or from the

greater facilities o( acce.ss to mechanical power :

on die contrary, the .soil of Ulster, if we except
the valley of the Lagan, and some .scattered dis-

tricts, is iiot, by any means, equal to the soils of

the south and ccmtre. The growth of this dc-

p;irtniont of industry in Ulster, is owing rather

to moral causes. Its population wa.s, essentially,

of a class devoted to indu.strial pursuits, and ea-

ger after the ind<!!)cndence and power which
pecuniary success confers, and whicli was willi-

iu their reach ; whilst in the south, tlie wretched
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remnants of feudal barbarism paralyzed all ten-
dency to improve. The lord was above indus-
try ; the slave was below it ; and hence, al-

though the circumstances of a fintilc soil, eassy
access to market-s, and abundance of motive
power, were, in themselves, favorable, the bless-

ings which nature presented were left unutilized,

by the ignorance and inertness of the people.
In fact, if we consider the situation of those

countries in which the manufacture of linen and
other Flax products has become the character-
istic fact of their industrial history, we shall find

the soil and geographical condition quite differ-

ent from those of the north of Ireland. lu
Egypt, who.se dignitaries were clothed in pur-
ple and fine linen, and from which the culture
of Fla.x has spread over the civilized world, the
soil was formed by the mud carried down in the
overflowings of the Nile, and spread over the
surface of the lower countiy along its banks.
The soils of Belgium and Hoiland, the countries
now most remarkable for the excellence and
abundance of their Flax industry, have been
produced by the accumulated mud deposited by
the vast rivers, which, draining the greater part
of Europe, discharge their waters into the Ger-
man Ocean, by numerous channels. The riv-

ers which How into the Baltic afford, also, on
the low grounils along their banks, the seats of
the Flax Agriculture of Russia and Norlliern
Prussia ; antl, guided by these analogies, may
we not ask, where are the similar soils, or dis-

tricts, in our own countiy ? They are abundant
and available along the line of the principal
river. The lands hitherto liable to flood, by the
irregular ri.sings of the Shannon, but, by the im-
provement of its channel, about to be perma-
nently rendered available to Agriculture, amount
to not less than 32,-500 acres above Limerick,
whilst below that city, the caucasses, or marshy
grounds, of the extraordinary fertility men-
tioned by Wakefield, are to be found. Such
soils afford the most complete parallel to those
districts of Egypt and of Belgium, which have
been for ages the seats of the growth of Flax.
The water power at Killaloe, fully described
before, places at the hands of the manufac-
turer, the means of every mechanical prepara-
tion of the crop. Tlie river furnishes for 200
miles the most convenient access to domestic
markets, and the port places him under equally
favorable circumstances for the foreign trade.
So remarkable a combination of facilities for
industrial success is rarely to be met with.
The Flax had formerly been actually culti-

vated to .some extent in certain parts of the
south and centre of Ireland, and the quantity of
produce obtained was found decidedly greater
than the average of the crops given in "the north
of Ireland. I am infonned by experienced per-
.sons, also that the ijuality of the fibre wasofa deli-
cacy but seldom met with in the ordinary Flax of
Ulster. Neither the cultivation nor the manu-
facture was adopted by the peojde witii the en-
ergy ami patience which alone can lead to suc-
cess. The encoiu'a.irement to industry was un-
happily associated with other objects, \Adiich
deprived it of all power of really bettering the
condition of the people ; which interposed be-
tween tho.se who might have served as efficient
teachers, and those who were to derive instruc-
tion, a barrier which, it is to be hoped, the ex-
perience of centuries l>as at last .«hown cannot
be removed by measures ef cnielty or menace.
Connected with the cultivation "of Flax, as a

departmant of Agriculture, and of subsequent



mechanical industry, is that of hemp, which, in

all its states, indeed, bears an almost perfect
analogy to the growtli and preparation of Flax.
During the war, when access to the Baltic,

whence the great supply ofHemp is drawn, -wsls

difficult, tliis plant was cultivated in this coun-
try with some success. Tlie ci-op appears to re-

quire a good soil, and in its preparation a degree
ofcare which the general run of farmers ^vere not

capable of applying to it, and hence, since that

period, the attention of agriculturists having been
exclusively fixed on corn and other food crops,

its cultivation has been totally abandoned.
The constitution of the Hemp plant is almost

exactly like that of Flax. It is pulled, with
suitable care in regard to the ripening of the

seed, which its dioecious structure requires.

The plants are steeped, until the gummy mate-
rial which connects tlie fibres is softened and
rotted off, and then, after drying and a certain

amount of bleaching on green land, the fibrous

skin is peeled from the stems, and the fibre ob-
tained clean by scutching with appropriate in-

struments. The Hemp fibre, like the Flax
fibre, consists of purely woody matter, having
the chemical composition of Ci8 H12 O12, and
contains neither nitrogen nor saline matters. It

is hence formed in the plant by the agency of
the atmosphere alone, and the materials ^^hich
the plant extracts from the soil, or from the ma-
nure used in its cultivation, are found, not in the

fibre, but in the waste of the processes of its

preparation. The water in which it had been
steeped, the chaff which remains when the fibre

is cleaned off, contain various .substance.*, which,
when properly returned to the soil, give it back
all that the plant in growing had removed from
it, and hence would restore its original condi-
tion of fertility. In this way the Hemp may,
like Flax, be rendered one of the least exhaust-
ing crops, and the profit on its cultivation in-

crea.sed, of course, in the same proportion.

In order to establish these principles b}- chem-
ical analyses, I instituted an examination of the

Hemp plant and its products, analogous to that

which has been already noticed regarding Flax.
The following were the results. The Hemp
plant consists of

:

The Sum. The Leaves.

Carbon 39-94 40-50

Hydrocen 5-06 5-98

Oxygen 48-72 29-70

Nitrogen 1-74 1-8-2

Ashes 4.54 2-200

Total .100-00 10000

The ashes of the plant (stem and leaves), con-

sist&tl of:

Silica 6-75

Phosphoric acid . . . 3-22

Sulphuric acid 1 10
Chlorine 1-53

Cai-bonic acid 31-90

Potash 7-48

Soda -72

J.ime 42 05
Magnesia 4-88

Alumina and oxide
of iron -37

Total 100-00

When the Hemp is steeped, the water ac-

qaiies very strongly narcotic properties and a
disagreeable odor. On dn,-ing it down a brown
extract is obtained, which was composed of:

Carbon 2828 or 55-66

Hydrogen 416 or 821
Nidocen 3-28 or 645
Oxygen 1508 or 29-68

Ashe's 49-20 Without the ashes

Total 100 00 100-00

This material contains so large a quantity of
nitrogen, as well as of saline matters, as to show
that when it iiad decompcsed it should become
a most valuable fertilizer.
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The steeped Hemp stem, as it remains after
pulling oft' the loose fibrous coat, is little more
than ordinary wood. It contained :

Carbon 56-80[Oxygen
Hydrogen 6-48 Ashes
Nitrogen 0-43|

Total 100-00

The cultivation of the Hemp is not likely to

be in future as important as hitherto itha.sbeen.
The substitution of iron for Hemp in the stand-
ing rigging of ship.s, and the introduction of
coarse Egyptian Flax in the manufacture of
various fabrics where previously Hemp had
been used, will probably limit very much its

consumption. It is only from its close analogy
(

to the Flax, and the identity of principle by <

which so much economy may, as I believe, be (

introduced into the cultivation of both, that I
have here noticed it, even thus briefly.

I have endeavored, in the foregoing obsen-a-
tions, to notice briefly the questions regarding
Iri.sh Agi-iculture, vv^hich appeared to me mo.st
intimately connected with its position as an im-
portant branch of industry. It has been shown
that the amelioration of the proces.ses of culti-

vation requires a very extended knowledge of
chemical and mechanical science. That hus-
bandry as an art, so far from presenting tlie mo-
notonous and almost passive routine in which
rustic existence has been dreamed away, re-

quires to be placed parallel with the other great
departments ofhuman occupation, in the amount
of intelligence which its successful practice calls

into play.

Until, by suitable education, the minds of the
agricultural population of all classes are awak-
ened to a knowledge of \\-hat their art really

depends upon, all secondary exertions for its

improvement must be completely futile.

There exist in Ireland millions of acres of

land perfectly w-ell adapted for cultivation, bnt
which have never yet supplied a morsel of food

for man.
It is well established that on the lands actn-

ally cultivated there might be raised three times
the amount of food that is now produced, were
a suitably improved system of Agriculture
brought into general use.

And yet iliere exists in Ireland a population
starving and unemployed, wearing out a mis-

erable existence on the cliarity of those only a

degree less wretched than themselves, or sap-

ported by a tax levied on the industry of the

more energetic and more in.structed cla.=so.s.

Were the true conditions of agricultural sue

cess generally understood, such could not be
the case. The cultivation of these wastes,

which, as evidence of the most deci.sive and
practical ch.iracter has .>;hown, can be ea.sily and

economically reclaimed, w^ould give remunera-
tive occupation to hordes oftho.se who now arc

among the weightiest burthens of the land. The
productiveness of the soil being augmented by
proper drainage and deep working, and the

pastoral system replaced by the turnip and

green crop husbandry, by v\-hich so much more

food is raised and so much more employment
given, it would be found that, so far from the

existing numbers of tiie people being too great

to be supported by the soil, the new conditions

of agricultural activity would provide means of

profitable occupation for a much greater num-

ber than that proportion of our population

which can, even now, be considered as depend-

ent on it for the means of fife.
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ONE-HORSE CARTS.

BY EDWARD BOWLY, SIDDINGTON, NEAR CIRENCESTER.

Prize Essay From the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Having had five years' practical experieuce
in the use of wagons, and nearly the same time
of one-horse carts, on a fann of 170 acres of ar-

able and 80 acres of pasture land, I have arri-

ved at a satistactory conclusion as to the com-
parative advantages of the latter. I will, as

briefly as possible, point out what I consider to

be those advantages.

We must first consider the saving of capital

in entering a farm by employing one-horse carts

instead of wagons. From the great variety of
soil 't is difficult to form a just estimate of the

amount of horse-po%ver required to cultivate a
given quantity of laud. We may, however, to

a certain e.xtent do so by taking for our purpose
land of medium quality, of which description
my own farm consists. I have no light plow-
ing land, nor have I more than 20 or 30 acres of
very heavy land. I \vill, therefore, relate my
actual experience. In the employment of wag-
ons and the old broad-wheeled dung-carts, I re-

quired one v\-agon. one cart, and three horses to

everj' 50 acres of arable land. I also kept a
light cart for general purposes. Now that I am
employing carts, I find that I get through my
work much more easily with two horses and
two carts to 50 acres. The following is a fair

calculation of the first outlay under the two
systems :

—

I wn^on £25
X dung-cart 15
3 horses 60
Extra harness 200
Proportionate cost of the light cart to 50 acres. 3

Total 105

Two 4-inch wheel one-horse carts £25
Twohorses 40

64
Balance in favor of carts 410

Total,.
.^

105

This shows a saving of upwards of Ifis. an
acre, which many young farmers would find ex-
tremely useful to expend in stock or imple-
ments. There is also .some annual saving in the
expense of the repairs under the cart system,
as well as that of tne keep of one horse to eve-
ry_ 50 acres. I believe there are those who
think this of little importance ; that tiicy can
keep hor.ses at a very small expense, say from
3s. to 53. per week ; and that if fewer are kept,
they must be fed more iiighly, and tlicreforo the
cost is much the same, forgetting that the more
horses are kept the greater number of hands
are required to attend them, whose time also is

wasted if the animals are not i)i a state to do a
good day's work ; nor is the manure nearly so
valuable as when the horses are kept in a better
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state. To estimate the saving of keeping one
horse less to 50 acres, I will make my calcula-
tions from my own method of keep. I have
not for years allowed my horses any hay. In
winter I give them 10 lbs. of corn, [meaning
oats or barley] 10 lbs. of carrots or swedes, and
a.^ much straw-chaft' as they will eat. per diem.
The corn I value at 6s. per week, the roots at

9d., and the straw with expense of cutting into
chaff Is. 3d., making in the whole 8s. per week,
which, with Is. for shoeing. <5cc., amounts to 98.

[or $2 25.] In the summer I give them greeu
clover or vetches, -without corn, which I value
at 5s. per week, making 6s. with Is. added tor
shoeing, &c. ; the average therefore for the
whole year will be 7s. 6d. each horse. It there-
fore follows that if we can save one horse in the
cultivation of 50 acres, it will amount to nearly
8s. per acre.

I will now proceed to the working of the sys-
tem. It is, I believe, generally admitted that
one horse attached to a given weight, will move
it more easily than two horses attached to double
that weight. This arises not only from the ad-
vantage gained by having all the power of
draught close to the work, but also all the pow-
er applied at the same moment, which is almost
impossible where two or more horses, having
difi'ereut wills and steps, are attached to the
weight ; and for the same reason one horse will
travel more quickly singly. I have often heard
it remarked as teams have passed " how well
the horses pull together," when, perhaps, they
have been moving at something less than two
miles an hour ; but hasten them to four miles an
hour, and this steady working team will draw
very uneasily, one horse pulling to the right
hand, another to the left ; therefore a great sav-
ing of time is occasioned in the quickness of mo-
tion with one horse carts. When a cart is filled

there is no delay in attaching the trace horses,
during which operation the one hor.se would be
two hundred yards on the road. I know tliis

might be done more quickly by having men
ready to change tlie horses, as is the practice of

opposition coaches, but I am speaking of the
niattcr-offact working of the system. Then
again, when the load is deposited, the one horse
turns in much less time than the two or three.
Tliese facts are too self-evident to admit of con-
tradiction; indeed, I believe tlie economy of

carting luanure with one-horse carts is generally
allowed, but the employment of them in har-
vesting is much objected to. Im this respect,
however, I find them equally expeditious and
economical. My actual experience is that three
carts, with the harvest frames attached, will con-
vey as much hay or corn in the straw as two
wagons, and that they are bound with the ropes
in the same tima, therefore no time is lost in



binding. Thej' aiw easier to pitch to than wag-
ons, and not more difficult to unload ; and all the
advantages are gained of speed in traveling.

The facility with which carts are set to a rick,

as compared with wagons, will effect a much
greater saving of time"than in working from a
heap of manure

; you can also draw the carts to

all sides of the rick, thereby avoiding the incon-
venience of drawing your rick aside by the
great treading there generally is on the side on
which you unload the wagons, the usual prac-
tice being to unload all on one side, from the
wagon being too unwieldy in turning to be set

at tlie other sides. My sj-stem in carrying a
field, what ^^•e call '• double handed "—that is,

with two pitchers and two loaders—is to com-
mence with one cart, having one pitcher and
loader, and when that is half loaded to start

another with the other pitcher and loader.

—

When tlie first is filled it goes to the rick, and is

followed by the others in succession : by com-
mencing in this way we keep on regularly
through the day, having two carts loading in the
field and two unloading at tlie rick, and the
number of carts employed in going to and fro

must be regulated by the distance of the field

from the rick ; if very near, one will be suf-

ficient, and more than two are seldom required
on any farm of moderate dimensions. I conceive
it would not be generally useful to mention the
time occupied in securing a given number of
acres of corn with carts, as so much depends on
the bulk of the crop, as well as the power of
the men employed. I once accurately remark-
ed the time of such an operation : it was in
cai-rying a very heavy crop of 10 acres oimomn
wheat close to the homestead, which took with
five carts four hours and a quarter from the first

cart entering the field to the finishing off" the rick
with the last. The longer the distance of the
field from t'he rick the greater will be the ad-
vantage of carts. Supposing each wagon to be
drawn by two horses (three are frequently em-
ployed,) and that three carts will convey as
much as two wagons, which I am certain will
be more than bonie out in practice ; then three
horses will take as much in the carts as four in

the wagons, and they will perform the distance
in little more than half the time. It is supposcd
that an additional expense attends carts m the
number of boys required to go with them : this

is not the case ; the boys are younger and less

expensive than those intrusted with wagons,
and the lior.ses do not need any boy in the field,

as when they become accustomed to their work
they will walk steadily beside the cocks without
being attended. There is an impression that
carls will not answer in hilly situations; we
find, however, they are employed, to the exclu-
sion of wagons, in some of the most hilly coun-
ties of England. I liave certainly nothing very
steep on my farm ; but 50 acres lie nearly two
miles from the rest of my land, on which road
there are two very sharp pitches, up and down
which I am constantly taking loads, and have
never found more inconvenience with carts tlian

I formerly did with wagons. But, to prevent
any possibility of accident, there is now to be
had the self-acting drag, which retards the
wheels in propertiou to the descent : there is

also a very simple method of moving the load
forward by means of a screw when going up
hill, and backward in descending a hill. But
I have found the carts I have answer so well
without these additions, that I shall not go to
the expense of either of these improvements at
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present. In taking out com in the sacks, carts
will be found far preferable to wagon.s, as in all

the other operations caiiying a greater weight
^vith the same ease and in less time, each cart
carrying 5 quarters ofwheat N early the whole
of my wheat goes to a mill seven miles distant,

on the road to which there are three steep hills.

I always send two carts, cairying five quarters
of -wheat each, with one lad of eighteen or
twenty, going twice a-day ; and in summer,
when the roads are very good. I have put sj
quarters behind each horse : thus two horses
would deliver 2'2 quarters in a day.

I have endeavored to answer all the objec-
tions I have heard used against one-horse carts,

objections which I once strongly felt myself.

—

My attention was first drawn seriously to the
subject from hiring a man to draw .some stones
for draining. He came with a horse only 14
hands high and a small cart, %then the work
he accomplished so surprised me, that I at once
decided to try two light carts, which, after suc-

ceeding well in all other operations. I employ-
ed in the harvest field : and being filllj' satisfied

with them in this capacitj", I soon discarded
every wagon from the farm.

I have carefully endeavored to give a just es-

timate of the saving in horses and implements
by the u.se of carts ; since they were first em-
ployed bj' me I have eflected a greater reduc-
tion in the number of each than is here repre-

sented. When I kept wagons 1 had not so

much land by 20 acres in cultivation as at pres-

ent ; I then kept ten horses, four wagons, three

dung carts, and one light cart ; I now only keep
six carts and six horses. I, however, attribute

a portion of the saving to the use of the scarifi-

er in many instances instead of the [ilow, and
I now very rarely put more than two horses to

a plow, while at that time I frequently had three;

on the other hand, for two years past. I have
each year carted 150 loads of night-soil a dis-

tance of a mile and a half, and 300 loads of road-

scrapings, &c. half a mile, which is two-thirds

more than I did during tlie time I had wagons.
I have also done each j-ear the following extra

work :—carted 30 tons of potatoes two miles,

60 tons of roots half a mile, sub.soil plowed 6 or

7 acres, and carted stones for I.t acres of drain-

ing 30 feet distant. I have therefore taken all

these things into due consideration, and given

the fairest representation in my power.
The description of carts I make use of are,

five common Scotch carts and one .skeleton cart

;

those of the fonner, with naiTOw wheels, cost

me 10 guineas each ; and with the 4-inch wheels

(which I recommend) £\% with harvest-frame,

&c. complete. The skeleton with naiTOW

wheels cost me £10 ; it will earn- tuore hay or

straw^ than the others, its loads being in propor-

tion of four carts to three wagons— it is more

convenient for conveying pole.«, hurdles, <Scc.

;

and one on a farm may be useful, but it will not

answer in dung-carting, and its advantages in har-

vesting are not sufficient to remunerate for tlie

additional outlay of a double set.

In conclusion, I may remark that the princi-

ple of one-horse carts is quickness of motion,

therefore load according to the load to be pass-

ed over, but never reduce the pace of traveling

;

and I can assure those who aie timid abont

them, that they are much less liable to accitlents

of evei'y kind than wagons ; and that, however

prejudiced the workman may be against their

first introduction, when he becomes acquainted

with the system he will prefer it.



Skeleton Cart.

Scotch Cart. Hairest Frame.

A Hint for Agricultural Societies.—
We reppectfuUy suggest to the American In-

stitute, and to all Agricultural Societies, that

they could not bettor employ a portion of their

funds than by offering liberal premiums to all

venders of Agriculturid Machinery and of Fruit

Trees, Seed, &c. and yet more to individuals

not in " the trade," who shall be the Hrst im-

porters and exhibiters of any implement, .seed,

grain, grass, fruit or ornamental tree, which by
a committee of practical men of the Society

shall be deemed a valuable acquisition to the

country.

We want now a Hand SecdDepoxi/or. late-

ly invented in England, which will deposit the

seed at any required depth and distance, and in

any required number ; and which co.sts only a

few shillings. We want the «S7. Johii'f-Dny

Rye, Tinless it be, as we suspect, nothing more
than the Multicole Rye, which we have had

already ; the seed of the " Gold of Pleasvre"—
aU of which have been before mentioned in the

Farmers' Lihraky—but unfortunately it's

" every body's business and nobody's to import

them. Let liberal premiums be oftered. or let

a sum be set apart and a committee of importa-
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tion be appointed, to send for such things as

hold out a promise oi jrraciical usefulness.

Gold of Pleasure.—I shall be obliged to yoa
to inform me whether you or your correspond-
ents know,^ any thing of the Cameliua sativa or

Gold of Pleasure. It is said to have great fat-

tening properties for sheep and cattle, and I

know it to be most productive, from having
tried a ver\' small quantity of seed this summer.
A farmer near Somerton sowed3^1bs. of it, and
his son tells me that the produce was 600 cwt.
and upwards. It is .said to produce an excel-
lent oil. It may he sown on poor land.

George Kous, Lavcrlon, Beckiii"ton.

AcRicuLTURE IN FRANCE.—France has of late

years pursued a wi.se, judicious, and liberal poli-

cy in regard to her Agriculture. In ]^38, there
were in that country 1-3 Agricultural Societies,

and 303 Agricultural Coniinitteos. Scarcely a
movement which could contribute essentially to

her husdandry. has been neglected. Pecuniary
encouragement to a very great extent is aftbrd-

ed, and agents are sent into other countries, at

the expense of the French Agricultural Socie-
ty, in order to e.Kamine their .systems of farm-
ins.', with a view to the more perfect practice
of the art at home. In 1803, there were scarce-
ly ten organized Societies in the kingdom. They
are now, however, rapidly increasing.

[Genesee Farmer.



THE HYDRAULIC RAM;
OR CHEAP METHOD OF HAVING A CONSTANT SUPPLY OF WATER.

It would be a waste of ink to dw^ell on the

advantages of a constant and full supply of

water about the homestead of every man's estate,

in the country, and yet every reader may call

to mind numberless instances where incalcula-

ble inconvenience and privation have been en-

dured, and the most prodigal waste of labor

committed from generation to generation, from

tliat ris inertits, that physical and moral lethargy

of character, which too often leads us to drag on

through life, neglecting expedients that the least

thought would suggest, and the slightest exer-

tion bring to our relief.

For years and years have we known large

families to be supplied with all the water need-

ed, or rather all that was used, but not a hun-

dredth part of what was reallj' needed, by keep-

ing young persons constantly on the trot, to an

unclean spring, sometimes at the distance of

half a mile, bringing on their heads pails or

" piggins " full at a time, w hen a cistern of sim-

ple construction made tight with water-cement,

eight or ten feet in diameter and depth, would

collect rain-water enough from the roof of the

barn or the dwelling to give a constant supply

of drinking water of the verj' best kind when
filtered and iced. Again we have known, may
it not be seen every daj', where streams of wa-

ter of the smallest volume might, with a verj-

simple hydraulic contrivance, as we shall show,

ifee made to afford a constant flow of pure water

at the door of the kitchen, the daiiy, and the

stable.

So highly is the luxurj- of abundant water es-

teemed in this City, tliat in almost every house

that is built, it is only necessarj- to turn a cock

to have it at pleasure in everj- room and cham-

i>er.

Not aware of any thing more interesting to

the Farmer, than the means of having at all

times a full supply of water, not only for pur

poses strictly domestic, but for the use of all his

domestic animals and for irrigation in our drj-

climate, we shall bring to the use of our patrons

all the infonnation we can collect, as to the va-

rious contrivances which may be resorted to for

that purpose—we know how apt they are to be

deterred from attempling any thing out of the

common track, on account of the supposed or

actual expense in the first instance, but a simple

calculation of the remuneration to be derived

from the saving of labor, and the money value,
(7-20)

to say nothing of the luxury, of a fuller supply

of water, would convince them that a single

year, some times even less, would reimburse

them. There is to be considered, for example,

as to the use of it for their domestic animals, not

only the time that is saved, through the whole

winter especially, in sending them to a distance

to drink, but that they often suffer from not hav-

ing a supply when Nature demands. The sav-

ing of manure too is not to be overlooked.

Our present purpose, however, is only to

transfer for tlie use of our readers a few pages

from a very valuable and interesting work,

which ought to be added to the Library of every

Farmer as well as every Mechanic, entitled "A
descriptive and Historical account of Hydraulic

and other Machines for raising irofer, ancient

and modem, by Thomas Ewbakk," published

in 1842 by D. Appleton & Co.

Although, according to this diligent and dis-

criminating author, "the art of raising water,

has ever been closely connected with the pro-

gress of civilization, so much so indeed, that the

stats of this art among a people may be taken

as an index of their position on the scale of re-

finement, it seems passing strange that until this

entertaining and instractive work made its ap-

pearance so recently, no one publication had

ever been devoted to the gi-eat variety of de-

vices which human ingenuity has devised for

raising liquids.

Dri/ as may seem to be a history of waterVih-

ing devices, we hardly know a book from which

more curious and refreshing drafts of information

might be made, than from this one by Mr. Evv-

BANK, yet now we have not room to spare for

that purpose, even if we could venture under

any circumstances to give up for mere amuse-

ment, pages which can only be so used when

amusement may be blended with obvious utili-

ty. Accordingly, we can only appropriate at

present space for extracts explanatory of the

principles and construction of the Hydraulic

Ram of Montgolfier, which, as will be seen,

ma}' be adapted to every location in the country

where there is the smallest stream of running

water. How many farmers are there who have

this invaluable resource unemployed, and who,

by placing this paper in the hands oi any hon-

est ingenious mechanic, might at small expense

have a perennial flow of water at his dwellinij

and bani-yard, for cooking, wa.sliing, bathing,
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for watoriiig his poultry, his stock, his dairy and

his garden, and for a thousand uses tliat would

suggest themselves, were tlie water at hand ?

Of the machines appropriated to the fourth

division of this work, centrifugal pumps and a

few others have already been described. There
remain to be noticed, the water ram, canne hy-

drauiiqne, and devices for raising water by
means of steam and other elastic fluids.

If the various operations of the lower animals

were investigated, a thousand devices that are

practiced by man would be met with, and prob-
ably a thousand more of which we yet know
nothing. Even the means by which they de-

feud themselves and secure their food or their

prey, are calculated to impart useful informa-

tion. Some live by stratagem, laying concealed
till their unsuspecting victims approach within
reach—others dig pitfalls to entrap them ; and
otliers again fabricate nets to entangle them,
and coat the threads with a glutinous substance
resembling the bird-lime of the fowler. Some
species distill poison and slay iheir victims by
infusing it into their blood ; while others, rely-

ing on their muscular energy, suffocate their

prey in their embraces and crush both body
and bones into a pulpy mass. The tortoise

draws liimself into his shell as into a fortress

and bids defiance to his foes; and the porcupine
erects around his body an array of bayonets
from wliicli his enemies retire with drIRid. The
strength of the ox, the buffalo and rhinoceros is

in tiieir necks, and which they apply witli re-

sistless force to gore and toss their enemies.

—

The elephant by his weight treads his foes to

death ; and the horse by a kick inflicts a wound
that is often as fatal as the bullet of a rifle ; the
space through which his foot passes adding
lorce to the blow.
There are numerous proofs of some of the

lower animals being aware that the momentum
of a moving body is increased by the space
through which it falls. Of several species of
birds which feed on shell fish, some, when un-
able to crush the shells with their bills, carry
them up in the air, and let them drop that they
may be broken by the fall. (The Athenian poet
./Eschuylus, it is i-aid, was killed by a tortoise

that an eagle dropped upon his bald head,
which the bird, it is supposed, mistook for a
stone.) When the males of sheep or goats pre-

pare to butt, they always recede backwards to

some distance ; and then rushing impetuously
forward, (accumulating force as tliey go,) bring
their foreheads in contact witii a shock that

sometimes proves fatal to both. The ancients,

perhaps, from -witnessing the battles of these
animals, constructed military engines to act on
the same principle. A ponderous beam was
suspended at the middle by chains, and one end
impelled, by the united efforts of a number of
men at the oppo.sitc end, against walls which It

demolislieci with slow but sure effect. The bat-

tering end was generally, and with the Greeks
and Romans uniformly, protected by an iron or
hroikze cap in tiie form of a ram's head ; and
the entire inslnimenl was named after that ani-

mal. It was the most destructive of all their war
machinery—no building, however solid, could
long withstand its attacks. Plutarch, in his life

of Anthony, mentions one eight 1/ feci in length.
The action of the ram is familiar to most

people, but it may not be known to all that sim-
ilar results might be produced by a lii)uid as by
a solid—that a long commn of water movinij

with great velocity might be made equally de-
structive as a beam of wood or iron—yet so' it is.

Waves of the sea act as water-rams against
rocks or other bamers that impede their pro-
gress, and when their force is increased by
storms of wind, the most solid structures give
way before them. The old light-house on the
Eddystone rocks was thus battered down du-
ring a storm in 1703, when the engineer, Mr.
Winstanley, and all his people perished.
The increased force which water acquires

when its motion is accelerated, might be shown
by a thousand examples : a bank or trough that
easily retains it when at rest, or when slightly

moved, is often insuflicient when its velocity is

greatly increased. When the deep lock of a
canal is opened to transfer a boat or a .ship to a
lower level, the water is permitted to descend
by slow degrees : Avere the gates opened at

once, the rushing mass would sweep the gates
be'ow before it, or the greater portion would be
carried in die .surge quite over them—and per-
haps the vessel also. A sluggish stream drops
almost perpendicularly over a precipice, but the
momentum of a rapid one shoots it over, and
leaves, as at Niagara, a wide space between.

—

It is the same with a stream issuing from a hor-
izontal tube— if the liquid pass slowly through,
it falls inertly at the orifice, but if its velocity be
considerable, the jet is can-led to a distance ere
it touches the ground. The level of a great part
of Holland is tielow the surface of the sea, and
the dykes are in some parts thirty feet high

;

v^hcnever a leak occurs, the greatest efforts are
made to repair it immediately, and lor the obvi-

ous reason that the aperture keeps enlarging
and the liquid mass behind is put in motion
towards it ; thus the pressure is increased and,
if the leak be not stopped, keeps increasing till

it bears with irresistible force all obstructions

away. A fatal example is recorded in the an-

cient history of Holland:—An ignorajit burgher,
near Dort, to be revenged on a neighbor, dug
a hole through the dyke opposite the house of
the latter, unending to clo.se it after his neigh-
bor's property had been destroj-ed ; but the
water rushed through with an accelerating
force, till all resistance was vain, and the whole
country became deluged. The ancients were
well aware of this accumulation of force in

running waters. Allusions to it are very com-
mon among the oldest writers, and various max-
ims of life were drawn from it. The beginning
of strife, says Solomon, '• is as when one let-

teth out water"—the '-breach of waters"

—

" breaking forth of waters "—" ru.shing ofmighty
waters," &c. are frequently mentioned, to indi-

cate the irresistible influence of desolating evils

when once admitted.

That the force which a running stream thus ac-

quires may be made to drive a portion of the
liquid far above the source whence it flows, is

obvious froVn several operations in nature.

—

During a storm of wind, long swelling waves
in the open sea alternately rise and fall, without
the crests or tops of any being elevated much
above those of the rest ; but when they meet
from opposite directions, or w-hen their progress
is suddenly arrested by the bow of a ship, by
rocks, or other ob.stacles, part of the water is

driven to greater elevations. There is a fine

example of tiiis at the Eddystone rocks—the
heavy swells from the Bay of Bi.scay and from
the Ailantic, roll in and break with inconceiva-
ble fury upon them, so that volumes of water
are thrown up with terrific violence, and tlie
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celebrated light-house sometimes appears from
this cause like the pipe of a foontain enclosed
in a stupendous jet d'eau. The light-room in

the old light-house was sixty feet above the sea,

and it %vas often buried in the wuves, so im-

mense were the volumes of water thro^^Ti

over it.

The hydraulic ram raises water on precisely

the same principle : a quantity of the liquid is

set in motion through an inclined tube, and its

escape from the lo\%-er orifice is made suddenly
to cease, when the momentum of the moving:

mass drives up, like the waves, a portion of its

ovra volume to an elevation much higher than

that from which it descended. This may be il-

lustrated by an experiment familiar to most
people. Suppose the lower orifice of a tube

(whose upper one is connected to a reservoir of

of water) be closed with the finger and a very
minute sti'eam be allowed to escape from it Ln

an upward direction—the tiny jet would rise

nearly to the surface of the reservoir ; it conld
not. of course, ascend higher—bat if the finger

were then moved to one side so as to allow a

free escape till the whole contents of the tube
were rapidly moving to the exit, and the orifice

then at once contracted or clo.sed as before, the

jet would dart far above the reser\-oir ; for in

addition to the hydrostatic pressure which drove
it up in the first instance, there -would be a new-
force acting upon it, derived from the motion
of the water. As in the case of a hammer of a

few pounds weight, when it rests on the an\-il

it exerts a pressure on the latter with a force

due to its weight only, but when put in motion
by the hand of tlie smith, it descends with a

force that is equivalent to the pressure of per-

haps a ton.

Every person accustomed to dra^r water
fit)m pipes that are supplied from very elevated

sources, must have obsei-ved, when the cocks or

discharging orifices are suddenly closed, a jar

or tremor communicated to the pipes, and a
snapping sound like that from smart blows of a

hammer. These effects are produced by blows
which the ends of the pipes receive from the

water: the liquid particles in contact with the

plug of a cock, when it is turned to stop the dis-

charge, being forcibly driven np against it by
those constituting the moving mass behind.

—

The philosophical instrument named a water
ham mer illustrates this fact. The effect is much
the same as if a solid rod moved with the same
velocity as the water through the tube until its

progress \\as stopped in the same manner, ex-
cept that its momentum would be concentrated
ou that point of the pipe against which it struck,

whereas with the liquid rod tlie momentum
would be communicated equally to, aud might
be transmitted from any part of, tlie lower end
of the tube ; hence it otten occurs that the ends
of such pipes, when made of lead, are swelled
greatly beyond their original dimensions. We
have seen some j of an inch bore, become en-

larged to 1;! inches before they ^vere raptured.
At a hospital in Bristol, England, a plumber
was employed to convey water through a lead-

en pipe from a cistern in one of the upper sto-

ries to the kitchen below, and it happened that

the lower end of the tube -was burst nearly eve-

ry time the cock w-as used. After several at-

tempts to remedy tlie evil, it was determined to

solder oue end of a smaller pipe immediately
behind the cock, and to cany the other end to

as high a level as the water in the cistern ; and
uo^v it vias found that on shutting the cock the

pipe did not burst as before, but a jet of consid-

erable hight was forced from the upper end of

this new pipe : it therefore became necessary to

increa.% its hight to prevent water escaping
from it—upon which it was continued to the

top of the hospital, being twice the hight of

the supplying cisteni, but where, to the great

surprise of those who constructed the work,
some ^vater still issued : a cistern was therefore

placed to receive this water, wliich was found
very convenient, since it was thus raised to the

highest floors of the building ^vithout any extra

labor. Here circumstances led the workmen to

the construction of a water-ram without know-
ing that such a machine had been previously

devised.

The first person who is known to have raised

^vater by a ram, designed for the purpose was,

Mr. \Vliitehui-st, a ^vatchmake^ of Derby, in

England. He erected a machine similar to the

one represented by the next figure, in 177Q. A
description of it was forwarded by him to the

Royal Society, and published in vol. Iv. of their

Transactions.

No. 167. Whiteh

A represents the spring or reservoir, the sur-

face of the water in which was of about the

same level as the bottom of the c-istem B. The
main pipe from A to the cock at the end of C,

was nearly six hundred feet in length, and one
and a half inches bore. The cock was sixteen
feet below A, and furnished water for the kitch-

en, offices. &c. When it was opened the liquid

1722)

urst's Water-Ram.

column in A C was put in motion, and acquired

a velocity due to a fall of sixteen feet ;
and as

.soon as the cock was shut, the momentum of

this lone: column opened the valve, upon which

part of the water rushed into the air-ves.sel and

up the vertical pipe into B. This effect took

place ever\- time the cock was used, and as

water was "drawn from it at short intervals for



bonsehold purposes. •' from mominij till night

—

all the days in the year." au abundance was
raised into B, witliout anj- exertion or expense.
Such was the first water-raiu. As an original

device, it is hip'hly honorable to the gagacity

and ingenuity of its author : and the introduc-

tion of iin air vessel without which all appa-
ratus of the kind could never be made durable,

strengthens his claims upon oar regard, in this

machine he has shown tiiat the mere act of
dra\\ing water from long tubes for ordinarj-

purposes, may serve to raise a portion of tlieir

contents to a higher level ; an object that does
not appear to have been previously attempted,
or even tliought of. The device also exhibits

another mode, besides that by pressure engines,

of deri\nng motive force from liquids thus

drawn, and consequently opens another way
by which the immense power expended in

raising water for supplying cities, may again be
given out with the liquid from the lateral pipes.

Not^vilhstanding the advantages derived from
such an appai^atus. under circumstances similar

to those indicated by the figure, it does not ap-

pear to have elicited the attention of engineers,

nor does ^Vhiteharst himself seem to have been
aware of its adaptation as a substitute for forcing

pumps, in locations where the water drawn
from the cock was not required, or could not be
u.sed. Had he pursued the subject, it is proba-

ble the idea of opening and closing the cock
|by means of the w-atertiiat escaped) with some
such apparatus as that invented bj" Fluid, would
have occurred to him and then his machine be-

ing made seh-acting. would have been applica-

ble in a thousand locations. But these additions

were not made, and the consequence was, that

the invention \vas neglected, and bat for the one
next to be described, it would most likely have
passed into oblivion, like the steam machines of
Branca, Kircher, and Decaus, till called forth by
Uie application of the same principle in more
recent devices.

Whenever we peruse accounts of the labors

of ingenious men. in search of ne\v discov-

eries -in science or the arts, sympathy leads
us to rejoice at their success and to grieve at

their failure : like the readers of a well written
novel who enter into the views, feelings and
hopes of the hero : realize his disappointments,
partake of his jtlcasures, and become interested

in his fate : hence something like regret comes
over us, when an industrious experimenter, led

by his researches to the verge of an important
discovery, is, by some circumstance, diverted

(perhaps temporarily) from it :^and a more for-

tunate or more sagacious inval steps in and bears

off the prize from his grasp—a prize, which a

few steps more would have put him in posses-

sion of Tims Whitchurst with the water-ram.

like Papin with the steam engine, discontinued

his researches at the most interesting point—at

the verj- turning of the tide that would have
carried him to the goal ; and hence the fruit of

both tlieir labors has contributed but to enhance
the glory of their successors.

The Belicr hj/Jrau/ique of Montgolfier was
invented in 1796. [lis author was a French
paper maker, and the same gentleman who, in

conjunction with his brother, invented balloons

in 1T80.I Although it is on the principle of

Whitehnrst's machine, its invention is believed

to have been entirely independent of the latter.

But if it were even admitted that Montgolfier
was acquainted with whax Whitehurst had
done, stiil he has. by his improvements, made
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the ram entirely his own. He foimd it a com-
paratively useless de\nce. and he rendered it one
of the most efiicient—it was neglected or for-

gotten, and he not only revived it. but gave it a
permanent place among hydratdic machines,
and actually made it the most interesting of them
all. It wa-s. previous to his time, but an em-
bryo; when, like another Promctlieus. he not
only wrought it into shape and beauty, but im-

parted to it, as it were, a principle of life, that

rendered its movements self-acfing ; for it re-

quires neither the attendance of man, nor any
thing else, to keep it in play, but the momentum
of the w^ater it is employed to elevate. Like
the organization of animid life, and the mechan-
ism by which tlie blood circulates, the pulsa-

tions of this admirable machine incessantly con-

tinue day and night, for months and years;
while nothing but deficiency of the liquid, or
defects in the apparatus can induce it to stop.

—

It is. compared to '^'hitehnrst's. what the steam-
engine of Watt is to that of Savary or Ne^--
comen.
Montgolfier positively denied having borrowed

the idea from any one—he claimed the inven-

tion as wholly his own. and there is no reason
whatever to question his veracity. The same
discoveries have often been, and still are. made
in the same and in distant countries. ii:depend-

ently ofeach other. It is a common occurrence,
and from the constitution of the human mind
will always be one. A patent was taken out in

England for self-acting rams in 1797 by Mr.
Boultou, the partner of "VVatt, and as no refer-

ence \vas made in the specification to Montgol-
fier, many persons imagined them to be of

English origin, a circumstance that elicited some
remarks from their author. " Cette invention

,says Montgolfier) n"est point d'origine Anglaise,

elle appartient toute entiere a la France ; je de-

clare que jen suis le seul inventeur. et que
I'idee ne men a ete foumie parpersonne: il

est vrai qu'un de mes amis a fait passer, avec
mon agrement. a MM. Watt et Boulton, copie
de plusieurs dessias que j'avais fatfs de cetie

machine, avec uu memoire detaille sur ses ap-

plications. Ce sont ces mimes dexsins qui ont
ete fidelement copies dans la patente prise par
M. Boulton a Londres. en date du 13 Decembre
1797 : ce qui est une verite dont il est bien
eloigne de disconvenier, ain.si que le respectable

M. Watt." \Ve have insened tliis extract from
Hachette, because we really supfwsed on read-
ing the specification of Boulton's patent in llie

Repertory of Arts, (for 1793. vol. ix.) that the
various modifications of the ram there described
were the invention of tliat gentleman. The
patent was granted to " Matlhev.- Boulton. for

/((.< invention of improved ajiparatus and meth-
ods for raising water and otlier fluids."

No. 168 represents a simple form of Montgol-
fier's ram. The motive column descends from
a spring or brook A through the pipe B. near
the end of %vhich an air chamber D, and rising

main F, are attached to it as shown in the cat.

At the extreme end of B, the orifice is opened
and closed by a valve E, instead of the cock in

No. 167. This valve opens downwards and
may either be a spherical one as in No. 168, or a

common spindle one as in No. 169. It is the

play of this valve that renders the machine self-

acting. To accomplish this, Uie valve is made
of or loaded with, such a weight as just to open
when the water in B is at rest ; i. e. it must be
so heavy as to overcome the pressure against

its under side when closed, as represented at
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No. 168. Montgolfier's Ram.

No. 169. Now suppose this valve open as m
No. 168, the water flowing through B soon ac-

quires an additional force that carries up the

valve against its seat ; then, as in shutting the

cock of Whitehurst's machine, a portion of the

water will enter and rise in F, the valve of the

air chamber preventing its return. When this

has taken place the water in B has been brought
to rest, and as in that state its pressure is insuf-

ficient to su,stain the weight of the valve, E
opens ; (descends) the water in B is again put
in motion, and again it closes E as before, when
another portion is driven into the air vessel and
pipe F ; and thus the operation is continued, as

long as the spring affords a sufficient supply and
the apparatus remains in order.

The surface of the water in the spring or
source should always be kept at the same ele-

vation, so that its pressure against the valve E
may always be uniform—otherwise the weight
of E would have to be altered as the surface of
the spring rose and fell.

This beautiful machine may be adapted to nu-
merous locations in every country. When the

perpendicular fall from the spring to the valve
E is but a few feet, and the water is required
to be raised to a considerable hight throueh F,
then, the length of the ram or pipe B, must be
increased, and to such an extent that the water
in it is not forced back into the spring when E
closes, which will always be the case if B is

not of sufficient length. Mr. !Millington, who
erected several in England, justly observes that

a very insignificant pressing column is capable
of raising a very high ascending one, so that a

sufficient fall of v^-ater may be obtained in almost

every running brook, by damming the upper
end to produce the reservoir, and cariying the
pipe down the natural channel of the stream
until a sufficient fall is obtained. In this way a

ram has been made to raise one hundred hogs-

heads of water in twenty-four hours to a per-

pendicular hight of one hundred and thirty-

four ffet. by a fall of only four feet and a half.

—

M. Fischer of Schaff'hausen, constructed a
water-ram in the form of a beautiful antique al-

tar, nearly in the style of that of jE,sculapius, as
represented in various engravings. A basin
about six inches in depth, and from eighteen to

twenty inches in diameter, received the water
that formed the motive column. This water
flowed throui^h pipes three inches in diameter
that descended in a spiral form into the base of
the altar ; on the valve opening a third of the

•724)

No. 169. The same.

water escaped, and the rest was forced up to a
castle several hundred feet above the level of

the Rhine.
A long tube laid along the edge of a rapid

river, as the Niagara above the falls, or the

Mississippi, might thus be used in.stcad of

pumps, water wheels, steam-engines and horses,

to raise the water over the highest banks and
supply inland towns, however elevated their lo-

cation might be ; and there is scarcely a larmcr

in the land but who might, in the absence of

other sources, furnish his dwelling and bams
with water in the same way, from a brook,

creek, rivulet or pond.
If a ram of large dimensions, and made like

No. 108, be used to raise water to a great ele-

vation, it would be subject to an inconvenience
that would soon destroy the beneficial effect of

the air chamber. When speaking of tlie air

vessels of fire-engines, in the third book, we
ob.served that if air be subjected to great pres-

sure in contact with -water, it in time becomes
incorporated with or absorbed by the latter.

—

As might be supposed, the same thing occurs

in water-rams ; as these when used are inces-

santly at work both day and night. To remedy
this, Montgolfier ingeniously adapteil a very

small valve (oi)ening inwards) to the pipe be-

neath the air chamber, and which was ojiened

and shut by the ordinary action of the machine.

Thus, when the flow of the water through B is

suddenly stopped by the valve E, a partial

vacuum is prq^uced immediately below the air

chamber by the recoil of the water, at which

in.stant the small valve opens and a portion of

air enters and supplies that wliich the water ab-

sorbs. Sometimes this snifiiH!,' valve, as it has

been named, is adapted to another diamber im-

mediately below that which forms the reser-

voir of air. as at B in No. 169. In small rams

a sufficient .supply is found to enter at the

valve E.
Although air chambers or ve.«sels are not,

.strictly speaking, constituent elements of water-

rams, they are indispensable to the permanent

operation of these machines. Without them,

the pipes would soon be ruptured by tlie violent

concu.ssiou consequent on the sudden stoppage

of the efflux of the motive column. Tliey per-

form a similar part to that of the batrs of wool,

&c. which the ancients, when besieged, inier-

po.sed between their walls and the battering

rams of the besiegers, in order to break the

force of the blows.
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THE SCREW.
[From Dr. Dion. Lardner's Lectures, now in course of publication, by Greeley & McElrath.]

In the applisation of the screw, the weight or

re.sistance is uot, as in the inclined plane and
wedqe, placed upon the surface of the plane or

Fi?. 8. thread. The power is usually

transmitted by cau.sing the screw
to move in a concave cylinder, on
the interior surface of which a spi-

ral cavity is cut, coiTesponding ex-

actly to the thread of the screw, and
in which the thread will move by
turning round the screw continual-

ly in the same direction. This hol-

low cylinder is usually called the

nut or concave acrew. The screw
surrounded by its spiral thread is

represented in fig. 8 ; and a section

of the same playing in the nut is represented
in fig. 9. Fig. 9.

There are several ways in which the effect of

the power raaj' be conveyed to the resistance

by this apparatus.

First, let us suppose that the ntit A B is fixed.

If the scre\^' be continually turned on its axis,

by a lever E F inserted in one end of it, it will

be moved in the direction C D, advancing every
'• 'volution through a space equal to the distance

;\veen two contiguous threads. By turning
! lever in an opposite direction, the screw

\\\\\ be moved in the direction D C.

If the scr(!\v be fixf d, so as to be incapable

either of moving longitudinally or revolving on
its axis, the nut A B may be turned upon the

screw by a lever, and will move on the screw
toward C or toward D. according to the direc-

tion in which the lever is turned.

In the fomier case, we have supposed the nut

to be absolutely immovable ; and, in the latter

case, the screw to be absolutely immovable. It

may happen, however, that the nut. though ca-

pable of revolvinL', is incapable of moving lon-

gitudinally ; and that the screw, though incapa-

ble of revolving, is capable of moving longitudi-

nally. In that case, by turning the nut A B up-

on the screw by the lever, the screw will be

tirgcd in the direction C D or D C. according to

tlie way in which the nut is turned.

The ajiparatus may, on the contrarj', be so ar-

ranged that the nut. though incapable of revolv-

ing, is capable of moving longitudinally ; and
the screw, though capable of revolvin?. is inca-

pable of moving longitudinally. In this case,

by turning the screw in the one direction, or in

the other, the nut A B will be urged in the di-

rection C D or D C.

All these various arrangements may be ob-

served in different applications to the machine.
A screw may be cut upon a cylinder by pla-

cing the cylinder in a turning-lathe, and giving

it a rotatory motion upon its axis. The cutting

point is then presented to the cylinder, and
moved in the direction of its length, at .such a
rate as to be carried through the distance be-

tween the intended thread, while the cylinder
revolves once. The relative motions of the cut-

ting point and the cylinder being preserved,
with perfect uniformity, the thread will be cut
from one end to the other. The shape of the
threads may be either square, as in fig. 8, or tri-

angular, as in fig. 10.

The screw is generally used in cases where
severe pressure is to be excited through small
spaces; it is, therefore, the agent in most press-

es. In fig. 11, tlie nut is fixed, and by turning
Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

the lever, which passes through the head of the

screw, a pressure Fig. 12.

is excited upon
any substance
placed upon the

plate immediate-
ly under the end
of the screw.

—

In fig. 12, the

screw is inca-

pable of revolv-

ing, but is capa-
ble of advancing
in the direction

of its length. On
the other hand,
the nut is capable
of revolving, but
does not advance
in the direction

of the screw.

—

When the nut is turned by means of the screvv

inserted in it, the screw advances in the direc-

tion of its length, and urges the board which is

attached to it upward, so as to press any sulistance

placed between it and the fixed board above.

In cases where liquids or juices are to be ex-
pres.sed from solid bodies, tlie screw is the agent
generally employed. It is also used in coining,

where the impression of a die is to be made up-
on apiece of metal, and in the same way in pi-o-

ducing the impression of a seal upon wax or
otlier substance adapted to receive it. When
soft and light materials, such tis cotton, are to
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be redaced to a convenient bulk for tnuisporta-
tion. the screw is used to compress them, and
they are thus reduced into hard, dense masses.
In printins. formerly, the paper was urged by
r. severe and sadden pressure upon the types
by means of a screw.
As the mechanical power of the scre^v de-

pends upon the relative masnitude of the cir-

cumference throuffh which the power revolves,

and the distance between the threads, it is evi-

dent that to increase the efficacy of the machine,
we must either increase the lensth of the lever
by which the power acts, or diminish the mas-
nitude of the thread. Although there is no limit

in theory to the increase of the mechanical effi-

cacy by these means, yet practical inconve-
nience arises which effectually prevents that in-

crease being carried beyond a certain extent
If the lever by which the power acts be increas-

ed, the same difficulty arises as vi-as already ex-
plained in the wheel and axle : the space
throaa-h which the povrer should act noaiii be
so un'.vieldy, that its application would become
impracticable. K on the other hand, the power
of the machine be increased by diminishiug the
-size of the tliread, the strength ofthe thread wUl
be so diminished, that a slight resistance will

tear it from the cylinder. The cases in w^hich it

is necessary to increase the power of the ma-
chine being those in which the greatest resi.st-

ances are to be overcome, the object will evi-

dently be defeated if the means chosen to in-

crea.se that power deprive the machine of the
strength which is necessary to sustain the force

to ^vhich it is to be .submitted.

The.~e inconveniences are removed by a con-
trivance of Mr. Hxmter, which, while it gives to

the machine all the requisite strength and com-
pactness, allows it to have an almost imlimited
degree of mechanical efficacy.

This contrivance consists in the use of two
screws, the threads of which may have any
strength and magnitude, but -which have a very
small difference of breadth. Wliile the work-
ing point is urged forward bj" that which has the
greater thread, it is drawn back by that which
has the less; so that, during each revolution of
the screw, instead of being advanced through a
space equal to the magnitude of either of the
thread-s, it moves through a space equal to their

difference. The mechanical power of sucJi a
machine wiU be the same a.^ that of a single
screw, having a thread who.se magnitude isequal
to the difference of the magnitades of the two
threads just mentioned.

Thus, without inconvenientlv increasing the
riz. 13. sweep of the pow

er, on the one hand,
or on the other,

diminishing the

thread until the ne-

cci-sary strent-th is

lost the machine
will acquire an ef-

ficacy limited by
nothing bat the
smallness of the dif-

ference between
the two threads.

This principle w^as
first applied in the

manner represent-

ed in fig. 13. A is

the greater thread,

playing in the fixed

cylinder, and playing in a concave screw, cut
within the greater cjlinder. Daring everv revo-

,

lution of tlie screw, the cylinder A descends
I through a space equal to the distance between
I its threads. At the same time, the smaller cyl-

j
inder B ascends through a space equal to the

' distance berv\-een tlje threads cut upon it: the

I

eliect is, that the board D descends through a
[

space equal to the difference between the threads
;
upon A and tlie threads upon B, and the ma^

I

chine has a power proportionate to the small-

,
ness of this difference.

' Thus, suppose the screw A has tv/ent>- threads
.
in an inch, while the screw B has twenty-one

:

during one revolution, the screw A will descend
I through a space equal to the twentieth part of
an inch. K, during this motion, the screw B
did not turn within A, the board D would be
advanced through the twentieth of an inch : bat
becau.se the hollow screw vi-iihin A turns upon
B, the screvs- B vrill, relatively to A, be raised
in one revolution tlirough a space equal to the

twenty-first part of an inch. Thus, while the
hoard D is depressed through the twentieth of
an iach by the screw A, it is raised through the

twenty-first of an inch hj the screw B. It is,

therefore, on the whole, depressed through a
space equal to tlie excess of the t^ventieth of an
inch above the twenty-fii-st of an inch—that is,

through the four hundred and twentieth of an
inch.

The power of this machine will, therefore, be
expressed by the number of times the four hun-
dred and twentieth of an inch is contained in

the circtunference through which the power
moves.

In the practical application of this piinciple at

present the airangement is .somewhat different,

The two threads are usually cut on different

parts of the .same cylinder. If nuts be supposed
to be placed upon these, -which are capable of

moving in the direction of the length, but not of

revolving, it is evident that by turning the screw
once round, each nut will be advanced throogh

a space equal to the breadth of the respective

threads. By this means the two nuts will either

approach each other, or mutually recede, accord-

ing to the direction in which tlie screw is turn-

ed, throuu'h a space equal to the difference of the

breadth of the threads, and they will exert a

force either in compres.=ing or extending any

sub.stance placed between them, proportionate

to the sniailness of that diilf-Tence,

A toothed -^vheel is sometimes u.sed instead of

a nut, .so that the same quality by -which the re-

volution of the screw urges the nut forward is

applied to make the wheel revolve. The screw

is in this case called an endless screw, because

its action upon the wheel may be continned

without limit Thi.s application of the screw is

represented in fig. 1 4. P is the winch to which the

power is applied ; and its effect at the circamfer-

Fig. 14. ence of the wheel

is e.stimated in

the same man-

ner as the effect

of tlic - screw

upon the nut

—

This effect is to

be considered^ as

a power acting

upon the circnin-

fertnce of the

wheel ; and its

proportion to the

weight or resi.stance is to be calculated in the
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same maimer as ike propornon of the pofrer to

the -weisht in the wheei and axle.

We have hitherto considered the scrsrvc as an
ensine used to overcome sreat resistances- It

is also eminentiy t:=e!"! in ?>^v^-2l r^cp^rr—^cts

oicxperimenii. - -

very minate r_ -

of which COold - - _

other means. The verj Siuw n^otiou wiuca sulv

be irapaned to the end of a screw, by a very
coesidenible inorion in the power, renders it

pecoiiariy well aiipied for this purpose. To
explain the maii-:er in ^T::?h :: :? cppl-?^—?^?"

pose a scrv^v to be s- -

in an inch, each reTc

Tsnce its point thrt^.-- : : ;. ; i.

inch. Now. suppose tiie ut^d oi tae screw to be
a circle, wliose diameter is an inch, the cinram-
ference of the head will be so-.--'-^ r — -e

than three inches : this may be -

into 8 hundred equal parts disdn^ .

a fixed hsdex be presented to this ^^i.i:.;ed

circumference, the bandreuth part of a revolu-

don oi the scrsw may be observed, fay nc-ria^

the passase of one division of the head ander
the index. Since one entire revolation ot the

head moves the pern: tlir.?urh the fiftieth of an
inch, one division v.ill ^o.Tesrcr.d to the Sve
thoasandth ot an in-:h.. In order to observe the

jQodcKi of the point of the screw in this case, a
fine wire is atticLed to iu «"rach is carried

across the field of vie-w oi a power*^ micro-
scope, by which the modon is so tnasnmed as to

be disrinctly perceptible,

A screw nsed lor sach ptirposes is called a
micrometer scmr. Such an apparatus is nsa-
ally attached to the licubs of sradoated instra-

menis. tor the p':trpoie ci astronomical and odter
observation. Wi± -ii: the aid of this apparatns,

ao observation cooid be taken with srealer ae-

cnracy than the anicwmt of the anallest diviaon
tipon the limb. Thusi. if an instroment fi>r mea-
soring a3?ies were ilivided into small arches of
one mtnate, and an angle were observed which
bro'iL-b: the index of tl>e instrument to some

ween rwo divisions, we coald onhr
•.hat the observed angle Biost cmast

. . --. number of degrees and minntes. to-

. r • • -n additional number of seconds.
f,: i"? unknown, inasmuch as there

- -
-•' ascertaining the tiractiaB

he index and the adjacent
. T.-. Bat if a screw be

pruviieh. -hv 'n tcoves throasfa a
space e»:'ial t . ot the instrtunent.

with sixty rev; - head, and the bead
itseb' be divided mio uae hondred equal parts.

each complete nerolution of the screw will cor-

respond to the -"-•" •"- ---'. of a minate. or to

one second, ai. - n on the bead of d»e
screw will corr-. - e hondredih part of
& second. The In :• x >-^g attached to this

screw, let the bead be mmed until the index be
ntoved fi-om its obiserved poisition to the adjacent

divisiou of the ilmb. The number of compile
rerolutioas of the screw necessary to aocomplisfa

this will be the camber of seconds : and die

nomber of paKs of a revolution over tbe com-
plete r."T:"b<'r '""f r°v--'iT:'.i-?T^s \^'il! Iv die han-
drt 1

' e added
U.. •. Slaved.

I: -
.

- 'tments
that th.e ui.^r,>Ui<;ur s^.-t-- e; any
spares whatever city be n h. An
instance oi its mechanicai -. - K?

oaeationed in a steel-yard, ; ^s-

!e. .,.. X . V .

this weish: c

oy a given
ted arm of a
- --- l:-h

Hunters screw, alresdv described, seems to
! b-

COKPARATITF VaLLE OF DiFFEKEyT KtypS
OF FoDDFS.—The foUowiEg table is the resalt

of experiments made by the pritjcipal agricnl-

tnrisis of the contiiient. and ptibli^ied by il.

Antoine at Xancy. The best tipland mesdo^sr

hay is taken as tbe standard, at 100 Fbs.

:

and tbe

specified weisbt of the other kinds of fodder

enttmeratcd are reqaired to prodtice the same
resolts

:

GoodlsT foi 100
A£enziatfa hay 102
Ctover hsy. made wboi the Kcssom is

ccBEipJeteJT devdcmed »
IMaov bejbre die bloestHn espsnds S@
Ooresr, second crop ^^
Leceraehar -'. 9?
Saniiwn bay 3
Tire bay--"- ?1
Sper^Oia arrears, dried .30

OoTiO' hay. ^er die seed 14o
Gieen I]idi2neam iTo
Vetcises or Hies, grerai 41)
Green clorer 4.5T

Green spatula i^
Stransatdieaiesof Jerosalonanichoices 3S5
Cow-c^bin^ leaves. 541
Beet-^oot Ian«3. "iX)

PoCKofaaolm 3T0
Syesoraw- 442
OatEDsw. li«
PMshanha. 153
Tettfa kaabtt l.igi

BcsB haahn. 140
BnckiHiea* stnw 195
Dried saiks of Jerasalem anicbolses. l':0

Dried staOs of bidisn ram 4^30

Mi:>i straw 230
Raw poeaioes 301
&xled dizxOh. . 1T5
>Vbi» ^lesias beet es)
MmaaA-wunei rrs>

Tnrupe i:4
CaiTots 575
S-»re«iish Tcrcips '

Sjl8

Dina. with ieaTies OQ 350
Gnin—^Rve 54

WTsea 42
Bariey 51
Oass.... a»
Vetdies jO
PWBL 45
Beaosi. 45
Bockwbeat. 64
bdiiBeanL f ' 57
iJBseedcake (S9

Wketttna 1C6
Rye taaa. 109

WbMc peas aad oat ^taST- ler
R^ and bariej <^a£ K9
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EXPERIMENTS WITH MANURES.
BY ROBERT MONTEITH, ESQ. OF CARSTAIRS.

1. Oat Crop, 1843.—Part of a field manured
with 267 lbs. of guano, at the cost of 31s. per im-

perial acre, produced per acre 59 bushels.

Manured with 10 bushels bone-

dust, at the cost of 23s. 4d. per impe-

rial acre, produced per acre 43 do.

The difference may be stated as follows :

Cost ofguano 31s. produce 59 bush, at 2s. 6d. £7 7 6

Costofbonea23s. 4d. do. 43 do. do. 5 7 6

7s. 8d. £2
Deduct difference of manure 7 8

2. Hay Crop, 1843.—To part of a field, ma-
nured the previous year with farm-yard dung,
was given 267 lbs. of guano per imperial acre,
at the cost of 31s. and the extra produce, per
acre, was 22 cwt. of hay, which, at 3s. per cwt.
is £3 6

Deduct expense of guano 1 11

Leading in favor of guano i.1 15 per acre.

Leaving in favor of Guano £112 4

3. With Turnip, 1843.

<=- S Description of manure tried, and quantity per imperial

g.
»

acre.

Cost 01

Dung pr
acre

Cost of
other

Manures
per acre.

Total |f™d«ce per

impenalacre
stored

Nov. 15, 1343.

cost per
acre.

IGuano 4 cwt.

1-16

1-16

1

1

1

1

Yds.

Dung 28
" 28
•' 28
" 28
" 28
" 28
" 28

Sulphate of Soda, 1 cwt.

Burned Bones, 6 cwt. .

.

Bone-dust, 20 bushels...

Gypsum, 2^ cwt
Guano, 4 cwt
Beech-ashes, 48 bushels

Gypsum, 6 cw^t

Bone-dust, 25 bushels

Do. 12 bushels, and 133 lbs. guano
Guano, 356 lbs

Guano. 267 lbs

5 12
5 12
5 12

5 12
5 12
5 12

5 12

s. d.

B

4

2 2

6 8

8

2 8
12
1

4 3
2 14
1 18
1 8

£ s.



COMPARATIVE VIEWS OF THE PROGRESS

OF POPULATION IN CERTAIN REGIONS OF THE UNITED STATES

:

WITH RE^L\RKS....BY WILLIAM DARBY.

Washington, 1 0th Nov. 1843.

John S. Skinker, Esq.

Dear Sir—The montlily reception of your

" LiBR.\RY " affords me the double pleasure of

hearing from you by your valuable labors, and

of finding by tlieir means that Agriculture is be-

coming, in our country, a science. I rejoice

still more to see elements collected which, when

published in so attractive a form as the Libraiy,

must have great effect on the far too prevalent

emigration from the Atlantic region of the United

States into the interior and Western sections of

North America.

You cannot, as you l;now my sentiments on

the subject, but many others may suppose, from

my frequent essays on the rapid increase and

dispersioH of our population over the continent,

that I was an advocate for that course of things.

In those essays I have spread before the public

data on what neither myself or any one else can

control—stated facts as they presented them-

selves, as inevitable consequences.

In advance of the matter enclosed, let me ob-

serve that I principally value such works as the

" Library " from their tendency to demonstrate

false views, which lead so many to sacrifice ad-

vantages already within their reach, for specu-

lative hopes, distant in space and time—hopes

never, by any possibility, realized, except in

very rare instances.

Few persons are aware of the peculiar ad-

vantages of the Atliintic slope of North America.

If we extend our views into a not very distant

futurity, when tlie central part of the Continent

will teem with inhabitants, the Atlantic border

will stand as the gateway between the great

civilized nations of the Eastern and Western

Continents. In some very essential respects,

such is the case at present.

As population is the first, the last, and princi-

pal consideration on all statistical subjects, I

have con.structed the enclosed tabular, to serve

as comparative data, as regards tho.se parts of

the Athmtic border where tlie facilities of com-

mercial and agricultural, as well as manufactur-

ing prosperity abound, and yet have remained

stationary, or retrograde, whilst other parts, in

(729)

no es.sential respect differing in natural advan-

tages, have advanced in wealth and power.

It must be obvious that in these views I can

have no sectional or other partial bias. My de-

sire is to show, from actual experience, that

lliere must exist either some inherent cause of

discontent, or most alluring prospects of gain, to

induce the people of the Atlantic border to aban-

don their place of birth, and cut asunder so ma-

ny ties, so many domestic associations—and that

to an extent not only to prevent increase, but to

produce a diminution, of physical, intellectual,

and moral power. Were we made acquainted

with such a fact, founded on official data, in the

political history of any monarchical State of Eu-

rope, v^'e would at once set it down as a proof of

the deteriorating effects of that form of govern-

ment.

In the case for our consideration, now before

us, and applied to a region most favored by ev-

ery facility to derive benefit from human labor,

where Nature itself has scooped many of the

fine.st havens of the globe—havens on which

cities have already risen, in a comparatively

short period, vying with the great marts of Eu-

rope and Asia ; such a countrj-, also abounding

in means of religious, moral and intellectual

culture ; what are the inducements offered by

western or central settlements, to compensate

for the .sacrifice of so many advantages, already

at command, on the Atlantic border ? Land !

more land ! Does any one suppose that the ex-

pense of removal and obtaining new residences

will not be as great, and the success more pre-

carious as to resulting profit, than the same time,

means, and labor, applied to the improvement

of soil already possessed ?

On such a subject, yourself and readers will

pardon the introduction of a moment's allu.sion

to my own experience, and also the confident

tone of my remarks. I was removed into the

interior when very young, but old enough to

remember much consequent hardship felt and

witnessed. It is true that many of the difficul-

ties to which emigrants of more than half a cen-

tury past were exposed are now removed or

greatly mitigated
;
yet I have no hesitation to
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say that, as a rule admitting very few excep-

tions, the first generation of emigrants arc worn

away with labor and care, and with no small

share of regret, before the second can be placed

in as happy homes as were left for shadowy

hopes. Were the Atlantic border of the United

States, like the Pacilic boi-der of China, teeming

with an overcharged population, relief would

be naturally and rationally sought, by removal

to a w^ildemess. or thinly peopled region, with

a productive soil and temperate climate, did

such offer; but, from spaces where the maxi-

mum of distributive population falls far short of

fifty to the square mile, and Avhere two hundred

on equal surface could find support, with the

enjoyment of every comfort of life, there must

exist some great defect in modes of thinking to

superinduce extensive emigration.

In the selection of element for the following

comparative tables, I have not included either

Maine or Ne\\--York, as causes peculiar to both

these States have hifluenced their political his-

tory. The sections adopted have been compar-

atively less influenced by exteraal causes than

most other parts of the United States, and, as to

soil, have in themselves much in common.

—

They have all, in a peculiar degree, the advan-

tages of commercial facilities, but these south-

ward of New-York in a much greater extent

tlian tlio.se to the northward. The period chosen

of thirty years, from ISIO to 1840, wa.s, perhaps,

of any portion of time since the English Colo-

nies were originally formed in North America,

the one best calculated to illustrate the philoso-

phy of our statistical history.

Table I. Tahle of the Prof;ressivc ropulafioa of the Five States named, from 1810 to 1840,

(7s d<;diiceA from, the rc/pective Census Retiirits of those yews.

Vermont
New-Hampshire.
Massachusetts—
Connecticut
Rhode Island . .

.

Amount..

Pojiulation,
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Table III. Summarif of Table.i I. and II.

Tables.
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ON THE IMPORTANCE OF DRAINING LAND.

We remember well the time when the idea

of fertility and heavy products was so inti-

mately and thoroughly blended with that of

moisture, that whei'evcr we saw a piece of land

that was constantly moist, so that no water
laid on its surface, we set down that spot as

one that would not fail to bring a heavy crop

—

especially of grass ; and we have our doubts

whether there was not a time when this was
the common impression. Inquiry, reflection

and experience are, liowever, now doing for

Agriculture what thej- liave sooner done for

other pursuits ; and now, fortunately, the raind

is brought to work at every turn, and empiri-

cism and prejudice are made to give way before

investigation and proof Now the Farmer is

taught by the exercise of his reason, and, even
without know ing it, by the principles of agri-

cultural chemistry, that a settled, abiding
moisture in land, resulting from some obstruc-

tion to the escape of water, either rain or spring

water, is incompatible with that degree of

warmth which is one of the indispensable con-

ditions to the development and growth of ve-

getables. Hence, as the Fanner who walks or

rides over his estate, and sees a sunken or a low
spot, which in the driest weather shows signs

of constant dampness, indicated by coarse

aquatic grasses, or otherwise, he says to himself,

' There is a portion of my capital lying dead and
inert. I must therefore contrive so to drain it

that the water will not settle upon or in it, and
thus give it life and activity. Then I shall have
removed the only obstacle which prevents it

from yielding a heavier crop either of grain or

grass, than any other equal portion ofmy estate ;'

—for the Farmer ought to lay it down as a rule,

that even where he proposes to lay down his

laud in grass, it should yet be so well drained

as to be well adapted to the growth of grain.

Land so laid dry, willalwaj-s give, with equal

richness, a better crop of cleaner and more
valuable hay. than that which is too wet to pro-

duce grain. Let him who wants to see heavy
crops of clean, nutritious timothy hay, go to the

naturally dry, hilly lands, such as George Pat-

terson's, Gov. Howard'.s, or N. Bosley's. on the

Gunpowder, in Maryland. True, there are

many fields that are well adapted to the growth,
and produce heavy crops, of tobacco or gi-ain. that

would not yield, and at all events not more than
one crop, of timothy, or herd's gras.s, as it is
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called in different parts of the counti-y
; but that

is owing, not to the absence of moisture, but to

some other condition of the land—to too much
of one and too little of another kind of soil, and
to other circumstances, not to the w^ant of moist-

ure. Moisture, it is undeniable, is essential to

the growth of all vegetables, according to the

laws of vegetable physiology, but not fixed,

pent-up moisture. Its departure, like its com-
ing, should be free and natural. If we appear
to dwell too much on this subject (of draining),

it is because it is impossible to pass along

through the country without being struck with

the quantity of land, on almost everj- estate, the

veiy best land on it, which is made sick and

unproductive of all wholesome growths, by cir-

cumstances thatprevent thcescape ofredundant

moisture; and it is among the foremost of our

wishes, to see the minds of land -holders pos-

sessed of the conviction that it is idle to be

sighing and scheming for more land, or repining

at the inadequacy of thein income, while they

have already so many acres that lie waste and

unproductive—paying interest but yielding no

dividend, for want of draining, grubbing, clean-

ing and manuring.

At a late meeting of the Scotch Highland So-

ciety, at Dumfries, an interesting discussion took

place on Draining as •' among the foremost'' of

the means for agricultural improvement. The

particular testimony to which we would invite

the attention of the reader is that of Mr. Elliot:

Prof Johnston said—I am quite sure that the

general statements which Mr. Elliot has made
must have produced an impression upon the

meeting. At the same time I know the fanners

so well, that I am sure nothing will so much
satisfy them, or the landlords either, as showing
that the propo.sed improvement will put money
in their pockets (hear, hear). Now Mr. Elliot

has drained largely, and I know successfully

(applau.se) : you will excuse me, therefore, if I

ask what are the results of his own draining?

He is one of the most enterprising drainers in

Dumfrie.sshire, and is, therefore, a noble exam-
ple. I should like him to let the strangers here

know what are the results during: the eight

years which he has been employed in draining ?

i would ask first, what have been the general

results of draining on the whole farm ?—how
much has it increased the produce ?

Mr. Elliot said— I have a statement which

shows the improvement. Before, my land was

partly wet and partly dry ; one-half, nearly, has

not been drained ; but the principal improve-

ment on the whole has been by draining. The

result I will read to you :
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Pkoduce of the Oat Ceop on the Fahm.
Ist year, 18:37.. 44 after one sown.
2d " 1838 5-6

3d " 1839 6-5

4th " 1840 6-8

5th " 3841 8-4

6th " 1842 7-6

7th " 1843 8-5

8lh " 1844 83 "

Barley Crop.
1st year 82 after one sown ; a small quantity

this year sown on a piece of the
best land.

2d " 54 alter one.

3d " 6-2

4th " 10-2

5th " 10-1

6th " 11-7

7th " 10-5

8th " 11-8

Thus showing that I realized by draining an
increase of more ihau double the original pro-

duce (Applause).

Professor Johnston.—It appears from Mr. El-

liot's statement that he has doubled the produce
of oats and barley in eight years. Now I know
lie can give us farther iiiformation. The second
question I would ask is this : he has stated that

if the whole farm was drained, it would have
produced a greater increase. Now, can Mr.
Elliot give us the detailed result of one part of
the farm—what it was worth when he began,
and what it is worth now ?

Mr. Elliot.—One moor I drained whi^i every
one who knew it declared to be perfectly use-
less. It was not worth 23. an acre. There
were ninety-one acres of it ; and one gentleman
present who observed it told me that it never
could be improved. I drained it, however, at

an expense of nearly £600. A great part of it

was covered with water-lilies, rushe.s, whins,
heather, and gall-roots ; but the first year, after

liming and fallowing, it yielded 3,500 bushels,
nearly 40 bushels to the acre (Applause). The
second crop was equal. This year I have a
crop of oats, after turnips, upon 12 acres of it,

yielding 46 bushels to the acre ; of potatoes I

had a heavy crop, aud of turnips also a good
one [Applause). Another moor of 43 acres I

drained at an expense of nearly i;300. The first

crop, after fallowing and lime, gave 42 bushels
an acre. This was upon land that was previ-
ou.sly not worth 2.s. an acre [Loud applause.)

In answer to a question from the Chairman,
Mr. Elliot said his laud was situated at an ele-

vation of atout two hundred feet above the level
of the sea.

Professor Johnston explained, in answer to a
question sent in to him, that four and three-tenths,

and so on, occurring in Mr. Elliot's speech,
meant t?iat one .seed gave four and three-tenths
—that where he had only four once, he now got
eight seeds off the same land.

By the bye, does it occur to the fanner, that

wlien by drainins;. he doubles the produce of

an acre, he doubles the value of his land ? that

it is far better than getting an additional acre of

the same value—because, it takes only half the

labor to cultivate one acre that it does to culti-

vate two, and yet he arrives at the same result

as 10 the quantity of produce—in other words,

reaps an equal reward, at half the expense ?

An acre of naturally fertile land rendered un-

productive by superfluous moisture, and the

crop of which i."* doubled by draiuiug, ig more
(733) 24

profitable than an acre the produce of which is

doubled by manuring—because, allhough the

process of draining in the first instance, may be

more expensive than that of manuring an acre

of poor dry land, yet the manured land will be

much sooner exhausted and reduced again to

unproductiveness, than that sort of laud which

usually requires draining. Besides, it is abso-

lutely disreputable for a farmer to have on his

estate at every turn, these valuable spots

—

sometimes one acre—sometimes more, some-

times lesf?—which ask only to be drained to

give him the most valuable return for his labor ;

but which in the condition they are left, throw

up worthless or unwholesome grasses, e.xh;de

malaria, generate rot among his sheep, and fe-

vers in his family. A friend of ours once ob-

served. '• Sir, when I go to see a gentleman

farmer, if he does not invite me to ride over his

estate and look at his crops, I always suspect it

is because it is full of gullies aud bogs, and

naked and mirj* spots !

"

True, it may be answered that draining is

very expensive ; and so it is, on a large scale

and under many circumstances ; but this, with

many, is a mere pretext for procrastination and

want of enterprise. It might often be effected,

as by Mr. Somers, a plaiu farmer below Not-

tingham, in Maiyland, by cutting a common
ditch, and in the bottom of it laying two poles,

side by side, covering these with cedar brush

carefully laid dowii, and then with sods and

dirt, and plowing and sowing over the whole.

The increased crop in a single year would pay

the expense, besides leaving the land, a.s in his

case, worth $20 or 830 an acre for ever after,

instead of being a quagmire. Who has not re-

marked that indolence has a very inventive

genius of its own when it seeks to excuse itself

for its inactivity and love of repose?

POTATO WASHER.
We are not aware that the machine or uten-

sil, described below, is generally known, though

we are sure it ought to be in general use where
any considerable number of potatoes are raised,

more especially where they are cultivated for

feeding stock. The first we ever saw was
brought from Scotland, and the only one except

one that we got him to have made after it, and
was in use, by Mr. Bevan, manager for the late

estimable R. Caton, Esq., of " Brookland-

Woot?," near Baltimore : a gentleman of un-

common amiability and various knowledge

—

one who posses.sed a thousand times more of a

spirit to be useful to the country and his fellow

men, than many who derided his enthusiasm,

without emulating the generous impulses in

which it was founded and the useful purposes

to which it would have prompted him.
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This potato washer is one of the most labor

saving contrivances we have seen in operation.

True, it seems to be a small affair, but every

thing that saves a minute is important in a coun-

try like ours, [where, above all others, labor is

high and " time is money."

The annexed sketch of a machine for wash-

ing potatoes, which is used in Nottinghamshire,
may bo acceptable to some of your readers. It
is easily made by any village Workman, and
will be found very effectual. It is simply a
chum-like cylinder, with open bars placed at
such a distance as to prevent any of the pota-
toes from falling through, except very small
ones, the lower part of which as it revolves,
passes through a trougl; of water.

It may be made to be easily unshipped, like

a chum, or fixed more permanently, as in the
sketch. Where many potatoes are used, or
where it is requisite to wash them for starch-
making, it will be found a very valuable acqui-
sition.

—

M. J. B. [We have long u.sed a wash-
er similar to that here figured—differing from it,

indeed, but in one particular; that one, howev-
er, of considerable importance. The arms here
represented as containing the sockets in which
the axle of the cylindrical frame revolves, are
in our machine not vertical and straight, but
arched, and terminating in extremities over-

hanging the ground, considerably beyond the

cistern to which they are attached ; the cylin-

der, too, revolves not in sockets pierced in these

arms, but in Ys at the side of them ; and after—
by its revolution—the potatoes in it have been
cleaned, chains from the extremities of the arms
are hooked into eyes on its axle, and as the ro-

tation proceeds, these, winding up on the axle,

lift the cylinder out of the water, and bring it

to a position overhanging a box or barrow
which has been placed beside the cistern. The
trap-door being opened, the potatoes fall into

this barrow and are easily removed.]

THE INFLUENCE OF PASTURE ON SHEEP REARED ON IT.

BY MR. WILLIAM HOGG, STOBOHOPE, PEEBLESSHIRE.

system in all its parts is, as it ^vere, crowded to-

gether, it is subject to inflammatory diseases,

whether raised by external injurj' or by the sup-

pression of its natural evacuations. Another

description of pastures are such as are spread

out on an easy, downy surface. Here flourish

all the strong coarser grasses, with a good part

of those found in the former division ; but they

are here rough in the stem, and hold far more

fluidity—all the plants peculiar to a damp, deep

soil arrive here at perfection, and a soft, laihy

quality pervades the whole. The animal here

feeds to excess—viscera increase to a great size

and weight—the carcass is large, loose, and in-

compact—staples of the wool generally long, in-

clining rather to coarseness, if pains be not taken

to keep the fleece pure—not much anin^ation--

and, for the most part, in their fifth year, swell

out to a great belly. The constitution does not

now become invariably unsound, it rather be-

comes unwieldy, and burthen.some for the ani-

mal to search for and gather its food ;
evacua-

tions at all times profuse, and that natural pur-

gation common to all sheep in sprmg is here apt

to be continued well into summer, which not a

Sheep, as they exist in this country, have a
twofold character—a general character, or what
belongs to them as a species, and a particular

character, or that temperament of constitution

which they derive from the pasture on which
they are bred. The qualities essen tial to them
as a species are, producing ^^'ool each year after

being one year old, shedding two incisor teeth,

cloven-footed, wild ; for domestication is an ar-

tificial state, effected only after considerable in-

timacy, and tasting of human food—this recon-
ciles ^heep to human company and human kind-

ness, and disposes the creature to look to man
for help in every emergency. These inherent
peculiarities belong to .sheep as a species. Be-
fore tracing their connection with the pasture, it

will be necessary to state that pasture may just-

ly be considered as of two divisions—dry, firm,

lea pasture, often less or more intermixed with
heath. This soil produces the finer gi-asses,

though not in great abundance; the animal
which it rears is .small sized, of a compact form,
hardy, excretions of all kinds small, constitution
sound, considerable How of animal spirits, not
easily overcome with privations, and, as the
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little delays the animars inendinq. The diseases

peculiar to such a constitution and such a pas-

ture are of a plethoric description. W the spir-

its are broken by any misfortune, ill-usage,

[frit;ht by dotrs] or a severe winter, the rot, with

ail its enfeebling symptoms, appears. Should
tlijs disease not manifest itself, yet the creature

falls into an unprosperous, unthriving condition,

having slight signs of sundry diseases though

the exclusive symptoms of none. It, however,
turns useless and dies. From these facts it must
not be surmised that I suggest this as the com-
luoii fate of entire stocks bred on soft pastures.

Thontjli tlie constitution is far from being un-

sound, yet it is quite inferior to those reared on
the first division : it is not so strong and hardj'.

The soft constitution is burthened with infirmi-

ties and di.sabilities which the fonner is alto-

getlier unconnected with, and an interruption

of tliriving, which ill-usage or ill seasons bring

on individual sheep of this constitution, generally

terminates in the rot. or ailments similar to it.

—

Asain, almost each 'listinct pasture gives a tinge

to the fleece: this tincture is generally attribut-

ed to the color of the upper sti-atum of the soils:

and, when wc consider ho%v assiduously thriv-

ing sheep amuse them.selves on disruptions or

ope.iings of the stratum, this catmot be doubted ;

yet tliere is an imbuing oiuality in the herbage
which communicates a tinge to wool independ-

ent of that inserted into it by friction ; but

whether this is produced by the quaH'ty of its

food after being eaten, or is imparted to the wool
as the animal traverses its pasture in search of

food, I can scarcely determine. But pasture e.x-

erci.ses an almost uncontrollable power over the

shape. If it does not interfere too much with
the breed, the pasture will adjust the size to

what it can itself support ; but how it determines
the external shape remains as j-et unaccounted
for. In some cases the shape is unexception-
able, that is, the figure, motion, and mien of the

stock indicate strength, spirits, and health ; in

others, it is ill-proportioned or defective in those

points which ensure animation and activity.

—

The most common as well as the most hurtful

defects are. low and thin in the fore quarters,

coar.se and lumpi.sh in the posteriors, narrow or
sharp-backed—its a-ail oblique and ambling,
splayfooted, &c. Tliough the last two are con-
spicuous among individuals, they can scarcely

be said to be peculiar to a stock in general, but
the obstinacy with which any of these defects

resist a change for the better indicates they are

communicated by the soil, are interwoven with
the con.stitution. and. if strenuous and uninter-

rupted means are used for their removal, they
may, in a small niea.sure. disappear, or the distin-

g-iiishing peculiarities of the deformity not be so

strongly marked. But, rather than relinquish

the animal altosrether, if vigorous exertions are

still made for their utter suppression, the con-

stitution not unfrequently yields with the strug-

gle—it falls into an unprosperou.s, sickly state,

and, finally, en<is in being an unprofitable, u.se-

less creature. Indeed, man, for no end what-
ever, regularly and constantly interferes with
the propagation of sheep, though acces,sion of
fresh blood be necessary at times, for keeping
the animals healthy, recruiting the spirits, in-

crexsing animation. &c.; yet an often transmis-

sion of nei" blood [crossing with a diilcrcnt

breed] into the progeny prevents the spirits from
acquiring a permanent and steady liovv or the
body from settling into a fixed and useful pro-

portion of strength. From an actual survey of
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the position, altitude, and qualities of such an
extent of hill-pasture as is generally set off as a
sheep-farm, one accustomed to the rearing of
sheep stocks, and to notice the connection which
exists between the animal and its pasture, may
discover with tolerable certainty whether the
constitution will be hardy or sickly—whether
of a large or small bone—whether yield a scanty
or abundant fleece ; and, from these peculiari-

ties, may be enabled to say, with an accuracy
which may be depended on, and which will be
found in general to be correct, what are the most
prevalent diseases to which the stock is liable

;

but the properties in the soil which so forcibly

confer the external figure have never yet, that I

know, been discovered. Wherever that plastic

power resides, 1 am convinced that the \vay and
manner which tlie sheep accustom themselves
to, in pasturing their allotted range, has not a
little influence in forming the exterior shape

;

and it is certain that the method of pasturing is

regulated by the soil, so that still the qualities of
the i)asture lie at the foundation of all peculiar-

ities, whether natural or acquired ; but yet an
uneasy manner of collecting the food, if contin-

ued in for a length of time, maj' come in to the
aid of those occult qualities in the .soil which give
the .shape, and enable them to act with greater
and more certain vigor. It may be thought that,

if tlie figure of each individual in the stock is

unexceptionable in its first application to the
pasture, there will be no difficulty in perpetuat-
ing this shape almost to any length of time ; the
reverse, however, is certain. The pasture may
accord with the proper figure—may support it

in its most important points; but if an adverse
property reside in the pasture, it if ill ivipercep-

libly (liter the original form, hi/ impo.'ini!^ on
each successive crop of lambs that mould a7id
manner which it is its own exclusive ])roperty
to give*
There is atrainofcircnm.stances which never

fail to alter the true shape, not only of the sub-
ject on which they immediately act, but also on
their progeny. Suppose an individual sheep, or
say stock of .sheep, are reduced very lovv in

habit by the sufferings of a severe winter : First
sea.son they somewhat shrink from the true figure;

but suppo.se, as is often the case, that for two or
three seasons the same privations continue, the
departure from the true figure is evidently on
the increase, is transmitted to the issue, and the
deformity becomes in a sen.se habitual, though
not in .so absolute a degree as that which the
soil imposes. In this case, if good sea.«)ns and
l)rudent management cooperate, a restoration of
the right shape is po.ssible ; but to establish a
true and fashionable form on a stock whose
plastic influence .^eems to confirm a defect in
the shape is impossible. The change of stocks
from the Heath to the Cheviot bi-eed has not a
little altered the disposition, look, and manner
of sheep ; but when all traces of the former are
completely obliterated, and the peculiaHties of
the latter .startlingly confirmed, what reprelien-
sible points the pa.iture was the cau.se of in the
old breed are still found to be blemishes in the
new. From the above notices, it may be in-

ferred that tlie proper figure and shape of some
stocks can with lar greater easiness be brought
to a just proportion of parts, and kept at them

' So, too, we have maintained as to grain, tobacco,
fruit, (to.—Namre will not be forced ; soil and cli-

mate will force things connected to them to alter
their nature to suitthem while JAey remain uachaneed.

[Ed. Farm. Lib.
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as a right staudard, than others wliere the quali-

ties in the soil operate to the production and
costiuuance of defects. This is found in fact to

be the case. Some stocks require little atten-

tion ; others, if the manager make strenuous and
incessant endeavors to establish a useful figure,

majs perhaps, enfeeble the whole system by too

frequent accessions of ne\v blood ; for, to con-

tinue sheep profitable, healthy, and beautiful,

the line should not be too often disturbed with
intromissions from other families, however pure.

To write ever so explicitl}' on this subject can
convey no perfect notion to another j)erson's

mind of the dissimilarity which exists between
sheep stocks reared on difl'erent pastures; one
single look over them would make the idea more
distinct, and more certain of the inequality, than

any words can convey ; but the fact that each
jiasture impresses its peculiar shape, air, and
manner, need not be doubted, and this unlike-

ness exists after every safe method is taken to

bring them to a uniformity.

[Jour, of Highland and Agr. Soc. of Scotland.

Bees.—Statistics of Swarming.—In this account of

swarming, the Bees, being in the common straw-hive.

were left to follow their natural inclination. The
statement extends over a period of 10 years. 40 old

hives produced 64 swarms; three swanna tlew away,
two of which were lost through inattention ; 16
swarms were in May, 38 in June, 9 in July, and I in

August. Five old hives did not swann, one swann
swarmed once, and two .swarms sent forth each two
colonies ; three of the old hives swarmed thrice each.
The worst honey seasons were 183i), 1841, and 1843,

in which years the average of swarms per old hive
was the greatest, being respectively 2j, 2 1-5, and 2.

In the best honey seasons there was less swarming
the average being 2, 1, \%, and IJ. The earliest

swarm in the 10 years was on May 9th, the latest on
Auijust llth; the earliest hour of swarming, 9 o'clock,

A. M.; the latest, half-past 3 o'clock, P. ^L The
greatest weight of first swarm, 6 lbs. ; of second
swarm, i'i lbs. The second swarais were generally,

accompanied with more than one queen. This was
also the case with two first swarms, which, doubtless,
arose from the old queens having died about the
commencement of the swarming season. In one of
the cases the queen was obser%-ed dead in front of
the hive. Many thousands of the Bees continued to

cluster around the hive till the 10th or llth day, when
a swarm of 6 lbs. left, in company with several

queens.—B. T. [Foreign paper.

1^^ The friends of Agi-iculture will be happy to

leani that Hon. J. C. Calhoun has been appointed
to deliver the next Anniversary Address to the South
CaroUna Agricultural Society

—

Th€ cause is looking
up.

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, December 27, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.]

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort ^ 100 ft. 3

Pearls, 1st sort, '45 4

BEESWAX—American Yellow —
CANDLES—Mould, TaUow..^ lb... —

Spei-m. Eastern and City —
COTTON—From ^ tb. —
COTTON BAGGING—American... —
CORD.^GE—American ^ IB. —
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shulings,|>'y. —

Sh^'etings —
FEATHERS—American, live —
FhAX—American —
FLOUR & MEAX—Genesee, ^ bbl. 5

Troy 5
Michigan 5
Ohio, tlat hoop 5

Ohio, Heywood &. Venice , 6

•Ohio, via" New-Orleane —
Pennsylvania —
Brandywine —
Georgetown 5

Baltimore City Mills —
Richmond City Mills 7

Richmond Countrj' 5

Alexandria, Petersburg, <tc —
Rye Fl<rar 4

Com Meai, Jersey and Brand 4

Com Meal, Brandywine hhd. 18

GRAIN—Wheat, Western . .^ bush. 1

'vWheat, Southern new 1

Rye, Northern —
Cofn, Jersey and North . . . (meas.) —
Com, Sonrhem (measured —
Com, Southera (weight) —
Oatfi, Northern —
Oats, Southern —

HAY—North River bales —
HEMP—American, dew-rotted., ton 80

•^ " water-rotted 12.5

HOPS—1st sort. 1845 —
IRON—American Pig, No 1 35

" Common 25
LIME—Thomaston ¥ I'H —
LUMBER—Boards. N.R., fM. ft. clr. 35

Boards, Eastern Pine 10
Boards, Albany Pine ^pce. —
Plank, Georgia Puie sp'U.ft. 33

(736)
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CHAPTER L

ACCOUNT OF THE DISCOVERY.

To give the history of my discovery, I must speak of myself. My narrative

shall be succinct and short, although my labors have been protracted. But this

is a condition attached to discoveries generally ; we must meditate long upou

what an instant has sufficed to reveal or suggest to us. It Avill be seen that, in

my case, difficulties were always renewing.

I am the son of a gardener, and I followed for a long time this trade of my
forefathers. Nature had given me an observhig turn of mind ; I was fond of

bringing things together—of instituting comparisons between them—of deducing

consequences. At an early period I became possessed by the idea that I was

destined to make some important discovery in the branch of industry which I fol-

lowed. Was this the suggestion of mere vanity ? Be it as it may, the thought

took root in my mind, and became for me a fixed idea. With a view to arriving

at this wished-for discovery, I studied the works of the best writers on Botany

and Agriculture ; I learned Geometry and the art of Drawing, so far as it seemed

necessary to me. I followed up all the ramifications of the vegetable kingdom,

and applied myself to the study of the external signs by which plants and vege-

tables of different sorts might be distinguished, and their qualities and product-

iveness might be known beforehand.

To do this was to accomplish a good deal, no doubt ; but my mind, still pos-

sessed by the idea of the great future discovery, was never at rest. I was, like

Ahasuerus, under the hand of the angel ; a voice within was constantly crying

out, " Go on !
" and I felt myself impelled forward ; but I had no glimpse of the

goal to which I was tending.

Chance led to the discovery of the famous Tyrian purple ; to chance also is

due an observation which was the germ of my discovery, and constitutes the ba-

sis of mv method. When fourteen years of asre, I used, according to country cus-
(785)
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torn, to drive our only Cow to the grazing ground. I was very fond of her, and

could have identified her among ever so many. One day, as I was whiling away
the time in cleaning and scratching my poor old companion, I noticed that a sort

of bran or dandruf detached itself in considerable quantities from certain spots oQ'

her hind parts, formed by the meeting of the hair, as it grew in opposite direc-

tions ; which spots I have since called ears, from the resemblance they often bear

to the bearded ears or heads of wheat or rye.* This fact attracted my attention,

and I recollected having heard one of my grandfathers say that it was probable

there were external marks on Cows, whereby their good qualities or their defects

might be known—^just as we judge of the vital force of a plant and its qualities

by means of its leaves and the lines on its skin. My own thoughts now took

this turn. Reflecting on the subject, I arrived at the conclusion that if, in the

vegetable kingdom, there exist external signs, whereby the good and the bad

qualities of a plant can be positively known, there ought to exist in the animal

kingdom, also, marks whereby we may judge, by inspecting an animal, of its

qualities, good and bad ; and I thought that I had discovered one of thes^ signs.

,A11 this, however, was as yet but mere speculation—a brilliant theory, which

experience might belie : it was necessary to interrogate Nature. The Cow which

I tended was a good milker. I have already said that I knew her perfectly. I

examined other Cows within my reach, to see if I should find the same signs in

them. I sought for the bearded ears {quirls), and scratched those spots in quest

of dandruf; the abundance or the scarcity of this being what first engaged my
attention. Every new Cow was compared with my own as a standard^ and her

superiority, equality or inferiority determined in my oAvn mind.

From this moment I spared nothing to follow up my observations ; no fatigue

was too great for me ; I have often traveled several leagues in order to examine

a single Cow. What was my exultation when, after I had formed my judgment

of a Cow, the questions with which I belabored her owner brought forth answers

that corroborated its accuracy ! How often has it happened that people were

convinced that the animal whose qualities I was pronouncing upon must have

been previously known to me ! My secret was the cause of astonishment to ma-

ny ; I took good care to keep it to myself.

In the course of the comparisons thus instituted by me, with reference to the

dandruf alone, which was at first the only thing that governed me, I had occasion

to remark that great diversities existed among Cows, in respect to the shape of

the bearded ears (quirls) which produced the dandruf. This suggested a new

train of reflections and observations, which resulted in my becoming con-

vinced that these shapes were the signs by which to distinguish Cows, and to

know the good and bad qualities of every individual among them. From that

moment my discovery was made ; but it was necessary to digest it into a system

—above all, to establish its accuracy in all its parts, by proofs which should car-

ry my own conviction into the minds of others. It was here that all my courage

and perseverance was put in requisition.

It did not suffice to have discovered signs that were characteristic of different

sorts of Cows ; it was necessary to make sure that the same mark might always

be relied upon as a positive and certain sign of the same perfection or defect.—

• These marks arc, in some parts of our country, cnlled guirls. Their occunence in horses (particularly

on the neck, under the mane) is well known to bo a sign of blood. This is a remarkable coincidence ;
and

it seems far from improbable that the discovery made by the author in regard to neat cattle will lead to sim-

ilar discoveries respecting other domestic animals. [American Translator.
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This could not be effected except by studying a vast number of individuals—by
comparing them together—taking into consideration the countries from which
they came—their stature—their yield. This was npt all : they had to be classed.

Conceive what toil this task involved for me, a plain child of Nature, who had

no idea of such a classification, and found myself under the necessity of establish-

ing one. The endeavor was one to absorb me entirely ; I gave up my calling ;

I traveled about, visiting cattle markets, fairs, cow-stables ; I questioned and

cross-questioned all who might be expected to know most on the subject—hus-

bandmen, dealers in cattle, men of the veterinary profession ; I became convinced

that my discovery had not been anticipated by any one. The marks for distin-

guishing a good Cow from a bad one varied according to the notions of each indi-

vidual. Some looked to the shape of the horns—others upon that of the udder ;

some judged by the shape of the animal, or the color of her hair—others were
determined in their choice by something else. But, in these various modes of

judging, all was vague and uncertain. I became confirmed in the belief that I

had made the important discovery of signs that were positive and certain ; and,

in order the better to satisfy myself of the solidity of the ground upon which my
method was to rest, I took the precaution to return to the same localities at dif-

ferent times and seasons, that I might trace and ascertain the effects which might

attend these variations of Nature. All my observations were accurately noted

down ; and I could at length flatter myself with having acquired a mass of facts

which gave solidity and consistence to my system, and imparted the character of

positive certainty to that which at first had been but a probable conjecture.

In 1822, I began to deal in cattle on my own account. This trade brought un-

der my eyes a great number and variety of Cows from all quarters—from Switz-

erland, Holland, Brittany, Poitou, &c. &:c. ; and I had better opportunities than

before for thoroughly examining the marks of these different races. My obser-

vations were multiplied, and I became convinced anew that all individuals pos-

sessing the same marks belonged to the same family, whatever might be the

country of their birth ; that these marks were an infallihle indication of the same
degree of superiority or inferiority; in a word, that Nature, always consistent

with herself, acted, at all times and places, in the same way, and was always
governed by the same laws.

For between seven and eight years, I had been incessantly engaged in estab-

lishing order among my observations, and arranging the results into one consist-

ent whole. I established a classification, founded upon the shape or outline of

the different marks : Cows were first divided into classes or families ; then, in

each of these classes, there v/as a threefold division, according to size—the tall

or high, the medium, and the lotv ; finally, each class was subdivided into orders,

according to the diminution and the deformity of the distinctive mark of the class,

as found in the different individuals belonging to it. This task was an immense
one for me, and cost me a degree of trouble and an expenditure of time, of which
a conception may be formed by considering how many comparisons and combina-
tions were necessary to a person so unversed in scientific methods, before my ma-
terials could be reduced to order, and I could form a distinct and precise idea of
my own discovery.

These difiiculties, which might have disheartened any other person, did not

discourage me. A system was to be created, and I created it. In 1S28, I ad-

dressed to the Academy of Bordeaux a request, having for its object that mv
method should be examined and reported upon. I was not yet willing to disclose
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my secret entirely ; my object was to get the reality of my discovery and its re-

sults attested to. The Academy, without adopting my conclusions, did neverthe-

less make honorable mention of me, at its sitting of the 3d of June following, in

these terms

:

" M. Francis Guenon, of Liboume, possessor of a method which he deems iufalhble for judg-

ing, by mere visual examination, of the goodness of Milch Cows, and the quantity of milk which

each can yield, has solicited the Academy to cause the efficaciousness of this method to be tested

by repeated experiments. The case presented by this request was one of a secret method of

judging, which the possessor was not willing to reveal. On the other hand, it seemed difficult to

admit that the external signs, whatever they might be, by which M. Guenon judges, could al-

ways bear a proportional relation to the quantity of milk yielded by a Cow. Jyevertheless, the

Academy deemed it proper to appoint a Committee charged with making the examination.

"Trials have been made, with the care and under the precautions necessarj- for precluding all

collusion. The Cows used for the purpose belonged to three different herds, and amounted to

thirty in number , and the result has been to establish, to the satisfaction of the Committee, that

M. Guenon really possesses great sagacity in this line. So long, however, as his raetliod shall be

kept secret, it cannot be judged of nor rewarded by the Academy.
" Governed by these considerations, the Academy, having ascertained from M. Guenon that he

is w^lling to submit to every test that may be proposed, and to disclose his secret upon receiving

a just indemnity, has referred him to the Prefect, and has engaged to recommend him to the fa-

vorable notice of that magistrate, who is ever disposed to promote all that tends to improvement."

Here the matter rested at that time. I did not then make up my mind to give

my secret to the public ; but I persevered in my observations and experiments,

in order to perfect my discovery. In 1837, the Agricultural Society of Bordeaux

deiermined to ascertain for itself what reality there might be in my system.

—

The result surpassed its expectation ; the experiments made, in presence of the

Committee appointed for the purpose, left no doubt as to the certamty of ray

method. Here are the terms in which the Committee expressed themselves in

their report

:

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF BORDEAUX.
GUExNON DISCOVERY .... MILCH COWS.

Report to the Agricultural Society of Bordeaux.

Gentlemen : The Committee appointed by you to examine into the discoveries of M. Francis

Guenon. of Liboume, have the honor to .submit to you the result of their investigations.

M. Gueoon has establi.ahed a natural method, by means of which it is easy to recognize and

class the different kinds of Milch Cow.s, according to

1st. The qrtantity of milk which they can yield daily.

2d. The period during which they will contimte to give milk.

3d. TTie quality of their milk.

Down to the present day. Gentlemen, the writers and professors who have the most particu-

larly occupied themselves with the bovine race have been unable to do anything more than indi-

cate some vague signs forjudging of the fitness of Cows for secreting milk.

After more than twenty years of observations and researches, M. Guenon has .succeeded at

length in discovering certain natural and positive signs, which constitute the basis of his method;

a method henceforward proof against all error.

Sensible of the necessity that your Committee should be fully convinced, and that they coald

not but look with some degree of distrust upon any results of the proposed trials of his method,

unless they should know that tho.se results rested upon tangible facts, and were nowise depend-

ent upon guess work, M. Guenon began by imparting his secret to your Committee, and making

them fully acquainted with the positive signs upon which he has founded his method. By means

of these signs, which are all external and apparent, he has established eight classes or families,

which embrace all the varieties of the Cow that are to be met with in the different parts of tliiB

kingdom. Each of these classes or families is subdivided into eight orders. It is divided, also,

jnto tliree sections, so that each of the sections comprehends the eight orders; this last division
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having reference merely to the size of the Cows, and serving to distinguish animals which,

being the same in respect to the characteristic signs tliat serve to fix the class and the order to

which lliey belong, difler in hight alone, and in their yield so far only as this is dependent upon

size.

By means of this classification, which is no less clear and distinct than simple, we are enabled,

1st To distinguish with ease, in any herd of Cows, each individual comprised in it, according to

the .quantity of milk .vhich she is capable of jnelding—from twenty-six quarts a day down to next

to nothing, and all intermediate quantities.

2d. To know the qualities of the milk which each will give, as being creamy or serous.

3d. To determine during what time, after being got with calf, the Cow will continue to give

milk.

This method—so precious, from the application of which it is susceptible, whether we bo con-

cerned in the yield of milk only, or whetlier we avail ourselves of it for the improvement of breeds,

which are constantly liable to deterioration from miemanagement in crossing—acquires a new in-

terest when we consider that it is applicable, not to full grown animals alone, but also to calves at

60 early, an age as three months. Thus, on the one hand, it affords the means of forming a sure

judgment of full grown animals, in regard to which we are often misled, by their form and their

parentage, to entertain great expectations which are never realized ; and, on the otlier hand, it se-

cures the improvement of herds, by enabling us to dispose at once of those calves which can nev-

er repay the trouble and cost of reai'ing them.

This important end, hitherto so vainlj' aimed at, had it at length been attained ? To ascertain

this point is the doty ^vilh -which }"Our Committee were charged. The method of M. Gu^uon

having been revealed to tliem, it remained to ascertain how far the essential signs upon which it

rests might be susceptible of rigorous application.

With this view tliey passed several days in visiting a number of pasture fields, situated in local-

ities that diifered from each other, in order diat the experiments might be made upon animals of

different breeds, and under varjing circumstances. They deem it proper to enter here into some

details respecting their mode of proceeding, persuaded that you will thereby be the better enabled

to understand and appreciate the merits of this metliod, and to form a correct judgment of the ex-

tent to which your protection is due to a discoverj-, which is submitted to you by the author with

the greater confidence, because it bears directly upon the prosperity of tlie agriculturist.

Every Cow subjected to examination was separated from the rest. What M. Gueuon had to

say in regard to her was taken down in writing by one of the Committee ; and immediately after

the proprietor, who had kept at a distance, was interrogated, and such questions put to him as

would tend to confirm or disprove tlie judgment pronounced by M. Guenon. In this way wc
have examined, in the most careful manner—note being taken of every fact and every observ'aiiou

made by any one present—upward of sixty Cows and Heifers; and we are bound to declare

that every statement made by M. Gueuon with respect to each of them, whether it regarded tlie

quantity of milk, or tlie time during which the Cow continued to give milk after being got %\iih

calf, or, finally, the quality of the milk as being more or less creamy or serous, was confirmed, and

its accuracy fully established. The only discrepancies which occurred %vere some slight differ-

ences in regard to the quantity of milk ; but these, as we afterward fully satisfied ourselves,

^ were caused entirely by the food of the animal being more or less abundant.

The results of this first test seemed conclusive ; but they acquired ne\v force from those of a sec-

ond trial, in which tlie method was subjected to another test, through M. Guenon and his brother.

Your Committee, availing themselves of the presence of the latter, caused the same Cows to be

examined by the two brothers, but separately; so that, after a Cow had been mspectcd, and her

qualities, as indicated by the signs in question, had been pronounced upon by one of the brothers

he was made to withdraw ; then the other brotlier, who had kept aloof, was called up, and desired

to state the qualities of the same animal. This mode of proceeding could not fail to give rise to

differences—to contradictions, even—between the judgments of the two brothers, unless their

metliod was a positive and sure one. Well ! Gentlemen, we must say it—this last test was abso-

lutely decisive : not only did the various judgments of the two brothers accord perfectly together,

but the}' were in pertcct accordance, also, with all that was said by the proprietors in regard to

the qualities, good and bad. of every animal subjected to this examination.

To the proprietors and to the bystanders, all this was the more surprising, trom tne fact that the

examination was no less prompt tlian its results were certain. It was, however, easy to perceive

that they, ignorant as they were of the nature of the discoven,-, had but little confidence in it : and
that tliey ascribed the cunning of M. Gueuon simply to a great practical familiarity with Cowi
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As to onrselves—for wiic>iis, as we haTe already informed yoa. Gentlemen, die methc-d was no long-

er a secret—it was wiih consianily renewing feelings of interest and astonishment that we fol-

lowed up these examiaanons and contemplated the accuracy of their results. Two members

particalariy of the Coiniiu~ee. wfcom their special pursuits and their physiological know^ledge of

damesac animaU entitle to great confidence, had, &om the very first examination, been struck

with the truth and stnensth of the system, the sacce^ol applications of which were moltiplying

uader onr eyes. This system. Gentlemen, we do not fear to say it, is infallible. The signs upon

which it is ibonded, ever constant, invariable in the place which they occupy, are strongly impress-

ed upon the animal by the hand of Nature. To appreciate them becomes an easy task ; all that

is requisite being, after bavin? examined the anfmal and ascertained what marks she bears, to ex-

amine the drawinss and fix upon the one in which those same marks appear. Then, by means

of a brief but precise explanatioa which refers to that drawing, the qnalities of the animal under

examination become known, and the class and order to which dbe naturally belongs are indicated.

It is bv p!T>ceeding thus—by examining, first, the marks upon the animal, and then seeking among

the drawings for the one in -which those marks were reproduced—that the members of your Com-

mittee, after witnessing the first experiment, have been able themselves to apply the system, and

to form judgments which wctb afterward corroborated in the same way that those of M. Gueiion

were.

In the hight of onradmiratioa. Grentlemen. it was a subject of lively regret that the whole Soci-

ety were not present : but we have the consolarion of hoping that each of you will soon experi-

ence the pleasure \ihich we have enjoyed, and have it in his po-wer to apply this discovery to hia

own use and benefit. 31. Gueaoa is not disposed to keep it secret : he proposes, so soon as a list

of three thoasand sabscribers shall have been filled, to publish a work, in which his system, com-

pletely developed, shaii be placed in the strongest light. The distinctive sgns of each class and

each ordo' will be exacUy described, and accurately represented by engraved or lithographic

dra\\-ings ; and the quanlily ofmUk which each description of Cow is capable of yielding will be

stated.

Bv means of diia faithful snide, which is within the capacity of every understanding, errors

will be dispelled, and the ability to form correct judgments of Cows will become common to aU

classes o husbandmen. Before long, none but Cows and Bulls of the first order will be used to

breed from; this race of animals, which has become degenerate through bad crosses, wfll be ele-

vated : and. as in other sjjecies of domestic animals, individuals of pure blood wiU be readHy ob-

tainable. Then, guided by sure and positive knowledge respecting the future qualities of young

Cattle, we shall no longer rear, at great expense for three or four years, a Calf whose secretion of

milk can never be otherwise than small in quantity and poor in quality ; whfle, on the other hand,

we dial! no longer blindly consign to the butcher, young animals that would repay all the csre

that could be bestowed upon them.

These consiileraiions wilL we feel persuaded. Gentlemen, determine you to encourage M. Goe-

Don to the publication and dissemination of a method which promises to be so useful to the agri-

cuhurist. How many poor families, in the neighborhood of large cities, where there is always a

great consumption of milk, find in a small number of Cows the means of their subsistence ! How

extensive a branch of trade is supported by the production of butter and cheese in many of oar

Pro'kinces—Brittany. Normandy, the Pj-renees. and others ! Holland and Switzerland, those cood-

iries of fine pasturc-s. ase they not indebted to this branch of husbandry for a prosperity wbich is

ever reproducing itsel£ and never wearing out—a prosperity less rapid, less brilliant perhaps,

than that which results from adventurous traffic, but safer at least for those who depend upon it

;

which is never deceptive ; which, more than any o'Jier, attaches man to his cotmtry, and favors

morality, and eeems dieUered from those political tempests which, in other lands, so often prostrate

the tailed fbrtnnes.

[Sisned] GL'ICHEXET, V'eteriTnaj Prefegtor of Ou D^artme^

LECONTE.
F. PELISSIEE.

A:\^T -l.-'t reading of this Report the Society decreed as follows :

Irt- Ti-it a 2-oId medal be awarded to M- Francis Guenon.

Sd. Ttiat lie be proclaimed a Member of this Society.

3d. That fifty copies of his work on Milch Cows be subscribed for.

4th. That a thousand copies of the Report be printed for distribution among the AgncotanI

Socletie<> of France.
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The :";reroiiif prc-ceeojiga took place at die General il-red:i3 of u^:

ie Prefecture, oa the 4di of Joly.

A trae extract.

S>:;e:v. sz the Hotise (rf

r— Gimrai of dke fyd^.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF AURILLAC.

At its General Meeting of the ,26th May, the following Repon was pre-

sented and read on the subject of the experimaits which I had been called upon

:o make:
Report.

Genilemen -• M. Francis Gnenon, a hosban^itnan oi Liboame, has ejcablisfced a niedsod. deem-

ed bv him infallible, by means of which, apon a mere inspection of anv Milch Co«-, dse njav be

nidged o^ and we mar know the qualiiv of her milk, the qcantirr of it -srhich ^je is capable ot

yieldins. and also the time dnring -which she can give mfTk.

.4. Comminee appointed by the Agricultural Society of Bordeaux, and composed of seTeral well

inibnned agriculturists, and of a very distiasuisbed Professor of the Veterinary art c£ tbe Depart-

ment of Gironde. had already borne testimony, after putting it to numertKis tests, to tbe efficacioas-

aess of the system of M. Guenon : and the result of its observations had been puUi^ted in a veTy

remarkable Repon. addresed to all the Agricultural Societies of France.

Your Society, considering that this discovery might be of high impartaaoe to cor country, -vrhkn

derives its income chiefly finom the product of Milch Cows, entered into otHiB^NHideatoe with hs

a:i±or. and gladly accepted his obi^ing offer to ccane to Auversrse and subject his mediod lo tije

•.est of experiment.

Yesterday, tbe i^th of May. M. Guenon arrived at Aurillac, and inamediately proceeded \rith

•J5e members of your Committee to the Vevrae farm, belonging to the Presideni ofthe Society.

—

He examined with tbe utmost care the fine cow stable of diat dcmtain, wbidi eznbiaces one him-

dred Cows, of the best varieties that w^e i>03sess. He dien began his experiments upon a ntonber

of Cows which were presented to him. and which had deagnedly been selected fitsn aznaog the

best, the moderately good, and the nx>st indiSerent of the establishment. Upon each c^diese sep-

arately. M. Gnenon pronounced ^vith precision, both in regard to her daily yield of rnflt
, and to

the time during which she continued to give milk after being got with calf "^Ye must acknow-

ledge. Gentlemen, that his decisions corresponded almost invariably with the starenaents obtained

from the persons in whose charge the Cows are. The only variances we bad to notice vreie some
very digbt ones in regard to tbe quantity of milk. On tbU point, -we must call your attimyicm xo

the fact that the Cows of that establishment are always fed high, upon clover or od>er artificial

grasses which considerably augment the quantity of mflfc ; and thsr tirU may have caused tibe mis-

take of M. Guenon. which consisted in his pronouncing the yield to be a little less T^sn it leaDv is.

It is to be remarked that he was totally onacquainted vrith the usages of the country in resard to

the feeding of Cattle.

In order thoroughly to convince your Committee of tbe reality of the discovery, M. Gnenon
made us acquainted with tbe different signs upon which his method rests^ With reference to

these signis which are external and apparent, and stamped by the band of Xamre up<Kt each ani-

mal, he has established eight classes or families, that cc^nprebend aQ the rarieties of tbe Cow KKind

ia the various Provinces oi France. Each class is drrided into eight orders ; and each of these

orders into three sections, according to size, as beins hiirh. of medium hi?ht. and low.

According to tbe numerous observations of the author, all Cows belong to some «»e <rf these

classes or families^ and take their place under some one of tbe eight orders of tbe dass. Each
class possesses marks differing in ^ape and sixe from those of tbe other classes ; and these marks
are easy to distinguish, on merely looking at them. In each class, tbe Cows of the first orders are

the best of the class, and the yield of milk is in proporckm to tbe order : so that the two hisber or-

ders are the most productive, the third and fourth orders ttderaWy good, and the otbras fanmo- off

more and more, according to their grade.

M. Guenon applied his system, in our presence, to a ntimber <rf Cows which were presented to

him a second time : he made us remark their various sign& which differed in size and shape, and
were larger or smaller according as the Cow was a good or a bad milker. He inibrmed us that
his system is equally applicable to young animal* ar.d that their fsrx-e qualities in re3a.-^3 to the
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TREATISE ON MILCH COWS.

tions ; the line of junction of these different growths of hair constituting the out-

line of the figure or escutcheon. Here are the names of the eight classes :

1st Class....THE FLA>T)ERS COW. 5.th Class.

2d " .... •' SELV.\GE COW. orii " .

3d »...." CraVEnXE COW. 7th " .

4th " .... " BICORN COW. 8th - .

.THE DE.AnjOHN COW.
. •' SQU.A.KE SCUTCHEON COW.
. - LLMOU61NE COW.
. •' HORIZONT.iL CL'T COW.

By means of the following description of the several Classes and Orders, aided

by the engraved prints attached to the work, every person can assign any Cow
examined by him to her appropriate place in the classification, and consequently

form an accurate judgment in regard to the maximum quantity of milk which
she can yield daily, and also to the time during which this yield will remain at

maximum. It results from the numerous and oft-repeated tests to which this

method of judging has been subjected, that the yield may sometimes vary from

what I have adopted as the standard point ; because, as I have stated, the cli-

mate, the food and the season do exercise an influence upon it. But there is one

thing which never varies, which always holds good, at all times and in all pla-

ces : in every one of the eight classes, the Cows of the higher orders are always

the best, and those of the lower orders always the least good ; that is to say, the

two highest orders are always the most productive, the third and fourth orders

are tolerably good, and the four others go on diminishing to the last, which may
be looked upon as nullities so far as regards milk.

§ 2. Bastard Cows.

Before entering upon a detailed description of the classes severally, it is im-

portant ihat the reader be reminded that each class has its Bastards ; that is to

say, Cows which, although bearing a perfect resemblance to the others, do never-

theless differ from them in their yield. This resemblance deceives the most prac-

ticed eye, and is the source of many mistakes and of serious losses. In order,

therefore, that the reader may be enabled to avail himself of my method, I must

make him acquainted with the marks by which the bastards of each class are

distinguished.

I have adopted the word Bastard to denote those Cows which give milk only so

long as they have not been got with calf anew ; and which, upon this happen-

ing, go dr\', all of a sudden or in the course of a few days. Cows of this kind are

found in each of the classes, and in every order of the class. Some of them are

great milkers ; but so soon as they have got with calf, their milk is gone. Oth-

ers present the most promising appearance, but their yield is very insignificant.

Cases of this kind occur every day ; the most skillful judges find themselves mis-

taken.

When it happens that a Cow that was giving a plenty of milk loses it, all of a

sudden, upon being got with calf, people do not know how to account for this loss

of her milk ; various causes are assigned lor it, not one of which is the true one.

It does not depend, as some suppose, upon the will of the animal about letting

down her milk ; it so happens simply because she is bom so, because she is so

formed and constituted.

I^ow there are characteristic signs, also, whereby the Bastard Cows in each of

the classes and orders may be known. They are distinguished by the lines of as-

cending and descending hair in their escutcheon. These escutcheons are put

before the reader's eyes in the Kinth plate, the drawings of which are, like the

-others, from nature.
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In general, these Bastard Cows conceive with ^eat facility the first time they

come in heat, if they be then put to the bull. But they do not continue to give

milk in any quantity ; they cannot furnish enough even for the calf. Conse-

quently if a Cow of this kind be put to the bull, it becomes necessary to wean her

calf, and it falls away so as to be unfit for the butcher.

Among the Bastard Cows, some yield an oily and creamy milk ; others but a

serous milk : some give a great deal ; others but little. In them, as in the gen-

uine Cow of the same classes, the yield varies with the size ; and the color of

the dandruf is the same.

Generally speaking, the flow of milk is at its maximum during the first eight

days after calving ; but the milk is of a bad quality. After this period it under-

goes a slight diminution ; but its flow being once regularly established, the

quantity remains constant until the Cow has conceived anew. At this period, it

undergoes another diminution, in allthe Classes and Orders ; but more or less ac-

cording to the Class and Order. We are now to enter into a more particular ex-

planation of this.

CLASS I.

2:i)e Sianbcrs <Eom.

The reader is already apprised that, in the denominations which have suggest-

ed themselves to me, he is not to expect etymological or scientific combinations.

The names which I have given to my classes are altogether arbitrary, and have

reference to my own notions solely. I have adopted the above appellation for the

Cov/s of my first class, which are the best in our country, because Cows of the

Flemish breed, extensively known for their valuable qualities, possess, generally

speaking, the escutcheon which is characteristic ofthis first class. These Cows,
which 1 call the Flanders Cows, are the best milkers ; they are also, among us,

the most scarce. In this class, as in all the others, each order is distinaruished

by a particular modification of the general mark or escutcheon of the class ; and
there is a corresponding difference in the yield of milk, in the proportions which
I am about to specify.

With respect to stze, I cal! a Cow high when she weighs from five to six hun-
dred pounds ; of medium hight, when she weighs from three to four hundred
pounds ; loic, when she weighs from one to two hundred pounds.*

HIGH COW .... First Order.

Cows of the First Order of this class and this size yield, whilst at the hight of
their flow, (that is to say, from the time of calving until they are got with calf

again) twenty litres^ of milk a day. After they have conceived anew, the quan-
tity of milk diminishes little by little ; but they continue to give milk until tlily

are eight months gone with calf: indeed Cows of this order never go dry, if we
choose to milk them all the time.

Cows of this Class and Order are known by their having a delicate udder, cover-

ed with a fine, downy hair growing upward from between the four teats. This
downy growth extends upward, over the hinder part of the udder and the re-

gion above it, blending itself with a similar growth (of hair pointing upward^
which, begimiing on the legs, a little above the hock joint, covers the inner sur-

* This is French weight. To reduce it to English avoirdupois, add 8 pounds to every 100.

t The Utrt is one of the modem French measures, cootainine about 2J English wine pinu
(79.-,)
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Qiabk 3.....€loss 1.

THE FLANDERS COW.

Order 1st. Order 2d,

Order 5th. Order 6tb.
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THE POTATO DISEASE.

AN AUTHENTIC AND VALUABLE MEMOIR ON THE POTATO DISEASE.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN, AND SENT BY THE TRANSLATOR TO BE PUBLISHED
IN THE UNITED STATES.

The following Essay was kindly presented

for publication in the Farmers' Libkary, by

J. R. Bartlett, Esq. of New-York. This pa-

per, says Mr. B. is a translationfrom the Ger-

man. The original was a Report by C. Mor-

REN, Professor of Agriculture in the University

of Liege.

The translation was made in Belgium, and at

the author's request, transmitted to the United

States for publication, and was received by

one of the late steamers.

Various extracts from this Report have been

published in the newspapers, both here and in

Europe ; but, as is often the case with extracts,

the most important parts of the paper have been

left out.

We have not been inattentive to the much

that has been published on this subject in Eng-

land, and if we have not permitted it to occupy

more space in the Farmers' Library, it has been

because these writers abroad have treated rather

of the signs of the disease and of what could

now be done to turn the diseased root to ac-

count, than of the cause of the malady, and the

means of preventing it.

The first thing to be noted is, that while Brit-

ish writers ascribe the cause to atmospheric in-

fluence, or rather to the cold and variable sum-

mer in Europe, we have had an uncommonly

dry and hot season here, with the disease in

many places as fully developed ; and, moreover,

they give directions which fully admit the ex-

istence of the fungus. In their early Report,

they decry the use of salt, as accelerating the

disease, and yet they more recently recommend

the use of it to slay its ravages. It is to be noted

that Professor Lindley had committed himself

in the Gardener's Chronicle, in an early period

of the discussion, in favor of atmospheric influ-

ence.

Three instances have been lately published

in the New-England Farmer, where, in paral-

lel circumstances, Hmc and salthaye saved that

portion of the crop dressed with them, while

the rest of it perished.

We know of no one who has so carefully stu-

died this subject, with equal facilities and capa-

city to investigate it thoroughly, as that accom-

plished agricultural chemist and horticulturist,
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J. E. Teschemacher, Esq. of Boston, who has

satisfied himself that fungus is the cause of the

disease. Several letters, as we understand, have

been received by him from England, stating that

those who could not find the minute fungus

with common microscopes, and hence doubted

its existence, have since clearly distinguished it

bj' the use of instruments of higher powers, and

are convinced of its existence being the cause

of the disease. Liebig's expositions are purely

chemical, and may just as well apply to the juice

of the vegetable fungus, as to the juice of the

vegetable potato. In Mr. Teschemacher's letter

to the -'New-England Farmer," Oct. 1844, he

stated that the grains of starch were uninjured

by the fungus. This, in 1845, was made a great

discoverj' by Mr. Herapath, in England. In a

few numbers subsequent, but in 1844, of same

paper, Mr. T. states that, in all probability, the

spores attached themselves to the potato-stalk,

and so passed down to the tuber ; and we have

understood that, in his paper to the New York

State Agricultural Society, in 1844—which, it is

to bo lamented, has never seen the light—he

states that before the microscope the appearance

does not agree with the fungus Erysihe, the

cause of the potato scab. Morren saj-s it is a

Botrydis—in which, doubtless, he is right. In

the same paper, as we liave been told, Mr. T.

enumerates sulphate of copper, as well as salt

and lime, as preventives. So does M. Morren.

In the same paper, and in the '' New-England

Fanner," Mr. Teschemacher advocates analyses

of the juices of various potatoes, to see if any-

thing can be found which, in one kind of juice,

will be found less favorable to the vegetation of

the fungus than in another—with the view of

introducing salt (chlorine of sodium J into thepe

juices, through the absorption of the roots, by

spreading it on the ground. This is the chem-

ical part of the subject. We recapitulate the.se

facts for the rightful .and legitimate purpose of

showing that, by a public spirited and enlight-

ened study of the subject, in 1844, Mr. Tesche-

macher, of Boston, had made and promulgated

the same views which, in 1845, were taken by

the scientific men in Europe ; and which con-

curring testimony seems to confirm, and to give

solid ground for recommending the application



of salt and lime to the soil, as well as to the po-

tato itself. Those \\iio, in the zeal of the true

naturalist, make such laborious and ])ains-taking

investigations for the benefit of society, may be,

like Mr. T., indift'erent to the credit of first dis-

covery, which, to say the least, is their fair re-

ward; but that only enhances the. obligation of

the impartial friends of Science evei-ywhere to

see that "justice he done, though the heavens

fall."

ITiose most conversant with this subject, witli

whom we have conversed, are of opinion tliat

potatoes should now be sprinkled with lime,

and again when they are planted. Salt, they

think, too, .should also be applied to the soil. A
gentleman near Boston planted five acres with-

out manure, and one acre with gvano. The

seed all csime from " down Ea.st," but from dif-

ferent places. The five acres are destroyed by

ihe disease—the one acre is safe. Yet this ex-

periment is not absolnfely decisive—since, as

the seed came from various places, it might be

that those planted on the five acres were dis-

eased, and the other not ; but that i%not proba-

ble.

The reader \\\\\ observe that, throughout M.

Morrcn's paper, he does not expres.s any doubt.

but says it is thus-and .so; and, from his charac-

ter and the station he fills, we may be assured

that he would not stake his reputation on any

matter of fact of wliich he did not feel certain.

—

How can it, on reflection, be owing to atmosphe-

ric influences, since the di.sease has propagated

under very various states thereof ? At the same

time, a moist atmosphere is known to be favora-

ble to the growth of most _/'(<•«£'/. But where

no spores exist, it is believed no atmosphere can

produce them.

It is a gratifying evidence of the earnestness

with which the friends of Agriculture are push-

ing their inquiries, and enlightening its path

with the lights of Science, that the Maryland

Agricultural Club has committed this subject to

tlie scrutiny of competent investigator^.

It would seem by the following, from a late

London Gardener's Chronicle, that the disease

is prevalent, and believed not to he new, in its

indigenous regions of South America:

"Potato Disease in Centual America.—
At the Academy of Sciences of Paris, Nov. 17,

184.5, Monsieur Boussingault communicated an
extract from a letter from M. Joachim Acosta,

of Bogota, relative to the Potato disease. It ap-

pears from this letter that the malady is very
common on the table land of Bogota, that it is

destructive in wet seasons, or even every year
iu damp spots. This does not prevent l)ie tu-

bers being u.sed, when the affected part has
been removed. It is known that Potatoes are

indigenous to this plain. M. Aco.sta does not

[ doubt that the malady has always been known

J
there, since it excites no alarm in the Indians,

. who live principally on Potatoes, il. Boussin-

,
gault properly remarks that in these countries,
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where cultivation continues without intermis-

sion during the year, and where the tubers are

consumed without the necessity of storing them,
there is no fear, as with us, of a bad harvest, be-

cause it may be replaced immediately by a good
one. With us. where the culture is annual, and
must be preserved through winter, it is natural

that we should be more concerned in a malady
which mav destroy the resources of a whole
year.—jl/. J. B."

So much by way of introduction to the valua-

ble memoir from Professor Morrek—for which

we return, in advance, the thanks of the agri-

cultural community to the gentleman who has

had the kindness to communicate it for publica-

tion in this journal.

POTATO SICKNESS.

It is known that a general malady has .stricken

the Potatoes in Belgium, and it appears that the

crop of this most necessary production is there

much compromised. As it is said that this

malady threatens also the Potato crop in France,

we believe it right to reproduce here the advice

that Mr. Morren, Professor of Agriculture at the

University of Liege, has addressed to the pub-

lic in a letter that we find in " The Independ-

ance," of Brussels. Mr. MoiTen, after stating

that this evil has for several years existed iu

Belgium, although in a less alarming degree,

adds

:

" The true cause of the evil is a mushroom, a

mouldiness, that the learned will class in their

genus 'botrydis,' but that the agriculturists

hardly distinguish, and which they call a bum,

a fire, a stain, and which some attribute to hu-

midity, others to dryness; some to a bad wind

come from France, others to insects, &c. &c. It

is not, however, indiflPerent to us to know the

true cause of the phenomenon, for this knowl-

edge will put us in the way of diminishing the

scourge, and possibly of destroying it.

" For some time I have followed every day,

and step by step, the progress of the evil, in

observing several fields of Potatoes. The malar

dy commences decidedly in the upper part of

the leaves ; I have even seen the flowers and

fruits attacked in the first place. A part of the

green tissue loses its tint and turns promptly

yellow ; the stain soon becomes more grey be-

low, and it is always on the lower surface of the

leaf, or on the fruit, where, a day or two after

the appearance of the yellow stain, a whitish

down shows itself. The microscojie discovers

then that this down proceeds from a mushroom

which grows between the numerous jiairs which

gami.sh the bottom of the leaf of the Potal©-.

This mushroom is of an extreme tenacity ; but

it breeds and reproduces itself by thousands.

Its stems are formed of little straight and parti-

tioned threads, which have at their summit one

or several branches, always divided in two, and

at the end of these branches reproducing bodies



develop themselves w^liich liave the fomi of eggs.

but which have not more than the hundredth

ipart, or even less, of a millimeter hi size. I

may be told it is a vcrj- small body to commit

ravages so great ; but I answer, the itch is not

tlie less to be feared because the animalcule

which produces it is a microscopic being.

"After the formation of the yellow spot, and the

de^velopment of the 'botrydis' on the leaf of the

Potato, the stem receives the deleterious influ-

ences. Here and there its surface becomes

brown, blacken.s, and when the phases of the

evil are followed with the microscope, it is soon

perceived that the stem is attacked through the

bark. The morbid agent carries its action from

the bark to the skin, and although this does not

always offer mushroom.s, it is not the less strick-

en with death ; for to any one that has some no-

tions of vegetable physiology these effects

easily explain themselves. The sap modified

into living juice, into vegetable blood, forms

itself in the leaf, and then descends into the stem

and the root, by the bark. Here this sap is

sick, modified, it carries the poison of the leaf

into the stem, and this perishes. Indeed, so

soon as the black spots declare themselves on

the stems the leaves become dry and die

—

blackened and stricken with death by a ven-

omous mushroom, they fall, unfortunately, to

pro nagate the source of the scourge, or to de-

posit its germ in the earth. I will soon indicate

the means which should be taken, to prevent

this fatal communication.

" The infection soon descends into the tubercle

Itself. If the evil follows its course, the tuber-

cle immediately gangrenes. A Potato is not a

root, but a branch ; it follows from that, that a

tubercle possesses a marrow which is the eata-

ble part to be prefcn-ed, and a distinct bark.

Between the marrow and the bark is found a

zone of vessels which represents wood. One

can easily understand this structure by cutting

a thin slice of Potato and placing it betvi'een the

eye and the light. Now the infection attacks

the part which receives the descending sap, that

part where the morbid agent has itself descend-

ed. Upon a Potato attacked, one perceives a

series of livid spots, brown or yellow, some-

times grey or blackened—a series which ex-

tends itself throughout the woody zone. In fol-

.lov7ing the progress of the evil over a great

.imEiber of spoiled tubercles, I could see how
the dLsease, increasing by small degrees, fin-

ishefi by reaching the heart itself of the Potato,

and corrupts it entirely. The skin of the sick

Potalc easily detaches itself; the flesh no longer

cracks under the knife ; a discolored flacidity, a

fade, ard, later, an animal smell, analogous to

that of mushroom freshly cut, declares itself and

, earries bfi the heart. The animals even refuse

: to eat a focd which may be regarded to be quite
|
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as injurious as deteriorated mashrooms them-

selves.

" So soon as the Potato is gangrened within,

that is, in its cortical part, but a few days, three

at the most, are sufficient for the mu.?hroom (the

• botrydis ') to show itself without. This white

efflorescence is seen to declare itself in the eyes

of the tubercles, and then extend itsell' 1 ke light,

white flakes, at first upon a rounded surface, but

which finishes by invading the whole tubercle.

The Potato is then entirely lost.

" The source of the evil being known, all the

attention of the cultivator should be directed

toward the destruction of the mushroom ; for it

is unfortunately too true that the blight, the rust,

and all the race of para.=itesonce introduced into

the country-, they remain there and propagate

themselves. This year the epidemic has been

general ; every where the geiTns of it exist

;

millions of that which propagate it, if their

number be not diminished, will attack the

plants the approaching year, and it will then be

more difficult than ever to eradicate the plague,

to do which it is essential to adopt the following

means :

" 1st. When the leaves are lost they must be

collected as quickly as pp.ssible, and burnt upon

the spot, without being transported to a dis-

tance. The aphes may be spread upon the soil.

In collecting them they must be shaken as little

as possible. I have seen, with regret, the

farmers collect the sick leaves to preserve them

in a pile in the field, or to cast them over the

hedges. This is to preserve the plague for the

next year.

" 2d. When certain varieties of the Potato, or

certain localities are free from the calamity at

the time of the crop, it is always prudent to

burn the leaves ; for a field may appear clear of

the ' botrj-dis ' when it is not so. Several leaves

are attacked ; these leaves throw out the seeds

of the disease upon the tubercles, which, pre-

served as seed will preserve the disease the next

year.

"3d. If the tubercles are themselves attacked,

it is essential to take them out of the earth to

make a prompt choice out of them, which is

easy, for habit soon enables one to recognize

the spoiled tubercles from those which are not

so. The sound tubercles ought to be used as

soon as possible, for they are not injurious up »
the moment the bark becomes yellow. The

smell alone is sufficient to detect the develop-

ment of the malady. The sick tubercles should

be burned.

" 4th. To obviate the sorrowful consequences

of a crop which will be always reduced either a

half, or a third, or even less, than an ordinary

crop, it would be important to follow, in onr

country, the method pi-acticed in Scotland in

cultivating Potatoes during winter.



" 5th. Since it is very probable tbat the seed-

tubercles that may escape from the present croj)

will be infected with the germ of the mushroom,

it would be well if by the intervention of the

Government or commerce the farmers had at their

disposal pure seed-tubercles, that were not in-

fected ; and for this purpose, the Potatoes of

Pennsylvania or Ireland would suit us exceed-

ingly well. The plague is not known in those

two countries. W^e must distrust the Potatoes of

Germany, where the dry gangrene, the shrivel-

ing [la crixpure) and the ulceration of the tuber-

cle is but too common ; and we might take ad-

vantage of this importation to endow the coun-

try with those varieties of Potatoes which are

most congenial to our soil.

"Cth. If the farmers are obstinate in employ-

ing, as seed, tubercles of this year's crop, it will

be necessary to subject them to liming, as is done

with wheat, rj-e, oats, and all plants which are

subject to be invaded by parasites. The liming

ought to be done by immersing the tubercles,

because the .study of the habits of the ' botrydis'

shows it is the ej-e, the deepest point of the Po-

tato, which is attacked. The limed vpater should

then bathe this leprous eye. 25 kilog. of lime,

I lb. of the sulphate of copper, and 3 kilog. of

marine salt, to 125 litres of water, constitute a

liming of which theu.seful effects have been ac-

knowledged by a great number of instructed

cultivators.

• " 7th. In the plantations, either of the winter

of 1845 or the spring of 1846, it is essential to

plant, in Potatoes, parcels of ground as distant

as possible from those infected this year, for it

is ea.sily understood that the chance of transmis-

Bion, by the preservation, in the soil, of the seed

of the mushroom, is much greater in plantings

that approach each other than if they were made

at a distance.

•' 8th. When the Counselor de Martens vi.sited

Belgium, and inquired in our diffrrcnt prov-

inces the state of our Potatoes, he informed me,

in one of his interesting conversations, that the

farmerson the borders of the Rhinehad remarked

that the dry gangrene attacked oftener tlie

Potato plantations made in the aftenioon, than

those made in the morning ; and he e.xplained

this phenomenon, which at first appeared .singu-

lar, by a very simple fact When the sun has

passed the meridian, the heat of the strata of air

is at its maximum: this heat accelerates the vi-

talitj' of plants ; that which propagates them flies

n>ore rapidly in a diluted air; die insects, in

their flight, disperse with facility a mass of little

bodies, of which the air is the vehicle ; and the

dissemination of their germs is then also at its

maximum. The farmer is plunged in this atmo-

sphere, and he causes to pass through it the Po-

tatoes which he plants ; it attaches it8<;lf to the

seed, and is sown with it -, and that happens here
(son

which occurs to the grain not limed—the poison

is sown and grows with the plant, to attack and
kill it at a later period. From which arises the

advice we give to the fanners, to plant their Po-

tatoes in the morning.

"9th. The employment of lime and marine

salt, mixed with a small quantity of the sulphate

of copper, is, as I have said, of a recognized effi-

cacy in the destruction of the germs of parasite

plants ; consequently, to po^^•der with these

mixed sub.stances the soil which has been plant-

ed with sick Potatoes, is an operation calculated

to destroy the germ of the scourge, and cannot

be too strongly recommended everywhere.
" 10th. The preservation of the Potatoes that

have escaped being attacked this year, in cel-

lars, &c. will certainly deposit in these places

the germ of the mu.shroom. To cleanse these

cellars and whitewash them with lime are excel-

lent means of destroying the germs, and to

spread lime and pounded coal on the places

where the Potatoes have been deposited, will

finish the series of proceedings we consider the

most rational and the most certain to destroy, if

it be possible, the evil at its root.

[Signed] "CH. MORREN,
" Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences,

and Professor of Agriculture and F.conomy
' Ibrcetiere ' at the University of Liege."

Since the receipt of the above we have been

favored with a copy of the following. To the

American readers of this joui-nal it is supei-flu-

ous to say that Mr. Gowen's zeal, intelligence,

close attention and success as a practical farmer,

entitle his judgment to high respect, and well

account for the British Consul's application to

him for the result of his observations on this im-

portant subject.

Correapondcncfi. helween Mr. Peter, British
Consul at Philadelphia, and Mr. Gowen. of
Moil nl Airy, o/i the subject of the Potato Rot.

MR. GOWEN'S REPLY.
Mt. Airy, 29th Dec. 184.";.

Ml/ Dear Sir : Your note on the subject of
" the Potato Rot," dated Saturday, did not reach

me at Mount Airj% Sunday intervening, till this

morning, Monday. It would give nie pleasure

to oblige you fidly in this matter, did time per-

mit to go more into detail ; but the brief space

allotted for a reply will compel me to be as con-

cise as po.'ssible.

I hold that atmospheric influcnco is the sole

cause of the late pervading Rot in the Potato;

that neither manures nor condition of soils

could have produced the calamity ; that animal-

culm and fungi are as remote from it—the latter

may in a partial manner injure a Potato plant, as

they would, under peculiar circumstances, be
likely to injure other plants ; that the Rot /.'! not

epidemic ; and have reason to believe that

Bonnd or partially sotuid Potatoes, taken from
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a diseased crop or heap, will, if planted, pro-

duce healdiy, sound Potatoes La the absence of

the cause which injured them the previous

season.

I would therefore encourage tlie farmers to

cultivate their Potatoes as formerly, choosin?

the soils and applying the manures -which hith-

erto -were found best adapted to their culture ;

forgetting or overlooking the Rot altogether,

and disregarding the nostrums recommended

for its prevention : the Potato wont bear doc-

toring.

The weather which produces Rot is either a

severe, continuous drouth of some weeks' stand-

ing, thereby preventing the natural growth and

maturity cfthe Potato, for the \%-ant ofmoisture, or

very hot weather, bringing the Potato to aprema-

ture ripeness, succeeded by wet, sultry weather,

unnaturally spring-like, which provokes the tu-

bers to perform the functions of seed, thereby

dissolving the connection between them and

their vines : the vines die ; the roots undergo an

incipient fermentation preparatory to decompo-

sition; the operation of budding or growing is

checked by the nattiral autumnal temperature

that at length prevails, which arrests the Potato

in its \\'ork of producing, and hence its deterio-

ration. The latter condition of the weather ig

the prevailing cau.sc of the Rot.

As to a severe and continuous drouth, my
own experience points to that of 1838. That

season I had a five-acre patch in -with Potatoes,

which did not pay for the trouble of taking them

out of the ground. Thej' were small, ill-shaped,

bad-tasted, poisonous, spotted and black-hearted,

and rotted in cellar. Potatoes that season sold

as high as 81 .2.5 and Si 50 per bushel—not a

bushel of good Potatoes in March, except those

imported. Then as to dry, hot vi-eather, suc-

ceeded by wet, close, over spring-like tempera-

ture, the season of 1843 is in point. I took

more than common pains that year to produce a

sorpassing yield, equal, at least, to my famous

crop of the preceding year, which was over 440

bushels to the acre—field culture. My seed

was in part from those fine Potatoes, and in

part from some very large, sound Potatoes im-

ported from the State of Maine. On taking out

the crop in October, the whole was found to be

very badly diseased. The weather from the

latter part of June tiU the beginning of Septem-

ber was mainly hot, occasionally very hot, and

dry. September set in with warm rains, thun-

der-storms and gusts ; the moisture and close-

ness unprecedented ; fruit-trees blo8.somed, as

w^ell as many flowering-trees and shrubs; I

recollect making a large collection of flowers

fixim the magnolias, some of which I sent to the

Editor of the " Pennsjlvania Inquirer." My i

Potato vines looked green and healthy, when
|

all of a sudden they changed color, drooped ;
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and died. I think if I had taken out the Pota-

toes at that juncture they would have proved

comparatively good ; but they were permitted

to remain quite a month after, when they were
found badlj- rotted, tainted, and almost worthless.

Now, then, as to the epidemic. In 1844, I

planted some four to five acres of Potatoes, the

seed of vkich was principally culled from the

diseased crop of 1843. I planted, also, at the

same time, in the same field, otlier seed of very

somid potatoes brought from Maine ; they all

did equally well ; I could discover no difference;

the crop was a very fair one, and the quality

unexceptionable in everj' respect I do not

mean by this to encourage the planting of dis-

eased or doubtful Potatoes. It is safer to plant

sound and perfect ones; but I am strong in the

opinion that there is no danger of a diseased or

tainted Potato producing a diseased or tainted

Potato. It may, from its want of vitality,

be very unproductive, make feeble shoots,

the same as decayed Potatoes from on ship-

board after a long voyage, the heat and moisture

of the vessel's hold having caused them to send

out enormous shoots, impairing their vigor, and

producing Rot. Such Potatoes, when planted,

never produce well as to size and quanritj" ; but

I have yet to learn that they ever produced a

diseased Potato.

Much has been said of Potatoes becoming

feeble and sickly from long and constant plant-

ing : there may be something in this ; time wiB

not permit me to examine it now. I have, ho?#

ever, numerous sorts of seedlings produced from

the apples of my very fine crop of 1842. I shall

take occasion to present j-ou -with a few to send

to some of your friends abroad.

By this you will see that I can offer no reme-

dj' or preventive for tlie Rot He that tempers

the winds to the shorn lamb, can only control it

Should it again ^•isit us, we can only exercise

our best judgment by taking out tke Potatoes

early—as soon as they exhibit signs of decay

—

laying them in thin layers in drj. cool sitnatiom^

or otherwise, as circum.stance8 may justify.

Let the farmers go on and plant in confidence,

as their best experience may teach, trusting for

an abundant yield to tljat Providence who aend-

eth the early and the latter rain.

Very respectfully your friend and ob't serv't.

(Signed) JAME.? GOWEN.
William Peter. Esq. Her Britannic Majesty's Coil'

Bul, Philadelphia.

Colored Isk.s.—Inks of various colors may
be made from a strong decoction of the ingre-

dients used in dyeing, mixed with a little alum

and gum arable. Any of the ordinary water-

color cakes employed in drawing, diffused

through water, may also bo used for colored

inks. [Coolty'3 Cyclo. ol' Prac. Receipla.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF DIPFEREXT BREEDS 0? HORSES, BY HON. ZAB'XR PRATT.

JASXrEES EECOMiLEXDED TO KEEP EXACT ACC0r>-T3-

PRATTSVILLE. GREENE CO- N. T- HOSSES AXD PESSSTLVAWA COXE5TOGAS COifPARED.

"Ws do not know whenwe have seen the char- ' team ' Tor, after iQ. a &nB ie no leas a mano-
acteristics of Horses for difieren: purposes more tactory than a tannery is ! The tannerpots in his

briefly and at the same time comprehensively f land, his baildic?s. his raL his hides^ his bark-

mUL his baric his horses : thea the cost of tbeir

food, the smnh's work, his hired labor, and au
that is omflaid. until the 'iatker ii soid amd iki

balance strmd. The fartDO' has ia like mmmter

a obtainamount (tf* capital inbezxted or isresced

and accorarely described uian by Hon. Zadock
I>RATT. in the followin? extracts &oni his ad-

dress lately delivered to the Greene Coanty

Agricultoral Society of which be is the Pr&a-

dent. Bat it is not so much to commend these

extracts in that light, as to make tbem answier (fiw it is the same thins as a matter of account'

anoiber ptirpose. that we have cot them out of in lands, horses, hands. lime, plaster, seed. m&-

tbe midst of a variety of topics, presented by noie. expense of sabsistine his force, coet and
this address with the force of truth and the wear and tear of machinery, implements, horses.

plainness that belongs to and best becomes tie t moles, oxen—and all that is emp^yed in mamtt-

roriut^ man.
i
Jac'Hriasr hay. or srain. or lobaccaw or lie^ or

The point to which we woald particalarly \
coia>n. or sasar. or hops, or apples, or heaip.

call the attenticNi of the ycon? Farmer, is the ', rami at last tAe prodmee or maxmfaetmrr, lii^

ease and the confidence vx-ith which he states :
fi-e leatier, is said, and He balamce sfrmei !

the fxael cost per k •> ndrvd of transporting near- Why then are not accounts as necessary :o the

ly twp and a half millions of pounds of leather ! ,
fermer or the planter, as to Zabcck Pkatt ajtd

What an example here is of swfiem. How &»•-
^
Coxpaxt ? who, if you were to tell them they

cibly it illustrates what we have so often iacul- ;
were not to keep ceeovmcs. however fiattericg

cated—the proprieiy ofketrpim^ ortMct accotimts
\
of profit the chances naight seem to be. would

of every ee-mt of ouilaw and income on a Farm. I not vecmre to proceed for a sinffif da 9 .' But.

Let it not be said that to do so. would be di£B- keepins exact accounts, watchin? tor leaks, and

cult and troublesome if not impo«sable. To working by a system that cannot fall to detect

the slothful and indolent all things are diScult ; them as soon as ibey occur, behold tiie result '.

a lion is always standins in their path. So His sasncity discovers a manufacturing water-

Mr. Pratt mieht have said the same, but had he jHjwer which had Numbered for ages, anob-

acied upon that principle, how di^rent might served and nesriected. in the solitude of Xature.

have been the result even of his life of personal like granite in the yet unopened quarry. With
iadttscry ! Instead of ample independence, and confident forecast he takes hold of it and wakes
the power and the x-ill to be useful to his fellow the sleeping siant into action, taking care to

men and his country : he might, iritltomt swftem \
have him well harnessed and under coDtrvL as

{ and ritkout <tctx>*nts. have closed a career of the Gaucho seizes and tames the w3dess horse

> care and toil, in penury and wretchedness.— 1 of the pampas. Driving that power with indas-

Withoct them his business might have sprung try and exactness^ it has ctowti into a manoSM:-

aleak in divers places, only to be discovered tory that has no equal of its kind—the nodess
when his bark was in a sinking condition ! In- ,

of a thriving and prosperous and monl contms-

stead of that, every item, finom the purchase of nity. But this couM never have been done, by
the raw hide to the sale of the perfect leather is indtistry aloae. without system, and that secu-

noted. and piosted up. as accurately and minute- rity which system only can give. Of this large

ly as in the most systematic mercantile estab- establishment, a model in its way. for the benefit

lisfament. If a screw gets loose in his business, of the rising generation, we may hereafter sfve

it is at once discovered and put right, and why a more particular account.

should not every farmer keep, substantially at . These are the son of men who multiply the

least a full nVx- cf pro^t and lots ! Why
|

products of labor by oSering re«-ards to iada»-

efaould he not be able to tell how much a bushel
j

try. and who incite others to the practice of sys-

ofwheat or a pound of tobacco costs, as well as lematic diligence by their own successfiil ex-

Mr. Pratt can tell the cost of a single pound
,
ample. Such men are of more real advaz:ta;;e

of leather—ay. even to a cent—how much to . to their country than an army—of idle falood-

haal it, though that be dotK>. as the tarmers
;
suckers and intriguing, selfish dema^oeves.

wheat is transported, with his own wx^oa and ,
• Of all 'Jie animals created for tfaewse ofaaa.
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none has been the subject of so ranch observa-
tion and esteem as the Horse. In their native
wilds, Nature fonns them into herds and groups,
and gives them in command of the strongest
and fleetest ; and by this and other wise ar
raugements, of wliich only God is capable,
guards the species against general degeneracy.
The same kind care has been shown in special
provision for the security of every race of ani-

mals ; but when this security is taken away,
and they are brought under the dominion and
management of man, the most skillful attention
is required in changing the general character
of the species, and producing and improving
distinct breeds, each adapted to its own specific
purpose. It is not everj' breed that is .suited to

every locality ; for climate and the face and
food of diSerent countries will modify the shapes
and qualities, not only of tlie domestic animals,
but of the human species : the raw-boned, in-

dustrious, hardy and temperate man of the
north becomes enervated and indolent both in
the mental and physical constitution and ener-
gies, in tropical latitudes where he reposes in
the lap of luxury, enjoying without exertion the
abundance which Nature lavishes around him.

" The horse best fitted to travel in the sun and
sands of the south, is the descendant of the
small, hard-boned, light-footed Arabian, with his
high courage and silken coat; while grain-
growing Pennsylvania and Ohio, with their
cumbrous wagons, prefer to use a heavy, corn-
fed breed, that will throw a greater weight
upon the collar. The north, again, is better
served by a more compact and active race, of
middle size, endowed with much more strength
in proportion to their weight, and greater pow-
ers of endurance ; who bravely champ the bit
and nobly strain to the load with lion-like vigor

;

rejoicing at toil, and answering to the driver's
voice with proud step and martial air, as if it

was the trampet calling them to battle. Thus
the wants and peculiarities—the soil, climate
and uses of each district—require and produce
that peculiar breed which is best suited to itself
What better stock do we need than such as
can be bred from the best of those we already
have. The teams of Z. Pratt & Co. composed
of a single span (natives of our own region), are
in the habit of drawing from Catskill, over the
niountains to Prattsville, and back, loads of
hides and leather of from thirty to fifty, and even
sixty hundred weight, each wagon or sleigh not
included, the distance being thirty-seven miles,
and requiring three days to go and come.
•'The quantity thus" transporter! within the

year is nearly two and a half millions of pounds,
and the expenses the last season, including all

ri.sks and charges, was only thirteen cents a
hundred. During twenty years of this service,
which I make bold to assert has not been
equaled by horses of any other district or county
on the globe, not a horse has been injured, in
the hands of a careful driver, and to the honor
of the county be it said that we have never lost
a hide or side of leather, of the million and one-
half thus transported."

The reader may be gratified in having the

means of comparing these Prattsville, Greene
Co. New-Yark Horses with the Pennsylvania
Conesto^as. It will be seen that two of the
former haul from five to six thousand weight

-twenty-four miles a day, while six of the latter

make but sixteen miles a day with from six to

eight thousand. Doubtless, however, the wag-
ons in the latter case are much heavier, and the

roads not nearly so good. But the reader must

make his own comparison. The following is a

letter from David Agnew, Esq. the excellent

Postmaster of Wheeling, in reply to a letter

from Mr. Skinner, then Assistant Postmaster

General. We find it in one of the works edited

by Mr. S. for Lea & Blanchard of Philadel-

phia, in an Essay on the Use of Oxen, incor-

porated in the American edition of " Clater
and Youatt's CattleDoctor, by Skinner :"

Wheeling, Nov. 23d, 1843.

J. S. Skinner, Esq.

Dear Sir : Your favor requesting me to ob-

tain information respecting horses, wagons, &c.
was received in due course of mail ; but as I

was just leaving for Pittsburgh, I was compelled
to defer answering until my return. I confeiTed
with several wagoners, and give below the re-

sult of their united opinions.
Respectfully, your ob't serv't, David Agnew.
Question. The usual average daily travel of loaded

wagons ?

Answer. Sixteen miles.

Q. How many horses, and their average cost or
value ?

A. Six horses, average cost of each $6.5.

Q. The average time that horses so employed will

last?

A. Seven years.

Q. At what age is it considered safe to put them
to such labor ?

A. Five years. Many are used at three or four
years.

Q. What the average cost of shoeing each horse
per anmun ?

A. Fifteen dollars.

Q. What is the usual feed of kind and quantity,
and to how many oats is it equivalent where oats are
not used ?

A. Oats is the only feed in use. Four and a half

bushels is allowed per day for six horses.

Q. As to hay—is it in regular use on the road, or
does cut straw, or what, take the place of it ?

A. Cut straw is not used. Hay is in regular use.

Q. What is the vsunl weight of their load exclu-
sive of their wagons, and what the weight of the

wagons

!

A. The weight of loads varies from sixty to eighty

hundred pounds; seventy hundred pounds is the

usual weight ; wagon's weight about 3,500 lbs.

Q. What is the first cost of wagon, harness per

horse, and how long will a set of harness last ?

A. A wagon of the largest size used on the nation-

al road costs §250 ; harness per liorse $20 ; and will

last six years.

Q. What is the cost of a wagon in proportion to

what it vrill carry—and about how long will a wagon
last, with ordinai-y care ?

A. A wacon that will cany 3,000 lbs. costs $1.30;

4,0U0 lbs. $160 ; 5,000 lbs. $175 ; 6.000 lbs. $200 ;
7.000

lbs. and upward, $250; and with ordinaiy care will

last foiu- years.

Preservation of Cabbages.—Cut them so

that they may have about two inches of stem

left below the leaves, scoop out the pith as far

down as a small knife will reach, then su.spend

them, by means of a cord, exactly perpendicu-

lar, but \n an inverted position, and daily fill up

the hollow part of the stem with clean, cold wa-

ter. It is stated, that by this method, cabbages,

cauliflowers, broccoli, celerj', &c. may be pre-

scr\-cd for some time in a cool place ; it aflbrds

an easy means of keeping a supply of green

vegetables during a severe winter.

(Coiilcy's Cyclopajdia of Practical Receipts.
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ON FATTENING CATTLE,

AND THE FORMATION OF FARMERS' CLUBS.

Can we too often urge the formation, in every

Election District of the countiy, of Farmers'

Clubs, for the discussion of questions of all

eorts, even political questions, iriimcdialdy and

ohinoHsIy connected with the spread of agricul-

tural Jcnoicledge, and the advancement of agri-

cultural prosjierity ? Hov^r easy it has ever

been found when the political huckster has de-

sired to get up an excitement, most generally

with some sinister design covered by the avow-

al of a public purpose, to bring his clansmen

around him, at some X roads tavern, to be slang-

whanged. For this purpose, he has but to

sound his whistle ; alas, not the spirit-stirring

whistle of Rhoderick Dhn—at sound of which

"The rushes and the willow wand
Are bri.stliiiEr into ax and brand,

And cverj' tult of brand gives life

To plaided warrior, arm'd for strife."

No ! no ! his resembles rather the insidious

call of the shepherd, whose flock, gathei-ing

around him in hope of being fed, are flattei-ed

into the fold and sheared, and then turned loose

again until another crop of wool has time to

grow and be sheared again. Thus are good,

easy Farmers gathered under the banner of

party to appoint their ^a^rio^ leader ioiho Leg-

islature or to Congress, or to recommend him

to some Executive office, and all this in abject

compliance Avith the " usages of the party."

Wc are characterizing no particular faction,

but, more in sorrow than in anger, adverting to

the easy excitability of the agricultural commu-
nity, in matters of party politics, and the great

difficulty of bringing them together for any pe-

culiar concern of their own, as Farmers, and

the extreme I'cluctance and parsimony with

which they can bring thcm-selves to give either

time or money for the discussion of agricultur-

al que.stions, the dissemination of agi'ic'ultural

knowledge, and for devising the ^vays and

means of controlling and shaping the legislation

of the State and the Country, for the protection

and benefit of the landed interest. We have

known farmers and planters who would cheer-

fully give a fat sheep or bullock, or a barrel of

whisky or of flour, for & partisan " treat." who
woold not give ?5 a year for 1200 pages of the

most valuable information to be gathered in ref-

erence to their own bu.sincss, from the experi-

ence and teachings of the best farmers, and the

ablest men to be found, in all parts of the

world! And yet there arc m^en who will tell
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you that they wish their sons to be honorably

distinguished for intelligence, and to keep pace,

themselves, with the progress, experience and

di.scovery, in every thing connected with their

own business and sphere in life !

We know not how wc could give a better

idea of the utility of these Fanners' Clubs, and
of the useful designs which animate and so

well become them ; than by copying, from the

last November number of the London Monthly
Magazine, the following account of a meeting

of the "LouGHCOKOUGH Agricultueal Asso-

ciATio.v." The problem for discussion was T/i£

Fattening of Cattle. We transfer to our col-

umns the observations of the several speakers,

the more readily, as they seem to answer, in

part at least, an inquii-y lately made of us by
Major Gwinn, the enterprising contractor for

the completion of the Chesapeake and Ohio

Canal, who has large possessions in the fine

" glades'' of Allegany Comity, Maryland; a

region so admirably adapted to the growth

of oats and potatoes, and replete with advan-

tages for grazing and for sheep and dairy hus-

bandry more eminent and less known than al-

most any equally eligible portion of our coun-

try. Major Gvvinn's inquiries were, as to the

adaptation of the crops congenial to that ele-

vated region, to the Fattening of Cattle and
Hheep.

True, it may be said, and by some objected,

that these are English discussions ; but the sub-

stances referred to, and the principles evolved,

are of no particular nation or clime ; they are

of universal use and application, and in Heaven's
name let us go, for knowledge, to Kam.schatka
or the moon, if not elsewhere to be had.

It requires but half a dozen in any county or

neighborhood to form the nucleus of such a

club. If the right spirit exi.sts, it will soon be

sufficiently numerous, and if it docs not exist,

it may be easily infused.

One thing is to be guarded against—the caco-

ethes loquendi. Too gi-eat a disposition to twad-

dle and to have the last word ! When ques-

»ions are given out, the chairman should allow

no rambling from the subject in hand. One
thing at a time—and for the sake of uniformity

and consistency in the maniier of conducting

these meetings, it would be better to have
a standing permanent chairman, chosen with

strict reference to his tact for the duty,—quali-



fied by a happy union of courtesy and firmness,

to maintain order, and bring back rambling de-

baters to the order ofthe day. There is nothing

usefol gained by picking up. at random, this

gentleman or that strangers, who happen to

come in. and making them chairmen, merely

for the sake of making a hit, or a sensation in the

papers. But to return.

One fact alone, repeatedly stated, and univer-

sally acquiesced in. at this Loughborough meet-

ing, would repay tlie time taken up in the pe-

rusal of its proceedings, if, happily, it should

prompt the reading farmer, to act upon the

testimony we there find, again, in favor of

protecting domestic animals from too much
exposure to cold. It is broadly asserted that the

warmer they are kept, the less food they require

to keep them in a certain condition. It is there

shown, also, that food for fattening animals, goes

farther when given of a temperature near the

natural temperature of their own bodies, which
is nearly 100 degrees. Here, too, we see it sta-

ted as an established fact that the exclusion of

light favors the fattening process. All these

things are essential, not only as matters of infor-
j

mation with which every accomplished farmer

should be acquainted, but as matters of practi-

cal economy in the management of his e.«tate.

—

We will suppose too, for example, to carrj- this

matter a little farther, that a gendemaii farmer

near ^Vashington. is dining, we wUI say, with

the President or the Mayor of the City, in com-

pany with his Excellency the Minister from

Holland, whom we happen to know to be of en-

lightened, inquisitive mind, as all Ministers

should be, and the question were to come up
about cheese—(which it must be allowed would
be a very natural one about the time the Port

makes its appearance.) though this gentle-

man farmer might not choose to boast over the

Dutch Minister, that ours bad driven his count r-^

cheese out of the Engli-sh Market ; yet the fact

that it has done so being admitted, would it not

be legitimate that the American farmer, proud
of his calling, should take pride in the fact being

so, and in bemg able to answer the question

why 1 which Ls disclo.sed in this English discus-

sion ! Are not the substance of these proceed-

ings, and the prize essay we have before pub-

lished on the manufacture of Cheshire cheese,

among the sorts of knowledge that even' farmer,

anxious for the intellectual culture of his son,

wou'd like him to po.ssess—even as much, if not

more, than to possess it himself? He that

would not, cannot have the heart of a man,
much less of a parent. Yet how is knowledge
—that sort of knowledge which should not only

be a part, but is fitted to be the most delightful

part of rural life—to be obtained but by inquiry,

by reading, and by association with compan-
ions and men, more informed than ourselves—

a
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thing which every young man should study to

do?
It is to beget and to satisfy this thirst for

knowledge, and for that true glory which
knowledge and ^nrtue only can confer, tliat we
are devoting aU our poor abilities to the " Far-
mers' Library and Monthly Jour.vai. of

Agriculture ;" and aswe hope for success, we
wotdd so devote, if we could afibrd it, a portion

of all of life that remains, without any remunera-

tion but the pleasurable consciousness of having

contributed something toward the moral and

intellectual improvement of a pursuit, which in

more senses than one has always supported, for

it has always been ridden by, everj- other.

Loughborough Agricultural Association,

The quarterly meetmg ofthis Assf)ciation was
held in the Wellington room, at the Plow Inn,

on Thursday, the 2.jfh September. S. B. \Vilde,

Esq. presided; and Mr. J. N. H. Buitows oc-

cupied the vice-chair. After the cloth had been
drawn, and the u.sual loyal toasts were given,

as also the health of the President, Chas. Wm.
Packe, Esq. M. P.—
The Chairman read the circular calling the

meeting, in which it was announced that the

subject of disciLssion was, " the fattening of

cattle."

Mr. B.AWSOS, surgeon, of Kegworth. intro-

duced the subject He said, there were known
to chemists about fifty-six elements, of which
there were only eight or nine in animals ; the

principal of these were oxygen, hydrogen, ni-

trogen, and carbon. Ox^gen enters into all

animal and veiretable substances, and is an es-

sential ingredient in atmospheric air. Nitrogen

has no positive properties : its object is to dilate

oxygen. No animal could live in nitrogen alone.

Hydrogen is sixteen times lighter than common
air, and is an essential ingredient in water, and

very inflammable. After an elaborate descrip-

tion of the various elements which enter into

the animal frame, the speaker proceeded to in-

form the meeting what were the varioas uses <rf

each. Nitrogen, he said, was the principal in-

gredient in flesh and muscle. Fat is composed

of carbon and hydrogen. If they wished to

make an animal fat for sale, or for .show, they

must feed it on carbonaceous food. Unripe

straw is very carbonaceous. As the seed ripens

it becomes less so, and not so suitable for fatten-

in?. Cows generally feed well on aftermath.

Half a pound of Swede turnips contains 110

grains of nutriment, while the same weight of

white turnips only contains 85 grains. The

outer temperature is verj- important : it should

I be brought as nearly as possible to the tempera-

ture of the blood. The same regard to tempera-

ture is necessary with respect to a milking co'v.

Fat is a mere deposit, a secretion ;
it does not

impart strenpfth, rather tlie conti-arj'. Hence we

do not make a horse fat for racing, but make

him display muscular power. In lattening

horses for sale, carbonaceous food, young grrass,

oilcake, Swede turnips. <5tc. should be ?i^^
In feediner for use, the carbonaceous should be

mixed with an equal quantity of other kind ot

food. ,

,

The Chairman- next proposed " The heaitn

of Mr. Bemays, " which was received with ap-

plause.
, -__

Mr. A. J. Bernavs (analytical chemist, &om



Derby,. :bon rcse aiid said: Agricaltnre is a

sabject of such \-itai importance to the commu-
nity at laive. thai I consider myself boond to

anend all fic'c meetines. ^^rbere I may increase

my kncw-lr-iee of it; and I shall aiw-ays be

glad to i>- pre=en: at your quarterly meetinss as

loo? a5 I am in the neishborbood of Loueh-
bcroush. We have just now beard that ai-

thoueh c^J clemeiiis aie ai present knovm. yet

only "a small pKjrtion of them enter into the com-
,

poe'itioD of animal and vegetable life. Of this

ponioii. Consisting of frr-m 10 to 1-2. only four en-

ter ex;tr.!-:"cly it.: ^ ie rormaaoa of the organ-

iini :- r. :: •::" ie ve^etable and the aniniaL

X -'J arrange themselves into rwo
u:- ? : the one cl&ss, formed by the

Cii. _: carbon, hydrogen and oxyaen,

in diaereni proportions, includes what Liebis

calls thi elements of respiration. Hereto belong

starch. faL buaer. susar. snm. and alcoboiic

fluids. These may likewise be termed non-

nitrogenized substances. The other class, tbrmed
by the combiimrion of ail the four elements, in-

cludes the elemenii of nutrition, or the uiiro-

genized constitnents of food. Hereto belons"

vegetable and animal fibriae. caseine. albumen,
and eluTe^i- The non-uitpogenized constituents

w • ' " " ~"-" -: ir.g the oTiinml hea: of

\\ - _» parts: ano 'n so

c; - .. upon which > amre
dravsi w-eii "-he L-^i], l~ iiseased. From ibeir

very nature they are easily destroyed^y iLe in-

fiuMice oi the oxygen of the air. You all know
it to be a common practice to milk cows in the

field, if ihey be at any distance from the home-
stead::!. : :"; --:?: when a co\v walks
a :rreat . -i. the oxygen of the

air aim. - -tas to act upon those

substances a i'ii wlrl:_ :: can most easily com-
bine. Such a substance is the buner in the

milk : wlien a cow is driven home, the butter is

found, in great part, io have disappeared.

Again, after parturition, the mUk of the cow
contains only traces of butter : because, by the

) increased action of the muscles, a larger propvor- i

» tiiTn of 'o.'cygen is taken into the system. This '

• -..o-.vn fact brings us to the subject of stail-

When a co%v i* intended lor milking.
'

;-. a view of yielding as much butter as
we naturally confine her. In this un-

-tite. there being no call for exercise.
'

: '...1 taken by the animal is only in small

irt expended in maintaining its heal. How-
• T we ;!1 k!50w thnt confined milch cows

; -
' ' " - " '

. ared butler or cbeese
a- ..led. Cows li\-ing in

. yj Uii : stall-fed cows
i't.'. U^-:nz to this eans-e, the

- iartf nearly been driven out of
. ..^ the American. In Holland, stall-

-• IS the common practice ; hence is the
' less palatable than the American, in

TV. Ian J being cheaper, the prac-

^-ary. There can be no question

..Uy of stall-feeding, but I very
much ii.;<.i;'.on whether close confinement is

, equally beuedcial with a confinement allowing

"fsjme szentle exercise. \Vhen the weather b
arm. caide may pa.*ture in the meadows wiih-

nt loss to the agriculturist T^^ air it tken
j

: -z— tkt- tcmpiraf:re of their own l>odieg. he-

"x •w/a? mor-' expanded. The animals feel
,

.5 ca". ijr exertion to keep themselves warm,
and the senile motion necessary in the seeking

~ of food, by increasin.: the healthy state oi the

body, enables theui aot oalv w eat more, bat to

assimilate beoer wh?.: :> v i : - .:

the case is tasterialiy aliened. T.:-- :-:

is ikr lower than that of their own :

air, too. being more condensed, coul
portionally larger quantity of oxygen. There-

fore, more non^trosenized foc^ will be re-

quited to combine wiih the excess oi oxygen :

indeed, as we all weU know, mere K>od will be
required rhan in w^arm weather. Here the pe-

culiar advantages of stall-feeding come to oar

aid. ToH rill perceive thai Karmtk prodnca
a tarins in food : it it indeed an erjvivalent

for food. Every thing that cools the body of an

animal causes a proporticHiate ejrpend'.tHrt of
foo-i. In stall feeding, the temperature of -jae

air of the stalls diould be equally maintained.

and they djould be kept clean. The ani-

mals should be regularly fed. have plentiful lit-

ter, and be kept clean. It as we lave already

said, warmth is an equivalent for food, it is ob-

vious that the form in which the food is given

cannot be immaterial. The more we facfntate

the adaptation of the food for the organs of di-

gestion, the greater wiii be the saving to as.

The fiarmer cuts up his hay. straw and turnips

to save some expenditure ot force, hence of foo^.

bv the feeding animal. I: the iood contain much
water of a temperature fer lower than tlat of

the animal, it must be raised to that temperaiare

at the expense of a part of the food. This is

obviated by the proces of steaming. An ox.

fed by Earl Spencer, consumed in a winter

month itiie temperarore of ibe air 3i?- ^ ^3 lbs. of

mangel-^vurzel a day. 2fow. in order to raise

the temperature of the -water of the mangel-
wttrzel to the temperarore of the body of the ox.

no less than one-rwencietb of the food was ex-

pended. An feeders of pigs know that they

thrive better on dry than on w^ei fodder, i ilr.

B. sat down Ejnidst trreat applause .

The CHAIK.MX5 then proposed - The healths

of Mr. Stokes and of Mr. Alien." who made a

few observations on the advanages oi giving ar-

tificial food to gniTnaU in the straw yard. He
had himself given oil-cake to cattle, and found
it to remunerate him.

C. Stoki;*. Esq. rose to give his testimony to

the principles laid down by Mr. Raw«>n and
Mr. Bemays^ He could fitUy bear out Mr. B-'s

remaifc on stall-feeding.

Mr. Smith wanted to see science brooght f«'-

ward in connection with Agriculture. - 'We
want." he said " something definite and distinct

on the formation of fat and muscle." He want-
ed defined what would produce most fat. muk.
and cheese : ai»d he hoped to provoke one of

the gentlemen present to ri*e and define VL He
hoped they would give them the kind and quan-
tity of food to produce them.

Mr. C. W. Wood, surgeon, of 'Woodhouse
Eaves, said be would direct the few remarks be
had to make exclusively to the expressed object
of the meeting, namely, the fee«iing of cattle

;

and he viewed that as the most important mat-
ter with which the practical farmer had to do ;

in ^wrt, his whole life and exertions tended
only to produce the greatest possible quantity of
beef and mutton—if not in the shape of ^ cat-

tle, his supply of crain only produced the same
eSects in man. But before we talk of pro-
ducing, it is necessary to ascertain correctly
wh^ it is we want to produce. All awfrn^la are
composed of bone, muscle, fat. cellular tissue.

wool. hair, horns, skin, and nails, and we find

aiese very substances ready formed in vegeta-
bles the power ornuiriti-jn in the animal having
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nothing to do but select them from its food, and
by means of the circulation to place them where
they are wanted. If your object be, as in the
yonng gro'WTng animal, to increase as well as to

sustain it you choose those vegetables which
contain a large proportion of muscular fibre, or
nitrogen and phosphate of lime for the bones,
sucb as peas, beans, oats, barley, Sec. IC with a
full grown animal, your object be to sustain its

condition with an increase of fat. you give those
vegetables which contain fat ready formed, as
lentils, Indian com. oil-cake, &c. But as you
have generally a mixed object in view, namely,
to produce bone, muscle, and fat also, you must
necessarily give a mixed food—the operations
of which I will now explain. The composition
of tlje animal and the vegetable world is iden-
tically the same, and the latter, wherever we
find it, contains in a greater or less degree all the
elements of the former. The vegetable world
is sustained entirely from inorganic nature, the
earth on which we tread, and the atmosphere
we breathe, occupying a middle sphere, its

v.-hole existence being to collect materials to
build up the animal, consequently entirely sub-
servient to it. The inorganic world, again. Is

composed of a few simple elements, of which
hydrosen, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, phospho-
rus, sulphur, and some saline substances, as po-
tassium, sodium and calcine, form the chief, the
very elements of vegetable and animal life. Ge-
ology, chemistry, physiology, are therefore es-
sential to the right understanding of this subject,
bearing ever in mind that the lower are always
administering to the wants and necessities "of

the higher orders of creation. There is no mo-
tion in an animal body, or emotion of mind, but
what causes a corresponding absorption of the
tis.sues of the body, and In order to keep up this
daily waste, a certain amount of food is neces-
sary. This is called sustaining the bod}-. Thus
cattle working hard require a larger amount of
food than when at rest. This necessity being
duly attended to. constitutes health. But fatten-

ing, gentlemen, is an unnatural condition, and
requires an increase of substance. Hence the
necessity of unnatural means, as the absence of
exercise, light and the influences of the atmo-
sphere, a mixed diet 'to bring out all tlie mate-
rials of the animal bodj- to the greatest perfec-
tion) in a dry. warm .state. Mr. Cltitder^s beau-
tiful eJtperiments prored that irarmfh alone
with an. animal would produce one-third more
Jlexky and at the expense of one-fourth les.i food.
Mr. Norton aho proved that the absence ofliaht
^cith warmth produced still greater results.

The reason of this is obvious. Ev<»rT,- animal
pos.«esses both a nutritive and respiraton.- appa-
ratus ; the one to sustain the body, the other to
sup port its vitality, by producing heat or warmth.
This first object is effected by the gluten in the
food principally, the basis of which is nitrogen.
The second bv the starch, sugar, and gum. con-
tained in the food, which form bile, the basis
of which is carbon. Tlie bUe passes into the
intestines, where it meets with oxygen, and
thus becomes carbonic acid. In this .state it en-
ters the circulation, where it meets with perox-
ide of iron (which the blood always contains),
the carbon unites with the iron, and forms car-
bonate of iron. In this state it passes to the
lungs, where it meets with fresh oxygen during
inspiration, which re-converts the carbon in the
carbonic acid, which pa.sses off during expira-
tion, while flie peroxide of iron is reformed, and
taken back by means of its carriers to be again

transformed into carbonate. The result of this
combustion of carbon is heat. The heat of the
animal body is nearly 100 degrees: all food,
therefore, before it can be assimilated must be
raised to its own temperature, w hich can only
bs done by the consumption of carbon, or in
other words, food. Potatoes, llnseed-cake, and
oleaginous seeds, on account of the starch, su-

gar, oil. and gum they contain, are well adapted
to accomplish this end. If we reflect for one
moment on the immense importance of the liver

and lungs in the animal economy, is it not
strange to see the score of diseased ones which
our shambles are constantly exhibiting ? show-
ing the great inattention the farmer pays to the
comfort and well-being of his cattle. Fat is a
reservoir of carbon for the sj-stem to draw upon
for the ptirposes of combustion, in the event of
the food not containing a sufficient quantity of
the proper elements to keep up animal heat
As manure is an important result attending tlie

feeding of animals, it may be well to remark
that its quantity depends upon the refuse of

food, and the amount of absorption going on in

an animal's body, or in other words upon its

own destruction, thus retumimr to inorganic

nature, as food for vegetable life, the elements
of its own nature. But the quality depends
upon the quantity of nutritious food given to the

animal. The young, growing animal requiring

increase as well as sustenance, consumes all the

nitrogen and fatty matter in its food. The milk-

ing cow the same. But In the full-grown, feed-

ing animal a large quantity of these ingredients

is not consumed : a rich and valuable manure
is the result. In choo.sing animals for feeding

pmposes, the farmer often exhibits a remarka-

ble knowledge of physiognomy. He likes a
klndh'-disposed, quiet-looking animal, with sym-

metry of carcass ; one built for strength, broad

across the back and loins, and long quarters,

where large masses of muscles are placed, a

narrow and deep chest and " a good handler,"

or where there is a large quantity of fine, soft

hair, with plenty of fatty matter underneath to

nouri.sh it Thus furnished, he has only to put

into operation the suggestions of science, and

the result must necessarily be both profitable

and useful. When we see the exten.=ive appli-

cation of capital, industry, and science to the

manufactures of this country, and the comfort

and wealth they produce to thousands of onr

fellow-creatures, also the dominant iuflueuce of

its interests, threatening the downfall of the

British farmer, surely it is time, and ourboanden

duty, to unite these same principles, that the

abundance of the soil may satisfy both landlord

and tenant and be the means, under the bless- i

iug of Divine Providence, of producing plenty i

of cheap food to the many tliousands of onr

wanting fellow-creatures.

The Ch AiKMAS proposed the health of Messrs.

Smith and Wood.
Mr. Smith reyjlied, and expressed his grati-

tude to Mr. Wood for his elaborate exposition

of the subject and still hoped to see science and

practice combined much more than he had

done. .

Mr. Wood proposed the healtli of the Chair-

man, which was received with loud cheers.

The Chairma.v rose and expressed his grati-

tude for the kindly manner in which tliey had

drank his health. He would have pone farther

into the subject before them had it not been so

ablv treated bv gentlemen of practical science^

It was from practical men they must expect
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useful information; and when they had prac-

tical men for their leaders, it was their own
faalt if they did not benefit by them. He bore

testimony to some of tlie principles laid down
by the previous speakers, and said he should

feel pleasure in presiding at their meetings.

Again thanking them for tlie honor they had
done him. he resumed his seat amidst applause.

Mr. Bernays again rose, and said—In order

to obtain a fair proportion of fat and lean, it is

of the utmost iajportance that you should be ac-

quainted with the composition of food. We
should be very much mistaken were we to

judge of the value of food by its bulk. Green-
top turnips, mangel-wurzel, and red beet, con-

tain 89 per cent, of water ; Swedes, 95 per cent.

;

potatoes, 72 per cent.: oats and wheat straw. 13

per cent. : hay, peas, and lentils, 16 per cent.

;

and beans only 14 per cent Hence the latter

food is intiuitely superior, as to its feeding prop-

erties, to the former. But vre have only

spoken of the food in relation to water": it i.s

necessaiy tliat we should understand each other

when we make use of certain terms. It is but

too indefinite if we include fleshening and fat-

I
tening in the lermfail-ening .- the term rearing

. would then be more appropriate. But it would

I
be still better if we distinguish between fiesh-

) rning, or the formation of muscle. ^nAfatUniiig,
\ or the formation of fat. According to the quan-

> tity of nonnitrogenized constituents q^" food ca-

I pable of forming fat, in otlier words, according
» to the supposed fattening properties of food,

' they rank tlius :—1. Oats, barley meal, and hay ;

' 2. Beans .and peas: 3. Lentils: 4. Potatoes: 5.

' Turnips and red beet. According to their llesh-

' ening properties, they stand thus:—1. Lentils;

2. Beans; 3. Peas; 4. Flesh: .5. Barley meal

:

6. Oats : 7. Hay : ?. Carrots and potatoes ; 9.

Red beet ; 10. Turnips : 100 lbs. of lentils are

supposed to be capable of yielding 33 times as
I

much muscle as 100 lbs. of turnips. Great ad-

vantage, therefore, results from the admixture
of food. An animal which has been fed chiefly

on oil-cake, v^-ould. on being turned out. in-

crease in size much more slowly than the ani-

mal which has been fed on hay, or on turnips

and hay. The oil-cake produces chiefly fat.

and little flesh ; hence the movement of the ani-

mal will consume much of tlie ready tbrmed fat.

or tallow. It is only when the oil-cake is given
with fleshening food—such as beans, oati»,

and hay—that lean is proportionally formed.
Warmth, confinement, and fattening food are

most favorable for the formation of butter, fat.

and tallow. Herbage—which is generally de-

nominated poor, but which, in reality, is rich in

nitrogenized constituents, and which cows have
to crop themselves—is favorable to the forma-

tion of cheese, but not of butter.

Mr. Stokes—Would you recommend the

food to be given in a warm state ?

Mr. Beum.^ts—Decidedly ; a little la^ver than
the temperature of their own bodies.

Mr. Stokes proposed " The health of Mr. Bur-
rows, and the Stewards."

Mr. B. returned thanks, and said he had been
much pleased with the discussion that after-

noon. He was sorry that more practical men
had not risen to take part in it. He had found
by experience that catUe kept drj- and warm
consumed less, and fattened belter.

Mr. He s SOS rose and asked what mixture of
food Mr. Bernays would recommend. He was
at a loss to know how to put these difiereut ele-

ments together. He hoped to hear at some fii-
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ture discu.asinn bow to produce die largest

amount of fat. without losing sight of the manure
heap. He proposed the health of " Rev. E.
Wilson:" who rose and returned thanks, and
expressed his gratification -with the discussion.

He always found instruction at their meetings.
Mr. Stokes suggested that tables of the quan-

tity and quality of food reconunended, should
be drawn out and some of die members re-

quested to keep an ox or two, and give the re-

sult of their experiments for the benefit of others.
Mr. He.sso.v made another observation or two

relative to the quantities of food and the manure
heap, and

Mr. Bers.vTS rose and said—I can onlj- say. in

answer to Mr. Henson, that I shall be happy to

answer his questions as to the necessaiy- quan-
tities of food for producing flesh and fat, on some
future occasion.

Mr. E.\Toy said they had much science and a
little practice. Hs would propose •' The health

of Mr. Walker," who would be able to give
them a good deal ofpractical information (cheere).

Mr.WALKERsaid he had hoped to have taken
his own pleasure on that occasion. He was al-

most afraid to venture an observation where
there had been so much science. He felt in-

clined to walk away and largely benefit. As a
practical man. he intended to make use of what
part ^vould suit him. The manure heap had
been referred to. and he would observe, it was
verj^ well to have the whistie if they did not pay
too dear for it- He would not recommend giv-

ing oil-cake to store catde. They ought to be
exceedingly careful how they gave oU-cake in

the straw yard. Vegetables were d'^e proper
food for animals. He gave t%\o pounds of oU-
cake a day. and hay. to some cattle, and tiiey

did not do well : they were feverish ; there was
no swelling of the muscle, no lifting of die lean
meat. He gave them turnips, and. there was
immediately an improvement.

Mr. S.MITH made a few observations on the
importance of attention to die temperature of

the atmosphere to which catde were exposed ;

and.

On morion of Mr. Henson. seconded by Mr.
Stokes, it was resolved—'• That this meeting en-
tirely agrees widi die science of nutrition now
propounded, and recommends the practical

farmer to test his theory by his experience."
Thanks were voted to the Chairman, and ap-

propriately acknowledged ; and the meeting,
which occupied upward of four hoars, separated.

Air Churn.—The Bishop of Deny has in-

vented an atmospheric chum. Instead of die
present unscientific mode of making butter by
churning, his Lordship accomolishes this meas-
ure by the singular manner of forcing a full cur-

rent of atmospheric air thniugh the cream, by
means of an exceedingly well devised forcing-

pump. The air passes through a glas« tube con-
nected with the air-pump, dcscendin;; nearly to

the bottom of the chum. The cliurn is of tin,

and it fits into another tin cylinder provided
with a funnel and stop-cock, so as to heat the
cream to die necessary- temperature. The pump
is worked by means of a winch, which is not so
laborious as the usual chum. Indopendendv of
the happy application of Science to this import-
ant department of domestic economy, ia a prac-
tical p<)int of view it is extremely valuable. The
milk is not moved by a dasher, as in the com-



mon chnm; but the oxygen of the atmosphere occasion the churning was carried on for the
is brought into close contai:t with tlie cream, so space of one hour and forty-five minutes, and
as to effect a full combination of the butyraceous eleven gallons of cream produced twenty-six
part, ai}d lo convert it all into butter. Ou one I pounds of butter. [London Fanners' Mag.

REV. GILBERT WHITE'S NATURAL HISTORY OF SELBORNE.

THE LAJ^GIIAGE OF BIRDS CHARACTER, AND HABITS OF THE
WHIP-POOR-WILL.

It would be about as easy to " gild refined

gold, ' as, with our pen, to add anything to the

force of the following essay, recommending ev-

ery one in the country to habituate himself to

noting all facts which may serve to extend the

knowledge of Natural History. ^Vith such a

habit, there is scarcely a school-boy who might

not impart something new to the book-learned

student of Nature. Who is it that cannot trace

much of all his knowledge of tliis sort to his ob-

servation of facts while he was even j^et in his

teens ? And, seeing tlie progress of modera

discovery in evei"y walk of Science, who shall

set limits to what remains to be developed ?

The inexhaustible resources for recreation

and amusement which such a habit opens for

him who once catches the inspiration, make for

him those moments the most delightfiil, which

hang like an incubus on the spirits of the listless,

uncultivated drone. Walks and ride.s, that to

the latter prove monotonous and fatiguing, to

the foiTner reveal, at every step, food for medita-

tion, and elements of knowledge, elegant or

useful. It is impossible for those who will not

cultivate a sensibility to the beauties and vai-ie-

ties of Nature, in her humbler walks and works,

to know how much there is to challenge their

admiration in the most beaten paths of rural life

and occupations. If he would be persuaded of

this, let him take up, for instance, the " Natu-
ral History of Selbokne, by the late

Rev. Gilbert White."

Selbome is a single parish in the County of

Hampshire, England—affording, as might be

supposed, in a scope so limited, but slender con-

tributions to the stock of Natural History ; but

let him who may .so conclude, put this delight-

ful little volume in his overcoat pocket, the first

time he has to make a journey by railroad or

steamboat, on which he may have either no ac-

quaintance, or may wish to escape from being

bored by some male or she metaphysician in

religion or politics ; and our word for it, that,

with such a pocket companion, he will find
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his journey more than one-half shortened.

—

To say more of the fruitfulness of the subject,

and the expediency of cultivating a fondness

for it, as illustrated by the.se notes of a cler-

gyman and a scholar, in the confines of a

single parish, would lead us on to a review

of the book, which is not our design—the

more especially as we contemplate a better use

of it, some day, for the readers of the Farm-

EPs' Library. The occasion, however, would

seem to suggest the expression of regret that

the minds of our clergymen should so rarely

take the turn in -which this amiable and engag-

ing English pastor found the means of hallow-

in?, with such agreeable association.s, the name

of his parish and his own.

To them, and, more cspeciallj', those of them

who reside in the country, Natural History, in

almost all its branches, appears in a peculiar

manner to offer attraction and reward. Unfor-

tunately, however, we are too apt to conclude

that no ingenuity can impart interest for others

to subjects which daily notice may have made

familiar to ourselves ; while, in truth, the man

of simplest tastes, with feelings attuned to Na-

ture, has but to betake himself to the most fre-

quented highway, and thereupon make a senti-

mental journey ! We will here, for example,

take up on the spot, as it lies within reach, these

SEtid simple sketches of the Natural Hi.story of a

single old English pari.sh. and transfer, hap-

hazard, a single chapter as it may open to us.

Well, it chances to be the one at page 260,

on the "Language of Birds." Now, reader,

mark what he makes even of the familiar sub-

ject of Barn-Door Fowls and their habits !

From the motion of birds, the transition is

natural enough to their notes and language. o\

which I shall .say something. Not that I wou.d

pretend to understand their language, like the

vizier, who, by the recital of a conversation

which passed between two owls, reclaimed a

sultan," before dcliehting in cou<iuest and de-

vastation ; but I would be thought only to name

that many of the winged tribes have various

See Spectator, Vol. vii. No. 512.
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soundfi aud voices adapted to express their vari-

ous pasbious, wants, and feelings—such as an-

ger, fear, love, hatred, hunger, aud the like. All

species are not equally eloquent ; some are co-

pious and fluent, as it were, in their utterance,

while others are confined to a few important
Founds ; no bird, like the fish kind, is quite mute,
though some arc rather silent. The language of

birds is very ancient, and, like other ancient

modes of speech, very elliptical ; little is said,

but much is meant aud understood.
The notes of the eagle kind are .shrill and

piercing, aud. about the season of uidification,

much diversified, as I have been often assured
bj' a curious observer of Nature, who long re-

aided at Gibraltar, where eagles abound. The
notes of our hawks much resemble those- of the

king of bird.s. Owls have very expressive
notes; tliey hoot in a fine vocal sound, much re-

sembling the vox humana, aud reducible by a
pitchpipo to a mu.sical key. This uote seems
to express complacencj' and rivalry among the

males: they use also a quick call and a hoirible

scream, and can snore and hiss when they mean
to menace. Ravens, besides their loud croak,
can exert a deep aud solemn note that makes
the woods to echo ; the amorous .sound of a crow
is .strange and ridiculous; rooks, in the breed-
ing season, attempt sometimes, in the gayety of
their hearts, to sing, but with no great succe.ss;

the parrot kin! liavo many modulationy-of voice,

as appears by their aptitude to leani human
sounds ; doves coo in an amorous and mournful
manner, and are emblems of despairing lovers;

\ tlie woodpecker sets up a sort of louil and hearty
i laugh ; the fernowl, or goat-sucker, from the
I dusk till daybreak, .serenades his mate with the
' clattering of castanets. All the tuneful /^a.'ssercs

' express their complacenc}- by sweet modula-
tions and a variety of melody. The swallow,
as has been observed in a former letter, by a
shrill alarm, Viespcaks the attention of the other
hirundincs, and bids them be aware that the
ha^vk isnthand. Aquatic and ffrcgarious birds,

especially the nocturnal, that shift their quarters
in the dark, are very nois^' and locjuacious—as
cranes, wild-geese, wild-ducks, and the like

;

their perpetual clamor prevents them from dis-

persing and losing their companions.
In so extensive a subject, sketches and out-

lines are as much as can be expected; for it

would be endless to instance in all the infinite

variety of the feathered nation. \Ve shall there-

fore confine the remainder of this letter to the

few domestic fowls of our yards, wiiich are

most known, and, therefore, best understooil.

—

And first, the peacock, with his gorgeous train,

demands our attention; but, like mo.st of the
gaudy birds, his notes are grating and shocking
to the ear : the yelling of cats, and the braying
of an ass, are not more disgustful. The voice of

the goose is trumpet-like and clanking, and once
saved the Cai)itol at Kf>me. as grave historians

assert; the hiss, also, of the gander is formida-

ble and full of menace, and " protective of his

young."' Among ducks the sexual distinction

of voice is remarkable ; for, while the quack of
the female is loud and sonorous, the voice of the

drake is inward, and harsh, and feeble, and
scarce discernible. The cork turkey struts and
gobbles to his mistress in a most uncouth man-
ner ; he hath also a pert and petulant note when
he attacks his adversary. When a hen turkey
-leads fortli her young brood, she keeps a watch-
ful eye; and if a bird of prey appear, though
ever 80 high in tlie air, tlie careful mother an-
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nounces the enemy with a little inward moan,
and watches him with a steady and attentive
look ; but, if he approach, her note becomes
canie.st and alarming, and her outcries are re-

doubled.

No inhabitants of a yard seem possessed of
such a variety of expression, and so copious a
language, as common poultry. Take a cliicken
of four or five days old. and hold it up to a win-
dow where there are flies, and it will immediate-
ly seize its prey with little twitterings of com-
placency ; but, if you tender it a wasp or a bee,
at once its note becomes harsh and expressive
of disapprobation and a sense of danger. When
a pullet is ready to lay, she intimates the event
by a Joyous and easy, sr.ofi note. Of all the oc-

currences of their life, that of laying seems to

be the most important ; for, no .sooner has a hen
disburdened herself, than she rushes forth with
a clamorous kind of joy, which the cock and the
rest of his mistresses immediately adopt. The
tumult is not confined to the family concerned,
but catches from yard to yard, and spreads to

every homestead within hearing, till at last the
whole village is in an uproar. As soon as a hen
becomes a mother, her new relation demands a
new language ; she then runs clucking and
screaming about, and seems agitated as if pos-
sessed. The father of the flock has also a con-
siderable vocabulary ; if he finds food, he calls a
favorite concubine to partake ; and, if a bird of
prey passes over, with a warning voice he bids
his family beware. The gallant chanticleer has
at command his amorous phrases and his terms
of defiance. But the sound by which he is best
known is his crowing; by this he has been dis-

tinguished in all ages as the countryman's clock
or larum—as the watchman that proclaims the
divisions of the night. Thus Uie poet elegantly
styles him

" The crested cock, whose clarion sounds
The silent hours."

A neighboring gentleman one summer had
lost most of his chickens by a sparrow-hawk,
that came gliding down between a faggot pile
and the end of his house to the place where the
coops stood. The owner, inwardly vexed to

see his flock thus diminishing, hung a setting
net adroitly between the pile and the house, in-

to which the caitiff dashed and was entangled.
Resentment suggested the law of retaliation

;

he therefore clipped the hawk's win?.a, cut off"

his talons, and, fixing a cork on his bill, threw
him down among the brood-hens. Imagination
cannot paint the scene that ensued ; the expre.s-
sions that frar, rage and revenge ins])ired were
new, or at least .such as had been unnoticed be-
fore. The exa.spcrated matrons upbraided

—

they execrated, they insulted, they triumphed.
In a word, they never desisted from buffeting
their adversary till they had torn him in a hun-
dred pieces.

Thn.s, instead of a line of introduction merely,

as we had intended, to a long but most impress-

ive essay from an English periodical, we have
been led on to add chapter upon chapter.

What a beautiful parlor-table hook, by-the-

bye. might be made on the Natural History of
Lonq Island ! with colored drawings of speci-

mens and of individuals of all the departments
to be found there, where still exists such a
wonderful proportion. of all the knowu birds of
North America.



We know not how far this may. in fact, have

been accomplished, by the powerfol aid of

Doctor Dekat. in the Natural History of the

State of New-York, prepared by authority :
but

we could wish that the librar>- of the American

naturalist could be enriched by some such

scholar, with a separate work on the natural
i

history of a region so remarkable and so rich, in
|

a style that should be in suitable keeping with

the progress of aU the arts that might contribute

to illustrate it.

We should be ashamed to be ignorant of the i

GREAT WORKS OF AuDUBOS ; but how far is that
,

bevond the reach of Farmers, who object even I

to the cost of the Farmers' Library, with its
j

two annual volumes of 600 pages each, and all
j

its expensive engravings?
j

For the sake of placing Audubon's works in
|

every public Librarj- in the country, to be open
;

to the public use, how much more wisely might I

the general Government spend a small portion i

of the hundreds of thousands of dollars, which
^

are now expended of the peoples money for ;

military memoirs, surveys, reconnoissances,
j

books, reports, and schemes for blowing up
j

ships and scattering death and destruction ?

Being so far m for it, let us pay to his genius

the tribute of a single extract, in point, from tliat
|

inimitable American ornithologist, Wilson",
j

whose delineation of the manners of the differ-

1

ent species of birds that feU under his personal
j

notice might be studied as models by everj- de-

1

scribing naturalist, and read with pleasure by
i

every man of taste. His exquisite touches may

welllead one to think that the naturalist, as it

has been said of the poet, " Nascitur non fit.''

See what he says of one of oar early spring

visitors, the Whip-poor-will!

And here let us ask the gentle and kmd-

hearted lover of Nature, if he can ever, or would

even wish to become insen-sible to that sort of

melancholy yet not unpleasing emotion, excited

by the shrill note of this mysterious bird, when

his first returning salutation " strikes the key of

remembrance and moans on the ear ? " Imagine

yourself riding slowly homeward through some

lonely wood, the trees casting in the bright

moon-light their fanciful shadows across your

way ; the mind faUs naturaUy to musing on the

vicissitudes of life, and retrospect lifts once

agam the curtain that oblivion would hang over

the past ; the earliest scenes in the play of life
|

are the first to be reacted : schoolboy compaii-
j

ions, king since departed and ahnost forgotten,

reappear in aU the joyous freshness of youth,

and as you approach your own dear home,

where affection waits your coming with impa-

tience, you almost audibly to yourself repeat

from that best of English poems—

• The breezv call of incen.'^-breathing mom.
The swallow twittering from the en^w-buUt shed,

m-2\

The cock's shrill clarion, or 'be e.-hoina horn.

No more shall rouse them from tlieir lowly bed
,

' For thtn no more the blazing hearth shall bum,

Or busy housewife ply her evening care ;

No children run to lisp their sire's rerum.

Or climb his knees the envied kiss to share."

In the midst of such meditation-i, the ear is sud-

denly struck by the sharp, clear-toned " WHiip-

poor-zTiZ/." " \Yhip--poox-iciU;' as if he meant

to arrest and quicken your attention to some

message of ominous portent. A feeling of

deeper sadness, not immingled with curiosity,

comes charmingly over you. and you are wil-

lin? to listen, even though in dread ofsome pain

ful tidings of domestic calamity, or you fancy

this bird of night may be placed near your

homestead to telegraph the death of dear and

distant relatives. The reader that has never

felt will smile at such vain imaginings ;
so we

give him the fine description of this singular

bird, by ^Vilson. whose prose is conceived in

the spirit of poetr>-—who always dipped his

pencil in the colors of truth, and painted Natore

to the life

" On or about the 25th of April, if the season

be not uncommonlv cold, the Whip-poor-will is

heard in Pennsvlvania, in the evenmg. as the

i
dusk of twilicht commences, or m the mornmg

I as soon as dawn has broke. The notes of this

solitary- bird, from the ideas which are naturaUy

! associated with them, seem like the voice of an

old friend, and arc listened to by almost aUwith

ffreat interest- At first they issue from some

I retired part of the woods, the glen, or mountoin

;

i
in a few evenings, perhaps, we hear liem from

'

the adjoining coppice, the garden fence, tbe

road before the door, and even the roof of the

dwelline-house. hours after the family have r^

tired to rest Some of the more i-norant and

superstitious consider this near approach as

forebodin- no pood to the family, nothing leas

than the sickness, misfortune, or death ot some

of its members. Everj- mording and evenmg,

his shrill and rapid repetitions are heard trom

the adioinine woods; and when mo or more

are callins at the same time, as is often the case

in the pairing season, and at no preat di.stance

from each other, the noise, mmeiing with tM

echoes from the mountains, is really fn*"?^
Strangers, in parts of the countrj- where tb^e

birds are numerous, find it almost impossibte

for some time to sleep ; while to those long ac^

qnainted with them, the sound often ^rve«"»

Idlaby to assist their repose. The notes seem

prettj- plainly to articulate the words which

have bJen generally applied to them,
'
W *«?"

p^.^m: the first -and last sjllaWes beio^ nt^

tered with preat emphasis, and t»'e -"hole w

about a second to each repetition :
but wften

^woor more males meet their whip-poor^^J

altercations become much more '^P"^^^Ji
ces-sant as if each were .training to overpower

or s^^lence the other. When near, yoa of^n

hear an introductorj- cluck b-.tween then^
At these times, as weU as almo^ }lf^^
thcv fly low-not more than a few ^et fro« »

I

surface, skimn.ing about the ^^^^et^S^
the door, alightiig on the wood pile or setuiB

I

on the roof Toward night t^^**? ^^fAen
come silent unles-s in clear moonlight ^^
SheTare heard with litUe intermission till mora

ing-"



NATURAL SCIENCES.
ON THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURISTS ACQUIRING A KNO\VLEDGE OF THE

NATURAL SCIENCES AND A HABIT OF ORIGINAL OBSERVATION.

BY JAME3 H. FENNELL, AUTHOR OF A " NATURAL HISTORY OF QUADRUPEDS."

NcMEROus facts on record unite to convince
me that agriculturists woalii find it very advan-
tageous to habituate themselves to making mi-

nute examinations of little objects and incidents

in nature which occur at evcrj^ step, but are too

often disregarded. It is desirable that agricul-

turists should not only read books on Natural
History, but that tliey should closely obscn-e
with their own eyes ever%-thing in the fields, or-

chards, and gardens, that they may glean some
useful hints from Nature's own volume.

In the cultivation of plants, it has been found
best to proceed on such scientific principles as

a correct knowledge of tlieir structure and func-

tions will suggest. The system of assolements.

or the rotation of crops, by which the produce
of our land has been quadnipled, and the accli-

mation of plants by hybridization or engrafting,

by w^hich means the fruits and flowere of more
southern regions are reconciled to our climate,

are only two out of many examples which might
be adduced of the benefits conferred by Botany
upon Asrriculture.

While Science dictates such valuable im-
provements as these, the mere observation of
trifling facts often suggests useful ideas. It is

said tliat the occasional natural union of the
boughs of distinct trees demonstrated the prac-
ticability of grafting, and that the obser%-ation of
tlie circumstance of a vine shooting more vigor-
ously after a goat had browsed on it, suggested
the valviable art of pmninsr fruit-trees. In tlie

sixty -third volume of the Philosnphical Trans-
actions, we find it related that M. Mustel, hav-
ing observed that some of the flower-buds of an
apple-tree had been gnawed off" by a snail, in

such a manner that all the petals and stamens
had disappeared, bein? eaten up close to the ca-

lyx, which, together >vitli the basis of the pistil-

luni and the embrjo were left uninjured, con-
cluded that those imperfect flower-buds would
bear nothin?. bat was soon convinced of his

nii.-3take. Nearly all of them bore fruit ; the ap-

ples were perfectly formed, and six or seven
pretty large ones were seen upon each bunch.
On tlie other baud, the snail had spared wmc
other bunches which it could not so easily get
at : but, out of ten or twelve flowers in each of
these bunche.i. not above one or two exhibited
any signs of fruit. This suggested to M. Mustel
the idea thai, when the flowers of trees are full

blown, the prevention of the natural fall of the
petals and stamens gives a greater as,qurance of
the fructification—a fact which he several times
proved : for, having cut off with the scissors the
petals of apple, pear, plum, and cherry blos-

soms, close to tlio calyx, he found that almost
every one of them boro fruit, whilst several of
the uncut flowers bore none. Thus did a snail

teach him how to render a tree more fruitful.

—

One of the Emperors of China, having noticed
that a particular stalk in his garden produced
better rice than the rest, cultivated it for several
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years ; and then, having fully satisfied himself
and his subjects of its superiority, he distributed
its grains among tliem for their general benefit.

A Sussex farmer, having remarked that some
goosebern,- bushes, growing under an elder tree,

were exempt from tlie attacks of caterpillars,

was induced to try the efiicacy of a decoction of
elder leaves in destroying the grubs that infe.«ted

his turnip crops ; and he. and other farmers who
repeated the experiment, found it successful.

Here I may observe that it is not only neces-
sarj- that the agriculturist should be well ac-
quainted witli the nature of the dififereut vegeta-
bles •which he cultivates for economic purposes,
but that he should rightly understand Uie causes
of the several ravages and diseases to which
they are subject, so that be may be able to de-
vise proper remedies and preventions. In tltis

wide field for observation and practice, Natural
History will be found a useful guide. In nine
ca.«es out of ten, the failure of crops, and the pe-
cuniary lo.ss experienced thereby, arises from
the attacks of some particular species of destruc-
tive insect, which, from unknown causes, has
appeared in unusually great numbers. Before
any effectual steps can be taken against it, it is

absolutely necessarj- to ascertain correctly what
species of insect is causing the mischief and to
study the creatiu-e's habits in all its transforma-
tions; for what will prove more or less effectual
in one stage of its existence, will be totally use-
less, or, perhaps, increase tlie evil in another.

—

Notwithstanding the immense annual losses
which must be caused by the niillious of de-
structive insects that iufe"st all kinds of crops,
the science of Entomology is comparatively neg-
lected by agriculturists, who are. therefore, fre-

quently unable to give a definite dcscrijition of
any uo.xious insect to a naturalist when tliey re-
quire his opinion and advice.
Those husbandmen who have possessed some

knowledge of Natural Histon,- have not merely
been better able to cultivate their plants and
protect tliem from the attacks of hurtful crea-
tures, but they have ascertained tliereby what
creatures are harmless and useful, and therefore
to be spared and encouraged. ^Vithout this
power of discrimination they maybe unwitting-
ly led into tlie error of destroying creatures
which were absolutely beneficial to "them. La-
dybirds, which are now well known to be most
useful little creatures, feeding only upon the
hurtful plant-lice, were at one time as merci-
lessly destroyed as the plant-lice themselves.

—

We are told bv Mr. J. D. Salmon that, in the
neighborhood of Scoulton, in Norfolk, there is a
von,' extensive colony of black-headed gulls,
flarus ridibnndiisj which are carefully pro-
tected and encouraged by the fai-mer.s, who have
noticeil that they render most useful service by
following the plow to feast on the cockchaffer
grubs and other insects that it turns up to tlie

surface. So greatly do tlie farmers value the



assistaace oi these birds, that they have implor-

ed the proprietor of die mere at Stanford War-
ren to discontiniie gatherins their •eee-R In the

first season after their ezss were spared, it vras

caJcnlated that not less than 15.000 yoons birds

^ere hatched : and the immense supply of food

which this ntuneroas proseny reqnired. sreaily

increased the exertions of the old birds in ob-

tainine for them many thousands of worms and
insects.

Those farmers who, from ig-norance, permit
poisonous wild plants to spread unchecked, fre-

quently sustain serious losses among' their cat-

tle : for thoug-h these ftTiirnals refuse such plants

when STO'is-n to matarity. yet in the early sprine,

when there is a dedciency of berbaee, and the

noxious sorts betray no sensible odor, they will

eat, in their extreme eagerness for green food,

almost anythins: that presents itsel£ Linnaeus
mentions the death of many cattle from feeding,

in early spring, upon the water-hemlcck. fcicu-

ia rirosa .•/* and. more recently, Mr. Edwin
Lees has recorded the death of several fine cows
from eating the roots of a poisonous umbeUifer-
ous plant %vhich had been carelessly suffered to

grow about the sides of a ditch.

Natural History, in its most extensive sense,

being inseparably connected -with all the arts of
life, ought to form a part cf the education of
those who -wish to promote them and to benefit
by them. In every school in the kingdom,
whether intended for males or females, for the
rich or for the poor, Xatural History should find
a fijremost place as an elegant and useful ac-

complishment There is hardly a common ani-

mal or plant concerning which some esregiotis
error may not be detected in the minds of the
generality of vrhat are termed weU-educated
people, who pride themselves on possessing a
jinuh.ed education—finished, indeed, before it

had fairiy commenced : for they who have learnt
anything know that neither man"s nor woman's
education can e^ver be complete, as every day of
our lives may be made to yield an improvement
upon the lessons of our youth. No one will rest
content with what h^ kno'ws to-day. unless he
wishes to be a dunce to-morro^w. The wisest
men love to call themselves students and labor-

ers ia the mines of Kno-wledge, seeking for ne^w
facts and even for ne-w sciences that are yet in

concealment and which are destined to improve
the earthly condition of man, and to impress him
still more strongly with an incessant conviction
of the care which God has taken to provide in-

numerable blessinss for His industrious and
grateful people—blessings •which He has bat
temporarily hidden fix)m »s. so that we have
the advantages of labor, health, and hope, in
seeking for them. AH the world was simply
Nature when God completed it ; and Natural
History, in its widest meaning, is the history of
that world of Nature; and, therefore, ignorance
of Natural History is ignorance of God's world,
which presents the most sublime and useful
etody man can pursue.
How general the existence of ignorance ie on

the subject of Natural History may be easily

conceived from the absurdities relative thereto
which may be found in the writings of even the
most popular essayists, novelists, critics, and
others who are more literary than scientific.

—

* A Bimilar plant, eenantie eroctaa, faae lately been
dificorered by ProC Christison to be innocuous to man
and animaU in Scotland, thouch in the Eooth of Eng-
land, and also in Fraiice and Bpain, it hag proved it-

- eell an active poison. [Editor.
*gl4i

Latin, Greek, and Heathen mytholosy have
been too frequently learned, to the entire exclu-
sion of any knowledge of those divine works by
which we are surrounded, and whereby ^we
may practically benefit ourselves and feDow-
creatures. In Sweden, Natural History is the
study of the schools by which men rise to pre-
ferment : and we are assured by the celebrated
botanist. Sir J. E. Smith, that there are no men
with more acute or better regulated minds than
the Swedes. In the forests of Germany, espe-
cially in the small States of the interior—the
Hartz. Thtiringia. A:c.—there are schools in
which are taught Surveying and Planting, to-

gether with the Zooloey, Botany, and Mineral-
ogy of the forest. At one of the most celebra-
ted schools in the world—namely, that of M. De
Eellenberg. at Hofwyl, in S^witzerland—it is the
chief aim ofthe instructor to inculcate in his nu-
merous pupils the importance of closely exam-
ining such surrounding objects of Nature as will
most concern them when pursuing the particu-

lar professions and trades for which they are in-

tended. The school contains about 450 schol-

ars, among whom are many peasant boys ; and
no opportimity is lost of directing the attention

of all, but especially of the latter, to Nature's
works: vrhich are eagerly sought after, atten-

tively studied, and most carefuily perused for

future reference and instruction. The collecting

of these objects afibrds an employment which is

not only amusing and usefal, but healthy. The
musetmi thus formed is coiistantiy increasing,

both in variety and utility. The plants it con-

tains are not classified scientifically, but accord-

ing to their properties, uses, and localities.

—

Seeds and specimens of useful sorts of wood en-

rich this botanical coUection. Q.uadruped«,

birds, reptiles, and insects are also studied and
preserved by the pupils. The \^-inter evenings

are instructively spent in this room by the poor

children with their master: and on Sandajrs,

after church, they go forth to the hUls and woods,

seekinff fi^esh treasures for their musetmi. At

Carra, in the neighborhood of Geneva, there is

also an aaricultural schooL where the children

are taueht the economic Botuny of their native

country, besides a variety of other tiseful sub-

jects. They amuse themselves with botanical

excursions, and the httie students carefully bring

home and preserve all the plants which they

coUecL

Hoge. the Ettrick shepherd, declares thai

those writers speak falsely who assert that oar

laborers, herdsmen, and peasants in_ general,

have littie or no feeling of the beauty of Nature ;

and he might have added that they are freqaent-

Iv close observers of her works. This fact in-

duces me to believe that much betiefit would

arise bv eivins a more scientific aim to their

habit of'observarion. How readily the shepherd

notices slight external differences, even in ob-

jects of the same sjiecies. is exhibited in his

readv discrimination of any one sheep in a flock

consisting of even many "hundreds, though »
the casual observer all the sheep seem exactly

alike. "VS^ithout some nice study of Natures

minpte distinctions, the shepherd could not so

easily detect any sheep in a large fiock.

The aptitude of peasants to receive scientific

truths, when their curiosity is properly awaken-

ed, mi?ht be illustrated by mentioning a glonons

list of'eminent philosophers who have arisen

from the ranks of shepherds, plowmen, Ac-—

We shall, however, mention but two example*

At Ba^is-Beost. near the hot springs of the Fyr-
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eneee, lives Gaston Sacaze, whose nsime bas

beeu well knowu for the last twelve years to

philosophical travelers in those parts. Without
even quittins his native mountain, or neglecting

the care ot" his flock and the cultivation of his

fields, he has found sufficient time to acquire a

good systematic knowledge of tlie Mineralogy,

Botany, and Entomology of his native district,

entirely unassisted by any teacher except his

own eyes and a few books. That he might read

the works of Linnaeus, he has taught himself

Latin. Besides .systematically classifying all the

mountain plants, he has drawn and colored

t!~.cm. BO as to form a rich herbal. At his hum-
ble home he has also formed a collection of min- i

erals. stones, insects. &c. ; and. when tending

his flock, he amuses himself with a violin of his

ovm constructing, and songs of his own com-
posing. So much notice have his talents at-

tracted, that his portrait has lately been taken

by the celebrated painter. Deveria. This peas-

ant naturalist calls to miud die instance of John
Bertram, tlie famous Pennsylvanian botanist, I

wlio was originally an agricultural laborer, but

having his intellectual curiosity excited by an
attentive contemplation of a \-iolet. and then

dreaming about its beauty and structure, imme-
diately set about learning all the Latin that was
requisite to read botanical works.

Great Britain abounds ia gnunmar^hools for

tlie poor, but where can it show anything like

the forest schools of Switzerland, Sweden, and
Germany ? Where are tlie instructors to teach

our pea-santry those sciences which they would
be praclicaUy benefited by understanding 1—
We want to see a full consummation of the be-

nevolent wish of Dr. Drammond, that a lecture-

room, a museum, and a useful librarj- should be
attached to every villase, as regularly as its

church or chapel ; and that a portion of time
should be appropriated to teaching Natural His-

tory, and even Natural Theology, to the peas-

antry*. Gcoloe^i" and Aarricultural Chemistry
should also be maiie to throw their lisht upon
the laborer s mind, and his children should be
taught sometliing about these subjects, as well
as grammar and ciphering. Agriculture would
more rapidly attain to perfection, if all. without
exception, who are concerned in it. were made

;

clearly to understand tlie processes on which
its fullest success depends. The laborer could
not fail to become more skillful and more inter-

ested in his emplo\Tnent. if he were taught to

practice it as a science, and not merely as a toil.

The culture of plants will become a compara-
tively easy process when we are better ac-

quainted with their peculiar function.*, and with
the chemical elements which they require for

tlieir growth and maturation. We must not be
content with knowing what are their respective

natural localities, climates, and season.s, but
must learn what chemical gases each species
imbibes from the atmosphere, tlirough its leaves,

and what substances from the soil, through its

roots. ' If a plant be distinguished by its con-
taining a notable proportion of soda, silica, ice.

the soil in which it is to be grown must," as a
writer in tlie Edinburgh Journal justly ob-
serves. ' contain these elements, otherwise the

attempt will be abortive;" for a plant can no
more create soda or silica within itself than it

can form water for its support, independent of i

the soil or atmosphere. From a knowledso of
\

the principles, therefore, a rational theory of
Agriculture may be formed ; and what has hith-

erto been little better tlian an expensive and

often distressing system of trial and error, be-
comes a science guided by fixed laws. Agri-
culture wiU always have to contend with the
fluctuations of season and climate : but it is for
human ingenuity to modify their influence, and
this can only be effected by rational and scien-
tific procedure. As yet the science of Agricul-
ture is only in its infancy : but the time "is not
far distant when it will rank with other maturer
branches of knowledge—when everv soil will
be systematically treated for the species of crop
to be raised upon it—when manures will be
manufactured as we now manufacture soda and
sulphuric acid—when plants wiU be fed and
stimulated as we now treat animals—in short,
when the farmer will sow and reap with as
much security as the distiller produces his spirit
The value of the science of Chemistry to the
agriculturist may be judged from the fact that,

when the great French chemist, Lavoisier, took
a quantity of land into his own cultivation, he
verj- soon succeeded in doubling its produce.

If tlie proprietor of land would explore its

mineral productions with a view^ to speculation
ia them, he ought previously to obtain some
knowledge of Geology. To an ienorance of
this subject may be traced the lavish expendi-
ture of money in many futile attempts to fiad
coal in situations where the sL'ghtest regard to
die principles that have been established, and
the rules that have been discovered, relative to
the association of coal with certaiH stratified

rock.*, would have saved those individuals from
ruin and misery. As a strikin? example of the
serious consequences that have ensued from
seekin? coal without acdne- under the guidance
of geological principles. Sir John Herschel re-

lates that an attempt was made, not many years
since, to establish a colliery at Bexhill.in Sus-
sex—the appearance of diin seams and sheets
of fossil wood and wood coal, with some other
indications similar to what occur in the neieh-
borhood of the great coal beds in the north of
England. ha%-ing led to the sinking of a shaft,

and the erection of machinery on a scale of vast
expen.se. Not less than £^00.000 are said to
have been expended in this project which, it is

almost needless to add. proved completelv abor-
tive, as everj- geologist would at once have de-
clared it must—the whole assemblage of eeolo-
srical facts being adverse to die existence of a
res^lar coal bed in die Hastings strata: while
this, on which BexhUl is situated, is soparalei
from die coal measures by a series of interposed
beds, of such enormous thickness as to render
all idea of jjeneirating through them absuril.—
The history of minin? operations is full oi simi-
lar cases, where a very moderate acquaintance
with die u.«ual order of Nature, to say nothin?
of theoretical views, would have saved many s
sanguine adventurer ftova utter ruin.
In learning the nature of the underlyins soils,

and the character of the surface soil" which in
many instances depends upon the decomposi-
tion of the subterraneous strata. Geolors- affords
most valuable assistance. From the mere de-
scription of the character of any line of country,
the geological asricnlturist might form a tolera-
bly accurate notion as to what must bo the pro-
ductions, pursuits, wants, and even the general
constitutions of the inhabitants; and. if he pos-
sessed a knowledge of Geological Botany and
Geological Entomology, he would also be able
to predict what cenera of plants and insects
were there most plentiful. Geology could point
out to him stores of lime and mineral manure ia
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places where they were not generally known
to exist. VVithout an ample supply of water,

no farming can be prosperously coijducted ; and
here again Geology comes to our aid, and sug-

gests the formation of those Artesian wells which
htve given the precious blessing of water to

many previously dry districts, as in France and
various parts of England. Ob.servation on the

surface of the earth detects the deep reservoirs

below. "Search and ye shall find;" for wher-
ever deposits of a light and porous nature occur

in Iwllows and depressions of firmer and older

rocks, water will penetrate until it has accumu-
lated into immense subterranean pool.9—the

pressure of the superior strata preventing the

fluid from exhibiting itself to the eye, except in

slight oozings at the indented parts of the sur-

face. When proper borings are made through

the strata, the water is released from its confine-

ment, and rushes up copiously from the valley

or hollow. Beneath those spots of ground over

which swarms of gnats are continually seen
dancing in the air, the existence of wells may
be suspected; for these insects disport them-
selves always where there is the greatest evap-

oration. It was by a secret knowledge of this

fact that the professors of the divining rod de-

tected hidden wells. Slight superfcial observa-

tion may also detect concealed mineral springs,

which may add to the value of an estate. Thus
' the discovery of the chalybeate spa at Dorton,

Ln Buckinghamshire, originated from some vil-

lager's attention being attracted to the circum-
stance that a little stream, which issued from a
small orifice, destroyed the plants that came
within its course ; the few blades of grass that

vsere spared bore a thick inciiistation of oxide
of iron ; and the surface of the ground, which,
ibr a few yards on either side of its channel, as-

sumed a jellow and .scorched appearance, was
covered with a similar metallic deposit. The
peasants called it the Alum Well—the taste of
that substance being most apparent to them. It

was also observed here, as at the Bath waters,

that disea.sed cattle voluntarily and repeatedly
repaired to the little stream, and rapidly recov-

ered from their maladies. It was noticed that

it afforded great relief to horses suflisring from
that very obstinate and almost incurable disor-

der, the mange. Owing to the powerful chaly-

beate qualities of this water, the manure of the

cattle that drink of it will burn to a cinder, and
is collected for fuel, in the same way that the

Peruvian miners and mountaineers make bright

and clear fires of the dung of the llamas and al-

paccas.
*

These several facts will, I trust, suffice to

show to eveiy reader the policy of the agricul-

turist greatly enlarging his present sphere of

knowledge, and the frequent advantages that

vvould result from his practicing a habit of orig-

inal observation, with a view of deriving impor-

tant suggestions from apparently trifling facts.

[Jour, of Iligh. and Agri. Soc. of Scotland.

"LIME ENRICHETH THE FATHER BUT IMPOYERISHETH THE SON."

As " all Ls not gold that glitters," so all popular

mottoes are not the very essence of wise expe-

rience. Some have their origin in ignorance,

and gain cuirency for want of examination.

With the majority of mankind, it is much more

SLgreeable to take things for granted, than to go

through the trouble of investigation. This lazy

disposition, inherent in our nature, to take things

for granted, gave rise to the story or the fact, of

the French philosophers, who, on being asked

by Doctor Franklin how it was that a pot full of

•water would not overflow ifa t\vo foot rock-fish

shoald be put into it, straightway put on their

considering cap.s, and set about gravely to ac-

count for it, without ever asking whether the fact

was really so !

On this vulgar compound of ignorance and

credulity, many an empiric and charlatan has

traded and passed himselfoff, within our observa-

lion, for a loise man, whose only virtue was that

which has been called a rascally one—denomin-

ated prudence. They have had the prudence to

keep their mouths shut, aware of the common

( «ayingthat a ' still tongue shows a wise head !"

w^hile in many cases it is the fruit more of cun-

Bing, than of wisdom.

The motto at the head of these remarks, is not

(816)

'.-•

only fallacious but mischievous ; and knowing

how apt the best of us are to be misled by sen-

tentious and oracular expressions of this sort,

especially where they address themselves to

our avarice or indolence, the obligation is the

greater to denounce and expose it.

Far from dissuading young fanners from the

use of lime, under the specious theory that every

thing that stimulates, must be followed by ex-

haustion, there is no service that we could ren-

der to Agriculture, of which we should be

prouder, than if we could devise some means,

whereby every young farmer in Maryland and

Virginia, and all the old States, could procure

an adequate supply of lime, to put from ?0 to

100 bushels on every acre of his worn-out land.

In truth, we regard this as the great desidera-

tum of a large portion of the States above nam-

ed. The real question is, not whether the use

of lime be judicious and advi.sable, but h(W is

the poor farmer to get it, and at how high a

price will he be justified in going before be

should decline the use of it 7

In.stead of fearing that he may enrich himself

and impoverish his son by ulterior exhaustion

of his land, if there be any one commodity for

which Prudence herselfwould hold him justified
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ill going in debt, that commoditi/ is lime ! and

if prudent and judicious young farmers could

coniinand the capital to buy it, even borrowed

capital, llie increased product of the land would

redeem the debt with more certainty than most

mercantile adventures can do, for which it is so

easy in towns to raise the means ; and the whole

aspect of the country would be changed and im-

proved.

Let any one who wants to see the effect of

capital so applied, and especially as far as lime

may be involved in the inquiry, look at the farm

of F. P. Blair, Esq. near Washington. Re-

ference to all such cases, we are aware, is apt to

be met by the ready suggestion, that "with

plenty of money, every one can improve and

fertilize and give a new aspect to poor land ;"

but this is not true, for many a man, though not

meaning to be improvident, squanders his

means and wastes bis exertions in unskillful ap-

pliances of both; but even if it were true, what

better service to the landed interest, ay, and to

Uie country, can any man of means render, than

to show how capital may be made to yield ade-

quate return, when applied with julSgment to

the most important and useful of all human
pursuits ? Such men become eminent bene-

factors of the commonwealth, by demonstrating

under the very eye of city capitalists, that their

sous would do wisely to betake themselves to

farming, instead of being all huddled together

in cities, as if it were the country that is infected

with plague, pestilence and famine

!

Returning to lime, which, with ashes, we un-

derstand to be the basis of regeneration, effected

in the estate to which we have already referred,

we may add that we understood Hon. Wil-

loaghby Newton of Westmoreland, Virginia,

\ fome days since to say, that he had made on an

) estate on the Potomac, this year, eight per cent

[ on all the capital embarked, as well in the cost

\ of the farm, as on all the property emploj-ed and

* all the expenses incurred in the cultivation, and

. his chief reliance is on lime. The staid and ju-

dicious farmer of Montgomery county—exem-

\
plary in all things, with a few exceptions (such

\ as not taking the Farmers' Library) don't

' 8top to inquire' whether lime " enrichuth the

I

ftither but impoverisheth the son." All he asks

is, (and that after ample experience and close

' calculation.) " Z»y what means, and how much
can I get." To get money to buy lime, they

will sell almost any thing but wife and children

and a favorite dog ; for they know that if tlie}'

can get enough of it, instead of impoverishing

the son, they can " set him up" in their own life

time.

Referring once more to the motto that " Lime
enricheth the Father, but impoverisheth tlie

Son," the true explanation is so well given in

(817)

the following which we find in the North British

Review, that we give it in lieu of, and as bet-

ter .said, than any thing we could offer:

" The addition of lime to the land has, in nearly
all well cultivated countries, extensively pre-
vailed at every period of authentic history. In
Europe, its u.se has been universal, and every
where the .same observation has been commonly
made, and has become a proverb in almost every
language. "Lime." the proverb saj's, "enrich-

eth the father, but impoverisheth the son."

Laid on in repeated doses, and for a length of
time, tlic luxuriant crops it raises at first gradu-
ally fall off, till at length, even with the stimu-

lus, as it is called, of larger doses, the land re-

fuses to be excited. A like result has been obser-

ved of late years fi-om the application of gyp-
sum, of nitrate of soda, of common salt, or of
saltpetre. Their good effects were apparent for

a certain number of years, but they gradually

ceased to act, and the land was afterwards be-

lieved to be even ^veaker and less productive
than before. How are these results to be ex-

plained ? Can this apparent exhaustion be pre-

vented ? Can it easily be remedied ? Is it a
necessary consequence of the use of lime, and
of the other substances we have mentioned ? Is

the manure or the farmer to blame for the re-

sult ? The plant carries away from the soil say
10 substances. The soil is deficient in one of

these, and the plant cannot grow. That one is

lime or soda. You add it to the land, and yonr
crops spring up luxuriantly. Rejoiced at this

result, you add more lime, and your crops still

grow well—for it requires the addition of 300 or

400 bushels to an imperial acre to add one per
cent, of lime to a soil which is 12 inches in

depth. But after many crops the lime at length

ceases to benefit the land, the crops are even
smaller than they were before lime was first

added, and the farmer is at a dead stand. Now
what has he been doing all this time ? He has
been adding one thing only in his lime—he has
been carrying off 10 in his crops. Is it any won-
der, then, that after a lapse of years, the land

•should become poor in one or more of the other

nine ? The iron-smelter throws into his furnace

his ore and his coal, but he pets no metal until

he puts in lime also. He adds a dose of lime,

and he draws off a running of metal. He adds
more lime, and he procures perhaps more iron.

But he very soon finds that lime does no faither

good ; he has melted out all the iron ; he has ex-

hausted his funiaco ; the stimulusof lime hasno
effect. He must add ore and coal again, and
again he will obtain his periodical fiows of met-

al. So it is with the t^oil. The farmer who
hopes by the continual addition of one thing, to

make his land produce continual good crops,

hopes and acts against reason. It is his fault

that the land has become exhausted, and the
cure is in his own haud.s. Lime, therefore, does
not necessarily " impovcri.sh the son." But any
treatment will ultimately make the land poorer
which does not return to the soil all the things

which the crops have carried off and at least in

equal proportion."

Remarkable and Important Discovery.
An Italian chemi.«t has discovered a liquid pre-

paration which will .stop the worst hemorrhage,
even that from cutting an arterj'. Tt is applica-

ble to many other purposes; and if half that is

said of it be true, it must prove of great value.
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CAPIT.\L NEEDED FOR AGRICULTURAL LMPROYBIENT*

HOW IS IT TO BE PROCURED '—FARMERS EXHORTED TO UNTDERSTAND
AND DEFEND THEIR RIGHTS AGAINST THE ENCROACHMENTS

OF PRIVILEGED CLASSES.

Among the variety of Banks vdth titles in-

tended to delude ignorant and credalous, and

sometimes corrnpt representatives of the farm-

ing' interest, such as Farmers' and Merchants',

and Commercial and Farmers' and Farmers'

and Planners' Banks, all of which have quicklv

gUded into the hands of speculators on the la-

bors of the farmer ; would it not be well to have

a Bank that should pay bills drairn on U ex-

pressly for Um£ and planter and clover seed, and
the necessary implements and buildings ? How^
much the wealth of some States would be en-

hanced if some such arrangement for the accom-

modation of Lndostrious men could be made, and

could it not as well as the thousand associations

which are formed for the promotion of industry

and the security of propertj'. in all the toicns ?

In the cities, men of every trade and pursuit as

instinctively associate and club together their

means and their wits, for the common safety

and benefit of their respective classes, as you
will see a ganir of wild hogs, at the sight of the

sportsman's dog, run together in the form of a

wedge, with the old boar making the point of

it, to resist every attack.

In towns, every separate business is formed in-

to, and its interests looked after, by a distinct or-

ganization. Hence there are banking and other

companies and incorporations of mercers, gro-

cers, merchant-tailors, iron-mongers, dyers, brew-

ers, leather-sellers, bakers, tallow-chandlers, cur-

riers, masons, coopers, blacksmiths, pla.sterers,

stationers, upholsterers, musicians, basket-mak-

ers, glaziers, apothecaries, shipwrights, specta-

cle-makers, clock-makers, comb-makers, soap-

boilers, cartmen. porters, watermen, and the

Lord knows how many more. By means of

such associations, all necessary information is

readily procured- The peculiar statistics of

each trade, its grievances, its wants, its rights,

are all ascertained and understood, and the

means of defence and aggrandizement defined

and provided for. At the first snufi"of " oppres-

sion in the tainted breeze," sagacious lobby-

members are despatched to attend the Legi.sla-

ture, (composed nominally ofthe representatives

of the farming interest,) with the needful to pay
their expenses, both direct and incidental ! It

is thus that agriculturi.sts. who constitute tlie

bone and sinew of the land, scattered without

j
concert, credulous and inert, ever have been,

i

and ever will be, preyed upon by trading poli-

ticians ever watching the popular tide, to know
what side they shall take

—

" So some rats, of amphibious nature.

Are either for the land or water."

Thus has the farmer's substance always be^i de-

voured by idle, unproductive classes of men,

\s-hose personal aggrandizement and sinister ac-

quisition ofpower and privileges, are usually se-

ctired at a proportionate sacrifice of the general

welfare.

How else but by indolence and credulity on

one side, and the mcessant encroachments of

particular and banded classes, with all their af-

filiated influences, could it have happened in

this isolated republican coimtry, that the landed

interest pays so many millions for the educa-
^

tion and support of favored, unproductive, i

though honorable and high-minded men,
|

"Whose trenchant blades. Toledo trusty,
(

For want of fighting have grown rusty,
(

And ate into themselves for lack

Of somebody to hew and hack''

—

classes that v^'ant nothing but the name, to con-

stitute a nobility, for in practice it is well known

that warrants and life commissions have been

often demanded and granted on the ground of

hereditary claims.

But hoping nothing from Government not

even the release of the sum entrusted to it by a

generous foreigner, Smithson, for the diffusion

of useful civil science, we again invoke

the generous feelings and ingenuity of our

readers, to devi.se and suggest some means for

affording capital to be directly employed in the

improvement of the vorn-ont lands of the old

States, in cases where security can be offered,

that it wll be .«o employed skillfully and bona

fide by land-holders, so many of whom want

nothing but a helping hand in the beginning,

to do all and more than skill and industry

can efi'ect with equal certainty in any other pur-

suit. But no system of short credits will an-

STA-er in his case, as in that of the merchant or

trader. The ship may make her voyage and

return with her cargo, the proceeds be realized

and the notes taken up, another cargo shipped

and return cargo sold, before the fanner begins

to realize the benefit of his pla.=ter or his lime.

But give him time, and that benefit is more
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sure to come, die profit more certain to be re-

alized, Uian the profit of the merchant. The

farmer reaps a double profit iu fact— first in the

iHiprovement of tlie land, which enhances the

security for the debt, and in a certain increase

of the crop, each more than the interest on the

debt But how is Ae to get tlie means? Let

him but change his occupation—let him fly from

the lan/i ; let him abandon the conntry. and form

fellowship with any of the various crafts in

town, and the same industry and integrity will

ensure him credit and capital—nay, as if to as-

sist in, and give activity to, the system which

is desolating the country for the aggrandizement

of the cities, the legislation of the Government

is to be framed as if expressly intended for that

end. Thus, the •' irarehousing si/stem " is de-

vised, that he who has no capital, even to pay

duties, if he has the credit which industry and

' good character, and letters based upon them,

will command for him in Europe ; tlie Govern-

ment is to build him a %varehouse in \vhich he

may store his goods until he can put them up at

auction, and sell them to pay the duties. In this

way is the power of Government so welded by

the so-called reprexeiitafiies of the (anded in-

terest as to help along every- other class but that

on which all others live, as birds live on the

g^ins of the field and the fruits of the orchard.

We complain not of this giving a ^"ing to hon-

est industry to make it useful and productive to

the State ; on the contrary, it is all right ; but

why make fish of one and flesh of another ?

Can no plan, no association be devised, to give

equal assistance to farmers whose care and skill

and industry and economy, would ofier a suffi-

cient guaranty for the specific appropriation of

the amount to the improvement of his estate ?

In New-York, the land-holder can raise any

reasonable amount on "bond and mortgase."

and tliese bonds and mortgages, owing to the

amplencss of the security, and the facility

with which the money may be at any time

realized, pass currently from one capitalist to

another, and become favorite objects of invest-

ment While the interest is punctuall}' paid,

tlie principal is rarely called for : in the mean

time the estate is improving, and every year

making for tlie holder of the bond and mortgage

" assurance doubly sure." In Maryland, and

we believe iu Virginia, the land-holder, however

industrious and exemplarj-, enjoys no such fa-

cility, but is doomed to drudge on through a

long life-time, effecting re.sults that, if he could

get the means which may be commanded by a

manufacturer oramcrch ant, having not so much

Bohd secvirity to offer and no better character

than he, would enable him in five or six years

to double the value of his estate ; for aflcr all,

there is no business that will better, and at the

same time .so surely reward capital and indus-

try, as Agriculture will when the labor and capi-

tal employed in it are applied with judgment

and economy.

For ourselves, we confess with shame to no

such knowledge of money matters as will ena-

ble us to sketch a sjstem to meet tlie case we
have presented. In such matters our evil gen-

ius, or misfortune, or fault, has ever been to get

clear of that sort of " dust " quite as fast as we
could get it. With us, money has ever been

truly the representative of labor, but then

scarcely can -we touch it before it " maketh itself

wings and flieth away,'' so quickly, indeed,

that it seems not to go into the clirj-salis state, but

is as it •were born icilh icings. Nevertheless,

we will offer, on our own hook, a volume of the

Farmers' Library, in extra binding, to any

one -who will supply for its pages an essay, and

frame of a bill, for the action of the Maryland and

Virginia Legislatures, the object and frame of

which shall be, to offer such inducements as

will secure to the land-holder facilities equal

to those enjoyed by other classes, for borrovs-ing

capital on the pledge of landed property. The

credit must be long, in proportion to the time it

requires to realize tlie benefits : and no system

can be effectual ^^ hich does not make the re-

storation of the capital easy and certain to the

lender or his order : nor will the great public

object, that oi improving the country, be accom-

plished unless the strict application of the fund

to that object be in some way secured.

In the mean time \ve so far venture to inter-

meddle in agncultural politics, as to recom-

mend ever}- landholder hi the United States to

bethink himself whether he ought not to de-

mand of the Government, which is his creature,

framed for his benefit, and for the support of

which he is taxed—whether. \ve repeat, he

ous-ht not to demand of tlie Government that for

every round dollar expended for the diffusion

of military knowledge and tlie support of mili-

tary establishments, an equal amount, at least,

.shall be expended for the diffu.?ion of agricul-

tural knowledge. On this subject we shall en-

large and insist by every- form of argument and

illustration, as long as these three fingers can

wield a pen. The reader will believe that

when we dwell on the want of means to give

activity to landed capital and plead for more prof-

itable results to rural iudustn,-, it is in uo spirit

of avaricious hankering after wealth—inordinate

wealth, for wealth's sake. No ! with all ideas

and plans for bettering the condition of the agri-

cultural interest we contemplate only the same

fair return for diligence and ingenuity iu the

use of the plow, that attends them in other pur-

suits—as far, at lea.'t. as depends on any action

of government. What we eagerly seek, and

almost hope to see. is. tliat Farmers shall be-

come more enlightened—more apprehensive of



their rights, to tlie end that in the exercise of

the powers of Government, thepreference which

is due ahall be paid to their concerns. We
wish not, by rendering them discontented to in-

cite them to abandon, but rather to make them

love the counti-y, by showing them how fields

that are exhausted and would be abandoned in

despair and disgust, might be made to yield

comfort and honor if not riches to their owner.

Having in a just appreciation of their rights and

a sense of self-respect, done all that prudence

and honor, skill and industry, can accomplish,

let them leam to be content with their lot. nor

pine at the prosperity of the rich and the great

;

for neither riches nor greatness caui confer hap-

piness. That must be found in virtue.

" 'T is virtue reigning in the generous heart

Alone can true, substantial bliss impart

;

'T is this, strong-beaming, though our noon be paet,

Rids life's ebon day be splendid to the last

;

Cbanns pain "and sickness in the saint and sage.

And melts to joy the hour of freezing age.

In want, content unenvied wealth bestows;

In sickness patience, and in pomp repose;

All wonders rise at her invoking breath

—

A life of rapture from the womb of death."

HONOR TO MERIT.—TRIBUTE TO THE LATE
EARL SPENCER.

If any English or French Admiral or Gene-

ral, renowned for success in the trade of war

—

no matter how unhallowed and diabolical the

cause of it—had recently died, it would have

been announced in flaming capitals in everj^ pa-

per in the United States ; .such is the barbarous

propensity of mankind to be overpowered by

and do abject homage to military achievement.

Let a civil man of the amplest means, and the

noblest inclinations to use them for the benefit

of his species—for the increase of bread and the

diffusion of knowledge among mankind—die in

the midst of his usefulness, and, for all the world

cares, he may die; and Editors, knowing for

what appetites they cater, will leave him to be

forgotten, while all around is teeming with the

benefits of his munificence and the iruits of his

good example.

For ourselves, we take a mournful pleasure,

Englishman though he icas ! in putting on our

record the following obituary tribute to Earl

Spencer, by the Royal Agricultural Society,

on the 5th of November last

:

On the motion of Mr. Pusey, M. P. seconded

by Mr. Shelley, the following resolutions were

caiTied unanimously, namely:
" That this Council, deeply sensible of the

great loss sustained by the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, in the lamented death of

John Charles Earl Spencer, feels it to be a duty

to record its deep sense of his unvarying perse-

verance in promoting the establishment and ad-

vancement of the Srciety; its .sincere estimation

of his humility, combined with manliness—of

his uniform candor and urbanity ; and its cor-

dial sympathy, with his family on the visitation

with which it has pleased Almighty God to af-

flict them.
" As a proof of our gratitude and respect to-

ward our late colleague, we elect Frederick

Earl Spencer to fill the vacancy in the number
(?-jO)

of the Trustees of the Royal Agricultural Soci-

ety of England, caused by the event which we
all so deeply deplore."

Mr. John Grey, of Dilston, Northumberland,
was then duly elected a General Member of the

Council, in the place of Earl Spencer, transfer-

red to the list of Trustees.

THE ROOM OF THE HOUSEHOLD.

BY ELIZA COOK.

There 's a room I love dearly—the sanctum of bliss,

That contains all the comforts I least like to miss

;

Where, like ants in a hillock, we run in and otit.

Where sticks sfiace the corner, and hats lie about

;

Where no idlers dare come to annoy or amuse
With their "morning-call" budget of scandalous

news

:

'Tis the room of the household—the sacredly free—

'T is the room of the household that 's dearest to mc.

The romp may be fearlessly ean-ied on there,

No "bijouterie" rubbish solicits our ear
;

All things are as meet for the hand as the eye.

And patchwork and scribblim; unheeded may lie
;

Black Tom may be perched on the sofa or chairs.

He may stretch his sharp talons and scatter his hairs

;

Wet boots may "come in." and the ink-drop may fall

For the room of the household is " liberty hall."

There is something unpleasant in company-days,
^

When saloons are dressed out for Terpsichore B

maze

:

, , j
When the graceful mazourka and Weippeil-led baaa

Leave the plain country-dance people all at a stand.

There's more muth in the jig and the amateurs

strum.
When the parchment-spread battledore sen-es as a

drum.
When Apollo and Momus together unite:

_.

Till the household-room rings with laughing deugnt.

Other rooms may be thickly and gorgeously stored

With your Titians, Murillos, Salvator, and Claude;

But the Moreland and Wilkie that hang on the wall

Of the faniilv parlor out-value them all.

The gay ottomans, claiming such special rcgara.

Are exceedingly line, but exceedingly hard ;

They may serve for state purpose, but go. u you

please, , . . „_j
To the household-room cushions for comlort ana

ease.



THE USE OF SALT TO MAN AND ANIMALS
Common salt, or muriate of soda, is the salt

which has been longest known. Ita eil'ects up-

on man and animals are striking and important.

In moderate quantities it seems to be a natural

stimulant to the digestive organs, and is suppo-

sed to furnish the necessary supply of soda to

pres<;rve the bile in an alkaline and anti-septic

condition. The estimation in which salt was
held amongst eastern nations is very remarka-

ble, and may be traced to the highest antiquity.

Tiiere appears, however, to be one portion of

the globe in which salt is despised by many of

the people. " It much surprised me," says a

traveler, " to see some of the South American
aborigines cat their provisions without salt,

thougii they have it in great abundance. If you
ofi'er them any food that has the least grain of

salt in it, they spit it out with great disgust."

There are many countries in which salt has
never yet been found, and where, owing to the

little commercial intercourse, the inhaiiitants can
only occasionally indulge themselves with it as

a luxury. In the interior of Africa this is par-

ticularly the case. " It would appear strange to

an European," Mungo Park observes, "to see a

child suck a piece of salt as if it were sugar.

This, however. 1 have frequently seen, altiiough

the poorer class of inhabitants are so very rarely

indulged with this precious article. To say that

a man eats salt with his provisions is the same
as saying he is a rich man." This celebrated

traveler suffered great inconvenience from the

scarcity of salt; and any European who has
been accustomed to its u.se, experiences a pain-

ful longing for it when deprived of it. Moor-
croft and Trebeck, in their " Travels in the
Himalayan provinces," tell us that the Ladakhis
and Thibetans boil soda and fossil salt with their

tea, of which they drink large quantities in the
coarse of the day. It is important to be known
that one of the ill effects produced bj- an «n!3alt-

ed diet is the generation of worms. In the Lon-
don Medical Journal, (vol. xxxix.,) Mr. Mar-
shall has published the case of a lady who had
a natural antipathy to salt, and was consequent-
ly most dreadfully infested with worms during
the whole of her life. In Ireland, where, from
the bad quality of the food, the lower cla.«.ses arc

greatly infested with them, a draught of salt and
Avater is a popular and efficacious cure. Dr.

Paris has noticeii the bad ellccts of a diet of un-

salted fish. Ru.sh says that he hai? administered
many pounds of common salt with great success
in worm ca.ses. Lord Somerville, in his address
to the Board of Agriculture, gave an interesting

account of the etlects of a puuisliment which
formerly existed in Holland. " The ancient
laws of that country ordained criminals to be
kept on bread alone, « /(mixed with salt, as the

severest punishment that could b<; iuHicted upon
them in their moist climate. The etlect was
horrible ; these wretched criminals are said to

have been devoured by worms engendered in

their own stomaclis." The'wholesomeness and
digestibility of our bread are undoubtedly much
promoted bv the addition of salt, which it so uui-

(8-1)"

versally receives. Dr. Dyer says that, in the

Mauritius, the planters' slaves rarely obtain salt,

and are therefore extremely subject to wonns,
while the Government slaves and the convicts

get salt in their rations, and seldom suffer from
those intestinal parasites. Some planters, re-

garding economy and the health of their slaves

at the same time, give a table-spoonful of salt in

half a pint of water to each slave regularly

every Saturday after work ; and they iind that

this dose acts not only as a vermifuge, but as a
tonic. A naval surgeon, who used to prescribe

salt water for his patients in all disorders, hap-
pened to be drowned one evening. Next day
the captain, coming on board, inquired for the

doctor, and was coolly told by a sailor that " he
was drowned last night in the medicine chest."

The fondness of animals for salt is often re-

markable. Professor Gmelin tells us that a fe-

male wild ass which he brought to St. Peters-

burgh prefen-ed brackish water to fresh. In
their wild state, as.^es feed chiefly on the most
saline and bitter plants of the desert, as the ka-

lis, alriplices, chenopodium, &c. Biyant s.ays

they will discover distant waters by the smell

;

and one may infer that they do this by inhaling

the saline emanations from them. Sir Thomas
Bernard, in his interesting work, entitled " Ease
of the Salt Duties," says—" In visiting Alder-

man Farley's salt-works at Droitwich, in Au-
gust, 1817, I was stiTick with the appearance of

an old black horse, that worked the machine for

raising the brine. He 'was in vei-y good condi-

tion, and his coat was like the finest black satin.

I asked what made the horse so sleek and
plump ; the answer was. that he had regularly

a little salt in his chaff three days in the week,
about four ounces of it on each of the three days

;

or, if he was not very stout, then sometimes a
little more ; but that, in general, the horse was
very well, and did his work well. He said he
did not give him the whole four ounces at once,
but at several times, about a table-spoonful each
time. The horse had been purcha.sed b}' Mr.
Farley about four years ago, being then about
twenty years old, and his health and appear-
ance, thougli he had constant work, had very
much improved since; the salt, ho added, had
made him eat his food, and work better. ' Mr.
.lohn Taylor, the atrent of the London company
for working the Real del Monte silver mines in

Mexico, informed Dr. Paris that the ore. which
consists of the sulphu'ret of silver, is. together
with mercury, amassed in heaps with iron py-
rites and common .salt ; and that such is the
greediness of the mules employed in the works
for salt, that they are constantly licking the ma-
terials; the consequence is, that a portion of the
silver amalgam is introduced into their stom-
achs. The animals, however, .suffer no incon-
venience; but, after death, on opening their

stomachs, it is not unusual to find considei'able
ma-sses of silver, the mercury having escaped,
or been dissolved by the gastric juice.

Camels, according to Mr. J. Wilkinson, will
drluk water which is too salt to be drank bv the
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Arabs. Gazelles live in immense herds upon
the open plains, vrbere they bro\^-se upon the
saline and ponsent herbage. The Americans
call the salt springs deer-Ucki, because the deer
and elks (Cerrus A'cesi frequently repair to

them, not only to eat the saline herbage, bnt to

lick the wet pebbles. They come in such nom-
bers to these salt localities that the ground about
is trodden into mud by them.

Pliny only alludes to salt as a beneficial inere-

dient in food for grazing. In his '• Natural His-

tory," I Book xxL chap. 7.) he teUs ns that cattle

have an avidity for a salt pasture, and tliat cows
fed thereon give more milk, and much better

for curding into cheese, than upon ground not of
a saline natnre. In some pans of Africa, large

herds of cattle travel from great distance.*, at

stated sea.=ons, to enjoy the marine plants -which

grow on the coast and are saturated with sea
salt The fattening property of our own salt

marshes is weU kno\^"n to graziers and farmers.

In Smith's '-Wondera" it is stated that the
water of the salt mines near Eperies. in Upper
Himgary. afford " a blackish salt, which is gen-
ei-ally eiven to cattle.'" For many years, it has
been the custom in Germany, and particularlj-

in Wirtemberg, where a vast number of oxen
are bred, to give doses of glauber salts to cattle.

As long as common salt is more expensive than
glauber salts, it was thought that the inhabitants

of Wirtemberg used the latter through econo-
my, but this supposition must have been errone-
0U.S. as they stUl continue to use glauber salts,

although the discovert- of salt springs has ren-

dered the domestic salt exceedingly cheap.

—

The reason they assign lor this preference is,

that it conduces, by its purgative qualities, to

keep the cattle in good health, and that even
Nvhen. from long habit, they become less liable

to be acted on by it ix still promotes digestion,

and brings the beasts into good condition more
rapidly. Two doses are generally given each
week. A horse has an ounce and a half; an ox
or a cow receives an ounce : and sheep three
quarters of an ounce ; and a pig about half an
ounce. Slionld its purgative effects prove too

stron?. the dose is diminished. There is no
trouble in administering the salt, as it is merely
sprinkled over the food. The price of it in

Germany is a mere trifle, as the mines of Boux-
viller. in the department of the Lower Rhine,
furnish it from the manufacture of ammonia in

great plenty. Matthew Apbonin, a Russian nat-

uralist, remarks that '• oxen fatten very quickly
upon ilie sea-coa-sls where the arrow-gra.ss,

f Trifrlochin maratiravrn.J their favorite food,

abounds:'' and if this be so. it is probably a.scrib-

able to the saline nature of the plant, and to the

sea-breezes containing particles of salt, which
appears to be neces.sary to stimulate their diges-

tive organs, and therefore conducive to their

health. In Upper Canada the cattle have plenty
of Nvild pasture to browse on in the woods, but
once in a fortnight they return, of their o\v\> ac-

cord, to the farms, to obtain a little salt ; and
when the\- have eaten it mi.\ed -with their fod-

der tliey repair again to the woods. D'Azara
tells us that in some parts of Paraguay, salt is

not ^ven to the herds of cattle ; but ihey are
supplied with the harrero, 'a saline or nitrous

eartii.) which they and other animals seek with
avidity, and without which they fa'il and die in

the coarse of four months. From tlie 27^ of
south latitude to the Malovine Islands, they have
no need of the horrero, because the water and 1

pasture-grounds are sufficiently salt ; but north-
j

ward, beyond this latitude, it is necessary, and
the plains which do not contain it feed neither
die ox. horse, ass, mnle. goat or sheep.

Dickson, in his • Husbandrj- of the Ancients,
tells us they were accustomed to prepare the
8trav%- for feeding stock by keeping it for a con-
siderable time steeped in brine ; that it was then
dried. roUed up in bundle.*, and given to oxen
instead of hay. In Spain, the practice is of
great antiquity, (for we remember reading of it

ia some Latin author,) and in the low countries,
%vhere they have no traditional data to ascertain
its first introduction among tliem. Dr. Brown-
rigg. in his "Art of Making Common Salt."

(1748.) remarks that " salt provokes the appe-
tite, strengthens the stomach, promotes the con-
coction and digestion of the aliments. &c. and
is most friendly and agreeable to the human
body. Moreover, black cattle and sheep take a
pleasure in licking it. and by it are preserved
from many diseases ; they also thrive to admira-
tion upon it." The Mm^enm Rustici/m (1763)
confirms this by the practice which had long be-
fore been pursued in America, •• where,'' says
the American contributor to the above work,
'• we think it in a manner absolutely necessary,
and, accordingly, give it to almost every kind of
cattle, and those %vith parted hoofs are particu-

larly fond of it. To this practice of feeding with
salt it is generallv ascribed that our cattle are so

much more healthy than the same animals in

England : certain it is that tliey are subject to

much fewer diseases.'' The first experiment as

regards sheep, instituted in England, seems to

have been in 1801, on the estate of the Board of

Agriculture. Lord Somerville's account of this

experiment is exceedingly interesting and im-

portant and too little kno\\'n. " The .salt" his

Lordship relates. " is given in the morning when
the sheep are looked over, in order to counter-

act the ill effects of the dew. On an average,

one ton of salt is annually consumed by a thou-

sand sheep. A small handful of salt is put on a

flat stone or slate ; and ten or fifteen of these

slatei", set a few yards apart, suffice for one hrm-

dred sheep. At first, the sheep maj- be moved
toward them ; if they feel a craving for salt they

will lick up quickly as much as is nece.ssary ; if

they do not want it, what remains dry when the

sheep are next looked at is taken up and re-

served for future u-se. T-n-ice a week has been
usually found sufficient; in particular cases it

may be offered thrice. Of a flock approaching

to one thousand, there are not ten old sLeep

which have not taken kindlj' to it, and not a

lamb which does not consume it greedily.

—

When turnips, in the early sea-M^n. are stocked

with sheej), and the greens are rank and strong,

many die suddenly, especially two-toothed

.sheep : the disorder ari.=ing from excess of fer-

mentation in the stomach. In this disorder, hay

and salt are devoured with a greediness that de-

notes their salutarj- effects. In the rainy and

unfavorable autumn of leOl, -we did not lose one

.slieep in turnips, and. probably, nprer xholl,

\vliile we persevere in the n.se of salt In the

autumn of 1 802. we had many hundred fat weth-

er"?, ewes, and hog sheep, in turnips, and lost

two the first month the turnips were stocked.—

Certainly the chances were that in any keep,

and anv season, more might have died out of so

large a"flock. In strong pa-stures, when seasons

are wet the rot often spreads destruction over

whole tracts of the countrj- ; in such a case, salt

must be beneficial, and an object of national im-

portance. It is supposed, and with great truth.



to correct acidity in the stomach—a disorder

common to slicep even in Spain, bat of a much
more serious nature in the damp climate of
Great Britain, more particularly when stocked
on crecn. floaty food, *uch as turnips, vetches,

and young clover. 8alt may not be a specific

on land naturally unsound—such land it is mad-
ness, at any rate, to stock \vith sheep : but
where tlie rot occasionally prevails, those who
hare carefully noted how salt atfects cattle, can
hazard little in supposin?' that the disease will

be much les^ heard of when such a correcrive
is applied." There can be no doubt that .-alt is

a great preventive of the rot, and of those para-
sitic creatures called Jiitkcs. which attack the
liver of the sheep. The flocks that feed on the
syeuelic hills of the Cheviot, and adjacent and
similar soil.s, the shepherds say, may pine, but
cannot rot. •' In visiting: Mr. Mosselman. \vho
occupies a larsje farm on the Continent. I was
surprised."' sa\"s Sir John Sinclair, • to find a
quantity of rock sal: from Cheshire. He assured
me that, by allowins: the sheep to lick it, the rot

\^'as efieciually prevented." In Spain, salt is

given as a medicine for the rot. Sir John also

tells us that a Mr. Bracebridge "drenched some
rotten sheep, night and morning, with strong
brine, after which ho did not lose one ; thev be-

came fat. and the meat was fine and good, as if

the animals had never been affected." Mr. Cur-
wen saj-s that, after his first trial of salt upon
sheep, out of fifty shearling Devons which he
killed, there was not one unsound ; whereas,
previous to the use of salt, it was rare to tind a
liver that was not more or less tainted. lu short,

salt keeps a flock healthy, does no harm, and
the expense of providing it is but small The
Saxons and Spaniards attribute the superior

fineness of their wools wholly to their liberal

use of salt. Everj- sheep ought to have two
ounces of salt per week, spread very thin upon
tiles or slates in tlie field.

To cold-blooded animals, inhabiting the land
and fre.5h ^\-ater. salt seems always to prove fa-

tal. The Prince of Musignano, an able and cel-

ebrated zoologist, says of the warty newt,
(
Tri-

ton cristatns, Lawr.) that if a little salt be
sprinkled upon it, it dies with the most violent

couN-ulsioas, although this amphibian is general-

ly so highly tenacious of life. Salt proves equal-

ly fatal to earth-worms, snails, slugs and insects.

Hence salt and water, poured over gravel \valks,

preserves them in good order, by destroj-ing the

worms whose earth-casts are so unsightly. To
destroy insects, salt is best administered with a
garden sjringe. [Jour, of Hi>;h. & Ag.Soc oiScot.

ON THE CURING OF PROVISIONS

FOR THE BRITISH MARKET.

L. Ti'CKER, Esq: The curing of meat is a
business we are daily engaged in : an art attained
by precepts and founded ou principles, tlie

knowledge of which is of immense importance
not only to the health, but to the comforts and
economy of man : yet strange to say, it is a
science about which not one word has ever
been written : and that we look in vain through
the printed masses of the new and old world,
for a sin-'le treatise upon tlie subject. When
you reflect upon this fact, you and your readers
will. I trust, be lenient in your criticisms on
this, my tirst attempt at vi/rs'f essay on the sub-
ject: more panicularly when I tell you, I am
prompted by no other motive than to increa.se

the value and interest of your invaluable publi-

cation : to instnict your readers, and to open the
eyes of the many persons engaced in the busi-

ness to the niinntiiii that must be obsei^-ed, and
the difliculties that must be overcome, iu order
to pursue the trade successfully.

;

Ude. in his celebrated Iwok on Cooker}-, in
'

giving instructions how to make h:ire soup", sig-

nificantly says. '• first catch the hare." It is not
of more importance to catch the hare to make
the soup, than it is, in putting up beef for the
British market, to first get the beef of tlie right
size and quality. The quality is found amons-
the fattest and best fed cattle you can obtain

;

and the size must range between 600 and t'OO

lbs.—beinir that which invariably cuts up to the
best advantage : having more prime pieces, both
in weight and number, compared with the
\vhoie weight o{ the carca.«s. than any other size
we can select. Having obtained tlic cattle, our

next care must be to have them properly killed;

and here it is of great importance to your suc-
cess in curin?, tliat not only the blood of each
animal should be well and tlioroushly drawn,
but that everj- animal should be allowed suffi-

cient time to rest off its journey—say from 24 to

48 hours, according to circumstances—so as to

allo\T the fever consequent on driving any dis-

tance to subside before you kill it

The business of packins: is divided into two
parts ; the first is to cure the meat—the second
is to presarve it when cured. In the packing-
house, the first preparation that should be made
for business is the making of the brine in which
the beef is to be cured. By way of parenthe-
sis, it may as well be here noted that neither
Kanawha, ZanesviUe orGroose Creek salt should
be allowed to touch your meat, either directly.

by mixture with other salt, or indirectly through
the medium of brine ; for .so sure as any of these
salts are used, so sure will your meat become
slimy like fish, and be imperfectly cured. The
best salt I know of for curing, is the Liverpool
coarse sack salt, as it is called. The brine should
be made for at lea.st 10 or 14 days before it is

required ; it should be made in large vats or
hosrsheads with a sufficient quantity of finely

powdered saltpetre addetl. to give the beef that
red color which so plea.ses the eye from long
habit : it should be allowed to settle down and
refine, and. when drawn off into the tubs where
the beef is to be cured, it should be clear, and
entirely free from any sodinient or impurity.

—

The strength should also be tested—which, in

the absence of a regular brine tester, mav be
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done accurately enough by placing the half of a
hog's head, weighing from 7 to 8 pounds', iu the
brine, which must float perpendicularly, the
snout two inches above the surface, before tlie

brine can be pronounced strong enough.
The next operation in the packing house is

the cutting up of the beef into 8-lb. pieces, about
which it is impossible to give any specific direc-

tions, as the number of pieces must entirely de-
pend on the size, weight, and thickness of the
animal. This department of the business must
be guided by the hand and eye of the practical

tradesman, and dn-ected solely by his good judg-
ment. One tiring may here be remarked—that

it is always well to leave two prime pieces of
every carcass, say off the standing ribs, whole
and uncut, to weigh from 32 to 38 lbs. and cured
in that way, for two rea.sons: first, when cut up
to the proper size after they are cured, it leaves
a freshness and bloom on those pieces for the
heading, which gives to the purcha.ser, on open-
ing the tierce for inspection, a certain guaranty
that the meat was handled by a tradesman ; and
secondly, it will facilitate the scaling of the meat
much, as should 37 pieces be iu the scale, want-
ing one piece more to weigh 8 or 10 lbs. more
or less, that piece can be cut off this larger one
to a great nicety, and avoid the delay and trouble
of tossing a pile of meat over to hunt up one
piece from the many, of the exact weight want-
ed. .In scaling your meat it is not necessary to

put more than the exact weight, 304 lbs. in, as
beef, when cured, and put into tierces, will re-

gain fully 5 per cent, of the 10 per cent, it will
have lost in the process of curing.
As your beef is cut, the coarse pieces of the

fore quarter, such as the clods, stickings, and
shoulder piec'^s, should be selected and well
rubbed with dry salt, and put into pickling tubs
by themselves ; the round, rump, and jump
pieces of the hind quarters should in like man-
ner be selected, well rubbed with dry .salt, and
put into pickling tubs by themselves, and then
your prime parts, such as ribs, sirloins, plate and
brisket pieces, should be selected, and put into

the pickling tubs by themselves, and without
being rubbed. Those pieces being the most
tender and least veiny parts of the beef, will
cure more easily and quicker than the coarsca-

I)art8, but after remaining a week in the brine
they .should be drawn, and if the brine has not
sufficiently stricken, then and not till then,
should those pieces be rubbed with dry salt.

—

The coarser pieces should be drawn and ex-
amined every fifth day at least, and if the
salt should not have sufficiently stricken, and
the impurities be not well extracted, then they
should be gently rubbed a second time, and
the air allowed to act for an hour or two at

least, on the meat and salt, before they are re-

turned into the brine; the whole of the meat in

the curing tubs must be well covered with
brine, and the air entirely excluded from it.

—

Under a good state of the atmosphere, and with
proper handling of the meat, it will be cured
and ready to put into the tierces in from 14 to 16
days, but of this the practiced eye and hand of
the tradesman can aJone be the judge, for I

know of no words to explain the feel and look
of meat when cured, or when not sufficiently
cured; practice and comparison alone, aided by
close observation, is the only certain way of ar-
riving at that judgment.
The propriety of sorting the meat of the three

qualities as pointed out. and having each quality
-cured separately, I shall endeavor to explain, so

f8<,Ml

as to be understood and appreciated by every
person po.s.sessed of any common sense and ex-
perience. First, the finer or middle pieces of
evQry animal, it is well known, are much more
easily cured than the coarser pieces of the ex-
tremities of either the fore or hind quarter, hence
the propriety of keeping them separate, as nine
times out of ten it is Vv'holly unnecessary to do

I
more to them (the Tfiner pieces,) than simply to

place them in the brine, where they will cure
without any rubbing, while it is neces.^arj- to

rub the other pieces once at lca.st,and sometimes
oftener with dry salt, in order to extract thor-

oughly those impurities which the lean of every
animal contains in a very much larger propor-
tion, than the fatter part of the same animal
docs ; and it is, for the same reason, right and ,

necessary to separate the pieces cut off the ex-
tremity of the fore quarter from those cut off the i

extremity of the hind quarter, becau.^e the meat '

of the fore (juarter contains more of those inipu- '

rities. which must be extracted before it is cu-
*

red, than does the meat of the hind quarter, and
'

consequently the meat of the fore quarters re-
,

quires more care and handling in order to cure

it, than does the meat on any other part of the

carcass of the animal ; hence this classitication

will enable the curer to give to each sort of meat
the required handling necessary for its prc-^erva-

tion, without interfering with the other parts,

which, if treated in the same way, (I now speak
of the finer pieces,) would have their natural

juices extracted, become hard, and what is com-
monly but erroneously called over-cured.

There is also another reason why this classifica-

tion should be made : it is this : That it saves

much time and labor, when the meat is select-

ing for the scale, by having each quality in sep-

arate bulk ; the selector has but to go to either, in

order to lay his hand at once upon the particu-

lar piece he w-ants, without losing time or wa.st-

ing labor in tossing over a pile of meat promis-

cuously cured.
When your meat is cured, the next process is

the packing it away for preservation into the

tierces, about whicli I deem it unnecessary to

say anything ; because wlien the meat is .select-

ed and scaled, the packing is a mere mechan-
ical process, in which a man can alone become
a proficient by practice and experience. It may
be well, though, to remark that when your meat
is taken out of the curing tubs, it .should be

washed, and'ridded of the impurities extracted

by the salt, and generally in a greater or less

degree deposited on iho surface, and which can

be best and mo.st easily done vvith the aid of

water and a good hickoiy broom ; the packer

should always have by him a knife, and when-
ever he obseAcs an incrustation of tho.se impu-

rities on the meat, which the washing had not

taken off, he should use his knife to scrape it off,

and if scraping did not effect it, he should cut it

off

When j^our tierces are packed, they must

then bo headed and thorougldy driven dovvn in

their wooden lioopx, rolled by, and each tierce

have its bung-hole bored, ami then brined with

pure, clean brine, made and tested in the way
before described, except that no saltpetre .should

be put in it. It is of the utmost importance that

this brine should be made several days before,

in order that not only the impurities of the salt,

but those of the water als<i, should have time

to settle down into a sediment, and this sedi-

ment slMiuld not be disturbed when the brine is

drawn off. The want of this precaution haa



been the cause of much complaint and injun,' to

the meat wheu exposed for sale, from the fact

that when the brine was put on without first be-

ing allowed to cl(\ir itself, the impurities of both

the salt and the water settled ujjon the meat,

and made it both slimy and dirty. The tierces

should remain at least 14 days in this slate with
the bungs open, and w^hatever the casks may
have absorbed of the brine, should be replen-

ished once, if not twice, every day, and this con-

tinued until tlic casks will absfirb uo more, and
that the brine remains as stationary and undimin-
ished, when filled, as though it stood in a glass

bottle. The necessity for this precaution is ob-

vious : first, if your staves are not in this way
allowed to become saturated with brine, and the

brine replenished, before the ca.sks arc finally

coopered and shipped, you can have no guar-

anty for your casks not leaking on the voyage

;

and secondly, should this absorption be allowed
to take place on the voyage, your -tierces in a
short time will become half empty of brine, and
wherever j'our meat then comes in contact with
the stave, it will extract from the wood its col-

oring matter—will become stained and discol-

ored, and for the want of brine, the meat will

becottjc hard and rancid, and perhaps mouldy
too. Your tierces after standing at least 1 4 days
will take no more brine. Tliey are then ready
for the bungs, which should be put in with a
coarse cloth around them, and tightly driven

;

over each bung a piece of tin should "be nailed

on, but great care must be observed that the

tacks with which it is fastened are so short as

not to go through the stave ; as, if they do, a
leakage will take place that may do much hann.
Then comes the finishing stroke to the whole,

namely, the putting on of your iron hoops, and
the final coopering of your tierce. As few
coopers are in the habit of doing such work in

the United States, I shall explain the process, so

that all may understand and perform it, if they
will. In the first jilace, care should be taken
to clean your house of all salt and brine, in or-

der that the hoop-iron may be kept as free from
it as po.ssible, to prevent its rust and corroding.
The tierce up-ended, the cooper takes off the
first three wooden chime hoops, he then takes
his hoop iron and bends it round the place of
theJirst hoop, and takes its accurate measure

;

there he then cuts it to the length, and rivets it,

which can only be well done on the face of a
small anvil, or on the side of a metal half-hun-

dred weight ; he then puts this hoop on, (having
eased it, by a few blows on the inside of one
edge, to the shape of the cask.) and drives it to

the berth of the second wooden lioop. leaving
room for a wooden guard-hoop on the outer edge
of the chime ; he then strips that end of the tierce

of all the remainder of its wooden hoops, and
takes his hoop-iron and mea.suros around the
berth of the third wooden bulge-hoop, cuts,

rivets and shapes it, and then puts it on and
drives it down to the place of the second bulge-
hoop ; this done, he then puts on his wooden
guard bulge-hoop, whicli passes over the iron

one. and drives it to its place, and then drives
on the remainder of his wooden hoops, finishing

with a guard chime hoop outside tge iron one.
and so proceeds on until the whole is coopered.
It is necessary hero to remark, that no iron
driver, used perpendicularly, as coopers u.se

their wooden drivers on wooden hoops, will
ever drive an iron hoop to its place. There is

a proper driver vv'ithout which the hoops cannot
be driven ; it is this :

(825)

h

B, the handle ; a, the head on which the blow
is given, and c. the bite which catches the edge
of the hoop ; this, used with a 7-lb. hammer to

strike with, will drive any iron hoop to its place,

but without it. the hoop cannot be stretched and
driven, and consequently must remain imperfect.
The curing and packing of pork differs some-

what from that of beef; but the length to which
this article already extends, prevents me from
going into that subject at present, nor is it ne-
cessaiy to be known to the coinniuuity, for from
my knowledge of the trade, of the quality of the
Irish pork, and of the manner and cheapness
\vilh ^vhich it is produced, I deem it impossible
for us in the United States to compete in any
market with the Irish pork, with the hope of
realizing a profit for some years to come, under
the present Tariff; nor can we count with cer-

tainty, even under the very best possible man-
agement, upon any profit being realized by put-
ting beef up for the British market this year, at

the prices Jiow paying for fat cattle in this, the
great beef producing country of the United
States.

At some future period I may again address
you on this subject, which is of such interest

and importance to the whole of our community
here. I remain, sir, with respect, yours, i5cc.

An Apprenticed Packer.
Louisville, Ky. 4th Nov. 1845.

SOME KXPERIENCE WITH GUANO IN VIR-

GINIA THE LAST SEASON.

'

Extract of a letterfrom a gentleman in Maryland.

" We have a fine trial of Guano on the Alms
House Wheat which I will show you when
you come on. Mr. T. S. Pleasants writes me
from Petersburg. Va. 20th inst. wanting to pur-

chase more Guano of Mr. George, and remarks :

' I have never been able to collect the results of

any exact experiments with Guano, or I .should

have forwarded them to thee with a great deal

of pleasure. Some of those persons who tried

it on wheat, thought the increase was verj- con-

siderable. Dr. Dupuy, according to the best

estimate he could make, thought the increa.se of

his was not more than thirty per cent. ; Robert

Strachan thought his was enough to pay for the

Guano three times, but the season was every

way unpropitioua for its action, and whilst some

persevere, many more are not disposed to trj'

again. Although the past season has been so

discouraging to those who have used Guano, I

cannot say that my confidence in its virtues has

been impaired, and I feel no hesitation in mak-

ing another trial. For the very early and the

very late crops, its action has been beneficial,

but for those which usually mature during the
summer and early part of the fall, its applica-
tion was attended with no benefit ; indeed, in

some cases, as in that of hot fresh manure, some
injurj- might have resulted. My crops of cab-
bages, of which I raise a good many for the
market, are very fine and grown entirely with
Guano.' "
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A SKETCH OF BELGIAN HUSBANDRY.
The farms iu Flanders are small, the average

size being not more than fifty imperial acres.

Some are lieKJ on lease, others are not. The
terms vaiy from tlirte to fifteen years, some
multiple of three as far as fifteen beinu; the dura-

lion of a lease. In some the tenants have it in

their power to quit at the end of eveiy third

year, while the landlord cannot put him d".ay
till his lease is out. It is impo.ssible to say what
the average rent of the farms is ; but so far as I

could ascertain, it may be stated at 3()s. the im-
periai acre, for the best soils, exclusive of bur-

dens, which are generally one-fifth of the rent.

The fanners of Belgium are a hard-working
class of men—in the habit of laboring their

farms, and generally ignorant of every other
subject but their profession. But in it truly they
show rare sagacity and experience ; and though
unaided by, and almost despising, the light of

science, they discover in some parts of their sj-s-

tem of Agriculture a perfection to which science

has never yet guided the farmers of this or any
other country. When Ave look back to the an-

cient grandeur of Belgium, when its cities were
the marts and factories of Europe, and consider

the consequent increase of population in a coun-

trj- naturally unproductive, we will discover a

sufficient stimulus to excite the energies of a
people gifted by Nature with an indomitable

perseverance and Ul!v^earied industry. This
dispo.sition, as well as its effects—their Agi-icul-

ture—has been handed down to the present

generation of farmers, and still manifests itself

in many operations which the negligent fanner
would consider unprofitable, or, at least super-

fluous; and it is from this praiseworthy industiy

that Belgium, comparatively a poor country, is

considered by strangers as unrivaled in the si-

lubrity of its climate and the fertility of its soil,

and tliat the great part of the kingdom is pre-

vented from returning to its original barrenness.

The number of servants who live on the fann
throughout the year may l;c .stated at six to the

fifty acres, and these are paid as follows :—The
Tuen who perform the v^'ork of plowmen and la-

borers receive 10s. a month with their meat,
which t]i£ farmers value at 6d. or 7d. a day,
thus making the full wages of a nian equal to

i!,5s. a month or £l5 aA-ear. Their food consists

of boiled milk and bread for breakfast, .soup or
butter-milk and bread and butter for dinner,

with potatoes and pork five times a week, and
bread and milk for supper. The soup used is

composed, according to Mr. Radclitf, of butter-

milk boiled and thickened with flour or rye-

bread. 7<ntatoe9, salt fish, various vesretahles, and
eggs. They work from daylight till it is nearly
dark at this sea.son of the year, which, after de
ducting the hours of rest, will be about ten

hours a day. In summer it is longer. The
women, who are hired to live on the farm, re-

ceive about 4s. Gd. of wages less in the year
thaji the }ncn. It may be observed that almost
all the funn<,'rs take the same food as their si?r-

vants. The day-laborers, who are onlj' emploj--
ed at certain seasons, such as for weeding the
crops and engaging iu the operations peculiar
to Bax culture, receive 7d. and 8d. a day, with
their meat; and boys and girls have od. witli

!

their meat. Ar. ordinary working-man will live

very comforwbly in a town in the south of Bel-
gium, paying .£1.5 for victuals and £2 for the
rent of one room for the whole year.

The farm-buildings are generally built in the
form of a .-^.quare, and consist of dwelling-house,

byre, barn, stable, .servants' sleeping-room, and
cart-shed. The middle of the area included in

the square is several feet below the level of the

hou.ses, and is admirably adapted for saving ma
nure. The greatest cleanness prevails in every
dejjartment of the steading.

The strength of horses kept on a farm is at the

rate of a pair of hor.ses to the fifty acres. And
be number of animals .supported altogether on
the farm far exceeds anything we are accustom-
ed to n this country. This, indeed, is one of the

secrets of their farming ; and we have no hesi-

tation in saying that, in this particular, they ex-

cel the farming of any countiy with which we
are acquainted. The keep of a hor.se is estima-

ted at 20d. a day. It is generally fed during

the winter on oats, straw, beans and hay ; and
in summer on cut grass. The horses are small,

but compact, handsome, with beautiful action,

and high-spirited. As no attention has been
paid to the improving of their breed of cowe,
they are not distinguished for any excellences.

They answer the purpose of the dairy, for wliich

they are principally kept : they are generally

black and white in color. After being for

some years in the dairy, they are fattened or sold

lean to the butcher, who is generally feeder as

well as butcher. The most of the beef useA in

Belgium is that of these old cows. They have

a practice by which they ensure the regular

feeding of the calves, which they consider es-

sential to quick fattening. Immediately after

they have got their usual quantity of milk, bas-

kets are put on their mouths, to prevent their

eating anything in the interval between the

feeding times. Few sheep are kept, and these

are of the worst description.

The fields are small, and are di\nded merely

by ditches. There is no such thing as a hedge

oi- dyke enclosing a field. These, from the pe-

culiar management of the stock on their farms,

are quite unuecessarj-. But where thorns are

used as fences, as around nurseries and gardens,

the settings are put very closely together ; and,

after they have sprouted up a certain length.

sticks are run along horizontally, and the young

shoots are tied to these, so that in a short time,

from the intertwining of the shoots, uov^ grown

into branches, the fence becomes quite impene-

trable. Under-drainage is never practiced.

Much of the soil does not require it: but to fa-

cilitate the drying of the fields, and to draw off

the surface-water from the plants, a spading of

earth is taken out from every fun-ow, and scat-

tered over the ridge, so that, in a heavy shower,

the rain-water fiiids a ready course to the ditches

which skirt the fields.

One of the points in which the Flemings show

their skill of management is the attention tbev

pay to the working of the soil. Unless the so;!

has been tlioroughly pulverized by repeated

plowings and harrowings, they forbear from

sowing iu;v crop. To ti^ie, in particular, among



other causes, we mast attribute the practice pre-

valent there of using small quantities of eeed,

and the beautiful, healthy, ami equal brairds

which cover the surface in sprins;. lu many
places they are not content with the mere use

of the plow for this purpose, bat resort to the

spade also, either in giving an additional depth
to the furrow, or in turning the whole soil over
^vith this implement. In the province of Ant-
werp, we mentioned before that the spade was
far more used tliau the plow for agricultural

purposes.
An operation seen daily at present is the

picking of the weeds from the young crops. Of-

ten the land is raked well before the workers
comraenoo their operations, for the ptirpose. as

the fanners allege, of separating the plants, that

the weeds may be more easily distinguished.

But there is evidently another and more benefi-

cial etfect, the raking will have upon the crops.

It will loosen any crust that may have been
formed on the surface, and thus admit of a more
ready access of the air to the roots of the plants

and the ipiantities of manure which arc covered
by the soil, thus aiding their action by a supply
of oxygen. Sonie may object to the raking,

from its cxpcsing the plants to the action of

drouth ; but the good derived from it, for the

rea.sons stated, is more than sufficient to coun-

terbalance any risk from droath. After the ra-

king, the workers go over the whole field on
their knees, picking out every u.sclcss plant.

This is perhaps re])eated several times in the

season, according to the state which the field is

Flax costs far more labor in weeding than

any other crop ; and the Flemings spend double
time on it from the importance of the crop. A
Scotchman, ignorant of Agriculture, in passing

tlirough Belgium at this season, and seeing an
extended row of -women creeping on their

knees among the young crops, and looking with
the greatest rare for injurious weeds, v\ oald be
apt to extol the industry' of the people, while he
would accuse his own countrymen of indolence

and carelessness in the minute, but no less im-

portant, points of husbandi'y. But he would be
doins his own countrymen an injustice, in as far

as he would condemn them for their non-per-

formance of what they do in a more economical
and as ettcctual a manner as is to be met with
in Belgium : we allude to the practice of drill-

ing grain crops, by which means the weeding
of the crop is far more expeditiously accomplish-

ed than it is by the plan resorted to in Flander.s.

This careful attention to -the weeding of the

grain crops is the more necessary in Belgium,
where tliey are all sown broadcast; the soil is

of that class which encourages the growth of

annuals, and summer fallow or green drilled

rrops form rarely a part of their rotations.

The implements u.sed in Flanders are so sim-

ple and rude that they scarcely deserve men-
tion. There are two kinds of plows employed ;

one which is h<-ld by one hand only, and is of

the rndist constmction: .Tnd the other, called

the Walloon jilow. in which the body is attach-

ed, by me:nis of its beam, to a framework on
wheels, which connects it with the horses, and
regulates the ditforcnt depths to be plowed. In

this the mould-board is movable, and is changed
at the end of every furrow from one side to the

other.

The next subject of which we shall speak is

the manures of Flanders; and some conception

of the importance of this subject may be form-

ed, when we mention that it regulates, not only
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the whole, but every individual part of the man-
agement of a Flemish farm. The first object

and great aim of a Flemish farmer is to make or
get manure ; and to can-y this into efl'cct, noth-

ing that can contribute in the least to increiusing

a dung-hill is thrown away. He cultivates food

for cattle, and ties them up all the year round,

that he m.ay not lose any of the manure. He
sows rape, and allows it to blossom and rijien,

that he may obtain ti;e seed for manure. His
aslies-cart and urine-barrels traverse eveiy street

in a town, every by-way in the country, to col-

lect this important necessary for his farm. It is

in their management here that the farmers of

Belgium excel those of cverj' other country, and
are thus enabled to extract more from the land

than any other body of farmers. They act up, in

short, to the true old adage that '• Muck is the

milher o' the meal kist." The principal ma-
nures used are farm-yard dung, urine or li.juid

manure, rape-cake, and ashes. Minerals arc

seldom, if ever used, and bones are almost un-

known. I alluded before to the comparatively
great number of animals kept by the Flemish
farmers on their few acres. This the}' do prin-

cipally for making manure, to enable them to

carry out their system of farming. On a farm
of d'-i acres, 3 horses and 1.^ milch cows, and
several heifer.s for supplying the stock were
kept throughout the year, besides 6 cows and a
few calves that were fattened yearly. In anoth-

er, of 77 acres' extent, 4 horses and 20 cows,
with a requisite number of heifers, were kept,

besides from 20 to 30 calves being fattened off

yearly : and in a third, of 88 acres. 5 horses and
20 cows, besides heifers and calves, were kept.

These fanns were all arable, and were situated

in one of the finest districts in Belgium. Mostly
every crop receives some ofthis/arm yard dung,
which is always well rotted before being appli-

ed. One of the peculiarities of the Flejni.-^h sys-

tem is, the extensive and various u.ses they

make of the urine from the animals kept on their

farms. Every one has heard of the iirine-tanks

of Flanders, which are to bo found all over the

country, at home, and in the fields. They are

built in a most substantial manner, and so far

under ground, that when they are covered in,

the fanner is enabled to cultivate the soil over
them. Contracts are generally entered into be-

twe'cn the farmers and tho.se in towns who have
mui'li of this at command, such as brewers, dis-

tillers, ice, ^vho fatten animals from the refuse

of tlieir works. £'2 ($10) is comvionly gireii

forthcvrine of one animal for a year. The
farmer, at stated periods, conveys, by means of
barrel-carts, what is collected in towns to his

subterraneous receptacles at the corners of his

fields, to be ready for the seed time. The crop
to wliich it is principally applied is flax ; and
then they dissolve in it rape-cake, whirdi ren-

ders it a most powerful manure. After the flax-

seed has been sown and covered in. and rolled,

so that the surface is made (piite smooth, they
proceed to apply this mixture. It is applied in

the following manner :—Five men arc enijiloy-

ed altogether, two to pr.mp, two to scatter it, and
one to drive it. A rectangular piece of ground,
thirty yards in breadth, is measured off across

the ridge ; this is sub-rlivided into six portions

of five yards each. The field was lai<l off in

ridges of ten yanl.s, 8ix wooden vessels are

filled, and placed in the middle of a ridge, at

a distance of five yards from one another; so
tliot the contents of each vessel, which is about
the size of a potato firlot, is the allowance for



every fifty square yards. There is nothing- in
whicli they manifest such economy as in the sa-

ving- of tills material, which they prize as a most
valuable assistant to their labors. Rape-cake,
besides being applied, as mentioned above, with
the liquid manure, is also used in a dry state.

The rape is cultivated principally as a manure,
and is used extensively where Uie cropping is

very severe. Ashes are never used but as a
top-dressing to clover : but the traffic which is

carried on in them, between Holland and Bel-
gium, is sufficient to form a distinct trade with a
certain class of merchants in Belgium. The
farmers in Belgium set a high value on them,
and place so much dependence on them for the
success of their clover-crop, that {I understand
from what 1 have read) there is a current saying
among them, that ' He who buys ashes for his
clover-crop, pays nothing ; but "he tliat does it

not. pays double." It is really surprising that
this manure, which has been proved to be so ef-

ficacious by a class of experienced farmers like
the Flemish, has never yet been tried, or at least
sufficiently tested, in Scotland. 1 believe some
were imported in the beginning of this year by
Messrs. John Mitchell & Co., in Leith; but I am
not aware that they have met with the reception
we would anticipate from the well-known suc-
cessful results of their application in Belgium.
There is nothing so much wanted at present, in
the Agriculture of Scotland, as a good lasting I

top-dressing for clover. The failures in this
crop have been frequent of late, and the effects
of nitrate of soda last only with the crop to which
it is applied, while sad disappointments have
been experienced in the use of gypsum. But
before recommending an extensive use of this

material, I would suggest a few comparative
trials to be made with it, gypsum, soot, and oth-
er substances ; for if the failure of gypsum arose
from there being a supply of it alreadv in the
soil sufficient for the growth of the plant, an ap-
plication of Dutch ashes might be attended with
a similar result, as the great proportion of the in-

gredients of the ashes are salts of lime, with the
useful addition, however, of some salts of soda.
Some attribute their .great effects in Belgium to

the lime which they contain, as few of the soils

there have any amount of lime in their compo-
Bition. They are applied in different quantities
to the soil, from ten to thirty bushels an imperial
acre.

The crops raised in Belgium are wheat, oats,
rye, flax, potatoes, rape, and clover, as principal

:

and, as secondarj-, turnips, carrots, buckwheat,
tobacco, and spurry. The fanners consider flax
and rape the best paying crops they cultivate,
and they are the most exhaustin? ;" hence the
enormous quantities of manure given them.

—

The rape is sown in July, transplanted in Sep-
tember, and cut in June of the next year. The
clover, which is grown for seed as well as for
food for cattle, is an important crop with the
Flemish farmer. He is not particular among
what he sows it. We find it growing amongst
flax, wheat, oats or rje. There are two varie-
ties of ne used, winter and spring. The win-
ter variety is almost alway.s .sown after potatoes
in December, and some of it is cut green in
spring, before the clover is ready for cutting. It
thus answers the purpose of early tares in this
country. Another crop is taken the same year,
after it is cut. The ground is plowed several
limes for potatoes. When the la-^t plowing is
finished, the furrows of which are about seven
inches wide, one man walks up one of the fur-

rows, and, w;ith an instrument similar to that
used for picking up turnips, makes a hole, into
which a boy drops tlie cutting of a potato.

—

Eight inches farther on, another potato-set is put,
in making the hole for which he draws the soil
over the previous setting. This he does every
second furrow, so that the distance between
each row of potatoes is not more than fourteen
inches. One man and a boy do about 450 yards
in this manner in an hour. The turnips are
almost alwajs taken as a second crop in the
year. Immediately after the rye ia cut, they be-
gin to prepare the land for turnips ; and, by the
powerful agency of the liquid manure, a beau-
tiful braird is obtained in a few days. The tur-

nips have attained a pretty good size when they
are pulled, and, with the potatoes, form the win-
ter food for the animals on the farm. CaiTota
are often sown with flax, so tliat they are ena-
bled to have two crops the same j"ear from the
land ; for by the time the flax is pulled, the car-

rots are considerably advanced. This method
of double cropping is very frequent in Flan-
ders, and is another instance of what, by econo-
my of manure and a judicious application of it,

they are enabled to produce from the soil

The next subject which comes naturally after

this is the rotation of crops practiced in Flan-
ders. I was prepared, before crossing the chan-
nel, to encounter some little difficulty in this

subject, from having read of the great variety of
rotations to be found there. Every field, Mr.
Radcliff tells us, has its own rotation. But the
four, five, or six years' course to which we are
accustomed in this country, made me form but a
faint idea of the difficulties of comprehending
the Flemish course ; and therefore, when I be-
gan to study them, these exceeded mj- greatest

anticipations, and everj- day that I renewed my
inquiries but plunged me into greater perplexi-

ties. I could perceive no fixed principle on
which they founded their constantly varying
rotations. The same fanner would give me one
day one rotation, and the next another totally

different from yesterday's, as the rotation he
practiced on his farm ; and were I to transcribe

all the various systems I jotted down in my
note-book, as those followed on farms within the

narrow compass of a few miles, I would fill as

many pages as this short sketch of Belgian farm-

ing would require. With such conflicting

.statements, and with no prospect of unraveling

the mystery, I began to solace myself with the

thought that the Flemings had no such tiling aa

a rotation ; that they knew the value of a change
of crops each year, and therefore they practiced

a succession rather than a rotation of crops. If

they are rotations, it is difficult to tell where
they commence and where they end ; and they

are, besides, extremely long. The principle

they seem to go upon is, that the same crop shall

not be taken two successive years from the

same land. And on examining my heterogen-

eous mass of rotations, I have been enabled to

trace out the few following facts :—That wheat
and rye almost always .sucseed potatoes; and

rye, potato w heat : the place of flax seems to

be after oats, and before wheat or rye. Clover

is sown witli any of the principal crops. Rape
seems to succeed oats or rye. I think I cannot

do better than conclude this part of tlie subject

in the words of Mr. Radclift":
" In Flanders they would consider their in-

dustry and their manure inefficacious without

the aid of a precise and well-regulated rotation;

hence the variety of successions which we ob-



serve at every variation of the soil. They have
been farmers time out of mind, rotation farmers

for centuries : there is not a cullivated acre, the

proprietors of irhich are not jnatter of notori-

ety; and according to those prapcrties, the

most suitable succession and the 7nost profitable

application of manure have been long since re-

solved on, and are now invariably practiced."

It maj- not be out of place here to introduce

the manasjement of a farm in the high country,

or Walloon distrift. The farms there are much
larger than in the low country : LiO acres are

there considered a small farm, and many of

them are 1,000 acres in extent. The size of the

farm about which I obtained most information

was 200 acres. The whole of it was under the

plow, but twelve acres of meadow. There
were only three plows used : but twelve horses

vrere kept, and used for farm work alone. The
cause of this great number of horses is, that

tboy never put fewer than fourhorse.s, and often

six, into their \vagon3. They have, besides,

twelve young horses of different ages, and fif-

teen cows, which is the whole of the stock kept
on the farm. The rotation is generally potatoes,

wheat, rj-e, oats, with clover sown with one or

other of them. "When we speak of this being
the rotation, we do not mean that it is followed
with unaltered regularity ; for the most profita-

ble crop here is wheat, which the fanner en-

deavors to grow on a third of hi^farm. They
are near lime here, of which they avail them-
selves, by applying considerable quantities to

the soil. I saw some applied as a top-dressing
to young clover. Ashes are also used for the
same purpose ; but they are much redder in

color than those I saw in the low country. The
coal burnt here is always mixed with clay, to

bind the pieces together, as it is all in small
pieces, the largest not being larger than a hen's
egg. This may cause the red color in the ashes
referred to. They are not so careful of their
manure as in Flanders, nor does the same atten-
tion seem to be paid to the land. Wages are
much the same as those mentioned before.

This is a rough outline of Belgian farming,
from personal observations there. I must admit
that there is much that might be ven.- profitably
introduced and mingled with Scottish husband-
ry. A little more latitude and variety in our
rotations would, while it would increase our
productions, benefit the soil. But such a
change would have to be introduced with cau-
tion, as otherwise it would shake the whole fab-
ric of our Agriculture, which rests so firmly on
its present foundation; and while we would
cull out the excellences of Flemish farming,
and engraft them on our own system, we would
not commend it as a whole. And he who
would attempt to introduce it into this country,
either as a whole or in certain of its parts,
would not only expose himself to ruin, but
prove himself ignorant of the different states of
the two countries, and of the first rudiments of
good farming. P. M'L.

[Jour, of High, and AgjL Society of Scotland.

HOUSEWIFE'S DEPARTMENT.

THE FLOWEB, GARDEN.

Fi-OWERS are the ornament of vegetable ex-
istence, and have in all ages been cultivated by
persons of leisure and taste, for the pleasure
which they yield to the eye and the fancy.

While generally healthful and exhilarating from
being pursued in the open air, flower-culture is

justly reckoned to be a pure and harmless recre-

ation, which, by leading to the tranquil contem-
plation of natural beauty, and diverting the mind
from eross worldly occupations, has a positively

moral and therefore highly beneficial tendency.
It has also the advantaire of being alike open to

the pursuit of high and low, the peasant and the

peer, tlie overtoiled man of business and the in-

dastrions artisan. It may be followed with
equal enjoyment by individuals of both sexes,

and, as is well known, on every imaginable
scale, from that of a single flower-pot or orna-

mental border, to the princely green-house and
exquisitely varied parterre.

The natural grace, simplicity, and attractive

coloring of flowers, have afforded endless themes
to moralists and poets, and volumes have been
penned to show how many associations of feel-

ing, simple and sublime, these beauteous ob-

jects are calculated to excite. As our desire is

to improve the feelings as well as to instruct the

nnderstanding, we hope to escape blame for

pausing an instant over tliis aqreeable view of

the value of flower-culture, and would refer, for

one of the most glowing eulogies on the subject,
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to the elegant work of Miss Sarah Stickney

—

the Poetry of Life. According to the well-ex-
pressed sentiments of this lady, few natural ob-
jects are more poetical, or more calculated to
refine the taste than flowers : " From tlie ma-
jestic sunflower, towering above her sisters of
the garden, and faithfully turning to welcome
the god of day, to the little humble and well-
known weed that is said to close its crimson eye
before impending showers, there is scarcely one
flower which may not from its loveliness, its

perfume, its natural situation, or its classical
association, be considered highly poetical.

" As the welcome messenger of spring, the
snowdrop claims our first regard, and countless
are the lays in which the praises of this little

modest flower are sung. The contrast it pre-
sents of green and white (ever the most pleasing
of contrasts to the human eye), may be one reason
why mankind agree in tlieir admiration of its sim-
ple beauties ; but a far more powerful reason ia

the delightful association by which it is connect-
ed witli the idea of returning spring. Perhaps
we have thought long of the melting of the
snow that impeded our noon-day walk. But it

vanishes at last ; and tliere. beneath its white
coverlid, lies the delicate .snowdrop, so pure and
pale, so true an emblem of hope, and trust, and
confidence, that it might teach a lesson to the
desponding, and show the useless and inactive
how invaluable are the stirrings of that energy



that can work out its purpose in secret and un-

der oppression, and be ready in tbe fullness of

time to make that purpose manifest and com-
plete. The snowdrop teaches also another lesson.

It marks out the proarcss of time. We cannot

behold it without feelings that another spring has

come, and immediately our thoughts recur to

the events which have occurred since last its

fairy bells were expanded.
" It is of little consequence what flower comes

next under consideration. A few specimens

will serve the purpose of proving that these

lovely productions of Nature are, in tlieir gene-

ral associations, liighly poetical. The primrose

is one upon which we dwell with pleasure pro-

portioned to our taste for raral scenerj', and the

estimate we have previously formed of the ad-

vantages of a peaceful and secluded life. In
connection with this flower, imagination pictures

a thatched cottage standing on the slope of the

hill, and a little woody dell, whose green banks
are spangled all over with yellow stars, while a

troop of rosy children are gamboling on the

same bank, gathering the flowers, as we used to

gather them ourselves, before the toils and strug-

gles of mortal conflict had worn us down to what
we are now, and thus presenting to the mind
the combined ideas of natural enjoyment, inno-

cence, and rural peace—the more vivid, be-

cause we can remember the time when some-
thing like this was mingled with the cup of

which we drank—the more touching, because
we doubt whetlier, if such pure drops w^ere

still there, they would not to our taste have lost

their sweetness.
" The violet, while it pleases by its modest, re-

tiring beauty, po.ssesses the additional charm of

tlie most exquisite of all perfumes, which, in-

haled with the pure and invigorating breezes of

spring, always brings back in remembrance a

lively conception of that delightful season. Thus,

in the language of poetry, ' tlie violet-scented

gale ' is synonymous with those accumulated
and sweetly-blended gratifications which we
derive from odors, flowers, and balmy breezes

;

and, above all, from the contemplation of reno-

vated nature, once more bursting forth into

beauty and perfection.
" Thejasmine, also, with ita dark, green leaves

and little silver stars, saluting us with its deli-

cious scent through the open casement, and im-
pregnating the whole atmosphere of the garden
with its sweetness, has been sung and celebrated

by so many poets, that our associations are with
their numbers rather than with any intrinsic

quality in the flow^er itself. Indeed, whatever
may have first established the rank of flowers iu

the poetical world, they have become to us like

notes of music passed on from lyre to lyre ; and
whenever a chord is thrilled with the harmony
of song, these lovely images present themselves,

neither impaired in their beauty nor exhausted
of their sweetness, for having been the medium
of poetic feeling ever since the world began.

" It is impossible to expend a moment'sthought
upon the lily, without recurring to that memo-
rable passage in the sacred volume— ' Consider
the lilies of the field, how they grow. They
toil not, neither do they spin ; and yet I say unto
you, that Solomon in all his glory was not ar-

rayed like one of these.' From the little com-
mon flower called heart's ease, we turn to that

well-known passage of Shakspeare, where the
fairy king so beautifully describes the "little

AA-estem flower." And the forget-me-not has a
thousand associations tender and touching, but,
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unfortunately, like many other sweet things,

rude hands have almost robbed it of its charm.
Who can behold the pale narcissus, standing
by the silent brook, its stately form reflected in

the glassy mirror, without losing himself in that

most fanciful of all poetical conceptions in which
the graceful youth is described as gazing upon
his own beauty, until he becomes lost in ad-

miration, and finally enamored of himself;

while hopeless Echo sighs herself away into a
sound, for the love which, having centered in

such an object, was neither to be bought by her
caresses nor won by her despair ?

" Through gardens, fields, forests, and even over
rugged mountains, we might wander on in this

fanciful quest after remote ideas of pleasurable
sensation connected with present beauty and
enjoyment ; nor would our search be ti-uitless,

so long as the bosom of the earth affbrded a re-

ceptacle for the germinating seed—so long as

the gentle gales of summer continued to waft
them from the parent stem, or so long as the
welcome sun looked forth upon the ever-bloom-
ing garden of Nature.

" One instance more, and we have done. The
' lady rose,' as poets have designated this queen
of beauty, claims the latest though not the least

consideration in speaking of the poetry of flow-

ers. In the poetic werld, the first honors have
been awarded to the rose, for w-hat rea.sou it is

not easy to define, unless from its exquisite

combination of perfume, form, and color, which
has entitled this sovereign of flowers in one
countrj' to be mated with the nightingale ; in

another, to be chosen, with the distinction ofred
and white, as the badge of two honorable and
royal houses. It would be difficult to trace tlie

supremacy of the rose to its origin ; but mankind
have so generally agreed in paying homage to

her charms, that our associations in the present

day are chiefly with the poetic strains in which
they are celebrated. After all the pains that have
been taken to procure, transplant and propagate
the rose, there is one kind perpetually bloom-
ing around us through the summer months,
without the aid or interference of man, which
seems to defy his art to introduce a rival to its

own unparalleled beauty—the common wild
rose. Blooming in tlie sterile w^aste, this lovely

flower is seen unfolding its fair leaves where
there is no beauty to reflect its own, and thus

calling back the heart of the weary traveler to

thoughts of peace and joy—reminding him that

the wilderness of human life, though rugged
and ban-en to the discontented beholder, has

also its sweet flowers, not the less welcome for

being unlocked for, nor the less lovely for being

cherished by a hand unseen."

To these elegantly expres.sed sentiments,

nothing need be added by the writer of these

pages.
Laying out of Flower-Gardexs.—Flow-

ers are cultivated in the borders and parterres

of gardens of a mixed kind, along with kitchen

vegetables and fruits ; and this may be said to

be the general plan in tho.se grounds of limited

space belonging to persons of moderate means,

and limited in "the extent of their pos-sessions.

Many, however, cultivate flowers in gardens

exclusively appropriated to them, and also in

the isolated clumps which decorate ornamental

lawns. In whichever way, tlie method of cul-

ture is clearly the same ; and therefore it is un-

necessary for us to enter into particulars with

reference to all the sizes and kinds of gardens

in which flowers may be grown.



The directions given in ihe previous sheet on
the laying out, shelter, and exposure of kitchen
gardens, ajjply also to flower-gardens. The
soil should be rich, dry, soft, and partially im-

proved with decomposed peat and leaf mould
;

the exposure should he toward the sun ; a free

air should be allowed to play over the ground

;

and means should he at hand for procuring a

plentiful supply of pure, soft water for irrigation.

Every flower arardcu, al.so, should pos.sess a

small store of tine w.ished sand as a restorative,

and for scattering beneath the iiner kinds of

flowers when in bloom, an a protection from
creeping vermin. Besides the utensils usually

employed, the flower-gardener should have a

pair of small scissors to clip off decayed leaves,

and some strips of mat Jbr tying up certain

drooping plants.

The greatest difference of taste prevails on
the subject of disposing the various parts of a

flower-plot or garden. Straight-lined borders,

ovals, circles, and fancy figures have each their

admirers; and we should advise every one to

adopt that form which will be most effective in

striking the eye. If the garden is seen from a

parlor windo'w, as is often the case, the plan most
agreeable is to laj- out the foreground as a patch

of well-shaven green, which is fresh both winter

and summer ; on its farther side there may be a

semicircular border ; then a wa^ ; and next

parterres of such form and size as will suit the

'extent of the ground. If the garden contain

kitchen vegetables, they should be out of sight

of the W'indows of the dwelling-house, or at least

not brought ostentatiously forward. "It is more
difficult," says the author of the Florist's Manual,
•• than may at first appear, to plan, even upon a

small scale, such a piece of ground ; nor, perhaps,

would any but an experienced, scientific eje be
aware of the difficulties to be encountered in the

disposal of a few shaped borders interspersed

with turf. The nicety consists in arranging the

different parts so as to form a connected glow
of color ; to effect which, it will be necessary to

place the borders in .such a manner that, when
viewed I'rom the windov^-s of the house, or from
the principal entrance into the garden, one bor-

der shall not intercept the beauties of another

—

nor, in avoiding that error, produce one still

greater, that of vacancies betwi.vt the borders,

(brming small avenues, by which the whole is

separated into broken parts, and the general ef-

fect losti Another point to be attended to is the

JQSt proportion of green turf, which, without

nice observation, will be too much or too little

for the color with which it is blended ; and.

lastly, the breadth of the flower-borders should

not be greater than what will place the. roots

within the reach of the gardener's arm without

the necessity of treading upon the soil, the mark
of footsteps being a deformity wherever it ap-

pears among flowers."

Whether all the flowers of a class—such, for

instance, as violets, hyacinths, &c.—should be

cultivated together, orintersper.xed and mingled

with others, is another matter for taste to decide.

The preferable pl;ui seems to be to form a choice

variety in borders and in other spots, but also to

cultivate a quantity of certain sorts in compart-

ments by themse"lves. Neill Judiciously ob-

aeni-es, on the choice of flowers for borders

—

' The plants are aiTanged in mingled flower-

borders, partly according to tlieir size and part-

ly according to their color. The tallest are

planted in Uie back part, those of middling size

occupy the centre, and those of humble growth
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are placed in front. The beauty of a flower-

border, when in bloom, depends very much on
the tasteful disposition of the plants in regard to

color. By intermingling plants which grow in

succession, the beauty of the border may be
prolonged for some weeks. In a botanic gar-

den, the same plant cannot be repeated in the

same border; but in the common llov^er-garden,

a plant, if deemed oraamenlal, may be often re-

peated with the best effect ; nothing can be

finer, for example, than to see many plants of

double scai-let lychnis, double sweet-william, or

double purple jacobasa."

The Dutch, who are among the best flower-

gardeners in the world, have lateh' begun to

copy the Engli.sh in oniamcnting turf lawns with
plots of various kinds of flowers : but in all their

large and regular gardens, they still dispo.se each
kind of flowers by themselves. " We ridicule

this plan," says Hogg in his Treatise on Flow-
ers. " because it exhibits too great a sameness
and formality ; like a nosegay that is composed
of one sort of flowers only, however sweet and
beautiful they may be, they lo.se the power to

please, because they want variety. It must un-

doubtedly be acknowledged, that a parterre, no
matter in what fonn—whether circular or

square, elliptical or oblong—where all theshrub.s,

plants and flowers in it, like the flowers in a
tastefully arranged bouquet, are variou.sly dis-

posed in neat and regulated order, is a delight-

ful spectacle, and worthy of general imitation.

Yet still, in some particular cases. I am disposed

to copy the Dutchman ; and I would have my
bed of hyacinths distinct, my anemones, my ra-

nunculuses, my pinks, my canialions distinct,

and even my beds of hollyhocks, double blue

violets, and dwarf lark-spurs distinct, to say

nothing of different .sorts of roses. Independ-

ently of the less trouble you have in cultivating

therii w hen kept separate, you have beauty in

masses, and yon have likewise their fragrance

and perfume so concentrated, that they are not

lost in air, but powerfully inhaled -when you ap-

proach them." Leaving this question to be set-

tled accordinc: to taste and other circumstances,

we have only to recommend that no flower or

herb of any "kind should be sown or planted in

figures resembling familiar objects. Some per-

son.s, for example, will be seen sowing annuals

or planting crocuses in the figure of a letter of

the alphabet, a spoon, a ship, a house, &c.—

a

practice so essentially vulgar that it cannot be
too loudly condemned.
An error not uncommon in deciding which

flowers shall be planted, is to select numbers
merely for their rarity or novelty, without refer-

ence to what will be their ai>pcarance when in

bloom, and which generally leads to disappoint-

ment. Unless for botanical illustration, make a

choice of flowers on two principles—tho.se

which will be beautiful when in blooui. although

common, and those which will bloom at the par-

ticular seasons required, to ensure a succession

of variegated beauty from spring to antumu.

The true amateur gardener takes a pride in im-

proving even the commonest flowers—nr^iug
them by careful culture to the highest stale of

perfection as to size and brilliancy of coloring

of which they are susceptible in our climate.

Bat.sam or TvnPENTiNE.—Melt by a gentle

heat black rosin 1 lb. ; remove the vessel from
the fire and add oil of turpentine 1 pint.

[Cooley'B Cyclopaedia of Practical Rcccipff.]
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EiHjirsTiosoF Lakd bt growisg Wheat.—To coafine ourselves to Wheal—it appears
from the recent researches of Dr. H. WUi that

100 parts of the eanhy constiaients of the grain

consist of

—

Po»s3 22 to 34 parts.

-Soda 16 parts.

Lme 2 to 3 pana.
Masneda 9tol3 pans.
Perbside of iron — . 1 pana.
Phosphoric acid 49 parts,

A trace of sulphoric acid, silica, and fluorine.

«rhilst the earthy constituents of WTieat straw
contain very little phosphoric acid, bat a large

amoant of silica. Now, it is obvious that if the

farmer continually restores all the straw to his

lajid, but neg-lects, from ^vant of knowledge, or
Eeans, to replace the earthy matter of the grain,

the land •will be exhausted, and he cannot con-

tfnne to grow Wheat upon it* Moreover, if he
make an effort to maintain the fertility of the

land for Wheat, he must restore to it every in-

gredient of which it becomes exhausted by his

cricp in a proper proportion. To know this pro-

portion essential to the growth of every particu-

lar crop, he must have recourse to iijformation

supplied by Chemistry. One of the earthy con-

stiments of "Wheat enters so largely into many
other crops, that the amount taken "off the land
everywhere is very great, and constitutes a ccn-
sidej^ble proportion of the total amount con-

I

tained in ordinary land, so that the loss has al-

ready, even in the present state of science, ex-

I

cited attention, and aroused the efforts of the

former to repair it. We aiinde to phosphoric
acid. Now. the chemist has shown, that in tlie

bones of animals a great part of this material
which has been drawn from land in the growth
of vegetables is to be found, stored up in a form
suitable for its restoration.

[Proposal for establishing a College of Chemistry.

* This accounts for the exhaustion of the wheat

lands, in Western New-York, from twenty bushels of

^Mieai to the acre, twenty years ago, down to eleven

bushels now. This accounts too, in part, for the

check to the population of that region in the last few

years. There wiH be general exhaustion and drain

firom aH the other States, as long as land can be had

in the West for $1 2.5 and for nothing after a few

years when emigrants and their descendants get a lit-

tle stronger. [Ed. Farm. Lib.

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, January 21, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.]

ASHE.S—Pots. Ist son ^ lOiD IB. 3

Pearls, 1st sort, '4^ 4

BEE.-^WAX—American YeUow —
OAKDLES—Mould. Tallow..^ »... —
Sperm. Eastern and City —

COTTON'—From ^ ft. —
COTTON B-iGGDsG—American... —
''^jRDAGE—.American f' Hs. —
L J M.-:- TIC GOOBS—Shirtings, ^y. —

FE.-i.THE^S—^American, live —
FLAX—-American —
FLOCa & MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbL 5

ICchigan 5
' Ohio, flat hoop 5
i Otit. Heywood 4; Venice 6

"^Sbio, viaMew-Orleans 5
Penn-sylvania —
Brandywine —
Oeorzetown 5
Sikimore City >lills. 5
(SJekmoad City MiHa 6

RkduDond Country 5

Alexandria, Petereburg. &c o
Eye Flour 4

Com Meal Jersey and Brand 3
Com Meal Brandywine hhd. 17

tzKADi-Wheat Westem . .^ bush. 1

Wheat, Southern new 1
Rye. Ifordiem —
Com, iereey and North... fmeaa.) —
Cora, .Southern Cmeasure) —
Com, Southern (weight) —
Oats, Jiorthem —
Oais. .Southern —

EAY—North River bales —
fiZ}tP—.American, dew-rotted. . ton ?7

" water-rotted 125
H©P.S—lat sort 1J=4.5 —
laojr—.\merican Pig. No 1 ^

" Common K
LIME—Tnomaston F bbL —
LUMBEP^^Eoards, N.R., 4?M. ft. ch". 35

Board-s, Eastern Pine 11
^.>arda, Albany Pine ^ pee. —
Plank. G»»rgia Pine ^M. ft. —

f*i32;

i

>
•4 "t:^

7.5 ® 3 81i
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SMITHSONIAN FUND

:

SUGGESTIONS AS TO ITS APPUCATIOX : BY J. W. HARDY. OF VA.

With respect to lids Fund, so senerously be- : sard it as a somewhat material occarrence. At

Sto-wed on oar cotmcrv, by a fareigner, and i all events there would seem to be, on that ac^

which still remains in a state of aegaestrarion
,
coont, not the less proprie^, not to sn- obl%»-

we have alwavs held the opinion, eo ablv and I ticm, to associate, with a masniScent psbfic

irresistibly eniorced in the following essay, that benefactiop, the »amu qftke gfrnfOvutforris^er

it shoold be eo disposed of as to dmxLse a knowl- i rko Itttcwed it. If otb^ InstitiitioDS or istO'-

edge of the science and iUtistrate the best prac- I ests would reject the naioe, and widt it d>e boon,

tice of Asrieultvre and HortievltKn ; in the ' we will answer for it that Asriemlture will boC

proportion thai these branches of industry con-
|
be so &stidious. Her votaries will sladhr and

tribute to the sustenance, growth and well-being sraiefcHy inscribe his name on any temple ded>

of the country. At all events, in the name of' rated by his munificence to her benefit and skry.

common decency and gratitude, let tometkins

he dcm rith iV-or let it be re.=TOred to die heirs
F^^^-^is Mamoe. Jb. Es^

Cor. Secremr v ot the Xadoaai Inaonte

:

of the Testator, who are fast acquiring a right to
, jj^^j, ^^r , j^ representadves of d»e people

recover it. in any court of equity. The difficul- are a^ain assembled in Congress, and a hill ba*

ty, as we have alwravs foreseen, will be in the been introduced to dispose of the larse ftaid

various conceits of Members ot Congress, each l>^aeathed to the United Stales by Mr. Smitb-

r.i. * _i. I. J .
•

.
^t***- I assume, as sranted. that the aiih and

one of the tew who can be roused to an mterest . .,.„..- , . „
I honor ot the > atx»n. as to this Fund, will t>e

in the subject fanagining that his own is the
; preserved inviolate : and it v^-oald be gutimng
to me if the credit of establishing an InsdroCiui.

hozK>rable to the Xatioo. and suitable to the lib-

eral designs of Mr. Smithson, should belons to

only -wise plan of investing and using the money.

There are. too, even among those who ardently

desire its benefits for the legitimate objects of

the bequest, some who would yet make difficulty

even about the name of the Establishment to be

created ; like the dog who, in crossing the

the present Congress. An occaskm more fit

than the present will hardly present itself tcr

publishing, through you. some views rescectisg

this interesting subject. With becoming deies-

etream. let go his meat for the sake of an empty ' «»<^ I proceed at once to my object.

shadow. So fer from higgling about a maner w '^'^ expressive language of Smiths.^ as ts

I the design he wished to accomplish with the

I

Fund, is doubtless remembered: "Theincre^e
really unsubetantial. when compared with a ju-

dicious application of the Fund, we would not.

for its sake, lose a day's interest of the money.

Bat if difficulties so visionaiy must be enter-

tained, sorely there could be nothing very far

wrong or graceless in giving it the name of

Smithsos. If he made no intimation of such

J

and diffiision of Knowledge among men." I

' agree with the late memorable Da Pooceaa.

that, in considering attentively the words of Mr.
Smithson, we must be convinced that "las

views w»« more extensive than the fiiaadatioB

of an establishment for the {iromotian of partics-

I

lar objects of Science, and that he eont^plated
a condition, it does cot follow that he did not re- , an InstJtuiiac that would embrace die whole
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circle of human knowledge." In this circle,

however, there are many departments—some

of relatively little value, others of essential im-

portanee, vitally connected with the industrial

pursuits and well-being of man. It is my pur-

pose to bring forward, as I may be able, the

claims of Agriculture to a prominent place in

the Institution about to be established.

In attempting to show these claims, we must

not be supposed to underrate the great interests

of Commerce, Mining, Manufactures, and simi-

lar pursuits. These interests and those of Agri-

culture are closely related. They are mutually

beneficial—they flourish and decline together.

Especially, if Agriculture, the leading interest

among us, shall be promoted, all other depart-

ments of human labor will feel the beneficial

impulse.

The United States are now, and must con-

tinue for a long period, essentially an agricultu-

ral nation. This is proved by the last Census.

The " Compendium of the Sixth Censu.s," as

prepared by the Department of State, shows
that in 18-40 there were engaged in Agriculture

3,719,951 persons, while at the same time there

were in all other kinds of business only 1,079,-

548 persons. For every person, therefore, en-

gaged in other kinds of business, we find more
than three employed in Agriculture—the ratio

between the foregoing numbers being 1 to

3.44-(— When we consider this ratio, together

with the sparseness of our population, and our

large aad increasing territory, we must be re-

garded as an agricultural people, and destined

so to continue. The habits and the interests of

the people incline them, as a bodj', to the coun-

try, where may be found the true freedom and

independence of America. The inestimable

value of our social and civil institutions is seen

nowhere, we think, to as great advantage as in

the farm-house, or the country mansion of the

planter. So long as the spirit of those institu-

tions exists among us, we shall continue an ag-

ricultural people.

To show the preeminent claims of Agricul-

ture to our attention, we will refer to some sta-

tistics relating to particular sections of the coun-

try. We shall assume Massachusetts, Virginia,

Mississippi, and Indiana, as fit representative

States of different sections of the Union, and

briefly notice this agricultural condition.

In 1840, Massachusetts contained 87,837 per-

sons employed in Agriculture, 85,166 in Manu-
factures and Trades, 35,219 in Commerce and

Navigation, and 4,675 in other pursuits. It

would seem, therefore, that, judging from the

number of persons employed, we should regard

the interests of Agriculture preeminent even in

the Old Bay State, where other interests are

cherished and protected with much care. The
following table shows the ratio of the number

(882)

of persons employed in Agriculture to the num-
ber emplojed in all other pursuits, in Virginia,

Mississippi and Indiana

:

Agricultiire. Other pursuits. Ratio.

Virginia 318,771 69,903 4..56-|-

Mississippi ..139,724 7,077 19.74-4-

Indiaua 148,806 26,852 5.54-}-

The agricultural population is, therefore, more
than four and a half times as large as the pop-

ulation depending on other kinds of labor in

Virginia ; more than nirKfcen and a half times

in Mississippi ; and in Indiana more than five

arid a half tmies as large. If, as political econ-

omists may contend, the profits of Agriculture

and other forms of human labor are equal, the

value of agricultural profits for 1 j-ear is equal to

the profits of all other pursuits for 4 J years in

Virginia, nearly 20 years in Mississippi, and 5J

years in Indiana. Are not the claims of Agri-

culture to the protection and favor of Govern-

ment proportionately strong ? If, as %ve have

shown, threefourths of the whole population of

the country, and if nineteen-twentieths of some

States are employed in Agiiculture, it should

seem but just that its invaluable interests receive

proportionate care.

If we were to consider the counties of the dif-

ferent States, or even of a single State, equally

decisive results would be obtained. We shall

refer only to the county of Mecklenberg. from

which we write. The number of persons em-

ployed in Agriculture in this county is 6,572;

while those otherwise employed number only

789—giving the ratio of 1 to 8.3-f. So that more

than eight-ninths of the population of this large

and respectable county subsist by cultivating

the soil ; and of the 789 who ai'e said to be oth-

erwise emploj'ed, I know but very fe^v who do

not receive the means of subsistence, more or

less, from the same source. This is, no doubt,

true also of nearly every county in the State,

and perhaps in the Union.

Not wishing to be tedious, I will conclude

this part of the subject witli a brief reference to

the annual products of some of our most valua-

ble crops. A table of much interest respecting

Agriculture may be found at page 375 of the

" Compendium of the Sixth Census," already

mentioned ; •which may also be found in " Tuck-

er's Progress of the United States," and at

page 274 of that most excellent publication, the

" Monthly Journal of Agriculture," by Mr. Skin-

ner, of New-York. From that table we take

the following results :—The United States pro-

duce annually 84,823,272 bushels of Wheat,

123,071,341 bushels of Oats, 377,.531,875 bushels

of Indian Corn, 108,278,060 bushels of Potatoes,

219,163,319 pounds of Tobacco, 790,479,275

pounds of Cotton, and 15.5,110,809 pounds of

Sugar ^f we estimate these crops according to

their present prices in the city of Richmond,

Va. wo shall find them to be wortli from four



hundred and fifty to five hundred million dollars.

Hence the annual productive value of the seven

crops above mentioned ia nearly equal to half

the value of the ontii'e agricultural and dairy

produce of the British Empire, which has been

recently estimated at eleven hundred million

dollars. If we were to increase the amount

given above by the annual produce of the live

stock and all the remaining crops of the coun-

trj', we .should form a probable estimate of its

agricultural wealth.

May we not, then, be safelj' considered, in

the aggregate, a nation of planters ? And is not

the cultivation of the soil the ba.tis of our nation-

al wealth ? The dignity of the plow should be

asserted, and every friend of American great-

ness and independence should strive to give ef-

ficiency and success to whatever will elevate

and strengthen the agricultural interests of the

nation.

We shall next consider how the interests of

Agriculture may be subserved in the establi.sh-

ment of the proposed Smithsonian Institution.

If what we have written above be attentively

regarded, it will be duly conceded, we think,

that an Agricultural Department^ wide extent

should be preeminent among its objects.

How should such a Department be organized?

We propose to answer this question at some

length.

We place among the frst requisites of this

Department a well appointed Chemical Hall, or

Laboratory.

Agriculture is a chemical Art. The atmo-

sphere which surrounds the growing plant

—

the water that refreshes and gives it vigor—the

soil into which its roots penetrate—the manures

that supply it with food—and the plant itself—

its roots, stalk, leaves, sap, flowers, and seed

—

are chemical compounds ; many of them com-

plicated in their nature, and having extensive

and abstruse relations. If we take the most

simple in this composition, atmospheric air and

water, we find them composed of oxygen, nitro-

gen, hydrogen, carbonic acid, and ammonia,

with one or two other bodies which may, per-

haps, be considered incidental. These are sub-

stances strictly chemical in their nature, and

having a range of affinity more extensive than

any known in the science. Tlieir affinities em-

brace each other, and nearly all other elenienta-

rj' and compound bodies. Oxygon, for instance,

combines with nitrogen in at lea.st five propor-

tions, besides entering into the composition of

the atmosphere: also with hydrogen in two

proportions—one of which is water, a chemical

agent of great extent and influence ; and with

carbon, forming two compounds—one of them

carbonic acid, sustaining a peculiar and impor-

tant relation in the nourishment and growth of

plants. Combinations are likewise formed with

metallic and non-metallic elements by oxygen
;

it enters into nearly all compounds of animal

and vegetable origin, and has a prominent place

among the constituents of the soil and manures,

indeed, of all the forms and modifications of

matter.

Air and water, it is thought, contain a large

portion of the food essential to the mttrition of

plants. Dr. Licbig, in his " Organic Chemistry

of Agriculture and Physiology." has said—" Car-

bonic acid, ammonia and water yield elements

for all the organs of plants. The atmosphere

and the soil offer the same kind of nourishment

to the leaves and roots. The former contains a

comparatively inexhaustible supply of carbonic

acid and ammonia ; the latter, by means of its

kvmus, generates constantly fresh carbonic

acid, while, during the winter, raiii and snow
introduce into the soil a quantitj- of ammonia
sufficient for the development of the leaves and

blossoms." Excepting, then, the inorganic ele-

ments, which are supposed by him to be of

seoondar3- importance, it is tlie opinion of Lie-

big that the constituents we have been consid-

ering supply in the fonii of carbonic acid, am-

monia and water, the only food ofplants. Though
this view has been questioned, and, I conceive,

justly, by Johnston, it yet remains true by the

admission of all chemists, that these three com-

pounds act a very important and essential part

in the economy of vegetable life.

Whatever transformations these agents ex-

cite or undergo, they seem to be as purely

chemical in their nature as the agents them-

selves. The carbon of the carbonic acid is taken

by the plant, and its oxygen is evolved. So the

elements of ammonia and water may be used at

the pleasure of the plant. Here nothing is ob-

served which may not be seen in all other ca.ses

of chemical action. The old body is destroyed,

and a new one is formed. The elements for-

sake their old combinations and enter into new
relations. So when a vessel of chlorine is iu-

veited over a warm solution of sal-ammoniac,

the explosive chloride of nitrogen is the result,

the chlorine and the nitrogen entering into a

new relation. Here is a fact which we can ex-

plain only by saying that in the peculiar circum-

stances mentioned the chlorine and the nitro

gen are brought togetlier by chemical affinity,

while the sal-ammoniac is decomposed. When
the carbonic acid comes into contact with the

leaves of plants, similar facts are obsen'ed : the

carbon unites with oxygen and hydrogen to

form woody fibre, and the carbonic acid is, of

course, destroyed. Why should we say that

the transformations are due in the fomier case,

to chemical affinity, and in the latter to some

other agency? What is here saiil of carbonic

acid may also be said of water and ammonia.

But whether we attribute these trausforma-
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tions to chemical affinity, the vital principle,

electricity, or any other force. Agriculture is

none the less a chemical art. If we wish to

know in what circumstances a plant will best

thrive, it is necessary that we -Bhould ascertaui

its appropriate food ; and, in order to this, what

method is likely to be so accurate and effectual

as the chemical analysis of tlie plant itself and

the sources whence its food is drawn ? Everj-

plant is composed of the elements of matter

which must have been drawn from the atmo-

sphere, frojn water, or the soil. Transforma-

tions have certainly taken place : what was be-

fore in the soil or the atmosphere is now a part

of the plant, and nothing is found in the latter

that has not been received from the former. If

we look into the plant, we see w^hat is essential

to its nutrition ; if we examine the soil, the

water, and the air, we ascertain whether these

contain its ai»propriate food : if they do, the

plant should thrive without manures ; if not, it

is necessary to know the composition and action

of manures, before its appropriate food can be

inteUigently supplied. Hence we arrive at the

conclusion that before we can determine with

scientific precision what is necessary in a given

place, in order that any plant may be grown

successfully, we must know

—

1st. The composition of the plant;

2d. The composition of the air and water;

3d. The composition of the soil

;

4th. The composition of manures.

The composition of the atmosphere and water

in their normal state may be considered con-

stant. Hence, when their constituents have

been once con-ectly ascertained, farther analy-

sis may be dispensed with ; but as to plants and

soils and manures, their composition varies with

time and place. Here it is, especially, that Ag-

riculture requires the aid of Chemistry. Not

only must the composition and chemical rela-

tions of the atmospheric elements, oxygen, ni-

trogen, carbonic acid, ammonia and water, be

determined—not only must the composition of
all plants and of every part of each plant be ac-

curately analyzed—but the varjing and com-
plicated nature of soils and manures demand
the highest powers of chemical analysis. Hu-
man genius may here find an ample field for its

exercise. The territory is large and compara-

tively unexplored. Davy. Liebig,Boussingault

and Johnston have surveyed it—have carried

through it the compass and the chain ; marked
its grand divisions and described its general fea-

tures. A century of human effort will hardly

complete what they have begun—will fail to

open and cultivate the ground which they have

as yet but just surveyed.

To illustrate the views we have attempted to

offer, as to the relation of Chemistry to Agricul-

ture, we will briefly consider one or two of our

most valuable crops. The following table gives

the general composition of wheat and oats, ac-

cording to Boussingault

:

TABLE I Composition of Wheat and
Oats.

Composition.

Carbon
Oxygen...
Hydrogen
Nitrogen .

.

Ash

Total.

Wheat. Oats.

45-.50
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TABLE III Showing the Composition of Oats and the effects of Manures.

Composition.
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TABLE V....Br M. Berthier.'^

Ash of Wheat Straw.
Sulphate of potash 00-4

Chloride of potassium 03-2
Silica 71-5

Carbonate of lime 09-6

Sulphate of lime trace
Magnesia trace
Oxide of iron trace
O xide of manganese trace
Silicate of potash 13
Phosphate of lune 02-3

Total 1000
Although the practiced eye of the chemist

will readily perceive some disagreement be-

tween this Table and the lirst column of Table

4. he must acknowledge that these salts are

purely chemical, and occupy a prominent place

among chemical reagents.

From the preceding discussion, (which might
be much extended.) we think it must be clear

that the relation of Chemistrj- to Agriculture is

intimate and interesting. All the material agents

employed in the nutrition and growth of plants

have the composition and affinities of chemical

bodies. The soil is a mixture of chemical com-
pounds, and so are atmo.spheric air, water, ma-
nure, the seed so^\^1. the plant produced, and
the seed gathered. We begin and end the pro-

cess of cultivation with the compounds and
agents well known iu Chemistry. The.se con-

clu.sions are true, whatever modifying or control-

ling influence otlier mysterious agents, such as

the vital power, may exercise over the u.snal

chemical affinities and relations of the bodies

employed. In a word. Agriculture is a chem-
ical art.

In any department of Agricultare, therefore,

the Chemical Laboratorj- is needed. It .should

be amply provided with apparatus and chemical
agents for experiment, for illustration, and for

analysis.

As Mineralogy and Geology- are both inti-

mately related to Chemi.«trj- and Agricuhure,

the Laboratorv- should be furnished with a cab-

inet of minerals and a collection of geological

specimens.

But Geology is as closely related to Botanj-,

Zoology, Comparative Anatomy, Ornithology-,

and, mdeed. to all the useful and interesting

branches of Science connected with the animal

and vegetable kingdoms, as that is to Mmeralo-

gy, Chemistn,-, and Agriculture. In connection

with the Chemical Hall, ample collections might
be made in all the departments of Natural Sci-

ence.

I have thus briefly considered what might be
appropriately attached to the Chemical Hall.

—

Whatever is undertaken should be devised on

* This table is from P.oussingault'a " Rural Econ-
otny," a work lioth practical tmd .scientific, and wor-
thy of a better Knglish dress than the one given it by
" George Law, Agriculturi.^t."

I8SG}

a liberal scale. It should be v.orthy of the

princely gift of Smithson—worthy of the great

people he honored with his gift—worthy of the

Republican character and agricultural interests

of a wise and rapidlj- increasing nation.

In the second place, the Agi-icnltural Depart-
ment should have a sufficient number of well-

endowed Professorships, to give instruction in

the branches of Science already mentioned.

—

There should be

—

1st. A Professorship of Chemistrj-, designed
to teach the elementarv- principles of that Sci-

ence, the art of chemical manipulation, and the

best methods of chemical analysis.

2d. A Profes.sorship of Agricultural Chemist-
rj-, to be filled only by a thorough chemist and
a skillful, scientific farmer. He should teach the

principles of Agricultural Chemistrj-—give in-

struction in the analysis of soils, manures, seed-

plants, and the like—and superintend an exper-
imental farm, which should be connected with
his department. In the Professorship, prov-ision

might be made, to a certain extent, for analyzing
the soils of the farmers and planters of the coun-

trj-, as they might desire.

3d. A Professorship of Mineralogy and Geol-

ogj-, in which these sciences should be taught,

both in theorj' and practice. Minute geological

and mineralogical surveys of the adjacent coun-

trj- should be required of this Professorship.

4th. A Professorship of Botany and Vegeta-
ble Physiology, organized on the same plan as

the preceding Professorship.

5th. A Profes.sorship of Animated Nature, em-
bracmg Zoologj', Ornithology, Ichthjologj-,

Comparative Anatomy, and their cognate
branches of Natural Science. In any of these

departments. Assistant Professorships may be
added, if they should be found necessary.

I cannot enter into the details which ought to

be observ-ed in the organization of these depart-

ments
; the duties of each should be clearly pre-

scribed and rigidlj- exacted. The instruction

given should be eminently practical, carrj-ing

the mind of the learner to the actual observation

of Nature, and making him familiar with theo-

retical and practical Agriculture, and with those

sciences to which Agriculture is closely re-

lated.

In the third place, attention should be given

to the formation of manures and the improve-

ment of agricultural implements, and, perhaps,

I might add, of domestic animals.

Respecting manures, two things should be
specially observed :— 1st. Means for testing

new methods of forming them and increasing

their quantitj- should be provided on the exper-

imental farm. 2d. Provision should be made
for discovering and making known the best

methods of preserving all kinds of manures, and

especiallj- those necessarilj- formed on evei-y



farm, of which the largest and most valuable

portion is usually lost in this country.

The implements of Agriculture are as needful

to the farmer as tlic tools of the mechanic are to

his trade ; and inferior instruments embairass

and hinder the one no less than tlic other. The
enlightened agriculturist is satisfied with no-

thing short of perfection in die implements and

machines used on his farm. Where should he

look for aid in perfecting his plow, his scythe,

and his machines of all kiud.s more appropri-

ately than to the Agricultural Department of the

Smithsonian lustitution ?

Such is the Department of Agriculture I

should rejoice to see e.«tablished in connection

with an Institution designed to increase and dif-

fuse " knowledge among men." In the arrange-

ment I have imperfectly .scanned, the interests

of Science would be amply guarded, and tlie

most important of all arts—the art of Culture

—

would be enriched with the gifts of Science.

The tillage of the soil is the honorable destiny

of the largest part of our race. Hitlierto it has

been recommended by the independence, the

healthfulness, the purity, the quiet, of rural life,

and the loveliness of rural scenery. The coun-

try has inspired the poet's pen, and furnished

the themes of his meiTiest songs. The pea.sant'8

cottage, the stately mansion, the undulating

fields, the grazing herds, the waving grain, the

laborers rustic note, the murmuring brook, the

woodland songster, the forest foliage, and the

flowers—the beautiful flowers—are sacred to

the strains of rural poetrj-. But the dignitj- and

attractions of Science should now be added to

the farmer's tranquil and happy home. Within

the present century, an agricultural literature

has been fonned ; and the tiller of the soil is ex-

pected to read and to think, as well as to plow.

Agriculture is progressive. It is now thought

possible that a fanner may be vrise, and yet de-

cline to walk in the footsteps of his fathers.

—

And why should Aijriculture be station arj- ?

—

The spinning jenny has supplanted the distaff";

the rail-car outruns the stagecoach, and steam

has chanired the commercial relations of the

world. While the friendly hand of Science is

pushing forward ih.e other industrial pursuits of

man, shall this alone, which employs and sus-

tains nine-tenths of onr race, receive no onward

and elevating impul.se ?

It is moving onward with long and rapid

steps. Europe is watching with favor the vast

interests involved in the cultivation of the soil,

and all ranks are uniting to hasten its improve-

ment. They are actively employed in renovat-

ing their systems of Agriculture, both in theory

and practice. Courts and nobility are honored

to appear at the exhibitions and fflca of Agri-

cultural .Societies and A.ssocialion3
;
<even the

favorite Minister of absolute Austria protects

with greater care than usual the cause of the

plow. Science seeks to contribute its offerings.

The Universities of Giesen and Durham, and
the princely estates of Bechelbroun ami Moglin,

are among the distinguished scenes of its Euro-

pean triumphs. Associations for the protection

and encouragement of Agriculture have been
formed in everj- part of Great Britain, of France,

and the States of Gennany ; and crowds of the

laboring peasantry, the suffering many, aroused

from the sleep of centuries—and kings, agents

of the privileged few—unite to celebrate the

victories of thriving husbandry, and to devise

means for increasing the fcrtihty of the soil

which even the classic bard of Andes never

conceived.

The people of the United States are detply

uiterested in this subject, and are beginning to

feel its importance. The Agricultural Clubs,

Societies and A.ssociations recently formed and
thickly scattered over the countrj-, from Maine
to Louisiana, attest the increased attention be-

stowed on Agriculture. Though American Sci-

ence has failed to pursue this subject with its

usual zeal and success, the efforts of Peters,

Webster, Taylor, Wadsworth, Skinner, Sea-

brook, Ruffin, and others, have been attended

with beneficial results to American husbandrj'.

With the aid of Science, the improvement of

Agriculture among us will be uniform and sure.

Xot left to chance or luck, it will be directed

by knowledge and skill. Science has shed her

light on the rugged path of the laborer in almost

everj' other form of industry, and Government
has found it profitable to purchase her aid even

in deteiTuining the nature and relative value of

American coals.* Agriculture prays only for

equality of benefits, for even-handed justice.

—

Assistance and guidance are needed. Let Sci-

ence open the path and set up the way-posts,

and tlie course of American Agriculture, like

that of Europe, will be marked by certain and

increasing speed. The language of Petzholdt,

in his " Lectures to Farmers." is considered just

and appropriate:—"When the scientific princi-

ples upon which the art of Agriculture depends

shall be fully known, and the practice founded

on it generally followed, the amount of our pres-

ent crops will be as much a .subject of tradition

as the pace of tlie old stage-coach, which daw-
dled away twenty-four hours in accomplishing

a journey of seventy miles, is to the present

generation."

The present Congress, if it shall justly esti-

mate the agricultural interests of the nation, and

the value of those .sciences with which they are

identified—and shall see fit, in its wisdom, to es-

* Reference is here made to Prof. Johnson's Re-

port on American Coals—a work creditable to its au-

thor and to .American Science.
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POTATO DISEASE.—EFFECTS OF GUAXO.
Extract ofa letter to the E&«-, dated

CATSKOi. Jan. 10, 1846.

Sir : In reading yoor remarks in yoor last

Library oo tbe experiroents about to be tried at

BahijQOte upon tbe disease of Potatoes, I

tboo^bt I woold addieee you a private letter,

and gire yoa my experience upon that subject.

I removed to thia place from Xew-York last

Spriner ; I leased about twenty acres of land that

was not UBder very good cultivation, but having

bad an early agricaltnra] education, and an ex-

trxnBToA fimiBeae far h. I made an exceDent

aelectiim of seal and mtaaaon. I have been in

die babit ibr several years past of reading all

pdblicatiODS upon improved Agriculture I could

find, BO diat my mind is pretty well stored w id»

i d»e differetU experiments tbal have been tried

i in Europe and America. On my leasing tbe

!
place, having Vtmhed mean*, I set my wits to

i work to ascertain wbat would be the cheapest

• manure I could use, and decided upon Perevian

i Guano, which I porcbaaed of Mr. Bartlet I

i dvBE selected as a medium ibrcmgh which to
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Joamal of'Agriculture have no small part of

their value in their tendency to awaken inquiry

into customs, of however long standing they

may be, and to stimulate society to decide their

value not by antiquity of custom, but by tested

utilitj' and confonnity to the laws of Nature.

We may also extend these observations, and

with even more propriety apply them to Bams.

If a Barn is built, as it always ought to be, with

two wings and an intervening space for thresh-

ing-floor, at least ten feet wide, all under the

same roof, and placed lengthwise, as recom-

mended for the Dwelling-House, •wiud-miUs

would become little more than an incumbrance.

If, again, placed on sloping ground, the south-

east exposure would afford to stock a like shel-

ter from the winter blasts as promised above to

the human. William Darby.

• L' AP..T DU MAIL.UCHER."

Extract of a letter to the Editor.

•' There is a subject, entirely new in this coun-

trj-. well worthy of investigation, if you could

get hold of a book on the subject ' L' Art du
Maraicker.' You will better understand it by
analyzing the word ' Maraicker

:

' marai means
marsh, or s%vamp ; cher means dear.

" I have seen it practiced in France, without

payine much attention to it. It is, however, a

systern of cultivating vegetables based upon
large supplies of water ; and this water is al-

ways obtained fi-om wells by means of horse-

power, driven by one horse. You can imagine

what a fat, rich soil would do for us if always
moist, when the thermometer ranges from 80

to 100, as it usually does here in summer.
" In Entrlaud and France, owing to more

moisture, tliey greatly excel us in the produc-

tion of vegetables. Give us the moisture, and
with our hot sun we can greatly surpass them.

Near Paris, the horse that draws the water does

all the other work about a vegetable garden.
" You w ant a paper on tlie cultivation of

Uquorice. Lar?e quantities of it are reared in

France in tlie latitude of Paris and fartlier south.

You might loam something of it in New-York
from the large dma-gists.' That used in this

countrj- is, I think, all imported.
" Jrrisafion is another subject of great import-

ance. In Italy the subject is so important, and

the practice so universal as to require separate

and special legislation. The day may be re-

mote, but we will get to it eventually in this

country. F. G. S.

'

Notes cj the above.—There is, indeed,

Toom for inquiry and need for infonnation about

Liquorice. "VV^e import it all ; and if it were

not the product o{ agricultural labor, the home

growth of it would doubtless be well protected
;

but farmers are the last of all classes to look af

ter their particular interests and to see that they

are provided for in the legislation of the coun-

try. Their Representatives are, for the most

part, small politicians who regard their place in

Congress as an office, in itself if they happen to

be ill th<; minority ; and if of the dominant party,

then thev use it as a utepping-stoue to office for

(890)

themselves, or as affording them something to

give in exchange for Executive favors to their

families and friends. As populariti/, not the

permanent public interest, is, for the most part,

the tjuestion with them, the only way to insure

broad-bottomed, enlightened legislation, based

on the welfare and true glory of the country, is

to have an educated, enlighfened constiivency.

But how is that to be obtained ? The dear peo-

ple will submit to taxes, and pay any thing that

is demanded of them for m ilitary institutions

and insti'uction ; they will go down on their

knees the more conveniently to take up that

burden, under the charm of the dram and fife !

But, with all their instinctive apprehension of

what is popular, of what will "please the peo-

ple," do you ever see a Congressman proposing

money or voting money for any road but a

military road—for any school but a rn ilitary

school ? Oh no, not he ! He knows too well

what will " go down at home "—what will

please in Buncombe.

Liquorice root is sold in New-York for five

cents a pound ; the extract is fifteen cents. The

chief supply is from Marseilles ; the best from

Spain—hence the famous '-Spanish Liquorice."

"We wi.sh our coiTespondent had the books, or

that we had the time to look farther into this

matter.

For Irrigation and Water Mcadmrs.—We
indicated our estimate of the importance of these

subjects in an early number ; and on page 463

(this month's issue) will be found an article on

Flooding Meadows. But these processes are

very expensive where labor is so dear.-

Yet, there are thousands of .streams of water

that might be used with great advantage and

profit, that are now unused. We have as much

of what we esteem to be very valuable matter,

as will fill the March and April numbers ; but

all printed and selected articles are liable, be-

fore they are in tjpe, to be superseded by ori-

ginal comrounications, and even to be post-

poned after they are in type, where circum-

stances require it. We solicit and give prefer-

ence to original correspondence on subjects de-

cidedlv new and important ; but we do not

wish to tax our readers with pages of mere

twaddle—old details reproduced; old stories

vamped up, and stale subjects revived, or hum-

bugs, such as " calico-com," that serve, like

June-bugs tied by the leg, to amuse, for the mo-

ment, men w'ho " are but children of a larger

growth.' [-K<i- Farm. Lib.

Indian Cure for the Rore Throat.—
Three or four salt-water clams split and bound

round the neck wher swollen and inflamed,

with a cloth, will effectually cure this disease.

I
The clams lo ke renewed every four or five

' hoars.



RAISING POTATOES FROM SEED.

BV THE EDITOR.

WASHINGTON: 28th Jan. 1846.

Chevalier Fs. W. M. de Testa,
,

Chavg6 d'Afiuirs, &,c. from the Netherlands :

Sir : In reference to ihc seed of the Potato,

about which you honored hie witli inquiries,

they have never been preserved, as is believed,

in fiufKcienl quantitj' to be a marketable article

in this country ; in fact, they have been very

rarely saved by farmers for their own use ; and

to this may be attributed, in some measure, our

want of new and good varieties. The eager

temper and impatient habits of our people,

their love of change, and propensity to migrate

from place to place, produced in a great mea-

sure by the frequent and infinite division of

estates and irapoveri.sliment of families, prevents

the adoption, in agricultural matters, of vieans

to ends which require years of patient attention

before these ends can be consummated. Hence
the destitution of the country, since the estab-

lishment of om* independence, of fine orchards

and of choice fruit, the possession of which, un-

der the most favorable circumstaftccs, requires

years to realize, and which, after all, is only to

be had, with certainty and abundance, by rais-

ing new varieties of fruit from the stones and

seeds of peaches, apples, pears, &c. So with

the Potato. The seed, as you well understand,

is to be had from the Poiato-apple, growing on
|

the top of '.ne plant. As in the case of fruit,

there is no security in this tliai " like will pro-

duce like.'' The product from Potato-seetZ is

various in color, shape, and qualities, and some

years must elapse before the best varieties can

be established and their qualities considered

permanent. For this reason, no seedling Pota-

toes should be di.scarded till after trial of the

third generation, nor a promising one be sooner

trusted. It is cnly after the third year that full

reliance can be placed on the pen^ianence of

characteristics as respects productiveness and

other qualities.

The characteristics to be sought in the estab-

lishment of a new variety are— 1st. Moderate

size, which I ain persuaded, on the whole, is

most to be desired in animals, fowls, vegeta-

bles, &c. 2d. Regular shape: the eyes not

deeply sunk. 3d. Not bursting when boiled.

4th. Dry or mealy when cooked. 5th. An
agreeable taste. 6th. Larly in maturity. 7ih.

Not too luxuriant in the stems. Pth. Produc-

tiveness. As with fruit from stone and seed, so

there is no end to the varieties of shape, size,

colors and qualities to be derived from the seed

of the same Potato-apple. The roughness of the

skin generally indicates dryness, the waterj- or

waxy Potato being commonly smooth-skinned.

Thirty seedling varieties have been gathered

from spontaneous seedlings in a garden where
{891)

only one kind of Potato had been planted.

There is no fact in vegetable physiology belter

establi.shed than that soil has a powerful influ-

ence in changing the color, shape and qualitica

of the Potato no less than those of grain and to-

bacco. I observed this in the case of the fa-

mous Rohan Potato, one of the humbugs which

a few years past .served to ainu.se a credulous

public, so that it sold in Philadelphia for SI for

a single tuber. The imported root \\as very

large, and the quality waxy and coarse. In

two generations planted on stiff white-oak land,

manured, it yielded a very fine, smooth mid-

dle-sized Potato, excellent for table u.«e. It

is clear, then, that every cultivator should raise

seedling Potatoes until he establishes a variety

suited to his soil, and one which he may then

expect to endure.

Nothing in the annals of American Horticul-

ture is better established than the origin of the

" Mcrcet Potato," raised from seed j)lanted in

Mercer County, and regarded as one of the best

and most popalai' varieties we have ever had.

There is no reason to believe that better Pota-

toes could be had from seed in this country than

in Europe ; nor is it probable that they will

ever be saved in .suflficient number to be on sale

in the seed-stores. There is nothing more ne-

cessary than to gather the apple when ripe, sep-

arate the seed from the pulp, or perhaps to ex-

press the watery particles, leaving the seed in

tlie residuum of the apple, and to preserve them

until time for planting, which had better, in the

first instance, be in a hot bed.

According to promise, I send you the Feb-

ruary number of the Farmers" Library, (a

monthly periodical devoted to Agi'icnllure and

its kindred studies and sciences,) with the dis-

sertation of Professor Morrk.v on the origin ofthe

Potato Disease, and would be gratified that he

should know that, according to his wish, it has

been published and spread before the cultivators

of that viUuable and important esculent in tliis

country, but which onr great staple and popu-

lar food, Indian Corn, renders of less material

importance in this countrj* than in tho.sc parts

of Europe not suited to the growth of maize.

If, sir, I can be at any time of any .serNice in

the interchange of agricultural knowledge or

products between our countries, I pray you to

rely with confidence on the humble instrument-

ality of one who can never be more happily em-

ployed.

With i^cat respect. Sir. I have the honor to be
your obVeer^'X J. P. SKINNER,

Edit. Farm. Library.

Kitchen Pepper.—Ginger 1 lb. ; cinnamon,
black pepper, allspice, and nutmegs, of each \

8 oz ; cloves 1 oz. ; drv .salt 6 lbs. Grind to- 5

\

gether. Useful to flavor gravies, &c.
(Codley's Cyciopeedia of Pi-ac. Receiptfl.
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PREPARATION OF SEED-CORN.

Jjuportant Suggettior.s.— Ust of Copperas Water in

the Preparation of Seed- Corn ; By Lansing

Wetmoek, of Penv.

I BELIEVE you are apprised of the fact of my
removal from the village on to my farm one

mile above, on Cone^van^o Greet. I am in the

" fall tide of successful experiment " on the

new and most approved method of farming-. I

wiU communicate for the Farmers' Library an I

experiment which I made last season in raising

Com. The first of March last I commenced

extracting pine stumps from a five-acre field. I

had attempted to crop the field twice within the

last five years. The stumps were so thick,

however, there heing about twenty-five on an

acre, that the attempt was nearly fruitless. The

first crop was oats ; the yield was less than 12

bushels per acre ; the next, spring wheat, and

the yield less than 6 bushels per acre. I seed-

ed it to clover and let it go to pasture—very

poor at that—for the last three or four j-ears.

With the aid of Norcross's stump machine,

which is one of the best and cheapest ever in-

vented,my son, a lad fifteen years old, one horse

and yoke of cattle to move the machine, we
cleared the field of stumps hy the first of May

;

made some 40 rods of first-rate fence with the

best of the stumps, and burned the rest ; drew

on 12 loads of long manure per acre, spread it.

and plowed it 7 inches deep ; dragged it with

the farrows ; marked it oif and planted 3 feet

asunder each way. The produce of the five

acres was 5.5-3 bushels of com in the ear, 3000

pumpkins, and 25 bushels of excellent potatoes.

My com crop was increa.sed about 33 per cent,

by a simple preparation of the seed as follows

:

At noon of the day before planting, 18th May,

I put my Seed-Com to soak in a strong decoc-

tion of copperas water, say 2 lbs. copperas to

w^arm soft water sufficient to cover a bushel of

com. The next morning took out a peck, added

a pint or more of soft soap, stirred it thoroughly,

then put on plaster enough to make il con-

venient to drop for planting, say one quart.

The whole field was planted with the seed tlius

prepared, except 4 rows, which were planted

with seed without any preparation. The after-

culture of the whole was alike—passing through

each way with the cultivator, and hoeing tw ice.

The four rows last mentioned were cut up, har-

vested, and the com weighed and measured by

itself; also four rows next adjoining, the seed

of which had been prepared as above. The
produce of the four rows of unprepared seed

was eleven bushels and a half. The produce of

the four rows from the prepared seed was sev-

enteen bushels—a difference of five and a half

bushels of ears in one hundred and twenty hilb?.

The yield of the remainder of the field averaged

felly equal to the four best rows measured.
f-92)

The difference in the growth and appearance

of the com of the prepared and unprepared

seed was striking from the time of its appear-

ance above the ground until it tasseled—the

former looking gteen and vigorous, the latter

puny and yellow. It was all cut dow^n by tlie

frost when about three inches high, but came
on finely after the first of June. There was
scarcely a soft ear in the field, excepting on the

four rows of unprepared seed. These were

about a week later in ripening than that from

the prepared seed. The soil is a sand^' loam.

The whole expense of preparing the bushel and

three pecks of seed did not exceed 62| cents.

The increased produce of the field by preparing

the seed was over 200 bushels ears.

Lansing Wetmore.

TO HAVE EARLY POTATOEa

The destruction of the Potato crop in Eng-

land had been so extensive as to make it proper

to look ahead for the best means of hastening

the crop forward in the Spring, it being impor-

tant to shorten as much as possible the period of

privation.

With a view to bring forward the next

spring's crop at the earliest possible moment,

the follo\ving suggestions have been made in

tlie London Gardener's Chronicle.

Though not pressed by the same urgent ne-

cessity in this countrj-, these suggestions may
yet furnish hints to those %\ ho feel an ambition,

both innocent and commendable, to have tlie

earliest Potatoes on their own table—an ambi-

tion that deserves to be fostered, so long as it

does not proceed from avaricious motives, or de-

generate into envy of those who are winners in

the race.

The writer recommends that recourse be had

to the earliest known varieties, and then to keep

in mind the following important facts, and the

same general rules may be observed to get early

sweet Potatoes

:

1st The eyes at the top of the Potato are the

younsest and vegetate first ; from them the crop will

be about a fortnizht earlier than that obtained from
the lower part of the tuber.

2d. When the Potato is not cut, and the top eye*

are allowed to proceed in their gi-owth, the othera

push slowly, if at all.

.3d. If the top sprout be removed, the other eyes

will besrin growintr with srreater vi^or.

4th. It is, therefore. ob\iou8 that the top sprouts

may be removed whe# they begin to show roots,

and planted out for the earliest ci-op ; whilst the rest

of the tuber may be allowed to push the other eyes

for a succession.
5th. In case of a scarcity of sets, the stems may be

layered ; they will root, and form a second crop of

tubers ; but this must be done early in the seas<m, or

before the first set of tubers is fully npe. although

large enough to be fit for use.

Men who are skillful propagators of plants (as

many gardeners are. and all onsht to be) will

readily imagine what important advantages may
be taken of these properties of the Potato. We



'. r.i since been lold that a Mr. Denso.v. in

i^" \ : -
I
a^iaied from three tubers plauiscuoagh

to cixp Lair a rod of ground, and obtained from
them an amount of produce equal to Itj tooa per
acre, in the same season. What may not be ex-
pected iK>w, with the invaluable aid of cheap
glass

!

la the mild climates of Comw-all. Devonshire,
and many pans of Ireland. Potatoes may be im-
mediately spmuteu in a warm place, as in a cot-

tase near the fire, or on hurdles in cow-bouscs.
&c. : and when the sprouts are two inches long,

they may be cut otT, together with a portion of
the tuber. :.

' ' ' '. out in a si :' ' -
'

Covering _ - i itli two ii.

soil. A > - - will besur:
".i>:: . •. ;.uL.i=i;ch :rustsasoccur in il-jic r^-^^
:;i : ..-y winters. They will produce a crop
til f - ^~-j in the beginning of May.
In cold situations, and where proper protec-

tion cannot be afforded, it may be advisable to

defer sprouting tlie sets till the end of Januarj-.

They aiay ilicn be puslicd four iuches by the

middle of Mareh, and planted out as soon as the

weather will permit.

r the earliest crop, advantage
sh' jf the most sheltered sicnuioiiflt
sucl. _- ... ;. -.i. side of walls, hedges, or fence*.
Where no such shelter can be obiained. r'. .

. .; r

ihrce feet apart sliould be formed. mnniD j •/_-:

and west, and a furrow shoold then be :._-:
along the base on the south side for the c . j
over which the sets should be placed, so I'.i:

their lops on pusliiug. may appear iiaif way up
the side of tlie ridsre. In such a position" the
roots derive warmth froih the rays of the sun
striking perpendicularly against tfie slope ; and
the top of the ridge affords shelter from norther-
ly winds. If in addition furze, broom, str^w.
banches of beech, spruce. &.C.. are siuck i;: J e
top of tl-'^ r" !re .^3 3.? :.:> rr:'';:i o-.er the your.z
pla;.- - - - - :Sem. If tlie

so;! - : with litter

in c _ .- . — , ... be prevent-
ed ; the litter sboaid be remived during' ihe
day, and the surface frequently stirred- By
these means an early crop may be tak»: off the
grooud in May. after which there is still tiooe

for a second crop.

SCHEME OF REDUCING THE QUANTITY OF COTTON.
REPORT OF THK COMMITTEE .APPOIXTED BY TDE ST.\TE AGRICILTUR-U. SOCIETY OF

SOUTU CAROLINA TO T.AKE INTO CONSIDERATION THE SCHEME OF REDLCIAG
THE QUANTITY OF COTTON. SUGGESTED BY COL. DAVIE. AS A

RE.VEDY FOR LOW PRICES.

AcciDEST has delayed until now the publica-

tion of the following Report- It was not until

the Fclniary number of this journal was in the

hands of the siercotyper, that we received the

copy of the Soailiem Agriculturist which is

DOW used.

The additional facts here appended to the Re-

port go farther to show tlic falsity of the popu-

lar belief that the production of Cotton exceeds
[

the consumption. These facts arc drawn from I

tlie Report of the Committee of Commerce of

!

the Ciiy of Chariesion. on questions propounded
j

by the Secretary- of the Treasury, made lo that

ofBccr on tl>e 13th of November last.

J. B. 0'Xe.^i.l, wlwse name is associated

with Mr. 5k.\brook. i-s a Judge of the Court of

Common Pleas, and one of the most active and

devoted friends of Agriculture in South Caroli-

na; while Mr. S. himself is familiarly known to

all as among tlic most enlightened and promi-

nent friends of that branch of national industry.

^Vc hail it as an evidence of a more lively

and e.Ttcnded appreciation of a common interest

among agriculturists, and the harbinger of a res-

olution on their part to protect tlveir interest

against ceaseless encroarhmenis of parasitical

classes, that the State Society of South Carolina,

at its last session, sliould have instructed its Ex.

ecutive Committee ^^ invite the Suue Agric:,j-

:?:':!) as

tnral Societies of the Union to attend their ix^xt

annual meeting by delegations, who are to come
prepared with written answers to such qnes-

lions as may have been propounded to thom in

relation to the Agriculture of th*»ir respective

States.

It will be lamented that his convenience has
not allowed Hen. J. C. Calhocv to comply
with the request of the Society to dc'iver the

next Annual Address. Mr. Calhoun has the

reputation of being one of the very best Dracri-

cal planters in the country ; but we bold iljat

(whatever may be thought to the contrary- ) to be

of less importance, on these occasion.s than that

the Orator should possess enlarged and compre-
hensive views of the polidcal rights of Agricul-

ture, and i'.s connection with and paramount in-

fluence upon the destinies of the country—its

right to a leading control over its legislation, and
its liability to be postponed and made sabservi-

ent to other and inferior classes and professions.

whose social relations are more condeosed

—

whose sympathies are more {>erfect—whose
plans are more selfish, aod whose concert is so

much more complete.

Mr. Madiso.s was ix>t a money-makiDg farm-

er, yet his Address delivered before the Albe-

marle Agricultural Society, of which he was
Presidcn'_ tad published in the eld Aznerican
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Farmer, may be referred to, even now, as a

model for such performances. The same may
be said of Addresses by the late R. G. Harper

and N. Biddle, and others of their high order of

intellect.

The State Society of South Carolina having,

by resolution, requested Mr. Scabrook to com-

municate to tlie public, before the planting sea-

son, such information as he may possess, or as it

may be in his power to collect, in relation to

the means of modifying Ihe effects of drou/h

on Indian Corn and other provisions, all who
possess any facts worthy of notice, that may
cast light on the subject, will feel it to be a pa-

triotic duty to contribute them through an organ

so well qualified to make the best use of them.

The inquiry has been suggested, we need hard-

ly add. by the disastrous effects of the drouth of

the last summer in that and other States—mak-

ing it highly important that full and accurate in-

formation should be collected and disseminated.

REPORT ON THE SCHEME OF REDUCING
THE QU.ANTITV OF COTTON GROWN.

The Committee to whom was refeired the

communication of Col. Davie, addressed to Hon.
Geo. McDufEe, W. McWillie, and W. B. Sea-
brook, report

—

That they have considered Col. Davie's
scheme of a combination among the Cotton
planters, to reduce the quantity planted, and
thus enhance the price. They regard it. in the

first place, as impracticable. The habits of

planters are those of separate action : they com-
bine less than any other class of men. Each
regards his plantation as his empire : he looks

around and considers what will best promote
his individual interest ; and though there is no
doubt that many might be induced to meet, con-

sult, and possibly write in favor of Col. Davie's

project, yet some, and probably a great many,
would prefer separate action, and thus destroy

the scheme in the very outset.

The vast number of persons engaged in plant-

ing Cotton in the Southern and South-Western
States, i-enders the whole project impossible.

—

What may be our itnerest in South Carolina,

might not, and very probably would not, be the

interest of the planters in Alabama, Mississippi,

Arkansas, Louisiana, Florida and Te.xas. Their
means of raising immense crops make them in-

sensible to that which presses upon us with so

much severity.

Jn the second place, your Committee are per-

suaded that, if such a scheme were practicable,

it is by no means desirable that it should take

place. For, in its most favorable action, it would
m the end operate very much to the injury of

the Cotton planters. If by a reduction of one-

half in the production, the price be raised one
or two hundred per cent., the next season the

quantity raised would be greatly increased,

which would again reduce its value to a ruinous

extent. Nothing can have more disastrous ef-

fects upon planters than this fluctuation from
low prices to high, and from high to low. All

•which is necessary to our prosperity is a dimi-

nution of our wants, and a near approach to cer-

tainty in the market value of Cotton. Whether
-it be high or low is of little consequence. Every
thing will soon conform to it. From the cheap-

^894)

ness and sapenor quality of our Cotton, it has
possession of the English manufactures in the
ratio of nine to one. In the course of a few
j-ears, if we continue to increase the quantity,
we shall, in a corresponding increasing ratio,

diminish tiie production in East Indian and
South American Cotton, and. at length, fairly

drive all competition from the field, and thus
secure a monopoly of Cotton in the markets of
the world. This will give security to our do-
mestic institutions. For, as soon as the world
feel that they are dependent on us for the Cot-
ton manufactured and worn by its millions, there
will be no disposition to take from us our labor-
ers, and thereby prevent the supply of so neces-
sary an article.

But if we do not gi'ow the quantity now ex-
ported, and keep pace with the increasing pop-
ulation and consumption of the world, the vacu-'

urn will have to be supplied by other nations.

On looking at a statistical table, hereto annexed,
it will be seen that almost every bale now ex-
ported is annually consumed in manufactures.
This being so, it follows that the supply by us,

or others, must meet the demand. This may be
illustrated by reference to the state of things in

the British West India Islands. The act of
emancipation withdrew an immense amount of
effective labor from the ctiltivation of sugar : it

of course diminished the supply from them, but
increased it in Demarara and Louisiana. The
object of Great Britain in liberating her slaves
was to pave the way to general emancipation
in the West Indies and North America. So far

she has failed in accomplishing it; and indeed,
at present, it looks, from her importation of Afri-

cans and East Indians, as if she was half way
repenting her folly. But we can render no
more efficient service, in accomplishing her
cherished object, than by diminishing our pro-

duction of Cotton. When we shall do so, her
East Indian provinces will come into the mar-
ket, and supply what we have failed to do.

—

Let her once turn the current of trade, and give
the monopoly to the East Indies which we now
have, in a short time we shall be driven from
the field, and then where is slaverj" .' Our ne-

groes will be valueless, and a burden ; and, of

course, their owners will cea.se to hold them.
Your Committee are fully convinced that

there is not now, as is supposed, an over-pro-

duction of Cotton ; for there cannot be an over-

production of an article which is annually con-

sumed. That this is the case with Cotton ap-

pears from the statistical table.

The situation of distress in which we have
been, and possibly still are, is not the result of

over-production. It resulted from the visionary

speculations of great financial and commercial
schemes. Many indulged in fancies illusory as

the South Sea scheme, and to the full as impos-

sible, as the discovery of the famous el dorado.

Such men gave to every thing a fancied value,

which increased as their imaginations expand-
ed—credit was unnaturally extended, until debt

exceeded every possible means of payment.

—

Hence the revulsion of '37 and '38, and the pros-

tration of much real, but more fancied wealth.

At the present moment we are recovering

from that, by satural and proper means. Our
Cotton at low prices is paying annually our

debts, and compelling us to reduce our luxuries,

and to pursue a just economy. The currency is

gi-adually expanding through the operations of

our well-regulated banks, so as to meet the wants

of the people, and had it not been for the unpre-
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cedeated drouth and consequent loss of crops,

wherewith it has pleased God to visit us, we
should, in the next year, have reached a point

of comparative safety and ease from the past

pressure.

The extension of tlie production of Cotton is

met by a corresponding demand. Nearly one-
half of the population of Europe, e.specially

France and Germany, have not now the com-
fort of a cotton <hirt or cotton jacket It has,

therefore, this field as an untried market but
one which is ever}' day opening more and more
to our enterprise. To this mast be added, that

perseverance on our pait will drive all compet-
itors trom the field., and when they turn their at-

tention to some other branch of business, they
must become our customers. Oar American
Cotton, and very probably our American Manu-
factures, are in time, and that a very short one,

to be used by every civilized inhabitant, aud al-

so many a savage one, of the world.
But if the production of Cotton in the North

American States was diminished one-half the

amount of miscrj- which it would cause can
hardly be realized. The cotton planter sup-

ports millions of human beings, and clothes hun-
dreds of millions more. Let him extend his

philantliropic labors : he will be benefited by
them: and countless thousands will call him
blessed. Af tliia fime. every ind^atiou points

to an increase of price, such as the opening of

the Chinese trade, the geuei-al soundness of the

Currency, abundance of poor in England, the

possible repeal of the duty on ra^v Cotton in

every countrj-, arising fi-om competition among
the manufactures, aud tlie unprecedented de-

mand for machinery" in Enslaud, on the Conti-

nent, and in this country. To tliese encourairing
circumstances it must be added, that probably
the TarilF which has been to us the source of so
many troubles, will, in a short time, come down
to the Revenue standard. The evils under
>A-hich we labor are not those of over-produc-
tion. They arise from two other causes : one is

that of over-legislation. Give us free trade

—

abolish the unnatural burdens \^hich nations
have imposed upon one another ; in a word, let

tlie planter be free, aud bis comforts would soon
be duplicated. If the grower of Cotton could
Send his crop of Cotton to any part of the world,
and receive in exchange for it commodities sub-

ject to a moderate duty, your Committee believe

that the demand for American Cotton would be
increased to four millions in.«tead of two millions

of bales. This we would be unable to furnish,

fur tlie land adapted to its growth is irreater in

quantity than will ever be cultivated

—

/he num-
ber of laborers if limited. Unless the African
slave trade be airain opened, or the introduction

of slaves from the West Indies be permitted, lof

which no one dreams,) an increased cultivation

can only arise from the withdrawal of laborers

from the cultivation of rice, tobacco, and sasar,

(tliau which nothing is less probable, especially

in reference to the latter article.) an increa.sc in

population, and improved modes of cultivation.

These sources of an increase of production are

so limited that they never can meet the demand
which would ari.se from free trade. We agree
with a late writer, that ' the American Tariff is

the origin of all the hostility of foreicm nations

to the institutions of the South." It is clear to

our minds that tliere can be no improvement in

the business of planting until tliis unnatural hos-

tility and its cause be removed. For every
Southern planter f«els his want of security ; and

1 the efiect of this is increased upon him by the
!
belief, in the non-slaveholding States, that slavery

i is to soon perish by its oiati weight Let him
,
and all others feel that he is secure in his proper-

i tj". and it will quadruple his energy and success.
I Anotlier cause ofour distress is that in a large

I
portion of the Southern counuy. Cotton is culti-

vated, when its production does not now, and

I

never can, at all compensate the planter for the
labor bestowed. Then it is desirable for every

I
one that other branches of industry should be

I

pursued. In such sections, manufactures may-
be most profitably substituted ; and evciy man-

' ulactory established will be not only additional
I wealth to the proprietors and the countrj-, but
will also materially aid tlie cotton planter by

( increasing the consumption.

I

^Ve do not intend to encourage the cultivation
I of Cotton to the neglect of the other products
I necessary to support or comfort. E very planter

I

slwuld promptly render himself independent in

I

reference to tliose articles which could be pro-

duced on his plantation. In this way he would
'; profitably curtail the quantity of land devoted to

the cotton crop. An abandonment of the pres-

ent extremely defective mode of culture, and
the substitution of a better, would ensure a larger

quantity of Cotton than would be lost by diver-

sifying the products of industry. In other words,
his cotton crop would be larger : his com,
wheat, rice, oats, barley, horses, mules, hogs,
cattle, sheep, butter, and vegetables, would be
the produce of his farm.

If however, the cotton crop is to be given up
one-half after all the reductions of it which we
have sanctioned, to what eL«e can the planter of
the South so profitably turn his attention ? To
grain ? He already, in ordinarii years, pro-

duces twice as much as the Middle States, and
about one-eighth more than the ^Vest. In In-

dian com alone, the produce of the South, by
her last censss, was 300 million bushels. If the

planter of Cotton is engaged in an unprofitable

business, much more is the grain raised. The
interest on capital invested in Agriculture at

the North is less than three per cent : here it is

about four per cent That the rice and tobacco
culture might be profitably extended in this

State, and will be in the South-\Vest and Texas,
is true. Millions of acres in South Carolina, in-

cluding the lower countrj, are admirably adapt-

ed to the raising of rich grasses. This might be
added as another branch of industiy". from which
reasonable profits could be realized, and miehc
very well be added to the cotton planters" in-

come. The business of tanning and the manu-
factures cf leather might be and ought to be en-
larged. In this State, all the means of a success-

ful pursuit of this branch of industry ore at hand
and witliin the reach of ever\- one. Hides, lime,

bark, and mechanics, (slaves.) are abundant—
A few years ago. the capital engaged in Uiis

branch of industry in Massachusetts was 814,-

000,000, while tlia't of Cotton was $1X000,000,
and wool less than 811,000,000.

Another great inducement to South Carolina
to persevere in the cultivation of Cotton (where,
in reference to quantity, it can be advantain;-

ously growni is tJiat it is now highly pmbable
that very many planters in Mississippi, Lovisi-

ana, and Texas, will in future direct tlieir atten-

tion to tobacco aud sugar. Their lands are well
' adapted to these productions, and the reduction
1 of the duty on American sugar in Great Britain
' is one strong rea,son why the culture should be
I extended.
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For these reasons, your Committee disap-

prove of any scheme which would have a ten-

dency to materially abridge the quantity of Cot-

ion produced. Indeed, they trust that it will

continue to increase, and carrj- its blessings as

it were on the wings of the wind, until every
inhabitant shall fully realize tlie benefit of cot-

ton fabrics for all the purposes to which wool,

flax, silk and hemp, have been heretofore de-

voted.
WHITEMARSH B. SEABROOK,
JOHN BKLTON O'NEALL.

Col. M'Willie's absence from South-Carolina,

and Mr. M"DufRe's ill health, prevented the

Committee from enjoying the benefit of their

services and counsel. Mr. Alston concurs in

the entire report except a single sentence : and
his reasons for that dissent are appended.

I concur in the opinion that Col. Davie's plan

of reducmg the cotton crop, by obtaining an
agreement among the planters to plant one-half

or two-thirds of a crop, is impracticable.

I also believe that it is the true policy of the

Southern or cotton growing States, to retain,

by all means in their power, their ascendency
Ln the cotton markets of the world, and to do
nothing calculated to encourage the extension
of tlie growth of Cotton in in other portions of

the world.
I however, disagree to the opinion that " there

is not now an over-production of Cotton." I am
inclined to believe that the low prices are to be
aecribed »!«i?;/.y to the heavy crops. It is fa-

miliar to all who have been in the habit of at-

tending to the accounts brought from Europe
fay the different arrivals of vessels, that the

prices there are controlled principally hy the

latest accounts from this side of the water, of
the prospects of the coming crop, or the proba-

ble amount of the supply of Cotton from the

United States. If the latest accounts from Amer-
ica had been, that the prospect was good, or in

favor of a large supply, then the prices there

(in Europe) fell, and vice versa.

And the.se accounts from America seem to

have a greater control than all other causes com-
bined. The reduction of price of the raw ma-
terial induces, to some extent, an increase of

tliecousumption, by enabling the manufacturer

to make and .sell the manufactured goods a lit-

tle lower. But when we consider how little

must be the cost of the raw material contained

in a yard of heavy cotton goods—even at 10

cents per pound of the Cotton, vi-e cannot sup-

pose lliat the price of the raw material can have
much influence in increasing or diminishing the

consumption, unless the jirice should be much
higher than it has been for many years. Take
the cost of the raw Cotton in a yard of manufac-

tured cotton goods, (even at 10 cents per pound,)

from the price of that yard of goods, and it will

^30w, that if the consumption is govenied by
the price of the manufactured goods, it is main-

}y hy the cost of the manufacturing—not of the

raw material.

It seems to me that if the consumption kept
pace with the production, the price would not

be afl'ected ky it either way, to any great ex-
tent ; but that if the manufacturer had always
found a ready market for his goods, he would
have continued to purchase the Cotton at the
usual price, and therefore there would be but
Httle variation in the price of Cotton. On the
contrary, however, the manufacturer could not

(896)

obtain a market for his goods—they would ac-
cumulate upon his hands—he would be compel-
led to reduce the wages of his operatives, or
stop his manufacturing machines. He could not
afford to buy Cotton any longer, unless at redu-
dod prices, and in less quantitie.?. There being
difficulties in getting off manufactures, unless at

reduced prices, a like difficulty in selling the
raw Cotton would be produced, unless at redu-
ced prices. The prices then must come down.

I will not extend my remarks. The report,

in other respects, I concur in. I would prefer
that portion, or sentence, stricken out, as I am
inclined to thing that its omission would not be
inconsistent with the rest of the Heport.

Respectfully,
W. J. ALSTON.

[The cotton crop of the United States, of
1844, was 2,400,000 bales—the largest ever
made ; not\\ithstanding, the stocks in the Amer-
ican ports on the 30th of August, the end of the
cotton year, were less than they were on the
30th of August, 1844 !.. 65,646 bales.

By the last dates from Havre, the

stocks of American Cotton were
less than last year at the same
time 19, ,'500

85,146 "

In Liverpool, they were more than
at the same time last year 64,300 "

Making a deficiency in stock of. . .20,846 bales,

as compared with the same periodsof 1844, not-

withstanding a crop of 2,400,000 bales.

The stocks in the other Continental ports can-
not be stated, but they are not large. The stocks
in spinners' hands in France are moderate. In
England they are large, but much smaller, com-
pared with the extent of their trade, than it was
their practice to hold some few years since. It

is not unreasonable to assume, therefore, that
had not the consumption been curtailed in the
United States, by the excessive duties on im-
ports, and more especially those on the coarser
kinds of cotton goods, the consumption of Cot-

ton at this time, would not only have been
larger, but quite sufficient to have kept pace
with the production, without the disproportion-
ate decline in price that has taken place between
it and the articles manufactured from it.]

Import of Cotton, expressed in 1 ,000« of bales.

From 1841. 1842. 1843. 1844.

United States ..1,387 1,534 1,904 1.682

Brazil 100 104 115 123

West Indies 72 72 49 47

East Indies 324 316 227 299

Egypt 123 108 469 126

Stocks imported, and consumption of Cotton
in Europe, reduced to bales of 300 lbs. each.

Imports. ConBumption.
1841 2,291,010 2,215,026

1842 2,477,266 2,422,926

1843 2,949,000 2,654,000

1844 2,736,843 2,667,469

From the above, it appears that in 1841, the

imports exceeded the consum{)tion, 7,5,984 ; 1842,

54,340 ; 1843, 295,000; 1844. 69,374 bales.

Stock Isf of January.
1841. 1842. 184"3. 1844. 1845.

777,610 863,421 926,102 1,239,000 1,321,726

Total deliveries, from which are deducted in-

termediate shipments, or surplus of exports from
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Great Britain ; also the stock on hand, 31st Dec.,

and to which are added tlie stock on hand, Jau.
1st, expressed in 1000s of bales :

1841. 1842. 1843. 1644.

1,846 2,005 2,155 2,127

Importation.— It will be seen (says the Cir-

cular,) that there is a decrease from the United
States of about 200,000 bags, and from Egrypt of
60,000 bags, whilst from the East Indies is ajj

increase of 55,000 bags, and a trifle fi-om the Bra-
zils, which leaves, on the aggregate, a deficien-
cy of about 200,000 bags ; but the excess in the
stocks at the beginning of the year, made up
the aggregate supply fully to what it was in the
previous year.

[The above is extracted from the Circular of Coll-

mau and Stolterfoght, dated Liverpool, 31st Januaiy,

1845.] [Columbia South Carolinian.

SOUTHERN HEMP, OR BEAR GRASS.

We find in the Tallahassee Floridian of the

15th (says the New-Orleans Bulletin) the follow-

ing letter from Gov. Call to Gov. Moseley, in

relation to the cultivation of Hemp from the

plant knoivn by the name of Bear Grass, and

indigenous to the Southern States. The Florid-

ian introduces the letter with some remarks on

the agricultural advantages and the products of

Florida from which we give a shq^t extract

:

'We have heretofore remarked that we believed
there was no counti'y under the sun where the hon-
est, industrious cultivator of the soil could obtain a
living with more ease and less labor than in Florida.
We are every day becorains; more and more con-
vinced of this fact. The salubrity and healthfulness
of ihe climate, the richness and fertility of the soil,

the variety of productions, and the ease with which
they can be cultivated, all prove this. Almost every
year we have a new article introduced in the culti-

vation, which has been nezlected or overlooked for

years past, in the all-absorbing mania for raising cot-

ton. In some parts of the Peninsula we can raise

most of the tropical fruits in perfection; in all parts
many of them : and in quantities, if the culture is

properly attended to, to render their production prof-
itable. With the people of Florida, then, there is no
necessity of contiuing themselves to one particular.

We have before noticed some of the most profitable

productions—cotton, sugar, tobacco, Sec. We have
this week a new aiticle to notice, which has hereto-
Ibre been neglected—the Bear Grass. We have been
inl'ormed by an intelligent merchant of St. Marks
that, a year or two since, he received and forwarded
cotton from a Geor^'ia planter, roped with Ihe rope
made on his own plantation from the Bear Grass

;

and that, but for the fact that it was not quite so well
manufactured, it would not have been distinguished
liom the regular Manilla." •

Tallahassee, Nov. 8, 1845.

To his Excellency, Wm. D. Moselev,
Governor of the .Slate of Florida :

Sir : I have the honor to present to your Ex-
cellency a specimen of the Florida Hemp, pro-

duced from the plant generally known by the

name of " Bear Grass." It abounds in Floriiia

in its native, uncultivated condition, and it is be-

lieved that it may be propagated to an indefinite

extent. Nothing feeds upon it, and it therefore

requires no enclosure. It grows in the forest

frequently to the hight of three or four feet, and,

no doubt, may be improved by cultivation. It

loses scarcely anything by the process of manu-
-the Hemp being about the same length

It is found indigenous in most of
ithern States, and, though being neglect-

unnoticed, from the successful results of

experiments recently made, I feel assured it is

destined very soon to become one of the most
valuable staples of our country. In the present
depressed situation of the cotton market, ouing
to the superabundant production of that aiticle,

such a result is greatly to be desired. And if

my anticipations are realized, the Southern
Hemp will become more abundant and more
profitable than that of the North, and will con-
tribute but little less than cotton to the popula-
tion, wealth and power of the Southern .States.

The resemblance of the Hemp of Florida,
both in its native condition and after its manu-
facture, to that of Manilla, induces a belief that
it is equal in value if not superior to that article,

and that the same process may be required for
its cultivation and pt'eparation for market. Al-
though I am well satisfied ^^ith the result of the
experiments I have recently made for the latter

pui-pose, and am convinced that, \^ithout anj-

improvement whatever in the method I have
pursued, the labor of every hand engaged in its

production will be more than twice the value of
the .same amount of labor employed in a cotton
field, j'et it may be found, on inquiry in the
country where the Manilla Hemp has been pro-
duced for .so many years, that a much better plan
has been produced by long experience. Deem-
ing this a subject highly worthy of in(piiry, I

would respectfully suggest to your Excellency
the expediency (.shonld jou think favorably of
the proposition) of requesting of the Govern-
ment of the United States, through some of our
foreign Consuls, to obtain all the practicable in-

formation in regard to the cultivation and prepa-
ration of this valuable article of commerce.
The experiments I have made have been as

simple and expeditious as tliey have been satis-

factory in their results. The leaves of the plants
have been plucked from the bud, around which
they cluster, tied up in convenient bundles,
boiled, and pounded, until the green bark and
soft vegetable matter is disengaged from the
strong fibres, when they are put in water, and
washed out with great ease.

But the apparatus I have suggested, and in

which I have great confidence, (.sufficient to pre-
pare from two to three tons per day.) is a heavy
wooden wheel, to traverse a circular platform,
firmly constructed and covered with strong
plank. Tlie wheel to turn on a shaft. C3r\-ed in
the form of a screw. One end of the shaft con-
fined and turning on a pivot in the center of the
platform, which will cau.se the wheel in its rev-
olutions to traverse every part of the platform.
The action of the boiling water for twentv-five
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minctes will prepare the leaves for the wheel.

The bundles, which will then have shrunk

considerably, should be re-tied, to prevent the

tanslins of "the Hemp, placed carefoJly on the

plaubrm, until it is covered, and tlie wheel

put in motion by the animals hitched to the

outer end of the" shaft, and movin? in a_ cir-

cle on the outer edfe of the platform. ^^ hen
the wheel shall have reached one side of the

platform, by its revolution on the scre%v, the an-

imals moving- it are to be turned and driven in

the opposite direction around the circle, which

%vi]l cause the wheel to traverse back again to

the opposite side. "WTnle the wheel is in mo-

tioiL water should be frequently thrown on the

plants, which beins permitted to escape by
vents from the platform, carries -with it all the

surplas matter, 'in a state of sqlution.'i disenga-

ged from the strong fibres by the friction and
pressure of the wheel until the Hemp is wash-

ed perfectly clean. It should then be taken

from the platform and hung out to dry, w^hich

completes the process of preparation, and the

anicle is ready lo be packed up for market

—

This process will succeed until a better is devi-

sed.

Everv good plant wiU produce one pound of

clean Hemp. Some have exceeded that quan-

tity. The best specimens from the uncultivated

plant are fitim three to four feet long, and the fi-

bres coarse or finer, in proportion to the age of

the leaf, as you will perceive by comparing the

smaller parcel I send you. (composed of the bud
leaves only.i wnlh the larger. From five to six

thousand plants may be produced from one
acre, which will yield as many pounds of good
Hemp. The specimens I have shown are esti-

mated, by our most intelligent merchants, as su-

perior to"the Manilla, and are considered worth

from eisht to ten cents per pound in the New-
York market- At these prices, there is no cui-

dvation in the United States so valuable.

I have made experiments on the plant knovm
by the name of the 'Spanish Bayonet," which
atioauds on our Southern sea-board, and find the

fibre equally good in every other respect, though

not so large as that of the '• Bear Grass." 1

learn from men who have been accustomed to

cat up the latter plant annually in the cultiva-

tion of their fields, that it is almost indestructi-

ble. Should this be the case, it would require

to be planted but once, after which it will con-

tinue through a succession of years to yield its

valuable tribute without cultivation. Such re-

salts, though very imperfectly realized, will ren-

der the Florida Hemp a most important produc-

tion. It will add to the prosperitj- of the weal-

thv, ffive profitable employment to the laboring

classes, both in Agriculture and manufactories.

but to the prwr it wUl be an inestimable bles-

sins. It will invite emigration, ensure a dense

white population, and make the South the rich-

est and most powerful portion of the country".

—

Cotton and Sugar can never be produced in

great abundance except bj- slave labor, and the

employment of a capital far beyond the reach of

the poor. Their culture ha-s therefore a tenden-

cy to increase the number of slave, and exclude

a wlate population. But should the Hemp be-

come a valuable staple, as { confidently antici-

pate it will from the simplicity and care of its

culture, and abundant production, it will give

the richest and most generous reward to the la-

borer. There are none so poor as to be unable
to avail themselves of its advantages to some
extent The bounty of Providence has placed

it within their reach. The production of a few
acres •will j-ield a suflicient support for a small
family at greatly reduced prices : and where
they may not be able to procure the necessary
apparatus for boiling tlie Hemp, the same result

may be produced by steeping it in cold water
for the space of twenty days, after which they
can prepare more of it for market with their fin-

gers alone in one day. than they can pick of cot-

ton in l^vo. Let the culture be once introduced,

and it will never be abandoned while good
Hemp is worth two cents per poimd. I have
the honor to be

!

VeiT respectfullv. your ob't servant

!
R. K. CALL.

I

AtPACCA Sheep.—"We have been waiting

for an opportunity to re-call public attention to

this animal—we say re-call, because we believe

(not having the volumes exactiy at hand) that

about twenty years have elapsed, since %ve

caused the several varieties of Peruvian Sheep,

and among them the Alpacca, to he engraved

for the '• America.v Farmer." and by aid of

Mr. Robinson, author of the History of Mexico,

pointed out their peculiar adaptation to our

Southern mountain lauds, and. in the most

emphatic manner dwelt upon the advantages

that ought to be expected from their importation.

It was the year after guano %vas distributed,

and the whole story told of the qualities and ad-

vantages of both ; but nothing but English ex-

perience and English recommendation, it seems,

wiU go down with our people. "When we
come to re-publish what was then said of these

animals, we shall see how much or how little of

any tiling new has been discovered, since Rob-

inson described them, to prompt the disposition

which we now rejoice to see prevails in varioaa

quarters, to send out and import them.

But we here throw out, not any setUed con-

viction, but a strong impression, that they will

not be found to answer in cold regions. We
shall endeavor to find room in a subsequent

number for what may be useful and necessary

for the curious or interested inquirer.

Since \\Titing the above, we have seen it

stated by Professor Johnson in one of his lec-

tures, that a friend of his bad found that they

will not thrive and do well in Scotland.

The following may be instanced aa among

the promising signs of the rimes:

Extract from a letter to the Editor of the Farmers'

Librar>-, dated .Winchester. Kentucky.
" We are about forming a company to send to

Peru for the Alpacca, and \v-ish to gain all the

information we can on the subject'"

Hunt's Ecosomicat, Breakfast Powder.

Rve roa-sted along with a little fat Use. As a

substitute for foreign coffee, of which it is one

of the cheapest and best
[Cooley's Cyclopaedia of Prac. Receipta.
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INSECTS INJURIOUS TO VEGETATION
EEPOET OK THE

HSECTS OF MASSACHUSEHS INJURIOUS TO VEGETATION, BY THADDECS \ni. EARRIS.

0\ nndertakin? to conduct a periodical de- ' character? on which this classification is foTitd-

signed to be useful, not only bv illustrating- ed. and the peculiarities of the various sroaps

practical Asriculrure and detailins the result of
»*" i^^^^ts under «jnsideraticaj, it has been mv

^, ". -li^ij.",. ,_ '
endeavor to treat the subject in a Dlain and fa-acmal experiments in the held, but by exbortine miliar way. >-o more of the technical lansua-e

young farmers to extend the range of their read- of Entomolosy has been intro5-e.= 1 thin v. as

jng and to cultivate a fondness for the srudv of absolutely necessary to delii
the different insects, -whose
described. and in nsost cases -.l, - _ii
and terms have been explained whenever tney
occurred."

The following passages ane all for which we
can find room : but the« are full of instruction

for those who have not rumed their anention to

this interesdng branch of Natural Hisiory. and
-will of themselves awaken the voune reader to

sciences and literature that bear relaacai to

practical Agriculture, -we considered it to be one

of our first duties to recommend, in the strong-

est terms -we could employ, the ftudy of £nto-

mology. or the character and habits of InsecU.

For motives to prompt the young farmer to this

field of investigation, -we need so no &nher
than to the very first sentence in the book before

a*-a work which we earnestly ^mmend on some sense of the vast field which displavs
its own merits, and for the benefit of the agri-

|
i^^if for hb amusement and instruction-one

cultunsL and not to serve any mterest of either
j

fo^ ^hjeh he has no distance to travel ibr it is
author or publisher.

| open to him oa everv side, with objects innu-
'• The benefits which we derive Irom msects." merable to occupv in the most a-reeable mat-

says Doctor Harris, -though neither few in nmn-
j

^er manv moment of leisure for which the un-
ber nor inconsiderable in amount, are. if we ex- ! instructed can find no emplovmenL and hence
cept those of the silk-worm, the bee and the

; are liable every day 'jo be overcome wi± lis:-

cochineal, not very obvious, and are whoUy be- ! jg^g ennuL
yond our influence. On the contrary, the inju-

ries that we suffer 6iom them are becoming

yearly more apparent and are more or less

within our control. Before suitable remedies

• The primrose by the rivers "orin
A simple primrose is to ""tr^

And it is Eothins more."

As this Beport is designed for the use of per-
can be discovered and effectually applied, it is sons who may no: have" elementarv and othe

necessary- that our insect enemies should be

recognized, and their habits generally known."

This account of the insects injurious to vege-

tation in Massachusetts, which appears to have

been prepared under instructions from Governor

Everett, is doubtless applicable in a great de-

gree to the whole Union. The very suggesdon

of such a work showed enlarged and liberal

views on the part of a Chief Magistrate of a

State, and is enough, in connection with the

general knowledge of kis various and elegant

attainments, to warrant the supposition or in

works on this branch of Xarcral Histort- at their
command, it may be proper to be^in with some
brief remarks on insects in sreneral. in order to
show bow they are formed.'and wherein they
differ essentially from other animals.
The ^\-o^d Iniect* -which, in the Latin lan-

guage, whence it was derived, means cut
into or notched, was desi^med to express one
of the chief characters of this aronp of animals,
whose body is marked by several cross-lines or
incisions. The pans between these cross-lines
are called segments or rinys. and consist of a
number ofjointed pieces, more or less movable
on each other.

Insects have a very small brain, and. instead

quiry whether these instructions themselves "f « fP"»?l marrow, a kind of knotted cord, ex-
, , , . , - . ^ ,-

tendms !rom the bram to the hinder extremitvwould not have lormed an mteresong prelace and numerous small, whitish threads. whTcTS^'
or appendage to a perlbrmance -wihich in our

^

the nerves, spread from the brain and knots, in
humble opinion seems to have been executed

I

''^rious directions. Two lone air-pipes, within

with the iudsmect and zeal of a dismterested I

^"^ ^^J^s-. together with an" immense number
,- J 1- I. 1 L 1

I *" smaller pipes, supplv tne want of lun"^ ar.1
naturahst and accomphshed scholar. ^airy the air to ever:^ part. Insecu> do ^-.
As to the general plan of the work, the au- breathe through their months, but tivronsh lin'.e

thor obser%es

—

holes, called spiracles, generally nine m noin-
•• While I liave not thought it expedient to

avoid the use <H a scientific classification, and
' Instctum is an abbreviation of ixta-ta^m • and

, , • - .
^^"^ ''^^ **°^^ souire we have -.ie •aro.-i mrpr-^-r

have even been at some pains to pomt out the i to cui or divide.
""
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ber, along each side of the body. Some, how-
ever, have die breathing-holes placed in the

hinder extremity, and a fe-w young water-in-

sects breathe by means of gills. The heart is a
long tube, lying under the skin of the back,
having little holes on each side for the admis-
sion of the juices of the body, which are pre-

vented from escaping again by valves or clap-

pers, formed to close tlie holes within. More-
over, this tubular heart is divided into several

chambers, by transverse partitions, in each of
which there is a hole shut by a valve, which al-

lows the blood to flow only from the hinder to

the fore part of the heart, and prevents it from
passing in the contrary direction. The blood,

which is a colorless or yellowish fluid, does not

circulate in proper arteries and veins; but is

driven from the fore part of the heart into the

head, and thence escapes into the body, where
it is mingled with the nutritive juices that filter

through the sides of ilie intestines, and the min-
gled fluid penetrates the crevices among the

flesh and other internal parts, flowing along the

s;des of the air-pipes, whereby it receives from
the air that influence which renders it fitted to

nourish the frame, and maintain life.

All in.sects are produced from eggs, and none
are spontaneously generated from putrid animal
or vegetable matter. A few iu-sccts, such as

some plant-lice, do not lay their eggs, hut retain

them within their bodies till the young are ready
to escape. Other insects invariably lay their

eggs where their young, as soon as they are

hatched, will find a plentiful supply of food im-
mediately within their reach.

Most insects, in the course of their lives, are

subject to verj- great changes of form, attended

by equally remarkable changes in their habits

and propensities. These changes, transforma-

tions, or metamorphoses, as they are called,

might cause the same insect, at different ages,

to be mistaken for as many different animals.

For example, a caterpillar, after feeding upon
leaves till it is fully grown, retires into some
place of concealment, casts oflT its caterpillar

skin, and presents itself in an entirely different

form, one wherein it has neither the power of

moving about, nor of taking food ; in fact, in this

its second or chrysalis state, the insect seems to

be a lilele.«s, oblong, oval or conical body, with-

out a distinct head, or movable limbs; after

resting a while, an inward struggle begins, the

chrysalis skin bursts open, and from the rent is-

sue's a butterfly, or a moth, whose small, flabby

w^ings soon extend and harden, and become fit-

ted to bear away tlie insect in search of the

honeyed juice of flowers and other liquids that

suSice for its nourishment.

The little fish-like animals that swim about in

vessels of stagnant water, and devour the living

atoms that swarm in the same situations, soon

come to maturity, cast their skins, and take an-

other form, wherein they remain rolled up like

a ball, and either float at the surface of the wa-

ter, tor the purpo.ae of breathing through the two
tunnel-shaped tubes on the top of their backs,

or, if disturbed, suddenly uncurl their bodies,

and whirl over and over from one side of the

vessel to the other. In the course of a few
days these little water-tumblers are ready for

another transformation ; the skin splits on the

back between the breathing-tubes, the head,

body, and limbs of a musketo suddenly burst

from the opening, the slender logs rest on the

empty skin till the latter fills with water and
sinks, when the insect abandons its native ele-

ment, spreads its tiny wings, and flics away,
piping its war-note, and thirsting for the blood
which its nattiral weapons enable it to draw
from its unlucky victims.

The full-fed maggot, that has rioted in filth till

its tender skin seems ready to burst with reple-

tion, when the appointed time arrives, leaves

the offensive matters it was ordained to assi.st in

removing, and gets into some convenient hole

or crevice : then its body contracts or shortens,

and becomes egg-shaped, while the skin hard-

ens, and turns brown and dr\-. so that, under
this form, the creature appears more like a seed
than a living animal ; after some time passed in

this inactive and equivocal form, during which
wonderful changes have taken place within the

seed-like shell, one end of the shell is forced off,

and from the in.side comes forth a buzzing fly,

that drops its former filthy habits with its cast-

off dress, and now with a more refined taste,

.seeks only to lap the .solid viands of our tables,

or sip the liquid contents of our cups.

Caterpillars, grubs, and maggots undergo a
complete transformation in coming to maturity

;

but there are other insects, such as crickets,

grasshoppers, bugs, and plant-lice, which, though
differing a good deal in the young and adult

states, are not subject to so great a change, their

transformations being only partial. For
stance, the young grasshopper comes from the

e^^ a wintjless insect, and consequently unable

to move from place to place, in any other way
than by the use of its legs; as it grows larger it

is soon obliged to cast off its skin, and, after one

or two moultings, its body not only increases in

size, but becomes proportionally loncer than

before, while little stump-like -w ings begin to

make their appearance on the top of the back.

After this, the grasshoppercontinues to eat vora-

cioush', grows larger and larger, and hops about

without any aid from its short and motionless

wings, repeatedly casts off its outgrown ."^kin,

appearing each time with still longer win^
and more perfectly formed limbs, till at length

it ceases to grow, and, shedding its skin for the

last time, it comes forth a perfectly formed and
matured grasshopper, with the power of spread-

ing its ample wings, and of using them in flight.

Hence there are three ^jeriods in the life of

an insect, more or less distinctly marked by cor-

responding changes in the form, powers and

habits. In the first, or period of infancy, an in-

sect is technically called a Jo no, a word signi-

fying a mask, becau.se therein its future form

is more or less masked or concealed. This

name is not only applied to grubs, caterpillars,

and maggots, and to other insects that undergo

a complete transformation, but also to young
and wingless grasshoppers, and bugs, and in-

deed to all joung insects before the wings be-

gin to appear. In this first period, which is

generally much the longest, insects are always
wingles.s, pass most of their time in eating, grow
rapidly, and usually cast off' their skins repeat-

edly.
" The second period, wherein those in-

sects that undergo a partial transformation, re-

tain their activity and their appetites for food,

continue to grow, and acquire the rudiments of

wings, while others at thi.s age, entirely lose

their larva form, take no food, and remain at

rest in a death-like sleep—is called the pvpa
state, from a slight resemblance that some of the

latter present to an infant trasscd in bandages,

as was the fashion among the Romans. The
pupae from caterpillars, however, arc more com-

monly called chrjsalids, because some of them,
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as the name implies, are gilt or adorned with
'golden spots ; and grubs, alter their first tr;uis-

formation, are often named nymphs, for what
reason does not appear. At the end of the sec-

ond period insects again shed their skins, and
come fortli fully grown, and (\vith few excep-
tions) provided with wings. They thus enter

upon tlieir Ia>;t or ailult state, wlierein tliey no
longer increase in size, aiid during which
they provide for a continuation of their kind.

This period usually lasts only a short time, for

most insects die immediately after their eggs are

laid. Bees, wasps, and ants, however, which
live in society, and labor together for the com-
mon good of their communities, continue much
longer in the adult state.

In winged or a(Mt insects, tvi'o of the trans-

verse incisions, with which they are marked, are

deeper than the rest, so that the body seems to

consist of three principal portions, the first

whereof is the head, tlie second or middle por-

tion of the thorax, or chest, and the third or hind-

most the abdomen, or hind-body. In some wing-
less insects these three portions are also to be
seen ; but in most young insects, or lan'a;, the

body consists of the head, and a series of twelve

rings of segments, the thorax not being dis-

tinctly separated from tho hinder part of the

body, as may be perceived in caterpillars, grubs,

and magsots.
The eyes of adult insects, though apparently

two in number, are compound, cacli consisting

of a great number ofsingle eyes closely united to-

gether, and uicapable of being rolled in their

sockets. Such also are the eyes of the larvs,

and of the active pupae of those insects that un-

dergo an imperfect transformation. Moreover,
many winged insects have one, two, or three

little single eyes, placed near each other on the

crown of the head, and called ocelli, or eyelets.

The eyes of grubs, caterpillars, and ofother com-
pletely ti-ansfonning larv», are not compounded,
but consist of five or six eyelets clustered to-

gether, without touching, on each side of the

head ; some, however, s»ch as maggots, are to-

tally blind. Near to the eyes are two jointed

members, named anfcnna, corresponding, for

the most part, in situation, with the ears of other

animals, and supposed to be connected with the

sense of hearing, of touch, or of both united.

The antennffi are very short in larvas, and of va-

rious sizes and forms in other insects.

The mouth of some insects is made for biting,

that of others ior taking food only by suction.

In biting insects the parts of the mouth, wliich

are variously modified to .suit the nature of the

food, are these : an upper and an under lip, two
nippers or jaws on each side, moving sidewise,

and not up and down, and four or six little joint-

ed members, called palpi or feelers, vvliereof

two belong to the lower lip, and one or two to

each of the lower jaws. Tiio mouth of sucking

in.sects consists essentially of these same parts,

but so difierent in their shape and in the pur-

poses for which they are designed, that the re-

semblance between them and those of biting

insects is not easily recognized. Thus the jaws

of caterpillars are transformed to a spiral suck-

ing tube in butterflies and moths, and those of

maggots to a hard proboscis, fitted for piercing.

as in the muskcto and horse fly. or to one of soft-

er consistence, and ending with fleshy lips for

lapping, as in common flies ; while in bugs,

plant-lice, and some other insect.s resembling

them, the parts of the mouth undergo no essen-

tial change from infancy to the adult state, but

(901)

are formed into a long. hard, and jointed beak,
bent under the breast when not in use, and de-
signed only for making punctures and drawing
in liijuid nourishment.

The parts belonging to the thorax are the
wings and the legs. The former are two or
four in number, and vary gi-eatly in form and
consistence, in the situation of the wing-bones
or veins, as they are generally called, and in

their position or the manner in which they are

closed or folded when at rest. The under-side

of the thorax is the breast, and to this are fixed

the legs, which are six in number in adult in-

sects, and in the larvaj and pupae of those that

are subject only to a partial transformation. The
parts of the legs are the hip-joint, by which the

leg is fastened to the body, the thigh, the shank
(tthia), and the foot, the latter consisting .some-

times of one joint only, more often of two
three, four or five pieces {farsi), connected
end to end, like tlie joints of the finger, and
armed at the extremity with one or two claws.

Of the larvip that undergo a complete trans-

formation, maggots and some others are des-

titute of legs ; many grubs have six, namely
a pair beneath the under-side of the first three

segments, and sometimes an additional flesliy

prop-leg under the hindmost extremity: cat-

erpillars and false caterpillars have, besides the

six true legs attached to the first three rings,

several fleshy prop-like legs, amounting some-
times to ten or sixteen in number, placed in

pairs beneath the other segments.
The abdomen or hindmost, and. as to size, the

principal part of the body, contains the organs
of digestion, and other internal parts, and to it

also belong the piercer and the sting ^^•ith which
many winged or adult insects are provided.

The piercer is sometimes only a flexible or a

jointed tube, capable of being thrust out of the

end of the body, and is used for conducting the

eggs into the crevices or holes where they are

to be laid. In some other insects it consists of

a kind of scabbard, containing a central borer,

or instruments like saws, designed for making
holes wherein the eggs are to be inserted. The
sting, in like manner, consists of a sheath en-

closing a sharp instrument for inflicting wounds,
connected wherewith in the inside of the body-

is a bag of venom or poison. The parts belong-

ing to the abdomen of larvae are various, but are

mostly designed to aid them in their motions, or
to provide for their respiration.

An English entomologist has slated, that, on
an average, there are six distinct insects to one
plant. This proportion is probably too great
for our country, where vast tracts arc covered
with forests, and the other original vptretable

rares .still hold possession of the soil. There are

above liOO flowering jilants in Massachusetts,

and it will be within hounds to estimate the
species of in.sects at 4800. or in the proportion

of four to one plant. To facilitate the .«tudy of
such an immenso number, some kind of classi-

fication is necessary : it w-ill be useful to adopt
one, even in describing the few species now be-

fore us. The basis of this classific.ition is found-

ed upon the structure of the mouth, in the adult

state, the number and nature of the wings, and
the transformaticni.s. The first great divisions

are called orders, of which the following seven
are very generally adopted bj- naturalists.

It appears to us that every intelligent farmer

would find the above-named Report a valuable

acquisition to his library. On no subject con-



reeled •« iih ArricTilrure is there so Ihde acca-
f

rite knowledse diffused amons the mass of

larmers. An acqnaintaiice wiih Doctor Har- i

ris's book •vriH save item much anxiety and

Tnar.v fraitless efibrts. besides servins to be§et
1

and lo sratify a tase for researches that vriil

impress him with the truth of the remark by

another modem and most able foreign writer
,

on the same sabject. that. -"V^hateTer many
,

mav sav of Xamre aruwlnsr old. the natnralift
j

finds her always jofins and beautifoL always
j

esrniable—jast as she came from the hand of 1

her Creator, and as she indeed every moment is-

saes afredi from the hand ofthe Almishty Beinar.

In his hand the youth of Xatuie is contintially

rene^^ved : and tinder his all-rnliDg Providence.

ail the mil lions of apparently distinctive beings

only labor in preservinff her existence and em-

bellishment."' This able Report appears to have

been published asreeably to an order of the

Leeislatnre of ilassachtisetts. by the Commis-

sioners of the Zooloeital and Botanical Survey

of the State, and is, we believe, • out of print.'

FRUIT-TREE BORDERS.

[From tbfi Londcm Gardener's Chronicle, 27tii Dec. 1*45.^

X0THI5G can be of greater importance to a
conntry gentleman than a fiooridiin? and pro-

daciive ?arden : and if proper means are al-

lowed, tfere can be no reason why this should

not be the ca.ee. True, there are adverse sitna-

tions and soils, opposed in some deeree to the

quality of their producdons : but sardenins is

an art. and he who aspires at a masterly knowr-

leda-e ot that art. by dexterity and perseverance
renders every opposing object subservient to his

skill. A thoioush and enthusiastic cuidvaior of

the soil reduces its obstinacy, corrects its bar-

renaess. and causes the bark-bormd, stunted

trees to assume a living and vigorous appear-
ance. It may be assumed that these are hidden
and abstrase matters, which belong excltisrvely

to science, but we deny it : good gardeners
know all this, and bad ones should set abost
learning s^ithoui delay. Let such begin by
casting off their prejudices : let them take their

stand by the side of the inquiring aad industri-

ous, and their course and soccese are alike

clear.

AH Fruit-Trees. of w^haterer kind, should be
planted on shallow ground, more especially if

the quality of the soil is adhesive. As a first

principle, the border should be dry : and, if not
naroraliy so. drainage, complete and efficient,

must be introduced. The drainage must, from
its depth, entirely prevent the roots from get-

ting beyond it The soil between the drainage
and the atmosphere eltotild be rendered friable

by exposure to the elements, and when it par-

ties of considerable tenacity I would ureently
recommend an admixture of stones, flints, brick-

b'iis. or any similar material, say to the extent
:,-^ :'.^:nh. These will enable the rains to

:-- freely through the body of earth in

; r. 'he roots are. They "w-iU ako in dr^-

weaiher hold moisture, and tend greatly to main-
tain the border in an equable stale. The roots

under such circumstances wtII be satisfactorily

placed : no water can remain or be held in the
goU sufficiently long to prove injarion.a: the

stones intermixed •with the soil will allow it

freely to pase into the drainasc beneath, where
preparai'.on mtist have been made for its pase-

ins reacily off.

No kicd of fruit-bearine tree should ever be
planted deep, the proper position of the roots in

piaoting is to stretch them carefully on the sor-
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' face of the border, then to cover them loosely

with sofl. to the depth of three inches ; on this

lay a slight covering of decayed leaves, merely
to protect them from dryin? winds until the roots

are perfectly established in the soU. The roots

are certain to find their way down'ward, but

when they are dowTi they are not so likely to

find their way to'ward the surface.

Fruit-tree borders should never be dug with
the spade. The surface may be stirred and

• kept open -with the fork, and then merely for
' the purpose of loosening the soil. The roots

i should be encouraged to the surface by the ap-

plication of dressings of decomf)osed leaves.

Wood-ashes will occasionally prove useful, and
so will sooL These encourage the kind ofwood
likely to prove productive, and the produce is

entirely different, both as regards size and
quality, from that where hea^sy dressings of sta-

ble manure are applied, particularly when the

borders are imperfectly drained, and the soil of

considerable adhesiveness. Manure dug into

borders thus circumstanced is only increasing

the evil. The soil is con.standy wet and sponsy.
The roots are stirrounded with unhealthy fiuid

;

the air never penetrates beyond the surfiice

:

consequently, rank and barren wood, in large

quantities, is annually, and to no useful purpose,

produced. The roots should never be allo-wed,

if it can possibly be avoided, to get beyond the

reach of atmospheric influences. It is in such

a i>osition alone that they can procure and as-

similate the kind of aliment indispensable to the

fruitfulness of the trees. When the borders are
' imperlectly drained, the fruit produced is not
'. only small in quantity, but of inferior quality,

and not fit for dessert or kitchen use, compared
with such as is grown on dry and healthy .soil.

^Vbere the situation is bad, it should not by bad
sardeninz be made v.orse ; everj' means should

' be adopted to modify an e^iL of itself of suffi-

i
cient magnitude. I should hope that nobody

! would ever think of planting trees in future
' without a complete examination of the condi-

tion of the soil and panicularly the subsoil, in

I order, if necessary, to apply those remedies

which skillful gardening may suggest: and

surely there is sufficient skill and talent among
us to meet, if brought into the field, all the exi-

gencies of the case.

1

'
One who haj handled the 5pade.



IMPORTING SOCIETIES.

We hav e already sag-s^ested, under deep con-

1

viction of its importance, that besides Agricaltu-

;

ral Clubs, which should be formed in every ;

neighborhood, there should be Societies estab-

lished for the attainment of the his-hest attaina-

ble perfection in particular branches of Hus-
|

bandrj-. We have alluded to the benefit which •

would result from, and the obligation which '

rests upon Agricultoral Societies and Institutes

to bestow a portion of their time and ftinds In

the way of importing such new seeds, arains, '

fi^its, grasses, and implements, as the higher

rewards offered by similar societies abroad may
,

have brought into notice and successful opera-
,

tion. In most cases—in fact, in all cases—where
j

the thing imported might be found practicable

and adapted to our country, seedsmen and ma- !

chinists. as the case might happen*) be. would,
i

doubtless, take them at cost, and the country

would at once enjoy the benefit of their importa- i

tion and use. i

This may be said, too. of animals, as well as

of fowls, of machinery, trees, plants, and other

things. All that the Society would have to do—
j

and that is the natural and legitimate object of

all such Associations—would be to run th^ risk

offailun- : a risk which the most public spirit-

ed individuab are generally unable, and the

most opulent unwilling, to encounter, if the thing

in view is very costly.

Take, for instance, the following account of a

carf, so constructed, as it would seem, as to re-

lieve the painful and dangerous pressure of the

breechin on the horse, in descending a hill with

a heavy load. Unless the principle of it can be

90 well comprehended as to supersede the ne-

cessity of importation, why not send for one,

and let the country enjoy the benefit of it ? Bat
what is everybody's business is nobody's. For
what better object then, could Societies be
formed, than to keep a look-out for. and at once

import, whatever a competent committee shall

decide to be worthy of importation and trial ?

—

Or, the better to avoid all mistake, where the

case is at all doubtful, snch Society, by commit-

tee, misrht open a correspondence, and thus, by
obtaining descriptions and drawings, assure it-

self of the worthiness, labor saving properties,

or other valuable qualities of the things in vie^w.

How much more fruitful of real service to the

country would be a few hundred dollars thus

expended, than when given in premiums, for

llie tlHKisaniith tiiui". to tenipt men to exptri-

ments that develop nothing new—expenditures

that true economy would forbid.

Let us cite, in way of example, the advantage

we derive in this way from the intellectual dis-

coveries and dissertations of men of the first abil-

ities in Europe. Societies, with ample funds

and judgment highly enlightened, offer jrold

medals, and other premiums. amonntin£r. in

many cases, to several hundred dollars, for bt.n

essays on subjects that demand patient esr^ri-

ment and profound investigation by men of the

most ample means and of the greatest force of

intellect No sooner are these prize essays

made public than they reach our table, and thus

become the property of our patrons. Let then,

societies, representing the interests we are ad-

vocating, import for the benefit of their constit-

uents, what cannot otherwise be obtained.

—

Where drawings are proctired. we engage to

have them engraved, and widely spread before

the public, for public use.

To the Editor of the Mark-Lane Express :

Sir—In reply to the inquiry of "A Farmer."
in the Mark Lane Express of Sept. 22. I beg to

inform him that I am the maker of an improved
one-horse cart, fitted with "Thatchers patent
self-acting break." It is expressly adapted for

hilly counties.

By this simple invention, the pressure of a
loaded cart when descending a hill, is made to

pass from the breechin and back of the horse to

the naves of the wheels. It is found to be ef-

fective in reUeving the norse from the hea^-y
pressure, and in regulating the speed of the cart

in its descent
£, $.d.

Price of one-hor?e cart, to carry .10 cwt 10 10

Harvest =helv;nes to dina extra 2 10
Patent sc'.f-aclin^ break, ejttra 2 10

For farther information, applv to

Yours. &c. WILLUM CROSSiULL.
Beverley Iron- Works, Hull, Torktkire.

Remfpt roR LocKJ.iw.—Havine seen in

the Argus of the 21st an account of the death
of the son of Mr. Andrews Was.«on. fhsm lock-

jaw from a nail accidentally run into his t'oot. I

would state for the benefit of those afflicted

from similar causes, that a common cent or a

piece of copper bound firmly upon the wound-
ed part and in actual contact with it wiU cause
almost immediate and entire relief, and cau.se

the wound to speedily heal, whether it be made
by rustj- naiL steel instrument splinter, or any
other cause, either in foot hand or other part of

the body.
N. B. Rusty or tarnished copper i» prefera-

ble to bright copper, tbonsh either will answer.
f<'':Tr-^5'.--i;!>;r.t of the Albanv .\rru«



TREATISE ON MILCH COWS.

face 01 the thighs, encroaching upon the outer surface to the points A A, (Plate

1, Order I,) and then contracting as it extends upward to the points B B, on each

side of the vulva, and about four inches* distant from it. They generallj^ have,

above the hind teats, two small oval marks, formed by hair growing downward,

each of which is about two inches wide by three inches long. These marks are

distinguishable also by their color, which is paler than that of the surrounding

upward-growing hair.

In the First Order of this Class, the skin of the inner surface of the thighs and

adjacent parts, up to the vulva, is of a yellowish color, with here and there a

black spot. A sort of bran or dandruf detaches from it.

All Cows whose escutcheon corresponds, in its general shape or outline, with

the one here described and seen in the plate, modified as it is in the various Or-

ders, belong to this Class, whatever may be their color or their breed.

Second Order.—Cows of this Order yield, while at the hight of their flow,

eighteen litres a day ; and they continue to give milk until they are eight months

gone with calf

The marks of this Order are exactly like those of the First Order, (they are

designated in the Plate by the same letters,) except that to the right of the vulva

and near it there is a streak of hair growing downward (F). This mark is about

four-tenths of an inch wide by two and a half inches long; the hair within it is

very short. It indicates that the daily yield of the Cow diminishes by about one-

sixth, upon her being got with calf.

Third Order.—Cows of this Order yield, while at the hight of their flow, six-

teen litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are seven months gone

with calf.

Their escutcheon resembles in shape that of the preceding Orders. It diff'ers

therefrom in having within it a semi-circle (C) of downward-growing hair, em-

bracing the vulva and extending about one and a half inches below it, while it is

about two and a half inches in width. The hair within this semi-circle is more

shining and of a lighter color than the ascending hair around. In this Order there

is but one oval (E) above the teats, to the left.

Fourth Order,—Cows of this Order yield, while at the hight of their flow,

fourteen litres, and continue to give milk until six months gone with calf

The escutcheon diflfers from those above described in being more contracted

—

the upward-growing hair occupying less surface. The points A A are not so far

apart, and consequently nearer to the inside of the thighs. The points B B are

nearer to the vulva—distant from it only about four-tenths of an inch. From

these points there is a growth of downward-growing hair, which encloses the

vulva, forming with it the tAVo triangles seen in the Plate, one side of which is

B C. These triangles also are distinguishable by the hair being more lustrous

and of a lighter color.

Fifth Order.—Cows of this Order yield, while at the hight of their flow,

twelve litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are five months gone

with calf

The escutcheon of this Order, as compared with that of the preceding, is some-

what narrower at the points A A and B B. Below the vulva, there is a streak

of descending hair (C) about six inches long by a little over one inch wide. This

* The French measures, which are given in the fractions of the metre, have been reduced to English

inches. The reduction is not, in every instance, absolutely exact ; but it is sufficiently so for practical pur-

poeee.
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TREATISE ON MILCH COWS.

escutcheon is distinguished also by a growth of descending hair (G) on the right

thigh, which, beginning at A, encroaches upon the ascending hair, running into

the inner surface of the thigh, to the distance of about six inches.

Sixth Order.—Cows of this Order yield, during the hight of their flow, nine

litres a day, and continue to give milk until four months gone with call.

The escutcheon of this Order has the same figure as that of the Fifth, only it

is more contracted at the points A A. On both thighs there is a growth of de-

scending hair (G G), which runs into the inner surface of the thigh, forming a

triangle, the sides of which are about four inches and two inches in length.

—

Below the vulva is the same mark (C) as in the preceding Order.

Seventh Order.—Cows of this Order yield, while at the hight of their flow,

six litres a day, and continue to give milk until three months gone with calf.

In this Order, as is seen in the Drawing, the upper part of the escutcheon is

entirely wanting on the right side. On the left side it is well defined, though on

a very contracted scale, between the points A and B. On the right side, the

lower portion of the escutcheon terminates at a point in the line where the two

thighs join ; that is to say, in a line with the vulva. To the right of this line,

the only trace of the wanting half of the escutcheon, above the point just men-

tioned, consists in a few hairs bristling up against each other.

In this Order the udder is generally covered with a thin growth of coarse

hair. >

Eighth Order.—Cows of this Order yield, while at the hight of their flow,

four litres a day, and continue to give milk until two months gone with calf

The escutcheon is the same as that just described, only yet more contracted

and imperfect. Here and there, on each side, a few scattering hairs bristle up

within the space occupied by the escutcheon in the more perfect Orders.

What has been said of the distinctive marks of the several Orders of this Class

holds good, whatever may be the size of the Cow, except that the dimensions

above given, having reference to tall Cows, are to be proportionally reduced in

regard to those of the other two sizes. Respecting the latter, therefore, it is re-

quisite to state only their yield and the time during which they continue to give

milk.

COW OF MEDIUM HIGHT,

First Order.—Cows of the First Order of this Size yield, during the hight of

their flow, sixteen litres a day ; and, like those of the High Size, they continue to

give milk until they are eight months gone with calf—the yield gradually di-

minishing from the time they conceive anew.

Second Order.—These Cows yield fourteen litres a day, and continue to give

milk until seven months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield twelve litres a day, and continue to give

milk until six months gone with calf.

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield ten litres a day, and continue to give milk

until five months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield eight litres a day, and continue to give

milk until four months gone with calf

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield fve litres a day, and continue to give milk

until three months gone with calf.

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and contmue to give

milk until two months gone with calf.
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TREATISE ON MILCH COWS.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield two litres a day, and they continue to give

milk only until they have conceived anew.

LOW COW.

First Order.—Cows of the First Order of this Size yield, while at the bight

of their flow, ticelve litres a day ; and they continue to give milk until they are

eight months gone with calf—the yield gradually diminishing from the time

they conceive anew.

Second Order.—These Cows yield ten litres a day, and continue to give milk

until seven months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield eight litres a day, and continue to give

milk until six months gone with calf.

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield six litres a day, and continue to give milk

until five months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield four litres a day, and continue to give

milk until four months gone with calf.

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and continue to give

milk until two months gone with calf.

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield two litres a day, and continue to give

milk until one month gone with calf.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield one litre a day, and contmue to give milk

only tmtil they have conceived anew.

BASTARD OF THE FLANDERS COW.

Upon entering on the description of these Bastards, I will observe that I shall

confine myself to Cows of the High Size ; because, to apply the description to

those of the smaller sizes, all that will be requisite is to reduce the dimensions

of the marks in proportion to the smallness of the Cow.

The Flanders Cow has two varieties of Bastards, (Plate IX, Fig. 1 and 2.)

—

The first has, within the escutcheon of ascending hair, an oval (J) of downward-

growing hair, just below the vulva, and in a line with it, distant therefrom about

eight inches. This oval is about four inches long, by about two and a half inches

wide ; and the hair within it is invariably of a lighter color than that around.

—

The larger the oval is, the more rapidly will the Cow lose her milk and go dry

upon being got with calf. The smaller it is, the less rapid will be the loss of

milk ; but it will not the less certainly take place, in a notable degree, in every

Cow that bears this mark. It will be perceived that the Drawing represents the

Cow of the First Order only—this being sufficient to make the reader well eaough

acquainted with the mark to recognize it when it occurs in Cows of the inferior

Orders.

The Bastard No. 2 may be known by the circumstance that the upward-grow-

ing hair which forms the escutcheon, instead of lying smooth and pointing

straight upward, bristles up like the beards of an ear of wheat, and projects

crosswise over the outline of the escutcheon at the points A A. The more ex-

tensive the surface of the escutcheon is, and the finer and smoother the hair

growing within it, the more abundant is the yield of milk. When this hair is

coarse, long and scanty, it indicates a thin, serous milk.

In the Bastards, the skin on the interior of the thighs, up to the vulva, is gen-

erally of a reddish color ; it is smooth to the touch, and yields no dandruf.
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CLASS 11.

8ll)e Scioage dTom.

The shape of the escutcheon of this Class is very different from that of the

First. The upper part of this escutcheon consists, as is seen in the Drawing,

(Plate II.) of a growth of ascending hair, rising vertically, and without any inter-

ruption from descending hair, to the vulva. Its resemblance to the list or selvage

of a piece of cloth is what suggested the name that I have given to this Class.

HIGH COW.

First Order.—Cows of this Order yield, during the hight of their flow, eighteen

litres a daj', and continue to give milk until they are eight months gone wi'h

ealf. Like those of the First Order of the First Class, they never go dry, if we
choose to milk them all the time.

The udder is delicate and covered with a fine, downy hair, growing upward.

—

The escutcheon consists of a growth of ascending hair, commencing between the

fore teats, and also on the inner stirface of the thighs just above the hock joint.

It expands as it extends upward, till it reaches the points A A. Here it is bound-

ed by a right line, which runs across the inner side of the thigh, from A A to

tke points D D, which are abcTut four inches distant from each other. From these

points right lines rise vertically to the vulva, where they terminate, about an inch

and a half apart.

Above the two hind teats, and nearly in a vertical line with them, are two oval

marks (E E), formed by a growth of descending hair, distinguishable by its lus-

tre, the size of which is about the same as in the Flanders Cow.

In these Cows, also, the skin of the mner surface of the thighs is of a yellowish

color.

Second Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, sixteen

litres a day, and continue to give milk until seven and a half months gone with

calf.

The escutchecffi is the same as that of the First Order, only the points A A are

not so high up, and the entire figure is on a rather smaller scale. To the left of

the vulva, outside of the escutcheon, is a small streak of ascending hair (E), about

two and three-fourths inches long by less than half an inch wide. There is but

one oval above the hind teats, on the left side. The entire escutcheon is distm-

guishable by the hair within being more glossy than that around it.

Third Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, fourteen

litres a day, and they continue to give milk until they are six months gone with

calf.

The escutcheon differs from the preceding m the following particulars : it is on

a smaller scale ; the points A A are nearer to the points D D, and the lines which

rise from the latter points meet at the vulva, so as to form an acute angle. On

each side of the vulva is a streak of ascending hair (F F,) of the same size as the

one in the preceding order ; that on the right being, however, sensibly shorter

than the one on the left. There is, also, but one of the oval marks (E) above the

\

teats, to the left.

I Fourth Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, twelve

I
litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are four and a half months

I gone with calf.
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®abU M mass 2.

THE SELVAGE COW.

Order Ist. Order 2d.

Order 5th. Order 6th,
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THE SELVAGE COW.

Order 3d. Order 4tb.

Order 7th. Order 8th.
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TREATISE ON MILCH COWS.

The escutcheon is like that of the preceding order, with the difference that the

points A A are considerably lower down than the points D D. The two streaks

of ascending hair, on the right and left of the vulva, are longer by nearly an inch,

and also wider than in the Third Order ; and there is no oval mark above the

teats.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield, during the hight of their flow, ten litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are three months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is on a smaller scale than in the Fourth Order ; the points D
D are much nearer together—the distance between them being less than one

inch ; the list or selvage, as it rises toward the vulva, takes a turn to the left

—

its width contracting very much—and runs up, past the lower extremity of the

vulva, to the point F. There is but one streak of ascending hair (F) on the right

of the vulva, six inches long by an inch and a half wide.

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, eight litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are two months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is yet more contracted than the one last described ; the selvage

is very narrow, and terminates in a point, about four inches from its base. There

are two streaks of ascending hair, to the right and left of the vulva, of about the

same size as the one in the fifth order ; that is to say, six inches long by one and

a half in width.

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield, during the hight of their flow, six litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are one month gone with calf.

The escutcheon is still smaller than the last ; the selvage being now nothing

more than a small angular projection of upward growing hair, in the direction of

the vulva. There are two streaks of ascending hair (F F) on the right and left

of the vulva. The one on the left is nearly eight inches long by an inch and a

half wide ; and consists of coarse hair, which, in growing upward, deflects cross-

wise toward the outer part of the thigh. The one on the right is of the same

width, but only half as long as the other ; it consists of hair growing in the same

way.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield, during the hight of their flow, four litres

a day, and cease to give milk upon being got with calf.

The escutcheon is exceedingly small ; the selvage is but a mere projecting

point ; there is but one streak at the side ofthe vulva, on the left ; which is form-

ed of a scanty growth of coarse hairs, bristling up and deflecting crosswise.

The remark made above, in regard to the First Class, I will here repeat with

respect to the present and to the remaining six : all that is said of the different

orders of the high size, so far as regards their characteristic marks, holds good

of the same Orders in the other sizes, except as to the dimensions of the marks,

which are to be proportionally reduced. On the subject of the two lower sizes,

I shall therefore confine myself to the yield of milk, and the time during which

the Cow continues to give milk after conceiving anew.

COW OF MEDIUM HIGHT.

First Order.—These Cows yield, during the hight of their flow, fourteen

litres a day, and continue to give milk until eight months gone with calf.

Second Order.—These Cows yield thirteen litres a day, and continue to give

milk until six and a half months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield eleven litres a day, and continue to give

milk until five months gone with calf.
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Fourth Order.—These Cows yield ten litres a day, and continua to give milk

until four months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield eight litres a day, and continue to give

milk until three months gone with calf.

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield six litres a day, and contmue to give milk

until two months gone with calf.

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield four litres a day, and continue to give

milk until they have conceived anew.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and go dry upon being

impregnated anew.

LOW COW.

First Order.—These Cows yield, during the hight of their flow, ten littes

a day ; and continue to give milk until they are eight months gone with calf.

Second Order.—These Cows yield eight litres a day, and continue to give

milk until they are six and a half months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield six litres a day, and continue to give milk

until five months gone with calf.

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield four litres a day, and continue to give milk

until four months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and continue to give

milk until three months gone Avith calf

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield two litres a day, and continue to give milk

until two months gone with calf.

Seventh Order.—These Cows also yield two litres a day, but they go dry

upon conceiving anew.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield but one litre a day, and cease to give milk

upon conceiving anew.

BASTARD OF THE SELVAGE COW

The Bastards of this Class, (see Plate IX. Fig. 3) whatever may be their size

and the Order to which they belong, ate to be known by two patches of ascend-

ing hair, (F F) on the right and left of the vulva, distant from it an inch and a

quarter to an inch and a half They are from four to five inches long by about

an inch and a half wide. The smaller they are, and the finer the hair within

them, the less rapid is the loss of milk which they always indicate. When they

consist of coarse hair, and terminate in a point at each end, they indicate that the

milk is poor and serous.

CLASS III.

Qllje (ffnmelinc CCoro.

I have given this name to the Cows of ray Third Class, because their escutch-

eon, which is lozenge-shaped, is bounded above by two curved lines ; which,

commencing to the right and left on the thighs, run up toward the vulva, and

meet at a point below it. (See Plate III.)

This Class is a very numerous one ; and, in regard to the yield of milk, approx-

imates to the First Class. Cows belonging to it, and to every one of its Orders,
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are found in all breeds. The yield varies according to the Order and the size,

just as in the First and Second Classes.

HIGH COW.

First Order.—Cows of this Size and Order yield, during the hight oftheir flow,

eighteen litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are eight months

gone with calf.

They exhibit the same delicacy of texture, and the same yellowish color of the

skin within the escutcheon, as those of tlie higher Orders of the foregoing Classes.

The escutcheon, in its upper part, is broader than that of the Second Class. It

commences between the four teats, and on the inner surface of the thighs above

the hock joint. Rising thence, and encroaching upon the outer surface of the

thighs to two points, (A A) about midway up, its upper part is bounded by the

lines above mentioned ; which, beginning at the points A A, curve outward, and

are united, just below the vulva, about an inch or less from it, by another short

curved line. (B) The lower part of the escutcheon is boimded by lines on the

thighs, curving inward.

Above the hind teats, and nearly in a vertical line with them, are two ovals,

(E E) formed by hair growing downward, the same as in the higher Orders of the

two preceding Classes.

Second Order.—These Cows yield, during the hight of their flow, sixteen

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are seven months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is the same as that just described, only somewhat contracted

in all its parts. There is but one oval (E) above the teats, on the left side. On
the left of the vulva, is a streak of ascending hair, (F) about an inch and a half

long by less than half an inch in width.

Third Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, fourteen

litres a day, and continue to give milk until six months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is of the same shape as in the preceding Order ; contracted,

however, in all its parts. The point B is still lower down. To the right and left

of the vulva are two streaks of ascending hair, (F F) about four inches long by

less than an inch in width. Above the teats, on the left, is one oval (E).

Fourth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield twelve

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are four months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is still the same in shape, but on a yet smaller scale through-

out ; its upper extremity at a greater distance, therefore, below the vulva. The

base of its upper part rests on the udder. The streaks of ascending hair, (F F)

on the right and left of the vulva, are longer and wider than those in the third

Order ; and the hairs within them bristle up, projecting on each side. On the

right there is a failure of the ascending hair below the point A, and its place (F)

is occupied by hair growing downward.

Fifth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield ten litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are three months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is smaller still, lower down, and confined to the inner surface

of the thighs. On the left, there is a patch of bristling hair growing upward,

nearly eight inches long by an inch and a half, or more, in width. To the right

and left, beginning at the points A A, are two spaces (F F) covered with hair

growing downward instead of the ascending hair. They are about four inches in

width, and six inches long, running inward toward the crease formed by the

meeting of the thighs.
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Sixth Okder.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield seven

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are two months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is still of the same shape ; but the point B is now so far down
below the vulva that it must be looked for where the thighs meet. At the pomt

E, under the vulva, is a small patch of ascending hair, about an inch and two-

thirds long, by four-fifths of an inch in width.

Seventh Order.—These Cows, during the hight of their flow, yield five litres

a day, and continue to give milk uncil they are impregnated anew.

The escutcheon is yet more reduced in size, and is now hid away between the

thighs. To the right and left of the vulva, are two patches of ascending hair,

(F F) which bristles up and projects on each side. They are about six inches

long by two and a half wide.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, three

litres a day, and go dry upon being got with calf.

In this Order, the escutcheon is still perceptible, but it is of a very diminutive

size.

COW OF MEDIUM HIGHT.

First Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, fifteen

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are eight months gone with calf.

Second Order.—These Cows yield thirteen litres a day, and continue to give

milk until they ars seven months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield eleven litres a day, and continue to give milk

until six months gone with calf

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield nine litres a day, and continue to give milk

until five months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield seven lit%es a day, and contmue to give milk

until four months gone with calf

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield five and a half litres a day, and continue to

give milk until three months gone with calf

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield three and a half litres a day, and continue

to give milk until two months gone with calf.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield two litres a day, and go dry upon being got

with calf.

LOW COW.

First Order.—Cows of this Order and Size yield, while at the hight of their

flow, twelve litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are eight months

gone with calf

Second Order.—These Cows yield ten litres a day, and continue to give milk

until seven months gone with calf

Third Order.—These Cows yield eight litres a day, and continue to give milk

until six months gone with calf

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield six litres a day, and continue to give milk

until five months gone with calf

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield five litres a day, and continue to give milk

until four months gone with calf

Sixth 0RDEK.--These Cows yield four litres a day, and continue to give milk

until three months gone with calf.

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and go dry upon being

impregnated anew.
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Eighth Order.—These Cows yield two litres a day, and go dry upon being

impregnated anew.

BASTARD OF THE CURVELINE COW.

In the Curveline Cow, the growths of ascending hair, (F F) to the right and

left of the vulva, require special attention, in regard to their dimensions, to see

that they are of the size indicated in the several descriptions of the different Or-

ders. When they are of small size, they do not indicate a very rapid loss of milk ;

but when they are from four to five mches long, by an inch and a half in width,

(in which case they are generally pointed at both ends, and consist of coarse hair,)

they may then be considered as the size of a bastard Cow, that will go dry so

soon as she is got with calf. As a general rule with regard to these marks, the

larger they are, the worse will the Cow be in this respect. (See Plate IX. Fig. 4.)

CLASS IV.

®l)c Bicorn (JToto.

This name is given to my Fourth Class, because the upper part of its escutch-

eon represents two horns. Cows of this class are good milkers. They are found

in all the breeds which we possess in France. In this, as in the other Classes,

the general mark of the Class presents itself under modifications indicative of the

Order to which the Cow belongs.

HIGH COW.

First Order.—Cows of this Order and Size yield, while at the hight of their

flow, sixteen litres a day, and continue t® give milk until they are eight months
gone with calf.

Like those of the same Order in the foregoing Classes, they are distinguished

by the delicacy of their udder. The dandruf which detaches from the skin

throughout the escutcheon is of a yellowish or copperish color. This escutcheon,

as I have said above, has at top two horns, formed in the way that is seen in the

drawing. (Plate IV. Order 1.) It begins, as in the foregoing Orders, in the space

between the four teats, and on the inner surface of the thighs, just above the hock

joint ; whence it rises toward the tail, spreading over the inner surface, and par-

tially over the outer surface, of the thighs, to the points A A. From these points,

its outline consists of curved lines to the points B B, which are distant about four

inches from the vulva. Thence the outline descends again on each side in near-

ly straight lines, which meet at the point C, immediately beneath the vulva, and

at the distance of about eight inches from it. On the right and left of the vulva,

are two streaks of ascending hair, (F F) about two inches long by two-fifths of an

inch in width.

As in the higher Orders of the Classes already described, so in the present we
find, above the two hind teats, two small oval marks, (D D) formed by hair grow-

ing downward in the field of ascending hair.

Second Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield fourteen

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are seven months gone with

caif.
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The escutcheon is the same as in the First Order ; except that it is on a small-

er scale, and does not reach so high up. The color of the skin within it is the

same. Of the two streaks of ascending hair. (F F) on the right and left of the

vulva, the one on the left is of the same size as in the First Order, whilst the

other is but half as long. Of the two horns, (B E) the one on the right is up-

ward of an inch shorter than the other. There is but one oval mark (D) above

the teats, on the left.

Third OnuEn.—These Cows, while at the higlit of their flow, yield ticclve

litres a day, and continue to give milk until six months gone with call'.

The escutcheon is of the same shape as in the preceding Order ; smaller, and

consequently spreading less upon the outer surface of the thighs ; the right hand

horn shorter, by about two inches, than the one on the left. There is but one of

the marks (F) along side of the vulva, on the left.

Fourth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of iheir flow, yield ten litres

a day, and continue to give milk until live months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is smaller than in the Third Order; but the same in shape,

except on the right of its lower part, when the following irregularity occurs : be-

low the point A, the ascending hair is encroached upon by a growth of descend-

ing hair, that runs into the escutcheon, forming an angle, the point of which is

at I I. Measured across from the point A, this angle of descending hair pene-

trates the escutcheon to the distance of about four inches ; whilst the break which

it makes in the outline of the escutcheon is from six to seven and a half inches

long.

Besides this irregularity in the shape of the escutcheon, this Order is distin-

guished by a streak of ascending hair (E) under the vulva, nearly three inches

long by two-fifths of an inch in width.

Whenever the blemish or irregularity in the escutcheon here described is

found, it indicates a more rapid decrease in the daily yield ofmilk than would be

exhibited by a Cow possessing the same escutcheon free from blemish ; and the

rate ofdecrease will be proportionate to the size of the blemish ; that is to say, to

the extent of surface covered by the descending hair where it encroaches upon
the field of upward growing hair.

Fifth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield eight litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are four months gone with calf.

The escutcheon the same in shape as the preceding, but on a smaller scale.

Near the vulva, to the left, is a streak of bristling hair, growing upward, (F)

about six inches long by two wide. At the points A A, on the right and left, are

two spaces where the ascending hair fails and is replaced by downward growing

hair ; which spaces penetrate Llie inner surface of the thighs to the points I I.

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield, during the hight of their flow, six litres a

day, and continue to give milk until three months gone with calf.

The escutcheon the same as in the Fifth Order ; but smaller, and hid away be-

tween the thighs. Above it, to the right and left of the vulva, are two streaks

(F F) of ascending hair, bristling up and projecting sideways. They are of the

same size as the one in the preceding Order, just described.

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield, whilst at the hight of their ttow, four li-

tres a day, and continue to give milk until they are two months gone with calf.

The same escutcheon, but still more hid away between the thighs. The
marks on the right and left of the vulva, consisting each of a growth of bristling



Order 5th. Order 6th.
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QUAKER, OR FRIENDS' FARMING.

[We hope no offence will be taken at the use of

the term Quaker—it is associated with early and re-

spectful recollections.]

The question of thick or thin solving of grain

has been much agitated and for a long time,

(among agriculturists, but more so recently, in

England.) Doubtless this dispute has been pro-

longed, as all others are, by inattention to differ-

ence of circumstances—such as quality of land,

time of sowing, variety of seasons, &c. But

what proposition so clear as not to admit of dis-

pute ?

The following statement, founded on actual

experiment, as others have been attended with

different results, has, for us. the particular re-

commendation to that confidence which we
must confess we are inclined to repose in all ex-

periments and statements of this sort made by

Quakers, or " members of the Society of

Friends," over all opposing statements—other

things being alike ! They deny themselves re-

creation and amusement and eelf-indalgences,

which other people derive from so many sources

to which they have no recourse, or positively es-

chew ; that what they do give their minds to they

are apt to perform with earnestness, vigilance

and exactness. What they eat is clean, what

they wear is choice of its kind, and what they do

is well done. We once knew a Quaker fox-hunt-

er, and he kept the best dogs, and nothing but a

good brook could stop him. With them nothing

is wasted, not even breath ; they won't speak

until the spirit moves, and the best of it is, they

know when to stop. Pity but we could have a

Quaker Congress, but if all were Quakers, a

session once in seven years would be quite often

enough. Like a mule in mountain-path, they al-

ways mind how they step ; when you can get

them to write about Agriculture, what they say

tetls. We wish the spirit would move them to

write for the Farmers' Library. Hear what

an English one says about I

EXPERIMENTS ON THICK AND THIN SOW-
\

ING.—ON THE BEST METHOD OF FEEDING
SHEEP.—ON THE POTATO CROP.

To the Editor of the Mark-Lane Express:

Sir : Believing it to be the duty of every man
to contribute to the common .stock of information

whatever his experience may have placed in

his power deemed to be of importance, or his

position in society has enabled him to collect

from the experience of others, I request the in-

sertion in your useful paper, of the following ar-

ticles on subjects of stirring import at this time,

hoping they may be received by your readers in

the "Same spirit and feeling as they have been
(9201

communicated to. and are now contributed by
me, and then, I am sure, great good will result
every way.
The subjects which I propose bringing under

the notice of your readers are

:

Experiments on thick and thin sowing, by
broadcast, drilling, and dibbling.

On the best method of feeding the largest
number of sheep in the shortest time, and
at the least expense, taking into the account
the value of the manure, and of the succeed-
ing cereal crops.

On the potato crop ; the causes of failure to

so large an extent in the present year, with
suggestions toward preventing a recuiTence
of the evil.

EXPERIMENTS ON THICK AND THIN SOWING.

Commnnicated hy a member of the Society of Friends,
residing in Essex

:

" I remember that last year thou took an interest
in some experiments I made to ascertain the produce
of wheat from ditterent quantities of seed. I believe
I told tliee that I intended to pursue the matter a lit-

tle farther : I have done so ; and now enclose thee a
statement of the result, thinking thou maj-est wish to
see it. I was quite convinced, from the issue of last

year's trial, that the smaller quantity of seed then
used (viz., four pecks per acre) was insutficient, and
therefore did not try that ouantity again, but limited
myself to a comparison of the produce between six,

seven, and eight pecks of seed per acre. A penisal
of the accompanying statement will show a similar
result to that of last year, viz., that the greater quan-
tity of seed produced the largest amount of com,
and that the produce decreased in a lai-ger propor-
tion as the quantity of-seed was lessened^ Thus :

qrs. bu. pks. qts.

No. III. Having eight pecks of seed
to the acre, produced 2 2 3 5J

No. IV. Having seven pecks of seed
to the acre, produced 2 3 1 ,'W

Difference '. 2 Oi
Equal to 1 bush, per acre.

No. IV. Having seven pecks of seed
to the acre, produced 2 2 1 .')}

No. V. Having six pecks of seed to

the acre, produced 2 1 2 OJ

Dilference '. 3 4|
P'qual to 1 bush. 3 pks. 1 J qt. per acre.

" I consider the autumn of 1844 was a vciy favora-

ble one for tlie planting of wheat, I micht say unusu-
ally so for the description of heavy stiff land which
I farm ; and, therefore, the trial was made under cir-

cumstances propitious to a small quantity :)f seed
;

and I, accordingly, sowed less by one peck per acre
than I generally do: the workins out of the above
results is, therefore, such as satisfies me that less

than eight pecks should not be sown. I. however,
by no means intend to say that a gieator quantity

may not often be beneficial ; I have lone entertained

the opinion that difi'erent soils and ditferent seasons
require a diflerence in the quantity of seed. I think

to follow this matter no farther, but will just add that,

having ju.st before harvest had an opportunity of look-

ing over the crops of J. J. Mechi, who, pei-haps thou
art aware, has obtained some notoriety by his agri-

cult^^lal pi-ojects at Tiptree Hall. I there saw speci-

mens of thin sowing, viz , four pecks to the acre, side

by side with eight pecks to the acre. A lai-ge party

of agriculturists who were present were unanimous



in euimatL i the tliin sown as far below that which
had ?. mor.; liberal quimtity of seed.

* From t. s accompany iiijj paper thou wilt see that
I took the )ppoi1 unity also of making a comparison
between t.ie produce of wheat sown by hand or
broadcast, and that sown by the drill ; the quantities
of land as well as of seed being equal, the result
shows in favor of the former a'J compared with drill-

ing in rows six inches apart, but against it as com-
pared with drilling in rows nine inches apart. The
difference of produce between Nos. 2 and 3 has sur-
prised me, having previously held an opinion that
the plants could not be too equally distributed over
the surface ; and, therefore, that smaller intervals be-
tween the rows was best. VVitli the view of Hying
if this was occasioned by any accidental circum-
stances, I propose to repeat the experiments of Nos.
],2, anda

"If ihou thinkest the statement at all likely to in-

terest any of thy friends, I wish thee to use thy liber-

ty in showing it.

"Account of Produce from equal Quantities of Land
(about half an acre) sown with ditVerenl Quantities
of Wheat, or in dilferent Manners.

qrs. btl.pks. qts.

No. I. Sown broadcast, at the rate of
eight pecks per acre.

Wheat, best 2 12 7

do. tail 2 .5

Total r~2 2 i 4~
No. II. Drilled in rows, six inches

apart, at eight pecks per acre.

Wheat, beat 2 1 2 Oi

do. tail .yO 2 4|

Total 7~2 2 5"

No. III. Drilled in rows nine inches
apart, at eight pecks per acre.

Wheat, best 2 2 7i
do. tail 2 6.V

Total 7~2 2 3 5J
No. 4. Drilled in rows nine inches

apart, at seven pecks per acre.

Wheat, best 2 1 3 Oi
do. taU 2 5i

Total 2 2 1 5^
No. V. Drilled in rows nine inches

apart, at six pecks per acre.

Wheat, best 2 2 4i
do. taU - 3 4t

Total 2 12 0}

" N. B.—The comparison between Nos. I. and II. is

in favor of broadcast sowing over the narrow drilling.

Between I. and II. is in favor of wide drilling over
the broadcast.

U. and III. is in favor of that drilled at

greater distance.

III. IV. and V. is in favor of the greatest

quantity of seed.

"That dibbling should be preferable to drilling ex-

perience has long shown, could the difficulty be over-

come of irregularity in the quantity of grains de-

posited : whoever shall discover an instrument that

will produce that regularity will be a benefactor to

his countr>-, and would no doubt be well rewarded by
the Royal Agricultur;il Society, as at least two pecks

per acre of seed might be saved with benefit to the

crop."

ON THE BEST METHOD OF FEEDING SHEEP.

Communicated by a first-ratefarmer resident in Buck-
inghnnutltire:

"I last year folded 400 sheep upon turnips, part

Swedes, part Norfolks, and part Tancreds, the crop

averaging about 20 tons per acre. To each sheep I

gave daily half a pint of tick (horse) beans and half

a pound of oil-cake (Ensilish). The sheep did well.

I never lost so few before. The bindinc quality of

the beans seemed to be neutralized by the aperient

quality of the cake. The sheep got fat surprisingly

fast, and the return greater than I had ever before

experienced. I sowed the same land this year with

barley, and although a thin, rather hungry soil, my
crop averages six quarters (48 bushels) per acre of
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prime quality. The land is what is considered ISs.
per acre land,* incapable of any other improvement
than is attainable by manure and judicious cropping.
On the Siime land in former courses, giving the sheep
com only, I sometimes lo.?t from two to four in a
score. The manure from the keep was comparative-
ly poor, and the succeeding crop of barley seldom
exceeded three quarters and a half to the acre ; my
sheep being also of less value by several shillings a
head than they are this year, iificr allowing for the
ditl'erence in prices now and last year. In both cases
my expenses were neajly the same."

ON THE POTATO CHOP.

Having: for .several years bad the management
of a considerable number of field-gardens in this
7)ari.sb, let to the laboring classes, and Potatoes
being cultivated in ibis and tbe adjoining par-
ishes extensively for sale, my attention has been
drawn to the mode of growing and preserving
tbem for use in tbe winter sea.son, and lately,

more especially so, from tbe unusual degree of
injury which tbe crop has suffered from the cold,
wet weather experienced at tbe early part of
the season, and the extreme cold of the last week
of July and early part of August ; to which cir-

cumstances alone I attribute the pre-^cnt defec-
tive state of tbe crop of some kinds of Potatoes,
that is, tbe older kinds, as Goldfindens, Sliaws,
Champiou.s, and others ; whilst tbe seedling kinds
have, comparatively, received but little injurj-.

It is, I conceive, with Potatoes as with some
of the fruits, such as the golden pippin, styer,
&o., and tbe breeding in and in of animals, as
well of tbe two-legged as of tbe four-legged
kinds; that each succeeding generation becomes
weaker and weaker, and are more subject to

disease than those resulting from good seed and
good crosses. The crops, and fruits, and ani-

mals have stronger constitutions, and are capa-
ble of resisting attacks of disea.se wliicii pover-
ty of blood from the causes referred to never
fails to engender: hence every encovragemcnt
should be given to the raising of Potatoes from
seed, rather than from worn-out tub(;r8 ; and
hence I am of opinion, that tbe Royal Agricul-
tural [and all America] Society would do well
to offer premiums for tbe hatf seedling Potatoes
[and fruits, as we have before urged] to be ex-
hibited at their country shows in succeeding
years.

The proximate cause of the disease this year
was, I conceive, tbe pulpy state of tbe tubers
ami of the haulm, caused by tbe wet season
and tbe cold, bordering upon, if not actual frost,

at the end of .July. By checking tiic free flow
of tbe sap juices to tbe tubers, the iiaulm be-

came black, and died away ; and the tubers,

having been deprived of their nece.s.«arj' food to

ensure tbe requisite degree of perfection, be-

came subject to disea.se ; and in proportion as
tbe constitutional strength prevailed, in a great-

er or less degree was the degree of destruction

that ensued.
Various modes have been suggested for the

preservation of what remains : the bousing of
tbe tolerably sound ones as drj- as possible, and
sprinkling them over with plaster of paris (gyp-
sum), in the proportion of half a pock to a sack
of Potatoes, placed in layers, is tlie safest way.
Tbe gypsum absorbs the ammonia of the dis-

eased parts, improves tbe atmospliere aronnd
tbe Potatoes, and Iience prevents the possibility

of fever among tbo.se engaged in sortint? and oc-

casionally turning of them, which should not be
neglected whilst the weatlier continues opea

—

* This means land worth $4 50 reatal per acre.
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There is this farther advantage, that, if the gyp-
sum 60 used' be strewed over the sets before

planting next year, it will stop their weeping,
and materially aid in producing a more abnn-
dant crop. I know that to be so, from experi-

ence ; my own crops last year having been so

managed were abundant, and of excellent qual-

ity.

It is desirable also that larger quantities should

not be purcha-sed at any one time by the wealthy
than will ser\'e their respective families for a

month or so : there would then be a supply for

the poor always in the market, at moderate
prices. Nor should societies buy up largely to

give away: it is always better to risk an increase

of price rather than, by buying largely, produce
the evil which such large purchases are intend-

ed to prevent. The secm-ing of Potatoes to

plant in the ensuing year is anotlier point of

great importance to be attended to. Seedling
Potatoes should, if possible, be procured, and
the land that has been planted this year should,

on no account, be planted with Potatoes in the

next year; but, whatever crops may be planted

upon that land, srypsum should fonn a consider-

able item in the compost or manure.
JAMES DEAN.

Tottenham, Nov. 8.

[The originals, of wMch the above are copies, were
laid before the Council of the Royal Aericultviral So-

ciety of England on Wednesday, Nov. 5.]

Quakers, or Friends—originally called Seekers,

from their seeking the Truth ; and afterward Friends

—a beautiful appellation and characteristic of the re-

lation which man, under the Christian dispensation,

ought to bear toward man. Justice Benner, of Der-

by, gave the Society the name of Quakers in 1650,

because Fox (the founder) admonished him and

those present vrith him to tremble at the name of

the Lord. This respectable sect, excelling in morals,

prudence and industry, was commenced in England

about A D. 16.50, by George Fox, who was soon

joined by a number of learned, ingenious and

pious men—among others by George Keith, William

Penn, and Roben Barclay, of Wry.* The thee and

thou used by the Quakers, originated with their

founder, who published a book of instructions for

teachers and professors. The first Meeting-house, in

London, was in White Hart-Court, Grace Church-st.

The first meeting of Quakers in Ireland was in Dub-

lin, 1658, and their first Meeting-house in that city

was opened in Eustace-st. 1692. The solemn afiirma-

tion of Quakers was enacted to be taken in all cases,

* The Quakers early suflTered grievous persecu-

tions in England and .\merica. At Boston, where the

first Friends who arrived were females, they, even fe-

males, were cruelly scourged, and their ears cut ott":

yet they were unshaken in their constancy. In 16.59

they stated in Parliament that 2000 Friends had suf-

fered persecution aod imprisonment in Newgate;
and 164 Friends offered themselves at this time by
name to Government to be imprisoned in lieu of an
equal number in danger (from confinement) of death.

55 out of 120 sentenced were transported to Ameri-
ca by an order of Council, 1664. The masters of
vessels refusing to carry them, for some months an
embargo was laid on West India ships, when a mer-
cenary wietch was at length found for the service.

—

But the Friends would not walk on board, nor would
the sailors hoist them into the vessel, and soldiers

from the Tower were employed. In 1665 the vessel
sailed, but it was :rnniedia:ely captured by the Dutch,
who liberated 28 of the prisoners in Holland, the rest

having died of the plague in that year.
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in the courts below wherein oaths are required from

aU other subjects, 8 AViBiam HI. 1696. This affirma-

tion was altered in 1'02 and again in 1721. Quakers
were relieved from oaths qualiljing persons to mu-
nicipal offices, 9 George IV. 1828 ; more expressly re-

lieved by statute 1 Victoria, 1837. This last act was
extended to persons who, having been formerly

Quakers or Moravians, had seceded therefrom, yet

had retained certain opinions as to oaths, 2 Victoria,

1838.

SUGAR CULTLTIE IN TEXAS.

Bkazoeia Co. Texas, Nov. 27, 1843.

To the Editor of the N. O. Com. Bulletin :

Dear Sir : The following paragraph in Judge
Rest's Oration before die •' Agricultural and
Mechanics' Association of Louisiana.'' was pub-
lished in your valuable journal on the first of
this month. You will oblige many of your
friends here by re-publishing his remarks on the
culture of Sugar in Texas, togetlier with the
remarks which I subjoin.

"A person looking upon the map of America,"
(says Judge Rost.) "and perceiving a large portion
of Texas south of Louisiana, would naturally sup-

pose that Texas is the better sugar region of the two.
But the Louisianian who travels in mid-winter
through prairies of that naked land, exposed to the
unmitigated fury of north-westers, soon discovers
that he has changed climate indeed, but that ho has
not come to regions in which tropical plants love to

grow. I have it from a gentleman of undoubted ve-

racity, Mr. John C. Marsh, that he has planted cane
five successive years in the neighborhood of Galves-
ton, and that he has never obtained rattoons from it.

iou may then consider it as a weU-authenticated
fact, that im Texas, as far south as New-Orleans, cane
will not rattoon ; the cold in winter destroys the stub-

ble. I do not mean to say that it may not to some
extent be cultivated there ; but I assert that the com-
petition will be by no means a dangerous one. and that

upon trial it will be found that the Red River parish-

es of this State are better adapted to that cultivation

than the greater part of what has been called the su-

gar region of Texas.
" Louisiana must remain the great sugar region ef

the United States ; her climate and her soil are the

best, and her geographical position is unrivaled. Re-
flect, sir, that almost every hogshead of .^ugar made
here is shipped without land carriage ; that planters

can alwaj"s ohtain from New-Orleans in two or three

days any machinerj' they want, and that their sup-

plies and their market are both brouiiht to their

own door. Compare this situation with that of the

Texas planter, and you will admit that there is no
room for apprehension."

My only object in replying to this article is to

correct the eiToneous impre.«sion \vhich it has

or may propagate with persons at a distance

who feel an interest in tlie production of Sugar,

and who may be led to believe, that because Mr.

Marsh has failed to produce rattoon.s on the bar-

ren lands in " the neiehborbood of Galveston,"'

all Texas is involved in the same category.

Eli Mercer, on the Colorado River, in latitude

30, has planted cane successfully for seven

years. Last year he produced 63 hhds. of supe-

rior Sugar, with but 6 hands, from rattoons siJ:

years old, and believes it will produce well

three to four years longer. His planting is on

mulatto-colored cane land.

John Sweeney, on the Bernard River, in lati-

tude 29J, produced last year, with 28 hands. 182

bales of cotton, averaging 500 lbs. and 74 hhd.s.

of superior Sugar, witli a rude wooden mill to

grind his cane, which is supposed to have ex-
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iracted bnt little more than half the juice. This
year's crop is from rattoons five years old. His
production of both cotton and Sujrar this year
will exceed the last He plants black peach
land.

Capt. Duncan, on Caney Creek, and James P.
Caldwell, oa the Brazos River, have also been
emineuth' successful in planting cane, and in
no instance have the rattooiis been lost by the
frost. Last year there was not frost enough to

kill- the vegetables in our garden, and tliis fall

we have been emii-ely free of frost till the 20th
ofthis month (November.)
The experience derived by planting cane

liere seven years, proves that it matures earlier,

:md the mildness of our fall season gives us
longer time to grind than the Loui.siana planter
usually enjoys. As to our lands, no difl'ercnce

of opinion exists with those who see them ; their

quality is unrivaled, and large bodies may be
had, not subject to ovei-flow, nor requiring the

hast ejrpense to drain them, at frera S3 to $6
per acre ; 1000 acres in Louisiana, of less real
value, would cost probably S50,000, a sum that

would buy the Texas planter not only this quan-
titj- of land, but also from 70 to 80 hands to work
it. An item in interest is thus saved, amounting
to $4000 annually. I have no positive data to

prove the differenee of transporting our sugar to

the northern cities, compared with freights from
New-Orleans to same ports. Thelfe has been
but little competition in the commerce of Galves-

ton, yet the freight on uncompressed cotton for

three years, has been but \ cent per maximum,
and I cent minimum to New-York ; and I deem
it fair to say that v.ith the competition that will
naturally arise, and the ease witli which Galves-
ton can be approached from the Gulf, compared
with New-Orleans, with the gi'eat savin? to

vessels in not being compelled to pay hish port
charges and steaming npt the Mississippi River,
will keep our freights as low as they will be
from New-Orleans. There is anotlier import-
ant advantage which the Texas wiU ever pos-
sess over the Louisiana planter : it is in obtain-

ing his beef from his ever fat herds of cattle,

and pork, com and potatoes from his farm, at an
inconsiderable expense.

I have deemed it necessary to say this much
in reply to the article of .Judge Rost, which,
from false data, does us great injustice. Nothirig
can be fartlier from my intention than to dero-
gate from the many advantages wliich your gal-

lant State possesses for the culture of Sugar.
With tlie Judge, I fully believe that she has
nothing to fear from onr competition ; for, with
reasonable protection, to give us the vastly in-

creasing market ofnow i!0.000,000 of consumers,
with a margin for near 200,000 hhds. now tilled

by foreign importation, we can both march on,
hand in hand, identified in our interests, and
only rivaling each other in a vain attempt to

supply the increasing demand for the richest

agricultural product of tlie earth. Colvmbia.

FLOODING MEADOWS.

I.v answer, for the present to a correspond-

ent we believe in Connecticut or Vermont

whose letter we have mislaid, we give the fol-

lowing from the Farmers Magazine :

PRACTICE OF IRRIGATION.

The first operation on the intended meadow
is, to free it thoroughly of water by draining.

If springs exi.«t, they should be cut off by drains

of sufKcient depth to reach the source of injury.

Bnt, in addition to this, the land, if the soil is

clayey, or re.sis upon a tenacious subsr)il, should

be effectually furrow-drained, so as to afford a

ready egress" to the water underground. The
land" is then to be leveled and otherwise pre-

pared. If it is already in old turf, it will be

well to pare oil' the sward with the spade, and

after having dug and prepared tlie ground, to

replace tlie turf. In this manner the meadow
will be ready for the reception of the water, as

soon as it is formed. But should there be no

turf upon tlie ground, or should this turf be filled

with useless or innuiritious plants, the land

should be thoroughly worked, leveled, and olli-

erwi.se prepared, and then sown with the sui^-

ble i-'rass-seeds. The.xe grass-seeds may be

so\vB in autumn. ^Ve cannot however, in tliis

case, admit the water during the first winter.

We must retain the land in pasture for the

whole of tlie following winter and summer, so

that tlie young plants may establish tliem.selves

in the soil. Bnt in tlie second winter we may
generally admit the water. The ground maybe
in part prepared bj- the plow, and we may
even economize expenditure by taking a crop

of some kind before we begin to level and oih-
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erwise from the meadow : but generally it is

better to proceed at once with the formation of
the meadow, and employ the spade in place of
the plow for leveling and preparing the ground
for the reception of the grass-seeds in autumn.
Along the higher side of the meadow is first to

be formed the main conductor, to which the
^vatc^ is earned, and from which it is conveyed
over the surface of the meadow. The earth
taken out of this trench is to be cniploj-ed in

banking it, and filling up hollows in the surface
of the ground. The size of tlie main conductor
must be proportioned to that of the meadow,
anil llie quantity of water to be conveyed.
The next operation is. forming the main drain,

at the lower part of the land to be flooded. It is

of the same size as the main conductor, and the
earth taken out of it is to be employed in bank-
ing or filling up hollows. The surface of the
nieadou-, supposing it to be flat is now to be
formed into beds or planes, from 30 to 40 feet in

width, extending from the main conductor to the
main drain. These beds may be elevated about.
12 inches at tlie center : thev are not cun'ed like

the ridges of a plowed field, but form incline

planes from the center to each side. At leaving
the main conductor tliey may be 20 inches wide,
gradually narrowing to nearly a j>oiut at their

termination when they reach the surface. If

stops of solid earth are left, these may be 6 inches
either way, with their diagonal in the line

of tlie feeder, and such of them as are not re-

quired may be afterward removed. The earth
taken out of these feeders is to be employed in

making good their own banks, and in leveling

the inequalities of the surface. Corresponding
with the feeders, and alternating with them, are



to be formed the series of subordinate drains,

communicatingr with the main drain. They are

of the same dimensions as the feeders, with this

distinction, that they are widest and deepest

where they communicate with the main drain,

and become gradually smaller to the upper part

of the meadow, where they terminate. The sur-

face of the meadow being formed, the grass-

seeds, where no turf has been reserved, are to

be sown. The following admixture of grasses

will be found suitable :—1. Alopecurus praten-

sis—meadow foxtail ; 2. Phleum pratense—

meadow cafs-tail ; 3. Agrostis alba—marsh bent

grass ; 4. Poa trivialis—rough-stalked meadow-
grass ; 5. Poa pratensis—smooth-stalked mea-

dow-grass ; 6. Festuca loliacea—spiked fescue

grass ; 7. Festuca pratensis—meadow fes-

cue. When the old turf has been replaced, the

water, it has been said, may be admitted in the

first winter ; when grass-seeds have been sown,

the water cannot be admitted until the second

winter, and sometimes even not until the third.

The ground should be depa.stured with sheep

during the first summer to such a degree as to

prevent the plants from putting forth their flow-

ering stems and producing seeds.

The next point to be considered is the man-

agement of the meadow when completed. At

the beginning of October, we are to prepare for

admitting the water. To this end the drains and

feeders are to be cleaned out, and the banks

where injured repaired. The main sluice

is then to be withdrawn, when the conductors

and feeders will be gradually filled. The next

point is to adjust the water in the several feed-

ers. To this end the workman is to observe

that each feeder, beginning with the first in or-

der, receives a due quantity of water. If not,

he enlarges the mouth so as to allow the proper

quantity to enter. He then adjusts the tops in

the several feeders, so that the whole surface of

the beds shall be covered equally about an inch

deep with water. During this and the three

following months—namely, November, Decem-
ber, andManuary—the ground is to be regularly

flooded for 15 or 20 days at a time, with inter-

missions at each time of seven of eight days, dur-

ing which the ground is to be laid perfectly dry.

Farther, when severe frost is threatened, the

water is in like manner to be withdrawn, so as

that it may not freeze upon the surface. During

this, the principal periods of flooding, the mea-

dow is to be inspected every three or four days,

to see that no interruption from the breaking of

banks, accumulation of weeds, or otherwise, is

given to the flowing of the water. When the

spring months arrive, and grasses begin to grow,

the periods of flooding are to be shortened. In

the month of February the water should never

be allowed to flow above six or seven days at a

time, and in severe frosts it should be withdrawn,

so that no ice may be formed upon the meadow.

The same management, shortening from five to

six days the periods of flooding, may be contin-

ued till the middle of March, by which time the

meadow will be ready for receiving any kind of

stock. In this manner an early supply of her-

bage is obtained ; and after the stock has been

removed, as by the beginning of May. the flood-

in? may be resumed and continued till near the

end of the month, so as to prepare the meadow
for hay. But often this spring feeding is notre-

8orted"to. The irrigation is continued during the

months of March, April, and until the middle of

May, when it finally ceases. But during this

period, the frequency and length of time of wa-
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tering are gradually diminished from five or six

days in March, to two or three in the latter pe-

riod of flooding. Caution is required in flooding

as the season advances ; because, were the finer

gras-ses to be too long submerged at this period

of growth, they vi'ould be injured and destroy-

ed. The actual periods of flooding differ with
the state of the season and Uie nature of the soil.

A practical rule adopted for irrigation is, never
to continue to flood when a white scum is seen
to form on the surface of the water, for this indi-

cates that the putrefactive fermentation has com-
menced in the turf By the middle of May. or

rarely later, the flooding is to cease, and the land

to be laid thoroughly dry. The grasses will now
grow with great luxuriance, and produce an
abundant crop of hay. When the hay is re-

moved, the aftermath is depastured, after which
the same process of flooding recommences.
Sometimes, after the hay is removed, the ground
is again flooded; but in this case, no sheep must
be admitted on the flooded land, or, if admitted,

they must be such sheep as are to be immediate-
ly killed ; for this summer flooding never fails

to briMg with it the disease of rot in its most de-

structive form. In place of the meadow being
applied to the production of hay, it may oe ap-

plied to the production of green forage for .soil-

ing. This is a more profitable mode of applyinj

the watered meadow than for the production of

hay. Three crops, in this case, may be taken,

the meadow being flooded after each crop is re-

moved. [Professor Low on Landed Propeity.

COST OF SHEEP KEEPING IN ILLINOIS.

BT A. CHUBCHILL.

Messrs. Editors: J. S. Skinner requests

some of your correspondents to show, " by
figures, at how low a price for wool, sheep-grow-

ing may be followed as a livelihood." It will

be a hard task for any one person to answer the

question for the whole State, or even for one

county, as the facilities for keeping sheep vary

with every individual who keeps them; and

without collecting an amount of sheep and feed

statistics, at present entirely beyond the reach

of anj' one man, a correct answer cannot be

given. But I will attempt to give him there-

suit of my estimate where the summer range on

native feed is extensive, and where native hay

can be cut in abundance.

I shall estimate for a flock of 1000, allowing a

shepherd continually with them during the day,

and folds for the night.

Expense of shepherd, including hoard $200

Two hundred tons of hay. cut find stacked. 200

Interest on fixtures and incidentals 100

Total S500

Thus it seems that according to my estimat*^,

fifty cents per head would be the lea.st at which

they could be kept. The shepherd coi;ld not

be dispensed with during summer, unless the

wolves were destroyed and the pasture fenced

and well set with English crass.

There is one flock of 1000, wintering in Da
Paarc county, the cost of which will be about

seventy cents per head. The flock arrived late,

and the feed must be purchased a little here and

a little there, which adds at least fifty per cent.

to the cost of wintering.

Wool should not be less than twenty cents

per pound to enable the wool-grower to make a

" livelihood " of it in Nortliem Illinois.

To Mr. Crocker's queries I would say that alter



ten years' experience in Nortliem Illinois, I

have found that sheep live well on grass or on
what they find on the prairies in the fall, even
till snow comes, provided always, that they
are not covjincd to the same piece of ground.—
Give them a new range every day, or give them
English " grass or roots, or both combined."

Prairie may be well set with grass by sowing
the seed in the spring, and pasturing close after-

ward It is better to han-ow on sowing the
seed. Or sow on wet ground, mow in June,
and pasture close through the remainder of the
season mow the next year in June, and pasture
as bcfoi . The third mowing will bo principal-

ly Enffli h grass, especially if timothy and red
top are si ved in equal quaiitities. Or you may.
if the seao^ra is vi-et, burn a piece of prairie on
which a good coat of old gra?s remains in June.
Sow on plentj- of seed, harrow well with a sharp
harrow, feed close through the summer, and the

next season the tame gra.ss will be found very
well set. If the v\ee(!s and wild grass are likely

to overrun it, mow it in June, and your stock

will keep the wild stuff' down and allow the
tame grass to get a good hold. If for pasture,

blue-grass should be mixed \vilh other seed.

If I had a large flock of Sheep and my range
was limited, I should in June break a piece of

prairie proportioned to my flock. The last of
July I would sow turnips and grass seed on the
sod, harrow wi;h a light, sharp han-ow feed off
the turnips in tlie fall, and expect a good crop
of hay the next year. And so I would

f roceed
until I had sufficient lajid stocked win tame
gras
Avon, Kane Co. 1845.

[Prairie Farmer.

t^ Sheep raising on these tcnns, requiring
so much plowing and sowing of seed, and reap-
ing, and turnip culture, could hardly compete,
one would think, with sheep husbandry in

Georgia, and Mississippi, and Louisiana, and
Texas, where, it is said, they will live and do
well through the whole year, without such ex-
pensive preparation and provision of food. By
the bye, we con.sider it a sort of duty to make
known that on trial, by a gentleman of experi-

ence, who was induced to embark in sheep
husbandry, in the neighborhood of A.sheville in

North Carolina, that country does not, by any
means, po.ssess the advantages it was supposed
to do for that object. [Ed. Farm. Lib.

TH^ SHEPHERD'S DOG.
WITH SKETCHES AND ANECDOTES.

Extract of a letter from G. W. Lafayette—Chava-

niac,* Nov. 5, 1845—to the Editor of the Fakmebs'

LnsRAJIV :

" I am here in a place very dear to me—the

house in which my father was bom. I will re-

main until December, the time at which I will

have to attend the Chamber of Deputies in Paris.
" You must not think I have forgotten the

Dogs. To send useful animals so far, it is ne-

ccssarj" to choose them -with di.'^ccmment. I

hope to be able to send you two dogs from Brie,

well broken ; the one to remain near the shep-

herd, the other on the outside of the flock. I

will send you, al.«o, two dogs from Auvergnc,
equal to those of tlie Alps or Pyrenees. You
will receive, at the same time, instructions as to

the employment of each."

' Chavaniac—the birth-place of General Lafay-

ette, inherited by George W. Lafayette from hie

Aunt, Madame de Lusignac. The Shepherd's Dog

of Brie is about as large as a medium-sized Setter

—

with long, rough, wiry hiiir, generslly, though not al-

ways, black ; bright, intelligent, but rather wildlook-

in" eyea ; in form loose and gangling, for action and

endurance incomparable. With different and suit

able training, he ia also of great use to the drover.

In the mountainous parts of France, the tcoltee are

frequently forced by the snows into the valleys and

plains, where from their size and voraciiy, they be-

come exceedinjly dangernua to both man and beast

—not unfrequcntly destroying both, in the verj' midst

of the villages. In these regions, the flocks are pro-

tected by large mastiffs—dogs of the largest size, of

great intelligence, and of magnificent appearance

—

two of which are considered more than a match for

any wolf. The breed cxista in its grealeat purity in

the Pyrenees.
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The disposition which exists to establish large

sheep farms in the mountainous and other por-

tions of the Southern States, so far south as not

to require cultivated food in winter, can never

be carried out successfully until some legislative

provision is made against sheep-killing dogs,

and until there shall exist a more general con-

viction of the indispensable services of Shep-
herd's Dogs, and provision be made for a more
general supply of them, with the knowledge of

the manner ofraising and using them. It is with

a view to all the.se objects that we wrote a

friend on whom has descended, in all its force,

his father's love of America, and it is with the

same views that wo shall endeavor to familiar-

ize our readers with all the bearings of the sub-

ject. For shepherds, we are inclined to be-

lieve that, where they can be had, the Indians

and Mexicans will make the best. There is in

their nature and habits something pastoral,

quiet and solitary, that serves to adapt them to

the care of flocks. If the Alpacca is ever to be

acclimated in this country, it must be in high,

dry and warm regions, wherever they are to be

found. Wc may be mistaken, but

—

tve shall see.

The danger is, on the first introduction of

Shepherd's Dogs, that their use may be aban-

doned in disappointment and disgust, from want
of reflection on the part of the sheep-owner tlat

the sheep, as well as the dog, will require to be

trained. In our countrj* no sight is more tern-

tie to sheep than that of a dog. All their asto-
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ciations with him warn tliem of danger and de-

struction. It is related of Mr. Jefferson, to whom
a well-broken Shepherd's Dog had been sent

from abroad, that after explaining to his visitors

the sagacity and usefulness of the Shepherd's

Dog, he lad them to the fields, taking along the

dog, to give them an exhibition of his fine quali-

ties. On the first indication of what he was to

do, the dog made for the sheep, and they scat-

tered in all directions, terrified to death, and the

dog not much less confounded at their strange

behavior. Some of them threw themselves over

precipices, and the dog was never recovered.

Sheep iHust be brought up in familiar inter-

course with the dog, that he may mind and

manage them. The fear of dogs, with our

sheep, is doubtless hereditary, as are other qual-

ities of animals, of which many and curious in-

stances might be given. In a communication to

tlie Royal Society in 1807, Mr. Knight cited

several instances of domesticated animals inher-

iting the acquired habits of their parents. In

all animals, he says, this is observable ; but in

the dog, he says, it exists to a wonderful extent,

and the offspring appears to inherit not only the

passions and propensities, but even the resent-

jnents of the family from which he springs.

—

" I ascertained that a terrier, whose parents had

been in the habit of fighting ^vlth polecats, will

instantly show every mark of auger when he

first perceives the scent of that animal, though

the animal itself be wholly concealed from his

sight."

In Martin's History of the Dog, he says:
" The Shepherds Dog is of middle stature, or

rather low in proportion to its length, slightly

but vigorously formed, and quick and active in

its movements. Though not quarrelsome, it is

very courageous, and will resolutely encounter
the fox in defence of the sheep ; and though, un-
like the spaniel, it is iudilTerent to caresses, and
distant toward strangers, yet to its master it is

most devotedly attached. When the labor of
the day is over—when the sheep are folded for

the night—it returns with him home to his hum-
ble cottage, and there curls up underneath his
chair, or sits by his side and partakes of his sim-
ple repast. Where flocks are of large extent,
and have to be watched during the night, and in

cases where several hundred weaning lambs,
wild and capricious, demand the care of the
sliepherd night and day—when winter storms of
snow come on, and the scattered sheep have to

be hastily collected and brought to a place of se-

curity, it is then that the shepherd feels to the
full the value of his dog. A circuit of miles on the
dreary hills or mountain-side, or over vast and
trackless downs, has to be taken, and that with-
out loss of time ; to the dog is this duty entrust-
ed, and well does he perform his office : not a
sheep belonging to his master's flock is missing
—unless, indeed, any have been stolen or killed

;

the whole are gathered together without inter-
mixture with the sheep of other owners."

"We have often seen the Drover's Dogs, at
their master's bidding, single both sheep and
cattle from the drove, and separate them, or

(926)

drive them to some spot apart from the rest

;

we have seen them part the droves of two or

more drovers traveling in company. v»hich have
become mingled together at a halting-place by
the road-side, and arrange them in order for

continuing the journey ; we have seen them
turn back the herd from a forbidden lane or

gateway, or run before and plant themselves in

the way, so as to prevent any of the cattle from
going astray. During his long, slow journey
from the west or the north of our island to the

great capital, the drover finds his dog of all-im-

portant utility ; nor without this assistant could
the crowded cattle in Smithfield Market be at

all managed."

The following farther extracts from the same

work will be found entertaining, especially the

one from Darwin's jounial

:

The dog is intelligent, but some breeds are

far more so than others, and some individuals

are elevated above their fellows. Greatly in-

deed does the cerebral development vary in dif-

ferent races (and consequently the cranial capa-

city relative to the rest of the skull), as may be
seen by comparing the skulls together. The
superiority in this respect of the skull of the

spaniel over that of the bull-dog is most decided,

—and it is in the .spaniel, and those breeds most
nearly related to it, that we observe the greatest

intelligence and tractability. In the Bull-Dog
and mastiff, on the contrarj', the bold inter-pari-

etal and occipital ridges of the skull demonstrate
the force and volume of the muscles of the jaw
and neck. It is in these dogs that we find the

most indomitable courage and the most combat-
ive disposition. M. Elzear Blaze says, " Le
chien est courageux, mais son courage augment
beaucoup en la presence de sou maitre, soil

qu'il veuille le defendre, soit qu'il se sente plus

forte d'un tel appui, soit enfiu qu'il veuille mer-
iter son e.stime."* The fact is, that so utterly

subjugated is the dog and so dependent on man,
that he looks to his master for support and en-

couragement, and even the most pugnacious
dogs fight more resolutely when they are en-

couraged by their master's voice. In South
America, the large sheep-dogs which guard the

flocks display courage only when in charge of

the sheep. The following extract from Mr.

Darwin's journal is very interesting :
—" While

staying at this estancia (in Banda Oriental) I

was amused with what I saw and heard of the

Shepherd Dogs of the country, When riding,

it is a common thing to meet a large flock of

sheep guarded by one or two dogs, at the dis-

tance of some miles from any house or man. I

often wondered how so firm a friendship had
been established. The method of education

consists in separating the puppy, when very

young, from the bitch, and in accustoming it to

its future companions. An ewe is held three or

four times a day for the little thing to .suck, and
a nest ofwool is made for it in the sheep-pen.—
At no time is it allowed to a.«sociate with other

dogs, or with the children of the family. The
puppy, moreover, is generally castrated ; so that

when grown up, it can scarcely have anj' feel-

ings in common with the rest of its kind. From
this education it has no wish to leave the flock,

and just as another dog will defend its master,

* " The dog is courageous, but his courage incrpases

in the prcsenoe of his master; whether it be that he

wishes to defend him, or that he feels himself strong-

er with such assistance, or that he desires to merit

bis approbation."



man, so will these the sheep. It is amusing to

observe, when approaching a flock, how the

dog immediately advances barking—and the

siieep all close in his rear as if round the oldest

ram. These dogs are also easily taught to bring

home the flock at a certain time in tlie evening,

Their most troublesome fault when young is

their desire of playing with the sheep, for in

their play they soaittimes gallop their poor sub-

jects most unmercifully. Tlie Shepherd Dog
comes to the house every day for some meat,

and immediately it is giveu hhn he skulks away
°^s if ashamed of himself. On these occasions

the House Dogs are very tyrannical, and the

least of them will attack and pursue the stran-

ger. The minute, however, the latter has reach-

ed the flock, he turns round and begins to bark,

and then all the Hou.^e Dogs take very quickly

to their heels. In a similar manner a whole
pack of the hungry Wild Dogs will scarcely ever

land I was told by some, never) venture to at-

tack a flock guarded even by one of these faith-

ful shepherds.* The whole account appears to

me a curious in.slance of the pliability of the af-

fections of the dog race ; and yet, whether wild,

or however educated, with a mutual feeling of

respect and fear for those that are fulfilHng their

instinct of association. For we can understand

on no principle the wild dogs being driven

away by the single one with its flock, except

that they consider, from some coJfi'used notion,

that the one thus associated gains power, as if

in company with its own kind. F. Cuvier has

ob.served that all animals which enter into do-

mestication consider man as a member of their

society, and thus they fulfil their instinct of as-

sociation. In the above case, the Shepherd

Dogs rank the sheep as their brethren ; and the

Wild Dogs, though knowing that the individual

sheep are not dog.s. but are good to eat, yet

partly consent to tiiis view, when seeing them
in a flock, with a .Shepherd Dog at their head."

It appears to us that the Shepherd Dog, in tbis

instance, regards the sheep as his .supporters

and his care, and feels exactly what a House
Dog feels when strangers or strange dogs in-

trude upon the premises. We have frequently

seen a large dog under such circumstances re-

treat bcibre one of inferior power, which he

would not have done otherwise. The Wild
Dogs spoken of by Mr. Darwin are dogs left to

themselves, and which, like the horses and cat-

tle, have resumed a life of independence ; but

perhaps they have not learned the power wliich

union gives, and each thinking only of itself in-

dividuaOy. fears to attack a champion who
stands .so" boldly on the defen.sive. The circum-

stance of the dog regarding itself as one of a

flock of sheep, and as the guard of tho.sc sheep,

* To these dogs Azara alludes in the followinc; pns-

gacje :
—"Amoni; the dog?, the ovegeros, or Pheep

Dogs, are particularly deeening of notice, because in

this country, where there arc no shepherds, they act

in the place of the latter, and take charge of the

flocks. Early in the morning they drive the tlocke

from the fold, conduct them to the plain, accompa-

nying them the whole day, and keeping them uni-

ted
;

and wben numerous they surround the tiock,

defending them from birds of prey, from wild dogs,

and other beasts, and even from man, and from evei-y

kind of injui-y. At sunset they conduct the sheep

back to the fold, when they lay themselves down up-

on the eround and sleep, and pass the night in their

watchful caie over them. If any of the lambs lag

behind, they carefully take them up in their mouths,

and carry them for a rime, returning again and again,

if need be, until none remain."

and not the friend and servant of one master, is

not without a parallel under other circumstances,
in which the animal attaches itself not to one,

but to a collective number of individuals, which
together constitute a master, \^''e say nothing
of the Fireman's Dog, of which everybody has
heard; tltere are other examples upon record.
" In the first regiment of the Royal Guards,"
says M. Blaze, " we had a dog called Batail-

lon. Entertained by the soldiers at the guard-

house, he always remained there ; his masters

changed every twenty-four hoars ; but that gave
him no unea.«iness. Sure of his pittance, there

he stayed. He would follow no one to the bar-

racks ; but looked upon himself as the humble
servant of twelve soldiers, two corporals, a ser-

geant, and drummer, whoever they might hap-

pen to be ; and without being uneasy about the

matter. During the night, wheu it froze hard,

the sentinel frequently called Bafaillon, and
took his place to v\'arm himself at the stove

:

the dog would have suflfered death rather than

have passed beyond the door. \Vhen we
changed garrison, the dog followed the regi-

ment, and immediately installed himself in the

guard-house of the new ban-acks. He knew all

the soldiers—he caressed them all, but would
take no notice of tho.se who did not wear our
uniform. To this dog the regiment was a mas-

ter—an individual whom he loved. His feeling

was for blue dresses with amaranth facings—be
despised all other colors."

It is owing to the difference among the varie-

ties of the Domestic Dog in some respects—as

in docility, strength, size, speed, keenness of

scent, ferocity, &c. ; and their similarity in oth-

ers, as attachment to their masteis. fidelity. &c.
•—that there is scarcely any purpose to which
the dog has not been put. Like man, he follows

different occupations ; the Street Dogs are the

lazzaroui of their race. In the earliest times,

the dog, like his master, was a mighty hunter.

The chase of the ferocious or of the swift was
his occupation ; he brought the wolf, the wild

boar, and the lion, to baj- ; or tired down the

deer and antelope. Soon, however, war be-

came a game at which kings plajed, and Va
Victh ! for war in a semi-civiltzed state of soci-

ety is unmitigated by moderation or humanity.

Then was tlie dog called from the chase, or

from truarding against savage brutes the peace-

ful flocks and herds, to assist human brutes in

the destruction of each other ; the dog became
a warrior, and a most formidable one. either vsn

the citadel, the entrenched camp, or the battle-

field. Shakspeare's expression put into the

mouth of Anthony, "Cry havoc, and let slip the

dogs of war!' is by no means metaphorical.

—

Dogs of vvar had long been used before, and
were so long after the time of the first bald

Cffisar.

Watch dogs were not only kept within the

citadel of Rome, but in all the fortres.scs of the

Greeks. The citadel of Corinth was guarded
externally by an advanced post of fifty dogs
placed ' en vidette' on the seashore. Onen^ht
the gaiTison slept, overcome with wine .- the

enemy disembarked, but were received by the

fifty dogs, who fought with indomitable courage
til r forty-nine fell. The survivor, named Soter

—

history has preserved his name—retreated from
the field of battle to the citadel, and gave the

alarm ; the soldiers were roused, and the enemy
was repelled. The Senate ordained that Soter
should wear a silver collar, w'ith this inscription.
" Soter, defender and preserver of Corintli."
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Bees—Effect of Exposing Bee-Hive^ to Hot
Sunshine.—It has been mentioned that honey-
combs melt when the hives are exposed to a

hot sun ; but as that happens but seldom, it may
be worth while to relate how the catastrophe

operates on the bees. Last season a friend of

mine had a strong colony, in a straw hive, ex-

posed to the sun. In July he was anxious for

the bees to work in a glass on the top of the hive
;

the entrance being .small the heat in the hive in-

creased, so that the combs collapsed. The
drenched bees turned out.<ide the hive ; while

the hum of those that could not enter, caused
the affair to be observed. Being at a distance I

did not see the catastrophe until the next day.

Under the hive were dishes collecting the honey
dropping from it, in which many of the poor
bees were drenched in their treasure ; while
outside the hive was literally covered with bees
escaping from the wreck. After a little maneu-
vering, I removed the hive, and part of the

combs fell on the floor, cru.shiug many of the

bees. Having cleared the floor, and also the

broken combs from the hive, after the honey had
drained a little, the hive was placed in its former
station, fenced from the sun by a cloth. The

bees soon took possession again, excepting those

that happened to fall on the ground, which were
in a sad plight, smeared with honey and dust.

In order to relieve them I put the whole into a
pail of water, then spread them on a cloth to

clean themselves in the sun, which they did,

excepting those that were disabled. It is un-
necessary to say that if the hive had been shaded
the calamity would not have happened ; but be-

fore honey-combs collapse, a hive must be hot
indeed. It is surprising what an amount of
heat bees can stand inside their hive, even until

they are drenched by the vapor from their own
perspiration. In hot countries that moisture
may be of use to bees ; for in summer, with us,

they are fond of .sipping or licking it ; but damp
in winter causes their combs to turn mouldy,
and often proves destructive to colonies.

[London Gardenei'a Uhronicle.

Egg Cement.—White ofegg thickened vi'ith

finely-povi'dered quick-lime. Use. To mend
earthenware, glass, china, marble, alabaster,

spar ornaments, &c. It does not resist moisture.

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, February 18, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.^

ASHES—Pots, let sort ^ 100 16. 3 93-i@ 4

Pearls, 1st sort, '45 4 25 ®

—

BEESWAX—American Yellovr — 29 ®

—

CANDLES—Mould, Tallow..^ ft... — 9 'a)—
Spenii, Eastern and City — 26 'a)—

COTTON—From ^ tb. — 6i®—
COTTON BAGGING—American... — 12 @—
CORD.\GE—American ^ 16. — 11 @—
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtdngs,^ y. — 5i®—

Sheetings — 7 ®

—

FEATHERS—American, live — 26 ©-
FLAX—American — 7 ®

—

FLOUR &. MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbl. 5 561® 5

Troy ®—
Michigan 5 50 ® 5

Ohio, flat hoop 5 50 ® 5
Ohio, Heywood & Venice 6 37J^® 6

Ohio, via New.Orleans 5 25 ® 5
Pennsylvania ®

—

Brandywine @ 5

Georsetown 5 37i@ 5

BaltiiEore City MUls 5 12i® 5

Richmond City Mills 6 62^® 6

Richmond Countrj- 5 12l® 5

Ak'sacdria, Petersburg, &c 5 12|® 5
Rye Flotir 4 — ®

—

Com Meal, Jersey and Brand 3 75 ® 4

Com Meal, Brandywine hhd. 17 50 ®

—

GRAIN—Wheat, Western..^ bush. 1 15 ® 1

Wheat. Southern new 1 12i® 1

Rye, Northem @

—

Com, Jersey and North ... (meas.) — 68 ®

—

Com, .Southern ('measure') ®

—

Com, Southern (weight) — 63 ®

—

Oats, Northem — 47 ®

—

Oats, Southern — 38 ®—
HAY—North River bales — 80 ®—
HEMP—American, dew-rotted., ton 85 —®100

"
-water-rotted 125 —® 175

HOPS—1st sort, 1845 : . — 20 ®

—

IRON—American Pig, No 1 35 — ®37
" Common 25 — ®30

LIME—Thomaston ^ bbl. ® 1

LUMBER—Boards, N.R.. ^M. ft. ch". 35 — ®40
Boards, Eastern Pine 11 — ®13
Boards. Albany Pine ^pce. — 10 ®—
i'l.aik, Georgia Pine ^M. ft ®35

(928)

Staves, '>.\'hite Oak, pipe.^ M 50 — ®.52 —
Staves, White Oak, hhd 40 — ®42 —
Staves, White Oak, bbl 30 — ®32 —
Staves, Red Oak. hhd 28 — @30 —
Hoops 25 — ®30 —
Scantlintc, Pine, Eastern ®16 25
Scantling, Oak 30 — ®a5 —
Timber, Oak f^ cubic foot — 25 @— 37
Timber, White Pine —18 ®— 25
Timber, Georgia Yellow Pine — 30 ®— 35
Shingles. 18 in ^ bunch 1 75 ® 2 —
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality. ®24 —
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality. 22 — @23 —
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality. 19 — ®
Shmgles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality. 16 — ®18 —
Shingles, Cypress. 2 feet 13 _ @14 _
Shingles, Company ®29 —

MUSTARD—American — 17 @— 25
NAILS—Wrought, 6d to 20d...#' tb. — 10 @— 12J

Cut, 4d to 4Ud — 4®— i\
PLASTER PARIS—f>' ton 2 62J @
PROVISIONS—Beef. Mess, ^ bbl... 8 — ® 8 50

Beef, Prime, 5 — @ 5 .".0

Pork, Mess. Ohio 11 — ®12 50
Pork, Prime, Ohio 9 50 @10 —
Lard. Ohio ^16.— 7®— 8

Hams, Pickled — 7 @
Shoulders, Pickled — 5 ®
Sides, Pickled — 6 @— 6i
Beef. Smoked ^16.— 6}®— 7

Butter. Orange County — 15 ®— 20

Butter, Western Dairy — 13 @— 15

Butter, ordinary — 11 ®— 13

Cheese, in casks and boxes — 7 ®— 1^
SEEU.S—Clover F 16. — 8i®— 9

. Timothy ^tierce 15 — ©18 —
Flax, Rough 10 — ®

SOAP—N. York, Brown ^16.— 4 @— 6

TALLOW—American, Rendered... — llw— 7S
TOBACCO—Virginia ® 16. — 3 o— 6

Noith Carolina — 3 ®— 5
Kenmcky and Missouri — 3®— 7

WOOL—Am, Saxony, Fleece,. !> 16. — 38 ®— 40

American Full Blood Merino — 36 ®— 38

American ^ and i Merino — .30 ®— 33

American Native and i Merino... — 26 @— 28

Superfine, PuUed — 28 ®— 30
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GUANO:
ITS f^ATURE AND USE.

BY PROFESSOR ILiRDY, OF VA.

[E^ The following article, from the pen of Professor Hardy, we deem of snflBcient importance

to occupy the first place in the AgricuUnral Journal for the present month. The nature and qual-

ities of different kinds of Manures are attracting the attention of intelligent fanners at the present

time, to an extent qmte unknov/n in the previous agricultural history of our country. Especially

is this remark true of Guano—the peculiar properties of which, together with the experiments

which have heen made and the results ascertained by its use in tlie United States and elsewhere,

are so ably and lucidly set forth by Mr. Hardy in the following pages : ]

To J. S. Skinner, Esq.

—

Sir : The attention of our agricultural com-

munity has been specially directed, v/ithin a

year or two past, to the use of Guano as a ma-
nure, but no decisive results, it seems, have yet

been obtained in this couutvj-. It may, perhaps,

be useful now, before another crop is planted,

to review the subject and ascertain, if possible,

what has been done and what may be expect-

ed. I design, at the present time, to bring to-

gether, in as short space as possible, the most
important facts known respecting this substance,

and to add any suggestions which may be pre-

sented.

In 1806, Bonplace and Humboldt delivered

to MM. Van(iuelin and Fourcroy a specimen
of Peruvian Guano for analysis. They found

that it contained 25 per cent, of uric acid com-
bined with ammonia and potassa ; also oxalate

of ammonia, sal ammoniac, o.xalate of potassa.

phosphates of potassa and lime, chloride of po-

tassium, fatty matter and sand. Since these re-

OSS
|

suits were published, several analyses have

been attempted ; and we shall place before the

reader, in the following tables, such accounts as

we have in hand. We place first the analyses

of Volkel, Klaproth and Bartels.

Substtmces. Volkel. Klaproth. Bartels.
Urate of ammonia 90 16 3-244

Oxalate of ammonia 106 IS^.")!

Oxalate oflime 70 12-75 16-360

Phosphate of ammonia... 60 6-250

Phosphate of ammonia ) q.^ . ,n(^

and lime i
"

Sulphate of potassa 55 4-227

Sulphate of soda 3-8 1119
Pho.ophate of soda 5 291
Uydrochlorate of am'onia, 4-2 C-500

Phosphate of lime 14-3 1000 9 940
Clav and sand 4-7 3200 5-800

Common salt 005 0100
Cereal matter (wax) 600
Alumina 0104
Loss, including ammo- >

nia, organic matter, \ 323 28-75 S2-918
and water )

Total 10000 99-55 100000

Mr. Hennell, of Apothecaries' Hall, England,

has analyzed Guano, and his results are given
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Dr. Fownes.
No. 1. No. 2.

29-2

662

4-6

100-0

41-2

44-6

14-2

10i>0

in tlie table below. Dr. Fownes has analyzed

two samples—cue " of a light brown color and

extremely offensive smell/' the other "deeper

iu color and without smeU."

ILennell.
Substances.

Phosphate of lime 30i5

Phosphate of lime ami mag- )

nesia 3

Oxiilate of ammonia, uric 1

acid, carbonate of ammo- ( gg-
nia, organic matter, and f

water J

Alkaline phospliates. chlo- ) o.q

lides, and sulphates )

Total 100

Prof. Johnston took two specimens of Guano

from the same box, and found in one 8 per cent,

of sand, and in the other 1 1-5 per cent. The

other constituents are given in the following

table:

Substances. Johnston—No. 1.

Water, salts of ammonia, and organic matter, ) gs-s
expelled by a red heat 5

Sulphate of soda 1'8

Common salt, with a little phosphate of soda. 303
Phosphate of lime, with a little phosphate of? ^^.^
magnesia and carbonate of hme J

Total .100-0

Su-bstaiices. No. 2.

Water, and carbonic and oxalic acids, &c. }
g^^.g

expelled by a red heat 5

Ammonia 7-0

Uric acid 0-8

Common salt, with a little phosphate and sul- >
^-^^.^

phate of soda )

Phosphate of lime, with a little phosphate of ? gg.g
magnesia and cai-bonate of lime i

Total -100

The preceding tables give the composition of

South American Guano ; the African has been

analyzed by the joint labors of Dr. Ure and the

Messrs. Francis and Philips. Their analyses of

three specimens are fotind in the next table

:

Substances. No. 1. No. 2. No. 3,

Water 27-13

Ammonia 9 7
Ammouiacal salts, organic Joo-ge

matter, and uric acid J
Alkaline salts, chieUy potassa, 1

with sulphuric acid, phos- [ j.Qg
phoric acid, and hydro-

j

chloiic acid J
Phosphates of lime, magne- ? 22-.3"

sia, &c J
Sand 0-81

28-5

46-5

60

18-5

0'5

26-0

7-2

38-8

4-2

19-8

4-0

Total 100-00 100-0 100-0

Dr. Ure has also published the average of

several analyses performed by himself.

Dr. Ure's Average.*

Oi'ganic matter, containing nitrogen, and capable

of afi'ording from 8 to 17 per cent, of ammonia
by slow decomposuion in the soil 50-0

Water ll'O

Phosphate of lime 25-0

Ammonia, phosphate of magnesia, phosphate of

ammonia, and oxalate of ammonia, containing

from 4 to 9 per cent, of ammonia 130
Silicious matter from the crops of the birds 10

Total .1000

* For these tables I am indebted to the various

works of Liebig, Boussingault, Petzholdt, Johnston,

Thaer, and to the Fanners' Library.
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During the summer of 1845, I received a spe-

cimen of Guano from Dr. Tignal Jones, of this

county: it was obtained by the Agricultural

Club, of which he is a member, from Messrs.

Mcllvaine and Brownley, Petersburg, Va., and

warranted to be the genuine South American.

The following results have been obtained from

its examination

:

Water at the temperature of 1153 F. dissolves

66-5 per cent.

Hydrochloric acid dissolves 90 per cent.

From 100 grains, by the use of lime and hy-

drochloric acid, I get 25 grains of sal ammoniac.

According to Petzholdt, 68 per cent, of the

genuine Guano is soluble in lukewarm water,

94 per cent, in hydrochloric acid, and 100 grains

give 27 of sal ammoniac. By comparing these

numbers with those I have obtained, any one

can form an opinion as to the genuineness of the

article. Considering the variable composition

of Guano, I should conclude that the specimen I

have received is genuine, though the preceding

results would seem to justify some doubt.

As I have attempted to examine this speci-

men with some accuracy, it may, perhaps, be

interesting to some of my readers to know my
results. In the succeeding table I give tliem

for three different analyses :

Substances. No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Ammonia 8-33 7-90 812
Water, and carbonic, oxalic

and uric acids, &c. expel-

led by a red heat 56-50 55-30 5800
Common salt, phosphoric
and sulphuric acids, -with

soda, &c 9-27 10-12 900
Phosphate of lime and mag-

nesia 24-60 25-50 2350
Sand (nearly uniform) 100 1-00 1-00

Loss 0-30 0-18 038

Total 10000 100-00 100-00

The specimen I examined was of a light

brown color, earthy appearaixce and oiFensive

smell, with small white portions intermingling

with the mass.

By a comparison of any of the preceding ta-

bles, we .shall perceive that the composition of

Guano is by no means uniform. Of the fifteen

aualj-ses given, no two are identical ; and, in-

deed, the methods of research adopted by chem-

ists, as well as the terms in which their results

are stated, are so various that the composition of

the manure appears to be less uniform than it is

in fact. The results of Volkel, Klaproth and

Bartels, -who, more than anj- other chemists,

have given the ultimate constituents, are similar,

though far from being identical ; and the same

remark might also be made of Dr. Ure's ave-

rage, Prof. Johnston's analyses, and my o\^ti (if

I may compare mine with tlieirs). A similar

approximation is found in the table containing

the results of Mr. Hennell and Dr. Fownes.—

Bu:, notwithstanding these real approximations,
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the conclusion, from the tables, is yet inevitable

that the compositioa of Guano is exceedingly

variable.

It must be observed, however, that, while its

composition is not unifonn, it contains large

amounts of the earthy phosphates and the am-

mouiacal and alkaline salts, all of vi-hich are con-

sidered active manures. We maj' consider it

an impure compound of the phosphates of lime

and magnesia, and of the ammoniacal and alka-

line salts.

Several attempts have been made to form ar-

tificial Guano—that is, to combine salt.s in such

proportions that the mixture shall have the same
properties and value as Guano. As the supply

of natural Guano is thought to be limited, it is

matter of importance to form an artificial com-

pound of equal value, if, indeed, the substance

be as valuable in Agriculture as some have rep-

resented. I shall add, therefore, at this place,

the composition of one or two specimens of arti-

iicial Guano. The following is that recommead-
ed by Petzholdt

:

Bone dust, or phosphate of lime. .^..3 cwt.
Sulphate of ammonia ?...l cwt.
Common salt 1 cwt.
Sulphate of soda 10 lbs.

Pearlash 10 lbs.

Total 520 lbs.

I give also the composition of Johnston's mix-

lure, the basis of Turnbull's artificial Guano,

mentioned in a succeeding table :

Bone dust, or phosphate of lime 31.5 lbs.*

Sulphate of ammonia 100 lbs.

Pearlash 5 lbs.

Common salt 100 lbs.

Dry sulphate of soda 11 lbs.

Total 531 lbs.

Johnston considers this amount fully equal in

efficacy to 4 cwt. of Guano which cost more than

twice as much.

Dr. Liebig has undertaken to reduce the same
principle to practice on a large scale. His ob-

ject is to form an artificial Guano or manure for

every plant. Having determined its mineral

constituents, and the ratio in which they enter

the plant, he combines on this basis various salts,

to form a manure suitable for the plant. The
mineral constituents of Havana tobacco, for in-

stance, may be stated as follows

:

Salts of potassa and soda 24-.30

" Magnesia and lime 67-40
Silica 830

Total 100 00

The principle is obvious and rational that

tliese substances, combined in the ratio of the

corresponding numbers, should form a sufficient

manure for Havana tobacco. We may safely

7 bushels—containing 35 Iba. Am.
(995)

pronounce as to the correcDiess of the theory in-

volved, and may we not hope that experience
and skill will develop results of high interest

to Agriculture? Perhaps the introduction of
Guano, as a manure among us, may be of great-

er benefit to Agriculture, by suggesting new
methods of forming artificial manures, than by
any special use we can make of the natural sub-

stance.

I shall now proceed to notice, as briefly as

possible, those facts which bear on the value of

Guano in practical Agriculture.

Prof. Johnston says :
—

'• Its real origin was
known to the government of the Incas, and its

national importance fully understood. It was
made a capital ofience to kill the young birdoon
the Guano Islands." It has been used in Peru
for so long a period that " the memory of man
runneth not to the contrary'," contributing more
to the happiness of the people and the security

of Government than her richest mines. The
small rocky islands, Chinche, Ilo, Iza and Arica,

have for ages been the source of agricultural

wealth to the neigliboring nations. Humboldt
stated more than twenty years ago that " fifty

vessels were annuall}' loaded at Chinche alone

with the Guano, each trader carrying from one
thousand five hundred to tMO tliousand cubic

feet." The Peruvian farmer uses it chiefly for

Indian com ; and Mr. Bland, of Liverpool, who
has resided on the coast of Peru many years,

has stated—" In the valley of Chaucay, distant

from Lima about forty miles, a soil which, u-i/h-

out Guano, is capable of producing only 15 for

1 of Indian corn, with Guano is made to produce
300 for 1." It is not only employed for manure
in the provinces which lie along the coast, but

it is carried across the desert of Atacama many
leagues inland, " on the backs of mules, over

rough mountain paths, and at a great expense,

for the use of the agricultural districts of Peru
and Bolivia." Some have estimated that Peru
alone purchases annually ten millions of pounds
for her own use.

In the United States, and especially in Great
Britain, many experiments have been made
with the view of testing the value of Guano as

a manure in tho.se countries. All such experi-

ments we shall not pretend to give, but we shall

notice them at some length, both witli the view
of directing attention to them and with the hope
that the Agriculturists of tlie United States may
be excited to greater care in testmg tliis and
other manures.

Johnston in his admirable " Lectures on the

Applications of Chemistry and Geology to Ag-
riculture," has reported a large number of valu-

able results, obtained at the expense of much la-

bor and skill. Every person who desires to be
an intelligent farmer should have in his posses-

sion these " Lectures," from the press of Wiley
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& Putnam—a work containing, in our judgment,

more agricultural science and information wor-

thy of confidence than any other single work in

the English language. The following tables

embrace a small portion of what Johnston has

rej)orted respecting Guano

:

Table I. Comparative E.rpcnmcnls 7vith various svhstances vsed as Manures for growing

Irish Potatoes, planted 18lh May and lifted 12th October, 1842. The quantity of land in

carh plot was one-sixteenth of an imperial acre.

No. Descriptions of Manures used, and kinds
of Potatoes.

20.

^—VVHITE DUN POTATO.
Turnbull's humus
Wood ashes, mixed
Rape dust

Turnbull's prepared bones
Turnbull's artificial Guano
Natural Guano

B.—RED DON POTATO.
Soil, simple
Wood ashes

N atural Guano
Do. and wood ashes
Do. do. and wood chaixoal .

.

TarnbuH's artificial Guano
Do. and wood ashes

Turnbull's prepared bones,and wood
ashes

Turnbull's prepared bones
Rape dust

Do. and wood ashes
Potash and quick-lime, (1 lb. potash

to 1 J tons lime)
,

Gypsum
Salt and quick-lime, (4 cwt. salt to

1^ tons lime
Bone dust
C.—CONNAUGHT CUPS POTATO.

Soil, simple
Bone dust

Natural Guano
Rape dust

Quantity of manure
per acre.

Produce in tons
&c. per acre.

30 bushels.
30 bushels.
1 ton
3 cwt
3 cwt
3 cwt

50 bush
4 cwt
4 cwt. 2.5 bush, ashes.. ..

4 cwt. 20 bush, charcoal.

4 cwt
4 cwt. 25 bush, ashes

4 cwt. 25 bush, ashes
4 cwt
1 ton

1 ton, 25 bush, ashes

60 bush ,

5 cwt

60 bush..

45 bush..

45 bush.

4 cwt...

1 ton

tons. cwt. qrs.

11 8 2

12 6 2
13 14 1

10 15

18 9

6 15

15 15
17 10
12 15
12 15

13 14 1

12 '15
10

14

13 14

13

Cost of manure
per acre, in

terling inonev.

8 12
1814

3 17

12

6 14
5 16
8 12

The above manures were put in with the potato cutting—no top-dressing being afterward ap-

plied.

Table II. Comparative Effects of Guano, Farm-yard Manure, Gypsum, SfC. by themselves<

and in mixture upon Potatoes, of different varieties, planted 2bth, 26tk and 'ilth April—
lifted, measured and weighedfrom l^th to 14lh October, 1843

—

on one-eighth of an iihperial

acre.*

Manures.

Guano
Farm-yard manure.
Guano
Farm-yard manure.
Farm-yard manure

.

Gaano
Farm-yard manure.
Guano
Farmyard manure.
Gypsum .*.

Farm-yard manure.
Gypsum (top-dr.) . .

.

Farm-j-ard manure.
Guano
Farm-yard manure.
Guano
Farm-yard manure.
Guano

Quantity
applied.

c. yds. qrs. lbs.

1 14

2i

2 14

Cost of
Manure.

12
3

12
6

Produce
per acre.

tons. cwt.

1 19 5

10 15

Value of Potatoes
at 40s. per ion.

36

30 10

28

21 10

Vaiiety of Potato
used.

Perth*. Reds.

Rough Reds.

Do.

Cups.

Do.

Do.
Berw'ks, Blues*

Do.

J^For some information as to the terms used in these tables, and in the " Lectures" by Prof Johnston, see

Note at the end of this communication.
(090)
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Table HI. Comparative Effects of Guano
and other Manures on Tnrnips, Potatoes,

Wheal, Barley, Oats, Beans, and Hay.

SWEDISH TURNIPS,
Pioduce per acre.

Top-dressed with Tons. Cwt.
i. Farm-yard manure 20 tons 18 11

Guano 3 cwt 2.3 8

2. Farmyard niauure 20 tons 16 18

Guano* 2^ cwt 17

Bones 32 bush 15

YELLOW TURNIPS.
Gnanot 5 cwt 32
Rape dust 1.J cwt 24

Bone dust 30 bush 17 2

POT--VTOES.t
1. Guano 3 cwt 18 9

Rape dust 1 ton 12 6

2. Guano 4 cwt 14 6

Rape dust 1 ton 10

Bone dust 45 bush 9 15
3. Guano 4 cwt 13 14

Rape du,st 1 ton 13

Boue dust 45 bush 13 14

11

WHEAT. Bush. Lbs.
(luano 1 cwt 48

Rape dust 16 cwt 51

Undressed 47^
Guano 3 cwt 30
Undressed >.... 24
Guano 2 cwt 32
Undressed 31

Guano 1 cwt 46

Nitrate of soda 1 cwt 51

Undressed 44

Guano \\ cwt 45
Nitrate of soda 1^ cwt 41

Undressed 39

BARLEY.
Guano 3 cwt 64

Undressed 47

0.4TS.
Guano 2 cwt 70
Undressed 52
Guano 1 cwt 48
Nitrate of .soda 1 cwt 50

Undressed ....49

BEANS.
Guano 2 cwt 33 J

Rape dust 16 cwt 35
Nitrate of soda 1 cwt 33
Undressed 29^

HAY. Tons. Cwt.
1. Guano Ijcwt 1 18

Nitrate of soda 1^ cwt 2 10

Undres.sed 1 8

2. Guano IJ cwt 2 2

Nitrate of soda IJ cwt 1 17

Undressed 1 10

The various localities where these results were

obtained we omit to mention ; we also leave our

agricultural readers to make their own infer-

ences from the tables.

Robert Montcith, Esq., and David Barclay,

Esq., M. P., have published the results of ex-

periments, made by themselves, very favorable

* Mixed with 1 cwt. of charcoal powder,
t Mixed with 20 bush, wood ashes.

\ The manure was here applied to the potato cut-

tings.

to the use of Guano. (Vide Monthly Journal
OF Agriculture, pp. 134—364.)

What was declared as the opinion of a club

of English farmers in 1845, seems to be the pre-

vailing opinion in Great Britain, ' that Guano is

an important auxiliarj' to the resources of the

farmer in obtaining luxuriant crops, and is the

cheapest and most important substitute fbrfanu-

yard manure, being found, in some instances to

produce as good crops at half the cost." (Vide

Monthly Journal of Agriculture, p. 241.)

In the preceding tables of Prof Johnston, wo
observe some instances where Guano, applied

as a top-dressing to wheat and oats, had no bene-

ficial effect, and, in other cases, its benclit was
very partial. The excessive drouth of 1842 is

assigned as the cause of tl.ese failures, and u is

also probable that Guano is not so apt to have a

favorable intluence, if applied as a top-dressing.

Omitting much that has been reported by En-

glish experimenters, we pass to what has been

done in the United States. Very few, if any,

accurate experiments has been made in this

country within our knowledge, and the larger

portion of what we shall use may be found in

detail at page 29 of the Monthly Journal
OF AuRICULTURE.

Twenty years ago. Governor Lloyd, of Mary-

land, reported " that the effects of Guano as ap-

plied to Indian corn were remarkably favor-

able." Mr. Mackenzie has published in the

Southern Planter that, after applying it in va-

rious ways to wheat, corn, and oats, " the money
and labor he has expended on Guanohave been

entirely thrown away." Mr. Tatum, of the

Farmers' Cabinet, gives an account of some tri-

als on the farm of Mr. Richie, near New-York

;

one of which he thinks shows, at any rate, " that

there is virtue in Guano." In this case it was
applied to oats. Mr. Stabler, of Maryland, has

reported very favorably of its effects on his

wheat and oats, and concludes that his crop of

1845 will twice overpay him for the Guano used.

In some experiments by Hon. Mr. Pearce, it was
applied to grass, wheat, oats, clover and corn.

With grass, wheat and clover, the effect was fa-

vorable ; with oats and corn,unfavorable. "So far"

he says, " I am much pleased with the Guano."

Dr. Dupuy and T. P. Pleasants of Petersburg,

Virginia, have published veiy encouraging ac-

counts of its ap[)lication to tobacco plants, cab-

bage plants, and other garden vegetables ; also

wheat, oats, and Irish Potatoes. They failed in

some instances, on account of the drouth of

last year. Mr. Pleasants say.s, " In fine, consid-

ering the character of the season, the results are

in almost every way satisfactory." More re-

cently, on page 413 of the Journal, he gives a

still more favorable account of these experi-

ments at Petersburg, and concludes, " I feel no

hesitiitiou in making another trial." Mr. Oddie,
(9.17)



of Rockland, New York, steeps bis seed in the

liquid Guano, and finds it to be an admirable

emetic for the crows—the best scare-crow

extant."—a rather odd application oi bird-dinig.

Mr. Tescheniacher of Boston, a man both of

scientific and practical knowledge, holds the

following language on the subject :
" I confess

I am surprised to hear of so many failures

—

all

which I have been able to investigate arise from

error in application. In no soil but a stiff clay

can it fail to produce its efTects ; in no soil but

one amply provided already with phosphate of

lime can its effects fail to be permanent." (Vide

Mon. Jour. Agr., p. I.jO.)

I have received from gentlemen of this coun-

ty some information as to their use of Guano.

Capt. H. Lockett, having mixed it with ashes in

the ratio of one measure to seven, applied the

mixture to a portion of tobacco, at the same time

applying wood-ashes to another portion. He
observed no difference between the effects of

the mixture and those of the a.shes alone. In

both instances the crop was more thriving than

on the laud not manured.

J. J. Williamson, Esq., used it for wheat and

tobacco. For tobacco, not more than a tea-

spoonful to the hill ; the crop was as good as

that on much stronger laud. Wheat, top-dressed,

became green, but the crop was not thought to

be larger.

Alexander Jones, Esq., used a mixture of 8

lbs. of Guano, to a half bushel of wood ashes and

applied it to a. patch of tobacco plants 10 by 16.

It killed them outright. With v^heat it was more

tolerable

These gentlemen agree in the opinion that

the severe drouth of last year seriously inter-

fered in their experiments with Guano.*

Such is the sum of our information on the use

of this manui-e in Great Britain and this coun-

try. One or two obvious remarks present them-

selves.

1. It is doubtful according to the testimony

presented above, whether G*ano can be used

profitably in the United States. Future experi-

ments must determine the question.

2. Considering the beneficial effects of Guano
in England and the conflicting accounts as to its

use in this country during the unu.sually diy sea-

son of 1845., it should seem that agriculturists

ought to be encouraged to give the manure a

fair and full trial the present year. No manure
untried before and elsewhere beneficial can be

prudently discarded by the American farmer,

because it was not able to contend succes.sfuliy

with the drouth of the past season.

.3. ^Vhatever other conclusion may be drawn
from the results we have brought together, it is

obvious that Engli.sh fanners have attained to

* The Guano they U9ed was of the same lot with

that I received from Dr. Jones.
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greater precision and skill than the American in

conducting agricultural experiments. We .shall,

therefore, close this essay with a few suggestions

respecting such experiments.

1. The object of the experiments .should be to

test the comparative value of different 7nanures

as to specifc crops. Statements of a general in-

definite nature are of little value. Precision is

as important as correctness.

2d. The (juantity of land manured in each

case should be measured ; the kind, cost and

amount of each manure, and the time and man-

ner of its application .should be given; the crop,

when mature, should be carefully gathered,

weighed, or measured ; and the relative cost of

the manures per 100 lbs. or bushel should be

precisely ascertained.

Tables 1 and 2 are well constructed and may
be safely imitated by all who wish to obtain and

publish accurate infonnatiou. In all instances

an equal portion of unmanured land should be

cultivated.

3d. If scientific men could be employed, the

land, the manures and the crops should be ana-

lyzed. While this cannot be expected in but

few instances, it should be attempted wherever

it is practicable ; and the result must be highly

creditable both to American science and Ameri-

can husbandry.

4th. Every agricultural club and association

should have in view at all seasons ofthe year some
well-defined specific objects to be accomplished.

The subjects requiring the attention of the intel-

ligent farmer are numerous and interesting;

and no season should be permitted to arrive

without bringing the results of some well-con-

ducted skillful experiment.

Ifthe.se plain and obviou.sly con-eet rules had

been observed the past year in the the experi-

ments with Guano, instead of loose statements

and indefinite opinions, American husbandry

would have jjrcsented to the world a mass of

well authenticated facts and precise agricultural

statistics. May another year be crowned with

a richer harvest of agricultural knowledge aud

more abundant stores of agricultural products.

J. \V. HARDY.

Randolph. Macon College, \'a., Feb. 15, 1846.

Note.—Imperial, Scotch and various other acres

are refeired to in agricultural works.

The English acre, as established by statute in the

reign of Henry VIII, is the same with the American

acre, and contains 4,840 square yards. With this we
compare others.

English acre 4.840 square yards.

Scotch, do 6,1.50V do. do.

Irish, do 7,84U do. do.

French, (arpent) acre.. 6,050 do. do.

Welch acre 9,680 do. do.

Stattbrdshire acre 10,240 do. do.

In other counties of England more than 15.000
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square acres are incluiled in the acre, 28 feet being

the perch or pole insteiid of 16V.

The varieties of potatoes in Great Britain and Ire-

land are very numerous. A native of the Emerald

Isle has told me he was acquainted with 100 kinds,

and Rees mentions more than .sixty. The names

given them are taken from some property, use or

excellences, or from the place where they are

grown. Thus, Connanght Cups take their name
from that part of Ireland called Connanght, and from

the use sometimes made of them by the peasantry'.

White and Red Dons are white and red gentlemen.

Berwick Blues and Perth Reds are di.«tinguished by

their color and the Scottish towns, Perth, and Ber-

wick.

The titles are sometimes ludicrous—fuUy express

ing the value placed on this root by the lower classes.

'ITius they have English, Late White and Red Cham-
pions ; Winter, Late, Red-nose and Pink-nose Kid-

neys : Irish Apples, Golden Tags, Ox Noble, Poor

Man's Profit, Lady Queens, Lords,—and the gentle-

men before-mentioned—the Dons, and the Diimken
Landlord.

This root is said to be a native of Peru—the land

of Guano, and was first carried to Europe by Sir

Walter Raleigh, who on his return from Virginia in

lGi!3, left the seed in Ireland. It may now be called

the bread-root of Europe. With the manure from its

native country more than 18 tons per imperial acre

have been produced in England.

PROSPECTS IN VIRGINIA FOR NEW SETTLERS.

PROPOSED SETTLEMENT OF NEW-JERSEY FARMERS IN THE VICINITY OF PETERSBURG.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Library :

HicKSFOKD, Greenville Co. Va. F»b. ID, 1846.

This place takes its name from the circum-

stance of its being a "forduig " place on the

" Mcherrin ' River, and is the seat of govern-

ment of the county above named. The sur-

rounding country is fiat, and the growth of tim-

ber is pine and oak. I did not expect so .soon to

strike the cotton region, but that plant consti-

tutes, here at the end of a day's railroad journey

from Wa.sliington, one of the chief staples of the

county ; hence it is carried by railroad to the

Factories at Petersburg, and the surplus thence

to the North, where capital, greater indu.stry

and superior intelligence, as.sisted by the legisla-

tion of the countrj-, are levying, and will forever

levy contributions on sloth and ignorance. By
superior intelligence I do not moan that there

are not, in the slaveliolding States, men, very

many men. of bright and cultivated intellect, ex-

celling in vivacity and force, men of the same
relative standing toward the masses, to be found

in the North—not at all ! When I speak of the

superior intelligence of the North, I refer to the

maxxes, to the great body of voters, who prevail

at elections and control the legislation and
shape the policy of the covntry !

Suppo.se it were possible, by some magic
power, to lift up this whole county, and place it

in the midst of Pennsylvania, or New-York, or

Connecticut, or Massachusetts ! Imagination can

scarcel}' conceive a greater transformation than I

it would undergo, in the course of a few years.

The portraits of Hecate and of Hebe present no
'

greater contrast than would the pictures of what
it is and what it voiild be. The land is naturally

|

good and easily tilled, with a railroad for trans- I

(999)

portation of produce at the rate of 5 cents a

bushel for corn and eight for wheat, with great

water power, -which in New-England would
give employment to many more people than

now inhabit this county, all of whom would be

non-producing consumers of agricultural pro-

duce.

Oak wood is cut and brought and delivered

in the village for $1 50 per cord, and pine wood
is delivered at the railroad depot for seventyfire

cents I You may judge, therefore, of the cost of

labor. The land around sells from $1 to $3 or

$4 an acre. A gentleman residing here has

lately offered 1500 acres within two miles of the

railroad for $4 an acre, on one, two and three

years' credit, with all necessary buildings, even
an ice-house, and a great quantity of wood, and
oak and ash timber. River low grounds?, that

with indifferent cultivation will yield from 40 to

50 bushels of Indian Com, sells for $12 to $15.

Surely it behooves those who are invested with
power to rule over the destinies of this naturally

glorious region of countrj-, to renounce the mis-

erable blighting spirit of party, and to strive

with one heart, to di.scover and banish the moral
incubu.9. whatever that may be, which sheds its

withering blight over the face of this land. You
would imagine that in a country where houses

are going to ruin, where fields once arable and
fertile are abandoned to wood, and the wild ten-

ants of the woods coming back to reinhabit
.

them, you would see eveiy man at work, strug-

gling night and day to resist the progress of

dilapidation, as " a brave man struggling with
the storms of fate ;

" but instead of that, it is a
rare thing to see a white man laboring system-
atically at the plow through the whole country.
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The taverns and country stores are filled with

young men, apparently half educated, and alto-

gether unused to personal labor—not brought

up in a fondness for books, and with no means

at hand to indulge it, apparently' the genteel but

impoverished descendants of opulent and hon-

orable ancestors—men of high cultivation and

chivalrj', with whom tliese old States so abound-

ed before and at the time of the Revolution.

A dlGerence in estimating the vahte of time

seems to constitute the great distinction between

Northern and Southern men. Here time seems

to press like a burden, and the question is, not

how it shall be turned to account, and how much
can be made out of it.bj- the most incessant and

sagacious exercise of all our faculties, but how
the burden shall be thrown off, or made to sit

lighter ? For that purpose recourse is had to

small gatherings in stores and taverns, and to

frivolous amusements. There they soon form

the habit of smoking and of drinking without at

first perceiving the destiny to which they lead,

until at last they are caught like \hcjly in the

spider's web ! Then, alas ! when too late, their

fate is revealed—their doom is sealed, and there

remains no possible means of escape. This is

the result of defective education. Be it your

duty, then, Mr. Editor, to inculcate upon every

farmer's son that notliing is more honorable than

labor, and nothing so precious as time. How
much more honorable would it be, to a young

man whose family has been reduced from afflu-

ence to poverty, to seize the handles of the plow

by daj-, and devote some hours at night to in-

creasing his store of knowledge than to be riding

about the countrj-, running away from himself

and from listlessness ! Talk of labor, either of

the body or the mind, as degrading or dishonor-

able ! Is it degrading to be able " to adorn the

earth and to bring its productive power into

action—to apply the material substances of the

earth to reasonable use, convenience and orna-

ment—to expand and improve the human mind

—to cultivate and strengthen the moral power ?

No product of the vineyard, the field, or the sea.

however aided by inventive art, will furnish a

welcome repast to one who sits in listless idle-

ness, on a downy cushion, from breakfast thue

till dinner. The day laborer who sits down to

his coarse meal, has a pleasure to which the

listless idler is a stranger."

Virginia can never be regenerated tmtil these

principles are taught in ike schools. Educa-

tion must have a practical direction. Farmers

must force legislators to look less to party ob-

jects, and more to the bearing of the laws on the

formation of the character and the development

of the capacity of the rising generation, for prac-

tical purposes. Is it not self-evident that no idle

white population can prosper 1 To induce white

men to labor, you must cause labor to be es-

teemed honorable. The public sentiment must
so pronounce it—that public sentiment is formed

by education. " As the twig is bent, the tree 's

inclined.' Moreover, though labor may be es-

teemed honorable, that is not all : to make it

profitable, you must give it iiUpllig'-nce. True,

the labor of the ox is profitable, but what would

it avail if man were not at the handles of the

plow ? But how much depends on the man's

mind, whether it be rude and boorish, or spirit-

ual and cultivated ? For an illustration of the

difference, see the difference between the

houses, the tools, implements of war, and the

means of conveyance used and enjoj-ed by the

savage and the civilized man. There is some-

thing of all this difference in the growth and ei-

ficiency observable between die people of dif-

ferent States. In Massachusetts, where the

whole mass of the population is educated, and

where not to labor usefully, and efficiently, and

steadily, is deemed dishonorable, the land which

here is worth S3 an acre, would be worth $100

an acre. Look at the progress of population,

and of actual power in the iJovernmeut as be-

tween Virginia and Pennsylvania ! In Virginia,

education and the circumstances under which

they are reared, (which may truly be said to

constitute one's education,) lead young men,

naturally and wthout any fault of their own, to

be ashamed of personal labor in the fields. In

Pennsylvania, a young man who does not labor

at something useful loses caste. Well, with these

opposite moral systems, these two common-
wealths start together in the great race of devel-

opment and growth, say in 1790—Virginia v/ith

her broad territory, her fine climate, her water

power, her mines, her numerous and long naviga-

ble rivers, her fine scholars, her brilliant orators,

her ardent patriots, her gentlemen of truest chiv-

alrj% and ladies with their fine silk stockings and

charms that would melt the heart of stoicism

itself!—And where do we find these two States

at the expiration of half a century ? They begin

—Virginia with a population of 74?, .308, and

Pennsylvania with 434,373, and in 50 years they

end with, Virginia 1,'.239,797 and Pennsylvania

with 1,724,033—where will they be in half a

century more, unless by some more enlightened

system of legislation, Virginia should do some-

thing to bring her immense resources into play?

These resources are not unknown to the peo-

ple of other States, but there is obviously some-

thing which resists the force of her natural at-

tractions. What is it ? A sign, however, has

arisen in the East: Xew-Jer.iey farmers, and

what is still better, Quaker farmers, are in-

quiring for lands in Virginia, in the neighbor-

hood of Petersburg, a place which possesses

great advantages in its water power and its vi-

cinity to the Chesapeake. The Agricultural

Society of Petersburg, animated by a few en-
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lightened spirits, have taken tlie subject in hand.

I send you their Report, which it may be w ell

to preserve, as it may, in time to come, form an

interesting starting point in the history of an

agricultural settlement that could not fail, by the

influence of its example, to produce the happiest

effects on the agricultural interests of that neigh-

borhood. Who, in fact, can tell the benign re-

suits to which these Incipient measures may
lead?

Let me close this hastj" letter by a few lines

from one who spoke in parables of wisdom :

" Remember that time is money. He that

can earn ten shillings a day by his labor, and
goes abroad, or sits idle one-half that day, though
he spend but sLx^peuce during that diversion or

idleness, ought not to reckon that the only ex-
pense. He has really spent, or rather thrown
away, five shillings besides."

It is but fair to add, that this village and vi-

cinity enjoy the benefit of cultivated societj-.

The presence of such as Dr. Scott, the President

of the Senate of this State, O.A.Browne, Mer-

ritt, and others who live here and hereabout,

would be suflBcient to give it that claim and ad-

vantage. The owners of land do not sufficiently

reflect how much the value of their fTropertj-, as

well as their own enjoyment and the welfare of

their families depend on good schools and good

society—in a word, on the reputation of a

neighborhood—for it may have its reputation as

well as an individual. If infested with thieves,

or what is as bad, made up in good part, of men
of licentious and dissipated habits, no matter

what may be the fertility of the land or the ad-

vantages of markets, or of health, prudent men
who are looking about for places to settle them-

selves or their sons, will eschew such neigh-

borhoods. Thej- may do for what are in the

slave States called " quarters," to employ sur-

plus force, but will never attract gentlemen who
wish to secure enjoyment and happiness for

their famihes. He remembers the proverb that

" A rotten apple injures its companions.'"

Viator.

REPORT IN RELATION TO THE PROB.VBLE
IM>UGR.iTION INTO LOWER VIRGINL\.

The Committee to which was referred the
Resolution of the Petersburg Agricultural So-
ciety, adopted on the 27th of December last, in
relation to the probable immigration into Lower
Virginia of a number of farmers from New-
Jersey, offer the following Report

:

That they have regarded the subject as well
worthy the attention, not only of this Society,
but of Lower Virginia at large, whose prosperi-
ty could not fail to be promoted by ilie settle-

ment of industrious Northern farmers witliin its

limits. From the knowledge possessed by the
Committee, of the tide-water portion of the
State, they believe it to be unsurpassed in

natural advantages. The climate is mild and
genial, and generally salubrious ; the soil is

easy of culture, for the most part of good quali'j-
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and susceptible of rapid improvement, and in
many places even of extraordinary fertility,

with the means of its restoration, when exhaust-
ed, nearly always at hand ; the surface of the
country is penetrated by a number of large,

navigable streams ; and the best markets in the
Union are accessible with but little inconve-
nience ; the various agricultural products of the
Middle States are capable of being grown to the
greatest advantage, and all the fruits of our coun-
try attain the highest perfection. Throughout
this ponion of the State, good lands may be
bought at tlie cheapest rates, according to their

situation—sa3-from three to ten or fifteen dollars

per acre—much less than the prices of lands
above tide water, especially in the counties ly-

ing along the base ot the Blue Ridge, and at a
still greater disproportion to the prices of lands
farther north.

Your Committee would be rejoiced to be able
to offer sufficient inducements in our own imme-
diate .section of the State—that is to say, in tlie

counties contiguous to Petersburg—to the con-
sideration of those farmers of New-Jersey who
ppopose to emigrate to Virginia. The Commit-
tee have made a number of inquiries, and have
heard of many farms, and in some instances of
large bodies of lands in Chesterfield. Prince
George, Charles City, &c. which would be dis-

posed of by the proprietors on reasonable terms.
Some of these lands possess distinguished ad-

vantages. The price varies, of course, accord-
ing to the locality and the state of improvement
to which they have been brought ; but incon-
siderable in every- instance, your Committee be-
lieve, when compared to their intrinsic value,

and to the prices of lands in New-Jersey and
Pennsylvania. The Committee have received
a particular description of tliat part of Prince
George bordering on the Appomattox River,
between Petersburg and City Point, in which its

advantages are believed to be by no means over-
rated. The City Point Railroad on the south
side of the river, and the railroad from Port
\Valthall to Richmond on the opposite side—to

say nothing of the river itself^ afford facilities

for the transportation of all marketable produce
almost from the fai'mers' doors. Your Commit-
tee, however, have not deemed it necessary to

submit any minute descriptions of the several
localities which have been brought to their no-
tice, and conclude by recommending to the
meeting the adoption of the following Resolution:

Resolned, That the Agent of the New-Jersey farm-
ers be respectfully invited to call at Petersburg on
his ^-isit to Virginia, and that the members of this So-
ciety be requested, individually, to otfer him the at-

tentions due to a brother farmer, and to render him
such aid as may enable him in the best manner to
accomplish the object of his mission.

Petersburg, Feb. 6, 1846.

To Mi.\ Pai.vts.—In mixing paints, observe
that for out-door tcork you must use, principally
or wholly, boiled oil. unless it be for the decora-
tive parts of houses, &.c. ; then mix as for in-door
work. For in-door work use linseed oil, tur-

pentine, and a litde " driers," observing tliat the
less oil, the less will be the gloss, and that for

•'flatted irhite," Sec, the color, being ground in

oil. will scarcely require any farther addition of
that article, as the object is to have it dull The
best '• driers " are ground litharge and sugar of
lead— the former for dark and middle tints, and
the latttr for light ones.
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THE BREAD-FRUIT TREE.
The earliest account of the Bread-Fruit is by

Captain Dampier, in 1688. " The Bread -Fruit,"

says this navigator, " grows on a large tree, as

big and high as our largest apple trees ; it hath
a spreading head, full of branches and dark
leaves. The fruit grows on the boughs like ap-

ples : it is as big as a penny loaf when wheat is

at five shillings the bushel ; it is of a round
shape, and hath a thick, tough rind. When the

fruit is ripe it is yellow and soft, and the ta.ste is

sweet and pleasant. The natives of Guam use
it for bread. They gather it when full-grown,
while it is green and hard ; then they bake it in

an oven which scorcheth the rind, and makeih
it black ; but they scrape off the outside black
crust, and there remains a tender tbiu crust

:

'S<>1i

and the inside is soft, tender and white, like the
crumb of a penny loaf. There is neither seed
nor slotie in the inside, but all of a pure sub-
stance, like bread. It must be eaten new, for

if it be kept above twenty-four hours, it grows
harsh and choky, but it is very pleasant before
it is too stale. This fruit lasts in season eight
-months in the year, during which the natives
eat no other sort of bread kind. I did never
see of this fruit anywhere but here. The na-
tives told us that there is plenty of this fruit

growing on the rest of the Ladrone Lslands;
and I did never hear of it anywhere else."

The scientific men who accompanied Captain
Cook in his voyages, came home with the most
enthusiastic ideas of the Bread-Fruit. Dr. So-

riPitrh?}!.

[F,re;id-Fr

lander calls it " the most useful vegetable in the

world " and urges that no expense should be
spared in its cultivation. The mere idea_ of

bread, the most valuable food of man, growing
spontaneously, was doubtless calculated to ex-

cite attention—almo.st, perhaps, as strongly as

the subsequent description of the poet:

The Bread-Tree, which, without the plowehare, yields

The unreaped harvest of unfuiTOwed tields,

/tnd bakes its unadulterated loaves
Without a furnace in unpurchased groves,

(1002)

uit Tree.)

And Hings off famine from its fertile brcasf,

A priceless market for the gathering guest. Byron.

But, after all, the Bread-Fruit Tree has not,

hitherto at least, answered the expectations that

were entertained. The Banana is more easily

and cheaply cultivated, comes into bearing

much sooner after being planted, bears more

abundant! v. and is better relished by the ne-

groes. The mode of propagating the Bread-

Fruit is not, indeed, difficult ; for the planter has

only to lay bare one of the roots, and mound it
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with a spade, axid in a short space a shoot comes
up whieli is soon fit for removal.
Europeans are much fonder of the Bread-

Fruit than negroes. They consider it as a sort

of dainty, and use it either as bread or in pud-
dings. When roasted in the oven, the taste of
it resembles that of a potato, but it is not so

mealy as a t:on.l one. [Penny Magazine.

[Bread-Fruit, Flower and Leaf.J

SUGAR, AND ITS EFFECTS ON MAN AND ANIMALS.
BY JAMES H. FENNELL,

Author of " A Natural History of Quadrupeds," Sic.

Sugar is one of the most ancient productions
of India. Its European names, mic-ar, sucre,

&c. are evidently derived from the Sanscrit suk-
khar, and susa.rcain\y (rom.tukkhar-kund. The
cane is most extensively cultivated in the West
Indies ; and it was not until lately that it v^-as

introduced into the East Indies, but it has
spread rapidly there, and the climate all over
India seems perfectly adapted to it. The canes
ol' the W^'est Indies may be said to be almost
wild and primitive, but those of the Ea.'it Indies

are really cultivated, and the crreat BU])eriority

of their Su^ar afford.* an excellent proof of the

importance of culture. When the cane had
been introduced into Hourbon and Otahcite,

the same superiority of the <iuality and quantity
of the crops in comparison with those of the

West Indies, on similar extents of ground, or

from a like number of canes, was remarkable.
Attention bcinir called to this fact, the West
India proprietors actually obtained the cultiva-

ted canes of Bourbon and Otaheite, and planted
them to very great advantasre about the close of
the last centurj-. In Affghanistan the cane thrives
well, and yields an excellent Sugar, but the
people are ignorant of the mode of crvstalizing

(i(;o3')

it, and therefore they are indebted to llindostar

for their large supplies of sugar-candy. The Aff-

ghans cut the fresh cane into small pieces, which
they eat as sweetmeats. The cultivation of the

cane has lately been introduced into the island

of Singapore, and promises to become one of
its most important branches of commerce.

—

Some French capitalists have purcha.scd land at

Algiers, on which thej' are growing it. In
Sicily, Spain, and Italy, it was fomierly culti-

vated, but, we believe, its culture is now aban-
doned in tho.se countries.

Saccharine juice abounds in all the maples
;

and, in North America, where there are large

forests of these trees, a very good sort of Sugar
is extensively made from two species, though
the black sucar maple is by far the least pro-

ductive of the two. Pursh tells us that the

Americans " obtain the juice by tapping the
trees in spring : warm days and frosty nights
are most favorable to the plentiful discharge of
the sap. A hole is made in the tree in an as-

cending direction, with an auger, and a spout
made of elder is introduced about half an inch,

which projects from three to twelve inches.

The sap wUl sometimes flow six weeks, accord-
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ing to the temperature of the weather. Troughs
are placed under the spouts to receive the sap,

VN'hich is carried every day to a large receiver,

from which it is conveyed, after being strained,

to the boiler. Lime, egg.s, or new milk are added

to the sap, in order to clarify it ; but clear Sugar
may be made without any of these ingredients.

The Sugar, after being sufficiently boiled, is

grained, clayed, and refined, in the same man-
ner as the sugar-cane in the West Indies.—.

The sooner the sap is boiled the better. It

should never be kept more than twenty-four

hours. The quality of maple sugar is .supe-

rior to that which is made in the West Indies

from the cane, and it deposits less sediment

when dissolved in water. It has more the

appearance of sugar-candy. The maple-sugar

is, in fact, equal to any other Sugar, and is

procured with little trouble." In the north

of Europe, Sugar has been obtained from other

species.

The traveler, Spencer, has given us an ac-

count of the Sugar which the Circassians pro-

cure from the walnut-trees that flourish in extra-

ordinary perfection on the Caucasian mountains.

During spring, just as the sap is rising, they

pierce the trunk of the tree, and leave a spigot

in it for some time. When the spigot is with-

drawn, a clear, sweet liquor exude.s, which they

allow to coagulate, and sometimes they refine

it. They sometimes use, as a sub.stitute for Su-

gar, clarified honey, that has been perfectly

bleached in the sun.

In France, the manufacture of Sugar from
chestnuts is going on very promisingly. Some
of the proceeds give fourteen per cent, which is

above the mean proportion extracted from beet-

root.

Professor J. F. W. Johnston says that the

saccharine exudation that drops from the Euco-
/y/>^!(s of Van Diemen's Land is not a sort of

manna as it was supposed to be, but a peculiar

kind of sugar, which may be collected in con-

siderable quantity. When crystalized from al-

cohol, it gave the same compo.sition as grape

sugar, but differs from it in relation to heat and
other proper ties. The honey-dew, which ex-

udes from limes and other trees, is of a saccha-

rine nature, and Curtis says that if it could be
procured in sufficient quantities it would serve

well for Sugar. The Abbe Boissier de Sau-

vagcs has, indeed, described ' a shower ofhoney-

dew," which fell from a lime-tree in the King's

garden at Paris. A correspondent of the Gar-
dener's Gazette states that he had some bee-

hives near a large wood of oak, where there

was a honey-dew visible for thirteen successive

mornings in Augu.st, and that each of these hives

produced considerably more honey than those

which were farther off.

Sugar has been obtained from the leaves of

the ash tree, and from the stems of the birch

tree, and of some species of plants.

The American cultivators of maize, or Indian

corn, find that by bruising the stalks of this plant

while immature, they can express an excellent

Sugar. Mr. H. Colman tells us that they have
already ascertained that more than 1,000 lbs.

weight of sugar can be obtained from a single

acre, and he has no doubt that double that

amount would eventually be procured by prop-

er cultivation and management, the manufacture
being yet in its infancy.

^ It is well known that Sugar is yielded largely

by tlie roots of carrots and beet In Russia,
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there are upward of thirty beet-root Sugar fac-

tories in full operation. This manufacture is

also thriving in Germany. A few years ago,

Messrs. Fies and Slaneward, of (iuedlinburg,
^^'^estphalia, discovered a process vs'hereby, in

twelve hours, ten pounds of pure Sugar, per-

fectly crystalized, may be extracted from 100
lbs. weight of beet-root. The secret was imme-
diately purchased by M. Brokhotf, of Wi.sburg,
for 20,000 francs, on condition that it should not
be used beyond the Rhine and Westphalia. A
beet-root sugar manufactory has been estab-

lished in Es.sex; and, in 1837, some refined

samples of English beetroot Sugar, of good
quality and color, were .sold in the London mar-
ket at £5 per cwt. Mr. Rootsey states that

forty tons of mangel-wurzel, raised upon a sin-

gle acre, yielded three tons and a half of mo-
lasses.

Sugar extracted from pumpkins is equal in

everj- respect to that from beet-root. Potatoes,

wheat, barley, beans and peas, have also been
made to contribute to the "sweets of life,' and
have been found to yield the greatest quantity
while immature. A species of Lamoria, con-

taining a con.siderable quantity of Sugar, is

highly esteemed by the Japanese, as an article

of diet, after it has been washed in cold water,
and then boiled in milk.

Near the base, and on the upper surface of
the ovary, in the flower of the Rhododendron
pontimm there is a minute glandular spot,

whence exudes a thick, clammy juice, which,
on desiccation, crystalizes into pure white and
transparent sugar-candy, and the crystals, thus
naturally formed in the flowers, are sometimes
found to be as much as three lines in length,

especially in morbid specimens that have with-
ered without fully expanding their petal.?. It is

remarkable that Sugar is yielded in the greatest

quantity by plants previous to their attaining

perfection, or after they have had their flowers
plucked ofl", or have had their a.ssimilating

powers affected by disease or injury. Even
in the human being, suffering under certain

morbid states. Sugar is found to be secreted

by the system. In the Medico-Chimrgical
Transactions, second series, vol. viii. Dr. Beuce
Jones has written on Sugar discoverable in the

blood of persons laboring under the disea.se of

diabetes, and it is well known to be pretty

largely contained in their urine.

In all parts of the globe, mankind evince a

fondness for Sugar, which, in many ca.ses, proves

wholesome to the constitution. Mr. Montgom-
ery Martin observes that

—

A small quantity of Sugar will sustain life, and en-

able the animal frame to undergo CDVporeal and (as

I can add fiom personal experience) mental fatigue

better than any other substance. Often have I trav-

eled with the Arab over the burning desert, or with

the wild Afric through his i-omautic country, and,

when wearied with fatigue and a noontide sun, we
have set ourselves down beneath an umbrageous
canopy, and I have shared with my companion his

traveling provender—a few small balls of Sugar
mixed with spices, and hardened into a paste with

flour. Invariably have 1 found two or three of these

balls and a draught of water the best possible re-

storative, and even a stimulus to renewed exertion.

During crop-time in the West Indies, the negioes,

although then hard worked, become fat, healthy and

cheerful. In Cochin-China, the body-guard of the

King are allowed a sura of money daily with which
they must buy sugar-canes, and eat a certain quan-

tity thereof, in order to preserve Iheir good looks

and embunpoint. Theie are about 500 of these house-
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I hold troops, and their handsome appearance docs
I honor to their food mid to ihiiir royiil muster. In-

I deed, in Cochin-China, rice and Siijar is the ordina-

I
ry breakfast of pooplo of all as(!s and stations ; and

I they not only preserve all their fruits in ^^ugar, Ijiu

I
even the greater part of their leanniinous vejreUiblcs,

gourds, cucumbers, radishes, artichokes, the grain of
the lotus, and the thick Hcshy leaves of the aloes. I

have eaten in India, after a six months' voyage, mut-
ton killed in Leadenhall Market,- preserved in a cask
of Sugar, and as fresh as the day it was placed in the
Ehamblcs. In the curing of meat, a portion of Sugar
is ofien mixed with the salt and saltpetre. The Kan-
dyans of Ceylon preserve their venison in earthen
jjots of honey, and after being thus kept for two or
three years its flavor would delight Epicurus himself.
In tropical climates, the fresh juice of the cane is the

most cflicient remedy for various diseases, while its

healing virtues are felt when applied to ulcers and
sores. Sir John Pringlc says the plague was never
known to visit any country where Sugar composes
a mateiial pait of the diet of the inhabitants. Drs.
Rush. CuUen, and other eminent physicians, are of
opinion that the frequency of malignant fevers of ali

kinds is lessened by the use of Sugar ; in disorders
of the breast it forms an excellent demulcent, as also

in weakness and acrid dettuxions in other parts of
the body. Dr. Franklin found great relief from the
sickening pain of the stone by drinking half a pint of
synip of coarse brown Sngar before bedtime, which
he declared gave as much, if not more relief, than a
dose of opium. That dreadful malady, once so prev-

alent on shipboard, scurvy, has been completely and
instantaneously stoi)ped by putting the afflicted on a
sugar diet. Ilie diseases arising from worms, to

which children are subject, are prel'ented by the

use of Sugar, the love of which seems implanted by
Nature in them. As to the unfounded assertion of
its injuring the teeth, let those who beheve it visit the
sugar plantations and look at the negroes and their

children, whose teeth are daily employed in the
mastication of Sugar, and they will be convinced of
the absurdity of the statement.*

Dr. Willis imputerl a corrosive quality to Su-
gar; but in disproof of this notion. Dr. Slare has
related, in the Philosophical Traimaciions, No.
337. that his grandfather had, all bis lifetime,

been in the habit of eating, at his breakfast, a
great quantity of Sugar spread upon his bread
and butler, and that he used also to put Sugar
into his ale and beer, and even into the sauce he
ate with his meat. When eighty years of age,
he had all bis teeth strong and firm, able to

crunch the hardest crust, and free from all pain or
soreness in his gum.s. In his eighty-second year
one of liis teeth dropped ont, and, soon after, be
lost another, which was one of the front teeth :

in fact, all his teeth dropped out in two or three

years; but, ^vhat is most remarkable, they were
replaced by the growth of a perfectly new set.

His hair was at that lime of a very white color,

but it now became much darker. He enjoyed
good health and strength, and died iu the ninety-

ninth year of his age.

The Frencb people are great eaters of Sugar.
al\\ays carrj-ing some of it about with them in

their pockets and reticules, and generally put-

ting; five or six large lumps into each cup of
cofTee.

M. Cho.s.sat reports that Sugar, when used as

the e.rchmive or principal article of diet, pro-

duces quite opposiie effects in .some per.sons,

according to the differences in their system ; for,

while it fallens some, it creates bile which in-

duces a diarrha'a and a wasting of the solids in

other persons. The celebrated Holivar had. by
fatigue and privations, so injured the lone of bis

stoir.ach, thai be \%as unable at limes to lake

• History of the British Colonics, vol. ii.
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any older food than Sugar, w liich, in Ws case,
was easy of digestion. His personal friends as-

sure us that in some of his last campaigns lie

lived for weeks together upon sugar alone as a
.solid, with pure water as a liquid ; but, proba-
bly, in nine hundred and ninety-nine cases out
of a tliou.sand. this diet would soon have brought
the per.'-on adopting it to his grave ; for, on those
whose digestion is feeble, a large or exclusive
allowance of Sugar adds to their grievance, be-
cause the excess of nutriment, not being gene-
rally ab.sorbed by their weakened system, be-
comes converted to bile, and causes great de-
bility and wasting of the body- In seventeen
experiments made on dogs, M. Cho.?.sal observed
that, when the sugar diet fattened them, there
was a general tendencj' to constipation incnn-
while ; and, on the contrary, when it produces
an excess of bile in other dogs, their bowels
were relaxed. Why Eiigli.sli children .suffer in

their digestion after eating largely of sugar-
plums, comfits, &c. is chieHy owing, however,
to those delicacies being compo.?ed of the refu.se

of starch-works, mixed with plaster of Pari.s,

pipe-clay, or chalk, and baving, indeed, as little

Sugar as will suffice to give them a palatable
sweetness, and they are often colored with
gamboge, and sometimes with red lead, verde-
gris, and other mineral poisons.

Everywhere, the bea.sts of the field, the birds
of the air, the reptiles, fish, and in.secls, are
found to have a great liking for Sugar and
boney. Mr. Martin sajs be bas tamed the most
savage and vicious horses with Sugar, and has
seen the moct ferocious animals domesticated by
being partly fed upon it. The tamers of lions

and tigers owe their power over llieni chiefly to

a judicious use of Sugar and other sorts of
sweets, and al.so of lavender-water, and various
other perfumes, of which feline animals are re-

markably fond. In the sugar sea.son, in the
West Indies, the horses, mules, and cattle soon
acquire plumpness and strenglli by partaking
of the leavings of the sugar cane.s, after the
manufacturer has done with them. In Cochin-
China, the elephauLs, buffaloes, and horses are
all fattened with Sugar. We learn from the
"Memoirs of Dr. Edward Cartwright," (1843,)
that that ingenious man used to fallen sheep on
Sugar. To birds this diet proves so nourishing,

that the suppliers of the European poultry-
markets find that Sugar, along with hemp-seed
and boiled wheat, will greatly fatten ruffs and
reeves in the spffce of a fortnight.

[Jour, of Highland andAg. Soc. of Scotland.

A Profitabi-e Ani.mat,.—The celebrated
heifer Myrtle, the properly of the Duke of Dev-
onshire, was purchased by His Grace at the
Royal Agricultural Meeting at Derby, at which
meeting she won the fir.st prize of jClOasihe
best yearling short-horned heifer. The same
animal also gained the first prize of £I0 at the
Yorkshire Agricultural Meeting, at Doncaster,

in 1843, as the best yearling heifer; and the
first [irize of £I5 at the lloyal Agricultural
Meeting at Southampton, in 1H44. as the best
ivvo-ycar old heifer. This beautiful animal waa
never surpassed at any exhibilion, and is now
only three years and nine months old ; she bos
produced "iwo calves at separate births, for

which, logetlicr with the dam, 300 guineaa have
been offered and refu.sed.

[Midland Counties Uerald.



THE SCIENCE OF BOTANY AND HORTICULTURE;
HOW CULTIVATED IN OTHER, COUNTRIES.

The degi-ee of proficiency in the science of

Botany and Horticulture reached by gardeners

in Europe, may be judged of by the following.

A Curator to the Botanic Garden at Cam-

bridge, England, was to be appointed ;
there

were many candidates, all highly recommended.

The Trustees wisely detennined not to appoint on

the mere faith of testimonials, so easily procured

in all countries, but to subject the candidates to

the test of a rigid examination by Professor

Henslow. The Professor submitted the fol-

lowing questions, and after the decision was

made, he declared that each of the candidates

justified the testimonials produced in his be-

half.

How many are there, gardeners or not gar-

deners, in this country, this side of the " Ameri-

can Athens," who could answer them? Yet

such knowledge might be acquired by half an

hour's insti-uction daily, by every boy in our

country schools, if conducted by competent

teachers. But there is our great deficiency

:

every State ought to have an institution for the

preparation of instructors. True, this would

be expensive, but how expensive, compared

with the many hundred millions of dollar*,

•which agriculturists have contributed for the

support of military officers and professors 1

With the latter, however, are associated the

tantalizing ideas of war and glory ! and for

these, surely, a sensible, self-laxing people will

forego all thoughts of improving the " dull pur-

suits of civil life," and all that contributes to the

fmitfulness of the country and the quiet happi-

ness of the people !
" Oh ! ice are a glorious

nation ! " and landholders of all classes the

most zealous, acute and alert in all that concerns

their real, true interests !

Ist. Writedown asmany species of the follow-

ing genera as yon may remember to be under
culture in England, stating their country, char-

acter of the plants, whether trees, &c. descrip-

tion of culture, whether stove, &c. natural or-

der :—Berberis, Nymphaea, Cleome, Althsea.

Pistacia, Sempervivum, Lonicera, Eupatorium,

Vaccinium, Asclepias, Ajuga, Vitex, Croton,

Dorstenia, Neottia, Pancratium, Ruscus, Pas-

palum, Stipa.

2d. Name a few of the principal genera un-

der culture, in the following orders :—Tiliacea;,

RutacesB, Apocyneae, Scrophularineae, Coni-

ferae. Iridea;, CyperaceJE.
3d. How do you distinguish the following or-

ders from each other :—Papaveracese from Nym-
phaeaceae, Capparideae from Cruciferae, Cype-
raceae from Gramines ?

4th. Point out the difference in the structure

of the fruit of the Mulberry, Raspberrj', and
Strawberry.
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5th. Describe the seed-vessels and seeds of

the French Bean, Acorn, and Maize.
6th. What are the principal causes of sterility

in cultivated plants, and how would you seek
to counteract them ?

7th. W^hat are the conditions essential to the

germination of seeds, and what are the chem-
ical changes effected in them during the process?

8th. Describe the functions of the leaf.

9th. Fill up the imperfect sketch of a design
for the new garden, inserting the following par-

ticulars :—1st. The houses to range north and
south in an open area, in the center of the ellip-

tic herbaceous ground. 2d. Sheds and compost
pits to the north between the entrance there,

and the north approach to the houses. 3d. Cu-
rator's house. 4th. Separate beds for the Grass-

es, Ferns, and Peat-Plants, away from the

herbaceous ground. 5th. Arboretum. 6th.

Pond in the north-west angle. 7th. Suggestions
respecting the form and arrangements in the

houses. 8th. General remarks upon the ar-

rangement of a botanic garden.

The Amateur Garde.ver.—There is no pur-

suit to which man is more evidently led by the

hand of his Creator than the cultivation of the

ground. Our necessities render the spade and
the plow of the first importance to every com-
munity, and a high or a low state of Husbandry
will always be the distinctive mark of a flourish-

ing or a declining people. In an occupation
whose principal capital is industry, and whose
object is the supply of our natural wants, the

greater number of human beings must always
be engaged. With the variations of fashion,

and the mutations of ages, other pur.suits, once
sedulously followed, may become obsolete ; but
imagination cannot conceive a state of things in

which the benignant stores of mother Earth will

not be sought after.

The cultivation of the ground, in all its de-

partments, manifests the high honor which is

attached to human wisdom and skill by the

great Lawgiver of the universe. Nature, wild
and untended, will produce luxuriantly the in-

digenous fruits of the soil, but demands fore-

thought and labor from her dependents, before

she yields to them her most valuable riches. By
observation, man has improved upon the past,

and better methods of cultivation are constantly

discovered. Now, in this process of induction,

or the Baconian method, as it is called in phi-

losophj', the amateur gardener has employed
efforts which have often been crowned with
eminent success. Those who till hundreds of

acres as the means of subsistauce have seldom
the courage to perform experiments on a large

scale ; but the owner of a small garden can do

so with pleasure unmingled with the fear of loss.

Agriculture has thus been indebted to the lov-

ers of gardening for many discoveries, by which
the wealth of nations has been increased, and

every amateur, however limited be his domain,

may hope to add to the mass of knowlcilge. If,

by the application of manure in .some novel man-

ner, or by experiments in hybridizing or cross-

ing, a vegetable may be made more productive,

the application of this principle may result in a

grand national benefit. I have a great respect



for working gardeners of ail gi-ades, for this rea-

son, that they are the silent and modest precur-

sors of tliose great changes by which the veget-

able property of a country acquires an enhanced
value. Whether, tlierefore, you are delighting

in an exclusive garden adjoining a country resi-

dence, or looking proudly on the beauties of a

suburban retreat 1 thus remind you of a very
important argument to be employed iu the de-

fence of your pursuits.

But I turn witli plea.sure from the objects con-

templated by the spade and the plow to flowers,

tho.se luxuries of Nature, given to reward man
for his obedience to the law, " In the sweat of

thy brow shalt thou eat thy bread." These em-
blems of purity and innocence are like the

bright eyes Nvhich animated tlie knights of the

tournament, calling forth their exertions and re-

warding their cou(iuests. The matchless charms
of flowers force the attention of the most taste-

less of mortals, and win the hearts of the sus-

ceptible and refined. A child once said that

the stars were little holes pricked iu the finna-

ment to let Heaven's glory through ; a truthful

idea, though linked to a physical error. Apply
the same mode of reasoning to flowers, and
what can they be but emanations of the beauty
and liappiness which reside in the mind of an
Infinite Being 1 Their utility is less manifest
than their subserviency to the wants of our in-

tellectual nature, since they append almost ex-
clusively to what is refined and sentimental and
poetic iu our constitution. Beed is produced
without the accompaniment of a splendid co-

rolla, with its wondrous sanctuary of stamens
and pistils, as in the case of all kinds of com, so

that utility is rather associated with that which
is plain and unattractive. But the most glorious

structures of the floral world belong to plants

which, in reference to man's bodilj- v^ants, may
be called useless. Trade ^vould go on, and for-

tunes be made, if the world did not possess a

Carnation, a Tulip, or a Rose ; and yet they are

here, winning our attention and riveting the
emotions of our hearts. Why are they here ?

Doubtless to recall us from pursuits carried on
in reference to our lower nature, and to lead us
to that which is gentle and good. The amateur
gardener is thus evidently a respectful obsei-ver

of the will of Heaven, \vhen he receives these
gifts with thankfulness, and bestows on them a
portion of his intellectual wor.ship. To think
lightly of Floriculture is almo.st to disparage the

wisdom of our Maker, who calls the attention

of the child and the man by enameling the earth
with the rich colors and lovely forms of these
universal favorites. This is a second and con-
vincing argument which you may use in refuting
detractors, and justif\-ing j-ourself Yon may
not succeed with the former, for some men are
de.stitute of the power of appreciatini; such rea-

sonincrs as I have endeavored to unfold. But be
contented if you are able to satisfy yourself that

in loving your garden you are acting right.

Hear what has been written of wild flowers,

and be sure that such sentiments are still more
appropriate to those who have had something to

do in the production of the beauty they admire :

" Oh I chide not nt the simple theme that wakes the
minstrel's lay; [.som by the way ;

Earth were Ic's bright without the flowers that blog-

He at whose word the uiiiveree her ancient micht
did yield, [the field.

Hath taught proud man a IcsRon from the Lilies of
1 thank thoe, God ! for every boon thy hand in mer-

cy showers, [flowers !

"

And oh, not least among thy gifts, tlie bea\uiful wild
(1007)
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AiMMONIA AND WATER IN GUANO.

A Simple Method for Determining thk
Free and Cojibined Ammonia and Water
IN Gl'ano and other Manures.—The want of

a simple, accurate, and at the same time expe-
ditious method for determining the amount of

Ammonia in Guano has, I think, been felt by
mo.st chemists who have been engaged in the

analysis of that manure for commercial pur-

poses, \\here time necessarily becomes a matter

of importance ; and as the follow ing method,
w liich I have introduced into the laboratory of

Dr. G. Wilson, Edinburgh, where several anal-

yses of Guano are daily in progress under my
direction, seems to me to possess

these advantages, I beg leave to

place it before the notice of

chemists who may be similarly

circumstanced. The quantiiy of

free Ammonia in the Guano is

first determined, along with that

of the Water, by the following
process :—A common test-tube

(about -J inches long and ^ wide)
is taken, and in it a determinate
quantity of the Guano under ex-

amination is placed ; fi-om 25 to

50 gr.s. will be found mo.st con-

venient. To the test-tube is then
joined, by means of a cork, a
tube of the same diameter, bat
only about 4 inches long, having
one of its eads contracted and
drawn out, .so as to pass through
the cork and leave a small com-
municating aperture for the es-

cape of gas fi-om the test-tube.

—

A few fragments of asbestos are

then placed in the contractetJ

end of the tube, to prevent the

aperture being choked up during^

the progress ; and the tube ik

then filled with fragmenla of

caustic potash, either alooe or

mixed with fragments of iime,

which I prefer. To the top of

this tube is then joined another

tube of precisely .similar con-

struction, but being only about 3

inches long, and which, the as-

bestos being placed as before, is

tilled with coarsely-pounded sul-

phate, nitrate, or chloride of cop-

per, previously well dricdi Ai

few fragments of asbestos are

now placed on the top of each
of these tubes, so as to

i
prevent

any of their contents falling out.

The tubes are then weighed sep-

arately. The three tubes are

then connected, and the test-tube

which contains the Guano is

placed in a water-bath until all

moisture has been expelled.

—

The tubes are now disconnected,
and again weighed, when the
(juantity of Ammonia contained;

in the Guano in a free state is

directly detennined by the m-
crea.se of weight which ft is

found that the tube containing
the co]iper salt has suffered,

while the quantity of Water is

shown by the increa.se of weight
in the tube containing the potash
and lime. The quantity of com-
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bined aninionialias now to be ascertained, wliich

is done by adding to the tjuano contained in the

test-tube about an equal bulk of caustic lime in

fine powder, and mixing well by agitation ; then
connecting the apparatus as before, and expo-
sing the test-tube to a low red iieat, all the am-
monia is expelled and combines with the cop-

per salt contained in the upper tube, and, as be-

fore, it is determined by direct weighing. It is

very easy to judge \\'hen all the ammonia is ex-
pelled and when the operation should be conclu-

ded, as the ammonia, in combining with the cop-

per salt, gives it, as it proceeds up the the tube,

a magnificent blue color, which, when it does,

not extend any higher up the tube, indicates ttie

conclusion of the o[icration. In the case of any
other manure, where the ammonia has to be
found, the operation is precisely similar to the
example of guano which I have here taken. I

have no doubt that with some modifications, the

condensation of ammonia by a .salt of copper
would be found of use in organic analysis for

the determination of the nitrogen ; and in one
or two cases where I have tried it, the results

closely approximated to those obtained by cal-

culation. [D. Forbes, Esq. in the Chem. Gaz.

GENERAL TREATMENT OF GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
The practice of removing Greenhouse Plants

into a higher temperature during the period of
their growth, so well explained by Mr. Wood
La his various communications, cannot be too

earnestly recommended. When it is consid-

ered that in all the countries where they natur-

ally grow, the summers are intensely hot, with
clear sunny days, and heavy dews at night, how
much quicker the growth of the plants and
ripening of the young wood must be than can
po.ssibly happen in our dull, cloudy climate,

even with the aid of gla.ss, the universal custom
of turning Greenhouse Plants out of doors indis-

criminately in the month of Maj% is doubtless

one of the very worst modes of treatment that

can possibly be adopted, especially when, as is

often the case, they are placed in some shady
situation ; at this period many are just begin-

ning to gro\\% others have made some progres.s,

but few or none are within many weeks of ter-

minating their growth and ripening their young
shoots, and it is very uncertain whether any of

them, under such circum.stances, even in the

most favorable seasons, will accompli-sh their

growth, consequently when the lime arrives for

housing, it will be found that three-fourths of
them are still in a growing state, and now, when
the short, cold, cloudy days have set in, they
vrill continue to grow for weeks, and even
months after being brought into the Greenhouse.

This mode of treatment can only end in dis-

appointment ; at the time they ought to be load-

ed with flowers there may certainly be a few
solitary blossoms, but anything like a full crop
i.s entirely out of the question. It is remarkable
that Camellias appear to be the only family of

plants that are rightly treated in this respect

;

it does not seem to occur to many gardeners
liiat all other hard-wooded Greenhouse Plants
require exactly the same treatment as Camel-
lias ; but instead of so doing, at the very time
the latter are carefully shut up in a higher tem-
perature, to encourage the growth and ripen-

ifig of the young shoots, as the means of ensuring

a fine display of flowers, all, or nearly all, the oth-

ers are turned out of doors to take their chance
of a hot or a cold summer, as the case may be.

When Greenhouse Plants are housed for the

winter, then is the time to judge whether they
have been rightly treated. If such is the case,

iLey will mostly have finished their growth

;

the young shoots will have changed from a green
t* a red or brown color, and of a hard, firm tex-
ture, and the flower buds of many swelling out
pronainently, ready to start into flower wi»h the
slightest excitement, rendering the forcing them
into flower at any time vvhen required an easy
and simple matter. Not only Camellias, but
Acacias, Boronias, Azaleas, Epacris, Gorra)as,

(1008)

and in fact almost cvbry kind of Greenhouse
hard-wooded Plant, should be at lest, and ready
to start into flower when the proper period ar-

rives. On reading the Reports of the London
Horticultural E.xhibitions we are often sur-

prised at the large dimensions of many of the

plants therein mentioned, especially when we
read tliat many of them are only two or three

years old ! There cannot be a doubt that this is

accomplished by placing them in a strong genial

heat, at certain periods, and %vill serve to .show

what can be eHx:cted in a short time under
proper management.
Although the treatment recommended above

is applicable to all hard-wooded plants, there

are some beautiful things that will not thrive at

all unless they are annually placed in a higher
temperature to make their growth, and for want
of such treatment are rarely seen in good health.

Crowea saligna is a striking instance of this

neglect, as it is generally .seen starving in Green-
hou.scs all the year round ; instead of which it

should be removed to the plant or pine-stove in

January, and allowed to remain till May or

June, when it will grow like a willow, making
shoots from 8 to Iti inches in length ; and when
removed to the Greenhouse it will continue to

flower all through the summer, a perfect gem,
with flowers twice the size we generally see it

produce under the ordinary treatment it receives.

As early as the month of January attention

should be directed to such plants as have done
flowering and are beginning to grow ; these

.should be removed to a higher temperature
without delay, and if necessary, it is the best

time to shift them into larger pots, and when
the young .shoots have grown two or three inches

in length and taken off with a heel, they will

strike root better than at any other time. By
attending to the gradual removal of the plants

all through thb spring months, and when having

completed their growth, gradually to harden
them for a week or two, and when ready to bo

placed out of doors for the summer, they may
then, with perfect safety, be placed in a shady
situation, and remain out as long in the autumn
as they may be safe from severe frost. In large

establishments a house entirely devoted to this

purpose would be very useful ; where this is

not the case vineries, pine stoves, pits, &;c. may
all be made available, and without much incon-

venience, for this purpose, and even a brick pit

without artificial heat, if kept pretty close, would

be very useful in forwarding the growth of

palms. I have been induced to dwell at some

length on the above subject, from a firm convic-

tion that it is not so generally or extensively put

in practice as it deserves to be.

Kob;. Reid, Noble Thorp.



From the Charleston (S. C.) Mercury.

EFFECTS OF DROUTH ON INDIAN CORN, &c.

TO THE PLANTERS AND FARMERS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

At the late meeting of the State Agriculuiral

Society, the following Resoluliou was adopted,
viz.

:

" ITiat the Pi-csident be requested to communicate
to the public, before the planting season, such iniorm-
ation as he may possess, or which it may be in his

power to collect, in relation to the means of modify-
ina the etfecls of drouth on Indian Cora and other
provisions."

It is necessary for me to premise, that what I

shall say concerning the use of the plow is main-
ly derivative. From several causes, the plant-

ers of the Sea Islands are but slightly acquainted,

in practice, with the value of that great agricul-

tural impleinent. To give the experience of
the highest authorities is, therefore, on my part,

an imperative obligation. It is proper, also, I

should in this place observe that, ittfconsequence

of assiduous endeavors to obtain facts from svtp-

posed reliable sources, in which I have signally

failed, this communication, which would have
been made at a much earlier period, has been
delayed, but not too late, it is hoped, to be
wholly unprofitable.

Satisfactorily to elucidate the matter of the
Resolution, would involve a minute examina-
tion of many of the topics connected with the

science of Husbandry. As I am certain, how-
ever, it was not designed or intended that my
remarks should take so wide a scope, I shall

only briefly advert to those principles and their

operation upon which some of the most valuable

results in Husbandry rest.

A 11 the earths have a con.siderable attraction

for the fluid which the atmosphere contains.

The very best soils possess this power in the

highest degree; hence it may with certainty be
as.suined, that the moa.sure of their fertility de-

pends chiefly on their capacity to absorb moist-

ure. In determining their value, however, on
that head, two other properties have to be no-

ticed : the quantity of water which is e.e.sential

to their saturation, and their power of retaining

it. In all these respects, clay and .sand occupy
antagonistic relations. The fonner imbibes the

aqueous vapors like a sponge and parts with
them reluctantly : when dry, it constitutes a
compact mass ; from the clo.seness of its texture,

the dissolvent action of the air is excluded, by
which putrefaction is retarded. The latter is

friable and a .septic ; from the solidity of its par-

ticles and their want of coherence, water filters

ea.sily. In the adoption of expedients by which
to secure these earths a supply of moisture, dif-

ferent processes, in part only, it is advi.sable to

pursue. From their predominance in this State,

I shall direct my attention prominently to clayey
or aluminous soils. What, then, are the means
which reason and experience assure us are the

best calculated to attain the end in view ? I an-

swer, deep plowing : thorough pulverization of

the soil ; abundance of manure ; and the use of
salt and retentive atmospherical absorbents.

iiooy)

1st. Deep P/o icing.—The roots of plants
should be allowed to e.Ktend themselves in every
direction. The deeper they penetrate, and the
wider their ramifications, the greater will be the
absorption of nourishment. The average depth
of good soils is about 6 inches. Every inch
added increases its volume 8 per cent. ; .«o that
a soil where the vegetable laj-er is 12 inches
thick, is worth half as much again as that iu
which it is only 6 iuche.s.* It is consequently
obvious that whatever, from this cause, may be
its enhanced value, if not reached at some time
in the progress of cultivation, the remainder is

in efft'Ct a caput mortiium. By deep plowing
the capacity of the whole soil is called forth.

While it enables the earth, through the agency
of air and water, to inhale atmospheric manure,
by diminishing the force of the sun's rays it les-

sens materially its exhalations. Should the sub-
stratum, which perhaps in every instance eon-
tains the principles of fertility, be broken, stilly

as a general proposition, the most signal bene^
fits, prospectively, if not immediatelj^ may con-
fidently be expected to enure from the opera-
tion. Deep plowing ensures the greatest pro-
duct from the smallest given quantity of land.
If by the vtse of one-half of the soil ten bushels
of Corn per acre be obtained, it is reasonable to
infer, all other circumstances being equal, that
were the whole in tilth, twenty bushels would
be harvested : indeed a much larger quantity
ought to be the result, for the deeper the soil

the greater will be the number of stalks, and the
larger and more numerous the ears. ' The
maize," says Taylor, " is a little tree,'' and pos-
sessing roots corre.spondent to its size, penetrates
a depth almost incredible—9 feet, it \i known,
have been reached. It follows that, w here, from
the vigor of the plant or the friability of the laud,
the roots meet with no ob.struclion, the conse-
quences of drouth will be sensibly diminished,
if not entirely prevented. It is believed that
the rolling of the leaves of com is attributable
solely to the abstuice of moistin-e. This is an
error. Scanty manuring or shallosv tillage is as
often the true cause.

To render deep 'plowinet effectual, it should
take place in autumn. The expansive power
of frost, and the mollifying influence of air and
rain, and the action of these in breakinir the con-
tinuity of fibrous matter, are strong reasons in
favor of the practice. Whether it .should be
done once in two or three years only, which, I

believe, is the opinion of "the most' successful
farmers of Great Britain, or annually, as is com-
mon in parts of our country, certainly as j-et an
undetermined point.

2d. Pulverization.—The soil must not only be
made easily accessible to the descent and spread
of tlie roots, but there should be such a diain-

* Thaer's Principles of .Agriculture,

t About 12 inches.
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trsraiioa o: its parts, as lo allow the free rraas-

tiiisskizi of air. However rich in insredients.

these a3c'rc do ntiniiaenl to vegetadon. unti]

s-ibjectcTi to the combined aciioii of heat. air.

and njoistore—the sneai agents of deconipos:-

tion. Unless fneelv supplied wi-ji oxrsen. the

reciains o: gT-iTngU and vegetables do not de-
c-i_ir. but ifcey naderso piitreiacrion.* " The fre-

;zeitt rezii^x-x. of air bv r ;:-^-^r ard the prepa-
re:;;- ^: the ~ 1- cii^re -j:.~ ; -^:.-e:£Ction of the

r^-:.;: roi^rJ^T-t? ii.:j - t~j:e prucess of

ie rrfizi: ~i::r-- existi^r i^ a ;•;:- e'ters into

Liniei- I_ i ".veil conjponnded soiL water is

;.--r5-r-"-i "7 :"? ynots bv capillarv altraciion.

.-.;! - = " ' ^m to the smallne^
:: -ivantase of their

o;tt: - iin. It is equally

tme- -_i; - .^1.:^ mtisl exist in soln-

tion- i: is r ziit water to the roots by
ardr'':£ll7" . . - -- — - compactness of the soil

hj tilliif . r r;ii: r^qnent workins, therefore.

rh-r r^ -: :";-r:ri':l-r results maybe anticipated

:

-
' een well observed, that a good
--jtmd in dry weather is equal
-L ; f: r hovrever strange it may

if—./ ? moisnrre. desiccation is

; re -he iitcrease and preven-
-;tt ; -

-.- \^p rigid system is

est-e::£l-7
~ The breaking np of

tbe :li f^" - Toakins the new
rAse~ on t^ert. ty v.-r.;:a :-e two interchange
places. pr>jvide a qiiantity of finely divided earth
ir-ich greater than 'R'hai is obtained in the or-

diiary mode. 'WTiile the coming up of tbe com
Ls thereby facilitated, and the thrifty condition
•: : the voung plants secured, the depth at which
±e ^.eeis of grass and weeds are deposited- pre-

vents ±err germination, except in small num-
bers : hoice labor and time in tbe culture of the

crop are saved. In relation to maize, the au-

thor of Arator " sams up tbe advantages of
high ridges and deep furro"ws in substance as-

foUows :—The roots are never cut in one direc-

tion, and this greai depth of tilth thus early ob-

tained, by superseding the occasion for deep
plowing in the latter peiiod of its growth, saves

them in the other. The preservation ofthe roots,

and their deeper pasture, enable tbe com much
loDger to resist dry weather. Litterthrown into

she deep farrow upon which tbe list \s made, is

a reaerroirofmanure, farremoved from evapora-
tion : wTthin reach of the roots, which will fol-

fcyw it aOctas the furrow, and calculated to feed
the plants when in need of rain. Tbe dead
eanii brought up by the plow from the deep
fmiow is deposited on each side of it, without
hurting the crop on the ridge : ferther. by one
deep pltrwing, received by the com after it is

planted, being bestowed upon it while it is

joong, and its roots diort, aod being run nearly

a foot fimn it, die roots of the com in this way
escape injory. and tbe effects of drouth on the

plant bemg thus kaaened, its product is in-

creased-

It would appear from this condensed expo-
sition of his views t><at in tbe opinion of Taylor,

one pVjrwing only, and that a deep and early

one. tbe growing crop requires. To clean and
piiverize die aoil, the harrow, skimmer, or cul-

tivator, akn>e dwald be used. Each might ad-
vanta^eoudy be resorted to in any stage of its

gro'wth, but in a parched conditioa of tbe earth,

,_* Liei^
:o:o)

their reviviscent tendency would then clearly

demand it.

With regard to Sweet Potatoes, the plow
may most profitably be employed at any time.

When the shoots begin to wither, break up the

space between the hills or ridges by running
four furrows. Tbe newly turned eanh will be
found wet in the morning, while before no
moisture had been apparent- In a few days
the leaves from being bitc«Ti or yellow will as-

sume a areenish hue. and new shoots ordinarily

mav be expected to ibUow.
id. Manure.—^The fertility of the soil is the

first object to be attained by tbe farmer. For
their dividing properties all fossil manures are

hishly esteemed. Deep plowing and lime, un-

aided by organic matter, it is well attested, have
renovated lands that, in the judgment of the

former proprietors, were not worth tbe labor of

ctdtivation. In reference to tbe special matter

under consideration, a judicious admixture of

sofls is of primary importance- Clay applied to

sand assists it in retaining manure, and receiving

the vaporized water of the atmosphere. To al-

low the fibres of plants to shoot freely, clay, sand

and lime, acting mechanicaliy by their mixture,

are mutual mantires to each other. Burnt clay

may beneficially be substituted for sand.

It has already been observed, that pulverized

earth has a strong attraction for armospheric va-

por, and that this increases in proportion to the

minuteness into which the particles are divided ;

but as the power of the most fertile soUs, in this

respect, is inferior to that of even the worst or-

dinarv manure, it is evident that ' for the mere
purpose of withstanding long-continued dry

weather, those plants whose roots have imme-
diate access to organic manures, will be much
better enabled to absorb the necessary supplies

of atmospheric moisture, than those merely
vesetatins in the unmanured soU

;

" hence,

whenever fertilizers are employed in anticipa-

tion of drouth, or to mitigate its evils, in either

case, the good to flow bxym their application to

Com wiUdepend in a high degree upon their

abundance, and the materials that compose
them. The richer the ingredients and larger

the quantity, the more decided will be the bene-

fit. Suppose in a propitious season one acre,

judiciously manured, to yield 50 bushels and

five acres, of the same natural strength, unas-

sisted by art, 10 bushels per acre : experiments

and practice prove that in a drouth the former

win produce generally not fivefold, but seven

or eisht times as much as the latter. I may in-

deed assert, that the difierence in product will

be commensurate with the heat and dryness of

the weather.
VThether manures should be buried deep or

shallow, or lie on the surface, and whether they

should be spread in a rotted or uiuDtted state,

are questions which tbe occasion does not re-

quire me te investigate. The tendency of de-

composing animal and vegetable matter is to

rise in tbeatmosphere : of fo.ssil manures to .?ink.

As it is known that coarse litter is better adapt-

ed lo com than any other crop, if employed

when putrefaction has commenced, immediately

before the period of committing the seed to the

zround.or in the fall in the shape of Ion? muck,

to allow the frost", rain and wind of winter to

prepare it for the putrefactive process, every

portion of the decavin? and fermenting fertil-

izer wtII be CTadually absorbed by the roots and

leares ai the plants. All the facu that have

ooioe to my knowledge sustain conclusively tbe



prln--:r . -; and reasooins I fca-re aavsEojiL I

rezfesi ihai very lidi gtoosd nniy vu&n isal^

rl^T iar the want ot waler. espeod^ tfit has
been propeziT divided iztd loaeened byaoniS-

cisl "'g^"^ IC d>ae£cire, the m iilieiia^ powder

of droadt ^loaki a! anj ume dxjiw- iiseifcb poor
land. let she fenaer insaniiT *vpiy paSteaeeat

sauuire on the sar&oe of the ndsei To die
spieadinz (^ ctmipost vr^NMt Iwxyras it over
tbe c«nea!s dnzing dteir TegeadoBL the Kwgfeh
at-^TwitP aw aTpn'g* u«y»«r»l iiJIiMnii < Tfaeras-

sert thai - tiie plants ibk* abaost lie tetM to f^
ori:e asd regain their Tendiire-'^ It is eviieat,

savs Tb2.er. ib^ aot only actsal advamaaes. bat
.»'^t secoiiiv asaiast eril. is to be derived ham
•ihe poaeesaoB <^ aa active maoare of diis itt-

tore, and wabosi any s^i^^ dimiaatkiB of its

Taiae. Tlioasfa die qaaatity maj be EBalL jtt
t>M?bfTH»firil>»»'«"fc»ft'^P>«HrM««i™ih«»rli«Mg«'

o/ cflior in die Ie«re&.wfflaoan appear. Ini^
insaoce of a plainer of tfais |daoe. wiiaee oop
-sTss in a perOoas cottditina fiooidie f*w**iw
dryoessofdie sunaer of1MCone cait-Ioad only
U' tbe acre of stable naasie, prriaTly tkajuM
posed, was insttsnealal in iHodncias' a fine

yield, wiule fioaa die wmainder of tbe field tbe
faarrest -was 'vcrr meager. IVfa^ de appBra-
tioB was naide& con bad began to tasad ; the
stalks wefe eaiall and die leares yeflow and
caried. AWi«i-fc tbe fimner aerer imeased
in size, ibe iatter SDOB exhilH«ed.abealAy steen.

This ftToraUe indicatiaa took place b@ive die

£rst tlMn* e» of run. wbidi was ansbt. and oc-

otLrred aboat a fartn^fat ads'de trial <»f die es-
{yeraneiit. Tbe secret of my friend's saccess is

Traceable to tbe &ct diat. as aD fetiHxeis bare
a stzojts attnctioB far atmosfdieiic raoastBre. he
iLsed die one wbicb ofanoibet& in diat respect.

z^iaao excepted, possesses tbe gieatest paws'.
A proBmeat error in Soatfaem Ha;^andiy is

OT-er-plantin^ Maanz^^. cgasequeady, as a
system, is not practiced. TUBaloaeKsaSo^
u> accoant far die iiiiTliir n of dbe aggiegae
crop far tbe extent of groaad aaaaaOym ^da.
Refarmaticn on thisbead is dierefare loodly de-
manded. Bat anil diis ensoe. what is to be
done T in what way may die aajarioas opeia-
tioB of droodi be modified, as w^Q by die isno-
tant as die ^iDfoL die poor and tbe iidi

!

4d>. S«2f.—In samD quantities, sih s a se^
tic: in lar?e qaandtiea it leasts puuvfatamt.
Tboosb not stnctly sermane ao tbe eabject es-
Tasted 10 an^ dnr«e. I hope I shall be excased
t' >r here statmsr the estimatioo iawbi^ tlas sbJ>-

ftsuce is held by many observant asncaharieb.
I: destroys, tbey mamtnn, nosioas weeds and
---=:= - cives laxatiaaoe and reviaie to gras

—rents tbe scab m fbi^) potaues:
- ^n-ajSw and hastens die laanuitj of
~aeat or baiiey foDowing tanups on

]jsjrii bcxn previcKLsiy sailed, (be ni^»^ crop,
i; is well aa-iieBDcaied. cjcapcd &e inMf
For & lop dresszoz far grass hnd. six ba^eis
per acre are reoommmded ; far rit'mmimv the
STomid preparaairy to die paiii^ in o^ &e
rrain. frULtWMi bashes, it is aud, may be eaa-

p.oyed apoafalkrwa. Anoanceof saJttoaeal-
ii-^a of water bcinefits Tegetablea ; alugo'qian-
tity fives a brown color, and is dierefare injari.

oas. ~ .\s it is a stzmalaBC. sah ^toald be amced
with compose mad. or loamy earth. Its ereat
capacity for iT^ha^T1^r atmospheric moistaFe ren-
ders it pecoliariy xahiabSe in dry and hot
weadmr. For oogob I have ased it saccessfiBDy
at die lase of &re pecks to the aoe. Bevond
diat, its e^cts w^re adverse to the aro'wi aad

prodaajoa of ite pfafiS. ^assre des^aed ix
I
com, Ao^d receive, several we^s betee it is

I
p« OB die land, as macb aak aswffl farw^ to

{every acre net esoeedmg^ oae and a half badi-

'ds. 'Khoiweccr, noneof sfaemeaaatesBaiieed

I

in diis eaiBmi^ucatiaBfaav<e been adoptedby&e
tutuLir and b^ emp be hmIRtwi.^ fio^ Ae ab-

> SBBce of rain, let Um spiiaUle cia die ridge of
I eadi ^aait or hSl aswmA -wbA palvetiied sak
as he can eoaveiDeiidr take ap widk Ae tbamb

. and two fare fiasets. laa halliiai' dgtesA,
&0E1 Biy own expeiiawe toad dns of soaae of

' my eo4aliaas. wffl be die same as litoaA die

[ sro^id bad been mcuarit moaaened widi a
* moderaae fehtw^et. Howloi^ tbe beBe&wiQ
I
r»iiiiiiiiii'Tarriaiipiii'pyin*d to'taw faraflt^v-i^^

' experBaeaC at-my own, laoa S^ fia^ lea to M-
' teea davs. I can trnty aaaert Aa ia Ae iader-

I
vaL tbe'salled portiaa of Ae field wasm every

I respectmA ijapaiw todg it^iiiiiiMler

I 9^ Orramie Ai*oviemts.—S!L is not Kic?d[y

1 nece9ary~lbat aHwneplifne sasesdndd be in-

I baled bydiea^enB wUeh ibs lieBaHl cxie of
' the farmea mayhav« provided, bat to reader his
i laboB and knowledge more Hfa laal ihej —aa
I

poseeas the additifaail merk of relaiua^&^a.
The atmospfaerekAematiixofmanaies; Aeae,

• faoiwever, aece ao sabde and cimm sii afc tins

I dey qeiekty earape, antess eJabcaated mto per-

j
~—«-«-y Ky «*»g »«» rfTgggioWga iii« lm il.M>J
IfarB. The taiariile pniperdes of orsaaic laat-

I terina state of pmze&diaa. if bciaeA ia die
! earth, are abeorfaed by plants, and ~ eAa«al> that

I

ptsnkm of maxmrewUch s loaby ite eaaoaa
' of lotim? it befare it is employed, becomes Ae
' parent ofa sieat ciopL~ Tbemost cmsmoBaadl
yet the most esseemed tfcteaulu; atamrphcric

> abeorbeaia widi winch I am acqaamled. b Ae
1 leaves of de piae^^ When aassA widi farm

\
yard or stable manare^ e^ieciaQy if aEtile sak

: has be^ added, it farms a h^iiy fatiliiJing

!'

oanpo^ad. in anm ting and piesov^^ Aie
gases aad vapor of Ae atmupbfui^ fie^ bw-
ever, its great tinue. Ia a droalb. t£ appGed a
&w inches dde& asooad each IbS ofcom. ook-
aderaUe moiaaieL andertbebe^e.win be seen

' in 34 boan^ and ^ordy aflawaid Ae field,

shoald die farmtir's operatiimis have been so ex-
' toiave, wiBp(vve.die efficacyofAis^i^Ie ex-

I

periment. At Ae lase seaaoa of Ae L^ida-
tare, amcnACT rfdie Senate mfinaedmeTAiC

' Ae last samaKTbe eiapbrred^ne leaves far Ub
srrowiBg cxv^ of pntatnes wiA die happiest ;e-

sohs. 'Datmg Ae droadi. be filled d^ zHeys
t wiA tins mataciaL At die tice of harvest, po-

I
tatoes were fimnd on Ae eaiA belaw Ae tr^^
Tteagb aaoUe to speak wab precisBn of tbe

! difiLifcHie between this secskm of bE fidd aad
Aaton wUcb no leaves bad been placed, yet
Ae pwidao ofAe one was far jjuiiu Aa Aat
ofdieoAer. To detename a qaeadon of vegeta-
ble reprodnctian. m 1841. near Brest m Fiant*..
on a few tods of poor land, aadDed and vrbk^
received no akenor attendoa. grams of wheat
vrere strevred. and then oov^ered wiA wheat
straw aboat aa mcb Ai^ In despite of ex-
tejfein: drooibs daimg Ae -lamiL^ aialonged
aad sereral times repeated. wUe aD anamd
was drot^HK and mmattin. die pratected
wfaeat sastaiaed ao injoy. ^Tben Ae plants
matared.Ae strawvras faaad to be "moae Ana

* -^Oak leaves.' sa^a l%a^ *Ke aat eas^y I

poseid. ad cnaciB m ^.tilajjUl mMaerwUeb is

b2|£!v ajaiiwte to it-^etMJua as lo^ as Ae isifre-



C feet high, and in the ears were no, 60, and
even 80 grains of wheat of full development."'

A satisfactory explanation of this experiment,

remarks a French writer, is found in straw be-

ing a bad conductor of heat and a good con-

ductor of electricity. The roots, consequently,

were maintained in a medium temperature, and
the moisture of the earth, furnished by the straw,

facilitated the absorption of carbonic acid from

the atmosphere. As pine leaves contain a much
greater proportion of nutritive juices, they should

always be used, if obtainable, in preference to

the straw of other trees or any crop.

Having already extended this communica-
tion to an unreasonable length, I will merely

add that the true and permanent interest of the

agriculturist is to be found in preparing again.st

the vicissitudes of the seasons, and not in weak
and uncertain attempts to mitigate their influ-

ence. Deep plowing, loosening effectually the

texture of the soil, and a bountiful supply of ap-

propriate aliment are the surest means for the

accomplishment of that purpose. While a par-

simonious use of manure is sure to develop slen-

der returns, it promotes slowly but inevitably

the deterioration of the land. It is better, then,

to cultivate a few acres to the plow or laborer,

furnished abundantly with enriching materials,

than treble the number without nutriment.

These truths were practically enforced in the

palmy days of Egyptian Agriculture. The Ro-

man husbandman was considered blessed who
owned seven acres of ground.

In England, twenty or thirty acres constitute

a good farm, and in China for one-third of that

quantity a large family is well supported. The
grass lands in the inmicdiate viciniiy of Edin-
burgh rent for 8100 the acre. In West Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, manure to llie value of
SlOO per acre is supplied by many of the farm-

ers, and instances are not unfrequent of ten
acres, thus fertilized, yielding in money Sj,000.*

To us the full power of land is unknown ; in-

deed, nowhere has it been ascertained that there

is a limit to production. The period, perhaps,
has aiTived, w hen not only the advancement of

their pecuniary welfare, but it may be, the
preservation of the domestic institutions of the

South depicnds on a radical change in the hab-
its and practices of the tillers of its .soil. If, in

relation to this State, the distressing visitation of

the last summer have the effect of arousing the

attention of our agriculturists to the necessity of
union among themselves, with a view to a free

and full interchange of opinions in matters per-

taining to their common vocation ; they may
yet have ample cause to be grateful to a merci-
ful Providence for the calamity with which they
have so recently and heavily heen afflicted.

WHil'EM.ARSn B. SEABROOK,
Pres. State Ag. Soc. of So. Ca.

* Fanner's Register.

PHILADELPHIA BUTTER:

ITS HIGH FLAVOR AND THE SOURCE WHENCE THIS IS DERIVED.

Tc the Editor of the Farmers' Librarj'

:

My Dear Sir : During one of your late visits

to Philadelphia, we had some conversation

relative to the rare qualities of Philadelphia

Butter, which, though good at all times, is at

one season distinguished by a peculiarly high

and delightful flavor not to be found in the same

degree, so far as I can learn, in Butter made in

any other part of the Union. I told you that I

thought I had discovered the source of this pe-

culiarly grateful flavor, and now undertake to

redeem a promise made to write you on the

subject.

In the first place, I wish you to bear in mind

that the original settlers in the old counties ad-

jacent to Philadelphia were chiefly from Wales,

and hence may claim a legitimate right to excel

in the processes of the daiiy. They took up

their abodes among the hills, and as indispensa-

ble appendages of their farm houses, built what

they call "Spring Houses," over the natural

fountains flowing out of the hill-sides. These

are shaded by wide-spreading trees tending to

preserve the coolness imparted by the water

surrounding the vessels containing the milk,

orepm and other dairj- product.s. A tempera-

ture is thus secured for the cream established

bj' experiments as the most favorable tc the per-

/ 1 1 0)

feet operation of churning, namely, the range

from 50° to 65°—beginning with the cream at

or near the first-named degree, and terminating

the process with the temperature at 65°. It is

only after the butter has " come," that warm
water is to be added so as to raise the warmth

to 70° or 75°. This is to facilitate the separa-

tion of the Butter from the milk. No one who

has ever visited Pennsylvania Spring-Houses

and observed the coolness and cleanliness they

usually display, can doubt the great advan-

tages afforded by them for dair>' purposes.

But, though the.se circumstances may serve

to improve the general qualities of Philadel-

phia Butter, still they are by no means con-

cerned in producing that delightful flavor, the

immediate cause of which is the main point to

which I now wish to call your attention. As

before intimated, it is only at one season that

the flavor is in greatest perfection, and hence

our housekeepers call it " May Butter,"' and

sometimes " Grass Butter."' The limits of the

season of highest flavor may be set from about

the middle of April to the middle of June.

Now it is precisely during this time that the

old, unplowed meadows and pasture fields in

the vicinity of Philadelphia abound with a spe-

1 cies of grass so highly odoriferous as to liave



obtained the name of Sicecl-scenled Vernal

Grass. Botanists call it A ufhoxanthiim odor-

alum. The scent somewhat resembles that of

vanilla. It grows about a foot or eighteen inches

high, rising above the surrounding grass. Its

stem is very small and round, with a few long

and slender leaves. Its odor vyill alone he

sufficient to distinguish it from all other grasses

found in our pastures. When in blossom, the

air is often highly charged with its scent, and

at this time I seldom ride into the country

without gathering a handful of the grass to en-

joy its rich perfumes at leisure, and perhaps

store it away in a dravver. As it is so very for-

ward in its growth, so does it show the earli-

est signs of decay. About the middle of June

the fields and meadows ^vhere it abounds as-

sume a yellowish appearance from the dying

of the stems of the first growth. The cattle

press these aside to get at greener herbage,

and now the high flavor of our Butter declines.

The Sweet-scented Vernal Grass is a native

of Europe, whence it has doubtless been inti-o-

duced into the vicinity of Philadelphia, blended

probably with other grass seeds. It has long

become naturalized, and now 15^ccurs among
oilier spontaneous herbage, disputing the right

of soil with the common green grass, and never

}-ielding possession till turned under by the

plow, after which it clings to the unbroken

fe«ce and head-rows. Though seldom, if ever

regularly sown here, it constitutes a part of the

growth of most English pastures, thriving in

nearly every kind of soil. The sweet odor for

which English meadow bay is so noted, comes

from the admixture of this grass. It is, how-

ever, seldom, if ever sown by itself, but usually

mixes with the seeds of other grasses adapted

to the formation of permanent pastures. It

ranks rather low on account of nutritious prop-

erties, but is principally esteemed for its early

growth, and continuing to throw up fresh shoots

till the end of autumn. Indeed, the aftermath,

or second growth, is pai'ticularly prized for

grazing purpo.ses.

A chemical examination of the Sweet-scented

Vernal Grass shows that while its nutritious

properties are less than those of most other

gra-sses, it is distinguished from these bj' con-

taining benzoic acid, or flowers of benzoin, a

substance possessing a peculiarly agreeable

aromatic odor. An essential oil in which this

resides can be distilled from the gra.ss, affording

a pleasant perfume. It is undoubtedly this aro-

matic ingredient that imparts to the milky se-

cretion of the cow the flavor so pleasantlj- mani-

fested in Philadelphia Spring-Grass Butter.

When we find milk so readily imbued with the

peculiar flavors of garlic, turnips and other sub-

stances upon which cows often feed, there can

be no room to doubt that a fragrant grains freely

(1013)

eaten by cows should likewise impart its par-

ticular flavor to the milky secretion.

If this very simple solution of the cause of

the high flavor of Philadelphia Spring Butter be

ti-ue—and I have not the least doubt upon tha

subject, you can at once perceive that a pasture

grass may be introduced almost everj- where,

which will communicate an exquisite flavor to

Butter.

In London, Epping and Cambridge Butter are

both greatly extolled for their high and delicate

flavor. The cows producing the former, which

is most esteemed, graze during summer in the

wild pastures of Epping Forest, and the high

flavor of their Butter has been commonly a.s-

cribed to the wild shrubs, plants, and leaves of

trees which they feed upon. The Cambi-iJge

Butter is also produced from cows that graze

upon natural pastures, one part of the year on

uplands, and the other in rich meadows. As
the Sweet-scented Vernal Grass is common to

the natural pastures of England, I doubt not it

may be found most abundant in those of Ep-

ping, Cambridge and other places most cele-

brated for high-flavored Butter. So far as I can

find by inquiry and research in English books,

the particular grass which contiibutes the great-

er part, if not all the fine high flavor to the best

and most costly Butter, has never, as yet been

identified. Without such exact knowledge this

flavor of Butter must necessarily remain beyond

the control of the agriculturist, wherever Xature

or accident has not provided the pastures with

the aromatic agent.
I remain very respectfully your?. &c.

G. EMERSON.

Plowisg.—I think I may say that in Eng-
land and Scotland the art of plowing has reached
perfection, and that it is iinrivaled and unsur-
passable. This, at least, is my opinion, which
mu.st be taken at what it is worth. I cannot
conceive how it can be improved ; and this not
in rare instances, and at plowing matches, but I

may say universally. In some cases, the work
has been done better than in others ; but I have
not seen an example of bad plowing in the
country ; I have not seen one which, in the
United States, would not be pronounced su-
perior.

A ruffle from under a crimping-iron does not
present a more beautiful object than a well-
plowed field from under the hands of an Eng-
lish or a Scotch artist. The lines are all straight

;

the furrows well turned ; the headlands cross-
plowed ; the corners finished. A well-discip-
lined mind enjoys the hichcst pleasure from
seeing an operation of any kind, even the most
humble, well performed, and perfected accord-
inir to its proper measure.
There is something, likewise, extremely grati-

fying in witncs.sin2: the progress and advance-
ment of human skill and art. From digging the
ground with a stick, that a hole might be made
for till! deposit of the seed, to the perfect inver-
sion of it by the plow, what an immense stride

!

[Colman's European .Sericulture.
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hair*pointmg upward, are longer and wider than those in the preceding Order

;

the one on the right not so long as the other.

Eighth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield three

litres a day, and continue to give milk until thev have conceived anew. i

The escutcheon is still defined, but on a very small scale. If the marks of up-

ward growing hair (F F) at the sides of the vulva exist at all, they consist of a

few bristling hairs, projecting crosswise.

COW OF MEDIUM HIGHT.

First Order.—Cows of this Order, while at the hight of their flow, yield

fourteen litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are eight months gone

with calf

Second Order.—These Cows yield twelve litres a day, and continue to give

milk until they are seven months gone with calf

Third Order.—These Cows yield ten litres a day, and continue to give milk

until six months gone with calf

Fourth Order. —These Cows yield eight litres a day, and continue to give

milk until five months gone with calf

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield six litres a day, and continue to give milk

milk until they are four months gone with calf

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield four litres a day, and continue to give milk

until three months gone with calf

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and cease to give milk

upon being got with calf

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield still less, and go dry upon conceiving anew.

LOW COW.

First Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, eleven

litres a day ; and continue to give milk until they are eight months gone with

calf

Second Order.—These Cows yield nine litres a day, and continue to give

milk until seven months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield seven litres a day, and continue to give

milk until six months gone with calf

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield five litres a day, and continue to give milk

until five months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield four litres a day, and continue to give

milk until four months gone with calf

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and continue to give milk

until two and a half months gone with calf

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield two litres a day, and their yield goes on

diminishing until they conceive anew ; at which time they go dry.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield still less, and go dry at the same period.

BASTARD OF THE BICORN COW.

The marks F F possess the same properties for indicating the Bastards of this

Fourth Class, as in regard to those of the Third. (See Plate IX. Fig. 5.)
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CLASS V.

@;i)e SDemijol)n Coto.

This name indicates the shape of the escutcheon of this class. It may strike

the reader as queer ; but it is significant, and serves to recall the figure of the

characteristic mark of the Class, which very much resembles the outline of a dem-

ijohn. If my discovery is a useful one, habit will soon accustom people to this

name, as well as to the others of my Eight Classes ; and to those who may feel

disposed to find fault with them, 1 will say, what matters it to you 1 the name is

as nothing, the importance is altogether in the thing.

HIGH COW.

First Order.—Cows of this Order and Size, while at the hight of their flow,

yield sixteen litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are eight months

gone with calf.

The skin within the escutcheon has the same yellowish color as in the higher

Orders of the preceding Classes. The udder is delicate, and covered with fine,

downy hair. The escutcheon, consisting of a growth of ascending hair, begins

between the four teats, and'on the inner side of the legs, above the hock joint

;

as it extends upward it spreads upon the outer surface of the thighs to the points

A A. (Plate V. Fig. 1.) From these points, the figure is bounded by right lines,

to the points J J, which are distant from each other from five to six inches. From
these points, the upward growing hair rises to the line N, where it is from two

and a half to three and a quarter inches in Avidth. This line is directly below

the vulva, and distant from it about four inches. The wider the figure is at this

place, and the nearer it approaches to the vulva, the better the Cow.

Above the hind teats are two ovals (E E), formed by descending hair, about

four inches long, by nearly three inches in width. On the right and left of the

vulva are two streaks of ascending hair (0 0), nearly two and a half inches long,

by less than half an inch in widih. The hair within these streaks is fine and

short, and very distinct from the dascending hair that surrounds them.

Second Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, four'

teen litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are seven months gone with

calf.

The escutcheon differs from that of the First Order in being on a smaller scale.

Above the teats there is but one oval (E), to the right, formed by descending

hair. Of the two streaks of ascending hair (0 O) alongside of the vulva, the

one to the left is of the same dimensions as in the First Order ; but the one to

t^e right, although of the same width, is of but half the length.

TniHD Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield twelve

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are six months gone with calf.

The escutcheon, preserving its general shape, is yet more contracted. At the

points A A, it is more rounded off, and no longer spreads on the outer surface of

the thighs. Above the points J J, it is narrower ; and it stops short at N, consid-

erably lower down beneath the vulva. There is but one of the ?<reaks (0) of

ascending hair, which is to the left of the vulva, and about an inch and a half

long, by two-fifths of an inch in width.
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TABLE V CLASS 5.

@:i)e JUemijofjn QToro.

Order 1st. Order 2d.
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TABLE V CLASS 5.

She JUcmijoIjn Coto.

Order 3d. Order 4th.
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Fourth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield ten

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are five months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is yet more reduced ui size. The points A A lower down aud

nearer together. The lines are more curved at the points J J, and the distance

from these points to N is much less. Below A, on the right side, there is a fail-

ure of the upward growing hair, marked P.

Fifth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield eight litres

a day, ?ftid continue to give milk until they are four months gone with calf.

The escutcheon goes on contracting in size. The points A A, heing now on

the inner surface of the thighs, are no longer so apparent. The upper extremity

N is much farther below the vulva. At both points A A there is a failure of the

ascending hair (P P), where its place is occupied by descending hair, running in-

to the escutcheon. These marks are about five inches deep, by four in width.

Below the vulva there is a small streak of ascending hair (E), about an inch

and a quarter long, by less than half an inch wide.

Sixth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield six litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are three months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is on a still more contracted scale than in the preceding Order.

Near the vulva, to the left, there is a streak of ascending hair (F), which bristles

up. It is nearly five inches long, by about one and a half in width.

Seventh Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield four

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are two months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is smaller and lower down than in the preceding Order. On
the right and left of the vulva are two streaks of ascending hair, which bristles

up. The one on the left (F) is somewhat longer than that found in the Sixth Or-

der ; the one on the right (C) is about four inches long, by an inch and a half in

width. Below the point A, on the right hand, there is a failure of the ascending

hair (P).

Eighth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield tuo

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they have conceived anew.

The escutcheon is hid away between the thighs ; the points A A scarcely per-

ceptible. The streaks of bristling hair (C C) on the right and left of the vulva

are of the kind indicative of the degeneracy and bad quality of the Cow.

COW OF MEDIUM HIGHT.

FmsT Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield fourteen

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are eight months gone with calf.

Seco>t) Order.—These Cows yield twelve litres a day, and continue to give

milk until they are seven months gone with calf

Third Order.—These Cows yield ten litres a day, and continue to give milk

until six months gone with calf

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield eight litres a day, and continue to give milk

until five months gone with calf

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield six litres a day, and contmue to give milk

until four months gone with calf

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield five litres a day, and continue to give milk

until three months gone with calf

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and continue to give

mijk until two months gone with calf.

Eighth Order.—These Cows vield still less, and so drv upon being: cot with calf
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LOW COW.

FrasT Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their Hoav, yield ten hires

a (lay, and continue to gire milk until they are eight months gone with calf.

Second Order.—These Cows yield eight hires a day, and continue to give

milk until seven months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield six and a half hires a day, and continue to

give milk until six months gone with calf.

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield Jive hires a day, and continue to give milk

until five months gone Avith calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield four hires a day, and continue to give milk

until four months gone with calf.

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield Mree hires a day, and continue to give milk

until three months gone with calf.

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield Iwo hires a day, and continue to give milk

until two months gone Avith calf.

Eighth Order.—These Coavs yield one hire of milk a day, and go dry upon

•onceiving ancAv.

BASTARD OF THE DEMIJOHN COW.

When the streaks marked F F are found in the Coav of this Class, of the di-

mensions specified in the description of the Bastard of the Czirvehne Cow, they

serve here also to detect the Bastard Coav ; and i:er badness in regard to the rapid

loss of her milk Avill be in proportion to the size of these streaks. The smaller

they are, the less defective Avill she be in this respect. (See Plate IX. Fig. 6.)

CLASS VI.

®f)c Square- 0ctttcl)eon (toto.

The name indicates the appearance of the escutcheon, the upper part of which

is shaped like a carpenter's or mason's square.

HIGH COW.

First Order.—Cows of this Order and Size yield, while at the hight of their

flow, sixteen hires a day, and they continue to give milk until they are eight

months gone Avith calf.

The skin AA^ithin the escutcheon is of the same yelloAvish color as in the supe-

rior Orders of the preceding Classes. The udder delicate, covered Avith short,

fine hair. The escutcheon begins as in the foregoing Classes ; and, rising from

just above the hock joint, on the inner surface of the thighs, spreads outward to

the points A A. (See Plate VI. Order 1.) Above those points it represents a

square. A right line runs across to the points J J, distant from each other from

five to six inches. Thence the figure is bounded by two right lines, which meet

in an acute angle at the point E, distant about tAvo inches from the vuh'a. Above

that, to the left, the figure of a square is formed by tAA'o streaks of hair, E B an^i

B C (the point C being at the orifice of the vagina) ; the former of which is about

four inches long, by an inch and a quarter Avide, and the latter from five to six

inches long, by someAvhat less than the same Avidth.
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Above the hindmost teats are two small oval marks (G G), formed, by down-

ward growicg hair m the field of ascending hair. They are about five or six

inches long, by two and a half wide. The hair within them is of a lighter color

than that without.

The nearer the escutcheon approaches to the vulva, the better the Cow.

Second Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, fourteen

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are seven months gone with

calf.

The escutcheon is the same as in the First Order, only somewhat reduced in

size. The square figure near the vulva commences lower down, and is longer

than the one just described. There is but one oval above the teats, to the left

(G), of the same size as those in the First Order.

Third Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield twelve

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are six months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is the same in its general shape, but it is more contracted in

all its parts, and does not extend so high up. The points A A are nearer to the

inner surface of the thighs ; and the escutcheon is narrower at the points J J,

where the outline has acquired a curved character.

The angular space between J J and E is narrower than the streak E B, and

shorter than B C. The latter is wider and longer than in the preceding Order.

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, ten litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are five months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is still mo're reduced in size. To the right of the vulva there

is a streak of bristling hair, growing upward (F), about four inches long, by one

and a half wide. Below the point A, to the right, there is a space (U) where

the upward growing hair fails, and is replaced by descending hair.

Fifth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield eight litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are four months gone with calf.

The unfavorable marks are the same as in the preceding Order, only more con-

spicuous and on a larger scale.

Sixth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield six litres a

day, and continue to give milk until they are three months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is yet more contracted, confined to the inner surface of the

thighs, and more distant from the vulva. To the right and left of this orifice are

streaks or lines of ascending hair, coarse and bristling.

Seventh Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield four

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are two months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is smaller still. The streak of ascending hair (F) on the right

is wider, and the hair more bristling.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, two litres

a day, and go dry upon being got with calf

The shape of the escutcheon is still perceptible ; but it is very small, and hid

awav between the thighs.

COW OF MEDIUM HIGHT.

First Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield from tivelve

to thirteen litres a day, and they continue to give milk until they are eight

months gone with calf

Second Order.—These Cows yield ten litres a day, and continue to give milk

until seven months gone with calf.
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Third Order.—These Cows yield eight litres a day, and continue to give milk

until six months gone with calf.

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield six litres a day, and continue to give milk

until five months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield four and a half litres a day, and continue

to give milk until four months gone with calf.

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield three and a half litres a day, and continue

to give milk until three months gone with calf.

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield two litres a day, and continue to give

milk uatil one month and a half advanced in gestation.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield still less, and go dry upon being got with

calf.

TABLE VI CLASS 6.

^l)c Square- Scntcljeon CtotD,

Older 1st. Order 2d, Order 8d. Order 4th.

Order 8th.

LOW COW.

First Order.—Cows of this Order and Size yield, while at the hight of their

flow, nine litres a day ; and they continue to give milk until they are eight

months gone with calf.

Second Order.—These Cows yield eight litres a day, and continue to give

m'!k until seven months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield six litres a day, and continue to give milk
tmtil six months gone with calf.

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield four and a half litres a day, and continue

to give milk until five months gone with calf.
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Fifth Order.—These Cows yield three and a half litres a day, and continue

to give milk until four months gone with calf.

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield two and a half litres a day, and continue to

give milk until tkree months gone with calf.

Seventh Order.—^These Cows yield one litre a day, and continue to give milk

until a month and a half advanced in gestation.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield still less, and go dry upon being got with

calf.

BASTARD OF THE SaUARE-SCUTCHEON COW.

When the streak (0) of ascending hair on the right of the vulva consists of

coarse, bristling hair, this indicates a Bastard. She will lose her milk the more

promptly in proportion to the size of this growth of bristling hair, to the coarse-

ness of the hair, and to the degree in which it bristles up and projects over ; but,

wherever this sign exists, the Cow will lose her milk, more or less gradually, a

short time after being impregnated. The indication of this will be the more pos-

itive if the streaks above described as forming the square, to the left of the vulva,

also consist of coarse, bristling hair.

CLASS VII.

®l)e Cimonsine Coto.

The first Cow of this Class which came under my notice was from the Province

whose name I have adopted as that of the Class. It is not to be inferred, how-

ever, that none but the Cows of Limousin belong to the Class. Its characteristic

mark is to be found in all the different breeds. The name is a purely arbitrary

one ; and, in adopting it, I acted in the same spirit that influenced me in calling

my First Class the Flanders Cow.

HIGH COW.

First Order.—Cows of this Order and Size, while at the hight of their flow,

yield /owrfcen litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are eight months

gone with calf.

The skin, within the escutcheon formed by the growth of ascending hair, is of

the same yellowish color as in the nigher Orders of the preceding Classes. The

udder is delicate, and covered with short, fine, and silky hair. The growth of

ascending hair begins betAveen the teats, and on the inner side of the legs, above

the hock joint, spreading outwardly, as it rises, to the points A A (see Plate VII.

Order 1), on the outer surface of the thighs. From these points the escutcheon

is bounded by two right lines, which run slanting downward to the points J J,

which are about four inches apart. From these points two right lines rise to the

point O, somewhat less than three inches below the vulva, where they meet in

an acute angle.

To the right and left of the vulva are two small streaks of ascending hair (C

C), about three inches or less in length, by two-fifths of an inch in width. Above

^e hind teats are two ovals of descending hair (G G), about four inches long,
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by two and a half inches in width. They are very distinguishable, by means of

the whitish color of the hair within them.

These streaks, to the right and left of the vulva, do not always occur in Cows
of the First Order ; and they are not, therefore, to be considered as an indispensa-

ble part of the characteristic marks of this Order. The escutcheon itself, even,

is sometimes imperfectly defined, and yet the Cow proves herself to be of the

First Order.

Second Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield twelve

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are seven months gone with calf.

The characteristic marks are the same as in the First Order ; the escutcheon,

however, being on a smaller scale. The streaks (C C) to the right and left of

the vulva are shorter and wider.

Third Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield ten litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are six months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is the same in shape, but more contracted. The streak (C)

the vulva, to the left, is nearly five inches long, by upward of an inch in width.

On the right of the vulva is a small patch of ascending hair (E), nearly three

inches long, by upward of an inch in width. The point is about six inches dis-

tant from the vulva.

Fourth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield eight

litres a day, and continue to five milk until five months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is on a still smaller scale. There is but one streak (C) of as-

cending hair by the vulva, on the left, which is eight inches long, by something

over an inch in width.

Fifth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield six and a

Italf litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are four months gone with

calf

The escutcheon is smaller, lower down, and confined to the interior surface of

the thighs. If any streaks of ascending hair occur, on the right and left of the

vulva, they consist of bristling hair, and are longer and wider than in the preced-

ing Order.

Sixth Order.—These Cows, during the hight of their flow, yield five litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are three months gone with calf.

The escutcheon preserves its shape, but is still more contracted in its dimen-

sions. The point O is lower down. On the left of the vulva is a streak of brist-

ling hair, growing upward (F).

Seventh Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield four
litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are one month gone with calf

The escutcheon is smaller still. The streaks of ascending hair (F F) on the

right and left of the vulva are wider, by about an inch, than those above de-

scribed, and the hair is coarse and bristling.

Eighth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flo^v, yield txco

litres a day, and go dry upon being got with calf.

The escutcheon is so small, and hid away between the thighs, as to be barely

perceptible. The streaks of ascending hair (F F) are still longer and wider than

in the Seventh Order.

COW OF MEDIUM HIGHT.

First Order.—The Cows of this Order and Size, while at the hight of their

flow, yield eleven litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are eight

months gone with calf.
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Second Order.—These Cows yield ni7ie litres a day, and continue to give

milk until seven months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield seven and a half litres a day, and continue

to give milk until six months gone with calf.

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield five and a half litres a day, and continue

to give milk until five months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield four litres a day, and continue to give milk

until four months gone with calf.

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and continue to give milk

until three months gone with calf.

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield two litres a day, and continue to give

milk until two months gone with calf.

Eighth Order.—These Cows also yield two litres a day, and go dry upon being

got with calf.

Order 1st.

TABLE VII CLASS 7.

®l)e Cim0n6ine OToto.

Order 2d. Order 3d. Order 4th.

Order 5th. Order Gth Order 7th. Order 8th.

LOW COW.

First Order.—The Cows of this Order and Size yield, while at the hight of

their flow, eight litres a day, and continue to give milk until eight months gor.e

with calf.

Second Order.—These Cows yield seven litres a day, and continue to give

fittilk until seven months gone with calf.
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Third Order.—These Cows yield six Hires a day, and continue to give milk

until six months gone with calf.

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield Jive litres a day, and continue to give milk

until five months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield four litres a day, and continue to give milk

until four months gone with calf.

Sixth Order.—These Cows yieU three litres a day, and continue to give milk

until three months gone with calf.

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield tivo litres a day, and continue to give milk

until one month gone Avith call".

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield one litre a day, and go dry upon being got

with calf.

BASTARD OF THE LIMOUSINE COW.

In this Class also, as in the Curveline and Bicorn Classes, the Bastard is indi-

cated by the streaks of ascending hair (F F) to the right and left of the vulva ;

which streaks are of the same dimensions and of the same character generally

as in those Classes. (See Plate IX. Fig. 8.)

CLASS VIII.

Slje ^oripntal (iTut (Horn.

I have given this name to those Cows whose escutcheon is bounded at top by

a horizontal line, which cuts the ascending hair square off just when it has spread

to its greatest width. The figure (Plate VIII.) will be seen to be very diflerent

from that of the other Classes.

HIGH COW.

First Order.—The Cows of this Order and Size, during the hight of their

flow, yield twelve litres a day, and they continue to give milk until they are

eight months gone with calf.

The skin within the escutcheon, and the dandruf from it, are of a reddish yel-

low. The ascending hair is short and fine ; the skin beneath it quite silky ; the

four teats far apart. As in the other Classes, the ascending hair which forms

the escutcheon begins between the four teats, and on the inner surface of the

thighs, a little above the hock joint—spreading out, as it rises, to the points E E,

on the outer surface of the thighs. Here it is cut short off, by a transversal or

horizontal line, running across from one thigh to the other.

Although the escutcheon does not rise, as in the other Classes, to or near the

vulva, we nevertheless find, on the right and left of that orifice, the two streaks

of ascending hair (C C), which are so valuable, as an indication of the character

of the Cow, in regard to the period during which she will continue to give milk

after becoming pregnant : this point being determined by the size of these marks

and the nature of the hair within them. In the present Order they consist of

fine hair, and are from three and a quarter to four inches in length, by less than

half an inch broad.

Above the hind teats are two little oval marks (B B), consisting of downward

growing hair, distinguishable by its whitish color as well as by the direction in

which it points.
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Second Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield ten litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are seven months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is the same in shape as that of the First Order, but contracted

ia its dimensions. The streaks (C C) on the right and left of the vulva are une-

qual in size—the one on the left being of the same length as in the First Order,

while the one on the right is considerably shorter.

In several of the Orders there is, immediately under the vulva, and touching

it, a small streak of ascending hair (N), about two inches in length, by less than

half an inch in breadth.

Third Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield eight

litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are six months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is the same in shape, but more contracted still ; the points E
E are lower down and nearer together. Alongside of the vulva there is but one

streak of ascending hair (G), which bristles up and projects over. This mark is

from five to six inches long, by from four-fifths to six-fifths of an inch in width.

On the inner surface of the right thigh, beginning at the point A, there is a

failure of the upward growing hair, which is replaced by descending hair. This

downward growth of hair is wedge-shaped, pointing toward the udder ; it is

about eight inches long, by four inches in width. The hair is very distinguish-

able by its whitish color.

Although I have taken this place to make it known, this mark does not always

occur in Cows of this Order, nor is it peculiar to those of the present Class.

—

Whenever it is found, let the Cow be of whatever Class or Order she may, it in-

dicates that her daily yield of milk will fall about one-third short of the quantity

set down as proper to a Cow of that Class and Order.

Fourth Order.—These Cows, while, at the hight of their flow, yield six litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are four and a half months gone with

calf.

The escutcheon is smaller and lower down than in the Third Order. There is

but one streak (N) of upward growing hair, which is betwixt the thighs, in a

line with the vulva, and about two or two and a half inches from it. It is about

four inches long, by four-fifths of an inch in breadth. Within the escutcheon

there are two failures (A A) of the upward growing hair, like the one above de-

scribed—that on the right being larger than the other.

Fifth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield five litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are three and a half months gone

with calf.

The escutcheon is smaller still, and lower down. On the left of the vulva

there is a streak (F) of upward growing hair, coarse and bristling. This mark is

about six inches long, by an inch and a half in width.

It is to be observed, in regard to the streaks alongside of the vulva, that when

they occur in a Cow of an inferior Order, such as they are described to be in the

Cow of the First Order ; in this case, whatever may be the inferiority of the Cow
as to the quantity of her daily yield, she will continue to give her milk just as a

Cow of the First Order would. That is to say, she will be just as long in going

drys after being got with calf, as a Cow of the First Order.

Sixth Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield four litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are two months gone with calf.

The escutcheon is smaller, lower down, and confined to the inner surface of

the thighs. The longer and broader the streaks of ascending hair (F F) on the

- fl02fi)
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right and left of the vulva, and the coarser and more bristling the hair, the worse

the Cow will prove in regard to the time she will continue to give milk after be-

ing got with calf.

Seventh Order.—These Cows, while at the hight of their flow, yield three

litres a day, and continue to give milk until one month gone with calf.

The escutcheon is still smaller than the last. The signs (F) of early drying

up are the same as in the foregoing Order.

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield, during the hight of their flow, two litres

a day, and go dry upon being got with calf.

The escutcheon is so hid away between the thighs as to fee barely perceptible.

Some coarse bristling hairs (F), which grow awry, are seen pointing toward the

vulva.

TABLE VIII CLASS 8.

(3:i)e j^oriptttal Cut €at».

Order 2d. Order 3d. Order 4th.

Order 5th. Oider 6th. Order 7th. Order 8th.

GOW OF MEDIUM HIGHT.

First Order.—These Cows yield, while at the hight of their flow, nine litres

a day, and continue to give milk until they are eight months gone with calf.

Second Order.—These Cows yield eight litres a day, and continue to give

milk until seven months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield seven litres a day, and continue to give milk
intil five months gone with calf.

(1007)



Fourth Order.—These Cows yield six litres a day, and continue to give milk

until four months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield Jive litres a day, and continue to give nailk

until three months gone with calf

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield four litres a day, and contmue to give milk

imtil two months gone with calf

Seventh Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and continue to give

milk imtil one month gone with calf

Eighth Order.—These Cows yield tivo litres a day, and cease to give milk

upon being got with calf.

LOW COW.

First Order.—The Cows of this Order and Size, while at the hight of their

flow, yield six litres a day, and continue to give milk until they are eight months

gone with calf

Second Order.—These Cows yield five litres a day, and continue to give

milk until seven months gone with calf.

Third Order.—These Cows yield four litres a day, and continue to give

milk until five months gone with calf.

Fourth Order.—These Cows yield three litres a day, and continue to give

milk until four months gone with calf.

Fifth Order.—These Cows yield two litres a day, and continue to give milk

until three months gone with calf.

Sixth Order.—These Cows yield one litre a day, and continue to give milk

until two months gone with calf. .

Seventh and Eighth Orders.—These Cows yield still less, and go dry upon (

being got with calf.

BASTARD OF THE HORIZONTAL CUT COW.

The Bastards of this Class have no escutcheon whatever. The entire space

from the vulva to the udder, and on the inner surface of the thighs, is covered

with hair growing downward ; no growth of ascending hair is to be found upon

the parts where the escutcheon occurs in the other Classes, and in the Genuine

Cow of this Class.

Some of these Bastards are excellent milkers, so long as they are not impreg-

nated ; but so soon as they are got with calf, or a very short time afterward, they

go dry. Those in whom the hair on the inner surface of the thighs is thick and

very fine, will be found to give good rich milk. The reverse holds in regard to

the quality of the milk yielded by those in whom these parts are covered with a

scanty growth of coarse hair.

BASTARD BULLS.

Having attached to the portion of the work appropriated to each Class a de-

scription of the Bastard Cow belonging to it, I must indicate here the signs by

which a Bastard Bull is to be known.

Bulls have escutcheons of the same shapes as those of the Cows ; only, as I

have already said, on a smaller scale. The growth of asc«nding hair which
forms the escutcheon extends from the testicles upward, spreading on the innei
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side of the thighs. Now, whenever streaks of descending hair occur in this field

of ascending hair, giving rise to lines of bristling hairs, this is to be looked upon

as an indication of imperfection or bastardy; and the indication will be certain, in

proportion to the size and extent of these blemishes in the escutcheon. Those

Bulls in which they do not occur, and whose escutcheons, at the same time that

they are free from these. streaks, ascend high up, and are well developed and de-

fined ; every such Bull is to be deemed genuine, and may be relied upon for the

reproduction of animals of the highest order.

TABLE IX.

®l)e Bastard €otD of tlje several (tiasses.

1st Class. Ist Class. 3d Class. 3d Class.

Sastard Flanders Cow. Bastard Flanders Cow. Bastard Selvage Cow. Bastard Curreline Cow.

u
'(^ w

4th Clafus. 5th Class. Cth Clasfa. 7th Class.

Bastard Bicorn Cow. Bastard Demijohn Cow. Bast'd Sq. ScHtch. Cow. Bast. Limousine Cow.

ec
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TABLE
SHOWING THE YIELD CF THE SEVERAL ORDERS OF EACH CLASS.

Class. Ord. I.

1. Flanders Cow.
High 20
Medium 16

Low • 12

2. Selvage Cow.
High 18

Medium 14

Low 10

3. CuRVELTNE Cow.
High 18

Medium 18

Low 12

4. BiCORS Cow.
High 16

Medium 14

Low 11

5. Demijohn Cow.
High 16

Medium 14

Low 10

6. SqUARE-ScUTCHEON CoW.
High 16

Medium 12

Low 9

7. Limousine Cow.
High 14
Medium 11

Low 8

8. Horizontal Cut Cow.
High 12

Medium 9

Low 5

II.



From a Ticatise in the " Store of Knowledge."

THE DISEASES OF THE HORSE.

BY WILLIAM YOUATT.

The principal diseases of the Horse are con-

nected with the circidatory system. From the

state of habitual excitement in which the animal
is kept, in order to enable him to execute his

task, the heart and the blood-ves.sels \vill often

act too impetuou.sly; the vital iluid will be hur-

ried along too rapidly, either through the frame
generally, or some particular part of it, and
there will be comrestion, accumulation of blood
in that part, or infinmmation, either local or

general, disturbing the functious of some organ,

or of the whole frame.

Cl»/^fl't'.s<w?l.—Take a young Horse on his first

entrance into the stables ; feed Jiiin somewhat
highly, and w-hat is the consequence ? He has
swellings of the legs, or inflammation of the

joints, or perhaps of the lungs. Take a horse
that has lived somewhat above his work, and
gallop him to the top of his speed -his nervous
system becomes highly excited ; tile heart beats
\vitli fearful rapidity ; the blood is pumped into

the luugs faster than they can discharge it ; the

pulmonary vessels become gorged, fatigued,

and utterly po\verless—the blood, arrested in

its course, becomes viscid, and death speedily
ensues. We have but one chance of saving our
patient—the instantaneous and copious abstrac-

tion of blood ; and only one means of prevent-
ing the recurrence of this dangerous state, name-
ly, not sulfering too great an accumulation of the
sanguineous fluid by over-feeding, and by regu-
lar and systematic exercise, which will inure
the circulatory vessels to prompt and efficient

action when they are suddenly called upon to

exert themselves. The cause and the remedy
are sufficiently plain.

Again, the brain has functions of the most im-
portant nature to discharge, and more blood
Hows through it than through any other portion
of the frame of equal bulk. In order to prevent
this organ from being oppressed by a too great
determination of blood to it, the vessels, although
numerous, are small, and pursue a very circu-

itous and winding course. If a horse highly
fed, and full of blood, is suddenly and sharply
exercised, the course of the blood is accelerated
in every direction, and to the brain among other
parts. The ves,sels that ramify on its surface or
penetrate its.snb.stance are completely distended
iuid gorged with it. Perhaps they are ruptured,
and the effused blood presses upon the brain ; it

presses upon the origins of the nerves on which
sensation and motion depend, and the animal
suddenly drops powerless. A prompt and co-

pious abstraction of blood, or, in other words, a
diminution of this pressure, can alone save the

patient. Here is the nature, the cause, and the
treatment of apoplt.ry.

Sometimes this disease a.s.sumes a different

form. The horse has not been performing more
than his ordinary \york, or perhaps he may not
have been out of the stable. He is found with
his hi;ad drooping and his vision impaired. He

is staggering about. He falls, and lies half un-
conscious, or he struggles violently and danger-
ously. There is the same congestion of blood
in the head, the same pressure on the nervous
origins, but produced by a different cause. He
has been accustomed habitually to overload his

stomach, or he was, on the previous day, kept
too long from his food, and then he fell raven-
ously upon it, and ate until his stomach was
completely distended and unable to propel for-

ward its accumulated contents. Thus distend-

ed, its blood-vessels are compressed, and the
circulation through them is impeded or alto-

gether suspended. The blood is still forced on
by the heart, and driven in accumulated quan-
tity to other organs, and to the brain among the
rest; and there congestion takes place, as just

described, and the animal becomes sleepy, un-
conscious, and, if he is not speedily relieved, he
dieS; This too is apoplexy ; the horseman calls

it stomach staggertt. Its cause is improper
feeding. The division of the hours of labor, and
the introduction of the nosebag, have much
diminished the frequency of its occurrence.
The remedies are plain,—bleeding, physicing,
and the removal of the contents of the stomach
bj- means of a pump contrived for that purpose.

Congestions of other kinds occasionally pre-
.sent themselves. It is no uncommon thing
for the blood to loiter in the complicated
vessels of the livrr, until the covering of that

viscus has burst, and an accumulation of co-

agulated black blood has presented it.self. This
congestion constitutes the swelled legs to which
so many horses are subject when they stand
too long idle in the stable, and it is the source
of many of the accumulations of serous fluid in

various parts of the bodj', and particularly in

the chest, the abdomen, and the brain.

Inflarnmation is opposed to congestion, as
consisting in an active state of the capillary ar-

terial vessels ; the blood rushes through them
with far greater rapidity than in health, from
the excited state of the nervous system by
which they are supplied.
Inflammation is either local or diffused. It is

confined to one organ, or to a particular portion
of that organ ; or it involves many neighboring
ones, or it is spread over the whole frame. In
the latter case it assumes the name oi fever.
Fever is general or con.stitutional inflammation,
and is said to be sympathetic or symptomatic
when it can be traced to .some local affection or
cause, and idiopathic when we cannot so trace

it. The truth probably is, that every fever ha.'s

its local cause, but we have not a sufficient

knowledge of the animal economy to discover
that cause.

Inflammation may be considered with refer-

ence to the membranes which it attacks.

The mucous membranes line all the cavifies

that communicate with the external surface of
the body. There is frequent inflammation of
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the membrane of the mouth. Blajri, or Glos-
santkrax, is a vesicular enlargement which runs
along the side of the tongue. Its cause is un-
known. It should be lanced freely and deeply,
and some aperient medicine administered.

—

Barbs, or paps, are smaller enlargements, found
more in the ueighboihood of the bridle of the

tongue. They should never be touched with
any instrument ; a little cooling medicine will

generally remove them. Lampas is inflamma-
tion of the palate, or enlargement of the bars of

the palate. The roof of the mouth may be
slightly lanced, or a little aperient medicine ad-

ministered : but the sensibility of the mouth
should never b6 destroyed by the application of

the heated iron. Canker and wounds in the

mouth from various causes, will be best reme-
died by diluted tincture of myrrh, or a weak
solution of alum.
Foreign bodies in the gullet may generally be

removed by means of the probang used in the'

hoove of cattle ; or the oesophagus may be open-
ed, and the obstructing body taken out.

It is on the mucous membranes that poisons
principally exert their influence. The ysw is

the most frequent vegetable poison. The horse
may be saved by timely recourse to equal parts

of vinegar and water injected into the stomach,
after the poison has been as much as possible

removed by means of the stomath-pump. For
arsenic or corrosive sublimate there is rarely

any antidote.

Spasmodic colic is too frequently produced
by exposure to cold, or the drinking of cold

water, or the use of too much green meat. The
horse should be walked about, strong friction

used over the belly, and spirit of turpentine
given in doses of two ounces, with an ounce
each of laudanum and spirit of nitrous ether, in

warm water or ale. If the spasm is not soon
relieved the animal should be bled, an aloetic

ball administered, and injections of warm water
with a solution of aloes thrown up. This spas-

modic action of the bowels, when long con-

tinued, is liable to produce introsusception, or

entanglement, of them, and the case is then
hopeless.

Superpnrgation often follows the administra-

tion of a too strong or improper dose of physic.

The torture wliich it produces will be evident

by the agonized expression of the countenance,
and the frequent looking at the flanks. Plenty
of thin starch or arrow-root should be given

both by the mouth and by injection ; and, twelve
hours having passed without relief being expe-
rienced, chalk, catechu, and opium should be

added to the gruel.

Worms in the intestines are not often produc-

tive of much mischief, except they exist in very
great quantities. Small doses of emetic tartar

with a little ginger may be given to the hor.'Je

half an liour before his first meal, in order to ex-

pel the round white wonn ; and injections of

linseed-oil or aloes will usually remove the as-

carides, or needle-worms.
The respiratory passages are all lined by

the mucous membrane. Catarrh, or cold, in-

flammation of the upper air passages, should

never be long neglected. A few mashes or a

little medicine will usually remove it. If it is

neglected, and occasionally in defiance of all

treatment, it will degenerate into other diseases.

The larynx may become the principal seat of

inflammation. Larnngitis will be shown by
e.xtreme difficulty of breathing, accompanied
by a strange roaring noise, and an evident en-
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largeraent and gi-eat tendemcs.9 of the larynx
when felt externally. The windpipe must be
opened in such case, and the best advice will
be necessary. Sometimes the subdivisions ot

the trachea, before or when it first enters the
lungs, will be the part affected, and we have
bronchitis. This is characterized by a quick
and hard breathing, and a peculiar wheezing
sound, with the coughmg up of mucus. Here,
too, decisive measures must be adopted, and a
skihful practitioner employed. His assistance

is equally necessary in distemper, influenza,
and epidemic catarrh, names indicating varie-

ties of the same disease, and the product of at-

mospheric influence ; differing to a certain de-

gree ill every season, but in all characterized
by intense inflammation of the mucous surfaces,

and rapid and utter prostration of strength, and
in all demanding the abatement of that inflamma-
tion, and yet little expenditure of vital power.
Cough may degenerate into inflammation of

the lungs ; or this feart'ul malady may be de-

veloped without a single premonitoi-y symptom,
and prove fatal in twenty-four or even in twelve
hours. It is mostly characterized by deathly
coldness of the extremities, expansioai of the

nostril, redness of its lining membrane, .singu-

larly anxious countenance, constant gazing at

the flank, and an, unwillingness to move. A
successful treatment ofsuch a case can be found-
ed only on the most prompt and fearless and
decisive measures. The lancet should be freely

used. Counter-irritants should follow as soon
as the violence of the disease is in the slightest

degree abated ; sedatives must succeed to them,
and fortunate will he be who oflen saves his

patient after all the decisive symptoms of pneu-
monia are once developed.
Among the consequences of these severe af-

fections of the lungs are chronic cough, not al-

ways much diminishing the usefulness of the

horse, but strangely aggravated at times by any
fresh accession of catarrh, and too often degen-
erating into thick wind which always material-

ly interferes with the speed of the horse, and in

a great proportion of cases terminates in broken
wind. It is rare indeed that either of these dis-

eases admits of cure. That obstruction in some
part of the respiratory canal, which vaines in al-

most every horse, and produces the peculiar

sound termed roaring, is also rarely removed.
Glanders, the most destructive of all diseases

to which the horse is expo.sed, is the conse-

quence of breathing the atmosphere of foul and
vitiated stable.s. It is the winding up of almost

everj- other disease, and in every stage it is

most contagious. Its most prominent symptoms
are a small but constant discharge of sticky

matter from the nose ; an enlargement and in-

duration of the glands beneath and within the

lower javv', on one or both sides, and, before the

termination of die disease, chancrous inflamnia-

tioc of the nostril on the same side with the en-

larged gland. Its contagiousness should never

be forgotten, for if a glandercd horse is once in-

troduced into a stable, almost every inhabitant

of that stable will, sooner or later, become in-

fected and die.

Tiie urinary and genital organs are also lined

by mucous membranes. The horse is subject to

iuflamviat/on of the kidneys from eating musty

oats or mowburnt hay, or from exposure to cold

and injuries of the loins. Bleeding, physic, and

counter irritants over the region of the loins

should be had recourse to. Dialetes, or profuse

staling, is difllcult to treat. The inflammation
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that may exist should first be subdued ; and
then opium, catecliu, and the uva ursi adminis-

tered. Inflnmmalion of (he bladdrr will be best

alleviated by mucilaginous drinks of almost auj'

kind. Iiijiam m at ion of the neck of the Itliidder,

evinced by the frequent and painful discharge of

small quantities of urine, \vill yield only to the

abstraction of blood and the exhibition of oi)iuni.

A cathi^ter may be easily passed into the blad-

der of the mare, and the urine evacuated, but it

will require a skillful veterinary surgeon to ef-

fect this in the horse. A stone in the bladder is

readily detected by the practitioner, and maybe
extracted with comparative ease. The sheath
of the penis is often diseased from the presence
of corrosive mucous matter. This may easily

be removed with warm .soap and water.

To the mucous membranes belong the con-

junctival tunic of the eye, and the diseases of the

eye generally may be here considered. A
scabby itchiness on the edge of the eyelid may
be cured by a diluted nitrated ointment of mer-
cury. Waits should be cut ofFwiih the scissors,

and the roots touched with lunar cau.stic. Jn-
flammation of the haw should be abated by the

emploj'ment of cooling lotions, but that useful

defence of the eye should never, if possible, be
removed. Common ophthalmia 'w}\l yield as

readily to cooling applications as inflammation
of the same organ in any other animal ; but there

is another species of inflammation, commencing
in the same way as the first, anit for a while
apparently yielding to treatment, but which
changes from eye to eye, and returns again and
again, until hliudness is produced in one or both
organs of vision. The most frequent cause is

hereditary predisposition. The reader cannot
be too often reminded that the qualities of the

sire, good or bad, descend, and scarcely changed,
to his offspring. How moon-blindness was first

produced no one knows ; but its continuance in

our stables is to be traced to this cause princi-

pally, or almost alone, asd it pursues its course
until cataract is produced, for which there is no
remedy. Gvita sercna (palsy of the optic

nerve) is sometimes observed, and many have
been deceived, for the eye retains its perfect
transparency. Here, also, medical treatment is

of no avail.

The serous membranes are of great import-
ance. The brain and spinal marrow, with the
origins of the nerves, are surrounded by them ;

so are the heart, the lung.s, the intestinal canal,

and the organs whose office it is to prepare the
generative fluid.

Inflammation of the brain.—Mad staggers
fall under this division. It is inflammation of
tlie meninges, or envelops of the brain, pro-

duced by over-exertion, or by any of the causes
of areneral fever, and it is characterized by the
wildest delirium. Nothing but the most profuse
blood lotting, active purgation, and blistering the
head, will afford the slightest hope of success.
Tetanus or locked jaw is a constant spasm of
all the voluntary muscles, and particularly those
of the neck, the spine, and the head, arising

from the injury of some nervous fibril—tliat in-

jury spreading to the oritrin of the nerve—the
brain becoming affected, and universal and
unbroken spasmodic action being the result.

Bleeding, physicing, blistering the cour.se of the

spine, and the administration of opium in enor-
mous doses, will alone give any chance of cure.
Epilepsy is not a frequent dLseasc in the Hor.se.

but it seldom admits of cure. It is also very
apt to return at the most distant and uncertain
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intervals. Palsy is the suspension of nervous
power. It is usually confined to the hinder

limbs, and sometimes to one limb only Bleed-

ing, physicing, antimonial medicines, and blis-

tering of tlie spine, are most likely to produce
a cure, but they too often utterly fail of suc-

cess. Rabies, or madness, is evidently a dis-

ea.«e of the nervous sy.stem, and, once being
developed, is altogether without remedy. The
utter destruction of the bittt'n part with the lu-

nar caustic, soon after the infliction of the

wound, will, however, in a great majority of

cases, prevent that develojmient.

Pleurisy, or inflammation of the serous cov-

ering of the lungs and tlie lining of the cavity

of the chest, is generally connected with in-

flammation of the substance of the lungs ; but

it occasionally exi.sts independent of anj' state

of those organs. The pulse is in this case

hard and full, instead of being oppres.sed : the

extremities are not so intensely cold as in pneu-
monia ; the membrane of the nose is little red-

dened, and the sides are tender. It is of im-
portance to distinguish accurately bet^veen the

two, because in pleurisy more active purga-
tion may be pursued, and the effect of counter
irritants will be greater from their proximity to

the seat of disease. Copious bleedings and
sedatives here also should be had recourse to.

It is in connection with pleurisy that a serous

fluid is effused in the chest, the existence and
extent of which may be ascertained by the prac-

ticed ear, and which in many cases may be safe-

ly evacuated.
The heart is surrounded by a serous mem-

brane, the pericardium, that secretes a fluid, the

interposition of which prevents any injurious

friction or concussion in the constant action of
this organ. If this fluid increases to a great de-

gree, it constitutes dropsy of the heart, and
the action of the heart may be impeded or de-

stroyed. In an early .-stage it is diflicult to de-

tect, and in every stage difficult to cure.

The heart it.self is often diseased ; it sjTiipa-

thizes with the inflammatory affection of every
organ, and, therefore, is itself occasionally in-

flamed. Carditis, or inflamm ation ofthe heart,

is characterized by the strength of its pul.sa-

tious, the tremor of which can be seen, and the

sound can be heard at a distance of several

yards. Speedy and copious blood letting will

affiird the only hope of cure in such a case.

The outer coat of the stomach and intestines

is composed of a serous membrane, the perito-

neum, which adds strength and firmness to their

textures, attaches and supports and confines
them in their respective places, and secretes a
fluid that prevents all injurious friction between
them. This coat is exceedingly subject to in-

fiammation, which is somewhat gradual in its

approach. The pulse is quickened, but small

;

the legs cold ; the belly tender ; there is con-
stant pain, and every motion increases it ; there
is also rapid and great prostration of strength.

These symptoms will sufficiently cliaracterize

peritoneal inflammation. Bleeding, aperient
injections, and extensive coauter irritation will
afford the only hope of cure.

The time for castration varies according to

the breed and destiny of the Horse. On the
farmer's colt it may be effected when the ani-

mal is not more than four or five months old, and
it is comparatively seldom that a fatal ca.se then
occurs. For other hordes, much depends on
their growth, and particularly on the develop-
ment of their fore quarters. Little improvement



has berin effected in the old mode of castrating:,

except the opening of the scrotum and the di-

vision of the cord by the kuife, instead of the

heated iron.

tii/novial or joint memhranes are interposed
between the divisions of the bones, and fre-

quently between the tendons, in order to secrete

a certain fluid that shall facilitate motion and
obviate friction. Occasionally the membrane is

lacerated, and the synovia escapes. This is

termed opened joint, and violent inflammation
rapidly ensues. The duty of the practitioner is

to close this opening as quickly as possible. No-
thing is so efl:ectual here as the application of the

cautery. A great deal of inflammation and en-

gorgement are produced around the opening,
partially, if not altogether, clo.sing it; or at least

enabling the coagulated .sj-novia to occupy and
obliterate it. Perhaps, in order to secure the
desired result, the whole of the joint should be
blistered. After this a bandage should be firmly
applied, and kept on as long as it is wanted.
If there is any secondary eruption of the syno-
via, the cautery must again be liad recour.se to.

T/ie Navicular Disease is a bruise, or inflam-

mation, or perhaps destruction, of the cartilage

of the navicular bone, where the flexor tendon
of the foot passes over it in order to reach the
coflin-boue. The veterinai-y surgeon can alone
ascertain the existence and proper treatment of
this disease. Spavin is an eidargement of the
inner side of the hock. The splint-bones sup-
port the inferior layer of those of the hock, and
as they sustain a very unequal degree of concus-
sion and weight, the cartilaginous substance
which unites them to the shank-bone takes on
inflammation. It becomes bony insteaU of car-

tilaginous, and the disposition to this change be-

ing setup in the part, bony mattercontinues to be
deposited, until a very considerable enlargement
takes place, known by the name oi spavin, and
there is considerable lameness in the hock-joint.

The bony tumor is blistered, and probably fired,

but there is no diminution of the lameness until

the parts have adapted themselves, after a con-
siderable process of time, to the altered duty re-

quired of them, and then the lameness materi-

ally diminishes, and the horse becomes, to a
very considerable extent, useful. Cvrb is an
enlargement of the back of the hock, three or
fsur inches below its point. It is a strain of the
ligament which there binds the tendons down
in their place. The patient should be subjected
to almost absolute rest ; a blister should be ap-
plied over the back of the tumor, and, occasion-

ally, firing will be requisite to complete the

cure. Near the fetlock, and where the tendons
are exposed to injury from pressure or friction,

little bags or sacks are placed, from which a lu-

bricating mucous fluid constantly escapes. In
the violent tasks which the Horse occasionally

has to perform, these become bruised and in-

flamed, and enlarged and hardened, and arc

termed idndgalh. They blemish the horse, but
are no cause of lameness after the inflammation
has subsided, unless they become very much
enlarged. The cautery will then be the best

cure. Immediately above the hock enlarge-
ments of a similar nature are sometimes fowid,
and, as they project both inwardly and out-

wardly, they are termed thorough-pins. They
are seldom a cause of lameness, but they indi-

cate great and perhaps injurious exertion of the
joint. On the in.side of the hock a tumor of this

4tind, but of a more serious nature, is found. It

is one of these enlarged mucous bags, but very
(1034)

deeply seated and the subcutaneous vein of the
hock passing over it. The course of the blood
tlirough the vein is thus in some measure ar
rested, and a portion of the vessel becomes dis-
tended. This is a serious evil, .since, from the
dcep-seatedness of the mucous bag, it is almost
impossible to act effectually upon it. It is

termed bog or blood spavin.
The celhilar tissue which fills the interstices

of the various organs, or enters into their texture,
is the seat of many diseases. From the badness
of the harness, or the brutality of the attendant,
the poll of the horse becomes contused. Inflam
mation is set up, considerable swelling ensues.
An ulcerative process soon commences, and
chasms and sinuses of the mo.st frightful extent
begin to be formed. The withers also are occa-
sionally bruised, and the same process takes place
there, and sinuses penetrate deep beneath the
shoulder, and the bones of the withers are fre-

quently exposed. These abscesses are termed
poll evil audjistulons withers, and in the treat-

ment of them the Horse is often tortured to a
dreadful extent. A better mode of management
has, however, been introduced ; setons are passed
through the most dependent parts ; no collection
of sanious fluid is permitted to exist, slnd milder
stimulants are applied to the surface of the ulcer.

An abscess of a peculiar character is found
between the branches of the lower jaw in young
horses. It is preceded by some degree of fever.

It is usually slow in its progress, but at length
it attains a considerable size, including the whole
of the cellular tissue in that neighborhood
There is one unifonn mass of tumefaction. This
is strangles. It seems to be an effort of Nature
to get rid of something that oppresses the con
stitution, and the treatment of it is now simple
and effectual. It is encouraged by fomentations
and blisters. It is punctured as soon as the
fluctuation of a fluid within it can be fairly de
tected—the pus. speedily escapes, and there b.

an end of the matter.

Farcy.—While the arterial capillaries are en-

gaged in building up the frame, the absorbents
are employed in removing that which is not
only useles.s, but would be poi.sonous and de-

structive. They take up the matter of glanders
and of every ulcerating surface, and they are
occasionally irritated, inflamed and ulcerated

from the acrimonious nature of the poi.=on which
they carry. The absorbents are furnished with
numerous valves. The fluid is for a while ar

rested by them, and there the inflammation ie

greatest, and ulceration takes place. This is the

history of the farcy cords and buds. Farcy is a

highly contagious disease, whether or not it be
connected with glanders. It, however, occa-

sionally admits of cure from the application of

the cautery to the buds, and the administration

the corrosive sublimate or the sulphate of iron

internally.

The skin of the Horse is subject to various dis-

eases. Large pimples or lumps suddenly ap-

pear on it, and. after remaining a few^ days, the

cuticle peels off, and a circular scaly spot is left.

This is called surfeit. The cau.se is obscure,

but principally referable to indigestion. A
slight bleeding will always be serviceable.

Physic rarely does good, but alteratives com-

posed of nitre, black antimony, and sulphur, will

be very beneficial. Man^c is a disease of a

different character. It is tlie curse of the stable

into which it enters, for it will almost certainly

affect everj- Horse. Thorough dressings with

Barbadoestar and linseed oil, in the proportion



of one of the former to three of the latter, will

be tlic most effectual external application, while

alteratives and physic should be s^ivcu inter-

nally. H(di-hound is a vcrj' appropriate term

for the peculiar sticking of the hide to the ribs

when a horse is out of condition. The subcu-

taneous adipose matter is all absfirbed. The
alterative above recommended will be very

useful here.

The legs, and the hind ones more than the

fore ones, arc subject to frequent and great and
obstinate swellings, attended by great pain and
considerable fever. It is acute inflammation of

the cellular substance of the legs. Phj-sic and
diuretics, and tonics if there is tl>e slightest ap-

peai-ancc of debility, are the proper means of

cure. Friction and bandages will al.so be u.se-

ful occasionally. There is no di.sea.se in which
the farrier and the groom do greater mischief

tlian in this.

Grease is an undue secretion of the fluid

whicli was designed to lubricate the skin of the

lieels, and that secretion is also altered in quality.

The hind legs begin to swell—a fluid exudes
from the heels—the hairs of the heels become
erect like so many bristles, and the skin of the

heel is hot and greasy. Soon afterward cracks

appear across the heel ; they discharge a thick

Hiid offensive matter, and then deepen. They
spn^ad up the leg, and so does the tumefaction

of the part. In process of time tbc skin, in-

flamed and ulcerated, undergoes an alteration

of structure ;
prominences or granulations ap-

pear on it, assuming the appearance of a collec-

tion of grapes, or the skin of a pine-apple. They
increase, and a fetid discharge appears from
the crevices between them.

The cause is generally neglect of the Horse.

He is suffered to stand in the stable with his

heels cold and wet, which necessarily disposes

them to inflammation and disease.

In the first .stage of grease, bran or turnip or
carrot poultices will be serviceable, with moder-
ate physic. Then astringents must be em-
ployed, and the best are alum or sulphate of
copper in powder, mixed with several times the

quantity of Bole Armenian, and sprinkled on the

sores. These should be alternated every three

or four days. The grapy heels are a disgrace

to the stable in which they are found, and admit
not of radical cure.

Splints are bony enlargements, generally on
the inside of the leg, arising from undue pressure

on the inner splint bone, and this either caused
by the natural conformation of the leg, or violent

blows on it. These excrescences will often

gradually disappear, or will yield to a simple
operation, or to the application of the hydriodate
of potash or blister ointment.s. Sprains, if

neglected, occasionally become very serious

eTils. Rest, warm fomentations, poultices, or,

in bad cases, blistering are the usual remedies.
WnidgaJls. if they are of considerable size, or
accompanied by much inflammation or lame-
ness, will find in a blister the most effectual

remedy. Sprainit of thefetlock demand prompt
and severe blistering. Nothing short of this will

' produce a pennanent cure. Spraina of the

[
pastern and coffin-joints demand still more
prompt and deci.sive treatment. If neglected

I

or inefficiently managed, the neighboring liga-

I
ments will be involved, more extensive inflam-

mation will be set up, and bony matter, under
the name of ringbone, will spread over the pas-

terns and cartilages of the foot. Firing alone
will, in die majority of cases, be efficient here.

(1035)

Inflammation of thefoot, or acute founder.

—

In speaking of the structure of the foot, the
laininiH, or tle.shy plates on the front and sides
of the coffin-bone, were described. From over-
exertion, or undue exposure to cold or wet, or
sudden change from cold to heat, inHammation
of these lamin;B is apt to occur, and a dreadfully
painful di.sca.se it is. It is easily detected by
the heat of the feet, and the torture which is

produced by the slightest touch of the hammer
The shoe must be removed, the sole well pared
out, plentiful bleeding from the toe had recourse
to, the foot well poulticed, and cooling med
cines reported to. The bleeding should be re-

peated if manifest benefit is not procured, and
cloths dipped in dissolved nitre, which are cold
er than the common poultice, should be substi

tuted. After this a poultice around the foot and
pastern should succeed. Little food should be
given, and that must consist of green meat or
ma.shes.

Pumiced Feet.—This is one of the con.se-

quences of inflamed feet. The sole of the foot

becomes flattened, or even convex, by the pre.ss-

ure of the weight above. There is no cure
here, and the only palliation of the evil is ob
taincd from the application of a shoe so beveled
off from the crust that it shall not press upon or
touch the .sole. This, however, is only a tem
porary palliation, for the sole will continue to

project, and the horse will be useless.

Contracted Feet.—By this is meant an in

crease in the length of the foot, and a gradual
narrowing as the heels are approached ; and
as the necessary, consequence of this, a diminu-
tion of the ^vidtll of the foot and a concavity of
the sole. In point of fact, the whale of the foot,

including the coffin-bone, becomes narrowed,
and consequently elongated. This change of
form is accompanied by considerable pain ; the
action of the Horse is altered ; there is a short-
ened tread, and a hesitating way of putting the
foot to the ground.
The frog and heel would expand when the

weight of the Horse descends and is thrown
upon them, but the nailing of the shoe at the
heels prevents it. Thence the pain and lame
ness. Mr. Turner of Regent-street obviates this
by a very simple method. He puts four or five
nails in the shoe on the outside, and only two
on the inside. There is then sufficient room
for the natural expansion to take place, and
the foot and action of the Horse are little or not
at all changed. This is an admirable contri-
vance, and recourse should always be had to it.

The Navicular Joint Disease.—There are
many Horses with open and well-formed feet
that are lame. In every motion of the foot there
is a great deal of action between the navicular
bone and the flexor tendon which passes over
it in order to be inserted into the navicular bone
From concussion or violent motion, the mem
brane or the cartilage which covers the navicu
lar bone is brui.sed or abraded, the horse be-
comes lame, and oftea continues so for life. This
disease admits of remedy to a very considera-
ble extent; no one, however, but a skillful vete-
rinary surgeon is capable of successfully under-
taking it.

Sand-crack is a divi.sion of the crust of the
hoof from the upper part of it downward,
bespeaks brittlcness of the foot, and often arises
from a single false step. If the crack has not
penetrated through the horn, it mu.st neverthe-
less be pared fairly out, and generally a coating
of pitch should be bound round tlie foot. If the
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crack has readied tlie quick, that must be done
which ought to be done in eveiy case—a skill-

ful surgeon should be consulted, otherwise false

quarter may ensue.
False Quarter is & division of the ligament

by which the crust is secreted. It is one of the

varieties of sand-crack, and exceedingly diffi-

cult to cure.

Tread or Overreach is a clumsy habit of set-

ting one foot upon or bruising the other. It

should immediately and carefully be attended
to, or a bad case o{ quittpr may ensue.

Qiiiltor is the fonnation of little pipes be-
tween the crust and the hoof, by means ofwhich
the purulent matter secreted from some wound
beneath the crust makes its escape. The heal
ing of this, and of every species of pr-ick or
ironvd in the sole or crust, is often exceedingly
difficult.

Corns are said to exist when the posterior
part of the foot between the external crust and
the bars is unnaturally contracted and becomes
inflamed. Corns are the consequence of con-
tinued and unnatural pressure. The thorough
cure of corns -will put the ingenuity of the op-
erator to the trial.

Thrush is the consequence of unnatural
pressure on the frog. It is the cause and the

effect of contraction, whether it is found in the
heels of the fore feet or the hinder ones. It

is not difficult to cure when taken in time, but
when neglected it often becomes a very seri-

ous matter.

Canker is the consequence of thrush, or, in-

deed, of almost every disease of the foot. It is

attended by a greater or less s'eparation of horn,
which sometimes leaves the whole of the sole

bare. This, also, like the diseases of the foot

genefally, is difficult of cure.

Few things are more neglected, and yet of
greater importance to the comfort and dura-
bility of the Horse, than a proper sjstem of
shoeing. It is necessary that the foot .^ihould be
defended from the wear and tear of the roads,

but that very defence too often entails on the
animal a degree of injury and suffering scarcely
credible. The shoe is fixed to the foot, and of-

ten interferes with and limits the beautiful ex-
pansibility of that organ, and thus causes much
unnecessary concussion and mischief
The shoe of a healthy foot should offer a per-

fectly flat surface to the ground. The bearing
m weight of the Horse will then be diffused

over the surface of the shoe, and there will be
no injurious accumulation of it on different

points. Too often, however, there is a convexi-
ty toward the inner edge, which causes an ine-

quality of bearing, and breaks and destroys the

crust. Round the outer edge of the shoe, and
extended over two-thirds of it on the lower .sur-

face, a groove is sunk, through which pass the

nails for the fastening of the shoe. At first they
somewhat project, but they arc soon worn down
to the level of the shoe, which in the healthy
foot should not vary from the heel to the toe.

The width of the shoe will depend on that of

tLc foot. The general rule is that it should y)ro-

tect the sole from injury, and be as wide at the

heel as the frog will permit.

The upper surface of the shoe should be dif-

ferently formed. It should be flat along the up-
per end, outer supporting the crust, or, in other
words, the weight of the horse, and widest at

the heel, so as to meet and with.stand the shock
of the bars and the crust. The inner portion of
the shoe should be beveled off, in order that, in

(10,36)

the descent of the sole, that part of the foot may
not be bruised. The owner of the Horse should
occasionally be present when the shoes are re-

moved, and he will be too often surprised to see
how far the smith, almost wilfully, deviates from
the right construction of this apparently simple
apparatus The beveled shoe is a little more
troublesome to make and to apply than that

which is often u.sed by the village smith, but it

will be the owner's fault if his directions are not
implicitly obeyed.
Even at the commencement of the operation

of shoeing, the eye of the master or the trust-

worthy groom will be requi.site. The shoe is

often tor., from the foot in a most violent and
cniel way. Scarcely half the clenches are

raised when the smith seizes the shoe with his

pincers and forcibly wrenches it off. The
shrinking of the Horse will tell how much he
suffer.s, and the fragme^its of the crust will also

afford sufficient proofs of the mischief that has
been done, especially when it is recollected that

every nail-hole is enlarged by this brutal force,

and the future safety of the slioe to a greater or

less degree weakened, and pieces of the nail

are sometimes left in the substance of the crust,

which become the cause of future disease.

In the paring out of the foot, also, there is fre-

quently great mischief done. The formidable
bti/teris is still often found in the smithy of the

country farrier, although it is banished from the

practice of every[respectable operator. A worse
evil, however, remains. By the butteris much
of the sole was injuriously removed, and the

foot \vas occasionally weakened, but the draio-

ingknifc frequently left a portion of sole suffi-

cient to destroy the elasticity of the foot, and to

lay the foundation for contraction, corns and per-

manent lameness. One object, then, of the

looker-on is to ascertain the actual state of the

foot. On the descent of the cinist, when the

foot is placed on the ground, depends the elas-

ticity and healthy state of the foot, and that may
be satisfactorily determined by the yielding of

the sole, although to a very slight degree, when
it is strongly pressed upon with the thumb. The
sole being pared out, the crust on each side may
be lowered, but never reduced to a level with

the sole, otherwise this portion will be exposed
to continual injury.

The heels often suffer considerably fi-om the

carelessness or ignorance of the smith. The
weight of the Horse is not thrown equably on

them, but considerably more on the inner than

the outer quarter. The consequence of this is

that the inner heel is worn down more than the

outer, and the foundation is laid for tenderness

and ulceration. The smith is too often inatten-

tive to this, and pares away an equal quantity

of horn from the inner and outer heel, leaving

the former weaker and lower, and less able to

support the weight thrown upon it.

Mention has already been made of the nse of

the bars in admitting and yet limiting to its prop-

er extent the expansion of the foot. The smith

in the majority of country forges, and in too

many of those that disgrace the metropolis, .seema

to have waged interminable war with these por-

tions of the foot, and avails himself of eveiy op-

portunity to pare them down, or perfectly de-

stroy them, forgetting, or never having learned,

that' the destruction of the bars necessarily leads

to contraction by removing the chief impedi-

ment to it.

The horn between the crust and the bar should

be well pared out. Every one accustomed to
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Horses must have observed the great relief that

is given to the Horse witli corns when this an-

gle is pared out, and yet from some fatality, tlie

smith rarely leaves it where Kature placed it,

but cuts away every portion of it.

Tiie true function of the frog is easily under-
stood. It gives security to the tread, and con-

tributes expansion to the hods: but the smith,

although the.se cases come before him every da^',

socnis 10 be quite unaware of the course which lie

should pursue, and cither leaves the frog almo.st

untouched, and then it becomes bruist,-d and in-

jured, or he pares it away so that it cannot come
into contact with the ground, and consequently
is not enabled to do its duty.

The owner of the Horse will therefore find it

his interest occasionally to visit the forge, and
guided by the simple principles which have

been stated, he will seldom eiT in his opinion of
what is going forward there. He should im-
press two principles deeply on his mind, that a
great deal more depends on the paring out of
the foot than in the construction of the shoe

:

that few shoes, except they press upon the sole,

or arc made sliamefully bad, will lame the Horse,
but that he may be very easily lamed by au ig-

norant or improper paring out of the foot.

Where the owner of the Hor.se has sufficient

influence with the smith, he will find it advisa-
ble ^always to have a few sets of shoes ready
made. Much time will be saved, in ca.so of ac-

cident, and there will not be, as is too often the
case, the cutting and paring and injuring of the
foot, in order to make it lit the .shoe. More in-

jiny than would be readily believed is done to

the foot by contriving to get on it too small a shoe.

INSECTS MOST INJURIOUS TO VEGETABLES AND ANIMALS,
AND THE MEANS BEST CALCULATED TO COUNTERACT THEIR RAVAGES

BY REV. JAMES DUNCAN, M. W. S.

[From the Joumal of the Highland Agricultural Society of Scotland.]

Lice.—Almost all our domestic animals arc

well known to be more or less iirt'csted with
minute parasites, which have been long refer-

red by naturalists to the genus Pediculu.s. The
great majority of our native animal.s, whether
wild or in a domestic state, have their peculiar
kinds appropriated to them. Indeed, it was
long imagmed diat each and every animal had
its own pecu.iar parasite, but this is not alto-

gether borne out by facts ; for,

"Although, in the miyonty of esses, a distinct spe-
cies of insect is found upon each particulnr Rnimal,
t". e. quadruped or bird, yet there are several instances
where the same kind infests three or four different
species of birds, but. in such exceptions, they arc al-

most always contined to individuals of the same gen-
era or family, or at .'cast to species of similar habits.
This is more strictly the case with birds than qxiad-

nipcds. Kor instance, Docopkorim icteroiilc.s 1 have
found on nearly every species of duck which has
come under my notice. 1 have received it from
other birdo nlsa ; but they were of aquatic habits, i

and belonging to the order Natal ores. The Nir-
mus obsciirus infests several species of sandpipers,

I

eodwits, &.C. , the Nirmus rufus upon si.'voral :>( ihi: I

hawks and falcons; and i>wo/)/ior«s /(irj upon nearly
all the gulls. In the instances among quadrupeds it I

is rather doubtful whether the species is common to
two ditfercnt Hiiinials or not, or whether they may
not have been merely transferred by associating or
frequenting the same place of abode ; a?—for e.\am-
ple, the Trirkodir.les stalaris founil both upon the
ox and iiss—where the animals are feeding in the
same stall, or sleep together, a transfer of property
might easily be made. The Hmmatopinns pilifrfiis

infests dogs, and I have received specimens from the
fenct, which last animal was said to swarm with
them. Here it is rather difficult to account for the
occurrence, as I am luit aware that the two aninials
ever live on friendly terms with each other ; and.
mon!over, the person fiom whom I received them
informed me that he had not n dog. Wl.cn we ex-
tend our observations to genera, we find they take a
much wider range, and it is in only two or thn-e
ca.^es that we could with any confiilenee asseil that
they were diagnostic of certain families of Vertebra-
ta. It is easy to say whether. they are belonains to

quadrui>ed or bird, but Jnore dilficult to pronounce
the peculiar family of either, a.s seme genera of each
division ajjpear perfect cosmopolites , as, for instance,
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the genus Pediculus of Linn., (since divided into Pe-
diculus and Ha-niatopinuis,) besides infesting man,
is also found in the orders Qiiadriimmia, on monkeys;
Rodeiitia, on the squirrel, hare, rabbit, water-rat;
Carnivnra, on the dog and seal ; Par.hijdcrmaln, on
the swine, ass and camel ; Ruvtinantia, on the deer,
ox, and butl'alo. The genus Nirmus, again, is very
extensively spread, infesting every order of birds
but the Gnllinacea:. Docophorus, all but Galliiia-

cen and Colmiibido: ; Lipeurus infesting the orders
Gnllinacra, Gratlo:, Palmipedes, and Arr.ipitres ; while,
on the other hand, a few, as I have stated, are nearly
certain indexes to the families. Eureum only on
Chelidoiies ; Trinoton only on Palmipedes; Gonioco-
tes and Goniodes only on Gallinacea and Columbidm

;

(tyropus only on the Guinea-pig in this countiy. J)r.

Burmeister enumerates a species also from ilie Ai,

(Bradypus Iridaclylits,) and, lastly, the genus Phthi-
rius on man,"*

Not only are there numerous instances of one
kind of pedicular parasite being confined to one
kind of animal, but in not a few cases there is a
particular species assigned to differeiit parts of
the same animal, and these are seldom found to

encroach on their respective provinces. This
fact, in a physiological point of view, is exceed-
ingly curious, and difficult to be accounted for.

In Mr. Denny's beautiful woi'k, a quotation from
which has just been given, all the species hith-

erto found in this country are described and
figured in a style of art which has been seldom
surpassed as applied to entomological subjects.
He enumerates nearly 2.")0 different species as
occurring on Briti.sh animals. The great ma-
joritj- of these are found in too small numbers to

produce any injury of importance : but others,
again, as is well known to every one that rears
and fattens cattle, multiply excessively at times,
and are productive of great uneasiness and an-
noyance to the animals, while they greatly im-
pair their look by denuding the skin of the hair,

and giving it a very unsightly appearance.
Naturalists differ in opinion as to whetlter

these insects undergo a true metamorphosis, like

others of their class. The truth appears to be,

* " Denny's Monogiaphia Anoplurorum Britan-
nia!," p. ix.



that the metamorphosis is very imperfect, and
seems to consist in a series of consecutive
changes of skin, end gradual increase in size,
such as might be expected in an animal ih its

progress to maturity, rather than to form a Tiieta-

morphosis, properly so called. In allffiages
they are active, and possess the power of taking
food.

It is of importance, in a practical point ofview,
to be acquainted with the mai-ks by which tliese

troublesome and disagreeable parasites are dis-
tinguished, because different methods of des-
troying them require to be adopted according to
their different habits and places of residence.
The whole tribe is divided into two sections ; the
one containing such species as are provided with
a tubular sucker, the other, the kinds having the
mouth provided witli two homy mandibles or
jaws. These differences in the structure of the
mouth must obviously exercise a great influence
on their habits and general modes of procedure.
The first we shall notice, which is one of the

most common and troublesome, belongs to the
last-mentioned division; it is the Trichodcctes
scalaris. The genus Trichodectes is known by
having the autennffi three-jointed

; the tarsi with
one claw

; the head horizontal and sajjle-like,
with the mouth beneath ; mandibles stj-ong, tri-

dentate at the apex; the eyes very inconspicuous,
and at all times invisible. All the species live
upon quadrupeds, their food consisting of hair,
wool, and exfoliated particles of the epidermis.
Their jaws act horizontally, and cut off the hair
close by the roots, exactly as if it had been done
with a pair of scissors.

T. scalaris, Peditmlus,
hovis, Linn. Louse of
THE Ox, is about half a line

in length, the head and tho-

rax of a bright rust-yellow,

the former with two dusky
spots in front, and of an ab-
cordate shape ; eyes prom- ^
iuent ; antennae pale yel- j//

low, the third joint longest ^

and spindle-shaped ; abdo-
men oblong, pale, tawny,
finely pubescent, the first

six segments with a trans-

verse rust-red or dusky
band on the upper half, and
a large longitudinal spot of
the same color on each side

;

the hinder extremity with a large similarly col-

ored spot ; legs pale ; tlie claws nearly straight.

(Fig. 1.)

This species is very common on cattle, and
for the most part is found about the roots of the
hair on the mane.

T. eqiii, Pediculus equi,

Linn. Louse of the
Horse.—Nearly one half
larger than the preceding,
but in other respects bear-
ing a close resemblance to

it. The head and thorax
are of a bright chestnut
color ; the head somewhat
square, with the angles
rounded, and much wider
than the thorax, having an
angular dusky line on each
side posteriorly; antennjE
pale, thick, the last joint
longest, and somewhat club
jshaped ; abdomen obcon-
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Fig. 2.

A-
^^'^

ical, colored nearly as in T. scalaris ; legs pale,
thick and sti-ong, the tibiaj abruptly clavate ; the
tarsi short. (Fig. 2.)

Common on the horse and ass, mnltiplving to
a great extent when these animals are afflicted
with certain kinds of diseases. It is said to be
most plentiful when the animals are fresh from
pasture. Several other species belonging to this
genus are found on different animals. One oc-
curs on the sheep, [T. sph(eroceplialus.) another
( T. luniitcornis) on the fallow-deer, and a third
(
T. stmihs) on the red-deer

; but thev never ap-
pear to increase on these animals to an injuriouB
extent.

Heematopinus cm- Fig. 3.

rysteryius. Louse of
THE O.x.—In this gen-
us the mouth is formed
for sucking, there be-
ing a short tube pro-

|

jecting from the mouth ;>;

the antenna are five-

jointed ; the thorax dis-

tinctly separated from
the abdomen, and much
narrower, shorter and
broader than the head

;

abdomen large, de-
pressed, commonly
oval, consisting of eight or nine .segments ; legs
formed for chmbing, very thick and strong;
claws single and incurved. Perhaps the most
plentiful of all the species which infest cattle is

that named above. The head, which is of a
chestnut color, is somewhat triangular, rounded
behind ; the thorax dull chestnut, nearly square,
with a spiracle and an impressed line on each
side ; abdomen greyish-white, or ochrey, smooth
and shining, with four longitudinal rows of
dusky, horny excrescences, the last segment
with two black, curved marks ; legs chestnut,

the extremity of the claws black. Length from
1 to 1^ lines. (Fig. 3.)

It is this species, for the most part, that proves
so troublesome to stalled oxen. It frequents
chiefly the mane and shoulders. Being a suc-

torial insect, it cannot directly strip off the hair,

but, by abstracting the juices by which the bulb
or root of the hair is nourished, it makes it more
liable to fall ofl', and the irritation its punctures
occasion causes the animals to nib themselves
till the skin is quite bare. Mr. Denny remarks
that the yoHng are much more agile than the

mature insect, and difler in nothing except a

want of proportion, the limbs being much thicker

as compared with the bulk of the body than

when adult. Another species, somewhat similar

in appearance, (//. vituli,) occurs in the calf,

but it does not appear to be common.
Hamatopimis suis. Fig. 4.

Pediculus suis, Linn.
Louse OF Swine.—Head
and thorax dusky rust-

color, the fomur some-
what pear-shaped, with
an angular black line at

the apex, and one on each
side before the eyes

;

hinder angles of the tho-

;

rax acute, each side with
a distinct spiracle ; abdo
men large, flat and oval

;

of a membranaceous con-

sistency, bluish of yel-

lowish ash color, sometimes nearly white ; the

second and five following segments with a black.



horny excrescence on each side surrouiuiinsf llic

spiracles: tlie binder segment wiih a black
patcb on each side ; legs pale, long and thick.

Lentfth 1| to li lines. (Fi^. 4.)

This species is found, for the most part, in
great plenty on all kinds of swine, although cer-
tain breeds ajipcar to be infested wiili more
than others. :Mr. Denny states that it does not
appear to be Sfo generally spread as might be
expected from the dirty habit.s of the animals.

" It most fieqnently occurs (he says) on those fresh
imported from the Si>Ier Isle. It was many monihs
before I could obtain a single example, "l had ap-
plied to both farmers and pig butchers, neither of
whom seemed to approve of the idea which I had
conceived of tlitir pigs being latiey. but referred mc
to those ol the Emerald Isle as being sure to gratiiy
my wishes—(forgetting. I suspect, that thd Irish pigs
come to this market to meet English buyers.) 1 ac-
cordingly visited a colony just arrived, when I cer-
tainly met with a ready supply ; but here they were
conlined almost entirely to lean animals, and wheit^v-
er I found a pig fat or healthy, no game were to be
seen. In walking, this species uses the claw and tib-

tal tooth with great facility (which act as linger and
thumb) in taking hold of a single hair. The male is

much smaller, with the abdomen shorter, suborbicu-
lai', and the segments lobate ; the egg or nit is J of a
line in length, of a cream-color, and eleirantly sha-
greened, oblong, and slightly acuminated,"surround-
ed by a Ud, which, when the young insect is ready
to emerge, splits circularly, or, as a botanist would
say, has a circumcisile dehiscence."

H. axini, Pcdirulnx asiui. Linn. Louse of
THE Ass.—About the .size of the preceding spe-
cies; color rust-yellow on the head and thorax,
the former very long, narrow anteriorly, with
two black patches on each side near the apex

;

abdomen large and ovate, pale-yellowish white,
wrinkled and hairy, with a dusky, horny ex-
crescence surrounding each spiracle

; the last

segment with a large angular black spot on
each side ; legs short and thick, the color of the
thorax. Length 1 to 1| lines.

This parasite is very plentiful on the ass, par-
ticularly about the hcatl and mane. but. proba-
bly, owing to the thick skin of the animal, it

docs not appear to occasion it much annoyance.
The rabbit is also infested with a peculiar spe-
cies of Htrmnlopinns, and likewise the dog, but
they seldom increase to any great extent.
These are the principal pedicular parasites

which are most annoying to our mo.st use-
ful quadrupeds. Birds of almost every kind,
whether wild or lame, have also their peculiar
iidiabilants of this class ; not a few of them are
infested by several ditlbrent kinds. This is the
case more especially with the common domes-
tic fowl, which lias at least five species appro-
priated to it. Of these, one of the most com-
mon, which may be seen running over the hands
of those eniploj-ed in plucking fowls, and which
is difficult to bru.sh off. owing to the Halness and
smoothness of its body, is the
MenopoH ptiU'tditm, Pcdicnlus s^ull/iur, Linn.

It is very minute, not exceeding ^ or J of a line

in length ; the color pale straw, the surface
shining and smooth; head triangular and ob-
tuse, with pitchy spots on each side ; aniennte
with the fourth joint large and oblong, and ter-

minating in a tuft of hairs ; eyes dark ; abdomen
elongate oval, the segments ec|ual ; legs rather
thick, the anterior thighs broad and round. The
other species which infest poultry are the (joni-
odes dissimilix, a genus remarkable for havitig,

in the males, the third joint of the antenna; re-

curved toward the first, and forming a claw, by
which the insect can lay hold of a hair, the barb

(lortg)

of a feather, or any other small object; Goni-
colcs hologaxler, having the head, thorax and
legs pale yellow, with pitchy black marginal
bands and spots, and the abdomen with pale
ash colored lateral bands bordered with black.
Neither of these two species is common. But
the Lipcnnii; i-ariaOi/is. whicli may be known by
being of a dull white color margined with black,
i.s very abundant on the domestic fowl, prefer-
ring the primai-y and secondary feathers of the
wings, among the webs of which it moves with
great celerity.

Two or three different species inhabit the va-
rious kinds of pigeon. Of these the most com-
mon is (ioniucoles compmr, which has a large
alied, with produced acute angles behind, from
each of which t\\o long bristles |)roject ; abdo-
men while, broad and obovatc. ihe margin all

round ru.sty brown ; length from 1 to Inline.
Next to this in frequency, and sometimes sliU
more abundant, is Lipcurus Ijacnlns, llie body
of which is very narrow and elongated, the head
angular and depressed; the abdomen nearly
cylindrical, dull yellow-white, with a scries of
large ti^apCzoidal dusky patches on each side.
Few birds. Mr. Denny remarks, arc so infested
with parasites as the CohnnOidtc

; besides four
species of lice, he has found upon them a large
Ixodes, a small Acarii.i, and the Pnlex cohim-
b(F ; and K ev. S. .Tenyns detected a bug, Civiex
cvhtmbnrhis, which he has described in the
"Annals of Natural History."*

Grouse, and their near ally, the common par-
tridge, are far from being exempted from these
unwelcome visitors ; and in unliealihy sea.sons,
when the former are in a debilitated state, the
attacks of the parasites tend greatly to retard or
prevent their recovery. Gouiodes le/raouis in-

fests both the black-cock and common grouse,
and is, for the most part, very common. The
form of the head resembles that of Goniocoles
covipar ; color of the head and thorax pale
chestnut yellow; abdomen pale yellowish-white,
obovate, lateral margin bright chestnut, each seg-
ment, except the antcpeimltimate, with a pitclij-

sutural, .somewhat club-shaped, abbreviated
band. Length about a line

; the female some-
what larger. Nirinvs cr/mcrn/ns is also com-
mon on the red grouse. It is much smaller than
the above, deep chesnut color and pilose ; head
short, and .somewhat heart-shai»ed ; central band
and sutures of the abdomen pale yellow wiiite.
The species most frequently ob.served on the
common j)artiidge is MetKyjmn pvrdricis, a very
minute insect, not exceeding § of a line ia
length, of a dull ochrey yellow, the head farge
and almost semilunar, with a dusky spot on each
side, and a band before each eye ; the abdomen
broad. A more remarkable looking species, al-
.so frequenting this bird, is named Goniodcs dis-
pnr, but it is not of frequent occurrence. One
of the largest known parasites of this cla.ssoceurs
on the peacock. It is Gini'wdrs falcicoritis,
Pedicvfns paroiiis, Linn. The female is ahoat
2 lines in lengtli ; and the hiale has the first joint
of the antenna," with a large' (obih on the internal
edge: second cylindrical; the apex oblique;
third long and recurved; fourth and fifth very
small, in the fcmale filiform. This in.sectmay be
found alter the death of the bird collected in
immbers about the base of the beak and crovs n
of the head. Goniodes slylifti-, which has a
considerable general resemblance to the above,
is found on the turkey ; it is easily recognized

' Vol. V. p. 242.



by having the hinder anerlea of the head pro-

duced into a sharp projection like a horn.

Many other of our domestic birds, such as

geese, ducks, &c., have each a peculiar parasite

ofthis class assigned to them, and there are scarce-

ly an^^ of our wild birds that are without similar

assailants. But in such cases, the parasites ap-

pear to do little or no injury, and it is unnecessa-

ly, therefore, to refer to them more particularly.
"
In regard to the means best adapted for coun-

teracting the ravages of these parasites, lice on

cattle and hor.«es may be destroyed by a plenti-

ful and repeated application of oil, and also by
repeated rubbing of mercurial ointment into the

affected parts of the skin ; but, on using this lat-

ter substance, care should be taken not to expose
the animal to rain or cold.

INDIAN CORN—USE OF IT IN ENGLAND.
" One who knows" wrote us before the open-

ing of the British Parliament:—" You will see

the duty reduced or taken off grain of all kinds.

As to Indian Com, it will take 21) years to intro-

duce it into England. It rs within my memory
that potatoes have been brought into general

use, and oat meal within twenty years. They
would as soon have taken ratsbane forty years

ago, as have u.sed oat-meal or drank buttermilk
;

as they called it eating horse-corn bread and
drinking pisrs' punch."
Every thing must have a beginning, and,

comparatively speaking, -20 years is as little time
for change in the habits of a whole nation, as
one year for an individual.

The best way to accelerate the change would
be to station some old colored women cooks
from the South—some of those who are going
ofi'to Liberia—in the hotels of Ireland, that land
of green fields and rich butter, and in the kitchens

of the opulent and fashionable, and the lower
order would soon learn to overcome the preju-

dice springing from the impression that Indian
Corn meal is eaten only by " pigs and negroes,"

as was said when Mr. Escott moved to take off

the duty.

If Planters were cemented together and ha-

bituated to act under the influence of that exprit

du corps which influences other classes each for

its particular benefit, they would be taking

measures to establish some agency in England
which would facilitate the introduction and use

of corn meal. No well-provided breakfa.it or

dinner table is without it, in some most palata-

ble form, in our Southern States, where people
know what good living is, and usually eat the

best and sell only what they can't eat.

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, March 18, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture

Staves, White Oak, pipe.^M 50

Staves, White Oak, hhd 40

Staves, White Oak, bbl 31
Staves, Red Oak, hhd 27

Hoops 25
Scantling, Pine, Eastern —
Scantlina;, Oali 30

ASFES—Pots, 1st sort ^ 100 tb. 4 — ® 4 06}

Pearls, 1st sort, '45 4 .37j®

BEEfiWAX—American Yellow — 29i@— 30

CANDLES—Mould, Tallow..^ K... — 9 ®— 11

Spenn, Eastern and City — 26 @— 38

COTTON—From ^ Its. — 6J@— 10^

COTTON BAGGING—American... — 12 &— 13

CORDAGE—American ^ Its. — 11 @— 12

I)OME.^TICGOODS-Shu-tings,^y. — nk'^— 11

Sheetinsrs — 7 @— 15

FKATIIEKS—American, live — 26 ®— 33^

FL.4X—.imerican — 7i@— 7}

FLOUR & ^LEAL—Genesee, ^ bbl. 5 50 @ 5 56}

Troy ®
Michigan 5 50 @
Ohio, flat hoop 5 50 '&

Ohio, Heywood & Venice 6 25 @ 6 37^

Ohio, via New-Orleans 5 13i@ 5 37.V

Pennsylvania 'S>

Brandywine 5 50 'S) 5 &2i

Georaetown 5 12J^@ 5 25
Baltimore Citv Mills 5 — © 5 12^

Richmond City Mills 6 50 @
Richmond Country 5 25 ® 5 37i

Alexandria, Petersburg, &c 5 — ®
Rye Flour 3 87.V® 4 —
Com Meal, Jersey smd Brand 3 37^^® 3 50

Com Meal, Brandywine hhd. 16 — "3

GRAIN—Wheat, Western..^ bu«h. 1 15 @ 1 25

Wheat, Southern new 1 10 @ 1 15

Rye, Northern — 80 ®— a5
Com, Jersey and North... (meas.) — 68 ®— 70

Com, Southern ("measure) — 68 ®
Com, Southern (weight) — 67 ®— 68

Oats, Northern — 44 @— 45

Oats, Southern ®
H.4Y—North River bales — 80 @— 85
HEMP—American, dew-rotted .. ton 85 —@100 —

" " water-rotted 125 —@175 —
HOPS—1st sort, 1845 — 20 ®— 30
mON—.\mericHn Pig, No. 1 35 — ®37 —

Common 25 — ®30

—

LIME—Thomaston ^ bbl. 1 05 ®
LUMBER—Boards, N.R,, ^M. ft. dr. 35 — ®40 —

Board.s, Eastei-n Pine 11 — ®13 —
Boards, Albany Pine ^pce. — 10 @— 19
Plank, Georgia Pine •^M.ft3250 @35 —

(1040)

Timber, Oak ^ cubic foot —
Timber, White Pine —
Timber. Georgia Yellow Pine —
Shingles, 18 in ^ bunch 1

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality. —
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality. 22
Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality. 19

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality. 16

Shingles, Cypress, 2 feet 13

Shinjles, Company —
MUSTARD—American —
NAILS—Wrought, 6d to 20d. . .f 115. —

Cui 4dto40d —
PLASTER PARIS—F ton 2

PROVISIONS—Beef, Mess, Fbbl... 8

Beef, Prime, 5
Pork, Me.s.s. Ohio 10

Pork, Prime, Ohio 9
Lard. Ohio f IB. —
Hams, Pickled —
Shoulders, Pickled —
Sides, Pickled —
Beef, Smoked ^ lt5.

—
Butter, Orange County —
Butter, Western Daily —
Butter, ordinary —
Cheese, in casks and boxes —

SEEDS—Clover F tb. —
Tunothy F tieree 13

Flax, Rough 9

SOAP—N. York, Brown ^ m. —
TALLOW—American, Rendered... —
TOBACCO—Virginia ®lb.—
North Carolina ,

—
Kentucky and Missouri —

WOOI.—Am, Saxony, Fleece,.F »• —
American Full Blond Merino —
American h and J Merino —
American Native and i Merino. .. —
Superfine, Pulled —

—
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DESULTORY HINTS TO FARMERS—LABOR-SAVING, &c.

BY HORACE GREELEY.

[In the protracted absence of the Iditor on a most

interesting and gratifying Southern tour, one of the

Publishers is impelled to put forth some ci-ude sug-

gestions regarding Agriculture in this Number of the

Journal. As they may pass through the press before

the return of Mr. Skinneb, the reader will be so just

as not to hold him responsible for any error they may
contain.]

When I was a lad ten years old, my father

took a job of clearing fifty acres of 1o\t, wet

land in Vermont, which had originally been a

pine forest, with a considerable proportion of

black ash, &c. (probably a later growth,) but

had more recently been overrun with fire in an

extremely dry season, and was thickly covered,

among its mostly dead and decaying timber,

with an undergrowth ofblue beach, alder, <5cc. &c.

This clearing was a miscellaneous undertaking.

Commencing in March, the whole tract was
covered with water knee-deep, held there by

the masses of fallen and decaying pines, the

roots of the still standing trees, &c. We were

visited while at work there by a good many
neighbors and wayfarers, who comforted my
father with the assurance that he never could

accomplish what he had undertaken—that his

boys, of ten and nine years respectively, would

be ' out of their time ' before he could finish it.

He persevered, however, with the help of these

boys, and completed the job in about two years.

When it was done, and we had a chance to

look back upon it, I could not help seeing that

about one-third of our work had been positively

wasted, and might have been saved by ade-

quate knowledge. Half the labor was devoted

to cutting up the great pines so that they might

be hauled together and burnt, to digging out the
(1105)

rotten wood from the earth in which it was
nearly imbedded, &c. which might have been

entirely avoided. Had we been wise enough

to cut down every green tree and bush to be-

gin with, take out whatever was worth pre-

serving for timber or fuel, then clear a wide

space between our tract and the adjoining wil-

derness, and, in the very dry season which rarely

fails to come once in a Summer or Autumn, had

simply mowed some of the swamp-grass, weeds,

&c. which grew in all the open spaces, and put

it in the fire, we should have been saved months

of rugged toil.

This experience has led me since to regard

with interest the works and ways of Fanners

in subduing and cultivating their lands, and my
impression is that one-third of the labor thus

bestowed is absolutely throwTi away. More

thorough and general knowledge of the laws of

Nature and the means of subjecting her powers

and processes to the use of Man would save at

least this much, and in time probably more. Let

me indicate a few particulars in which such im-

provement has already been made as to give

promise of much more :

Hoeing Corn and other planted crops was
formerly the chief business of New-England

Farmers through June and a good part of July.

Each field must be gone over with the hoe from

twice to four times, requiring a great outlay of

time and effort. But experience has shown

that the corn-plant, like others, knows about

how deep to root itself in the earth without ex-

traneous assistance, and that the ]*low or Culti-

vator can perform nine-tenths of the work for-

merly entrusted to the Hoe at one-fourth the

expense. Of course there are soils which re-
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qnire more or less labor vrith the hoe, but the

general truth still stands, that an immense

amount of labor formerly performed ^vith the

Hoe either is or may be saved. Doubtless, im-

plements will yet be invented, improving on the

plows and cultivators now in use, which %vill

greatly diminish the amount of human labor

still requisite in the culture of planted ground.

Saving Grain on tolerably smooth grotmd is

a process which the slightest consideration must

commit to the proper domain of machinery.

Sowing by hand is not only a slow process,

but so imperfect and capricious that far more

seed is required than would be if each grain

vi'ere placed just where one should be and none

elsewhere. Accordingly I observe a statement

in the papers that a machine has been invented

in England whereby half the seed is saved,

with still more of the labor of sowing, whUe the

work is far better done and the yield conse-

quentiy greater. It is a shame to our farmers

that they have waited for this invention to be

made across the water. Our Western prairies

are naturally the finest grain-fields in the world,

and afford the fuUe.st scope for the inventive

genius of the husbandman. There the greatest

improvements in Grain Culture should originate

or at least be promptly adopted and improved

upon, and this among them. It seems to me
practicable to construct a machine \vhich will

combine the processes ofSowing and Harrowing

in. so that each seed shall be placed at proper

distance from every other, covered to the proper

depth and no more, and all be accomplished

vrith less labor than is now required merely for

covering, so as to save altogether the labor of

sowing and half the seed usually sown to the

acre. And even this should not satisfy the cul-

tivator of the spacious, fertile, mellow prairies.

WTiy should not Com be dropped and covered

by a similar process ? We might thus give to

each kernel a due distance from every other in

the hill, which is but occasionally effected now,

could plant the five or six kernels in a hill in

the precise form of a cross, a square, a circle, or

any other that might be deemed best, and place

every row and hUl at exactly equal and the

proper distances from every other. I am confi-

dent there is a chance for improvement here,

whether my hint toward such improvement be

worth anything or not

The substitution of the Cradle for the Sickle,

the Threshing-Machine for the Flail, the intro-

duction of the Fanning- Mill, &c. into universal

ase. have effected similar savings. The labor

required to produce a thou.sand bushels of the

various grains is probably a third less than it was
forty years ago. Yet improvement has been

made slowly and with difficulty, in the face of

obstinate prejudices and a more culpable indif-

ference or incredulity on the part of most Farm-

ers. Even now, with the trophies and substan-

tial fruits of past tritmiphg all around them, the

mass of farmers hardly believe that their calling

is susceptible of farther advancement, though to

the observing mind it mttst be evident that the

work has just begun.

Breaking Flax and other fibrous plants was
formerly one of the most toilsome and tedious

pursuits of the farmer, and at last, owing to im-

provements in the culture of Cotton and the con-

sequent cheapening of the product. Flax has al-

most ceased to be raised here for the fibre. I know
that good farmers have so\vn and harvested ma-

ny acres of it in years past for the seed only.

—

Yet there was exhibited at the last Fair of the

American Institute a combination of machinery,

patented bj- a Mr. BiUings of Missouri, whereby
Flax or Hemp may be thoroughly broken and

cleaned at a cost of one cent per pound, and with

an immense saving both in the quality and quan-

tity of the fibre. The rotting is performed in two
days in vats of learm water, heated from the fire

under or about the steam engine which propels

the machinery, and no man need be told that

the fibre is stronger and brighter than where
months of exposure to the caprices of the ele-

ments are devoted to the rotting process. The
saving in quantity is estimated at twenty per

cent—the woody substance being detached from

the fibre with a slight and uniform application

of force instead of the hacking and mangling of

the old " flax-break." I do not see why this ma-

chinery should not work an industrial transform-

ation equal to that effected by its predecessor

the Cotton-Gin, especially as the spinning of

Flax by machinery is no longer deemed impos-

sible. It is now done regularly in Connecticut

as well as over the water, and doubtiess -will be

brought graduallj' to a state of efficiency and per-

fection equal to that attained by the Cotton manu-

facture.

And this naturally leads to the reflection that

every new achievement in Labor- Saving sug-

gests farther and still farther triumphs. If one

of these Flax-dressers were conveniently lo-

cated in each town.=hip where Flax might be

advantageously cultivated, I cannot doubt that

its operation and primary use -svould speedily

suggest many other uses of the same or similar

machinerj-, to some of the neighboring farmers.

The steam-power, the rotting-vats. the breaking

and dressing machinery, would either be ap-

plied directly each to some other desirable end

in farming economy, or it would suggest ma-

chinery based on similar principles and em-

ployed to produce different but equally desira-

ble results. Thus a machine invented to dry

Cane Sugar by a rotarj' blowing process, having'

proved deficient in power for that purpose, has

yet been applied to other purposes with de-

cided success. I have seen it employed to dry
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rinsed clothes in a ^eat Washing establish-

ment, and was assured that it performed admi-

rably. The mighty progress of Invention du-

ring the last half ceuturj- has yet been a gradual,

step-by-step advance. There probably never

wa.s a man with genius sufficient to have invent-

ed outright one of the powerjooms now used in

the manufacture of the richest Carpets, Shawls,

&c. To construct a modem Steamship would

have defied all the power and sktU of Archim-

edes. From the first rude conceptions of Fitch

or Fulton to a steamboat like the Oregon or St.

Nicholas is a distance not to be traversed bj- any

one intellect. It has been traversed, however,

in a moderate lifetime, by the successive im-

provements of one man on the suggestions of a

predecessor and so on. In Agricolture only is

this advance halting and capricious. Half the

meadovi's and grain-fields as level as a house-

floor are still har\-ested by scjthes, cradles and

rakes, although the facilitj' of attaining the same

results by the best machinery with half the la-

bor has been abundantly demonstrated.

The slowness with which improvements are

adapted by the most of farmers spring from two

cau.ses. want of means and want of knowledge.

The plow-jogger who barely and hardly lives

by scratching the face of Nature will tell you, if

pressed, that he knows that Deep Plowing is

the correct course, but what is he to do with his

one light, gaunt yoke of cattle, that had to

browse half the winter for want of hay, or his

skeleton span of horses, that are just able to hold

each other up by the help of the harness ? He
would like to cover his land with lime, guano

or some other fertilizer, but then he has n't money
to buy it nor even time and team to draw the

muck out of his own swamp-holes, where it has

lain from time immemorial, loading the summer

air with noxious vapors to poison the health of

his family. He would like to farm better, but

the sheritl" and the tax-gatherer are on his track,

and the mortgage on his farm (if it is not a leased

one) warns him against devoting too much time

to costly improvements of which the benefit can-

not all be realized this year. So he worries on,

skinning his starved acres by the help of his

star\"ing brutes, until the sheriif steps in and

turns him otFio seek in the Far West some re-

gion where the rewards of good farming can be

enjoyed by bad, shiftless farmers. If any body

knows where that region lies, let him proclaim

its whereabout speedily, so that the men who be-

long there may go at once. As it is, there are

thousands who began in New England, moved

thence to Western New-York, afterward to Ohio-

then to Michigan, next Illinois, are now in Iowa,

and mean to start for Oregon as soon as they

can compass an outfit—all along cursing their

hard fate in being trained to so poor a business

as Farmins. and grumbling at the great profits

of merchants, manufacturers, &c. when in truth

farming is the only business by which they could

have earned a livelihood at all. If almost any
other business were followed as ignorantly, care-

lessly, shiftlessly as Farming quite commonly
is, those engaged in it would break the first

year. No mechanic or manufacturer could af-

ford to neglect or misimprove his advantages as

half the farmers habitually do theirs.

Want of Means is often a real but sometimes

an imaginary or avoidable clog on the farmer's

energies. He who has little or nothing to do

witli can only do the best he can ; though even

he may find means by taking just the right

course. Whoever clings closely to the region

wherein he is best known and rigidly maintains

a character for integritj-, industry and economy,

need not long stand in need of any requisite

means. But let him be careful not to involve

himself for any thing more than he actuallj' does

need. Many a farmer staggers through life tm-

der an outlay of S3,000 for a farm when his labor

well bestowed on half as much land would have

ensured as ample a product and saved him $100

a year in interest (or rent) and taxes. And now
if our indebted farmers, who are worrjing along

on a hundred to two hundred and fifty acres each

of land, would just let half or two thirds of it go,

pay off their debts, resolve to be henceforth

• forehanded ' by keeping no more land beside

a small wood-lot than they can fertilize thorough-

ly and work faithfully, no intelligent person can

doubt that immense benefits would result to

them and to all. The same area of soil ^vould

support twice the present aErricultural popula-

tion, giving extensive employment for years to

brickmakers, lumbermen, house-builders, cabi-

netmakers and mechanics generally. The dis-

tance between each farmer and his merchant,

blacksmith, shoemaker, ice. would be greatly re-

duced, and schools for his children would be

brought gradually nearer and nearer his door.

This process of relieving farms from mortgages

and other incumbrances by dividing them, at the

same time by superiorculture trebling and quad-

rupling the aggregate product, ought to be en-

couraged and accelerated. The cultivator will

never improve a mortgaged or leased farm so

heartQy as he will once that he owns and may
tran.smit to his children beyond peradventure.

Before we can have the harborer of any nuisance

like the Canada thistle or the producer in a good

season of ten bushels of com or half a ton of hay

to the acre indicted by our Grand Juries as he

should be, we must have unencumbered farms,

and the owners cultivating them. There are

able, enlightened men capable of managing
larger Estates efficiently, but these are compara-

tively few.

But want of adequate Knowledge is a far

more general and crying evil among farmers
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than want of Means. I have no ability to sup-

ply this want, and pretend to none. The sug-

gestions I venture to make at all are offered

with extreme self-distrust, and are subject to the

con-ection of every practical farmer. Yet can

it be presumption in one who knows that one

hundred bushels of Corn or three tons of Hay
may be and often have been obtained from an

acre, yet sees that the average yield is not more

than one-fourth so much, to say that there is

grievous deficiency somewhere ? And when 1

have seen farms once fertile and productive ren-

dered sterile and worthless by shallow plowing,

no maturing, and shabby cultivation, until fields

which once bore good Wheat have been sowed

over and again with Rye until ' ryed out,' the

product falling to five or six bushels per acre,

and naturally the best meadows in the world

mowed and fall-fed, and spring-trampled, until

hardly enough grass could be obtained from a

swath to wipe the mower's scythe, it surely is

not presumption, comparing the.se with the op-

posite results of good farming, to say that this is

the result of wretched husbandry and should be

amended.

If want of Knowledge has afforded it surely

can no longer afford a tolerable excuse for poor

farming. The Agricultural Clubs which have

been formed mainly in our cities may readily be

copied and improved upon in every rural School

District throughout the Countiy. There is no

observing farmer or farm-laborer, however illit-

erate, whose experience may not afford some

fact or hint of value to his brethren generally—
Let the farmers of any School District meet sta-

tedly once a week or month (in the winter once

a week cannot be too often) to compare obser-

vations, give the result of experiments, exchange

seeds and cuttings, and read choice extracts

from the best new works, and there cannot fail

to result a decided and obvious improvement in

the farms, the products and the fanners of that

District. The boys, allowed to come in as lis-

teners, will imbibe the spirit of the meeting, and

be imbued with a laudable pride in and liking

for their fathers' noble vocation. Many of them

will learn more that is of substantial use to them

in four years through such meeting.s, than they

would bj' spending that time in College, though

this also is desirable for some. They would

learn to observe the processes of Nature and In-

dustry going on around them, the value of Sci-

ence and Knowledge, and gradually acquire the

habit of expressing their ideas correctly, fluent-

ly and forcibly. They would learn to value

their homes and the privileges therewith con-

nected, and not pine to hurry away to Texas or

Lake Superior in quest of some excitement or

peril to relieve the tedium of common life. A
Farmers' Club in each School District, with all

thefamio.'s i)articipating in its advantages, would
(!WS)

be worth more than a gold mine in each County
of the Union.

From such a Club many incidental advanta-

ges of a pecuniary kind would naturally flow.

The farmers thus statedly assembling would
gradually fall into the habit of uniting in various

enterprises of mutual interest; they would com-

bine to purchase new implements or machinery

needed by all yet costing more than any one

could afford to expend for such a purpose. Thus
Mowing and Hai-vesting Machines, Stump Ex-
tractors, &c. with many others, would be brought

gradually into use where they otherwise might

not be. One or more intelligent members would
be deputed to attend the meetings and Fairs of

County and State Societies, to visit and examine

expensive new implements, &c. and report to

the next meeting. Very likely, in case they

were largely interested in any one branch of In-

dustry, they would depute one or two of their

number to go to market for the whole, as I ob-

serve by an advertisement that the Dairymen

of Herkimer County in this State maintain a reg-

ular Society, with President and other officers,

for the purpose of selling to the best advantage

their Butter and Cheese. The vein here strack

leads, who shall say whither ? Enough that it

well repays the labor of workiog, and may at

any time be abandoned.

The farmer's life is shunned or loathed by
many because it seems one ofmindless dnidgery.

It ought not to be so. If halfour farmers would

study and reflect more, they might do less hard

labor and yet accomplish more in the course of

a year. Ten hours' work a day in summer and

eight in winter ought, with good management,

to give any man a good living. He who works

so hard that he cannot read or reflect after the la-

bors of the day are over because of fatigue, does

not plan v^'isely. Let no man shun work when
work should be done, but to delve, delve forever

is not the end of a man's life. The fanner's eve-

nings should be devoted to mental acquisition

and rational enjoyment. To sup and tumble in-

to bed is a hog's fashion, and highly injurious to

health. But let the farmer have about him the

choicest works on his own and au.xiliary voca-

tions ; let these form the subject of study and

conversation at least two evenings in the week,

while the newspaper, the newest volume and

the Oldest Volume also, have each their allotted

season. Two or three dollars contributed by

each family in a neighborhood or school district

would go a great way in the purchase of stand-

ard books at modern prices.—These are but

hints, which each reader will modify as his judg-

ment shall suggest. I plead only for the essen-

tial thing of making Home pleasant and its hours

of relaxation hours of instruction also.—But it is

high time I had brought these rambling sugges-

tions to a close.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE ORATION OF JUDGE ROST, DELIVERED BEFORE THE
AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION OF LOUISIANA,

Hay, 1845, and first published in the Farmers' Library and Month. Jour, of Agkicultttre.

To John S. Skinner, Esq.

Editor ofthe Farmers' Library.

This interesting discourse republished in the

N. O. Bulletin, of the 27th of October last, is well

worth the perusal of Sugar planters and of per-

sons disposed to go into the culture of Sugar-

Cane in Texas. It contains much valuable in-

formation and generally to be relied on, be-

ing sustained for the most part by " facts, careful

observations, and practical results." But the

learned Judge has fallen into a grave error in

stating that Sugar-Cane will not rattoon on Gal-

veston Bay ; and he quotes Mr. J. C. Marsh as

authority for this statement. Now .so far is this

from being correct, there is at this time growing

on the immediate margin of Galveston Bay, on

Col.Morgan's plantation, Sugar-Cane which has

rattooned i\\efourth year. The third year of its

rattooning, a number of stalks were taken to

Galveston and exhibited in Shaw's Hotel, where

they were seen by hundreds of persons, which

had matured for seven feet. And the two pre-

ceding years the Cane had matured to an equal

bight. In 1830, '31, and '32, Judge Williams cul-

tivated Cane successfully on the Trinity, 20

miles from Galveston Bay, and the rattoons of

the third year were equal to the gi-owth of the

first year ; and the Sugar made by Judge Wil-

liams was equal to any ever imported from

Louisiana. On the Caney, 40 miles from Gal-

veston Bay.Mr. Duncan, Mr. Sweeny, and others,

are now cultivating the Cane on a large scale,

and with great profit. It will be an easy matter

to ascertain from these gentleman whether Cane

will rattoon in this neighborhood or not. Mr.

McMillan, near Houston, 20 miles from Galves-

ton Bay (its neighborhood) has Cane which ma-

tured last year, and the present, which is the fifth

of its rattooning, seven feet high. It is a well-as-

certained fact that the Sugar-Cane grown on the

prairies near Galveston Bay furnishes more sac-

charine matter than that grown on the bottom

larids, though it does not attain to so great an ele-

vation as the latter. Yet some that was grown

on the plantation of Col. Morgan already alluded

to. ^vas pronounced by a gentleman from the

West Indies, equal to any Cane he had ever

seen growing th ere. Col. M.'s was the ribbon

Cane and the third year of its rattooning. The
(no;')

Cane of Mr. Sweeny's plantation on the Bernard

has rattooned, I am informed, the sixth year

The Sugar made by Mr. Duncan, who likewise

plants on the Bernard, was considered in Galves-

ton equal to any ever imported from New-Or-
leans. I might cite facts indefinitely to prove

the incorrections of Judge Host's statement con-

cerning the Sugar lands of Texas generally and

of Galveston Bay in particular. Mr. J. C. Marsh,

tlierefore, if indeed such a person ever " planted

in the neighborhood of Galveston Bay," has led

the learned Judge into an error of fact. No
planter of this name has been known or heard

of in this vicinity bj' any of the inhabitants living

here for the last fifteen years. I have, however,

heard that a gentleman of this name is planting

in Attakapas, Louisiana. But it is quite imma-

terial who is the author of the erroneous state-

ment; my object is only to set forth the facts.

The Orange flourishes in high perfection in

Galveston Bay. I lately visited New Washington

and found the orange trees in Col.M.'s grove load-

ed with large fruit of delicious flavor. This grove

stands on an elevated bluff exposed to the north

wind, without the smallest protection, yet it was
uninjured during the recent severe weather,

which was the coldest that has occnrrejl in this

section since the winter of 1837-38. It surely

will not be contended by the learned Judge

Rost that the climate is too vigorous to allow the

cultivation of the Cane.

Galveston Bay is a broad, irregular sheet of

water extending from the Gulf some 30 or 40

miles into the interior of the country. Into the

head of the Bay, on its north-east and north-west

corners, the Trinity and San Jacinto rivers re-

spectively di.scharge their waters. On the mar-

gin of these rivers are rich alluvial bottoms va-

rj'ing in breadth and aboundingin Cane and the

various trees of the growthofthe.se latitudes, and

furni.shing most ample supplies of wood for tim-

ber and fuel. I may mention as a fi.xed point

that New Washington, situated at the mouth of

the San Jacinto, is nearly in latitude 29° 30'.

The country bordering Galveston Bay and for a

distance more than 30 miles into the interior, is

of diluvial fonnation. The soil is from one to

three or four feet deep, and reposes on a subsoil

of clay containing considerable quantities of
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cretaceous matters and from 30 to 80 feet deep.

I derive these last numbers from wells which

have heen sunk on the immediate margin of the

Bay, as w^ell as 20 miles interior, at Houston for

example. In no case,, as I am informed, has the

solid rock or a bed of sand been reached. The

cretaceous matters have been found in consider-

able quantities fromverj' near the surface to the

greatest depths to which the earth has been

penetrated. These cretaceous matters consist

of partially decomposed marine shells thickly

disseminated through the earth, and the abund-

ant mineral matters which their pre.'jence indi-

cates, must be a source of great fertility to the

soil. The cretaceous matters are not so abundant

as with the argillaceous matter to constitute marl,

nor does it exist in the form of lime, as in the

Alabama and Mississippi prairies; where, be

sidesother inconveniences, it is destructive*< i-t

feet of plantation animals. But ^V^er- are ade-

quate quantities of this e6.se' nai component of

fertile soils, and a.'' "'i stiaii oe exhausted by culti-

vation, it can be ;estored by deep plowing. I have

mentioned that the soil varies from one to a few

feet in depth ; in color, too, it varies from an in-

tense black to a brown in proportion to the quan-

tities of humus or vegetable mould which it

contains. In the cedar brakes where the herb-

age is not consumed by the fires to which the

prairies are subjected, the quantity of vegetable

mould in the soil is very great, and the color of

the earth of an intense black. This is true in a

less degree of the other timbered lands. Some
of the open prairies resemble in respect to the

quality last mentioned the cedar brakes, being

protected in a similar manner by growths, one

of the most abundant of which is an annual

plant six to seven feet in hight, of the order o:

acacias. The soils vary in tenacity, but the most

tenaceous, on being turned up and exposed to

the weather, crumble and work light.

It would be out of place here to enter into

any consideration of the advantage respectively

of cultivating a plantation of prairie, or bottom,

or timbered land, when the plantation is to bo

opened, for the snperor fertility of the latter lands

is admitted by all. The Galveston Bay lands

offer a choice to the judgment of the planter;

their fertility is known to all who have cultivated

them. Their productions are Sugar, Tobacco,

Cotton, Com, etc. The Orange, Peach, Fig and

Plum flourish in perfection.

The borders of the Bay furnish abundant sup-

plies of wood for fuel for Galveston City ; and,

including the wood on the Trinity, San Jacinto,

Buffalo Bayou and numerous small streams, the

quantities are inexhaustible.

Galveston Bay, Buffalo Bayou, San Jacinto,

and Cedar Bayou offer the great facilities of a

perfectly safe and convenient navigation every

day of the year : and the Trinity is navigable for

(1110)

500 miles a considerable portion of the year. All

these waters abound with fi.sh of f:ne varieties
;

the coves are alive with swan, geese, brant, and
ducks during the winter months ; oysters of ex-

cellent quality and abundant, a few miles down
the Bay ; and the prairies and timbered lauds

furnish excellent range for horses and homed
cattle, and roots and mast for hogs.

In health, the margin of Galveston is unsur-

passed by any country under the same latitude ;

and for beauty of picturesque scenery it vies

with the most renowned spots of the earth.

To the planter, then, ofSugar, Tobacco, Cotton,

or Corn, Galveston Bay offers large crops, con-

venience to market, with healthfulness and
beauty of situation.

(? iii,ts«on, Feb. 9, 1846

TOWN SEWERAGE.
The question has been raised by an active mem-

ber of the Agricultural Association of New-York'
as to the practicability and value of turning the

Town Sewerage of this City to horticultural pur-

po,ses—our position lately has not enabled us to

know the result of their inquiry. All things cannot

be done at once. The world it.sclf was not made in

a day, but all cities that promise population and

extension, should look ahead to the conversion

to some useful purpose of all the offal of every

kind which large populations throw off every

day—and which too often become sources of ma-

laria and pestilence, instead of wholesome sub-

sistence.

" Were Glasgow properly washed out,I should
judge the washings capable of irrigating at least

1.5,000 acres—a square of five miles; and this, at

^£30 per acre, would be worth ^1450,000 ; or, at

only £^0 per acre, £300,000 yearly, taking into

account the population of Glasgow, these sums
are considerably under what Liebig allows. We
,should have here a stream of dirty water running
out from the City, to return again in a stream of
milk—a transformation effected by the mysteri-
ous metamorphic power of combined vegetable
and animal a,ssimilation. No doubt a large out-

lay of capital would be necessary, in the first

place, to bring in and distribute a sufficiency of
water over the City, and to effect a complete
drainage ; and in the second place, to raise the

collected washing.s, conduct them by aqueducts
to the proper distance, and spread them out in a
complete network of irrigation ; but the exu-
berant fertility which would thence be extended
over a large space of country would more thaji

doubly compensate the amount of outlay, while
the improvement which would be effected in the

health and even in the morals and character of

the population of GlaiJgow would be inapprecia-

ble. In the event of this improvement being
carried out generally, our beautiful rivers and
streams, which now as they pa.ss our cities and
populous villages, suffer pollution by the drain-

age, would continue to run in crystal purity to

the sea, sweet as when they first welled out in

the fountains and springs from the bosom of our

pastoral hills."

[Mr. Matthew, in the Glasgow National.
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FRIENDLY HINTS ON A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.
To John S. Skinneb, '

Editor of the Farmers' Library :

I HAVE carefully read all the Numbers which I

have received of your valuable periodical, with

the greatest interest and pleasure ; and I con-

gratulate you, my dear sir, both on the style of

your publication and on tlie matter you have in-

ftised into it. It is precisely the kind of work

much wanted by the great body of the agricul-

turists of this Country, and is vrell adapted to the

rapid advancement, at this itme, of agricultural

knowledge. It is elementary, scientific, miscel-

laneous and practical.

I have been particularly impressed with

Petzholdt's Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry. They are written in a plain and

scientific style, and in the true spirit of inductive

philosophy, although I think some of his deduc-

tions are not quite legitimate. He is entitled to

the rare praise of having managedTfto invest his

subject with a deep interest by avoiding, as far

as practicable, the use of technical terms, and of

having succeeded in making his definitions and

explanations easily comprehensible to the most

unscientific reader. They may be, it is possible,

too elementary for many persons, but that very

fact must recommend them to a majority of your

subscribers. Petzholdt's fault, perhaps, is. that

like all men of science, he claims too much for

his own peculiar department. I question very

much whether productivefarming can ever be

prosecuted according to strict chemical rules, for

there must be a limit to their application, and

that limit is the vital principle. The properties

of organic bodies, animal and vegetable, their

phenomena, and the laws which control their

action, belong rather to the Science of Physiolo-

gy, while Chemistry is more particularly appli-

cable to inorganic matter. I do not, however,

by these observations, mean to underrate the val-

ue of Chemical Science. Agriculture is greatly

indebted to it for its rapid progress and improve-

ment, and is destined. I hope, to derive farther

benefit from its researches. Still I cannot but

entertain the opinion that there are numerous

phenomena connected with vegetation and the

influence of manure, which entirely elude

chemical investigations. Their operations are

different from those of the laboratory, and can-

not be completely subjected to its laws. Petz-

holdt himself calls Agriculture an Art as well

as a Science ; and I imagine that much of its

most valuable practice with culture to be the re-

sult of pure inexperience : the best sj-stem of

cultivation in the world is to be found in Belgi-

(11111

um and China, and the lands in these Countries

have been tilled with the same kind of imple-

ments and on the same plan and rotation of crops

for ages.

Our experience in this part of the Country,

does not confirm Petzholdt's Theoiy of Fallow ;

but, on the contrary, if I understand it, is in con-

tradiction of it. We have, strictly speaking, no

fallow, as our fields are never idle. Our rota-

tion is almost unifonnly as follows, viz. : Clover,

Wheat, Tobacco, and Corn, Wheat, Oats, and

Clover. This system, with plaster sown in the

Clover, was introduced nearly 50 years ago, in

the form which I have mentioned, by Mr. John

Galloway, as a substitute for the oldfallow -Jield

course, by which the lands had been impover

ished. There can be no doubt that the present

comparative fertility of our fields is due to Mr.

Galloway's system—that is, to the substitution

of the fallow-crop for the fallow-field ; for you

are aware that, owing to a most criminal neg-

lect of stock-raising, and of the ordinarj' care

elsewhere bestowed on the collection of ma-

nures and the formation of composts, the amount

of manure returned to the soil is quite insignifi-

cant, except that which is hoarded for Tobacco

beds : yet I believe there has been, and still is,

a progressive increase of fertility in our lands,

and I fancy that the crops, in this neighborhood,

of our great staples. Wheat and Tobacco, were

larger in 1845 than in any other previous year

within the memory of man. Petzholdt says

" the soil after pure falloxo is more productive

than after fallow-crops have been cultivated :"

and this, it must be confessed, is a fair deduction

from his premises. Nevertheless, we have

greatly improved our exhausted lauds, by the

substitution of fallow-crops for pure fallow. The
plaster has, doubtless, exerted some influence

in producing this amelioration, but, it is believ-

ed, not from its direct action on the soil, from the

fact that no great benefit has been observed to fol-

low its application to the land, or to other crops

than Clover; and the opinion is here pretty gen-

erally entertained that its principal advantages

result from its beneficial effects on Clover.

—

Certainly it does not produce the same effects

on land where Clover is not cultivated as a fal-

low-crop.

I shall not pretend to point out the precise

manner in which Clover acts as a fertilizer—bat

it is most likely by drawing the alkaline sili-

cates from the subsoil nearer to the surface. I

cannot however, agree with one of your re-

spectable contemporaries who speaks of restor-
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ing to the land in a measurable degree, by the

use of Clover, the alkalies of which it has been

deprived by injurious cropping, -' as every crop

of Clover tamed under will, by the process of

decomposition, to which it will be subjected by

the action of time, generate more or less of those

essential elements [the alkalies] in every good

soiL" Surely he cannot mean to say that plas-

ter, clover and lime possess the power of gen-

erating the alkalies by the same occult and mys-

terious. prcces.=—by some alchemical operation !

And yet such is the obvious import of his lan-

wocd, is about the same. I prefer shell to stone

lime,as it contains nearly 1 \ per cent of phosphate

of lime, a rare and valuable salt I spread

12,000 bushels of shell lime in 1844, and the in-

creased value of the next crop, I believe, paid

all the moneyed expense. This is the opinion

ofmy neighbors, whose opportunities of judging

were better than my own.

One word on the subject of Guano. I have

tried it on Com, Wheat, Tobacco, and Grass

—in the garden, on grape and strawberry

\Tnes, in ornamental flowers, and on culinary
guage. for, in the same article, he speaks of " a

|
vegetables. It has applied in solutions, in

creation [by those agents] of a new supply of
! gliffht rains and after showers in the autumn

potash for the plants to feed on." And again he

says—" Ashes, as our correspondent knows, is

produced by the burning of wood, and lime

produces in the earth a combustion—slow, to be

sure, but still such a combustion as, in its chem-

and in the spring—pure and mixed with plaster

—in quantities varying from 1.50 lbs. to 300 lbs.

to the acre, but with scarcely any effect percepti-

ble to the eye. Some improvement, it was
tliousht, was observed in the Tobacco beds.

ical effects, among other things produces pot- The Guano was tised either under my own no-

ash, and hence it is ihat lime, clover, and plas tice or under the direction of the managers, your
ter act so as to keep up the supply- of potash in old acquaintances, Tucker and Purdy ; and all

Tobacco culture." The last quotation may serve the precautions usually recommended for its ap-

as a key to the whole article, the meaning of plication, were carefully observed. Why it so

which I take to be this, " that by the combus- signally failed with me, w-hen it has been so emi-

tion, decay or putrefaction of vegetable matter, i nently successful elsewhere, according to au-

the potash previously existing in the plants is thentic reports, I wiU not pretend to say—I cer-

eliminated. The obscurity of meaning to which

I have alluded as an Ulustration of what I deem
to be a great evil of the present age, is owing, I

am sure, to the careless and unphilosophical

language employed ; a fault which cannot be

too sedulously avoided by those who write for

our instraction. I have also recently noticed

another instance of the improper use of scien-

tific terms, in which a writer speaks of carbonic

acid as "a poison." Nothing can be more in-

correct. It may be taken into the stomach, as

every one kno\\'s who has ever drank a glass of

soda-water, \s-ith perfect impunitj-. It is true

that the animal confined for a considerable

length of time in an atmosphere ofcarbonic acid

gas, will be deprived of life—and it is equally

true that immersion in water, or hanging by the

neck, w^ill produce the same effect; but we
would not say that a man who was drowned or

hung had been poiso7ted.

tainly gave it a fair trial. The article vias pro-

cured in Baltimore, the greater portion of it

through the kind instrumentality of Mr. George

Law, and was undoubtedly, pure, unadulterated

Peruvian Guano. I am told that the last sea-

son was tmfavorable to the action of Guano, bat

surely if its good effects are so contingent it must

be too expensive except to the wealthy gentle-

man, who looks to farming as a fashionable re-

creation (for there is a fashion in all these things)

than as a laborious occupation from whicli he is

to support his family.

The soil of the West River District has never

been analyzed that I am aware of, but it is ob-

viously rich in the silicate of Potash. The best

manure we can use (after carefully collecting the

products of the stables and barn-yards,) is un-

doubtedly Poudrette, properly prepared : that

is, with gypsum, 6ulf»hate of lime or sulphuric

I acid, and not with carbonate of lime which is the

SuflBcient importance is not attached to the use ! common way. Petzholdt seems to forget that

of lime, as it regards the culture of Tobacco, ; human faeces are always mixed with large qaan-

when its principal advantage is attributed, as we i
titles of urine, the carbonate of ammonia of

sometimes see, to its action on inert vegetable I
which \\'ould be converted into a soluble sul-

matter and to its power of eliminating potash by
|

phate by the employment of gypsum or the other

a slow combustion ; for Tobacco is essentially a ' substances above mentioned.

?me;>Zare/, requiring more of that earthy alkali as It has been my intention to prepare for you

a constituent, than any other cultivated plant of
I
a design '^r Farm Buildings adapted to Marj-,

which I have any knov.ledge. Lime has been
|

land and Virginia cultivation, as soon as I can

applied to our lands in very limited quantitie8,but find the leisure, and if it will answer your pur

always with wonderful success. Oj-ster shells

may be otained for 1 J to 2 cents per bushel, and

the cost of burning (when your own force is not

employed) includin? the cuttinir of the neceiisarv )

pose you will be heartily welcome to it

Very respectfully, your obt. servt.

GEO. W. HUGHES.

West Rirer, Md. March, 1846.
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BEl.VG EXTRACTS FROX AN ESSAY OS THIS SUBJECT, ET EOBT. RITCHIE
Civil Engineer, Edinburgh Premium. Ten Sovereigns.
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The rapid advancement which Great Britain

has made by the influence of her steam-power
and machinery in mauatacmres. commerce, and
navigation, has not been without a correspond-

ing etiect. though perhaps not to the same ex-

tent, in Agriculture. The proof of tliis is visible

in the strenuous exertions made by agricultu-

rists, of late years, to avail themselves of the use

of machinerj' and improved implements of hus-

bandry to economize labor. W ith the power of

the steam-engine at command—although not

now. perhaps, to the extent it may ultimately be
made available—the British fanner has it in his

power, at a moderate expense, on almost every
farm, to lessen the labor of the barn, to extend
its application to various useful purposes, and to

place farm economics in a positioiyof advance-
ment which they have not hitherto attained. . .

By far the greater portion of the threshing-

mills erected in the agricoltaral districts of Scot-

land are propelled by horse-power ; but how-
1

ever convenient the tise of the horse-^valk and
fixed threshing machine was to the farmer, and
justly considered, when introduced, as a great
improvement in bam operations, and is yet es-

teemed so, stUl it has not been •without its incon-

veniences ; but when contrasted with the labori-
|

ous employment of the flail, yet so generally in

use throughout the world, its greater expedition -

and efliciency become apparent : and. vrhen we
consider tliat the use of the flail was better than
tlie feet of animals, we may be enabled to form
some idea of the value of the horse-mill to farm
purposes. Still, of later years, the intelligent

farmer has hailed, with much satisfaction, tlie
'

apphcation of a new impelling power to the
;

Uireshiug-machine—a power whose dominion
extends over every branch of the arts and manu-
factures of our country—which has given an im-
pulse to modern nations, a command over the
produce of every climate, and of which the most
learned nations of antiquity never could sur-

mise.
I

The application of steam-power to farm pur- !

poses seems by far the most important improve-
!

ment which has been made, connected %vith Ag-
i

riculture. in these limes, and must from its ob-
vious advantages, soon supersede even.' other
power, except, perhaps, in a few isolated situa-

tions, where an ample water-power can be ob-
tained, or where the smallness of the farm.smake
it unimportant.

It is a good many years since steam-power
was first applied to farms in Scotland, and, in

the borders of England, in some few instances,

* The author, by permission of the Directors of the
Society, intends shortly to pubhsh this Essay entire,
with drawings fully explanatory of the different kinds
of engines used on farms, mode of attachmect to old
mills, and connected with subordinate machines ;

with a historical sketch.
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fix)m twenty to perhaps thirty years ; but it is

only within the last ten or fifteen years that it

has become general, if it can even be said to be
yet in general use.

The advantages of the steam-engine over
wind, as the impelling power to the threshing-
machine, appear to be, that it is always at com-
mand, and ready to perform the \vork required
by day or night. Its advantages over water-
power are. that neither heat can dry it up nor
cold freeze it. Its advantages over horse-povr-
er are, that the motion is more regular and tlie

work must be better done ; for horses, in the
threshing-mill, generally puU unequally, while
the strain upon the limbs, in this severe work,
proves injurious to them. AVhen the farmer, too,

has always his horses fi^sh and ready for the
field, he can do more work with fewer horses ;*

and if a pair or more can be saved, it is an im-
portant item to him.
One manifest advantage of steam, as the first

mover of machinery, arises from its rapidity and
certainly. If the farmer, therefore, can "bring
his grain on the shortest notice into market—if

he can either thresh one stack or a dozen with-
out stoppage, and so avail himself of any sudden
rise iu the market, without delaying or retard-
ing the other operations of the farm—he possess-
es advantages invaluable, though no other were
attained—advantages which no other means of
threshing can give him. But steam-power like-

^^-ise possesses that steadiness of action which
cannot be obtained \%hile employinsr the horse,
aud a much greater qoantity of com can be
threshed in a day. The usual qnantitj' of com
threshed by a six-horse steam-power, "is at the
rate of five quarters per hour, but four quarters
may be taken as the general quantity to thresh
easily ; however, the quantity mu.*t vary ac-
cording to the grain and straw. If the averaire
of horse-power, as generally driven, be taken "at
tliirty quarters per diem, the average of steam-
power may be taken at fifty quartere, giving an
advantage of twenty quarters in favor*of steam-
power, whUe the latter is kept up at no other ex-
pense, save fuel of the cheapest description

—

culm or dross is generally used—and, unlike the
horse, when not working, costs nvthincr ' hence,
in even,- point of view, the use of steam-power
on farms must prove advantascous.
The author of the excellenr Treatise on Agri-

culture in the last edition of the Euci/clopctdia
Britannica, seems to have fallen into an error
when he says, "Wind and steam-power re-
qviire too much expense for most farms, and
that the use of steam must be confined for the
most part to coal districts." From the recent

* The savins of a pair of horses to the farmer has
been estimated at fuUy £100 per ;inuum. Some tann-
ers tell me, who have steam-power, that tbey can
save a pair of horses out of four, on large farms.



date this article has been published, this opinion

might not have been expected, if referring to

the agricultural districts of Scotland. It may be
presumed, therefore, the opinion has been inad-

vertently given, and if the author had entered

more fully into the consideration of steam as a

motive power, he would certainly not have
classed it with wind-power. Indeed the rapid ex-

tension of steam-power to farms speaks volumes
in its behalf. He would have found on investi-

gation the immense benefit of the application of

the steam-engine at a very moderate expense to

the farm. A power which only requires to be
understood to be more appreciated, and what al-

most every farmer who has used it lias found to

be one of the mo.st advantageous improvements
he has made on his farm-stead ; and, while it in-

creased his comfort, it was attended with no dif-

ficulty in the management, requiring no other

attention than what any farm servant could easi-

ly give.

This power indeed, as applied to Agriculture,

is yet in infancy ; but with a prospect of gigan-

tic manhood before it. it seems fitted in all prob-

ability, as it becomes more extended in its range
of application, to change the entire face of the

country, and give the same impetus to Agricul-

ture, which it has done to all branches of the

Arts. No well-informed farmer should be insen-

sible to the value and utility of the steam-en-

gine, even limited as it now is as a moving pow-
er to the threshing-machine, and the adoption of

this power by him, in most in.stances, in the best

agricultural districts of Scotland and borders of

England, evince beyond a doubt, that it, in his

opinion, is the best and most advantageous pow-
er which has been yet applied, wherever there

are not insuperable obstacles intervening ; and
it shows how readily the enterprising farmer
avails himself of whatever improvement ena-

bles him to support competition and improve
the capabilities of his farm.

In England, fxed threshing-machines have
not been much used for farm-steads, hence sta-

tionary steam-power mills are rarely to be met
with. This may arise from a variety of causes
without the value of these being overlooked^by
the various public-spirited agricultural associa-

tions scattered over the south. It cannot, how-
ever, be supposed, as its advantages become
better known and understood, that the applica-

tion of steam-power to farms, both in England
and Ireland, will not in time become as common
as in Scotland, where it has extended with ama-
zing rapidity.* The threshing of grain with
machines in England is generally cai-ried on
with portable mills wrought by horses ; the

threshing of grain being in some counties a reg-

ular branch of trade, the thresher removing his

machine from farm to farm. Recently, steam-

power has been strongly recommended at agri-

cultural meetings (at the late show at Derby
and other parts) tor this purpose, and is now get-

ting into use. The Disc Engine Company of

Birmingham have invented a vei-y compact port-

able engine, boiler, and threshing-machine, on
a carriage. The whole machine provides for its

being readily moved to different farms. Mr. A.
Deans of Birmingham has also marie, for a simi-

lar purpose, several forms of portable cylinder
and piston engines, some with upright and some
with horizontal cylinders. These engines are
of different powers, from four to six horses', and

* The Report on the Advantages of Steam as a Mo-
tive Power on Roads, by the House of Commons, ifi

strangely coincident in the Bame reasoning.
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the engine is placed on a neat iron carriage.

—

The whole occupying very little room, requiring
no chimney-stalk or brickwork, and is drawn
from place to place by one or two horses. It

may be worked, he states, in the field or any-
wiiere, without any fixing, ibr threshing corn,
cutting chati', and other agricultural purposes.

—

Mr. Dean.s' inventions are clever, and many of
them will be found useful. His portable steam-
engine, with patent irrigator and fire-engine
combined, adapted at the same time for driving
threshing-machines, pumping and draining, is

deserving of the attention of the farmer. These
applications are all very suitable ibr small farms,
and dispense with the laborious employment of
the flail. But the advantages of a fixed thresh-

ing-machine, and steady and cheap motive pow-
er, under the command of the farmer at all

times, are so palpably apparent, that the only
wonder can be how the farmer of land, to any
reasonable extent, can do without it, as the want
of it must place huu under many disadvantages.

In the Ibllowing remarks, respecting the sub-
ordinate purposes to which the prime or impel-
ling power can be advantageously extended at

the farm, the observations shall be confined to

.steam-jiower, although it will be easily under-
stood that many additional uses to which this

power can be applied may equally well suit any
impelling agent of machinery in v^hich there is

a surplus power.
Before entering on this subject, it may be

proper shortly to describe the form generally
adopted, and give an example.

t

In most of the new onsteads, -where steam-
power is used, the engine-house is generally an
outshot from the barn. The boiler of the steam-
engine is supplied from a well sunk at one side

of the engine-room. This is the general plan
with stationary farm-engines, and the back or
surplus water from the boiler is returned to the
well, the water being usually moderately heated
before entering the boiler. But when well wa-
ter cannot be obtained, which often happens in

coal districts, a pipe is led to a cistern, from the

nearest pond, from which the engine pumps the

water directly into the boiler;' or the engine
may be made to pump the water from the pond
at a moderate distance ; but this is just taking so

much power from the engine itself It is desi-

rable always that the pump throws up an ample
supply of water, when high-pressure engines are

used, to prevent, from negligence, the risk of
overheating and burning the sides of the boiler

;

of course, w ith condensing engines, a much more
abundant supply of water is indispensably ne-

cessary: hence the non-condensing engine has

been in many cases adopted, from the smaller

quantity of water it requires. The engine, about
.seven horse-power, is on the non-condensing
principle, with over-head crank ; and the attach-

ment of the power to the mill is extremely sim-

ple. The threshing-mill itself possesses every
modem improvement. There are elevators to

lift the grain to the hand-fanners, and elevators

to repass the refuse through the mill ; both of

which are likewise worked by the engine-pow-

er; likewise a con; and bean bruiser, which ad-

mits of being attached or detached at pleasure.

The steam-engine has been several years in use,

tin the following remarks it is barely possible to

be intelligible without sketches ofthe drawings which
accompanied this Essay, except by those who are

conversant with Scotch fann-sttads ; but as the pa-

per and drawings wiU be subsequently published,

reference can be made to the book.
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and is most perfect of its kind, (it was made nn-

der my own direction,) and is capable of driving

easily the thi-eshing-niachine and machinery
connected with it, and also anj- additional ma-

cliines which the farmer may Imd for his advan-

tage to attach to it.

Another example is given, showing the con-

nection of the steam-engine with a very com-

plete set of farm-offices. This is entirely new,
and would easily admit of subordinate machine-

ry, if desired. This steam-engine is also of high-

pressure or non-coudcnsing, excellent of its class,

and capable as it ought to be. of doing more than

the work reijuired of it. The neatest arrange-

ment, however, of the steam-engine house and
boiler, is when these buildings form a part of

tlie range it.self of the farm-buildings, and not an

outshot from it.

But, in truth, there is no end to the diflPerent

plans which could be adopted by a skillful farm-

architect or farm-engineer ; and it may be said

every farm-stead requires a separate design to

suit the locality and wants of the farmer. There
are no parts of Scotland where so many snug,

compact farm- buildings can be seen as in the

neighborhood of Edinburgh, the accommodation
is ample, without being superfluous. So rapid,

indeed, has been the extension of steam-power
to farms in this vicinity, that from the fine ele-

vations round Edinburgh, more than 100 steam-

engine stalks or chimneys may be observed as

the landmarks of the farm, and giving a pecu-

liar feature to the landscape. '

Although the subordinate purposes to which
the impelling powers of the threshing-machine

have as yet been extremely limited, yet it ad-

mits of no doubt, if under proper control, it may
be applied to a variety of useful purposes to

which it has not as yet been applied, beside that

of threshing grain. It is, therefore, of import-

ance to consider the most simple and economi-
cal way in which the subordinate machines can
be connected with the impelling power.
To the braising of grain the power i.s common-

ly applied, and that most advantageously to the

farmer. It has also been applied to chopping
of hay, slicing of turnips, grinding of rape-cake,
working a butter-churn, and driving circular

eaws ; to these, and perhaps many other purpo-
ses, the first power lias already been at ditFerent

farms applied. An inconvenience however, ari-

ses—although, perhaps, of no very great impor-
tance—when the smaller machines are used,

that they cannot be driven except wlren the
threshing-mill shaft is set in motion, as the axle
or shaft of the steam-engine connects the first

power with the mill, and, if worked with belts,

from a separate shaft ; this latter shaft cannot be
set in motion until the main engine-sliaft, which
connects engine and threshing machine, is go-

ing. When .subordinate machines are used,
worked by steam-power, they should be so con-
trived that the mill* may either be worked at

the same time, or taken out of gear, and the ma-
chines worked or driven independently of the
mill. This may be attended, perhaps, with more
expense in the first erection, but it is more com-
plete, and will, on most occasions when used,
save a loss of much steam.

Several examples might be adduced in expli-
cation of these points. At one of the first steam-
powers, for a large farm, put up in West Lothi-
an, the steam-engine can either drive the thresh-

* The word mill is used indiscriminately for thresh-
ing-machine.
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ing-mill in conjunction with grinding-mills for

meal and flour, or the latter can be used by
themselves. The machinery can be detached or
taken out of gear at pleasure, and the whole is

of tlie most perfect description. In such a case

as this, the steam-power must be ample, which
it is in the in.stance alluded to.

In another example of a simple description,

in Mid-Lothian, an engine of eight-horse power,
non-condensing, is regularly in use for a saw-
mill, while, at the same time, it is the motive-

power of the threshing machine. The force is

communicated to the saw-mill by means of a
large cogged wheel placed on the main shaft,

between the fly-wheel and engine itself, driving

two circular saws. The power is taken from,

or given to, either threshing-machine or saw-
mill at pleasure, by means of pinions or small

wheels. Cut wood is manufactured here to a
considerable extent, which shows how easily

the steam-power can be advantageously em-
ployed, and to do also the work of the threshing-

machine.
It would be tedious to go over the various

skillful applications which have already been
made use of by enterprising fanners in the ag-

ricultural counties round Edinburgh. The sub-

ject is new, and, perhaps, but in mfancy. Of
course a great deal remains to be done by skill

and ingenuity before such plans are extensively

adopted ; but I have little doubt as the value
of steam, as before stated, becomes fully known,
as the hesl Propelling Power for the
Farmer, endless may be the applications of it

even to farm purposes.
One of the be.st examples I have yet met

with of the acknowledged utility of subordinate
machines worked or driven by the first power,
is at a fine farm in East Lothian. The steam-
engine which drives the threshing-machine is a
neat eondensing-engine, but only of six-horse

power. In addition to working elevators and
dressing fanners connected with a complete
threshing-machine, a shaft or axle—taking the
power directly from the main-shaft of the mill

—

is led through the barn, which, by means of
drums and belts, is made to work a com-hruiser,
barley-hummeler, and fanners, and likewise a
pair of stones for a flour-mill, and a mill for

grinding rape-cake ; and, by an additional shaft,

a circular saw. The whole of the machines are
so arranged that they can be driven alternately,

and the flour stones are let off to a neighboring
miller, thus proving the economy of the arrange-
ment. In addition to these machines, the spare
steam from the boiler is made to heat a drying-
loft, which is placed over the boiler-shed, on
the floor of which small tin or iron pipes are laid,

heated by steam from the boiler. These pipes
are protected by a grating of wood, and the
whole covered with hair-cloth. Damp grain is

here dried with the greatest facility ; and in

wet seasons the drying-closet or room is found
to be of great utility.

Indeed, the whole arrangement at the farm
displays much skill and ingenuity ; and we
could not have a better example of a small
power with which so many subordinate ma-
chines can be usefully employed without great
trouble or expense.

1 might give several more illustrations from
other farms where great ingenuity has been
displayed in economizing labor by machinery

;

but I think it unnecessary, as the one I have
given is among the best instances I have met
wiU wlcre the advantages of such means were
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duly appreciated and early adopted. However,
it may be said that, in general, the impelling

power is strictly confined to driving the tliresh-

iug-machine and connections of it. Indeed, un-

less the steam-engine has ample power, it would
be useless attempting to work more than the

mill at one time; but we see, if the power is ju-

diciously arranged, that even a stcam-engiue of

only six-hor.se power can be made of powerful
avail to the farmer.

It seems singular that the farmer of the pres-

ent day does not turn more attention to these

useful applications of ingenuity so advantage-

ous to himself, of which I have given so striking

an example; for, when we turn to the century

that is past, which we are so apt to deride for

its want of mechanical contrivances, and think

BO much behind the present age, w^e shall find

much to admire if we have the patience to in-

vestigate. If we turn to the works of Dr. Ste-

phen Hales. F. R. S., and other writers, farmers

will find much curious and useful information.

His plan of keeping com sweet in sacks was
considered of great benefit to farmers. A hol-

low reed or cane, perforated with 200 holes, was
placed in the sack, and the nose of a common
kitchen beUows placed into a wooden faucet at-

tached to a leathern pipe ten inches long, dis-

tended by a spiral wire fixed to the top of the

stick. Each stroke of the bellows would dis-

charge a quart of air, sixty-four strokes per
minute would convey a quantity of air equal to

the capacity of a four-bushel sack. With the

steam-power at command at the farm to drive a
blowing-fan. such a scheme as this could be ea-

sily adopted by the farmer, and still exceed the

plan of preserving com by ventilation, which
was much thought of at the time, although ven-

tilators of a much simpler construction can now
be readily applied for the purpose. It is stated

(in the Gentlemen' s Magazine, 1749) that the

ventilators contrived by Dr. Hales for preserving

com were so much esteemed in France that M.
de Humet de Monceau, a Member of the Royal
Academy of Sciences, preserved a large heap of

com free from weevils for two years, without
turning it, merely bj- blo7cing air up through it.

He likewse procured a large granary to pre-

serve, in the same manner, with ventilators

worked by a wind mill, quantities of corn, with
a view of making it a general practice in France.
Dr. Hales also applied his ventilators very use-

fully for sweetening milk when ill-tasted, also for

water, by blowing showers of air through it.

His ventilators in dairies would be found advan-

tageous. If such was the knowledge of these

matters in the last century, it seems singular

how little has been really done to follow out the

experience they acquired ; yet it is not the less

curious to observe the coincidence that so often

happens between past and present inventions
;

for the plan I have described, as applied for

drying grain in East Lothian, is a counterpart of

the very plan recommended by Dr. Hales for

drying malt, hops, <5cc. only the latter had the

advantage in recommending blowing fresh air

upward through wooden bars, " or large laths,

nailed to the fioor, and haircloth to be laid on
them."W hile, therefore, improving the present in-

ventions, do not let us overlook the past, and
claim, as new ideas and inventions, what may
have been known and applied centuries before.

Let the infonnation and appliances of the pa.st

be acknowledged as so much experience gained,
and incorporated with the superior advantages

- (inci

in mechanical construction of the present times.

In applying the steam-engine power to sub-
ordinate purposes, and mixed machinery at new^
farm offices, there is more scope for the exercise
of skill and judicious arrangement on the part of
the farm-architect and engineer than vi'hen

steam is made use of at old Airni buildings. The
method of connecting the first power to the ma-
chines, likewise admits of difference of opinion.

It is sometimes done by belts and sometimes by
cogged and beveled wheels. Although there is

more friction by wheels, they are generally pre-

ferred by engineers, as belts are apt to slip, and
cannot be durable, instances being found where
in places in bams, or places infested with rats,

they are even destroyed hy these vermin. All
main .shafts or axles are invariably preferred to be
connected with wheels, and likewise in connect-
ing subsidiary or minor shafts to the first mover,
wheels are made use of, although, in many in-

stances, belts must be had recourse to, and, by
having several shafts to lock and unlock to the

main crank shaft, or to go easily in or oat of
gear, a variety of useful machines may be driven
by steam-power at every farm at which steam
is made use of.

At new farm buildings, in addition to driving

the threshing-machine, the whole an'ay of the
minor implements or machines of the bam, and
machines for preparing food for cattle and
horses, machines for working the dairy uten-
sils, machines for preparing artificial manures,
machines for pumping or irrigation, by means
of hose, machines for preparing grain for food,

and machines for giving warmth and ventilation,

might all be attainable, and easily made appli-

cable at every farm, by means of steam-power.
Although such machinery may at first view

appear complicated, yet in reality it is not so,

and might be made of verj' easy management.
I need not enter into any minute description of
the metliods of applying such subordinate ma-
chines as may be thus adopted. The details

must be left to individual skill to execute. It is

sufficient here that I suggest and point out the

practicability of easily following out the sugges-
tions made. With this view, the germ of such
an arrangement of subordinate machines, appli-

cable to the various purposes above noticed, I

shall briefly describe.

A steam-engine of ample power (suppose six,

or eight, or ten-horse power, for farms varj-ing

from 250 acres and upward) is erected, in the

first instance, to drive the threshing machine,
and is supposed to be in daily use, as the ex-

tended application of steam-power implies that

the farmer will find it to his advantige to make
use of the engine almost constantly, or, at all

events, in v^-inter, to have the fire on the boiler.

To be of real utility, the power must be gener-
ally available or at command, at least more fre-

quently in u.se than presently doie, where the

engine and boiler remain a dead letter except
when threshing is going forward ; and where
the refuse of coal or culm can bj readily ob-

tained, as in coal di-stricts, there can be little

apology wanted for not having the boiler regu-

larly in u.«e, which should be constructed on the

most economical principles as regards fuel. The
construction of the boiler is of most paramount
iuiportance in farm-engines, both as regards
economy and safety. We have seen what has

been done in locomotive engines, by industry

and economy in fuel, shown fully in Mr. Mac-
ueil's evidence before the House of Commons
in 1832. The evidence of Mr. Micneil in con-



vincing the Committee tliatexpei-icnce will soon

teach a better constnictioii of the engines, and a

less costly make, and generally a requisite sup-

ply of steam. When the steameng^ine was not

required for tlie purposes of the bam, it might,

perhaps, in many farms, be advantageously cm-
ployed for tlie purposes of pumping and in-iga-

tion. Supposing the engine, therefore, to be
nearly in daily use. and having every modern
improvement, and the threshing-machine of sim-

ilarly improved construction, with elevators,

hummeler, corn and beau bruiser, &c. &c. By
a direct shaft from the steam-engine, with the

power of attaching or detaching, taking in or out

of gear at pleasure, meal or flour mill stones are

applied, these, if inconvenient, to be worked by
the fanner, or. if the corn-mill divides his atten-

tion too much. I have given an example where
the spare power of the engine ^vas let off to a

neighboring miller. In several instances, how-
ever, I have met with farmers who advantage-

ously made use of flour, barley, or meal mills at

their farms, and if not u.sed for grinding, a pair

of stones would be found of great advantage for

bruising grain, and several have been applied

for this purpo.se in the south of Scotland and in

Northumberland, at large famis. as much more
powerful than the common corn-bruising rollers.

From the same shaft a rape-mill, an oil-cake crush-

er, or even a malt roller, could be easily applied,

and a circular saw be driven, and. if thought re-

quisite, a bone-mill could likewise be wrought
by the same shaft, and in many farms found use-

ful for " converting ashes, and a variety of other-

wise useless i-ubbi.sh, into fertilizers." Another
shaft passing through the straw barn could ea-

sily work a straw and hay cutting machine, and
al.so a turnip and potato slicer. The former

could be conveniently placed in the stable court

(at no great expense a hayloft might be made
above the straw bam) and the latter could be

placed very conveniently near the cattle court,

at the turnip court, or, if prefeired, the straw-

cutter could be advantageously placed there,

instead of the turnip slicer, as these are found

80 u.«eful in the field.

Other minor machines could ea.sily be driven

from these two shafts as they pass through the

respective barns—such as a butter chum for

dairy purposes. I have not dwelt much on ma-
chinery for dairj- purposes, because dairj- farm.s,

on a large scale, are rarely combined with grain

farms. However, as every farmer is more or

less connected with feeding cattle and making
butter and cheese, it must be obvious that the

command of steam-power gives many advan-

tages, and points out how the female depart-

ment of the hou.sehold can be saved much use-

less labor, and their attention turned to more
profitable purposes. Thus the labor of churning

by the churning-machine worked by steam-

power will enable a great deal more work to be
done in much loss time.

In addition to the machines I have noticed at

the general farm. I may mention that a very

simple contrivance might construct a /mm v.-dy

and wagon to the threshing loft, by which the

engine could be made to draiv up the grain to

supply the thre.shingmill, and return dmcn the

emoty wagon, saving much manual labor. Ele-

vators for grain could also easily be constructed

to lift up the grain to the granary, and lower
it upon the carts, wTought by the steam-eu-

gine.

The above are a few out of many practicable

purposes to which mechanical science may be
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made to economize human labor, and render

the exertions of the farmer more advantageous

to him.self. But a new element is mixed up
with the applications of the steam-engine to

farm.s, which, in another point of view, gives it

still greater advantages, and these of a practical

kind. I allude to the use which can be made of

the steam itself.

A steaming apparatus is a necessarj' append-

age to every farm of a moderate size, and its

utility is veiy generally appreciated. Tiie steam

is commonly rai.sed "by a separate boiler, but

verj' little skill would be required in applying

the steam from the engine boiler to a complete

steaming apparatus for cattle. The objections

of the steam not beinsi in constant use I have al-

ready alluded to. \Vhere, indeed, the farmer is

?-e.so/!'e<^ merely to confine his steam-engine to

threshing of grain, of course a portable steam-

power would not apply—it would be inex-

pedient, perhaps, to draw steam from his en-

gine boiler, or even put water for boiling tur-

nips in wintering cattle. But the time will soon

be past when the farmer will cease to be told,

" What a pity it is you cannot make use of your

steam-power, except merely for threshing, after

going to so much expense for its erection—it is

thus useless to j-ou (keeping it idle) two-thirds

of the year." As I have said, a test for the in-

genuity of the farmer is to be shown, and he

will be judged of as the cleverest and most prac-

tical famier whose skill has brought out the most
numerous and useful applications. Hence, in

this light, steam-power is to be judged of not

merely as a motive poorer—which water can as

cheaply perform, or which, some day, electro-

magnetism* may, perhaps, as cheaply effect

—

but" as possessing advantages per se, which I

shall attempt shortly to point out. The boiler

of the engine, which ought to be no longer than

really required to give steam enough to prevent

wa.ste of fuel in winter, must be daily regularly

heated, and then either steam from it, or hot

water, as may be required, is to be obtained for

preparing food for cattle. It is likewise to be

made equally available for stable use. The ad-

vantages of having hot water at all times in sta-

bles is appreciated by eveiy gentleman who
takes an interest in his stud.t The spare steam

can be made easily to heat a complete range of

cottages lor farm servants, which may be situ-

ated in connection with the farm offices as not

to be inconvenient.

We have already seen the facility by which
the spare steam was made use of, at a very

.small expense, to heat a drj-ing lofl ; even the

heat of the boiler itself might be of utility for

damp grain placed above the boiler shed, as is

frequently done for drying-houses of manufacto-

* Although there is little prospect at present of

elcctro-magnelism being brousht into use in this

countrj' as a moving power of machincrj-, yet it is

stated it has already been tirought to considerable ad-

vancement on the Continent—and the van,- insenious

applications of this powerful agent by Mr. Daniels,

and others, holds out <\ decided prospect of its more
extended applications. A very clever model of a

machine, diiven by electro-magnetism, was shown
at one of the Highland and Agricultural Society's

monthly meetings, by Dr. Alton of DolphingtOD, and
an interesting account read by him of the application

of electro-magnetism to marhineiy.

t In some stables the whole range of sleeping-lofts

or apartments for the grooms were heated, under
my directions, by hot-water pipes or steam ; likewise

water tanks, or cisterns for the stalls, were heated by
hot pipes passing through them.



ries. The utility of tliis plan must not be over-

looked in making arrangements for nsing steam-
heat, nor likewise the simplicity by which the

same agent could be applied for a clothes-drying

house for family use. Nor must we forget the

advantages of heating poultry-houses with spare
steam-heat, or even the poussiniere. or nursery
for egg-hatching. Nor is this chimerical—the

poussiniere of M. Bonnemain, invented fifty

years ago, heated by hot-water pipes, or steam,

we are told, was found to be an ingenious and
profitable establishment ; and this plan, as old as

the Egyptians, while it has been revived within

these few years, aiibrds to the busy housewife,
where her spouse has laid out a few^ pounds on
the erection of a stcam-eugine. or steam-mill as

it is called, or boiler, an ample supply of heat
for bringing chickens in winter into market, to

rewai'd her with a profitable investment. The
above are merely a few things of the many this

powerful agent can be made to do, even on a
small scale ; nor must I forget, for the house-

wife, the washing-machine, both driven by
steam-power, and svpplied with steam, and
other excellent applications of steam, many of

which will be found described (as they have
been practically applied) in Silvester's Domes-
tic Philosophy.
The great distance to which steam can be con-

veyed from the boiler would excite surprise to

those who have never seen it ; hence there could

be no difficulty in applying it, in addition to

what is stated, to many horticultural purposes

—

such as warming a hot-house and conservatoiy,

and pine or melon pits, or even forcing land, or

garden ground. The daily new inventions and
purposes to which it is applied point out an in-

exhaustible field for extension.

But the utility of the steam-engine is not prac-

tically exhausted : the boiler chimney could be
made of the greatest utility for an important pur-

pose

—

vejitilation—a thing so much neglected
in most arrangements. The whole range of sta-

bles, cattle-sheds, and even piggery, grain lofts,

&c. could be brought under a perfect system of

ventilation by the fire draught, by means of

metal or wooden pipes, or brick or stone flues,

communicating with the ash-pit of the furnace

—

a plan which has been long known,* yet so lit-

tle practically made available. The importance
of ventilation to stables, though generally ad-

mitted, is frequently neglected. Although we
have many examples on record, especially in

horse-barracks in the army, of the evil conse-

quences of bad ventilation—as all animals, when
confined, rapidly destroy the atmosphere, both
by respiration and secretitious exhalations from
the skin—producing carbonic acid, and other

ammoniacal and mephitic gases. Hence the

lower animals require even more air in the same
ratio than the human race ; and, to keep horses,

cattle, poultry, sheep, pigs and dogs in a healthy
condition, and free from cutaneous diseases,

when much confined, besides wholesome food,

a constant renovation of the air should go on

;

and even in stables, if heat is required, which it

must be, it is surely better to provide artificial

heat, by passing a steam-pipe through the sta-

ble, than by enclosing the animals in a loose box
heated by their own exhalations, or by closing
the stable up, to allow them, as it is termed, to

draw heat from one another. I do not think suf-

ficient attention is ever paid, in the construction

P
* See an account of this, in a paper read by the

>
_writer before the Royal Society of Arte, 10th April,

1843 : and printed in the Society's Transactions.
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of stables and cattle-houses, to the necessity of
ample light as well as air. The effect of want
of light on vegetables and plants is so well
known that there can be no doubt light is equal-

ly required for the health of man and the lower
animals. In addition to the stables, &c. the
same range of cottages which I have shown
could be so easily heated with spare .steam, or
hot water, from the engine-boiler—could, with
equal effect, be ventilated by fines drawing or
sucking out the impure air to the furnace—or if

the fire draught was found inconvenient, or
thought objectionable, as has been said, for " at-

tenuating the air," then the wind fan could be
driven by the steam-engine, to effect the same
purpose. In all and every case to which venti-

lation is applied, whether to suck out the im-
pure air from cottage or stable, provision is to

be made for the inlet of fresh air. as well as the

escape of impure air. Thus, with a little ex-
pense in the first arrangement, fann-house, cot-

tages and offices could be placed under a thor-

ough system of ventilation—under perfect con-

trol ; and the same agent which effected this

would supply, without more cost for fuel, an
ample supply of heat to wami with salubrity

many cottages; even ample .supplies of warm
air. if prefeiTed, heated by steam, might be dis-

tributed, thereby increasing the comfort of the

cottage fire or the farmer's hall.

In addition to all this, an agent so accessible

as the engine chimney might be applied to other

useful purposes—to preserve the roof and tim-

bers of the buildings, as well as so contrived

that a flue from each stack in the yard might
create a circulation of air in w-et weather, and
prevent the heating of the grain in the stack.

I might pursue this subject still farther, but I

am well aware that even much of what I have
already suggested the farmer may be apt to re-

gard as chimerical, and inconvenient for him to

adopt in practice. This I am prepared to ex-

pect. But opposition of this kind goes for no-

thing. It is like the slow-sailing ship in the

wide sea, which is soon distanced by more ac-

tive competitors. When we remember the

state of the Scottish farms of old, and contrast

them with the improved state of modem tillage,

and knowledge of chemical properties of soils

and manures, we may observe what a few j-ears

have already produced, and what a prospect of

progressive advancement is still held out. I

agree with Mr. Babbage " that Science and
Knowledge are subject, in extension and in-

crease, to have effects quite opposite to those

which regulate the material world : the farther

we advance from the origin of our knowledge,
the larger it becomes, and the greater power it

bestows upon its cultivators to add new fields to

its dominions. . . . Tiie mind contemplates

the past, and feels irresistibly convinced that the

vv'hole already gained bears a constantly dimin-

ishing ratio to that which is contained within

the still more rapidly expanding horizon of our

knowledge. . . The experience of the

past has stamped with the indelible character of

truth the maxim that ' knowledge is power.' "

[Journal of High, and Ag. Soc. of Scotland.

Burnt Cream.—Prep. Cream, 1 quart; cas-

sia, a small stick ; the peel of half a lemon ;
boil

for 5 minutes; let it cool a little and takeout the

spice : then add the yelks of 9 eggs, and sugar to

sweeten ; stir until cold, put it into a dish, strew

powdered sugar over it, and bake it until brown.



REARING CATTLE
THE REARING OF CATTLE, WITH A VIEW TO EARLY MATURITY, AS PRACTICED

IN BERWICKSHIRE, ENGLAND.

BY MK. JOHN WILSON, EDINGTON MAINS, BERWICKSHIRE.

The valley of the Tweed has long been
famed for the rearing and fattening of cattle, its

rich pastures, wann turnip-soils, and proximity
to England, affording peculiar facilities forprcs-

eculiug this branch of rural economy'. The
" Short Horns ' were early introduced into it,and
soon became its established breed ; and. though
still inferior to the Tynesidc herds in symmetry,
color, and grazing quality, yet nowhere, perhaps,
are they brought to market, at two years old, in

such perfection of weight and fatness.

The production of beef, at the quickest and
cheapest rate.being the object in view,the first re-

quisite is a stock ofcows possessing qualities suit-

able for this purpose. Accordingly, theyshouldbe
good milkers—able to keep at the rate oftwo and
a half to three calves each—of a kind known to

have a tendency to fatten readilyTand to come
early to maturity, and of a structure likely to

produce a vigorous, Avell-grown steer. In other
words,they must be good Short-Horns ; only hav-
ing more regard to their milking properties than
is usually done by breeders of bulls. And here
it may be well to notice, that it is in general high-
ly inexpedient for the beef-grower ; the farmer
who depends largely on his regular cast of fat

cattle—to attempt breeding his own bull. It is

only a few individuals in any diad-icf uiio have
the taste and skill requisite for this difficult de-

partment of the business, not to mention the
large capital which must necessarily be invest-

ed in it, the precarionsness of the return, the
greater liability to casualties of such high-bred
animals, and, the additional expense of their
housing and marntennnce. On Tweed-side, the
breeding of bulls is confined to a very limited
number of persons, chiefly Northumbrians, who,
by devoting their whole attention to this depart-
ment, are able, from year to year, to furnish a
class of bulls \vhich are steadily improving the
general breed of the district. The contrary prac-
tice is at this moment compromising the charac-
ter of this valuable breed of cattle in several dis-

tricts of Scotland into which they have been
more recently introduced. Made wiser on this

paint by experience, the farmer of the Border
purchases fro^n some breeder of established rep-
utation a good yearling hull, which he usesfor
two or three seasons, and. then, replaces by an-
otherin like maimer. This bull serves his own
cows and those of his kinds, and some of the
neighboring villagers', and thus, though his own
stud be limited to six or eight cows, he can se-

lect from the progeny of his own bull as many
calves as he requires to made up his lot, and has
them more uniform in color ami quality than
could othersvise be the ca.«e. As the male
parent, among sheep and cattle, is known to ex-
ert by far the greatest influence in giving char-
acter to the progeny, and increasingly so in pro-
portion to the purity of his breeding, it is evi-

dently much tor the advantage of the beef-grow-
er to spare no reasonable trouble and expense in
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obtaining a bull of thorough purity, and then
to select )cis calves with the most scrupnlovs at-

tention. From overlooking all this, how often

may cattle be seen, on the best of land, too,

which can only be fattened at an enormous ex-
pense of food and time, and after all, are so

coarse in quality as to realize an inferior price

per stone. Occasionally a few beasts of the right

sort will seen in such lots, ^vhich. by going ahead
of their fellows, to the extent of £i or £5 a-piece

of actual market value, show what might have
been done by greater skill or attention on the

part of the owner.
It is very desirable to have all the cows to

calve betwixt the 1st Febmary and 1st April. If

earlier, they will get almost dry ere the grass

conies, and calves later than this will scarcelj-be

fit for sale with the rest of the lot. When a calf is

dropped, it is immediately removed from its dam,
rubbed drj-, with a coarse cloth or wisp of straw,
(this being what the cow would do for it with
her tongue, if allowed.) and then placed in a crib

in the calf-house among dry straw, when it re-

ceives a portion of its own mother's first milk,
which, being of a purgative quality, isju.st what
is needed by the young animal. For a fortnight,

new milk is the only food suitable for it, and of
this it should receive a liberal allo^\•ance thrice

a-day ; but means .should now- be used to train

it to eat linseed-cake and sliced Swedish turnip
;

and the readiest way of doing so is to put a bit

of cake into its mouth immediately after getting
its milk, as it will then suck greedily at auj'thing
it can get hold of By repeating this a few
times, and placing a few pieces in its trough, it

will usually take to this food freely, and. when-
ever this is the case, it should have as much as
it can eat, that its allowance of milk may be di-

minished, to meet the necessities of the younger
calves which are coming in succession. ' This is

of the greater importance that it is always mosti
desirable to avoid mixing anything with their
milk by way of helping the quantity. When a
substitute must be resorted to, oatmeal porridge
mixed with the new milk is perhaps the best.
Sago of late years has been much used for this
purpose; but an eminent English veterinary
surgeon has recently expres.scd a very decided
opinion tliat its use impairs the digestive powers
of the animal and predisposes to disease. The
sour smell invariably found in a calf-house,
where porridge or jelly of any kind is mixed
with the milk, is proof sufficient that indigestion
is the consequence. An egg put into each calfs
allowance, and mi.xed with the milk by stirring
with the hand, is a good help, and never does
harm ; but, w ith this exception, it is best to give
the milk warm and unadulterated, however
small the quantity, and, along with this, dry fari-

naceous food, turnips and hay, ad lUiitnm. If
more liquid is needed, a pail with water
may be put within their reach, as this does not
produce the bad effects of mixed milk. Indeed,



in this, it is the best to keep as closely as possi-

ble to the nalural arrangement according to

which the calf takes its suck—at first frequent-

ly, and then at longer intervals, as it becomes
able to eat of the same food as its dam.
The diet of the cows at this season is a malter

of some consequence. Swedish turnips yield

the richest milk, but it is too scanty, and calves

fed on it are liable to inflammatory attacks.

Globe turnips should, therefore, form their prin-

cipal food during the spring months. Care must
also be taken that they do not get too low in

condition in the autumn and winter, and for this

end it is well to put them dry at least three

months before calving. Some may think this

long ; but, but, on a breeding farm, milk is of
little value this season. The cows, when dry,

are kept at less expense, and, hy this period of

rest, their constitution is invigorated, greater

justice done to the fcBtus, now rapidly advancing
to maturity, and so much more milk obtained af-

ter calving, when it is really valuable.

When the calves are from four to six ^veeks
old, they are removed from their separate cribs

to a house where several can be accommoda-
ted together, and have room to frisk about. So
soon as the feeding-yards are cleared of the fat

cattle, the calves are put into the most sheltered
one, where thej' have still more room, and are
gradually prepared for being turned to grass

;

and, when this is done, they are still brought in

at night for some time. At six weeks old, the
midday allowance of milk is discontinued, and
at about fourteen weeks they are weaned alto-

gether. When this is done, Iheir allowance of lin-

aeed-cake is increased; and, as they have been
trained to its use, they readily eat enough to im-

prove in condition at this crisis, instead of having
their growth checked, and acquiring the large

belly and unthrifty appearance which used to be
considered an unavoidable consequence of wean-
ing.* The cake is continued until they have so

evidently taken ^vith the grass as to be able to

dispense with it. They are not allowed to lie

out very late in autumn, but, as the nights begin
to lengthen and get chilly, are brought in during
the night, and receive a foddering of tares or
clover foggage. When put on turnips, the dai-

ly allowance of cake> say 1 lb. each) is resumed,
and continued steadily through the winter and
spring, until they are again turned to gra.ss.

—

This not merely promotes their growth and feed-

ing, but (so far as the experience of five or six

years can determine the point) seems a specific

against black-leg, which was often so fatal as al-

together to deter many fanners from breeding.
It may be well to state here distinctly the par-

ticular purpose for which cake is given at the
different stages of their growth. At first, the

object is to accustom them to a wholesome and
nctritious diet, which will supplement the milk
obtained from any given number of cows, bo as
to admit of a greater number of calves being
reared, and, at the same time, have greater jus-

tice done them than could otherwise be practi-

cable. At weaning-time, again, it is given to

help the young animal over the transition from
milk to grass alone, without check to growth or
loss of condition. During the following winter,
however, the special object of its use is to pre-
vent black -leg, aa. but for this, turnips ad lih-

tf«m, would be sufficient.

When put to grass as year-olds, they deci-

* Com meal would probably answer with us where
tiii Unseed cake is not to be had. [Ed. Farm. Lib.

fu'^n)

dedly thrive better on sown grass of the first

year than on old pasture, differing in this re.spect

from cattle whose growth is matured. They are
laid on turnips again as early in the autumn as
these are ready ; and it is a good practice to

sow a few acres of globes to be ready (or this

express pnrpo.se. It does well to give the tur-

nips upon the gra-ss for ten or fourteen days be-
fore putting them finally into the feeding-yards;
and then, if they can be kept dry and warm,
and receive daily as many good tuniips as they
can possibly eat (globe till Christmas and Swe-
dish afterward,) they will grow at a rate which
will afford their owner daily pleasure in watch-
ing their progress, and reach a weight by the 1st

of May which, ifmarkets are favorable, will re-

ward him well for all his pain.s.

The leading features of this system are, ?««»'-•

form good, keeping and progressive improve-
ment ; in other words, to get them fat as soon
after birth as possible, and keep them so till they
reach maturity. The details given above are a
description of the expedients generally adopted
by the breeders of this district forsecurinir these
objects. [Jour, of High. & Ag. Soc. of Scot.

IJQUORICE.
To John S. Skinnee, Esq.

Editor of the Farmers' Library :

In the March Number of the Farmers' Li-

brary, you state that there is " room for inquiry

and need for information about Liquorice." It

belongs to the natural order Lequniinosce of Bot-

anists, or that tribe of plants which have blos-

soms and pods like the common pea. Its botan-

ical name is Liquoritia officinalis. It is a deep-

rooting perennial, and has long been much cul-

tivated in Spain; and, according to Loudon,

since Elizabeth's time has been grown in differ-

ent parts of England ; hence there is little doubt

but that it would succeed well in this country.

—

Loudon says

:

" The soil should be a deep sandy loam,
trenched by the spade or plow, or with the

aid of both, to two and a half or three feet in

depth, and manured if necessary. The plants

are procured from old plantations, and consist of
the side-roots, which have eyes or buds. These
may be taken off", either in autumn, when a crop
of Liquorice is taken up for use, and laid in earth

till spring, or taken from a growing plantation

as wanted for planting. The planting season
may be either October or February and March.
In general the latter is preferred. The plants

are dibbled in, in rows three feet apart, and from
eighteen inches to two feet in a row, according
to the richness of the soil. The after-culture

consists in horse-hoeing and deep stirring, in

weeding, and in cutting over and carrjingaway
the haulm every autumn, after it is completely
withered. As the plants do not rise more than

a foot the first sea.son, a crop of onions or beans
is sometimes taken in the intervals. The j)lant8

must have three summers' growth, at the end of

which the roots may be taken up by trenching

over the ground. The roots are immediately
sold to the brewers' druggists or to common
druggists, or preserved, like carrots or pot.atoes,

in .sand till wanted for use. They are used in

medicine and porter brewing."
Yours truly, S. B. BUCKLEY.

Yates Co. N. Y. March 16, 1846.



SALT—A FERTILIZER.
BY C. N. BEMENT.

We take pleasure in transferring to the col-

umns of the Faumkrs' Library, from the

American duarterly Journal of Agriculture, the

following valuable article on the use of Salt as a

Manure

:

The value of salt for agricultural purposes has
long been known, both in Europe and in this

country ; and why it has not been more gener-

ally used is beyond my comprehension. More
than one hundred and fifty years ago, Sir Hugh
Plait, an eminent writer of that day, speaks very
decidedly of the benefits which might be de-

rived from the practice of sprinkling salt upon
land, and calls it the " sweetest and cheapest.

and the most philosophical of all others." He
relates the case of a man who, in passing over a

creek on the seashore, suffered his sack of seed
corn to fall into the water, and that it lay there

until it was low tide, when, being unable to

purchase more seed, he sowed t^t which had
been in the salt water, and, when the harvest

time arrived, he reaped a crop far superior to

any in the neighborhood. The writer adds,

however, that it was supposed the corn ^vould

not fructify in that manner unless it actually fell

into the water by chance ; and, therefore, neither

this man nor any of his neighbors ever ventured
to make any farther use of salt water.

The same curious writer tells al.so of a man
who sowed a bushel of salt, long since, upon a
small plot of barren ground, and that to that day
(the time he was writing) it remained more
fresh and green than any of the ground round
about it.

Dr. Brownrig, who wrote more than a centitry

ago, in speaking of salt says, " it is dispersed

over all Nature ; it is treasured up in the bowels
of the earth; it impregnates the ocean; it de-

scends in rains ; it fertilizes the soil ; it arises in

vegetables ; and from them is conveyed into ani-

mals."
In the neighborhood of the salt works in Great

Britain, the value of salt as a manure is well
known and acknowledged ;

" that when wheat
and barley have followed turnips, on land ^vhich

had been salted, the ensuing crop has invariably

escaped mildew, alihough that disease had af-

fected all the grain upon the lands adjacent, on
which salt had not been used."

It has been asserted that salt is the mother of
all manures, as every kind of manure is higher
or lower in value according to the salt it produ-
ces ; and every kind of manure is portioned out

to the land according to the quantity of salt or

nitre it is thought to contain.

"Nothing in Nature," said Hollingshead, "is

so powerful as -salt to meliorate strong and stiff

soils, and also to give moi.sture to dry ground ; it

is also a certain destruction to weeds and in-

sects. Besides its efficacy on corn and fallow-

ground, its excellent qualities, in giving luxvi-

riance and salubrity to grass lands, are peculiar-

ly worthy the attention of the grazing and breed-
ing of cattle."

11121)

" Soils," says an old writer, " which are sub-
ject to the grub, and must be fertilized by com-
mon dung, which is a proper nest for the mother-
beetle to deposit its eggs, must be well impreg-
nated with the brine of dissolved salt, after the
dung is first cut up."
The efficacy of salt in destroying noxious

weeds, grubs, and insects, is well known, in all

parts, but a dose sufficient to kill weeds, would
also destroy the cultivated crops; therefore, great
attention and caution should be taken in not ap-
plying too much when intended to fertilize the
soil.

As to the quantity of salt which it would be
advisable to use per acre, for the respective
crops and upon the diflerent kinds of land, will
be best learned by instituting a set of experi-
ments upon evei-y distinct species of grain and
roots. Cold, wet land requiring more, and loose,
light land, though it be poor, requiring less.

—

Four bushels to the acre, harrowed "in after
plowing, has been found a sufficient quantity on
most soils, for corn and potatoes, but the best
way of all others for a.scertaining this point,
would be for every one to depend upon the re-
sults of his own experiments.
To ascertain the exact quantity of salt which

may be necessary for the different kinds of land,
and to appreciate the benefits which result from
its employment in all the various modes of cul-
ture adopted in this country, will require several
long series of experiments ; we would, there-
fore, suggest to the Executive Committee of our
State Agricultural Society, that they offer re-
wards to such persons as shall give them an ac-
count of the best experiments with this mineral
substance, in the different branches of farming
and general Agriculture.
The safest way for a farmer to adopt, is to use

his salt sparingly at first, and iu all cases to leave
a small portion of the same land without salt, so
that the real effects produced by the salt may be,
by comparison, in every instance, self-evident
and palpable.

That salt is an excellent manure, experience,
the most satisfactory of all evidences, clearly
proves.

It is stated in an English publication, that "a
farmer in the county of Sussex, some years since,
had a field, one part of which was very wet and
rushy, and that grass produced upon it was of
so sour and unpleasant a kind that the cattle
would not graze upon it ; he tried several meth-
ods to improve it, but to little purpose ; at last
having heard of the benefits of salt as a manure,
he determined to try that ; for which purpose he
procured a quantity of rock salt, which in a ran-
dom way, without any regard to the precise quan-
tity, he threw upon the rushy ground, fencing it

oft' from the other part of the field, the effect of
which was a total disappearance of every kind
of vegetation. In a short time, however, it pro-
duced the largest quantity of mushrooms ever
seen upon an equal space of ground in the coun-
try. These, iu the spring following, were sue-



ceeded by the most plentiful and luxuriant crop

of grass, far exceeding the other part of the field

in richness of its verdure and the quickness of

its grov\lli : the cattle were remarkablj' fond of

it, and though the salt was laid on it twenty years

before, this part is still superior to the rest of the

field."

An interesting detail, from Rev. E. Cart-

wright, will be found in the 4th volume of Com-
munications to the Board of Agriculture (Eng-

land), which is conclusive as to the application

«f salt as a manure for potatoes. It appears from

this communication that the experiment could

not have been tried on a soil better adapted to

give impartial results. O f ten ditlerent manures
which were resorted to, most of them of known
and acknowledged efficacy, one only excepted,

salt was superior to them all. Its effects, when
combined with soot, were extraordinary, yield-

ing in a row two hundred and forty potatoes,

while one hundred and fifty only were produ-

ced fi-ora the row manured with lime. It \\'as

observable also, where salt was applied, ^vhether

by itself or in combination, the roots were free

twrn that scrubbiness which often infects pota-

toes, and from which none of the other beds
(and there were in the field near forty more than

made part of the experiments), -were altogether

exempt. So much for foreign experiments

;

now let us sec what has been done in this coun-

try.

From the information ^vhich I have been ena-

bled to collect, I am inclined to believe that salt,

when sparingly applied, is valuable as a fertili-

zer, and useful in destroying the grub and wire-

worm, which often injure, and sometimes even
destroy whole crops ; and it has been found by
experiments the past season, that the scab, or

disease which has proved so disastrous to the

potato crop in all sections of the country, has

never been found upon land that had a proper
dressing of salt.

Mr. Hamilton, of Schoharie, informed the wri-

ter tliat he had found great benefit from using

salt on his potato ground last spring. After plow-

ing, he caused four bushels of salt to be sown,
broadcast, on the furrow, upon one acre of the

field and harrowed in. Potatoes were then plant-

ed. Part of the field was not salted. Although
the season was remarkablj^ dry, the salted acre

was observed to maintain a green, vigorous ap-

pearance, while the other part of the field looked

sickly and stunted. On lifting them in the fall,

those potatoes where salt had been applied were
of good size, smooth skin, sound, and of good
quality, and yielded a fair crop, while those on
tJie unsalted part of the field, although the soil

was fully equal to that of the salted portion, the

yield was considerably less, potatoes small, and
much eaten by worms.

His neighbor had a field of potatoes on the

opposite side of the road, soil similar to his own,
who planted thcni the usual way. and the con-

sequence %vas, his crop was small, inferior in

quality, and most of them rotted soon after dig-

ging—they were diseased.

Dr. Bogart, who has charge of the Sailor's

Snug Harbor on Staten Island, informed the

writer that he applied four bushels of packing
salt to one acre of his potato ground, last spring,

and thinks he derived great benefit from it.

Though the crop was not a large one, the pota-

toes on the salted portion were of much grciiter

pize, skin smooth, and free from disease. The
vines were more vigorous, remained green
while those on land of the same quality adjoin-

__ (1122)

ing, which was not salted, shriveled and dried
prematurely ; the tubers email and watery ; pro-

duce bss.

E. M. Stone, in a late number of the N. E.
Farmer, says:—"Last spring I ti'ied an experi-

ment on potatoes. I planted in my garden fifty

or sixty hills, placing the sets directly on the
manure. To about one-half of the hills I ap-

plied a table-spoonful of salt, after slightly cov-

ering the seed to prevent immediate contact.

I then finished covering. The hills so treated

yielded potatoes entirely free trom blemish, and
of excellent quality. The produce of the resi-

due was badly atl'ected by iiist (or scab) and
woiTiis, and was hardly worth harvesting."

Profes.sor Morren also directs attention to the

importance of .salt as a means of repelling the

disease. He recommends the tubers to be
placed in a steep compo.sed of 54 lbs. of lime, 7

lbs. salt, and 25 gallons \^•ater.

Mr. J. E. Teschemacher. speaking of the po-
tato di-sease, in the N. E. Farmer, says:—"I
think that salt, lime, and several chemicals will

destroy the disease. I prefer salt, because when
mixed in the soil, it may get into the juices, and
circulate through the whole plant. Lime, or
lime-water, would do the same, to a certain ex-
tent, but it is far less soluble than salt."

The following very interesting detailed ex-
periment with salt was communicated in the
9th Vol. and .5th No. of the Cultivator, by J. C.

Mather, a very intelligent and spirited farmer
of Scaghticoke. He saj-s :

—
" In the spring of

1838, we broke up six acres of sward laud that

had been mowed a number of years, intending
to plant it to com, but observed, when plov^-ing,

that the ground was infested with worms, (the

yellow cut, or wire-worms, and black grubs ;)

as we had mostly lost our corn crop the j'ear

previous, by having the fir.st planting almost en-

tirely destroyed by the corn wonn, (above de-

scribed,) \ve expected a like calamity would
follovk- the present year, unless some preventive
could be used to destroy the worms. And hav-
ing frequently and unsuccessfully used all the

recommended remedies to destroy the corn
wprms, ^ve were induced, at the suggestion of
an English laborer, to try salt. After the ground
was thoroughly harrowed, five bushels of salt

per acre w^ere sowed broadcast, leaving a strip of

near half an acre on each side of the field, to

satisfactorily test the experiment. The whole
was then planted to corn and potatoes. The
corn on the part where no salt was sov\'u was
mostly eaten up by the worms, and was re-

plowed and planted to potatoes. The potatoes

on the whole lot v^'ere a good ci'op, but decidedly
better where the salt was applied. I regret

that we did not ascertain by measurement the

actual result. There was a vci-y perceptible

difference in the appearance of the vines during
the whole summer. On the part v^-herc the salt

was sown, they grew larger and were of a dark-
er green color, and continued green longer in

the fall than the othei's."'

"In the spring of 1839, v\-e spread on a good
coat of manure, and planted it all to com, except
about half an acre of the salted land, which was
planted to Rohan potatoes. The Rohans were
the best crop of potatoes I ever sa^v. Seed
planted, 2^ bu.shel.s, produce over 300 bushels.

The largest potatoes weighed 4| lbs. The com
was a heavy crop, but was not measured. The
summer vras very diy and hot ; but the corn on

the salted land did not appear to sufler at all

from the drouth, while the other was consider-
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ably injured. The salted land appeared always
moist, and the trrowth ofeverything upon it was
vcrv rapid. We found great difficultj' in keep-

ing" the weeds down. After three successful

hoeings, we were obliged in August to give it a

band weeding. Spring of 1840, intended to

have stocked the land down for meadow ; but

thinking it too rich for oats, planted potatoes

without manure. Crop good. The effects of

the salt still very apparent. Adjudged to be

one-third more potatoes where the land was
salted."'

" Spring of 1841, sowed a part of the lot to

oats, the remainder to potatoes and onions, with-

out manure. The onions were a great crop.

The summer was very dry. but they did not suf-

fer, while other crops in this neighborhood, on
similar soils, were nearly destroyed by the

drouth. The oats were a heavy crop, and much
lodged on the salted part. The clover grew
well, and pi-oduced a fine crop of fall feed. This

1 cannot account for, except by supposing that

the salt kept the land moist, or attracted moisture

from the atmosphere, as I know of no other

piece of laud in the town that was well seeded

last year : it was almo.st an entire failure ; and

the most of the land stocked down last spring

has been or will be plowed up in the spring to

be seeded.
" We sowed salt the same spring on a part of

our meadows. The grass was evidently im-

proved, the result satisfactory, and we shall con-

tinue to use it on our meadows." ^
At a farmers' conference meeting, held at Mar-

cellus, Onondaga County, in November la-st, Mr.

Brown, President of the County Agricultural So-

ciety, said. ' he had used salt as a manure with

great benefit. He sows it broadca.st upon wheat
and grass at the rate of three to five bushels to

the acre. On grass he would sow it in the fall

—for wheat he would sow it just before the

wheat is sown. He found that three bushels of

salt to the acre on his wheat field, occasioned an

increase of seventeen bu.shels of wheat to the

acre over that which had no salt. The soil was
a strong loam with a stiff subsoil."

Cuthbert W.Johnson, a distinguished agricul-

tural writer, strongly recommends salt as a ma-
imre, at the rate of from ten to twenty bushels

to the acre, to be so\\'n some two or three weeks
before the seed is put into the ground. He says

the benefits are as follows: 1st. \Vhen used in

small quantities it promotes putrefaction. 2d.

By destroying grubs and weeds. 3d. As a con-

stituent on direct food. 4th. As a stimulant to

the absorbent vessels. 5th. By preventing in-

jury from sudden transitions of^ temperature.

6th. Bn' keeping the soil moist."

It would seem from all the facts I have been
able to collect, that salt corrujits vegetable .sub-

stances when mixed in small (juantities, but pre-

serves them -when it predominates in a mass
;

that in dry seasons its effects are more apparent,

and whether it attracts moisture from the atmo-
sphere, or whether it acts as a stimulant or con-

diment, is of little consequence so long as its ef-

fects are certain.

On account of the small quantity of salt, in

weight, required for manuring lands, it is no in-

considerable recommendation, because on that

account it may with ease be conveyed to the

most rough, steep and mountainous parts, to

which the more bulky and heavy manures most
in use could not be carried, but with infinite la-

bor, and at an expense far exceeding all the ad-

vantages to be effected fi-om it.

For a top dressing, a composition of^alt and
lime, 4 bushels of the former and 12 of the latter,

to the acre, has been highly recommended for

gi-ass lands infested with mo.s.s, and promoting a
more vigorous growth of grass. Its beneficial

eflects on asparagus beds are well known to gar-

deners, giving a deeper color and a more vigor-

ous growth to the jilants.

Salt itself is considered, by some, rather too

harsh in its nature, but mixed with ashes, say
six of dry ashes to ten of salt, well mixed to-

gether, which is sufficient for an acre, and spread
upon the furrow and harrowed in. By being
thus mixed, one particle incorporates and molli-

fies the other, and if conveyed into the earth by
a soapy, smooth method, will prove the real en-

richer the earth wants, to send forth vegetation.

MANAGEMENT OF MANURE.

It is always best when made under shelter,

and perhaps no better can be made, otherthings
being equal, than in Mr. Warnes's system of
box-feeding, v^herc the litter accumulates under
the animal, and is applied in quantity sufficient

to absorb all the urine. It is surprising what a
(piantity of excellent manure may thus be made.
An ox in a box 10 feet square, and well littered

every morning, will rise in its shed only about
three inches a week, but the manure below it is

hard, compressed, and will monthly, when
turned out, form a heap of at least six cubic
yards of first-rate material, containing, as it does,
the whole of the urine. We clean out our boxes
month.ly, cart the materials to heaps in the fields

for our turnips and other root crops; and in

turning it over mix and cover it well with the

earth on which it is laid. It is taken always to

that part of the field where there is the thickest
soil, that the land may not suflerfrom being thus
robbed. The sheep-dung, the .sheep being fed
under sheds, is allowed to accumulate for a
month also, and is taken awaj' to heaps in like

manner. The stable-dung, and that from the
cattle stalls cleaned out everj- day, is taken to

a heap by the liquid-manure tank, with the
contents of which it is soaked whenever the
tank is full, and it is also well soaked when it

is carted away in spring to the field. Dung,
as we understand, does not contain, irhe7i per-
fcctli/ freak, much ammoniacal matter, but it

contains that (mucous matter and urea) which
forms (chiefly carbonate of) ammonia during the
process of putrefaction which almost immedi-
ately ensues ; and it has been contended that if

spread out in the field, when perfectly fresh,
on the surface, or at most under a very slight
covering of earth, its nitrogen compounds would
form nitrates, and not compounds of ammonia,
and thus be as available as vegetable food,
with less ri.sk of waste. Nitrates are very
rarely found in our soils, and that is against
the theory, but the doctrine is nevertheless a
fair subject for experiment, and to test it, when
clearing out the cattle boxes, let, say 30 tons, be
spread at once on an acre of plowed stubble
for the Svvcde crop of the ensuing sea.son,
and another 30 tons put in a heap on the land
and turned, mixing with earth, &:c. according to
rule, and then in April or May plow it in on an
adjoining acre—the resulting'crop, if managed
alike in every other respect, will tell the truth
on this point. Farm manure may be consid-
ered, on the average, as containing'about 10 lbs.
of nitrogen in the ton ; this, in the ordinary
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course of putrefaction, will form about 23 lbs.

of carbonate of ammonia, to fix tbe ammonia
of which requires 35 lbs. of the sulphuric acid

of commerce ; it will, however, be safer to use
a smaller quantity, and it may be thrown among
the liquid manure with which you soak the

heap ; 70 or 80 lbs. per ton of the common green
vitriol will answer the same purpose, and as for

sulphate of lime (gypsum), which is to a certain

extent a fixer of ammonia, it may be well to

apply an excess of that, as it baa a value of its

own as a manure ; 1 cwt. of it may, therefore,

be mixed per ton of the manure. Farm dung
should be turned once and mixed with earth

shortly after being carted out to the field in this

month, and then again three weeks before it is

applied : the first turning will cost Id. and the

second |d. per cubic yard, measured before

turning.

Liquid manure may be applied either by
soaking manure heaps, or it may bo hoarded up
in tanks till spring and carted out in water-
carts on the land—in the latter case it may be
well tojlx the ammonia, which, when putrefy-

ing, it contains. And to guide to the econom-
ical performance of this, we may mention that

17 lbs. of ammonia require about I cwt. of the

sslphuric acid of commerce for its fixation, and
that the same quantity of sulphuric acid is con-

tained in about l:^; cwt. of sulphate of iron. Now,
fresh urine, averaging all that is produced from
the various animals on the farm, may be con-

sidered to contain about 2 lbs. of ammonia in

10, or 12 gallons, i. e. in 100 to 120 lbs. : and the

horse yields 3 to 5 lbs., the cow 30 to 40 lbs.,

and the sheep and pig probably 2 or 3 lbs. of

urine daily;

It must not be forgotten that the value of
manure depends not only upon its nitrogenous
or amraoniacal compounds, but also upon its

mineral parts—and it differs greatly in these,

according to the food and the age and condi-
tion of the animals which produce it. It is be-
lieved that the greater value which every farmer
recognizes in the dung of cake fed beasts arises
chiefly from the greater quantity of phcsphates
which it contain.s—tho.se phosphates being con-
tained in the food of the cattle. And the great
difference in the value of their manure between
a full grown halffat ox and a milch cow or a
young beast, arises from the latter requiring all

the pliosphates in their food, one for the growth
of its bones, and the other for the secretion of
its milk, while the former, requiring them for

neither of these purposes, passed them out in

its manure. Manure also depends for .some of
its value on its bulk—its influence ou the tex-

ture of the soil ; but this, while sometimes bene-
ficial, as on clay soils, where it ought to be ap-
plied fresh, is sometimes injurious, as on light

soils, where, accordingly, it ought to be kept, if

this can be done with safety to its volatile in-

gredients, till it is rotten and of an unctuous tex-
ture. It would be beneficial if the terms on
which farmers hold their lands were so modified
as to allow of their changing the cattle food pro-
duced on their farms for any other kind of cattle

food they might prefer—they would then be
able to buy or to sell straw according as a stiff

or a light soil appeared to them to require a
bulky fibrous manure, or one of a more con-
densed and less bulky character, and all this

would be attended with benefit, not only to

themselves but to their landlords also.

BONE MANURE.

This is one of the manures which appears not

to have attracted the notice, or to have gone as

extensively into use it ought to do.

It would be gratifying to hear from our friends

in Montgomery what have been the results of

their farther experience, atid to have their opin-

ion of its intrinsic value at the prevailing prices,

and their estimate of it in comparison with other

manures.

It seems to maintain its ground in England,

where the value of all manures has been calcu-

lated on the ba.sis of experiments, numerous, va-

ried, and exact to a degree that it would seem to

be impossible to carry out in our country.

At a late meeting of a Farmers' Club in Eng-
land, a paper on the analysis of the soils of Cam-
winick Farm—the property and in the occupa-
tion of C. H. T. Hawkins, Esq.—was read by
Mr. Karkeck, of Truro. Its object was to prove
the durability of bone-dust as a manure for a pe-
riod of ten years. It appears that, in 1835, a
piece of waste ground was broken from the
common, and tilled to turnips, the larger part of
whjch was manured with bone-dust, at the rate

of three quarters to the acre.* In the two fol-

lowing years it was successfully cropped with
oats, and with the last crop laid down to perma-
nent pasture, in which state it has remained ever,

since. At the present period, the eftect of the

bone-dust can be plainly distinguished—the

grass, as far as the eye can reach, having a rich

grass sward ; while the adjoining part, where
no bone-dust has been applied, has a coarse,

sterile appearance : the difference being as great

as if a line had been drawn between rich pas-

ture and scanty, coarse herbage. This, and a

great many other experiments of the same char-

acter, made by Mr. Trethcwy. the manager of

the estate, amounting altogether to 120 acres,

and on all of which the effect of the bone was
equally visible, induced the Club to .send a sam-

ple of the poil from each part of the field on
which the first experiments had been made, to

Mr. Hunt, late of Falmouth, and now " Curaor
of the Museum of Economic Geology," to be

analyzed, in order to ascertain if the bone could

be detected at the present time. It should be

* It should be properly added that the whole of

the turnip plant was earned oil" by the tly ;
coiiee-

quently, Utile or none of the bone-duft vrus- used in

that crop. This will partly aecou7it for its evident

durability.
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observed that Mr. Hunt was kept altogether ig-

norant of the object of the Club, and that the re-

salt was perfectly satisfactory, inasmuch as he
readily detected the bone in that portion of the

field, on which it had been applied some ten

years before. The following are the analyses :

Substances. No. 1. No. 2.

Water, evaporated by stove drying. ..1406 _14-18

Vegetable and animal matters ^joni 1^-05
bunit off '.

5

Silica and siliceous grit 49.54 49.50

O.xide of iron > 7-03 700
Caibonate of lime 1-05 lOfi

Tarbonate of magnesia 025 3o
Sulphate of lime 1-05 1-04

Muriates 0-54 054
Alumina 710 604
Phosphate of lime 010 0-75

Phosi)hate of magnesia 000 005
Potash 1-00 1-27

Humus and soluble alkalies 600 6-17

Mr. Karkeek contended, from these analyses,
that the experiment went to prove a plain and
important fact, and one which is considered a
disputed question among agi-iculturists—that the
principal manuring properties of bone existed
in the earthy matters, which constitute about
two-thirds of bone, and not in the oily and glu-

tinous parts constituting the remaining third.

—

An interesting discussion ensued on the subject
of the analyses—the Club being of opinion that

the organic parts of bone evidently had a pow-
erful effect as a manure, but that it was next to

an impossibility that any other than the earthy
matter could have remained so long in the land
—the whole of the animal matter having been
probably consumed by the two crops of oats

;

and they agreed with Mr. Karkeek that the
principal manuring properties of bone existed
in tlie earthy phosphates.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE.
Helianlhus Tuierosum, Linn.

We find the following Essay on the culture,

properties and value ofthe Jerusalem Artichoke,

in a late number of a news and political paper,

the South Carolinian. Prompted by his own
good ta.ste, the Editor compliments his readers

by supposing that information like this may be

as acceptable as never-ending /lar^y disquisitions

and abuse of political opponents, and hence his

paper is often enriched ^vith suggestions on the

subject of Agriculture and Hoiliculture, far

more important and useful to his patrons than

such as serve to keep the people in the Country

in a state of perpetual and, too often, angry ex-

citement ; breeding ill-blood between neighbors

who ought to live like brothers, and drawing

them off from the improvement of their estates,

the education of their children, and the cultiva-

tion of their own minds and resources.

It seems to be clear, that besides its value as

a provision for other stock, when dug up and

preserved, it may be had recourse to with great

profit as s. pasturefor hogs.

JERUSALEM APvTICHOKE.
This plant having recently excited some atten-

tion among agriculturists as a valuable root crop,

we proceed to give a few hints respecting its

culture, derived from our own experience, to-

gether w^ith some account of its yield.

Although it is called so, it is botauically in no
way allii^d to the Artichoke, but it is of the .same
genus of the sunflower, which it much resem-
bles. The tenn Jerusalem is, according to Web-
ster, a corruption of girasole, the Italian name
for sunflower ; and it derives the appellation ol

Artichoke from some fancied similarity iu the

taste of the tubers with the Artichoke bottoms.
It is a native of Brazil, and was first carried into

I'll-J.'.)

England about the year 1620, and before pota-
toes were so generally in u.se. was extremely
popular as an edible root. Mention is made ot
it in old agricultural treatises, as the Canada
Potato, to distinguish it from the common potato,
and it was sometimes called the Virginia Po-
tato. It was regarded as wholesome, and is of

an agreeable taste, though it is never dry and
mealy like the potato, being rather moist and
soft in its texture, and is nutritious. Being
hardy and perennial, it succeeds in almost all

kinds of soil. It was almost lost sight of in Ag-
riculture, until within a few years. Latterly it

is obtaining notice as an article of food for do-
mestic animals.

Twelve or fifteen hundred bushels have been
obtained from an acre, when properly cultivated,
and being relished by horses, cattle and hogs,
it is undoubtedly the" most profitable root crop
which can be planted in the South ; and perhaps
it might succeed in more northern regions. It

is rich in farinaceous -substance, and all animals
do well and improve when fed upon them.
Last spring a friend sent us a quart of tubers.
\Ve did not think this small quantity worth
planting, as they were much injured and dried
up by long exposure. On the third of May,
fully two months after they should have been
planted, we had a small ^pace of ground, about
two rods, prepared, and put them in. A drouth
ensued, and they did not come up soon, and
consequently lost a great deal by their being so
late. They were planted in drills two and a
half feet apart, and twenty inches in the drill

;

but the seed being so badly injured, the plants
were very irregular. They were plowed once,
and the grass and weeds afterward removed
with the hoe. In November we had them
plowed up, and upon gathering them found we
had ten bushels; and it is our opinion that, if

they had been picked clean from the land, the
yield would have reached twelve bushels. The
tubers filled all parts of the soil, and some of



them ai-e two feet long:, consisting of small bulbs
connected by succulent roots.

The I'oots are white, and extremely tender,

while the tubers are slightly tinged with red.

The roots make the best slips for planting, and,

if cut up, leaving an eye to each slip, they reiidily

vegetate. When it is intended to feed this crop
to hogs, they require no harvesting, for they
readily with.«taud our mild winters ; and if the

hogs are turned in on them they usually provide

for themselves. For calves, sheep and horses,

they must be gathered and washed, but, unlike

other roots, they require no cutting up. They
might be fed to sheep, by merely plowing uj) a

few daily, and letting the sheep eat thern imme-
diately from the ground. In consuming this

crop, the hogs gave the ground a thoi-oug)i plow-
ing, and by turning under the stalks and leaves,

the}- add much to the soil. Some have asserted

that it is an exhausting crop, but from tlie genus
of the plant we infer it is not. The leaves are

lai-ge and the stalks are crowned with beautiful

yellow flowers.

The above was substantially the contents of

an article contributed by us to the Albany CuJ-
//yrt/o)-, for February, 184.5. In the spring of

1815, iu preparing the plat of ground spoken of,

for potatoes, more than si.x bushels of tuber.s

were gathered, (making the yield .sixteen bu.sh-

els), which had not been affected in the least by
the frost, and vegetated finely. The ground was
planted iu potatoes, but there .still remained in-

numerable small tubers of Artichokes wliicli had
not been gathered,, and these vegetating brought

up a fine stand before the potatoes came up.

They took possession of it, and instead of a crop

of potatoes, one of Artichokes was raLsed, which
produced the second year over twenty bushels

on the ground above mentioned. Our experi-

ence of the prolific nature of this plant does not

cease with the two instances above mentioned.

Several acres were planted in a peach orchard

at Pomaria, last year, and under all the disad-

vantages of dense shade, drouth, and exhausted
soil, they produced quite a fine crop ; and its

adaptation as food for swine has been fully

tested. A number of sows and pigs are now
running on this last-mentioned lot, and keep fat

on what they glean from the field, which has

been partially dug over, without a particle of

other food. It is a great promoter of milk in all

animals, and fully sustains the opinion above
expressed concerning it.s being good food for

cows and sheep. It would, perhaps, supply

better food for ewes and lambs than any other

root crop we could grow, as the tubers are ex-

tremely succulent and embody more farinaceous

matter than is usually allowed to it, by those

])ersons who wish to discountenance its culture,

because the Artichoke happens to contain 7(J-100

parts of water. The great quantity of this con-

stituent renders it the very best article which
we can give to our stock, in conjunction with the

dry food v^hich we feed out in winter. This is

wisely ordained by the Creator, who with the

powers and mightiness of omniscience has thus

constituted vegetable substances, in order that

they may be fit and proper food for the bea.sts of

tlic fieldwithout the artificial aids of preparation,

which man is forced to apply to the articles of

his diet. Owing to the large yield of this root,

we are fully satisfied that one acre of it v-iUpir-
nish more farinaceous matter than an acre

planted in any other root crop. The Jerusalem
Artichoke contains one-thud more nutriment
than the beet, which is extensively cultivated

— (ll--iti)

in France as an article of economical food. It

will compete and far exceed the yield and profit

of the carrot in our soil, being more nutritious,

and at the same time more productive ; it will
grow luxuriantly on soils too poor for the dif-

ferent families of the potato, the beet or the car-

rot, and we have tested its powers ofwithstand-
ing drouth and cold : for our crop grew well
amidst the desert heats of the last summer, and
the roots which remained in the ground during
the late severe winter, have not been injured iu

the least : while it is never attacked by insects
or disease, both so fatal to the interests of root
crops in the southern latitudes. We believe,
from a fair trial, that it is destined to take the
first rank among cultivated roots, and finally

work great changes in the economy of feeding
domestic animals. The shading of old woni-out
lands by a plant which lives from atmospheric
sources, should be sufficient inducement for ita

general cultivation. Yvard, the distinguished
agricultural Professor at Alport, recommended
its cultivation both bj- precept and example.
Arthur Young affirms the net profits of its culti-

vation to be much greater, beyond all doubt,
than that of any other ordinary agricultural pro-
duction

; and finally, it remains iu full produc-
tion on the same spot for ten years and upward.
Our experience induces us to prepare the

land and plant them as follows : Break up the
soil as deep as you can in the winter, either with
turning. Eagle, or subsoil plo'w-s ; as soon as the
frost is out of the soil, in February or March,
cross-plow it with the common twister or com
plo'w, so as to have the land perfectly friable

;

lay it off in rows two feet apart, and drop the
tubers, prepared for planting by being cut into

pieces, ten inches apart in this row ; cover them
with a plow. When the plants are ten inches
high plosv them over, following again when they
become twenty inches high and the crop is

made. Tliey grow^ well in any soil, and being
a hardy perennial, flourish for a score of years
on the .same soil. They can be eradicated by
hogs, but will always come, even after the hogs
have gleaned the field, in sufficient quantities to

make a crop the next year. After the first year,
instead oi j/tanihif^ them, they must be plowed
down to a stand by three or four workings
as soon as they come up in the spring.

Cements.—A coiTcspondent in an English
paper says: 'A Subscriber' asks if India-rub-
ber can be succes.sfully used to render slate cis-

terns water-tight. I can recommend a cement
which he will find to answer his purpose. I

have known it used in the fonnation of an aque-
duct 4.50 feet long and 5 feet viide. which was
water-tight the whole length. It was lined
with flooring-tiles, set in the following cement

:

Cut. grs. Uis. s. d. s. d.

Wliiting, cost, at 4 per cwt. 4

18 Rosin, " 11 " 7
38.^ Brimstone, " 21 « 3 10
9 Tar, " 4 6 " 5

1



EXPERIMENTS IN GROWING POTATOES.

CoNEWANGO (near Warren), Pa. I
March 18, 1846. 3

John S. Skinner, Esq.

Editor of the Farmers' Libraiy

:

In the December Number of the Farmers'

Library, you remark that yea have never

known a period when two subjects engrossed

aa much of the public attention as did the potato

disease and the railroad mania in England.

—

You seem to think, however, that the potato

disease does not prevail with us to an extent

sufficient to justify the appropriation of much

space (where space is so precious), but that it

may be well to keep inquiry alive, &c.

With this view of " keeping inquiry alive," I

communicate some experiments which I made

last season. I think, from your long experi-

ence, you will agree with me that an ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cnj-e—that one

perch of fair experiment is worth an acre of the-

ory. The first appearance of the disease in po-

tatoes in this region was in 1843. Some fields

on low, moist land were infected a good deal in

that season. In 1844 it increased considerably;

probably one-fifth of our crops were injured or

lost. In 1845 it still increased ; I think the loss

in our crops may be safely put down at one-

third. Knowing, as I did, the progress of the

disease, before I planted last spring I availed

myself of all the information on the subject vith-

in my reach ; among the most valuable was con-

tained ill a series of articles, from different au-

thors and sources, in Ayelworth's Reports for

1844. Lime and plaster, particularly the for-

mer, were reported as the best preventives. I

adopted both.

May 10th—plowed 120 sijuare rods sandy

loam, in good tilth, but not rich. A crop of corn

and one of rye had been raised on it since ma-

nuring. Dragged it well, and struck it out into

furrows 3^ feet apart: cut my seed (a middling-

sized potato) into three parts ; wet it
;
put on as

much lime and plaster, in equal parts, as would
adhere to the seed ; dropped in the furrows 16

inches apart ; covered them with rye stravs-, and

turned a furrow each side on to the rows.

—

When they were 6 inches high, sprinkled plas-

ter on the tops, say a peck on the patch ; hoed

twice ; and harvested on the 10th of October.

—

Yield, 8.) bushels of as fine potatoes as I ever

raised or saw—not a rotten one among them. I

planted three varieties—the Irish Gray, Me-
chanic, and PinkEye—all were equally good.

May 20th—Planted 35 square rods on one end
(11271

of my corn-field, where an old fence had been

removed ; soil similar to the first, but less worn.

Prepared the seed by wetting, and rolling in

plaster only. Yield, 25 bushels. Found at har-

vest some few rotten, say half a bu.sliel iu all.

July 1st—Broke up one-quarter of an acre of

old meadow land on a small run of water ; soil

somewhat clayey. Planted without any prepar-

ation of the seed ; hoed once ; dug them 1st of

November. Yield, 30 bushels—small, and about

one-fifth rotten.

This la.st experiment was in pursuance of a

suggestion, in the report referred to, that pota-

toes not fully ripe were better for seed—being

more vigorous to send forth the shoots, &c. I

have saved the best of this last crop for seed,

and shall plant tliem the coming season.

Respectfully,

LANSING WETMORE.
Last season was unusually dry. The first-

mentioned patch was covered deeper than is

usual to cover potatoes. ^Vhether this, or the

rye straw, or the lime and plaster, had a ten-

dency to increase the crop, or whether all com-

bined, those who are ver.sed in the chemistry of

Agriculture may best determine. L. W.

HOW TO OBTAIN THE BEST POTATOES FOR
PLANTING.

At a Farmers' Club in England, Mr. Stephens
read a communication from Mr. A. Tod, market
gardener, Easter-road, near Edinburgh, on a
successful mode, which he had practiced for
several years past, of raising Potatoes for seed,
and which Mr. Tod' considered might also be
practiced by farmers who wished to raise good
seed Potatoes. After referring to the observa-
tion he had frequently made of Potatoes which
had grown deep in the soil being mealy and fit

for the table, while those which were formed
near the surface of the ground were waxy, and
consequently unfit forthe table, yet made good
seed—he alluded to the conviction which this
circumstance brought to his mind of the propri-
ety of always rai.sing Potatoes for seed, and those
for food in different ways, and he was the more
anxious to treat the Potato differently for these
different purposes, that he had suffered largely
by failures in his early Potatoes. His sugges-
tions for raising seed Potatoes are therefore de-
rived from his own experience, and we believe
they will be best understood in his own words.
" The remedy I venture to suirgest," says Mr.
Tod, "is simple and practical, and within the
reach of almo.st every farmer, and of a character
that it may be easily tried to a greater or less
extent, according to circumstances. I propo.se
that a portion of land most suitable for the rais-
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ing of seed Potato should be selected, and, if it

require manure, let it be applied and plowed in

duiing the autumn and winter months. In the

spring, let the ground be wrought into a fine,

friable state, and plant the seed to the depth of

two inches, and no more. During the summer,
let tlie ground be kept loose and free of weeds,

but do not earth up the plants. In autumn, lift

the crop as soon as the stems begin to lose their

greenness. By this method the crop will be as

large as by the ordiuaiy way ; but, what is of

more importance, the germinating powers of the

Potato will be found greatly improved and in-

vigorated ; for the greater number of the tubers

having grown above ground will have the ad-

vantage of the light and air to form and strength-

en in the buds or eyes, and therefore will be

much hardier and not so easily injured by rain

or fi-ost as those grown in the ordinary way."-
In conclusion, Mr. Tod says—" Before I adopted
the above method, 1 had, for several years, fail-

ures in my crops of early Potatoes—more espe-
cially in the Ashleaf Kidney and the Adelphi
Early—but observing that such tubers as were
accidentally growing above ground, expo.sed to

light and air, had well-formed, strong an<l vigor-
ous eyes or buds, I resolved to adopt the said
method of growing my seed, and have done so
for the last four years; and the result is that my
crops are considerably larger than they were,
and have now no blanks." To a question put
from the chair, Mr. Tod replied that he cut his
seed into sets when the Potatoes were large, but
planted the small Potatoes whole. He consid-
ered it, however, of the greatest importance to

manure the soil in autumn or winter.

POTATOES FROM THE SEED.

A WRITER in a late number of the Mark-Lane

Express assumes with confidence, that the dis-

ease in Potatoes is caused by the sorts in use hav-

ing '• worn out and become tired of the soil ;" and

recommends renovation bi/ planting the seed.

For preserving the seed, and the procurement

of new varieties, he makes the following practi-

cal suggestions, which may be of use to the few

pains-taking people, who are sometimes jeering-

ly called experimenters, and without whom, it is

hard to say how many of our be.st vegetables

and fruits would have been either obtained or

preserved.

" Having three times, during along life, raised

Potatoes fi-om seed, and minutely observed the

progressof vegetation from the period of sowing
to the maturity of the crop, and having given my
best attention to the culture in every stage, my
practical experience and observations convince

me that the time has now arrived which makes
it imperative to renovate the Potato hy Seed.

The first step in this experiment, is to collect the

balls, or seed berries, or Potato-apples as they

are called, and place them in dry a situation ; but
these would have been found with greater facili-

ty before the late crop was raised, yet there are

a sufficient number to be found scattered about

the land where they grew on every farm. The
apples having been hoarded till as mellovr as

ripe plums, must be squeezed by hand in a ba.sin

of water, till the tough skin and pulp are well

separated from the seed, the latter of which will

readily quit the former, and precipitate to the

bottom of the basin; the water must be poured
off and the seed spread thinly on a coanse cloth

to drain and absorb the remainder of the water;
and then removed and spread upon brown
paper, and when perfectly dry, must be well
preserved till the following spring for sowing.
I have found the moat favorable time for depo.sit-

ing the seed in the jrround, well pulverized, is

the second week in May, or thereabouts ; at this

late -period the i)rob;ible occurrence of frosty

(lis

nights may be less prevalent than at an earlier

sowing, as the tender plants springing up are
extremely susceptible of the least fro.st. The
operation of sowing may be performed precise-

ly the same as with onion seed,and there will be
no particular care to be farther taken before the

time of transplantation. The seed will come up
freely, and the plants, when elongated three,

four, or five inches, should be carefully raised
with as much root as possible adhering, and re-

moved into small trenches ready to receive them,
and planted to the depth of the under leaves,

distant about six inches apart in the trench, the
trenches being about fifteen asunder ; and the
eartiiing up maj' be performed in the usual way
as the plants progress; but the transplanting oper-

ation will be more favorably done should the

earth then possess natural moisture. As the

plants advance toward maturity, some will ex-
hibit great luxuriance a long time, and others will

sooner appear to droop : the latter indicate an
earlier sort, and may be distinguished by placing

a little stick at the ham. The process now ter-

minates ; but the fruits of the labor in raising the

ripe crop will present a scene to the operator

truly wonderful and amusing : he will behold

among the vast variety of new Potatoes at the

roots, from the size of a pea to that of a pullet's

egg. purples, whites, flats, rounds, reds, kidneys.

&c., &c., in fact, such demonstrations of the

sports, freaks, and vagaries of Nature as areti-u-

ly astonishing. These new roots must be plant-

ed whole the following sea.son and after, they

will be in perfection for selection as future

stock."

Clarified Butter.— Melt fresh butter bjr

placing it in a vessel set in a water bath, let it

settle, and pour off the clear into an earthen-

ware basin or pot, set in cold water, to cool it

as quickly as possible, without letting it crystal-

ize. It keeps a long time without becoming

rank. Cooley's Cyclo. of Prac. Receipts.



AGRICULTURAL AND MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.

No. I NOTES, AGRICULTURAL AND MISCELLANEOUS.
RAMBLES IN THE SOUTH Fiat justifia ruat caelum.

LONG-LEAF PINE—TURPENTINE.

If my niemorj-, the frailest of the frail, deceive

me not, I wrote you, Mr. Editor of the Farm-
ers' Library, early in February last, in re-

spect of various matters and things whereof I

have now no verj- distinct recollection. My let-

ter was dated at a certain P. V. yclept Hicks-

ford, the capital town of Greenville County, Va.,

where I was " puttin2:-up " with Major Blunt,

a plain, but not a " blunt man," being one of

easy access and sociable tempei-, who had. like

some others, broken up an old family homestead

and moved out to Mississippi, and then—moved

back again ; either becau.se he had expected

too much, or did not find it the place it had been

cracked up for, as they say in the West. There

at Hicksford aforesaid, my friend iMajor B. has

" opened tavern," and resolutely determined, for

the residue of his days, to u.se his own words, to

"take the world as it goes ;" good enough phi-

losophy, it must be admitted, provided we exert

ourselves faithfully to make it go right !

Here it occurs to me, in how many of the walks

and occupations of this life, are the various du-

ties of the Housewife more important than is

usually acknowledged, and, in few instances, is

this more truly the case than in the management

and labors of these country or village Inns.

While the name of the landlord heads the bill, and

swings forever in conspicuous letters on the

sign, who is it that drudges in the back-ground,

and keeps the chambers in order, and sees the

table spread with refreshments for the way-worn

traveler '.' Let him then, while discharging the

reckoning with "base lucre "to the landlord,

offer the poor tribute of his thanks to her whose

housewifely cares have refreshed the inward

man, and sent him recruited on his journey.

—

In the spirit of my motto, that in which I shall

speak of all I see, " Let Justice he done, iko'

the Heavens fall !"

Devoid as old country villages may be sup-

posed to be, of intellectual resources and culti-

vation, those who seek them iit a proper way,

may, at mcst of them, find their own equals, at

least in general intelligence, ready to communi-

cate what the inquiring traveler may desire to

learn, either of the natural resources or indu.s-

trial products of the sun'ounding country. But,

alas! how long, to the shame of Agriculture and

all other pursuits, shall it remain, that for men

of a higher order of intelligence, and familiarity

with all that is most worthy to be known, you
must everywhere go, in our country, to the Doc-

tor and the Lawyer ?—not only for information

in respect ofthe constitution and laws ofa particu-

lar State, and the peculiar di.sea.scs ofthe particu-

lar locality ; but for its Geology, its Natural Histo-

ry, Climate, Productions, and local capabilities for

Manufactures, Commerce, and all the various

branches of Industry ! Why should not every

young farmer be, by our systems of education,

and in conforaiity with an improved public sen-

timent, as variously and thoroughly instructed

on general subjects, both scientific and literary ?

Do not his daily walks and pursuits lead him,

above all others, to observe and invite him to

study the science which treats, not alone of the

elements of the farm he cultivates, but of the

earth in general, and the various relations which

the different masses of which it is composed,

bear to each other—as well as to study all those

parts of Natural History which relate to the

plants that are growing, the animals that are feed-

ing, and the birds that are flying around him ?

—

Is it not before him, and for him especially, that

Nature spreads outlier ample volume, in which

every page baa its interest ? Is it not emphatic-

ally in the view of the agriculturist, that

" Link after link the vit.nl chain extends,
And the long line of being never ends ?"

Until public legislation shall have established

systems of education that .shall open the way to,

and ensure a knowledge of, the sciences con-

nected with the practical exercise of the agri-

cultural art, why indulge in vain and preposter-

ous boasting about the freedom of our Political

Institutions, and the universal and direct agency

of the People in the entire action of the Govern-

ment ? To possess and not to use such freedom

for that interest of Society which so much trans-

cends all otlicrs, is to abuse it
; yet what have

the People, the landholders of the country, done

toward ensuring Governmental provision for in-

struction in AgricuUnre, or in smoothing the

way of i<.s products to market ; while they have

been paying hundreds of millions for military in-

structions, military maps, and military roads

and surveys and ships? What is the Press of

the country doing to the formation of a correct

and redeeming public sentiment on this subject ?

Is it not of legal enactment that if you would

1 have your son get a life commission, to glory in



conscious exemption from the vicissitndes of

party, and the caprices of power, you must make

interest to get him in the military ? and is it

not the common public impression, that if you

would have him acquire intellectual renown—be

the ornament and the focus of attraction in the

public councils, or the social circle—in a word,

a man of consideration and influence in tlie

world, he must eschew all thought of being a

tiller of the soil, on whose products all profes-

sions live, as the mistletoe on the oak, and be-

take himself to the office of //^e Doctor or the

Lawyer, or to the Army, or the Navy !

But this is a digression suggested by the resi-

dence at that ford of the Meherriu called Hicks'.

as aforesaid, of Doctors M and B
possessing, either of them, talents and informa-

tion enough to relieve a larger place from the

discredit of being wanting in intellectual refine-

ment.

Lands through that region of country trav-

ersed by the great Southern line of railroad,

may be had—many farms, with dwellings as good

as those of the opuknt Creole Planters on the

Mississippi, for fi-om $2 to $5 an acre on long

time. Cotton is still cultivated there, but not

with results to remunerate the labor and capital

employed in it. There, as well as at Petersburg

and Richmond, there is a vast amount of natu-

ral water power unoccupied, but that resource,

like some others, has been exploded or impaired

by the application of steam-power to manufac-

tures in large towns, to and from which the raw

material and the manufactured articles are borne

on the wings of Commerce, and where capital-

ists fchoose to employ their means under their

own more immediate supei-vision.

Were it not that I would avoid another di-

gression, although my roving commission car-

ries with it no obligation to sail any given course,

it would not be difficult to .show that all that part

of Virginia at all distant from navigation, and of

which Grain or even Cotton is the staple, must

be. sooner or later, and is now fast being, aban-

doned. It will not pay expenses and repair wear

and tear. The ship so manned must ultimately

go dow^n ; and those who soonest discover that

there is a leak in the bottom which may be

jiatched and caulked for a time, but can never be

permanently stopped, will save the most from

the wreck which is inevitable. Your readers

in the North will hardly believe that there are

many hundred thousand acres of land in Vir-

ginia, that maybe purchased for from 20 cents to

S2 an acre ; and, in the high regions of Georgia,

may be entered 160 acres for $1.5.

A circumstance which seems to indicate that

want of thought (not knowing what else to call

it), w^hich is too characteristic of agriculturists,

is the practice of advertising their lands, when
they wish to sell, so exdasivdy in the local
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neighborhood papers—thus circulating their no-

tices among those so many of whom are in the

same condition with themselves. Common sense

would seem to suggest that notices of commodi-

ties for .sale should be distributed where there is

the greatest probability of demand, and means
of purchase ; and not where all are alike sellers

and none buyers—or only a few, who lie by,

with their money-bags, ready to pounce on the

victim of imprudence or misfortune, as the spi-

der on the luckless fly that falls into his web.

—

The practiced, keen-sighted merchant, in this as

in other things, shows more sagacity. He sends

his advertisement to the region, however dis-

tant, where it is most likely to tell.

From Hicksford you proceed by railroad in

one night to Raleigh, if curiosity or business

should lead you to the capital town of the Old
North State. There is to be seen, probably, the

handsomest Capitol of any State in the Union

;

but what enterprise of that sort does Southern

entci-prise carry out ? The grounds around this

beautiful building, so susceptible of easy and el-

egant enibclli.shment, remain as open commons,

where any beast may pasture and repose in the

shade of its native oaks. The building cost, it

seems, so much be3ond the estimate, as is usual

in such cases, that both parties are afraid to risk

their popularity on voting the sum of a few
thousand dollars to enclose and improve it.

Raleigh is distinguished as the residence of

Mr. Badger, an eminent la\vyer, whose income

for twenty years has been from 6 to $10,000 an-

nually. He was Secretary of the Navy under

Mr. Tyler, and resigned on finding, as he stated,

that that gentleman had determined to repudiate

what he had authorized his Cabinet to promise,

in his behalf, on certain measures of importance.

I ^^'a^ struck, on the Gaston and Raleigla

Railroad, with the singular process adopted

for watering- the passengers / Occasionally,

through the night, Cuffee enters at one door of

the car, and passes on slowly to the other, with

a large stone pitcher in his left hand. En pas-

sant—a drowsy passenger, between waking

and sleeping, grasps at the handle of the pitcher,

.supposing he is to take his drink by word of

mouth; but Cuifee holds fast, and, without even

casting his eyes in the direction of what is going

on, only and briefly remarks, " Gourd in dar."

This is all he can be provoked to .say. At last

the passenger begins to apprehend him. and,

thrusting his hand into the pitcher, pulls up a

gourd full of water, of which he j)artakes what

his thirst demands, and, having no place for the

residue, lets fall the whole again into the pitcher

—when Blacky (Casar, or Wellington, or some

such great character) proceeds, and as another

passenger awakes, and reaches to take the

pitcher, he again is told, " Gourd in dar,"—and

thus the passengers are watered about as often



through the night as the engine itself. Those

who arc not for Haleigh pass on from Gaston

directly to Wilmington.

At various points on the road, I heard anec-

dotes and facts illustrative of the loyalty of the

blacks, and of the total absence of any general

feeling of wrong or churlish discontent at their

condition. On occasion of the Court House at

Raleigh taking fire sometime since, and endan-

gering the public records, the blacks labored

with voluntary and indomitable energy and de-

votion, and with a spirit of perseverance so des-

perate that the whites were obliged, at last, to

stone them out of the upper story, lest they

should perish by the falling in of the roof.

—

When, at last, they were forced to retreat, one

of them, with evident chagrin, observed to his

master—" Lord, .sir ! if the white folks had n't

druv ns out, we could ha' saved the vally '/

three nig-s^ets ! " The truth is that the slaves of

the South plume themselves very much, each on

his own supposed value to his master. On one

occasion, a gentleman was going to the west,

but was embarra.ssed to kno^v what he should

do with a valuable and favorite sei-vant, whose

wife belonged to a neighbor. It occurred to

him to propose to exchange his man, with the

neighboring owner of the man's wife, for one of

his men who was unmarried, and perfectly will-

ing to so, but made strong objection and pre-

sented much difficulty on the ground that his

master would lose by the bargain, as he consid-

ered himself worth at least SlOO more than the

man who was to be taken iu exchange for him
;

and was, at la.st, only reconciled when he was

given to understand that the boot he named

would be given in the swap ! In this matter of

exchange and sale of favorite servants, gi-cat

sacrifice of feeling and of propertj' is frequently

and reciprocally made, and arrangements for

removal to other States, promising the most ad-

vantageous results to slave owners, are not un-

frequently abandoned because of the difficulty

of effecting these exchanges or purchases in a

way to enable them to go without involving

painful separation of favorite family .servants.

—

And yet it is wonderful to those who are not

aware of the short-lived nature of all their emo-

tions, how soon absence assuages the pang of

separation v/ith these people, especially on the

part of tho.se who are removed and " gwine

away to the wild-goose country," as their song

goes. The voluntarj- and pennancnt rupture of

the nearest tics of blood and kindred, on tlic

part of white emigrants that throng every mode

of conveyance from the east and north to the

south and north-west, arc far more numerous

than the forced removal of kindred blacks to cli-

mates much more congenial to their constitution.

Inquiring of a negro woman at Raleigh if she

supposed the Governor was then in the State-
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House, she answered, " No, sir, he is at the

Palace," in a way so I'amiliar as to show that

Palace is there the common designation for the

Governor's Hou.se.

From Raleigh the next day, in one of Col.

Guiou's excellent lines of stages, I struck the

railroad again at place called Goldsboro', and

there took the cars for Wilmington, where you

arrive early in the day. Barren as is the road

from Raleigh to the Point above mentioned,

even that line of observation is not without in-

terest to a man whose disposition leads him to

find knowledge or amusement as well in a by-

path, as on the highway—as well in a hut. as

in a palace. Here I was amused and had many
a youthful reminiscence revived, by observation

of the primitive simplicity and mode of hving

kept up .since the first settlement of the country.

In the simple habitations we entered to get

warm, or to get a gourd of water, or it may be

to indulge not ill-intended curiosity, we saw
j'onng women dres.sed in " home made," still

plying the .shuttle at the rate of about six yards

a day, in a loom at least a hundred years old.

Not one inch of advance in the art of weaving

has been made for a century, and probably an-

other will pass before even the flying or spring

shuttle will reach them. In the corner of an

old fashioned fire place, big enough to roast an

ox, .sat the old lady, either knitting or making

up cloth of her own spinning, which they say

" wears .so much better th^n store-cloth." Over
the mantle in its amplitude, and at a goodly

hight, hang the turkey's wing, the almanac,

some bunches of red pepper, and small bags of

seed, with divers other things, which, (or things

of the same kind) have hung on the same nails

time out of mind. As the light flagged, the old

lady would throw on a billet of fat " light

wood," which lay conveniently at her feet, and

on surprise being expressed that she could

v\'ork altogether by fire-light, she remarked with

honest simplicity, " Well, if 3-ou haint got no

light wood whar j'ou live, how do you see to

work ?" Nothing truly can excel the attractive

cheerfulness of these bright blazing light wood
fires as you pass on a cold night along the pine

forest roads of Carolina. At Smithficld we got

a dinner that for comeliness and cookery, far ex-

celled the fare of the great hotel at the Capital.

Here to my agreeable surprise, I met with an

old and intelligent Turf-Register acquaintance

and coiTespondent of yours, Mr. Editor, in the

person of Col. .John M. L . . .,who has much expe-

rience in the cultivation, if it may be called, of

tar and turpentine, the great staples of this part

of the countiy. From him, as from others after

him, I learned that I was now passing in fact,

through the vcrj' heart of the tar and turpentine

region ; .-ind with no little astonishment on my
part, at the profitableness of the labor employed
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in collecting and making them, and with yet

more surprise at the seemingly endlesa value of

that quality of pine, all of which is so little

known out of the immediate neighborhood in

which tliey are produced. From brief notes

made in passing, and farther information prom-

ised, I may furnish you, for an early number,

with a full amount of the whole process and the

results.

The reflections induced, in connection with

the growth of this species of pine, are strange

and important in a view of the di-stant future :

aa for instance : The wings of marine commerce

of the whole world, it will be admitted, would

be clipped, if not entirely destroyed, but for the

use of the product of tliis beautiful evergreen
;

and yet, from some mysterious operations of

Kature, or the spread and influence of civiliza-

tion, of which commerce is the great promoter,

it would seem from present appearances, ac-

cording to all I heard, that a stop has been put

to the successions of its growth which has been

going on for centHries. The time is thus ap-

proaching, according to the opinion of judicious

observers on the spot, when scarcely a vestige

will remain of this valuable and majestic tree,

where now it is so flourishing and abundant.

Let me be understood. In the boyhood of men
fifty years ago, it was a part of children's play

to bend down the young pine growth in the

woods, to ride upon. They were of that size, as

common then, as the larger growth is now, and

only of two, three or four years' growth, and

aboat the size of a walking-cane stripped of the

bark, and about five, six, or seven feet high.

That same generation is now as large as an Al-

dei-man's leg : but here is the wonder ! There

is noiie of thai age or kind iti preparalion by

Nature, as sticcexxors to the present slock in

Carolina. It is rarely that one is to be found
;

and yet the seed, (or mast aa it is called,) is as

abundant as ever, and vegetates as thickly a.s it

ever did ; but it soon disappears. After it is

the size of wheat iu November, little more of it

is ever seen. The impression of those who have

most closely noticed these facts personally is.

that the present generation of pine will be the

last that will be seen in North Carolina, per-

haps forever.

In the hope of being enabled soon to give a

full account of this extraordinary breach of in-

dustry, which opened upon me iu the midst of

a dense, dreary forest, suffice it now to eaj-, that

in the language of the countrj-, one hand is ca-

pable of attending to a " crop " of so many
" boxes ;" and many of them collect from 1.50 to

200 barrels of turpentine, worth, last autumn,

upward of S3 a barrel. It was said that one

man, with his three hands, allowing them a

small portion of the proceeds, had realized op-

ward of $4,000. The turpentine ia either shipped
(1 132;

from Wilmington, where vessels are lying to

take it to northern ports, oris distilled into spirits

of Turpentine, on the spot; and this has been
found so prjfitable that there are already 40 dis-

tilleries in operation in Wilmington and along

the river. I need not tell you that these are the

fruits of Yankee penetration—for you remember
where Bonaparte said their enterprise would
carry them for a bag of coifee. The wonder
strikes the most superficial into the industrial

pursuits of the country under his view, how it

is that a branch of business so exceedingly prof-

itable should not be entered upon by those who
inhabit a line of 400 miles of continuous long-

leaf pine growth from Savannah, Georgia, to

Chehaw in Alabama! I may trouble your read-

ers on some early occasion with some reflections

on this problem, as well as with some of the

statistics, agricultural and commercial, of the tar

and turpentine industi-y of Korth Carolina.

Well ! how shall I S7im tip the observations

that a tiaveler is likely to make, on the great

thoroughfare of miles between Washing-

ton and Wilmington? Every one knows, or

ought to know, that from the necessity of the

case, the main lines of travel through a new
country must traverse the ridges oi back bones

of particular sections, avoiding impassable water

courses and the rich alluvial lauds that border

them. Thus we are not surprised at sparse set-

tlements and slender products. But what most

interests the philosophical observer is, the spirit

and character of the people, as indicated by the

appearance of the settled parts of the country ?

How look the dwellings—not whether large or

small, but has any taste been displayed in tlieir

Architecture ? Have any native sliade-trees been

left standing, or have any been planted and kept

in order? Has provision been made for a suc-

cession of good vegetables in a well enclosed

garden ? Is there a piazza before the mansion,

however rude and humble, and has the house-

wife been encouraged and provided with means

to train over it the vine, and the yellow jas-

mine, and the multiflora, and the honeysuckle ?

And then the field cultivation—no matter how
small the scale of it, but is the tillage perfect ?

Does the plow run close to the road and the

fence sides ? Have the harrow and the roller,

and, yet more, the drag-log, done their office in

the way of pulverization ? But first, and above

all, have his fields^—no matter, again,how small

—

but have they, as far as iu cultivation, been vjell

and thoroughly drained of all superficial and

surplus moisture, every drop ? for not a drop

should stagnate in or npon it. In a word, does

the farm or plantation under view, proclaim to the

passing observer, that the owner's mind is itself

a cultivated feld 7—one which by education

and reading has been imbued with a salutary

thirst for knowledge ; one which a laudable



pride has inspired with ambition to have it said

that be excels in what he does undertake ? In

a word, is there an air of neatness and cleanli-

ness about his homestead, and exact and perfect

culture in his field to show that thought has

drained his own mind of sloth and ignorance,

and reading and reflection on the why and the

whez'efore of everything that is done, let in upon

his soul the light of agricultural discovery and

the genial warmth of virtuous and useful know-

ledge, in which, after all, is the only true glory

to be found ? or, does the absence of all these

features in the aspect of the country, betray,

along the line in question, the presence of a

population too much given up to indolence of

mind and body, and the party purposes of party

backs—consuming time, the most precious of all

things, in the vain retrospect o better times, or

the debasing pursuit of petty offices, without

education, or the moral courage which proper

education only can give, to look existing diffi-

culties in the face, and at once set about the

work of reform, or abandon at once, fields of

profitless labor, that no degrees of knowledge

and industrj- can reclaim and fructify ? Trying

the country which falls under th^eye of the

stranger on his way from Aquia Creek to ^Vil-

mington, N. C. by these tests, and the painful

conviction strikes you that there is some spell

resting upon it. Try it by the census as the

measure ofnational progress, and that conclusion

is but too well confirmed. On one farm there

were signs of an enterprising owner : the fences

were in order and a great quantity of barnyard

manure had been made and hauled out for the

ensuing crop ; and some miles, again, before

you get to Richmond, on the larboard hand,

there is a farm in nice order : the plowing had
been early and well done ; the soil was well

pulverized and the water furrows virere skill-

fully and well opened to drain the land. Some
passenger said it belonged to a Mr. Lyon, and I

could not help wishing that such Lions could

be found standing in the path of young agricul-

turists, here and there, throughout the country.

Approaching Petersburg, again, on the same
side of the railroad, you find an oasis in the

desert, in the handsome residence of a Mr. Dun-
lop, a Scotch gentleman '• of that ilk." A planta-

tion of beautiful shade-trees ornament an expan.
sive lawn around his mansion, and a handsome
graveled, pathway conducts to a neat spring-

hou.se, which you may easily fancy is well stored

with rich milk and nice butter for breakfast, to

be enjoyed in the shade of his ample piazzas at

this season. I would hazard any thing at a ven-

ture that both these gentlemen are readers of

Bott's Southern Planter.

Viator.
P. S.—Observe, I have not been speaking of

farms off the road—such as Mr. Wellford's, near
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Fredericksburg, or the great com plantations of

the Taylors, or the Tayloes, on the Rappahan-

nock, or the wheat farms such as Hill Carter's

and Bowling's, on the James River, where in-

tellect of a high order combines humanity with

strict discipline, and gives to labor and capital

their most skillful direction. Of these I have

seen a little and heard the most honorable re-

ports, and hope to be able to speak more at

large, some day, on personal observation.

CASK MAKING BY MACHINKRY.

Considerable sums of money have at various
times been expended in trying to bring to per-
fection machinery for making casks, but herfito-

fore this object has been unattained, some parts
always having to be finished by manual labor.
A very ingeniously con.structed machine (which
we have had an opportunity of inspecting) has
at last, however, been constructed by Mr. \V.
Wild, of Bedford-street, Broughton-road. The
lags or staves, hoops, and heads, are, in the first

instance, dres.sed off by other machinery, which
is being constructed for the purpose ; afterward
the finishing machine is fed with the previously
prepared heads, hoops, and staves, and will in

two minutes' time turn out a complete barrel,
va.stly superior in workmanship to \%hat has
hitiierto been efiected by manual labor. Old
barrels can also as easily be repaired by the
same machine, the only difference in time being
occupied in the taking to pieces of the old bar-
rels previously- to substituting such fre.sh staves,
heads, or hoops, as may be required previously
to feeding the machine. The barrels, when
completed, are vastly superior to any heretofore
turned out by manual labor, the machine fitting

each stave as close as though the whole barrel
had been formed of one piece of timber—thus
doing away with the necessity, when made by
hand, of filling up any defects with rushes;
which plan, it is well known, has the effect of
rendering casks very foul, unless extraordinary
care be taken, and consequently much time is

occupied in thoroughly cleansing them.
[Manchester (Eng.) Courier.

WouU not this inventor find a great field for

his machine in the rice region of the U. States,

where so many casks are needed—where tim-

ber is so cheap, and labor so dear ? A rice cask
holds about 9 or 10 bushels ; and the "task" for

a man, with the staves and hoops at hand, is to

set up three in a day. [Ed. Farm. Lib.

To Exterminate Beetles.—Place a few
lumps of unslaked lime where they frequent;
or set a dish or trap, containing a little beer or
syrup, at the bottom, and place a few sticks
slanting against its sides, so as to form a sort of
gangway for the beetles to climb up by, when
they will go headlong into the bait set for them.
Another plan : mi.x equal weights of red lead,
sugar, and flour, and place it nightly near their
haunts This last mixture made into sheets, forms
the beetle-wafers, sold at the oil shops

[Cooley's Cyclo. of Practical Receipts.
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LINES AMONG THE LEAVES.
BY ELIZA COOK.

Have ye heard the west wind singing, where the summer trees are springing?
Have ye counted o'er the many tunes it knows ?

For the wide-winged spirit rangeth, and its ballad metre changeth
As it goes.

A plaintive wail it maketh when the willow's tress it shaketh,
Like new-bom infant sighing in its sleep

;

And the branches, low and slender, bend to list the strain so tender,
Till they weep.

Another tale 't is telling, where the clustered elm is swelling
With dancing joy, that seems to laugh outright

;

And the leaves, all bright and clapping, soand like human fingers snapping
With delight.

The fitful key-note shifteth where the heavy oak uplifteth

A diadem of acorns broad and high
;

And it chants with muffled roaring, Uke an eagle's wings in soaring
To the sky.

Now the breeze is freshly wending, where the gloomy yew h benduig,
To shade green graves and canopy the owl

;

And it gives a mournful whistle, that remindeth of the missal
And the cowl.

Another lay it giveth where the spiral poplar liveth,

Above the cresses, lily, flag, and rush

;

And it sings with hissing treble like the foam upon the pebble
In its gush.

A varied theme it utters where the glossy date-leaf flutters

—

A loud and lightsome chant it yieldeth there ;

And the quiet, listening dreamer may believe that many a streamer
Flaps the air.

It is sad and dreary hearing where the giant pine is rearing
A lonely head, like hearse plume waved about

;

And it lurketh melancholy where the thick and sombre holly

Bristles out.

It murmurs soft and mellow mid the light laburnums yellow.
As lover's ditty chimed by rippling plash,

And deeper is its tiding, as it hurries, swiftly gliding

Through the ash.

A roundelay of pleasure does it keep in merry measure,
While rustling in the rich leaves of the beech.

As though a band of fairies were engaged in Mab's vagaries,

Out of reach

Oh ! a bard of many breathings is the Wind in sylvan wreathings,

O'er mountain tops and through the woodland groves,

Now fifing and now drumming—now howling and now humming,
As it roves.

Oh ! are not human bosoms like these things of leaves and blossoms,

Where hallowed whispers come to cheer and rouse ?

Is there no mystic stirring in our hearts, like sweet wind whirring

In the boughs ?

Thongh that wind a strange tone waketh in every kome it maketh,
And the maple tree responds not as the larch,

Yet Harmony is playing round all the green arms swaying
'Neath Heaven's arch.

Oh ! what can be the teaching of these forest voices preaching ?

'T is that a brother's creed, though not as mine.
May blend about God's altar, and help to fill the psalter

That's divine.



AN INTERESTING CHAPTER FOR FARMERS.

[From Dr. Lardner's Lectures.*]

SUPrOSED EFFECT OF THE MOON ON TEREESTEL\L OBJECTS.

The Red Moon— Supposed efiect of the Moon on the Movement of Sap in Plants—Prejudice respecting the
time for t'ellina; Timber—Kxtent of this Prejudice— Its Prevalence among Tiansatlantic People—Prejudices
respecting Ettects on Grain—On Wine—On the Complexion—On Putrefaction—Oh Wounds—On the
Size of Oysters and Shell-tish—On the Marrow of Animals—On the Weight of the Human Body—On the
Time of Births—On the Hatching of Eggs—On Human Maladies—On Insanity—On Fevers— On Epidem-
ics-Case of Vallisnieri—Case of Bacon—On Cutaneous Diseases, Convulsions, Paralysis, EpUepsy, &c.

—

Observations of Dr. Olbers.

On a former occasion I examined the question

respecting the supposed influence of the moon
upon the weather, and demonstrated that so far

as actual observation lias hitherto afforded

grounds for reasoning, there is no discoverable

correspondence between the lunar changes and

the vicissitudes of rain and drouth which can

justify or in any degree countenSice the popu-

lar belief so generally entertained as to de-

pendence of change ofweather upon the changes

of the moon.
But meteorological phenomena are not the

only eflpects imputed to our satellite ; that body,

like comets, is made responsible for a vast vari-

ety of interferences with organized nature. The
circulation of the juices of vegetables, the quali-

ties of grain, the fate of the vintage, are all laid

to its account ; and timber must be felled, the

harvest cut down and fiathered in, and the juice

of the grape expressed, at times and under cir-

cum.stances regulated by the aspects of the

moon, if excellence be hoped for in these pro-

ducts of the soil.

According to popular belief, our satellite also

presides over human maladies ; and the phe-

nomena of the sick chamber are governed by
the lunar phases ; nay, the very marrow of our

bones, and the weight of our bodies, suffer in-

crease or diminution by its influence Nor is its

imputed power confined to physical or organic

efiects ; it notoriously governs mental derange-

ment.
If these opinions respecting lunar influence

were limited to particular countries, they would
be less entitled to serious consideration ; but it

is a curious fact that many of them prevail and

have prevailed in quarters of the earth so distant

and unconnected that it is difficult to imagine

the same error to have proceeded from the same
source. At all events, the extent of their preva-

lence alone renders them a fit subject for seri-

ous investigation ; and I propose at present to

lay before you some of the principal facts and
arguments bearing on these points, for the col-

lection of which we are mainly indebted to the

industry and research of M. Arago.

A large volume would be necessary to ana-

lyze all the popular opinions which refer to the

supposed lunar influences. We shall confine

ourselves, therefore, to the principal of them, and
shortly examine how far they can be reconciled

with the established principles of Astronomy
and Physics.
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The Red Moon.—It is believed, generally,
especially in the neighborhood of Paris, that in
certain months of the jear, the moon exerts a
great influence upon the phenomena of vegeta-
tion. Gardeners give the name of Red Moon to
that moon which is full between the middle of
April and the close of May. According to them,
the light of the moon at that season exercises an
injurious influence upon the j-oung shoots of
plants. They say that when the sky is clear the
leaves and buds exposed to the lunar light red-
den and are killed as if by frost, at a time when
the thermometer exposed to the atmosphere
stands at many degrees above the freezing point.
They say also that if a clouded sky intercepts
the moon's light it prevents these injurious con-
sequences to the plants, although the circum-
stances of temperature are the same in both
ca.ses.

Any person who is acquainted with the beau-
tiful theory of dew, which we owe to Dr. WelLs,
will find no difficulty in accounting for these ef-

fects en-oneously imputed to the moon. If the
heavens be clear and unclouded, all substances
on the surface of the earth which are strong aiid
powerful radiators of heat, lose temperature by
radiation, while the unclouded sky returns no
heat to them to restore what they have lost.
Such bodies, therefore, under these circum-
stances, become colder than the suiToundiug air.

and may even, if they be liquid, be frozen. Ice,,
in fact, is produced, in warm climates, by siaif-

lar means. But if the fiimamtnt be enveloped
in cloud.s, the clouds have the quality of radiating
heat, win restore by their radiation, "to substances
upon the surface of the earth, as much heat as
such substances lose by radiation ; the tern-
perature, therefore, of such bodies will be main-
tained at a point equal to that of the air surround-
ing them.
Nowthe leaves and flowers of plants are strong

and powerful radiators of heat ; when the sky is

clear they therefore lose temperature and may
be frozen ; if, on the other hand, the sky be

* PopiTLAR Lectures on Science and Art, de-
livered in the principal Cities and Towns of the
United States, by DioNYsa'S Lardner, Doctor of
Civil Law, Fellow of the Royal Society of London
and Edinburgh, formerly Professor of Astronomy and
Natural Philosophy in the University of London.
2 vols, octavo, with numerous Engravuigs. New-
York : Greeley & MoEh-ath.
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clouded, their temperature is maintaiued for the

reasons above stated.

The moon, therefore, has no connection what-
•ever with this effect ; and it is certain that plants

would suffer under the same circumstances,

whether the moon is above or belov\" the hori-

zon. It equally is quite true that if the moon be
above the horizon, the plants cannot suffer un-

less it be visible : because a clear sky is indis-

pensable as much to the production of the in-

jurj- to the plants as to the visibilitj- of the moon ;

and, on the other hand, the same clouds which
veil the moon and intercept her light give back
to the plants that warmth which prevents the

injurj- here adverted to. The popular opinion

is therefore right as to the fffect, but wrong as

to the cause ; and its error will be at once dis-

covered by showing that on a clear night, when
the moon is new, and, therefore, not visible, the

plants maj' nevertheless suf3t;r.

Time for fell171g Timber.—There is an opin-

ion generally entertained that timber should be
felled only during the decline of the moon : for

if it be cut down during its increase, it will not
be ofa good or durable quality. This impression
prevails in various countries. U is acted upon
in England, and is made the ground of legisla-

tion in France. The forest laws of the latter

country- interdict the cutting of timber during the

increase of the moon. M. Auguste de Saint Hi-
laire states that he found the same opinion preva-
lent in Brazil. Signor Francisco Pinto, an emi-
nent agriculturist in the province of Espirito

Santo, assured him as the result of his experi-
ence, that the wood which was not felled at the

full of the moon was immediately attacked by
worms and very soon rotted.

In the extensive forests of Germany, the same
opinion is entertained and acted upon with the
most undoubting confidence in its truth. Sauer,
a superintendent of some of these districts, as-

signs w-hat he believes to be its physical cause.

According to him the increase of the moon
causes the sap to ascend in the timber : and, on
the other hand, the decrease of the moon causes
its descent. If the timber, therefore, be cut

daring the decrease of the moon it will be cut in

a dry state, the sap having retired ; and the wood,
therefore, will be compact, solid and durable.

But if it be cut during the increa.se of the moon,
it will be felled with the sap in it. and will

therefore be more spongy, more easily attacked
•-by "worms, more difficult to season, and more
Teadily spht and warped by changes of tem-
perature.

Admitting for a moment the realitj- of this

supposition concerning the motion of the sap, it

would follow that the proper time for felling

the timber would be the new moon, that beine;

the epoch at which the descent of the sap would
bave been made, and the ascent not yet com-
menced. But can there be imagined in the

wbole range of natural science, a physical rela

tion more extraordinan,' and unaccountable than
this suppo.sedcoiTespondence between the move-
ment of the sap and the phases of the moon ?

Assuredly theory affords not the .slightest coun-
tenance to such a supposition; but let us in-

quire as to the fact whether it be really the case
that the quality of the timber depends upon the
state of the moon at the time it is felled.

M. Dubamel Monceau, a celebrated French
arricultiirist, has made direct and positive ex-
periments for the purpose of testing this ques-
tion ; and has clearly and conclusively shown
tliat the qualities of timber felled in different

parts of the lunar month are the same. M. Du-
hamel felled a great many trees of the same
age, growing from the same soil, and exposed
to the same aspect, and never found any differ-

ence in the quadtj' of the timber when he com-
pared those which were felled in the decline of
the moon with those which were felled during
its increase ; in general they have afiorded tim-
ber of the same quality. He adds, however,
that by a circumstance which was doubtless for-

tuitous, a slight diflerence v.as mauiiested in fa-

vor of timber which had been felled between the
new and full moon—contrarj- to popular opinion.
Supposed Lunar Iiijhience on Vegetables.—It

is an aphiOrism received by all gardeners and
agriculturi.sts in Europe, that vegetables, plants
and trees, which are expected to flourish and
grow with vigor, should be planted, grafted, and
pruned, during the increase of the moon. This
opinion is altogether eiToneous. The increase
or decrease of the moon has no appreciable in-

fluence on the phenomena of vegetation ; and
the experiments and observations of several
French aericulturisiv. and especially of M. Du-
hamel du Monceau (already alluded to) have
clearly established this.

Montanari has attempted, like M. Sauer, to

assign the physical cause for this imaginary ef-

i'ect. During the day. he says, the solar heat
augments the quantity of sap which circulates

in plants by increasing the magnitude of the
tube through which the sap moves ; while the
cold of the night produces the opposite eflect by
contracting these tubes. Now, at the moment
of sunset, if the moon be increasing, it wiil be
above the horizon, and the waiT.ith of its light
would prolong the circulation of the sap ; but,

during its decline, it will not rise for a consid-
erable time after sunset, and the plants will be
suddenly exposed to the unmitigated cold of the
night, by which a sudden contraction of leaves
and tubes will be produced, and the circulation
of the sap as suddenly obstructed.

If we admit the lunar rays to pos.sess any
sensible caloriflc power, this reasoning might be
allowed ; but it w ill have very little force when
it is considered that the extreme change of tem-
perature which can be produced by the lunar
light, does not amount to the thousandth part of
a degree of the thermometer.

It is a curious circum.stauce that this erroneous
prejudice prevails on the American continent.

M. Auguste de Saint Hilaire states that, in Bra-
zil, cultivators plant during the decline of the
moon ail vegetables whose roots are used as
food ; and, on the contrarj-. they plant during
the increasing moon the .sugar-cane, maize, rice,

beans, &c. and those which bear the food upon
their stocks and branches. Experiments, how-
ever, were made and reported by M. de Chau-
valon, at Martinique, on vegetables of both kinds
planted at different times in the lunar month,
and no appreciable difference in their qualities

was discovered.

There are .some traces of a principle in the
rule adopted by the South American agronomes,
according to which they treat the two cla.sses of
plants, distinguished by the production of fruit

on their roots or on their branches, differently;

but there are none in the European ajihorisms.

The directions of Pliny are still more specific :

he prescribes the time of the full moon for sow-
ing beans, and that of the new moon for lentils.

" Truly," says M. Arago, •' we have need of a
robust faith to admit, without proof, that the

moon, at the distance of 240,000 miles, shall in
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one position act advantageonsly upon the vege-
tation of beans, and that in the opposite position,

and at the same distance, she shall be propitious

to lentils."

Supposed Lunar Infiuenceon Grain.—Pliny
states that, if we would collect grain for the pur-

pose of immediate sale, we should do so at the

full of the moon ; because, during the moon's in-

crease, the grain augments remarkably in mag-
nitude ; but if we would collect the grain to pre-

serve it, we should choose the new moon, or the

decline of the moon.
So far as it is consistent with observation that

more rain falls during the increase of the moon
tlian during its decline, there may be some rea-

son for this maxim ; but Pliny, or those fi-om

whom we receive the maxim, can barely have
credit for grounds so rational : besides which,
the diffijrence in the quantity of rain which falls

during the two periods is too insignificant to

produce the effects here adverted to.

Supposed Lnnar Influence on Wine-malcing.
It is a maxim of wine-growers that wine which
has been made in two moons is never of a good
quality, and cannot be clear. Toaldo, the cele-

brated Italian meteorologist, who.se mind ap-

pears to have been predisposed for the reception

of lunar prejudice, attempts to justify tliis max-
im. "The vinous fermentation,"' he says, "can
only be carried on in two moons when it begins
immediately before the new moou ; and, conse-
quently, that this being a time i^ien the enlight-

ened side of the moon is turned for the most
part from the earth, our atmosphere is deprived
of the heat of the lunar rays ; that, therefore, the

temperature of the air is lowered, and the fer-

mentation is less acti%"e.

To this we need only answer that the moon's
rays do not aflPect the temperature of the air to

the extent of one-thousandth part of a degree of
the thermometer, and that the difierence of tem-
peratures of anj- two neighboring places in

^vllich the process of making the wine of the

same soil and vintage might be conducted must
be a thousand times greater at any given mo-
ment of time ; and yet no one ever imagines that

such a circumstance can afl'ect the quality of the
wine.

It is a maxim of Italian wine merchants tliat

wine ought never to be transferred from one
vessel to another in the months of January or
March, unless in the decline of the moon, under
penalty of seeing it spoiled.

Toaldo has not favored us with any physical
rea.sou for this maxim ; but it is remarkable that

Pliny, on the authority of Hyginus, recommends
preciselj' the opposite course. We may pre-

sume that, from such contrarj- rules, it may rea-

sonably be inferred that the moon has no intlu-

eiice whatever in this case.

Among the maxims of Pliny we find that

grapes should be dried by night at new moon,
and by day at full moon.
When the moon is new it is below the hori-

zon during the night, and above it during the

day : and when it is full it is above the horizon
during the night, and below it dnrimr the day.

The maxim of Pliny, therefore, is equivalent to

a condition requiring that the grapes should be
dried when the moon is below the horizon. It

is evident that the absence of the moon is not re-

quired in tliis case in consequence of any effect

which her light might produce if she were pres-

ent ; for when tlie moon is new she affords no
light, even when in the finnament—the illumin-

ated side being turned from 'he eanh. If the

maxim be founded upon any reason, it must,
therefore, either be on some influence which the
moon is supposed to produce when present, in-

dependent of her light (the absence of which in-

fluence is desired) ; or it may be that she may
be supposed to transmit some effect through the
solid mass of the earth, when on the other side

of it, which she is incapable of producing with-
out its intervention. The maxim is probably as
absurd and groundless as the other effects im-
puted to the moon.
Supposed Lunar Influence on the Complex-

ion.—It is a prevalent popular notion, in some
parts of Europe, that the moon's light is attended
with the effect of darkening the complexion.

That light has an effect upon the color of ma-
terial substances is a fact well known in physics
and in the arts. The process of bleaching by
exposure to the sun is an obvious example of
this class of facts. Vegetables and flowers
which grow in a situation excluded from the
light of the sun are different in color from those

which have been exposed to its influence. The
most striking instance, however, of the effect of
certain rays of solar light in blackening a lisht-

colored substance, is afforded bj' chloride of sil-

ver, vs'hich is a %vhite substance, but which im-
mediately becomes black when acted upon by
the rays near the red extremity of the spectrum.
This substance, however, highly susceptible as

it is of having its cokr affected by light, is, nev-
ertheless, found not to be changed in any sensi-

ble degree when exposed to the light ot~ the
moon, even when tliat light is condensed by the
most powerful burning lenses. It would seem,
therefore, that, as far as any analogy- can be de-

rived from the qualities of tliis substance, the
popular impression of the influence of the moon's
rays in blackening the skin receives no sup-

port.

M. Arago (who generally inclines to favor

rather than oppose prevailing popular opinions)

appears to think it possible that some effect may
be produced • upon the skin exposed on clear
nights, explicable on the same principle as that

by which we have explained the effects errone-
ously imputed to what is called the red vioon.—
The skin being, in common with the leaves and
flowers of vegetables, a good radiator of heat,

will, when exposed on a clear night, for the
same reasons, sustain a loss of temperature.

—

Althoush this will be to a certain extent restored
by the sources of animal heat, still it may be
contended that the cooling produced by radia-

tion is not altogether without effect. It is well
known that a person who sleeps expo.sed in the
open air, on a night when the dew falls, is liable

to suffer from severe cold, althoueh the atmo-
sphere around him never falls below a moderate
temperature, and although no actual deposition
of dew may take place upon his skin. This ef-

fect must arise from the constant lowering of
temperature of the skin by radiation. In mili-

tary campaigns the effects of bivouacing at night
appear to be generally admitted to darken the
complexion.*
There is a proverb which is used in certain

parts of France as a warning against night
promenades :

" Que lou sol y la sereine
Fau gerie la gent Mouraine."

* Le hale de bivouac is an effect quite recognized.
Hale is a term which expresses a state of the air
which makes an impression upon the complexion,
rcndcrin2 it tanned and burnt.
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It is remarkable that this proverb is current in

places where the red moon is not noticed.

Supposed Lunar Injlnence on Putrefaction.
—Pliny and Plutarch have transmitted it as a
maxim, that the light of the moon facilitates the

putrefaction of animal substances, and covers
them with moisture. The same opinion prevails

in the West Indies, and in South America. An
impression is prevalent, also, that certain kinds
of fruit exposed to iiioonlight lose their flavor

and become soft and flabby ; and that if awound-
ed mule be exposed to the light of the moon dur-

ing the night, the wound will become in'itated,

and frequently become incurable.

Such effects, if real, may be explained upon
tlie same principles as those by which we have
already explained the effects imputed to the red
moon. Animal substances exposed to a clear sky
at night, are liable to receive a deposition of
dew, which hamiditj- has a tendency to accel-

erate putrefaction. But this effect will be pro-

duced if the sky be clear, whether the moon be
above the horizon or not. The moon, therefore,

ill this case, is a witness and not an agent ; and
we must acquit her of the misdeeds imputed to

her.

Supposed Lunar Influence on SheUfsh.—It

in a very ancient remark, that oysters and other
shell-fish become larger during the increase
than during the decline of the moon. This max-
im is mentioned by the poet Lucilius, by Aulus
Gellius and others ; and the members of the
Academy del Cimento appear to have tacitly ad-
mitted it, since they endeavor to give an expla-
nation of it. The fact, however, has been care-
fully examined by Rohault, who has compared
sliell-fish taken at all periods of the lunar month,
and found that they exhibit no difference of
quality.

Supposed Lunar Influence on the Marrow
of Animals.—An opinion is prevalent among
butchers that the marrow found in the bones of
animals varies in quantity according to the pha.se
of the moon in which they are slaughtered. This
question has also been examined bj' Rohault,
who made a series of observations which were
continued for twenty years with aview to testit;

and the result was that it was proved completely
destitute of foundation.

Supposed Lunar Influence on the Weight
of the Human Body.—Sanctorius, who.se name
is celebrated in jthysics for the invention of the
thei-mometer. held it as a principle that a healthy
man gained two pounds weight at the beginning
of every lunar month, which he lost toward its

completion. This opinion appears to be found-
ed on experiments made upon him.self ; and af-

fords another instance of a fortuitous coincidence
hastily generalized. The eiTor would have been
corrected if he had continued his observations a
sufficient length of time.

Suj^posed Lunar Influence on Births.—It is

a prevalent opinion that births occur more fre-

quently in the decline of the moon than in lier

increase. This opinion has been tested by com-
paring the number of births with the periods of
the lunar phases ; but the attention directed to

statistics as well in this country as abroad, will
aoon lead to the decision of this question.*

Supposed Lunar Influence on Incubation.—
It is a maxim handed down by Pliny, that eggs
should be put to cover when the moon is new.

* Other sexual phenomena, such as the period of
gestation, vulgarly supposed to have some relation
to the lunar month, huve no relation whatever to that
period.

In France it is a maxim generally adopted, that
the fowls are better and more successfully rear-

ed when they break the shell at the full of the
moon. The experiments and observations of
M. Girou de Buzareiugues have given counte-
nance to this opinion. But .such observations
require to be multiplied before the maxim can
be considered as established. M. Girou inclines

to the opinion that daring the dark nights about
new moon the hens sit so undisturbed that they
either kill their young or check their develop-
ment by too much heat ; while in moonlight
nights, being more restless, this effect is not pro-
duced.
Supposed Lunar Influence on Mental de-

rangement and other Human Maladies.—The
influence on the phenomena of human maladies
imputed to the moon is very ancient. Hippo-
crates had so strong a faith in the influence of
celestial objects on animated beings, that he ex-
pressly recommends no physician to be trusted

^vho is ignorant of astronomy. Galen, following
Hippocrates, maintained the same opinion, espe-
cially of the influence of the moon. Hence in dis-

eases the lunar periods were said to correspond
with the succession of the sufl'erings of the pa-
tients. The critical days or crises (as they were af-

erward called), were the seventh, fourteenth, and
twenty-first of the disease, corresponding to the
intervals between the moon's principal phases.
While the doctrine of alchemists prevailed, the

human body was considered as a microcosm ;

the heart representing the sun, the brain the

moon. The planets had each its proper in-

fluence : Jupiter presided over the lungs, Mars
over the liver, Saturn over the spleen, Venus
over the kidneys, and Mercury over the organs
of generation. Of these grotesque notions there
is now no relic, except the term lunacy, which
still designates unsoundness of mind. But even
this term may be in some degree be said to be
banished fi'om the terminology of medicine, and
it has taken refuge in that receptacle of all anti-

quated absurdities of phra.seolog3-—the law. Lu-
natic, we believe, is still the term for the subject

who is incapable of managing his own affairs.

Although the ancient faith in the connection
between the phases of the moon and the phe-
nomena of in.sanity appears in a great degree to

be abandoned, yet it is not altogether without its

votaries ; nor have we been able to ascertain

that any series of observations conducted ou
scientific principles, has ever been made on the

phenomena of insanity, with a view to disjjrove

this coimection. W^e have even met with intel-

ligent and well-educated physicians who still

maintain that the paroxysms of insane patients

arc more violent when the moon is full than at

other limes.

Mathiolus Faber gives an instance of a ma-
niac who at the very moment of an eclipse of
the moon, became furious, seized upon a sword,
and fell upon everyone around him. Ramazzini
relates that, in the epidemic fever which spread
over Italy in the year 1693, patients died in an
unusual number on the 21st of January, at the

moment of a lunar eclipse.

Without disputing this fact (to ascertain which
however, it would be necessary to have statistical

returns of the daily death.s), it may be objected

that the patients who thus died in such numbers
at the moment of the eclipse, might have had
their imaginations highly e.xcited, and their fears

wrought upon by the approach of that event, if

popular opinion invested it with danger. That
such au impression was not unlikely to prevail
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is evident from the facts which have been re-

corded.

At no very distant period from that time, in

August, 1654, it is related that patients in con-

siderable numbers were by order of the physi-

cians shut up in chambers well closed, warmed,
and perfumed, with a view to escape the inju-

rious influence of the solar eclipse, which hap-

pened at that time ; and such was the consterna-

tion of persons of all classes, that the numbers
who flocked to confession were so great that the

ecclesiastics found it impossible to administer

that rite. An amusing anecdote is related of a
village curate near Paris, who, with a view to

ease the minds of his flock, and to gain to the ne-

cessary time to get through his business, serious-

ly assured them that the eclipse was postponed
for a fortnight.

Two of the most remarkable examples re-

corded of the supposed influence of the moon ou
the human body, are those of Vallisnien and Ba-
con. Vallisnieri declares that being at Padua re-

covering from a tedious illness, he suffered on
the I'Jih of May. 1706, during the eclipse of the

sun, unusual weakness and shivering. Lunar
eclipses never happened without making Bacon
faint ; and he did not recover his senses till the
moon recovered her light.

That these two striking examples should be
admitted in proof of the existence of lunar in-

fluence, it would be necessary, says M. Arago,
to establish the fact that feeblenfjss and pusilla-

nimity of character are never connected with
high qualities of mind.
Menuret considered that cutaneous maladies

had a manifest connection with the lunar phases.

He says that he himself observed in the year
17b'0,a patient afflicted with a scald-head {teiifne},

who, during the decline of the moon, suffered

from a gradual increase of the malady, which
continued until the epoch of the new moon,
when it had covered the face and breast, and
produced insufferable itching. As the moon in-

creased, these symptoms disappeared by de-

grees ; the face became free from the eruption
;

but the same effects were reproduced after the
full of the moon. These periods of the disease
continued for three months.
Menuret also stated that he witnessed a simi-

lar correspondence between the lunar phases
and the distemper of the itch : but the circum-
stances were the reverse of those in the former
case ; the malady obtaining its maximum at the
full of the moon, and its minimum at the new
moon.
Without disputing the accuracy of the.se state-

monts, or llirowing any suspicion on the good
faith of the physician who has made them, we
may observe that such facts prove nothing
except the fortuitous coincidence. If the rela-

tion of cause and effect had existed be-
tween the lunar pha.ses and the phenomena of
these di.stemper.s, the same cause would have
continued to produce the same effect in like cir-

cumstances : and we should not be left to depend
for the proof of lunar influence on the state-

ments of i.solated cases, occuiTiug under the
observation of a physician who was himself a
believer.

Maurice Hoffinan relates a case which came
under his own practice, of a young woman, the
daughter of an epileptic patient. The abdomen
of this girl became inflated every month as tlie

moon increased, and regularly resumed its nat-

ural form with the decline of the moon.
Now if this statement of Hoffman were ac-

(1139,

companied by all the necessary details, and if,

also, we are assured tliat this strange effect con-

tinued to be produced for any considerable length

of time, the relation of cause and eflPect between
the phases of th6 moon and the malady of the

girl could not legitimately be denied ; but re-

ceiving the statement in so vague a form, and
not being assured that the effect continued to be
produced beyond a few months, the legitimate

conclusion at which we must arrive is, that this

is another example of fortuitous coincidence,

and may be classed with the fulfilment of dreams,
prodigies, &c., &c.
As may naturallj- be expected, nervous dis-

eases are those which have presented the most
frequent indications of a relation with the lunar

phases. The celebrated Mead was a strong be-

liever, not only in the lunar influence, but in the

influence of all the heavenly bodies on all the hu-

man. He cites the case of a child who always
went into convulsions at the moment of full

moon. Pyson, another believer, cites another
case of a paralytic patient whose disease was
brought on by the new moon. Menuret records

the case of an epileptic patient whose fits re-

turned with the full moon. The transactions of
learned societies abound w-ith examples of srid-

dincss, malignant fever, somnambuli.sm, &c., hav-
ing in their paroxysms more or less corresponded
with the lunar pha.ses. Gall states, as a matter
having fallen under his own observation, that
patients suffering under weakness of intellect,

had two jjcriods in the month of peculiar excite-
ment ; and in a work published in Loudon so re-

cently as 1829, we are assured that these epochs
are between the new and full moon.

Against all these in.stances ot the supposed ef-

fect of lunar influence, we have little dii-ect

proof to offer. To establish a negative is not
easy. Yet it were to be w-ished that in some
of our great asylums for insane patients, a regis-

ter should be preserved of the exact times of
theaccess of all the remarkable paroxysms ; a
subsequent comparison of this with the. age
of the moon at the time of their occurrence
would furnish the ground for legitimate and
safe conclusions. We are not aware of any
scientific physician who has expressly di-

rected his attention to this question, except Dr.
Olbers of Bremen, celebrated for his discovery
of the planets Pallas and Vesta. He states that
in tlie course of a long medical practice, he was
never able to discover the slightest trace of any
connection between the jdieuomena of disease
and the phases of the moon. In the spirit of true
philosophy, M. Arago, nevertheless, recommends
caution in deciding against this influence. The
nervous system, says he, is in manj' instances an
insfument infinitely more delicate than the most
subtle apparatus of modern physics. Who does
not know that the olfactory nerves infonn us of
the presence of odoriferous matter in air, the tra-

ces of which the most refined physical analysis
would fail to detect .' The mechanism of the eye
is highly affected by that lunar light which, even
condensed with all the power of the largest
burning lenses, fails to affect by its heat the most
susceptible thermometer, or, by its chemical in-

Huence, the chloride of silver
; yet a small por-

tion of this liLfht introduced through a pin-hole
will be sufficient to produce an instantaneous
contraction of the pupil ; nevertheless the integ
uments of this membrane, so sensible to light,
appear to be completely inert when otherwise
affected. The pupil remains unmoved, whether
we scrape it with the point of a needle, moisten
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it with liquid acids, or impart to its surface elec-

tric sparks. Tlie retina itself, which sympathi-
zes with the pupil, is insensible to the influence
of the most active mechanical agents. Phenom-
ena so mysterious should teach us with what re-

serve we sfiould reason on analogies drawn from
experiments made upon inanimate substances,

to the far different and more difficult case of or-

ganized matter endowed with life.

In conclusion, then, it appears that of all the
various intluences popularly supposed to be ex-
erted on the surface of the earth, few have any
foundation in fact. The precession of the equi-

noxes, the accumulated etiect of which rendered
necessary the alteration of the calendar, which
produced the distinction between the old and
new style, is a con .sequence of the moon's attrac-

tion combined with that of the sun upon the pro-

tuberant matter around the equatorial parts of
the earth ; and the nutation of the earth's axis,

and the consequent periodical change of the ob-
liquity of the ecliptic, is an effect due to the same
cause. I have on another occasion shown that

the tides of the ocean are real effects also

arising from the combined attractions of the
moon and sun, but chiefly of the former.

The precession of the equinoxes is a progres-
sive annual change in the position of those
points on the firmament where the center of the
sun crosses the Equator on the '21st of March and
the 21st of September. It has been ascertained
by observation, and verified by theory, that these
points move annually on the ecliptic with a slow
motion in a contrary direction to the apparent
motion of the .sun ; inconsequence of which the
sun, after each revolution of the ecliptic, meets
these ipo'mts before that revolution has been com-
pleted ; consequently the sun's center returns to

the same ecjuinoctial point before it makes one
complete revolution of the heavens: hence has
arisen the distinction between a sidereal year,
which is the actual time the earth takes to make
a complete revolution round the sun, and an equi-
noctial or civil year, which is the period be-
tween the successive returns of the center of the
sun to the same equinoctial point, and is the in-

terval within which the periodical vicissitudes

of the seasons are completed.

NEW USES OF IRON . . . IRON HARROWS.
Is few^ branches of trade or manufacture is

there probably greater latitude for extension

than in the field which lies open for new uses of

Iron. Every day suggests some new object for

w^hich it has not before been employed, and then

the wonder is that it was never so employed

before.

In Mr. Colman's last " European Agricul-

ture," vol. i. part V. quoting Mr. I. Allen Ran-

some's treatise on the Implements of Husband-

ry, he says, on the subject of Harrows—' There

are several varieties of HaiTows, but, excepting

the frame being made of iron instead of wood,

and their being connected by hinges, so that

the frame becomes, so to speak, flexible, I see

no prominent excellence to be pointed out,"

—

and then quotes—" In an experiment made be-

tween a pair of wooden harrows and a pair of

iron ones, constructed on the same plan, and

having the same number and precisely the same

disposition of the teeth and frames, although

those of iron were found to be twenty pounds

lighter than those of wood, yet the former

worked decidedly better and steadier than the

latter. In fact, the iron hartows cut into the

land, while those made of wood rode, or rather

danced, upon the surface." We confess we do

not well see how this could be. If the wooden
frame were heavier, why should the teeth not

sink as deep ? In respect of the hhig-es con-

necting the harrows and making them flexible,
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BO as to accommodate their action to uneven
surfaces, we have long had such harrows. In

fact, our implement makers have all the best

kinds, v*'e are inclined to think, of that imple-

ment. Their own interest and public spirit, we
trust, will prompt them to import samples, at

least, of whatever is said or supposed to be su-

perior in its kind. Their patrons have a right

to judge for them.selves ; and we presume there

will be few machines or implements adapted to

our country that may not be seen in factories eo

immense as Ruggles and Moore's.

A late English paper says:

" The use of iron is still greatly extending in

Manchester, where the principles of its applica-

tion are well understood, and all the casting e.s-

tablishmcnts are in active operation. The most
novel application of this material is in the Inde-
pendent Chapel erecting in Salford, near the

Broughton Bridire, from the designs of Mr.
Richard Lane. The roof is framed of cast iron

principals, curved, and meeting at the top in a
Gothic arch. Each half is in two pieces, finnly

bolted together, and the principals are connect-

ed by tie-rods. The feet of the principals are

spread out, and rest on blocks of stone, but are

farther supported by iron columns, built into the

wall, which stand upon stone corbels at the

ground level. There are shoes, cast on the prin-

cipal!?, to receive the purlins. There will be a

schoolroom underneath. There are two bights

of iron columns, the upper supporting the iron

girders for the galleries. These girders are

curved in form, so as to approach nearer to the

section of the steps of the galleries."
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AGRICULTURE IN THE STATE OF NEW-YORK.

Mr. KiNNE, from the Com7nitlee on Agricul-

ture in the New-York Assembly, has made a

Report to the Legislature on so much of the

Governor's Message as relates to the Farming

interest The Report strongly recommends the

State Agricultural Society to the favorable no-

tice of the Legislature—believing, as the Com-

mittee do, that through the instrumentality of the

Society a great improvement has taken place in

the practice of husbandry generally, in the

breeding of cattle, and in the production of but-

ter and cheese. The Report speaks well of the

annual Fairs—of the favorable results of the

sales of improved stock—of the Farmers' Clubs,

and of the annual volume of the published

Transactions of the State Society ; but they are

opposed to the State founding an Agi'icultural

College or purchasing and sustaimng an Exper-

imental Farm. The following remarks we
deem applicable to other States as well as New-
York :

An abundance of statistical facts might be ad-

duced, showing conclusively that, while the

farmer of New York has been growing rich, the

fertility of her soil has been gradually but cer-

tainly diminishing. The fertility of a soil is

usually measured hy its capacity for growing
wheat. Taking this as a test, it is but too evi-

dent that we have not overrated the fact that the

fertility of New-York is diminishing. Wheat is

rarely raised in the older Counties of the State,

and in the fertile west the annual average per
acre is diminishing. Many of the Counties of
llie State, formerly wheat growing Counties,

have of late years found that barley was a more
certain and profitable crop, and they are, conse-
quently, gradually abandoning the culture of
wheat.

It is becoming known to the more enlightened
aLrriculturists that the former ruinous practices

of husbandry have conlnbuled to the constant
and annual removal from the soil of those pecu-
liar elements which are necessary to secure the

erowth of wheat. To the great mass of our
fanners, the doctrines of a well-founded Agri-
cultural Chemistry are neither known nor ap-
preciated. The enlightened statesman, there-

fore, who is anxiously looking after those causes
which affect the prosperity of the common-
^vealth. must see, in this view of the subject, the
ab.solute necessity of adopting a policy which is

prejudicial to no one, and which may be bene-
ficial to all.

There are many practices in use by our farm-
ers that should be improved, if the case is with-
in the reach of jiossibility. To select one out of
many, we will mention that of ".summer fallow-

ing '' for wheat. Can this practice be aban-
doned ? If it can. the importance of correcting
this habit will be evident to every one ; for, by
abandoning this questionable practice, one en-
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tire crop of grain will be saved to the farmer
and the communitj', and, while the farmer's
profits are thus increased, the price of bread
will be cheapened to the jjoor laborer.

The community will never come to a right or
a sound conclusion upon this subject until the
teasibility of this plan is tested by so many con-
tributors to the transactions of your Agricultural
Societies, that there will be no reason to doubt
the accuracy and the truth of their conclusion.%
nor until the full knowledge of all the details of
the various expei-iments shall have been had in
every liamlet and neighborhood of your entire
State.

We might multiply instances that tend to

prove that both the art of farming and the farmer
will be alike improved by the course pointed
out, but we forbear.

The prosperity of the farming community of
the Slate of New-York will ever be an object of
the deepest interest to her legislators. There
are cau.ses now at work which will sharply af-

fect that prosperity for weal or woe. Should" any
cause materially depress the price of wool, and
thus compel the farmers over a large portion of
the State to seek in some other kind of hu.sband-
ry a remuneration for their labor and capital
employed, then will our agricultural interests
be depres.sed below a point which they have not
reached in the worst of times. That the wool-
grower will have to contend, ere long, with ad-
verse circumstances, is more than probable.

—

The ea.se and facility with which wool can be
raised on the pampas of Brazil, and upon the
prairies of the Western States, will, sooner or
later,_ seriously affect that interest. Should this
prediction be verified, adversity will compel
the wool-grower of New-York to pay close at-

tention to the breeding of animals which will
clip the largest fleeces of the finest wool, and
those that can be raised and sustained in the
cheapest possible manner.
The Agricultural Society have not been blind

to this stale of things, and the course thev have
pur.sued has contributed most materially to the
introduction of valuable breeds of sheep into
this State. The Committee hope the Society
will continue to encourage, by their wi.se poli-
cy, the exhibition of sheep from other States at
their annual Fairs ; for it is only by comparing
carefully these animals, when "placed side by
side, that perfectly correct conclusions can be
arrived at. The State of New-York has a deep
interest in the thorough investigation of this
subject.

A large portion of our State is yet in its native
forest, nor can we reasonably hop* that these
waste lands will soon come under cultivation
unless they are required for grazing. The but-
ter and cheese dairies of the State are at pre.scnt
receiving fair encouraffement. It is not proba-
ble that their prosperity will be soon or seri-
ously atiected. Should they receive from any
cause, either foreign or domestic, a farther stim-
ulus, its tendency will be to bring more of the
wilderness of New-York into succes.sful cultiva-
tion—a result most heartily to be desired. We



can see no possible means by which to hasten
such an event, except by using' the requisite

means for dilFusing a true knowledge of those
p'inciples, whether chemical or agricultural,

upon which the dairj-maii's success depends.

—

No doubt whatever exists tliat the consumption
of the articles of butter and cheese will be ma-
terially increased if the quality can be improved.
Your Committee are prepared to believe that

the butter and cheese dairies are in a state of
rapid imx'rovement. They infer this from the

fact that, at the commencement of the Agricul-
tural fcfocieties, eminent dairymen ^vere willing

to compete for premiums, but were not willing
to comply with the terms of the Society, by fur-

nishing a full and detailed statement of the mode
of operation, for fear of divulging the secret of
their success. This illiberal prejudice is fast

wearing away, and the beneficial effects result-

ing from the publications of the Society is being
materially felt.

During the last year a Census has been taken,
in which are embodied valuable details respect-

ing the cropsof this State. Your Committee for-

bear quoting from these statistics, as the whole
is in course of publication. But your Committee
are grieved to find that some of the crops re-

turned, fall much short of the yield per acre from
what might have been reasonably expected.

—

One of these—Wheat—has long been a staple of
the State, and the falling off of this crop, in a
large number of the older and more populous
Counties of the State, is a serious public calam-
ity ; not only because it diminishes the profits of
the farmer, but because it drains these Counties
of a large amount of specie to furnish these bread-
stuffs, which are indispensable for their subsist-

ence and comfort.

This calamity is owing in a great measure to

the i-avages of the Wheat-Fly ; an evil which
does not seem to abate, and for which there

seems to be no certain cure. Although the evil

cannot be eradicated, the Committee believe

that in the papers of the Society, will be found a

detail of a method of culture which will measu-
rably alleviate, if not entuely avoid, the ravages
of the weevil.

In common with several European countries,

this State has been visited with a disea.se which
has seriously affected both the yield and quality

of the poor man's esculent—the Potato. The av-

erage yield of this valuable root ought to be near-

ly if not quite tv^o hundred bu.shels per acre,

throughout the entire State, and yet from the

Census returns, it does not amount to more than

ninety. This calamity early arrested the atten-

tion of the State Society, and they are ready to

believe that the communications which they are

about to publish will have a decided and bene-

ficial effect upon the culture of this inestimable

root. Unless this is the fact, and the disease goes
on increasing in intensity and malignity, the

moi^t serious consequences will ultimately be
realized. Already a less quantity of land is

planted with potatoes by the fanner. Thus the

amount of«he crop is diminished, and if it is still

farther diminished by di.sease, the poor will se-

verely suffer.

It is a singular fact that the restrictive policy

which has clo.'sed the ports of England against

the ^vorld, was commenced in the reign of Eliz-

abeth—durinar whose reign the potato was first

introduced into Europe—and that owing to the

lamentable failure of this national root crop, this

restrictive policy is about to be abandoned.

—

Strange that so humble an agiicultural produc-
~
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tion should have such momentous influence up-
on the destinies of great nations!

In connection with this subject, j'our Commit-
tee would remark, that the American famier
must have his attention drawn to the use of salt

as manure in in an especial manner. Salt has
not been used for this purpose to any very great
extent, as your Committee leam. Yet it has
been satisfactorily proven by numerous experi-
ments in the County of Onondaga and else-

where, that the free use of salt has very much
added to the yield of the land.

This is an important fact
;
yet there is some-

thing connected with the use of salt as manure
of almost equal importance ; that is, the unparal-
leled agencj- of salt in destroying insects of al-

most every kind. No fanner should neglect to

use salt as a manure upon all those fields liable

to the pestiferous ravages of die grub, ^vire-worm
and caterpillar. In gardens it is invaluable, es-

pecially in those which have Ions been worked
and are very rich. The disease of the potato, be-
fore mentioned, whatever may be its cause, is

found to yield its virulence to the agency of salt,

and no potato crop should be planted without
salt being used, in whole or in part, as a ma-
nure.

There is also good reason for believing that

where salt is used for manure, the disease of the

Wheat crop, known by the name of rust, which
more or less every year affects it injuriously,

will be measurably abated if not wholly averted.

At all events, it is well established, that in one
particular district of England, where old brine

has long been used as a manure, rust rarely if

ever makes its appearance. It is true that there

is a wide difference between the cold, damp
climate of England, and the hot and di-y climate
of New^York. Still the subject deserves the es-

pecial attention of the New-York fanner.

To TAKF. THE HoNEY WITHOUT DESTROYING
THE Bees.—In the dusk of the evening, when
the bees are quietly lodged, approach the hive,

and tuiTi it gently over. Having steadily placed
it in a small pit, previously dug to receive it,

with its bottom upward, cover it with a clean

new hive, which has been properly prepared,
with a few sticks across the inside of it, and
rubbed with aromatic herbs. Having carefully

adjusted the mouth of each hive to the other, so

that no aperture remains between them, take a

small stick, and beat gently round the sides of

the lower hive for about ten inches or a quarter

of an hour, in whicii time the bees will leave

their cells in the lower hive, ascend, and adhere

to the upper one. Then gently lift the new hive,

with all its little tenants, and place it on the .stand

from which the other hive was taken. This
should be done some time in the week preceding
Midsummer-day, that the bees may have time,

before the summer flowers have faded, to lay in

a new stock of honey, which they will not fail

to do, for their sub.sistence through winter.
[Cooley's Cyclo. of Prac. Receipts.

Apple Sugar.—Express the juice, and add
chalk until the whole of the acid is saturated ;

pour off the clear liquor; then clarify by boiling

in a clean pan with some white of egg ; skim off

the dirt : and lastly evaporate by a gentle heat

to a proper consistence. I{ema)-kx. 1 cwt. of

apples yield about 84 lbs. of juice and IS lbs. of

crude sugar. [Cooley's Cycle, of Prac. Rec.
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From the New-York Albion.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING INDIAN CORN.

Dear Sir: If the very interesting pamphlet
addressed by you to Lord Askburton in 1842 on
the introduction oflnrliati Corn, free ofdutif, in-

to Ireland, could have had a circulation in Eng-
land proportioned to the importance of the sub-

ject, and the ability with which it was there pre-

sented, it could not have failed in making an
impression on that Government, and might have

gone far to mitigate the calamity under which
there is too much reason to fear Ireland is now
suffering.

It is, however, an interesting fact to know,
that gentlemen are now writing out to their cor-

respondents in this country, to send them small

parcels of the nicest samples of Indian Corn
Meal ; and it is important to the last degree, that

nothing slrall happen to discourage these essays

to bring that great stapli' ofour country into pop-

ular use in England. Under that persuasion, I

think it of some importance not only that meas-
ures be taken to accompany these samples with

the best culinary instructions, but to suggest.

what from the best infonnatiou I believe to be
true, that a little depends on the region of our
country where the corn has been produced.—
The facts which seem worthy of regard as to

corn, and which influence its quality for leaven-

ing or lightening, and for keepins street, apply
as W^ell to Wheat as to Indian Corn.
Nothing is better known, than that Richmond

Flour commands a better price, especially in the

South American markets, and other vrarm cli-

mates generally, than flour manufactured far-
ther Nortli. Why is this? No machinery can
be better, nor manufacture more perfect than that

of Rochester or Baltimore ! Yet Richmond
Flour will keep better, absorb more water and
make more bread ; in a word, remain sound
longer, and so farther when made into bread.

The can?e of this is to be found, I am well per-

suaded, in the drier and lighter wheat of the

Southern growth, and the more spong)/ and ab-

sorbent nature of the f^our. Ifwe had flour man-
ufactories yet farther South, the flour would be
equally as Vood, and as much in demand, as the

lliclimond brand, if as well manufactured. But
the fact is. I understand, that Northern wheat is

lieavier than Southern wheat, has more gluten

in it, is moisler, and hence will not keep so long,

or make as good flour for the baker. The .same

thing may be said probably of Indian Corn ;

that, as well as oats, and other Northern frrain,

or grain errown in mountainous regions South,

is header than Southern com and other grains

along the Southern seaboard, which supplies

Richmond with wheat. Much of their .supply

comes from .Tames River and south of it. Now
my fear is. that all the e.Kperimcnts made in Eng-
land and Ireland with Indian Corn Meal, will be
with Northern corn, going from the port of New-
York, heavier and better for stock, but not for

rnen who are to be converted to the use of it.

At the City Hotel, where I live, and where the

cooking department (as well as all others,) is

managed with great care and skill, the corn

bread, though much in demand at the table, and
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judiciously made, is not comparable with such
as you meet with on the table of a Virginia
Houseu-ife. It will be clammy and solid when
broken or cut. The cakes too, are adhesive, and
not light, porous and open like a honey-comb.
In the South, make the •' Indian bread " as jou
may, it will be light and dry. mix and bake it

as you will.

It is but proper to add, that the suggestions I
have here made, of the validity and soundness
of which I have no doubt, are the result of a re-

cent conversation with T. J-. Randolph, Esq., a
grandson of Mr. Jefferson, and who, true to his

blood on that subject, vras recently a conspicuous
member of the Education Convention at Rich-
mond.
The views I have thrown out, are corroborated

by the following extract from a recent number of
the London Mark-Lane Express.

" A Subscriberinyourpaperof September 15,

asks why wheat in the present day becomes in-

jured and rots quicker than used to be the case in

remote times, when it was stored away and kept
sound for an indefinite period ? Could the wheats
so stored away have been similar to the kinds
now cultivated ?" He also inquires, whether
the Egyptians and other people in the earlier

ages of the world cultivated other than the
bearded and many-spiked wheats cannot now be
decided, but the Romans were acquainted with
both winter (or beardless) wheats and the true
spring wheat, which is termed " tremois," or
three months, on the Continent, &e., in the pres-
ent day. The great stores of wheat gathered
up with a government influence and for national
purposes at the times " Subscriber" alludes to,

will be found to have been chiefly in the south
of Europe and the north of Africa; and as the
wheats of those districts are both harder and
tougher in the present day than those of the
north of Europe, and also contain less moisture,
it is only natural to infer that there was the same
coincidence of circumstances in olden times

;

and as the natural quantity of moisture in wheat
will be increased in the north of Europe to per-
haps double the qvantity it contains in the
south, so also will the chances against its keep-
ing for any long period be more diminished the
farther we recedefrom the tropical portion of
the earth. Moi-sture therefore in wheat must be
con.sidered as one of the principles which tend
to its decay; and although artilicial means, as kiln
drying, may be used for robbing it of a considera-
ble portion of the moisture, yet itdocs not appear
probable that any such process will ever render
the soft wheats of the north so well adapted for
keeping as the hard and horny wheats of warm
countries.

I have only to repeat the expression of my
hope that the experiments in England will not
be generally on the flour cf Indian Corn of
northern growth, which would be very unfavor-
able to success

; but if gentlemen sending their
articles to their correspondents would procure it

from Richmond, or south of the Chesapeake, and
with it send a copy of the recipes I have append-
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cd to this, for making- Egg POxVE and Virginia
Cakes, I will undertake to promise that they

will become the favorite bread at the breakfast

table of Q.UEEN Victoria herself, as the Indian

Meal Axh Cake ever was with Gen. Wash-
ington. It shall even augment the desire which
she, and it is to be hoped every Christian human
beiug entertains, to preserve peace and all sorts

of kind offices between the mother and the

daughter countiy.
Yours with "best washes, J. S. Skinner,

Editor of Fanners' Library.

New-York, Dec. 184.5.

To MAKE Griddle Cakes.—Best way to

make them is to use milk altogether, instead of

water—two eggs, yellow and white, to be al-

lowed for a pint of com meal—the milk to be a

little warmed, and the whole to be well beaten

up with a spoon or ladle. There must be milk
enough used to make the whole so liquid as

that it will pour out of the saucepan on the

griddle—one spoonful of wheat flour, and lard

(pure butter still better) the size of a walnut.

The Griddle.—Much nicety is to be ob-

served in the preparation of the griddle, which,
as must be well known, is Sijlat round iron con-

cern standing on three legs, and of any size—it

must be made not veri/ hot, because then it

would burn the cakes, and it must be well clean-

ed and grea.sed while warm, that it may be per-

fectly smooth, so that the cakes may be easily

turned, that they may be done brown (not burnt)

on both sides—to promote their turning easily is

the object of adding the wheaten flour. Be it re-

membered that the dough, or rather batter, as

directed, must be well beat up and prepared di-

rectly before being cooked—though it might set

an hour—this is mentioned to prevent its being
supposed that it, like some other bread, would
bear to be mixed over night. The cakes are
usually poured on until they spread on the grid-

dle to the size of the bottom of a breakfast plate.

You will think this recipe rather prolix, but it

is my way in all .such cases to be very exact.

Better be too particular than to omit any essen-

tial item. J. S. S.

Egg Pone.—Three eggs to a quart of meal

—

no wheat flour—to be made also wiili milk

—

water would make it heavy—a spoonful of but-

ter, all well beat together and made up of a con-

sistence thicker than the cakes—too thick to povr
out—but just thick enough to require to be
taken up with a spoon—may be baked like the

cakes, immediately after being mixed—must be
baked in a tin pan, which must be placed in a
Dutch oven, not too hot at first, but the fire under
it to be increased. The object is to have it begin
to bake at the bottom, when it will riae in the pro-

cess of baking, become brown on the top, and
when put on the table and cut, resemble what we
call poundcake. Ifyour friend will exactly follow

these directions, and then eat his cakes, or his

egg-pone, hot, with good fresh butter, he will

find that Indian Corn bread is fit ior other persons
as well as pigs to eat. the assertion of a corn-

law Member of Parliament to the contrary not-

withstanding, Divei's other preparations ofcom
and Corn Meal might be given. For instance
" hominy and ash-cakes," which a certain George
Washington had cooked for his own eating to

the day of his death. J. S. S.

P. S.—Salt, of course, add as usual, in both
cases.

THE POWER OF FASCINATION IN SERPENTS.

There is a very general opinion, which has
been adopted, even by some eminent naturalists,

that several species of serpents po.ssess the pow-
er of fascinating birds and small quadrupeds, by
fixing their eyes upon the animal, so that the

poor victim is unable to escape from his formi-

dable enemy. Dr. Bai-ton, of Philadelphia, pub-
lished, in 1796, a " Memoir concerning the foscin-

ating faculty which has been ascribed to the

R,attlesnake, and other American Serpents," in

which he maintains that this supposed power of

fascination does not exist, and otters some inge-

nious explan.itions of the origin of what he con-

siders a popular mistake. Our readers will, we
think, be interested by an extract or two from
this work :

" In conducting my inquiries into this curious

subject, I endeavored to ascertain the two fol-

lowing points, viz., first, what species of birds

are most frequently observed to be enchanted
by the serpents? and, secondly, at what sea.son

of the year has any particular species been the
most commonly under this wonderful influence ?

I suppo.scd this would furnish me with a clue
to a right explanation of the whole mystery.

" Birds have an almost uniform and determin-
ate method of binding their nests, whether we
c^onsider the form of the nest, its materials, or the
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place in which it is fixed. Those birds which
build their nests upon the ground, on the lower

branches of trees, and on low bu.shes (especially

on the sides of rivers, creeks, &c. that are fre-

quented by different kinds of serpents,) have

most frequently been observed to be under the

enchanting faculty of the Rattlesnake, &c. In-

deed, the bewitching spirit of the.se serpents

seems to be almost entirely limited to these kinds

of birds. Hence we so frequently hear tales of

the fascination of our cat-bird, which builds its

ne.st in the low bushes, on the sides of creeks,

and other waters, the most usual haunts of the

black snake and other serpents. Hence, too,

upon opening the stomachs of some of our ser-

pents, if we often find that they contain birds.it

is almost entirely tho.se birds which build in the

manner I have ju.st mentioned.
'• The Rattlesnake seldom, if ever, climbs up

a tree. He is frequently, however, found about

their roots, especially in wet situations. It is

said that it is often seen curled round a tree,

darting terrible glances at a squiiTol, which af

ter some time is so much influenced by these

glances, or by some subtle emanation from the

body of the serpent, that the poor animal falls into

the jaws of its enemy. Is the animal's fear and

distress a matter of any wonder ? Nature has
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taught different animals wliat animals are their

enemies ; and us the Rattlesnake occasionally de-

vours birds aud squirrels, to these animals he

must necessarily be an object of fear. Some-
times the squirrel drives away the serpent, but
occasionally approaching too near his enemy,

C?-^^^^%#f^fe

"^M-

[Baltimore Oriole defending ber Nest from the Black Snake.l

These
I
he is bitten or immediately devoured
hostilities, however, are not common.

" In almost every instance, I have found that

the supposed fascinating faculty of the serpent
was exerted upon the birds at the particular

season of their laying their eggs, or of their

hatching, or their rearing their young, still ten-

der and defenceless. 1 now began to suspect.

that the cries and fears of birds supposed to be
fascinated originated in an endeavor to protect

their nest or young. My inquiries have con-

vinced me that this is the case.
" I have already observed, that the Rattlesnake

does not climb up trees; but the black snake and
some other species of the Coluber do. When im-

pelled byhungerand incapable of satisfying it by
the capture of animals on the ground.they begin to

glide up trees or bushes upon which a bird has

its nest. TliC bird is not ignorantof the serpent's

object. She leaves her nest, whether it contains

eggs or young ones, and endeavors to oppose tiie

reptile's progress. In doing this, she is actuated

by the strength of her instinctive attachment to

her eggs, or affection to her young. Her cry is

melancholy, her motions tremulous. She ex-

poses herself to the most imminent danger.

Sometimes she approaches so near the reptile

that he seizes her as his prey. But this is far

from being universally the case. Often she
compels the serpent to leare the tree, and then
returns to her nest.

It is a well-kno-vvn fact, that among some spe-

cies of birds, the female, at a certain period, is

accustomed to compel the young ones to leave the

ne.st ; that i.s, when the young liave acquired so

much strength that they are no longer entitled

to all her care. But they still claim some of her
care. Their flights are awkward, and scon
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broken by fatigue : they fall to the ground, when
they are frequently exposed to the attacks of
the serpent, which attempts to devour them. In
this situation of affairs, the mother will place
herself upon a branch of a tree, or bush, in the
vicinity of the serpent. She will dart upon the
serpent in order to prevent the destruction of her
young ; but fear, the in.stiuct of self-preservation,
will compel her to retire. Siie leaves the ser-

pent, however, but for a short time, and then re-
turns again. Oftentimes she prevents the de-
struction of her young, attacking the snake with
her wing, her beak, or her claws. Should the
reptile succeed in capturing the joung, the
mother is exposed to less danger. For, while
engaged in swallowing them, he has neither in-

clination nor power to .seize upon the old one.
But the appetite of the serpent tribe is great:
the capacity of their stomachs is not less so.

The danger of the mother is at hand when the
young are devoured ; the snake seizes upon her;
and this is the catastrophe which crowns the
talc of fascination !

" Some years since, Mr. Rittenhouse, an accu-
rate ob.server, was induced to suppo.se, from the
peculiar melancholy cry of a rcdinncrcd maize-
thief, that a snake was at no great distance from
it, and that the bird was in distress. He threw
a .stone at the place from which the crj- proceed-
ed, which had the effect of driving' the bird
away. The poor animal, however, immediately
returned to the same spot. Mr. Rittenhouse now
went to the place where the bird aliglited, and.
to his great astonishment, he found h perched
upon the back of a large black .snake, which it

was pecking with its beak. At this very time
the serpent was in the act of swallowing a
young bird, and from the enlarged size of the



reptile's belly, it was evident that it had already
swallowed two or throe other young birds. Al-
ter the snake was killed the old bird flew away.
Mr. R. says that the cry and actions of this

bird had been precisely similar to those of a

bird which is safd to be under the influence of a

.serpent The maize-thief builds its nest in low
bushes, the bottoms of which are the usual

haunts of the black snake. The reptile found
no difficulty in gliding up to the nest, from which,
most probably in the absence of the mother, it

had taken the young ones ; or it had seized the
young ones after thej' had been forced from the
nest by the mother. In either case the mother
had come to prevent Ihem from being de-
voured."

^p° From time to time we will publish in the Far.mers" Library such Table.'; as may be of

practical use on Farms. The following can hardly fail to prove a con\>enience to almost every

Fanner

:

PLANTING.

A Table showing the Number of Plants requiredfar One Acre ofLand,from onefoot to twenty-
onefeet distancefrom Plant to Plant.

Distance.
Feet. Inches.

1 n
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MARL.
A LETTER ADDRESSED TO THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF JEFFERSON COUNTY, GA.

BY J. H. HAMMOND.

We have rarely read anj' disquisition with as much pleasure as the "Letter" on Mart,, from

Governor Hammond, vihich enriches this Number of the Farmers' Library asd Monthly
Journal of Agriculture.

To designate particular portions of it as worthy of especial regard might imply that others

vv'ere comparatively less so ; whereas we may safely commend the whole to the roost careful pe-

rusal ; but what does gratify us particularly is, tlie general impression which it cannot fail to

make, to the effect that our exhausted lands must now be regenerated, and the old States, if not

altogether abandoned, must be redeemed by the exercise and application oi mind to the pursuUs

of the hiishaiuhnan ! Mere brute force, however great, mere drudgery, however persevering, is

unetjual to the gigantic undertaking. Industry must not only be untiring, but, to be efficient., it

must be icell directed. As well might we expect the unwieldj' giant, altogether unskilled in

the use of the smallsword, to prevail against the most accomplished master in the art of fencing,

or the latter to avail himself, blindfolded, of that elegant accomplishment, as to expect the mere

stolid, nninstructed fanner to use his materials most advantageously vrithout possessing any know-

ledge of their nature or mode of operation.

For readers in those districts where Gypsum, or Plaster ofParis acts, as it does in some portions

of Maryland, with great efficacy, v^^ might emphasize that passage in the letter where the author

says that one peck per acre, applied to the moistened seed, will probably have as much effect,

for one year at least, as any other quantity, adding that in the last dry season it had on his

land, applied in that way, double the effect of a bushel sowed broadcast. The cotton planter,

too, will not fail to heed the remark that gypsum applied to the cotton seed at the rale of only one

peck to the acre on marled land, increased the product one-third.

We remember, on this point, to have heard Mr. Talbot, of Prince George County, Maryland,

a very practical planter of the soundest judgment say, that on some occasion the gypsum
which had been applied at the rate of a bushel an acre', being nearly exhau.sted, he ordered

half the quantity to be sowed on the residue of the field ; and that in the result he could per-

ceive no difference between that part which was sowed at the rate of one bushel, and that

which got but half the quantity. There is in fact yet some mystery to be solved about the

action of gyp.sum, which must be done by some investigating member of a class of men,
whom the ignorant and prejudiced find it convenient to jeer at and denounce as " Book Farm-
ers .'" and what arc books, but the printed conversation and disclosures of men, who instead of

hiding their lights under a bushel for sinister ends, choose rather to put their experience on paper
and let it take form, pressure and circulation for the public good ?

Incidentally, too, we derive pleasure from this letter, seeing that it docs justice to the merits

and services of Mr. Ruffin, who, were it only in his illustrations of the properties and usea of

Marl, has rendered more benefit to the country than any five hundred mere political speech-
makers in it.

At the same time, too, wc may be permitted the occasion, not knowing when another may offer,

to render slow and feeble justice to an old Maryland patriot, who, though it may be but little

known to fame, is not the less deserving the small honors which the public seems to pay so

grudgingly to civil worth. We allude to the agency, many years since, of the late Col. Sin-
gleton of Talbot County, Maryland, whose name would be as familiar as it is comparatively un-
known, to the general ear, if he had done a tithe as much to exemplify the art of destroying, as
he did to advance that offeeding his fellow men.

Our own recollections connected with what was done to disseminate a knowledge of the
value of Marl as a fertilizer, are, we must confess, but ill defined ; but our earliest reminiscences,
nevertheless, in reference to Maryland Agriculture, and the means of recruiting her exhausted
fields, carry us back distinctly, among others, to Col. Si.n'gleton as perhaps, until his day, the
first and the only systematic marler in that respected and by us ever to be beloved old Com-
monwealth.

Will some friend " of that ilk," more familiar with what be said and did, give us a sketch of i«
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if orilj' in the waj- of simple justice—better late than never—to a quiet, rural benefactor ? Some
such brief memorial may serve at the same time to mark the errors, the variations and the pro-

gress of improvements which have attended, in our conntry, the use of one of the greatest re-

eonrces provided by Nature to stem the current of exhaustion that must ever accompany the

tillage of the earth, when not counteracted by art and the means placed by l^ature vv'ithin the

reach of the cultivated and thi)il:in"-husbandman !

Silver ELrFF, S. C, Jan. 5th, 184fi.

Dear Sir: I embrace the earliest opportuni-
tj- my other engagements have allowed me, of
fulfilling my promise to comply with the request
of your Society, to give tliem such information
as I possess in regard to marl. I am happy to

leam that an interest in this matter has been ex-
cited in j'our County, and if in what I am about
to saj-, I shall fail to meet all the inquiries which
might be made, it will afford me great pleasure
to communicate more fully on particular points,

at auj' time hereafter.

Aware of the strong prejudice existing too
generally among farmers against everything
ne!c in fanning, it may not be amiss forme' to be-
gin by sajing that however new to us marling
may have been a few years ago. it is in point of
fact one of the very oldest agricultural opera-
tions of which we have any authentic record.
Pliny, who wrote during the first century of our
era, mentions marl as having been long in use
among the Greeks and al.«oin Gaul and Britain.

He de.scribes pretty accurately the appearance
of all, or nearly all, the kinds of marl now known.
He even specifies the peculiar eflfects of each on
soils, and states the length of time these effects

were supposed to last, \'ihich was from ten to

eighty years, according to the quality of the marl
and the land marled. Varro, ^lo wrote a cen-
tury before Pliny, mentions having seen fields

in Gaul covered with a " white fos.sil clay," and
also describes several varieties of marl as in

common use.

Although these writers, because ignorant of
the discoveries of modern science, made great
blunders in attempting to account for the extra-
ordinary influence exerted by this earth on
vegetation, and to discriminate between its va-
rieties, still it is unquestionable that the "leucar-
giUon " of the Greeks, the "fossicia cre'a" of
Varro and the " mar^a " of Pliny, were no other
than the same kinds of marl we find here, and
vi'hich at this day so many enterprising farmers,
both in Europe and America, are actively and
extensively engaged in spreading over their

fields, and which have been continuously u.sed

for that purpose more or less from the remotest
ages. Marling, then, is certainly no novelty—no
untried experiment, that can for a moment be
classed among modern humbugs.
There is no question, however, that the want

of chemical knowledge has in time past led to

great errors in its application and consequent
failures—often to serious injury- from its use.

When the element in marl which gives it its

chief virtue, and also its certain and its probable
chemical action on the soil and its growth, were
all unknown, everj' new application of it was to

some extent an experiment which might or
might not succeed. It is a great proof of its uni-
versal value, that so many succeeded as to main-
tain it? reputation and consequent use. Mr. Ruf-
fin of Virginia, was the first in this country to

explain on scientific principles the true nature
of marl, its mode of action, and the prope.r man-
ner of applying it, and to cany his theory
through the ordeal of successful experiment. He
is_the founder of the marling system among as,
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for which he will be long and deservedly ranked
among public benefactors. His •• E.^sayon Cal-
careous Manure " contains everything that is

important to know about marl and marling.
Throughout my operations, it has been ray guide,
and it is still, 1 believe, far in advance of any-
thing that has j-et been published in any coun-
try, on the subject. If I thought every rnember
of your Society would procure a copy of that
Essay, and peru-se it carefully, Imightclose my
letter here, by earnestly recommending them to

do so. It is with the hope of inducing .some of
them to do it, as well as to testify my respect for

them, by responding to their inquiry, that I pro-
ceed.

Marl, as coiTectly defined by Mr. Ruffin, and
now known in this country, is calcareous earth,

that is, earth containing lime. The lime found in

it is united for the most part with carbonic acid,

and is therefore called carbonate of lime. It

sometimes contains lime in other combinations,
as sulphate and pV.osphate of lime. Azote has
been found in marl also, and magnesia is not un-
common. Besides these, it contains sand and
clay in various proportions, and occasionally a
green sand highly prized as a manure on ac-

count of its being rich in potash. All of these
constituents are valuable to the farmer. But it

is the quantity of carbonate of lime in it which
gives its character to marl, and bj' which it is

estimated when it is called rich or poor.

Nothing is more deceptive in appearance, and
the most experienced are liable to great mis-

takes, if they attempt to estimate its value by the

eje, and viithout employing the proper chemical
test. There is a rock found in abundance in your
County, and which is of great value for other

purposes, that has deceived many. It seems to

be a ma.ss of shells ; but the fact is, they are onlj-

effigies, or casts, from which evci"y particle of

lime has been long since washed away, and sand
deposited in its place. There is also a fine, soapy
earth, u.sual!y of a pale ash color, though some-
times darker, that many have regarded as very
rich marl. This is what was fomierly, and by
foreign writers is still denominated clay marl.

It seldom contains much lime, and is generally

wholly destitute of it even when found in marl
beds. " This soapy feeling is a very uncertain in-

dication of lime. Where it is observed in marl,

it is usually owing to something else, chiefly to

magnesia or alumina. A marl is found whiter

and harder than the earth to which 1 refer, but

of the same lamellated structure and a somewhat
soapy touch, that is exceedingly rich in lime

—

that at Shell Bluff containing f'O odd per cent,

of the carbonate. It yields readily to the knife,

crumbles when exposed to a severe freeze, and

is altogether the most valuable marl we have.

Unfortunately, it is not met with in large quanti-

ties in our formation. In our marl beds immense
quantities of lar^e shells are generally found.

Inexperienced marlers have been known to

spread these on their land. But they are of little

or no value, unless burned or crushed. They
were deposited where they arc found before the

human race inhabited the earth, and being for

the most part eound yet, will yield little or no
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lime to the soil iu our day. Even the masses of

much smaller, cong-lomerated shells, though very
rich in lime, are not among the most valuable

marls, unless broken up and pulverized to a con-

siderable extent. There is a marl abounding vv'ilh

us, which to the naked eye seems to be mere
sand, that is much more valuable, though it does
notcontain two-thirds of the quantity of carbonate

of lime : mixes at once with the soil and exerts

its full influence in a comparatively short period.

The most valuable marl, practically speaking,

that is found in any quantity at Shell Bluff—and
will be found in your marl-beds, for the fonna-

tion is the same-—is composed of very tine shells,

scarcely discernible, which are loosely cement-
ed together and readily fall apart. It is of dif-

ferent colors ; mostly white, sometimes purpli.sh.

yellow, or light brown. The most abundant
marl found in our formation is hard and com-
pact, of a gray color, containing 50 to 60 per
cent, of lime, and crumbles on exposure to the

seasons anl in handling.

But. as I have said, the value of marl cannot
be estimated by its appearance. Between
earth which contains 75 per cent, of carbonate
of lime, and that containing 20 per cent, or even
none at all. tlie most experienced are far oftener

than otherwise unable to distinguish without
using the proper tests. These are so readily lo

be procured, and in fact the analy.sis of marl, so

far as to a-sceitain the quantity of carbonate of
lime, is so very simple an opera^n, that the

marler should leave nothing to conjecture on
this important point. Earth containing any
notable proportion of carbonate of lime, will ef-

fervesce if thrown into vinegar or almost any
acid. But the best test is muriatic acid : a sin-

gle drop of it will produce immediate efferves-

cence whenever there is carbonate of lime in

any marl, it is only necessaiy to have this acid,

a pair of apothecaries' scales with weights, and
a wide-mouthed vial. Dry the marl thoroughly
on a shovel, over the fire, and pound it in a mor-
tar to a fine powder. Fill the vial about one-
third with the muriatic acid diluted with two
parts of water to one of acid, and balance it ex-
actly in tVie scales, ^vith weights of any kind.
Then add, very slowly, 100 grains of the pow-
der previously weighed, taking care not to

make it effervesce so rapidly as to throw any of
it out of the vial. When the effervescence has
completely ceased, blow gently into the mouth
of the vial, witli a common bellows, to e.xpel

any of the carbonic acid gas which may have
remained in it in con.sequence of its being
heavier than the atmospheric air. Weights to

the amount of 100 grains mast now be put in

the opposite scale to balance the 100 grains of

powdered marl put into the vial. It will be
found that in consequence of the escape of car-

bonic acid in a gaseous form, the scale with the

vial will rise : put weights into it then until the

scales are once more exactly balanced—the

number of grains put in the scale with the vial

will of course indicate the weight of the car-

bonic acid that has es<:apod. Now carbonate of

lime contains iu 100 parts very nearly 56 parts

of lime and 44 of curb. acid. If, then, 44 grains
have escaped in your analysis, the specimen is

pure carbonate of lime. If only •22 grains have
escaped, then it contains but 50 percent, of car-

bonate of lime. And so in proportion to any
quantity of carbonic acid which may have been
expelled. In practice, it will be found most
convenient to u.se .50 grains of the powdered
marl. A very few trials will enable the most
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inexperienced farmer to a.scertain in halfan hour
with sufficient precision the value of his marl.
That value depending mainly, as stated, on the
quantity of carbonate lime which it contains.
The value of lime for agincultural purposes,

is not only established by the experience of all

ages, and, so far a,s we know, of all countries,
but must be obvious, when it is known that
chemical analysis has detected it tia a constitu-
ent of eveiy vegetable that grows on the sur-
face of the earth. It is also the chief element of
the bones of every animal—even of those that
feed on grass only. It is, therefore, not only
beneficial, but indispensable to the growth of all

kind of vegetation. The all-bouutiful Creator
has diffused it over the whole globe, as exten-
sively as almost any known substance. But
like all His gifts, it has been, for wise and
a:ood purposes, no doubt, unequally distributed.
That it is placed, in some form and to some
extent, within the reach of all plants, is cer
tain, since they all contai i it. And a late sci-

entific writer on Agricultural Chemistry iu our
country, has attempted to prove that all—even
the poorest soils, possess an ample supply of
it to furnish heavy crops of vegetation for

countless years to come. If this were true,
it would be worse than useless to expend labor
in spreading it over our lands ; millions of farm-
ers besides my.self have acted very foolishly,

and you would do well to think no more of
marling. But this is plainly not the case. There
are a great many soils iu which the chemical
tests now known, have failed to find a trace of
it. Such is the fact with regard, I believe, to
all the land I cultivate. Such, I will venture to

say, it is with regard to most, if not all of the
lands in jour County ; though I am aware you
have had pretended analj-ses made, which ex-
hibited large proportions of lime. The reason-
ing of the writer alluded to, is this : All soils are
formed by the disintegration and crumbling of
rocks. Most rocks contain lime, especiallv
those which disintegrate most readily and form
soils. He calculates the amount of lime in the
quantum of rock necessary to create a soil of a
certain depth, and thence infers that there is so
much lime in the land. There is no doubt that
the rocks from which your soil and mine were
formed, contained lime to the amount estimated,
but it is equally certain that these rocks, in their

transition from one state to another, were sub-
jected for an indefinite period to the action of
water. I am speaking particularly of our i in-

mediate section of country. The ocean once
undoubtedly covered it as high up as the Fal^s
of our rivers and the belt of sand-hills which
runi through the middle districts of South Caro-
lina and Georgia, and held it as pei-manent do-
main. During this period, our marl beds were
deposited—posi^ibly also our present surface of
earth. But whether that be so or not, and
v/hether the surface we now cultivate belong-i
to the Eocene formation, as these marl deposits
are supposed to do, or to the Po.st Pliocene, or,

as is most probable, to the Diluvial, it is evident,
from the irregular inter-stmtification of different
kinds of earth, and the rounded pebbles on and
in it, to a considerable depth, which could have
been rounded only by the action of water, that
the whole of it, like the sand and clay novr con-
stantly brought down our streams, lias been at
some remote perio<1, " drifted " from a higher
region, and deposited by water here. The lime
in the rocks being soluble under circumstances
which must have attended the " drift.' was re-



tained and carried away in the currents. Our
marl beds were probably deposited at a much
earlier geological era, and have no connection

with the soil on our present surface, hut were
upheaved or denuded in some of those great

convulsions to which our globe has been every

where subjected. That our lands are for the

most part destitute of lime is certain. That it

has been taken from them in this way, is more
than probable. The masses of silicitied shells

to which I have already alluded, and which are

so abundant in your County, prove that the lime

may be entirely carried off by water.

But if there is no lime in the soil, from what
source do the growing plants derive this indis-

pensable constituent, may well be asked. It

has been often asked. Nature has not revealed,

and Science has as yet failed to discover an an-

swer satisfactory to all. Whether, as is conjec-

tured by some, the unknown vital action of the

plant issufficiently powerful and comprehensive
to create the requisite modicum—or whether it

can, as others suppose, by some galvanic agency,

extract it from sources where its existence has

not yet been detected by chemical reagents, is

yet a mystery. But this much experience has
established and science demonsti-ated, that where
lime cannot be found in fair proportions in a soil,

the health and vigor of the plants growing on it

can always be materially improved by a judi-

cious application of it. And to this conclusion

common sense, without experience or science,

would lead evei^j' one who was aware that it is

invariably au element in all vegetable matter.

The precise rationale of the action of lime on
the soil, and the manner in which it benefits

vegetation, has never been fully and minutely
explained. Nature still holds many of the se-

crets of her laboratory undisclosed. Many and
many of the most important details of her won-
derful processes of composition and decompo-
sition and of the vast play of her chemical affin-

ities, yet await, the persevering investigation

and penetrating thought of man. I will endeav-

or to lay before you, succinctly, what is known
or rationally conjectured in regard to the opera-

tions and effects of lime, .so far as may be mfite-

rial to the present purpose.

It is applied to land, either directly or mixed,
in compost heaps, and earned out in manure.

—

But for the additional labor the latter would al-

ways be the best method. Where it is used in

large quantities, it is much cheaper to spread it

at once upon the land, and apply manure, &e.

afterward, as circumstances may dictate or per-

mit. It is sometimes put on land in the state in

which it comes from the kiln, that is, as quick or

caustic lime. Sometimes it is first slaked in wa-
ter, vv'hen it becomes a hydrate of lime. Most
commonly it is .slaked by mere exposure to the

atmosphere, when it assumes the form of carbon-

ate or mild lime, that is, lime combined with car-

bonic acid, which it extracts from the air in the

proportions I have already stated. It is in this

form that it is found most abundantly in nature.

Sulphate and phosphate of lime are also found,

but quick-lime never. The lime in shells, mar-
ble, limestone, marl, &c. is usually all of it the

carbonate. Its action, however, in the long run,

is always the same, whether applied in the mild
or caustic state, being dependent on its intrinsic

properties as lime. When caustic, it at first rap-

idly decomposes whatever of vegetable fibre or

animal matter it comes in contact with. But its

caustic quality is soon exhausted, or rather it

soon becomes changed itself by the action of the
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substances it meets with, and thus loses its caus-
ticity. On lands containing a great excess of
vegetable matter, such as peat and rich bog, and
where rapid decomposition is desirable, quick-
lime is the best form of application, if equally
cheap, as it saves time, and renders the soil pro-

ductive much sooner than the carbonate will do
it.

Although lime is found most commonly com-
bined with carbonic acid, the fact is owing more
to the abundance of that acid which exists in the

atmosphere, in water, and is continually rising

from vegetable decay, than because it has any
affinity lor carbonic over other acids. On the
contrar}% it will yield it up and combine in pref-

erence with almost any other. Not only the

strong mineral, but most vegetable acids, even
vinegar, as I have before mentioned, will drive
it off. The effervescence which takes place
when carbonate of lime is thrown into them, is

caused by the carb. acid escaping in the form of

gas. From this great affinity of lime for all

acids results one of its primary and most import-

ant effects in soils. Acids are anti-septic and ar-

rest spontaneous decay. Lime combines with
them wherever it finds them free from other

combinations, and neutralizes their injurious ef-

fect. Hence, on lands that we call sour—and
on many that are really sour without our know-
ledge of the fact—all land covered with broom-
sedge, for example—it is of inestimable value.

—

It destroys the sourness, and thereby promotes
the decay of whatever matter may have been
locked up by acids, which is calculated to nour-

ish useful vegetation. From this qualit\- of lime,

it is denominated an Alkaline Earth—alkali be-

ing the reverse and antagonist of acid. When-
ever an alkali and acid meet, they neutralize

one another in certain proportions, and form
what is called a salt. For instance, our common
salt is muriatic acid, and the alkali soda. So car-

bonate of lime is, in fact, itself a salt.

These salts, and especially those ofwhich lime
is a component part, are of the highest value in

Agriculture. Some of them are soluble in wa-
ter, and these are the most valuable. It is, in

fact, only when they are thus dissolved that they
afford any direct nourishment to growing plants,

which can imbibe nothing by their roots but wa-
tery .solutions, and are fed altogether in this way
from the ground. But the salts which are read-

ily soluble in water are soon exhausted. Every
shower dissolves them, and whatever surplus is

left afler the plants have absorbed the solution

to the extent of their capacity, is liable to escape
by evaporation, or to be carried by the water in-

to the earth below the reach of vegetation, or to

run off with it into the streams. Salts, then, that

are not immediately soluble in water, if they can
be made soluble gradually, are in the long run
the most useful to the farmer. Of this class are

most, if not all, of the salts formed by lime. Car-

bonate of lime is indeed wholly insoluble in pure
water, and if lime remained forever in that state

it would be of little value in the soil other than

its mechanical influence on the texture of it.

—

But if carbonic acid be added in excess—that is,

more of it than 44 parts in one hundred, which are

required to make the carbonate, this salt be-

comes soluble. This excess is in point of fact

constantly furnished in email quantities by the

air, by rain water, and by the decay of vegeta-

ble substances in the ground, and hence, one ad-

vantage from keeping lime near the sarface.

—

The lime thus dissolved enters into the plant and
feeds it. In this way, and this way only, is it a



direct manure. All its other influences are indi-

rect, on which account it is most generally re-

gai'ded as a stimulant rather than a manure. I

am speaking, of course, of carb. of lime as it ex-

ists in our maris, and not the sulphate or phos-

phate of lime.

Its indirect action, however, is as important as

it is varied. I have already said it promotes de-

cay by neutralizing acids. But while lime from

its neutralizing power promotes decay, by ar-

resting the infiueuce of acids and giving efficien-

cy to the legitimate agents which accomplish it,

it is a watchful guardian over theii' action, re-

tarding their wasteful haste, and sometimes
wholly preventing farther progress for a time.

—

It expels, for instance, from decomposing sub-

stances, ammonia, which is the most active and
rapid conductor of pulretying contagion, driving

it into the air to descend in future showers, or,

if they are at hand, into other substances less ad-

vanced in the stages of decay.

The ultimate result of the vegetable decompo-
sition thus judiciously forwarded by lime, is a

substance to which various names have been ap-

l>licd by chemists, such as "humus," " geine,"
'• ulmin," &.C., which, so far as Agriculture is

concerned,^—^their treatment and influence on
the growth of vegetation, are one and the same
thing ; meaning, substantially, that residuum of

decomposition Nvhich is familiarly known to us

as " vesetahle mould," without a sufficiency of

which, in our soils, we are all awai¥ that compen-
sating crops cannot be made. In the progress

of decay the most soluble portions of this mould
are exhausted and assume new forms, and what
at last remains apparently fixed in the soil is the

undissolved sediment. This is said to be wholly
in.soliibIe in water, but when plowed up and
frequently exposed to the action of the air, it be-

comes so, sparingly. Yet, without aid from some
other source than the atmosphere, water will not

famish it to plants in sufficient quantities for

their vigorous growth. Now the alkalies and
alkaline earths (lime being the most important

of this last class) act directly on this insoluble

substance. Their presence—and it is a sintru-

lar but well known principle in Chemistry, that

mere presence is a power called* catalytic—indu-

ces it to absorb oxygen from the atmosphere,

and to produce what is called humic acid. With
these acids the alkalies immediately combine
and form salts called humates, which are .soluble

in water, and aftbrd nourishment to plants.

—

Thus when lime is properly applied to land, it

brings into fruitful action the hitherto inert veg-

etable mould.
But it must be obvious that if no additional

vegetable matter is given to the soil, the effect

of lime will be to exhaust it utterly, in a shorter

time than might otherwise be done by cropping.

Hence the saying that liming land enriches tlie

father but impoverishes the son. It must not be
forgotten, however, that the lime ha.s enriched
the father, by giving abundantly to his crops
food that would otherwise have remained dead
in his soil, or been eliminated by other agents,

through a series of years, in feeble proportions,

to scant, and therefore profitless crops : while,

if it impoverishes the son, it is because a wretch-

ed husbandry has taken all fropi the land, and
given nothing in return. The exhau.sting effect

of lime is mitigated, however, by another highly

important intennediate condition of the pirocess.

As the mould disappears, the proportion of lime

to mould of course increases, and the lime be-

comes excessive. When this is the case, the

humate, which before was .=olub!e, becomes
wholly insoluble in water. The process of de-
composition then ceases for a time. And such
is the case very soon, wherever lime or marl, in
very large do.ses, is put on laud possessing but
little vegetable matter. It is called " marl
burnt," among the marlers—many instances of
which 1 can point out on my plantation. In
course of cultivation, ho\vever, the lime being
constantly e.xposed to the atmosphere, absorbs
carbonic acid, which, combining with a portion
of it, converts it into carbonate of lime again,
and thus freeing the humate, or a part of it, of
the excess of lime, renders it soluble once more.
But this is a very slow process, and unless tliere

are immense quantities of vegetable mould
which have been thus locked up by an extraor-
dinary and injudicious application of lime, and
probably even then, the proper plan is to reme-
dy the evil at once, by a heavy coating of vege-
table matter brought fresh from the woods.

—

When this cannot be ettected, we should give
the land a long and ab.=olute rest, allowing every
particle of vegetation it produces to rot upon it,

and if it can be conveniently done, to plow it in.

The best of all methods, however, to restore the
land, and not alwajs thamost expensive, would
be to add a sufficiency of compost manure. Be-
sides the amount of "decayed vegetation which
such manure would supply, the alkalies potash
and soda are always generated in compost
heaps. These act directly on the insoluble hu
mate of lime, decompose it by their greater af-

finity lor the humic acid, and form new salts
which are quite soluble.

Instead of objecting to this action of lime in
locking up the food of plants, and its constant
tendency to do so when that food is not made
abundant by good husbandry, we should rather
regard it as one of its most valuable properties.
The vegetable mould was dead in the soil. It
could not be can-ied away, but it was of little

value as it stood. The lime by its presence
persuades it to decompose in suiEcicnt quanti-
ties to nourish a luxurious growth of plants. So
soon as the mould begins to become scarce, the
lime confines it in its embraces and preserves it

from the ^sasteful influence of heat and moist-
ure. Yet, to the industrious farmer whose con-
stant furrows give access to the atmosphere, it

yields up what a prudent economy would dic-
tate, under existhig circumstances, to promote
the growth of vegetation. If that vegetation is

permitted to remain and decompose upon the
land, "vegetable mould," in time, becomes
abundant again, and the lime prepares it to fur-
nish ample Ibod for heavy crops once more. If
all the produce is taken o"tt; the lime, more pro-
vident than the farmer, and more generous too,
still preserves what remains in the soil, for the
exclusive use of the crop, and doles it out until
all is gone.
The influence of lime upon the mineral sub

stances of the earth is scarcely less powerful
and iraportaiU to the farmer than on the vegeta-
ble. The chief mineral constituents of the soil

are, as you know, sand and clay. They are
u.sually resolved by agricultural chemists into
\yhat they call silica and alumina, which are
silicon and aluminum, their ultimate principles,
with a little oxygen absorbed from the atmo-
sphere. Of these two, silica is much the most
abundant, as well, perhaps, as most valuable.
After what we call clay has been deprived of
its sand by washmg, in which state it is usually
denominated pure or agricultural clay, it still



holds in chemical combination from 50 to 60 per
cent, of silica. The purest pipe clay we find is

half silica ; and the stiffest red lands of jour
County probably contain at least 70 per cent, of

it, and not more than 15 per cent, of alumina.

—

Lime and alumina have a strong affinity, and
from their combination and subsequent decom-
position results the important and vvellestab-

iished fact that the stillest clay lands are ren-

dered light and mellow by liming. The ration-

ale of this process has never been sati-'^factorily

explained. The effect is usually referred to the

mere mechanical operation of the lime. But
this cannot be so, since a hundred, or at most a
few huudreds of bushels per acre of one earth

could not materially alter the texture of another,

to any depth. It is probable that the crumbling
of the clay, after liming, will be found to be ow-
ing to the condensation, bj- severe cold, of the

carbonic acid .supplied by the lime, and its ex-
traordinary power of expansion under the influ-

ence of returning heat, since this disinteratiou

of stiff lands has never been observed until a

winter has elapsed after the application of lime

or marl. Alumiua will not combine with car-

bonic acid ; and it may be that clay lands are

opened partly by the incessant changes occa-
sioned by the affinity of lime for both. Being
insoluble in water, alumina funiishes of itself

little or no aliment to the growing plant, though
it has other indirect influences fully in propor-
tion to. its conspicuous position as a constituent
of soils.

Silica, on the contrary, enters largely into the
formation of the plant. It has, as I have men-
tioned, acid properties, and combines with the
alkalies and alkaline earths and metals, forming
salts of the greatest value in numerous points of
view, which are called silicates. It is the siU-

cate of potash, sometimes replaced by that of
soda, and to some extent by that of lime, which
forms the outer coating of straw, stem.s, stalks,

&c. giving both strength and protection to the
plant. These silicates are insoluble in water-
so much so that they constitute the chief ingre-

dient of rocks. But that universal and inex-
haustible agent, the carbonic acid of the atmo-
sphere, acting on the alkaline bases of the sili-

cates, decomposes them ; hence the gradual
breaking down of rocks under atmospheric in-

fluence.

[To be concluded in the June No.\

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, April 22, for the Monthly Journal of Agriculture.]

ASHES—Pots, 1st sort f 100 ffi. 3 87|@
Pearls, 1st sort, '45 4 18J@

BEESWAX—American Yellow — 29^®— 30
CANDLES—Mould, Tallow..^ lb... — 9 ®— 11

Spei-m, Eastern and City — 26 @— 38
COTTON—From f IB. — 64®— 10
COTTON BAGGING—American... — 12 ®— 13
CORDAGE—American ^ lb. — 11 @_ 12
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtings,^y. — .5|@— 11

Shcetinas — 7 ®— 15
FE.^THERS-American, live — 26 ®— 31
FL.\X—.American — 7i@— 7i
FLOUR & MEAL—Genesee, ^ bbL 5 37.t®

Troy 5 3US 5 37i
Michigan 5 3U®
Ohio, "flat hoop 5 3U®
Ohio, Hej-wood & Venice 6 12i @ 6 25
Ohio, via New-Orleans 5 — ® 5 12.J
Pennsylvania ®
Brandy%vine 5 37.J®
Georsetown 5 12k'a'

Baltimore City Mills 5 12J®
..Hichmond Citv Mills 6 25 ® 6 50
Eichinond Countiy 5 12^® 5 25
Alexandria, Petersburg, &c 5 — @ 5 12i
Rye Flom- 3 25 ® 3 .37i

Com Meal, .Jersey and Brand 3 25 ® 3 37^
Com Meal, Brandywine hhd. 15 75 ®]6 —

GRAIN—Wheat, Western..^ bush. 1 18 ® 1 25
• V/cjat,: Southern new 1 10 ® 1 15

Rye, Northern — 73 ®— 74
Com, Jorsey and North . . . (meaa.) — 67 ®— 68
Com, Southern (measure') — 67 ®
Com, SouOiem (weight) — 67 ®— 68

Oats, Northern — 43 @— 45
Oats, ."Somhera — 37i@— 40

HAY—North River bales — 65 ®— 80
HEMP—American, dew-rotted . . ton 70 —@ 90 —

" water-rotted 120 —®170 —
HOPS—1st sort, 1845 — 20 ®— 26
IKON—American Pig, No 1 .35 — ®37 —

Common 25 — ®30 —
LIME—Thomaston ^ bbl. — 90 ®
LUMBER—Boards. N.R., ^M. ft. clr. 35 — ®40 —

Boanls, Eastern Pine 11 — ®13 —
Eoard^^, Albany Pine ^pce. — 10 ®— 19
Plank. Gror^ria Pine ^U.fX. 33 50 ®35 —

(11.".2)

Staves, White Oak, pipe.^ M 50
Staves, White Oak, hhd 40
Staves, White Oak, bbl 31
Staves, Red Oak, hhd 27
Hoops 25
Scantling, Pine, Eastern —
Scantling, Oak 30
Timber, Oak. ^ cubic foot —
Timber, White Pine —
Timber, Georgia Yellow Pine —
Shingles, 18 in ^ bunch 1

Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 1st quality-. —
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet, 2d quality. 22

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 1st quality. 19

Shingles, Cedar, 2 feet, 2d quality. 16

Shmgles, CjiJress, 2 feet 13

Shingles. Company —
MUSTARD—American —
NAILS—Wrought. 6d to 20d...W ». —
Cut 4d to40d —

PLASTER PARIS—^ ton 2

PROVISIONS—Beef, Mess, ^ bbl. . . 7

Beef, Prime 5

Pork. Mess, Ohio 10

Pork, Prime, Ohio 9

Lard. Ohio 1?' tti. —
Hams, Pickled —
Shoulders, Pickled —
Sides, Pickled —
Beef, Smoked # tb. —
Butter, Orange County —
Butter, Western Daiiy —
Butter, ordinary —
Cheese, in casks and boxes —

SEEDS—Clover W ». —
Timothy ^ tierce 11

Flax, Rough 9
SOAP—N. York, Brown ^ lb. —
TALLOW—American, Rendered... —
TOBACCO—Virginia @ lb. —
North Carolina —
Kentucky and Missouri —

WOOL—Am. Saxony, Fleece,.^ IB. —
American Full Blood Merino —
American t and i Merino —
American Native and i Meinno... —
Superfine, PuUed —

— ®—
— ®—
— ®—
— ®30
— ®30
— ®16
— ®a5
25 ®—
18 ®—
20 ®—
75 ® 2— ®24
— ®23— ®—
— ®18— ®14
— @29
16 ®—
10 ®—
4 ®—
87i® 3

50 ® 8
25 ® 5
50 ®10
44 ® 9
65®

—

. 5 @—
4 ®—— @—
61®—

14 @—
11 ®—
9 ®—
7 ®—
61®—
— ®16

4 ®—
7 ®—
3 ®—
3 ®—
3 ®—
38 ®—
36 ®—
30 ®—
26 ®—
28 ®—

31

12i

4i

50
50
87i
50"

7i
5*
4i

16
14

11
8

7i

6
71
6

5
7

40
38
:i3

28
30
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BRIEF SKETCH OF THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF

JOHN CLAUDIUS LOUDON.

In giving a Portrait, with some particulars of

the life and writings, of the late John Claudius

Loudon—taken from the Journal of the High-

land Agricultural Society—we are aware that

we lay ourselves liable to the imputation of

giving too much of foreign impress and char-

acter to a work designed for American agri-

culturists. But, again, we take justification

and comfort in the belief that every reader

of reflection will say to himself, " What care

I to what country the subject of a memoir be-

longs, if the man whose worth it commemorates

was highly distinguished for useful talents and

such exemplary virtues as every gentleman who
lives in the country and gives his time to its

pleasures and pursuits, should aim to possess for

himself and to cultivate in his sons ? Give me,

says such a reader, for the emulation and bene-

fit of the rising generation, the particulars of the

lives and fortunes, not of your successful politi-

cal partisans and heroes, great or small, but of

that more truly noble and useful order of men, of

whatever clime or country, who, like Loudox,
have evinced, even in the dawn of their career,

an auspicious fondness for the arts of cultivating

the earth, and a taste for its floral and horticul-

tural embellishment; and whose maturer labors

in tlie closet and the field have all tended to en-

lighten the practice and multiply the fruits of

peaceful industry !

In treating of Experimental Agriculture, and
in recommending particular staples, implements

or processes, every man of common sense knows
that the Editor of a journal dedicated to these

purposes, must have regard to circumstances.

It needs no ghost from the grave to tell us that,

in drawing upon English, or French, or Ger-

(1225)

man, or other foreign works, for discoveries that

may be useful in the practice of American hus-

bandrj', constant reference must be had to dif-

ference in the climate, in the price of labor, in

the condition of the landholder, in the habits of

the people, and the tastes and means of the con-

sumers. Thus, for example, every one knows,

as to climate, that ours is not adapted to a profit-

able culture of the pine-apple, or the banana

—

and hence we do not draw upon English horti-

cultural works that abound in dissertations on
the growth of " pines," as they call them

;
yet

there such dissertations are not out of place, be-

cause there reference is had again to the condi-

tion and means of an opulent aristocracy, who,
while thousands of their countrymen languish

and perish for want of their " daily bread,"

which neither labor nor prayers in or out of

church can procure, load their own tables with

exotics, the pampered and luxurious fruits of an

artificial climate. Even the turnip of England,
in that country the subject of so much labor and
the theme of so much disquisition—which is said

even to constitute their meat and their manure

—

attracts less and would less reward attention in

this country, because we are deficient in the

moisture that is indispensable to the uniform

production of heavy and remunerating crops.

—

All this, we repeat, every tyro must know ; and.

in the conduct of the jounial committed to our
care, we have failed not, and shall not fail, to

bear these obvious considerations in mind. But
does it follow that we should read with less in-

terest, or exhibit the less earnestly, the lives of

such men as Loudon, whose thoughts and la-

bors were employed in a manner to diffuse

throughout the world a knowledge of the prin-
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ciples of culture, and of a refined taste in rural

architecture and plantations of trees and flow-

ers ? As to tliis feature in the plan of the Farm-
KRs' Library, it has always commended itself

in an especial manner to our esteem, bj' the

Iiope which it holds out that in this way we
may stimulate our young fanners, who are com-

ing on, to emulate the knowledge and the dili-

gence of those whose lives are thus commemo-
rated ; and hence we here announce with the

greater pleasure that, with a liberality well be-

fitting the inheritor of his partialities, his for-

tune and his virtues, the son of the late James

%V"adsworth has caused to be supplied, for

the Farmers' Lisrary, a well executed por-

trait of his father, from the easel and the graver

of two of the most eminent artists of the day.

—

This we shall give in the July Number, there to

await the coming memoir, if we should not have

tlic good fortune to receive tliat in time to ac-

company the likeness.

We had hoped that such likenesses and me-

moirs would adorn our pages at least every al-

ternate month, but, strange to say, of such quiet

and useful citizens few portraits are to be found

;

and their descendants seem to be too insensible

ta the importance of holding them up as shining

lights to the rising generation, and to the obliga-

tion which devolves on them, to aid us in doing

k— so that it may happen that

" Even in their ashes shall live their iconted fires."

We have been encouraged to hope that we
shall be enabled to preserve memorials, in this

way, of two eminent agriculturists of the South

—one an earlj' and powerful writer on Southern

Agriculture ; the other a well known, bold and

enterprising pioneer in the cultivation of the

two great staples that constitute so large a por-

tion of our national wealth—but there has been

so much backwardness—we have been so much
disappointed already on this point—that we are

chary of making promises for the future ; avow-

ing here, once for all, the readiness of the Ed-

itor and the liberality of the Publishers to do

their part.

Were they military heroes, instead of peace-

ful cultivators of wool and bread " to feed the

hungry and to clothe the naked," we should

have no difficulty. Governments and City Cor-

porations would eagerly ask, " Will yoxt do ns

the honor to sit for your likeness ?" But what

Society or Public Authority seeks to procure

and display in its halls the likenesses of such

men as Pickerino and Lowell, of Mass. ; and

Chancellor Livingston, and B0el, of New-
York ; and Singleton, and Lloyd, and

MooUE, of Maryland ; and Taylor and Gar-
NETT, of Virginia; and Pinkney and Hamp-
ton, of South Carolina ? Ay ! as if to quicken

tiie-spirit of this inquiry, at the very moment of
(1226)

writing thus fai-, and pausing to open a letter

from Utica—a gentleman there, in perfect sym-

pathy with our own feeling,?, referring to the

scheme of a great Librarj- at Washington as the

prominent feature of the bill to establish the

Smithsonian Institution, despondingly remarks

:

" For one I have almost despaired of ever seeing

our Government, which is said to be based upon
the intelligence of the People, do anything of

moment for promoting, in an efficient way, a

knowledge of those pursuits which tend to Virtue

and Peace. Army and Navy! Te.xas and Ore-

gon ! cannon and muskets ! shooting deserters !

&c. God have mercy upon us! "—And so we
say, amen !

If, however, while we thus profess, and offer

to give, decided preference to those whose
memoirs would illustrate the agricultural an-

nals of our own country, there be any who
would insinuate that, in holding up as models to

young Americans the lives and labors of foreign-

ers, which we find prepared to our hand in the

transactions of enlightened and public spirited

European Societies, we are betraying an anti-

American spirit, or fostering a sentiment of

homage to men or to things foreign, because

they are foreign, we shall only say that we hold

all such suspicions in contempt, and repose con-

fidently on the good sense of more liberal and

judicious readers. As Editor and as individual

we hold all countries to be alike—enemies in

war ; in peace, friends—except that we pretend

not to be above that natural, not to say fihal,

impulse which leads every one, we suppose, to

refer with peculiar pleasure, when it can be

done with justice, to the countrj- of his ancestors

for examples of all that is most worthy of imita-

tion and rivalry in arts that most contribute to

rural embellishment and felicity—arts by which

such men as Repton, and Loudon, and Audu-

bon, and Do^vNiNG, have contrived to open

some fountains and to plant some green spots

along the dreary joumej^ of life.

In this case, we should think the space allot-

ted to these extracts from the life of Loudon
well appropriated, did it serve only to exem-

plify the conjugal devotion of the author, and

the share, however humble, which she faithfully

performed in the preparation of works which

have done so much to open the mind and the

heart of the world to the true principles of taste

and the countless beauties of Nature.

To the last moment .she stood by the husband

whom she had taken " for better, for worse." as

well in sickness as in health—assisting him,

night and day, in his Herculean labors, until

that awful crisis for a wife, when, to use her

own words, " I had just time to clasp my arms

around him, to save him from falling, when his

head sank upon my shoulder, and he was no

more."
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Supposine, then, the subject aud the details

to be appropriate, who would think of asking,

with any view of detraction from their merits,

to what country did such fellow laborers in the

g^reat vineyard of public usefulness belong ?

John Claudius Loudon was born at Cam-
buslang, in Lanarkshire, on the 8th April, 1783.

His father was a fcrmer, and resided, at the

time the subject of this notice was born, at

Kerse Hall, near Gogar, in the vicinity of Edin-

burgh. Young Loudon showed an inclination

for gardening when very younsr, and his great-

est pleasure, during his early boyhood, was in

making walks and beds, and rearing plants in

his fathers garden. Anxious to obtain for him
the advantasres of a liberal education, his father

pent him to Edinburgh for the purpose of attend-

ing the public schools. Here he acquired some
knowledge of classical learning, for which he

had shown a strong repugnance, and made him-

self acquainted with French and Italian. Draw-
ing was at this period his favorite pursuit, and

inthis he made such proficiency that he was
qualified at an early age to become draughts-

man and assistant to ^Ir. John Mawer, at East

Dairy, near Edinburgh. He sub.sequently re-

sided for several years with Mr. Dickson, nur-

seryman in Leith Walk, and during that time

he attended clas.ses on Botany, Chemistry, and
Agriculture, in the Edinburgh University. He
was noticed at this time for the diligence with

which he prosecuted everj' branch of study on

which he entered. Such was his desire of im-

provement that he regularly sat up two nights

every week to study, drinking strong green tea

to keep himself awake. This practice he con-

tinued for many years.

He repaired to London in 1803, and began to

occupy himself professionally as a landscape

gardener. In this he was eminently successful,

finding abundance of employment in many dif-

ferent parts of England. Through the influence,

probably, of Sir Joseph Banks, who always
continued to be his warm friend, at whose house

he occasionally met most of the scientific men
of the day, he was early elected a member of

the Linnean Society. Mr. Loudon's first work
appears to have been suggested to him while

employed in Scotland, in 1804, laying out

grounds for various noblemen and gentlemen

—

in particular, the Earl of Mansfield, who was
then altering and improving the palace gardens

at Scone. The book alluded to was entitled

—

-Observations on the Formation and Manage-
ment of Useful and Ornamental Plantations, on

the Theory and Practice of Landscape Garden-

ing, and on Gaining aud Embanking Land from

llivers or the Sea." This work was published

in Edinburgh by Constable & Co., and by Long-

man & Co. London, with the latter of whom
Mr. Loudon continued to transact busine.ss of

this kind for nearly forty yeans. This was suc-

ceeded, in l80."i. by another publication, enti-

tled
—" A Short Treatise on some Improvements

lately made in Hot-houses." A more important

work than either of the.se appeared on the fol-

lowing year, ornamented by some elegant cop-

per-plate engravings of landscape scenery.

—

This was his " Treatise on Forming, Improving

and Managing Country llesidences. and on the

Choice of Situations appropriate to every class

of Purchasers, &c."

The year 1806 was marked by an occurrence

which proved a source of great annoyance to

llC!->7)

Mr. Loudon, not only at the time it happened,
but during the whole of the remainder of his

life. While traveling in Wales, he caught a
violent cold by being exposed all night on the
top of a coach to the rain ; this brought on rheu-
matic fever, which finally settled in his left knee,
and, from imi>r()per medical treatment, termin-
ated in a still' joint. While suffering under the
immediate etlects of this calamity, which befell

him in the prime of his days and the vigor of his

power, his mental energy continued unabated :

he painted land.scapes, learned German—pay-
ing his expenses, as he had done before when
he learned French, by selling for publication a
pamphlet he had translated by way of exercise

;

he also took lessons in Greek and Hebrew^. A
farm called Wood-Hall, where he stayed during
his illness, being to let, he induced his father to

rent it, with a view of improving the state of
husbandry, which was then in a wretched stale

in many parts of England. The attention he
was thus led to pay to Agriculture was the
means of inducing him to embody his opinions
on this subject in a pamphlet published in l«iJ8,

entitled—" An Immediate and Effectual Mode
of Raising the Rental of the Landed Property
of England, and rendering Great Britain Inde-
pendent of other Nations for a Supply of Bread-
corn." He afterward took another fann, called
Great Tew, not far from Oxford, where he es-

tablished a kind of agricultural college for the
instruction of young men in agricultural pur-
suits, being desirous of securing a permanent
.source of income, in ca.se his auchylosed knee
should prevent him carrying on his favorite pur-
suit of laud.«cape gardening. In 1809 he pub-
lished a pamphlet, giving an account of this in-

stitution, and pointing out the utilitj' of agricul-

tural knowledge to the sons of the landed pro-
prietors of England, and to young men intended
for estate agents.

By the exercise of his j)rofession as a land-
.scape gardener, diligently pro.sccuted, not only
in England and Scotland, but also in Wale"s
and Ireland, Mr. Loudon had amassed a consid-
erable sum of money—upward of £l,'),000 ; and
when the Continent was thrown open to Eng-
lish visitors, by the general rising against Bona-
parte in 1803, he resolved to relax his exertions
for a time, and gratify his ardent thirst for know-
ledge by traveling abroad. He accordingly re-

paired to Sweden, Prussia, Austria, and Russia

;

visited the two capitals of the latter country

—

arriving at Mo.scow on the 4tli of March, 1814,
while the buildings were yet black with the
famous conflagration. Of the various difliculties

he encountered on the road, we may mention
the following:

" Once the horses in his carriage, being una-
ble to drag it through the snow-drift, the po.stil-

lions very coolly unharnessed them and trotted
off, telling him that they would bring fresh
horses in the morning, and that he would be in

no danger from the wolves, if he would keep
the windows of the carriage close, and the leath-
ern curtains down. There was no remedy but
to submit ; and few men were better fitted by
Nature for bearing the horrors of such a night
than Mr. Loudon, from his natural calmness and
p.atient endurance of difliculties. He often, how-
ever, spoke of the situation he was in, particu-
larly when he heard the howlinir of the wolves,
and once when a herd of them rushed across
the road close to his carriage. He had also some
doubts whether the postillions would be able to
recollect where they had left the carriage, as
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the wind had been verv hieh during the night,

and had blown the snow inrough the crevices

in the curtains. The morning, however, brought
the postillions with fresh horses, and the remain-

der of the joamey was passed 'without any dif-

ficTxlty.^'—p. 23.

After his return from the Continent, he unfor-

tunately embarked in mercantile speculations,

and underwiting ships at Lloyd's, by which he

lost nearly the whole of the money he had accu-

mulated by his professional labors. About this

time his health began to be seriously impaired,

and he took a hoase at Bayswater. called the

Hermitage, w^ith alarse sarden annexed, which
continued to be his residence tiU his death. He
now seems to have devoted his time chiefly to

his pen. He projected his " Encyclopedia of

Gardening." and, in order to collect materials,

visited France and Italy, although his health was
at this time in a very precarious state. This well

known work appeared in le-22 : it had an ex-

traordinary sale, and fully established the lite-

rary fame of its author. In 1S2.7, the •' Ency-
clopedia of Agriculture " was written and pub-

lished. The preparation of these laborious works
in such rapid succession ^for a second edition

of the " Encyclopedia of Gardening," almost

wholly re-wT-itten, appeared in 1&24), speak
strongly to the indomitable energy of his mind ;

for hi- bodily health was at this time in a la-

mentable state. His right arm had been broken
a second time, and he suffered so severely from

the pain, that he found no ease but £rom-the use

of laudanum, to which he became at last so hab-

ituated, that he took a wine glaJitful every eisrht

h&un. After the amputation of hia arm, how-
ever, he speedily cured himself of this danger-

ous habit without experiencing any inconven-

ience.

The " Gardeners Magazine," a work with
which his name is more particularly associated

in the minds of the practical gardeners of this

country, was established in 1826. This -was his

iavorite work, the organ through which he com-
municated his own thoughts and feelings to the

public. It met with a most favorable reception,

4.000 copies of the first number having been sold

in a few days, and it continued to enjoy a high

dearee of popularity till its close at the death of

the' conductor. Two years afterward he began
the •' Magazine of Natural History," the first

work of the kind, we believe, ever published in

this country. It also was favorably received,

and had a considerable sale.

The writer of the memoir from which these

memoirs are extracted, describes the occasion

of her first introduction to Mr. Loudon. This

she must be permitted to do in her own words :

"My fether died m 1824, and finding, on
the winding up of his affairs, that it would be

necessary for me to do something for my sup-

port, I had written a strange and wild novel

called '• The Mummy," in which I had laid the

scene in the twentv-second century, and at-

tempted to predict tfie state of unpro%-ement to

which this country might arrive. Mr. Loudon
chanced to see the review of this work in the

Literary Gazette, and as, among other things,

I had mentioned a steam-plo^^, it attracted his

attention, and he procured the work from a cir-

culating library. He read iL and was so much
pleased with it, that he pablished, in the Gar-
deners Magazine for 1828, a notice of it under
the head of" Hints for Improvement;" and he
had from that rime a great desire to become ac-

quainted with tlie author, whom he supposed to

(1228;

be a man. In February, 1930, Mr. London
chanced to mention this wish to a lady, a friend

of his, who happened to be acquainted with me,
and who inimed lately invited him to a party,

where she promised him he should have the
v\-ished-for introduction. It may be easily sup-
posed that he was surprised to find the author
of the work a woman ; but I believe from that

evening he formed an attachment to me. and, in

fact, we were married on the 14th of the follow-

ing September."—p. 35.

But ourspacewill notpermit us to enter much
farther into details, nor even to indicate all the

works which he laid before the public. In 1832
he commenced his -'Encyclopedia of Cot-
tage, Farm and ViUa Architecture '—one of
the most u.«efal of all his productions. In the

preparation of this work his -wife acted as his

sole amanuensis ; and for several months he and
she used to sit up the greater part of every
night, never having more than four hours' sleep,

and drinking strong coffee to keep themselves
awake. This work was published on the au-

thor's own account ; and the great success that

attended it tempted him to publish the " Arbor-
etum Britannicum " in the same manner. This
latter undertaking gradually expanded under
his hands, and it was his determination to make
it as perfect as possible that involved him in the

pecuniary difficulties vihich, to all appearance,
hastened his death. As all the drawings of trees
for the "Arboretum" were made from Nature,
he had seven artists constantiy employed, and
he was frequentiy in the open air with them
from his breakfast at seven in the morning, till

he came home to dinner at eight in the evening,
hav'ing remained the whole of that time without
taking any refreshment, and generally without
even sitting down. After dinner he resumed the

literary part of the work, and continued writing,

along with his wife as his amanuensis, till two
or three o'clock in the morning. He had three

other monthly works besides the " Arboretum "

going on at the same time. Daring this period
ofextraordinary exertion. both ofmind and body,
he was suffering under what was supposed to be a
liver complaint, and an enormous sweUins
his right knee. When the "Arboretum'' was
completed, he found that he owed ten thougand
pounds to the printer, stationer, and wood-en-
graver, who had been employed in the under-
taking. The work, along with " Cottaee Archi-
tecture," was placed in the hands of Messrs.
Longman &;Co., to hold for the creditors till the

debt should be paid by the sale.

Subseqently to this period, Mr. Loudon visited

France and Scotland. WhUe in the latter coun-
try he was seized with a severe bilious fever.

—

On his recovery he visited various places in the
southern division of the country, carefully exam-
ining the principal gardens, and making notes
of all he saw. On his return to England, tlie

first number of the " Encyclopedia of Trees and
Shrubs " made its appearance ; and, in 1843, his

work on " Cemeteries," on which he bestowed
much pains, and which was very expensive, ow-
ing to the number of engravings, Mr. Loudon
had an attack of inflammation in the lungs on
two different occasions. In 1843 his lunsr.s again
became diseased, and that so seriou.sly, that he
appears by the end of September in that year to

have lost hope of ultimate recoverj-. Even in

these circumstances he labored almost night and
day to finish the works he had on baud : and
that, too. notwithstanding the agitation attend-

ant on the numerous letters and consultations
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respecting- his pecuniary afiairs. On the 13ih
of December

" He appeared very ill," (sa^ his widow),
'and told me he thougrht he should never live

to finish ' Self Instmction," but that he would ask
his friend Dr. Jamieson. to whom he had previ-

ously spoken on tlie subject, to finish the work
for him. Soon after this he became very rest-

less, and walked several times from the dra\v-

ing-room to his bedroom and back airain. I feel

that I cannot continue die melancholy details

:

it is sufficient to say that, ihouch his body be-

came weaker every moment, his mind retained

all its vigor to the last and that he died standing

on his feet. Fortunately, I perceived a change
taking place in his countenance, and I had just

lime to clasp my arms round him. to save him
from falling, when his head sank upon my shoul-

der and he was do more.
•• I do not attempt to give any description of the

talents or character of my late husband as an au-

thor : his works are before the world, and by
tliem he will be judged ; but I trust I may be
excused for adding, that in his private capacity

he was equally estimable as a husband and a
father, and as a master and a friend. He was
also a most dutiful son and most affeetionate

brother.
•' It was on the anniversary of the death of

Wasliington ^ihe 14ih of December) that Mr.
Loudon died, and he -was buried, on the Slst of

December, in the cemetery at Kensail Green.
When the coffin was lowered int3rthe grave, a

stranger stepped forward fi-om the crov^-d and
tlirew in a few strips of ivy. This person. 1 was
afterward informed, was an artificial flower

maker, who felt grateful to Mr. Loudon for hav-

ing given him. though a stranger, tickets for ad-

mission to the Horticultural Gardens, and who.
having never been able to thank Mr. Loudon in

person, took this means of paying a tribute to his

memory.

What remains is taken fiwm some anecdotes

of Mr. Loudon, communicated for an English

paper, by a young man who had lived -with him

many years as draughtsman. After giving in-

stances to show his strict love of truth and his

personal determination, he adds, as to his love

of orier—which we the rather publish from al-

ways having felt the \%-ant of it

:

" His love of order was also very great The
books in tlie library, and manuscripts in his study
were so arranged that he could at any time put
his hand upon any book or paper that he might
want even in the dark. He instilled this system
of order into the minds of his clerks too : for,

when any new one came, his invariable in-

structions were— • Put everj-thing away before

you leave at lught as if you never intended to

return.'
•• He was also a man of great punctuality as to

time, money matters, and in everj- other respect
When any of his clerks happened to be behind
time in the morning, he would take no notice

for a few time.* : but. if it were often repeated, he
^v^uld say very quietly but sarcastically—* Oh,
if 9 o'clock is too early for you. you had better
come at 11 or li : bat let there just be a fixed
hour, Uiat I may depend upon you.'

•' Mr. Loudon was a man of great fortitude and
unwearied industry. The morning that Doctors
Thompson and Laader called upon him for the
purpose of amputating his risht arm, they met
him in the warden, and asked if he had fullv

I

made up his mind to undergo the operation.
• Oh. yes. certainly,' he said : it was for that
purpose I sent for you :' and added very cool-
ly,

^
but you had better step in, and just have

I

a lit'le lanch first before you begin.' After
lunch he walked up stairs qoite composedlv,
talking to the doctors on general subjects. When

j

all the ligatures were tied, and everjthing com-
j

plete, he was about to step down stairs, as a mat-
,
ter of course, to gooa -with his business ; and the

I
doctors had great difficulty to prevail upon him

]
to go to bed.

•• As a man of industry, he was not surpassed
by any one. Deducting for the time he has been
poorly, he has, during three fourths of his litera-

ry career, dictated about five and a half primed
octavo pages of matter every day on an averase.

1 He has been frequently known to dictate to
two amanuenses at the same time. He often
used to work until 11 and 12 o'clock at nieht
and sometimes all night It may not be amiss
to mention here, as illustrative of'his love of la-

bor, that while his man-servant was dressing
him for church on the day of his marriage, he
\vas actually dictating to his amanuensis the
whole time.

• Although Mr. Loudon •was a matter-of-
fact man. he had nevertheless a good deal of
poetry in his soul. The writer happened to
dine with him the day that he attended Dr.
Southwood Smith's Anatomical Lecture on the
body of his friend Jeremy Bentham. Just at the
moment the lecturer wi-.hdrew tlie covering
from the face of the corpse, the lightnins-

flashed, and an awful burst of thunder pealed
forth

—

' Crush'd horrible, convulsina heaven and earth !'

Mr. Loudon, during &iner. gave a most touch-
ing, poetical, and graphic description of the lec-

ture, and the circumstances atteudin? it : and
every one present could see how deeply he felt

the loss of his friend Bentham.
• Mr. Loudon was a man. like most eood men,

rather easily imposed upon. He, contrary to

the ways of the world, looked upon every man
as a good man until he had proved him other-
wise ; but when he had done so. he Nvas firm in

his parpose. He was a warm friend, an excel-
lent husband, an amiable brother, and a most af-

fectionate and dutiful son. Altogether

' He was a man. take him for all is all.

We shall not look upon his like sg&in.'

•' ELEGY.
Habk ! hark ! the sound—'tis a funeral knell

Borne on the breath of day

—

The moumt'ul voice of the deep-toned bell

—

For a spirit has winged his way.

"Tis not the man of wealth and slate

Thai the world has now to mourn ;

Tis not the man thai gold makes great

^^'ho now to the tomb is borne.

No ! no ! we grieve in the friend now gone.
No flattering slave of state

:

But the world has lost by the death of one
Whose mind was truly great.

He wielded no sword in his cotmtry's cause,

But his pen was never still

:

He studied each form of Nanire's laws,

To le^en each human ilL

That voice is hushed !—and lost the sound
Employed to raise the poor

;

But "he echo shall, by his works, be found
To n at'n ihe rich man's dt-or.
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He wakes no more !—for the sleep of death

Ench-cles the earthly frame ;

But the mind— so strong while it dwelt on earth-
Secured a living fame.

Chatsworth.

His pen is still !—and his spirit fled

To brighten a world on high :

The cold, col# earth is his lowly bed
;

But his name shall never die !

J R.'

THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
;

THE INTERESTS AND RIGHTS OF AGRICULTURE NEGLECTED—AS USUAL.

Utica, N. Y. May 11, 1846.

Dear Sir: In the March* number of the

Farmers' Library you made a few remarks

upon the propo.sed " Smithsonian Institution,''

which I heartily approve of. Having taken a

deep interest in this matter, I addressed to Hon.

aoBERT Dale Owen, the Chairman of the Se-

lect Committee of the House of Representa-

tives, a letter, of which the accompanying is a

copy. It proposes a plan somewhat different

from any that I am aware of. I send it to you

merely for your perusal, and not for publication,

unless you deem it worthy, which I do not. For

one, I have almost despaired of ever seeing our

Government—which is said to be ba.sed upon

the intelligence of the people—do any thing of

moment for promoting in an efficient way a

knowledge of those pursuits which tend to vir-

tue and peace. Army and Navy—Texas and

Oregon—cannon and muskets—shooting desert-

ers, &c. &c.—God have mercy upon us !

I must confess my disappointment with the

action of the House of Representatives upon

this subject. How a great Librai-y will tend to

promote aiid difFu-se knowledge among men to

any great extent, I cannot perceive. To the

dwellers in the Capital it may be useful, but to

the country at large entirely valueles.«.

I should like to have your opinion of the pro-

posed plan for a ' Farm School," and whether

there are any hopes left of ever having one

Very truly, your ob't serv't,^ ^ JAMES REES.

J. S. Skinnkb, Esq.

Utica, N. V., April 11, 1846.

Dear Sir: I have to acknowledge the re-

ceipt from you of a copy of the Report of the

Select Committee on the " Smithsonian Institu-

tion." More pressing duties have prevented an

earlier communication, according to my promise.

I trust, however, that it is not too late now.

It was my intention to offer to the Committee

a few considerations on the claims of Agricul-

ture in connection with the application ol the

Smithson Fund ; but I find this done so much
better than I could do it—by .T. ^V. Hardy, of

Virginia, in the March number of Skinner s

"Farmers' Library a.vd Monthly Journal
OF Agriculture "—that I will forbear. I beg

leave to refer you to that publication.

Upon the details of an extended system " for

_ .'l'J30)

the increase and diffusion of knowledge among
men," I desire to offer a few thoughts.

With the main features of the reported bill,

that is, the Institution to be created, I am well
pleased—considering them to be more in ac-

cordance with the designs of the donor than
any others previously proposed. I must, how-
ever, frankly confess my disappointment with
the meagenicss of that portion relating to Ag-
ricnU.ure. It is, 1 apprehend, far shoit of what
the interests and well-being of our country de-

mand.
The bill provides for the appropriation of a

lot of ground in the City of Washington " for

Horticultural and Agricultural purposes and ex-
periments." I do not kno^v how large this lot

may be ; but I suppo.se it contains no more than

50 or 60 acres. This would be, I fear, much too

small for the purpo.scs designed and the suc-

cessful conducting of the Institution. With the

constant and increasing additions of rare plants,

&c. which may reasonably be expected, the

whole would .soon be entirely occupied, leaving

no room for active operations. It would thus

become a mere garden, offering at best but few
facilities for the acquisition of practical know-
ledge in the sciences named in the bill. Take,

for instance, that branch of farm-science re-

lating to manm-cs. This is a subject of ac-

knowledged importance. It requires a great

amount of practical knowledge to know, of a

certainty, the kind, amount. &c. to bo success-

fully applied to different kinds of soils. The
knowledge of Chemistry required is very dif-

ferent from ^hat is to be obtained in the class

and laboratory. The open field muat be studied.

For this purpose there must be room enough.

A fanii of sixty acres would be much too small

for extended and .satisfactory experiments in all

kinds of farm and garden produce.

The Institution should be preeminently agri-

cnlttiraJ—in the most extensive and general use

of that word. It should include the whole busi-

ness of the farmer—which comprehends the cul-

tivation of the soil, and the management of live

stock. It ought also to include every descrip-

tion of territorial improvement, such as drain-

ing, embanking, road-making, planting, &c., all

which are parts of the .science of the soil. Any
thing short of this would be unsatisfactory.

Again: Ample provision should be made by
law for the reception of students in such a man-

ner that the whole countrj- may enjoy equally

its benefits, and in such a way that the poor

young men of the land may not be debarred

from its privileges. As a body, the farmers of

this country are not moneyed men. Money
comes to them only by the most severe and con-

stant labor, and then but slowly. They can but

poorly afford to pay much for learning. It is



true, the bill proposes that the instruction of stu-

dents shall be gratuitous; but it must be re-

membered that the necessary expenses for

board, clothinu:, &;c. \vould be more than 999

out of 1000 of the farmers of the country could

possibly afford to pay. How, then, can this

matter be so arranged that the poor man may
fee) encouraged to send his son to the " Farm
School ? " How can the charge which is so of-

ten made against institutions of this kind

—

that they are designed for the rich, and they
only receive the benefits of them—be avoided ?

These questions bring me to the plan which
I wish to propose. I will give but a mere out-

line, and that as brief as po.ssible.

lu the first place, the farm should contain at

least 1200 or 1.500 acres. It should be—for con-

venient to market, procuring of manures, &.C.,

located near a large city—say within five miles.

A portion of this iand should be applied to hor-

ticultural purposes. This large tract of land I

conceive to be indispensably necessary for the

purpo.ses of the Institution. It would furnish

lull room for sufficientexperiments-with all kinds

of grains, roots, fruits, grasses, manures, &c.

—

not merely with a handful of each, the results of

which can never be confidently relied upon

—

but with bushels, thus testing at once the worth
of an article presented. It would furnish ample
room for the rearing and keeping of all kinds

of farm stock, such as horses, cattle, sheep,

swine, poultry, &c. of all the different breeds
and crosses. Here, too, would be foil room for

all the details and outdoor labor of the farmer,

with opportunity for testing all machines and
improvements designed to facilitate his labors.

Here, then, upon this domain, would he col-

lected the best of every thing that a farmer
would wi.sh to have upon his own land. Above
all, here would be opportunity for the young
man who wished to be a real farmer, to make
him.self acquainted with the whole science, from

it.s most intricate mysteries down to the minutest

details of everyday labor.

An extended system of exchanges of all farm
produce, ice. should be kept up with foreign

countries, and citizens of this countn,'. Nothing
which is the produce of the soil should he ;^iven

away. An equivalent in kind or value to be
returned in all case.s. Of stock, none but the

best being kept, an excellent opportunity would
be always at hand for the purcha.se of such as

any buyer might -want.

Upon this domain should be erected the build-

ings of the Institution—convenient and large,

but in jilaiii, farmer-like style. The dwelling-

hou.se should be large enough to accommodate
500 students, with the Profes.sors and their fami-

lies. Another building located near the dwell-

ing would be required for the Library, Labora-
tories, departments of Geology, Mineralogy,
Natural History, study rooms. &c.

Ample provision in the way of acres, build-

ings, Ac. being made, the number of students

should be limited to twice the number of Rep-
resentatives in Congress—that is, two shall be
chosen by the Representative from each Con-
gi-essionai Di.strict in the Union. This plan gives

the whole country an equal participation in the

privileges of the Institution. The term for which
.students will enter should be two years. At the

commencement of the first year, however, the

students should be divided into two classes, one
of which will leave at the end of the first year,

the other to continue the full term. This plan

of classing the .students, by which one-half the

(1031)

aggregate number would be renewed every
year, will prevent the emban-assmenl of entire
new classes at the same time.

Each student should be allowed pay of a suf-

ficient amount to meet the necessary expenses
of a two-years' stay at the Institution, and also to

ser\^e as an encourageaient to those who are
poor, and who would othcrwi.se be loth to avail

themselves of the advantages of the Institution.

But, I think I hear you exclaim : This will

cost too much ; where is all the money to come
from ?

Briefly, I will tell you : The farm, buildings,

&c. would in any case require a large outlay.

The only difference between the bill and the
plan which I propose, is the increased amount
of land. The buildings, furniture. &c. would be
nearly the same. The labor of the farm, such
as fencing, ditching, preparing of ground for

crops, harvesting, <5cc. would all be performed
by the students. It may reasonably be expect-
ed that when fairly in operation, the produce of
the farm would feed the Institution. I think
that in a few years, with the farm fully stocked,
soil improved, and a rigorous system of econo-
my enforced, a considerable revenue would be
obtained from sales.

If this be so, then the only demand for money
would be to pay the salaries of officers and stu-

dents. Assuming that the whole number of
students would be 460, at a monthly pay, be-
sides board, which would be furnished by the
Institution, of $8, or $96 a year, the amount
would be

—

For students $44,160
Professors, teachers, 6cc 20,000

For Agricultural Department $64,160
Estimated amount required for Normal
School 41,880

Total .$106,040

Here there is an amount of $106,000 required
annually for the support of the Smithsonian In-

stitution ; and a revenue of interest from the
principal of the Fund of only $30,000. leaving a
deficiency of $76,000. Whence can this amount
be supplied ? I answer, From ike general
Treasury.
Let us look at it for a moment. Congress is

appropriating millions annually for the Army,
Navy, tVc. while occasionally it reluctantly gives
a few hundreds for the funherance of the peace-
ful Arts and Sciences. The Report of the Au-
ditor of the Treasury shows that during the year
ending June 30, 1845, there was expended un-
der the direction of the War Department the
sum of nine and a half millions, and by the
Navy Department six and a quarter millions of
dollars—making together, as the cost of sustain-

ing the war machinery of our Government, the
enormous sum of Jiflccn and tkrec-qiiarler
viiUions. Commerce, like the horseleech, is

constantly crying, •' Give, give !
" and the money

is given. If asked for what purpose the money
is required, the answer is, that the interests of
the country demand it. It is said that by pro-
tecting commerce, the farmer and mechanic are
also protected. Now, if this be so—and I will

not dispute it—why not appropriate a portion
of this money in a direct way, for the benrfit of
fhe farmer and. mechanic? If the ditt'erent

branches of industry are so indissolubly con-
nected with each other that one cannot be pro-
moted without benefiting the other, then the
commercial will be advanced in proportion to

the extension of Agriculture and the useful Arts.
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and working-men of this countrj- begin to think
)

of their claims to a share of the bonnties of Gov-
ernment ; they will act ere long. The time ia

not far distant when, for every dollar appropri-
ated to the purposes of the v>-ar establishment,
there will be another dollar demanded for the

works of peace and industry. Why not wisely
begin now ?

Commending the whole subject to the wis-
dom and patriotism of the Select Committee
and Congress,

I am, very truly, your ob't serv't.

JAMES REES.
Hon. Robert Dale Owen,
Ch'n Select. Com. on Smithsonian Institution.

Remarks by the Editor.

On the preceding we take leave to remark

that we have never dared hope, with any de-

gree of confidence, that the rare and glorious

opportunity which this bequest of Smithson pre-

sents fier the difiFusion of «se/'MZ knowledge would

be availed of for the benefit of Agriculture, in

any thing like the proportion which that in-

terest bears when contrasted with them, to all

others united. We should be greatly and

agreeably disappointed if it be not altogether

sequestered.

In a life-time filled with anxiety that the till-

ers of the soil should understand and make good

their claim to paramount consideration in the

legislation of the country, we have been but

too weU aware that lawgivers know that this

great national concern is everybody's business

and nobody's business. Too well do they know
that, when the landholder is caught by the politi-

cian to be sheared, be displays not even Uie

power to kick, or squeal, or bark, or bite ! Not

having studied the case, he knows not, or seems to

know not, where to turn or what to do ! Touch

but a hair of any member of any other class, and

the back of the whole sty is up in a moment.

Equally among the press and among politicians,

eveiy other industry has its advocates. By
whom are the leading papers of the country

prompted to bear down, on occasion-s, with all

their influence, on the judgments and the fears

of Congress ? Do not these papers, of widest

circulation and most power, draw their life's

blood from classes that subsist on the parings of

Agriculture ?—parings that are often cut into

the very core of the fruit ?—so much so, that after

the produce of the farmer passes through the

hands of the merchant, and the miller, and the

tradesman, and those who live on the contentions

and the maladies of the producer, there is

scarcely enough left him for seed ! \Vhat spe-

cial organ stands ready to speak out for him. and

to denounce the burdens which fall upon him in

various forms that he does not see? \Vhere,

again we ask, where are these organs ?—and

Echo answers, "Where? " Even our own

more able coUeagnes in the great cause deem

it not pertinent to vindicate the political rights

An expense was incurred during the last fis-

cal year of S143,000 for the Military Academy
at West Point—the sole object and result of

which institution is. in plain English, to teach

men the best way to butcher their fellow -men. ;

It is useless to find faiilt with this and kindred
institutions. They will, in all probability, be
sustained for a long time \et, until "nations shall

learn war no more ;" until they will leani that '

a better protection is afforded by the practiced

principles of Truth and Justice, than by Armies
and Navies. But I do complain that so little is

done to promote the pursuits of peace and in-

dustry. Is it not high time that our course was
changed in this matter ? An opportunity is now
offered : Will it be embraced 1 Will "the Gov-
ernment niggardly refuse an appropriation of

SSO.OOO to Sloo,000 a year, " to promote know-
ledge among men," while more than that sum
is cheerfully granted to the West Point Acad-
emy ? I hope not,

I have made an estimate above, for the Nor-
mal School. I wiU say a few words in explana-

tion :

The object of this school, if I understand it

correctly, is to prepare students for teaching.
'• It is not the design or province of a Normal
School to communicate to its pupils the ele-

mentary departments of knowledge, but to per-

fect them in those departments, and, above all,

to mould their habits, and discipline their minds
in the art of teaching." " It is not expected that

individuals will be received as members of this

Institution who are not alreadj' acquainted with
those departments of education which are usu-

ally taught in our schools. Their knowledge of

all" the elementary branches is here to be re-

viewed and made perfect ; and in addition to

this they will be carefully and practically exer-

cised in the best modes of teaching all those

branches." [Address of Hon. S. Young, on
opening State Normal School. N. Y. State Sen-
ate, Dec. 24, 1845

; p. 20.]

If this be the design, and I believe it is, the
school should be located in the City, where ex-

perimental schools may easily be established,

and also for convenience to students. I would
then propose that a suitable building be erected

in the City of AVashington for the Normal
School. The number of pnpiils to be the same
as in the agricultural department, 460, and se-

lected in the same manner. Tliree terms of 1.3

weeks each in a year, leaving a vacancy of

about 30 days between each term. The pupils

to remain during two terms, or 26 weeks, at a
pay of S2 per week, without board. This, with
S6000 allowed in my estimate for teachers' sala-

ries, &;c. would make up the amount above
stated.

I will not detain you by reciting the advan-

tages to be derived from such an establishment

as 1 have endeavored to shadow forth : I will

merely say, without any improper partialitj' for

my own plans, that I can conceive of no more
effective means for carrying into effect the de-

signs of the donor. From this Institution there

would graduate, every year, an army of enthu-

siastic scholars who have availed themselves of

all the bounties which a great National Univer-
sity could give. They will spread themselves
all over the Union. They have made themselves
intimately acquainted with the works of Nature
in their most attractive forms and purposes.
They will become at once the " diffusers " of
that which they have received.
One word, and I have done. The farmers

_ 0232)
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of the plow, in apprehension of reproval and

witlidrawal of—whom ? of whom does the read-

er suppose? Why, of the a^riciiUiirhts them-

selves !—such agriculturists as may be likened,

not to the fabled Centaur—half horse, half man

—but to the tadpole in his transition state, with

two frog's legs to his body, being one-third farm-

er and two-thirds partisan. Can any thing pre-

sent a stronger proof of infatuation or blindness

on the part of the agricultural community, than

tills very apprehension of their taking offence

at the exposure of the impositions with which

they are saddled ? We, too, design to keep our

skirts clear, perfectly clear, of the mud and the

mii-e oiparty strife. Never shall the Farmers'

Library mingle in the fray for mere party as-

cendency, or scuffle for the picked bones dis-

pensed to their followers by those who fatten on

party spoils ; but that resolution shall not blind

us to the wrongs which parasitical classes are

ever on tlie watch to inflict on the great, all-

producing agricultural industrj' of the country
;

and in this we respectfully invoke the aid of our

associates of the agricultural press; for with an-

tagonistical, partial and vicious legislation, how

can Agriculture ever prosper ? T
As is so forcibly set forth in the preceding

letter, if it be pretended that all the appropria-

tions for the " warlike machinery " of the Gov-

ernment be in truth so much dedicated indirectly

to Agriculture, by protecting her hand-maid.

Commerce—why not give some of it directly to

Agriculture, that great producer for all ? Why
dress out and provide so much more sumptuously

for the maids than the mistress 7 Does it not al-

ways and justly give rise to injurious gospicioas ?

Some contend, and we do not say untruly, that

the bauds of Congress are tied—that Agricul-

ture is the only concern of the people left un-

pro\'ided for and unprotected by the Constitu-

tion. Well, if so, why pretend by an under-

hand, stealthy, and altogether unworthy and

inadequate device, (and as a set-off against the

$140,000 annually to the Military Academy,) to

make provision for the diffusion of agricultural

information by giving a pittance for the publi-

catiou of the Patent Office Annual ! Yes, this

Annual is the great boon which Uncle Sam has

the meanness to print and the impudence to of-

fer as a set-off against the hundreds of thousands

expended in the publication of military memoirs,

and surveys, and maps, and books; and, after

all, at whose expense are these government pe-

riodicals issued ? Who is their Editor ? Out of

what fund are they printed? Where are the

materials procured, and how andj^to whom at

last distributed ?

A short answer to these questions tells the

whole story

:

The materials have been heretofore cabbaged,

in larse proportion, and that, in many cases,

^123

without acknowledgement, from the works of

individuals who give all their time to the collec-

tion of the knowledge and the facts, and look to

their publication for support. Nay, more ; in

this conte.st of individuals against fearful odds,

this great old Uncle Sam has the meanness not

only to plunder without acknowledgment, but

to pick the pockets of poor inventors to pay the

expenses of printing ! The least that he should

be required to do, in common decency, when
he comes forth with his annual, to rival and

cut off subscription from the quarterlies and

the monthlies and the weeklies of individual ri-

vals, who publish on their own hook and pay

their own expenses, would be to give to his pe-

riodical not only the Government imprint, but

a fair and honest title-page, as thus

:

UNCLE SAM'S ANNUAL
OF

STRANGE MECHANICAL AND AGRICULTURAL

DISCOVERIES

;

Interlarded and mixed up with all sorts of Ag-

ricultural Curiosities and Humbugs ; compiled

by Uncle Sam from the studies and labors of

individuals, Editors and Publishers who fol-

low the business for a livelihood, and printed

and paid for out of a tax on poor Inventors

—

which is not generally understood—at an ex-

pense not exactly all told or easily ascertained,

and distributed by Members of Congress, un-

der their frank, nominally, but really by a tax

for transportation to come out of the Treasury

—and that not to curious agricultural inquirers,

too poor to subscribe even for the cheap agri-

cultural papers, but to penurious men of for-

tune who are too stingy to do so, or to politi-

cians on whom the distributors can best reckon

for that support which shall enable them to

put it in the power of Uncle Sam to play off

the same piece of injustice and humbnggery

from year to year; printed at Uncle Sam's

Press, but chiefly at the co.st of the Planters

and Farmers generally—though they do n't

suspect it, nor is it intended that they .should

;

yet the money for it is raised by impost du-

ties on all the commodities they consume,

making a verj- large proportion of all the in.

come of the Government. All Editors are ex-

pected to puff this Annual, agricultural Edit-

ors especially.

Such is the title we propose for Uncle Sam's

Annual. When Government or public institu-

tions publish their own periodicals, or adopt

others, and give them exclusively the benefit of

their funds, countenance, or facilities, they ought

at least to avow it honestly and aboveboard.

For ourselves, we here put on paper what we
have elsewhere and otherwise offered :

1^^ To ALL I.VVENTORS OF USEFUL, NOT

HUMBUG, Agricultural Machisert—Greet-
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ing : IJ you will youraclf, or by your agentfor

Patents, send us a good drawing of yonr ma-

chine or implement, we will have it engraved in

the best matmer and published, without charge

,

and distributed through every State, among
the most enlightened and respectable agricul-

turists in the Union—Provided you will accom-

pany it with the explanations necessary to a

comprehension of its principles and operation.

Finally, if there be no difficulty of a constitu-

tional character to forbid Uncle Sam from using:

his power and facilities for setting up as Editor

and Publisher of agricultural periodicals, what

is to hinder him from starting one on Medicine

and Surgery ?—to illustrate these subjects and

the inventions connected with them, in rivalry

with the Medical Repositories ? Or, would it not

be & more generous, manly and efficient mode

of diflPusing agricultural intelligence, if the old

gentleman, instead of turning Editor and Pub-

lisher himself, would take the same amount to

pay for distribution, free of postage, of the agri-

cultural papers, which would gladly disseminate,

without charge, all that his Annual contains,

which is honestly come by, and that is original

and worthy of publication? As for military

pamphlets and books, and whatever smacks of

brimstone, and blood, and all the " pomp and cir-

cumstance of glorious war," these he publishes

already by the tens of thousands, because that is

quite constitutional ! Behold, farmers, a few

items which you are to pay for—

-

" For three months' extrapay to non-com-
missioned officers, musicians and pri-

vates $1 6,000
For transporting officers' baggage 50,000
For preparing drawings for a uniform
system of artillery 7,000

For military and geographical survey of
West Mississippi 30,000

Total $103,000

True, for all these military memoirs, and

maps, and diagrams, and drawings of the ma-

chineiy and implements of human destruction,

the farmer and the planter foot the bill, and

cry huzza ! huzza!—too well content that against

the millions that go. for these purposes, out

of the common Treasure, he should get, for

his share, this Patent Office Annual ! made up

out of the brain-work of poor Editors, and print-

ed out of the brain-work of Inventors poorer

still, if possible. Truly, we are a wonderful

people !—and this a " model Repvhlic !
"

Why not place the Normal School, the gi'eat

feature in the plan, at Washington, and, for the

farm, buy the l.'iOO acres at Mount Vernon, there

to infuse the spirit of patriotism as well as to

sow the seeds of knowledge ? S2.5,000 a year

for a Library for the u.se of J. Q,. Adams, D. H.

Lewis, Mr. March, Col. Benton, and a few

otlier ingenious and learned men of investi-

gating habits, who lock up too much of what

they already know—what, we repeat with Mr.

Rees, will that do toward the wide diffusion

of useful practical knoicledge among rne.i ?

THE DROVER'S DOG.

We have deemed it well to let the owner of

Boxer and Rose tell his own story, seeing that

he has accurately described, and in no measure

exaggerated, the qualities, or oveiTated the

value, of the subjects in hand.

The originals, which we have seen, and

which are undoubtedly genuine of their breed,

are truly represented in the Engraving. These

are of the kind of dogs referred to by Mr. Col-

man, in one of his valuable Reports, in which

we are favored with accounts, so graphic and

interesting, of the various viarkets in England

and Ireland. In one of these he says—" For a

week or more before tlie tryst, the roads leading

to Falkirk will be found crowded with success-

ive droves of cattle and sheep, proceeding to

this central point ; and it is extremely curious

on the field to see with what skill and care the

different parties and herds are kept together by

themselves. In this matter the shepherds are

generally assisted by their dogs, which appear

(1234,

endowed with a sagacity almost human, and

almost to know every individual belonging to

their charge. They arc sure, with an inflexible

pertinacit}', to bring back a deserter to the

flock."

As to any law to restrain effectually the keep-

ing of worthless, " sheep-killing dogs," that

would be incompatible with universal snflrage

and the largest liberty. How could one expect

the demagogue, ever scheming with eye intent

on the " spoils of office," to vote for a law essen-

tial to the success of a great branch of national

industry, when by so doing he may jeopard his

popularity and lose the votes of a score or two

of loafers ?

For the Large Gray Wolf, such as is yet com-

mon in the high lands of some even of the old,

abused and plundered "Thirteen," and yet

more so in Texas, there is no dog that can stand

up against him, unless it be the breed of Mount

St. Bernard, or of Auvergne, which our friend
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G. W. Lafayette says " are equal to those of

the Alps."

It happened lately, near Tuskegee, Alabama,

that a celebrated wolf, which had left one of his

feet in a trap, and was yet the terror of the

neighborhood, was by some means captured

alive. The owner of two dogs of redoubtable

strength and ferocity maiutaiue'd that, for a wa-

ger, one of his dogs should master the wolf—
and they were accordingly brought together;

but he soon saw that his dog was overmatched,'

and, abusing his power and forgetting or tramp-

ling on the right, as man will ever do, he turned

in the second dog, when the gallant wolf was
dispatched with as little mercy as he had shown
to his victims.

BOXER

—

The English Cattle or Sheep Dog.

RO.SE

—

A Scotch Colley Slut.

The above were imported by B. Gates, of

Gap Grove, Lee Co. Illinois ; and were selected

with great care in Europe. The Colley is much
better known in this countrj- than the English

breed, which is a heavier dog. uniting strength

with intelligence, and therefore better adapted

to protect from wolves or sheep-killing dogs.

—

Yet he would not be able to conquer the Large

Gray Wolf alone; but those are not often met

with, unless in parts thinly populated. Our
greatest enemy in Illinois is the Prairie Wolf,

which is numerous.

Much has already been written on the intelli-

gence of the Scotch Colley. My opinion is that

the English " Butcher's Dog" is no way lacking

on that point. Any reader who has visited

Smithfield Market in London, on Monday or

Friday, will, no doubt, liave formed the same

opinion. There you have an opportunity of see-

ing a number of the.«e usei'ul animals at their

work. It would, in fact, be almost impossible

to conduct this Market without their aid. There

a vast number of diflerent flocks arc brought for

sale from all parts of the country, to supply this

great Metropolis, and are collected in the small-

est possible space. The difficulty of keeping

them from mingling with others falls principally

on the dog. If one slips away, or a particular

one wished to be caught, it is pointed out to him

and is returned back, or held till the owner

takes it—the dog always holding them by the

side of the head, so as not to bruise the body.

—

By a word, or motion of the hand, they will run

over the backs of the sheep, to stop them or turn

them in a difl'crent direction. I have often ad-

mired with astonishment their quick and intelli-

gent actions. They appear to read the thoughts

of their master by his countenance, for their eye

is continually on his, or the flock. Nothing else

can attract his attention when he has work to

perform, and at times I have thought he acted

with more judgment than the owner.

Having had some experience in the unpleas-

ant task of walking two or three miles for the

cattle or sheep, after a fatiguing day's work in

the harvest, field, I was determined, if possible,

to obtain one of the.se labor-saving animals, and

let him take that part—as I have often known
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them to go alone and brine up ' the stock every

evening'. Farmers generally, as well as others,

are fond of getting labor-saving machines.

—

What is the difference whether it be a dog or

machine ?

The breed of Boxer is sometimes caHed the

Drover's or Tailless breed.

In the N. Y. Farmer and Mechanic of April

30, 1846, the estimated loss of sheep annuaUj- de-

stroyed by dogs in the State of Ohio is stated

at S80,000. One farmer lost fifty in one night

If such loss takes place in one State, the amount

must be enormous, including all—enough, I

should judge, to awaken sheep-raisers to the

importance of keeping a sheep-protecting dog,

in preference to these murderous, sheep-killing

curs. Kill them off and sell their hides, and the

produce %vould soon be sufficient to stock the

country with a different race.

In some parts of Europe they take the pups

from the slut, and let them be suckled by a ewe
and grow up with the flock—when, in case of

danger or fright from strange dogs orenemies,

they immediately run to their protector, kno^v-

ing he will not suffer them to receive any
harm.

Youatt says instinct and education combine to

fit this dog for oar service. The Pointer will

act without any great degree of instruction, and

the Setter will crouch ; and most certainl3- the

Sheep Dog. especially if he have the example of

an older and expert one, will almost, without

the teaching of the master, become everything

that can be v^-ished—obedient to every order,

even to the slightest motion of the hand. There

is a natural predisposition for the office lie has

to discharge, which it requires little trouble or

skin to develop and perfect

THE OLD GRAIN-GROWING AND PLANTATION STATES.

THEIR CAPACITY TO GROW THEIR OWN WOOL AND AVEAR THEIR OWN CLOTH.—FACIL-

ITIES AND IMPEDIMENTS.

The notes which follow this hasty introduc-

tion, and which are taken from the last Number
of the " Teass.ictions of the Highlaxd Ag-

RicrLTCRAL Society" of Scotland, may prove

both usetul and interesting, as they are drawn

from the experience ofa district of hiUy and high

country—in some material respects resembling

certain regions in our own—which appear to be

in a fair way of being appropriated to the same

branch of industry. They will serve, at least to

aSbrd to a certain extent a standard of compari-

son between the weight of fleeces and of wool,

and the prices for the latter in America, and in

that country where the whole business of sheep

husbandry is probably ptirsued. ^vith as much

judgment and exactness in all its bearings, as

in any part of the world.

One powerful consideration, which forbids

with us the pursuit of certain Agricultural ob-

jects which are followed with profit in Europe,

under circumstances of general similaritj", is the

great difference between the cost of labor there

and here. But in the business of raising Sheep,

and growing Wool, the labor employed bearing

so small a proportion to the results, the crop

being so large, compared with the culture and

the harvesting, this consideration in the cost

ofproduction, loses its force in a great measure,

and leaves it a matter ofjust wonder and reason-

able inquiry, how it can be, that raising Wool at

~(12r?6)

existing prices, should constitute still an attract-

ive and profitable pursuit, in such countries as

the stormy and snow-cap-ped hiUs of Scotland

and Vermont and yet not be pushed to a much
greater extent than it is, in the mountainous and

cool regions of the southern and south-wentem

States ? We have a right to characterize the

Sheep business as being attractive and profita-

ble among the people to whom \ve have re-

ferred, for all who know anything of their char-

acter will admit that they are not the people to

persevere in any path blindly, and without look-

ing ahead to see where it leads. If the Scotch-

man says to himself, " Riches are got vi-i' pain,

kipt wi' care and tint wi' grief," it is equally the

good maxim of the Yankee to " look before he

leaps."

We do not see, in fact how it would be easy

to designate any one source from which the ag-

gregate income of Maryland, and Virginia, and

Georgia, and the Carolinas could be so large-

ly and easily augmented, and with so little out-

lay, as it might by the increase of their flocks of

Sheep—improving them by a sufficient infusion

of the blood of breeds that would ensure, accord-

ing as circumstances may invite, either greater

weight of meat or more or finer wool.

To this, however, there is one great difficulty :

need we specify what that is. or is not every

reader ready to sjisv;eT^popularity hunting !
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Yes. that is the festering sore that stands so much
in the '.vay of wise legislation, and mars so ma-

ny measures that prudence and forecast would
suggest for the great interests of the country

—

especially the Agricultural interest on which so

many others live and prey.

Virginia, for instance, instead of her 1,300,000

sheep, of " no particular breed," (a.s appears by
tlie last Census), might easily, and without di-

verting any of her capital, support an additional

number of sheep—say at least 700,000, making
'J,000.000—at a cost to the flock-owners of not

three cents a pound, and even then have not

one-fifth as many per acre as New-York, which

carried more than 5,000,000 by the last accounts.

We feel warranted in saying, at an expense

of not more than three cents to the pound of

wool, keep them, for Mr. Coles, a Member of

Congress from that State, once assured us that

he carried a flock of two hundred through the

year, in good condition, at an expense of not ten

dollars a year for all tlie salable produnt or sta-

ples they consumed. The first and chief step

toward this extension of a plain, simple busi-

ness, that any one may understand if he will,

would be merely to retain for a year or two, the

natural increase ofexisting flocks, crossing them

where necessary, as before said, with rams of

the most desirable blood.

True, says even,- landholder, I have much
waste land well adapted to affbrd the requisite

pasture for increased flocks, but the too proba-

ble result would be that scarcely could time

enough elapse for the increase of the flock to

the number proposed ; and the requisite inqui-

ries be made, and system adopted, for their sus-

tenance and management, and the sale of my
wool, when some gentleman's sporting-dog, or

some loafer's cur. not more thievish tlian his

ov^-ner, would break in and rain what he did not

kill—as a flock is sure to be ruined by the agi-

tation and fright of having a portion of it thus

destroyed—a fright which seems to leave on it

a mortal blight from which it never recovers.

This increase of only 700,000 sheep in Vir-

ginia, (to which we refer in the way only of ex-

ample), supposing the clip to average three

pounds, which is less than even the small Sheep

of the Cheviot breed mentioned in the following

notes, and the price to be only fifteen cents per

pound, and here would be to her landholders an

augmented annual income of more than 8300,000

from wool alone, allowing nothing for the Sheep
—^leaving them to pay expenses and keep up the

flock to the standard number. And this sum is

annually sacrificed to the State, owing in a great

measure to a groveling fear of losing votes !

To impose the fines and penalties, which ought

to be five times the amount of tlie value of the

Sheep killed, would be, forsooili, incompatible

with " the larirest liberty !"

(ie37K^.....3r

The fine, we repeat, should not be limited to

anything like so little as the actual value of the

Sheep killed, because the damage to the owner
consists in the disorder, which falls like a male-

diction of some evil spirit on all that survive the

ravages of the dog ; and to the State it consists

in thousands being thus deterred from establish-

ing new or extending old flocks, who might oth-

erwise do it, with very little additional expense

for labor or food, on their present landed posses-

sions, and tlie immense tracts of unoccupied

lands in the Carolinas and Georgia—lands no%v

yielding absolutely nothing, not even the amount

of the taxes paid on them.

Let it not be said that if flocks were thus ex-

tended wool and mutton would be of no value.

Mutton, we doubt not, might be smoked and cent

abroad, or made to constitute a part of the very

liberal ration allowed to the negroes in these

Slates (where the usual weekly allowance is now
not under three pounds of good bacon, or full

equivalents,) and the wool might be worked up

on the premises of large planters, very economi-

cally, in every view, as we believe, by one of

" Chase's Carding Machines," manufactured and

sold oc account of Mr. George Law of Balti-

more, as advertised on the cover of the April

Number of the Farmers' Library.

By using this machine, they can make of their

refuse cotton the basis of a thread, which this

machine covers with coarse wool : or otherwise,

everyfarmerand plantermay either exchange his

own wool for cloth, or have it woven on his own
account at small \vater power factories, suab as

it will elsewhere in this Number be seen are

now in operation in Marj-land, and such as, if

snflicient wool were grown in the surrounding

countPi-, would spring up spontaneously, a/» it

were, in e%-ery neighborhood, to consume the raw
material and supply the cloth. In this way
might everj- State, and every County in these o'd

grain-growing and plantation States, revive and

sing again, as in the early and virtuous days of

American Independence, the good old song,

" I shear my own fleece and I wear it."

Thus could they clothe their household, great or

8mall,from their present but unused resources,

instead of being fleeced and taxed by those

who have the sagacity to practice on the wise

maxim of selling as much, and buying as little as

you can, if you would enjoy the blessing—the

priceless blessing of real independence.

The writer of these hasty observations remem-

bers to have once asked the late Nathaniel
Macos of North Carolina.whether there was any

law in his State restricting the number of dogs,

or otherwise protecting the owners of sheep from

their depredations ?
'• No, Sir," said the venera-

ble Senator, somewhat impatienfJy. " nor traitld

I live in any State where there was an anti-do^
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law ! Every negro I have owns one, and I own
thirteen, sir."

The choice tliroaghout all these States

seems as between sheep and dogs, to let

the latter go and feed upon the former ad libi-

tum.

The celebrated John Randolph inculcated

special contempt for sheep, by stating on some

occasion in his place in Congress that he would

at any time " go out of his way to kick a sheep !"

and that so much more truly great and useful

benefactor of American husbandry, the late

Col. John Taylor of Caroline, Virginia, whose
portrait and memoir -we yet hope to give to our

readers, dedicated chapters of his Arator to the

denunciation of this harmless, docile and useful

animal—what wonder then that sheep should

still be, as it were, under the ban ofthe.se States

and their communities continue to send abroad

immense sums of money for what all circum-

stances seem to invite them to supply for them-

selves ? What -wonder that it is deemed better

policy to forego this source of easy income alto-

gether, and to pay for transporting their wool to

New-England and the cloth back again ; in

stead of selling the wool to tlie manufacturer

with provisions also to feed him on the spot ?

We could excuse this, as it seems to us, dog--

ged obstinacy or infatuation, if it were founded

on a genuine redeeming love for the pure-blood-

ed of the canine race—from that love which

prompted the last words of the son of Lord El-

lenboro', when looking up tohim for the last time

he added : " Andfather, you'll take care ofpoor

Pincher, won 't you ?"

But shame to say, the noblest is confounded

with the basest of his race, nay the vilest cur

without one drop of high or gentle blood is kept

mo.st especially in the eye of the timeserving

legislator, who, for sake of his o^vn popularity

would allow to run at large every mongrel

that comes into the world, to the disgrace and

exclusion of the well-bred dog, and to the detri-

ment of the States mentioned, to the amount of

millions annually.

Are we not a glorious people ? and are not

farmers and planters of all others least apt to be

sheared of their substance, by non-producing

patriots ! What is the proportion which is real-

ly paid by them, to make up the life-pay and the

overgrown fortunes of men, in and out of the ar-

mies and navies of the world ? Officers and con-

tractors, who batten and fatten on the " pomp
and circumstance of glorious war !" And this tax

(of more than 300,000,000, since the last War]
being levied indirectly, is paid wilh'ngly, for

—

,
good oesy souls, they never suspect it

—"They
know not what they do !"

On the wool imported from the United States

into England, the following remarks occur in a

late report on the wool trade of that country :
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United States.—The importfrom this quar-
ter affords a striking proofof the beneficial effect
of the remission of the wool duty. It has ex-
cited great interest and surprise in "the trade, and
may be considered the greatest novelty of the
year. The quantity received to this period, as
an experiment, exceeds 3,800 bales, comprising
a great vai-iety of qualities. It is to be regretted
that the unfavorable turn of trade has been
against the operation. In washing and pre-
paring the wools sufficient pains have not been
taken ; aud there is want of discrimination in
the selection of qualities. So far as used they
have been highly approved : and we have full

confidence that, if got up with care, they would
be highly esteemed in this countrj-. The Ameri-
can prairies afford peculiar advantages for the
growth of wool; and we believe this branch of
the trade will become one of great and increas-

ing importance.
Peruvian and Alpacca.—Till within the last

few months the supply of sheep's wool was
limited. It is now increased, but the demand is

restricted at rather declining prices of late. The
imports ofAlpacca have been rather large. There
are no means of ascertaining the exact quantity,

but a careful investigation leads us to estimate
it at about 18,000 ballots of 80 lbs. each. It must
be borne in mind that, during 1844. great diffi-

culties attended the shipment, aud the apparent
excess of 1845 represents a portion of the pre-

vious jear's clip. For the first six months there
vi-as great activity, and consumers bought freely

for arrival. The demand has since been heavy,
at almost nominal prices. The high rates abroad
render it probable that considerable loss will
attend the import.

The Egg trade of Cincinnati.—We copy
fi-om the Cincinnati Gazette the following statis-

tics of the Egg trade of that city, from which it

appears that the business in that fragile commo-
dity is quite an item in the sum of her produc-
tive industry.

Shipments from Cincinnati the
past year, 963,000 doz.

Annual city consumption, 1,213,333 "

Total number of eggs brought to

Cincinnati market 2,176,333 doz.
or twenty-six million, one hundred and fif-
teen thousand, nine hundred and nineiy-stx
eggs.

This certainly shows a very commendable de-

gree of industry on the part of the Buckeye and
Hoosier hens, as well as praiseworthy care in

their owners and others in gathering up the
product and bringing it to market.
A farther recapitulation shows tlie following

results as to value :

Value of 10,700 barrels of Eggs
shipped from this port, at $8 : 44|
per bbl. $90,361 : 50

Value of 1,213,333 dozen eggs con-
sumed in this city, at 8 cents per
dozen, 97,066:64

Total annual value of the Egg trade
of Cincinnati, $187,428:14
One hundred and eighty-seven thousand,

fov.r hundred and twenty eight dollars, and
fourteen cents !

The Cincinnati eggs principally go to New-
Orleans.



APPLICATION OF STEAM TO AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.
RECIPROCAL DEPENDENCE OF THE DIFFERENT ORDERS OF SOCIETY, &c.

Mr. BoLLiXG, of Virginia, as we believe we
have before mentioned, has a steam-engine in

operation on his large wheat-farm on tlie James
River. We understand it works to admiration,

and causes no fear of damage by fire. On the

estates near Darien, Georgia, under the control

of one of the most accomplished agriculturists in

any country, Mr. J. H. Cooper, there is more

than thirty thousand dollars' worth of machineiy

of diiferent sorts, all made, except the " Bolton

ic Walt" Steam-Eugine, by the negroes on

these estates, and all managed by them. They

are found, in fact, to make excellent engineers,

so far as the management of steam-engines is in-

volved.

In a communication to the Albany Cultivator,

descriptive of the establishment of the "Roches-

ter City Milk Company." for the accommoda-

tion of 100 cows, it is stated that the cellar is to

be used for roots and milk-room, and also a part

of it for a small steam-engine, employed to cut

up and steam the food for the cattle, pump the

water from the river to supply the reservoirs in

the building, and to heat the stable in the rein-

ter by the steam.

The late Nicholas Biddle, among the most

accomplished scholars and gentlemen that our

country has ever produced, and a zealous and

enlightened friend of its Agriculture, exempli-

fied on the banks of the Delaware, the great

thoroughfare of American travelers, the practi-

cability of watering gardens, and irrigating sur-

rounding and higher grounds, at pleasure, by

means of a four-horse steam-engine, drawing

from the river an ample supply of water for all

purposes.

Thus it would appear that, changing but a

single word of an article on this subject in the

last Number of the Farmeks' Library, we
may consider it as already demonstrated that

the American farmer has it in his po'W'er, at a

moderate expense, on almost every farm, to

lessen the labor of the barn, to extend its (steam)

application to various useful purposes, and to

place farm economics in a position of advance-

ment which they have not hitherto attained.

If this Milk Company can have a steam-en-

gine at work in tlie cellar of a stable, containing

all the food of the cows, much of it .so combusti-

ble, what is to hinder any farmer and planter
'1239)

from having one where his operations are on a

scale to justify and call for it? The Sugar-Plant-

ers have them in their sugar-houses. There is

one at work night and day in this building

where we are writing, comer of Nassau and

Spruce streets. New-York—a very large bund-

ing of five stories, in which a great variety of

business is carried on. Why should not tobacco

be pressed as well as cotton is pressed, by steam ?

We do not mean that a steam-engine should

be erected on purpose, but that besides thresh-

ing grain cutting up corn-stalks and straw and

vegetables, cooking them, where that may be

deemed expedient, grinding all substances,

and for all purposes—savviug plank, posts,

rails. &c., the same engine might drive the to

bacco-pres.s, and prize, probablj-, 100 hogs-

heads in a day. It .should pump, too, from a

well or neighboring spring, all the water for the

domestic animals, so that they need never have

to go abroad, exposed to bad weather and wast-

ing their manure.

The patrons of the Farmers' Library have

read it to little purpose if they have not learned

not only the fact, but (what makes the fact so

much more useful) the reason of the fact why
a certain degree of varmth is equal tp, and a

substitute for, a certain quantity offood. The
Milk Company at Rochester seem to be fully

aware of this ; hence, they say that the steam-

engine to be employed in the cellar of their es-

tablishment is intended, among other things, to

warm the stable !

This immense building, in a comer of which
is the office of the Farmers' Library, where
we are writing, is heated through the winter en-

tirely and throughout with hot air, created and

difl'used by means of the steam-engine in the

cellar. Not a spark of fire is used anywhere
in the whole edifice, except the coal fire in the

furnace below ; and thus, the chances for confla-

gration are, as the insurance probably is, (and

certainly ought to be,) greatly dimuiished below
what they would be if each room were heated

by a wood or coal fire.

It would be well if farmers and planters, wbo
dwell quietly in the country, too rarely excited

to mental action, except at the instigation ofself-

ish partisans and demagogues, would habituate

themselves to rcficction on all the wrongs they
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suffer from partial government, and on all the

means of economizing food and labor.

If they will only read the pages* of this Jour

nal, as it appears monthly, for a few months, we
will ' trj-," according to our poor abilities, to

amuse them into a habit of thinking on their

condition, and on the means of meliorating it

;

and if, with this habit of reading and iuquirj',

the}- could once in everj- few j'ears mount the.

back of a good honest horse, (two friends trav-

eling together with one pair of saddle-bags be-

tween them,) and take a ride leisurely of some

hundreds of miles over the country, keeping

their ej-es smd ears open—he must be of the

Rip Van Winkle family indeed, who would

not find his account in it.

Reader ! these hasty thoughts are strung to-

gether and put on paper for what they are

worth, before sunrise, in the midst of a popula-

tion of near 400,000 people—all of whom, judg-

ing from the quietness of the streets, are yet un-

der the influence of the " leaden sceptre," but,

in two hours, what a change will have come

over their dreams ! The.se 400,000 consumers

will have risen and broken their fast on your

products, and will swarm everj- street, so that

yon can scarcely elbow your way along, like so

many bees winging their way, each to gather

what he can ! Is it not, then, agriculturists,

your clear and obvious interest that these town-

consumers of your products should be as numer-

ous and as prosperous as possible ?—that they

should have good health, good appetites, and

pockets fall of money ?

—

but not at your cost !

Nor will it happen at your cost, but by a partial

and vicious course of legislation ; and that w ill

not occur, if you will take care that a system of

education be established th roughotU the country

that shall qualify your sons to prosecute Agri-

culture with a knowledge of the principles that

properly belong to it as an intellectual pursuit,

and that shall, at the same time, endow them

with capacity to perform that most important of

all duties

—

the duty of making their own laws !

No, farmers ! with the.se precautions for your

own protection, it is to 50ur interest that these

consuming communities should become in your

vicinity as numerous as the sands on the sea-

shore, and as prosperous as industry and fair

legislatiop can make them.
" To fix the happiness and virtue of a nation

on a solid foundation," says a celebrated philos-

opher, '• they mu.st rest on a reciprocal depend-

ence between all the orders of citizens.'—But
we had like to have forgotten the Rochester

Milk Company.

Farmers may see and profit by this case, how
readily men in towns lay their heads togetiier to

achieve, by concert and a combination ot intelli-

gence and capital, what cannot be eft'ected when
intelligence and sapital act and operate a.s they
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do among farmers, who so rarely, and with so

little perseverance, confederate for the pi-otec-

tion of their own interests—the elevation and
advancement of their own pursuits. The profits

of this Milk Company will consist in the interest

yielded on a money capital employed between
the hay and corn a7id milk producing farmer,

in the country, and the milk consumers in town
—and. at first view, might seem to be injurious

to the farming interest, by the amount of the

saving of the cost of milk to the towns'-people
;

but does not that very saving enable them to

consume an increased quantity of milk, or to lay

out the amount saved for a freer indulgence in

the use and enjoyment of other things produced

in the country by Agriculture and Horticulture ?

If the mechanic or the artisan can get two quarts

of milk for what he had to give for one, he can

supply his young children with a diet almost in-

dispensable to their existence in hot weather
;

or if saving in the cost does not lead, invariably,

to increased consumption of that particular com-

modity, does it not leave the amount of the sav-

ing to be laid out in other commodities—neces-

saries or luxuries—products of the dairy, the

field, or the garden ?—in butter, in melons, in

ripe fruit, in green corn, strawberries, or other

things? This reciprocal dependence of the dif-

ferent orders of Society is, in fact, one of the

most admirable orders of Divine Providence

—

inviting us to be grateful for and to emulate the

benevolence it evinces.

But we must stop now to break our own fast,

promising, some of these days, a chapter on the

tendency and value of labor-saving machinery

and capital to create demand for manual labor

and agricultural products.

P. S. The Rochester City Milk Company
furnishes the citizens of Rochester with pure
and wholesome milk, at the following low tariS"

of prices

:

Daily Avrragein
One Month.

36 qts. and over,

12 " under 36,

2 " " 12
1 •' " 2,'

From 1st June to

Ist October.

2 cents per quart.

2i "

From \st October
to \st June.

21 cts. per quart
3" "

3J- "
4" "

To find the average, add the quantity taken
in one month, and divide by the days in the

month. [Albany Cultivator.

Cement.—In the New-England Farmer, vol.

xii. No. 3, page 21, we find the following state-

ment

:

'' The late conquest of Algiers by the French
has made known a new cement, used in the

public works of that city. It is composed of

two parts of ashes, three of claj', and one of

sand. This composition—called, by the Moors,

fnbhi—being mixed with oil, resists the inclem-

encies of the weather effectually."
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No. II NOTES, AGRICULTURAL AND MISCELLANEOUS.
RAMBLES IN THE SOUTH.

THE CATTLE TRADE BETWEEN THE WEST AND THE ATLANTIC JURKETS.

[The first branch of industry in the order of observation was that of the Tar and Turpentine business of

of North Carolina, (to which brief reference was made at page 544 of the last Number.) On that we
were favored with a very full and satisfactory sketch by Colonel McCloud, of Smithfield, N. C. which we
loaned to a friend, who unfortimately, and much to our disappointment, has not (this 20th of May) returned

it. If recovered, it shall have in the next Number the precedence which it had in local order on our tour

of observation. The author will, in any event, accept our hearty thanks for his kindness in preparins it, at

our express and earnest instance.]

One of the most interesting and substantial

branches of American Industry is tliat of Graz-

ing Cattle in the "W^est, to be sent in " droves''

and sold in the Eastern markets. Some of its

details may prove entertaining to the curious

reader, however alien it may be-jo his own pur-

suits.

The business of the grazier and drover is,

perhaps, nowhere better understood, or carried

on with more spirit, than in Kentucki/ ! and

what better basis for it could any people have

than such magnificent fields of blue-grass as are

to be found nowhere else, perhaps, in the world

—fields which aflbrd a good bite even under

the winter's snow, and in earliest spring look

more like luxuriant grain, than grass pastures.

Nothing can be more charming to the eye of

the traveler than her extensive forests, so clear

and open that a huntsman may pursue the deer

at the top of his speed, with the grass growing

matted up so closely to every tree that it seems

to have bursted up through a rich blue-green

carpet.

This Kentucky blue-grass possesses that qual-

ity" for thr'v-ing in the shade which recommends

the orchard grass (dactylis glomeratisj, with

tliis advantage over it, that it grows thicker and

more evenly—not so much in tufts ; while it

equals it in the quality of early and late pas-

turage.

Many attempts have been made to propagate

this noble grass in other, especially in more
Southern States, but without any or with very

limited success. We saw some at Mr. Daniel
TuKNBur.L's superb residence, near iSV. Fran-

cisvil/e, Mississippi ; but, with all the benefit that

care and skill could offer, its growth was sickly

and unpromising. These rich fields of Ken-

tucky blue grass sen-e, however, onlj' to pre-

pare her stock to be finished for market from

her fields of redundant Indian corn. The one
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prepares the frame-work, while the other puts

on the covering and fills the inside with fat.

Kentucky raises within her own borders all

the beef with whicii she supplies herself, and,

in part, the demand of the country. The whole
number of fat cattle driven from the State annu-

ally is about ten thousand. They commence
starting about the 20th of February, and con-

tinue to leave home until about the 1st of May.
Of these droves, tlie last put in motion arrive in

New-York about the 1st of August. Bj' that

time the grass-fed cattle from States nearer the

market begin to resupply the vacuum whicli

had been filled throughout the winter and
spring by the corn-fed beef fi-om more distant re-

gions.

As has been already stated, the beef fatted in

Kentucky is the unbought produce of her own
mountain ranges and blue-grass pastures.

—

About a third in number is snppo.«ed to come
down from the highland Eastern Counties of the

State—as White, Harlan, Letcher, Clay, Perry,

Breathitt, Hite. Floyd, Morgan, Lawrence. Car-

ter, Fleming, Bath, and Montgomery. These
are of a smaller and more thrifty race of cattle-

better adapted than would be a heavier breed

to tlie rugged, woody country in which they

are reared—without any special feeding, winter

or summer, until about four years old, when
they are sold in early spring, as lean stock cattle,

for about 2J or 3 cents a pound (that is accord-

ing to what it is estimated they would make,
net weight) to the grazier in the hlue-grass

Counties. He grazes them on his rich pastures

through the summer, and with his com, fed

abundantly through the winter, they are pre-

pared to move on by the first of Februarj-, to be
sacrificed in the Eastern market—weighing
there from 650 to 700 pounds, On this Ken-
tucky corn-fed beef, the Iri.shman just escaped
from famishing in his own country, for want of
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auj-thing—eveu potatoes, to oat, fills his belly

every day with the eighth part of his day's eara-

ings, paid him in baud and in hard mouej-.*

—

These neatly made, small boned, native bom
cattle from the hill country are said to make
sweeter and moi-e palatable beef than the larger

Durham, or other artificial breeds of imported

origin.

A carions feature in this branch of industry is

its natural and economical alliance with the

Pork business. The herd of bullocks goes be-

fore, ^vith one of swine—unclean beasts as they

are—to follow after and clean up what has not

been all eaten or thoroughly digested by their

illustrious predecessors. No wonder the He-

brews detested them so heartily that they could

not be brought to pronounce their name— so

that the word hog is nowhere to be found, even

in Alexander Cruden's Complete Concord-

ance to the Old and New Testaments. No won-

der that the resolute old Eleazar—when seized

by the slaves of Antiochus Epiphane.s, and his

month wrenched open to force him to taste, or

pretend to taste, swine's flesh—should have

kicked and squalled, and chosen rather to suffer

death than break the law of his God, as he un-

derstood it, and so "give offence to the weaker

people of his nations." Such manly fortitude

in resisting temptation to break the Law and

the Constitution is admirable in all rulers—and

tlie more exalted the more so, seeing how true

it is tbat, the higher the post of the functionary,

the more catching and pernicious is anj- bad ex-

ample he may set, either in morals or politics

;

and yet a right hungrj' horseback-and-saddle-

bags wayfarer, who should chance to come

athwart a group of drovers, reclining near a cool

spring, under the shade of a magnificent sugar-

coaple, on the great thoroughfare between Ken-

tacky and New-York, with their ash-cake and

pan of fried bacon, might not carry his antipa-

thy to swine's flesh quite so far as did old Father

Eleazar.—But chacitn a son gout—in Gastron-

omy, at least. Let us return to the practical

connection between feeding bullocks and fat-

tening hogs.

In November, when the supply of grass be-

gins to decline, the grazier begins to feed his

com to his cattle—stalk, blade, grain and all to-

gether. The com which he gives them is never

husked, or shucked, as it is sometimes called.

—

We should have elsewhere stated that the gra-

zier often sends his agent up into tho-se Eastern

Counties to buy his stock cattle.

When the cattle have eaten what they will

of the com, thus thrown to them in its nat-

* Those who dig up the old pavements in New-
York now get $1 per day. The pavers get $1 37^ ;

and the work is so done as to require to be re-done

not less than once a year.
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ural, rough state, the hogs are let into the field,

through a " slip gap," to glean the remainder.

This is found sufficient to sustain hogs—giving

from 1| to 2 hogs, weighing {gross weight) from

150 to 200 pounds each, at twelve months old,

for each bullock. So that the grass and corn

that graze and fatten 30 bullocks, will do the

same for from 4.5 to 60 hogs, averaging 175

pounds each.

From the 20th ofFebniary to the 1st of March,

when both are fat, they begin, as before stated,

to move on their way, to supplj- the great hives

of non-agricultural producers, that swann in the

Atlantic Cities—swarms that could not subsist

without the produce of the land, to work up, and

transport, and live upon ; but without whom the

agriculturist could lire, but could not accumu-

late or prosper. Thus has Providence ordained

that society should flourish by a reciprocal de-

pendence of its different classes. Yet it always

happens that the congregated and parasitical

classes contrive to draw their life's blood from

those who are spread over and doing the work

of the country—producing its bread and its

meat—all the while making them believe that

they are feeding them. Variety of classes and

division of labor tend to mutual benefit and the

highest improvement in all the arts ; but, in the

action of the laws and the burdens of the Gov-

ernment, favor should be shown in proportion

to the number and the ntility of each. " Ren-

der unto Ccesar the things u-hich are Casar's."

It behooves the landholder tt) entertain a be-

coming jealousy of the non-producing classes

—

for it is in the nature of things that power should

steal from the many to the few. See already

how it has been contrived to have the Military

elevated in the public sentiment, and favored

by the legislation of the countrj', above the Civil,

or the producing and the tax-paying portion of

the community ! and see, too, how besides, no in-

considerable portion of those ^^'ho are educated

out of the common treasure of the Nation, in the

Military Schools, are selected expressly as being

the descendants of men who have seen some ser-

vice in fields ofbattle; butwho ever heard of the

appointment, to either of these Military Schools,

of the son of a farmer, on the ground that the

father had set to the whole country a salutary

example of extraordinary indu.strj' and intelli-

gence in the confessedly most useful of all human
emplo3-ments ? Well, back to our cattle.

On their way to be slaughtered, the hogs

travel at the rate of a mile a day slower than

the herd of bullocks ; so that, by the time they

arrive at their common halting place for the

night, the cattle have eaten their com and hay.

Of the first, they will eat what is equal to from

a peck to a half bushel per daj'—taking one-

third of their allowance in the morning, and the

residue at night. The cattle, having thus satis-
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fied their hunger, all lie down immediately for

the night, and by that time up comes the drove

of hogs to sup on their leavings. Thus they

travel on, day by day, making from 10 to 11

miles a day, and so reaching New-York from

Kentuckj' in about 73 days. A drove of the

smaller and more active native breed of cattle

will pei-form tlie trip in about 65 days.

The curious fact in Swineology is affirmed by

a Kentucky drover, that his hogs which weighed

150 at starting reached an average of 180 on ar-

rival at New-York—being nearly half a pound

a day while on the journey. On the other hand,

the loss of weight—or " drift," as it is called—of

cattle, is equal to 150 pounds, which a bullock

of 1,000 pounds' weight at leaving home lessens

on his way to the Atlantic butcher. This drift,

or lo*, it is observed, is chiefly first in the kid-

ney-fat and fat of the entrails. It has been ascer-

tained that a hog will set out on his journey to

that bourne whence no such traveler returns, so

fat as to have no cavity or vacuum in his corpo-

ration. If as he journeys on, you do u't feed

him, he lives first upon and consumes his gut-

fat ; then his kiduey-fat ; and, lastly, his carcass

wastes away.

The cross of the Berkshire has much improved

the old Kentucky country breed of hogs, espe-

cially in their traveling quality—making a stock

superior to the full-blood for the purposes for

which they are designed.

In driving cattle, the practice is to stop (but

not to feed), for an hour at mid-day, when the

cattle in less than five minutes all lie down to

rest.

A drove of 120 cattle, as easily driven as a

smaller number, is usually attended by a "man-

ager ' on horseback and two footmen. One foot-

man goes ahca<i leading an ox the whole way,

say 800 miles. The manager on horseback takes

his station behind the first forty head, and the

third man on foot brings up the rear. There are

stations along the whole route—country tavern.s,

often kept by the owner of the adjoining farm,

who thus finds a market for his own produce,

and keeps at any rate, a constant supply of what

is needed for the drover. Wending their way
thi-ough Ohio, the farmer su])plies them with

that glorious plant, the pride of our country, In-

dian Corn, as they have feasted on it at home,

stalk, blade, and grain altogether ; but, when on

their melancholy journey they touch the line of

Pennsylvania, Mynheer brings forth his fragrant

hay and com already shucked, and finally, when
ihej' come late enough to market, they are turned

at night into grass lots, prepared and kept for

the purpose.

The cattle reared in the Com regions of the

West, especially in Ohio and Kentucky, have

been heavily dashed with the Short-Horn blood,

by which their average weight has been in-

(1243)

creased, it is said, about 200 pounds, with great

improvement in their fattening properties and

the quality of the meat.

A Kentucky fanner would now be verj- loth

to let a Bull of the much vaunted old Bakcwell

breed, with his straight back and long horns

and fat all to \Xse\i overlaying the carcass, come
within a ten-foot pole of his herd of cows. Cat-

tle with a strong infusion of the improved Short-

Hom blood, as by the late celebrated Grazier

Steenbergen, are still esteemed to be preferable

to the full-blood, as being more thrifty and ac-

tive. This improved breed has so increased,

and high grades of the blood so widely diffused,

that instead of the fancy prices from $300 to

$500 for a yearling bull or heifer, such an one

of good make will now fetch about as mu-'h as

a four year old bullock well fatted—say from

S40 to $50.

For obvious reasons, cattle are not so much
transported on railroads in this country as in

England, where the distances from the feeding

place to the market are so much shorter. Cat-

tle will go verj- well on a railroad for 12 hours

together, but then they must lie down, which

they cannot do in the cars like a hog, that lets

himself down and sleeps on the space upon

which he stands. The charge too, on the rail-

road in our country is too high. For lame bul-

locks that are .sometimes sent from Harrisburg

to the Philadelphia market, they charge half as

much as it co.sts to drive them all the way—750

or 800 miles from Kentucky to New-York

—

the one being $8, the other estimated at about

S16.

If cars could be, as in process of time they

will be, so constituted for this purpose as that

cattle could lie down, they might be so trans-

ported from distant points to great advantage, as

this mode of transoortation would save most of

the " drift," or loss of weight which they un-

dergo on the way, to say nothing of the deteri-

oration which must ensue along with this wast-

age, in the quality of the meat.

But here again the farmer and the grazier,

and individuals and States, may cry again on Her-

cules to help them in making roads to open up

and transport their agricultural resources. As if

because it would incidentally aid Agriculture,

Hercules won't help him even though it

would so much contribute to strengthen his own
favorite military plans, power, and machinery !

Indicate to Uncle Sam a spot on the earth, a

pocosin or a wilderness to be surveyed, and cut

through purely and exclusively for the Army,
and straightway he unlocks the Treasury of the

People, and takes out millions to do the work
;

but only tell him, or let him suspect, that it is

needed for the development of agricultural re-

sources, to multiply the means of subsistence

and the wealth and tlie population and improve-
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ment of the country, and the promotioD of in-

dustry and the arts of peace, and like a terrapin

he says, I have no power, and draws himself in-

to his shell ; or if he speak, it is only to denounce

all such useful and peaceful enterprises as odi-

ous monopolies and contrivances of the Devil,

and the enemies of the individual right of every

man to do just what he pleases. But, when
they are done, if you ask him to pay what an in-

dividual would have to pay for the same service,

he abuses the directors as extortioners, Jews

them down to the last cent, instead of being

glad in this way, indirectly at least, to give them

a helping hand ; and after all, when his warlike

machinery is to be put in operation, if you did

not give him the use of these very works (which

he denounced and refused to assist in construct-

ing), to give tenfold efficiency to his man-kill-

ing operations, he would pres.s, seize upon vi-

et armis, and use your road and your canal, just

as the commander of an army, with his long-

sword and life commission, would press any

farmer's horse or wagon into the public service.

Truly, farmers are a wonderful vigilant and self-

redressing class of people, and Uncle Sam the

meekest and most self denying hater of monop-

olies under the canopy of a righteous heaven !

The system of selling their cattle is the last

act in the drama. For this purpose the grazier

calls in the assistance of his " agent " in the

large towns. Here, too, is another of the

branches of business or divisions of labor, cut

out for mutual convenience, but, as usual, at the

farmers' or graziers' or countrymen's expense !

His agent is kept constantly advised by his

manager of the approach of his cattle, as they

come "marching on their winding way," so that,

were these agents to meet together daily, and

compare notes, they could tell almost to an hour

how many cattle would anive on any given day.

Having arrived in the out-skirts of the town

with his cattle, the grazier or the manager puts

them under the control of the agent, giving the

necessary attendance until they are sold. The

agent is henceforward, and from the beginning,

the only man known to the butcher or the gra-

zier. The recognized go between-both. He
gets from the grazier one dollar a head for sell-

ing, but the countryman, in this protracted

business, is not yet done paying—another paring

is to be taken off of his apple—another class of

employees is to be supported. The collector of

the agent's bills against the butchers, is to be

paid a commis.sion of one per cent, by the gra-

zier, when he comes to settle with his agent.

—

This is a business which could not so well be

done by either grazier or agent, because these

bills must be collected at the butchers' stalls,

and it makes a separate business of itself When
collected, the proceeds are paid over, not to the

grazier, who knows nothing of the butcher or
-(12411

collector, but to his only trustee, the selling

agent. He deposits the amount in Bank—prob-

ably the '• Butchers' and Drovers' Bank," and

checks for the amount, or if, as is natural, the

grazier, as soon as his cattle are sold, wishes to

depart, the collector throws his note to the

amount of his bills against the butchers into the

bank, where it is discounted, another thin slice

being taken from the countryman's apple in the

shape of bank discount. These bank officers

make another class of goers between the pro

ducer and the consumer, their pay being taken

finally out of the former, in about the same enor-

mous proportion that the landed interest pays

over every other interest of society, because it

either does not know it or knows not how, to re-

dress itself

The last of the Western cattle arrive in, New-
York about the 1st of August, when they are

driven out of the market by the grass-fed herds

of more neighboring regions. The cost of road-

expenses of a drove of 100 head from Kentucky,

is about $1,500. Some of the latter droves come
in on grass at a less expense, but, as before in-

timated, the decline or " drift " is greater than

when fed on hay and corn, and the beef not so

good.

Such is an outline of the cattle trade from the

West to the East, varying of course, in its re-

sults, according to distance, state of the market,

&c.

On this, the 20th May, thebeefmarketof New-
York is considered to be uncommonly lively

—

the best bullocks bringing an average of $58 a

head, or a httle above 7—about 7| a pound.

—

The supply has been for some weeks past, al-

most wholly from the West. The demand of

this market is about 1300 head a week, or 70,000

a year.

We conclude this hasty sketch with the fol-

lowing quotation from a late Report on the

American Provision Trade with England, suppo-

sing that the whole subject may possess some
interest for our readers in both countries : and
will only add that the common price of corn in

Kentucky, is 75 cents a ban-el of five bushels.

It is not easy to discern all the effects of this no-

blest production of the earth, on questions of

agricultural economy :

" It is natural that our Provision trade with
America, after three years' working, should be
fully developed. It is not quite so with regard
to swine products. It was at first expected that
bacon and hams would be sent forward freely.

Such has not been the case, and the expectation
of a trade cultivation in these articles is much
abridged. A greater business was looked for
in barreled pork, but the value of tills article in
America being nearly equivalent to that of Irish
or Hambro', importations have been in a great
measure precluded thereby : saying nothing
about the di.sparity m quality, the American
proving much inferior to the other two. How-
ever, tliere have been some good lots of Amer
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ican imported, and we must not take it as a se-

curity that, because little has been done m this

article this year, an extensive business is not

yet to be cultivated in it. Lard has become a

staple article of commerce, both lor culinary pur-

poses and pressors' and soapers' uses. With
respect to beef, there can be no mistaking
American superiority. The imports this year
have been of uniform good qiiality, and nothing

is now inquired for, for .ship stores, but Amer-
ican beef. It has been steady in price all the

year, scarcely differing 5 per cent, in value. It

IS considered to be remunerative to the packer

and exporter, as well as importer here ; and the

manufacture of it is now so well understood there,

and has so gained confidence here, that there is

no doubt of this article (equally with lard) be-

coming a staple article of commerce. Under
a 21s. duty a trade in butter will not be culti-

vated ; the fluctuations in this market, and the

risk of it becoming grease, operate against it,

but we are likely to have some extent in butter

shipped as gi-case from the States, and an effort
may be made to cultivate a butter trade from
Canada. 15ut there is a prejudice against it, and
it is not likely either to be extensive or profit-

able. There is very little doubt about the trade
in cheese becoming extensive and pcnnunont.
Some of the iniports have been equal in (juality

to any made in England, and the ready .sale thfa

article has met with nearly all through tlie year,
with the good prices lately obtained for it, say
as high as COs. per cwt., will tend to encourage
the trade in it. A better knowledge of packing
the chee.se for the English market, so as to pre-

vent loss in cutting out, is the principal thing
wanted, and that will no doubt be gained in

time. The imports ofthese articles this year have
been, 14,8;U tierces, 3,437 baiTcLs, of beef ; 7,713

barrels of pork ; 10,471 barrels, 4i),452 kegs, of
lard; 5,322 casks, 43,702 boxes^ of cheese. And
the stocks now ou hand are light of beeC pork,
and cheese, but heavy of lard."

Viator.

DRILL HlfsBANDRY IN DELAWARE :

ITS ECONOMY AND SUCCESS—THE AMERICAN AND ENGLISH DRILL—HUSSEY'S
HUMPHREY'S REAPING-MACHINES.

Wilmington, May 16, 1846.

John S. Ski.vner, Esq. : After the very flat-

tering opinion expressed by you to me the other

day in New-York, of the improving state ofAg-

riculture, and the general intelligence and suc-

cess among the farmers of Newcastle County,

compared with other sections of the Union you

have so recently visited, I take great pleasure

in forwarding to you for the Farmers' Libra-

ry some interesting facts which should be ex-

tensively known to the whole farming commu-

nity, in relation to " Drill Husbandry as prac-

ticed by several of our largest and most success-

ful agriculturists in Delaware—members of our

Society and Fanners' Club. The long use of

the Drill in English and European Husbandry,

you are aware, has been tardily adopted in the

United States, where there is still greater need

ofecoiiomizhig time and money, and (exceptfor

root-crops) we have but few and imperfect re-

ports in our journals, of American success and

practice in drilling crops of any kind.

In answer to a number of letters received

by me, as late President of our Agricultural

Society, and Messr.s. Sawdon, Jones & Co.

who have for years been in the full tide of suc-

cessful experiment with the Drill, I proceed to

inform you that two kinds of the Drill are known
and used by these gentlemen—the first brought

out from England by Mr. Francis Sawdon some

ten or twelve years ago— is now manufactured
(124.1)

by Mr. Groundsell of Chester, Pa. and cost from

$90 to $100. The other, the American Drill,

invented and patented by Mr. Moses Pennock,

of Kennet Square, Chester Co. Pa. the inventor

of the revolving rake, which costs about the

same, and although varying somewhat in de-

tail from the other, the principle is the same

;

each is driven by two horses, the carriage rest-

ing on an axle with two wheels ; above is the

reception box for the seed and concentrated ma-

nures or ashes, guano, poudrette, &c. which

communicates with from 7 to 8 tubes or funnels

through a hollow coulter through which the

seed is regularly and evenly deposited and cov-

ered in the earth. The enclosed letter ad-

dressed to me from Mr. John Jones, of Green-

bush, is fully confirmed in its statements by

Messrs. Sawdon & Co. all eminent practical

farmers of this County, and the inferences from

their e.Kperience are— 1st. That by the use of

the Drill there is a great saving of seed per acre,

from at least two to three pecks of wheat, five

pecks with the Drill being considered ample;

2d. A greater amount of acres can be sown per

day, more evenly covered, and thus materially

lessening the cost of agricultural labor ; 3d. That

when the wheat w gathered tlie product is at

least one-fourth f^reatcr than when hand-sown,

after the old method ; that it withstands the win-

ter frosts better, is less liable to be spread or

thrown out, and stands stronger and firmer

—



thereby resisting the inroads upon it of the

" Hessian fly," the great pest and destroyer of

this valuable grain—all which facts are re-

spectfully submitted on behalf of the Delaware
friends of "Drill Husbandry ;

" and permit me
to say and prophesy that upon fair trial they

will be corroborated by our brother American
farmers after having fully tested the Drill.

The attention of our farmers has been also di-

rected to the utility and importance of the

"Reapin^-Machine." I can only say here, that

both those of Hussey and McCormick are duly

appreciated by our Newcastle County Farmers,

and that the seed which Sawdon & Penuock's

Drills sow are, or will be. generally reaped by
Humphrey's and McCormick's Reaping Ma-

chines.

I will only add, in conclusion, that these

Drilling-Machines will plant ^vheat, corn, rj-e.

oats, barley and grass-seeds, with all the pul-

verized and concentrated manures at ojie and

the same time.' Lime is best and most equallj'

spread by the lime-cart invented and patented

for the purpose, and familiar to your readers.

The subjoined letter of Maj. Jones goes more
into detail, and is valuable for the facts it con-

tains.

Veiy truly and sincerely your friend,

JAS. W. THOM.?ON.

Wheatland, 12th May, 184G.

Dear Sir: I frequently receive letters of in-

quiry fi-om agriculturists residing in difForent

sections of the Union, on the subject of the

. Drill, or Seed and Grain Planter. These inqui-

ries generally are as to its utility, economy and

mode of operation, and whether they could be

so constructed that the concentrated manures,

guano, poudrette, a-shes or plaster, may be

sowed vi-ith them at the same time of sowing

the various kinds of grain, and also grass-seeds.

Presuming that you have received letters on

the same subject, I take pleasure in giving you

my opinion of its worth, so far as my experience

goes ; and you have within your reach much
better authority—that of Francis Sawdon, who
is justly regarded as the founder of the Drill

Husbandry in this State, having imported a

Drill from England some two jears ago, and

u.sed it with great success ever since.

My own experience has been with the

American Drill, or Seed and Grain Planter,

(which is an improvement upon the .Tethro Tull

Drill,) made and patented by Mo.ses Pennock in

1841. 1 have used it for sowing five crops of

wheat, three of oats, and three of com. As it is

now made, it is not adapted to sowing grass-

seeds, or plaster, or any of the manures. The

rollers are pierced for sowing turnip-seed, but I

have not used them for that purpose. As the

—> Not " as now made.'
a246)

See next letter.

Drills are now fixed, they may be easily regu-

lated so as to sow from one bushel of wheat or

oats to two bu.shels to the acre. Ten acres' sow-
ing may be regarded as a good average day's

work. I have on one occasion sown eighteen

acres, but the rows were long and land well
prepared, and men and horses active. I gene-

rally drive two horses—some drive ihree—when
sowing either wheat or oat.s. Peunock's ma-
chine sows 7 rows, each 9 inches apart. The
outside drills, being 4 feet 6 inches asunder, are

used for planting com. To prepare for com,
after we have flushed and harrowed the ground
u-ell,* we run a furrow or horse-path every 9

feet, in which the horse (one is enough for plant-

ing com) walks, drawing the Drill after him,

and planting two rows at a trip, dropping about

a quarter of a bu.shel per acre. I try to thin this

out, so that it stands at about one foot apart, one
stalk in the hill, giving at that rate about 4| su-

perficial feet to each stalk in the field, and each

.stalk separate and not choked up by another of

its kind. The oats and com pass through the

same holes in the roller. The wheat roUer or

holes would do for rye also. I plow, haiTow,

and sow, always lengthwise of the land.

I believe the wheat crop has been increased

at least twenty-five per cent, where the Drill

has been used. The measurement of the lots of

Doctor C. Noble shows a greater result I as-

sisted in the measurement of those lots, and I

think the account may be regarded as an ave-

rage result, as given in the wheat crop. For
particulars see the letter of Dr. C. Noble, as pub-

lished in Mr. Ellsworth's Eeport, which in part

is as follows : One acre so'tvn broadcast, 2 bush-

els to the acre, yield 27| bushels; one acre

drilled, 1| bushel seed per acre, yielded 35 bush-

els per acre—difference in favor of the Drill.

8 bushels. Add a quarter of a bushel saved by
drilling or in seed, and we have eight bushels

and one peck per acre in favor of the Drill

It is true, both ot those lots of land were good,

the land well prepared, and the seed well put

in [as every good farmer's will be]. / believe

that thin lands put in with the Drill will pro-

duce corresponding re.sults in favor of the Drill.

I have not proved those results by measurement

on my own land ; the reason why, is because it

was poor, and I did not wish to show the pov-

erty of my poor old, worn-out farm.

As the best evidence I can offer of the utility

of the Drill, our keen, cautious farmers have

watched the wheat as it grew, after the two

first Drills u.sed by Mr. Sawdon and myself, and

have so far become satisfied with the results

that Drills have been purchased in St. George's

* Here is one evidence of the thorough manner in

which these Delawarians do their work : "After re
have flushed avd harrowed the ground well

"—young
farmers, do hear that '. [Ed. Farm. Lib.
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Hundred alone withia the l^t ten months,

some of which put iu over 300 acres last fall,

and several others are now engaged to be ready

for August next.

Some of the other Hundreds of Newcastle

County are preparing to use them in a cor-

responding ratio.

I will close this and leave Mr. Groundsell, Mr.

Peunock, and Mr. Carr (who I understand has

sent to England for the best improved Drill

—

success to his cnterpriscj—and also Mr. Sawdon,
to give their views.

Very respectfully your friend.

J. JONES.
Dr. J. \V. Thompson, Wilmington, Del.

I am not certain if one bushel of seed wheat
or oats is not thick enough. Last year I sowed
nine gallons of wheat and less of oats per acre.

J. J0NE3.

THE FAR1IER3' LIBRARY AND MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE.

CLOSE OF THE FIRST VOLUME—COMMENCEMENT OF THE SECOND.

Ik Editor and PubUshers have had the good

fortune to redeem their promises, and meet the

expectation of their patrons so far, they venture

to hope that the Second Volume wiU give yet

more satisfaction.

Every farmer can understand that no one can

manage an estate the first year he comes into

possession with so much efficiency as he can af-

terward. It requires a year at least to get ac-

quainted with the nature of the soil, and the re-

sources and wants of the farm : how much stock

he can venture to keep—what implements are

needed, and how he shall adapt his force to his

work ; for the work to be undertaken will de-

pend on the capital at his command, and the

crops to be grovrn ; and these again will be reg-

ulated by the nature of the markets, which, to be

remunerating or otherwise, will depend on dis-

tance, modes of conveyance, and other consider-

ations.

So has it been with us. True, the Editor had

no little experience in the conduct of agricultu-

ral journals, for, to think and to wrfte about

what might best elevate and promote American

Hu.sbandry, may be said to have been the pas-

sion and the habit of his life ; but heretofore his

labors and illustrations had been connected rath-

er with the practice than the philosophy—with

the A, B. C. than with the grammar of the art.

When we undertook to edit and publish an ag-

ricultural periodical, devoted to " Agriculture.

Intek.sal I.mprovemests, and Rural and
Domestic Eco.vqmy," no such thing had ever

before been attempted in the United States.

—

Then it was most important, as it is still import-

ant, to make known generally, and as soon as

possible, all existing practical improvements

in the art, and the machinery and processes em-

ployed in it ; and to shadow forth such as might

yet be accomplished for its benefit.

The first object was to infuse an esprit du
carps into the agricultural communitv, to get

them to think and to feel that they too had a

great business peculiarly and exclusively their

own ; one as susceptible, at least, as any other, of

melioration and progress !—that they, too,

needed a medium through which they could

hold communion with each other, and promote

their common interests by a free and reciprocal

communication of thought and experience.

In the heartfelt conviction that such a great

public convenience and instrument of public

usefulness ought to be provided for and encour-

aged, the old " American Fanner " was estab-

lished, without concert or promise of anybody's

countenance. The issue proved that the founder

was not mistaken—that the fruit was indeed

ripe, and waiting to be plucked. The work was
welcomed and supported by the elite of the

country in every State. Then soon followed

the "Plow-Boy," at Albany; then the "New-
England Farmer," by the talented Fessrn

DEN ; and the " Cultivator," established by

the New-York Agricultural Society, and on its

account at first, and soon and long after for his

own, edited by the able and lamented Buel.—
" Even in their a.shes live their wonted fires!"

Now there are very many agricultural jour-

nals, conducted with eminent diligence and

abilit}-, which have served to spread abroad,

through the agricultural community, a spirit of

inquiry and a habit of reading, on the greatest,

and, in its kindred sciences and literature, the

most various and entertaining field of study that

ever has been spread out before the mind of

man. Thus it is, pioneer publications have

cleared the way and opened the forest, until, in

the present condition and wants of Agriculture,

a new epoch has arisen ; one which seems to

create or rather to constitute the same demand
now, for a journal more voluminous and elabo-

rate, as twenty-six years ago seemed, in like

manner, to call for a register of agricultural ex-

periments, and advertisement of improvements
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then actually achieved : and hence, now the es-

tablishment in this great emporium of enter-

prise, of the Farmers" Library anp Month
LY Journal of Agriculture; which, though

it contains more than five times the quantity of

matter that the old American Farmer did, and is

published in a style incomparably superior, is

nevertheless, in keeping with other things, pub-
lished at the same price ; to wit, So a year, or

5 copies for $20.

This is a work intended to explain the philo-

sophy and the rights of Agriculture, as well as

to illustrate all improvements in its practice and
its machinery—a work which, we make bold to

say, shall deserve to be supported by everyfriend

of the agricultural interest in the Union. Very
far from detracting from, or grudging success to,

cheaper journals, dedicated to the same interest,

unbounded success is heartily wished to them
all. In fact, they but create a laudable desire

for more and more of the knowledge they im
part, and prepare the public taste for works
more elaborate and expensive, just as common
schools are the indispensable nurseries of a uni-

versity. They but create and aggravate the

thirst which this work, with its hundred pages
monthly, is intended to slake.

To all our cotemporaries and allies we cor-

dially extend the hand and the heart of fellow-

ship and good will, except one—yes, there is

one rival, whose meanness we detest, though

we dare not despise his power. Powerful as

the eagle—fit emblem of his own laziness and

rapacity—he has lain in wait, while we poor

individual Editors and Proprietors have opened
the ground and overcome all difficulties ; and
now that we have made a despised cause popu-

lar, and provided food for the hungry and the

destitute, he, in a spirit of envy and against ev-

ery principle of common justice and honesty,

filches us of our hard earnings, and, without stint

or scruple, appropriates our labors to himself

Yes, reader—tell it not in Gath ! publish it not in

the streets of Askelon !—but that rival agricultu ral

Editor is no other than "Uscle Sam" him.self

!

There he sits picking him.self like a lazy bird

in his eyrj-—as Dr. Franklin said of the eagle

—

while we poor Editors, on our own hook, catch

the fish ; when he darts upon us in the ruthless

exercise of his power, and snatches them—to be

distributed, not in equal portions, share and
share alike, to the whole family of birds, but ex-

clusively to his own pets. Beginning with a

legitimate and unpretending List of Patents

granted through the year, he now comes out

with a great Agricultural Annual, xxnAer the

title of "The Patent-Office Report" ! and
even that not fairly made up of original matter
and new discoveries, with engravings for the

benefit of inventors and the public, but a

compilation, tame and nnscrunnlou-s, from the

agricultural periodicals of the day. Seizing,

in the plenitude of his power—since he can-

not be sued—on our materials, he prints them
on Government paper, at the Government
press, and at the expense, not of those to

whom he gives them, but of ingenious and,

for the most part, poor and useful inventors

—

and sends them free by the Government mail.

It must, therefore, be admitted that this all-pow-

erful rival has great advantages over all other

Editors, whose materials he thus appropriates to

himself; but, then, it is not to be doubted that, if

he possess a particle ofcommon honesty, he, like

any respectable builder, will make an equitable

appropriation for each of the individuals from

whom he gets his materials.

Even in war, though the officer, dressed out

m his life authority, may press the farmer's,

wagon and team, the public would cry, Shame !

if he had not the decency to oSer pay for them !

Nor is it to be expected that Congress will fail

at least to put other agricultural periodicals on
something like a fair footing, by at least sending

them, too, 171 the public mail, free ofpontage.

Why should Uncle Sam direct this flagrant

and unconstitutional abu.se of his power against

the proprietors of agricultural popiers exclu-

sively ? Why does he not set up his nevi'spaper.

his religious paper, his medical repositor}-, and
his law reporters ? Why not set up the busi-

ness oftype-founding, engraving, paper-making,

and all other arts, trades and manufactures ?

—

Why, in a word, should not the subscribers to

the American Farmer, Southern Planter,

Southern Cultivator, Albany CiiUivator,

American Agriculturist, Ohio Cultivator,

New-England Farmer, Maine Farmer, Farm-
ers' Monthly Visiter, Boston Cultivator, Mas-
sachusetts Plowman, Am,eriean Quarterly Re-

view, N^ew Genesee Farmer, Farmers' Cabinet,

Lancaster County Farmer, North Carolina

Farmer, Southern Agriculturist, Alabama
Planter, Planters' Banner, Nashville Agricul-

turist, Dollar Farmer, Indiana Farmer, Prai-

rie Farmer, and the Michigan Farmer—why
have they not as much right to have their pa-

pers sent to them free of postage, at least, if not

subscription, as the chosen favorites (mostly rich

men or politicians of both parties), to whom this

Government Annual is sent, thus entirely free

of cost?—as much as to say to the community,

Don't give a sous to these fellows ; let them

work for nothing and find themselves, and Uncle
Sam, in the fullness of his power, and his own
latitude of construction, will lay by and seize

upon the fruits of their labor when they are

gathered in, all ripe, and, culling the choicest

from their baskets for you, will leave the refuse

for those who are fools enough topayfor it !

After all, it may be demanded, whence is de-

rived the power to build up this new branch of
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the Goverament? and who shall guaranty to

what purpose it may not be abused ? When
did men ever possess the chance to exercise

power for selfish ends, with impunity, that they

failed to do it ? Are they less prone to do so

when banded into parties ?—we care not what

party—political or religious? Who will guar-

anty how long it will be before this new func-

tion—this Editorial office—will begin to insinu-

ate party doctrines, and favoritism or hostility to

particular institutions and branches of industiy,

under the guise of beiiejiting Agriculture?—
And is this the only boon to be offered to the

landed interest, like a tub to the whale, to divert

it from the recollection of the minions it has

paid and the millions it is yet to pay for the mil-

itary machinery of the Government ?—for the

hundreds of thousands paid annually for mili-

tary schools—for the more than S100,000 to be

paid this year for military sun'eys and maps ?

If Uncle Sam can set up his periodical for the

benefit of Agriculture, why not construct free

roads, and build free bridges, and manufacture

poudrette, for its benefit ? and illustrate its phi-

losophj' by chemical experiments ? Would not

all these things, too, benefit and enlf|-bten Agri-

culture? Truly, he would make a formidable

rival in any branch of business ; bat in this of

publishing a periodical, with materials taken

annually from individual proprietors, let him

beware that, in experimenting to see on how lit-

tle they can live and yet w^ork, he does not sei-ve

them as the Frenchman did his horse. And
how, then, will he get along with his great free

agricultural periodical—free at the cost of poor

inventors !

EDITOR FARMERS* LIBRARY.

May 22, 1846.

Since writing the above, we have been fa-

vored with the loan, only for a few minutes, of

the last "Annual Report of the Commissioner of

Patents," and Inspector General of Agricul-

ture. The Commissioner's part of it, it is clear

enough, from the little we have seen, is written

with a clearness and force, and a high apprecia-

tion of the importance of Agriculture which does

him much credit. We complain not of him, nor

of any of his accomplished and diligent asso-

ciates, some of whom, it is earnestly and honor-

ably urged by the Commissioner, are so meanly

compensated as to show that at Washington

salaries are too often graduated with utter dis-

regard of the talents required for a proper dis-

charge of the ofBce. This report of the Patent

Office consists of 1184 pages, of which nearly

eleven hundred are composed of agricultural

items ! collected and made up chiefly of the

cream of agricultural papers.

The Commissioner says, " The sum now an-

nually appropriated for agricultural purposes is

taken from the Patent Fund, all of uhich has
(1249)

been paid into the Treasury by inventors, and
which has been set apart by law for the promo-
tion of the useful arts and for the benefit of that

class of citizens /roOT whom it has been collect-

ed. They justly complain (.says the Commis-
sioner) of this ?n«sap plication of the Patent Fund,
and demand that it shall be appropriated to the

increase of the efficiency of the Patent-Office"

—and, we add, or else the expense of obtaining

patents should be abated to that amount, and the

inventive genius of the country be unfettered

and brought into yet fuller and freer play.

For what has been done in the way of appli-

cations for agricultural inventions we have

turned, as w^e always do, with interest to the

Report of the accomplished examiner. Doctor

Page, who says briefly, not multiplying woras

where there is no need of it

:

" Number of applications 133—number of pat-

ents granted 48.
" But little novelty has been presented to the

office in the waj' of agi-icultural implements;
and although the subject is one of fast growing
interest and value, and has received some rich

contributions from chemists and philo.sophers,

yet those branches usually coming before the of-

fice have not received as many accessions as in

former years. Some improvements have been
made in plows, particularlj- wheel-plows; sev-

eral new devices have been patented, and one
new and apparently valuable invention for

adapting the set and draught of tlie plow in a
ready manner, so as to take more or less land, at

pleasure.

•'The bee-hive has been the subject of much
attention—many of the hives presented, exhibit-

ing only changes of form, without the attainment
of any new principle in bee management. It is

believed that no effectual means have yet been
discovered of preventing the ravages of the bee
moth, independent of constant personal atten-

tion ; although several of the inventions patented
for this purpose will doubtless, to a considera-

ble extent, diminish the evil. In spite of all the

artifices to decoy the moth into traps and to de-

posit its eggs where the grub will be so remote
from the entrance to the hive as to perish in tlio

attempt to reach the comb, this insect retains

enough of his instinct to enter as it is wont, with
the bee, and deposit its eggs directly in the

comb, even in the uppermost part of the hive.

As the moth exists only at certain seasons, and
does its work only at night, it follows that the
entire enclo.sure of the hive at niclit will e.x-

clude the enemy with certainty. For this pur-

pose the hives are sometimes arranged under a
lightly jointed house, provided with ventilated

doors of wire gauze, which are shut regularly
at night and opened early in the morning. The
objections to this plan are. the e-tpcnse of the
fixture and the unfailing attention required to

open and close the doors ; for a single act of
neglect in this duty might result in the destruc-
tion of the hives. A curious invention has been
patented, worthy of mention in this connection.
The patent was granted for combining a hen-
roost in such manner with the door of the hive
that the weight of the fowls going to roost would
operate, through the medium of levers and pul-

ley, to close the door of the hive, and the door
opened by reverse action in the morning when
the fowls leave the roost. If, as tlie inventor



asserts, he can depend iii)Ou a certain number
of his fowls retiring and rising with the bees, it

will prove a valuable labor-saving invention."

We shall, when we can procure a copy of

this Patent Office Agricultural Report, use such

matter as we can find—which has not been trans-

ferred from our associates—when it may seem
to be of importance to the great interest to which
they and we are giving all our time and atten-

tion, with so mucli labor and at so m itch expense

MAIZE, OR INDIAN CORN.

This important and valuable plant is of the

genus ZeaMu^/s, from Zoo, to live, in reference

to the nutritive properties of the plants belong-

ing to the genus. The French name, B!e de

Turkic ; the Spanish, Tn3;o de Jndias ; the

\ Italian, Grano Tnrco a Siciliano ; the German,

Turkische korn Mn.ys.

America is doubtless the native country of a

plant so important to her interests ; and it is sup-

posed to be indigenous to South America, being

the only species of grain cultivated in flie New
World previous to its discovei-j' by Europeans.

It was found in use by the natives of the West

Indies, when they were first visited by Colum-

bus. Notwithstanding this well-established fact,

the origin of mai^e has been a disputed point

;

and several early European writers maintained

that it came from the East. Varieties ofthe plant,

it is said, have been brought from the Isle of

France or from China. In favor of its Ameri-

can origin, however, is the fact that it was found

in a state of cultivation in every place where the

first navigators landed. In Mexico, according

to Hernandez, and in Brazil, according to Zeri,

and that in the various countries it had proper

names, such as Maize, Florcli, &c., while in the

Old World, its names were either all of Ameri-

can origin, whence it was derived. Imme-

diately after the discovery of America, it was

spread rapidly in the Old World, and soon be-

came common—a fact not reconcilable with its

former existence there.

To these proofs. Aug. de Saint Hiliare has

added another. He has received from M. de

Larranghu, of Montevideo, a new variety of

maize, distinguished by the name of Tunicala ;

because, instead of having the grains naked, they

are entii-ely covered by the glumes. This vari-

ety is from Paraguay, where it is cultivated by

the Guaycurus Indians, a people in the lowest

scale of civilization ; and where, according to the

direct testimony of one of them, it grows in the

humid forests, as a native production.*

The early authors who have written about

America, with few if any exceptions, mention

* Johnston's Farmers' Encyclqpsedia.

'1250)

maize as an indigenous grain. Thus Acoste,

who died in his 60th year, in 1600, at Salamanca,

in Spain, calls it " Indian wheat to make bread

of," and says " that it was the only grain found

in the West Indies by the Europeans—that it

grows upon a long reed with large grains, and

sometimes two ears on a reed, on one of which
700 grains have been told—that they sow it

grain by grain and not scattering, as is done

with wheat ; and it requires a hot and moist soil.

There are two sorts of it, (.says this author), one

large and substantial, the other small and dry,

which they call " moroche." The leaves of it,

and also the reed are very good for cattle, green,

and dry, it serves as well as straw. The grain

is better for beasts than barley. The Indians

eat it hot, boiled, and call it "nioti.'' There is

a sort of it large and round, which the Spaniards

eat toasted ; they also grind it and make cakes,

which they eat hot, and these, in some places,

they call 'arepas.' They also make bread, to

keep, and sweet-cakes of it."

Maize is now extensively cultivated in Asia,

Africa, and the South of Europe. On all the

shores of the Mediterranean—Spain, Italy, and

the countries of the Levant—it supplies a

considerable portion of the food in most com-

mon use. Large quantities are raised in the

valley of the Danube and other rivers which

flow into the Black Sea, and exported thence

to various parts of Europe. The region of the

maize in Europe seems to have been extending

northward. It is grown in France, Germany,

and even in the Netherlands. The last, how-

ever, is somewhat beyond the true region of the

maize, which requires the warmer summer of

the South of Europe to bring it to its full perfec-

tion. The best kinds suited to the colder cli-

mates are the Dwarf, some of which, even in

the latitude of Paris, complete the circle of their

vegetation in a period comparatively short.

In America, maize flourishes from 40^ of

south latitude to about i-P north latitude. Of

the cultivated zea mots, naturalists hold that

there is but one specie.?. The varieties of the

species cultivated iij the United States are very

numerous. A list embracing many of these has
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been furnished by P. A. Brown, Esq. in an in-

teresting essay on Indian com. (See Farmer's

Cabinet, vol. 2.) It is an interesting fact that

the rows of grain on a cob, however numerous

or limited, always present even numbers.

CROP OF INDIAN CORN IN THE U. STATES.

We now present the following Table of the

quantity of Maize or Indian Corn raised in each

of the United States and Territories in the year

1839, according to the Census of 1840; to which

we add the value of the same in each section,

as estimated by Professor Tucker:

NEW-ENGLAND STATES.

States. Bushels. Value.

Maine 9.50,5i8 $712,896

New-Hampshu-e 1,162,.5~2 79(i,{126

Vermont 1,119,678 746,652

Massachusetts 1,809,192 3,356,894

Rhode Island 450,498 281,.561

Connecticut 1,500,441 900,264

Total New-England 6,992,909 $4,794,893

MIDDLE STATES.

New-York IB.972,286 $6,857,699

New-Jersev 4.361,975 2,617,175

Pennsylvania 14,240,022 8,544,013

Pelaware 2,099,3.59 1,259,615

Maryland 8,233,086 4,058,271

Dist. of Columbia 39,485 19,742

Total >Uddle States. . . .39,946,21

3

$23,356,515

SOUTHER.V STATES.

Viriinia 34..577..591 $17,2g8 795

North Carolina 23,893,763 9,477,505

South Carolina 14.722,805 7.361,402

Georgia 20,905,122 10,462.561

Florida 898,974 404,243

Total Southern States. .94,998,255 $44,994,506

SOUTH-WESTERy STATES.

Alabama 20,947,004 $8,378,801
Mississippi 1.3,161,237 5,204,494
Louisiana 5,9.52.912 2,976,451
Arkansas 4.846,6:i2 2,42.3.316
Tennessee 44,986,188 11,246,547
Kentucky 39,847,120 7,9o9,424

Total S. West States. .129,741,093 $38,259,033

NORTH-WESTERN STATES.

Ohio 33,668, 144 $6,733,629
Indiana 28,1 5.5,887 .5,631,177

Illinois 22,634.211 4,526,842
Missouri 17,332,524 3,482.505
Michigan 2,277,039 4.55,408

Wisconsin Ter 379,359 75,872
lowaTer 1,406,241 281,248

Total N. West. States. .105,853,405 $21,186,681

RECAPITULATION.
New.England States 6,992,909 $4,794,893
Middle States 39,946,213 23,3.56,51

5

.•jQuthem States 94,998,2.')5 44.994..5n6

South-VVestern States. . .129,741,093 38,2.")9,0;«

North-Western States. . .10.5,853,405 21,186,681

Total United States. . .377,531,875 $132,591,628

The average value per bushel for the United

States is about 35 cents.

The blades or stalks of Indian com, as is well

known, form an excellent fodder for horses and

cattle ; and which, estimating twenty pounds
for every bushel of grain, amounts to 3,775,000

tons—worth, by Professor Tucker's estimate,

$37,750,000.

Thus, the value of the crop of Indian com in

the United States may be stated to exceed one

hundred and seventy millions of dollars, and

greatlj' exceeding the value of any other crop

raised in the country.

THE HARROW.

Next in antiquity and usefulness to the plow,

in the unplements of Agriculture, is ihe hai-row.

This instrument, in some rude form or other,

must have existed from a very early period.

For, as the preparation of the ground for the re-

ception of the seed required one kind of imple-

ment, so the covering of the seed with the

loosened soil, required another of a difl'orent

form. The first and most readily found harrow
w^as, probably, merely the branch of a tree;

even so late as 1668, Gervas Markham, in his
" Farewell to Husbandry," p. 01, gives a wood
engraving of a harrow, the directions for the

manufacture of which he thus states: "Get a
pretty big white-thorn tree, which we call the

hawthorn tree, and make sure that it be won-
derful thick, bushy, and rough grown." The
natives of some parts of India, in fact, still use

no other instrument. It was a farther improve-
ment to construct a wooden harrow by fastening

together the branches of the fir-tree, leaving

their partially removed .spurs to serve as teeth.

Tiie peasants of some portions of Bussia still

employ snch a haiTow. The joining together

(i2r;i)

of wooden frames without teeth, as in the
llaken of the Belgian farmers, was a later im-
provement—then came the addition of wooden
teeth, next the use of iron teeth with wooden
frames, and, lastly, the construction of most de-
scriptions of harrows entirely of iron.

This instrument, indeed, succeeds to the plow
in the natural order of description, and in the
uses to which it is applicable. Its purposes are
to pulverize the ground which has been moved
by the plow, to di.'wugage from it the weeds
and roots which it may contain, or to cover the
seeds of the cultivated plants, when sown.
The form of the plow, as before shown, has been
very different in different ages and countries,
and there is little resemblance between the rude
machines of the ancients and .some of those
which are now employed ; but the harrow seems
to have been nearly of the same form from the
earliest times to which we are able to trace it

on sculptures, medals, and other remains of an-
tiquity. It is, in fact, a nnich more simple ma-
chine than the plow

; yet it is an instrument of
great utility in tillage, and, with one exception



hereafter noticed, no other has yet been devised

to supersede its use, or to equal it, lor many of

the purposes to which it is applicable. (Q,uart.

Jour.of Af(r. vol. i. p. 503.)

Important as is the operation of han'owing,
and second only to that of plowing, it has often

appeared to nie that these implements have
scarcely obtained the attention which is their

due. I here speak less with reference to the im-

provements which have been carried into effect,

than to the selection which appears generally

to have been made. The operation is in many
neighborhoods so performed as to exhibit a

prominent defect, either in the management of

the farm, or in the construction of the imple-

ment.
Perhaps the blame may here be fairly

shared. It is admitted bj' all acquainted with
the subject, that harrowing, especially on heavy
soils, is the most laborious operation on the farm;

not so much, perhaps, on account of the quan-

tum of power requisite for the draught (though

this is sometimes considerable), as for the speed

with which the operation is. or ought to be, ac-

companied ; and yet it is frequently left to the

charge of mere boys, and sometimes performed
by the worst horses on the farm.

If we examine a field, one-half of which has

been haiTowed with weak, inefficient horses,

and whose pace was consequently sluggish—the

other half with an adequate strength and .swift-

ness of animal power—we shall find the former

will be rough and unfinished ; the latter com-
paratively firm and level, and completed in what
would be called a husbandry-like manner.

—

Scarcely anything in farming is more unsightly
than the wavy, serpentine traces of inefficient
harrowing. The generality of harrows appear
too heavy and clumsy to admit of that dispatch
without which the work cannot be well done ;

and, though it is evident that different soils de-
mand implements of proportionate weight and
power, yet, for the most part. haiTOws have been
rather over than under weighted, particularly
when employed after a drill, or to bury seeds
of any kind.

Harrowing has been so long regarded as an
operation which must be attended with consid-
erable honse-labor. that attention does not appear
to have been sufficiently turned to the inquiry
Vthether this labor might not be greatly reduced
by lightening the instruments with which it is

performed. Many would be surjirised at the
amount of reduction of which seed harrows, at

least, are capable ; and, where land is clean, to

see how effectively a gang of very light, small-
toothed harrows may be used.
Having noticed, in some parts of Norfolk, the

perfect manner in which seed-corn is covered
lay a common rake with wooden teeth, a friend

of mine constructed a gang of harrows on the
following plan, and he states that it proved the

most popular and useful implement of the kind
to the farm.

GANG OF LIGHT SEED HARROWS.



horse in advance of his partner is bad in prin-

ciple ; it is an unequal division of labor, the fore-

horse being compelled to do more than his share

of the work, which, under any circumstances, is

always heavy enough. The balks of the above
set of harrows were made of wood in order to

ensure extraordinary lightness ; but, for general

purposes, I prefer those made of iron, the

weight of which can be increased to any rea-

sonable degree without adding much to their

substance. This is important in working tena-

cious clays, which, by adhering to the common
clumsy wooden balks considerably increase the

labor, and at the same time impede the proper
execution.

In an experiment made between a pair of

wooden harrows and a pair of iron ones, con-

structed on the same plan, having the same num-
ber, and precisely the same disposition of the

teeth and frames, although those of iron were
found to be 20 lbs. lighter than those of wood,
yet the former worked decidedly better and
steadier than the latter; in fact, the iron har-

rows cut into the land, while those made of

v\oud rode, or rather danced, on the surface.

—

Next, as to the length and position of harrow-
teeth. The common plan is to set them spring-
ing a little forward, and gradually increasing m
length from the fore to the hind row. There is

no advantage in this, but the contrai-y ; for. if

the action of harrows so constructed be carefully
examined, it will be found the reverse of what
it ought to bo—the hind part will be thrown up,
and the fore teeth, short as they are, will have
to do all the work. In .some experiments made
with harrows, the fallacy of the idea, that an in-

equality in the length of the teeth was es.sen-

tial to the proper working of harrows, was
made evideill. For this purpo.se, a harrow con-

structed on the old-fa.shioned plan of unequal
and {springing teeth, was reversed, putting the

longest teeth in front ; the whole of the teeth

then pointing backirard instead of forward.
Nothing could \\ork better ; there were no
chucks and snatches, but all went on smooth-
ly and steadily. I do not, from this circui.^-

stancc, recommend haiTOws to be so construct-

ed, but have no doubt that each harrow .should

have all its teeth of equal length, and they

should stand perpendicularly from the frames.

GANG OF HEAVY IRON HARROWS.
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The above engraving of iron harrows is in-

troduced to show the form in which they are

usQally made ; they are used in gangs of three.

four, or five, as may be required to suit the

lands on which they are used, and may be

made to any weight required.

[Ransome'a " Implements of Apiculture "

THE MAKING AND USE OF CAPONS.

FRENCH METHOD OF FATTENING FOWLS.

Is It not unaccountable, Mr. Editor, that in

this age, which has acquired the name of ntili-

tarian, such slo\v progress should be made in

the practice and economy of mnking, using and

eating Capons ? In a certain County in Mary-

land, where the writer first "saw the light," one

faithful old woman slave of his grandmother pos-

sessed the art of caponizing fowls ; but with her,

alas ! the secret expired. Even with her, it

was only put in u.se so far as to provide a parent

who could carry about and protect from the

(f253) rJS

weather a double brood of young ones, leaving

the natural mothers to return to the work of

procreation, after having been shut up a few days,

just long enough to drj- up their tears and forget

that they had been robbed of their progeny—

the process of oblivion being as short lived with

some two legged mothers, as with "other some."

This reference, by-the-by, Mr. E dilor, to my
old grandmother's negro capon-maker is one of

the writer's most youthful reminiscences of de»r

old Calvert County in Maryland.
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Ah, happy hills ! ah, pleasing shade

!

Ah, fields beloved in vain !

Where once nay careless childhood strayed,

A stranger yet to pain !

W^e can jtist remember when her party fends,

beginning on account of devotion to certain dis-

tinctive principles of government, but, alas, too

soon degenerating into devotion to—other things:

when her Kents and her Taneys, her Fitz-

jameses, and her Roderick Dhus, headed each

his clan, and fought as for life or death ; but, in

the hottest of their contests for principle, both

w'Otild have united, by a sort of moral crystaliza-

tion, to heap infamy on any one who should

have dared to advocate repud—no ! sir ; no ! I

will not write the shameful word as connected

with old Calvert County, where once lived a

race of gentlemen of as good manners and high

honor as any that ever " trod shoe-leather !

"

but revenons a nos Capons !

The great value of the art, as it is exercised

in Paris, and in a/e?r places in the United States,

consists in its effect in disposing the fowl to

fatten more quickly and more perfectly, and in

its tendency to improve the flavor, as every one

wiU tell you who 'has eaten fat Capons in Paris

or elsewhere.

'•He hath bid me to a calf's-head and capon."

In Philadelphia, too. Capons are getting more

into vogue. In New-Orleans, among tlie Cre-

oles—honest, quiet, hospitable good-livers and

brave people, who know "what 's what"—they

have a genius both for making and for eating

Capons.

At the table of Col. H. near Columbia, I have

lately something more than seen tliem, in the

greatest perfection ; and in hia poultrj'-yard,

which includes acres, and is " a sight to see,"

you may see not only the barn-door fowl, but

turkeys also, that have been caponized. His

gardener performs the operation with infalUble

success, going about it in the simplest manner,

and putting aside as useless the instruments we
have seen figured in agricultural papers, as com-

plicated and polished as ifthey were intended for

the most critical and delicate of all surgical per-

formances. His poultry-yard sometimes con-

tains more than 500 chickens, purchased by him

from his own slaves, at a fair market price, after

being fed and fattened on his own corn, of which

last year he made only 2.'),000 bushels !

As, according to all accounts, the table of the

Parisian epicure is for nothing more distin-

guished than for the excellent quality of the

poultry, %nd the art with which it is cooked,

(roasted with cresses, not a bad way,) I have

snppoeed that you might be inclined to give

place to the following description of theFRE.vcH

Method of Fattesikg Poultry, as laid down
in a late number of the "Journal d'Agriculture

Pratique et de Jardinage." Will the reader
- (1254)

who may amuse himself by making the experi-

ment, substituting Indian com for barley meal,

be good enough to communicate the result to

the Farmers' Library ? Small things are not

to be despised, for it is of such things, in a great

measure, that the world is made up. Besides,

we have good authority for asserting the meli-

orating influence of emasculation on the flavor

of meat ; for you recollect the great inspired

Psalmist says it is only "Jf I were hunery I

will eat the flesh of bulls, and drink the blood

of goals ;
" and why not apply the same condi-

tion to poultry ?

FRE^"CH METHOD OF FATTENIXG POULTRY.

The fowls to be fatted are placed in boxes IJ
foot square or more, frequently in second-hand
barrels provided with rude wicker-work tops,

which are kept covered with mats to exclude
the light. The barrels are half filled with clean
straw, and wiU each accommodate four fowls ;

the straw to be removed from time to time, as
cleanliness may require.

The chickens are to be fed three times a day

—

at six in the morning, at noon, and at 8 at night
—on the following mixture : 5| oz. of barley
meal (Indian meal might be as good), and the
third of a pint of sweet milk, u-artned. This is

the allowance for each fowl ; but as it is essen-

tial that the food should be warm, it must be
prepared at each feeding.

To administer this broth to the fowls, a small
funnel is requisite. The chicken is taken from
the barrel with the left hand, its feet are placed
upon a mat and are secured there by the pres-

sure of the operator's left foot, which had better

be unshod for the purpose ; the head is held
firmly in the left hand, the bill held open with
the thumb and fore finger, the funnel introduced
and the food poured in it with the right hand.
This done, return the fowl to another barrel (it

is most convenient to have duplicate barrels), in

which the straw^ has been renewed. One per-

son, accustomed to it, can feedJiftyfowls in an
hour. The milk may be substituted by lard and
warm water, but the fowls do not look so
white. t

It is better the first day not to give more than
a third of a full allowance, the next day half,

and the third day a full ration. Some of the
larger fowls may require more, but this may
readily be ascertained by the crop.

The time required to fatten a pullet is from 18
to 20 days—average 18. In this time she wiU
gain in weight, if well fatted, 27 oz. having con-
.sumed in barley flour or meal 5 Ib.s. 10 oz., in

milk 13 lbs. 6 oz.—in all, 19 lbs. of food.

The best age at which to fatten pullets is be-

tween ten weeks and three months. At six

months they are tough. For a capon the best
age is six months. A young hen lays the first

year about 1.^0 egg.s, the second 120, the third
100—diminishing every year as she grows older

and should " go to pot" after the fourth.

Balls for removi.ng Grease and Paint
Spots from Cloth, &;c.—Fuller's earth, 30

parts ; French chalk. 1 part ; yellow soap, 20

parts; pearl-ash, 15 parts. Make into a paste

with spirit of turpentine, and give it a eUght
color with a little yellow ochre, then cut it into

cakes.
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PREPARATION AND APPLICATION OF COMPOST.
Oatland Cottage, )

Hempstead, L. I. February 23, 1846. 3

Dear Sir : I have received several commu-
nications by post, soliciting iuformation respect-

ing Farm Journals, and Decomposing Vegeta-

ble Substances iu twelve or eighteen days, as

referred to in your November Number, page 247.

In the first place, my working journal is too

large to forward, and too long to transcribe, and

your extract is a fair specimen of one page.

The method I have pursued for about seven

years in decomposing ti-ash of any sort for ma-

nures, is as follows : A layer of any rough stuff

I can collect, one foot thick, on which I spread

lime (purchased in New-York at 5 cents per

bushel,*) about a qnai-ter of an inch thick ; then

another layer of the first, then bone-dust about

half as thick, and so on, alternately, till I make
my heap as large as I \^ant it, covering the

heap with a mixture of fine charcoal and plas-

ter about two inches thick. The charcoal costs

me 4 cents a bushel, the plaster $1. 12J per bar-

rel. The fine bone-dust can be procured of Mr.

Hornby, N.Y. and the charcoal ofJames Bariing,

Chemical Works, James st. N. Y.—the whole

covered over with 6 inches of soil. In about 3

days fermentation takes place, and goes on rap-

idly, and will require wetting. Sticks forced

in the heap for about 3 feet act as indexes. If

getting very hot and dry I add as follows : For

potatoes, a solution of potash, about 5 lbs. to a

baarel of water ; or, what is better, house slops,

all of which I save, such as .soap-suds, chamber-

lye &c. This I apply by making holes about a

foot apart in Uie heap, with a strong pointed

stick, covering the holes np when applied. For
usual garden purposes, 2 lbs. sulphate of ammo-
nia to a barrel of same stuff. If for wheat, pot-

ash and •sulphate of ammonia, half the quantity.

Sometimes it requires melting twice. About
the ninth or tenth day I break it up, and in a
few days it is fit for use, and I have never failed

in having it suDBcieutly fine to plow or spade iu.

For many years it has been a common prac-

tice on Long Island, and perhaps elsewhere, to

give land a dressing with leached ashes, when
put down to gras.s. at the rate of from fi to 10

loads of 14 bushels (89 to 144 bushels) each. 1 or

three years past I have adopted the following

plan, which has saved both money and labor,

witli, I believe, equal success. One of my
neighbors has tried it with rye this year, and
speaks of it highly. To each load fsay 30 bush-

els) of fine soil or sods, I add a layer of potash,

50 lbs. ; then a laj-er of half as much soil, and a

bushel of lime ; and so on alternately, till I mix
as much as I want. In a week turn it over

—

the potash will be pretty much dissolved—and
in another week fit to use. To each acre, after

the laud is last plowed, I spread with a shovel

3 loads, containing about 150 lbs. potash, and
harrow it in ; then sow. I prefer it to ashes.

The potash I procure at the Inspection Ware-
house, N. Y. called scrapings, at about S3 per

cwt.

In hope the above hasty remarks may be

useful to some of your readers.

I remain yours, truly, JOHN H.AJIOLD.

To J. S. Skinnee, Esq.

NEIGHBOR MANUFACTORIES :

THEIR COSVENIENCE AND UTILITY.—EXAMPLES L\ MARYLAND.

We have alluded elsewhere to die conven-

ience of small neighborhood manufactories, for

consuming the wool and supplying the cloth re-

quired for every County in the Southern States.

Of such factories we have examples in the

'• Powder Mill" in Montgomerj-, and the " Paint

Branch " Factory in Prince George's County,

Maryland. The proprietors of these small, snug

establishments, advertise in that useful and

well-conducted paper, the Marlboro' Gazette,

that they will keep on hand a general assort-

ment of woolen goods, which they will exchange

for wool, on reasonable terms ; and they give

notice of certain stores in Alexandria, Washing-

ton, Baltimore and certain other places in the

* This vfe suppose must be the refuse lime of kilne,

delivereil at the kilas. [Ed. Farm. Lib.
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neighboring Counties, where theirwoolen goods
will be kept on hand, ready to be exchanged

for wool, so that the farmer can either buy his

cloth, at once, and pay for it with his wool, or

have his wool manufactured for his own use, as

he may prefer, and according to his own notion

and purposes.

We feel persuaded that " Chase's Card Spin-

ner " might be introduced with economy in all

such establishments, as by it refuse cotton may
be made to take, in part, the place of wool,

which is more co.stly. The cotton thread k
wrapped effectually in wool, and a cloth pro-

duced that, according to the samples we have

seen, comes fully up, in the matter of firmness,

strength, warmth and durability, to all that has

been said in favor of this machine.



It is gratifying', at any rate, to know that for

once a new invention which promises useful re-

sults to the agi^cnltural community, is in the

hands and under the control of a gentleman who
is under no necessity and whom no necessity

could" prompt to mislead the public.

As to the particular manufactories to which
we have alluded, we know nothing of their par-

ticular management; nor is the Farmers' Li-

brary under any special obligation to consult

the interests of Maryland, contrasting the little

support it has received in that State with the

much greater which has come from more distant

ones. The proprietors refer, however, to gentle-

men of the highest respectability. We in.stauce

these factoriesonly to show thatconvenient neigh,

borhood establishments, on a moderate scale,

requiring, as we suppose, not much capital, do
exist, and, as we believe, deserve to be recom-
mended as the proper, legitimate succe.ssors of

the old hand looms, such as were in such com-
mon use in old times, and may still be seen

along the country roads in the " Old North
State." Well would it be, as we believe, if we
could see such moderate establishments scat-

tered over the whole country, drawing their

materials for manufacture and subsistence each
from its own neighborhood. Better than to

have the whole business monopolized by one or

two States, where overgrown works that cost

millions of dollars monopolize the busine-ss. giv-

ing subsistence to thousands, and immense for-

tunes to one or two. Let us cherish systems

that will best secure, not millions to a few, but

competence to many—such as will best secure

independence, as far as possible, not only to the

nation, but to everj- State, and everj- County, and

every neighborhood, for its food, clothing and
education. The prices designated at thesq Ma-
ryland factories are

—

Heavy fulled kerseys 3-4 wide, 32 cts. per yd
Do. do. do 6-4 " 64 " "

Heavy kerseys 5-4 " 25 " "

Plain linseys 5-4 " 25 " "

Striped linseys 5-4 " 30 " "

T-.villed or plain flannels. 5-4 " 30 " "

Sup. blankets, all wool. 10-4 " 75 '• "

AH other goods in proportion to the above.
All orders will be executed in the best manner,
and the utmost punctuality observed in all their

engagements.

The proprietors go on to designate the particu-

lar places at which they will attend, ou given

days, for " receiving wool, or taking orders."

What is to be observed, though it does not in

the least surprise vs, is. such exact agreement in

all the prices, between the two establishments.

How easy for the followers of other trades

and occupations to come to these understand-

ings ! How difficult for farmers to do the same
thing ! The spiders in the center of their webs
are always well advised of what is going on

;

their feelers ramify to every point of the com
""
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pasF. The poor flies are buzzing about here

and there and eveiy where, and never dreum
of danger until they are caught. In the atlairs

of mankind, who are the spiders 1—who the

fiiesl

OIL-CAKE.

Some of the Results of the Analysis of Oil-Cale by

the Agricultural Chemical Associatiaa in Scotland.

1. That the percentage of the protein com-
pounds, in the analysis called gluten and albu-

men, is nearly equal to what is contained in

peas and beans?, and that, tlierefore, for the pro-

duction of milk for the ch«ese-dairy, and also

for laying on muscle, oil-cakes are as valuable
as beans, peas, or clovers. This is a result

somewhat unexpected, inasmuch as the value
of oil-cakes in the feeding of stock has hitherto

been suppo-sed to depend very much upon their

power of laying on fat : in other words, upon the
percentage of oil they contain.

2. The proportion of oil in these cakes is great-

er than is naturally present in any species of
grain or pulse u.^ually cultivated. Oats contain
as a maximum about 7, and Indian com about 9

per cent, of oil, but these cakes contain 12 per
cent., and are, therefore, in their ability to sup-
ply fat to an animal, superior to any of our cul-

tivated grains.

3. These oil-cakes leave six per cent, of ash.

of which one-tliird consists of phosphoric acid :

100 lbs. of oil cake, therefore, contain 2 Ib.s. of
phosphoric acid. On the other hand, our com-
mon kinds of corn—wheat, fore.xample—leave
only two per cent, of ash, of which one-half con-
sists of phosphoric acid, or 100 lbs. of wheat
contain 1 lb. of phosphoric acid. Therefore,
for laying on hone, or for supplying the materials
of bone to growing stock, oU-cale is (nice as
vahiable as wheat , weight for weight, and more
thaii twice as rabiablc as oats or barley which
are covered with a husk.

4. Again the same reasoning shows that, as
gi-ains of all kinds draw their phosphoric acid
from the soil, these oily seeds will exhaust the
soil of its pho.sphates to a much greater degree
than our cora crops: 100 lbs. of linseed will car-

rj- ofFtviice as much ofthem from the soil as 100
lbs. of wheat.

5. But the same circumstance supplies an ad-
ditional reason why the manure oijiillgroion
store stock fed upon oilcake is so much richer
than that obtained by the use of any other kind
of food. It is richer,

(a). Because the proportion of the protein
compounds (albumen, &c.) in the oilcake is

greater than the fattening animal can appropri-
ate, and thus much of them j)asses off' in a more
or less changed state, and is mixed with the
dung.

(b). The oil also is in larger proportion than
can at times be laid on their bodies even
by fattening stock, and this unquestionably
contributes to the fertilizing quality of the ma-
nure.

(c). But the full-grown animal appropriates
scarcely any of the phosphates—the whole of
these therefore, which the animal consumes in

its food, appears again in its dung. And the
oil-cakes being richer in these phosphates
weight for weighV than any kind of corn used for

food, the dung thus made is also richer in these

phosphates than that which is obtained from ani-

mals fed upon almost any other kind of food.
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THE HORNED PHEASAISTS OF THE HIGH MOUNTAINS OF INDIA.

IMvS^

[The Homed Pheasant.]

The Pheasants (Phaaianidic) form one of the

most interesting groups of the feathered race,

whatever he tlie point of view in which we con-

template them. Their beauty of fonn and the

splendor of their hues have attracted universal

admiration. Many dazzle by the metallic lustre

of their plumage, which gleams with green, and
blue, and gold. Such, for example, is the case

with that gorgeous bird, the Impeyan Pheasant

f
Lophophorux ImpcyonusJ of the Himalayan i

Mountains, which it has several times been at-

tempted to bring alive into this country, but

hitherto without success. Others, as the Golden
Pheasant of China (Phasianvs Pictuxj. delight

us with the richness and multiplicily of their

(1257)

tints, which contrast admirably with each other.

The Common Phea-sant, now naturalized over
the greater portion of Europe, is exceediniily

beautiful, but it is f:u- surpas.'^^d by many of its

congeners, of which we may mention that ele-

gant Chinese species, the Phosianiis Recvesii

(P. venesatun, Temm.), of which a fine speci-

men adorns the Gardens of the Zoological Soci-

ety. It is to be ob.served, however, that this

beauty of plumage is confined to the males ; the

females are universally attired in a sober dress

of brown—often, indeed, exquisitely penciled

with spots and zigzag lines, but totally destitute

of the brilliant hues which glisten in their mates
Indtpf-ndeutK-, however, of the beauty of the

J
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Pheasant tribe, there is another point of interest

Nvhich cannot be overlooked—\\e ailuJe to their

value as it respects the table. The Hesli of all

the gallinaceous birds afi'ords to man a whole-
some and nutritious food, and that of the Pheas-
ants is, deservedly, in high estimation. Hence
the introduction and naturalization of the Com-
mon Pheasant in Western Europe is a positive

good ; and it is desirable, therefore, to add other
species to the list of those which are acclimated
with us.

The Pheasants (family Phasianidai) ai'e all

natives of Asia. The Common Pheasant was
originally brought from the river Phasis, by the

Greeks, in some of their earlier expeditions

;

that of the Argonauts, under Jason, has the pop-
ular credit of having introduced it. However
this may be, the name given to the bird by the

Greeks, (faaiavoi,—in Latin, P/iasiamisJ—of
which all our modern European names for it

are merely corruptions, points to the banks of

the Phasis as the place from which it was de-

rived ; and, to the present day, the Pheasants of
Miugrelia (the Colchis of the ancients) are cele-

brated for their beauty and size. Extreme bril-

liancy of plumage is, in general, the character-

istic of birds dwelling in torrid regions beneath
a glowing sky ; such is not the case as it regards
the most gorgeous and beautiful of the Pheasant
tribe. On the conti'ary, the high mountains of

tlie Himalaya, bordering upon the limits of per-

petual snovv', are tenanted by the mo.st splendid
of this family. The Impeyan Pheasant is an
example in point : adapted for regions where
the temperature is, at the most, only moderate,
and often at a low degree, this noble bird soon
dies when taken from its Alpine home into the

burning lowlands of India; and hence arises

one of the difficulties in the -way of our obtain-

ing living specimens in Europe. But, besides

the Impeyan Pheasant, the Himalaya chain of

mountains presents us with a group or genus of

this family, containing a very limited number of

species remarkable both for their great beauty
and their characters, which indicate an affinity

to the turkeys—between which group and that

of the genuine Pheasants they constitute an in-

termediate link. The genus to which we allude

is that termed Tras^opcin (Cuvier), of whicli

three species only are known. They are ea.sily

distinguishable from all the rest of the Phasian-
id(c (at least as far as regards the male birds),

by the presence of large throat-wattles, or naked
caruncnlated flaps of skin (re.senibling those of

the turkey), which extend from the naked
cheeks, spread over the throat, and proceed
down each side of the neck ; while from behind
each eye rises a soft fleshy horn. The whole of

these appendages are capable of being contract-

ed and dilated at pleasure, or at least in accord-

ance with the emotions of anger, fear, &c., as

we see in ihe male turkey : the tints of the horns
and wattles are rich purple, mingled with scar-

let, and are most probably changeable from one
hue to another. The tail is broad and rounded,
and the plumage is dotted with round spots of

white on a brown or red ground, the effect of
which is very pleasing.

Of the three species that are known at pres-

ent, two have been but recently introduced to

Science—nor, indeed, is our acquaintance with
the one first described of distant date. The first

species is the Horned Pheasant of Nepal (Tra-
gopaii Kalynix). It was fir.st described and
figured by Edwards, in the third volume of his
" Natural History of Birds," p. 116^partly from

(12.'>^')

a drawing sent from India to Dr. Mead, and
partly from a head of the bird preserved in spir-

its, which accompanied the drawing. Edwards's
Hiird volume is dated IT.'iO, and his plate was
etched in 1749, as appears by the date inscribed
in the corner. The alliance of this bird to the
turkey was not unobserved by this writer, who
in his catalogue places it among that group,
while in his account of it he observes that it is,

" for shape of body and proportion of parts, pret-

ty much like a turkey, and may be ranged witli

fowls of the poultry kind." Dr. Latham, in his

"General History of Birds," states that these
birds, though by no means common, " are not
unfrequent in drawings done in India ; and are
particularly well figured in those of Mr. Middle-
ton and Lady Impey." . . . "In the draw-
ings of Sir J. Anstruther it is said to inhabit the
snowy regions of Thibet." Its size is between
that of a fowl and turkey. It is beautifully fig-

ured in Gould's " Centurj- of Birds."
The second species is from Thibet and the

Chinese borders, and was first described and
figured in the "Indian Zoology," by Mr. Gray,
under the title of Tragopan Temminckii. Of
this species, as rare as it is beautiful, a living
specimen, presented by J. R. Reeves, E.sq., is

now in the Gardens of the Zoological Society,
and constitutes, as far as ^ve are avi'are, the first

example of one of the present group having
reached our shores alive and in health. It was
procured in C'hina.

The tiiird species is from the northern range
of the Himalaya, and was first illustrated in Mr.
Gould's " Century," under the name of Trago-
pan HaMingtiii ; the figures are those of an
adult and young male, and adult female. In
size this species rather exceeds the Tragofan
Satyms—its total length being 23 inches.
Could the Horned Pheasants, or the refulgent

Impeyan Pheasant, be imported in sufficient

numbers into our island (and we trust this will
be soon accomplished), there is little doubt but
that they might, with proper management, be-
come naturalized. There is nothing to fear with
regard to cold. They are the natives of a cold
or temperate region—they verge upon the line

of perpetual snow—so that the wooded hills of
our portion of the globe ^^ould not be very un-
congenial to their constitution. Nor would there
be much difficulty in providing them with suit-

able food. Grain forms the staple diet of all the
gallinaceous tribe; hence the Peacock of India,

the Guinea-Fowl of Africa, the Common Pheas-
ant of Asia, the Turkey of America, have equal-
ly become naturalized and have multiplied in

our westeni regions ; to say nothing of the Com-
mon Fowl, the origin of which (the Jungle
Fowl) is from India, but which, from time im-
memorial, has been reclaimed or domesticated,
and has long since spread in this condition over
the greatest portion of the globe. Thus the food
of the gallinaceous tribe, and the hardiness of
their constitution, fit most of them, at least, for a
very extensive diffusion throughout the globe ;

and in tliis we may discern a wise arrangement
of Nature, inasmuch as, of all the feathered race,

they are the most valuable to man, and are at

once ornaments around his dwelling and whole-
some delicacies on his table. If to our poultry-

yard could be added the Honied Pheasahts, so

closely allied to them in form, habits, and gene-
ral manners, they would constitute a most im-

portant acquisition, and produce a full reward
for the trouble bestowed in their naturalization.

[London Penny Magazine.
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The presence of lime is also known to influ-

ence the decomposition of the silicates of potash

and soda, and at the moment of decomposition,

both the silica and alkali are soluble. Thus, lime

aids materially in supplying those essential el-

ements to plants. Whether it does so by its al-

kaline properties, or by concentrating carbonic

acid, or merely by its catalytic power, has not

been settled. The silicate of lime itself, when
rendered soluble by the decomposing influence

of carbonic acid, sometimes, as I have stated, be-

comes, in their absence, a substitute for the sili-

cates of potash and soda. It is this combination

also, that renders light, sandy lands more consis-

tent, which is one of the most important effects

of lime oil such land.s—particularly on the light

uplands so extensively planted on this side of

the Savannah, and in your County. The fact is

unquestionable. It is usually referred, as is the

opening of stiff lands, to the nrechanical influ-

ence of the lime, but the cause assigned here, as

in tliat case, is not adequate to the effect.

The red and brown lauds in your County are

colored, as they are everywhere else, by iron.

—

You have no doubt observed, that after contin-

ued cultivation, some of the best of them cease

to become productive without much apparent

less of vegetable mould, and are not rapidly re-

stored either by rest or manure. Among other

causes, this is owing to a considerable extent, to

the excessive oxidation of the iron in conse-

quence of its exposure from plowing, to the at-

mosphere, whence it extracts o.xygen, a process

you see constantly exemplified by the rusting of

old iron. It becomes what is called a peroxide

of iron, which is very injurious to vegetation —
Lime neutralizes all acids, and if put upon these

lands in [)roper quantities, it will neutralize a

portion of the acid in the iron, and convert the

peroxide into a protoxide of iron, which, if not

actually beneficial, is at least harmle.ss to plants.

You have too, in some of your soils, the sulphur-

et of iron, so often taken for gold ore. This, on

exposure to air, absorbs oxygen, wliich produ-

ces sulphuric acid, and then forms the sulphate

of iron or copperas, which is poisonous to plants.

If lime is put on the land it will arrest the acces-

sion of the sulphuric acid thus formed to the iron,

and prevent the fomiation ofcopperas. Cut what
is more, combining with the sulphuric acid it-

self, it forms sulphate of lime, commonly called

pla.ster of Paris, one of the most highly prized of

all mineral manures, and an clement in all, or

nearly all plants. Lime has also the power of

forming plaster in the same way when it comes
in contact with the sulphate of silicon, which is

supposed to exist in all soils. It combines also

with sulphuric acid, arising from vegetable de-

composition or any other source, and produces

this valuable salt.

The sulphate of lime, called also gypsum, as

well a.s plaster of Paris, must exist to some ex-

tent in all soils, as it is found in almo.st all plants.

{12.59)

But, like the carbonate of lime, it is seldom to be
detected by chemical tests. It may also be elim-

inated from unknown combinations by the vital

action of the growing phuit. But in the way I

have mentioned, it will undoubtedly be formed
in greater abundance in all .soils, by the applica

tionoflime. Sulphuric acid itself is often used
as a manure, but experience has fully estab-

lished the fact, that it is of little value excejit on
calcareous soils ; and what is more remarkable,

that sulphate of lime will al.'^ act with far great-

er effect on limed lands. 1 tried some of it my-
self the past year on marled land. I rolled the

cottonseed in it, previously to planting them,

and thus applied it at the rate of only one peck
of the plaster per acre. I am satisfied that the

product, on the few acres to which it was ap-

plied, was one-third greater than on similar ad-

joining land, marled al.so, but not pla.stered. I

anticipate, therefore, the greatest benefit from

the use of plaster after marl. I should remark,

however, that it has not been found invariably

beneficial even on limed lands. In England, and
on our coa.st south of Long l.<land, little advan-

tage has been derived from it. Two probable

causes have been as.signed for this : the influence

of sea air, which has not been satisfactorily ex-

plained, and the probabihty that the lands in the

region mentioned have derived a sufficiency of

gypsum already from the sulphuret of iron, or

other sources. Very little is required for plants

:

one peck per acre applied to the moistened .seed

will probably have as much ettect, tor one year

at least, as any other quantity. In the last dry

season, it had on my land double the efl'ect of a

bushel sown broadcast. Five to ten bushels are

sometimes applied.

Phosphate of lime is even more esteemed for

a manure than the sulphate. It is sometimes

called the " Earth of Bones," as Iiones contain

over ."jO per cent, of this salt. Being less abun-

dant than sulphate of lime, it is much more cost-

ly. Bones are transported across the Atlantic to

England, to be used as manure. Several hun-

dred vessels are now engaged solely in trans-

porting bones from various parts of the world to

England. This phosphate is also an essential

constituent of plants, though rarely to be detect-

ed in soils. But phosphoric acid, like suljihur-

ic, arisi^s from vegetable decomposition, from

phosphuret of silicon, and perhaps other sources.

If lime be present in the soil to fix it. not only is

the vital action of the plant relieved from produ-

cing it, but much is probably saved that would

otherwise be lost. The ash of cottonseed con-

tains considerably more of this aci(i than bones

do, and hence the immense value of this seed as

a manure. But its effects are proverbially tran-

sient. With lime in the soil sufficiently abund-

ant to fix the phosphoric acid, cotton seed

would be a manure almost as permanent as

bones. But to detail all the operations of lime

in the soil, in assisting to prepare food for plants



ont of the vegetable and mineral substances
which compose it. would require me to write a
much ioE^r letter than you wonld read wiih pa-

tience. I bave touched on the most prominent
onlv. The general consequences, however,
whjch follow, and Tsrhich are regarded as arising

peculiarly from its applications to land, require

to be glanced at.

By opening stiff land, it renders it more per-

roeable to the air. and more subject to atmos-

piieric influence, while its surplus water more
readily escapes. Q.uick-lime. when saturated,

holds more water than common clay, such as

yours, hot yields it more readily to heat, and is

therefore of great use in drying damp lands and
rendering them warmer. But it does not give

lip its water so promptly as sand, and therefore

renders tha: more retentive of moisture. In feet,

marl conuiiniiig ZO per cenL of carbonate of
lime, and 'be residue chiefly fine sand, will ab-

sorb more water than the common clay of your
lands, and retain it as long. During the extreme
drouth last year, at one time, the plow mmed up
dry dirt in a field of mine marled that year at

100 bndjels per acre, and not yet sufficiently

mixed in the soiL while several days later, with-

OTJt intervening rain, in a soil equally sandy and
baving lerss vegetable matter, but marled fotir

years ago -with -200 bushels per acre, earth quite
moist was turned up at the same depth. You
will readily perceive and appreciate the value
of marl in this respect-

By rapidly neutralizing the noxious, and -vivi-

fying the good prtipernes of the subsoil brought
up in breaking land, lime enables the fermer to

deepen bis soil more speedily and -without risk.

Mr. fiuSn's experience confirming the theory,
is decisive on tlus point ; mine, so far as it goes.

is to the same efiect. Lime undoubtedly has-

tens the maturity of crops. Writers abroad state

that it advances them a fortnight. Before seeing
these statements, my observation of my o^wn
crops had led me to the same conclusion. Two
weeks gained to the cotton-plant is equivalent
to a degree of latitude—a very material gain to

U-S.

It is also stated on good authority, that lime in

land improves the quality of every culrivated

crop—and that it has the eflect of increasing the

fruit in proportion to the weed. It is well
kno-i*-n, that while the straw, stalks. &c. of plants

contain more of the carbonates, the seeds con-

tain more of the phosphates. If the application

of carbonate of lime increases the fruit more than
it does the stalk, its indirect influence in produ-
cing phosphates is greater and more important
than has been generally supposed, and its value

is enhanced in a corresponding degree. It is

said also to extirpate many noxious weeds.
However this may be, I can testify that it gives

great luxuriance to the growth of all the grasses

with which our crops are infested. This, to the

;nere com and cotton planter, may be no recom-
mendation of it I will state, however, that in a
field planted in cotton in 1?44, and rested last

year, which usually produces a beavj' crop of

bog-^weed. when tanid out, there came up, al-

though it had not been plowed at all, an uncom-
monly fine gro^wth of cro^*'-foot ; which lean on-

ly account for from its having been marled. The
pare longest marled had the best crow-fboL
Lime is thought in England to prevent smut

in wheat—to destroy many injurious in sects—to

preserve sheep pastured on land after its use
from rot and foot-rot—and it is everywhere re-

garded as improvicg the healtbfulness of drain-

ed lands. In dwrt, it is no'w generally agreed,
not only by scientific men, but by the "best and
most experienced farmers in every part of the
world where it has been properly tested, that
• Lime is the basis of all good hnsbandr\-,"—in
which opinion 1 fully and cordially concur.

In endeavoring to furnish you with something
like a theory of the action of lime. I have stated
some—perhaps many things—which are ques-
tioned by men of great scientific attainment.

—

Agricultural Chemistry—indeed the whole sci-

ence of chemisny-—may be said to be yet in in-

fancy. If it is difficult to penetrate the arcana
of passive nattire, it is far more so to investigate
those active operations which are conducted in

the air and tinder the ground, in the formation of
plants, complicated as they are in addition by the
yet unkno^wn vital agency of the plant itself. Al-
though, on the whoie, the art ofAgriculture has
been vastly advanced by the discoveries and ex-
periments of chemists, and he who shuts his
eyes to the light they are constantly sheddin?
for the benefit of farmers, is now, and will scon
be much farther behind his age : still it is well
known that great absurdities have been put for-

ward, and with the utmost confidence, by the
most eminent characters in modem science. In
speaking, then, of the peculiar action of any of
the elements out of which plants are fbnned, and
its agency in the mysterious operations consum-
mated in the production of a full-gro^vn, matured
and fruit-bearing plant, it is not only becoming,
bat necessary that every one, most especially a
mere farmer like myselt, should express opinions
with great diffidence and caution, and hesitate
before drawing, even from established facts, in-

ferenq&s of important and extensive bearing. In
view of this. I ought not to omit to state to you.
that within a few years past, a sweeping theory
has been suggested by one of the first chemists
and most popular writers of the age. that has
found some able supporters, and which if true,

apparently upsets everything that has been said
of the efiect of lime in furnishing food to grow-
ing plants out of decayed vegetable matter. Dr.
Liebig asserts that that the decayed vegetable
matter of the soil called humus, or mould, affords

no direct nourishment whatever to plants. That
they derive all their organic constituents from
the atmosphere, and only their inorganic from
tlie earth. The organic constituents of plants are
those which are dissipated when they are burnt
and in most vegetables amount to from 97 to 99
parts in ICO. The organic constituents compose
the ashes which are left by fire, amounting
usually bom 1 to 3 parts in 100. in some rare
cases to as much as 1-2 per cent. The only nour-
ishment » hich, according to this theory, the soil

affords to plants, being thus limited to from 1 to

3 parts in 100, the utmost direct influence of good
or bad soils, oi manure of all kinds—of lime,

alumina, silica and all mineral elements, can
reach no ferther than to the modification of an
hundredth or at most a Uiirtj-third part of the

crops we cultivate. It follows that the world
has all this time labored under a most important
error in estimating at such vastly difierent values

what we call rich and poor lands. That the ef-

fects of manure are in a great measure fanciful,

or at least that from 1 to 3 lbs. of ashes are

equivalent to 100 lbs. of vegetable matter, as an
application to the soil, and that it is useles.s labor

to put on manure in any other form. Knowing
as we do that a single drop of prussic acid will

almost instantly extinguish life, it would not be
fair to deny very great influence to even the
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smallest proportion of incrgaDic matter in the pro-
duction of plants. And since Liebig concedes
that until the leaves are formed, the plant de-
rives its carbonic acid from an artificial atmos-
phere senerated by the contact of humus in the
soil with the air. it would not be safe to denounce
this theory in the present state of science, as ab-

surd. It is admitted too on all sides that plants

do assimilate carbon from the atmosphere, and it

seems established thatammonia descends in rain

water. However true this may be, and though
Liebisf's theory was establi.'^hed as perfecth' so
in all its parts. I should think it most prudent to

hold on still to what experience and rational de-
duction have taught us of the influence of vese-
table mould on crops, in the hope tliat farther
discoveries might harmonize old facts and new
truths, especially as none of us would set about
improving the atmosphere, or desire to add more
carbonic acid or nitroiren to it, since any material
increase of these elements would render it fatal

to animal life. Indeed, no scientific discoveries
or force of logic can ever. I am convinced, for an

|

instant shake your confidence or that of any I

practical farmer, in vegetable mould and com-
post manure ; or lead you to doubt that the
amount of your crop, if properly tilled under fair 1

seasons, depended in all other respects «-holly j

and solely on the quality of your land. Whether
I

the soil furnishes 1 part or 99 parts in a hundred
j—you have too often seen plants on the same !

acre subject to the same identical atmospheric !

influences throughout, varj-iug Worn good to
;

worthless, accordins: to the soil, to question tlie
;

important fact that by improving your laud you
'

improve your crop in the same ratio precisely.
'

and that by exhaasiing it jou equally deteriorate
i

the crop.
i

In fact, depth of soil, by -which we mean depth
!

of decaj-ed vegetable mould mixed with sand,
j

clay, &c.. has been with you, as with all the '

world heretofore, a criterion, and a never failing
j

one. of the value of land, and so it ^^^ll forever
|

continue to be, I venture to assert. If then, as
I

I believe, and you will probably agree, plants .

derive their most important constituents of all I

kinds from the soil and from vesetable mould, the
[

value of lime in the soil is by no means limited
!

to its action on the mineral or inorganic consti- '

tuents of it, but extends to the production also of •

those organic elements which preponderate so ;

immensely in all vegetation. '

But your inquiry- of me was in reference to '

marl. I must therefore, remind you again that
j

all \vhich has been said of lime is true of marl.

If it is slower than lime in its early operations, '

that is more than compensated by many advan-
tages which it possesses. This is becoming so

well understood that, wherever the same quan-
tity of lime can be placed on land as cheaply in

the tbrm of marl, it is rapidly superseding the
'

use of it in all other forms. Marl contains, be-
sides carbonate of lime, otlier valuable constitu- ;

ents. Its silex and alumina, though fine in qual-

ity, are not of much consequence, since they are
'

never thus applied in sufficient quantities to af-

fect the soil materially. But some marls—those

in Virginia, for instance—contain sometimes
sulphate of lime and the valuable green sand of

'

which I have spoken. As the sulphate of lime •

exists there in Eocene marl, it may be discov-

ered in our formation. 1 have .seen green sand
in specimens from several localities in this State.

'

A deposit of green sand, such as is found and
|

used to an immense extent in Xew-Jersey, i

would be more valuable in your County than I

the richest gold mine in the world. There is

none of it at Shell Bluff. ^ have already spoken
of phosphate of lime. In marl from Ashlev
River, in this State, which belongs to the same
formation as our marls, 5 per cent, of this phos-
phate has been discovered. From some crude
experiments of my own, I am inclined to believe
it exists in some of the marls at Shell Bluff, and

j

probably in yours—to what extent I would not

I

undertake to say. But .t per cent, of it would
I

give you the equivalent of 9 bushels of ground
1 bone.s.in every hundred bushels of marl.Which
alone would be worth more than the whole cost

I of applying that quantity of marl, thon^'h the
! expense of it might be five dollars. We can-

I

not, however, expect to find it in such quantity

j

in all the marls we use. Those will probably
I be richest in it in which are found remains of
I bones and teeth. In the shell marls on tlie

I Rhine, recent analysis has detected an important

I

proportion of azote, derived, it is supposed, from
I
animal matter. This is the most powerful, as

I

you know, of all manures. There is every rea-

I

son to believe that a scrutiny equally rigid would
disclose a valuable proportion of it in our shell
marls here.

1 The duration of marl in the soil is undoubt-
j
edly greater than that of lime. The question of

I
the duration of calcareous earth applied to lands

j

is one of great importance itself, and about

I

which yon will, no doubt, desire to be satisfied

before attempting to use it I have mentioned
already that the ancients regarded marl as pro-
ducing its efiects from 10 to SO years. Lord
Kames states an instance of their being observ-
able for 120 years, and Mr. Ruifin another of 60
years. Few or no records of such experiments
have been handed down from generation to gen-
eration. In diose countries where lime and
marl have been used most extensively and for the
longest period, it is impossible to say how long
the land produced before they were applied at

ail, in comparison with its production now. Of
late years, more accurate accounts have been
kept. The peculiar effects first observed to fol-

low the application of lime have been thought
to disappear or materially diminish at various
periods, reaching from 4 to 40 years, according
to the amount applied and other circumstances.
It is supposed by vrriters and farmers abroad
that about 3i bushels of it are consumed per an-
num by the crop, and that in general ilie influ-

ence of any quantity will cease in from V2 to 20
years. But these conclusions are not to be re-

lied on. It is certain that no crop will take off
so large an amount as 8 J bushels, and the loss
from other causes is altogether indefinite.

—

While though, at the end of 20 years, tlie same
precise effects as at first may no longer be ob-
servable, it by no means follows that tliis may
not be owing to the want of proper application's
of other manures that would excite tlie lime
again to its original action. Mr. Ruffin thinks
that marl, once placed on land, will endure as
long as the clay and sand in it Though we
might not indulge fully in this belief, I am of
opinion that it wjU last for a period which may
be called indefinite, from its remoteness—par-
ticularly when crops are srrow n such as \ve cul-
tivate. Irish potatoes consume more lime than
any other crop, perhaps : nine tons, which are
sometimes erown upon an acre, though not with
us. ab^;tract about 266 lbs. or say 3^ bushels—but
260 lbs. are contained in the tops, which we
never take from the land. A thousand bushels
of turnips, tops and all, consume about 2 bushels



of lime. Wheat, the cultivation of which is ex-

tending among us, requires for a crop of 05 bush-

els, straw and all, about 9 lbs. or a half peck.

—

Cotton and corn do not require more. Seed
cotton snfBcient to make a bale of 400 lbs.—that

is, 1400 lbs. in the seed—will consume about 3

lbs. ; and most of that in the seed which is inva-

riably restored to the land. If we ti-eble this

amount for the stalks and leaves—which, bow-
ever, usually rot on the ground—the exhaustion

of lime by our heaviest cotton crops will not ex-

ceed half a peck when every thing is taken oiF.

Thirty-five bu.«hels of corn will consume only

about Ij lbs. of lime ; if wc add six times this

amount tor the cob, .shuck, blades and stalk, it

will not require more than cotton or wheat. I

am not aware that our cotton-stalks, or our corn-

cobs, shucks, stalks or blades, have ever been
analyzed ; but I have, I think, fully allowed for

the lime they may contain. And, at these rates

of exhaustion, 30 bushels of lime, which is about

the quantity contained in 100 bushels of marl

that has 60 per cent, of the carbonate, will sup-

ply the wants of our usual crops, when much
larger than we now average, for 240 years, if the

land was cultivated so long without rest or re-

storing anything to it. Tiie consumption of the

crop, then, is next to nothing. The loss arising

from other cau.ses is undoubtedly greater.

—

Quicklime dissolves in 750 parts of water. A
fall of 44 inches of rain, which is less than the

annual average quantity that falls here, would
afford water sufficient to dissolve 170 bushels

per acre. Quick lime, when spread on land,

however, becomes a carbonate, and nearly inso-

luble, too soon to lose to this extent. Still, a

considerable amount might be lost in this \vay,

by a heavy rain immediatel}' after liming.

—

Lime, after being burnt, falls into a powder.

—

Its minute particles are forced by showers, aid-

ed by deep plowing, into the subsoil ; and much
may be thus carried off. When these things are

con.sidered, it is obvious that all the lime in land

may in time be exhausted, as it has been from

our "drifted" soils. But the chances of its du-

ration are greatly increased by being applied in

the form of marl. Being a carbonate, it is solu-

ble by the carbonic acid in rain-water only in

smallquantities, and ages must elapse before it

could dis.solve and carry off any great amount:

and not having been reduced to a fine powder,

its particles are too large to be readily driven

down into the subsoil, below the reach of the

plow. Without, then, assigning any preci.se

limit for the duration of marl, I think it may be

safelv concluded that the effects of a sufficient

application, under proper culture, will last for a

longer period than we can conceive ourselves to

have any direct interest in the land to which we
mav api)ly it.

With regard to what is a sufficient applica-

tion, there is a great diversity of opinion, and

con.sequently of practice. Viewing it chiefly as

a direct manure, in many parts of Europe, lime

is applied at the rate of 8 to 10 bushels per acre

annually—in others, at 10 to 12 bushels everj'

third year; and again, in other parts, at 40 to 50

bushels every twelve years. But as its indirect

effects are as" important, and far more numerous

than its direct, and it is therefore an invaluable

elementary constituent of soils, the true rule for

its application undoubtedly is to funiish the soil

at once, if possible, with as much as its constitu-

tion will bear, and to repeat the do.se as fre-

quently as the improvement of that con.stitution

will permit, since the more lime, everything
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else being in due proportion, the larger the
crops. Acting on this principle, many farmers
in Europe put on 3 to 400 bushels of lime at

once, and sometimes 1,000. Such liming is

probably excessive there, and in our climate
would be utterly destructive. Marl, however,
containing from 50 to 70 per cent, of carbonate
of lime, may be safely used in. four times the
quantity we can use quicklime. The usual dose
of marl of that quality in Virginia varies from 2
to 300 bushels. But more can be applied even
in Virginia than here. The hotter the climate,

the more caution is necessaiy, in the first do.se

at lea.st ; though this is greatly dependent on
the condition of the land to be marled. In the
hot and dry climate of Egypt, the fruitful Delta
of the Nile contains 25 per cent, of carbonate of
lime, which is equivalent, in one foot depth of
soil, to some 20,000 bushels per acre of marl con-
taining 50 per cent. ; but that soil is much deep
er, and its vegetable mould inexhausiible.

Depth of soil, and the amount of vegetable mat-
ter in it, mu.st chiefly regulate the quantity of
marl. M. Puvis has given an interesting table

in reference to this. He thinks that we may
give to a soil three inches deep, 40 bushels of
marl, containing 60 per cent, of carbonate of

lime, or 50 bushels containing 50 per cent. ; and
to a soil six inches deep, 80 bushels at 60 per
cent, or 100 at 50 per cent. He does not refer

to the vegetable matter, or other circumstances
of the .soil. I presume that the depths of the soils

you cultivate range between the extremes
stated, or at least that yon seldom plow, and
would not, therefore, mix the marl deeper than
six inches. 1 think the amounts he specifies are

very safe. As .some of ray lands are similar to

yours, and our climates the same, I will give

you my experience on this point. I began to

marl by putting 200 bushels per acre, that ave-

raged about CO per cent. carh. of lime On old

mulatto land, with a soil about six inches deep,

and containing about 4 per cent, of vegetable
matter, I have not yet, after four years, per-

ceived any injury from it. On lighter land, con-

taining less vegetable matter, and a soil lour to

five inches deep, I discovered marl burns the

second year. Previously to this discovery, how-
ever, I had taken the alarm, and reduced the

quantity to 150 bushels, on land similar to the

last mentioned. On all the thin spots I per-

ceived the " marl burn " from this amount. I

then farther reduced the marl to 100 bushels per

acre, from which 1 have as yet perceived no in-

jury. Being now about to finish the marling
of all my open land, it is mj- intention to go
over it again, and to add 50 bushels per acre

at a time, until I have given to all 200 bush-

els. I shall by no means, however, venture

to do this until, by resting and manuring, I

have also furnished to it additional vegetable

matter.

I think I may safely recommend you to apply

100 bu.shels per acre, of the richest marl you
have, to any land that now gives you rem\Hier-

ating crops, and 200 bushels or more to your best

lands. If they are low and sour they will bear

still more. I am now putting 250 to 300 bushels

on some swamps I have drained, which have
several feet of vegetable mould. I should not

be afraid to put 1000 bushels per acre on such

land—though here I think quick lime would be

the best application, as it would hasten decom-
position.

It is always mo.st convenient to apply marl to

I

resting lands, and it is also a great advantage to



secure, by this means, a new coat of decaying-
vegetation to start with. So new grounds should
be marled the Krst year ; if marled before clear-

ing it would bo better still. Very old and ex-
hausted land should be rested two years previ-
ously to marling ; and, in all cases' thin knolls
.should, if possible, be manured when marled.
But a little experience will furnish you the best
guides in this regard : you will soon discover
all the dangers, and learn to apply all the
remedies.
Experience will also teach yoti, in a very short

time, the best and most convenient methods of
digging, carting and spreading marl. There
are some difficulties connected with digging
fi-oni marl pits, which, with the means of over
coming them, are stated in Mr. Ruflin's work.
They aric^c chiefly from water, which must be
drained oft', or pumped out, according to cir-

cumstances. I have no experience on this

point. My marl is cut from the face of the cliff

at Shell Biuff". It is estimated that if a stratum of

marl is li feet thick, lO feet of covering may be
removed to procure it, without hazarding too

much. But should you find marl, you need not
apprehend much danger of working through it.

The great formation, of which it is a part, is of
unknown depth. Over 100 feet of it is exposed
at Shell Bluft"; it has been penetrated more
than 300 feet in Charleston.

In hauling out marl, the most economical
method is to use carts v^ ith two mules or horses.

In a cart properly made, they will-<haul 18 bush-
els at a load as easily as one mule \vill haul 6.

The carts should be made \vith three shafts, so

as to divide the weight of the load equally be-

tween the mules, and the tread of the wheels
should be 4 inches^axletrees of iron. In put-

ting on 100 bushels to the acre, the land should
be divided by furrows into squares 28 yards
each way. This will give 6 to the acre. A
load of IS bushels to each square will rather ex-

ceed 100 bushels per acre, but some will always
be lost. The full effect of marl cannot be felt

until it is thoroughly mixed with the soil.

Hence, the first year, little is to be expected
from it, and it seldom reaches its maximum un-

til the fourth crop—not always then. Its effects

may be hastened, and, what is also important,

rendered equal, by spreading it with regularity

over the land. It is best, therefore, to .sow it

broadcast with the hand. Each laborer should

take his square and spread the pile, using a tray

or board to assist him. A hand will spread 9

piles of 18 bushels each in a day.

The distance to which marl may be carted

depends altogether upon circumstances—one of

which is the quality of the marl ; another, that

of the land ; others, the facilities for digging,

state of the road.'<, &.c. Along the coa.st of Scot-

land, it is transi>orted by sea from 80 to 100

miles. 1 have been very recently informed
that at a single marl bank on James River in

Virginia, 10 rigged lighters are now engaged
in delivering marl to a distance of from 8 to 20

miles up and down the river, receiving 3 cents

per bushel for it, though it is much inferior to

ours in quality. The marl I use averages about
60 per cent, of carbonate of lime. I cut the

whole of it down at Shell Bluff, and boat it 12

miles up the Savannah River, re-land and cart

it. 1 have marled about 700 acres within a mile

of my laniling here ; but I have hauled some
marr4 miles, and have spread it on about SOO

acres, the nearest part of which is over three

miles from the river. This is of course very ex-
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pensive; but I think it profitable, notwithstand-
ing. If I could lay down any rule to regulate
the cost ofmarling, it would be this : That where,
land is deficient in lime, it would be a safe op-
eration to expend an amount equal to the pres-

j

ent value of it, if .so much should be necessary
to marl it sufficiently. This rule I suggest upon
the principle that it would be profitable to pay
twice for land, if you could thereby double it«

production without materially increasing the
cost of cultivation.

You will naturally inquire whether any one
might reasonably calculate on doubling the pro-
duction of his land by marling. I believe he;

may, if the marl is judiciously applied and the
proper system of after-cultivation adopted. I
have seen but few statements of the actual re-

.sidts of marling in Europe. It is said in general
terms to produce a great increase, though occa-
sionally it is mentioned that tlie crops were
doubled. So perfectly established is the use of
lime and marl there, that every one who can
procure them uses them as a matter of cour.se.

It is not considered an experiment, and tables

of results are not therefore given—at least I have
seen none. A few years ago, Mr. Ruflin ad-
dressed interrogatories touching the effect of
mai'l as exhibited in the crops to a number of
the most respectable farmers of Virginia, -who
had used it, and received answers from twenty-
two, many of v^hom had marled extensively
and for a number of years past. These answers
were published in the Farmer's Register and in

Mr. Huffin's Report of his Agricultural Survey
of South Carolina. Their marl was of various
qualities, applied in various amounts per acre,

and on different kinds of laud, which had been
subjected generally to vei-j' severe cropping be-

fore. No one of these estimated the increase of
his crops from marling at less than double, and
.some of them rated it as high as 400 per cent.

I have no doubt that, under favorable circum-
stances and good management, the last-men-

tioned increase, enormous as it is, may be often

realized. The prospect, however, of doubling
the crop with rea.sonable certainty, is promise
enough, one would think, to .set everj' one to marl-

ing who can do it w^ithin the cost I have men-
tioned. I have not myself yet doubled my own
crop with the use of marl, nor might the practical

results of it, ^vhich I ought to state, be so strik-

ing to a careless observer as he might expect, af-

ter all I have said on the subject. They satisfy

me, however; and I feel perfectly certain that

in a .short time the crops on all the land I plant

will be at least doubled, from the effects of marl
alone, and much more than doubled in conse-
quence of other additional applications I am
making. I commenced marling in November,
1841. I marled only 175 acres for the crop of
1842. the results of which I reported to our State
Agricultural Society, as I did those of 184:), on
the .same land. They were jiubli.shed, and
some of you may have seen them ; I will, there-

fore, only repeat the tabular statement of those

years, and add to it that of the pas', year. In
1844, these lands rested. The experiment
marked No. 1 was made on mulatto land lying

on the river bluff, which in appearance, and
perhaps in most other resiiccts, is much the

same as the best upland cotton soils in your
County which have been as long in cultivation.

Experiment No. 2 was on li;.'ht, sandy soil ; the

sand is vei-y fine, but, altogether, the soil is infe-

rior as any, probably, that you plant in cotton.

I could scarcely have selected lands lees calca-
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lated to give the marl a fair chance, both having
been cleared more than a century ago, badly

scourged, and of course greatly exhausted of
vegetable matter.

EXPERIMENT NO. 1. MULATTO LAND.

1842. Seed Col.tou.

Acre not marled 1111 lbs.

Do. marled 100 bushels 846 "

Do. do. 200 " 1003 "

Do. do. 300 " 1318 "

1843.
Acre not marled 493 lbs.

Do. marled 100 bushels 654 •'

Do. do. 20O " 759 "

Do. do. 300 " 841 "

1844—Rested.
1845.

Acre not marled 324 lbs.

Do. marled 100 bushels 481 "

Do. do. 200 •' 584 "

Do. do. 300 " 642 "

Less than un- More than vn-
marled acre.



a period when I expect to cease using it to a
considerable extent every year, either on fresh

lands, or in increasing the dose on those already

marled. It would be leading you into error,

however, to leave you to suppose that I rely

solely on the mai-1 to improve my lands. Rest,

in connection with it, in indispensable, and ma-
nure becomes far more beneficial. I have, ac-

cordingly, by opening more land, and reducing
my planting, enabled m5'self to rest annually

one-third of my fields. And I have already

hauled out and mixed together, for the coming
crop, 96,000 bushels of muck, and 48,000 bush-

els of manure from stables and stablciyards, hog
and ox-pens, &c., having yet about 20,000 bush-

els jnore to carry out before planting. I shall

not only endeavor to increase this amount of ma-
nure every year hereafter, bat also, by clearing

and reducing the land in cultivation, to rest, as

nearly as may be requisite, each field every oth-

er year. Indeed, the management of land after

it is marled is of the utmost consequence to the

efficiency and profit of marl. Though lime is it-

self a portion of the food of plants, and therefore

a manure, this is perhaps the very least of its vir-

tues. Its indirect operations are far more im-

portant. It is the grand agent that prepares for

the crop nearly all the food w-hich the earth fur-

nishes. It is the purveyor general—no, the farm-

er must fill that office : it is the " chef decuinine"
that selects the ingredients, mixes and seasons

almost every dish to'suit the delicat^appetite of

the growing plant. It is from the materials

placed in the soil by Nature, or the industrious

husbandman, that this skillful artist draws the

rich repasts it furnishes; and it could no more
furnish them without these materials, than your
cook could make your soup without joi.it.s and
spices. The larder of the marl must, then, be
amply supplied. The means of doing it are rest
and manure. The great gain to the farmer is,

that having once engaged in his service this
powerful, untiring, and almost universal agent,
he may safely exert him.^^elf to the utmo.st of his
ability to supply it with everything neces.sary to
cany on its important operations. Seizing on
whatever is valuable, it preserves it from waste
—combining with the utmost generosity the wi-
sest economy, it not only yields to the plant all

it requires, but stimulates it to ask more, while
it is inaccessible to demands from all other quar-
ters.

There is no fancy in thi.s—Theory and Exper-
iment unite to prove it true. And I trust that
no great length of time will elapse before marl
shall have written its own eulogy in indelibH
characters over all the broad fields of your
County.
Pemiit me to conclude this letter, for the great

length of which I owe you an apology, by re-

turning my acknowledgments for the honor you
have done me in electing me an honorary mem-
ber ofyour Society, and by wishing each mem-
ber of it the utmost success in his Agricultural
pursuits.

I am, %'ery respectfully.

Your ob't serv't.

J. II. HAMMOND.
Hamilton Raiford, Esq.

Conesponding Secretary of the Agricul-
tural Society of Jelt'erson Co., Georgia,

NOTES ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP :

FOUNDED UPON REPORTS OF COMPETITORS WHO GAINED PREMIUMS AT THE WOOL
COMPETITION HELD AT EDINBURGH IN 1845.

Cheviot Sheep.—Mr. Anderson, SanJhope.
Selkirk.—The flock consists of about 1,000 ewes
of ages varj-ing from one to six years, and it

was reared exclusively on coarse hill pa.sture.

elevated from 1,000 to 2,000 feet above the level

of the sea. The stock ewes get no artificial food,

except on the occasion of a severe storm, when
they are supplied with a little natural hay. To
afford such aid, unless urgently required, would
tend to lessen the exertion of the sheep to pro-

vide for themselves. The tups are bred from

selected ewes by the best rams, and put on grass

and turnips during winter and spring. The
washing takes place about the end of ,Iune in a

pond, into which the sheep are made to leap

from a platform raised about two feet above the

surface of the water, and then caused to swim
twice or oftener across, as may be necessary for

cleansing them. The clipping is performed

about eight days after. The animals are laid on

a stool, the operator proceeding lengthways in

parallel lines an inch in breadth, and making

the cuts as low and smooth as possible. The
price obtained for the clip of Cheviot wool in

1845 was 28s. 6d. per stone of 24 lbs. ; and for

the black-faced clip, 138. per stone. Wethers

are not kept ; but barren ewes, sold from the
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hill pasture at the end of autumn, weigh about
13 lbs. per (piarter. The average weight of a
Cheviot fleece is 3 lbs. 7 oz. ; and of a black-

faced. 4 lbs.

The black-faced flock, containing COO breed-

ing ewes, is similarly managed.
Mr. Gentle, Dell. Invcr7iess.—The flock, in

which there are 500 shearing ewes, is wa.slicd

about the 18th of June. The sheep are driven

three times through an arm of a fresh-water lake,

having to leap into the water from a hrea-srvvork

four feet high, and to swim from thirty to forty

yards. The clipping follows about the 22d of

the same month. It is done longitudinally, with

an even and rather bare cut. The clipper is

seated on a sraearing-.stool, %vhich is covered

with a tough .sod, to prevent the animals being

hurt. The pasturage consists of common mount-

ain gra.sse9. much intermixed with heather, and
its altitude varies from 1.000 to 2.000 feet above
the sea. In winter and spriii'.', however, the

sheep, when the inclemency of the weather
makes it necessary, are brought to lower ground,

at an elevation not exceeding 100 feet. The
clips of 184 4 and 1845 were sold at 18s. per stone

of 24 lbs. Thrceyear-old ewes have been sold

for JE25 lOs. per score—a price considered less



than their value. Such pheop, getting f^ood tur-

nip feeding till the end of March, would weigh,

on an average, from 18 to 20 lbs. per quarter;

but individual sheep have \veighed 2-5 lbs. per

quarter. The fleeces of the shearling ewes will

be about 4 lbs. weight each on an average ;
but,

taking fleeces of all classes, the average per

fleece will be about 5 lbs. The fleeces are un-

derstood to consist of laid wool.

Mr. TiceedtP. Denchric, Presfoyik/rk.—The
flock contains from 300 to 400 shearlings. The
sheep are washed in June by making them leap

three or four times into a pool, and swim fifteen

or twenty yards. They are generally clipped

within a week after, the shears being used lon-

gitudinally. The pasturage is on the Lammer-
muirs, poor and mostly heath. In winter and
spring, turnips and hill pasture are the means
of support, each being afforded daily. The clip

of hogg and ewe wool in 1845 sold at 29s. 6d.

per stone of 24 lbs. For the last five years, a

bath mixture, prepared by Brown of Hadding-
ton, has been used in autumn; and, while it has

kept the stock quite clean, it is easily applied.

Three men to dip, and a boy to drive water, can

ea.sily bathe COO or SCO sheep :n a day. The
apparatus is not very expensive, and it promotes

the comfort both of men and .sheep. It consists

of a tub for dipping, and a large trough in which
the sheep, after being dippefl, stand to drip

—

and so constructed that the drippings run back
into the tub. Since the adoption of this plan,

the wool has always been considered very fine,

and, indeed, the best shown at a local exhibi-

tion.

Bt.ack-Faced Sheep.—Mr. Vere Irving.

Newtown Honse, Moffnt.—In the district of

Moffat it is not customary to wash black-faced

sheep. The shearling and ban-en ewes, and the

rams, were, in 184.5, clipped on the 2d July, and
the rest of the flock, consisting of evi-es rearing

lambs, on the 19lh of the same month. In 1844,

the chpping of the latter class of stock took

place some days earlier; but this is not consid-

ered advisable, as the wool last season was bet-

ter risen than in the preceding year. In clip-

ping black-faced sheep, the shears are run from

head to tail ; but, in tlie case of Cheviot sheep,

they are directed over the shoulder and back.

The latter method produces a neater clip, but
the former is more expeditious. The farm rises

from a base of 910 feet above the level of the

sea, to an altitude of 1,5.>0 feet above it. The
lower portion, which is divided into parks, and
is well sheltered, is occupied with dairy-.stock,

grain, green-crop and hay ; and, for the greater

part of the year, the sheep are entirely confined

to the upper division, or steep ground. The
pa.sture is short and of a bright color, intermixed

with coarse bent, which requires to be burnt in

spring. Some years ago, part of the benty
ground was plowed, heavily limed, and sown
with grass seed ; and thus a great improvement
was effected, the bent having been replaced by
a bright green pasturage, which cannot be dis-

tinguished from those portions of the ground
that are not naturally covered with bent. In

winter and spring, the sheep, if their condition

peems to demand it, are admitted into such of

the lower parks as have been cut for hay, or

pastured during the summer by the dairy stock,

which is then fed in the house. The sheep are

let down from the higher ground in the morn-
ing, but are invariably put out of the parks be-

tween one and two o'clock in the afternoon. In

the event of a severe snow-stonn, they are fed
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with meadow haj', which is carried out to them.
In weaning the ewe lambs intended for .stock,

they are put into one of the parks for a week,
and then allowed to return to their mothers,
whom they recognize, but no longer attempt to

suck. An advantage of this plan is that the
lambs follow their dams through the winter,
and, if there is snow, they are helped by them
to scrape, so that they.do not so often need to

be fed with hay as when they are kept separate
all the winter. The last clip sold fetched 12s.

per stone of 24 lbs. for fleeces of all denomina-
tions.

Cross BtTWEEN Cheviot axd Leicester
Sheep.—Mr. Brown, Halls, Dunbar.—In the
flock there are about 600 hoggs. The usual pe-
riod for washing is about the end of May or be-
ginning of June ; and the plan followed is that

of placing four or five men in a stream of clear
water up to their middle, one above the other,

and passing tlie sheep, one by one, from the
lowest to the highest—each man, in tura, plung-
ing the animal in the water. The shearing fol-

lows in three or four days, ^^•heu the natural oil-

ine.ss of the wool, extracted by the washing, is

restored. The operation is performed in an
open shed, laid with green sods. One or two
women attend for the purpose of freeing the
fleeces from particles of clotted wool, and after-

ward winding them. The price obtained for

the clip last sold was 31s. per stone of 24 lbs.

—

The pa.sture on which the Cheviot ewes are
grazed, from which the half-bred lambs are
reared, is situated on the northern boundary of
the Lammermuirs. The lambs are weaned
about the middle of Auc-ust, when they are re-

moved to the so\\u pastures on the farm. In
November they are bathed with a mixture of
tobacco liquor and spirit of tar, in the proportion
of half a Scotch pint of the former to a wine-
glassful of the latter for each sheep. They have
then a few turnips laid on their pasture, and,
when they have fully acquired a taste for them,
they are folded on turnips alone during winter
and spring, or until grass is ready tor them

—

which, on the high situation to which they are
tran.sferred, is, in ordinary seasons, about the
middle of April or beginning of Mav.

HOME AND FRIENDS.
BY CHARLES SWAIN.

Oh ! there 's a pouer to make each hour
As sweet as Heaven de.oigned it

;

Nor need we roam to bring it home,
Though few there be that find it

!

We .scL'k too high for things close by,
And lose what Nature found us ;

For life hath here no cha'Tii so dear
As home and friends aroimd us !

We oft destroy the present joy
For futiire hopes—and praise them ,

While flowers as sweet bloom at our feet,

If we'd but stoop to raise them I

For things afar .still sweetest are
WTien Youth's bright spell hath bound us

;

But soon we 're tau<;ht the earth hath naught
Like home and friends around us !

The friends that speed in time of need.
When Hope's lB3t reed is shaken,

To show us still that, come what will,

We are not quite forsaken :

Though all were night, if but the light

From Friendship's altar crowned us,

'T would prove the liliss of earth was this

—

Our home and friends around us I
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HOUSEWIFE'S DEPARTMENT.
The more any man of any discernment sees of

the world, and reHects on the relations subsisting

between and the offices performed by the vari-

ous members that constitute one family, (and with

families make up society) ; the more deeply will

he be impressed with the dignity and import-

ance of the duties which social arrangements as-

sign to the mistress of every well regulated

household ; and the high honor and esteem to

which she is entitled when these duties are well

executed.

Let but her part be neglected, or carelessly or

ill performed, and chaos soon takes the place of

order, neatness and economy take their depart-

ure, and domestic misery and ruin are too sure

to enter, close on the heels of pride and indo-

lence. There is nothing more beautiful, nothing

to which a .sensible man more readily pays the

homage of his admiration and resp£ct, on his en-

trance in the domestic circle of the old Southern

Slates, than the cheerfulness and alacrity with

which he still sees the ladies there, both mother

and daughters, of the most opulent, and best bred

families, play out in full measure, their appropri-

ate parts in the management of domestic affairs,

and when occasion demand.?, even of the out-

door concerns. To be familiar w-ith all the du-

ties of housewifery, seems to form, in fact, as we
have lately witnessed with high gratification, a

part of the education of young ladies of the am-

plest fortune, the most refined manners and the

highest intellectual cultivation. And where, it

may well be asked, can beauty and intelligence

be seen to more advantage, than in the exercise

of duties which do and ought to constitute a

great portion of the employment, sometimes of

daughters on whom the loss of a mother may de-

volve the care of a household, and especially of

every married woman who would see her hus-

band prosperous, respected and happy? All who
are at all familiar with the history of rural life

in the old " plantation States," must know of in-

stances of remarkable women, who, with an en-

ergy of character almost beyond their sex, have

grappled with adversity brought on by the indo-

lence, extravagance, or misfortune of their hu.s-

bands: and while clearing their estates of the

most frightful embarrassments, have contrived

to educate their families, and finally to leave

them in the enjoyment of their wonted respect-

ability and independence. Forever honored be

the memories of such noble women ! Too much

gratified should we be to preserve in the Hou.se-

wife'e Department ofthe Farmers' LiERARYtbe
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fullest memorials of such as thus do honor to

their sex and their country ; and may we not ap-

peal to the gallantry and justice of readers who
can appreciate our views, to aid us in preserving

suitable memorials of those whose lives allbrd to

society, examples so useful ?

While military heroes of all degrees, and not

a few of doubtful merit, swing in their gorgeous

trappings on every tavern sign ; while partisans,

floating for the moment on the top of the tide,

emblazon the front of political reviews, and

while our popular and fashionable magazines

glare with costly pictures of noble dames in

courtly attire, or with the meretricious repre-

.sentations of fashionable artistes, dancing half

naked in " mid air;" all \vc\\ calculated to beget

ideas and inclinations the most vitiating and ef-

feminate ; where do we find the portrait or

biographical sketch of the noble matron, in the

midst of her homely avocations, laying " her

hands on the spindle or the distaff," counting her

poultry, inspecting her dairy, or teaching her

children ? and yet, to saying nothing of the pre-

sent, how many illustrations might be drawn

from old family annals, of women of the finest

characterwho without seeking it. won distinction

by thus looking after the*" ways of their house-

hold."

Not on their own accounts should the memories

of such women be honored, for they are gone be-

yond the reach of praise—who cannot call to

mind some who have been called away in the

midst of their usefulness and at the very moment

when they were most dear and most necessary

to those who remain to deplore their loss ?

" Why is it thus that fairest things.

The soonest fleet and die ?

That when mo.'it light is on their wings

They're then but spread to fly 1

And, sadder still, the pain will stay

TTie bliss no more appears ;

As rainbows take their light away.

And leave us but their tears."

No ! no ! It were for no gnch vain purpose

that we would commemorate the virtues of such

women ! but to give assurance to our daughters,

to those who are to be the future mothers of the

Republic ; that for them as well as for our sons,

honor shall be the reward of excellence, and

their virtues too be gratefully recorded.

That posthumous honors should be reserved

for our sex alone, or living ones be lavi.shcd ex-

clusively on womcnofhigh rank, or on tho.sewho

can make the most impressive public display of

courtly and fashionable costunae, or mere pbysi-
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cal powere and development, is as nnjust in it-

eelf, as it is inexpedient and pernicious as re-

gards the welfare of American society. In that

Department of the Farmers' Library then,

which is set apart for Housewives and their

concertt, there shall at least be one place reser-

ved for registering the merits and virtues of such

as in the performance of their housewifely du-

ties, may have most eminently deserved to have

it said of them:
" Many daughters have done virtuouslj', but

thou excellest them all."

Who will suggest a subject and aid us in the

performance of this promise ? We pan.se for

a reply.

A SUCCESSFUL METHOD OF RAISING DUCKS.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

Charleston, February, 1833.

Believing it to be the duty of every individ-

ual to contribute for the benefit of society, any
information he may possess, however small,

and on subjects ever so humble ; and having for

several years past been in the habit of seeking
recreatiou during those hours which were not
devoted to severer studies and labors, in a vari-

ety of experiments on subjects of Natural His-
torj', I propose giving you the result of some ex-
periments in raising ducks, which w-ere carried

on during a number of years, and which finally

eventuated in complete success.

It is sometimes beneficial to examine the

causes of our failures, and it atfords me pleasure

at this moment in retracing the steps by which,
after many disappointm^its, I gradually accom-
plished the objects to which my inquiries and
experiments were directed. As an account of

the process by which I arrived at these success-

ful results may not be uninteresting to tho.se of

your readers who devote themselves to rural

pursuits, and who pride themselves on having a
well-stocked poultrj-yard, I hope it may be no
tax upon their time and patience, if I go some-
what into detail.

During many years I was struck wth the gen-
eral want of success which attended the raising

of this species of poultry. Not one-sixth of the

young were ever raised—they appeared to be
subject to innumerable diseases. Those that es-

caped w^ere stunted in their growth, and did not
arrive at full size till they were many months
old. The general complaint among farmers and
planters was, that this, the most valuable of our
poultry, was a puny bird, hard to raise, and sub-

ject to many disca-scs. They could raise fowls

and even turkeys, but there was no certainty

with regard to the duck.
Desirous of investigating the causes of a fail-

ure in raising a bird which in its wild state is

very hardy—which, although exposed to all the

vicissitudes of the weather, raises large broods
of young, I procured several ducks, determined
to pursue my experiments in various ways till I

should either be successful or be satisfied that in

a state of dome.stication, there existed obstacles

to their successful rearing which no foresight or
care could prevent.

At first I adopted the usual mode of giving
them access to as great a body of water as I

could provide for them in the yard. I therefore
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had an artificial pond made near their coops,
to which they could resort as often as they chose

;

here they amused themselves at all hours of the
day, in dabbling around the edges of the pool,

and in swimming and diving in the water; but
they did not grow—they were .subject to cramps
and fits, and one after another died, till I began
to think that water was not their proper ele-

ment. I varied their food—gave them rice-flour,

corn-grist, boiled potatoes, hominj', bran, and
many kinds of vegetable food, bat with the same
results—and of a hundred young that were
hatched, I scarcely raised a dozen. 1 then be-
gan to mix with their food various medicinal
herbs, believing that this might correct some
deleterious properties of their food, but it was to

no avail. I next procured the different varie-

ties of ducks for breed, thinking that perhaps
one kind might be better suited to the climate
and tl\e confinements of the poultry-yard than
another ; but I was soon convinced that my want
of success was not owing to my breed of ducks.
Several years passed away and left me pretty
much where I began, and I was almost ready
to abandon any farther attempts at raising the
duck.
The thought at last occurred to me that in the

food with which we usually fed this species of
poultry, we departed widely from nature, and
that, although the old ducks in their wild state

fed on rice and the seeds of various grasses that

are found along the edges of the rivers, brooks
and ponds, yet, that at the spring of the year,
when the young wild-ducks are hatched, there
are few seeds ripe, and it is questionable whether
at that early age they feed at all upon grain or
seeds. There appears in the digestive organs
of these young birds something unsuited to

this kind of food— it passes through them with-
out affording much nourishment. I had ascer-

tained by dissection that their gizzards were
filled not with vegetable food, but with the frag-

ments of small craw-fish, worms, and various
aquatic insects, as well as the spawn of fishes,

and I determined in the following year to try the
etl'ects of animal food. In due time my young
ducks were hatched, beef was given tbem at

first, after having been chopped very fine ; this

they devoured greedily, and eat it preference to

all kinds of vegetable Ibod. The effects upon
their health and growth was immediate and sur-

prising ! They appeared to grov/ faster than
any other poultry—in a few weeks they were
out of danger, and in a few months fit for the

table. As beef was expensive, I tried cheaper
kinds of food, such as the ha.slet of animals, crabs,

fishes, &c. The result was equally favorable.

I was now satisfied that in the article of food the

end is attained by simply following nature, and
giving the young ducks animal food.

But although my experiment was thus far fa-

vorable, I found that many of my young ducks
died after having been suffered to go in the dews
and water, and that after many showers of rain

they became thoroughly wet, and that when
showers were succeeded by hot suns, they were
subject to a disease of some apoplectic charac-

ter, or a coiip de soleil which killed numbers.

—

Here I was much puzzled. I had succeeded in

one instance by following Nature, but I found
that I could not carry my theory through, and
that water affected the domesticated duck very
differently from what it did the snme bird iu its

wild state. The fact was not unknown to me
that the down ofyoung wild-dacks is almost im-

pervious to water ; they are exposed to dews



aud rains—they dive to the bottom of pools and
streams, and Hve in the water : yet they always
keep dry—an oleagenous substance is spread
over their feathers, from vv'liich the water glides
oft' instantaneously and leaves the bird dry du-
ring all weathers. Not so with the young of the
domesticated duck. Owing, either to the con-
finement of numbers in a small space, where
their dovvn becomes ruffled and displaced, or to

their not being able to procure that kind of food
which in the wild .state is favorable to the secre-

tion of that pecuhar oil which is found contained
in the glands of birds, aud which serves to lu-

bricate their feathers and protect them from the

wet, the down of the young tame duck soon be-

comes thoroughly wet, and when this is once
tlie case, it is .subject to various diseases and is

difficult to raise. To accommodate the young
duck to that artificial state into which it had been
thrown by domestication, I found it necessary to

adopt some mode by which during the first few^

weeks of its life, (the only time in which it re-

quires much care), it might be preserved from
the effects of that element, which in its native

state is almo.st its only residence, and furni.shes

the means of its subsistence. A little reflection

enabled me to guard against the inconvenience
and dangers which result from this state of do-

mestication. I had ni}" coops built pretty large

dnd tightly shingled, so as to be impervious to

water. The young ducks were not let out in

the morning dews till the sunTiad dried the

grass, and the ves.sels in v\"hich their water was
placed were railed over, so that they could drink

by inserting their bills between the.se little rail-

ings, but were prevented from getting into the

water. After following these simple directions

with regard to food and shelter, I found that by
a little attention of a servant, I could supply my
table with ducks the whole year round—that I

seldom lost one in twenty, and they were free

from all diseases. 1 raised from one hundred to

three hundred ducks per year, and no^v found
that they were the easiest of all poultry to raise.

I communicated the result of my experiment to

my friends. Those of them who had the di.spo-

Bition, the patience and indu.stry, followed my
directions, and in every instance met with the

same success. I have their assurance, that they
can now raise ducks in any numbers, and .some

of them have for the last two or three yeai's sup-

plied ovir mai'kets with from three to five hun-
dred ducks of the largest size and finest flavor.

After having earned my readers tln-ough this

perliaps to them tedious detail of experiments
which cost mo much time and attention, but for

which I was more than repaid by the .success-

ful result, I shall now proceed to give, under
different heads, such simple directions as will en-

able our planters aud farmers to supply their ta-

bles with this kind of poultry, v\ hich might be
an object to those who are in the habit of sup-

plying our markets.
1. The species and varieties of ducks best,

adapted to the purpose of breeding.—The only

two species of ducks that are raised in this coun-

try arc what are commonly called the English
duck and the Mu.scovy duck. The Engli.sh duck
is a descendant of the wild duck that visits us

every winter in snch numbers, called the mal-

lard (Anas boschas) \s found also in Europe,
aud isreeds in England, although not the larg-

est, it is certainly among the finest flavored

ducks in the world. The flavor of the famous
canvass-back duck (Anas Vallisncria) that is

found 80 numerously in the Chesapeake, and
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more recently in the Santce, and at the mouth
of the Savannah river, is no doubt superior to it,

hut it is supposed that this is owing to the pe-
culiar kind of root on which that feeds, believed
to be the Vailiscncria Americana—and that
were it fed on common food its flavor would not
be superior.

The English duck, which is so common in our
yard.s, has from its long domestication, run into
a number of varieties, which differ so much from
each other as to appear like ditRrent species;
they are of different sizes—of a variety of col-
ors, and some are tufted. The variety to m Inch
I have usually given the preference, goes by
the common name of tiie Madagascar duck, is

distinguished by its being of the large.st size

—

having a pretty long neck and almost invariably
a Hght streak above the eye.s. and usually a
small streak extending from' the lower part of
the upper mandible to below the e\-c.

The Muscovy duck (Anas Mos'chata ) is an-
other duck more recently introduced, but which
is now very common, and is well deserving a
place in our poulti-y-yard.s. It was formerly, by
most writers, considered as coming from the
Eastern Continent, but is now well ascertained
to be a native of South America. This duck, in

our (Southern climate i.s, perha])s, more hardy
than the other—sets more steady on its eggs,
and lays in the spring and fall. A mongrel
breed between this species and the English duck
is easily produced, and has become very com-
mon; but these, though they are good layers,

are unable to propagate their species.

There are other species of ducks, which the
curious in these matters have partially suc-

ceeded in domesticating. I once saw a -fine

flock of the Gadwall ducks, (Anas strepcraj,

which an individual, in the upper part of the

State of New-York, had .succeeded in raising

from ducks ^vhich he had captured, aud which
bred freely in his yard, and made no attempts
at flying away. Our beautiful Summer duck
(Ana^i sponsaj breeds freely in .some parts of

France and in the Zoological (iardeu in Eng-
land. B ut it is very probable that the two spe-

cies mentioned are as well adapted to our pur-

poses as any other, and that, for many yeai's they
will be the only ones which will be generally

kept in our pouluy-yards. One drake will an-

swer for five or si.x ducks. Where mongrei.s

are to be bred, place in a separate yard, one
MuscovT,' drake to four English ducks.

•2. 1'ltc best 7nodc of procuring an abundance

of Eggs.—When ducks are rai.sed in the conn-

try and have access to rice-fields, ditches, ponds,

an<l the borders of rivers, they find food best

suited to them and generally lay early and frei;-

ly. But where they are necessarily kept in

yards, and do not possess the above advantages,

It will be necessary to adapt their tood to their

situation. A mixture of any kind of animal food

with their rice-flour, corn meal or grist, givca

them regularly and plentifully three times a day,

will enable you to procure a great abundance of

eggs; where this is neglected, your English

ducks will lay but sparingly. I have ob.st-rvod

that anir>ial food is not so necessary to the Mus-
covy duck, but that tliey will lay pretty freely on
being fed on grain alone.

3. Setting and hatching the Ecgs.—The
English duck, although a good layer, is very

careless about hatching its eggs until late in the

season. I have invariably us«^d the common hen
for that purpose ; and wlum the young ducks
are removed as soon as they are dry, iheir foster



parent wiVL set aa^n on other eggs ; and I have
thus known a single fowl to bring out three, and
even fear broods o!" young ducks in succession.

In that case, she should be repaid for her faith-

fulness by being richly fed. The young duck-
lings, in tbis climate, leave the shell on the twen-
ty-sixth day. The Muscovy set a few days longer.

A fowl of a tolerable size will cover from thir-

teen to fifteen eggs. After the eggs have been
four or five days under the hen. you may. in the
evening, examine the egss by the lisht of a can-
dle or lamp. Place the eggs longitudinally be-

tween the fore finger and thumb. If the egg be
likely to hatch, it will be of a dark color, with
streaks of red frequently perceptible : and the

cavity on the thick end will be somewhat en-

larged and transparent If it be a clear egg, it

will be wholly transparent, and ought to be re-

moved at once ; and it" it have not been kept too

long in the nest, it is still fit for use. In this

way, when several hens have been set nearly
at the same time, it will frequently be practica-

ble to remove a sufficient number of clear eggs,

so as to place a fresh setting of eggs, under one
or more of them. The Muscovy duck sets faith-

fully, and may as well be permitted to hatch
her owTi young.

4. Method of destroying fowl-lice.—The in-

sects which infest the setting hens may be easi-

ly destroyed by thoroughly sprinkling the nest,

and wetting the fowl, even to the skin, with a

strong decoction, made by pouring hot water on
a handful of common leaf tobacco, mixed when
cold with a table spoonful of spirits of turpen-
tine, and double the quantity of gunpowder. It

will be well. also, occasionally to take away
their old nest and make a new one of fresh hay
or straw.

5. Duck-coop$, food, and manner of rearing
the young.—Let your coop be made pretty

large ; say three or four feet in length and three

in depth. Let it be %vell shingled, so as to ex
elude all water, and have a good pitch to%vard

the ftx>nL Let it be tight on three sides and
barred in front, with a slide below the lower
bar, so aa to retain the ducks in unfavorable
weather. A space of ten or twelve feet square,

formed of common boards set up edgewise, will,

when you have not much room in your yard,

suffice for fifty ducks. Keep making coops in

proportion as your ducks increase in numbers,
and endeavor to keep the diiferent sizes sepa-

rated. The first brood, early in the spring, re-

quires for a few days, the warmth of the hen's
body ; and she should not be made to take care
of more than twenty or thirty. A little later in

the season, the young that are then hatched do
not require the services of their foster-mother,

and may from the beginning be placed in a coop
by themselves, to the number of fifty. Young
Muscovy ducks may be treated in the same way

;

and they and the mongrels and English ducks,
may all be indiscriminately reared together.

As soon as your young ducks are hatched, let

them be placed together, for a few hours, in a
basket containing some warm inside lining

;

and when they have sufficient strength, place
them with the hen in the coop. Feed them with
meat, or animal food of any kind, chopped fine

with a chopping-knife. For convenience, I have
tisually had it boiled. A little rice-flour or corn-
meal may be mixed with it, and the latter may
be increased, if you have but httle meat. Let
this be continued for three weeks, and they are
out of danger and can be raised on any kind of
food. Still it is to be observed that ducks in all
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cases thrive better on animal food, and where
this can be conveniently obtained, it may as well
be given them. Those planters who live near
our sea-coast, by running a tight board fence
across any small branch of salt water, and pla-
cing in the centre a fish-trap made of laths, can
easily procure a sufficient quantity of fishes and
crabs to feed all their young poultry. A man
•with a cast net could in half an hour do the same.
I have known persons in the interior ofthe coun-
try, sub.¥titute squirrels, rabbits, and even veni-
son ; and one gentleman fed his young ducks on
he flesh of alligators, thus rendering that which
was a nuisance, subservient to his profit. When
your young ducks begin to be tolerably feath-

I ered on the sides, which will be in five or six
weeks, they may then be turned into the com-

I

mon poultrj--yard—always bearing in mind, that

I those which are best fed, and obtain most ani-

mal food, tlirive the fastest.

I have not treated of diseases to which ducks
are subject: since, by the above treatment, I
have generally found them healthy.

As this is a long essay, and may be too great
a tax on your readers to peruse, I would give
in a single line, the substance of my directions for

the successful rearing of young ducks :

Give them animal food and keep them dry.

EXPERIMENTER.

^^ For a long time, and in many forms that

may not be readily traced to the time, the place,

and the occasion, our readers wiU get the bene-

fit, much or little, of our (to us) most gratifying

tour among the hospitable sons and no less hos-

pitable daughters of the South.

At Mobile, for example, as early as the 8th

and 9th of April, at the table of C. M., Esq.,

one of the true old Virginia game breed, we
feasted abundantly on strawberries and peas J

Yet, after a lapse of forty-three days—this be-

ing the 21st of May—they have not been placed

on the tables of the Hotels iu New-York. This

is mentioned to show the wonderful difference

of climate in our vastly extensive and extending

Country : but this is not what we would be at

At the same hospitable table we partook of a

most excellent kind of soup, new to us, called

'' Frexch Gumbo.'' The lady of the house (and

what house or table was ever worth mentioning

that had not a lady to govern and preside over

it), gave us the following

:

Receipt for French Gumbo.—Cut up one

large fowl, season it with salt and pepper,

drudge it weU with flour ; have ready a soup-

kettle, put in a table spoonful of butter, one of

lard, a handful of chopped onion ; fry the fowl

then to a good brown, add to this four quarts of

boiling water, cover close, let it simmer two or

three hours, then put in fifty oysters with their

liquor, a little thyme and parsley : just before

serving, stir in a table-spoonful of ihefilee pow-

der ; season high with cayenne pepper.

N. B. Cold turkey and beef-steak make also

very good Gumbo.

The Filee or Felee (or however else it may be
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spelled) is what g\veBa.mucila^7novs chsmic-

er and excellence to tliis soup. The powder
consists of nothing more than the leaves of the

sassafras cured in th^ shade, and then pounded
and sifted ; therefore, any family in the countrj-

can always have it in the hoose. It is on sale in

the shops in the 3o*h. Thus, any one who will | their pretensions !

taJce the pains may, any day in the year have
a tareen of most palatable and very nutritious

soap, out of very ordinarj- materials

^p^Some men pretend to despise these
'• small matters,' but put them within reach of
them and see how their actions square with

DESULTORY NOTES OX A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.
There is in Edinburgh, connected with the

[
order to verify his opinion, a minute analysis of

Highland Agricultural Societj-, ^n" Agricultur-

al Chemical Association," conducted by Pro-

fessor Johnston.

The laboratory of this Association contains sev-

en apartments, in which analytical operations

are continually carried on.

It may serve to impress on the minds of those

who think it a mere trifle to analyze any sub-

stance, and expect chemists to do it for no con-

the substance, provided they would agree to

publish the same. Since that, offer he has heard
no more of the action.

Here, again. Members of Congress may have
an inkling of what the Smithsonian Institute

could dfi for Agriculture, if the prominent fea-

ture of its organization looked that way f Not
only might farmers get every substance and
earth analyzed, but here thev would have the

sideration, to state that, in this extensive tabora- means of clipping the winss of various humbugs
tory, to analyze carefully three different oil-

cakes, so that the Professor might feel perfectly

confident of the result, it took ?fim and two of

his Sissisiaims three months. He has five assist-

ants constantly employed. Some of the practi-

cal benefits to the farmer arising from the analy-

sis of this single substance, oilcake, are indica-

ted by the propositions which will be found on

another page.

Members of Congress may form some idea of

what would have to be done in the Chemical

Laboratories of a great National Institution,

when they are told that, at this Agricultural

Chemical Association, deriving no assistance

from Government, there were 572 analyses

made in the year. The subjects were : Guano

and other manures : soils—stiff and fine clays :

limestones and marls ; iron and manganese ores ;

waters, turnips, oil cakes, refuse manufactures,

potatoes ; determination of nitrogen air, oats,

barley, oil-cake, slates, and other rocks, ashes of

oats, potatoes, (tubers and tops), wheat, barley,

and oil-cakes. It is a curious fact that the Com-

mittee of this Agricultural Chemical Association

in urgin? the propriety of a salary of a little more

than S2.000 to Professor Johnston, refer to the

" risks incurred by him as achentist of the As-

sociation." Among these risks, say they, " ex-

posure to actions of damages, for advice given to

members, should not be lost sight of During

the last six months, an action was raised against

him for an opinion given at one of the monthly

meetinss. as to the value and use of an English

artificial manure, the effect of which was alleged

to be a depreciation of the price of tlie compound,

and for which damages to the extent of fifty

thou.sand dollars were claimed. Professor

Johnston offered to make for the patentees, in

that are let loose, in succession, one year after

another, to amuse or fleece the agricultural or

horticultural communities. But we should re-

member they are not agiculturists or horticultur-

ists that most efficiently electioneer in the pot-

houses !

Suppose half as much to be taken out of the

Treasury for ihe diSusion of aaricultural know-
ledge, and the construction of agricultural high-

ways, as is done annually for the warlike ma-
chinerj- of the Republic ! Why, for military

surveys alone it is proposed to pay more than

$100,000 next year !

In illustration of the ad^-antage8 derived from

the Scotch Association, one practical farmer

specifies a case in which Professor Johnston, on

application, sho'vs-ed him how he could himself

make a certain manure, which he was aboat to

buy, at a cost so much less than it was sold for.

as to save him SlOO on the quantity he should

have purchased at that time. The same Lo-

thian farmer says : " I have no doubt the day is

not far distant when an intelligent agriculturist

will, on entering a farm, obtain correct analyses

of his soils and subsoils of the manures he uses,

and oi the crops he rears. In this way he will

be able to keep such a Dr. and Cr. account,

between his soils and manures on the one hand,

and his produce on the other, as will enable him

to know what substances to apply so as, with

the assistance of tlie mechanical improvements

oi the soU. to produce an amount of animals and

vegetables, from a certain breadth of land, which

even the most sanguine hardly dares to hope

for !" And he might have added that it would be

in the power of the farmer, by these means, to

calcalate. with a good deal of accuracy, how
much h:s l:ind is gaining or losing in fertilitj-
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from year to year. Wbo doubu that this might

have been done before novr, if public men
could be brought to legislate for the general,

instead of for particular interests ?

Abstract fkoji the RzxrRSs of Agri-

CULTrRAI, SOCIZTIES OF MASSACHUSETTS.

—

We are indebted to Mr. Dodge, of HamOton,

for this interesting compilation. In our next Num-
ber we shall publish Mr. Phinney's " Description

of the stock recently imported by the Massachu-

setts Society for Promoting Agriculttire : accom

panied. perhaps, -svith some notes of the Editor

of the Farmers' Library.

"We are not surprised to find such a man as

Mr. P. concurring, apparently, in what we have

suggested as the worthlessness of many of the

stereotype premiums offered by Agricultural

Societies, and their utter inefficiency in diffusing

old or producing netr hnowlf.dse.—or in effecting

anT seneral or permanent improvement in the

branch of industry to which those premiums are

applied.

W^itbotit intending here to anticipate what we

may have to say on this Report of Mr. P., we lake

room to extract his remark on the effect of an-

nual premiums for heit milch covrs :

" Thousands of dollars have been offered and
awarded in premiums for the best milch cows
within the Commonwealth, during the last twen-
ty yearx : and, as appeared to the Trustees, to

very Uttle benefit. Whoever has attended our
cattle-shows may have occasionally met with a
cow, remarkable for her milking properties,

which the fortunate owner purchased from some
drove. This accidental cow is exhibited at the
cattle show ; well authenticated proofs of her
great yield of mflk or butter are produced ; the

owner takes the highest prize, and puts the

money in his pocket : the calf is sold to the
butcher, and the cow the next year is put into the
beef barrel. And this has been the beginning
and the end of most of the native cows to which
the highest premiums have been awarded."
" The breeds of cattle," says Mr. P., " which the

Trustees believed, tinder all the circumstances,

to be best adapted to this country, best calcula-

ted to promote the object they had in view, and

to subserve the objects and wants of the farmer,

were the Ayrshire and the North Devon." His

reasons will appear in our next

PRICES CURRENT.
[Corrected, May 2-3,

ASHES—Pots. 1st sort ? 100 B. ,3

Pearis. 1st sort, '4.5 4

BEE^'WAX—American Te'ilow —
CANDLES—Mould. TaDow..^ B... —
Sperm- Eastern and City —

COTTON-From ^ B. —
COTTON BAGQrSG—American... —
CORDAGE—American ^ S. —
DOMESTIC GOODS-Shirtinfs. ^ y. —
Sheeting —

FEATHERS—American, live —
FLAX—American —
FLOUR i MEAL—Genesee, f bbL 4

Troy —
Michigan 4

Ohia flat hoop 4

Ohio. Heywood & Venice 5
Ohio, via">'ew-Orieans 4

Pennsylvania 4

Brandyxine 5
Georgetown 4

Baltimore City Mills 4

Richmond Ciry MiUs 6

Richmond Country 4
Alexandria. Petersburg, &c 4
Rye Fiour 3
Com Meal, Jersey and Brand 3
Com MeaL Brandywine hhd. —

GRALV—^^'heat. Western.. ^P' busk —
"VNTieal. Southern new —
Rye. Northern —
Com. Jersey and North ... (mc-as.) —
Com. Southern (measure') —
Com, .Southem (weight) —
Oais. Northem —
Oats. Southern —

HAY—North River balea —
HEMP—American, dew-rotted. . ton PO

water-rotted. . . .120
HOPS—1st sort 1E4.5 —
IRON—American Pie, No. 1 3.5

" Common 25
LtME—ThomaEton ^ bbL —
LI'MBER—Eoardi NJL, ^M. ft. ch. 35

Boards. Eastern Pine II
IVvards, Albany Pine ^pce. —
P.ank, Georgia Pme ^M. ft. 32
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Staves, White Oak. pipe.^ M 50
Staves, "«Tiite Oak, hhd. 40
Staves. "W nite Oak, bbL 30
Staves, Red Oak. hhd 25
Hoops 25
Scantling, Pine, Eastern. —
Scantling. Oak. 30
Timber, Oak ^ cubic foot —
Timber, White Pine —
"nmber, Georgia Yellow Pine —
Shinzles, 1? in. . . .• ^ bunch 1

Shingies, Cedar, 3 feet. 1st qualirv. —
Shingles, Cedar, 3 feet 2d quality. 22
Shinsies. Cedar. 2 feet 1st quality. 19
Shingles. Cedar, 2 feet 2d quahty. 16

Shingies. Cypress. 2 feet 13

Shingles. Companv —
>a'ST.ARD—.\merican —
N.\ILS—Wrought, 6d to 30d...^ ft, —
CuL4dto4<)d —

PLA.~TER P.4RLS—^ton —
PROMi=IONS—Beet Mess, ^ bbl.. . 7

Beet Prirse 5

Pork. Mess, Ohio —
Pork, Prime, Ohio 8

Lard. Ohio ^ ft. —
Hams. Pickled. —
Shoulders. Pickled —
Sides. Pickled —
Beef. Smoked ^ ft. —
Butter, Orange County —
Buner. Western Dairy —
Butter, grease —
Cheese, in casks and boxes —

SEEDS—Clover F ft —
Timothv ^ tierce 10
Flax. Roush. 9

SOAP—N. York. Brown ^ ft. ——@170 —
I

TALLO^V—American, Rendered... —
20 ®— 25

i
TOB.iCCO—Virginia ® ft.

—

North Carolina —
Kenmcky and Missouri —

WOOL—.4m. Saxony. Fleece,.^ ft. —
American Full Blood Merino —
American ^ and i Merino —
American Native and I Merino —
Superfine. Pulled

06t@
29 S— 29i
9 a- 11'

26 3— 38
6i®— 10
12 3- 13
11 3— 12
.5*3- 11
7 3— 15
25 3— 32

7i3— 7i
56t3— 3
50 3
50 3
25 3 5 37i
3713 4 50"

.50 3 4 62i— 3

.50 3
,50 3
— 3 6 25
62i^®
50 3
— 3 3 12i
25 3 3 50
— 316 —
93 @ 1 n
90 3- 95
66 3— 67
67 3— 69
60 3
60 3— 61
42 3—43
.35 3— 37
68 3— 80
-3100 —

— 3.37 —
— 3.30 —
75 3— 340 —— ®13 —
10 -a— 19

50 335 —

—



Now publishing in Moiuhly Parts, in the FARMERS' LIBRARY,
Price 50 cents each, or $5 per annum,

THE BOOK OF THE FARM;
BEING A SYSTEMATIC WORK OX,

PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE,
ON AN ENTIRELY NEW AND ORIGINAL PLAN.

BY HENRY STEPHENS,
Editor of " The Quarterly Journal of Agriculture," and " Prize Essays and Transactions of the Highland

and Agricultural Society of Scotland."

ILLUSTRATED WITH PORTRAITS OF ANIMALS,
PAINTED FROM THE LIFE—BEAUTIFULLY ENGRAVED ; aND NUMEROUS WOODCUTS AND

PLATES OF AGRICULTIRAL IMPLEMENTS,
So particularized as to enable Country Mechanics to construct them from the descriptions.

Of the style, costliness, and value of this celebrated work, some idea may be

formed, when we state that, in the first place, it contains more than 1400 pages,

with upward of Six Hundred Engravings I and, farther, that in England it re-

quired more than two years to publish it, and cost there §24. This neat work is

now publishing in the Farmers^ Library. "So farmer who thirsts for knowledge

himself, or who aspires to h^'e his son rise to the true " post of honor," the digni-

fied station of an intellectual and accomplished agriculturist, can justifiably deny

himself such a work as is found in the Farmers' Library and Monthly Jour-

nal OF Agriculture.

Among the Six Hundred Engravings which will be published in this BOOK OF
THE FAE.M, we have only room to mention the following :

—

Views of Farmsteads, or Farm Buildings ; Fine Specimens of Cattle, Horses,

Oxen, Swine, Cows, Sheep, &:c. ; Thrashing-Machines ; Sowing-Machines : Grub-

bers; The Farm-House ; Servant's Houses ; Fences; Thorn Hedges; Field Gates ;

Stone Dykes; Embankments; Draining—an Open Drain in Grass: Covered do.

:

Planks and Wedges to prevent Sides of Drains falling in, &:c., &c., 4cc. AGRI-
CULTURAL IMPLEMENTS of all kinds; Various Kinds of Plows: Sections

and Parts of do. ; Shovels ; Scoops ; Spades ; Plumb-Level ; Swing-Trees for two

Horses, for three Horses, for four Horses ; Harrows ; Horse-Hoes ; Rollers ; Straw-

Racks; Water-Troughs; Straw-Cutters ; Shepherd's Crook; SnowPiw; Dung-

Hawk; Scythe and Bend Sned ; Bull's Ring; Bullock Holder; Rakea Form of

Haystacks; Corn-Bruisers; Riddles; Rope-Spinners; Ladders; BeaiH '11 ; In-

strument for Topping Turneps ; Turnep-Trough for Feeding Sheep ; MovaS Shed

for Sheep ; Oil-Cake Breaker ; Wheelbarrow ; Turnep Slicer for Sheep ; Pt^ ing

for relieving Cattle of Choking; the Milking-Paii ; Curd-Cutter; Cheese-Vat;

Churns; Cheese-Press; ficc, i:c. Horse-Cart; Liquid-Manure Cart ; Single-horse

Tilt-Cart, &:c., &:c., kc. Various Operations connected with the Culture of Grain

&c., &c., &:c. Also, Plans for Irrigation ; Insects affec-ling Live Stock and Crops;

Harness, Bridle-Bit, Collars, kc, ficc, kc, ice.

03^ This great Work is now publishing in the FARMERS' LIBRARY AND
MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE, the subscription price of which

is $5 per annum. Every farmer, and every gentleman who owns land or culti-

vates a garden, is earnesilv requested to examine this Work.

GREELEY & McELRATH, Puhlishtrs.

New Yokk, July 1, 1846.



STEPHENS S BOOK OF THE FARM.

Extracts from the Critical Notices published in England during the jmblicalion

of the work tn London.

From the London Timeit.
" The first part or number of this work has just been published by Messrs. Blackwood. It is written by

Mr. Henry Stephens, a gentleman already known to the public in his editorial character in the Quarterly
Journal of Agriculture. The tcreat merit of the work, as far as it has yet gone, is the intelUeible manner in
which it is written, and the strong good sen?e wiih which it is distinguished. The proposed arrangement,
set forth in the plan of the work, is clear and satisfactory ; and the whole number is valuable as beinj the
result of practical experience and competent theoretic knowledge. It is a book which will be received with
gratitude by those who are really anxious to profit b/ instruction, and whoso anxiety for improvement is

not impeded by prejudice." ..." The plan of the work, it may again be observed, is very good—the
reasoniug is logical—the assertions are the results of accurate examination and repeated expenence. Id
addition to the information conveyed in the letter-press, the book is ornamented by accurate and handsome
plates of agricullunU animals, implements of farming, plans of farming, &c. &c."

From the Newcastle Conrant.
" Mr. Plephens's work is divided into three portions. In the first, the pupil is shown the difficulties he has

to encounter in acquiring a competent knowledge of farming as a profession, and the most easy and effect-

ual methods of overcoming these. The second portion details the various kinds of farming practiced in the
country, and points out that which the Author reckons the best for adoption under given circumstances.

—

The third and concluding portion accompanies the young farmer into the world, where it acquaints him
how to look about for a proper farm for himself"

From Felix Farley's Bristol Journal.
• When we say that the Author is Mr. Heiii-y .-tephens, we are safe in expressing ovu con".iction that the

results of his penetration, judgment, and experience, so placed before the public, will confer an advantage
on the agricultural interest of no commoa order. We therefore predict a large measure of success 'o the
intended work."

From Tlie Argus.
"We regard It as a national work; and, from the masterly manner In which Mr. Stephens handles tiis

subjects, we feel assured it must become a standard one. His thorough practical knowledge, backed by his

scientific acquirements, makes the Author's fitness for the task conspicuous ; and the unpresuming manner
in which his talent is displayed enhances its value still more hi our eyes."

From the Midland Counties Herald.

"The entirely practical nature of this work, and the evident care with which it is produced, will, we
think, render it one of the most usefiil publications for the farmer which has yet appeared."

Fron The Times.
" The great merit of the work, as far as it has yet gone, is the intelligible manner in which it is written,

and the strong good sense with which it is distinguislied. It is a book which will be received with grati-

tude by those who are really anxious to profit by instruction, and whose anxiety for improvement is not
impeded by prejudice.

From the Birmivgham Advertiser.
" The fanners of England would do well to possess themselves of this work, for the variety of useful in-

formation, and the many practical suggestions it contains."

From The Britannia.
" The two parts now before us are models of clear, sensible composition, and form such an introduction

to the practice of farming as has never been publi.'-hed before. The author brings to his task a large store

ot unowledge, sound sense and a lucid style." "We are quite sure that never was any work more called

for, by the intelligence of the age than this ' Book of the Farm,' and believe that it could not have been
entrusted to more competent hands, or produced in better style. We strongly recommend it to all classes

of agriculturists as a publication of decided utility, and likely to be most serviceable to them in the suc-

cessful prosecution of their labors."

From the Sporting Review.
" The work before us is one of the most practical results of so patriotic a spirit. It is a most wel-

come addition to our rural Uterature. As it proceeds, we hope to transfer some of its good things to

our pages.

From the Tfew Farmers' Journal.
"On all these important points, no one is better qualified to fill the office of a mentor than Mr. Stephens,

of which the well-arranged plan, and judicious execution, of the book before us, att'ord irrefragable

testimony."

The Concluding Paragraph.

Mr. Stephens, the Author of the above named work, was engaged for several years in writing

it. Its publication was coniinenced in London in Januai-y, 1842, and concluded in August, 1844.

The Author clo.ses the work in the following words:

" I have now brottirht to a termination the ta.sk I had imposed upon myself in writing this work.
If you will but follow the prescriptions I have given in it, for conducting the larger operations of

the field, and for treating the various aniraal.s of the fann : and—not to mention the proper plovv-

ing and manuring of the soil—as the practice of every fanner demonstrates the necessity of afford-

ing due attention to those mo.st important because fundamental operations, if you finish oft' your
fields in a manner indicating care and neatness—plowing round their mar^fins, and turning over
the corners ; if you keep your fences clean and in a state of repair—your fields free of weeds ; if

you give your stock abundance of fresh food at regular intervals in winter, and supply them with
plenty of clean water on fresh pastures in summer; if you have the farm roads always in a ser-

viceable state, and everything about the steading neat and orderly ; if you exhibit skill and taste

in all these matters, and put what is called a fine, skin on your farm, you will not fail to earn for

yourself the appellation of a good and exemplary farmer: and when you have everything about
you 'thus well disposed,' you will find, with Heaiod of old, that profitably, as well as creditably,

for you ' shall glide away thy r^iatic year.'
'"



HYDEAULICS AND MECHANICS.
A Descriptive and Historical Account of Hydraulic and other Machines for

raising Water, ancient and modem ; with observations on various subjects

connected with the Mechanic Arts, including the Progressive Develop-

ment of the Steam-Engine. Descriptions of every variety of Bellows, Pis-

ton, and Rotary Pumps, Fire-Engines, Water-Rams, Pressure-Engines,

Air-Machines, Eolipiles, &c. Remarks on Ancient Wells, Air-Beds, Cog-

wheels, Blowpipes, Bellows of various People, Magic Goblets, Steam

Idols, and other Machinery of Ancient Temples, To which are added

Experiments on Blowing and Spouting Tubes, and other original Devices.

Nature's Modes and Machinery for raising Water. Historical Notices

respecting Siphons, Fountains, Water Organs, Clepsydrae, Pipes, Valves,

Cocks, &c. In Five Books.

BY THOMAS EWBANK.
ILLUSTRATED BY 300 ENGRAVINGS.

This volume, on the various machinery connected with the raising of water, is a very interesting

production ; not only to the Experimental Philosopher, the Mechanician, and the Operative Trides-
man, who are engaged in the researches and work combined with the objects specified in the
Treatise, but also to every ordinary reader who is solicitous to enlarge his general informa-

tion, and who wishes to combine amusement with the topics which attract his attention.

It is impossible in this concise notice, to detail a minute syllabus of a book, the mere topica.

index of the contents of which occupies nearly eight pages, numbering about one thousand dis-

tinct articles ; but a general view is presented, from which the nature and value of the disser<

tation can easily and correctly be estimated.

The first book, which is subdivided into eighteen chapters, comprises a narrative of the various
•' Primitive and Ancient Devices for Raising Water," which are exemplified by sixty-seven en-

graved specimens of their diversified contrivances. This is not merely a dry philosophical

comment, for there are many episodes commingled with it of a peculiarly interesting charac-

ter, of which the preliminary remarks on the historical accounts of vi-arriors, and the section

in chapter sixteen, on the " Flattery of Despots by Men of Science," may distinctly be mentioned.

The second book, which includes seven chapters, describes the " Machines for Raising Water by
the Pressure of the Atmosphere." With this part are incorporated thirty engravings, delineating

the chief inventions which have been used in that department.

The third book, containing nine chapters, develops the " Mechanics for Raising Water by
Compressure, independently of Atmospheric Influence," with sixty-nine pictorial representations

of bellows, pumps, and fire-engines. The discussions respecting water-works and fire-engines

are full of instruction, and combine more information upon those important topics than can be

found, it is believed, in any other work that ever has been published.

The fourth book is extended to nine chapters, and displays the "Machines for Raising Wa-
ter, chiefly of Modern Origin, including Early Applications of Steam for that Purpose,'' with

thirty-one engravings. This portion of the volume is very racy, especially the details concern-

ing the Altars and Heron's Spiritalia, with the introductory paragraphs to chapter three, from
page 381 to 391, and the notice of the Eolipilic Idols.

The fifth book, which also comprises nine chapters, with eighty-four engravings, unfolds the

"Novel Devices for Raising Water, with an Account of Siphons, Cocks, Valves, Clepsydrae,"

&c., the seventh chapter of which, on Fountains, condenses a large quantum of information upon

that cooling and refreshing topic, which is followed by an attractive elucidation of hydraulic

organs.

An Appendix, with five engravings, supplies some additional explanatory facts ; and to the

whole is subjoined a comprehensive index of all the principal subjects that are embodied ic

those pages.

In addition to the above, the present edition contains a Supplement o^ over

thirty pages, on ANCIENT EOLIPILES, with some curious ilhistrations.

The entire work, with an Illustrated Titlepage, will cost but half the price

of the previous editions. ^

}^ The above work is now publishing in EIGHT PARTS or numbers,

at 25 centB each. GREELEY & McELRATH, PubUshers,

Tribune Buildings, New York.
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